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An African religious sympo-
sium will be held today, spon-
sored by Zeta Phi Beta sorority.

Inc.

Dr. Khallid Muhammad of
the Nation of Islam, Dr. Ken-
neth Alriler of the Faithful

Central Baptist Church and.

King Oji of the First Church of
the Rasta will be featured in the

symposium.
The symposium will be held

from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Morgan
Center press room.

This event is funded by the

Campus Programs Committee
of the Programs Activity Board.

Inside
students named
in fraud case
Two students are suspected

of using credit card numbers
illegally to order vast amounts
of merchandise.

See page 12

Viewpoint

Negative
cfiedc-off fee

Should the negative check-
off fee continue to be included
on students* registration forms?

See page 22

Arts & Entertainment

Writing, dance
& identity

A & E series on African

American culture continues
with a look at literature and
dance.

See page 24

Sports

IsCalinfora
bear of a time?

Mitchell Butler and the

Bruins want to keep Cal winless

in Pauley Pavilion.

University of California, Los Angeles

1^1
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February 15, 1990

'Underrepresented' still undefined
By Tina Anirpa

Senior Staff Writer

A tentative definition for groups
who receive money and office

space from undergraduate govern-
ment has met with more cridcism
from student organizations.

At a meeting last week. Second
Vice President Alec Wynne's draft

proposal was criticized from all

sides. Primarily, die conflict arose
over which groups receive "under-
represented" status, according to

student leaders who attended the

meeting.

Altiiough Wynne will bring his

proposal to council on Tuesday
witii the issue that has confronted
officers for more than two years,

the student groups are still dissatis-

fied.

Seven groups under Wynne's
proposal are called "underrepre-
sented student organizations"
(USOs), groups that have been
"historically and presentiy denied
access to . . . resources in society.**

The USOs, including African

Student Union, Asian Pacific

Coalition and MEChA, said tiiey

want to be the only groups that

council sponsors, Wynne said.

"They want basically all or
nothing.**

But that would exclude nine,
other organizations currently
sponsored by the council.

"I want to see (Wynne) come
. . . with a clean slate,** said

African„ Student Union (ASU)
President Tracy Grayson.

Grayson said he objected to

Wynne's draft because it ignores
what the underrepresenlcd student

groups want — sole sponsorship
by the council.

But Uiat idea is "very disturb-

ing,** said Charles Click, president

of the Jewish Student Union, a
group classified as a cultural

organization under the new defini-

tions. Jewish students pay the same
registration fees as everyone else.

See SIQ, page 16
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Students protest the U.S. involvement in Central America by stagina a 'die-in' in Mevertioff
Park on Wednesday:
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U.S. policy

blasted by
protesters... ^

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

The sound of gunfire interrupted

students at many UCLA eating
facilities during Wednesday's
lunch hour. Bodies lay sprawled
across floors as student activists

shouted protests of continued U.S.
involvement in Central America.

"In Central America, tiiese

people would not (be able to) get
up. Death and war are a reality

financed by U.S. capitalism. This
is not a war on drugs, it is a war
against the people. This must be
stopped and the trudi brought out,**

shouted Guide Del Piccolo, a
member of Students in Solidarity

witii the Central American People
(SISCAP).

SISCAP sponsored the demon-
strations, which began with a radio
blaring the sound of gunfire as
students fell to the ground. Others
held signs protesting U.S. involve-
ment in Central America while Del
Piccolo shouted a short speech
over the din of the lunchtime
crowds.

""After going to North Campus,
Lu Vallc Commons, and the

Cooperage, 10 student protesters

rallied in Meyerhoff Park.

Del Piccolo explained tiiat tiie

group resorted to such extreme
measures because "the UCLA
campus is pretty much apathetic

witii regards to political ktivism.
The U.S. war in Central America
has got to stop, so we are just trying

to raise awareness and get more
people involved.**

The audience reaction was
fairly positive, with most students
feeling at least entertained by the

presentation. "It was a minimal
intehiiption. If you didn*t want to

pay attention, you didn*t have to

... but you could turn and enjoy it

and get follow-up information
from their fliers. It*s the First

See PROTEST, page 17

Panel discusses AIDS and minorities
By Sai^h Suit

Politics Editor
V

A South Centra] Los Angeles
'

woman infected witii die AIDS
virus is worried about feeding her
children tomorrow because her
welfare check has not come for

two days. She doesn*t get medical
care because her family is more
important to her.

This is not an unusual picture

Education essential to prevent

disease's spread, experts say

members are generally unin-
formed about die deadly disease

which appears to be a gay, white
male disease, according' to panel-

ists who spoke on the implications

of Acquired Immune Deficiency
among othn io gommunities, whose—Sjfiidiuint tu ul init tun imu i ilties

on Wednesday.
But "tiie face of AIDS is

changing,** said Katrina Ham-
monds, a UCLAalumna and AIDS
education specialist at Watts
Health Foundation. The disease

dttcLis a gjuwiiig iiuiiiixv ur einnic

minorities in Los Angeles and
nationwide.

To control the spread of the

disease, ethnic communities must
be educated so diey can modify
their behavior, including sexual

practices, and attitudes about the

disease, panelists said.

But those communities are not

as receptive to information which
the government provides diem as
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Women's Resource Center -

About Rope Workshop
- 12:00-1 lOOpm. 2 Dodd Hall ^

Buddhism in the Modern World: "What is

the Foundation of Being Human-Filial

Repecf
- 7:30-9:30pm, LS 2147
Cultural Affairs - Student Talent Show at

the Coop r V r
- 8:00-1 0:00pm, the Cooperage
Student Health Services - AIDS
Awareness Week Activities Today
Fun de Ciecle poetry reading
- 8:00pm, Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

E B. 16

in the Modern World: ''Stop

the War from Inside"
- 7:30-9:30pm, LS 2147
Student Health Services -

AIDS Awareness Week
- Noon Concert - Naked. Rythm
- Bruin Plaza

..lUi.
fEB. 17-

Buddhism in the Modem VlTorld: "Hbw to

Leave Suffering and Attain Bliss" '

'

'

- 9:30-1 1:30am. LS 2147 —

-

- "Chan Talk (Meditation Workshop)"
- 2:30-4:30pnn. LS 2147

m
• usAC-Election Board Committee
applications due Mon., Feb. 19 in

President's Office
• Expo Center Internstiip applications due

Fri., Feb. 23
• SAA 1990 Homecoming applications due
Wed.. Feb. 21 at the James West Alumni
Center Info. Desk

• GSE-UCLA Masters/Credential Program
due by April 15
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SeaHlions take up
residence at pier
By Jack Schreibman
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Hundreds of pushy, barking sea lions, some
weighing more than 800 pounds, are occupying at least 20 slips at the fan-

cy Pier 39 yacht basin, delighting tourists but making life miserable for

the marina and boat owners.
**They*re cute as buttons, but they're very aggressive," complained

management spokeswoman Lucy Hobgood-Brown. *They*re not hurting

business, but they're damaging the docks, and they have bad breath.**

For over a month, about the start of the herring fishing season, the gre-

garious herd— sometimes as many as 300 animals— have been fishing,

"arfing** and fighting one another at some 10 finger piers that form a sec-

tion of boat berths that can sell for up to $50,000. No one has been hurt.

Pier 39 is a shops, restaurant and amusement complex just east of
Fisherman's Wharf.
The management is worried that the bulky pinnipeds, adding

unexpected tons of weight to floating docks, will eventually badly
damage them along with attached water pipes and electric conduits.

When the whole gang is out of the water, the docks are awash.
Many electric meters at dock boxes have already been slapped loose

when the sea lions haul out of the water. They also scrape loose metal
flashing and bash in relatively fragile dock boxes.
"Our *guests* won*t leave,** mourned marina manager Sheila Chandor.

"But the tourists love it**

The main walkway runs directly in front of the sea lions* new adopted
neighborhood. During afternoons, the place is a chaos of barking blubber,

cheering tourists and whirring, clicking .cameras.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Two Germanys

JHiursday, f=ebruary 15, 199a 3

UCLA experts debate pios,
ns of reuniting Germany

Federal Republic of Germany
Capital: Bonn
Population: 60.162,200
Area: 95,975 square miles
GNP: $898 billbn

Exports: $323 billion

Imports: $250 billion

National budget: $1 51 billion

German Democratic Republic
Capital: Berlin

Population: 1 6,736,000
Area: 41 ,768 square m\es
GNP: $185 billion

Exports: $23.9 billion

Imports: $22.2 billion

National budget: $78 billion

TOM YUN/Oaily Bruin

Regents will

name areajif
first new UC

H •

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff 'Writer

As East meets West in negotia-
tions to reunify Germany —
spliced by the iron curtain for
almost half a century — some
UCLA experts considered the
difficulties involved in reunifica-

tion and worldwide hesitation over
the rebirth of the post-modem
superpower that twice in this

century dragged the entire world
into war.

"While the short-run costs will

be worth the long-run benefits for
the Germans, long-run benefits for
the rest of the world will depend on
whether lessons have been learned
and people will behave them-
selves," UCLA Professor of Eco-
nomics William Allen said. "But
this is not the only nation that can
misbehave, so I think it is wise to
follow the path of productivity and
hope that people have learned
something from their errors in the
past-

Allen explained that although
there are grave economic hurdles
to conquer, these can be dealt with
much more easily ^than the socio-
logical and psychological aspects
of reuniting two countries that
have been vastly different for
almost 50 years.

"Obviously, there is much more
entailed than simply knocking

down a wall and allowing mobility
of people. This is far from suffi-

cient to make it a single nation.

There will be a great amount of
friction and suspicion among the
two countries which have very
different standards of living,- he
said.

Specifically, Allen believes
friction from West Germany will

arise out of the short term losses

the country's prosperous economy
will suffer by incorporating a
backward one leftover from a
Communist regime.

"From the standpoint of the
West, which is the dominating
half, you don't iix:iease the stan-

dard of living ofa nation by pulling
in a country with a low standard of
living and an inefficient economy.
There are very few shoit term
advantages," he said.

In addition, Allen said many
East Germans will be resentful of
the quick transition to a free

economy which, although it allows
for more personal gain, fails to

provide security and requires the
individual to take more responsi-
bility for his actions.

"People get used to living in a
prison. They are not treated very
gently, but there is security. When
given the choice of a secure society
or an open one, which often
requires more work and individual

accountability, many would rather

''Obviously, there is

much more entailed

than simply knocking
down a wall and
allowing mobility of
people.*'

WiHamAllen

stay in the prison," he said.

UCLA Professor of Law Phillip

Trimble discussed the legal
aspects of reunification which
necessitate the participation of the
World War II alliance of the
United States, the Soviet Union,
Britain and Franoft in reunification
talks.

See GERMANY, page 19

By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

The UC Board of Regents arc scheduled
to choose today one of the three regions in
which new UC campuses will be built.

At the board's one-day policy meeting in
San Francisco, UC President David Gard-
ner will recommend the region to the
general assembly of Regents.
The Regents will decide if the first new

campus will be built in northern, central or
southern California.

The board will meet again in the summer
to discuss the specific location of the
campus in the region they choose today and
will recommend two or three promising
sites for that campus in November.
They will also approve a calendar to set

deadlines for the choosing of the proposed
campus sites and the method of selection.

Development of new campuses is neces-
sary due to the rapidly growing population
of California, Gardner said.

The new campuses are scheduled to open
in 1998, 1999 and 2000. Gardner said the.
success of the new campuses depends
primarily upon ProposiUon 111, formerly
called Senate Constitutional Amendment 1.

Unless the measure — which would
modify the slate spending limit — passes,
"UC will feel long-term fiscal distress." he
said in a UC newsletter.

"Without the state funds provided by
Prop. lU the building of the new UC
campuses will be suspended," said UC
spokesman Rick Malaspina.
These might include, "enrolling fewer

sujdents, modifying UC's standards of
admissions, increasing student fees and
reducing public service and adminisu^tive
capacity.** Gardner said.

If passed. Prop. 1 1 1 would raise the Gann
Spending limit, which allows only 7 percent
growth for higher education each year, to
reflect the 8.5 percent economic growth of
California.

UC reports indicate that an 8.5 percent
yearly increase would maintain current UC
standards and meet future enrollment

jkffiiBdL :

The sod in front of Haines Hall was removed on Wednesday afternoon

Hardships face Mack empowerment
Economic stmggles undercut their political gains, experts say

By Val D. Phillips ^
Staff Writer

Black participation in the political arena
has become increasingly prevalent within
the last two decades, but the true possibili-
ties of black empowerment have yet to be
realized, according to some UCLA experts.

In a soon-to-be released study of black
demographic changes in the United States.
UCLA geography Professor James Johnson
states that black political power could be
adversely affected by black emigration
ffom major cities, particularly Los Angeles.
*Thc black community in Los Angeles

could be in 'deep doo-doo* in terms of black
political power if such outmigrations
f.nniiniif..

" lin A political liitmc iVefej

sor Franklin Gilliam said.

In cities where blM:ks hold political

office, minority group^^iave a higher voter
turnout and appear id be more effective at

influencing public policy, said Gilliam, who
is studying the socio-psyohological impact
of black leadership on black politic ization.

"At city budget meetings, they are heard,
and minority groups tend to exert more
pressure on the government,** he said.

•*Of course it will make a difference for

any group, if one of their own becomes a
political teader,** Gilliam said. Political

participation "changes people*s orientation

and raises them to a more analytical level.

People start asking nK)re questions.**

Black political power could
-be adversely affected by
black emotion from major
aties.

AFRICAN
AMBilCANHISTORY
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Violence eases in

Tadziiilcistan capitai

MOSCOW — VUlagers threw fire-

bombs and acid at troops protecting the

Communist Party headquarters in the

Tadzhik capital on Wednesday, but the

violence eased after three leaders in the

republic resigned, Soviet media said.

The three agreed to resign during a
meeting of party leaders and activists who
are protesting housing shortages and the
arrival of Armenian refugees, said Orif
Aminov of the Tadzhik bpich of the state

television and radio agency.
Earlier in the day, about 5,000 young

men went on a rampage in the republic's

capital, looting, setting fires and attacking

passers-by "irrespective of nationality,"

the Soviet news agency Tass said.

But officials denied Soviet television

reports that 37 people hacl been killed in

the violence in Tadzhikistan, which
borders Afghanistan and China.

West Germany offers
^

E. Germany $3.6 iiiilion

BONN. West Germany — West Ger-
many approved $3.6 billion in aid for East
Germany on Wednesday to keep its

economy afloat and prevent its citizens

from fleeing in frustration until the two
nations become one.

Another $1 billion was approved to
resettle East Germans who come to the
West.;- -- '^-^

*-'
" \ "

Though the money is earmarked for
specific East German programs, none of it

will go directly to the government of.
Communist Premier Hans Modrow, who
likely will be ousted when the country

holds its first free elections oq March 18.

Modrow. whose two-day summit here
concluded Wednesday, had requested $9
billion in immediate direct aid Tuesday
but was turned down by the government
of Chancellor Helmut Kohl, v

Nation

Bush takes lean staff

to Colombia summit
WASHINGTON. D.C. — President

Bush will refuse to meet with Peruvian
coca growers at the Colombian drug
summit and will travel to Cartagena with a

sharply reduced staff because of concerns
for his safety. White House officials said

Wednesday.

On the eve of the one-day meeting of
four ilemispheric nations, the White
House also retreated from previous
suggestions that Bush would revive a

proposal to send U.S. Navy warships into

South American waters to track
cocaine-trafficking planes.

White House press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater denounced the kidnapping oC
two American citizens in Colombia on-

Tuesday by leftist guerrillas who said they

were protesting Bush*s impending visit

Aspen voters appear
to reject fur sale lian

ASPEN, Colo. — Residents of this

tiny, trendy ski resort town resoundingly
rejected an ordinance Tuesday that would
have made it the nation's first furrier-free

zone.

With all ei^ht precincts counted, the
fur-ban ordinance lost, 1,701 to 898.

Voter turnout was heavy for the
election, which drew international atten-

FRIDAY , LAST DAY!

'89 Prices + BigSavings.

SaveUpTo^And Beat February Price Increase.

During the dates shown below, discounts of buying j.

you the last chance j^, have some »3

AnCarved is offering at '89 prices. We

to buy before i^J^ f grea* new
our February W^ /'styles to show you as well...

price increase. % so check outjhe ArtCarved ring

Now you can save up to days and ask about ouj

$80 and still receive the special financing

additional .^fli^ plans.

/IRTQIRVED^ CpaEQE JEWELRY

ASUCLA Students* Store. Center Aisle

Campus Photo Studio. 1 50 Kerckhoff Hall
February 12-16 • 9am-4pm

tion.

No voter tallies were available immedi-
ately from the city, but Aspen attorney
Mike Ireland, who conducted" the voter
exit poll for three Aspen news organiza-
tions, estimated turnout at 70 percent
The fur fight polarized the town, with

Mayor Bill Stirling and his wife leading

animal-rights activists in demanding the

ban and furriers leading the charge against
it, claiming it would drive away tourists.

state

NASA to receive three

jets from Air F6rce

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE —
The Air Force will loan three of its retired

SR-71 Blackbird spy jets to NASA for

possible use in aviation research, the

space agency said Wednesday.
The first Blackbird was scheduled to

arrive Thursday at NASA*s Ames-Dry-
den Flight Research Facility located on
ihis Mojave Desert military base.

The second SR-71 should arrive Feb.

20, and arrangements for th^ third remain
to be made, said Nancy Lovato, a
spokeswoman for the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration.

The dagger-shaped, twin-engine SR-
71s spied for the U.S. military for 25
years. The supersonic jets traveled at

more than 2,100 mph — three times the

Speed of sound — and to altitudes

exceeding 85,000 feet They were the first

U.S. jets to employ radar-evading stealth

technology.

Giants' stadium to be
voted on in Novemiier

SANTA CLARA — The Santa Clara

City Council has decided to wait until

November, rather than June, to test voter

opinion on whether the city should
become the new home of basebalKs San
Francisco Giants.

By a 5-2 vote Tuesday, council

members voted against a June election on
whether to go ahead with plans for a new
baseball stadium. The Giants and Santa

Qara Mayor Everett Souza wanted a June
vote, but those who favored November
said the extra time is needed so that

specific plans can be developed.
Last November. San Francisco voters

rejected by a slim margin a measure
calling for construction of a downtown
ballpark for the Giants, and team owner
Bob Lurie said he would commit himself
to playing only one more season at

Candlestick Park.

Local

Winter storm blows
more oil onto beach
HUNTINGTON BEACH — Bitter

northwest winds and heavy seas heaved
gooey sludge ashore Wednesday, forcing
skimming boats to suspend operations aS
workers on shore tackled the bulk of a
coastal oil spill.

Winds trailing a Pacific winter storm
gusted from 25 to 30 mph under sunny
skies as a mixture of tar balls, brown foam
and thick oil coated milesf of the coast,
especially on beaches exposed head-on to
the pounding surf.

'

About 400,000 gallons spilled from the
tanker American Trader after its hull was
punctured, apparehay by its own anchor,
on Feb. 7 as die ship maneuvered into a
mooring station about 2 miles offshore.

Compiled from the Associated Press

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD.

4k..

$9

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief It^ why we employ stylists -

1
00 if^stead of haircutters. And

why those who go to Super

cuts end up feelingjust a little better about "^

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshlre Blvd.)

M

I

Payn«cni Ptans AvjiUW^I

470-1558
9-9 Sat 9-7

HAIR BY
Sun 10-5

SUPOCUTS

A -

Dalty Baiin Nevvt
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usAC Election
V

Board Committee
ELECTIONS BOARD IS LOOKING FOR A FEW COMMITTED PEOPLE

WE NEED SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRS AND SUBCOMMITTEE
MEMBERS FOR WINTER AND SPRING QUARTER 1990 ELECTIONS

I
AVAILABLE ELECTION BOARD STAFF POSITIONS AND DUTIES: |

Election Board Vice Chairperson
Applications are available for Vice Chairperson

Duties:

1

.

Assist the Election Board Chairperson in his/her duties.
2. ResponsiWe for the administrative coordination of all staff workers.

Election Board Investigations Subcommittee
Applications are available for subcommittee chair and subcommittee mepibers.
Duties:

4. ...... .
-

1. Responsible for verifying expense accounts.
2. Investigating any and all alleged violations or infractions committed by

candidates or persons and organizations participating in the Electoral
process.

The Election Board Publicity Subcommittee
Applications are available for subcommittee chair and subcommittee members.
Duties: —

_

1.

2.

3.

Responsible for coordinating the promoting of all elections advertisement
In the campus media (I.e. election calendar, recruitment of Election
Board members, publication of the election results, 'etc.).

Organizing the orientation meeting and the endorsement hearings.- ^ ^

Creating election related ads and fliers. We prefer that applicants for
subcommittee chair have some Macintosh skills and/or graphic

\

The Election Board Logistics Subcommittee
Applicatiops available for subcommittee chair and subcommittee member?.

""^"^

1. Responsible for setting up the voting booths, acquiring materials
necessary for voting, the collection and storage of ballot boxes, as well
as the counting of ballots.

2. Responsible for the deployment of pollworkers and polling stations.

So if you are looking to become involved in the campus elections process
through publicity, operations and internal affairs just pick up applications from

the Presidents Office 304 Kerckhoff, 3rd floor of Kerckhoff Hall.

Please return applications to the Presidents Office as soon as possible
no later than Monday, February 19, 1990.

^—.

—

PAID FOR BY USAC-YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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Cutture niglit looks at Japanese American lives
With Realistic view/ show draws tears, laughter

By Thanhthuy Nguyen
Contributor

**Pieccs of a Japanese American Dream," a play

which focuses on the trials and tribulations of three

Japanese American World War II internees,

prompted laughter and tears from audience members
Tuesday night.

The performance was part of Japanese American
Cultural Night in the 4th Annual Cultural Celebration

sponsored by the UCLA Nikkei Student Union
(NSU).

"This program aims to educate the UCLA
community as well as the general public about
Japanese American history and culture," said Jason
S. Kakimoto, president of NSU. *The members who
participated also learned about their history and
culture." zTtc-^ L „_;

**Pieces of a Japanese American Dream" was
written, directed, and performed by NSU members.
The play traces the lives of three friends as they try to

come to grips with their Japanese American identity

and their experience with racism after the second
world war.

"In this piay, we presented three different

approaches to life and a sense of being Asian
Americans," said Richard Chung, a member of N^U
who wrote part of the play. **Through the problems,
dreams and ambitions of the three friends, we paint a

picture of the Nisei (second generation) lives afterthe

internment camps."
Noting how only a few books or films have

focused on the lives of Japanese Americans during

the period after the internment camps, Chung said,

"we hoped to give a realistic view and a positive

image of the Nisei Americans* lives in this period."

Traditional dancing and music were also part of
the Cultural Night. .

Yoko Awaya performed traditional Japane*
music as well as modem pieces such as "Sakura
(cherry blossom)" and "Love Story" on the koto, a

13-string harplike instrument The audience joined

her in singing "Do-Re-Mi."

Eight NSU women wore traditional kimonos and

"It is not only the people in the
community but also me upper level

administrators who never come to

these events. They need to go in

order to know about the diversity

of cultures."

Jim To
L

with fans in their hands danced the Odori, the

traditional style of Japanese dancing, which was
choreographed by Marjorie Fujinarga. "A Thousand
Cranes," a contemporary song by Hiroshima,

accompanied the dance.

The audience was also treated to traditional dance
called *Tanko bushi" or the "coal miner*s dance",

which is often performed at Obon Festivals

throughout California, along with the NSU Taiko
(drum) group.

*The show took a lot of effort but it was worth it to

see people in the audience laugh and cry when they

saw it," said Julie Takaki, the show*s host
"I was in l^ars arid cried through the second half of

the play." said Ktren Umemoto, UCLA*s Asian
American Studies Student Community Project

coordinator. "It felt so good to know that the fourth,

fifth, and sixth generations of Japanese Americans
are knowing their history and giving recognition to

the past generations/

*The play, a portrait of the small chunk of Japanese
American history from the war years to the 1960s,

provided a hands-on classroonr for the students to

learn what it felt like to a be a Nisei at this time." said

Gann Matsuda, a NSU alumnus.

Some were saddened that more people dp not

attend cultural shows such as this one.

"It is not only the people in the community but also

the upper level administrators who never come to

these events." said Jim To. who is on the dean*s staff

in the College of Letters and Science. *They need to

go in order to know abouj the diversity of cultures.
»

CHARLES COOLEY .

Nikkei Student Union member performs the Odori, the
traditional style of Japanese dancing.
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Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

Complimentary Sh^W
Complimentary Co"
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West!
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT]

T«ttL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:
• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYC^-E & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

vv-K or SAKE
? GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

(At To

nt^}r^
. o

^A i^ 4

FREE!
5:00 ptn.- 7:00 p.m.

7 days (take out excluded)

DO YOU HAVE A TRUE-
LIFE STORY TO SELL?

/HQdlojigtAy

HOUYWOOD PRODUCERS AND STUDIOS ARE
CONSTANTLY LOOKING TO BUY INTERESTING
TRUE-UFE STORIES. IDEAS AND SCREENPLAYS
FOR THEIR UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION PROJECTS.

TO UST YOUR STORY IDEA IN
'THE HOUYWOOD PRODUCERS' STORY DIRECTORY'

CALL (213) 858-8560
1900 Av^niM of th« Start. «670. Lot Ang«l«t. CA 90067

FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
JVestwood 208-778
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Debate team hindered by budget strains, members
But administrator says team is receiving maximum funding Dossible
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

The UCLA debate team claims

that budgetary constraints are

hindering its ctiances for a national

championship and discouraging

minority participation, but an
administrator on Wednesday said

the team is receiving the maximum
budget possible.

The team, which is primarily

funded through the Division of

Honors and Undergraduate Prog-

rams, has exceeded its budget
consistently for the past several

years. But team members say the

budget is insufficient to maintain a

nationally competitive team.
~ Reports from the debate team at

the end of January, 1989, showed
an almost identical situation. The
team was ranked first in die nation,

as they are now, and members
were struggling with fmancial
restraints which had resulted from
with a 60 percent budget reduction

at the beginning of the academic
year.

The team is currently operating

on their 1979 budget, said Director

of Forensics Thomas Miller. Until

1986, the \eStm received additional

funds from the dean*s office to

augment the 1979 budget The
UCLA debate team won five

consecutive national champion-
ships between 1982 and 1986. and
Miller said that it was no coinci-

dence that 1986 was the last year

UCLA took the national champ-
ionship.

"We feel like we're right there

in the running for nationals but we
donH have the funds to go out and

Members of the UCLA Debate Team pose with their trophies.

compete, on a regular basis,

against the kinds of teams we need
to,*' debater Jeff Berman said.

But Dean of Honors and Under-
graduate Programs Edward Alpers
said the Division cannot allot the

team more money. "The level of
funding which I think the program
requires would take a doubling of
its budget That money is not
available on campus," he said.

When Alpers became dean in

1986, he watched the program
closely, evaluating expenditures
and attending tournaments. After

one year, he and his budget office

were convinced that the team was
not spending unnecessarily. But he
could not continue to fund it at that

level, he said.

Miller also said that minorities

and economically disadvantaged
students tend to leave the team
because they cannot handle the

financial demands. This season,

team members have paid much of
their own tournament registration

fees, travel expenses, food and
hotel rooms.

"I do not think you should have
to be white and rich to develop
your writing, thinking and speak-
ing skills at UCLA,- Miller said
"We have lost many minority
students from our program (since

1986). We are strongly committed

to diversity, and its sad that

commitment is being undermined

by a lack of fiinds," he added.

Younger, less experienced
debaters may also suffer from the

budget consu^ints. Miller said.

Calling freshman James Berklan

and sophomore Leah Mayersohn
the "team of tomorrow." Miller

said that despite their age and
inexperience, they have worked
extremely hard and show great

promise. "Freshman used to travel

and compete regularly with the

team, but this (budget constraint) is

making it difficult for less exper-

ienced debaters to psirticipate."

*That may be true," Alpers

responded, "and it's something
which I'm very concerned about
That is precisely why we need to

raise the money."
Alpers believes the teanri's

budget problems can only be
solved through an extensive fun-

draising campaign. "Public edu-
cation increasingly needs to be
supported by the private sector,"

he said. "Only one-fourth of our
funding comes from the state. We
have a large network of very
distinguished alumni, well-estab-

lished former debaters (who arc

potential donors)."

Alpers has given the team
$5,000 to cover their costs at this

year's national tournament but he
said that he could not provide
funding for additional tourna-

ments.

"I'm very grateful that hemade
this money available to go." Miller

said, but he added that he hoped the

See DEBATE, page 19
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11672 Gateway Blvd. .

DkI you know that ... the majority of all rapes are planned, not committed on the spur of
the moment? ^

*

Considering potential responses to an attack in advance maybuikJI your confidence and
help in responding successfully.

Through Awareness

an (educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TODAY
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Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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DR. FRED KHALILI
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'Heightened awareness' attained
as students perform tea ceremony

/ T

Daily Bruin News Thursday, February 1 5,
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Veloway given funds
$100,000 granted by committee

Dale Slusser
LOOM/OaHy Bruir

"In my own hands I hold a bowl of
tea: / see all ofnature represented
in its green color. Closing my eyes

I find green mountains and pure
water within my own heart. Silent-

ly, sitting alone drinking tea I feel

these become part of me. Sharing
this bowl of tea with others, they

too, become one with it and nature.

That we can find a lasting tran-

quility in our own selves in

compcUny with each other is the

paradox that is the Way of Tea.

"The Urasenke Tradition of Tea"

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

The eyes of a captive audience

followed the methodical yet grace-

ful movements of the host as he

lowered himself onto the red cloth,

scooped the green powder out of

its canister and stirrod it into the

steaming water. Wednesday,
members of the UCLA community
got a rare glimpse of the 400-year-

old ritual which is the Japanese tea

ceremony.

'There is a kfnd of ideal in tea

that every gathering is a special

and unique opportunity. With that

in mind, an effort is made to make
the best of this time, so a lot of

preparation goes into planning

everything so that the guests at the

tea will enjoy it very much,**

explained Dale Slusser, who per-

formed the ceremony.

Slusser, who has studied the

ceremony for seven years, includ-

ing three years of full-time study in

Japan, performed an abbreviated
version of the thin-tea ceremony
which is a more sociable and
light-hearted portion of the ritual

of chado, the tea ceremony.
*The whole process takes about

four hours. The full gathering

includes a meal, thin tea and thick

tea. It includes both because there

is a different feeling behind each.

Thick tea is one bowl shared

between a]l the guests. This is the

very quiet part whereas with thin

tea each person has an individual

bowl and the atmosphere is more
light and sociable,** he said.

Each tea ceremony has a hidden
theme which is revealed through
the choice and specific use of the

utensils involved in the ceremony.
The three or four guests in atten-

dance at an ideal ceremony also get
hints about the theme from a scroll

displayed during the ceremony.
The theme froni Wednesday *s

By Sandra Hernandez
Contributor

f-

See TEA, page 21
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JAMES S. COLEMAN ««
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

TWO LECTURES:
"STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT IN GHANA" AND
"THE STRATEGY OF EXPORT-LED GROWTH: A

COMPARISON OF SOMALIA AND KENYA"
1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

; Thursday, February 15
'^. 4269 Bunche Hall

r Dr. Paul Armafi. 1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics. University of Wales. Aberystwyth. Dr. Armah will speak on 'Structural

Adjustment m Ghana."

v^ Michel Cullen. 2:20 - 4:00 p.m.
Visiting Research Affiliate. J.S.# African Studies Center. Michael Cullen will speak on "The Strategy of

Export-Led Growth: A Comparison of Somalia apd Kenya.

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food
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! 'Fned^ce w/1 free drink N>w-O0 j

I 'Green Salad with coupon I

i I

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

"
^^L__

1121 Giendon Avenue (213)

I Vutt^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

f i N T E R N A T I O N A L MA L E
(D
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TOPS IN

MOCKS
$18 Each

i For $30

Silhouette-of'the-Year

cotton jersey mocks
s

waiting to be collected

^n~6 color-charged solids.

The best assortment

to be found— but

you better hurry.

NEW SAN DIEGO
3964 5TH AVE, HILLCfeEST

619/294-8600
di

ESCONDIDO
NORTH COUNTY FAIR

619/746-2537

WEST HOLLYWOOD
9000 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

213/275-0285

The Streets and Highways Committee of the Los Angeles County
Transportation Commission voted Wednesday to grant $100,000 to the
engineering of a proposed elevated bikeway that would link UCLA,
Westwood and Brentwood.

**This is another step, moving toward construction (of the West L.A.
Veloway),** said Ryan Snyder, executive director of the Citizens
Commiaee for the West L.A. Veloway.
The transportation commission is expected to approve the decision to

grant funds for the veloway project at the end of this week, Snyder said.
L.A. County Supervisor and transportation commission member Ed

Edelman made the committee's decision possible through his continued
support for the veloway. Snyder said.

A total of $8 million is needed for the construction of the veloway. The
transportion commission's funds will bring total contributions to
$313,000.

UCLA has contributed $113,000 and the Los Angeles City
Department of Transportation granted 100,000 last year, Snyder said.

Engineering on the elevated bikepath is expected to begin early this

summer, after the bikepath*s route is finalized and a final environmental
impact report is completed.

'Passion Play' drops anti-Semitic
parts, empiiasizes Jesus' lierits^e
By David Briggs

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Jewish high

priests will no longer have horns,

Judas will be a confused rather

than a coldly mercenary figure and
the temple merchants will no
longer be among Jesus* persecu-

tors in the 1990 Oberammergau
Passion Play.

But the half-million people who
descend on the small German town
in the Bavarian Alps -for the

account of Jesys' final days will

still hear the passage from Matth-
ew that has plagued Jews for 19
centuries: **His blood be on us and
bur children.**

American Jewish leaders who
have been meeting with village

officials since 1985 to eliminate

what they consider anti-Semitic

images from the play applauded
the changes but said they do not go
far enough.

*The retention of the *blood

curse* is very problematic.** said

Rabbi James Rudin, director of
interreligious affaifs for the
American Jewish Committee in

New York. "My dream was, my
hope was, there would be a new
play.**

But one of the play's directors

said the revisions and three votes
and long discussions within the

village about whether to keep the

passage firom Matthew 27:25 show
Oberammergau is sensitive to

Jewish concerns.

"With all the changes, I think

that anti-Semitism is not the

problem of the play in 1990,** Otto
Huber said in a telephone inter-

view this week firom his home in

Oberammeigau.
The Passion Play dates to 1663,

when bubonk: plague ravaged the

mountain valley where Oberam-
mergau sits. When the Roman
Catholic villagers vowed to stage a
passion pkiy every 10 years if the

plague abated, the epidemic van-

.

ished in what was considered a
miracle, according to historical

accounts.

Since then, leaders of the

American Jewish Committee and
the Anti-Defamation League of
B*nai B'rith have sought tp change
aspects of the play they believe

maligned Jews and blamed them
for the c^cifixion.

Tite idea that Jewish people
have collective guilt for Jesus*

death has been devastating in its

impact on Jews throughout the

centuries, Rudin said.
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Andy CrTony
invite you
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L^bt-Hearud
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Socialist feminist group prodicts 'war' for lilieratioii
By Sara Rubalcava

Contributor , .,

UCLA alumna Clara Fraser. a celebrated

labor and civil rights activist and socialist

pioneer, is looking forward to a '"totally new
society- in the 1990s.

"I feel the '908 will be a time of
intensified social struggle between right and
left and between the forces of struggle and
the forces of repression," said Fraser. who is

still politically active at age 65.

She sees the 1990s **as a dramatic and
exciting period for women/* and believes

the solution to the struggles of women is

'"socialism, a totally new society.** ^- -

Fraser is one of the keynote speakers this

weekend at a conference by Radical

Women, a 23-year-old organization. The
socialist feminist group anticipates an
escalating war for women's liberation in the

1990s, she said. The meeting marks its first

national conference, aimed at charting a

course for militant feminist organizing.

As part of her presentation titled *The
Women Question 1990— Impressions and

Battle plans for 1990s hoped to Ke drawn

during Santa Monica meeting this weekend

"In this country women make up almost one half of the labor
force; 70 percent of women are in the work force and are playing

an increasingly dynamic role in the labor movement and in

unions.

Clara Fiaser

improvisations," Fraser will consider his-

torical successes and defeats in discussing
what the next decade will bring.

*This is a decisive decade," said Fraser,

who sees the emancipation of women as the

key to achieving social justice.

Women hate the potential power to

supply the leadership for a global struggle,

she said. "In this country women make up
almost one half of the labor force; 70
percent of women are in the work force and

are playing an increasingly dynamic role in

the labor movement and in unions."

Fraser said a diverse group of women,
including women of color and lesbians, will

have the capacity to bring groups together

who are ordinarily kept apart **Thcy have a
unifying factor of bringing together all the

difference movement for change," she said.

The conference theme, "The Third Wave
of Feminism: A Candidly Revolutionary
Approach" is in reference to "the third

wave" of the feminist movement which the

group expects will follow the suffrage

movement and the activism of the 1960s,

conference coordinator Roanne Hindin
said.

The oi^anization believes equality for

women can be secured only through an
international democratic socialist reioolu-

^tion led by women of color, lesbians and
working women.
Conference leaders hope to address

abortion rights, sexual freedom, and the

need to rekindle a multiracial leadership for

the feminist movement.
Merle Woo, a free speech advocate, will

speak Saturday; Martha P. Cotera, a social

activist and leader of the La Raza Unida
Party of the 1970s, will speak Sunday; and
Phyllis Hutchinson, an activist involved
with civil rights and labor movciments for

people of color and women, will speak on
Monday.
The conference will take place in Santa

Monica this weekend. For more informa-
tion, contact Radical Women (213)413-
1350.
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TRA!XTIA!
Premier Edition of TSA Newsletter is Here!

Unidentified sources report that the TSA newsletter has
been released. Preliminary intelligence indicates that it

contains all the necessary information that the discerning
transfer student might need to facilitate their transition to

UCLA. Watch ^or it on Bruin walk and in Ackermai)
Union.

THAT
YOU
CAN
USE!

From

the

TRANSFER STUDENT ASSOCIATION

. \ Paid for by Mini-Grants

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hymen

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables^ rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
. Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00 <

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

ADVERTISE...

It's that simple

DAILY BRUIN
825-2161

Catch a Peak of Colorado Next Summer
University of Colorado at Boulder

What will ycm be doing next

summer? The same cid thing?

Orwin you ...

Catch the challentft Attend the

1990 CU-Boulder Summer Session

with over 500 pourses, induding
Intensive Beginning Japanese;

W3men in the Arts, and Rocky
Mountain Ecology, to name Just

a few.
r

Catch a bargain. Summer tuition

at the Boulder campus is lower

than during the regular academic
yean

Can (303) 492-2456 or mail the
coupon for a GU-Boulder 1990
Summer Session Catalog, which
contains everything you need to

know about special courses,

registration, housing, tuition and
fees, financial aid, services, and
dass schedules.

AfBmMlivc AtsOon/Eqad Opportunity IiMtitutkMi

Yet, tend me the free 1990 CV Bouidtr Summer SeBgkm Gkuaktf.

Nenie

Catch IjOOO peaks. Goforado has
more than IjOOO spectacular moun-
tains above lOyOOO feet and 53
peaks.soaring over HjOOO feet Your
only obstacle will be deciding which
ones to dbnah, hike; or bike upi

Rmir terms to fit your schedule.

Classes for first term begin ^^^
June 4, 199a Q0^
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CkMoachev appeals for strong Soviet presidency
By John Pahlburg

Associated Press
»

MOSCOW — President Miic-
hail S. Gcrbachev appealed Wed-
nesday for legislative backing of a
stronger presidency and said it was
vHul to his reforms, twt wary
lawmakers lefiised to be stam-
peded into setting a timetable.

Once again, the 542-member
Supreme Soviet proved itself a
fofce to be reckcxied with in the

new Soviet political game, which
under Gorbachev has shifted more
from closed-door sessions of the

Kremlin leadership to elected
government bodies.

After a two-month break, the

fledgling Soviet legislature recon-
vened for the third time in its less

than one-year history. Lawmakers
approved a 22-item agenda to

debate bills designed to put flesh

on the skeleton of Gorbachev's
economic and social reforms.

including legalization of private
property.

However, the Kremlin leader-

ship's proposal to call an emergen-
cy session of the Supreme Soviet's
parent body, the Congress of
People's Deputies, to replace the
office now held by Gorbachev
with a stronger Western-style
presidency met with raucous
debate.

"Unless democracy is strength-
ened and ensured by correspond-

ing mechanishis, democracy will

perish and we'll tosc." Gorbachev
angrily told his critics.

Otherwise, he said, the victors

will be forces who want to

"tighten the screws even tighter

than they were earlier."

More power for the presidency
would strengthen Gorbachev's
government powers while further

weakening the Conmiunist Party
apparatus diat he is trying to

reform.

Gorbachev would have two
powerful instruments to imple-
ment his program of "perestroi-

ka"— the party ap|xiratus and the

reinforced machinery ci govern-
menL

A ck>se Gorbachev adviser,

Geofgy Shaknazarov, told repor-
ters during a break in the proceed-
ings that top Kremlin officials

want the Congress to elect the new
president within a month.
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Sisterhood Bookstore

y^yx^^"^' y^O^^^

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

\^

Don't Floss All Your Teeth
Just the Ones You Want to Keep!

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing •

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

. X

prarde Ciecle

a new poetry

reading fronl

magazine

pm
at

Kerckhoff Coffee

House

Come hear

fellow student
r

•'•...-••
.
t ,

If you'd like to

read, sign up at

7:45

Funded by the CPC
Mini-Fund of PAB

Students arrested in forgery case
Police say two freshmen netted $10,000 in credit card scheme
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

Two UCLA students were
arrested recently for allegedly

masterminding a credit card
ordering scheme that netted more
than $10,000 in merchandise and
may have victimized unknowing
students, police said Wednesday.
Freshmen Omid Beheshti and

Adam Zell admitted to using other

people's credit card numbers to

order an array of expensive com-
puter equipment and other goods,

said Det. Mike Hohan of LAPD*s
Forgery Division.

Police suspect Beheshti and
Zell, both 19, collected card
numbers and expiration dates by
stealing mail and peering over

people's shoulders in the student

store. Then they used the numbers
to order merchandise that was
delivered to various apartments in

their 200-unit complex at 11400
National Blvd.

They arranged to have the

deUveries left on doorsteps and
then gathered the boxes and
carried them to their apartment,

Hohan said. .
.

After credit card companies
notified LAPD of a suspicious

string of phone orders delivered to

the same complex, detectives

conducted a stakeout and saw
Beheshti and Zell receiving pack-

ages. Police arrested them imme-
diately after a Feb. 8 stakeout.

The incident is "one in thou-

sands citywide,** Hohan said, and

Beheshti's and ZelPs constant

activity is what led police to them.

"When (hey continually rape the

system like that it makes it easier to

(catch them).**

Their arraignment is set for

March 5, and if found guilty they

may face up to one year in state

prisoiu

The alleged forgers used more
than 30 people*s accounts to pay
for their purchases and some
victims are unaware that their

accounts were illegally depleted,

Hohan said.

Cardholders should review their

invoices since November and if

there are suspicious phone-ordered'

bills, they should contact their

credit card company and the

university police.

Voicing sexual concerns stressed
Workshop discusses resisting sexual advances, condom use
By Taline Satamian

Contributor

Communicating one*s concerns

and needs regarding sexual matters

is essential, said a UCLA AIDS
education coordinator at Tues-
day's workshop titled "Sexplana-

tions: How to Talk About Safe

Sex.**

Six women participated in the

Women's Resource Center work-
shop which intended to educate

women and men on openly .dis-

cussing sex.

Darlene Mininni, AIDS and
sexuality project coordinator at the

Student Health Service, and Bill

Parham, a clinical psychologist

from Student Psychological Ser-

vices gave step-by-step sugges-

tions on how to resist unwanted

sexual advances.

Through role-playing, the

women practiced convincing an

insistent date, role-played by Par-

ham, that they either did not wish

to engage in sexual activity or

preferred to use condoms.

The won\an*s personal decision

should be communicated in a way
that does not put the man on the

defensive, Minnini said. She gave

a scenario sucn as "I really like

you, but ... I'd really feel good if

we used a condom."
Parham suggested the "broken

record . technique** if the man
continues to disregard the

woman *s unwillingness to engage

in sex. The woman should look the

man "squarely in the eyes** and
resist his attempt to distract her

from the issue by talking about the

"lovely** evening that they've had
together. "I agree, but . .

.** or "I

understand how you feel, but . *

."

are phrases the woman can use to

get the man to return to the issue at

hand, Parham said.

Although the use of condoms is

increasingly the "in thing" to do
and condoms are "everywhere,"

men have a general tendency to

avoid using condoms, Minnini

said. The woman can use the "salfes

technique" in this case, and say {

"Maybe we can try them once and^

see how we feel, then talk about^it

some more," she said.

Undercover officer dates murderer
By Cinde Chomess
Ttie San Mateo Times

BELMONT, Calif.— It seemed
to be a typical case of young love.

For two months, Lisa Thomas
and Jon Scoa Dunkle went to

drive-in movJ^, took bike rides

and shot pool at their favorite bar.

The two 24-year-olds talked about
their lives and made vague plans

for a Lake Tahoe wedding.
After their dates, Thomas would

go home and pull out a picture of
12-year-old Lance Turner, a Bel-

mont boy whose life was taken by
a brutal killer in October 1984. The
photograph of the smiling,
freckle-faced child made TWomas,
an undercover Eelmont police

officer, more determined to snare

his murderer, Jon Scott Dunkle.
"I kept a picture of Lance with

me as a reminder. I'd look at that

little boy and think about what
Dunkle did. It was my motivation
to keep going," Thomas recalled.

The officer was the key figure in

the investigation of Dunkle, the
Belmont Police Department's
prime suspect in the stabbing death
of the Turner boy. In earty 1985,
she worked with Dunkle and dated
him to win his confidence.

Ultimately, the plan did not
work. The case was not solved
until VA years later when Dunkle
confessed to killing young Turner
and another Belmont youth, 15-

year-old John Davies, in Novem-
ber 1981. Last week, a San Mateo
County Superior Court judge sen-

tenced Dunkle, 29, to death.

In early 1985, Belmont investi-

gators identified Dunkle as the

killer, but were unable to find

physical evidence linking him to

the murder. Thomas didn't hesitate

when detectives Joe Farmer and
Jim Goulart asked her to go
undercover and become Dunkle's
girlfriend.

"I was all for it. I thoughtit wjis a

good idea and a challenge," she
siid. "We wanted to get this guy.
Everybody in this department
would have done anything."

Thomas was then a 24-year-old
rookie who had been with the

department two years. In some
ways, she was an ideal candidate
for the job. After the Turner
killing, Dunkle moved to Sac-
ramento. Thomas had lived in

Sacramento and was familiar with
the area. Coincidenially, she work-
ed for a time at a restaurant located
next door to the fast-food franchise

where Dunkle was a cook.
Thomas, who is divorced, used

her maiden name of Davis. With
the help of psychologists, Thomas
and the detectives developed a

"cover." Because Dunkle had
attacked a young, vulnerable vic-

tim, the psychologists believed he
wouM be threatened by a domi-
neering woman, Thomas said.

"We didn't think^ aggressive
person would be able to get close,

to him, so I played the part of a^

very simple, very naive person.

My part was to be submissive, to

let him feel like he was in control,"

Thomas said.

,
Thomas moved in with a friend

m Sacramento. She stopped wear-
ing make-up and styling her hair— "I wanted to be very plain-

looking," she said.

The manager where Dunkle
worked arranged for Thomas tp get

a job. On her first day, Dunkle
taught her to make firench fries.

Later, after work, she went out for

drinks with Dunkle and other co- ,

workers. Thomas was amazed that

Dunkle talked freely about the

Turner killing.

"It was unbelievably lucky. On
the fu^t day, he, just talked and
talked," Thomas recalled.

Over the next weeks, Thomas
dated Dunkle three to four times a

week. She ate dinner at E>unkle's

house with his sister and cele-^

brated her birthday with him.

Thomas said she was not afraid

during outings with Dunkle
because a detective always fol-

lowed her closely. Thomas also

wore a recording device under
baggy clothes whenever she was
with Dunkle. She still has a scar on
her stomach where one night
battery acid reacted with her

perspiration and ate a small,

painful hole in her skin.

But Thomas didn't take any
chances. She carried a small
handgun in the trunk of her car and
a switchblade taped to her calf.

.

Thomas said she and Dunkle ^^

were never intimate. -^

"I drew the hne at that It was
just not an option," she said.

Dunkle never seemed like a
cold-blooded killer, Thomas said.

"He was very jovial, laughing
all the time and telling weird, sick

jokes. He was rarely dq)ressed,"
she said.

That first encouraging meeting
with Dunkle proved to be a ^Ise

.

hope. Although Dunkle discussed

the Turner killing and the fact that

police believed he was the murder-
er, he never implicated himself.

Toward the end of March 1985,

investigators concluded Dunkle
was not going to reveal his role in

the slaying to Thomas and were
planning to end the investigation.

Then something happened that no
one could have predicted.

On an evening in early April,

Thomas and Dunkle were walking

in Rancho Cordova when Dunkle
suddenly announced he was going

to burglarize a home. Thomas
refused to no.

Thomas visited Dunkle in jail

and told him she was leaving town.

He still hdd no idea she was a

police officer. Dunkle learned

Thomas was .a cop during his

prosecution for the slayings. He
had no reaction, Thomas itid.
1* fi
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-i^ai*.-«- SmaiHMisiness owners head into
19908 with unsidiieci woifc force
Changing Times

For Terry Neese the future is

now. "We have a number of
clerical jobs we can't fill for

clients," says Neese, the owner of
an employment service in Oklaho-
ma City. "More and more job
applicants can't read and write

well enough and lack basic com-
munications skills."

A growing number of small-
business owners can exjjfect to

confront a work force lacking in

basic skills — and that won't be
their only challenge. They'll also
face pressure over fringe benefits,

new demands from women and
minorities and rapidly changing
technology. Managers who antici-

pate those trends will be the

small-business success stories of
the 1990s.

Workers Will Be Pooriy Pre-

pared:

By the end of the '90s^ about 24
percent of new workers will be
immigrants, many of whom will

speak very little English. Add to

that a high school dropout rate as
high as 50 percent in some inner-

city areas, drug dependency and
rising teenage pregnancies. Mean-
while, the growth of the labor force
will be at its lowest rate since the

1950s.

The timing couldn't be worse.
New jobs, especially those created
in the booming service sector, will

require higher literacy and prob-
lem-solving abilities and sharper
skills in math, science and technol-

ogyfc^=

Solution:

More small businesses will have
to help employees learn to read and
write better before they can even
be trained for their jobs. But
remedial classes run by your
company are expensive. An alter-

native, suggests Changing Times
magazine, is to piggyback on
courses conducted by large local

companies by paying the tuition

for your employees. Adult educa-
tion classes or programs run by
community colleges can also be
important resources. You can also
tap into local vocational-technical

schools. These schools specialize

in training students in skills such as
word processing and computer
literacy.

Another alternative is to hire
older workers. They come
equipped with good work skills

and attitudes. And the number of
older workers in the labor force
will grow throughout the decade.

Benefits Will Be the Labor

Issue:

To attract and keep workers,
your business must offer attractive

fringe benefits. In fact, workers
may soon come to regard key
benefits as more important than
salary.

Health-care costs present a
particular problem to small
businesses. Many insurance car-

riers that sell policies to small

groups have become very choosey
about whom they will accept
Small firms that do buy coverage
pay premiums as much as 40
percent higher than those paid by
large firms.

Solution:

Cost controls will be needed.

Some business owners will require

second opinions for some medical
procedures and will increase

deductibles while raising the

amount of employees' contribu-

tions.

Groups like the Bay Area Health
Task Force in San Francisco, and
the North Carolina Insurance Trust

Commission can help small-busi-

ness owners find affordable medi-
cal insurance for their employees.
By the end of the decade,

women will make up more than
half of the small-business work
force.

How baseball affects stocks
Changing Times

The direction of stock prices in

1990 may have been decided by
the Super Bowl, but you'll have to

wait a while to find out
Robert H. StovaH president of

Stovall-Twenty-First Advisers in

New York City, popularized the

Super Bowl Stock Market Theory.
The theory holds that if a team
descending from the old National
Football League wins the Super
Bowl, stock prices will rise that

year. But if a team that began with
the old American Football League
wins, the market will fall.

'This originated in 1979 as a

diversion from my more serious

work," says Stovall, whose work
once included being the market
seer for Dean Witter Reynolds.
"While there's obviously no real

connection between the Super
Bowl and the stock market, I've

created a financial Frankenstein

Crazy theories

claim accuracy
because of its track record." The
accuracy of Stovall's theory has
spawned a number of Super Bowl
investment formula clones.

By Stovall's definition, the
theory has proved correct every
year but two since 1967, the first

>ear of the Super Bowl. The first

exception was in 1970, when
Standard & Poor's 500-stock
index rose 0.1 percent after a
victory by the Kansas City Chiefs,

which descended fix)m the Ameri-
can Football League's Dallas
Texans franchise. The second
exception occurred in 1984, when
the S&P index rose 1.4 percent
despite a victory by the ex-AFL
Los Angeles Raiders.

There's a catch here. The Super

Bowl theory is statistically loaded.

As Stovall explains, more teams
began life with the premerger NFL
than with the AFL. In addition, he
notes, "markets tend to go up more
years than they go down." That
seems to explain the good record

of die Super Bowl indicator.

As oddball stock market theor-

ies go, the Super Bowl version is

one among many. In the baseball

realm, there's the infallible (to

date) New York Mets Reverse
Market Indicator. Robert Ritter,

the technical analyst for Laden-
burg, Thalmann & Co. in New
York City, notes that every time
the Mets make it to the Workl
Series, the stock market falls on its

face the following year.

The team won its first World
Series in 1969; the following May
26, the Dow Jones industrial

average reached its lowest point

since 1962.

Annuities can lie boon or bane
By Changing Times

A tax-deferred annuity is one of
the best ideas for generating
wealth. It also can be one of the

worst. Which will it be for you?
If you're ready and financially

able to start setting aside money
for retirement, then a tax-deferred

annuity into which you feed
after-tax income can be a masters-

troke — a low-effort way to

accumulate enough capital in 10 or

15 years to generate 51,000 or

more a month for 10 or 20 years

once you've retired. The principle:

Invest now, earn tax-deferred

interest or capital gains, and tum it

into income later.

But if you're under 40 and
scrambling to buy a house or
educate children or pay off big

debts or start a business, then think

twice about making a commitment
to an investment you cannot touch
for a long time without paying stiff

penalties, advises Changing Times
magazine. *This is not a tax-

deferred savings account," writes

Robert MacDonald, chairman of

Minneapolis-based LifeUSA, a

major annuity company, in a letter

he sends to those who reply to his

company's ads.

The catches attached to tax-

deferred annuities ought to be
familiar to every IRA-owning
American: If you touch the money
before age 59Vi , the Internal

Revenue Service penalizes you
and then gets you for the taxes. The
insurance company can impose
early-withdrawal charges. And if

you eventually withdraw the cash
in a lump sum, you will be taxed

more harshly than if you had taken

monthly annuity payments. For
many people, cash-value life

insurance is preferable to ah
annuity because such policies offer

a tax-free death benefit and bor-

rowing privileges — two things

that annuities don't.

Tax-deferred annuities come in

two forms. One is the variable

annuity, whk:h gives you a choice

of investment options — mafhly

groups of mutual funds within

which you can move your money.
In the other, the fixed annuity, your

money enters the insurance com-
pany's general accounts and earns

rolling fixed interest rates.

With few exceptions, you can-

not borrow against assets in a

deferred annuity. You may be
allowed partial early withdrawals,

but they can trigger extra taxes,

IRS penalties and sales charges.

It's no wonder that fmancial-

planning, tax and insurance
experts are emphatic that a tax-

deferred annuity is a supplemen-
tary retirement vehicle first, last

and (unless the rules change)
always. "If you just vvant a lump
sum payout in 10 yeairs, then an
annuity is not the product,'* says

Jerome Golden, a life insurance

and annuity pioneer and chaiiman
of Golden American Life Insur-

ance Co. in New York. *The idea is

to use this to supplement your
income and take care of obliga-

tions.** t

But people unaffected by the

potential dniwl>acks can do a lot

with a deferred annuity, says
Changing Times mai^azine.

TWEEZING
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR

i

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMi4jENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY UNDA
The Westwood Buri

[1081 Westwood Suite 4754135.
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Chinese Fast Food
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MELNITZ-MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM!

presents

A New Film by Bob Rafelson

Patrick Bergin Iain Glen

in

Mountains of the Moon

Friday, February 16 at 7:30pm
at Melnitz Theatre

cto tickets required

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students
and can be obtained at the Central
Ticket Office at 9:00 am at Pauley
Pavilion and at 10:30 am at tiie

Melnitz Theatre Box Office on the
day of the screening. Please Note: A
limited number of CTO ticlcets will
be available to UCLA students at

Melnitz one hour before the
screening. This event was funded by
the Graduate Students Association.

\
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C^ET RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE — COSMETICS mm

* -. . s
SARI

Clear Complexion System
7 can't believe the difference it makes.

All natural ingredients: a breakthrough in acne treatment
Call for a cor^ultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Instltut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788.473-2303

> \
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THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM FOR YOU.

UCLA Masters/Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education
\s pleased to announce a program to be offered during 1990-91 in which
students may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teochino
Credential In four quarters of study.

For those students vvho wish to earn a teaching credential only, the applica-
tion penod for the 1990-91 TeochQr Credential Program Is also now open.
Interested senior and graduate students are invited to submit applications
for either the Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Proarom
before the April 15, 1990 deadline.

For more information and to receive on application form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326

APPLY

HOMECOMil\IG

EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE
4-

^ •Assistant Director

•Parade Director

•Judges/Dignitaries Director

•Community Relations Director

•Activities Director (3)

•Campus Relations Director

SAA is a student organization

sponsored by

UeuLmnIAtlOCIATION

Applications are available now
at the James Alumni Center

Information Desk and are due

Wednesday, February 21, 1990

at 5:00 p.m. For more

information contact

Cameron Darweesh at the

Student Alumni Association

at (213) 206-0523

Oscar nomination

* ,

''w

Picks for this

year not all sex

and violence
By Bob Thomas
Assodatefl Press

The Academy voter, who can be
as contrary as Jessica Tandy in

"Driving Miss Daisy.- ignored the

sex- and action-charged block-

busters of 1989 to bestow major
nominations Wednesday on films

about race relations, Vietnam and
the handicapped.

Look at the nominations for the

year's box-office leaders: the

mega-hyped "Batman,- with one
nomination; "Indiana Jones and
the Last Crusade.- three; •*Lcthal

Weapon 2,- one; "Honey. I Shrunk
the Kids.- none; "Ghostbusters 2."

none. And all of the above nomi-
nations were in minor categories.

The mass of trade paper ads
trumpeting such attractions "for

your consideration- had little

effect on the voting. Of the films

receiving the most nominations,

two concerned relations between
blacks and whites in this century

C'Driving Miss Daisy-) and last

C*Gk)ry-). one was about disillu-

sionment with the Vietnam War
C$om on the Fourth of July-),

another told of an artist who
triumphs over cerebral paby C*My
Left Fbot-).

Nor did the Academy voter
succumb to a failing memory.
Although studios favor late-year

releases for Oscar hopefuls, two of
the best-picture nominees were
released early in the yean "Dead
Poets Society- and "Field of
Drcams.-

No matter that the late Laurence
Olivier had created an unforgett-

able "Henry V,- winning a special

Academy Award in 1946. The
new, scruffier "Henry V- (or

"Hank Cinq- as the Olivier version

was called) won a best actor

nomination for the new kid on the

classics block, Kenneth Branagh.

ul

Listing of Oscar nominations
The Associated Press -

-

BEVERLY HILLS— Here is a complete list of nominees for the 62nd
annual Academy Awards announced Wednesday.

PICTURE: **Bom on die Fourth of July.- "Dead Poets Society
-

"Driving Miss Daisy,- "FieW of Dreams,- "My Uft Foof^
ACTOR: Kenneth Branagh, "Henry V-; Tom Cruise. "Bom on the

Fourth of July-; Daniel Day-Uwis. "My Left Fool"; Morgan Freeman.
"Driving Miss Daisy-; Robin WilUams. "Dead Poets Society.-

ACTRESS: IsabeUe Adjani. "Camille Claudel-; Pauline CoUins.
"Shirley Valentine-; Jessica Lange. "Music Box"; Michelle Pfeiffer,
*The Fabulous Baker Boys-; Jessica Tandy. "Driving Miss Daisy.-

SUPPORTING ACTOR: Danny Aiello. "Do the Right Thing-; Dan
Aykroyd, "Driving Miss Daisy-; Marion Brando. "A Dry White
Season-; Martin Landau, "Crimes and Misdemeanors-; Denzel
Washington, 'Xjtory.-

SUPPORTING ACTRESS: Brenda Fricker. "My Uft Foot-;
Anjelica Huston. **Enemies. A Love Story-; Lena Olin. "Enemies. A
Love Story-; Julia Roberts. "Steel Magnolias"; Dianne Wiest.
"Parenthood.-

DIRECTOR: Oliver Stone. "Bom on the Fourth of July-; Woody
Allen, "Crimes and Misdemeanors"; Peter Weir. "Dead Poets Society-;
Kenneth Branagh, "Henry V-; Jim Sheridan. "My Uft FooL"

ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY: Woody Allen. "Crimes and Misde-
meanors"; Tom Schulman, "Dead Poets Society"; Spike Lee. "Do the
Right Thing-; Steven Soderbergh. "sex. lies and videotape"; Nora
Ephron. "When Harry Met Sally....-

ADAPTED SCREENPLAY: Oliver Stone and Ron Kovic, "Bom
on the Fourth of July-; Alfred Uhry. "Driving Miss Daisy"; Roger L.
Simon and Paul Mazursky, "Enemies. A Love Story"; Phil Alden
Robinson. "Field of Dreams"; Jim Sheridan and Shane Connauehton
"My Uft Foot- ^ •

BEST FOREIGN FILM: "Camille Claudel.- France; "Cinema
Paradiso.- Italy; "Jesifc of Montreal." Canada; "Santiago. The Story of
His New Life.- Puerto Rico; "Waltzing Rcgiize." Denmark.

ART DIRECTION: *The Abyss." "The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen," "Batman,- "Driving Miss Daisy." "Glory

-

CINEMATOGRAPHY: *Thc Abyss." "Blaze." "Bom on the
Fourth of July," *The Fabulous Baker Boys." "Glory.-

COSTUME DESIGN: "The Adventures of Baron Munchausen.-
"Driving Miss Daisy,- "Harlem Nights,- "Henry V." "Valmont"

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE: "Adam Clayton Powell." "Com-
mon Threads: Stories from the Quilt,- Xrack USA: Country Under
Siege,- "F6r All Mankind,- "Super Chief: The Life and Ugacy of Earl
Warren.-

DOCUMENTARY SHORT SUBJECT: "Fine Food. Fine Pastries
Open 6 to 9,- 'The Johnstown Flood." "Yad Vashem: Preserving thfe Past
to Ensure the Futurc.-

FILM EDITING: "The Bear.- "Bom on the Fourth of July.-
•T)riving Miss Daisy,- 'The Fabulous Baker Boys.- "Glory.-

MAKEUP: *Thc Adventures of Baron Munchausen.- "Dad-
"Driving Miss Daisy.-

MUSIC ORIGINAL SCORE: John Williams. "Bom on the Fourth
of July-; David Gfusin. "The Fabulous Baker Boys-; James Homer
"FicW of Dreams-; John Williams. "Indiana Jones and the Ust
Crusade-; Alan Menken, "The Little Mermaid.-

MUSIC ORIGINAL SONG: "After Air from "Chances Are--
*The Girl Who Used to Be Me- from "Shirley Valentine"; "I Uve to Sec
You Smile- from»*Tarcnthood-; "Kiss The Girl" from "The Liide
Mermaid-; "Under the Sea** from "The Liule Mennaid.-

ANIMATED SHORT FILM: "Balance." "Cow.- "The Hill Farm -

LIVE ACnCHM SHORT FILM: "Amazon Diary.- 'The Child
Eater,- "Wofk Experience.-

.

SOUND: *The Abyss,- "Black Rain." "Bom on the Fourth of July,-
•X)k)ry,- "Indiana Jones and the Last Crusadc.-

SOUND EFFECTS EDITING: "Black Rain." "Indiana Jones and
the List Cnisade,- Xcthal Weapon 2.-

VISUAL EFFECTS: "The Abyss," "The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen^ "Back to the Future Part II.-
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Montoya suit filed
Former state

senator charged

with corruption

By Steve Lawrence
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — The state

filed a $270,000 lawsuit against
former state Sen. Joseph Montoya
on Wednesday, accusing the El
Monte Democrat of diverting
campaign funds to his personal use
and failing to . disclose nearly

$68,000 in gifts or income.
The action by the state Fair

Political Practices Commission
and the attorney general's office

took place 12 days after Montoya
was convicted of federal corrup-
tion charges stemming from an
FBI investigation of statehouse

corruption.

*These serious violations war-
rant this enforcement action.- said

FPPC Chairman John Larson.
"State laws make it clear that

public officials should take their

financial disclosure obligations

seriously and candidates should
not regard their campaign funds as

a personal bank account"
Montoya*s attorney, Michael

Sands, was not in his office when a
reporter phoned for reaction.

The 14-count lawsuit seeks
$270,383 in fines.

Montoya. the former chairman
of the Senate Business and Profes-

sions Committee, resigned from
the Senate last Friday. Senate
leaders had warned him to step
down or fkce expulsion.

Montoya was convicted Feb. 2

by a federal court jury of racke-

teering, extortion and money laun-

dering. Prosecutors said he put his

vote up for sale in a bid to become a
millionaire.

The former lawmaker has
denied guilt and has said he will

appeal the conviction.

The civil suit includes allega-

tions that Montoya used $98,000 in

campaign for improper personal
uses, including making a down
payment on a house and buying
clothing, life insurance, videos,

investment newsletters and ency-
clopedias.

Other allegations Claim that

Montoya failed to report $68,000
worth of gifts and income between
1985 and 1987, as required by the

stale's Political Reform Act.

"The allegations of this com-
plaint demonstrate an open disre-

gard for laws regulating use of
political funds and disclosure of
personal income," said Attomey
General John Van de Kamp.

"We have been investigating

this matter for many months, and
additional information was pro-
vided in testimony by Mr. Mon-
toya at his recent federal trial. He
must now be held accountable to

the full extent of Califomia law."

Federal prosecutors brought up
the allegations that Montoya used
campaign funds for personal items

during his trial to show that the

senator had an extra incentive to

solicit campaign funds, but the

federal charges did not directly

involve those funds.

In his trial testimony. Montoya
acknowledged that he used cam-
paign funds for some of the
purposes mentioned in the suit but

denied that he did anything impro-

per.

Montoya wlilsjtart

llecting pensionH I

By Steve Lawrence
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO— Former state Sen. Joseph Montoya, forced from
office following a political corruption conviction, will begin collecting a
state pension starting March 1. the legislators' retirement system said
Wednesday.
The El Monte Democrat has applied for and is entitled to a pension of

$1,681.78 a month, according to retirement system manager Sue Myers.
She said Montoya's first pension check will be prorated because he

resigned last Friday and is not entitled to a full monthly payment for

February.

He'll also be entitled to annual cost-of-living increases based on
growth in the consumer price index for urban consumers and health and
dental coverage. Myers added.

Montoya. 50, was convicted Feb. 2 on seven federal corruption
charges— five extortion counts and one count each of money laundering
and racketeering.

He was the first person to stand trial on charges stemming from a five-

year-old federal investigation of statehouse corruption. A former
Montoya aide is scheduled to go on trial in March.
Montoya has denied guilt and has said he plans to appeal the convic-

tion. >

Sentencing is scheduled for April 26. Prosecutors say they'll urge the
judge to give Montoya a prison term. He could receive up to 125 years in

prison and more than $1 million in fines, although a lower sentence is

likely.

Montoya would continue to receive pension checks if in prison, Myers
said.

Montoya announced his resignation three days after the Senate Rules
Committee stripped him of his committee assignments and chairman-
ships and told him to resign or face expulsion from the Ugislature.

It takes a two-thirds vote of the house in question to expel a legislator

but Senate leaders predicted that there would be enough voles to oust
Montoya.

Ugislators with 15 to 20 years in the Ugislature can retire before 60^
with a partial pension.

The pension is reduced two percent for every year under 60, Myers
said.

Montoya was first elected to the Ugislature in 1972.

Evening Escort Service
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Angela's Hair Salon
$14.00

Men
Shampoo, cut

and blowdry
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$16.00

Women
Shampoo, cut

and blowdry

$35.00
Feb.-March

Perm
Special

*!ifew CM8tiom»r5 Only

2322 Westwood Blvd, 47«iiil
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COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON

PRIMA BEAUTY CENTER

Salon - Cosmetics - Beauty Supplies

Get additional 20% Off Entire
Stock of Finest Hair Products

Brand Names Such As

KMS
Aveda
Nexus

Paul Mitchell

Sebastian

Redken
Joico

Vavoom

Sorbie

TiGi

Goldwell

LANZA

Rusk
Focus 21

Framesi
Roffler

Get additional 10% off entire stock of brand
name perfumes which are already 10% to 60%

off reg. retail.

O Hours: Mon -Fn. 97
Sat. 10-6

,
Sun. 11-5

Ample Free Parking in front

2180 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of Westwood &
Olympic shopping center) -

(213) 474-0903

COUPON COUPON COUPON
expires 3-15-90

COUPON

UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
22 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCLA INTERNS
Media... Business... Government... Public Relations...

and MUCH MORE

Washington DX., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.

Attend an information meeting at EXPO:
Tuesdays, 4 pm
Wednesdays, 12 pm
Thursdays, 3 pm

Deadline for Application:

Fall '90 - February 23, 1990

EXPO Center A-213 Ackennan
825-0831
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The New UCLA
STUDEIVT KEHILA

Presents:

**LIFE AFTER LIFE:
• . -

Jewish Perspectives on the Afterlife

A discussion with
"RABBI JOEL ZEFF

99

^ TODAY
2:00 PM

ACKERMAN 3517
Sponsored by Hillel Student Association in conjunction with the Westwood Kehila

J

Student Welfare Commission

AWA^^Q^g m\K

TODAY

1pm AIDS and tlie Individual
;.' ;• ^. 2408 Ackerman

•'r.

3pm

<•
'^

7pm
/~

7pm

Women and AIDS
2408 Ackerman

PHC's C.A.R.E. Outreach
Sproul Hall - 4 North

Kaleidoscope Theatre
Sproul Hall - Fireside Lounge

FRIDAY

12prTi Noon Concert with Naked Rythm
Bruin Plaza

Paid for by Student Health Services

STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSION

SIG
From page 1

so they should not be excluded
from sponsorship, he said.

Student government gets $1
from each student^s registration

fee each quarter.

Click said student officers

should tell the USDs that they are

"out of line" in trying to exclude
certain student groups.

"If I were to eliminate . .

.

groups, I think it wduld be
unhealthy.** Wynne said, explain-
ing that he has to represent the

student population fairly.

Grayson said Wynne should
ignore the current classifications,

and look instead at groups who
have been historically oppressed.

He also criticized Wynne for
trying to reshuffle the current SIGs
into categories.

"It's just a motley crew of
organizations that really have no
similarities.** Grayson said. "What
Alec*s trying to do is impossible.**

USDs' said they also want a
voting seat on the council, while
Wynne*s proposal includes only a
possible guideline for non-voting
positions.

Some groups criticized a provi-

sion that sets limits on budget
changes in following years. Under
Wynne's proposal, this year*s
allocations would be the base
figure, and new councils would be
restricted to 10 percent increases
or decreases ^ for each group's
budget
Every council should have a

right to make its own^ budget
allocations, said Paul Rahimian, an
officer in the Iranian Students
Group.

In the past, however, budget
allocations raised conflicts when
some groups accused council of
distributing funds based on politi-

cal favoritism. Wynne said most
groups thought this year's alloca-

tions were fair, which was why he
made the proposal.

Leaders agreed that the groups
have been pitted against each other
in the battle for the most resources,
but Wynne said there is no reason
for the USOs to think they will

receive more money than the other
groups.

After two meetirigs last quarter
and another tension-filled meeting
last week, Wynne said he will no
longer meet with the groups. "I

need to focus my attention on
dealing with council.**

One USO, however, has opted
to work independently with the -
council. The Union for Students
with Disabilities President Leslye
Sneider said she favors individual

group negotiations over multiple
group confrontations.

"People arc fighting for their

group,** Sneider said,

Wynne said that he is making
minor changes in his draft propos-
al. But he will not consider
eliminating the residence hall

organization, fraternities and sor-

orities, although 10 groups voted
Thursday to terminate their spon-
sorship.

CSO
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

-L

Malathion
challenged
by Initiative

The Associated Press

Malathion spraying was chal-
lenged Wednesday by state Sen.
Art Torres, who sponsored an
initiative calling for a ban on aerial

spraying to eradicate the medfly.
The Los Angeles lawmaker's

overture followed a day court
action launched by an Orange
County group, who filed suit

against the spraying on behalf of
the homeless.

Torres unveiled an initiative

requiring the state to use non-pesti-

cide alternatives. It would ban
aerial spraying in urban areas. If

enough signatures are collected,

the measure could be placed in the
November ballot

PROTEST
From page 1

Amendment in action," said third

year UCLA law. student Matt
Lucas, who was having lunch
when the "gunfire" hit Lu Valle
Commons.

In particular, the lunchtime
demonstrations were geared tow-
ard educating the public about the

regent U.S. invasion of Panama,
SISCAP member Amy Sausser
explained.

While media and the govern-
ment continually portray the inva-

sion as a "victory for democracy,"
with only 15 U.S. servicemen
killed, the demonstrators wanted
to point out that an estimated 2,000
Panamanians were killed in the
struggle that ousted former Pana-
manian dictator Manuel Noriega
who was brought back to the
United States on drug-trafficking

charges, Sausser said.

"But the situation in^nama is

not unique. In Nicaragua, thou-
sands have died at the hands of
mercenary forces, organized,
financed, and trained with U.S. tax

dollars. Our government sends . .

.

over one million dollars a day to

the death squad government of El
Salvador. The reality is that El
Salvador is not a democracy, the

contras have no popular support,

and Panama is not our back yard,"

shouted Del Piccolo.

Although many think the gov-
ernment invaded Panama to
apprehend Noriega and install

democracy, Sausser claimed that
• the real reasons were stricUy

economic — with the govern-
ment's primary concern being
control over the Panama Canal.
The current Panamanian^gov-

ernment's rise to power as a result

of the U.S. invasion can hardly be
considered a democratic victory.

Piccolo explained. *The govern-
ment in Panama now is more
corrupt than Noriega himself.
Everyone remembers the pictures

in the LA. Times of the candidates
being brutally beaten by the troops.

The man responsible for that is

now the chief of police that the

U.S. installed. This is the sort of
thing we need to make people
aware of."

Piccolo added that although
many students seem to agree with
SISCAP*s stance, they fail to get
involved. He expressed hope that

these lunchtime demonstrations
would raise awareness.

"You reach a lot of people who
are just sitting there. They need to

become aware of what's happen-
ing in other parts of the world
besides UCLA and we are tt^ing to

motivate them to become
involved," he said.
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THE VILLAGE DELI
v»

Sportsbar &. Restaurant

Presents:

ALL GREEK NIGHT
.50 Pitchers (Bud or Lite)

Eveiy Monday &< Thursday Nights

($2.00 pitchers every other night w/ UCLA
California Driver's License Required

10936 LiNDBROOK DR. 208-6442

Buddhism
in
Modern
World

VENERABLE MASTER HUA
Founder and the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees
Dharma Realm Buddhist University, City of Ten Thousand Buddhas

Date *- , Time Topic

Feb 15
(Thursday)

Feb 16 -

(Friday)

"

Feb 17

(Saturday)

Feb 17

(Saturday)

7:30 • 9:30 pm

7:30 - 9:30 pm

What is the Foundation of being
Human — Filial Respect

H M, m X m m :iK ^ -- ^
Stop the War tron^ Inside

tit P*? ^i:^ ^ ih 1^ ¥ !

9:30 - 11:30 am How to Leave Suffering and Attain Bliss

tn -foT ^ # ^' '

2:30 - 4:30 pm Chan Talk (Meditation Workshop)

fn IS ( ig ti? ig 1^ )

LOCATION: Room 2147, Life Science Bldg. ,

University of California, Los Angeles

For Further Information Call: (213) 824-0089 (818) 774-9285
Sponsored by: Buddhism Study Group

(Lectures will be bilingual, English and Chinese)

"Truly i-ecognize your own faults. And do not discuss the faults of others. Others*
faults are Just my own. Being one with everyone is caUed great compassion.

-•» - Venerable Master Hua '•
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A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY '

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

WESTWOOD DRIVING
^ And

TRAFHC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-399

1

WestwoodVillaga, Above the Wherehouse
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DONT FORGET
DEADLINE TOMORROW

UCLA MORTAR
BOARD

National Senior Honor Society

Applications now available in the
Dean of Students Office

Murphy Hall

BIG RED \^^NGS

:i=5=s%*

"The Pizza Alternative"
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little-

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to 4am (3am weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING

Applications due Feb. 16, 1990 gl 5 p.m.
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$2.00 OFF WITH OBBER
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EVERYONE INVITED — THE SECOND ANNUAL—^CHILD CARE_AffiAEENESS_DAY__^_
February 15th 1990 (Thursday)

1:30 - 5:00 pm UCLA Law School
Come participate in round table discussions with
representative law firms and government agencies
regarding the most prevalent issue of the 90's ^

7 CHILD CARE
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THE SPECIALS THE OTHERS DONT WANT YOO TO SEH

WEEKEND SPECIAL
$1.99 PITCHERS

59C TACOS

PITCHERS $2.50
NIGHTLY

AFTER 8:00PM

INTRODUCING
$1.00 Off Any Coinbination

Plate Plus Large Soft Drink Free

Good For A Linnited Time

SUNSET SPECIALS
DAILY

59C TACOS
4:00-6:00PM

J-
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PARTY ON THE PATIO
Fax Your Order-208-TOGO We Deiiver-208-2038 1084 Glendon Ave.

_^__ Mastercard, Visa, American Express Accepted

NRA sues
to overturn

law
By Steve Geissinger

Associated Press
u

SACRAMENTO — The
National Rifle Association filed

suit Wednesday in federal court

challenging the constitutionality of
California's first-in-the-nation law
restricting the sale and possession

of assault weapons like the one
used 'in the Stockton schoolyard

massacre.

Attorney General John Van de
Kamp, whojnshe NRA specifical-

ly sued, sai0 in response, "I

welcome this fight because lam
convinced that street gang mem-
bers havepoxonstitutional right to

own assault weapons.**

PANEL
From page 1

are whites, said Jo Ann Dawson of
UCLA Student Health Service.

AIDS is just an added problem
to the daily struggles of many
ethnic communities, and interven-

tion to inform them must take into

account issues of poverty, vio-

lence, lack of preventive health

care, lack of insurance and home-
lessness, Dawson said.

"We need to educate them using

programs that make the issue

surrounding AIDS closer to home
for them,** Hammonds said. "For
people who are struggling over
day-to-day rent< AIDS is a low
priority, but we have Ip make it a
high priority.**

There are some cultural discre-

pancies that make preventive
education difficult For example,
some communities do not consider

homosexual intercourse a gay act
For blacks, homosexuality^ or
bisexuality is an experience, not an
orientation or identification, Ham^
monds said.

Similarly, the Latino/Chicano

community considers a man who
overpowers and has sex with either

a woman or another man, an

"aggressor,** said Elena Alvarado
of Avance Human S^vices, a
private organization.

In addition, as a result of this

kind of behavior in the culture,

many Latino women— especially

ones who are battered by their

spouses— are unable to introduce
the use of condoms in the relation-^'

ship, Alvarado said.

Diversity within a community
also poses difficulties because of
generational and national differ-

ences.

Dealing with first generation
Asians in the United Slates is

difficult because "mainstream
education docs not work for ihem,
said Terry Gock, chairman of the

Los^ Angeles County Asian Pacific

AIDS task force.

Gock*s mother orily watches
Chinese television programs, and
they do not contain sufficient

information about AIDS or other
important issues, he said.

DisUributing brochures in appro-
priate languages is only one step in

the educational process, Gock
said. There needs to be more
personal, one-lo-qpe contact with
people out there, he said.

Because both the LatinoAThica-
no and Asian communities have a
number of nationalities within
them, adjusting the languages in

which educational materials are
wriuen and services arc provided
is not a simple matter.

The panel was part of the
Student Welfare Commission*s
AIDS Awareness Week activities.

»*
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in Noriega trial

may plead gliltty

ByWilJ Lester

Associated Press

MIAMI — Eduardo Pardo, a

co-defendant of Manuel Noriega
in the drug-trafficking case against

the fallen Panamanian dictator, is

scheduled to appear in court
Thursday to plead guilty, it was
learned Wednesday.

I>etails of any plea bargain were
not immediately known, but the

calendar for U.S. District Judge
William M. Hoeveler*s court lists

"Change of plea, Eduardo Pardo,**

and a courthouse source confirmed
that Pardo was scheduled to plead.

The 44-year-old pilot is accused
of conspiracy and making a flight

with $800,000 in drug money from
Fort Lauderdale to Panama in

1983.

Pardo is one of six co-defen-
dants in custody in the case.

DEBATE
Frorrrpage 7

team might receive enough sup-

plementary funds to allow them to

compete at least twice beyond the

local level prior to the national

championships. "The more
chances we get to debate against

the great schools before nationals,

the better our chances will be. We
need to see our competition, just

like in any sport,*' he said.

The team is currently ranked
first in the nation, according to the

Cross Examination Debate Asso-
ciation. They have won the last

three tournaments they aUe.ided.

Most recentlylit Biola University,

juniors Robyn Carrico and Jon
Dean placed first

Herman and debaters Richard
Pomelle, Jason Neidelman, and
Larry Freeman "closed out" the

University of Utah tournament in

the semi-finals three weeks ago.

"I know it's a worthwhile
program and that's why I'm not in

favor of making less than it is, say

into a debate club," Alpers said.

"But I don't believe it*s necessary

for them to be number one in the

nation for it to be worthwhile. It*s

not an athletic contest.

"It*s wrong to think success

comes from being first," he con-

tinued. "Debate is an educational

experience. It teaches you how to

analyze, to marshall your thoughts

and present them. Competition
brings it to life."

"I hope to meet with the entire

team to discuss this very soon,"

Alpers said.
i

GERMANY
From page 3

"Currently, there is a four-pow-
er agreement under whichj^erlin is

administered and Germany was
originally administered. Any
change in the status of Germany
would require the consent of these

occupying powers. This is one
legal hurdle the two Germanys will

have to overcome in working out
their reunification,** he explained.

Trimble doubts this unanimous
consensus clause would be used as

the bargaining chip which deter-

mines whether a united Germany
will be part of the Noith-Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO)
alliance or if it will remain neutral.

*Therc arc big substantive dif-

ferences with the Soviet Union.

The Soviet^ have indicated what
their conditions will be, but if the

Germans announce they will reu-

nify I don*t know if the Soviets

would intervene," he said.
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL--

213) 474-6267

FREE PARKIN(; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

r* HYPNOSIS
REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATIGN ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 MC/VISA ACCEPTED

X

G Optornetry ^Vest
2035 Westwood Blvd D

Tuesday is UCLA Day
If you have been putting off

your ^
.,

VISION EXAMINAtlON,

Every Tues. we augment our
staff with Dr. Jeffery -CV-

Lieberman, a UC Berkeley
graduate with over 10 years
experience in all aspects of
vision care.

Preferential Appointment^ to

Accomodate Univ. Schedules

Dr. HARVEY R. TEMKIN
474-9551

Most Insurance Plans Accepted

WANT TO PETITION INTO

THE FILM/TELEVISION
DEPARTMENT?

COME TO AN INFORMATION SESSION

FRIDAY, 16 FEBRUARY 1990
VIEWING ROOM 1 (ROOM 2586)

MELNITZ
1 P.M. TO 3 P.M.

LEARN HOW TO PREPARE YOUR
PORTFOLIO. X

1
w MEET AN ADMISSIONS

REPRESENTATIVE, MP/TV
STUDENTS, AND THE DEPARTMENT

ADVISOR

PRESENTED BY
HONORS & UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
THE COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

COUNSELING SERVICE
A316 Murphy HaU

206-6681

M. Productions and Miller Lite

Presents

S^^^f^l^P, ^^'^^^^f^^^

Full Bar with I.D.

Free Mors D' Oeuvres
Five Bucks before 10:30

Hyatt on Sunset
8401 Sunset Blvd.
Just East of LaCienega

656-1234

A PLUS FOR UCLA!!!
STUDENTS* will receive a njeal ticket valid at all ASUCLA food facilities

with each donation.

EMPLOYEES will receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay for dach
donation. Applies to ^UCLA and ASUCLA - most students*, casual^
per diem and career employees.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2-260 UCLA Medical Center '

Just down the hall from Student Health.

825^0850
EACH BLOOD DONATION HAS THE POTENTIAL TO HaP THE LIVES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS.

StudeQt employees may receive either 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but not horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D
* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.
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NO PRIMETIME

8:53 p.ni.
The energy you save by recycling -
just one aluminum can will operate

.
a TV for 3 hours. A 6-pack can keep

_ you in prime time for a week. That

seems pretty simple. When you

'"recycle you save material resources

and the energy needed to

manufacture them. As much as half

of our waste is recyclable. And you_
can help. It's not that hard.

Recycle. ASUCLA provides ,handy

bins to recycle aluminum cans,

newspaper and white paper. You'll

find them throughout ASUCLA
facilities. Please use them. And ,,

when you've finished reading this

Daily Bruin, make sure you put it in

the right place — a newspaper

recycling bin. Watch for upcoming

drives and drop-off sites to recycle

items from home.

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It rs

important. You can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve.

-fleuse. ASUCLA's plastic utensUs

—

and coffee cups are used more than

once — when you take a second to

put them in separate bins. We also

offer 20-oz. refillable thermal mugs
that you can use again and again —
and save 20% on hot and cold

dispensed beverages. Special

ceramic coffee mugs are good for

35-cent refills at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House.

Reduce. ASUCLA is offering bulk

dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. In many
cases ASUCLA uses degradable

serving containers made of recycled

paper products. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchases in the Students' Store if

you don't really need it.

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

Recycle aluminum cans
And this newspaper, tool

tiCIDI^S
,
frSgcn yozurt.

11870 Santa Monica Bl.

W.LA. 820-2529

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can
* make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Sintt 19?I UGLA Alum.

-/iDVBUWS

THE
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mHvim

A ciMiGmm
(irSA GREATHEAD!

«/»K / oynd. I A Timms

"A BENT COMEDY.
DEAL FUN."

Mnrm C Hyl^n, fnlftrlinnmonl TofUy

DON SAXON ROeCRT R BlUME
JANfOSTtR JOflOUAHESlMO

Wnnen by

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD
DtfecleObv

LAUREN TEWES

TICKETS (800) 369-8387
0«AT BOX Of net

Thurs. thru Sun. at Sp.nn.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
Ml Melrose Am Los Angeiis, CA

L-

STUDENTS $9!
(With I.D.)
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From page 3

Black leaders have made the

black community much more
active and have reduced the politi-

cal alienation many felt in the

1960s, Gilliam said.

However, increasing the num-
ber of black public officials and the

black voters may not be enough to

increase black political power,
Gilliam said.

"The deflnition of *empower-
ment* is part of the problem," he
said. "It*s a multidimensional
concept . . . It's a matter of
economic as well as political

power and one level of empower-
ment may not necessarily lead to

others,** he said, adding that while
the Asian community may be
gaining economic power in Lx)s

Angeles, they have not gained
much political power.

Gilliam also suggested that

getting elected may not make a
difference to black empowerment
overall, pointing out that in many

, instances, an elected figure may
have only ncminal power. "In
some cities, the mayor might be
black, but that may not mean
much. The city council might have
the real power,*' he said.

Today the greatest increase in

black political participation has
taken place on the mayoral level,

according to Cheryl Miller, a
researcher with the National Cen-
ter for Political Research in

Washington, D.C. "(The mayor's
office) is a training ground for

black politicians. In that respect it

serves the same purpose as it does
for white empowermenL"
*Today any politician who is

capable of serving the needs of
their constituents is capable of
winning,** said Assemblywoman
Maxine Waters (D-48th district),

citing the elections of New York
City Mayor David Dinkins as
evidence of increasing black
political power.

"Blacks will turn out for a
candidate," Gilliam agreed.
*There was massive registration of
blacks when (Jesse) Jackson ran.

There were huge registration
drives all across the country.**

But Gilliam noted that not all

those who registered before the
primaries voted in the presidential

election.

"A black president now seems a
realistic possibility for the Ameri-
can public. In their mindset, this

might happen,** said Sandra Simp-
son-Fontaine, Waters* chief of
staff.

"Jackson has done a great
service in pushing forward the
black political agenda,** she said,

adding that Jackson has paved the

way for other, more experienced
politicians to move up politically.

Jackson*s campaign also served
to refocus the Democratic party *s

attention on issues concerning
minority communities.

But "rcfocusing takes time,"

Simpson-Fontaine said. "Jack-
son*s campaign got things going in

that direction, but the Democratic
party still needs to realize who
their meat and potatoes constituen-
cy arc."

But Gilliam said that he did not
foresee a black president in the
near future or a democratic one in

1992.

"The Democrats ran a silly

campaign (in 1988). They got
away from the issues. They let the

Republicans redefine the issues

particulariy gangs and drugs. As a.

community, (blacks) need to come
together to address these issues on
the national level." he said.

KLA
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Wonder may
have copied
popular song
The Associated Press

A music professor said he
believed singer Stevie Wonder
may have copied the Oscar-win-
ning hit "I Just Called to Say I

Love You" firom another tune
without realizing it .

Milton Stem, a professor from
C^alifomia State University, Los
Angeles, testified Tuesday in a $25
million copyright lawsuit song-
writer Lloyd Chiate filed against

Wonder in 1985, claiming the
singer filched his tune.

Stem told a federal court jury
that the hit was "extraordinarily

similar" to a song Chiate and
collaborator Lee Garrett co-wrote.
"One is based on the other,** he

said. "One is a progression. One is

more sophisticated than the other

. . . without a doubt the more
sophisticated one is based on the

primitive one." ' '*"-•-*

Chiate*s lawyers called Stem as
an expert wittiess in the case.

Wonder*s attorney, Howard King,
said he would call another musi-
cologist to refute Stem's state-

ments.

I BIG TOMY'S I

I \WORLD FAMOUS I

I

I
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CHILIBURGERS • CHILIDOGS I

Anytime Special:

Chili Cheese Burger + Lrg. Fries'

+ Med. Soft Drink for

Breakfast Special:

3 eggs + Hashbrowns + Toast
& Jelly for <hQ A Q

i
THE PRICE AND QUALrTY CANT BE BEAY ^^" I W
Mon-Sun 6:30a.m.-3a.m. Breaklast Served till 2p.m.

936 Broxton Ave. -^ oo>i -70ce
In Westwood o^H-/»OD

Lrg. Fries"

$3.29'

I

I

I

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
^749."^

3 Lutw 6. Ckddt Ail
7. Sm^tmAk

COMPLETE W/r'ARTS,
LABOR. UMSTALLft^TlGN &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED. ^ . ^
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'. '

'flIvfrH REBULDABLE COREl

(VW Bug)

!!^/l 95
MAINTENANCE SFRVI

9 k^ma Ront
'

11.

MAMENANCE SI

(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

5

TOYOTA

M\\
OATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS •M

THIS IS AN HOmt GARAa

5 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
4534652 829-7012 olease mention this

TEA
From page 8

ceremony can be translated as

'^sitting alone on a great tall

mountain,** which alluded to an
ancient story which stressed the

importance of enjoying the

moment
*The tea ceremony is a per-

forming art that is using food and
drink in an attempt to bring as

much beauty as possible into such
everyday activities as eating and
drinking. This developed out of a

religious ritual in zen temples
where every aspect of life was
ritualized, even sweeping floors,**

explained Herbert Plutschow, who
-ieaches UCLA*s Japanese Tea
Ceremony class.

He describes his class as one on
"Japanese aesthetics,** where he
lectures to his students for the first

six weeks of the course. Because
the role of a host requires years of
training, students spend the final

four weeks of the quarter training

as guests in the tea ceremony.
In the ceremony, conversation

topics are to exclude all woridly
distractions beyond the events
occurring at the ceremony. This
creates an aura of "heightened
awareness. The partkipants are
trying to enter reality and stay in it,

rather than being distracted by
their surroundings,** Plutschow
said.

Much of the conversation cen-

ters around the particular utensils

used in the ceremony, which vary

according to numerous factors

such as the importance of the

guests, the theme of the ceremony
and the season.

These intricacies, held so sacred

to the student of the tea ceremony,
captivated Slusser and made him
decide to furtlier his studies.

'••When I saw (the ceremony), it

really appealed to me. . . the

details. I t^^as fascinated by the

ritual of the movements. It*s a
mystery and as I study it, it gets

more and more difficult and it

keeps my interest,** explained
Slusser, adding that his seven years

experience is considered brief in

terms of the study of tea.

Wednesday's thin-tea cere-

mony, which lasted about 15

minutes, was sponsored by
UCLA*s Japanese Club Heisei

Bruins.

GET A GREAT SUMMER
JOB AT BRUIN WOODS
We're taking applications now

for fantastic summer jobs at the
UCLA Alumni Association's

Family Resort-BRUIN WOODS.
Try this. You spend your sum-
mer in the mountains at Lake
Arrowhead. You and 44 other
students live together in the Ce-
dar Lodge, eat with our guests
and run a super family camping
program for 66 UCLA Alumni
Families each week all siunmer.

There are many different

jobs-Arts & Crafte staff, Aquatic
staff, Boat drivers. Housekeep-
ing, Grill, Outdoor Adventure,
Piano Player, Field Trip Lead-
ers, Counselors-even a Fishing
Guide, an Athletic Director and
Program Director. Besides your
basic job vou put on the open- .

ing and closing musical shows,
as well as lots of other
entertainment

Best of all youll really get to

know the other UCLA students-
chances are youll become life-

long friends. Youll spend most
of your time outdoors in a
healtfiy and vigorous environ-

ment, youll eat well and the

pay is great considering yottll

probably bank most of it

Get an application at the West
Center and mail it to arrive at
Bruin Woods by February 22.

Mem0(A^ ^ A &/iM^ WoQ^ $fa|^
BRUIN MEADOW
Site of Field Day
and weekly 4th of

July picnic.

^Aa FIELD
Here's where I

umped the East/
West Softball

showdown-got
thrown out of the
game.

ROPES COURSE
Talk about a chal-

lenge. Walking a
beam 35 feet up
was hard-but I did

INDIAN VILLAGE
We slept in the

tipis-seemed like

100 years ago.

AMPHrrHEATER
Was part of Song
and Dance Group
for opening show-
wait till \lom sees
the video tapes.

CHILDREN'S
PARK
Subbed for Betsy
in the 34 year old

group-think 111

stick to making
beds.

CEDAR LODGE
This place is not a
staff dorm-ifs a
1st class adven-
ture.

SATURDAri
CHANGEOVER
Helped Sugarbuck
set record of

cleaning 12 units

in 3 hours. 41 mi-

nutes on July 18.

VOLLEYBALL CABANA
COURT Helped set single

This tournament jacuzzi record of

went on all sum- 17 at one time last

mer lonc-we even week of camp,
lobbied for lights

on the court

CRAFT HOUSE
Made Mom a vaae
on staff Craft

Night No wonder
she loves me.

SKI BOAT
Yippee! Finally

learned to ski-not

a bad fringe ben-

efit

BRUIN WOODS
Lake Arrowhead. CA 92352 P.O. Box 160 (714)337-2478

m^M
"^S^a:^

PONTOON BOAT
Loved the moon-
light cruises with

tSff after hours.

Caught a fish last

wedL of camp.

A

^ .;
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Editorial

Eliminate tiie negative clieclcHrff fee
- The negative check-off fee should be
eliminated from UCLA students' registra-

tion forms. Currently, students have the

option of subtracting $2 from their registra-

tion fees if they do not wish the money to go
to CALPIRG, an environmental lobby
organization. CALPIRG is the only group
listed on the forms at the present time.

A positive check-off fee would be fairer,

allowing students to actively donate money
to the groups they choose instead of paying
by default if they do not subtract the fees on
their registration form. Other agencies use
the positive check-off fee as a way of raising
money for charitable groups. For example,
the Department of Water and Power lists the

jcharity Project Angel on every billing

statement, giving people the option of

-ZJET-

'

hi'

including a donatioft with their payment.
However, students, not UC officials,

should be able to decide what sort of check-

off fee, if any, should appear on their

registration forms. There should t^Qm
clearly-worded gihSpd^al^egar^ihg the

'* check-off fee on die ballot in the upcoming
USAC elections. Only by bringing this issue

to a vote will we find out what the students

really want. The administration should not

be making the decisions about where
students spend their money.
The Bruin believes a positive check-off

fee would be more equitable and less

deceptive than the current negative check-
off fee. But the decision ultimately must be
left up to a vote by the students, and not to a

decision from above.

Wmm MANPELA
Viewpoint

A UC dedsion would disregard our wisiies
By Lloyd Monseratt

It is an outrage that the Chancellor of
UCLA, along with the other UC Chancellors,
would completely disregard the student voice
and unilaterally eliminate the funding for

CALPIRG (California Public Interest Research
Group). CALPIRG is a major student group
that has been in existence since 1972. It has
received strong student support through student

governments and many voles of the entire

student body at the various campuses where
CALPIRG chapters exist

Chancellor Young has witnessed strong stu-

dent support .for CALPIRG on his campus for

\ eight years, including a reaffirming vote in

1987 supported by more than 70 percent of
"undergraduates and more than 80 percent of

graduates. In light of this student approvul. it is

unbelievable that Young would have the gall to

say that it^ was his understanding that most
students oppose the negative check-off fee. In

addition, just last spring, graduate students at

UCLA voted by over 80 percent in support of
the negative check-off fee policy on its own.
The Council of Chancellors met last week

and came up with this recommendation lo

eliminate the waivable fee. It was oi¥ly then
^

that they asked UCSA, the UC student lobby .

group, for their opinion. However, they never
even sent their administrative representative to

the meeting to receive the final outcome, which
by the way, was two unanimous voles passing

a resolution in support of CALPIRG's program,
and a resolution in support of maintaining the

waivable fee system.

If the Chancellor is truly concerned about
students* support for CALPIRG and its funding,

why doesn't he listen lo the students that have
already spoken loud and clear with their votes

and their participation in the program?
Does the letter of one disgruntled "student

activist," namely Mike Spence, outweigh over-

whelming student suppgri on four campuses in

the eyes of Chancellor Young? If Mike Spcncc
truly represented the student body he would
have been elected Student Body President last

year.

I challenge Chancellor Young lo meet with

student representatives of UCSA and the

student govemments lo rediscover the strong

student support for CALPIRG here at UCLA.

Monseratt, a senior majoring in political

science, is the UCSA representative from
UCLA.

Viewpoint

Bush's China policy is

wealc, insuiistaiitiai
By Kuanman Xu

4-.

As a Chinese graduate student at-UCI^A, I am offended by
Lawrence Lee's column ("Bush's policy for Chinese students is

well-balanced, prudent," Bruin, Pfeb. 5). I feel^ terribly uncomfort-
able with Lawrence Lee*s arguments in the commentary.

First, is Bush wilhng to protect Chinese students in the U.S.^
The answer is definitely not After the tragic event in Tiananmen
Square, Bush announced a so-called "extended deferred departure"
program for Chinese students whose visas .wotfid expire before
June 4, 1990. This program would put Chinese students in

jeopardy if they chose to enter it As a matter of fact, very few
students haVc taken advantage of this program. Then, Congress
passed a bill extending Chinese student visas, which Bush vetoed
on Nov. 30, 1989, while at the same time offering protection
similar lo that granted by the bill.

Why did Congress want to overi-ide the veto if Bush's
administrative measure would provide similar protection? Why did
Chinese students in the U.S. lobby for the bill so hard? Why did
the American public overwhelmingly support tfje bill? The reason
is that Bush's China policy is a failure.

After the tragic event last June, Bush personally dispatched
two high-level aids lo toast Chinese leaders twice (last July and
December). Considering what has happened in Eastern Europe,
Bush is so weak that he has not been able to gel any major
concessions from the Beijing reginie. While Congress tried to
send a reaction of strong disapproval to the massacre by the
Beijing regime, Bush was doing everything possible to make the
Chinese leaders happier. He vetoed both the bill protecting
.Chinese students and the economic sanction bill, and he relaxed
the economic sanctions that he imposed last June.

'

The most recent example is the deletion by the White House
of Secretary of Stale Baker's testimony on China's human rights
violations before the Senate's Foreign Affairs Committee. Because
of Bush's weakness toward China, the Chinese government has
constantly accused Congress of interfering in China's "internal
affairs" and has given Bush only some token gestures, such as
lifting the martial law in Beijing. ^

Last, but not the least, both Bush and the Chinese leaders
claim that they care about the 1.1 billion Chinese people. Are
the Chinese leaders the legitimate 'representatives of the Chinese
people? The^answer is no; the leaders will do anything possible
to sustain their powers. What Bush has done so far is make the
Chihese leaders happy, by doing things like toasting the Beijing
butchers. .

Bush has not done anything substantial for the Chinese people.
Remember what Bush did in Beijing a year ago. He was
embarrassed by not being allowed to meet the most famous
Chinese dissident. Professor Fang Lizhi. Bush was silent during
the student movement in Beijing last spring. Bush was forced to
say that no Chinese students will be sent back as long as he is

the President.

There is no doubt that Bush won the battle over the Chinese
student issue. But who arc the losers? They are the 38
Republican Senators who voted to sustain Bush's veto. But about*
48 hours later, the Senate passed the economic sanction bill, 98-
0. How successful is Bush's China policy?

Now. let me correct some of Lee's arguments. He claimed that
most of the Chinese students do not have any life-threatening

Both Bush and the Chinese leaders claim that they
care about the Chinese people. Are the Chinese
leaders the legitimate representatives of the Chin-
ese peojJe? The answer js no; the leaders will do
anything possible to sustain their powers.

danger. The fact of the matter is that no Chinese stuclents want
to go back at ihis time for fear of danger. He also misled the
readers by saying "the extent to which all 40,000 students need
political asylum is debatable," and "Chinese student visas have
been extended indefinitely by Bush's administrative order."
Actually, nobody wants to seek political asylum in the U.S. We
only want to delay our return to China because of the doprcssrvc
atmosphere in China. In addition, Bush's order may be revoked
at any moment and the order might be challenged in court.

The rest of Lee's arguments are just imaginative. None of the
Chinese students who spent the first 20 years of their lives in

China would buy -his arguments about Mie reality in China.,

Vw is a graduate student of atmospheric sciences.
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Satisfaction comes in tlie pursuit ofanenjoyabie life and worii
The beginning of a new

year and new decade is

traditionally the time

when we take stock of our
lives and make resolutions to

improve our characters and our
behavior. I realize that college

students are always being lec-

tured at, but I have a sugges-
tion for a new year*s^ew
decade*s resolution: take a
little time for yourself.

This is not a clarion call to

laziness* or the provision of a
convenient excuse for procrasti-

nation. It's just that I've been
where you are now and maybe
you can learn from my mis-

takes before you're 40 and
suffering from a midlife crisis

because you rushed through

youth and young adulthood,

missing the pleasures of that

era in your life.

It's hard to take it easy
when you're in the quarter

system. Ten weeks is all you
get and bang, it's finals time.

So many college students are

focused on a career: law
School or medical school are at

the end of the line; prerequis-

ites must be completed, parents
have to be appeased. One
quarter leads to another, then
it's summer, with its jobs and
vacations; freshman year sprints

right through to senior year.

The next thing you know,
you're out there with a diplo-

ma in your hand wondering if

you did the right thing,

majored in the right subject,

went to the right school. The
sweemess of life can't be
tasted as you race through at

breakneck speed to the next
goal.

College is a time to broaden

your perspectives, to develop a

complete view of the world.

It's a time to be savored for

itself; it isn't just something to

get through so you can get to

the main event When you're

in college, it is the main

Rosemarie
Pegueros
event It is the time when you
discover who you are, and
begin to take commaiid of who
you are becoming. *

Don't make decisions too
early. A narrowing of goals

too early in your college

career can leave you feeling

unable to switch gears when
you discover that maybe you
don't want to be a doctor after

all. The most important thing

is to find something you love
and pursue it Find something
that makes you look forward
to getting out of bed every
day. Don't major in a subject

that you enjoy best only when
you cut it class.

I once took a class with

Dustin Hoffman. He wouldn't

remember me, but for the

whole 1978 spring semester,

Hoffman visited my Constitu-

tional Law class at San Fer-

nando Valley College of Law.
His wife Lisa was a classmate

of mine. I hardly knew her, so

I don't know how she met
him or any of that good^^

gossip. I was shy in those

days, and I hardly spoke to

anyone at school. I took law
school one day at a time,

dreading each morning, relieved

when classes ended for the

Basketball
Editor:

While I was growing up in

Canada, we never had anything

like big-time college basketball

to attend on Saturday after-

noons. We did, however, have
television, and NCAA basket-

ball was a common sight in

my living room. -

When I decided to Attend

UCLA, I was so excited about
the prospect of actually going

to a UCLA basketball game
that I bought season tickets as

soon as they went on sale.

The person who sold me the

tickets didn't mention priority

numbers. Maybe he knew that

I wouldn't have bought the

tickets had I known the hassles

involved with attending a game
in Pauley. Based on what V\t
learned this year, I will prob-

ably not attend a game next

year!

First of all, to get arena

level seats, one must be in

line the night before. Heck, to

get good concourse seats, you
have to be there over an hour

before numbers are given out,

which is at least three hours

prior to game time.

The DePaul game was abso-

lutely crazy. Priority numbers
were distributed at 6 a.m. for

a 1 p.m. game! No ticket

holder should be forced to be

at Pauley seven hours early,

especially season ticket holders.

To get good seats, 5 a.m. was
a necessity!

Next, after priority numbers
are distributed, you have to

line up an hour and a half

before the game to get into

Pauley. All of this waiting

totally ruins a day.

Then, once the game finally

starts, I have a choice between
standing and getting sore feet,

or sitting and not seeing any-

thing.

I'm an emotional person,

and love leaping from my seat

for exciting plays, but, must I

be forcd to standi during free

throws and the half-court

offense also? With five

minutes left in a one-point

game, I would be the first to

chant, "Stand Up!", but two
minutes into the game? Lei-

sure, Bruins!

The standing by the student

section proves the immaturity,

lack of sporting event experi-

ence, and amateurism of

UCLA student basketball

fans! That statement may
offend sofpc people, but it's

the truth. At no other sporting

event does one section st^nd

while everyone else is seated.

At basketball games, the

"real" fans sit at the appropri-

ate times and stand at the

appropriate times, while the

student section persists in ruin-

ing the game for many people

by not siting down. Let the

day.

We had a charismatic law
professor, a young man who
was positively spellbinding.

Apparently Lisa told Hoffman
about him and her husband,
who was considering a part

about a charismatic professor,

came to watch him in action.

To his credit, the professor

was just as good when Hoff-
man was there as he had been
during the fall term, but it

must have been unnerving.

The actor. had just won his

Oscar for Kramer vs. Kramer,
and by that time had electri-

fied Hollywood in The Gradu-
ate and Midnight Cowboy. He
seldom smiled and sat in the

class expressionless, but his

concentration was palpable.

How does an actor do what
he does? Great actors are

imitators of people. They learn

to be others by watching
pec^le: their mannerisms, their

quirks, their body language.

What stuck me about Hoffman
was his astonishing intensity.

Can you imagine a person
sitting quietly, three times a
week for an hour, for four

months, just watching another
person? He never missed a
class throughout the whole
semester. He did it€or tho
love of it

A short, found-shouldered
man whose narrow, pointy face

reminds one of a hedgehog,
and whose voice squeaks like

an ungreased wheel, Hoffman
is a great actor Jbecause he
loves what he ooes and he
didn't let anyone discourage

him from pursuing his goal in

spite of what might 1)e

regarded in beauty-conscious

Hollywood as physical drawr
backs. We enjoy his films; he
enjoys his life not only by
being a film actor and making
a lot of money doings it, but

also by performing the great

roles whenever he doesn't have

/

Letters

arena level stand—^people

expect that before they sit

(stand) there-rbut sit the con-
course down!
Some people will argue that

because I'm Canadian, I don't
know what I'm talking about
But I'm a huge sports fan-^
I've been to the NHL Finals,

the 1987 NBA Western Con-
ference Finals, the Canadian ^

Football League Championship
Game, basketball and hockey
games in New York, NFL
games in Seattle and Houston,
and baseball games in seven
cities. All of these events had
one thing in common—people
only stood up when there was
a reason!

Others may also say that the

essence of college hoops is

sleeping out, then standing

throughout the game. Unfortii- *

nately, I'm sure that the fans

sitting in the sections next to

the students feel differently (as

do the students who would like

to sit down).
Fortunately, I have a solu-

tion to these problems. First of
all, sell arena level tickets

separately from concourse tick-

ets. Fiirthermore, let the con-
course tickets be reserved

seals. The arena level can stay

as general admission, but

priority numbers will no longer

be necessary because there will

be only a limited number of
arena ticket holders.

This method will allow the

screen commitments.
Recently, he was Shylock in

a Broadway production of The
Merchant of Venice. I saw Sir

Laurence Olivier as Shykxic,
and I can scarcely imagine the

diminutive Hoffman in that

role, but the reviews have been
favorable.

Many years ago, I had a
woman friend who wanted to

be a Conservative rabbi. At
that time, the Conservative

movement in Judaism did not
allow women to be rabbis. She
was the scion of a long line

of rabbis on both sides of her

T—

r

my days; I love my professors,

my students and my class-

mates.

Dustin Hoffman is doing
what he loves, my friend the

rabbi is doing what she loves,

and I am doing what I love. If

you want to be successful, so
should you. Being fully human
entails developing many talents,

not just one. Take advantage
of the richness and variety that

the UCLA curriculum offers to

discovo- joy and yes, passion.

Remember, Einstein didii't

just do physics: he played tlie ^

cello and wrote extensively on

"College' is a time to brpaden your perspec^

tives, to devdop a com{Jete view of tlie world.

It's a time to be savored for itself; it isn't jxist

somediii^ to get through so you can get to the

main event When you're in college, it is the

mam event

family. Both grandfathers had
been Orthodox rabbis and her
father was a Conservative rab-

bi. She was denied admission
to the seminary so she decided
to circumvent the problem by
trying one of the more liberal

Jewish movements.
She finished her education

and was ordained, but still she

did not gvit up on the Conser-
vatives. At long last, she was
admitted, to the Conservative

rabbinate, one of the first

women to achieve that goal.

She did not give up her

dreams or compromise her

vision. She is a happy, fulfilled

human being. .,

I went to law school hating

every day of my tenure there.

I squeaked through' and failed

the bar before I finally had tl^e

courage to admit to myself that

I was as suited to practice law
as Babe Ruth was to play

water polo. My life at UCLA
is profoundly Afferent from
law school: I look forward to

peace. David Ben Gurion read
Eastern philosophy. Winston
Churchill was a Sunday paint-

er. Franklin Delano Roosevelt
collected stamps. Many famous
women writen from Vita Sac-
kviUe-West to Marge Piercy
were, and are, avid gardeners.

Our lives are getting Ipnger
but the task is the same for

every generation: how do we
find satisfying work, bond
deeply with our loved ones, '

and live full lives?

Don't rush through the pre-

sent in pursuit of the future. It

only comes once and is quick-
ly the past. So now that it's

1990. take Henry David Tho-
reau's advice: *Tf you have put
castles in the air, your work
need not be lost; that is where
they should be. Now put

foundations under them." And-
don't forget to take a little

time for yourself.

Pegueros is a graduate student

of Latin American history.

i

die-hard fan who wants to

sleep out and be first in line

to do so, while others can
show up at there (sic) leisure,

knowing concourse level sea-

ting is waiting for them.

The standing during the

game is harder to combat
However, the ushers must be
forceful and demand that peo-
ple sit down. An usher's job is

to make sure fans are happy
and that there are no problems.

Danny Miller

Freshman
undeclared

Check-off fee
Editor:

As a fourth-year student at

UCLA, I am writing this letter

to let other students know that

many people oppose the use of
the negative check-off option

in our registration fees. I must
disagree with Lloyd Monser-
att's statement that Xhancellor
Young has obviously proven
how distant he is fiT)m the

student community with that

statement (that most students

oppose the negative check off

fee)."

I have not met one person
who agrees with the tactics

used by some organizations,

such as CALPIRG, to get

money. It may or may not be
true that CALPIRG works to

improve environmental condi-

tions, but why should they get
money from student naivete, or
basically by default If CAL-
PIRG is allowed such a jus-

tice, why can't any public

'organization be able to add
money to our registration fees

and allowed the negative

check-off option?

I think that a positive

check-off option in the future

will allow students to truly

decide which projects they

want their money to support. It

is tnie that organizations such
as CALPIRG will lose a great

deal of financial support, but if

students aren't willing to add
$2 to their registration fees

they obviously don't support'

what CALPIRG stands for.

CALPIRG needs to edtifcate

the student population about
what they acuially do. The fact

that they are "a politkal lobby
group that stands on initiatives"

doesn't say much. If CALPIRG
lets students know- what they

"lobby" for students may agree

with the issues and spend $2
to help.

To conclude, again I ask,

should organizations such as

CALPIRG get the students

money by default or should

educated students allocate their

money where they see fit?

Sean Allan
Senior

Kinesiology
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Dance

All the right moves
Africans carve a cultural niche
for themselves through dance

By Parrel Ramsey
Contributor

Contrary to popular opinion, the

apex ofAfrican-American dance was
notachieved in JanetJackson's latest

video — or even in any of brother

MichaePs choreography. African-

American contributions in the dance
world actually began (and achieved
greatness) long before the Jackson
clan did their first jazz turns.

Before the inception of European
domination, Afiricawas a continentof
civilized people where dance played
a vital role in the great civilizations

of the Ibo, Ash^ti, Yoruba, Zulu,
Masai, Egyptians, and others. Despite

its presentday image of * flies and big

bellies,' Africa was, is and will always
be also a continent where people live,

life. The traditions of African life

allow dance to communicate the

sacramental celebrations ofbirth, rites

of passage, marriage, and death.

AsWest Africans wereenslavedby
Europeans and eventually taken to the

Americas and the Old World, these

cultural rhythms and movements
were their only link to their African

'homeland once those aspects of hu-
manity which gave the slaves iden-

tity (language, dance, music and
family) were decimated by isolation

and oppression.

These conditions limited the stage

where dance could be "perfonned."
In fact, the only permissible perform-
ances were in the "Big House" of the
master or in the church. Howeyer, the,

slaves would preserve their culture

and dances via clandestine gathering^
in the fields.

Slaves were often called upon to
love, and survive. -4^^ —entertain the gentry and in "many

In Africa, dance encompasses all cases, the masters entered their slaves
facets of communal art (music, cos- in dance competitions amongst the
tumingi text and song) and is viewed plantations,
a? an integral part of each person's " In order to ease the pain ofanother

. 12 hour workday, African-An^ericans
developed a series of work sOngs and^
recreational dances. Examples of
these dances, which have West Afri-

can origins are the Calenda, Chica-
Bamboula, Gombay, and the Juba
which have survived through the
efforts of many contemporary Afri-

can dance troupes.

Katherine Dunham, a performer
and dance anthropologist, notes that

theJuba served asacompetitive dance
of agility and skill. It was a circle

dance in which a woman openly chal-

lenged a man to match her sharp
movements. •»

A woman advances and begins a
slow dance of Shuffiing the feet and
contorting the body—enticingaman
to better her feats of strength, speedy

flexibility, and creativity. In time, the

loser would rejoin the circle to the

laughter and applause of the specta-

tors.

Special occasions provided other

opportunities fordancing. The festive

Matar de Cutebra dance is still per-

formed at Christmas time in some
Cuban communities, and the emo-
tional Banda performed at the wake
after funerals.

The Christian church which served
as a sanctuary was aplace for the slave

to create comrttunity and find hope.
Even though t^e concept of church
was an imposed indoctrination of
Western ethics unto the besieged
African, it was still a safe haven for

Itrany.
i

So where does dance fit in? In

church the African-American could

Literature

In^their own words
African American writers express

themselves with distinction

By Kristen Ltnden

Contributor

"Black literary artists have been
active in the United States for as long -

as black people have been here and
have had access to die tools of writ-

ing," said Dr. Richard Yaiborough, a

UCLA professor specializing in black

literature.

" Dr. Yarborough traced the begin-

nings of Afro-American literature to

Phyllis Wheadey who was the first

black topublishabookofpoeU7 in the

late eighteenth century.

"In terms ofpopularity , in terms of
the black writers that a large while
audience might be familiar with, the

earliest period would probably be
right before the Civil War when a

large number of black writers were
producing slave narratives," he said.

These autobiographies of escaped
slaves were relatively popular in the

North where they not only informed

the Northerners about slavery but also

aroused their sympathy and political

support to destroy it. • ^

Following this period ofblack writ-

ing, there was a lull for several dec-

ades. "That's not to say that blacks

stopped writing but that mainstream
audiences really didn ' tpay thatmuch
attention to what was being pro^
duccd," Yarborough said.

"At the tiuTi of the century you see

a lot of the roots of political, cultural,

literary and social ideas and themes
that carry through the rest of the way
in the literature," he said. "Issues

> focusedon black culture and trying to

use literature to improve one's imme-
diate condition because the situation

was so distressful."

The next major pteriod was the Har-
' lem Renaissance ms^lcl920s that

brought writers like Langsion Hughes
and Zora Neale Hurston to promi-
njcnce. "At that point a lot of black

writers located in New York City or
Harlem began to reach a white audi-

ence. In fact," said Yarborough, "that

was the time when whites in general

were very interested in black culture

[
— like the Charleston,jazz, andgoing
uptown to the Cotton Club."

itmtj irzu^

The next peak in black literature

came in 1940 with Richard Wright's

Native Son.

Yaborough described it as ".
. .a

very controversial and violent novel.

Living for writing

Bebe Moore Campbell leaves an impression

By Kriten Linden

Contributor

WriterBebe Moore Campbel 1 ,40
was born in Philadelphia and at-

tended public schools there. It was
in third grade when she was placed
in a special creative. writing class

that she first decided she wanted to

write.

However, as she grew up, she
never thought of writing as a pro-

fession. "I didn't know any women
writers and so I had no concf*pt of
writing as a career," she admitted.

Orte day during her growing up

years, however, a friend of her

mother'scame overwith a sel f-pub-

lished book of poems. "It was sig-

nificant tome toknow awoman who
wrote a book."

Campbell went on to attend the

University of Pittsburgh where she

earned a B.S. in elementary educa-

tion. She taught in the public school

system for five years and began

writing freelance.

"I sentout storiesand was rejected

See WRITER. Page 32
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revel in family, song, text, music, and
movement — all components of
dance.

Many of our pop luminaries have
begun theirsinging careerfrom within

achoir robe. Chanteuses Aretha Fran-
klin, Whitney and Cissy Houston,
Anita Baker and Stephanie Mills are
successful examples of the musical
strength of the church.

Dancing was also one waythat a
slave would earn the money topay for

his emancipation or a freed African-

American could supplement his in-

come and keep his manumission
papers valid.

In the twenty years prior to the

Emancipation Proclamation, the next
dance form to rise from African-
American influence was that of the

minstrel.

The first great minstrel was Wil-
liam Henry Lane, a free black who
adopted the stage name of Mister
Juba. He was famed for the skillful

ease at which he danced the jig. A
danceof Irish andEnghsh derivation,

thejig consisted ofrather quick hops,
clicks of the heels, and stomps which

See MOVES. Page 31

a very angry, protest style of writing

— but it clearly tapped an audience.

It was the same audience that might
have read the Grapes of Wrath and
made that a best seller at the time."

Therise ofthe Civil RightsMovement
then led to a tremendous increase in

attention for black writers.

By 1949, Gwendolyn Brooks be-

came the first African-American to

receive a Pulitzer Prize for Poetry for

\\exhockAnnieAllen. In the early '50s

James Baldwin and Ralph Ellison

won accolades for their vivid chron-

icles of the Black experience— and
search for identity in a ruthlessly

white world— in Go Tell It On the

Mountain and Invisible Man (which
won a National Book Award for fic-

tion). In 1959 Lorraine Hansberry's
playA Raisin in the Sun won theNew
York^ama Critics Circle Award.
The themes of black writing tendto

be the themes of writing in general.

However, there are certain recurring

motifs.

"One of the worst aspects ofpreju-
dice and the racism that supported the

slave system was the presumption that

white society could define who black

people were . . .so. . .many of the writ-

ers try to talk about how to reclaim
one's rig|it to define oneself (person-

ally and) as an American in a white
society that basically does not accept

one's presence."

Amiri Baraka. LeRoi Jones, Nikki
Giovanni and John Williams are but
a few of the writers who spearheaded
such literary sel f-discovery during the
sixties and early seventies.

"In the most recent period of the

'70s and continuing on today you find

the rise ofwhatpcople would term the

period of black womens' writing."

said Yarborough. "There are some
male writers receiving attention such
asJohn Edgar Wideman but it is clear

that right now the dominant voices

See WORDS Pagft 32
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ART
Continuing

Secrets, Dialonues, ftovelations: The
Art of Betye and Alisoii Saar
Wight Art Gallery thru Feb. 25
825-9345 ~

Continuing

UCU UndergradMrte Art Exbibitioa

Wight Art Gallery, thru Feb. 25
825-9345 ^

.
" *

Continuing
' '

10 Photographers: Olympic Images
2nd Floor Wooden Center, thru Feb. 28 ..

825-3701 .
' /;

Continuing

Paintings & Drawings by Sodelka
International Student Center Gallery, thru

Feb 28 .

208-4587

U S I c

The Dawn of Soond: A Tribato to

Vitaphone

"Noah's Ark"

'Under a Texas Moon"

Melnitz Theater. 7:30 pm
$5. Students $3

206-FILM

U S I c

Young Masicians Foundation Debut
Orchestra

Royce Hall. 4 pm
859-7668

F I L

Noon Organ Recital

Javier Gardufio ' tt

Organ Studio, 1655-A Schoenberg, 12'pm

825-4761

•1 .

ULL
Critic's Choice

"A Year ot the Quiet Sun'

Melnitz Theater. 7.30 pm
$5, Students $3

206-FILM -
, '

POETRY READING
EbenaBusia " T7T
Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, 8 pm
•825-3701 •

.

;-

SPECIAL EVENT
Student Talent Show
Cooperage. 8- 10 pm
825-6564

The Dawn of Sound: A Tribute to

Vitaphone

"The Broadway Melody"

"Viennese Nights"

Melnitz Theater, 2 pm
$5, Students $3

"The Dawn Patrol"

"Little Caesar"

Melnitz Theater. 7:30 pm
$5.Studer^s$3

206-FrLM

Hci^A^^j,

President's Day

ART

.__._^^

ART
Closing

Frontiers: Recent Photographs from
the American West by Joseph
Courtney White

Kerckhoft Art Gallery .

825-6564

MUSIC
Noon Concert for ANIS Awareness
Downy Mildew

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
825-6564

DANCE
Piioboius Dance Theatre

Royce Hall, 8 pm
$28,24, 18. Students $8

825-9261 •

'

Nikkei Student Union Art Exhibition:-

4th Annual Japanese American
Cultural Celebration

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, thru Feb. 23

825-6564

M U ^ I C

Ras Michael & the Sons of Negus

Westwood Plaza. 12 pm
825-6564

FILM

DecauMutary Fihas

"Family Gatering"

"Alaska at War"

Melnitz Theater. 8 pm
206-FILM '

7

2 WeXfveiX^

U S I C

F I L

Saeak Preview

"Mountains of the Moon"

Melnitz Theater,' 730 pm
FREE CTO Tickets required

206-FILM - *

y^^CU^A^^

DANCE

Noon Concert
*
Preview of Opera Workshops performance of

"The Medium" and "Gianni Schicchi"

. Schoenberg Auditorium. 12 pm
825-4761

Misha and Cipa Dichter

Royce Hall, 8 pm
$26, 22. 16, Students $8, il SCA Tickets

825-9261

Jan at Kerckhoff
'

, Clarence Lebo

Kerckhoff Coffee House. 9 pm
825-6564

FILM
Piioboius Dance Theatre

Royce^ll,8pm&2pm
$28, 24v 18, Students $8

CenterStage Pre-performance Lecture

250f^oyceH^II, 7 pm
825-9261

F I L

Instraments of Empowerment?:
Ethnographic Films in America; A
Symposium

1409 Melnity Theater, 1-5:45 pm ^

825-4242

The Arehhre Television Theater

The Cold War Revisited:

"The Biter Bit"

"Dance to Freedom's Tune"

"The Brandenberg Gate"

Dickson Auditorium, 730 pm '^^'^

206-FILM

"Sunset Boulevard"

"Hollywood Shuffle"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
$150

825-1958

All programs listed in this calendar are Fm unless oltierwise stated For listings and comments call

206-8974

CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Early Student Rush

Tickets for Piioboius

Royce Hail

Friday, Feb. 16 at 8pm
Saturday, Feb. 17 .

at 2pm & 8'pm

T,he UCLA Center for

the Performing Arts wants to

exercise your mind! Piioboius

Dance Theatre returns to Royce
Hail this weekend with a zany

mixture of athleticism,

gymnastics, modern dance, and
ballet.

Celebrating its 19th

anniversary this year, Piioboius

has become a dance

phenomenon. This six-person

troupe shocks and delights sold

out houses around the world

with their wildly humorous
acrobatic tricks. Unpredictable,

bizzare and creative, Piioboius

offers an evening of good old-

fashioned fun.

The Piioboius DSince Theatre

will perfornfi in Royce Hall this

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 16

and 17. Performances begin at

8 p.m. with a Saturday matinee

at 2 p.m. Good seats are still

available for $28, $24, $18,

and $8. Early Student Rush
Tickets are on sale now at the

uaA Central Ticket Office,

located at the southeastern

corner of Pauley Pavilion on
the UCLA campus, and at all

TicketMaster outlets. To charge

by phone call (213) 825-9261.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Spanish and Portuguese

Cultural Night and

Instruments of

Impowermenr This

Weekend
Friday, Feb. 16

Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center at 6 pm
Saturday, Feb. 17

1409 Melnitz Theater at 1 pm

TWO different student

organizations are offering two.

very different programs this

weekend which present some
unique cultural experiences. The

first program is sponsored by

the Graduate Student

Association of Spanish and

Portuguese and will take place

at the Buenos Ayres and Vista

Rooms at the Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center. Music by

Luis Carrasco and Leonardo

Navarro will be featured along

with readings of Spanish

literary works by graduate

students. The program begins

at 6 pm.

The second program this

weekend is a symposium of

Ethnographic films in America

beginning at 1 pm. The

Academy Award winning

documentary Stone Carvers will

start off the symposium with a

February 15 to 21

./''

//̂

Pilobolue Oanoe Theatre

detailed analysis by the

filmmaker, Paul Wagner, The

second part of the program will

begin at 3 pm with the

screening of Miles of Smiles.

which deals with the

occupational folklore and union

traditions of the Pullman

railroad porters. A discussion

with filmmakers, critics and

ethnographers will explore

Issues in filmmaking such as

impowerment. Both programs

do not charge an admission

price.

WIGHT ART GALLERY*

Undergraduates' Student

Exhibition: Art and Design

Wight Art Gallery, thru Feb. 25

T,

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Nooh Recital by Organist

Gardufio

1655-A Schoenberg Hall

Thursday, Feb. 15 at 12 pm

I nternational concert

organist Javier Gardufio will

take place today at noon In the

organ studio in Schoenberg

Hall (1655-A). A resident of

Mexico City and Professor of

organ, harpsicord and piano in

the Naitonal Conservatory of

Music, GarduHo has performed

throughout Mexico, the United ,

States and Europe.

Today's program includes:

Vivaldl/Walther. Bactl. Estrada,

and Noble. For more
information call 825-4761.

Published Every Thursday

his past year

UCLA's Wight Art Gallery has

presented several major

exhibitions including "12 Artists

from the German Democratic—
Republic," "Architects' Drawings

from the Barbara Pine

Collection'* and currently on ^

view, "Secrets, Dialogues,

Revelations: The Art of Betye

and Alison Saar." Well, It's

now time for students and the i^-

public to view the works of

UCLA's artists and designers.

"Undergraduate Student

Exhibition: Art and Design,"

features selected works in

painting, drawing, new forms,

printmaking, sculpture, design

and photography by the UCLA
undergraduates in the

Departments of Art and Design.

The works were created in

classes Offered during the 1989
academic year and were

selected by course professors.

The exhibition will include

approximately 100 works and
will be presented in two parts.

The first presentation will

include students' works from

the Art department and are on
view now through Feb. 25. The
second part of the exhibition

will fbcus on undergraduate's

works from the Design

department and will be on view

from March 6 through March
18:
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Music

preparation for upcoming
»w Smitliereens album lias

By Damian O'Rane
Stafi Writer

The Smithereens arc in the

middle of their latest tour, sup-

porting their most recent (and most
successful) effort. Smithereens 11.

It's an album, says drummer
Dennis Diken, that is different

because of the amount of time
spent on it.

"The first album,** he says.

**took 1 1 days— including mixing;

and Green Thoughts (the follow-

up took .16 days, again including

mixing.

"We took more time with
Smithereens 77. We took about a

month and a half, which by most
standards today is still pretty

conservative. (But) for us, it was a

luxury.**

What was the result? For the

band, "it just enabled us to do
things that we*ve always wanted to

do, but were never able to do in the

past because our budget was
limited ... and therefore we
couldn*t afford the extra time.**

They didn*t want to "go over-
board with an^hing, but (we
wanted to) specifically get the

sound that we wanted in the studio.

Sometimes a mike wouldn't be
positioned correctly, or something
like that, and in the past we
wouldn't have had the dme for

(fine-tuning).' We are plainly a

road band.** ^ ,:^ .

; /
There was one important thing,

says Diken, that they wanted to

take care of on the third album.
"We wanted to get a more live feel;

we wanted to get a heavier guitar

sound. That really is what our live

show is all about**

See SMrrHEREENS, page ai
Smithereens members clockwise from upper left: Jim
Babjak, Dennis Diken, Pat DiNizio and Mike Mesaros

BEAN BAG FACTORY
UCLA Student Discounts

^

Large selection
of futons.

Factory Direct.

Large variety of
fabrics & colors

as low as

$9.95
5011 W. Pico Blvd. L.A,

Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00pm ^

Fri 9:30-4:00pm
Sun I0:30-3:00pm

mmmm
i

m WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDI-CAt
BLUE CROSS

PAn> PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd-
, (in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

3 FREE SESSIONS
With raEMBERSillP

The cleanest friendliest and
most professional tanning salon.

/ V-

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinroaa mnd Uadbrook)

824-2826

HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up

36^Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)
with Haircut & Ceilophane-$125.00 (reg. $200)

«
SASSOON SASSOON

MQMrS-lKlMtl fUfE TO

925 N. BROXTON
(North of Village Theater)

THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE

^H Waik-ins Accepted

•FREE Cellophane
with any Design Cut

fronri $18.
^Body Waves,

HiLights-Weaves
from $45.

UCLA Arts Weekly is provided by The
Arts ^nd Entertainment Section

UCl^ Student Committee for the Arts

\

every Thursday for the Daily Brum

o

\ '?75 WeSTWOOO BLVD. LK
4 pVr BUS S OF WIISHIRE)
Vi » 3 • 4 7 8 . 2 8 3 8

11777 ?^AM VTrr.MTF. ftLVP.. fiPr.MTVr>Qt\ f^A onfVld . yf>A^|p,i^

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
•crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures \

'laughing gas available!!

(2IJ) 933-7744
^ Evening Hours ,& Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)
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Looking For The Key To Success?

825-2161

Asfk not what you can do for the Daily Bnjin

but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

We Want You ...to advertise! can (21 3) 825-21 61

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors

I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp.3/29/90

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Student Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services |
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 CUT & BLOW I
liUST Show UCLA SUDEFIT ID. Wtrmen^tken^ t, T^uu »ervice to a^

|

WESTWOOD WESTWOOn MARQinS I

Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL * I

1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard !

jtJ5-3264 208-4477 I

aTOTOTTi

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

LARGE 16" PIZZA

95
plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE I60Z BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupoo
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering,

each additional topping $1.41 p""«« »«•<*• w«,

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PI2ZAI!

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00.

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs, 11ann-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-11pm

WHOLE CHICKENj
I

I

I

I

I
JJmited time offer. One special offer or coupon |
per customer. Mention coupon when orderina ~i~

Thursday^ Febniary 15, 1990 29

i©
SANDWICHES 8t SALADS

Plaza West
11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Betv^een Barrington & Federal)

826-7030
Men. -Sot.

Sun.
10 a.m.-lO p.m.
10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Olmlri N«gfoponta/Daly Bruin

Students perform at a preliminary talent show earlier this^

month.

UCLA talent 'Showcased'
to industry's important

Seattle's Tad and Nirvana
bring Seattle scene to KLA

I

I

I

I

I

ON ANY ONE FOOT SANDWICH
with the purchase of
any medium drink

OR

80<? OFF
ON ANY MEDIUM SANDWICH

v^ifh the purchase of
any medium drink

One coupon per sandwich
Not valid with any other
offers. With coupon only.

EXPIRES 2/25/90

BUY ONE 1 FOOT
SANDWICH & A MEDIU
DRINK, AND GET ONE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER

PRICE FOR

99C
One coupon per sandwich
Not valid with any other
offers. With coupon only.

EXPIRES 2/25/90

I

I

I

I

BUY ONE SMALL SUB, I

GET ONE FREE
(Of equal or iesser value)

with the purchase of |
any medium drink ,

I

One coupon per sandwich
Not valid v^nth any other
offers. With couc>on only.

EXRRES 2/25/90

By Dezi Ferguson
Contributor

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

By Jill L6ger

Staff Writer

Cultural Affairs

presents

«

"^^MiM,
• \

v^

Thursday, February 15
8" 10 p.m.

at the Cooperage
•xu

CUITtll^AI. paid for by USAC

After months of combing UCLA for talent. Student Talent Network
will announce tomorrow its selections for the March-slated Showcase
'90,

Founders of the newly developed STN, junior Jean Claude Bertet,
senior Devon Smith and sophomore Sandy Wang, said the first annual
"talent extravaganza" is designed to show off UCLA talent —
particularly to the dozens of industry hot-shots receiving invitations to
the production.

*

Director Bertet said the 12 acts selected to play Ackerman Grand
Ballroom March 2 will most likely span the gamut of UCLA talent.
So far, he said, his STN Commiuee of eight has seen talent ranging

from a castanets-clicking flamenco dancer to a *30s-style pianist
crooning Al Jolson standards.

In addition to stage talent, he added. Showcase '90 will also feature
student artistic prowess in the form of an Ackerman art exhibit.
The show, sponsored by Cultural Affairs and free to the public, is

being presented by STN— a campus organization developed this year to
help bridge the gap between students and the entertainment industry.

Smith said managers, talent scouts, art dealers and other "professionals
who would have interest in seeking young talent" will be invited to auend
the production.

Showcase executive producer Smith added that the project has
received "tremendous support" from the entertainment industry.
Producer Wang noted the auspicious turn-out of professionals affiliated
with Star Search, Entertainment Tonight and Hard Copy,

After the show, participating students will be able to **network" with
professionals from the entertainment and art scenes in the second floor
Ackerman lounge, said Smith.
To choose suitable artworks (or Showcase, Bertet said his organization

has worked closely with Kerckhoff Art Gallery director Daniel Ray
Bradley, whom he said has brought several student artists to STN*s
attention.

But to choose Showcase*s singers, comedians, musicians ^nd dancers,
STO is having to rely upon its own discretion.

Tbmorrow*s announcement will have followed a series of three
preliminary ulent showk, which STN founders said were developed last
fall by Cultural Affairs to both showcase student virtuosity as well as to
provide STN with a forum from which to select Showcase talent
The third preliminary talent show will be held tonight at 8 in the

Cooperage.

In addition, tomorrow's selections will also have been chosen from
routines performed last Thursday at the official Showcase '90 auditions,
which Bertet said drew about 30 acts.

The threesome said the non-profit shpw's $10,000 price lag will be
covered by Cultural Affairs as well as by the UCLA Board of Directors,
Campus Programming Committee, Cultural Affairs and the Student
Committee for the Arts.

Bertet, Smith and Wang have their fingers crossed for Showcase's
success. They said that ultimately, they'd like for the production to
become a regular fixture of UCLA life.

"We hope to start a tradition like Spring Sing and Mardi Gras." said
Wang. "Wc don't want it to be a one-shot deal."

Smith said his organization anticipates following Showcase— STN's
dcbutory project— with several other efforts to expand its role in helping
students establish connections with industry professionals.

Acts interested in performing in tonight's preliminary talent show can
call Bertet at the Cultural Affairs office at 825-6564.

' • I

KLA will interview live alternative rockers Tad and Nirvana of Sub
Pop Records Friday at 3:30 p.m. That same night, the groups «an be found
playing Raji's club.

Tad is named for the three-hundred pound lead screamer ("I don't sing
- faggots sing") Tad Doyle who, according to Sounds magazine, is a god-
fearin* good ol' boy who recorded their debut album God's Balls to sound
like a chainsaw: "Just put it on the turntable and it saws away."

Graphic and unique, the throbbing hypnosis of Tad is possibly Sub
Pop's most left-field artist to date. This isn't Violent Femmes, this is not
my beautiful wife. Bass-heavy and resplendent with a sweetlead guitar.
Tad is similar to post-punk New York groups, only a httle bit more light-

hearted. God's Balls* only drawback is its repetitiveness, as in "Cooking
With Gas" followed by "Glue Machine," , two songs that merge
stylistically.

He's a vicious slab of love.

Nirvana was dubbed "a little bit *weird*" by Melody Maker.
Mudhoney fans will find them food for their starved souls.

Nirvana's latest single is "Love Buzz" from their self-titled debut
album and Tad serves up another slice of louder than life vision with the
newest EP Salt Lick, which was also produced by Steve Albini.

Nirvana and Tad are part of, and a reason for, the new surging interest
for Seattle's retroactive rock. Sweet and meaty. Nirvana and Tad are
miracles out of the rock.

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Comnnission on Assaults
Against Wonnen designed to prepare wonnen psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults. t

Your own body may be yoyr best weapon

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24th
9 a.m. - rp.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-sponsofed by the Women's Resource Center and iUe Department of Community Safety.

\

^J

53 AM— 99.9 Cfc.itjrv Cable FM

UCLA RADIO
Once again, it's Top 20 time (sounds of cheering please). If you guys

like free shows, then you better start listening 'cause we got tickets to see
the following: Kool Moe Dee (Feb. 18), Public Enemy (Feb. 25), and
John Doe (Mar. 1). Now. how can you beat that?! Well, don't forget to
catch my show. Sun. 7-9 p.m. And until next week, see ya!— Steve Cor-
dova, Music Director.

1. Peter Murphy.
2. They Might Be Giants.

3. The Jesus and Mary Chain.

4. Wire.

5. Ministry.

6. Smithereens.

7. Public Enemy.
8. Mussohni Headkick.

9. I Love You.
10. Severed Heads.

11. White Zombie.
12. Death Ride '69.

13. Graham Parker.

14. Ian McCulloch.
15. Stone Roses.

16. Skinny Puppy.

17. Cramps.

18. Dread Zeppelin.

19. Psychaphunkapus.

20. Radio Tokyo Tapes IV.

Tired of Wondering How To Start A
Career in The Entertainment Industry?

Are You Interested In:

Commercials or Speaking

•s.

And that's all she wrote!

" So? rooms"
^^^^^ *"" ^^^ ^''''' ''^'^^' °" ^^^ ground and into

Pursue your career by working smarter not harderiii
Learn proven formulas to increase your call back response

• Now you can learn step by step how to get mten/iews. auditions
^ and more call backs!
• How to package yourself successfully
• How not to get ripped off while breaking into the industry
• How to upgrade from an Extra to speaking parts

Even If You Have No Experience This Is Still The Place For You!

Attend this Free Workshop taught by
Marshall Ferguson

With 22 years experience as a Talent Agent and now Chairman of
International Film & Entertainment Network, Inc.

With special guest: veteran acting coach
Michael Lloyd

Saturday February 17. 1990 10am-12noon at

UCLA room Rolfe 1200
405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Applications will be accepted for membership into the

Bring picture and resume for review by Mr. Ferguson

to register call 213^551-5244
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NEED YOUR TAXES PREPARED?
WANT YOUR TAX REFUND FAST?

(14-21 Days After Filing)

SOl
THE FAST CASH SOLUTION

THE FIRST TAX SERVICE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Our Application Eliminates The Need

PARI HAIR SALON

For IRS Forms Or Calculations

Call OurToll Free Number For Your Free Application

1 (800) SCAN TAX

\

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highligtit $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials - $25

479-9325
473-0066

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

j-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwoo(d

208-7722
This Coupon Is Good for

$4 Off a Minimum
$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not Valid With Other Offers m^
Expires 2/30/00

Memory course helps
students boost grades
By Anthony Rao freshman read and recalled a whole

-^ chapter on "Macroeconomic Meets

Former University of Hous-
ton football coach Jack Pardee said

it best: "This was so helpful to

several of my players, I am rK)w

making the whole football team
uke the course."

Pardee read about a memory
seminar held by noted memory
expert AlvinJackson and sent three

players who needed to pass some
impKDrtanl tests in order to stay in

school. Uncertain that anyone can

be uughi photographic memory,
Pardee sent athletic department

academic advisor Dr. James Berlow
as an observer.

In one three hour session Mr.

Jackson took three college fresh-

man, whose college entrance exam
grades were so poor they are rK>t

allowed to practice football, and
transformed them into students

who can perform studying and
recall tasks as well is the brightest

students on campus. ^ '

Since Dr. Beriow took part in the

class, he admits his recall and
memory increased sixfold. He
wishes Jackson's course was avail-

able when he studied for his

doctorate.

To test the athletes' inaease

memory, Jackson asked the trio to

memorize this number
91859529630921 12 well enough to

recall it in 1 3 weeks. It took them an
average of 2 minutes. This reporter

attended the seminar and
witnessed them masier French, Por-

tugufese, anatomy, names and
faces.

What impressed this writer the

most is how memory techniques

are used in reading and listening.

Jackson used a third year ecorwm-
ics text book and I watched as

on a Fully Employed Economy^,

aftA reading it orKe.

"Contrary to popular belief peo-

ple are not born with photographic

memories, it can be uught, 1 have

taught thousands. I have uught it to

those wanting to use it to increase

their G.P.A. to those with perfect

G.P.A.'s who wish tq,cut down on
study time while maintaining high

grades," Jackson said.

"Our present educational system

gives high grades to those who can

memorize. If you remember more
of what you hear in leaures and

remember of all of what you read,

you will gel higher grades,"Jackson

added.

"1 know many techniques and

teach my students the one that fits

them best. Right now all studerus

use the "Rote" memorization

system Uught in school. Under
"Rote", you have to go over and
over what you want to learn. As far

as I am corKemed, "Rote" is the

worst. What student has that much
time to repeat information enough
times to get top grades?" says

Jackson.

Jackson will be at The Holiday

Inn in Westwood on Tuesday, Fe-

bruary 20, in Suite #708 in the

Westwood Room. He will be, there

one! day for two sessions. One in the

morning at 1 0:00 A.M . and a second

session at 6:00 P.M. The tuition for

the 3-1/2 hour sessk>n is $5500.

Jackson is only accepting 3<k.

persons in each class on a firstcome
first served basis. It is worthwhile

aixi enlightening You can register

by calling 1-800-462-8207, or mail

tuition to:

MEMORY SEMINAR
2553 Texa§ Ave, Ste C

, College Suiion, TX 77846

THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISMENT

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 hstings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion in private
sector funding.

• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.

• There s money available for students who have been newspaper car
riers grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc.

• Results GUARANTEED

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies Bik/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Bir>dtng Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 17
Entaroements to 400%;
Reouction^ to 50%;

Canon 1 qI
Wilh this Ad unly on l4M«r Color Kip i/31/90

Plus its special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

N

PCHOUSE
1 1275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 478-4136

80 DATA 12 MHz AT System
- IM Bytes Memofy, Wait State

- FDIliDCuntmUerwILIMBDiive
- At Case wI Speed Display aiislOOW Power Supply
- 2 Serials, I Parallel and 1 Gaines Potts

- Video Card and Monitor

101 Click Keyboard '

^

MONO $ 679.^0 EGA $ 965.^° VGA $ 995.^^

80 DATA 386 SX System
- IM Bytes Memory, Wait Stale

- 1:1 Interleaved FP'^iD Contmlterw/L2 MB Diive

- Mini case/K^ ^ ^^ set /Speed Display

Video Cai^f^ad Monitor

- 101 Click Keyboard

' 2 ScfiaLs, ^^V^ ^^nd 1 Games Ports

MONO $950.°° EGA $1215.°° VGA $1245.°°

/

SMITHEREENS
From page 27

They were never "able to nail it

in the studio** prior to this album.
Talk about the Smithereens

invariably brushes by one point:

lead singer Pal Dinizio*s very

personal lyrics, especially on the

album Green Thoughts.

Diken, cautioning that he could
only speak for Pal "based on what
Tve heard him say in the past,**

speculated thai ii was because
''Green Thoughts was a bit of a

pressured album in a way— more
for him than for anybody. Pat had
to praictice his vocals more strenu-

ously than he ever had, and he was
exhausted by the end of the

recording."

Diken says Pat was "more
satisfied, though, with what he
heard on this album tha^ with what
he heard on the two previous
albums. He says he can actually

listen to his voice throughout the

entire album. With the first two, he
said there were parts he would
listen to and actually wince at
Thal*s not the case with this

album.**

This time out, Ed Stasium, who
has worked with Living Color, was
the band*s producer. What were
the differences, if any, between the

two?

Diken says he doesn't think the

biggest difference "lies in different

personalities, but the situation was
different because we took more
lime. So it was a (completely
different) ball game because our
scjhedule was (more flexible). Had
it been a wider schedule with Don,
maybe we would have done things

similarly.** ,

Diken says that they get
"pigeonholed a lot, which is

something (we object to).** The
category they often find them-
selves in against their will is that of
the Beatles* brand of pop music.
Even the Smithereens branching
out by using harpsichord and
electric sitar has been compared to

the fab four. "Maria Elena** is a
song for Buddy Holly's widow,
again underscoring that connec-
tion with pop/rock*s past
The nature of soundtracks,

however, has changed sufficiently

that the Smithereens, who don*t
make movies solely about them-
selves, can at least, contribute

songs to soundtracks. The film Say
Anything is a good example— sort

of. DirectorCameron Crowe asked
Pat if he could write a song for the

movie. He came up with "A Girl

Like You,** which was not used foi

the film, but ended up being the

lead-off single for the album. "We
all like the prospect of working in

film,** says Diken. "Especially
Pat.** In fact, he says, DiNizio
studied film for a while and was
into short-story writing.

It*s just the band now, though,
and it*s something they all take
quite seriously. "Oh yeah,** says
Diken. "We*re oft the road so much
of the time that there*s the respon-

sibility of being alert for every
show, he continued, and, referring

to the fact that some of the band
members were married, he iaid,

"4here*s also the responsibility of
relationships as well, both on the

road and off.**

The Smithereens will be per-

forming at the Universal
Amphitheater this Friday.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493

Twlusic

KLA to host
Zulu Nation
this evening
By Dezi Ferguson
Contributor

On Friday, February 16. KLA
premieres its "60 Minutes With

_The Zulu Nation** show from 7 to 8
"^p:tn. and is produced by Joey
Handley, Richard Fareed, and
Bruce "B-Dub** Walker. The show
is on a bi-weekly basis until the
Fall quarter where it is projected to

be run weekly.

The special guests this week are
recording artist Grandmaster Caz,
Prince Whipper Whip, and DJ
Extraordinaire DJ Yutaku from
Japan.

The Zulu Nation is an organiza-
tion committed to unity of all

peoples. .

The new show reduces *The
Progressive Beat** show, a hip-

hop-slash-reggae program hosted
by Joey Handley and Dan Frakes,
from two hours to one hour.
"60 Minutes With The Zulu

Nation'* will feature hip-hop music
and events concerning ihQ United
Nations club as well as the Zulu
Nation.

Hosts Walker and Fareed are
looking forward to bringing in acts

such as Ice-T and Afrika Islam for

their input on the Zulu Nation's
situation. But, according to pro-
ducer Handley, listener input is

vital to their bringing in such acts,

so he urges listeners to call in and
support the show.

Ice-T founded the West Coast
chapter of the Zulu Nation organi-
zation. Afrika Islam owns the

dance club United Nations, for-

meriy Water The Bush, which is

affiliated philosophically with the

Zulu Nation. "If you go there (the

club), you'll see all kinds of
people," says Handley, confirming
the Zulu Nation's stand on having
no color barrier.

Walker has his own producing
company called "B-Dub Music"
where he writes and produces for

various groups and Fareed runs

Mogul Management, a recording
artist management company.

"I think it's fantastic," says
Godo Cruise, general manager of
KLA, "Our model this year was to

expand our programming and I

think it's great that we're having
professional people help us out on
this."

MOVES
'^

From page 24

helped to parlay a flashy display of
male bravado.

Charles Dickens described, in

his book American Notes, the

creative virtuosity of a jig dancer.

It is suspected that this dancer was
Masier Juba.

The minstrel would perform a

variety show of song, dance, and
comedy. It should be noted that, in

the years before the Civil War, the

more popular minstrels were
Caucasians painted in blackface.

The next article in this three part

scries will address African-Ameri-

can dance contributions fmm'the
Civil War to the VictNam War.
Among other topics, it will explore

the social repercussions of the

"dancing darkie."
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SMIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS & GIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W.L.A.

(Ooae to UCLA)

207-4226 820-663

1

Wm^
f^g^^^4l^^t^^^}^/j!f^jr^^^j-!^-y.-\<^^^

24650 Catabasas Rd . Calabasas. CA 91302

R.J. MORRIS
Sales & Leasina
Your Student Dealer"

(818)388-5555

QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least cut your consumption

in half immediateiy.

HOW?' "SWITCH fa A PIPE.
Pipe smoking is neither addictive nor hatiit formipg. A true

pipe smoker does not inhale, but rather smokes for taste and
flavor.

<EbE Bmhtv Sox ?
« Sun

-WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY" IN SANTA MONICA

Wd Offer Expert Pipe & Lighter Repair on Premises in 3 Days

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA 828-4511 • 828^512

Paris

London
Rome

A I V\ AYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO Af^f\)INIMINIS»2()8 4447«NC) C.IMMK KS

SIYIISIS MAVt OVfR i VLARS lXPlRlfN(.t

COIOK SI) ' rOIL WfAVINC; (OMPri H Si")

LIUS S.H FYF lASH IINI SU)

CHinKM SIVJS (OlOK (OKKfCHON ^"

)S I'LKM Sri4.) Sh<AMPCH) SH
< IMKM S()() MANKl'KtSLiF[k'l'IKM S()() MANKl'Kt

SPECIAL FREE- hairt ul slyk- vv/S H perm (SI J value Irec)

SPECIAL FREE- hauc iil moussj vv/S4~) |)i'rni (S17 Vtilue free)

1078 (^AYI fY«WISfW(X)l) VII L ACU -Nrxr U) HAXHK'S

-•-i^ ^

PAGEANT
AN OFFICIAL PRELIMINARY PAGEANT FOR
THE MISS CALIFORNIA PAGEANT IN PALM

SPRINGS.

May 31st 1990
For more information

please call (213) 858-8253

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

LxauitjiAiLamai
SOFT QAJLY WEA.-? COMKJ lil^ES

lair
BSl, W-J

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L. Ciba. CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
tvu3a eye eum &Mn rgr ounce or -cjo-v

Oe* ingievtan tjrcMa ut am
or paoc leiMi r« rram« rrom oa pera

Mfcor Frf ov %t\ m^ cf

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
BSJL, W-J CoofMf Hfdrocuiv

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

WANNA MAKE YOUR
BROWN EYES BLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

$15900*
ALSO AVAIABLE WIJWUT RX

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 4S2-1039 MEDI-CAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
,« 0«.n Pr/^°?,,^'S;?;Sp^ng Cen... ACCEPTED ll'^^z'^TS fSS

WE MAIL AT OUR EVtfOVDAY ._^ ,
LOW. LC3W PWCLS Prcyessionji Services ExtraVISVMASTFRCARO

I

THE VILLAGE DELI
DINNER SPECIAL

Buy one dinner or sandwich at Village Deli and get your second selection of
equal or lesser value for only $1 00 w/this coupon

Valid 4:00-9:00pm daily, on-premise dining.
Mot valid with any other special. Valid thru 3/31/90.

10936 Lindbrook Dr. Westwood Village
OPEN DAILY 7:00am- 1 1:00 MF Phone 208-6442^^ fl:00ain Sat. Af Sun. fax 208-6590 I

*»''

A, V
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LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardiess of Your Driving Record

^ Autos M
C7 Motor^rfiles
{F Scooters
diiiiisfy State Law
diiiline ^otes ' -»'

w^ iNBHiiiiiiiMMCE AGmm

Comer crfijiVigtieran ^ Sante Mqinkg

m
•<

ask for
Don or Lesley
Expires 2/23/90

WE'VE MOVEPI
Come visit our new
location and get

$5 OFF ANY SERVICE
ji Now above Wherehouse
; Records in Ali Salon

1093 Broxton,
W^twood Village
(213)208-4480

DON'T FORGET "

irSFO MEETINGS

TODAY
ACKERMAM 2408 4:00

RIEBER 4N LOGNGE

* applications due 2/22 *

^Questions?
UCall Annie at 824-3815

or Dave 824-0398

iveiy
^

V

i

5
UCLA -»'

LinaorooK X

Wilsrnr» t
^

1

FIRST

WOK

J._L

FREE
Portion of Fried Rice
or Chow Mein with

l^lljie purchase of two
main dtehes
txpfres 6/30/90

Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

"ri6"%"6FF""
j

To UCLA students

I
with valid ID

I
(after 4pm)

• lO Nkiknum ontor

Expires 6/30/90

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS

Pilobolus Dance
Theatre

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 16 & 17 at 8:00 p.m.

Special Children 's Matinee :

Sat., Feb. 17 at 2:00 p.m.

"A reminder to all of us to get a little silly now and
then" (SeaWe r/mes).

Programs:

Fri. & Sat. Evenings
THE PARTICLE ZOO (1 990) x - - ,

LAND'S EDGE (1986) , ^ ^^ taNy
DEBUT c (1988)

'^^ StucJent

^ Rush
Sat. Aftemoon
THE PARTICLE ZOO (1990)
BONSAI (1979)

I'M LEFT. YOU'RE RIGHT. SHE'S GONE (1987)

Royce Hall

$28, 24, 19; 8 (Students)

y

CenterSt^ge pre-performance lecture Sat, Feb. 17

7:00-7:30 p.m
MBCturer: Llewellyn Crain v

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213) 825-2953
®

MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS

fbr Mudanl*
Student ttdwli not

and 8r. CNi2«n« (NmMad

I

lessons
in

economics

as%
OFF

Ottr Best Selling
Contact Lenses

DAILY WEAR
tntryoo
tj f HMO 4»

SoftoiAU 'B'

Bauaoh » Lomb gotepln
OooparUUn

EXTENDED WEAR

49 • 8oftm*t« II

00** * B»u«'b»Lomb0 8«rl««
• Amaiioan tfydron Zero 4

RSO 60 • DuriMoftlll

You don't need
" to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

Tashion' EYEGLASSES
'PrlM inolxidec vour
choice of a fram« Jrom
our Fashion' Collactlon
with prMciipUon lanaM

> Th«re Im never an extra
charge for plaatic. photo
grmy, orerslse or tinted
leneee.

'8IN0LI VISION Non-Cataraot Lensee

$39
Visit FOB BTB8 OPTICAL COMPAHT.
Itmightbe the most important lessonyou learn today.

(oft ties]
K««pingValu«t in Sight.

"^ I

Prloln4 DoM Not Include My lxun«.

LOS ANQILtt>1927 We««wood Blvd
1 */« Bia So of Same MOntce
(213)474-0M2

TAflZAMA-ia724 Vaniura Blvd

3 BMW Waat of Reseda
(tit) TM mo
^ASAOtflA-FootfMl Roeamead Center
3619 E FoolhMBMi
(•It) 361-641t .

TOWWA»iCi Mmwi Nf»W»ta
2M1S HMvthome atwd

WORDS
From page 24

(with the critics as well as the

general audience) tend to be
female.*' One of the most notable is

Alice Walker. Pulitzer Prize win-
ner for The Color Purple.

"Black literature has a fascina-

tion with history, a fascination

with a search for place, a fascina-

tion with issues of self-definition

and community versus individual-

ism.

"These themp^ have certain

kinds of sub categories . . . such as

what is the relationship between
black writers and Africa (Hurry
Home by John Edgar Wideman).
what is the issue of one's lieritage

(for example Mumbo Jumbo by
Ishmael Reed) and how one comes
to terms with one's cultural back-
ground.

"When you look at the poetry
you find (the same kind of variety

with subject matter in) love poetry
and protest poetry. One of the.

things at least until recently that

you find in poetry more than
fiction is an attempt by poets to

capture the more unique express-
iveness of black wal literature and
music.

^

"In the Harlem Renaissance and
especially in the *60s you found
black poets and some white poets
turning to oral forms so you get
black poets in the sixties trying to
write like John Coltrane played
jazz or Billie Holiday sang. It was
a very important development
because it meant celebrating
aspects of black culture that
average black people (and the
general public) could very directly

relate to."

WRITER
From page 24

for four years until Essence
accepted my first short story in

1976/* she said. Campbell was
eventually published in such publt^
cations as the Washington Post,

Ms., & New York Times Magazine
but she wanted to write fiction.

Her first book Successful
Women, Angry Men which dis-

cussed the pitfalls for two career
marriages. ^

Sweet Summer: Growing Up
With and Without My Dad is

Campbell's second book. It is a
memoir of her childhood and
adolescence growing up in a
family of divorce and only being
able to spend time with her father
in the summers. Screen rights have
been purchased by Motown Pro- .

ductions who are planning to make
a TV movie of the story.

Like many children and adoles-
cents, Campbell's role models as
she was growing up were her
mother, grandmother and her
teachers. Florence Nightingale and
Abraham Lincoln also made
inspiring impressions on her.

Heroines and role models
included Harriet Tubman, a black
woman who helped run the under-
ground railroad and spirit slaves to

safety, Mary McCloud Bethune,
the founder of Bethune Cookman
College, and Marian Anderson, the
first Black woman to sing at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York
City.

In her view, there is no one
defining characteristic of black
literature. "Black literature is very
diverse,** she said. However, it

docs have the viewpoint of the
black aesthetic and a black sensi-
bility, she said.

"Black writers bring an Afro-
American persective to literature
and contribute a black point of
view on American lifer

\
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Former Dodger Great
Signs His New Book

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENfTS

PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA
I SOO 962 MASK

IJuahtv lukcts !>95 atKi up

Good Deals

ESTATE SALE. Furniture, houseware^ clothes
ilenw, accessories, etc. Nice stuff. Call

(818)781-7533 for nwre info.

INSURANa WARI We'll best anyor>e's prices

or don't want your business. Sports can,
nfHjItiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Nonfood Mmio nmdMl Ccmpany
463-6869

At Noon On Tuesday, February 20th
General Book Department

Ackerman Union Students' Store

Order your pcMsonalized ^radiintion

announccMiienls now!
Free 8

asiktla stud O^PtJS PHOTO STUDIO
ISO Kcrckhoff Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M F 8:30 5:30

saoMiiiLii;

Beta Thetct Pi's

philcffithropy 3 on 3 toufnament
benefitting:

'

P.A.T.H. - People Assisting the Homeless

COMING end of 8th week

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORf^lSOME, FEARFUL
*You must be age "18 or older ex|:»oriencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in rfelatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fr^ 12:30-S:OOpm.
DANA.

PARTY ANIMALSII California Partywear has a
hot newlineof t-shirts just for you. Send for free

catalog. California Partywear. Dept. 1 1 A P.O.
Box 60009. Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Altadena #21,
Altadena, CA 91001.

Miscellaneous

Sports Tickets 5 Sports TIclcets

i^cvcnth Uay l\dvcntist

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

For info call 391-6913

PH ». AU SS2S ttzlsTTs

im CUM 12:l»-l:00

Mm hive a

ai9 MV-«iM

AN American city reels as domestic terrorists

destroy its supply of water vkJ power. "The
Sociopath," -J.V. Adams, paperback, $3.S0.
Order at any bookstore.

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for
free testing by international photogr«)her.
(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AM mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%Mtelle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED 100 people. We'll pay $ to low
10.^ lbs In 30 days. Phone (213)658-4226.

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign.

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors.

All Others welcome. Mr. Allen.

(818) 781-3018.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
Lftkcra vt. PiMealx toniglit,

OPENING NIGHT
taken vt. Charlolte 11/10

Tickeu sun at $8.50
CALL US (213) 476-9660

STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS

PersorKil 10

OUrTARIST, 20, chops and image for HR band
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$2. • I OFF
! $1

Any Large Pizza

One coupon per pizza^

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000
ki*

:^*^'"

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

II OFF
Any Size Pizza

One coupon per pizza

Fast, Free Delivery

1371 Westwood Blvd.

824-5000

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

< •
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FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

^€20 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598_> / ^4 hour emerjjency service

V.I.P.
Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Jhe sisters of ALPHA DELTA PI urge all women to

learn how to protect themselves.

Please contact our Women's Resource Center for

^^more information: 825-3945 2 Dodd Hall

«*-fo*^'
BROS BL llLKi; HV h.3()

V

OK^^
• J

Do you have the midterm blues?
Come back to Rydell High

GREASED UGHTNING—
Tonight at 9:30 at Phi Psi

J. .»-

Personal 10 Personal

1

1

BROOMBALL
PRE-GAME

"WARM—UP" BASH
TcfvC^ at 'i-.OO

Alpha Sigma Phi would like to congratu-
late our new executive officers for '90-'91

President: Eric Johnson
Vice-President: Dave Gatzke

Treasurer: Jon Fragodt

^
Rush: Matt Nix and Sam Hamadeh

Pledge Ed: Josh Dicker

Social: Marc Maiman and Michael S. Kalt

House Manager: Blair Huizingh

Little Sister: John Fairbanks

Happy Chair: Ben Mack
Public Relations: Hank and Leopold

In Sigdom riAZH^Q :

'''Panel discussion to follow-

"WHY MICE LIKE
CHEESE" with TROUBLE,
SNE£KY. and PEEPERS.

TONIGHT

LITTLE
SISTER
PARTY
9:30

Play Ball ... Volleyball!

KAPPA DELTA'S SHAMROCK
PROJECT

ALL-UNIVERSITY
VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT
SUNDAY, MARCH 4TH

for more info call 208-1300
208-9141

SpoiMorcd by Baxtcrs/Acapulcos, Bear Necessities, & Burger King

AZO would like to thank all little sisters and
rushees for attending our 7th annual DAY AT
THE RACES. Congrats to the two little sis-

ters who won the daily double.

10

-I

—

./

Personal 10 Personal ' 10 PersoTKil 10

Interested in voCunteering for Qreefi ^eef^

SpeciaC OCympics meet on Sunday feSmary 25?

'Please come to the orientation TOOsfJQOi^

^ursday 2/15 7:30 pM. at -y:^.:::

iPi 'Beta Tfii ^ofdrity TOO^tHi^M,

Qiiestions? JuCie Qiers 824-1868

The Gentlemen of

Sigma Pi Fraternity

welcome their dates to a very
special event tonight -

Festivities begin at 9:30
Invitation only

10:00

Winter Quarter is no
excuse to„roll over

and die!

The following ladies are cordially invited

fo'join us at Chateau Beta to become

an honorable member of our notorious

Dragon Court. .

.

...AH who are interested in joining the

brothers of B&TI and catching

a heat -

tonight 10:00 p.m.

(who wUl be our next prestigious Dragon Queen?)

Thursday, February 15, 1990 35

TOP TEN REASONS TO BAIL ON S
10. S revealed his pain with mushy love songs and heavy

metal ballads on 'luv" tape.

9. P is adorable and he liked it when you cried when he
had to leave the 'love nest."

8. S is hung up op Pacific Sundard Time.
7. P is cool and calls all of the time, PST, EST, and

Mountain Time.

6. S goes to use. (secret vote n^ative)

5. P is' awesome and goes to our "Mama Bear U."
4. S is a "what the hell." ...
3. P is an "ex" and a "present."

2. S is KlUIND of an ....

1. P is KIlllND of a stud.

Xi2 loves their

FABULOUS HASHERS!
You guys are

THE BEST EVER!
Don't miss tonight's dinner in

'our honor!

M
*
-
*
*

CHI OMEGA
Congratulates

J
KAREN BARNETT ^

4 our XQ, of the monthHIJ
Well done! We love youli

I Hey ZBT! J
I We're so psyched i

for tonight's i
REGGAE FEST!!§

i Love, XQ «
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Happy Belated 20th
EMILY!

With Love, Julie,
Meredith, Cathi, &

Toonces

I

''.

•
*

f'

T/jc Brothers of Sirinia Chi
would like to cordially invite the folloiviinj very special ladies

to our 10 Girl Tea' rHot Seat""):^ Chnrlcur nnroiic Jjsa Hniuish
Chelsea nmid Tmrv Byiuishaw
Shmii Cnrc ,V/7;/rv 7);/;/;/

I (rimirr Grijjhi Molh Sarbcr

• ' T

Mnjidi Suiith

Trinh LeCong
and

Chuck

Marsha Todd

(AFQ)

^r Congratulations

on your pinning!

Love, your

rOB sisters

Congratulations

- Roxanna Andrews
(AO)
and -•

Ted McGivem
(TKE)

on your pinning.
— Love , AO

\Q

Research Subjects

V

mid our 19S9-1090 Swccthcnrt Court
Nniicy Archninbo Kniicy Dunn

Hritii Fink Carrie Kliiiju-riSwccrhairt) Mividi Smith

This event will take place at

"The Jounthnu Chib" on
Thursday, February 15, 1990 at 7:()()p.w.

I

roB
Thank You

for a

wonderful

evening!

Love, XO

1

Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED!

Rig^t handed ma tie and female

nonsmokers between 21 and 30
years old who are low to

moderate users of caffeine and
alcohol are needed for an
investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $6/hour for up to 6

hours. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor persons with a history

of smoking, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug-related arrest

will be accepted. Both biological

parents must be right-handed.

Subjects must have had some
experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

(213) 398.7948, 6-9 PM. M^t

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will repeive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility. ^

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to <

—— .—^400.00 for their participation, -

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

V

''•The Sisters of KAPPA DELTA^
i
would like to congratulate our 1990-1991

Dagger Court

Kevin Daly Brett Kortkamp
Kyle Flowers Jamie Godoy

*g Steve Hatchell AAark Sasson S
Si

WE LOVE YOU GUYS! S

Howdy partners!

Saddle up for

the

KA - ATA
Hoe(downl

Tacos Tacos..

9:30 tonight

WOMEN AGE 18-39 NEEDED
Healthy young women age 18-39 years with very

irregular menstrual cycles or with previously
diagnosed Polycystic Ovarian Disease, are needed
for UCLA Research Study. Healthy young women
age 18-39 years with regular menstrual cycles also
needed for control subjects. All qualified subjects
will be paid $50.00 for complete participation in

the study. Call (213)825-7755.

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

DENTISTRY- No cost icreenlng. Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.
PatienU receiving specific dental v»wk will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

•Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7.1 1 yan rweded (or UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental cvalua-
tion. (213)625-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensHive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x
daily with assigned commercially available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
comfilction of iour evaluation} during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, DenUl Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned convnercialy available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
corr>ple(ion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Resevch Cen-
ter, 213-825.9792.

Research Subjects Needed
Postrmenopausal women needed

as volunteers for a National
Institutes of Health Sponsored
3-year study on the effects of
hormone replacement therapy
(estrogens & proaestlns) on
cardiovascular risk factors.

Coll 625-9502
Ask for Pepi

-Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 ytvs needwi hr
UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)625-0392.^

12

NORMAL, healthy male adulU, 18-22 years

needed (or audiovisual research at UCLA.
SubfecU will be paid. (213)8254)392.
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Research Subjects 12 Salon 21 Solon 21 Solon

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTiaPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFf^R IN
THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKih
STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INDIVIDUALS. PARTICIPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO $40 FOR 4 HOUR&
CALL 213-825^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION. ASK FOR LARRY.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS suffering from depress-

ion sought for free treatment study. Feleling

persistently sad, blue, hopeless or crying with

trouble sloping, trouble concentrating and
low energy may indicate that you are suffiering

from major depression in need of treatment. If

you are between the ages of 1 8 and 60 years

old arwl with no major medical illnesses, you
may be appropriate for a research study

involving sleep manipulations and medica-
tions for the treatment of major depression. If

you are interested in participating in this

-Jtudy, contact Martin F. Stuba, M.D. at UCLA

21 Help Wanted 30—-

ANNIVERSARY SALES
ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER

The largest selection of

Hair & Beauty products
& Perfumes

at

157o-%25 discount

Manicure $5
Fill $13
Full Set $20

Haircut and blowdry $15
Free Haircut

with Perm or highlights

Tel.: (213) 208-3500 10918 Kinross Avenue

Medical Center at (213)825-0491.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed
smokers, ages 21-30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
solving. Smokers must have sn>oked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00
for 2Vj hours. Leave message for Dr. Micheal
Lyvers 4t (818)344-3374.

Wanted 16

GUITARIST and/or bassist wanted by lead

singerAeyboardist 20, for original rock bapd.
Influences Beatles, Police and Living Colour.

(213)475-0997.

WANTED
85 poopio

We'll pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. In the next 30 daysl <

* No druM ' Ooetor rMamin«nd«d
- No hungw * 100% guwanlMd
' EM ttM foods ycu Wkm

^^(213)281-668^^^^

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Speim donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Solon 211

WANT TO BE A MODEL?

Professk>nal hair care manufacturer is

looking for photogenic male and
female models for its padiaging and

product literature. You must:

• Be over 18 years oM.
• Be wiling to have your hair cut &

styled Oi top professkMial styists

• Have true modeing potential

Contact: HamiltorVLow & Assoc.

2l3M7fr4882 between 3-Spm M-F

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skin(jare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure Ptediaire

208-8193
1015 GAYLEY AVE., WBSTWOOD VIli^GE

Heolth Services 22

e Accep! All ViSion Care Plans,

'

Dr. In Westwood

208-3011

Heolth Sen^ices

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Made Bennan.- Clinical

Psychologist,
eating disorder specialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We w{|l pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

Ail Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

^
Opportunities 26

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. P/T, F/T. Earn UNLIM-
ITED income helping others SAVE nnoneyl Call

(213)968-p807.

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I or inforn'cilion Cancer paiicn's
Call Anna throughOu'l LA bene'.'
(8'8) 980 3883 'rom your panicipalior

49S4 Van N'jyt Blvd Sharman Oaks
Recaivi a Iraa girt «/ your prv scraen app!

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING aERCK- P/T flex., work ar-

ound your schedule, 15 hn/wk. (213)
478-f541

.

ANSWERING PHONES orw day a week.
Tuesday only. 2-4:30pm. $6.50Air. Non-
snfwking office. (213)474-1525.

ART TEACHER- PA for new chiWren's activity

center. Terrific payl Experience required. (21 3)
479- 0514.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

S20(Vday. (714)636-0550. ,

ATTENTION: Beverly Hills prestigious fMhion
photo agencv seeks F/T asst. Light typing,

knowledge of IBM computer etc. Fun aimo-
sphcre. Call jahe. (213)275-2856.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI 32,00Q^ar incon^e potential.

PeUils (1)602-636-6665 ext. BKeOSO.

BABYSITTERA^IVER, M—F. 9-6, SM^Tto
drive Santa Monica- Beverly Hills, nmjsl have
(good) car and insurance. Very resporHible.

(213)275-3635 day, (213)552-4734 evening.

BOOKEEPER P/T Post entries fro income,
expenses and depreciation for 4-unit apart-

ment house. $7.50^ Mall resume to S.K.

Penton 1067 Moraga Dr. LA 90049.

BOOKKEEPING. Setup personal filing system
for working couple. $200. 2x/month pay bills,

file medical Insurance claims and do follow- >

up, filing. $50/month. BH arta.
(213)272-1403.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERSAND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3267.

WANTED: VIDEO GAME FANATIC

Bozell Advertising is eager to find

a bonified vkJeo game enthusiast
to keep us abreast of wtiat's tiot-

-wtiat's not. Excellent communica-
tion skills a must Prefer Market-
ing/Advertising background to

work on various assionments.
Familiarity witti tiomeA/ideo games
a must! Phone for information

t13)442-2473.

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the

counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

afternoon. $5-$6^r. Beverly Glen Blvd. 3
miles north of Sunset. (213)475-0788.

CAMPUS REP. Flexible hours, women's per-

sonal safety/defense class, sales skUJs neces-
sary. Call Emil (213)275-2661. Beverly Hills

Karate Academy.

CASHIER/CLERCK- F/T or P/T, all shifts avail-

able. 7:O0-^^:00. Food store in village. Call

between 6-3 pm. (213) 208-1902.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (616)360-5994.

CHILDREN'S GYM- Instructors wanted. Child
development or Kinesiology major/grad. re-

quired. Terrific opportunity! FulW'art-tinr^e.

(213) 479-0514.

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED: PFS file on Apple
Ik with printer. Word-processing. My house.
(213)454-3971, Carole.

COURIER for Graphics Lab. Great job in

relaxed environ. $7.50/hr. + .35/mile. Moms.
6:30-1 pm, owm car and insurar>ce required.

City Graphics. Brian (213)936-3744.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. $3OO-$900/weckly.
1-600-926-6447 ext. C1 110. ^_^
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP. P/T. Must have
good people skills and well organized. Sat. till

2:00 a must. Call Dave at 475-1800

DRIVER with car wanted 6pm Mor>days and
Wednesdays from WLA to Culver City.

(21 3)636-6067.

EASY V\ORK! excellent pay! Assemble pro-

ducts at home. Call for imformation.
(504)641-8003 ext.6737. ——

^

ERRAND PERSON- 46/hr. plus gas. Garuan-
teed 5 hrs/wk paid, could be more. Hours
flexible. Referrernxs required. Own car. Live
on Westside. (213) 393-1802.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FRONT DESK POSITION, recently renovated
landmark hotel on Ocean Ave. Immediate
start. For upbeat outgoing professional. Call

Nan Of Alex 9-6pm. (213)395-9945.

GENERAL CLERK (filing, mailing, etc.) for

friendly office. HoursMWF 1 2-4 or TuTh 11-4.

$M>r. Please call Maxine 1 2-4 and leave the

best time to reach you. (213)679-0072.

GENERAL OFFKIE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near
campus. Word processing, good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-4585.

GENERAL OFFKIE- P/T, experience in xerox,
phones, and errands. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,
$6.5C^. Call (213)477-3000.

GYMNASTICS COACH for boys and girls, all

levels. Hours flexible. Wages DUE. SanU
Monica. (213)450-0012.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government progrvn. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

JOEY'S GYM FOR CHILDREN In Beveriy Hills

teacher's assistant. MWTH and %veekends.
(213)655-0146. .

MALE MODELS- Earn $10(Vbr. or more. Jock
and student typei. Handson^e, lean 16.J5.
Cleanshaven face, lite body hair. Playgirl-

type magazineVnudity. Beginners welconrte.

Brad (213)392-4246.

MANUFACTURERS Rep. needs counter for

ASUCLA Bookstore. 6-10hrs. weekly - Call

Diane (616)597-9762.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary -i- bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(2i3) 829-2900

30

isaDISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants: The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun. fresh, and lively team

and help to make our first of niany

"Dole" Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time. shifts, starting

from son p«r hour, arg open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

Santa'
MONIO\
(Dfe

Now Accepting

Applications:

INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - MAtH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - ENGLISH

Contact Santa Monica College
(213)452-9321

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major

^.R. firm in Hollywooc.

No pay, but great

opportunity to learn &
gain experience.

Call Staci

at (213) 654-6400

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show. fUms A coamwrdals.
AH typee, 18-80 yrs. Earn «j(ira monty.

Fun tool Creativa Casting

(213)466-7319

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio for

up-comIng photo assignments.

Pro & Non-Pro Male Female

Call (818) 508-8680

CROWN & ANCHOR
British pub on Santa Monica

Pier is gearing for summer team
of employees. We are looking
for young energetic people for

waitstaff, bus people, bartenders

A barbacks. Start at $4.25/hr.

(Oep. on experience)

Hours: 11:00 A.M. - Midnight

394-6385

LAW FiRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

•vGPA, available times

for interviews tW^il other

per! -'ormation to'

I'MfN Ldwards

1925 Ce, ' ^ark tast

?Oin

lOS Ai^geies CA 90067

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hT. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

<Wl^

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted
MEDICAL FRONT OFFICE- F/T, 9-6 MWF, 95
TTH. Salary open. Insurance billing, collec-
tions, pes board posting. BH Ortho Office.
Myma (21 3) 274-9221

.

MESSENGEK/KiAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
Ihr-lufxrh. Must have own car/lnsurarKe du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, IXTLA deliveries,

UPVFed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/lim at Held/Jones Construction.
(213)825-9914 ($7/hr mileaf^e).

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ings for part-time, 20 hrsAwk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car. Insurance, good
driving record. C^ll Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541, after 2p.m.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed for small busi-
ness. Must be Spanis^nglish bilingual and
type In both languages. Transportation to
mId-Wilshire required. Hours flexible.
(213)386-4152.

PART-TIME help in nx)rning. 3hr5. S5/hr plus
bus fare. Westwood area. (213)473-7467.

PODIATRY ASSISTANT. P/T. flexible hours.
$6A>r. WilshireA^airfax area. No experience
necessary, will train: (213)933-7548.

__POSTER APPLKIATIONS for Visa/Mastercard
and Discover Card on campus. Earn up to $250
per response. Call 1 -800-9 50-VISA, ext. 83 or
1-800-932-0528, ext. 88. ,

lyr Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hn/wk, work 2-3 afterrMwns* 3-7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

P/T job available to clean offices. Flexible day
hours, need car and be energetic.
(818)785-6336. ^
RECEPTIONIST. 9-6pm. Century City Ac-
counting Firm. Looking for a bright personable
person. Contact Susan (213)277-3373.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire and Highland. Phones, typing, filing,

must have transportation. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTONIST- F/T or P/T , 9:00-5:30,

$ 6 . 7 5 / h r .

r>egotiablc. Phone, xerox, fax. Experience
preferred. (213) 826-1892.

RECEPTK)NIST P/T Light phones and appoint-
ments. Call Pat (213)278-8333.

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City Law
office. MWF 9.5:30pm. $6.5(Vhr. Contact
Corinne at (213)552-3312.

RECEPTKJNIST/Callery Asst. Great opportun-
ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-
ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-
able. (213)820-8511. .

RESEARCH ASSISTANT- P/T felx., salary open.
Gather information from library. Good organi-
zational skills. (213) 455-0828. Bill Lovejoy.

RESTAURANT inside luxury Century City club
wants full/part time food prep and delivery
people. Must be willing to have fun. No
experierK:e necessary. . Flexible hours. Steve,

(213)557-8926, 11.3pm.

RETAIL SALES F/T and P/T Tuesday thru
Saturday. Wage depends on experience.
(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing. Santa
nica. P/T, Tuer.- and Thurs 1 1-6. Af'fi

professional appearance. (213)
(11-6).

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Bev. Hills. Felxibic

schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213) 274-5888.

SALES- P/T, Studio City or Beverly Hills,

flexible schedule. (818) 762-6343 or (213)
274-5888.

SECRETARY or clerk needed for a small
business in Westwood Village. Experience in

light accounting aixi computer required. Very
good pay. (213)208-5225

SECRETARIAL help PA for small medical
legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)854-0999.

SECRETARY needed for 16 20hrs/wk. Need
good skills, short hand and computer cxpcri

ence. Work with allorney/wrilcr in Sania
Monica office. Pay depend on experience
(213)461-3622.

SENIOR LAW STUDENT- To help prepare
papers for law suit. ^Trial date 2/1G/90. $15^r.
Immediately. Temporary. (213) 859-5583 .

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
ful|.tirT>e help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)4529616.

STUDENT WANTED to drive aftcrntxjn car-

pool 2 days/week, transport 1 1 -year-old to
after school lessons, and help with homework.
Hours 3:30-7pm TTH, hours on Iriday 3n
aption. $6.5Q/hr -- mileage, expenses Car
required. Family lives in Sherman Oaks. Camp
CDuseling or babysitting experience a plus.

Call Jeanne at (213)785-0515. ./

TYPIST, part4inf>e, 10-20 hn/wk. Transporta-
tion to office 3xA^. Use own printer and word
processor. Excellent salary. Sharon
(213)278-2207.

.

VARsmr SWIM, & softball coaches
iMEEDED. High school girls. Begin immedi-
ately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

Job Opportunities

ATTENTON: earn MONEY WATCHING
TV! $32,0(Vyear income potential. Details.

(1)6024138-8885.

MARKETINCVSALES. Part time $500$ 1500,
full time $2000-$5000. Inc. 500 Co.
205-:?631

.

RETAIL MANAGERS and retail clerks needed
immediately in westwood area. Call Laura at

(213)538-5941.

SALES- Earn $2,000-5,000ymonlh. Ground
floor, milti.level marketing. Delicious vitamin
mineral herbal beverage. (213) 281.4712.

TUTORS NEEDED- Bright personable people
to be trained as SAT instructors. Flexible hrs.

-^JU-aOftw. C al IV West (213) 821 -4343 . V^

30 Child Cafe Wanted 35

BABYSITTER r>ecdcd Saturday evenings,
6«^.m..l2«)ajn. S5^r. (21 3)93^.6499.

CHI.D CARE, Light houiekeefiing. Warm
bvingcaic for toddler. M-F, 8:30.5:30. Expari-
ence, Esacdlent refrenoes. Fluent English r«.

quired. noo-«rwoker. (21 3)393-1 »43.

CHi.DCARE AAwnoom 3-7 houn flexible.

Pick up ichooi childran. Light devilry Mu»t
dHve. S7^r. (Bl 8)501 .6556.

DRIVE 2 CHN.OREN, flexible houri, need own
car 4 insurance. (213)470.3228.

DRIVE 3 BOYS to school, from Westwood to
SanU Monica. Murt have car & insurance.
(213)470.3228.

PICK-UP ddightfol child 2pm Monday, 3pm
T/P except holidays. Drop off or stay. SMw.
(213)207-5381.

PT BABYSITTER, Pacific Palisades, four
ahmHKtmMk, about 20 hours, own car.

-References. SS-S^/hf. (213)454-4726.

32

Apartments for Rent 49

'JBffi,

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 days/week, transport 1 1 -ybar old girl lo

after school lessons and help with homework.
Hours: 3:.30-7pm. TTh, hours on Friday and
option. $6.5(Vhr plus mileage, expenses Car
required. Famly lines in Sherman Oaks. Camp
counseling or babysitting experience a plus.
Call jeane at (213)785-0515.

STUDY WHILE YOU WORK. Sell earings on
campus. 6.0(Vhr ii^xibie hours. Call Tony
(213)466-4870 ^
TEACHER needed for Westsidc Jewish pre-

school. 8:30-12:30. $1Q/hr. minimum. Expcri-

ence required Call (213)459 5054

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, PfT, depen-
dent on skills-$7:$9A»r. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs dependable people
with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Musi have
excellent phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702
9

m
!!! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Dates:
June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

job Title:

Apartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate
10 student apartment coordinators

and 6 student desk workers.
Coordinate Desk operation and

Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty
Apartments owned by UCLA.

QaalificatioBs:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.
Must have strong mterpersonal,

communication, and organizational
skills. Experience in Residence Life

or University Housing a plus.

Remuneration:
This is a 49% time position which
pays $600.00/month plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resume to Kathryn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Angdes, CA 90024. Application

deadline is I^b. 23, 1990.

UCLA Film/TV Gradu-
ate student seeks at-

tractive ladies any age
to interview video do-
cumentary on the in-

fluence of physical

beauty in personal de-
velopment. Please call

^ Oscar
(213)305-1389

Real estate entrepreneur
interested in help

designing business plan.

Person should have
background in marketing

or administration.

Creative energy and
organizational skills a

must.

Call Richard
(213)472-8229- ^

Internships 34

INTERN NEEDED lo act as liason with writer

and National Publishing house. Will assist in

the promotion of a national lour for feminist

money book. Communications major pre
ferred. Please call (213)461-3622.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the
urban intern program. Call Laura for more
information. (213)208 6869.

PAID INTERNS
P/T office work

ICentury City M-F
Work in Computer Cen-
ter and mailroom for

Legal, Accounting, and
Entertainment firms.

GREAT BUSINESS
EXPOSURE
280-9975

1-^ILE to campus, Brentvvood adjacent, lyge
1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6 month
lease okay. (213)477-7237.

$595 FURNISHED bachelor uUlities included.
Walk to UCLA. $695 unfurnished 1 -bdr. Close
to UaA. (213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2.bd/2-bath
+ den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,
high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
T.V., garage. $1025. (816)980-2951.

BRENT\A^D, $795Atk>. 1 -bdrm.' huge apt,

prime location, 3-min. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

MARINA DEL REY, $650, Studio, attrative

buikiing, best area, Marina Del Rey Penisula,
steps to beach. (213)306-9392.

MIRAaE MILE. Quiet, large, near bus, full

kitcheb, bath. i625/mo. (213)470-1640.
(evenings, weekerKJs).

ONE BEDROOM; $873.60/month + security;
utilities included; parking available; 5-mlnutes
to campus. (213)824-9735. *

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,
central a/c, parking, new building.
t21 3)839-4585.

PALMS- Large one bedroom, security building,

1 5 minutes from UCLA. Must rent. $795/mo.
Trent (213) 318-1301.

'

PICO AND SAWTtUE. $55Q^b>o. Single,

microwave, unfurnished. (213)473-6265.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-balh townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, S1795/mo. (213)473-4272. —
SPACIOUS studio $50Cymo. Room for couple.
Wilshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to
campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-8017.

.

VAN NUYS~1 5-20 miruites lo campus. Good
area. 2-bdrrTVl'A bath. 2 story tO¥vnhouse.
$70S/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3801.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, %450/mo,
5-months lease or more. 633 Cayley.
(213)206-5920.

WESTWOOD Village, $900, 1 -bed, attractive,

bright upper. CD, new appliances, 2-car
-parking, laundry, freshly
painted.(21 3)279-1867.

.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXLIRY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE
BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA aOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8665. ^— -

WESTWOOD 146 South Sepulveda,
$79Q^mo.. 1-bedroonVl-balh with fireplace

(213)207-8789.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, bachelor, hard-
wood floors, refrigerator, -Ihcludes utilities,

$470. (213)206-6265.

WESTWOOD. $l20(Vmo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, AK. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, near Century City. Charming,

'•V, 1-bdrm. Hardwood floors, bay win-
dows. Garage. Lovely 5-plex. $95(ymo.
(213)854 0146.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parlting,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call
after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2-1-2, spacious, Jacuzzi,
gym, walk to UCLA, no peU. 520 Kelton.
(213)206-7483.

WESTWOOD. $143(ymo. 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Annf (213)206-6020.

WLA. $110Q^mo. Condo, 2-bdmV1 'A -bath.
Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, njicrowave, carport. 1323 Cannelina
Ave. (213)456-3829.
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY
JLi.-^-X*J_Ik

NOW AVAIUVBLE FOR
SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS

SINGIf PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS
POST MDs, POST DOS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)
ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

873-1373
ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS

11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE
(Single Parent and Manied Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876
Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Infornnation Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

'To hold £t£rnally before us tke

memory of those whom we have
loved and lost/'

BRETT FEIG
Friend, Founder, Fraternal brother.

The men of Tau Epsilon Phi will

always remember you.

MAR VISTA/
—PALMS -

Palms
1 b«^ btth
1 badn bath plus loft

hose 2 bMV? bUh
(1296 2 ba(y2 bath plua dan

Baauttfully daooratad. ^. aacurly gated.
bwll-in atovB. dhhwaahef

1 ma FREE RENT with Ofw yaar laaaa.
838-6516 pf 558-4174 (mgr.) 478-4650 (offioa)

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

•Balconies

*Fircplaccs

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms
*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
•Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

VI/ALK TO^
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator-dishwasher-
huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

<v.

J

14—^^^^':^^
••if '•.••.••.^'•.>".''«*.Vv.- •

•^ '•KX'"--.- I
'•"

» •••.••;..:•'••

Find the Apartment of̂ ^%
Your Dreams. :

••.*•

•.-.#?»

-*^:V

Advertise in the Daily Bruin
Classified

,

8252221 ^

^ Across from
^

UCLA
535 Gayley

Large 1 bedroom

$975
$50 rent reduction
witfi one year lease

208-3818

Yo Stace,
We just had to sizzle you

on your 21st Birthday!

We luv ya! Laaater...

10 Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

1

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-becl/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bi.

474-6483.

>^.7.

A, -

\ \\\

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence. 9500 Zeizah,
Northridge, CA 91325

(816)886-1717

£
652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles an^i 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

FURNISHEaAPT
1 BtD / 1 BMH

Max. 3 (or ferity)

ShorMe!TTLdisc(
rent. PooL gated
parking & entry.

Partial utilities paid.

530 Veteran
208 - 4394

» 4

• «

\^-
>^^"

»4

Apartments Furnished 50

SINGLE, 2 blocks west of UCLA, vacant
3-1-90, no parking $575 month.
(213)824-0532.

VENICE single SSSC/nDo. Private kitchen and
bath. Shai>e laundry, garden and fireplace.

Non-smoker. Walk to beach and gym. Frank
(213)399-9206.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. %775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathnr>ore. (213)208-3328.

Apts. Unfumistied 52

WESTWOOD. Near Century City. Small and
custom single. Sleeping loft. Skylight.

Carport. $585. (213)854-0146.

WESTWOOD. $995. Large, luxury, 2-bdrm/
2-balh apt. Balcony, wet bar, a/c, buiit-lns.

(213)444-7378.

WLA. Large 2-bdrrTVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA,-new luxury, 2-be(V2-bath. Laundry In

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare

FEMALE UCLA staff needs roomate to share

2bed/2bath apartment in Santa Monica.
$525/mo. (213)829-3677.

PRIVATE room and bath in Brentwood apart-

merit. Large rooms, high ceilings, new carpet.

$450. (213)820-9660. .

WEST HOLLYWOOD/VH adjacent. 2-bed/
2-bath. Own roomA>ath in r>ew security apart-

ment. EleganV/views. $55(Vnf>o. + utilities

(213)655-2366.

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

n2-bedroonV 1 -bath fumished apartment. Non-
srT>oking mature female seeking san^. Fire-

place, hardwood f|0Qrs, bright ranch stylfc.

(213)204-4070, (213)473-2286.

WLA, own room, $475, FA free. Large, nice,

fumished, pool, laundry, share bath, female.

(213)559-8086

House for Rent 66

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.
(213)839-3006.

CONVENIENT TOUaA, Century City, 3-bed,

1 3/4 bath, washer/dryer, refrigerator, garagi,

sensational view, $2300Ath>. 457-7927.

FABULOUS HOUSE -Sherman Oaks, adja-

cent Bel Air, off Mulhol land. View, cul-de-sac.

3-bdrrTV2'A -bath. Maid, gourmet kKchen,
2,000 sq. ft., marble floors. 8 minutes. West-
wood. 10 minutes, Wilshire/ Kodeo. 12 mi-

nutes, Burbank. $275(]^th). (818)783-0364.

SM. 2-bdrnV2-bath, appliances, blinds,

Al300. Call (213)396-9303.

WLA between Palms and Charrxxdc. Safe area,

3-bed, 1-bath 2 story, parking. (213)839-0568
or (213)838-6361.

WLA HOUSE. 6 month sublet. Near Westside
Pavillion. 2-bed plus large workroom. Quiet
street, fenced backyard, basketball hoop.
SlOOtVmo. -Kitilities. (213)664-5715

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove.

fireplace,

central air conditioning/
l^eat. security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking.

sundecks
•10-15 mln. from

campus ^

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Stiore 57

BH ADIACENT. Large 2-bed,Spalnlsh
style,beautiful, full services available, gar-

age,rireplace, large backyard, porches, quiet

area. $500/mo. (213)658-8947.
(213)275-8541.

ENCINO- 3-bedroonVlVi bath. $4O0/mo. util

inc. Large living room w/fire place. Kitchen w/
-iH buHt ins. Private cable & phone line

offered. 1-818-990.3822.

House for Sole 58

WLA- Bright family home with charm. Uni
high district, near Ocean park area.
2bed/2bath. Fromal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. Creden-
tial Calif. Realty. ^
Housing Needed 60

aOERLY COUH.E desires sumrT>er rental.

FumishecV unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

^ Real Estate
T
^1

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repa»-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

aID CARE/light housekeeping. P/T or F/T.

F/T with salary. Venic^obertson. Expiyience/
references. (213)636-7949. ,

HANCOCK PARK. Free room/board in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.
Moo- Fri alttnioonc, evenings. Experience-
references. (213)937-4760.

REPUBLKIAN student seeking conservative
famil/s guesthouse, or room in exchange for

housekeeping child care, etc... Please contact
lohn at (213)477-2442 or (213)473-8115.

ROO^VBOARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,
helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

BRENTWOOD Own room/bath. Laundry prl-

vileges. $430^0. Large room with beautiful

view. (213)472-0149.

BRENTWOOD, private entrance, own bath-

room, $400/mo. C«ll evenings
(213)472-6269.

PALMS. Single $55(Vhrx). and up. 1-bdrm
$67SAt>o.$750At>o Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,
txcercisc room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)636-3600.

56 Room for Rent 64

PRIVATE ROOM in private home for female
student. Use of kitchen, breakfast room,
washer/dryer. Across street from IXLA on N.
Hilgard. $40(VnrK). (21 3)279 1 436 after 1 Gam.

ROOM separate from house, kitchen, bath-

room. 400sq ft. Partially fumished. Belair.

$600/nw. female. (213)475-0808. ask for

Mark.

VETERAN, $75/1 St month regularly $375.
Share room in 2-bd/2-bath apartment. Security

parking, Jacuzzi, partially furnished.
(213)208-3073.

westwood; large, fumished, private en-
trance, five r^inutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $450 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

Roommates 65

2-BED/2-BATH. Cornio-own room, security

building w/pool and sauna. Near Santa Mo-
nica & La Cier>ega. $675/mo. -»• utilities.

-Non-smoker . (213 )657- 7710 .

~
BRENTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. Mostly furn-

ished. Share w/non-yuppie professional fe-

male. SSOO/mo. -»- deposit. Balcony over
canyon, pool, sunny, parking, no smoking,
little tv. Julie (213)472-6789.

CONVENIENT— University Apartments/
female/$265. Free shuttle lo school 2

bed/2blh. Pool, parking, washer. Rhonda
(213)391-4004.

FEMALE NEEDED. Share bedroom with
another. Furnished. Walk to campus.
$289/mo. 641 Cayley, 208-3046. Mariko.

FEMALE needed to find apartment with
another female in local area, around
$50(yperson. Days (2r3)208-0784.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. $255/mo. lo

share a large furnished or^ bedroom in

Westwood. (818)790-2185. ^
FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonr\/2-balh in Brentwood. $42G/mo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30G/mo.
(213)208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroom/bathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 + deposit, fumished.
(213)935-5800.

NEED female roommate ASAP; $291 .20^t>o;

utilities Included; 5-min. to campus.
(21 3)824-9735.

OWN BEDROOM in house, %320/mo. 3-ml..

South of campus. Near bus, laurxiry. Garage.
(213)474-7638.

PALMS, $425. Master bedroom and bath.

2-bed/2-bath ipt), Quiet, nice. Non-smokers
only. (213)559-5021.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

QUIT COMMUTING! Room to share. $275.
Right across from campus. (213)208-0984.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Fumished $27tVnrK>. share room.
$32QAtk>. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian
9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7-1 1pm.

WESTWOOD spacious 2 bedroofT>/2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, arxi security parking. Male
or female, non-smoker. Deposit $475. Rent
$500 (small room), $550 (large room). Call

Raynrwnd (213)474-1278.

WESTWOOD, $400, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-3
needed. Pool, Jacuzzi, view, walk to campus.
(213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-bedroom
duplex. Parking. $355/imo. 1365 Midvale.
(213)477-4045, (213)445-5345,
(213)454-6211.

WLA, $475.00. Spacious private room with
bath, balcony, secure carport. Available 3/1

.

Oliver (213)478-5380

Sublet

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

. O'Melveny & Myers
' Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any tfme from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.
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Room for Rent

WLA. Share 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Nice room
wilh private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 +'A utilities.
(213)4471395.

Sublet 66

SUMMER SUBLETS WANTED- |ONES DAY
SEEKING>6UBLETS FOR OUR SUMMER AS-
SOCIATES. CONTACT MICHELLE VALDES
(213)253-4380.

Condos for Sole 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bcd/2 balh unit Great
view/ Ipcalion. Skylights in kitchen/ balh.
$279k. (213)207-5451.

NEWCONDO for salt- Quito, Ecuador. 2bdr,
den, IVj bath, security bidg. 525,000
(714)960-7534.

Condos for Stiore 68

SANTA MONICA. One room for rent in

2-bedroom condo. Close to beach. Female,
non-smoker preferred. $500/mo. Call Ben
(213)452-4125. „

Condos for Rent 69
CULVER CITY, &1 75Q/mo, newly redecorated
townhouse, 3-bcdroom, den, 2Vi -balh, pool
(213)281-6312 (day). (213)545-7554(cvp)

Flying/Porochuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited avallabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE'
VVi- all tlo lillt dUlu lilSlKJII'.

r> ("qijiierj bv la.v' So loi ,i

FREE LOWER QUOTE ull

,213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AHENCV

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum llabinty required

by \Q\hf.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urxjer 21. male under 25.
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

Auio & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ftione Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

64 Insurance 91 Sen^lces Offered

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood AgerKy. Personal service. Call now ^nd
save money. (213)820 4839. <

Auto/Hcme/Oommercjai
Westwood/Wilshira Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 blks So ot Wilshire)

96 Resumes

KS *

4
*

Auto Insurance

Why more!...

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• Multiple Tickets/Accidents
• DUI
• 4 Wheel Drivers
• Exotic/Sports Cars
• Scooters
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVeON

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-
iizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up. small jobs,
short rH>tice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under SI 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, livingln a dorm? Don't
Miss Phone Cal Is Own a private phone number
Ip receive messages. No equipment ncccsary
(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,
analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subjects. Theses/DiMertAtiofM,

Proposals and Books. Foreifn Studenu
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. |2I») 470-6662.

Attention torciiin students

and tacultyl

MOVING OVHRSI-AS?

CaU WMS International

Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

ServlcesOffered 96 I (213) 725-2500

Are you looking for "An Editor*' to write your
paper for you?

DONT KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

Tirst'Timers". are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

.
Talk with your instructor; Use the Academic

Resource Center (339 Kinsey); Contact any of us
in the Dean of Students' Office (1206 Murphy
Hall); or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU MAKE AT
UCLA.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY bookshelves, closet

organizers, furniture, space saving designs.

Student rates. Tonfi (213)301-6627.

DESK.TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.
$7^r. Laser prints, $.6(Vpage. Culver City. Call
(213)836-5949.

DRESS MAKING/ALTERATION Very reason-
able. Call after 6pm Wed & Sun all day. Cilda
(818)769-0989.

EDITING,, etc.. ASSISTANCE all levels, all sub-
jects foreign students welcome. Call Research
Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
corwultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353?

104 Autos for Sale 109
DESKTOP RESUMES. Rctumet that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.
Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMeS AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance With college admission essays. Near
LXTLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients
get results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel 105

Tutoring Offered 98

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.

ar»d GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb
ad.IVY league grods. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

SUMMER In Bali, we arrange lour, visit best
surf spot. For brochure P.O. Box 1776,
Rosemead Ca 91770.

STUDENT
"AND
RACULTY
AIRFARES

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(618)584-1123.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or
Physics from a Tutor who can present the
material In a comprehensible manner. Call
(818)905-9260. Atk for David.

FOREIGN STUDENTS. QuallHed, exper-
ienced, English teacher, UCLA teaching cre-
dentials. First lesson (or paper) free
(213)399-5424.^

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced natwe
teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA ^aduate.
Expert ail levels teaching experience. Will
conf>mute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRItINC TUTOR. Will helpwith term papers,
essays, arxi study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,
leave message.

^ togdfrjp from Los Anylcs

MakoCHr
HpmMu
London
Pmk
Athens
TahM

- Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resunrws, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resunrtes ($20), papers, profes-
sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typlng-
Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser
printer. Near campus. 6am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to camprn^
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xl05, 9-5;30 M-F.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
.perienced, reasonable. Dissertatior», Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -»• profes-
sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-
tions, theses. IBM PC/laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-
tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,
dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rales. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,
spell check, Laser printer. $1.50/page!
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,
anytime -especially SCRIPTS! Call Aj
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specialiiing in theses,
dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripu, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)826-6939
Hollywood (21 3)466-2666. '

WORD PROCESSOR: Term papers, scripU,
etc. Best prices- call Nona (213)447-5812.

WORD PROCESSING $1.50/page. Close to

campus. (213)473-2173.

$ iso
$ IM
$ 399
$ 549
I «99
S M9
$ 739

TdAiriv $ 738
Sf*»€T $ 769
Nairobi $1070
MiMntsbiirs $1340
Rt«nciionBipphr. FafMMA)jKi to charm
wMhou nodot ami b8Md on iv«U)iiy

Coundnaiid

NISSAN 200SX SE 1967, V6, like new, best
offer. (21 3)556-5823(lv message).

SUPERBEETLE CONVERTIBLE '78. Red,
19,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new clutch.
Excellent condition-Must seel A classic!
(213)824-2750.

TOYOTA CELICA GT 79 5-spd, sunrf, arrVfm,
low miles. S199S/OBO. (213)478-6948. .

TOYOTA COROLLA 1974. $656, manual,
140k, excellent running condition. Call
(213)470-4246. After 8pm.

TOYOTA COROLLA, 1980 4-door, excellent
condition, automatic, $3000. (213)275-3465.

VOLKSWAGON CONVERTIBLE 1982,
white,blackAed, stereo, alarm, 5 spd, 56k
miles. Original owner. (213)826-2842.

VW cABRKXET convertible. 1 987.^st sel ler

edition. Red, wAi^ite tojVinterlor. Mint condi-
tion. IrVout. AnVFm, Vc, alarm, 5-sp., $10,006
(ftT6)990-6494.

VW CABRIOLET 1986. While on white, auto-
malic, 30k miles. Kenwood stereo, 4 new tires.

Super clean In and out. $6950/obo.
(616)842-2422, (618)546-7228.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg %vhite converU-
ble. 5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm,perfect condition. $6500. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1984 Red, auto
trans, pull-oul stereo, like new, 51k miles.

Faculty family-owned, $6950 James
(213)825-5572; (213)455-2720.

VW RABBIT 1978, sunroof, good condition.
$1350. (213)208-1409.

VW- Van, 1 971 , $1 ,950. Newly rebuilt engine.
18000 mile warranty. New parts. (213)
824-3969.

Auto Repair

ft „
1093 Irnclon Av«,jrctlwood

[1

Travel Tickets

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Comer of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

BOSTON from LAX oneway leaving 02/27
%^60/obo. (21 3)208-2777.

BRITISH Ain^ays ticket. Business class. Leave
till March 14. LAX, London, Zurich one way
Best offer. (213)206.1409 /
LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest-3/16/90
$295. Call Peter (213)932-9546. After 9pm!

PHOENIX this weekend? Two (2) roundtrip
tickets available! Leave on a Sat. 2/1 7; return
aftemoon Mon. 2/19. $65 each r/t ticket obo.
Robert (213)204-3266.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent
condltloh. 8200 mtteT;—$1300
(213)824-1747.

.

HONDA NX 250, 1986, 6,000 mi. excellent
condition. Like new. $2S00/obo Call
(213)470-9420.

YAMAHA RADIAN, 1988. Black, mint condi-
lion. 2000 miles. $2300. (21 3)280-0737.

Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

One Day Word ProceMing
and/or Editing

Over 2S yean •xpefi*r>ce. Also offer

•thical aaslftar>cft ^rith writing problams
•nd tutoring in Endbh, Hirtoiy,

PhikMophy, and Political Scimca.

Bill Delancy 207-5021

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for bcginiwrs. Adults-
children. SlO/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Qpera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLX. MICHAEL -BONOON
(t2 1 3 ) 2 7 7 . 7 1 2 .

1976 TOYOTA COROLLA, yellow, 2-dr, auto-
matic, new tires, battery, one owner, perfect
shape, 56k. Excellent transport. x55333 or
(213)391-6119.

1980 VW RABBIT, 5-SPEED, arrVfm cassette.
Very reliable transportation. Runs great. MUST
SELL! $1600 obo. (213)824-1224.

AMERICAN MOTORS Concord 1982 $3195.
Excellent condition,Very low mileage. 6 cylin-
der (213)470-0390.

BERTONE, XI -9 TARGA. $7,000, sharp, yel-
low, 5-$p., a/c. 2-seater. Won in contest. Only
200 miles. Call Leah (21 3)854-2648, (days)
(213)474-5735, (evenings).

BMW- 3.0 SI 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather, excellent condition.
A/C, sun roof, $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

BMW 3.0 SI- 1976, 81k miles, Dennon
pull-out cassette, leather. Excellent condition.
A^, sun roof, $3,950. (618) 760-3036.

BMW- 3.0 si, 1976, Blkmiles Dennon pull-

oU cassette, leather, sun roof, A^, excellent
condition. $3,950. (818) 760-3036.

CHEVY SPECTRUM 1987. $550(Vobo Pull
out stereo, perfect condition, 4-door, automa-
tic. (213)937-9174. Cash only.

FIAT SPIDER 1977. Excellent condition. New
tires, top, brakes, carborator, cool. System
andmore, must see. (213)207-5037
$230(yobo.

HONDA CIVIC station wm^, 1981, reliable,
well maintained, a/c, anVfm cassette, $750,
(213)206-3635.

HONDA CRX, 1986, blue, 46k miles, 5-spd,
A/C, original owner, excellent condition.
S649S. (213)3904334.

HONDA PRaUDE SI '86. 24k. S-speed. a/c,
power steering/window^unroof. While, gray
interior. Perfect condition. $9999
(213)46a7525.

lETTA ai, 1966, $6500 Black S-spced,
sunroof, new brakes and tires, clean
(213)276-6906 (eves), (213)657-6640 (day).
Karen.

MCRCUkY MARQUIS. S.W., air, radio, aulo,
2nd owner. Excellent condition. $2800
(213)397-2652.

NISSAN 200 SX, 1964. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $6450
(213)473-2700.

1984 HONDA AERO 50CC, good condition,
$300. Ask for MarC (213)208-6083.

1987, HONDA AERO, 50mi., like new, $900
(213)337-7218.

2 HONDA ELITE scooters, top of the line, low
miles, $150Q^each. (818)682-5026.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 1 985. Electric blue, excel-
lent condition wilh helmet and trunk. $900
Tony (213)939-5609.

Honda elite, 1987. Bought new in 1989.
Low 700 miles $1000. Steve (213)824-1795.

HONDA SPREE 1986. Red, excellent condi-
tion. $30Q^obo. Rob (213)478-0927.

Furniture 126

BEAUTIFUL HICH-TECH glass coffee and side
table. Incredible buy. $400 for both. Also,
very beautiful designer lamp from Diva store!

$200. Please contact Jessica (213)273-2635.

KING-SIZE, walerbcd frame wilh rails, pedes-
tal drawers, $25(Vobo. Also barstool set.

(816)345-4227, 6-9pm. ^^
MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $8^,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order
(213)372-2337.

MOVING SALE. Beds, Couches, Dining Table
w/4 Chairs, Desk, Dresser, etc. Call Keri
9:00-5:00pm, (213)209-7665.

MOVING SALE. Sofa and chair, coffee table,
lamps, dressers, wall air conditioner and more.
All cheap prices. (213)824-1713.

Garage Sales 127

>ARAGE SALE! Furniture, paintings, lamps.
at 969 Hilgard #201 on Sal/Sun. 17/16 at

2-6pm.

BIKE • rack, $100, wooden shelves, $25,
electronic typewriter, $50, telephone, $20,
JlvtngJins^J40, (213)265-9319.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM PS2. 20Mfl, 512k RAM, 3.5 disk drive,
Amber monitor. Both like new. $1500
(213)636.2783.

MACINTOSH 51 2K wAcyboard and program
discs. $500, mint condition. Call after 6
(213)824-1091.
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IMsrock
hardwood
By Terry White

Contributor

The hardwood in Collins Court
and Pauley Pavilion will rock this

week as the AA IM Basketball
Championship Tournament
begins. The top 16 teams will do
battle until only two remain for the
final showdown, to be played on
March 9.

At the end of regular-season

play, this is the final AA hoops
ranking going into the tourney:

1. Lakey Lakes (3-Oj (2)
2. Old Timers (3-0) (6)

3. Jam Squad (2-1) (1)

4. Hang Time (2-1) (7)'

5. Beta (2-1) (5)

6. Quintet (2-1) (NR)
7. Sigma Chi (2-1) (8)

8. Lambda Chi (2-1) (NR)
9. Mind Melts (1-1) (NR)
10. Phi PsJ (2-1) (3)
* last weei*s rank is in parenth-

eses.

In the IM Soccer A League,
most teams had a chance to rest last

week in preparation for the busy
week ahead. The Championship
Soccer Tournament approaches
and many teams still need a win to

make the winners bracket As of
this week, here is how the top
teams stand:

1. Beta (3-0)

2. Phi Psi (3-0)

3. Alpha Beta (1-0-1)

4. B.A. United (1-0-1)

5. Visiting Team (2-0)

6. Phi Kapp (2-0)

7. Arsenal (1-1)

8. Theta Xi (1-1)

9. ATO (2-1)

10. Theta Chi (2-0-1)

In last weekend's IM Racquet-
ball Tounament, Todd Swanson
came out on top as he shut down
Hugh Griffith (15-3), (15-8) in the

final match. The women's final

was a close one; champion Yael
CUnach squeaked by Lisette Bauer-
sachs in three, (15-11), (9-15),

(11-9).

To conclude the Coed Softball

season. Alpha Chi Omega wHl
battle the UCLA Band today at

4:00 on Field 2 in the League
Championship Game.
The deadline for sign-ups for

both for the IM Handball and
Squash tournaments is Feb. 21.

Sign up on time and don't be left

out.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 47

Schirman served out the game
with two aces in the clutch to begin

the Bruins' long climb back.

In the fourth game, it appeared

that UCLA would, indeed, force a

fifth and deciding game, jumping
oat to a 7-2 lead. But behind Kerins
and junior Brett Winslow, the

49ers chipped away at the lead,

then took control at 14-10.

UCLA was able to brush aside

seven match points against it, with

Tedsen's six kills leading the

charge, before succumbing to the

'Beach.

Save
A

Life

GIVE
BLOOD

COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT

Top 30

per most
discs

BUY
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

TRADE 1000's Of Used CD's

OFF
per tide

1

1 ANY NEW OR USED CD

! SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
oe

NEED
CASH?
Vl^iBUY

per tide

I
ANY NEW OR USED CD

|

• SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
|

I oej

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

GET ONE FREE X'

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVa 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK
OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. i.D. AND GET $1 OaOFF ANY FOOTLONG

.suBuunv
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD. '

CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA
1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
• Exp. 3/1/90

yNe }Nant You... to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the QaittBnm but what the DailvBruin can do for you
To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

r

Feb. 1 7 and 1 8,
there'll be no parking

at HelenV.
For two days only, at Helen's Cycles gigantic annualparking lot

sale, over 600 top quality bikes will be sold at rock bottom
prices. Most at cost or less. There'll also be lots of clothing, parts
and accessories discounted to the bone, too. First come, first

served. No rainchecks or refurxis. Don't rr^iss this or^eJiUL
definitely be worth it to park around the corner and walk a little.

SLX Frame Set
8 sizes to choose from

reg. $1,000
NOW $399.99

Blcnchi
Sport SX 14SP
Racing Machine

reg. $520

NOW $374.99

Cateye Micro
Computer

reg. $60.00

NOW $34.99

Roland 10SP
Challenger

reg. $160

NOW $119.99

Schwinn
Aluminum

Bilce

$200off

Connondole R300
22 lbs. of"^
pure racing

reg. $550

NOW $379.99

Bridgestone
MBS 21SP
Mountain

Bike

reg. $420

NOW $299.99

FREE
HELEN'S T-SHIRT
w/ $25 PURCHASE

Am
Raleigh
Heat

reg. $460

NOW $349.99

A

Bridgestone
CB2 21SP
City Bike

reg. $375

NOW $274.99

Blackburn
Trainer
reg. $160

NOW $99.99

RALEIGH
FRENZY

REG. $570

NOW $429.99

"'' *''
i

Thule Rocks
1 07o off

Specialized
Hardrock

reg. $325

NOW $279.99

Quest
Bell Helmet

reg. $65.00

NOW $34.99

\

rki
Sale Hours: Sat., Feb. 17th: 9am-6pm • Sun., Feb. IStti: 10am-5pm

Santa Monica Westwood Village Manhattan Beach
2501 Broadway at 26th 1071 Goyley Avenue 2403 N Sepulveda

(213)829-1836 (213)208-8988 (213)545-2566

Open everyday. Taking care of people and ttieir bikes since 1936.
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CutUneJapanese

$u§ln Oiwmn
YAKINIKU

TEMPURA

TERIYAKI

OPEN DAILY

LUNCN
MONSAT 11:30AM 2PM

DINNER
MON THUR 5 10 30 PM

FRISATS^IIPM
SUN S 10 PM

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAIUBLE: WAITERyWAITRESSES
2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MON|^CA [^153-48481)

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTAg LENS EYE EXAM Jisl

SO-'T CONTACTS .ViTm YOUR PRtSCHIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED, CLEAR or
COLORED $40 or

,

DISPOSABLES [6 mos) $109-set
JCHANGE BROWN EYES $119 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM-
FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans AveJ

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St
Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838.8165 (800) 237-6235

WESTWOOD
Liquor

i. Kgg

KEYSTONE
& Keystone Light ^

Suitcase 24 Cans

Essi

Mrrvtpro—i

V7S4

^

Valldated"at The Gayley Center

COUPON EXP. 2/25/90

1127 Gayley Ave.
(Call For Free Delivery)

208-6569
($15.00 MIn. Purchase) No Delivery on Specials

WE MEET OR BEAT
ANY PRICE II!

Also Availabfe:
CLIFFORD

CRIME STOPPFR
And N/Juch More At lowest prices!

I DEMON
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

11

I

I

I

I.

40% OFF
RETAIL PRICE
WITH COUPON

ALL MODELS. STEf^EOS,
AMPS, SPEAKERS ON SALE

EXPIRES FEBRUARY 30th!!l

MAGNUM
SECURITY SYSTEMS

$ 159 00 Installed

Reg. $295.00

• 2 Remote Controls
• Flashing Indicator
• Panic Switch
• Passive Arming
• Loud Sir^n

Lifetime Linhited Warranty
(Please present this ad at tirr»e of purchase)

AUTOSOUND • SECURITY
• CELLULAR PHONES •

• CAR ACCESSORIES •

• STEREO SYSTEMS •

• WINDOW TINTING •

• AUTO DETAILING •

Lovy Prices, High Quality
CALL TO FIND OUT!
• 1903 Santa Monica Blvd. Santa MoniCd
(213) 828-4047

• lS1d inth 5t (213) 393-3140

Standing up for UCLA
is this Bruins' passion
If

you want to know what
is bothering me today, take
a minute to read the

basketball letter from Danny
Harris in the Daily Bruin's
Veiwpoint section on page 23.
Okay, if you*re a UCLA

basketball fan, you're as mad
as I am.

I hardly know where to

begin addressing the numerous
ridiculous complaints Mr. Har-
ris has. I suppose I may as

well start with the fact the he
completely misunderstands the
purpose ot^riority numbei^.

Bear in mind that I don't
think the current system is

perfect, but at least it gives
the fans two hours to go
home, grab some food or even
(perish the thought) study,

before returning to enter Pau-
ley an hour before game time
(not an hour and a half,

Danny, don't exaggerate the
point).

In reference to the DePaul
game two weeks ago, Harris
claims that season ticket hol-

ders should not be "forced" to

be at Pauley seven hours early,

and that he had to get there
by 5 a.m. to get a good
number.

Well, Danny, my friends and
I spent the night there, along
with many other fans. Let me
assure you that getting priority

numbers at 6 a.m. and then
going home is infinitely better

than sitting around until 10
a.m., as was the original plan.

A priority number means

,

you don't have to wait in line

right up until game time, you
get a break. It also prevents a
scene of chaos when 100 %
people show up at the last

minute because their firiends

"saved" them a place in line.

Harris' "solution" is silly for
the same reason—he doesn't
understand why people sleep
out.

I can tell you why diehards
like myself do. I sit in the
same seat for every game

—

row 6, seat 14, center court.

Jeff and Trish sit to my right,

while Dan, Jeff, Jennifer, Brian
and Chuck sit in firont of us in

row 5. Of course, there is

"Loud-mouth" Liz in row 2.

We get there cariy so we ^
can have "our" seats, then we"-
put everything we've got into

cheering on our Bruins. I don't
think putting out this effort

two times a week is too much
to ask.

The issue of priority num-
bers is only a minor one.
however, compared to Danny's
whining about standing up for

the game.

Let me tell you something,
pal. if you can't stand up for

a two-hour basketball game,
you don't belong in the same
building that Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar and Bill Walton played
in. "Leisure Bruins" indeed,

you simpering wimp. Sit dur-
^

ing time outs and half lime if

you need to rest your little

tootsies, just don't bother me
during the game.

What Pauley needs is more
people standing. There are
already too many people sitting

couriside that stubbornly refuse
to stand up—you know who I

mean. "

Born a Bruin

JUL

%'

Mike
Bartlett

My fondest dream would be
to lower the court, ring it with
bleachers that come right down
to the baseline, and put rowdy
students all the way around the
court. Voila, Pauley Pit!

Maybe when litde Danny is

sitting in front of his TV next
year, Oeaping from his seat at

"correct" times, of course) he
could take in a game from,
say, Duke, where the student
section not only stands for the

whole game, but prides itself

on. its creative ways to support
the home team and heckle the

opponents.

Which brings me to the

most important point of all.

Fine, Danny, you attended a
bunch of pro sports, including
baseball. Conspicuously absent
on your list, however, was
college hoops. Which explains
your misguided letter.

What you don't comprehend
is that college basketball is

different It's special because
of student sections that stand

and scream for the entire

game. It's special because of
the emotions it brings out of
everyone involved.

There is already too much
apathy^^in Pauley—we need
more energy, not less. In

basketball, the crowd is so
close to the court that it can
actually have a direct impact
on the game. There is nothing
like a whole lot of noise to

pump up the home team and
rattle the visitors.

Why don't you take iii a
game at Arizona sometime. I

hate to say it, but certain

apathetic Bruin fans could
learn something. There, not
only do the students stand, but
also (gasp!) the alumni. We've
seen just a hint of that this

year, for some of the big

games.

Didn't you feel the energy
at the Oregon State game
during the big run at the start

of the second half. Danny? Or
were you too busy chanting,

"sit down, ma feet hurt'7

Tell you what, Danny, next
year, you can sit in front of
your TV. and tell yourself
what a "correct", fan you are,

because we don't need so-

called fans like you in Pauley.
The rest of us will be putting

our heart and soul into rooting
for the Bruins because, for the

brief time that the game is

being played, it's the most
important thing in the worid.

4^

The views ofMichael Bartlett are his own and do not necessarily repre-
sent those of the Daily Bruin.

)
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Women wantretum
to March madness

V. By Scott Brown
.^ Staff Writer ^. '

'~

While the NCAA men's basketball tournament has expanded to
encompass the nation's top 64 teams each year, the women's
championship tournament remains a tough draw, with only 32 contenders
making the cut*

This year, UCLA women's basketball is looking to make a return to
post'Season play, moving into this weekend's action with a 13-8 overall
record.

•To make the tournament," head coach Billie Moore explained, "we
->have to be somewhere around 18-10 or 19-9."

WhUe 18-10 may squeak the Bruins into the tourney, it is not a guaran-
teed bid. To complicate matters for the team, five more wins in the final
seven games may be a feat in itself. .

'

-^

The Bruins have two tough road trips remaining, in which they will
face both first-place Pac-10 teams (Stanford and Washington) as well as
the Cal Bears, who have had a month to dwell on their one-point loss at
Pauley Pavilion earlier this year.

Moore laid out the Bruins' chances for the post-season in fairly clear-
cut terms. "We have to split on the road, and win our remaining home
games."

,

On the bright side, if the Bruins can take (town Cal tonight, they will be
one big step closer to the 18-win mark.
To sweep their remaining home games, the Bruins will have to

overcome a strong Oregon team that defeated them earlier in the year, as
well as use, which always puts up a good fight.

"I really think that four, maybe even five teams from the confejei^e
have a chance to go to the tournament," Moore said. "But I don't want to
be on the bubble, so I'd really like to finish in the top three."
A win over either nationally ranked Stanford or Washington would all

but assure UCLA of an NCAA bid.

RECRUITS: Blue^hippers ink
From page 48

we felt we were thin in these areas,

and the rest of this class is nicely

spread out among the other posi-

tions."

Of the 18 signees, half were
defensive players, where Donahue
appeared to recruit more heavily.

Included in this core of blue
chippers was quite possibly the

future living nightmare for oppos-
ing Pac-10 quarterbacks—Bruce
Walker, a 6-4 245-pound lineback-

. er/defensive end out of I>oming-
uez High School. Walker, a

fearless pass rusher, was rated the

No. 1 linebacker and the No. 5
—player in the nation by Em finger.

He runs the 200 meters in 22.3
seconds. He has been clocked at a
blazing 4.5 in the 40.

Walker chose UCLA over Notre
Dame, USC, Colorado, Washing-
ton, Miami, and Penn State

because "I really like the coaching
staff and I want to play as a true

freshman," he said.

The latter is easier said than

done in the Donahue system. Only
five players in the past five years

have contributed their first year out
of high school at UCLA.
When tokl that only a handful of

players have bypassed their red-

shirt season at UCLA, Walker
confidently replied, "I can do it"

He also said that after talks with

the UCLA head coach, "he
(Etonahue) expects me to play my
first year." Walker also' doesn't

foresee any problems with the

b^nsition from high school to

Division I college ball. "I basically

will be playing against people I've

always played against."

Keith Donerson—a Dominguez
High School assistant coach

—

tabbed Walker as "A big play

man. . . great backside
pursuer. . . and he uses his weight

weU."

And regarding the recruit's

speed, Donerson said simply, "He
can fly."

As a junior in high school.

Walker bench pressed over 4(X)

pounds. Last season. Walker
totalled 105 tackles, including nine

sacks. As the team's starting

fullback, he rushed for 1,363 yards

and 15 TDs.
And while Donahue's snagging

Walker should keep the Bruins in

their traditional top- 10 finish

among high school recruits, it did
not keep the UCLA staff from
wandering over to the Lone Star

state to nab a few other All-Ameri-
cans. In the past, Donahue has
landed such Texas stars as Charles
Arbuckle, Mike Farr, Patrick

Bates, James Malone, Kevin Wil-
liams, Reggie Moore and Tommy
Maddox.
"We have had good luck in the

past with players from Texas and
we fe^l this will be the case again,"

Donahue explained.

The Bruins kept their tongtime
relationship with Texas strong by
signing sevea players from the

deep south, including defensive

backs Carl Greenwood (6-1. 185)
from Corpus Christi, and Othello

Henderson (6-2, 196) out of

Killeen-Ellison.

Bruin fans will be happy to

know that Henderson is regarded
by many of the top recruiting

experts as the best cover defensive

back in the country. Last year,

Donahue inked Carlton Gray out

of Ohio, who was touted as the

nation's top prep DB. Gray started

eight games as one of two true

freshmen last year to see time.

Don't be surprised if you see

Henderson bumping and running
opposite of Gray for the next three

years. Henderson is rated the No. 1

free safety and the No. 8 player by
Emfinger and the No. 1 safety by
Lemming. He has been clocked in

at 4.5 in the 40, and runs the 100
meters in 10.42. Super Prep rates

Henderson as its No. 3 DB, and
honored him as the Southwest
Player of the Year.

Other Texas defensive stand-

outs include: fullback/linebacker

Shane Jasper (6-3, 235) out of
Troup; linebacker Brian Tighe (6-

2, 225) from Pflugerville; defen-

sive tackle Paul Kennedy (6-6,

255) of McCallum; and tight end
Bobby Gray (6-4, 230) from
Ariington in Austin.

Maybe following in the foot-

steps of UCLA freshman tailback

Kevin Williams, Daron Washing-
ton, a 6-1 195-pound tailback from
Ellison High in Killeen, is rated as
the nation's No. 18 speed back and
No. 57 prospect by Emfinger. In

his senior year, Washington rushed
for 1,601 yards and 18 touch-
downs.
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR/ VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Domiloi Repeat FREE
J^eview i n ( iMA T willi ?jji M I >A iiistruct( )r.

XI JKnus of c hiss plus Admissions nHiiisciinj^.

I 'sc (Mil c'xkMisivi' lafx' library.

CLASS BEGINS TUESEDAY. FEB 20th
WfSI I A BAn/PRI LfcrURF CENtER 3280 Muluh AVE

TIME: 6:00 PM- 10:00 PM

OIU 1;800*777*EXAM
t-

d"
Open

24 Hours

12 Pack

BE ER
Open

24 Houi^s

4.99 plus tax & CRV
Ayith this coupon

Budweiser Coors Miller

7-Eleven Food Store

|g

ij1 if

Limit one
per customer

1126 Westwood Rlvd.

Next to McDonalds
Expires 2/21/90

Limit one
per customer

FROZEN SEX ON THE BEACH
and other tantalizing frozen drinks such as

Margaritas
Daiquiris

Cape Codders
Swirls
Zombies
and more^^

25%
OFF

with this coupon

exp. March 1. 1990

1

UNUMTFED ^^
Daily rental of frozen drink machines

Free delivery and pick up
273-2562

"Find out why we get invited to the best parties"

With or without glasses-

* ^gJ artistry for your eyes only

HLUC
Euimain :

u n a c u i.** P.^^i. s bv"
V

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
SPECIAL $150.00

Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
All student, faculty, employee

vision-plans WELCOME

optamtnst

W Weyburn
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave
(213) 208-4748

\
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EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTS

M'::

»•
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ft

ANTONIO'S
SPECIAL

SHAMPOOCUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16) :

WOMEN $18 <

w/ ad (reg $25) —r —
20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES

V Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more

479-9751 or 479-8767 Jf^-'TJSSllre)

NAILS
SCULPTURED NAILS $22 w/ ad (reg $35)

REFILL (FILL) ^ $13 w/ ad (reg $18)

SILK WRAP
I I

$20

FOR NAILS CALL 473-7090

W/
ad

1'

' *.

>>

oil any swimsuit
(with your UCLA ID)

February 14-19
only

OC^AN PACIFIC RETAIL CTORCS
CORNER or BROXTON A WCYBURNWeSTWOOD VILLAGE

Daily Bruin Sports

CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think, Sleep,
Be.

Son - wea i2 pT, - 2 0'^

'nurs - So^ 12 pm - 4 o^

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208>3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
15% Off

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Transferable

Not Valid w/Any
Other Discount

^^. PIZZA

^ ^ ^ CHICKEN

rJuw

' ^ X • SANDWICHES

• PASTA

\ • SALAD

// Saints'
^ Pizza

The Best Pizza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

'1112 West Olympic Boulevarc

Wes^ Los A^ge'es

I Must Menton Coudo' I

! 9? 3.00 off!
I [/ AnyX-Large I

I w Pizza I

(/ Expires March 31 199:; •

I I

I MAGNIFICENT 4,
Mr'iTunazjM

/

I [ With ony 4 Toppings I

I Mo'^ !

Mm Fooc Order for

Free Delivery $7 00

still a lot to talk about
in dull, boring Febraary
Sure, it's February.

Dull? Slow? Nothing
but hockey and the calm

before the storm of the NBA
playoffs.

Bite your tongue. Let's look
at this month for just a

moment in a classic fashion. . .

Take me out to the ball

game, take me out to the

crowd. . .

Baseball is back—for the

most part Let's forget for the

sake of argument ttuit the

MLB Player's Association and
the owners arc on opposite

ends of the rainbow in their

wheelings and dealings. As far

as I'm concerned, it's time to

take the field for spring work-
outs.

Time for a game of catch,

or some quick peK)er with

your buddies.

Time for a rookie dad to

buy his kid his first ball and
glove.

Time to prepare for a new
version of the National Anthem
to be played 13 times a day.

Time makes room for hot
dogs, peanuts, Crackerjacks,

watered-down soda, and lukew-
arm beer.

The grass always seems a
little greener, and the sun a
little wanner when the boys of
summer take the field. . .

How about this Buster Dou-
glass guy?
Not since Godzilla and King

Kong went at it have to

tougher individuals attempted to

beat each other's brains out
Long count or not. Buster is

the champ. I'm not saying Td
bet against Tyson in the

upcoming rematch, but let's

give the new king of the

mountain his due. . ^

Speaking of TV tinoie outs,

did you catch the NElA All-

Star game?
Without a doubt, the mid-

season showcase is by far the

most fun of any professional

sport It's nice to see a group
of professional athletes who
still love to play the game.
They've elevated to an art

form.

The 12th Man

Pass of the game: Isiah

Thomas' bounce pass between
the open legs of Patrick Ewing
to a wide open Michael Jordan
for a monster dunk.

Shot of the game: Charles
Barkley's 40-foot, all-net jum-
per with one second left in the

game was a nice bit of icing

on the cake. .

.

College basketball is certain-

ly heating up. It's getting so
no one is safe from the

dreaded road trip any more.
Number ones are falling

faster than the AP Polls can
come out

I say we bag this whole
ranking thing, and just list the

top 64 teams each week.
That's all that really matters

(unless of course UCLA is

near the top, in which case the

old system will do just

fine). .

.

And what about hockey?
I guess that Mario guy on

the Penguins is still closing m
on Super Wayne's consecutive
scoring record; who can tell

(or care)?

I figure the playoffs must
start soon, although I still

don't understand how anyone
can justify a post-season that

lasts slightly longer than any
of Mother Nature's seasons. .

.

That will do it this week,
sports fans. Short but sweet-^
just like February.

LACROSSE: facing the be^
From page 45^
"Obviously, we realize Whittier

is a great team," said team captain

Jeff Stoddard. "They'll be playing

in front of their rowdy fans at

home, which will make things that

much more difficult"

A big reason that Whittier has

owned California lacrosse for

many years (it's won four of the

last five state championships) is its

recruiting. With the majority of its

players coming from the East

Coast or Canada, both of which are

lacrosse hot spots, Whittier Col-

lege has has now become the

lacrosse capital of the West Coast
Is it realistic for the Bruins, then,

to think they can win?
**Our goal against Whittier is to

play them as hard as we can,"

explained head coach Paul Kunzel.

"We're going for the victory."

• •
; Brains host Bears

From page 48
Smith's counterpart in powder

blue and gold, sophomore Darrick

Martin, has seen his own feet swell

a little more lately in his efforts to

nil Pooh's shoes. Martin had 10
points and seven assists at Berke-

ley, but in the last five games he is

averaging 13.4 ppg, 6.6 apg and

1.8 steals.

UCLA sophomore forward Don
MacLean, who had something of a
falling out with Campanelli at the
Olympic Sports Festival last sum-
mer, scorched Cal for 27 points. 12
boards, four assists and one block
in the Bruins' win.

cso
Evening

Escort Service
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to
open season
By Tom Orewyler
Contributor

Goalie Lee Lin makes a save while practicing with a teammate at halftime

To say that the UCLA lacrosse
team will have its hands full this

weekend would be an understate-
ment
Having already faced some

highly ranked opponents, tfie

Bruins (2-3) will have the misfor-
tunfe of .opening their Western*
Collegiate Lacrosse League sche-
dule this Saturday against the best
of the best—Whittier College.

State champions for the past two
years, the Whittier Poets (1-0) are
returning every starter (except for
their goalie) from last season's
squad. What's more, the Poets arc
coming off last weekend's 26-0
trouncing of Claremont College.
Following Saturday's trip to

Whittier, the Bruin laxers will

travel up the Pacific Coast High-
way to face Pepperdine on Sunday.
But they're not thinking that far

ahead.

See LACROSSE, page 44

Late in the game, midfielder Brian O'Neil (left) watches as
teammates tackle the BYU defense. Blake O'Neil (above)
listens to head coach Paul Kunzel during halftime.

I

Photos by
Scott Woer8ii«

Attacker Andy Washburn
looks toward the goal as
a BYU def^rmiQt tries to
hoiahim back.
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McCalla, Ceniza to leacl Bruins against San Dieg^ns
ii^
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By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

~
Call it the San Diego weekend.
TTie No. 2-ranked women net-

icrs of UCLA (5-0) begin this

week's schedule today by hosting
the United States International

University from San Diego (5-5) at

1:30 p.m. on the Sunset Courts.
The Bruins will then journey

down to San Diego to face 17th-

ranked San Diego State on Satur-

day at 1 p.m.

UCLA, coming off an impress-
ive 8-1 dual meet victory against
No. 5-ranked Pcpperdine Univer-
sity, own a 3-0 overall record
against independent USIU. UCLA
finished its season last year at 21-5
and second in the NCAAs while
USIU posted a 10-18 record last

season and did not qualify for the

NCAA tournament
San Diego State (2-2) fmished

17- 10 in the West region and lost in

the nrst round of the NCAAs.
UCLA has a 23-7 "lifetime"
record against the Aztecs.
UCLA will be nursing its

wounds today as 1988 U.S.
National team member Kim Po
and current National team member
Jessica Emmons arc expected to
get a breather. Po has been slowed
by a bruised muscle in her right
arm and Emmons is recovering
from the flu and shin splints.

Leading the Bruins in their

absence will be sophomore Iwa-
lani McCalla (10-6). who has been
playing recently at No. 2 singles,

and sophomore Ail-American
Mamie Ceniza (16-4), who has
be«i_^ying at No. 3.

USIU will be featuring a cast of
inlehiational players befitting its

school name, led by GioVanna

Carotenuto of Italy (7-2) at No. 1

and Carol Curmi of Malta (4-5) at

No. 2.

USIU has recorded one
impressive upset so far this season
(8-1) over 19th-ranked Texas A &
M University, and lost a narrow 5-

4 decision to 16th-ranked Univer-
sity of San Diego, a team which
UCLA beat, 7-2. earlier in the

season.

«

SDSU wUl be headed by senior
Michelle Apra (2-1) at No. 1 and
sophomore Eva Olivarez (2-1) at
No. 2.

\

Scyflball takes on desert dwellers

•J

.^'

+

By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

The UCLA soflball team,
. fresh off a successful weekend
^^^ which saw the Bruins post three

victories, heads into the numb-
ing desert to compete in the

Arizona Tournament starting

today. The Bruins w^ll be trying

to overcome the bitter cold of

Tucson and improve on their 4-

2 overall record.

And in this sort of tourney,

which has the Bruins playing in

seven ^ames prior to the

championship brackets, a 10-

win weekend isn't an
unfathomable goal. With
UCLA's strength and experi-

ence, this situation should
prove quite fruitful.
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Serving Higher Education for 15 Years

J open early

open late

open 7 days

Low PricM

r No Minimums
Overflow Contraas
Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

TTy^y A FAX Service

LJv>JLrV Kroy Uttenng*

im0 A^HA ^^^^ Parking In Rear

47V|I7X(1 ^^'"^ Procesing (and graphics)
A/ i/ \J / KjyJ Macintosh i^ Typewriter Rentals

UCLA

475-0780

1880 Westwood Blvd.

1896 Westwood Blvd.

Pick-up & Delivery

Canon Color Laser Copies

\ DAN MacMEDAN/DaHy Bnjin

UCLA acepitcherLisa Lohgakerand the Bruins head to
Tucson.
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Now at the Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery you can savor our five Chicken
dinners for just $6.95 each. Luscious Lemon Sesame Chicken. Succulent
Santa Fe Chicken with Southwestern herbs and spices. Chicken Marco Pblo
smothered in a delicate Dijon Mustard sauce, and topped with cheese, raisins and^ coconut Tantalizing Chicken Teriyaki. Delectable

California Chiclcen. Grilled to a golden brown and
garnished with tomato, avocado and Munster cheese.

Each deliciously tender chicken dinner includes
your choice of a hearty cup of fresh soup or garden
salad. Rice pilaf with fresh vegetables And piping hot
10-grain dinner rolls.

Come to the Good Earth And enjoy the freshest,
tastiest Super Chicken dinner for just $6.95.

Whyon earth eat anj^where else.
Westwood, 1002 Westwood Blvd., (213) 208-8215

TACDS AL CARBON

^

Try our

^^^ freshly charbroiled

^^K taste treats!

with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get
another item of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

1 coupon per person. Exp. 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer
Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:
Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Saisa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(BIB) 901'Un

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO
(BIB) 9BB-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS
(BIB) 907-107B

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIOGE
(BIB) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TARZANA
(BIB) 3434200

11106 W. aVMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA

(213) 4734322

8510 W 3rd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 6504666

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(21^ B2749B3

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HILS
(Bli) 3464144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

DANCING

GRUNION'S

B A R & G R I L I

• NO .COVER

When yovL show your

UCLA ID

Dance to So. CaFs Hottest DJ's

For 24 hour recorded info & directions

call (213) 515-3444

1501 N. Sepulveda Blvd. • Manhattan Beach

*Well, Draft Beer, House Wine
21 years / with ID

The Bruins open up today
against the Kansas Jayhawks, a

team that seldom crosses paths

with UCLA Softball. In fact, the

two have met only once, with
the Bruins winning that contest.

UCLA will then take the field a

few hours later, as it faces New
Mexico Stale.

On Friday, the Bruins will

swing into a full day of compet-
ition, as they first face Toledo,
and follow that with games
against Oklahoma and Utah.
UCLA owns a collective 6-0

record versus these opponents,
and looks to improve on that

mark.

Two more games on Satur-

^y—against Minnesota and
Fullerton—round out the pre-

championship competition. The
Golden Gophers are yet another
unfamiliar club for the Bruins,

with only one game in common,
while Fullerton is certainly no
stranger.

The Titans hosted the tourna-

ment in which UCLA competed
last weekend, and played the

Bruins twice in as many days.
UCLA took the first match, 1-0,

behind the two-hit pitching

effort of freshman DeDe Wei-
man. In the second game,
however, the Bruins fell to the

Titans, 2-0.

Should the Bruins compete
well enough to gain a berth to

the championship brackets,

they will continue play on
Sunday in hopes ofclaiming the

tournament title. See Monday's
Daily Bruin for complete
results.

No. 1 Spikers rocked and
shocked in Long Beach
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

LONG BEACH—Going into last

night's match with Long Beach
State, the UCLA men's volleyball

team was atop the national polls,

and sporting a perfect 9-0 record.

Nothing lasts forever, however.
The Bruins came out flat,

according to head coach Al Scales,

and as a result, they were knocked
from the ranks of the unbeaten by
the 49ers, losing 16-17, 6-15, 16-

14, and 12-15.

UCLA—which falls to 9-1 (4-1

in the WIVA)—knew it didn't play
well on this night—as did every-
one in the 'Beach's University
Gymnasium. "We came out flat

tonight," said Scales. *The starters

didn't come out with much, but the

bench came in to carry us, but they
just didn't have the steadiness."

The Bruins had trouble from the

eariy moments of the ma|ch,
falling behind 14-1 1 in the opening
game. But senior Mike Garcia
sparked a UCLA comeback that

put it ahead 15-14.

Forty-niner senior outside hitter

Mark Kerins proved to be too
much for UCLA, though, as he
secured the first game 17- 16 with a
cross-court kill past the Bruin
block.

"Wc finally got going towards
the end of the first game, and when
that happens, we try to get the ball

to Kerins," said 'Beach coach Ray
Ratelle of his senior hitter. Kerinv
led all hitters with 26 kiUs.

Long Beach moves into a first

place tie with Stanford and Hawaii
in the WIVA's Harry Wilson

Division with its 4-0 WIVA record

<9-2 overall).

UCLA was led by Mike Whit-
comb's 12 kills.

"*the third game saw the Bruin
seniors take over. Mark Tedsen,
Trevor Schirman, and Oren Scher
sparked a UCLA offense that had
not been very productive prior to

the game.
I

See VOLLEYBALL, page 41

SCOTT WEERSING/Daly Bruin

Rich
I
Bland and the Bruins

lost in four to Long Beach,

iff THIS

Believe it. Al & Ed's brings you this

top-of-the-line Kenwood CD player

Qt G rock-bottom price. Just like we've

been bringing oudiophiles the best

Guto sound systems for 35 yeors.

With top-notch stereo instollotion at

every Al & Ed's, ond soles advisors

who know their product inside and out,

people hove come to know us as the

mobile electronics specialist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows oil. And

that's the honest truth.

II \ TO BE

KENWOOD AMM/FM CD PUYW PUUOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With QufomafK loading, 3

" CD single copobilify, optimum secvo (onfrol,

direct tfock occess, double ovefsampling, triple beom loser, random shuffle

ploy, trock scon. Pit synthesized tuner, 30 stotion presets, seek ond

manual tuning, 2 color illumination, outomotK memory entry, local/distant

switch, and lots more.

REG. $749

«399
47% Off

ux«?i

•Ofor

100 WAH AM/FM SHREO CASSUTl
A ltd pMwhoint iiolwmg 24 uotion pieseh. outofnotK mow sensoi, gjg C504
IMIMp lMput\, Oofey Nl, outo i«Mrs«. metnory won, 4 woy.lmin #jm ji_^
uVoraM bosi/Nbli tomk, hquNJ (rystol multi lumton disptov with '2W
quort/ kxkifotionsondmoie nnti Mtllll»

4i%orr

SOr4YAM/FM PUUOUT CASSEHE RiaiVER
X lol lock Pll Ouoft/ Synrtiesis luw. 4|fM < 6AM piesel tuning with RfG S3 10
mm/itim I OUIh vmkIi, owMmmIx mtise (ossette d«li. swiKh tVAA
vIkMMi bns oad NMe (ontroK. MS output with lodei (ontiol. negative ^1VV
l( multi I'jnction dnpioy, slide out ontt theit (hossis rtw/ MinaiiM.

/ \ 34% Off

--T^m
aHAURMWITN
TWORBNOTE
TRANSMinERSAND
UffTIMImmHvi
F«onim 7 UHF remote

(onffol mini tionsmmets to ^ '

orm/dnofm system, limited

lifitime tMrronty, dtgifoNy _ SAii
encoded modulotion with ifcousond^'of

'

Af^tf^
digifol code (ombwotions, torolly keytess |#V

Ani

opetohon, floshmg IFO ond mote imiUB

aRAURM
lY THE MAKERS
OF DERRINGER

'.(Km ynttHhf syslHii eip iHwes

MiMK sjm
I Ons fraiMiion 97b

Ocm _
DEFY AUTOTHEFT AT THE

PUSHOFAMITTON
Industry exdiKtw 2 buttnn

ultra thm tronstTHtter, 4mU
progfommoble ond npio-

QliMMN^ QRpoMnd
brid)id ompdt swen, eosy mounting

SbottfiGuot^ glass braok dKedoi,

seiictiw SkatlMuord^A«KO( minbit,

0(tive Of possive oimmg and mote

«6 $539

>398

Al& Ed& Aulosoiind
THE SPIOAUSTS m MOMU aECTRONKS.

WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY
^^°^

.0, -?.^^i'i'"^^^
^'""^ 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091
(213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT
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Donahue lands yet another stellar corps

A

Despite down year, head coach signs top football recruits
«n.
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By David Gibson

Sports Editor

Throw out the 3-7-1 record.

Forget the five straight confer-

ence losses.

Who cares that 1989 marked the

worst UCLA football team in 18

years?

And whfle you're at it, toss out

the police blotters that tarnished

the squeaky-clean Bruin image

this past season.

That is exactly what 18 blue-

chip high school recruits, includ-

ing four consensus All-Americans,

did yesterday in officially signing

their letters of intent with UCLA
head coach Terry Donahue. UCLA
is expected to announce more
signings on Thursday.

One thing for certain, though, is

that the dean of Westwood has

kept his hardhat on during the off-

season with hopes of making some
serious, wholesale renovations to

rebuild his illustrious football

program.

First he brought back offensive

mastermind Homer Smith to take

over the offensive coordinator

vacancy. Last year, the Bruins

ranked ninth in the Pac-10 in total

offense.

And after luring one of the best

football wizards back to West-

wood, E>onahue has now added a

cast ofprep standouts which could

eventually lead the Bruins back to

the Rose Bowl.

**We feel that this group has the

potential to be a fine class two or

three years down the road."

E)onahue said in a written state-

ment yesterday. **We signed sever-

al players in certain areas because

See , page 43

UCLA Football Signings
,

PUkYER HT WT POS. SCHOOL (HOMETOWH)

Bryan Adams 5-0

Eric Barukiccl 6-3

155 WR Bakersfieid (Bakerslicrid. CA
250 OL Santa Monica (Malibu.CA

Marvin Goodwin . 6-2 205 DB Witson (Camden. NJ)

BobbyGray 64 230 TE Artington (Artlngton, TX)

Jaaon Graan 6-3 205 TE Bishop Amat (West Covina. CA)
Carl Graamvood 6-0

'

1A0 DB Carroll (Corpus Christi, CA)
Othallo ilandaraon 6^2 195 FS Ellison (Killeen. TX
Salalsaia 6-5 260 DL , Oceanside (Oceanside, CA
SitanaJaapar 6-3

Kavin Jordan 6^
235 FB Troup (Tfoup. TX
185 WR High Point (Beltsvilte. MD

PaulKannady 64 255 DL McCallum (Austin. TX
Ryan Motharway 6-4 260 OL Mater Dei (Anaheim. CA
RodSmailay 6-3 210 IM Santa Ynez (Santa Ynez. CA
Brian Tigtta 6-2

BmcaWalcar 64
225 LB . . (PfiugervJMe. TX)

245 LB Domlnguez (Compton, CA)
Daron Waaliington 6-1

London Woodfin 6-2

195 TB * Ellison (Killeen. TX)

235 DL. Sylmar (Sylmar, CA)

Randy Cola 6-3 225 DE Santa Monica College (Junction City. AR)
|

SOURCE: UCLA Sports Info 1
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Cal stilltryingta win in Pauley

Darrick Martin and third-place

place Cal tonight

SUZANNE STATES/DaHy Bfuin

UCLA will take aim at fourth-

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

The Berlin Wall was still intact,

John F. Kennedy was about to take

the world by storm and Pauley
Pavilion wasn't even a hole in the

ground the last time UCLA lost to

Cal in Westwood.
The Golden Bears get another

shot at ending a streak of futility

stretching back to 1960-61 and the

UCLA Men*s Gym when they

come into Pauley tonight at 7:30

(KMPC 710).

Tradition. "Bah!." you might
think. These players weren't even
bom in 1960. Besides. Cal is off to

its best start in 30 years. What do
these guys care about tradition?

Well, think again.

•'We^rc well aware' that Cal
hasn't had much success in Pau-

ley," Bear head coach Lou Cam-
panelli said, without mentioning

that Cal has never won in Pauley
Pavilion. "I'm sure that will come
up this week."

But what may be more on the

minds of the Bears and Bruins this

week is the two teams* respective

places in the Pac-10 standings.

After losing two of their last

three conference games, the No. 23
Bruins (9-3 in the Pac-10, 16-5

overall) are just one game ahead of

fourth-place Cal (8-4. 17-6) in the

Pac-10. Last weekend, the Bears

swept the lowly Washington
schools and they're sure to come
into Westwood. as UCLA head

coach Jim Harrick might say. all

geeked up.

"Cal's just one game behind us.

you don't think they're going to be

all excited to come down here?

Harrick asked rhetorically.

Men's Basketball

»»

Who:

Whiairo:

When:

UCLA vs. California

Pauley Pavilion

Tonight, 7:30 p.m.

What must especially excite Cal

is the fact that Trevor Wilson, the

Bruins' second-leading scorer

(18.5 ppg) and rebounder (8.6 rpg).

is almost playing one-handed. The
senior forward sprained his right

wrist and bruised his back two
weeks ago against USC. and even

he admits that the injury continues

to hamper everything he does on
the court

Harrick has even thought about

resting Wilson this week, and the

coach's flnal decision will appa-

rently be known at game time.

If Wilson plays, how his wrist

will affect his defense against

Cal's solid frontcourt remains to

be seen. Bear center Bryan Hen-

drick, a leading candidate for

conference Freshman of the Year,

and junior forward Roy Fisher lead

Cal up front

Hendrick, the son of former
Major Leaglie Baseball player

George Hendrick. is second on the

squad in scoring (16.3 ppg) and is

the leading rebounder (7.9 rpg).

Hendrick lit up UCLA three weeks
ago in the Bruins' 106-97 win in

Berkeley, scoring 31 points and
grabbing seven boards.

Fisher, who had 18 points and
six rebounds against UCLA, is

averaging 14.9 ppg to go along

with 6.2 rpg.

In the Bears' backcourt. senior

standout Keith Smith runs the

show, much in the sam6 way Pooh-^

—

—
Richardson did for the Bruins last

season. Smith was expected to fill

the high tops left when Kevin

Johnson departed to star with the

Phoenix Suns, and he's done his

best so far.

Currently. Smith is Cal's lead-

ing scorer, averaging 16.5 ppg to

go along with seven assists a game
and 3.7 rpg. The 6-4 speedster was
held to 10 points against the /
Bruins, due in part to Bruin Gerald

Madkins' defense, which bothered

Smith all day long. Madkins will

be asked to do the same tonight ;^^

See HOOPS, page 44

Women's road to NCAAs heads up north
By Scott Brown

/

Staff Writer

The UCLA women's basketball team will travel north this weekend to

take on the Cal Bears (13-8,5-6) and the Stanford Cardinal (20-1,10-1) in

what may be the pivotal series of the season.

Realistically, head coach Billie Moore's Bruins (13-8, 8-3) need at

least a split on the trip to keep their post-season hopes for the NCAA
Tournament alive.

Unfortunately, neither game looks to be shaping up as an easy win.

. Based on their last meeting, it looks as though a win in Berkley, Thurs-

day, is the Bruin's best chance for a win this weekend.

A month ago, the Bruins edged C^al on a clutch lay in by senior Sandra

VanEmbricqs with 0:04 left on the clock for the 70-68 win. It was a hard

fought game, and in the end, the victory cost the Bruins more than they

expected with the loss of center Sheri Bouldin with a separated shoulder

for six weeks.

While the one point win would seem to bode well for the Bruins, a few

new variables have come into play.

First of all, Harmon Arena (formally Harmon Gym) is one of the

toughest places to play in the Pac-10. The cozy little facility is loud and

intimidating, especially for a young team like the Bruins.

Freshman point guard Nicole Anderson, who dished off a career high

seven assists in the first Cal game, is making a su*ong bid for Pac-10
Freshman of the year, averaging 12.2 points and 4.5 assists. The Bruins

are relying on a big game from Anderson, who handily controlled an

attacking press last Sunday in the 90-75 win over Arizona State.

The Bruins will also look to Rehcma Stephens, coming off a career

high 33 points against ASU. for some big numbers. Stephens, currently

the Pac-10 scoring leader (22 ppg). could become the first Bruin to aver-

age 20 ppg since Necie Thompson in the 1981-82 season.

Other big Bruin guns as of late include senior Michele Wootton who is

averaging..l5 points, five rebounds and 3 assists in her last three games;

VanEmbricqs. who has scored in double figures id the last four games is

averaging 16 points and 8.3 rebounds.

ALBERT SOONO/DtJUy Bruin

Rehema Stephens (No. 20)

Priority numbers
Priority numbers for student ticket holders for

tonight's basketball game against Cal in Pauley

Pavilion will be handed out today beginning at

4:30. 175 arena level seats will be available at

both gates 10 and 15. Students must return to the

gates at 6:15 for entrance to the arena. .

Lacrosse gets its due
Whoever said that lacrosse was a sport

reserved for people east of the Appalachians had

better take a long look at the Daily Bruin sports

photo essay herein. If a picture is indeed, worth a

thousand words, then all you need to know about

lacrosse is right here.

See page 45

Ellis, baseball romping
Through four innings at Jackie Robinson

Stadium last night, the Bruins (9-1) held a 10-1

lead over USD. Catcher Paul Ellis had hit two
homers for the second time in as many games, as

UCLA jumped out to a 7-0 lead after one. Starter

Scott Schanz (1-0) was still on the hill, searching

for the Bruins* seventh-straight win.

N
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Students help

Lithuanian cause
To celebrate Lithuania's

independence from czarist Rus-
sia in 1918. the UCLA Lithua-

nian Student Association will

gather on Bruin Walk today to

gather signatures to send to

President Bush encouraging
him to support Lithuania's

independence movement
The student group will also

sponsor a Lithuanian cultural

display on Bruin Walk.
Lithuania declared its inde-

pendence from czarist Russia in

1918, but was occupied by the

Soviet Union in 1940.

D

Inside
King's life

celebrated

The life and legacy of Martin
Luther King, Jr.. will be cele-

brated at a luncheon Tuesday.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Double
the fun

Columnist Scou Greenberg
discovers he is qot alone— he
has a twin.

See page 1

1

Arts & Entertainment

Sweet birds of
truth at I.S.C.

Artist Zita Sodeika's bird

paintings, at the International

Student Center this month, are

shrewdly insightful.

See page 12

Sports

Revenge
match
The Cardinal, who beat

UCLA last month, come to

Pauley Pavilion 6n Sunday.

see page 24

University of California, Los Angeles
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First Asian chancellor appointed
Dr» Chang-Lin Tien will

head UC Berkeley campus
By Holly Bauer
City Editor

An internationally-respected

research scholar became the Uni-
versity of Califomia*s first Asian
chancellor Thursday when he was
appointed j[o head UC Berkeley—
a campus mired in controversy

over minority admissions and
faculty hiring.

Chang-Lin Tien, who is in his

second year as the executive vice

chancellor at UC Irvine, will

assume the position July 1 as UC

Berkeley's seventh chancellor
since the position was created in

1952.

"As chancellor, my role will be
to facilitate Berkeley's excellence

through diversity as the campus
continues to provide academic
leadership into the 21st century."

Tien said.

"You maintain and enhance
academic leadership through
excellence and primarily diversity,

which means in all levels; students,

faculty, staff, campus life in

general." Tien said.
J

In his only reference to ongoing
disputes between students and
administration over minority
issues. Tien said he believed the

university had taken "very positive

steps and has good momentum"
toward resolving thos^ problems.
The UC Board of Regents

affirmed UC President David
Gardner's recommendation at its

policy meeting at UC San Francis-

co.

University officials believe
Tien is tfie first person of Asian
ancestry to head a major U.S.

university. ''

The 54-year-old Chinese immi-
grant spent 29 years at Berkeley
before becoming executive vice

chancellor ofUC Irvine 18 months
ago. He was .chosen from more

^

Rare victory
X

Bryant Walton celebrates Cal's first-ever win in Pauley
Pavilion.

DAN MacMEDAN/Oaily Bruin

See story, Page 24

Central region to liost new UC
Area boasts fastest growing

population in entire state

By Holly Bauer
City Editor

The UC Board of Regents
decided Thursday that California's

central region will be the location

of the university's 10th campus.
The selection of the central

region for the first of three new
campuses ensures that the univer-

sity will now look for the first site

within that region.

The regents, who made their

decision at their policy meeting at

UC San Francisco, acted on a

recommendation from UC Presi-

dent David Gardner.

By June, the regents will have a

list of eight to 10 possible sites.

Gardner, who made his: recom-
mendation based on the findings of
the UC Site Selection Task Force,

cautioned that the decision was
based on three assumptions:

A site must be found in the

L'cnirai region wnicn sabsfies and

is responsive to the University of
California's planning criteria.

Proposition 111, which will

modify the state spending limit,

must pass in the June election.

Funding must be provided by
the state to permit the university to

build new campuses.

The university began to plan for

new campuses in November 1988,

because 67,000 additional students

are expected to enroll at the

university by 2005.

Various factors played a role in

the decision. UC public spokewo-
man Laurie Itow said.

The central region is the fastest

growing region of the state and the

only region without a UC campus,
she s^iid. The region also has the

largest population concentration

which is more than 50 miles from a

UC.

Academic goals for the new
campus include.contributing to the

improvement of schools in the

region, expanding the number of
transfer agreements with com-
munity colleges, and increasing

public service activities through
extension piDgrams. Itow said.

The regents will meet again in

the summer to recommend two or
three promising sites for the new
campus in November.

Development of new campuses
is necessary due to the rapidly

growing peculation in California,

Gardner said.

The three new campuses are

scheduled to open in 1998. 1999.

and 2000.

However, the said the success of
the new campuses depends pri-

marily on Proposition 111, for-

merly Senate Constitutional
Amendment 1.

If passed. Prop. Ill would raise

the Gann Spending Limit, which
allows only 7 percent growth for

higher education each year, to

reflect the 8.5 percent economic
growth of California.

UC reports indicate that an 8.5

percent yearly increase would
maintain current UC standards and
meet future enrollment demands.

than 250 applicants to replace

current UC Berkley Chancellor Ira

Michael Heyman, who is retiring

after 10 years.

Tien also served three years as
vice chancellor of research at UC
Berkeley and seven years as

chairman of Berkeley's mechani-
cal engineering department.

"Overall, the feeling is one of
great pride mixed with disappoint-

ment, because he's a popular
figure here." said Linda Granell. a

UC Irvine public spokewoman
said.

At Irvine. Tien was widely liked

because of his efforts to include

faculty in greater administrative

roles, a highly contentious issue at

See CHANCELLOR, page 9

Negative
check-off

debated
byUSAC
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

Students may decide the fate of
the negative check-off fee on their

registration cards if undergraduate
council successfully votes to

delete a bylaw that prohibits it

from endorsing the fee.

The proposed bylaw change was
posted on the undergraduate Presi-

dent's bulletin board Tuesday in

accordance with the required
seven-day notice, and officers

discussed the matter Thursday
nighL

However, a student body vote
will be useless if UC President

David Gardner decides to elimi-

nate such fee university-wide, a
possibility he brought to the Board
of Regents' attention in December.

Council will decide next Tues-
day whether to eliminate a bylaw
currently keeping council from
supporting any type of waivable
fee. A two-thirds vote of the entire

council of 16 is required to change
bylaws.

Once the bylaw is amended,
council will be able to put a

measure on the spring ballot that

would allow students to choose to

keep or abandon the negative

check-off system currently
employed only by CALPIRG. said

undergraduate President John
Sarvey.

"We are not espousing the use of
negative check-off. We iyst want
the student body to have the

choice." Sarvey said.

Many administrators, including

Gardner and UCLA Chancellor
Charles Young, and some council

members have claimed that the

negative check-off fee is deceptive
and unfair to students who must
initial a box and deduct the

waivable fee from the total fee if

they choose not to pay.

Gardner's opposition to the fee

has undergraduate officers wor-
ried. **If the decision comes down
frpm the (UC) President's office,

there is really nothing we can do,"

said Lyic Timmerman, admini-

See page 9
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«- Buddhism in the Modern World
- ''Stop the War from Inside"
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- LS 2147

• AIDS Awareness Week closes

. - with a noon concert today
• Cultural Affairs

- Naked Rhythm
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Free High Blood Pressure Screening
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Power outQge darkens
sections of Westwood
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

A power outage debilitated

some Westwood households
Thursday for more than seven

hours on Thursday.

The avenues that did rK)t have

power included Glenrock, Kelton»

Levering, Midvale, Ophir and
Veteran.

The cause of the power outage

was probably loose circuits

because of winds, said an operator

from the Department of Water and
Power. Utility crews spent more
than six hours trying to restore

power.

Customer service at the DWP
first received calls about the

outage at about noon, ^ DWP
operator said.

Inconveniences that residents

suffered from were non-operable

lights, stereos and parking garage

gates.

UCLA student Krista Karvasek,

a sophomore who lives on Midvale
Avenue had trouble preparing for a

job interview because of the

outage. "It was kind of a hassle,*'

she said. *There*s no hot water,

and you can *t see anything . . .it's

an inconvenidfee that you have to

deal with."

She said she had to use flash-

lights and candles, including a red

heart-shaped one she planned to

use for a dinner party later.

"We're all done for midterms

for next week otherwise we'd be

really upset," Karvasek said. "But

it's kind of scary because all of our

security is out."

Junior Nat Robinson said the

outage did not bother him. "It

didn't inconvenience me that

much because I didn't have that

much to do," he said.

Junior Eric Eisler, whose apart-

ment is on Glenrock Avenue
agreed. "Usually nothing ever gets

done. We just kind of hang out and

party or something."

However, he said power outages

seem to be a frequent problem in

Westwood. *They need to do

something about it because it gets

kind of ridiculous," he said.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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A clean, well-lighted place

LYNETTE TSAI?Daily Bruin

Taking advantage of ttie warm sunIigtit coming througti the windows, firstyear law stu-
dent Julie McCloskey studies for her contracts class in Murphy Hall on Thursday. Usu-
ally she studies outside.

Child care concerns
Law firms more

flexible with

now
By i\/laha Yooness
Staff Writer

Los Angeles lawyers discussed

issues of child care accommoda-
tion in their firms as part of the

second annual Child Care Aware-
ness Day at the UCLA School of

Law on Thursday.

On-site child care, flexible

hours for parents and working at

home were issues raised as possi-

ble solutions to child care.

"Child care is a common inter-

est," said attorney Terri Primack.

There must be a balance between
how much law firms can give to

their employees before child care

is no longer feasible, she said.

The trend in law firms today is

to recruit people who will be

committed to the firm and who
want to live "sensible lives," said

Paul Irving. And part of living

sensibly involves realizing that

most lawyers have family con-

cerns, he said.

Law firms arc now giving their

attorneys much more flexibility

than in the past, according to the

panelists. The firm where Cynthia

Hodes works has a policy where
men and women can work part-

time for up to thr^ years, "but

these people incur costs on the

firm," she said.

Working part time can be

difficult as well, because it means
giving up the "after hours" activi-

ties that allow lawyers to get to

know the partners in the firm,

Hodes said. Women lawyers at her

firm are working on ways to

integrate their work schedules to

suit their other needs.

On-site child care at law firms

has also been considered a solution

GWEN GOLDBLOOM

Cynthia Hodes discusses issues in childcare at the second
annual Childcare Awareness Day.

to parents* needs, but has been too

difficult to initiate, panelists said.

There are certain physical lim-

itations that our offices have,

Primack said. For example, most
law firms are in high rises and
child care facilities need to be on
the bottom floor, according to state

codes, she said.

Economically speaking, "when
we looked into it, we found that it

would be cheaper to pay for

employees* day care expenses than

to have one on site,** Primack said.

Another viable option for attor-

neys is linking up a personal

computer at home with the one at

the office, said Michelle Assayag,

who works at home on an IBM
personal computer, when her chil-

dren need her in cases of emergen-

cy.

This also makes the time she

spends working at home more
efficient because there are fewer
telephone interruptions, she said.

Assayag, who is in charge of

hiring at her firm, expects ques-

tions of child care to come up with

the people she interviews for job

positions. "I am suspect when
(questions of child care) don*t

come up in interviews," she said.

The panel agreed that law

students have misconceptions that

law firms are not interested in child

care issues and that they shouldn't

ask about a firm's fiexibility with

child care. "We respect people

who ask tough questions about

child care," Hodes said.

Sara Feldman, a coordinator of

Thursday's event, said, "If the

disclosure (of child care concerns)

is something the firm doesn't like,

then that (fimv) is not where you
want to be."

Ultimately, "You have to decide

how you want to live your life,**

Irving said. "We all love our kids,

and want to spend time with them."

Child Care Awareness [>ay was
sponsored by the Coalition for

Child Care.

Women learn tips

on avoiding AIDS
Saran Wrap
and condoms
recommended
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Although AIDS among women
is less prevalent than among men,
women should still limit sexual

parmers, refrain from** sharing.,

needles and practice safe sex to

avoid the disease, said Lorena
Gardea, a spokeswoman from
Women and AIDS Risk Network
(WARN) in Los Angeles.

Among women, those who have
m^ than one sexual parmer, use

hj^dermic needles or have part-

ners who do, have the highest risk

of contracting Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, according

to a WARN pamphlet.

Sponsored by the Student Wel-
fare Commission *s AIDS Aware-
ness Week, Gardea spoke on
Tl^ursday to a small group of
women about the epidemic and
how they can reduce their chances
of getting AIDS.

Poverty as well as drug use are

factors that may lead to unsafe sex,

Gardea said.

Women in poverty-stricken

inner city areas would rather spend
their last dollar on food for their

families than on a condom, she

said.

Female drug addicts may also

increase their risks of getting

AIDS, because they may resort to

unsafe sex in exchange for cocaine
,

or other drugs, Gardea said. This is

especially prevalent in South Cen-
tral Los Angeles, where WARN
focuses its outreach programs and
ilistributes condoms, she said.

Women whose sexual partners

have had homosexual experiences

or are not monogamous or use

hypodermic needles also have a

high risk of getting AIDS, Gardea
• said.

Homosexual malc$ have the

highest risk of getting AIDS,
because they practice anal sex in

which the dry skin in the rectum,

where blood vessels are close to

the surface, is likely to break and
bleed because it is not lubricated,

Gardea explained. Contact with

semen or blood will result in

infection, she said.

Lesbians are the lowest risk

group of getting AIDS, because
their sexual behavior reduces

possible infection through open
sores, she said. However, Gaitlea

suggested that lesbians who prac-

tice oral sex use saran wrap to

protect themselves from the AIDS
virus.

Condoms may also be used by
lesbian partners,^she said.

In a heterosexual intercourse,

latex' condoms should be used

because sheepskin condoms are

not effective in preventing AIDS
infection, Gardea said.

"It's hard to know what yo^jr

partners have done," Gardea said,

but people should get to know their

partners.

There arc common-sense pre-

ventive measures that one can

take, such as avoiding anal :sex,

insertion of objects in the vagina or

the rectum which cause trauma and
ingestion of semen, unne or fecal

matter.

WARN also recommends that

women receiving insemination

procedures insist that a sperm
donor take an AIDS antibody test

and ensure that he is not from a
high risk group for AIDS.
Drug users can avoid AIDS

infection by cleaning their needles

effectively using one part bleach

for every 10 parts water and then

rinsing the needle three times,

Gardea said. Soiling the needle or~

rinsing the needle doesn't work,
she said.

Health educator talks

on AIDS precautions
By Crissy Gonzalez

Contributor

A Los Angeles health educator

said individuals should become
aware of the dangers of AIDS and
take precautions against the dis-

ease at a presentation Thursday.

Joe Cosio of the Los Angeles

Shanti Foundation discussed the

gravity of AIDS at "AIDS and the

Individual" to a small audience, as

part of the Student Welfare Com-
mission's AIDS Awareness Week.
"A lot of psychological trauma

occurs when a person finds out he
has AIDS. They need lo get help,"

Cosio said. The foundation is a

non-profit organization that gives

AIDS victims and people infected

with the Human Immunodeficien-

cy Virus emotional support and
helps educate the community
about Aquired Immuned Deficien-

cy Syndrome.
When an individual becomes

infected with the Human Immu-
nodeficiency Virus he/she deve-

lops antibodies to fight it. The HIV
test is based on the detection of
these antibodies.

Once tested HIV positive, the

person can infect other people

through sexual activities, sharing

intravenous drugs or giving blood
foir transfusion.

Six to seven years may pass
before this infection develops into

Aids Related Complex (ARC), and
ultimately full-blown AIDS. How-
ever, an HIV positive individual

may develop AIDS without
experiencing ARC.

There are several ARC symp-
toms such as fatigue, fever and
night sweats. Two of the graver

symptoms are terminal skin cancel'

(karposis sarcoma) and Pneu-
mocystis carinii pneumonia. The
combination of these two symp-
toms and the HIV leads to the

development of AIDS. jCosip said.

Although the disease has been
around for several years, even
professionals are still ignorant of
AIDS, Cosio said.

"Doctors don't want to treat

AIDS patients, because they say

their other patients will find out
and no one will want to continue

going to him. Or, they're afraid

they might get it," he said.

There arc methods of prevention

of the disease, including practicing

safe sex by using condoms, limit-

ing sex partners and abstaining

from anal intercourse. In addition,

people should avoid using
intravenous drugs or disinfect

hypodermic needles with each use.

To avoid transmitting AIDS to

offspring, women should make
sure that they have not been
infected before deciding to have
children.
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Four presideiits meet
to discuss drag war
CARTAGENA. Colombia — Presi-

dent Bush and three Latin American
leaders, holding a dnig-fighting summit
under an unusually heavy air, sea and land

security cover, reached agreement Thurs-

day on a coordinated attack against

cocaine producers and murderous traf-

fickers.

Bush and Colombian President Virgilio

Barco agreed that the talks were **a

significant step towards improved anti-

drug coordination.** They pledged that

drug trafficking must be "confronted

squarely and eliminated.**

Responding to Colombian complaints

that U.S. trade policy has harmed its

major legal exports such as coffee, cut

flowers and sugar. Bush promised to work
to help open more U.S. markets.

Mandela repeats need
for armed straggle

SOWETO, South Africa — Nelson
Mandela said Thursday his guerrilla

movement considers government facih-

ties legitimate targets and will continue

attacking them until South Africa's white

leaders negotiate an agreement on racial

equality.

Mandela, the African National Con-
gress leader released Feb. 11 after 27
yean in prison, also said civilian casual-

ties are inevitable in a bombing and
sabotage campaign.

In the capital of Pretoria, thousands of

conservative whites protested President

F.W. de Klerk*s decision to free Mandela
and legalize the ANC and other black

groups. *

The government ^nnounc^d that 1,000

army troops will be deployed in Natal

Province to quell violence between black

organizations that disagree over the bcsl

way to fight for the rights of the black

majority.

Nation

D.C. mayor indicted

on elglit drag counts

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Mayor
Marion Barry was indicted Thursday on
eight counts of perjury and possession of a

controlled substance stemming from a

14-month probe into his ties to a convicted

drug dealer.

The indictment comes four weeks after

Barry was arrested on a misdemeanor
cocaine possession chai^ge.

Barry is undergoing treatment for

substance abuse at a Florida clinic and has

turned over the day-to-day operations of

the district government to a city admini-

strator.

The indictment charged that during a

Jan. 19, 1989, grand jury appearance

Bairy lied under oath by stating he was
unaware that Charles Lewis was involved

with drugs and by stating that the two men
hadn*t exchanged cocaine.

Lewis, who is cooperating with the

investigation, was recently sentenced to

15 months in prison on drug charges.
v.

Winter stonns damage
drops across country

Snow and ice cut a swath from

Southern California to New England on
Thursday, closing a major highway,

chilling "snowbird** tourists in the Arizo-

na desert and shutting down the world *s

busiest airport, at Chicago.

Hundreds of schools were closed and

thousands of customers lost power. At
least six traffic deaths occurred on
slippery roads. Fruit and vegetable grow-

ers in the Southwest were able to do little

to protect their crops.

Along the southern edge of the stormy

weather a tornado flipped two mobile

homes and injured three people in

Louisiana.

In Michigan, the state House canceled

Thursday's session, but the Senate went

ahead with its work. "We arc not part-

time here,** said Sen. Phil Arthurhultz.

Hundreds of flights were canceled at

Chicago*s 0*Hare Airport after it was
shut down by snow late Wednesday. By
Thursday morning only three runways

were open.

state

Insurers want money
back from Safeway
OAKLAND — A New York insurer

that paid Safeway Corp. more than $35
million in claims related to the 1988

Richmond warehouse fire now wants its

money back.

National Union Fire Insurance Co.,

also said it should not be required to pay
any more clainis stemming from the fire,

contending its contract with the super-

market chain doesn*t cover the fire

because the policy excludes damages
caused by pollutants such as smoke.
"A fire has significant pollution to it,*'

Robert Zeavin, an attorney for National

Union, said Wednesday. "A simple

reading of the policy tells us the fire isn't

covered.**

Safeway, based in Oakland, is suing

National Union and several other insur-

ance companies that have questioned its

right to collect on its policies. Safeway
contends that smoke from an accidental

fire doesn't constitute pollution.

Local

No end to cleannip

sigM, experts say

HUNTINGTON BEACH — The last

traces of oil from a week-old tanker spill

washed up along the coast Thursday, but

officials cautioned would-be beachgoers

and boatqrs that the blackened shoreline

was still off limits.

"We don't want to paint too pretty of a

picture.** said U.S. Coast Guard Petty

Officer Dennis Hall. "We don*t want to

give the impression we*ll open up all

these areas. I can*t really say it*s done and

over.

Pomogkraphic tape
found in stolen VCR
The discovery of a homemade child-

sex tape in a stolen videocassette recorder

led to the arrest of the VCR owner on
charges of molesting a 9-year-old neigh-

bor giri, authorities in Los Angeles said

Thursday.

Ward Rafay, 28, was arraigned Wed-
nesday on nine counts of child molesta-

tion and one of possessing a kilogram of
marijuana for sale, and was being held on
$50,000 bail.

Two weeks ago. Rafay told police that a

VCR was stolen from his apartment in

E>owney, lOniiles southeast ofdowntown
Los Angeles. Deputy District Attorney

Dean Shotwell said the thiefsold the VCR
with the telltale tape inside.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Memory course helps
students boost grades
fiy Anthony Rao

u P r o f¥f I t n I X

10930 WEYBURN AVE.- WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 213 208-1384

Former University of Hous-

ton football coachJack Pardee said

it best: "This was so helpful to

several of my players, I am now
making the whole football team
take the course."

Pardee read about a memory
seminar held by noted memory
expert AlvinJackson and sent three

players who needed to pass some
important tests in order to stay in

school. UrKertain that anyone can

be taught photographic memory,
Pardee sent athletk: department

academic advisor Dr.James Beriow

as an observer.

In one three hour session Mr.

Jackson took three college fresh-

man, whose college entrance exam
grades were so poor they are ikx

allowed to practice football, and
transformed them into students

who can perform studying and
recall tasks as well as the brightest

students on campus.

Since Dr. Beriow took part in the

class, he admits his recall and
memory inaeased sixfold. He
wishes Jackson's course was avail-

able when he studied for his

doaoraie.

To test the athletes* increase

memory, Jackson asked the trio to

memorize this number
9185952963092112 well enough to

recall it in 1 3 weeks. It took them an
average of 2 minutes. This reporter

attended the seminar and
witnessed them master French, Por-

tuguese, anatomy, names and
faces.

What impressed this writer the

most is how memory techniques

are used in reading and listening.

Jackson used a third year econom-

ics text book arKl I watched as

freshman read and recalled a whole

chapteron "MacroecoiKxmic Effects

on a Fully Employed Economy",

after reading it once.

"Contrary to popular belief peo-

ple are not born with photographk:

memories, it can be taught, I have

taught thousands. I have taught it to

those wanting to use it to increase

their G.PA. to those with perfect

G.PA.'s who wish to cut down on
study time while maintaining high

grades," Jackson said.

"Our present educational system

gives high grades to those who can

memorize. If you remember more
of what you hear in lectures and

remember of all of what you read,

you will get higher grades,"Jackson

added.

"I know many techniques and

teach my students the one that fits

them best. Right now all students

use the "Rote" memorization

system taught in school. Under

"Rote", you have to go over and
over what you want to leam. As far

as I am concerned, "Rote" is the

worst. What student has that much
time to repeat informatk)n enough
times to get top grades?" says

Jackson.

Jackson will be at The Holiday

Inn in Westwood on Tuesday, Fe-

bruary 20, in Suite #708 in the

Westwood Room. He will be there

one day fortwo sessions. One in the

morning at lOKX) A.M. and a second

session at 6:00 P.M. The tuition for

the 3-1/2 hour session is $5500.

JacksOn is only accepting 30
persons in each class on a firstcome
first served basis. It is worthwhile

and enlightening. You can register

by calling 1-800-462-8207. or mail

tuition to:

MEMORY SFJVIINAR

2553 Texas Ave, Ste C
College Sution, TX 77846
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Professor re-evaluates

lsraeli-U.S. relationship
By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

Israel* s strategic alliance with

the United States was re-evaluated

Wednesday by UCLA political

science professor Steven Spiegel,

in light of the recent thaw in the

Cold War.

The speech was part of Israel

Awareness Week II, sponsored in

part by Israel Action Coalition.

Spiegel addressed issues such as

IsraePs changing status in the

world arena, the Shamir Plan and

the immigration of Soviet Jews to

Israel.

In light of Eastern European

moves toward democracy, "Israel

(as a democratic country) is

becoming more appealing to the

___USSR and the U.S.," Spiegel said.

He predicted that in five years,

the United Stales and Israel will

have a strong relationship. *There

is only one way that relationship

will be weakened, and that is if

Israel is seen as less democratic,"

he said.

But Israel has a problem with

Palestinians who also want demo-
cracy, Spiegel said. Since the

beginning of the intifada m 1987,

the Palestinian uprising has caused

much tension between the two.

There are two alternatives that

Israel has, said history professor

Afaf Marsot in a phone interview.

One is for Israel to be a true

democratic state, and give the

Palestinians a state. *Their other

option is for Israel to not be a true

democracy and institutionalize an

Israeli-styled apartheid," she said.

"Liberation movements are

everywhere, and Israel needs to

join the world movement to main-

tain its democratic image," Marsot

said. "Now is the time to negoti-

ate."

*The peace process of the future

will be different in the 1990*s;

Jews and Palestinians will deter-

mine their future by what they do,"

Spiegel said. "Outside powers will

not have much impact"

"Israel (as a democia-

tic country) is

becoming more appe^

aling to the USSR
and the US."

Steven Spiegel

Another issue Spiegel discussed

was the Shamir Plan that proposes

an Arab and Israeli discussion of

elections in the occupied territories

for representatives within the

Israeli government. "I think the

Shamir Plan will move forward

and meet with Egyptians," he

said.

But "the Shamir Plan is not a

plan," Marsot said. The Shamir

Plan eliminates the role of the

Palestinian Liberation Organiza-

tion in negotiations, and the dele-

gates must be approved by Israelis,

she said. "(Israel) can't choose

who they do and do not want lo

negotiate with. After all, yester-

day's terrorists can become
today's negotiators," she said.

Referring to the immigration of

Soviet Jews, Spiegel said that "the

essence of Zionism is a refuge for

Jews, Soviet Jews now especial-

ly." Soviet Jews are afraid for their

lives and their immigration to

Israel is important to the USSR in

temis of the Soviet image, he said.

In fact, 1(X) senators requested

last week that Soviet leader Mik-

hail Gorbechev allow direct flights

to Israel for Soviet Jews, he said.

However, Soviet immigration has

been met with opposition by
'Arabs.

Marsot said that there is no
guarantee that Palestinians will not

suffer from an increased Jewish
population after Soviet settlement

is complete. Israel will need a great

deal of money to finance Soviet

Jews' settlement and will come to

the U.S. for the money, she said.

"Basically, American taxpayers

will finance Jewish settlement on
Arab land."
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Luncheon celebrates

Martin Luther King Jr.

Essay contest

gives.top dollar

to top scKolar

By May Wong
University Editor

The life and legacy of Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr.. will be

celebrated at the Sixth Annual
Ecumenical Black Campus Mini-

stry Scholarship Luncheon on
Tuesday.

The winners of the Anriual

Ecumenical Black Campus Mini-

stry Scholarship Competition also

will be awarded prizes of $1500,
$500 and $300 at the luncheon.

The essay contest was open to

all UCLA students interested in

writing a 1,000 word essay on
"Living the Dream: Let Freedom^
Ring! For Peace and Nonvio-

lence."

"A lot of students are only aware

that (King) was a civil rights

leader," said Rev. Kenneth J.

Flowers, interim executive direc-

tor of the EBCM. "But having

them go and do research will

hopefully cause them to learn more
about the man, the message, and
what he stood for in terms of the

philosopy of non-violence."

Established in 1984, the scholar-

ship provides students on campus
with more than just scholarship

assistance. "The underlying

motive is to make sure the students

are made aware of King's philoso-

phy, his whole concept of non-

violence and what he stood for,"

Flowers said. "For Dr. King, non-

violence was a way of life, not just

a strategy."

A panel of five judges, including

faculty members and adminisira-

tors, will read the essays, which
will be the contestants* "interpre-

tations of where we as a nation

stand today on those issues that

(King) spent his entire life working

on," said Beverly LeMay, one of

the event's organizers.

The keynote speaker for the

event will be Bishop E. Lynn
Brown of the Ninth District

Christian Methodist Episcopal

Church.

The event is sponsored by the

Ecumenical Black Campus Mini-

stry of the University Religious

Conference, which ministers to the

spiritual, psychological and social

needs of black students, faculty

and staff at UCLA, Flowers said.

'The EBCM provides a ministry

and a sense of support so people

can feel good about themselves."

The first prize of $1,500 was
donated by actors Daphne and Tim
Reid. Funding for the other prizes

will be from the luncheon pro-

ceeds.

The tax-deductible donation for

the luncheon is $20 per person.

Reservations may be made by
contacting Mary Lou Edwards at

208-5055 by 5 p.m. today.

Perrier, oat bran, Reagan
all dlsaoDear into the '80s
By Jerry Schwartz

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Put down that

Perrier and lime — the '80s are

over.
*

' Yeah, we know that you were
bored to tears by a googolplex of

decade-ending stories just two
months ago. Yeah, we know that

decades are arbitrary guideposls,

that by one count the decade
doesn't begin until next January.

But bear with us. It's official.

The '80s are history.

An inkling that we have entered

the 1990s came when the parting

of Donald and Ivana Trump edged
Nelson Mandela off the front page.

Many readers asked the news
media: "Why are you so obsessed

with these people whose main
interest in life, it seems, is flaunt-

ing the gold-plated faucets on their

yacht? Is this some sort of Trump
fetish?"

No. No less than William
Norwich, society columnist for the

Daily News, explains that the

Trumps deserve wall-to-wall

coverage because they were "the

couple of the '80s."

The couple of the '80s is no
more. Ergo, the '80s are over.

Cecilia Briones, a New York
banker, sees parallels between the

rise' and fall of the Trumps and the

couise of Wall Su-ect in the '80s:

"Everything went up and every-
thing has to come down."

Still not convinced? Go down to

your local boite and try to order a

Perrier. The fizzy drink of the

1980s — a beverage that sup-

planted the lowly club soda as the

pause that refreshed the ostenta-

tious; nearly 30 million gallons

were guzzled in the United §tates

in 1988 alone— has been recalled

in every one of the 120 countries

where it was distributed.

The culprit was benzene conta-

mination. No matter. No Perrier;

no '80s.

*r\\ just replace it. V\\ suffer

with Evian," said Astrid Sanai, a,

paralegal at a Manhattan law firm.

She and other health-conscious

citizens of the 1980s have other

reasons to be bummed to the max,
a phrase that never saw the end of

the decade.

Oat bran was the cholesterol

eliminator of the 1980s; in recent

weeks, scientists have said that this

unappetizing foodstuff may pro-

tect the heart, but only if it crowds

eggs, red meat and ice cream out of

your diet, not because it has some
inherent anti-cholesterol qualities.

The running, gravity boots and
aerobics that marked the 1980s

may have been on borrowed time^

anyway. The TV star of the 1990s,

Roseanne Barr, and her co-star

John Goodman represent a new
wave of corpulence.

A lot of these enterprises have

gone down the tubes. Blooming-

dale's, the department store of the

1980s, was caught in the declining

fortunes of Canadian investor

Robert Campeau. Discount sales at

Bloomie's? Adolfo at 40 percent

off? The trendy shoppers of (he

'80s weep.

Adolfo's most famous client in

recent years, size-4 Nancy Rea-

gan, has been replaced by the

larger, less fashion-oriented Bar-

bara Bush. We need not remind

you who George Bush replaced.

But it should be noted that the

former two-term president of the

United States — the man who
dubbed the Soviet Union the "evil

empire," another concept that

didn't make it into the 1990s —
was ordered to sit in a Los Angeles

courtroom on Friday and answer

questions about the Iran-Contra

case.

The '80s have ended— not with

a bang, not with a whimper. Not
even with a fizz.

S.F. quake
I I

for tsunami,

landslides
By Lee Siegel

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES -^ Fish
swarmed in a feeding frenzy last

year after Northern California's

deadly earthquafce triggered a

giant underwater landslide and a
small tsunami in Monterey Bay, a

scientist said Thursday.

Submarine landslides —
including one two7by-five-milcs in

size — suddenly exposed buried

worms, tiny crustaceans and other

creatures. That caused an increase

in the numbers and activity of
flatfish, rockfish. and deep-sea
perch, said oceanographer Frank
Schwing of the National Marine
Fisheries Service.

A small unmanned submarine
placed in the bay two weeks after

the quake found the fish "appeared
to be engaging in a 'feeding

frenzy' on the newly exposed . . .

organism^," Schwing and his

colleagues wrote in a study pub-
lished in the current issue of Eos,

an American Geophysical Union
pubHcation.

The researchers also reported

that a tsunami — or quake-caused
sea wave— measuring as much as

four feet from crest to trough

moved through the bay at a speed
of nearly 70 mph just after the bi^

quake, and water in the bay sloshed

back and forth for a day afterward.

The Oct 17 earthquake, which
measured 7.1 on the Richter scale,

was centered on the San Andreas
Fault about 10 miles northeast of

Santa Cruz, an extensively
damaged city located on the north

side of Monterey Bay.

While some estimates are high-
er, the U.S. Geological Survey said

the quake killed 62 people, injured

3.757, left 12,053 homeless, and
caused more than $6 billion in

damage in the greater San Francis-

co Bay region.

Tide gauges at Monterey and
eyewitness accounts from Santa

Cruz and Moss Landing provided

evidence for the tsunami, Schwing
said during a telephone interview

from Monterey. Moss Landing is

on the east edge of Monterey Bay.

Monterey is on the south side.

Tsunamis, which often incor-

rectly are called tidal waves, are

sudden rises and drops in water

level that sometimes make giant

waves crash onto a coastline.

As the Oct. 17 quake happened,

the water level in Santa Cruz
Harbor dropped about three feet as

water rushed out of the harbor,

probably because the quake lifted

underlying ground upward by
about four to eight inches,

Schwing said.

After water levels dropped

about three feet at Santa Cruz and

Moss Landing, they rose again by

about three to four feet, Schwing

said.

The tsunami moved across the

bay at 67 mph, and "took about 20

minutes to travel the length of the

bay from Santa Cruz to Monte-

rey," he said.

He said water levels at Monte-
rey Bay dropped about one foot,

then rpse about 1.5 feet

He said the tsunami and slosh-

ing were much smaller than the

normal tidal variation in Monterey

Bay, but bay cities were lucky the

quake happened near low tide.

"If it had happened at high tide

. . . there could have been prob-

lems,** he said.
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G Optometry AVest
2035 AVestwood Blvd

Tuesday is UCLA Day
If you have been putting off

your
VISION EXAMINATION,

E^^ery Tues. we augment our
staff with Dr. Jeffery
Lieberman, a UC Berkeley
graduate with over 10 years
experience in all aspects of
vision caire.

Preferential Appointments to

Accomodate Univ. Schedules

Dr. HARVEY R. TEMKIN
474-9551

Most Insurance Plans Accepted
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aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRGINCARE

-^ entitles ybu to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by CJCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

(213) 208-8188^

I

I

I

I

I

I

Goers & Coors Light

6 Pacl< Cans '

2 for

I

I

I

I

I

Coors Party Ball
- $25.95+tax

limit two per customer'

Easy Parking Full Liquor

1400 WESTWOOD BLVD.
3 Blocks South of Wilshire

rb REQUIRED

Coupon Expires 2/23/90 '

I

I

I

I

I
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WORLD BEAT ROCK N FUNK

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK CLOSES
WITH THE

NOON CONCERT TODAY
Cosponsored i)y Cultural Affairs Commission. GALA, and Student Health Services

(Don't forget ttie GALA Dance Saturday, February 17

from 9-12:30 at ttie Sunset Recreation FacUity

Deukmejian
will consider

shotgun bill

By Steve Gelssinger

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — The slate

Assembly on Thursday sent Gov.
George Deukmejian a long-stalled

bill aimed at reducing violence by
a 15-day waiting period

^fle and shotgun purch-
ases.

'

The Republican governor indi-

cated last week, after the measure

passed the Senate, that he would
sign the biU.unless it was changed
drastically, I>eukmejian spokes-

woman Susan Trowbridge said.

The Assembly simply concurred in

Senate amendments without
changing the bill.

Enactment of the legislation

would make California the Hrst

state to require a waiting period for

police background checks on both

pistol and long-gun sales, accord-

ing to the measure's author,

Assemblyman Lloyd Connelly, a

Sacramento Democrat.

The bill, AB497, was approved
42-25, barely gaining the 41 votes

necessary to pass it to the gover-

nor.

The measure was one of a series

of gun-control bills that were
introduced last year after drifter

Patrick Purdy used a military-style

assault rifle to kill five Stockton

elementary school students and
wound 29 other children and a

teacher.

Some of the gun bills became
law, including a measure that

restricts possession and sales of

assault weapons, but Connelly's

proposal bogged down last year in

the Senate in the face of heavy

lobbying from gun groups.

If the bill becomes law, Con-
nelly said, **It will save lives this

very next year.**

SRI SWAMI
SATCHTOANANDA

**i

speaking on

'MASTERING
THE GAME OF LIFE"

He's rarely in Los Angeles—
don't miss this chance to

hear a wellrknown, well-loved

Master of Yoga. His
spontaneous, multi-faceted

talks are always studded
with sparklinggems of

wisdom and humor. Come—
and bring a friend!

MON., FEB. 19, 1988
7:30 p.m.

Donation: $10 at the door
(no advance tickets)

UNTTY-BY TH&SEA
1246 - 4th Street

Santa Monica, CA

Spon9ored by the

Integral Yoga Teaching Center

of Los Angeles

For further info: (213) 462-6816
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strative representative to council.

"Hopefully, Gardner will
respect the rights of students in this

matter and not simply decide
before we have a chance to act, like

the Regents did to UCSA about the

rcg fees earlier this year,** said

Financial Supports Commissioner
Sam Kaufman.
The UC president is advised by

the Council of Chancellors, who
have expressed ambivalence tow-
•ard thcrlfcc;

'

J

Young has historically been in

favor of student decisions regard-

ing this issue, and Sarvey wrote
him a letter earlier this week
asking for Young*s continued
support.

However, other council meih-
bers expressed concern over
Young*s recommendations.
Kaufman said he thinks the

chancellor is contradicting him-

self. Young is telling council that

he wants student support, while

trying to appease Gardner, who
doesn*t want the negative check-

off fee, Kaufman said.

Along with the negative check-

off issue will be a measure to

determine student support fQr

CALPIRG.
'The twb issues are related

because without the negative

check-off, CALPIRG won*t stay at

UCLA,** Sarvey said. CALPIRG
has indicated that it will be unable

to collect enough funds using a

positive check-off fee.

Student Welfare Commissioner
E>ean Poulakidas said he would not

support any legislation allowing

negative check-off fees. But he
would also be disappointed with

CALPIRG if the group left campus
as a result of the removal of
negative check-off fees.

"I want to see the Regents, the

chancellor and CALPIRG abide by
the wishes of the students,** said

Facilities Commissioner Judy Her-
nandez.

CHANCELLOR
^ FjoiTi page 1

the Berkeley campus.

The UC Berkeley campus, rec-

ognized not only for its academic
performances but also its history of

student political protest, has

32,000 students and 1 1,000 faculty

and staff employees. It is consid-

ered the most ethnically diverse

major university in the nation.

- Heytnan, speaking after

announcement of the selection,

said Tien faces "one of the greatest

challenges in the world.**

"Berkeley is a place where you

always walk on eggs.** he said. "I

hope he will scope out some major

things he wants to work on and not

get mired down in administrative

details, which is so difficult.**

Tien is an internationally recog-

nized authority in heat transfer

technology and a member of the

National Academy of Engineers,

his rield*s most prestigious profes-

sional association.

While at Berkeley, he won the

distinguished teaching award and
was honored for his scholarship in

West Germany. Japan and China.

He came to the United States in

1955 after earning a bachelor*s

degree at the National Taiwan
University. He received his docto-

rate from Princeton in 1959, the

same year he joined the Berkeley

faculty.

As vice chancellor at Berkeley,

he is credited with solving a

lingering controversy with govern-

ment agencies and animal rights

activists by helping raise money to

build one of the top-rated campus
animal medical research centers in

jhe country.

in support of AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

NOON CONCERT
v

NAKED RHYTHM
, feb. 16 at 12:00

In

BRUIN PLAZA

GREAT ROOTS REGGAE ON TUESDAY 2/20
RAS MICHAEL & THE SONS OF NEGUS

paid for by USAC- your student government

1£B
UCLA Peer Health Counseling Presents:

FREE HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE SCREENING

Are you Stressed? Do you have a family history of high

blood pressure? Are you a Smoker? These are a few

reasons why you should check your blood pressure

periodically. Even if you said no to these questions, now
is the time to check and maintain your healthy heart!

WHERE: Luvalle (Toute de Suite)

Ackemian__
John Wooden (F.I.T Tables)

WHEN: M-TH 10-2 pm

V

For more Information

CALL or VISIT

401 Kerckhoff M-F 9-5

825-8462

sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Health Service
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Viewpoint

Lithuania will reclaim its independence

/

By the Litiiuanian Student Association

As a wave of demcxn^cy swept through
Eastern Europe this past year, Lithuanians/ as
well as Latvians and Estonians, looked on with
a tremendous hope that their Baltic countries

could also one day slip away from the grip of
Soviet domination and once again enjoy inde-

pendence. Mikhail Gorbachev's apparent posi-

tion to disallow such sentiments from creeping

into his union did not lessen the Lithuanian
desire for independence; it only further con-
vinced Lithuanians that independence was what
they needed.

The current situation in Lithuania reminds its

citizens of a very similar one in 1918 when'
after 123 years of Tsarist Russian rule.

Lithuania was able to declare its independence
on Feb. 16. Today this date not only serves as

a glorious reminder of the fireedom Lithuania
experienced from 1918-1940, but also as a

tremendous inspiration for Lithuanians who are

set on reclaiming independence in the near
future.

Behind the current drive for independence
lies the core belief that Lithuania rightfully

deserves its own form of government because
it was incorporated against its will into the

Soviet Union. On Aug. 23. 1939, the USSR
and Nazi Germany signed the Molotov-Ribben-
trop Pact which divided up parts of Eastern

Europe between these two powers. Lithuania.

Latvia and Estonia fell under the Soviet sphere
of influence. Within the next year the Soviets

had succeeded in forcibly annexing these three

independent nations and converting them against

their will into the 13th, 14th and 15th Soviet

republics.

Through the Stalin years, the Soviets sought
to exterminate the Lithuanian population and
annihilate the Lithuanian culture. As a result,

over 10 percent of occupied Lithuania's popu-
lation spent time in Siberian labor camps.
Thousands lost their lives in the name of
rehgion or patriotism.

Authoritarian rq>fession of Lithuanians con-
tinued up through the '80s. I>espile their

exorbitant efforts, the Soviet occupiers never-

theless failed to dilute the population, culture

and religion of the Lithuanians. Although
Russians^ ]were relocated to Lithuania, the

percentage of Lithuanians in their republic

remained high at 80 percent The Lithuanians

had managed to preserve their ancient cusionis,

arts and language. Lithuanians continued to

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hail

308 Westwood Plaza
l-os Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898

love their country, practice their religion, and
long for their freedom. They anxiously waited
for the day when they could publicly express

themselves without having to fear painful

repercussions. ^ >

TTie appearance of Mikhail Gorbachev and
his policies of glasnost and perestroika pre-

sented Lithuanians with a perfect political

opportunity to express openly their opposition

to Soviet occupation and to argue cogently

their right to self-determination. The Lithuanians

-cealized that Gorbachev's rhetoric often

revolved around the notions of democracy and
historical accuracy. The Lithuanians therefore

argued that if G(x1)achev indeed supports

democracy, he must allow for the Lithuanians

themselves to determine their own political fate.

And if Gorbachev honestly believes in histori-

cal accuracy, he must admit to the illegal

incorporation of the Baltic States into the

Soviet Union and act accordingly to undo these

injustices. If Gorbachev wishes to live up to

his rhetoric and avoid being labeled a hypo-
crite, he must recognize the right of the

Lithuanians to decide their own fate.

Under Gorbachev's rule Lithuanians have
regained many liberties which had been previ-

ously banned. The national anthem and the

yellow, green and red flag of independent •

Lithuania have been restored to official status.

The Cathedral of Vilnius, which had been
converted to an art museum, has been returned

to the Catholic Churoh. The Lithuanian lan-

guage has rq)laced the Russian language as the

official national language. Much has been won,
but judging from the hundreds of thousands of

people who attend political rallies in* support of

freedom in a capital city of 600,000 people,

Lithuanians will be satisfied with nothing short

of independence.

Realizing the secessionist desires of the

Lithuanian populace, Gorbachev visited

Lithuania last month in an attempt to convince

the people that it is in their best interest to

remain in the Soviet Union. After three days

Gorbachev returned disappointed, having done
nothing but indirectly strengthen the unity and
conviction of the Lithuanians.

The Lithuanians realize that if they are to

achieve independence, they must do so by
themselves. According to their understanding,

most world powers are satisfied with the status

quo of the world's current political situation

and would risk little to endanger its stability.
» ^

See Utliuania, page 11

A'
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Diverse campus entities

must become unified
By Josh Crandall

*

For a moment, 1 would like to look at interdepartmental

communication on campus. From almost four years of direct

experience at UCLA, I have observed many inclinations for

people to downgrade branches of UCLA to which they do not
belong. This creates a non-functional communicative system on
campus. Bom out of obvious differences between departments,
people are quick to conclude that there is nothing beneficial to

learn from these opposing groups.

Instead of erecting interdepartmental walls preventing the

mutual respect and integration or various dissimilar divisions at

UCLA, we should recognize, appreciate and incorporate depart-

mental differences in order to receive multi-perspective techniques
of understanding and learning that are essential in our modem
educational setting. This does not conflict with specialization of
departments; in fact it should create a more complete knowledge
of each subject.

The strength of UCLA is a result of the summation of all the
parts creating a synergistic whole. Looking at the entire campus,
I am in awe of the proficiency of each of the departments. It is

hard to think of another institution as well-rounded. Each of the
students and professors, doing the best for, themselves, empowers
and increases the prestige of the establishment, which in turn

benefits the students and faculty members. It's a very special

symbiotic relationship. There is no need for animosity and/or fear

between departments. ^ .

Slicing down the torso of UCLA's cafnpus is Bruin Walk,
commonly referred to as the 38th parallel, the "Mason-Dickson
line," as a friend called it, or more appropriately, in our case,

the Young-Dickson line. At this schism, artistic creativity and
^ systematic logic are separated and categorized as opposites. This
opposition is clear to everyone associated with UCLA.
On a different scale, another set of opposites is clearly visible,

but not alluded to as frequently — the ftOTC training area and
the dance building. These two dichotomous departments attract

two groups of equally different types of people and heaven
forbid that a dancer would be interested in what an ROTC
practices or vice versa. And yet, as a consequence of their

juxtaposition, the departments are reminded of each other
constantly. Rather than liken one to the other, these departments
tend to stay on their own turf. Although these two departments
look, supe;rficially antithetical, I would like to point out a
commonality.

The similarity of the ROTC training/dance opposition is bom
out of a broad definition of dance: rhythmic physical movement
through space. Resulting from my interpretation of Alan Lomax's
film on Choreomeirics, a survey on dance styles around the

world, and other sources, I have realized that defining dance
further would discredit various authentic dances from the genre.
For example, how many common characteristics do Blue Ridge
Mountain clogging, Brazilian Candomble dancing, and Balinese
Warrior dancing share? These are only three of the countless
styles of dance flourishing around the globe.
Most ROTC training should be included in this category of

dance, and might even be considered a type of nationalistic

dance as well. Observing the soldiers' choreographed movement,
I'm aware that their dance fonm requires concentration, agility,

use of props, and precise control of the body. Shnilar to other
dance forms, mastering the technique requires rigorous training.

While this common trait of movement is deeply rooted, by no
means do I wish to confuse these two seemingly polar opposites,
but merely point out one of their frequently overlooked
similarities. Instead of recognizing this and respecting what the
other is practicing, it seems that the two departments have a lot

of prejudice for one another. But why?
It is time to progress. We must utilize all of our surroundings

and recognize their significance. Instead of voluntarily electing to
barricade one department from another, UCLA must respect its

own various pursuits and leam from their successes and failures

as a whole. It cannot be art versus math, or the esoteric, abstract
undertakings which are of no use (north campus) against the
reiterations of age-old theorems and practices (south campus)
anymore, but instead, artists employing systematic experiments
with color and texture, and mathematicians working with numbers
in a new light.

Crandall is a senior majoring in world arts and cultures.
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\ twin $ i>uble the pleasure, it fun
We were astounded

when we met each
other. Neither of us

knew we had a twin brother

and the discovery was quite

shocldng.

It was only two years ago
that our aquaintance was made.
Indicative of our gene pool,

we were both fashion con-

scious and happened to be
shopping for leg warmers at

the same store. In fear of
clashing, we approached each
other, mistaking our twin for a
mirror image. The illusion may
have succeed^ without us ever

knowing had one of us not

been hit in the face with a

large tumbleweed gone astray.

We were stunned.

A quick introduction revealed

we were both named Scott

The moment could not have
been more awkward, for who
knows how many other times

we had mistaken each other

for a mirror reflection? The
thought of a stranger being in

the room while you*re engag-
ing in a post-shower pectoral

flex is most unnerving.

We continued talking and
decided that we would have to

consult our parents and find

out more about this mysterious

kinship. Oiu' findings were
overwhelming.

'The story begins in 1968.

The Greenberg Twins
There —

*

"No, you're wrong, Scott. It

begins in '69."

"What are you talking about,

Scou? It was in '68."

"Sorry, Mister. "I'm always
right. It was in '69."

"Whatever. May I please

contiriue?"

"fie my guest"
Anyway, in the late sbcties,

a group of Nobel prize win-

ning scientists and professors

from around the world congre-

gated to conduct the most
ground-breaking and controver-

sial experiment in genetic engi-

neering ever conceived.

The experiment was in

response to a report published

in a UCCC (University of
California, Culver City) medi-

cal journal, predicting a major

decline in the number of banjo
players over the next fifty

years. The report suggested
that this decline could have
devastating effects, leading to a
mass emigration from Tennes-
see. Something needed to be
done — fast

Thus, a team of top genealo-

gists set out to engineer the

most brilliant, prodigious banjo
player ever. The process was
incredibly complex, requiring

the scientists to combine the

chromosomes of the world's

leading banjologists into one
seminal compound. The experi-

ment was the object of much
skepticism, however, as many
speculated as to whether or not

banjo players could sexually

reproduce in the first place.

Fortunately, fertilization

would happen in a test tube.

The only remaining task was
to select prospective mothers. -

Both of our mothers were
friends in college at the time.
In need of extra money, they
often volunteered as research
subjects for their professors.

Once cured of their persistent

jaw clicking, however, they

,

had to seek an alternative

experiment

The two women were impre-

gnated and carefully monitored
over the next nine months.

When birth finally came, they

had to swear to never let the

two children know of the

other's existence, as this would
hinder their development and
lessen the chance of them
acquiring their destined talent

Since birth, our Uves have
been more or less normal. Our
great ability for playing the

banjo was supposed to emerge
on its own. Thus far, neither

one of us has any musical

talent, though Scott can play

"Purple Haze" on the harmoni-
•eai.—-'^- •- :-- •• r-v-.-

The experiment obviously

failed. Still, we are both grate-

ful for now having discovered

each other. In the last two
yean we've become as close

as brothers can be. Which is

not to say there hasn't been
some conflict

Viewpoint

Preserve the existence of the State of Israel
By Yaron Eiad

Never has the reason for the

existence of the State of Israel

been more clear than it is

today. As the Soviet govern-
ment relaxes its stranglehold on
its citizenry, we are witnessing
a mass exodus of Jews from
the Soviet Union. This relaxa-

tion of rule has been accom-
panied by the rise of an

atmosphere similar to the one
that pervaded Europe at the

turn of the 20th Century.

Relaxation of an authoritarian

regime often leads to the rise

of the radical, previously

suppressed fringes of society,

often espousing extremist ideas,

and not hesitating to act on
their beliefs. Recent events in

Azerbaijan illustrate this point,

as Muslims vented latent anti-

Armenian sentiment in a brutal

show of violence and disregard

for Kremlin authority.

Interestingly, Jews living in

Azerbaijan encountered similar

hostility. "First the Armenians,
then the Jews," they were told,

and many fled to Moscow and
other "safer" locations in the

Soviet Union. Yet Jews are by
no means safe in Moscow, or

anywhere else in the Soviet

Union. As was the case in

tum-of-the-century Central Eur-

ope, nationalist movements are

emerging everywhere, with

anti-semitism a dominant com-
ponent of the fascist ideology.

Members of one of these

movements, Pamyat, have
jeered and harassed gatherings

of Soviet Jews, threatening

violence and pogroms. Indeed,

leaflets have circulated in

Leningrad calling for attacks

on Jews on May 5.

In the "best" of anti-Semitic

U'adition, Jews have been

blamed for the ongoing eco-

nomic crisis in the Soviet

Union. With its emphasis on
freedom and civil rights, Gor-
bachev's perestroika policy has

made great strides at bringing

democracy and freedom to the

Soviet Union. Yet it has sadly

created a situation where life

in the Soviet Union has

become increasingly dangerous
and unbearable for Jews.

what was on his mind. Some
escaped, yet most could not
find anywhere to go. There
was no Israel then, and the

gates of Palestine were closed

to Jewish immigration by the

British colonial rulers that

controlled Palestine at the time.

Six million murdered Jews
later, (and for many other

reasons) there is now a Jewish
State.

settle these Jews in the west
Bank or Gaza; Soviet Jews are

free to settle wherever they

wish. As in any democracy,
Israel places no limitations on
where its citizens choose to

live. Furthermore, out of the

last 12,000 Soviet immigrants,
less than 100 have chosen to

live on the West Bank. Soviet

Jews simply do not wish to

live in an area where they

would be the brunt of daily

violence.

Secondly, a Soviet Union
that is so eager to relax its

limitations on its citizens will

not be overly eager to limit

the emigration of Soviet Jews,

In the **best:^' of anti-Semitic tradition, Jews have
been blamed for the ongoing economic crisis in the

Soviet Union. With its emphasis on freedom and
civil rights, GorhsLchcv^s perestroika policy has
made gieat strides at bringing democracy and free- ^-cspeciaiFy h\ ught of the evi-

dom to the Soviet Union. Yet it has sadly created a
'^"* ""'' """" ««.. -^.,o«.

situation where life in the Soviet Union has become
increasingly dangerous and unbearable for Jews.
Luddly, the Soviet government has opened the gates

for emigration, permitting Jews to leave and essen-

tially save flieir lives.

Luckily, the Soviet government
has opened the gates for emig-
ration, permitting Jews to leave

and essentially save their lives.

Yet there is only one place

in the world today that will

accept these Jews, and that is

Israel. The Bush Administration

has placed a ceilirtg on the

number of Soviet refugees it

will allow into the United

States, and the backlog is

immense. One reason Israel

exists is precisely because of

situations such as these. The
Jewish people have learned

that the only way they can

preserve their physical and

cultural survival is to act on
their own behalf.

When Hitler rose to power
in the 1930s most Jews knew

This viewpoint abounds with
parallels, and there is one
more. In the 1930s the Arab
governments were the ones
largely responsible for the clo-

sure of the gates of Palestine.

They relentlessly lobbied the

British government to prevent
Jewish immigration to the

Jewish homeland. Today, the

Arab nations have sent delega-

tions to the Soviet Union and
the United States to prevent

the exodus of Soviet Jewry to

a safe haven from anti-semi-

tism. Their argument is that

the Israeli Government will

settle the Soviet Jews in the

occupied territories, thus creat-

ing "an obstacle to peace."

For one thing, there is no
concerted government effort to

dent and rising anti-semitism in

the country. The Soviet Com-
munist Party has recently made
a commitment to democracy,
one that has won the admira-
tion of the entire free world.
The legitimacy of a demo-

cratic Israel and Zionism has

always been evident to those

who believe in the right of the

Jewish people to life and self-

determination. The attempt to

blur the issue of the legitimacy

of Jewish existence and self-

determination by tying it to the

future of the West Bank and
Gaza is only an attempt to

de-legitimize these rights.

An Arab stance that accepts

Soviet Jewish immigration to

Israel is one that may accept a

two-state solution of Israel

alongside a Palestinian state.

An Arab position that seeks to

stop Jewish immigration to

Israel is clearly a position that

rejects Israel's right to exist.

Elad is a senior majoring in

psychobiology and Jewish Stu-

dies.

Ever dreamed of seeing ^our opinions on the pages of 22,000
)aily Bruins? Maybe you've had the urge to |x>int your finger at

ihe viewpoint page and prcKlaim, "Look — I wrote that!"

simple.

Just drop your typed or neatly handwritten letter off at the

^
, K r-o prcKiaim, "Look — I wrote that! receptionist's desk in 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall. Of course, don't forget

Well, stop daydreaming! Don't be afraid! Give it a try! It's to add your name, major, year^and registration number.

' The greatest obstacle we've
ever faced iii our relationship

was a common love for a girl

named Paula Russell. We were
both crazy for her, and our

passion and obsession almost

tore us apart.

Paula was a year younger

than we were, but her intellect

and beauty made her seem
timeless. She was a conserva-

tive girl, though rumor had it *

she'd been seen taking moon-
light strolls with a french

bread. She was a real gem.
Before it was too late,

however, we realized what was
happening to us and decided to

compromise. We would take

turns seeing Paula, and never

reveal that there were actually

two Of us. After a short time,

however, our plan backfired as

Paula complained that she

wanted her companion to be
both a lover and a friend; we
couldn't decide who would be
the latter.

The whole experience

brought us even closer. We are

no longer just brothers, but

best friends as well.

. "I love you, Scott"

"I love you too, Scott."

Greenberg is a sophomore
double majoring in musician

reproductive systems and musi-

cian reproductive systems.

Lithuania
From page 10

This explains how the U.S.
government, which since

World War II has main-
tained a policy of non-rec-

ognition of the Soviet

annexation of the Baltic

states and considers
*

Lithuania, Latvia and Esto-

nia to be occupied nations,

can stand back and say that

these countries' quests for

freedom are "internal

affairs" of the Soviet Union
and should thus be solved

by the Soviets.

Elections scheduled in

Lithuania for Feb. 23 will

constitute a large step tow-
ard greater autonomy. The
elections are the first ones
in which popular non-com-
munist parties are entering

candidates and will prove to

be a great defeat for the

waning communist party.

The majority of the victors

will be those who have
openly expressed their views
for iiidependence.

It is only a matter of
time until Lithuania, Latvia
and Estonia attempt to

declare their full indepen-
dence from their occupier.N

the Soviet Union. The step

should not be a surprise

when it does occur and
hopefully it will be accom-
panied by the approval of
the rest of the world.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

'it
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L.

Arts

University
on CNN
CNN will feature a documen-
tary segment on UCLA's own
soap opera University Friday

afternoon at 2:30 p.m. and
evening at 10 p.m.

lune Pinheiro

2:30p.m. and 10 p.m. on Cabit N«wt
NttMTork. Channel 18 on Century CabI*.
Check your local cable listings for more in-

formation.

Music Center of Los Angeles County,

Dorottiy Chandler Pavilion, 135 N. Grand
Ave;, near 1st. St. Balcony tix: $25. CaL
972-7211 for more Infornwrtion.

Falstaf

f

Verdi's final opera based on
Shakespeare's HenryW Parts I

& II stars Ingar Wixell in the

title role of the poftfy knight.

Other singers include Rodney
Gilfry and Helga Dernesch.

Matthew Fordahl

Igby's

Check outthis hotcomedy club

which is sure to always pro-

vide free "pure" stand-up.

Currently co-headlining are

John C. McDonnell and Ed-

ward Jackman.

Tom Huang ^
11637 Tennessee PI.. WLA (213) 4787-
3553. $9 cover w/ 2 drink minimum.

Show begins at 8: 1 5 p.m. Universal

Amphitheatre, 100 Universal Plaza,

Universal City. Tix: available by calling

(818) 980-9421.,

The
Smithereens
Specializing in meat 'n pota-

toes rock 'n roll, they will be
playing tonight at the Univer-

sal Amphitheatre. Lead singer

Pat DiNizio's unique perspec-

tive on love isa quirky antidote

to Valentine's Day.

Damion O'Rani

Comptod By: JMon S. Stewart ALBERT POON/Oaly Bruin

The Daily Bruin and Paramount Pictures

THEHUNTFOR

T-Shirt and Poster Contest
continues into the next week.

Check last Thursday's Bruin for more details.

A brash in the hand: Sodeika's

paintings are for anything but the birds
By Jill L^er
Staff Writer

ART: Paintings and composite collages by Zita Sodeika At
the International Student Center Art Gallery through
February. 1023 Hilgarde. Admission is free.

Like Dead Poet Society*s John Keating, artist Zita

Sodeika is an ardent aficionado of new and unusual

perspective.

"We look at the same things, every day," she said.

"It's like we have a house, and every day, we walk
through the same door. But youWe got to look at

different points of view. I say one day, try climbing in

through the window. You'll see your house in a

whole new way."

Perched upon her proverbial windowsill, Sodeika
has attained a, ahem, birdseye perspective that gives

her paintings — currently on display at the UCLA
International Student Center — exceptional style.

Most striking among Sodeika *s work are her

renderings of great, plumed bird heads extending
from the most improbable of bodies (Adam and
Eve*s, a bejewcled San Francisco gypsy's, a TV
evangelist's, a beach-side roller skater's).

The artist, who immigrated to the U.S. from
Lithuania in 1934. said her juxtaposition of bird

heads and human bodies allows her art to illuminate

humanity in a slightly different light.

'There's a certain expression about birds," she

said. "Some are loud, some are perceived as not loo

bright, some are innocent looking. Their particular

expressions express a certain pathos of the human
condition."

Indeed, the pensiveness of a suit-clad sparrow, the

open-beaked mania of the evangelist eagle, the

oblivion of the Walkman-toting roller skater eleg-

antly, delicately capture humanity. Her singular

approach lends subtly to emotions that human facial

expressions could easily overstate.

Sodeika's unique examination of the human
condition is underscored by shrewd social commen-
tary, which, among other themes, explores material-

ism, female-oppressjon and the continuous cycle of

history.

The past's integral, ongoing role in the present is

represented by Sodeika's revamping of time-old

themes to show their modem d^y relevance.

Noting her two works Now what, Adam and Eve?
and You've come a long way Eve, baby, Sodeika

stressed the story's contemporary pertinence.

"We're still Adam and Eve," she said. "We're still

trying to eat all the apples. That serpent is 5//// a

menace." --^--^.^^-^ -~—

'

But if Sodeika is intrigued with the consistency of

the human condition, she's also interested in the

twists put into it by modem society.

While her beaked and feathered interpretation of

American Gothic retains Wood's stoic, serene

themes, she'^replaced the pitchfork with a balloon

— "because everything is so uncertain these days."

Ohio resident Sodeika said her observations of
modem humanity are particularly fascinating in

Califomia.

"Something is going on here," she said, noting a

Califomian pulse, a frenzy, a ihythm that continu-

ously "seems to be going faster and faster."

If Cahfomia somewhat represents the extreme of
the human condition, Sodeika's style enables her to

capture it

Her uniquely expressive incorporation of past and
present feels all encompassing— as though she were
looking down at the world from an elevated position.

Such a desk-top perspective would surely make
old Mr. Keating smile. Zita Sodeika's paintings combine humor and keen social commentary.

Music Film

Sunshine on idngmaRes^ pleasufe
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

As the winter weather has put a

chill in the air and overcast skies

have dampened our spirits, it's

good to have a band like the

Primitives around to spread some
warmth and sunshine into the

somber atmosphere.— With a perky and petite vocalist

named Tracey Tracey and a three-

piece accompaniment that slices

with a sharpened cutting edge,

these four Brits capture the spunky
spirit of pop innocence, while

simultaneously carving their own
exclusive groove in the rhythm
stick.

We're talking pop music with a

backbone. Bubblegum which nev-

er loses its flavor. Fluff with depth.

Now, how many pop bands can
one say that to?

With their latest LP Pure, the

Primitives keep one step ahead of

the times, taking pop into blos-

soming realms of sugar-coated

melody and oozing psychedelic

sensuality. Twelve tasty tunes

gleam brightly, beaming a glisten-

ing glimmer onto a musical collage

that remains long after the last

U'ack has finished.

"Well," says Tracey on a trans-

atlantic phone call from the U.K.
"It's nice to have a bit of variety."

Simple enough.

In '88, when the Primitives

made their domestic debut with

Lovely and the accompanying
single "Crash," a flirtatious bit of

pop wonder in itself, a surprising

simplicity and straightforwardness

outlined their musical sensibilities.

At the time, one could almost
hear sighs of exuberant success

The Primitives brir)g pop-art to the Palladium this evening, as they will be opeing for the
Sugarcubes.

when a Primitives song graced the

airwaves. And they did. And there

was.

Named No.l alternative album
in the U.S., Lovely went on to

storm the airwaves with a shower
of uplifting pop poUinization and a

subsequent standing room only

series of performances that

spanned from East to West.

Now, with Pure offering a

second cascade of sensible pop, the

Primitives are romancing the

American music scene once again.

Although, this time, there's not

only the comforting sound that

audiences have grown to fmd;

there's a newfound comfort which

exists within the band.

"Well, I think we all feel a sense

of maturity with this one," offers

Tracey. 'There's more of a sense

of confidence as well. I personally

feel a lot closer to these songs. And
I was able to really put myself

inside of the songs."

Not only has Tracey grown

further into the Primitives whirly-

gig of pop rhythm, but so have the

remaining members guitarisl/voc-

alist/songwriter Paul Court, bassist

Steve Dullaghan, and drummer
Tig Williams matured into a

tightly knit mosaic of melody.

On a track like "Sick of It," one

feels like the band has turned the

tables on time and travelled back to

a mystical, magical '60s daydream

of grooving guitars and gratuitous

garage grunge, weaving its way
through a seductively innocent
vocal presence. It's definitely

another step forward for the

Primitives.

Tracey reveals that many Brits

were a bit surprised by this one.

"People have said we're a bit

daring." says the vocalist. "It's a

song that differs from anything on
Lovely. But it's also a song which"
shows that we do feel more at ease
with what we're doing."

As the new year is getting off to

a chilly beginning for most of L.A.,
it's a comforting thought to know

See PRIMITIVE^, page 15

Richard Barthelmess and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in Howard
Hawks' early talkie 'The Dawn Patrol,' which screens at
Melnitz this weekend. Photo courtesy of Turner Entertain-

ment Company.

Archive screens early
Vitaphone sound films
By Jim Pickrell .

Staff Writer

The UCLA Film and Television Archives will be continuing its Dawn
ofSound: A Tribute to Vitaphone film series this weekend with recently

restored films from the eariiest days of talking pictures.

The Dawn ofSound films give us a rare look at an important episode in

film history, and represent an important part of the Archives' work in

film restoration.

Fibns showing this weekend include:

Saturday, Feb. 17:

Noah's Ark (1929). The juxtaposition of the biblical story of Noah with a

contemporary World War 1 storyline seems a little quaint, since neither

one is very contemporary. The special effects were considered dazzling.

Under a Texas Moon (1930). An early Technicolor western featuring

Frank Fay, Raquel Torres, Myma Loy, Noah Beery and lots of music and
dancing.

See VITAPHONE, page 14
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CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

>•*

•tT-

Your Record Store For 12" Dance .mports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 900A6 • (213) 651-0630

-J >r- « »i

MiomB
Why pay $4.00 lora drink?

Whyev»: pay todance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:
>. •

vS

Our new, m^et Pifcher $4.99

Ji$e Cuervo Budweiser

^iiu^iie Oraft

Coors tiabf
i$2,29 $2^
Corona/amsMiiifit/Molson

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • L.A. » 820-1516

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
• PERFORMING ARTS

Pilobolus Dance
Theatre

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 16 & 17 at 8:00 p.m.

Special Children's Matinee:

Sat., Feb. 17 at 2:00 p.m.

"A reminder to all of us to get a little silly now and
then" {Seattle Times),

Early
Student
Rush

Programs: *

Fri. & Sat. Evenings^
THE PARTICLE ZOO (1990)
LAND'S EDGE (198Q)]
DEBUT 0(1988)

Sat. Afternoon
THE PARTICLE ZOO (1990)
BONSAI (1979)
I'M LEFT. YOU'RE RIGHT, SHE'S GONE (1987)

Royce Hall

$28,24, 19; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat, Feb. 17

7:00-7:30 p.m.

Lecturer: LieweliynCrain

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:
(213)825-2953

^
MAY COMPANY ft MUSIC PLUS
(113) 4a»4a32 • (7141 740-2000

Program, dale, ttrn* and prtoat aubfact to changa. 9ludan( tlckato not avaiiabia at TictoiMaataf.

Ruah at ahonxlima for tludanla arnJ Sr. Cttizart* Oimttad avaiiatMUty).

Clothe
, I , ^ ,

'

- *-. -r -

a
Bruin!

Dally Bniln

readers spend

$4,068,180
on clothes

EVERY MONTH.

Couldnt your
business
fill a few
closets?

ADVERTISE
In the Dally Bniln .|

825-2161

CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read. Think, Sleep,

Sun - Wed 12 p^^ - 2 am
Thurs - Sot 12 pm - 4 am

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 473-5166

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr
DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYE$ $119 pr

B«L • WJ • Ceba • AO • UH • etc.

WITH CONTACrr LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

.LA. 9035 Venice Blvd.

HaWthome 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Mecj. Mgmt. Admin.

\

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

WANT TO PETITION INTO
r- THE FILM/TELEVISION

DEPARTMENT?
COME TO AN INFORMATION SESSION

FRIDAY, 16 FEBRUARY 1990
VIEWING ROOM 1 (ROOM 2586)

MELNITZ
1 P.M. TO 3 P.M.

LEARN HOW TO PREPARE YOUR
PORTFOUO.

MEET AN ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE. MP/TV

STUDENTS, AND THE DEPARTMENT
ADVISOR

PRESENTED BY
HONORS & UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
THE COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

-COUNSELING SERVICE
A316 Murphy Hall

206-6681

V

DELIVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

$8.99

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89
Op*n

Fri. and Sat.
until 2:00 AM
WeaMays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block —t of Barrlngton)

< I

I.S.O. WOWS
crowd with slick

razzle dazzie
By Parrel Ramsey
Contributor

Danc«: I.S.O. Dance Theater. Feb. 9.
10 at Royce.

I.S.O. Dance Theatre presented
an evening of dance last weekend
that featured a lot of splashy razzle

dazzle but little in the way ofactual
dance choreography.

Umen, the program opener,
began with two squatting men
dressed in white leggings on the

bare» starkly lit stage.

Created by simple lighting,

undecipherable sounds and con-
siderable comedic license, their

antics (ghoulish-shadow making
that elicited much audience laught-

er) would have been better suited

for a nightclub, a cabaret or a
performance art space than the

dance theatre.

Time Out, the evening's culmi-
nating piece, was another exercise
in the Solid Gold-ing of modem
dance. ^

It contained all the contempor-
ary dance forms (modem, pedest-

rian, social, hip-hop/break-
dancing, videography, ballet), but
its on stage development had little

to do with artistic choreography.

The underlying message of
Time Out seemed to be *lefs call

ourselves post-modernists and
give audiences all the hype they
can stomach (like fellow post-

modernists Mark Kostabi and
Robert Longo)*.

The work, which took more than
30 minutes to complete, demoor
strated that to be entertained, an
American audience needs little

more than flash and spectacle in

three-minute increments.

The elaborate costumes, explo-
sive lighting and ph'kntomish fog
were the superficial Wrappings of a

company that had nothing to

reflect about art or comment on
life.

In the dance world, there are

those (like Yvonne Rainer) who-
champion choreography without
form and premise. But these
rebellious performers, occasion-
ally fail to remember dance's
primary intention — communica-
tion.

Still, I.S.O. demonstrated last

weekend that MTV-style spectacle

sells -— even if it does lack depth.
The koycc Hall audience vora-~
ciously accepted all the entertain-

ment the troop had to offer— to a
tunc of three curtain calls.

VITAPHONE
From page 13

Sunday, Feb. 18:

The Broadway Melody (1929).
More musical stuff— in fact, this

is the flrst all singing and dancing
feature. With Charles King, Bessie
Love and dancers from the Zig-
ficld Follies.

The Dawn Patrol (1930). How-
ard Hawks' flrst sound feature, this

film is about WWl flying aces.

With Richard Barthelmess and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Little Caesar (1930). One of the

best early gangster films. With
Edward G. Robinson in the lead as

a brutal Chicago gangster trying to

climb to the top. A definite classic.

All Alms will be shown at

Mclniiz. Call 206-3456 for more
information.

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.

Dance

Pilobolus troopers perform
•Can't Get Started.'

IS troop
debuts woifc

at Royce Hail

DANCE: Pilotyolus Dance Theater.
Royce Hall performances Feb. 16, 1 7 at
8 p.m. SaL matinee at 2 p.m. Tickets
available at C.TO. $8 — $28. To
charge by phone, call 825-9261.

Pilobolus Dance Theater will

premiere its newest work this

weekend at Royce.
The Connecticut-based troop—

noted for both its originality and
collaborative approach to choreo-
graphy— will debut *The Particle

Zoo'* during Friday and Saturday
performances that will also include

numerous other company works.

In addition to **The Particle

Zoo," evening performances will

include "Land's Edge" and "Debut
C."

"Bonsai" and "I'm Left. You're
Right, She's Gone" will be fea-

tured as part of the Saturday
afternoon program.

Under the artistic direction of
Moses Pendelton, Alison Chase,
Robby Bamett, Michael Tracy and
Jonathan Wolken, Pilobolus cele-

brates its 19th anniversary this

year.

Their weekend concerts will be
preceded by a center stage lecture

by dance critic Llewellyn Grain.

Jill Leger

PRIMITIVES
From page 13

that the Primitives can add a much
needed warmth with their new-
found musical growth of Pure.

In fact, in support of the new
album and the second single

"Secrets," the Brit four-piece will

make a local performance at the

Hollywood Palladium this evening
opening for the Sugarcubes to

relieve some of that chill.

T̂he Daily Bruin

is printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
"I learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan.

"

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER

^
^Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
Including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
.

Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5;00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

1^

^—

1

VENERABLE MASTER HUA
Founder and the Chairperson of the Board ofl^custees
Dharma Realm Buddhist University, City of Ten Thousand Buddhas

Date Time Topic

Feb 16
(Friday)

Feb 17

(Saturday)

Feb 17

(Saturday)

7:30 - 9:30 pm Stop the War from Inside

\)t rt ^6 ^ ill ¥e ¥ !

9:30 - 11:30 am How to Leave Suffering and Attain Bliss

2:30 - 4:30 pm

io -{51 SI ^ # ^' ?

Chan Talk (Meditation Workshop)

f* IS ( ^ t¥ ig 1^ )

LOCATION: Room 2147, Life Science Bldg.
University of California, Los Angeles

For Further Information CaU: (213) 824-0089 (818) 774-9285
Sponsored by: Buddhism Study Group

(Lectures will be bilingual, English and Chinese)

"Truly recognize your own faults. And do not discuss the faults of others. Others*
faults tire just my own. Being one with everyone is called great compassion. ^

- Venerable Master Hua -

^^ _y
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Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Free

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL
Tou must be age 18 or older ex(:»ofiencing these Symptoms

for at least 1 month and in rtlativGly good health.* '

^ •Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AH qualified volunteers may be paid up to .

$400.00 for their paftjcjpation^

CARLTON HAIR needs willir^g rT>odels for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Frl, 12:30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

PARTY ANIMALS!! California Partywear has a
hot new line of t-shirts just for you. Send for free

catalog. California Partywear. Dept. 11A P.O.
Box 60009. Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Altadena #21,
Altadena. CA. 91001.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Miscellaneous

Westwood
Friends
(Quakers)

Meeting for Worship
Sunday 10:30 A.M.

574 Hilgard Ave.

.4IB^ Bibles - Book
Gifts.HM'O**

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Th-Sot 10 am - n pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Woybum Ave. LA 90024
206-5432

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

-WANTED 100 people. We'll pay^ to lose

10-29 Ibi In 30 days. Phone (213)658-4226.

Campaign Volunteeri Needed
to work congressk>nal campaign.

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors.

Ail Others welcome. Mr. Allen.

(818) 781-3016.

Mpfia Iota of 9(appa (Ddta
^WeCcomes

\ (DebSie Levpe^
Cfiipter (Development Consultant from fhticfiigan

We Hope you have a great zveekj

z
Ak«

MflB
Fri Siep SiaAr, AU SS25 t2:lS-l:lS

Ttica **3^r. Wed Fhrniliiii
rm casst 12:io-ik»

For akoholoi or kdMkmlk who tavi a

(219 3tT-OM Personal 10

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets

(GUITARIST, 20, chops zt\6 image for HR band
or new project. Gerry (21 3)824-2698.

Reseorcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

f FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
I AKFR^ ^ KINGSL./^r\cno CUPPERS-

face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Frm Ddimnf'B PhUtrnptiy: W* ^fmd* FKEK DEUVUtY to mmm m mmma Wa •fhr hmr44^mt mrnt*

9iM<M an ft9*, mIkty miUMipmuUu mmt. lAmt mktM it eomtu to mir UClA ditmta, mt mnI k$
giM M a etlL Rtmtmktr to mmtion ymm'rt /Hm UCLAttK

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

ESTATE SALE. Furniture, houMWiw, cblhet
itenu, accessories, etc. Nice stuff. Clll

(818)781-7533 far more into. .

UMSURANa WARI We'll beM anyone's prices

or don't want your buslnMt. Sports can,
nnjltiple tickcU, student dlscourtto. Request
'Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

462*2329 4e3-«SM

Lollipop,

This weekend is

my time to wine
you & dine

Qyou...

Irfl L<

cR^i**.

Love You!
101

Raccoon

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific denial work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problenrts,

7-1 1 years needed for IXILA research project.

Receive $20 and a free devebpmenUl evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 8 and older %vho have teeth

hypersensitive to heal, cold, air, and touch.
Canriot be using a tartar control toothpaste

curranlly. Will be rmqulnd to brush teeth 2x
daily with assi^rwd commercially avail^Mt
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

WMk period. One denial x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Denial Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 825-9792.

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four cvalualiorw during an eight

¥ttk period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter. 213-825-9792.

•l^onnal Healthy Boys 3-11 yevs needed for

UCLA research project. Rccthw $20 and have
a tcientiflc learning experience.
(213)825-0392.*

NORMAL, healthy male adulu, 18-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

MALE SUBJECTS
NEEDED

for respiratory
research.

Pay is $70.00 for one
2-hour session.

Subjects with a dark
skin color are

particularly needed.
Call Brian at 206-8891

for details.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS suffering from depress-
ion sought for free treatnf>ent study. Feleling

persistently sad, blue, hopeless or crying with
trouble sleeping, trouble concentratina ar>d

low energy may indicate that you are suffering

from maj« depressfon in netd of treatment. If

you are between the ages of 18 and 60 years
old and with no major medical illnesses, you
may be appropriate for a rvearch study
involving sleep manipulations and medica-
tions for the treatment of major depression, if

you mt interested In participaling in this

itudv, contact Martin P. Szuba, M.D. at UCLA
Medical Center at (213)825-0491.

^
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The Sisters of Chi Omega warmly welcome
our families to

FAMILY DA YU!
Saturday, February 17th

1-3 p.m.
See You There!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*Ali qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participatiofv-* .

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NIEEDED!

Right handed male and fiemale

nonsmokers between 21 and 30
years old who are low to

moderate users of caffeine and
alcohol are . needed 5or an

investigation of effects of alcohol

in intoxicating doses on learning

and problem solving. Subjects

will be paid $6/hour for up to 6

hours. No regular users of illicit

drugs nor persons with a history

of smoking, heavy drinking/drug

use, or alcohol/drug-related arrest

will be accepted. Bodi biological

parents must be right-handed.

Subjects must have had some
experience with mixed alcohol

drinks.

(213) 398-7948. 6-9 PM, M-Sat

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225. >

Call (213) 854-4951.

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN

THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKiM
STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INDIVIDUALS. PARTICIPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO 140 FOR 4 HOURS
CALL 213-825^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION. ASK FOR LARRY.

WONfEN AGE 18-39 NEEDED
Healthy young women age 18-39 years with very

irregular menstrual cycles or with previously

diagnosed Polycystic Ovarian Disease, are needed
for UCLA Research Study. Healthy young women
age ^8-39 years with regular menstrual cycles also

needed for control subjects. All qualified subjects

will be paid $50.00 for complete participation in

the study. Call (213)825-7755.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

< unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMj x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

Wanted 15

GUITARIST and/or bassist wanted by lead

singcrAeyboardist 20, for original rock band.

Influences Beatles, Police and Living Colour.

(213)475-0997.

Research Subjects Needed
Postmenopausal women needed

as volunteers for a National
Institutes of Health Sponsored
3-year study on the effects of
hormone replacement therapy
(estroaens & progestins) on
cardiovascular risk factors.

Call 825-9502
Ask for PepI

WANTED
&S people

We'll pay you to lose up to

lbs. in me
' No dntgt
* kij% *- - - - -NO mnfm
' Eni tM iMMto you Wia

^^^(213)281-6680

next 30 daysl
OockM r«o<anm«nd«4
100% gmr«nl»»d

Lost 17

IF YOU WERE PLAYING BASKETBALL at the

University Elementary school Friday, February

2 and accidently picked up my WHITE 1985
FIESTA BOWL SWEATSHIRT, I'd like it back.

SENTIMENTAL VALUE!! Bring to Daily Bruin

Sports office-IU Kerckhoff Hall. B25-98S1.

Mike.

Sperm Donors

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Can (213)273-2463 for Info shMt

Solons 21

WANT TO BE A MODEL?

Pro(es8k>nal hair care manufacturer is

\ook\r\Q for phot09enk: male and
female models for its packaging and

product lileralure. You must:

• Be over 18 years oM.
• Be wiling to have your hair cut &

styled 0)f top professional stylists

• Have true modeing potential

Contact: Hamilton/Low & Assoc.

213/47&4882 between 3-5pm M-F

Heolth Services 22

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(21 3)281.7484

We Acceot All I'eon Care Plans i

Opportunities 26

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. P/T, F/T. Earn UNLIM-
ITED income helping others SAVE rTH>ney! Call

(213)968-0807.

EARN E)^TRA \*ONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
M!iOn

C'.i i Anna
(H'8i Q8P 1883

IhfOL,ghoui I A benetif
Uor^ yOD' piirrcDcltiOr

4954 Van Niryi Bi«d Shirman Oain
Reciivi I frii gift «/ your pr« tcrten spot

Help Wanted
ACCC
ound
478-2541

30

OUNBNC aERCK- P/T flex., work ar-

i y4l schedule, IS hnA^k (213)

ANSWERING PHONES one day a %week.

Tuesday only. 2-4:30pm. $6.SG^r. Non-
smoking office. (213)474-1525. _^
ATHLETIC built females with cKeerleading,

gymnastics background for video productior^.

$20(yday. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! 32,00(Vyear income potential.

Details (1)602-836-8885 ext. BKBOSO.

ATTENTION: Beverly Hills prestigious fashion

photo agency seeks F/T asst. Light typing,

knowledge of IBM computer etc. Fun atnx>-

sphere. Call jane. (213)275-2858.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,00(Vyr Income potential. Details.

(1) 602^38-8885 Ext. T-8050.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER, M—f. 9-6, $6/hr to

drive Santa Monica- Beverly Hills, must have
(good) car and insurance. Very responsible.

(213)275-3835 day, (213)552-4734 evening.

BOOKEEPER P/T Post entries fro income,
expenses and depreciation for 4-unit apart-

ment house. $7.5(Vhr Mail resume to S.K.

Penton 1087 Moraga Dr. LA 90049.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERS AND MANAGERS. P/TOR F/T. CALL
(213)472-3287.

WANTED: VIDEO GAME FANATIC

Bozell Advertising is eager to find

a bonified video game enttiusiast

to keep us abreast of wtiat's tiot-

-wtiat's not. Excellent communtea-
tion skills a must. Prefer Market-
ing/Advertising background to

work on various assignments.
Familiarity with homeA/ideo games
a must! Ptione for information

[213)442-2473.izm

19 Help Wanted 30

BUSINESS aNTER. Help cmtomert at the

counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

afternoon. $5-$Mv. Beverly Glen Blvd, 3
miles north of Sunset. (213)475-0788. ^

CAMPUS REP. Flexible hours, wonr>en's per-

sonal safety/defense class, sales skills neces-
sary. Call Emil (213)275-2661. Beverly Hills

Karate Academy.

CASHIER/aERCK- F/T or P/T, all shifts avail-
" able. 7«)-11:00. Food store in village. Call

between 8-3 pm. (213) 208-1902.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

COMPUTER Hap NEEDED: PFS file on Apple
Ik: with printer. Word-processing. My h<x«e.
(213)454-3971, Carole.

COURIER for Graphics Lab. Great job in

relaxed environ. $7.50A\r. » .35/mile. Moms.
8:30-1 pm, own car and insurance required.

City Graphics. Brian (213)938-3744.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. $300-S900/weekly.
1-800-926-8447 ext. C1 110. "^

CUSTOMER SERVKIE REP. P/t. Must have
gpod people skills arxi well organized. Sat. till

2:00 a must. Call Dave at 475-1800

DRIVER with car wanted 6pm Mondays and
Wednesdays from WLA to Culver City.

(213)838-6087.

ERRAND PERSON- &6/hr. plus gas. Caman-
teed 5 hrs/wk paid, could be more. Hours
flexible. Referrences required. Own car. Live

on Westside. (213) 393-1802.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9anv5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FOXBASE/ DBASE programnr>er to work on
MAC-based brokerage client system.
(213)207-4102.

FRONT DESK POSITION, recently renovated
landmark hotel on Ocean Ave. Imnr>ediate

start. For upbeat outgoing professional. Call

Nan or Alex 9-6pm. (213)395-9945.

GENERAL OFFKTE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near
campus. Word processing, good English skills

required. Salary negotiable. (213)393-4585.

GENERAL OFFKIE- P/T, experience in xerox,
phones, and errands. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,
S6.5(Vhr. Call (213)477-3000. "

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refuTKl policies. US Covemnr>ent program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

KXY'S GYM FOR CHILDREN in Beverly Hills

teacher's assistant. MWTH and weekernis.
(213)855-0146. -

..
.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for summer day camp in WLA. Exper-
ienced with current WSI, ALS, CPR certificates.

Full-tinr>e summer, and/or part-time. May 15
thru June, 25. (213)472-7474.

MALE MODELS- Earn $10(Vhr. or more. Jock
and student types. Handsome, lean 18-25.
Cleanshaven face, lite body hair. Playgirl-

type magazineVnudity. Beginners welcome.
Brad (213)392-4248.

MANUFACTURERS Rep. need^ counter for

ASUCLA Bookstore. 8-10hrs. weeltly - Call
Diane (818)597-9762.

MEDICAL FRONT OFFICE- F/T, 9-6 MWF, 9-5
TTH. Salary open. Insurance billing, collec-

tions, peg board posting. BH Ortho Office.

Myma (213) 274-9221.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
Ihr-lurKh. Must have own car/lnsurarKe du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, LXTLA deliveries,,

UPS/Ted Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/Jim at Held/Jones Construction.
(213)825-9914 {S7/hr > mileage).

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ings for part-time, 20 hrs/wk messengers. Must
be depervjable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541, after 2p.m.

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational in-

stitutions. Some phone sales experience pre-
ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed for small busi-
ness. Must be Spanish/English bilingual and
type in both languages. TranspoHation to
mid-Wilshire required. Hours flexible
(213)386-4152.

POSTER APPLK:ATK)NS for Visa/Mastercard
arvJ Discover Card on campus. Earn up to $250
per response. Call 1 -800-95aVISA, ext. 83 or
1-800-932-0528, ext. 88.

P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start S6-%7.50A>r plus free
dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send fesume
vy/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 9006/'

r-9 W f
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United Parcel Service

THE UPS TEAM!

PERMANENT PART-TIME JOBS

»

4
«

I

*

* $8.00 PER HOUR STARTING SALARY

\ FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE

' WORK HOURS TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE

Apply In person:

Monday, February 19, 1 :00pm-3:00pm
3000 E. Wastiington BiAoi., Los Angeies 90023

(near Soto St.)

1201 W. Oiympic Blvd., Los Angeles 90015
(at tiie l-farbor Freeway)

E.O.E. M/R

,Now Accepting

Applications:

Santa
MONICA

- (DIKJE ;

INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - MATH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - ENGLISH

Contact Santa Monica College
(213)452^9321

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
conrHTiunication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY!
For a hardworking, responsible

student to work for a
businessman in nearby Beverly

Hills home. Student should
have good social and

organizatk>nal skills, some
accounting knowledge and

Macintosh computer experience.
Job can be ft or pt to suit

schedule. Living arrangements
can also be arranged. Pay

neoot. Also French speaking a
plus! Interested call Mark at

(213)662-2755 and leave message.

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOa
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood. has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun. fresh, and lively team
and help to make our first of many
"Dole" Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

, M-F
Earn S6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

"-* positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(2i3) 829-2900

CROWN & ANCHOR
British pub on Santa Monica

Pier is gearing for summer team
of employees. We are looking

Tor young energetic people for

waitstaff, bus people, bartenders

. & barbacks. Start at %4.25/hr.

(Oep. on experierKe)

Hours: 11:00 A.M. - Midnight

394-6385

P/T job available to clean ofnces. Flexible day
hours, need car and be energetic.
(818)785 6336.

P/T Of F/T flexible hrs, 8:3Q.5KX). Close to

school. Study and answer phones. $6.0Cl^r
commission, loel, (213)841-4058 office,

(213)559-8827 eves.

RECEPTIONIST P/T Light phones and appoint-
ments. Call Pat (213)278-8333.

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City Law
office. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.5Q/hr. Contact
Cofinne at (213)552-3312. ^

RECEPTIONIST/C^llery Asst. Great opportun-
ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-
ing, data entry, and phones. Wdkes negoti-
able. (213)820-8511.

RECEPTIONIST. 9-6pm Century City Ac-
counting Firm. Looking for a bright personable
person. Contact Susan (213)277-3373.

RECEPTIONIST- F/T or P/T , 9:00-5:30
S 6 . 7 5 / h r .

negotiable. Phone, xerox, fax. ExperierKe
preferred. (213) 826-1692.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT- P/T fclx., salary open.
Gather information from library. Good organi-
zational skills. (213) 455-0826. Bill lovejoy.

RESTAURANT inside luxury Century City club
wants full/part time food prep and delivery
people. *Must be willing to have fun. No
experience necessary. . Flexible hours. Steve,

(213)557-6926, 11 -3pm.

RETAIL SALES. Women's clothing. Sanla Mo-
nica. P/T, Tues. and Thurs. 11-6. Friendly

professional appearance. (213)395-2728.
(11-6).

RETAIL SALES F/T and P/T Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experience.

(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

SECRETARY or clerk needed for a small

busir>ess in Westwood Village. Experience in

light accounting and computer required. Very
good pay. (213)208-5225.

SECRETARY needled for 16-20hrs/wk. Need
good skills, short hand and computer experi-

erKe. Work with attorneyAvrlter In Santa

Monica office. Pay depend on experience

(213)461-3622.

SECRETARIAL help. PA for small medical-

legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(21 3)654-0999.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm r>eeds

full-Unr>e help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 day^week, transport 1 1 -year-old to

after school lessons, ar>d help with homework.
Hours 3:30-7pm TTH, hours on Friday an

aption. |6.5C/hr -f mileage, expenses. Car

required. Family 'Ives in Sherman Oaks. Camp
coUsding or ba ;y»itting experience a plus.

Call leanne at (213)765-0515.

30 Help Wanted

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housecleaners

* FuU A Part-time *

* Flexible Hour* *

*Lot« of Work*
Mep. Women. Studenu, etc.

Call C213) 453-1817

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films S oommerdab.
All types. 18-60 yrs. Earn edlra money.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 days/week, transport 1 1 -year old girl to

after school lessor^s and help with homework.
Hours: 3:30-7pm. TTh, hours on Friday and
option. $6.5G^r plus mileage, expenses. Car
required. Famly lines in Sherman Oaks. Camp
counseling or babysitting experience a plus.

Call Jeane at (213)785-0515.

SUMMER DAY CAMP located In WLA is

looking for responsible caring and energetic

camp. Counselors who have xperience work-
Ing with children ages 4-14. (213)472-7474.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, P/T, depen-
dent on skllls-$7-$9^r. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs dependable people
'with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Musi have
excellent phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (618)346-7702.

TYPIST, part-time, 10-20 hrs/wk. Transporta-

tion to office 3x/wk. Use own printer and word
processor. Excellent salary. Sharon
(213)278-2207.

VARSITY SWIM, & SOFTBALL COACHES
NEEDED. High school girls. Begin immedi-
ately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

Job Opportunities 32

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.

Ext R 8050.

MARKETING/SALES. Part time 5500-51500,
full time $2000-55000. Inc. 500 Co.
205-2631

.

SALES- Earn $2,000- 5,000 Vmonlh. Ground
floor, milti-level marketing. Delicious vitamin

mineral herbal beverage. (213) 281-4712.

UCLA Film/TV Gradu-
ate student seeks at-

tractive ladies any age
to interview video do-
cumentary on the in-

Jluence of physical

beauty in personal de-
velopment. Please call

Oscar
(213)305-1389

II! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Dates:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

Job nUe:
Apartment Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate
10 student apartment coordinators

and 6 student desk workers.
Coordinate Desk operation and

Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty
Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.
Must have strong interpersonal,

communication, and organizational

skills. Experience in Residence Life

or University Housing a plus.

Remuneration:
This is a 49% time position which
pays $600.00/month plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resume to Kathiyn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair «1, Los
Angeles, CA 90024. Application

deadline is Feb. 23, 1990.

30 Job Opportunities 32

Real estate entrepreneur
interested in help

designing business plan.

Person should have
background in marketing

or administration.

Creative energy and
organizational skills a

must.

Call Richard
(213)472-8229

internstiips 34

INTERN NEEDED to act as liason with writer

and National Publishing house. Will assist in

the promotion of a national tour for feminist

money book. Communications major pre-

fe^ed. Plea^ call (213)461-3622.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intern program. Call Laura for more
Information. (213)208-6869.

PAID INTERNS
P/T office work

ICentury City M-F
Work in Computer Cen-
ter an(j mailroom for

Legal, Accounting, and
Entertainment firms.

GREAT BUSINESS
EXPOSURE
280-9975

Child Carei Wanted 35

CHILD CARE, Light housekeeping. Warm
loving care for toddler. M-F, 8:30-5:30. Experi-

ence, Excellent refrences. Fluent English re-

quired, non-smoker. (213)393-1943.

DRIVE 2 CHILDREN, flexible hours, need own
car & insurance. (213)470-3228.

DRIVE 3 BOYS to school, from Westwood to

Santa Monica. Must have car & insurance.

(213)470-3228.

PICK-UP delightful child 2pm Monday, 3pm
T/F except holidays. Drop off or stay. $6/hr.

(213)207-5381.

PT BABYSITTER, Pacific Palisades, four

•ftemoons/wk, about 20 hours, own car.

References. $5-$M>r. (213)454-4726.

Apartments tor Rent 49

1-MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6 month
lease okay. (213)477-7237.

$595 FURNISHED bachelor utilities included.
Walk to UCLA. $695 unfurnished 1 -bdr. Close
to UaA (213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bcV2-bath
•f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, l-bath,
high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
T.V., garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD, $795At>o. i-bdrm. huge apt,

prinr>e location, 3-mln. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

MARINA DEL REY, $650, Studio, attrative

building, best area, Marina Del Rey Penlsula,
steps to beach. (213)306-9392.

ONE BEDROOM; $873.6Q^month + security;

utilities included; parking available; 5-minutes
to campus. (213)824-9735.

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,
central a/c, parking, new buildinc.
(213)839-4585.

PICO AND SAWTELLE. $55Q^mo. Single,
mtcfowave, unfurnished. (213)473-6265.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1795/nrH). (213)473-4272.

SPACIOUS studio $50(]^no. Room for couple.
Wllshire miracle mile 1 block to bus. 30 min to
campus. Security building. Unfurnished.
(213)939-601 7.

ADVERTISE
IN THE

CLASSIFIEDS
828-2221

^ k_

/
Daily Baiin Classified

Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. for Rent

"Palms
BSO 1 b«l^i btth
|in5 1 be(yi bath plus toft

[1050 2 bed^ bath
M205 2 bed/2 bath plus d«n

Baautituily dMorated. a/c. SKurily gated,
buM-in Stove, dishwasher.

1 mo. FREE RENT with one year lease
838-6516 or 5S8-4^«74 (mgr.) 478-4559 (offtee)

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator '—-r^

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath v

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

AFFORDABLE UNIVEHSITY
HOUSING

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS

SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS
POST MDs, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)
ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

873-1373
ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS

11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE
(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876
Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

VI/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator"dishwasher-
huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glerirock

(213) 208-4835

FURNISHED APT
1 BED / 1 BATH

Max. 3 (or fannily)

Short-ternn discount
rent. PooL gated
parking & entry.

Partial utilities paid.

530 Veteran
208 - 4394

ream.

.••.'•: -'
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Find the Apartment of^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^

Your Dreams. . .

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bGd/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Seeurity alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedroonjs

*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

,
.V J<>\

Advertise in the Daily Bruin

VAN NUYS-.1 5-20 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdrnVrA bath. 2 story townhouse.
$705/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3601.

^

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, $450/mo,
5-months lease or more. 633 Cayley.
(213)206-5920.

WKTWOOD. $143(ymo. 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)208 6020.

okh^d-
utlfities.

825-2221

Across from

UCLA
535 Gayley

Large 1 bedroom

$975
$50 rent reduction
with one year lease

208-3818

m
Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA bachel

wood floors, refrigerator, includes

$470. (213)206-6265.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.
BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8665.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-balh. Top floor. Dishwasher, M:. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD 148 South Scpulveda,
$79(Vmo., 1 -bedroorrVl -bath with fireplace.

(213)207-8789.

WESTWOOD, near Century City. Charming,
large, 1-bdrm. Hardwood floors, bay win-
dows. Garage. Lovely 5-plex. S95(Vmo.
(213)854-0146.

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedroon[i8

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadli^. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northrkige

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Northrkjge, CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Friday, February 1 6, 1990 19

49 Apt. for Rent

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WLA. SllOCVimo. Condo, 2-bdrm/rA -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave. (213)456-3629.

Apartments Furnistied 50

SINGLE, 2 Block walk west of UCLA.
$575/mo. 824-0532.

VENICE single $650/mo. Private kitchen and
bath. Share laundry, garden aixi fireplace.

Non-smoker. Walk to beach and gym. Frank

(213)399-9206.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathnr>ore. (213)208-3328.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

VENICE BEACH, $750, huge 1-bdrm, secur^
upper, hardwood floors, no pets. Parking! 24
Brooks Ave. (213)306-0988.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$! 700. Spa-
cious 2-bed^ 'A -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVlV» bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160. _^
WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security," no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave.- (21 3)479-5279.
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rour>ded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everythin>5, reasonable rales. (213)20€>-0303.

Apts^ to Shdre 54

BEVERLY HILLS. SSOO/mo. Large, fabulous

2-bed/1 V» -bath. Own room (furnished or un-

furnished) Near Wilshire. (213)476-9555
(David).

PRIVATE room and bath in Brentwood apart-

ment. Large rooms, high ceilings, new carpet.

$450. (213)820-9660.

WEST HOLLYWOOD/VH adjacent. 2-bed/
2-bath. Own roomA>ath in new security apart-

ment. Elegant/views. $55G^no. + utilities

(213)655-2366.

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroorn/ 1 -bath furnished apartment. Non-
srT>oking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204-4070, (213)473-2286.

WLA own room, $475, Feb free. Large, nice,

furnished, pool, laundry, share bath, female.

(213)559-8086

IHouse for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new —
buildings —

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking.
sundecks

•10-15 min. from
campus

•6 models to choose
from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

49 House 4or Rent 56

CHEVIOT hiLLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.

(213)839-3006.

WLA HOUSE. 6 month sublet. Near Westside
Pavillion. 2-bed plus large workroom. Quiet
street, fenced backyard, basketball hoop.
$100(VnfK>. -Kitilities. (213)664-5715.

House for StKire 57

BH ADJACENT. Large 2-bed,Spainish
styie,beautiful, full services available, gar-

age,rireplace, large backyard, porches, quiet

area. $500/mo. (213)658-8947/
(21 3>275-854l . '

House for Sole 58

OPEN house Friday, Saturday. Fabulous Glen-
ridg^ Arpian. $725,000 10-minutes UCLA
(213)278-2204 Broker.

WLA- Bright family home with charm. Uni
high district, near Ocean park area.

3bed/2bath. Formal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. The
Prudential Calif. Realty.

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer rental.

Furnished/ unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
prefen^ed. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE/light housekeeping. P/T or F/T.
F/T with salary. Venice/Robertson. Experience/
references. (213)836-7949.*—

i

HANCOCK PARK. Free roonrVboard in ex-
change for child care, light housekeeping,
^^o*^- W~ afternoons, evenings. Experierx:e-
refferences. (213)937-4760.

ROO^fVBOARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,
helper \6 healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

BRENTWOOD Own roonVbath. Laundry pri-

vileges. $430/mo. Large room with beautiful

view. (213)472-0149. '

PALMS. Single SSSC/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$750/mo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,
excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

VETERAN, $75/1 St month regularly $375.
Share room In 2-b(V2-bath apartment. Security

j)arking, jacuzii. partially furnished.
(213)206-3073.

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-
trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,
male. $450 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.

Roommates 65

2-BED/2-BATH. Corxk>-own room, security

building w/pool and sauna. Near Santa Mo-
nica & La Cienega. $675/mo. -» utilities.

Non-smoker. (213)657-7710.

BRENTWOOD, 2+2 spacious apartment,
share room, respomible female, security build-

ing, parking, fireplace. $300/month.
(213)476-8182

BRENTWOOD. 2-bccV2-bath. Mostly furn-

ished. Share w/non-yuppie professional fe-

male. $50Q/mo. -f deposit. Balcony over
canyon, pool, sunny, parking, no snwking,
little tv. lulie (213)472-6789.

CONVENIENT - University Apartments/
fcmale/$265. Free shuttle to school 2

bcd/2bth. Pool, parking, washer. Rhonda
(213)391-4004.

FEMALE NEEDED. Share bedroom with
another. Furnished. Walk to campus.
S289/rTH). 641 Gayley, 208-3046. Mariko.

FEMALE needed to find apartment with
another female in local area, around
SSOO/person. Days (213)208-0784.

FEMALE roommate wanted to, share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Brentwood. $42(Vmo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

I'M LOOKING for female roommates to share
a 1-bdrm apartment on campus. $30(ymo.
(213>208-4052.

LUXURY: own master bedroomA)athroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 - deposit, furnished.

(213)935-5800.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with
female. Few blocks from beach. $50CVrno.

(213)305 0188 after 4:30pm.

*^^^«te

/r^^^
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Roommates
NEED female roommate ASAP; $291.2(Vmo;
utilities included; 5-min. to campus.
(213)824-9735.

JDWN BEDROOM in house. S32lVmo. 3-mi.

South of campus. Near bus, laurxiry, Garage.
(213)474-7638.

PALMS, $425. Master bedroom and bath.

2-bed/2-bath apt. Quiet, nice. Non-smokers
only. (213)559-5021.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

QUIT COMMUTING! Room to share. $275.
Right across from campus. (213)208-0984.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-bedroom
duplex. Parking. $355/mo. 1385 Midvale.

(21 J)477«4045, (213)44 5-5 345,
(213)4^S4-8211.

WESTWOOD, $400, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-3
needed. Pool, Jacuzzi, view, walk to campus.
(213)824-1470.

WLA. $475.00. Spacious private room with

bath, balcony, secure carport. Available 3/1

.

Oliver (213)478-5380

WLA. Share 2-bedroom/ 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.
Available now. $597 +Vi utilities.

(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
"Wanted

May -- August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

O'Melveny & Myers
: Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack

^ 669-6717.

Condos for Sole 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bec(/2-bath unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitcheiV bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 $q. ft.

(213)337-1637.

NEW CONDO for sale- Quito, Ecuador. 2bdr.

den, IV* bath, security bidg. $25,000.
(714)960-7534.

Condos for Shore 68

SANTA MONICA. One room for rent in

2-bedroom condo. Close to beach. Female,
r>on-snr>oker preferred. $50C/mo. Call Ben
(213)452-4125.

Condos for Rent 69

CULVER CITY, &1 75C/mo, newly redecorated

lownhouse, 3-bedroom, den, 2'/i -bath, pool.

(213)281-6312 (day), (21 3)545- 7554(eve).

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures

Student discounts. For further information

1-600-526-9682.

Tennis 80

65 Insuror^ce

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

/lllstate"
Auto/Home/Commerciai

Westwood/Wilshjra Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of WilKhire)

If

Insurance

I HATE AUTO INSURANCT
ill do Ijiit .into iiisiiLip .

quiifM l)v I.) ji'i ,1

(HEE LUWER QUOifc i.A\\

' "'^•7ir5 icJ1S!.i42 1510

^••••••••••••••tljilr*^

Aufo & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnecllate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: feriKale 21 and
over $576/yr.; fennale

under 21, male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxj motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051
or 475-8355

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ItftI SAVEON

MB^wilMMO^BMl flft iftMB4MBJLOW
IBK

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

Movers 94

GREG'S nr»ovlng. We do all the nioves. Specia-

ilzing in student moves. 24hf. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice olt. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nxjving and delivery. The careful

jnovers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able, jerry (213)3915657.^

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring.special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

At lent ion foreign siudcnis

and taculty^gi^^

M0\ 1\G OVHRSIiAS.^

CaU WMS International

Small Shipment Specialists!

• Low Prices

• Customs ClcararKe

(213) 725-2500

Personal Service 95

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don't
Mi$$ Phone Cal IsOwn a private phone number
to receive messages. No equipment necesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3358

91 Services Offered

^^ Services Offered 96

r
BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

ElilTING SERVICE
All tubfecu. TheM^[DiMeftatioiM,

PropoMb •nd Books. Foreifa Studento
Weicpmc. ShaiDfi Bcat, PhD. |il3) 47D-6661,

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY bookshelves, closet

organizers, furniture, space saving designs.

Student rates. Tom (213)301-6627.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.

S7Ayr. Laser prints, $.6(Vpage. Culver City. Call

(213)836-5949.

DRESS MAKING/ALTERATION. Very reason-

able. Call after 6pm Wed & Sun all day. Gilda
(818)769-0989.

EDITING, etc.. ASSISTANCE all levels, all sub-
jects foreign students welcome. Call Research
Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.A.J journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

WESTWOOD CO N LAUNDRY
Allegations 'o^ men and wcTen

^^ Open 7 cays

7:0C an^- 9:30 D'^

^874 West'.vccc B'.

474-5233

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor who can present the

material In a comprehensible manner. Call

(818)905-9260. Ask for David.

FOREIGN STUDENTS. Qualified, exper-
ierxred, English teacher, UCLA teaching cre-

dentials. First lesson (or paper) free.

(213)399-5424.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian jft

(213)473-5441.
' n

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help wi.lh term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesson w»th this

ad.IVY league grads. Stanrrford Prep

(213)271-5181.

Typing 100

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 2S yean experience. Also offer

ethical auittance with writing problems
and tutoring in Engii»h, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207>5021

Arl ATTITUDE? Law graduate With Macintosh,
Laserpfjnter. Rc$unr>es ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by IXTLA. (71 3)208-695Tr~~

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACADEMIC Business, Professional. Word
Processin^Desk Publishing^ar^ac. From
copy or transaction. Lyndell. (213)827-3586.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)476-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -f prof^
sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1 793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD-PROCESSING, fast, accurate,

spell check. Laser printer. $1.50/page.
Monica/Santa Monica. (213)392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, DissertatioTH, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spcllcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

PLEASE! M I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especlally SCRIPTS! Call A)
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resunf>cs. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2666.

WORD PROCESSOR: Term papers, scripts,

etc. Best prices- call Nona (21 3)447- 581 2.

WORD PROCESSING $1.50/page. Close to

campus. (213)473-2173.

96 Typing

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typMet resunnes, business

materials. User prinlad 391-0942.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

PIANO LESSONS for beginners. Adults-
children. $10/hr. Call Mr. Rubinn at

(213)475-1646. Leave message.

STUDY the technique that 67 Grammy wln^
ners have before you. Seth RIggs. Associates
Wendy Bernard. (213)271-5373.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; lop supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2 .

Resumes

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tarKe with college admission essays. Near
IXTLA. (213)206-16^5.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel Ticlcets 106

BRITISH Ainvays ticket. Business class. Leave
till March 14. LAX, London, Zurich one way.
Best offer. (213)208-1409.

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest-3/1 fi^O,

$295. Call Peter (213)932-9348. After 9pm.

PHOENIX this weekend? Two (2) roundtrip

tickets available! Leave on a Sat. 2/1 7; return

afternoon Mon. 2/19. $65 each rA ticket obo.
Robert (213)204-3268.

Autos for Sole 109

AFFORDABLE AUTO
MOn CARS WMMNTEEO

$1995
78 Olds Delta '81 St. Regis

'82 Chevy Chevette

'83 Chevy Citation

$2995
'86 Chevette '84 Subaru Station

'87 Escort '77 Cadtllac Coupedeville
'82 Cadillac Cimarron
'83 Oldsmobile Firenza

'86 Hundai '83 Sentra
'79 Camaro Berlinetta

'73 Imperial

$3995
'86 Plymouth Reliant

'87 Ford Escort GT
'79 Lincoln Collectors Series

'87 Ford Tempo
'79 Sih^erado

(213) 822-9875
4101 Lincoln Blvd MDR

lETTA GLI, 1966, $6500. Black 5-speed,
'sunroof, new brakes and tires, clean.
(213)276-6906 (eves), (213)6576640 (day).

Karen.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $600Q^obo, silver,

excellent condition, AM/FM, cassette, /SK,
alarm. (213)474-1106.

MERCURY MARQUIS. S.W., air, radio, auto,

2nd owner. Excellent condition. $2600.
(213)397.2652.

NISSAN 200 SX, 1964. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $6450.
(213)473-2700.

SUPERBEETLE COfslVERTIBLE '78. Red,
19,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new clutch.

Excellent corKlilion-Must seel A classic!

(213)824-2750.
^

TOYOTA CELICA- 1980, 5-speed, sunroof,

AM/FM cassette, rtew transmission, excellent

engine. $1,650. Leave message.
(213)372-4433.

TOYOTA CELICA GT 79 5-spd, sunrf, am/fm,
low miles. $1995/OBO. (213)476-6946.

TOYOTA COROLLA, 1980 4-door, excellent
condition, automatic, $3000. (213)275-3465.

>AV CABRIOLET convertible. 1967. Bestseller
edition. Red, w/white tojo/interlor. Mint condi-
tion. IrVout. AnVFm, ^c, alarm, 5-sp., $10,006
(8ie)99a8494.

VW CABRIOLET 1966. While on while, auto-

malic, 30k miles. Kenwood stereo, 4 new tires.

Super clean in and out. $6950/obo.
(618)842-2422, (618)546-7228.

VW RABBIT 1964 Wolfsburg while convertl-

ble. 5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm,perfecl condition. $6500. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT 1976, sunroof, good condition.

$1350. (213)206rl409.

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1964 Red, auto
trans, pull-out stereo, like new, 51k miles.

Faculty family-owned, $6950 |ames
(213)625-5572; (213)455.2720'.

VW- Van, 1971, $1,950. Ne%i^y rebuilt engine.
16000 mile warranty. New pans. (213)
824-3969.

100 Autos for Sole 109

1976 TOYOTACC)ROLL\ yellow, 2-dr, auto-

matic, new tires, battery, one owner, perfect

shape, 56k. Excellent transport. x55333 or
(213)391-6119.

1960 VW RABBrr, 5-SPEED, arrVfm cassette.

Very reliable transportation. Runs great. MUST
SELL! $1600 obo. (213)624-1224.

AMERICAN MOTORS Concord 1962 $3195.
Excellent condition,Very low mileage. 6 cylin-

der (213)470-0390.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602^38-8865. Ext.A 8050.

BERTONE, XI -9 TARGA. $7,000, sharp, yel-

low, 5-sp., a/c. 2-seater. Won in contest. Only
200 miles. Call Leah (213)854-2648, (days),

(213)474-5735, (evening).

HONDA CIVIC sUtion wagon, 1 961 , reliable,

well maintained, a/c, anVfm cassette, $750,
(213)206-3635.

^B HONDA CRX, 1966, blue, 46k miles, 5-spd,

IfM ^^' ^^•''K'"*' own^, excellent condition.
$6495. (213)3904334.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86. 24k. 5-speed, a/c,

power steeringAvlndowVsunroof. White, gray
interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

1982 HONDA 500 for $700. Good engine
condition. Call (213)453-9541:

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 82 00
(213)824-1747.

miles, $1 300
^-T?

HONDA NX 250, 1988, 6,000 mi. excellent

condition. Like new. $2500/obo. Call
(213)470-9420.

Scooters 119

1987 ELITE 150 slereo, windshield, trunk,

alarm. Runs great. Just tuned. New tires.

130Q/obo. Steve (213)472-4721. ^
1987 HONDA ELITE 80, 600 Miles under
warrentee until 10/90. just tuned, helmet and
lock included. $1300 obo. Call Brian
459-5947.

2 HONDA ELITE scooters, top of the line, low
miles, $1500/each. (818)882-5026.

ELITE 50 1988, Less than 500 miles. $650
(213)471-6446.

ELITE 80 1987 Brand new. Never ridden.

$1150. 1987 Yamaha Riva 20Qz 3.5 miles

$1195. (^13)624-5311. '_

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Bought new in 1989.
Low 700 miles $1000. Steve (213)824-1795.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 1985. Electric blue, excel-

lent condition with helmet and trunk. $900.
Tony (213)939-5609.

HONDA SPREE 1986. Red, excellent condl-
lion. $30(yobo. Rob (213)478-0927.

Furniture 126

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH glass coffee and side

table. Incredible buy. $400 for both. Also,

very beautiful designer lamp from Diva store.

$200. Please contact JessiCa (213)273-2635.

KING-SIZE, waterbed franr>e with rails, pedes-

tal drawers, $25(Vobo. Also barstool set.

(818)345-4227, 6-9pm.

LIQUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chest, $85; others. (213)393-2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Delixjpries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

MOVING SALE. Sofa and chair, coffee table,

lamps, dressers, wall air conditioner and more.
All cheap prices. (213)824-1713.

MOVING SALE. Beds, Couches, Dining Table
w/4 Chairs, Desk, Dresser, etc. Call Kerl

9:0O-5:00pm, (213)209-7685.

Garage Soles 127

GARAGE SALE! Furniture, paintings, lamps...

at 969 Hilgard «201 on Sat/Sun. 17/18 at

2-6pm.

BIKE •»- rack, $100, wooden shelves, $25,
electronic typcwrilcr, $50, telephone, $20,
diving fins, $40, (213)285-9319.

Musical Instruments 129

LARGE 1 2-piece Rogers and Slingerland drum
set. $900/obo. (2 13)444-6516/
(213)207-4102.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

ROSSINGNOL 4G skis. 203cm. Brand new.
Retail around $400. Only $225
(213)206-8597 Paul.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM PS2. 20MB, 512k RAM, 3.5 disk drive,

Amber monitor. Both like new. $1 500.

(213)838^2783.

MACINTOSH 512 KE, internal lamegabyte
hard drive, with desk and software. $75(Vobo.
(213)444-6516/ (213)207-4102.

STANFORD
From page 24

Cardinal prevailed over
UCLA in Maples Pavilion,

87-79, in a game marred by
controversy. Midway
through the second half of
the contest, Wilson com-
mitted a personal foul, then

was hit with a technical foul

when he complained to

referee Mark Reischling.

The call all but turned the

game^-«round and Stanford

went on to win. After the

^me, UCLA head coach
Jim Harrick berated Reisc-
hling and continued to cri-

ticize him the week after the

game, prompting Pac-10
officials to reprimand Har-
rick ahd threaten him with
suspension if the coach
further criticized refereeing.

Matching up against Stan-

ford, Harrick should be most
concerned about the Cardi-

nal's Adam Keefe.

Keefe, a 6-9 sophomore
who has been called die best

big man in the conference by
Arizona head coach Lute
Olson, lit up the Bruins for

23 points in Palo Alto.

Harrick said he plans to front

Keefe more, but with one of
the best defenders ailing,

Harrick will be challenged.

Senior forward Trevor
Wilson, who had 31 points

and 10 boards against the

Cardinal, is still bothered by
a sprained right wrist he
suffered two weeks ago.

RECRUITS
From page 24

pounder out of Point Loma, caught

66 passes for 1,535 yards and 15

touchdowns as a wide receiver his

senior year. He is a member of the

Long Beach Press-Telegram Best

in the West Team, and rated the

No. 41 player in the West by
Lemming.

Hawthorne's Chris Alexander

(5-8, 170), though he doesn't have
the size of Stokes, has no problem
in turning on the afterburners. In

high school, he was an exceptional

sprinter who beat UsC's Curtis

Conway—a track and football

_ teammate of Alexander at Hawth-
orne—consistently. Conway won
the state sprint titles as a senior in

1989.

Alexander can do more than just

rim for speed. As a senior, he

rushed for 1,133 yards and 17

touchdowns. He is considered by
many to be the fastest player in

California. The No. 47-rated play-

er by Super Prep runs the 40 in

4.45. Don't be surprised if Alexan-

der returns kicks for UCLA, which

he did with success as a prep.

Chad LaRosc (5-11, 170), an

outstanding option quarterback at

Brother Martin High, will be
moved to DB next year. LaRose,
another one of Donahue's multi-

position recruits, was rated the

nation's No. 5 "athlete" by Emfm-
ger. As a senior, he gained 1,266

yar<ls and had 11 TDs on 182

carries. He returned kicks and
punts as well.

Last but not least is another

Portland standout, Mike Nguyen, a

6-1 185-pound wide receiver out

of Franklin High School. Nguyen,
pronounced "win," is one of the

top scholar/athletes in Oregon (3.9

GPA). He was a Super Prep AU-
American as a defensive back as

well as being rated the No. 13 wide

receiver in the nation by Lemming.
In his prep career, he hauled in 128

receptions for 3,345 yards.
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TOP SHOESL4g CLEARANCE

§ 30%-80% OFF
I

Alwoays The Best Prices In Westwood
Present This Ad & Well Pay The Sales Tax

EVERY SHOE ON SALE
TOP SHOES Expires 2/23/90 5NEWHOUR$

g Sunday 12:00^:00 WMtwood Villafl« * 208-6238 • B
ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOESW

The Daily Bruin

DO YOU SUFFER FRdH:

*

• Neck Pain & Stiffness

• Lower Back Pain

• Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478^69 (818)9884)110

?;.;.;;:;;;;;;;;;;;v;:.;:;:::;K;:;:;

Feb. 1 7 and 1 8,
there'll be no parking

at Helenas.
For two days only, at Helen's Cycles gigantic annual parking lot

sale, over 600 top quality bikes will be sold at rock bottom
prices. Most at cost or less. There'll also be lots of clothing, parts
and accessories discounted to the bone, too. First come, first

served. No rainchecks or refunds. Don't miss this one. It'll

definitely be worth it to park around the corner and walk a little.

SLX Frame Set
8 sizes to choose from

refl. $1,000
NOW $399.99

Blonchi
Sport SX 14SP
Racing Mochlne

reg. $520

NOW $374.99|

Cateye Micro
Computer

reg. $60.00

NOW $34.99

Roland 10SP
Challfngsr

reg. $160

NOW $119.99

Schwinn
Aluminum

Bike

$200 off

ConnondQle R300
22 lbs. of
pure racing

reg. $550

NOW $379.99

Bridgestone
MBS 21SP
Mountain

Bike

reg. $420
NOW $299.99

FREE
HELEN'S T-SHIRT
w/ $25 PURCHASE

Raleigh
Heat

reg. $460

NOW $349.99

Bridgestone
CB2 21SP
City Bike

reg. $375

NOW $274.99

Blackburn
Trainer
reg. $160

NOW $99.99

RALEIGH
FRENZY

REG. $570

NOW $429.99

Thuie Raclcs

1 07o off

Specialized
Hardrocic

reg. $325

NOW $279.99

Quest
Beil Helmet

reg. $65.00

NOW $34.99

rki
Sale Hours: Sat.. Feb. 17th: 9am-6pm • Sun.. Feb. 18tti: 10am-5pm

Santa Monica Westwood Village Manhattan Beach
2501 Broadway of 26th 1071 Goyley Avenue 2403 N. Sepulveda

(2 1 3) 829- 1836 (2 1 3) 208-8988 (2 1 3) 545-2566
»

Open everyday. Tal<ing care of people arKt their bll<es since 1936.
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Copeland^s Sports

%Wf
lANT

SKI SALE

Copeland's Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-6444
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10-9,

Fri-Stt 10-10, sun 10-7
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Spikers take on WIVA • I

By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Still feeling the effects of
Wednesday night's loss at die

hands of Long Beach State, the

UCLA men's volleyball team
travels to Utah tomorrow to take

on the newest member of the

Western Intercollegiate Volleyball

Association, BYU.
Though this is their first season

at the varsity level, the Cougars
will pose a big direat to the Bruins'

perch atop the WIVA's Burt
DcGroot Division. With a strong

showing last mondi at the UCSB
Collegiate Invitational. BYU has
established itself as an immediate
contender in the WIVA.

Bruin head man Al Scates

partially attributed the loss at Long
Beach to his team's extended
three-week road trip. Two of his

starters were still feeling the

effects of the George Mason
excursion. Setter Mike Sealy. back
from a bout with the flu. is nursing

a sore back, while swing hitter

Mike Garcia is siiffering from a

sore shoulder which limited his

effectiveness against Long Beach.
Said Scates, "Our starters really

weren't into the match (Wednes-
day), they came out fjat. The
reserves played well, but they just

didn't have the steadiness of the

starting unit—^when tfiey're on."
At one point, senior Trevor

Schirman was the only starter in

the match, with Ave substitutes

manning the courts around the

Ail-American.

Even 49cr coach Ray Ratelle

admitted that neither team played
to its potential. *The win wasn't
pretty, but it was a win. A good
description would be that diey

played worse than we did," com-
mented Ratelle.

There is no doubt in Scates'

mind—or the players for that

matter—that the Bruins will come
out flred up against the Cougars.
One thing is true of an Al Scates

team: it doesn't like losing.

Widi that in mind, UCLA wiU
need all the energy it can muster
before an expected crowd of over

3,500 biased fans in BYU's Smith
Fieldhouse. •-

UCLA opens Six-Pac season tonight

Mannie Adams and ttie Bruins face Stanford tonigtit.

By Terry White

Contributor
^

After their most successful

preseason in eight years, the

UCLA baseball team will face

No. 2- ranked Stanford in the

Six-Pac opening series this

weekend at Jackie Robinson
Stadium.

The three-game series will

kick off tonight at 7 p.m., as the

Bruins come into the game with

a seven-game winning streak.

But UCLA (10-1) wiU need all

of its big guns firing to shoot
down the Cardinal (10-1) diis

weekend.

Stanford will bring a first-

rate pitching staff into West-
wood to face the Bruins.
Tonight, Bruin ace John
Sutherland (3-0, 1.42 ERA)
will take the mound against
Cardinal starter Stan Spencer
(3-0, 1.71 ERA). On Saturday,
righty Tim Lindsay (1-0, 3.52)

SCOTT WEERSINGA)aily Bruin

faces Mike Mussina (3-0, 1.71),

the other Stanford ace. Coming
off an impressive victory over

USD, Scott Schanz (2-0, 2.37)

will get the call on Sunday to

round out the series.

Still blazing hot, catcher Paul

Ellis (.385, 7 HR, 23 RBI)
should have a big series. Ellis

had a field day on Wednesday
against USD, slamming two
homers and knocking in four

runs.

look to drown favored
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

The UCLA men's gymnastics
team, 5-1, heads to the desert today
to vie for the Southwest Cup.
Although the Bruins finished sec-

ond to Nebraska at the UCLAA-A
Times Invitational last Saturday,

the Bruins improved on every
event, including a three-point

improvement in the team total.

Competing against the Bruins
for the Cup include No. 5 Oklaho-
ma, host Arizona State, Santa
Barbara, and CS Fullerton.

"We're going there with the

objective to win it.** head coach
Art Shurlock said. **I like us to

shoot for a 285 (team total). I think

we can do it I think we lost over
six points with our missed routines

at the Invite."

Last year, the Sun Devils edged
out the Bruins by a narrow .05

margin for the Cup. However,
things look different as UCLA is

off to its best start in several years.

At the Invite, UCLA defeated

Arizona State by a comfortable

eight-point margin. In their first

two meets. Bruin gymnasts have
improved on 18 collegiate bests

and tied three others.

Leading the Bruins are sopho-
mores Scott Keswick, Chainey
Umphrey, and senior Chris Waller.

Keswick had his best meet at the

UCLA Invite, winning the pom-
mel horse title, and placing second
on the rings en route to a fourth-

place finish in the all-around.

Although hampered by a wrist

injury, Umphrey captured two
titles last Saturday—the rings and
high bar. After winning the all-

around title at the CSUF meet.

Waller finished sixth at the Invite,

with a second-place finish on the

pommel horse and a fourth place

on the parallel bars.

Gymnasts journey to desert in search of chalice
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

The UCLA men's swim team will venture into
treacherous water tomorrow, when it travels across
town to face the nation's No. 2-rankcd team, USC.
The No. 4-ranked Bruins currently sport a 9-3

record (3-1 in the Pac-10). USC is undefeated (4-0 in

Pac- 10) but has yet to be tried by No. 1 -ranked Texas,
as UCLA has been/

Last year, the Trojans edged the Bruins by just a

drop, 57-36, in a meet that came down to the

penultimate event, the 200-yard breast.

Another rivab^ will come to its zenith on those
cardinal and gold blocks, tomorrow. UCLA star

buttcrflyer/IMer and National team member Mark
Dean will be playing man-to-man defense against
fellow National team member, Trojan Dave Whar-
ton. The Trojan Olympian's specialty is the 200-yard
IM, in which he set the U.S. record (1 :44.70) last year

meet will begin at noon at USC.
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UCLA women
cruise past
USIU at LATC
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

Different faces, same result
Despite the absence of two of its

top players—^Jessica Emmons and
Kim Po—the UCLA women's
tennis team wrapped up another
win without having to play doubles
and moved its record to 6-0 as it

defeated the United States Inter-

national University.

No. 2-ranked UCLA clinched
the win at 5-1 in singles when
Stella Sampras fought off two
match points at 5-4, 15-40 to

complete a come-from-behind 6-7,

6-4, 7-5 victory over unranked
USIU's Diane Lowings at No. 5.

**I was attacking her second
serve and concentrating on hitting

good retum-of-serves," said Sam-
pras, whose strategy obviously

paid off.

Playing in place of a flu-stricken

Emmons at No. 1 was Mamie
Ceniza, who had been No. 3 up
until this match. Ceniza subdued
Giovanna Carotenuto, 7-5, 6-4,

Iwalani McCalla used a simple

"get-it-back-in-play" strategy to

down Sarit Shalev at No. 2. 6-3. 7-

5. as Shalev aided McCalla's cause
by not putting it into play and
double-faulting on match point

Other winners were Kirsten

Dreyer. 6-4. 6-3 over Carol Curmi
at No.3. and Cammie Foley, who
also came from behind at 3-4 in the

second set, 6-3. 6-4 over Hieke
Tiemann at No. 4.

Undefeated Bruin tennis
to liost Arizona • •

By Lauri Lappin

TONY YACUZZO

By knocking off her USIU opponent yesterday, Cammie
Foley helped the Bruins raise theirseason record to 6-0 with
a 8-1 victory.

Staff Writer

With a 9-0 outlook on the season, the No. 3-ranked UCLA men's ten-

nis squad will face its first real test in this weekend's events.

First up for the Bruins will be an Arizona State team that boasts a
respectable record of 4-1—including an impressive 6-3 victory over the
No. 9-ranked UC Irvine.

The Sun Devils, finishing a modest sixth place in the Pac- 10 last year,
will be attempting to earn their first win ever over the Bruins, as UCLA
has taken all 29 meetings thus far.

Leading the ASU lineup will be junior Brian Gyetko (3-2)-^the
nation's No. 37 player—^followed by teammates Dave Lomicky (2-2) at
No. 2 singles and Daniel Marling (3-1) at the No. 3 spot The No. 1 duo of
Gyetko and Lomicky (4-0) will lead the Sun Devils into doubles action.

Saturday will be even a greater challenge for the Bruins as they take on
No. 20 University of Arizona. The Wildcats (5-1), with a sole loss to the
Irvine team, will begin their Pac-lO play against the Bruins.
With a recent come-from-behind win over Fresno State, head coach

Bill Wright and his team picked up some added confidence.
"We have protected our home court so far, but in order to be successful

and turn the comer, we have to be able to win some on the road," Wright
said. "I feel that our team is more competitive following our match with
Fresno State, and I think we have a good chance at upsetting some teams
on the road."

Junior Doug Livingston (4-2) will inspire the Cats at No. 1 singles,

while teammates Ringo Navarossa (5-1) and Scou Sigerseth (2-4 and No.
46 in the nation) will fill the No. 2 and No. 3 spots, respectively.

Finally, wrapping up the weekend, the Bruins will travel to play the
Pepperdine Waves (4-1 and No. 16 in preseason polls). The Waves
defeated Irvine, 6-3, on Wednesday.

Senior David Wells-Roth will lead the Waves into the matchup with
the Bruins on Monday. Freshmen standouts Mau Holt, U.S. Junior Davis
Cup team member, and Alejo Mancisidor, 1989 CIF Singles Champion,
will also contribute to Pepperdine's attack.

As far as the Bruin attack goes, junior Jason Netter and Mark Knbwles
will guide the squad into singles, while the tandem ofMark Quinney and
Bill Barber will motivate the UCLA team for doubles play.

"We'll really be put to the test against the Arizona schools and I think
everybody (affiliated with the Arizona schools) believes they'll beat us,"
said head coach Glenn Bassett "It's too soon to see how good we are but
we'll know more after this weekend.

This weekend's events will kick off today at 1:30 at the LATC.

*v,
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DANCING iinii ;<

GRUNION'S
• :* «

BAR&GRILl

NO COVER

When you show your

UCLA ID

Dance to So. Cal's Hottest DJ's

For 24 hour recorded info & directions

call (213) 515-3444

1501 N. Sepulveda Blvd. • Manhattan Beach

*WeIl. Draft Beer, House Wine
21 years / with ID

Housing

in

New
~

City

Will you be working, doing an internship.

or enjoying a summer in New York? You can
live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an
NYU Associate or join us and take a course

In our exciting summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and
cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional

residences; single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, an
enjoyable noncredit program exploring

career, life, and ciilture in New^ork uty

• Over 1.000

undergraduate,

graduate, and
professional

courses offered
•

day and evening

•\ •
» iW(^-^

- -- (

Housing iTiilable

lUjSO-Aiigiiftll

For more information

and an application,

call toll free

1-800-228-4NTU
Ezt.775
New Yorii Univenlty is an

•flknadve action/equal

opfiortunttylnWufion.

1

IfTU Sammer Hrailni
14-A Washington Place

New York. NY. 10003

MiliW^
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Donahue inks six more preps to beat SC
UCLA Football Signings
PLAYER HT WT P0S. SCHOOL (HOMETOWN)

Chris Alexander 5-8 170

ChadLaRose 5-11 170

Nkosi Littleton 6-2 225

Andrew McClave 6-4 220

Mike Nguyen 6-1 185

J.J. Stokes 6-4 205
SOURCE: UCLA Sports Info

AT Hawthorne (Hawthorne, CA)

DB Brother Martin (Metairie, LA)

LB Carson (Carson, CA)

DE Jesuit (Portland, OR)
WR FranklinVPortland, OR)

AT Ft. Loma, (San Diego, CA)

Daily Bruin

By David Gibson

SfX)rts Editor

After suffering its worst season

in 18 years, the UCLA football

team had no problems in bouncing

back with another stellar recruiting

season.

Yesterday, UCLA head football

coach Terry Donahue added six

more prep recruits the list of 18

blue-chippers he inked on Wed-
nesday. The crop was so impress-

ive that the Long Beach Press
Telegram ranked UCLA's
recruiting class sixth overall

among Division I programs. Flori-

da State placed first, with USC a

distant tenth.

And one thing for certain, after

posting a disappointing 3-7-1

record, thus encflng a NCAA-
record seven consecutive bowl
wins, Donahue recruited the best

available athletes, instead of just

recruiting for positions.

This theory especially held true

for two of the newest six Bruins, a

pair of speed burners who
Donahue can expect to play vari-

ous positions in the blue and gold
uniform:

The first of these could easily

serve as the deep threat Bruin fans

have longed for since Willie

**Flipper** Anderson graced the

field. J.J. Stokes, a 6-4, 205-

See RECRUrrs, page 21

After 25 long years, Cal rocks tiie liouse
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

After standing steadfastly for 25
years, Pauley Pavihon crumbled

Just a little last night

Cal ended 24 years of frustration

and futility by beating the Bruins

on their hallowed hardcourt for the

first lime, 79-71, before a mostly

stunned crowd of 10,788.

"We have waited for this for a

long time," said sophomore Gol-

den Bear Bill Elleby, who distin-

guished himself before the contest

by flipping off the UCLA student

section. *That*s between me and
the student section. When they

booed me that pumped me up even

more. I realize they are nothing.

"I was ready' to win," Elleby

said. "I came to Cal jUst to beat

Bruins host

Stanford next

By l\1att Purdue
Asst. Sports Editor

In the 25-year history of
Pauley Pavilion, a great

many basketball teams have
celebrated victories on the

hallowed hardwood. To the

glory of UCLA, the Bruins,

more often than not, have
been the ones celebrating.

But one school in particu-

lar that has never tasted a

win in the "House \that

Wooden Built" retumsXto
this venerable arena Sunday
at 3 p.m. to once again seek
what has eluded it, lo these

many years.

Stanford, losers of 24
straight games in Pauley,

and 44 in a row in West-
wood, can rejoice in the fact

ihal they have won the last

three games against the

Bruins, two in Palo Alto and
one at the Pac-10 Tourna-
ment last year.

Earlier this season, the

See STANFORD, page 21

UCLA."

.

That's the kind of respect Cal
(9-4 in the Pac-lO, 18-6 overall)

showed for the traditions of Pauley
and UCLA (9-4, 16-6) all evening
long.

But the Bruins, who came out

sluggishly and continued to shoot

the ball poorly, did little to back up
all those traditions with actions last

night. "We didn't play with a lot of

emotion tonight," head coach Jim
Harrick said. "I had a funny feeling

when the crowd was yelling that

they've never won down here,

ever. They had to sometime."
UCLA freshman Mitchell But-

ler said, "We got kind of, I guess,

laid back . . . always winning at

home. They came to play."

From the outset, UCLA seemed
inflicted with the same inability to

^hoot the ball that let them down
last Saturday in Arizona. The
Bruins hit a dismal 33 percent from
the floor in the fu-st half. Cal (37.9

percent) didn't fare much better,

but it was enough to give the Bears

a 34-29 halftime advantage.

"We just couldn't generate

anything, in the first half especial-

ly," Harrick said.

The second half sjjowed little

improvement, but at least UCLA
surged back to take the lead, 4 1 -43,

on Gerald Madkin's three-pointer

with 15:56 left But, as they did all

night, Cal answered the Bruins'

^:hallenge; ^ ^

Elleby scored seven points as

Cal ran off on a 15-4 spurt in the

next 6:34 go up, 56-47. UCLA got

within five points, 70-65, when
freshman Tracy Murray scored

with 2:15 remaining, but that's the

closest the Bruins would come.
UCLA finished shooting 41.2

percent, while Cal hit 50.9 percent

of its shots.

"You could just see the determi-

nation in their eyes down the

stretch," Cal head coach Lou
Campanelli said. "They weren't

going to lose this one."

After the game,' you could see

the look of disbelief in the eyes of

Ihe Bruins. *They had come in here

and shown they weren't intimi-

dated like other teams," Bruin

forward Don MacLean said, "so it

didn't work to our advantage."

SCOTT WEERSINGAJaiV Bruin

Bill Elleby (^23) first shocked ttie Bruin crowd, ttien tielped rock the UCLA world.

Women, though, roll up at Harmon, 80-66
By Dov Tamier

Contributor
r-

BERKELEY-Last night, a fired-up UCLA
women's basketball team (14-8, 9-3) defeated a team
in turmoil, the Cal Bears, by a score of 80-66 at

Harmon Arena.

The Bears' leading scorer, senior guard Chris

Holten, quit the team on Wednesday in protest over
the length of her suspension for violating a team rule.

According to yesterday's Daily Californian,

Holten and junior guard Laura Baker were suspended
last Sunday because they had been caught drinking

alcohol in violation of team rules on a road trip to

Oregon.

Despite the controversy, the Bears (13-9. 5-7) took

an early 12-2 lead. The Bruins played catch up for the

rest of the half, scoring points in bunches but never

sustaining a consistent streak to pull even with Cal.

Just before the first half ended. Bruin point guard
Nicole Anderson nailed two quick jumpers to pull the

Bruins close at intermission, 43-37.

After exchanging buckets to start the second half,

UCLA center Lynn Kamrath followed a missed
Rehema Stephens jumper for the Bruins first lead

(48-47) since the early moments.

When UCLA forward Michcle Wootton finished a
Bruin fast break with a lay-in, UCLA extended its

lead to seven. Anderson then completed a three-point

play to put the Bruins up by ten, and UCLA would
never look back.

Sports in brief
The No. 9 women's golf team finished

third at the Chris Johnson Tournament in

Tucson after shooting the best round in the

hist9ry iQf the team . . . The men's and

women's alpine ski teams finish the regular

season this weekend at Mammoth Moun-
tain. UCLA will be attempting to qualify for

regional competition at Heavenly Valley,

Lake Tahoe.

^K
^^ College Basketball Preview

'AP ranking* in p«r»nihMM
asterikki indicatM Pao 10 tMm

" Arizona*(20) at

UNLV*(7)

Oregon* at ^
Washington*

Nebrasica at

Kansa8(1)

Oregon State* at

Washington State*

California* at

use*
Okiahoma(1l)a|
Missouri(2)

Track in the blocks
A corps of current and former UCLA

track athletes will compete in the L.A.

Times/Eagle games tonight at 6:30 at the

Forum . . . The current men's and
women's teams make their outdoor debut in

the UCLA All-Comers Meet, Saturday at

Drake Stadium beginning at 9:30 a.m.

*y

. Vol. CXXX, No. 77
'
Circulation: 22,000

Toyota gives
money to UCLA

Representatives from Toyota
Motor Sales, Inc., will present a

$100,000 check today to

UCLA's International Student
Center.

The gift, combined with
other individual and corporate

donations, will go toward the

construction of the new Inter-

national Center later this year.

The $11 million project will

be built on the corner of
Strathmore Drive and Gayley

Avenue.

Inside
Deaiingwitli

STD probiems
Many students do not know

what to do when they discover

they have a sexually transmit-

ted disease.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Mandela's
release >-

With all the celebration sur-

rounding Nelson Mandela's
release^ let us not forget the

reason he was incarcerated.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

University gets
kudos for show
The student soap opera con-

tinues and is now broadcast

nationally.

See page 18

Sports

Cardinal creates

havoc in Pauley

Stanford men's hoops beat

UCLA to win in Pauley Pavi-

lion for the first time since

1952.

Sflfl page 36
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Fatal
One employee

dies, another

severely injured

By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

One UCLA Medical Center
employee was shot to death and
another seriously wounded pre-

dawn Monday inside a hospital

office, authorities said.

Diondra Ann Picou, 22, of

Gardena was killed immediately
by a shot through her heart, and
Nora Arellano, 30, of Los Angeles
suffered seveml bullet wounds in

her legs ana chest, university

police Lt. Jim Kuehn said.

Picou, a senior patient escort,

and Arellano, an escort dispatcher,

were on duty when they were shot

in the medical center's patient

escort office at about 5:40 a.m.,

Los Angeles police Lt. Ron Hall

said.

Arellano told police tjefore she

went into surgery that she only saw
an arm and a hand holding a gun
thrust open the door and fire at

them from more than 20 feet away.
Hall said.

She came out of surgery and was
in serious but stable condition

Monday afternoon, hospital

spokesman Richard Elbaum said.

Police believe a man committed
the shootings deliberately. "It

requires some knowledge of the

hospital to reach that room (a

basement office)," Hall said.

Police are unsure of the motive.

Hall said police have- "some

at IVIed Center

LYNETTE TSAiOaily Bruin

University police Lt. Jim Kuehn, left, and Los Angeles police Lt. Ron Hall answer questions
about Monday morning's fatal shooting at UCLA Medical Center's patient escort office.

information that may lead to a

particular track'* to find the sus-

pect, but would not elaborate.

The suspect could have come in

from any of the doors that were

opened at 5 a.m., when the hospital

begins its business day. Hall said.

The gunman fired at least four

shots from a .38 or higher caliber

handgun. Hall said.

No one else was injured. The
women were alone, and the office

was in an area of the building away
from the patient care area, Elbaum
said.

Task force to evaluate girad students' needs
Members asked

to discuss quality

o{ student life

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

*

In an effort to address the

changing needs of UCLA post-

baccalaureates, the Division of

Student Affairs has created a

graduate student task force this

quarter.

UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young has expressed concern

about graduate student recruitment

and their quality of life. Taking his

cue, student affairs created the task

force to report on the state of

1 ;;
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"ITiere is some feeU

ing that, traditionaQy,

student affairs has
focused on undergra-

duates* The task
force is mainly
viewed as an attempt

to focus and expand
what student afbirs is

doing."

Thomas Ufka

campus services available to gra-

duate students.

Chaired by Assistant Vice
Chancellor Tom Lifka, the task

force will study the gamut of

services available to graduate

students and determine if such

programs are lacking.

The task force is an outgrowth

of student affairs' "strategic plan-

nmg effort" to better address
student needs, Liflca said.

'There is some feeling that,

traditionally, student affairs has

focused on undergraduates," Lifka

said. "The task force is mainly

viewed as an attempt (both) tc

focus and expand what student

affairs is doing."

The task force's membership
will include administrators, mem-
bers of the graduate government
and a student representative. "We
decided if we were going to create

a task force it had to go beyond the

student affairs (office)," Lifka

said.

Lifka said the task force hopes
to draft a conclusive report on
graduate student needs versus

See QRADS, page 14

Blacks more likely to get AIDS, statistics show
Attributed to poor

health care, drug use
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

African-Americans have battled with slav-

ery and civil rights in the past, and now they are

in the midst of a new fight against a fatal

disease. '

As of December, almost 1 ,400 blacks in the

Los Angeles area had Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, said Pat Crawley, a case

manager with the Watts Health Foundation.

While the national figures seem low for

hiark AIDS palir.nh — about 26 p<;rwcnt —

blacks are about three times more likely than

whites to get AIDS, said educators who are

attempting to inform the African-American

community about the disease. Blacks make up
only about 13 percent of the U.S. population.

Poor health care, drug abuse and a lack of

information are some of the reasons for the

high numbers of blacks with AIDS, Crawley

said.

"The level of health care in the black

community is so low," said Ron Grayson, a

black gay man who recendy spoke to a group of

AIDS training volunteers at UCLA. "People of

color and poor people should be given the same
access (as white and wealthy people)."

Grayson, who was diagnosed as having

—AtPS in igg4| said he hag bean lucky bc4.ausc

he has medical insurance and an excellent

doctor. But many blacks do not have the same
advantages, he said.

Some blacks living in poor urban areas may
not seek treatment until they have an emergen-
cy, situation, said Vickie Mays, ah associate

professor at UCLA who is conducting a

national study on AIDS in black communities.

"AIDS is a disease that really shows us the

best and the worst of our health care system,"

Mays said.

And it has been harder for the black gay
community, because unlike whites, black

homosexuals did not have any support groups

to deaf with the disease, Grayson said. "When
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• Cultural Affairs
- Comedy at the Coop
" FREE
- 8:30 p.m.

• African Student Union

.
- presents Kwome Ture

> 7:00 p.m.
- Kinsey Hall Room 51

• Campus Events
- Free Sneak Preview: Blue Steel
- 8:00 p.m.
- AGB

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUAPY 21

• Cineco
\ "Sidewalk Stories"

- 7:30 p.m.
- Melnitz Theatre

• Daily Bruin CAREER GUIDE

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 25
^East European Cultural Festivdf

- 7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
- AGB - FREE

Wot>clf
'- Applications due: Feb. 22
- Apply now for the best summer

of your life

k<3

UCLA Psyctiology Minority

Undergraduate Researcti Award
- Meetings - February 20, 23, 26
- Deadline for Applications: March 1

Expo Center
- Internship Meetings
- Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
- Deadline for Applications: Feb. 23

'
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New baby 'memento'
latest Southland rage
The Associated Press

Nineties parents have come up

with a peculiar way to immortahze

an awkward stage: Fathers are now
smearing plaster over the bal-

looned bellies of their pregnant

wives for an everlasting memento.
"I thought I had heard of

everything. Now, I know I have,"

Dr. Arthur Wisot said after hearing

about Dr. Stork*s Original Pre-

gnant Tummy Cast Kit, available

by mail-order for $19.95 plus $3
for shipping.

The kit was the brainchild of

Fred Scobie, 43, and his wife

Dionne, 39, of suburban Sherman
Oaks. It comes with everything

needed to make a mold of the

mother-to-be's tummy — gauze,

plaster, markers and blue and pink

ribbons.

"Sure, it*s a giggly thing. Every-

body reacts the way you do. They
giggle," Scobie said Monday.
"We've had so much fun with it all

this time and we decided there was

some economic potential here.

"The phone has been ringing off

the hook."

The kits went on sale just two

weeks ago so Scobie was unsure

how many orders he'd received.

"For a lot of people, being

pregnant is a big deal," «aid

Scobie.

The idea for casting a pregnant

stomach blossomed while Scobie

was expecting her first child.

"I was amazed at how it

changed," she said. "It got so huge.

I would often say that my stomach

was broken and had to be fixed."

Her protruding stomach was
captured in plaster at her baby

shower, and the ceremony was the

hit of the party.

"It's only difficult because

everybody is laughing and the

plaster doesn't set well with a

moving stomach," Scobie said.

. The Scobies hung the finished

products for both children -i—

Dave, 4, and Jim, 3— on the wall

in their den.
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Environmeiitalists demand end to malathion use
Call for alternative ways

to end medfly infestation
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

To the beat of bongo drums,

more than 200 environmentalists

chanted in Westwood on Monday
to demand the end of malathion

spraying.

The Coalition Against Malath-

ion protested malathion use and
called for scientific study of its

environmental and biological

affects at the West Los Angeles

Federal Building.

**We need ecological wisdom
which means living with the

understanding that we are a part of

nature, not on top of it. We need to

fmd out what malathion is doing to

us/* said Mike Feinstein, a mem-
ber of Green, a political organiza-

tion.

Environmentalists said that

malathion causes flu-like symp-
toms, vomiting, dizziness, vision

abnormalities, stomach and bowel
disorders, but government offi-

cials have said the pesticide is safe

to humans.

Helicopters are spraying
malathion over many areas in Los
Angeles, Orange and San Bernar-

dino counties to battle the state's

worst medfly infestation in eight

years.

But at the rally, Paul McClain,

who specializes in preventive

medicine, said that state and
county health official misinter-

preted biased data and "tried to

pass it off as scientifically sound."

X McClaih, who opposes malath-

ion use, said that its effects are not

known. **We have no idea— that's

the problem. We've only looked at

a limited number of conditions.

"(But) we know that lower

doses will affect immune and

blood systems and the organ in the

body which is most sensitive to

environmental insult— the brain,"

he said.

McClain suggested the breeding

of sterile medflies as an alternative

to aerial spraying of the pesticide.

'There are a number of experts that

believe thatahis problem can be

controlled whlfbiological means."

Sterile medflies have been

released in the most infested areas,

like a 1 10-square-mile area in

Whittier and Baldwin Park.

Coalition members also said

that the government has not stud-

ied malathion's toxic affects or

how it mixes with smog.

'There are health risks. Malath-

ion may be concentrated in coastal

fog which could further be distri-

buted by Santa Ana winds," said

Tim Little of Heal the Bay.

West Hollywood City Council

member Paul Koretz told the

crowd, "I'm here Co speak to

maintain the political momentum
against malathion." He said that

the states credibility is the issue.

"We're in the middle of an

environmental assault," he said.

*The state claims (malathion is)

perfectly safe based on three or

four studies which have been

discredited worldwide."

THEODORE NICHOLAS

More ttian 200 people protest against the use of malathion in the battle against the medfly.

African religions linlced witli American blade history

AFRICAN
By Tallne Satamian

Contributor

Black religious leaders spoke at

UCLA Thursday to expose stu-

dents to some of the most popular

religions of the African communi-
ty.

Speakers, including Khallid

Muhammad, a special assistant to

Minister Louis Farrakhan of the

Nation of Islam, told the audience

of about 50 that learning about

religions is one way to learn about

the history of the black communi-

ty.

Spiritualism and various relig-

ions originated in Africa, they said.

"Religion-Church was the only

viable institution in the history of

our people, because of the break-

"Religion-Church
^^as the only viable

institution in the his^

tory of our people,

because of the break-

down of the house
and the family with

davery."

Kenneth Ubner

down of the house and the family

with slavery," said Kenneth
Ulmer, a pastor at the Faithful

Central Baptist Church.

Religion is an extension of

God-consciousness in Africa, the

common thread among the diffe-

rent religions, Ulmer said.

Muhammad said blacks need to

Tcdiscover their history. "We-aie^^

50 to 60 million amnesia victims,"

he said. "We don't know
ourselves."

"Education is the key," said

King Oji from the First Church of

the RASTA. One of the functions

of his "organism" — as he pre-

ferred his organization to be called

— is "to assimilate and give

information on Africa as the root

of creation."

Ulmer said he did not appreciate

the inconsistent ways in which
Christians relate to God, their

neighbors and themselves. White
Christians "never talk about rac-

ism and social injustices . . . God

has not divided the three principles

of Christianity."

Muhammad said he agreed with

ix)thOfi and Ulmer, because his

religion, Islam, accepts the revela-

tions of other religions, including

those of Christianity and Judaism.

He called himself a Baptist, an

Israelite and a Catholic, among
other things, and referred to the

Bible as the "roadmap" to the

liberation of African^^ after 400
years of bondage under slavery.

Although the speakers agreed

on increasing the black religious

and historical awareness, Ulmer
and Muhammad had different

views on the tireaunent of enemies.

"We recognize the enemy, but

we turn around and love him,"

^AMKKZAMHISTORY
MONTH

Ulmer said.

Muhammad was not so forgiv-

ing. "The honorable Elijah

Muhammad and Minister Louis

Farrakhan teach us to respect all

people as long as they're respectful

to us," he said. His concluding

words were '*peace when possible

and violence when necessary."

The event was sponsored by

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. Inc.

Healthwatch

Women usually first to discover if afflictecl witli STDs
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

In the growing problem of sexually

transmitted diseases (STDs). the woman
often receives the news that the results of a

test taken during her routine gynecological

exam was positive.

For men who may not be examined as

regularly, the STD is usually discovered if

the man notices symptoms or is told by his

partner that something is wrong, said

Dennis Kelly of the Student Health Service

Men's CHnic.

Reactions vary when students hear that

they have an STD, said Ann Downie of the

Women's Health Clinic. Some remain fairly

calm, others express shock or anger at

themselves or their parmer. Guilt, denial

and panic are also common, «he said.

They are confused and concerned about

the relationship with their parmers, whom
they may think have not been honest.

Personal account hopes to help others

with same problem confront difficulties

Downie said. But STDs do not come with

labels that indicate how the person became
infected — in some cases, the disease may
have been present for a long time.

The following real life story was shared

by a UCLA student. Jane (name changed),

who was told she had genital herpes. She

hopes that her story will help others who are

confronted with the same problem.

A personal account

*The nurse told me she knew why 1 had so

much pain. *It was because you have

herpes,' she said. All I could think of was
this can't be happening t6 me. I didn't think

I had been doing anything wrong."

The nurse started to explain to me about

what herpes was and gave me some
medicine to help make the pain go away.

The next thing I thought about was that I

had to tell my boyfriend. John. I knew it had

to be done; I didn't think that I had a choice.

I somehow found my way to a phone near

Student Health and dialed his number, 1 was
so scared. 1 had only been really serious

with him for a couple of months.

1 dialed his number. When he answered,

my words just jumped out. 'John . . . I'm so

upset and so scared,' I said. *I thought I had

a urinary tract infection. ... but went to

Student Health and . . . can you meet me
someplace . . . soon? I've got to talk to

someone!*

John sounded scared. Tell me now!

What's wrong? I doh't want to wait until

later. I'll go crazy if I don't know now!' he

said.

*The nurse said I had herpes. I don't know
that much about it, how it will affect my life

or your life. I'm so scared.' I told him.

Surprisingly. John sounded pretty calm.

*I don't undentand why you're so scared.'

he said. *Is it really serious? Is it easy to

catch . . . like do you think I have it? Does
this mean we can't have sex ... ever?'

I vaguely recalled the nurse saying

something about intercourse and protecting

my partner, but I couldn't remember any

specifics of what she said. I guess I was too

panicked. I told John 1 didn't know -* I

would have to fmd out.

'Well. I gotta get back to work,' John

said. 'Find out more about it and we'll talk

later.'

See HERPES, page 12

/"
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World

Cheney says U.S. may
abandon military bases

MANILA, Philippines — Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney, shunned by
Philippine President Corazon Aquino,
told Filipino officials Monday that the

United States will abandon its bases here
if it finds that keeping them is too

expensive or that Americans are unwel-
come.

As violence was reported in several

clashes between leftist protesters and
police near U.S. installations, Cheney met
for nearly three hours with Defense
Minister Fidel Ramos in discussions that

were described as "very cordial, very
forthright"

Meeting reporters afterward with
Ramos, Cheney said the United States

"will stay only as long as the Philippine

people wish it to say — and only if the

terms negotiated are acceptable to both
parties."

Cosmonauts return

witli U.S. experiment
.." If

MOSCOW — Two cosmonauts ended
a 22-week mission Monday that included
the first American experiment aboard the

space station Mir, floating out of the clear

blue sky onto the glistening snow of the

Kazakhstan steppe. '

r

State-run television broadcast a

recording of the descent module of a

Soyuz TM-8 capsule, its white parachute
casting a shadow in the vast sno]^y
expanse. _,_ .__^

Mission commander Alexander S.

Viktorenko and flight engineer Alexander
A. Serebrov touched down near Arkalyk

in Kazakhstan republic, 1,080 miles

southeast of Moscow, the Tass news
agency said.

Viktorenko, 42, and his 45-yearTold

crewmate were reported in good health,

Tass said.

The TV report showed the cosmonauts
smiling as they sat covered with blankets

in the minus 26-degree Fahrenheit temp-

eratures at the remote landing site.

Nation

Bush returns from
weekend vacation

WASHINGTON, DC. — President

Bush and his wife, Barbara, returned on
Monday from three days of relaxation at

their oceanside home in Kcnnebunkport,

Maine.

Bush met with National Security

Adviser Brent Scowcroft in the morning

and then worked for about three hours in

the cottflge on the 1 1-acre compound that

he uses for an office, aides said.

He made no public appearances. The
Bushes returned to Washington in late

afternoon.

Later Monday, Bush was to watch the

new film version of one of his favorite

books, Tom Clancy's "The Hunt for Red
October."

Clancy was an invited guest at the

White House to watch the screening with

the president in the White House family

Jheater, said deputy press secretary

Stephen Hart

Parachute deaths
under investigation

FORT BENNING. Ga. — An Army
team from Fort Rucker. Ala., is investi-

gating the death ofan airborne student, the

second killed in a parachute training jump
at Fort Benning since Jan. 31.

A Fort Benning spokesman said the

investigation includes the procedures and

equipment used in the fatal jump Wednes-

day of Pvt. Allan A. Knox, 18, of San

Diego.

On Jan. 31, another student. Spec.

Brian Williams, 22, fell to his death

during a training jump.

Capt. Peter Simon, the operations

officer of Knox*s outfit, said the Army
knows who packed the parachutes worn

by Knox and Williams. But Simon said it

was unknown— at least to anypne outside

the investigating team — whether the

same person in the "rigging detachment"

packed both parachutes.

state

Nortliem California

cleans up after storm

Skies cleared and Northern California

began digging itself out Sunday after

heavy storms dumped up to 6 feet of snow
in the high Sierra, caused widespread

power outages and closed Interstate 80

with a mud slide.

Heavy equipment operators cleared

eastbound lanes of Interstate 80 Sunday
night after the early morning slide

covered all four lanes with mud, rocks,

trees and snow about 30 miles east of

Auburn.

The roadway was reopened in the

eastbound direction at 8:50 p.m., accord-

ing to. Department of Transportation

spokeswoman Pat Miller. The westbound

lanes remained closed, but shortly before

midnight cars westbound on 1-80 were

detoured onto state Highway 20 into

Nevada City.

No trucks or buses were allowed

overnight on Highway 20.
' ^

Redlands couple dies

in small-plane crash

GALT — A Redlands man and wife

were identified as the victims of a private

plane crash 100 feet from Highway 99, the

Sacramento County coroner's office said.

Killed in the crash Sunday morning

were Tom Bennett, 41, and his wife,

Valinda, 40, the coroner's office said.

According to their flight plan, they left

Sacramento Executive Airport en . route

for Bakersfield. The single-engine plane

crashed 10 minutes later in a wheat field

near Amo Road.

Federal Aviation Administration offi-

cials say the cause of the crash is

unknown.

Local

Abortion protesters

clash at family clinic

Anti-abortion protesters and pro-

choice demonstrators faced off in Los
Angeles during a weekend rainstorm, but

there were no arrests and the protest ended
peacefully.

The family planning clinic, however,

decided to close its doors because of the

Saturday demonstration.

The temporary shutdown of the La
Mejor Family Planning Clinic in East Los
Angeles was dubbed a "wet victory" by
Operation Rescue workers who stood for

hours outside in the downpour.
About 250 demonstrators on both sides

exchanged barbs and chants outside the

clinic and at the East Los Angeles Doctors

Hospital, across the street firom the La
Mejor clinic.

HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)

with Haircut & Cellophane-S125.aO (reg. $200)

ft

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(Nortn of V..;agfc I neater)

THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW -^^^

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE
Walk-ins Accepted

FREE Cellophane
with any Design Cut

from $18.
'Body Waves,

HiLlghts-Weaves
from $45. "^

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS
-rr

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
H-1 VISAS

WORK PERMITS
"GREEN CARDS "

LAW OFFICE OF:
. TASOFF AND TASOFF

BAR CERTIFIED
IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST

OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474-2545
CALL FOR CONSULTATION CORNER OF WILSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL.

The Women's Resource Center Presents

The Misunderstood Emotion
Do you liFul II lianl lo express your aiieor / Learning lo icloniily and express anger in healthy

wavs ean he (hllieuh lor nianv women. Olien anuer nuuiilesis iisell in ways ihai ean be sell-

<.lesuueii\e. sueh as pn)hlenis w nh locul, aleohol, or reialionships. This workshop will diseuss

why nian\ women ha\e irouhle expressing anger, how lo reeogni/e anger in lis viirious lornis,

and heallh) wa\N lo eoninmnieale anger in a vanel> ol situations.

Facilitated l)\ Lisa Frankel, M.Kd., M.F.C.C,

Miiin Stri't't ( Ounsclinii Associates.

WedneSiday, February 21^

12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2DoddHall
The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive •

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wlishire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

208-8188"^ (213) ^

Hundreds rally for end of Iran's Islamic legime
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

About 300 activists gathered in

Westwood on Sunday to rally

support for international aid to end
Iran's Islamic regime— a govern-

ment which they claim oppresses

freedom.

"We don't want the Islamic

Republic, we want freedom and
we want the American people to

demand that the government help

Iranians who are against this

regime," said UCLA extension

student Babak Ghaffari.

The rally, which was held at the

West Los Angeles Federal Build-

ing by the National Movement for

the Freedom of Iran, called on the

crowd to join in solidarity with

Iranian countrymen who were
killed, wounded or arrested in the

Friday uprising, where tens of

thousands demons^'ated against

the government.

"We've heard that people in Iran

are rising up against the Khomeini
regime. We are showing our
response — our support," activist

Siavash Lashgari said,

In Westwood, protesters
denounced the violation of human
rights in Iran where they said

religious tolerance is ignored,

women are second-class citizens

and people are jailed without fair

trial.———'

Fakhri Ghodooshin said that

before she left Iran four years ago,
the government executed her hus-
band because they thought he was
Jewish. Then she took her belong-
ings and gave it to the ruling party
Mula, she said.

Most of the protesters chanted
for the return of the monarchy,
which ruled in Iran for more than

2,000 years until the Shah of Iran

was overthrown in 1979. They said

that such a monarchy would
restore prosperity.

"We think this Islamic Republic

government has reached a dead
end and (we) are looking for a

democracy through the monarchy.
We want the new Shah to go to

power again," Lashgari said.

Many demonstrators said they

support Reza II, the son of the Shah
of Iran who was supposed to

inherit the Iranian leadership. "We
think this Islamic Republic gov-

See IRAN, page 13

WESTWOOD
And

TRAFFIC SCH • • L
•UCLA Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Village, Above the Wherehouse

^ W»W" ?ww

Angelil hteir Saten
$14.00

Men
Shampoo, cut

and blowdry

$16.00

Women
Shampoo, cut

and blowdry

$35.00
Feb.-March

Perm
Special

WILLKOMMEN

BIENVENUE
52^ i^.

YELKOMIN
^^^jy^\

BENVENUTI
^ ii£

WE LKOM

When you learn one of 11

languages ot the Monterey Institute

of International Studies Summer
Intensive Language Programs, the

welcome mat is out..!and career

options grow.

Mid-June to Mid-August

*Mew Cusiomws Only

2322 Westwood Blvd. 470*3452

;

For more informotion write.

Monterey Institute of

Internotionol Studies

Director, Summer Sessions

425 Von Buren Street

Monterey, CA 93940

Phone: 408.647.4185

FINANCIAL AID IS AVAIUBU

25% OFF
FOR STUDENTS WITH VALID l,D.

For Limited Time Only

I

I

SI OFF
ON AfVV.ON£ FOOT.SANDWICH

with th« purchase of
.Qfvy mecftum' ctNnk

Of?

I aO<^ OFF I

I

I

ON .AN^ MBJIOM SANOWtCH
V. rt- the purchos<& of
ar^v medium di^

One couporj per sandwich
Not vollq with any dt^i
oftefB.'\AWfr'GOupc>n ofMy.

SANDWICHES & SALADS
Plaza West

. 11628 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Between .Barrington & Federal)

826-7030
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. -9 p.nQ.

BUY ONE ] FOoT""!
SANDWfCH & A MEDIUM
DRINK. AND Git ONE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER

PRICE FOR

99<^

I

I

1-

I

i

One coupon per ^fxP<if^K^\
Not vcrfW Wffh any athor
Qffofs. With coupon orrfv.

I

I

I

I

FREE DELIVERY
within. 3 milds radius

* Si 5 minimum
(after using coupon)

BUY OWE SMALL SUB,

GET ONE FREE

(Of equal or fesser value)
vv'ith the purchase of
any medium drir^f

Or« potfx>n per sofMstwt
Noi votid Mwn' any Qfh©r
offer?

^^^"

I

I

I

v

I
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Mary Frasco
University ot Detroit

>"-«--" "

-<*«^ "tvy*

"It only takes
30 seconds to
love this car."
Mary Frasco, a grad student in Education
at the Uiiiversity of Detroit talks about
falling in love with her Volkswagen.

"Thirty seconds. That's how long it

takes to put the top down on my Cabriolet.

And that's how long it took me to fall

in love.

"There's nothing quite like the feeling

you get driving a convertible. And there's

no convertible quiteXI<e my Cabriolet.

"Sunglasses on, wind in my hair—

I

love driving this car. And it's a good thing.

Because when I go out with my friends
there's never any question of whose car
we'll take.

"Everybody just hops in my Cabriolet.

"rcan't imagine driving anything else."

The Volkswagen Cabriolet. It's the
distinctive European convertible with
the Volkswagen price.

Ws time to think about
VolksvwDgen again.

If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to
appear in an ad like the one above. Ser^ your story and
a photo to Vblkswagen Testinxx)ia»s • 187 S. Woodward,
Suite 200 • Birmingham, Ml 48009

^-rO-
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Panel of Buddhists discuss metiiods to attain bliss
Honesty, unselfishness keys

to achieving peace, happiness
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Honesty, unselfishness and
peace within oneself and with

others are keys to attaining bliss» a

panel of 13 Buddhists told an

audience of about 200 at a lecture

on Saturday.

The Venerable Master Hsuan
Hua, joined by six women and six

men from the City of Ten Thou-

sand Monks in Talmage, Calif.,

was the highlighted speaker at a

discussion entitled, "How to Leave

Suffering and Attain Bliss,*' spon-

sored by UCLA*s Buddhist Study
Group.

Master Hua, who will turn 80 in

March, was greeted enthusiasti-

cally by the predominantly Asian
crowd, both young and old. The
discussion conducted in Chinese
was translated into both English

and Vietnamese.

After preliminary customary
chants, the panel which consisted

of two whites and 11 Asians
mstructed the audience on how to

obtain bliss by following the six

guiding principles laid out by the

City of Ten Thousand Buddhas.

The SIX principles are as fol-

lows:

No fighting, or killing

No greed
~ No seeking, or desiring

No selfishness

No lying

No seeking self-benefit, or

self-indulgence

No dishonesty ^

The panel emphasized that, to

cleanse and purify one's mind and

achieve bliss, one mus^ follow

these rules.
^

•

An individual need only

"practice good, abstain from evil

and purify (his) mind" to get out of

suffering, said Heng Ru, who is

from Italy.

"Having a clear mind is having

clear thoughts which are not

entangled anymore in greed or

aversion or hatred or stupidity, but

ait . straight and not crooked,"

Heng Ru said.

"Meditation cannot be seen as

simply a self-regulated strategy,

something that brings out relaxa-

tion or reduces anxiety but, in a

deeper meaning, it is something

that goes much farther than that

and it leads to restructuring of

personality on an existential level

and it can bring openings under-

standings that change the person-

ality and lead to very deep peace,"

he said.

The answer to the problem of

suffering can be solved by looking

at the root.of the problem which is

greed.

"If we analyze the cause for this Hsuan Hua

See PANEL, page 15

: W^'re majonng
in a special subjea

Get ready toflyfor only $118 roundtrij)—twice. Choosefrom many ofthe

tfiore than 180 Northwest Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States.

American Ebcptc^&s

Student Airfare

Roundtrip:

WC ML XMI <Mi«: <»-/ t«t««>- !i<{4iM<•<^

WfWIKfllK^^

Day or night,

we're here to answer

questions or

help you in an

emergency.

Exclusive discounts, articles, profiles

American Express*Card CONNECTIONS is the

magazine designed especiallyfor students.

ffsomething you just bought is accidentally

damaged, lost or stolen—no problem. Just about

everything you buy with the Card is protected.

YouVe part of a special group
of people.

- So we've created special

privileges with you in mind.

The tough assignments and long

nights of college will soon pay off.

In fact, they already h;ave.

As a student with a bright

future, youre eligible fer American

Express* Cardmembership now.

Jiiu^ee^ we^elieye i potential.

Thats why we ve made it easier""

for you to qualify for the Card on

your own, even if you don t have a job.

And by becoming a Cardmem-
ber now, you can take advantage

of the exclusive Northwest student

travel privilege pictured here.

The fact is, we ve added special

student benefits like these because

were dedicated to serving our

Cardmembers. '^

So apply now. About six weeks

after the Card arrives, you 11 receive

your Northwest travel certificates?

Call today. We*re looking for-

ward to welcoming org of our most

important Cardmembers. You.

^^«jWW(WW» i ') ii i.WMWWX^.''Au> ::<'

Memberst)ip i las Its Prtvildges'^

APPLY NOW:

TRAVa
IRELATED

•^SERVICES
Ao /^n«nc«n EiprcM company

1-800-446-5389
.^=^

NORTHWEST
AIRUNES

•If you arc already 9 student American Express Cardmember and have a question on this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Fxpress, PO Box 3502St Attn:
Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425 Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares arc non-refundable and no itinerary changes may
be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not always be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be
available between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates
and o^her restrictij^ns may apply For complete offer details, call l''800-446 5389. ^ 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Iiinc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER
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African Student Union of UCLA i*.

presents

Kwame
Ture
(formerly Stokely Carmichael of theStudent

Non-Violent Coordinating Committee -

SNCC)

\ K ''

: >
-

| ISi^

Kvvaine Ture is the organizer and a member of the Central Committee of the Al I-African People's

Revolutionary Party. He was formerly the leader ofdie Student Non-violent Coordinatinu

Committee (SNCC), which organized student sit-ins and voters' rights campaigns during the

civil rights movement. Mr. Ture co-authored the book. Black Power, and laterbecame a member
and organizer in the Black Panther Party. His participation in the Civil Rights and Black Power
movements has been highlighted in the PBS television series "Eyes on the Prize", g^

Tuesday Feb. 20th

Kinsey Hall Room 51
V

7pm
paid for by ASUQ.A Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

T/te 9^usCim Students' Association of ZICLA
&

r-r. ...

^:.

»<5* "^

jS^W .;
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^fit African Student Union

present

on the anniversary of his martyrdom

COMMEMORATION
MALCOLM X /

A
I HAJJ MALIK^IJ

SHABAZZ

/\.'\,»»\,-*.*,*>-.-.^..--,- -V-^..'

With Speakers:

Wazir Muhammad
Nation ofIslam

Kashif Shaheed

Community Activist

Imam Saadiq Safir

Masjid Ibadillah

Kamal Hassan

New African People's Organization

WHEN: Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1990

WHERE: Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge, UCLA
TIME: 7:00 pm

paid for by ASUCLA Board of DirectorsAJSAC Programming Comm luce
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American Trader leaves for Bay Area after inspection
The Associated Press

LONG BEACH — The
paiched-up American Trader, after

passing a seaworthiness inspec-

tion, left port Sunday for San
Francisco, where it will. undergo
final repairs to«a gashed hull that

leaked 400,000 gallons of oU.
The ship lifted anchor and left

the Port of Long Beach at about
4:15 p.m., said Coast Guard Petty
Officer Elizabeth Neely.

"We had a Coast Guard inspec-

tor visit the ship this afternoon to

make sure it was seaworthy and it

was, so we gave it a permit to

proceed," she said. The trip up the

coast was expected to take about

two days, Neely said.

The Coast Guard also
announced plans to reopen New-
port Harbor sometime Monday,
with Neely adding that post-spill

conditions along the coast had

improved greatly within the past

24 hours.

Booms would remain in place at

Newport Harbor, but a gate would

be installed that ships could use to

pass in and out of the harbor, she

said. It wasn't known how early

Monday the gate would be in place

and there was still no timetable for

opening the Anaheim Bay harbor.

Meanwhile, the American Trad-

er was to dock at San Francisco's

Southwest Marine shipyard for its

final repairs, said Jim Marino, a

spokesman for British Petroleum,

which had chartered the tanker.

The oil spilled from the gashed

hull Feb. 7 when the ship's crew

attempted to moor it at an oil

pipeline two miles off Huntington

Beach. Authorities said the tanker

may have collided with its own
anchor.

Remaining oil was unloaded

from the 811-foot ship and two
large holes in the bottom were

patched to the satisfaction of Coast

Guard inspectors, said Petty Offic-*

er Kristine Johnson. -^—

^

Cleanup officials are now trying

to decide how to best get rid of oil

coating rock jetties between the

Newport Beach pier and the San(a

Ana River.

*They 're talking about using sea

water heated to 85 degrees, which

is warm enough to liquefy the

petroleum on the rocks but

wouldn't cook any creatures," said

Newport fire Capt. Ray Pendleton.

About 300 cleanup workers

were on the beaches between

Huntington Beach and Laguna

Beach during the day Sunday.

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults

Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

*
"'','-'

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24th
—------ 9 a.m. -1p.m.

Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.
' *

.Co-sponsored by the Wornen's Resource Center and ttle Departrrient of Community Safety.

DoVVellorRept-atFRKR

Kevk'w lor CiMAT with ;ui MI>A iiisUiictor.

;'.!! hiiiiis ol (Iriss plus Admissidiis rounsclinu.

1 'sc (Mil cNlc'iisivi- lapi' lil)i;iry.
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CLASS BEGINS TODAY. FEB. 20th
VVKSI 1 A BAH.BRM.ECTUHn CENrFR 3280 t.V .' KJll AVE

TIME: 6:00 PM- 10:00 PM

CAU 1-800-777EXAM—

Advmiktg^

aj^TjTTJjTTi

jLARGilFpiZZA
4
I

I

I

I

I

INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering,

each additional topping $1.41 ^"""-o-w*,

SAVE 10-16" pizza *'box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA I!

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-11pm

WHOLE CHICKEN'

I

I

I

I

I

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

I
H L UC
E ui m 3 rn I / v

u n a c u i-** Tri ^
^

With or without glasses-

^j artistry for your eyes only

•DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
-^ SPECIAL $150.00

Includes exam. lens, core kit & follow up core

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

: Quae,
)

I* • • mm
optomimst

W Weyburn
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748 "WWWWMtVtl

• •••••••••••••e • •••••••••••••••••••••

SERIOUS
MUSIC
The Beatles
The Stones

The 6-52$

16 Cure
The Sugarcubes

THE PHIL
We're talking SERIOUS MUSIC . . . like Beethoven,
Brahms, and Mozart. The Los Angeles Philharmonic gives

you this serious music . . . TOTALLY LIVE ... in a

setting that's much more intimate than the Coliseum or

the Forum. And where else can you get an incredible deal

likeTWO TICKETS FOR $5.00 in February for a live

concert, just by showing up at the Philharmonic's Music
Center Box Office with your current, valid student I.D. no
more than 2 hours before the concert. (You don't have to

camp outside all night just to get seats behind a speaker.)

Here's a great idea. . .join the Philharmonic's free Student
Frequent Buyer Program by calling (213) 850-2050, buy 3

tickets and get a fourth ticket FREE.

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
2 TICKETS FOR $5.00

< This Week!
Fri. and Sat., Feb. 23 and 24, 8:00; Sun., Feb. 25, 2:30

Andr^ Previn, conductor
Jessye Norman, Florence Quivar, David Gordon, Gary Lakes, James Johnson,

vocal soloists

Hans Hotter, speaker
Los Anteles Master Chorale

Pacific Chorale

Schoent)erg;^ Gurrelieder

Next Week!
Mon., Feb. 26, 8:00

Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series Recital

Isaac Stern, violin

Robert McDonald, piano
Music by Bach, Faur^, Jan^Cek, Kreisler, Dvof^k, and Szymanowski

Fri. and Sat., Mar. 2 and 3, 8:00; Sun., Mar. 4, 2:30
Kurt Sanderling, conductor

Peter Roesel, piano
Brahms; Piano Concerto No. 1

Brahms: Symphony No. 1

Upbeat Live free pre-concert discussions 1 hr. before concerts

(except Mercedes-Benz Celebrity Series).

* For the whole scoop, just call (213) 972-7211.
Seating at the discretion of the Box Office, subject to«vailability.

Artists, dates, and programs subject to change.

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC

HONORS COLLEGIUM - SPRING QUARTER 1990
HONORS COLLEGIUM (HO) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-31 1 MURPHY HALL) BEGINNING TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU TO LISTYOUR 1 ST CHOICE AND AS MANY
WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM ANYTIME BETWEEN TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20 AND FRIDAY FEBRUARY 23 AT 4:00
P.M. RESULTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BEGINNING FRIDAY, MARCH 2. IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENROLLMENT, YOU MUST BE IN

ATTENDANCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS. AS PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL SLIPS WILL GENERALLY BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR DURING
THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEDURE IS, HOWEVER AT THE PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE.
YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR TO THAT DATE. COURSE DAYS AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE."
HC 3:

HISTORICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN AND WORK (6 units)

Director. Ruth Milkman, Sociology

Lecture: M 1-4 GSM 4317
Sem. 1A: R 10-12 Haines 144

Sem. IB: R 2-4 Bunche 1265

One of the most basic social changes in the postwar period is the dramatic inaease in women's employment
outside the home. Yet, the majority of women workers remain concentrated in a small range of poorly paid, low

status occupations which are overwhelmingly female in composition. The course explores this paradox of

change and continuity by investigating the historical d^elopment of women's wprk in the Unites States (with

references to other national experiences as well).

The course is a seminar structured around intensive study of basic texts on women's wori^ in the past and
present. Particular emphasis is placed on the analysis of the causes and consequences of job segregation, on
the historical evolution of women's work in a range of economic sectors (service, blue collar, white collar) and on
women workers' efforts to transform their situation through participation in social movements.

Applicator) on General Education Requirements: four units of Social Science credit (Historical or Social

Analysis). (Remaining two units do not apply towards General Education.)

Satisfactory completion of this course with a grade of "C" or better will satisfy one half of the College of Letters and
Science English Compositk>n requirement.

HC 9*

READING REMOTE TEXTS: CRITICAL APPROACHES TO THE TALE OF GENJI (4 units)

Director: Leslie Pincus. East Asian Languages and Culture
Lecture: T 1-4 Rolfe 3115
Disc 1A: R 12-1 Rolfe 3131
-Disc IB: R 1-2 Rolfe 3131

This course explores the practice of reading literary texts that are both different and distant from our own cultural

context and historical era. Our "master text," The Tale ofGenji. is an^eyenth century Japanese prose narrative

about life, love, and politics in the Heian Court. For the contemparary reader, the Genji presents both
ovenwhelming differences from, but also surprising similarities to his or her own experience.

The course examines both the cultural assumptions underlying our interpretation of texts and the problem^ of

translation. To what degree do we reduce alien texts to our own cultural terms? To what extent is frie

interpretation of foreign texts an act of cultural narcissism? Cultural aggression? Recognizing that reading is

never an unmediated experience, we shall bring to our encounter with the Genji a number of theoretical

approaches: historidsm, semk)tics, the sociology of taste, genre criticism, psychoanalysis, and feminism -- all

accompanied by a healthy scepticism regardirg their validity. We shall conclude with a discussion of the

significance of two short-story modern renditions of sections from the remote text.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Humanities credit (Literature).

HC 11:

TECHNOLOGY AND SOQETY (4 units)

Director Thelma Estrin, Computer Science
Lecture: TR 1-3 Rolfe 2106

There is a widening gap between what we can achieve as a nation and what we do achieve. A steady erosion in

the competetiveness of our country points to systematic problems affectinig the productivity of American industry,

inadequacy of our educational and management systems, and lackof vision by government agencies. We shall

explore major advances in bioio^, medicine, computers, communicatk}ns, environmental hazards, and space

exploration, along with the negative social, economic, and ecological impacts of these high technologies. This

course helps students evaluate societal tradeoffs by examining technological options. Technology is not

preordained, and we can choose our options within broad limits. Texts and other reading matter for the course

confirm that citizens can exert forces on technological policies and can insist that industrial and governmental

decision makers evaluate future costs for all involved parties. Our research and discussions will seek to clarify

issues and tradeoffs so that students can play a more informed role in our technological society.

Application on General Education Requirements: Social Sdence/Sodal Analysis credit.

HC 43'

minds'. BRAINS, HUMANS. AND COMPUTERS (4 units)

Director Charles E. Taytor, Biotogy

Lecture: MWF 11-12 365 ICinsey

What is mind? What is intelligence? Can machines think? This course examines the mind/body problem, a

classical problem in philosophy, and explores several of the dominant theories of what mind is. Students in the

course are given access to microcomputers on which they learn the essentials of programming in LISP. This

course also deals with artificial intelligence programs.

Application on General Education Requirement: none.

HC 49'

COMPUTERS, SCIENCE, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE (4 units)

Director David G. Kay, Computer Science

Lecture: T 9-12 LS 2301

Note: This dass will be selected by questionnaire.

This course will fumish students with an in-depth, fundamental understanding of computers and the nature of

automata computatk)n, both in theory and in current practice: what information computers can represent and how

they can process it; the distnctions between human thought and the computer's processing; the social effects of

computerizatk)n and reliance on computed results; the capabilities and limitations of computer technology both

today and in the futur^. Students will develop the foundation for making informed dedsrans relating to computing

and the franf>ework for devek>ping further technical expertise.
,

Application on General Education Requirement: none.

HC 51:

RENAISSANCE VIEWS Of HUMANITY (4 units)

Director Katherine Callen King. Classics and Comparative Literature

Lecture: MW 10:30-11:45 Royce 164
Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

10-11

11-12

Rolfe 2210

Bunche A152

What was reborn in the Renaissance? Classical Myths? Ideals? Heroes? Literary forms? What was tf>ii«l«fc«

of the interplay between the claims of developed Christian theok)gy and reborn classical aspirations? What was

expected of a man, a woman, of a peasant, burgher, or prince, of a poet, a philosopher? We shall investigate

these questions through works tfnat focus on emergina individualism
.
problems of authority (both literary and

political). k)ve, sources of reality, concepts of history, gtory, and honor, and the achievement of immortality. The

course indudes readings from such authors as Erasmus, Pico Delia Mirandola. Arbsto. Machiaivelli, Spentar,

Ronsard. More. Montaigne, and Shakespeare.

Application on Gmwl Education Requirements: four units of Humanities credit (Literature, or Culture and

Civilization).

>< \»

HC 76*

THE MODERN SELF IN MODERN SOCIETY (4 units)

Director Jack Katz, Socwtogy

Lecture: R 3-5 Bunche 3157
Disc: M 1:30-2:45 (Note: This is a change from the Schedule of (^ses)

Over the last twenty years, a wave of scholarship by historians, socblogists, phitosophers, and anthropologists

has drawn a new exdtement to ttie tong-standing question: What are the distinctive qualities of "modern" life?

That there is a new body of ttiought on die subject is indicated by at least tiiree commonalities. One is the

historical sensitivity, shared by scholars from formally disparate disdplines. to a fundamental division between

contemporary life and pre-Enlight^nment society. The second, which more dramatically indicates the novelty of

the recent scholarship, is an unprecedented attention to minute details of everyday experience. The, third is a

peculiar appreciation of dialectical compexities, a perspective which finds the typk:al statements of contrast

between pre-industrial and industrial society (about the rise of "rationality" and he loss of "community," for

example) simplistic and unsatisfying. While txjiiding on the traditional understandings of a new rationalism and a

new atomism in post-Enliohtenment sodety, this recent body of tiiought also appredates a new form of

institutional irrationality and personal emotion, as well as new forms of collective spirit emergent in modern

society. '^
f- ^

These tiiree distinquishing characteristics will guide our study of the new historical scholarship of tfie self as we
examine several different institutions or sectors of sodal life in substantive areas of personal experience and

social organization. Moving from the grim to tfie liqht, representative topics are: death, criminal punishment,

pollution and ttie sacred, intimate relations, and play.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Sodal Sdence credit (Sodal Analysis).

HC 78*

WRITING IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION: 1750 • 1830 (4 unHs)

Director Robert M. Mankjuis. English '

Lecture: MW 12-2 GSM 1234
Disc: R 4-6 GSM 2333

Note: While the lecture for English 109 and HC 78 is the same, tiiese are not cross-listed dasses. Only students

enrolled in the discusskjn section above will be granted credit for Honors 78.

Europe and America, from the late eighteenth to ttie early nineteenth centuries, are marked by political and
industrial revolutions-the results of vast shifts in material and technok>gical conditions as well as intellectual

assumptions. The course addresses ttie sense both of progress and crisis in important texts of tfiis revolutionary

period. .

Reading and discussbns will cover novels, political writing, and essays by such writers as Voltaire, Rousseau,

Kant. Sade, Benttiam, Paine, Franklin, Scott, Byron, Blake, and Hazlitt. We shall also consider the devloprpent of

different "cultures" in tfie period and the connections between an emerging mass media and new sodal ideas.

Our dominant topics will be contradk:tions in religion and sexuality, the literary idealization and social

undermining of ttie f^ily. new fears of demographic explosion and racial extermination, and tiie competition

between romantic forms of individualism on the one hand, and, on ttie other, utilitarianism, conflicting social

dasses, and the subjection of the indivkJual to nation-states and empires.

Application on General Education Requiements: four units of Humanities Credit (Culture and Civilization).

HC 80:

LITERATURE OF DIVERSITY: CULTURAL EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA (4 units)

Director Raymond A. Parades. English

Lecture: T 1-4 GSM 2319

The course is designed to give students a broad sense of ethnk: and cultural diversity in the United States as

reflected in its literary record. It will expose students to works usually neglected in conventional Amerksm
literature courses that are neverttieless of conskierable aestfietic and cultural importance. Furtiiermore. ttie

course will address the issue of alternative literary forms such as the blues and Mexican American ballads

(corridos) and tiieir relation to belletristic traditions. Writers to be considered indude Black Elk, Sandra Cisneros,

and Zora Neale Hurston.

Application on General Education Requirements: tour units of Humanities credit (Literature).

HC 95'

ART, P0LITK:S and SOCIAL CHANGE IN NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLAND AND FRANCE (4 units)

D/rector; Debora Silverman, History

Lecture: F 10-1 Powell 2Q0D

During ttie nineteentti century, European artists and intellectuals confronted a startingly new worW wrought by

industrial production, political revolution, and urban concentration. This course considers how a number of

writers and visual artists in two different countries tried to comprehend these unprecedented realities and to

define a new understanding of ttie relationship between art and society. Among the central issues to be explored

are: (1) ttie social factors in cultural expression; (2) ttie emergence of aesttietic critiques of social change; (3) ttie

use of tiie past as a standard of measure for exposing contemporary problems; and (4) ttie relationship between

artistic innovation and political radicalism. We shall examine cases of particular individuals-John Ruskin and

Charies Baudelaire, for example~to assess ttiese issues on a comparative basis.

The course will empfiasize ttie use of two types of analytical tools for approaching literary artifacts: ttie formal

analysis of texts, arid ttie histork:al contextualization of them. While acknowledging and examining ttie internal

structure of language and painting, ttiis course will stress ttie way ttiat long-term national traditions and short-term

political and social conditions shaped each set of literary and artistic innovations.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Sodal Science credit (Historical Analysis).

HC 96'

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA (4 unfts)

Director: Edward A. Alpers, History

Lecture: W 2-5 GSM 3343B

Why does culture take on such a pointed vitality and significance in a society like modern Soutti Africa? How
does ttiis phenomenon affect ttie boundaries t)elween European and Afrk:an culture? Why has culture itself

become an arena of struggle in Soutti Afrk^a? This course seeks to introduce students to ttie extraordinary

cultural ferment ttiat has been produced by ttie existence of a fascist and racist regime in Soutti Africa since 1 948.

It proposes to explore ttie rk:h and varied literary output of botti balck and white Soutti Afrksin auttiors over ttie

entire perk>d, as well as ttie accelerated emergence of popular cultural forms, such as people's ttieater and

wort^ers'poetry. since ttie Soweto uprising of 1976. Students will be asked to ttiink ttirough ttie relationship

between state political oppression and popular political resistance, as botti affect ttie entire cultural output of a

^ciety in crisis. Broader comparative questions regarding culture and soaety will also be raised in ttie process of

discussing ttie particular Soutti Afrkan situation.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Humanities aedit (Culture and Civilization); or four

units of Social Science Credit (Historical Analysis).

HC 97'

ISSUES IN AMERICAN FOREIGN POLK)Y: THE METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSMENT (4 unKs)

Director: Steven L. Spiegel, Political Sdence
Lecture: R 10-1 Royce 156

Note: 111? dass will split into ttiree discussion sections from 12-1 ; for our scheduling purposes we will call ttiese

sections M. IB, 1C. It does not. however, matter in which section you enroll.

This course examines several contemporary major issues in American foreign policy witti ttie aim of exposing

students to policy arguments from various ideological perspectives. ShoukJ ttie United States: Recognize ttie

P.L.O.? Provide military assistance to ttie con/rasfAgree to ttie total abolition of nudear weapons? Institute a

mandatory divestment of Amerk:an corporations from Soutti Afrka? Abandon Star Wars? Wittidraw its troops

from West Europe? Questions like these wiN be addressed in a debate format. Students will be asked to prepare

policy positions on particular subjects. Group discussions will also be held on how to discern kleologk:al origins

(left and right) of policy arguments, how to research spedfk: questions, what slvxterds to use in making

judgments, arid how to frame arguments once personal cak:ulations have been nfiade. The substance of tfie

course will be an examinatk)n of matorial in major popular and professional foreign polk:y journals, alttiough

background volumes wHI be recommended wffien appropriate.

Apf^cation on Generai EducaHdn Requirements: four units of Sodal Sdence aedit (Sodal Analysis).
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Sandinistas lure youtii

vote witii sex, not Marx
Membership in Ortega's party

jumps to 50,000 in two months
tising concepts of their capitalist

nemesis: sex sells.

**It*sa Sandinista invention," he
jokes.

The poster with the naked legs

and the double-entcndre message
for first-time voters is just one of a

series of posters featuring amorous
couples in the youth-oriented
campaign.

The group has also sponsored
beauty contests — **The feminists

were critical/* Delgado admits —
kissing contests, dances, parties

and even a Valentine's Day rally at

which a member of the nine-man
Sandinista directorate got married
in the "Forest of Love."

Sandinista campaign headquar-
ters bustles with young ^rkers in

brightly colored T-shlrS^bearing

pictures of President Ortega and
other candidates.

Young people wear Sandinista

headbands, Sandinista tank tops

and Sandinista baseball caps. They
light up with Sandinista lighters,

tote their books in Sandinista

backpacks and tap their toes to

Sandkiista tunes in Costeno-style,

the reggae music from Nicara-

gua's Atlantic Coast
The slick campaign is no hit-or-

miss affair.

Delgado says the Sandinista

Youth prepared by polling young
people on their likes and dislikes,

their worries and hopes.

The study showed that Nicara-

guan teen-agers are a lot like teen-

agers everywhere in many ways.
They are vain and rebellious; they

are interested in sex and having
fun; their heroes and role models
are athletes and musiciansT^
Their concerns, however,

reflect the troubled reality of this

politically divided and economi-
cally crippled nation of 3.5 mil-

lion: the war, the draft, finding a

job, getting a decent education and
figuring out how to have a good
time in a country where the

inflation rate was 36,000 percent
last year.

The Sandinista message doesn't

dwell on this dreary daily reality.

"Everything will be better," the

main campaign slogan proclaims.

Chamorro, UNO's presidential

candidate, is a white-haired and
aristocratic widow of 60 whose
image contrasts sharply with that

of Ortega.

There were rumors her cam-
paign would bring in Gloria
Estefan and the Miami Sound
Machine, but it didn't happen.

By Candice Hughes
Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua —
Ajax Delgado snaps his fingei

and plops his sneaker-clad feet on
the table. The laces are electric

green.

"Music!" he exclaims. "The
campaign needed young music I"

On the wall hangs a glossy

poster showing two pairs of naked
thighs pressed together, jeans and a

rose crumpled on the floor.

"It's beautiful the first time
when you do it with love," reads

the coy slogan.

Personally, Delgado doesn't
like the poster.

*The guy's legs are too skinny,"

he says, dismissing it with another

snap of his fingers.

Who is this fast-talking fellow

in the black T-shirt and the tight

jeans eating whipped cream cheese
with his fingers?

A hip advertising executive? A
rising record producer?

Not quite. Delgado. 28, is

secretary-general of the Sandinista

Youth, part of the leftist party that

has ruled Nicaragua for more than

a decade.

He is one of the keys to

President Daniel Ortega's effort to

beat the United National Opposi-
tion, led by Violeta Barrios de
Chamorro.

Clearly, things have changed
since the days when the Sandinista

Youth motto was a dreary Marxist
"Study, Defend, Produce."
The motto is now "Plug into the

Future," and the sell is pure sex.

The youth vote will be a critical

factor in Sunday's general elec-

tion. A third of the 1.7 million

registered voters are between the

ages of 16 and 25.

Delgado is a mastermind of the

campaign aimed at selling the

Sandinistas as the fun party, the

party of the future, the hip place to

be.

It's a tall job in a country left

shabby and tattered by war, a U.S.
embargo and a devastating eco-
nomic crisis. But Delgado is

convinced the Sandinistas have the

youth vote wrapped up.

Membership in the Sandinista

Youth, open to people between the

ages of 15 and 30, has doubled to

50,000 in the past two months, he
says.

Delgado laughs off the idea that

the Sandinistas have shamelessly
adopted one of the crasser adver-

Boston arclibisiiop leaves
for tfiree-day trip to Cuiia
The Associated Press

BOSTON— Archbishop Cardi-
nal Bernard Law, departing Sun-
day for a three-day visit to Cuba,
said he consulted with President
Bush about recent hints at reform
dropped by Cuba's Communist
Party.

'The president is very interested

in what my impressions will be of
this U-ip," said Law, who spoke
with Bush on Saturday. The
Roman Catholic prelate has
formed a su-ong friendship with the

president in recent years.

Law, who is scheduled to meet
with Cuban Archbishop Jaime
Ortega and other Cuban bishops on
Tuesday, said he would welcome
the chance to meet with Cuban
leader Fidel Castro, but no meeting

between them is planned.

Law's departure came a day
after Cuba's hard-hne Communist
party called for a party congress
next year and hinted that it might
consider some political and eco-

nomic reforms.

"Obviously, a change w6uld
benefit everyone," Law said. "For
them to develop some kind ol

rhetorical diversity would be very

significant."

Law met with Castro on previ-

ous trips to Cuba in 1985 and 1989.
and while he said no meeting was
scheduled with the Cuban leader

this time kr6und, he would wel-

come the chance to have one.

Law said the trip's main purpose
was to strengthen ties between the

Catholic Church in the United

States and in Cuba.
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Marine's conviction
Corporal was

jailed for alleged

lesbian activities
By Kim I. Mills

Associated Press

WASHINGTON D.C. — A
military appeals court has over-

turned the conviction of a Marine
corp^al who served 226 days in

the brig in 1988 for allegedly

having sex with another woman,
coiut documents show.

In an unusual decision, the

Court of Military Review in

Washington on Thursday found
that two of the officers serving on
the jury at Barbara J. Baum*s court

martial were biased and that the

military judge had allowed uncor-

roborated testimony.

"I think that her trial was flawed

in a number of respects and I am
glad that they recognized the errors

that they did," said Susan Masling,

an attorney with the Washington
law firm of Arnold and Porter,

which represented Baum at no
charge.

*They technically are free to

retry her at another court martial.

However, as we understand the

law, she would not be able to serve

any more time in the brig, so the

only thing they could get out of

another court martial — besides a

lot of bad publicity — is perhaps

getting her a bad conduct dis-

charge," Masling said.

But Lt. Col. Ron Stokes, a

Marine spokesman, said last week
that no decision had been made yet

on a new trial.

The appellate court declined to

rule on several other arguments
raised in the appeal, including that

it is unconstitutional to selectively

prosecute and punish gay people

for sodomy while heterosexuals

are not punished for the same
actions.

"We didn't actually think we
would win on tl1i6se charges but we
did think it was important to start

making a record on those issues,"

Mashng said.

Baum, 25, originally from Mis-
hawaka, Ind., but now living in

Lakewood, Fla., said Saturday she

had expected to be exonerated

"because I knew it was unfair from
the start and I'd said all along it

wasn't all over."

Baum said she will continue to

fight to force the government to

pay the $14,000 bill from her first

lawyer.

"I refuse to take the answer that

you have no claim against the

government," Baum said in an

interview. *They*re going to pay
it; it's their own stupid fault."

According to court papers, the

three-judge military appeals panel

last week found that two jurors —
identified only as Sgt. Major
Moore and Col. Nunnally — were
not impartial.

Moore had attended Baum's
so-called Article 32 investigation,

which is akin to.a grand jury, and
had listened to the flovemment's
key wimess.

"Sergeant Major Moore's state-

ment that he attended appellant's

Article 32 investigation, moreov-
er, suggested that he had some
interest in the outcome of the

case," the judges wrote. "The
military judge failed to ask him
why he attended the hearing,
thereby leaving his reasons open to

speculaiion."

Col. Nunnally revealed during
the early stages of Baum's trial that

he had discussed the investigation
of lesbian activities at Parris Island
with a Navy invjestigator.

"Colonel Nunnally appears to

have extrajudicial knowledge of
the evidence and an interest in the

outcome, of the litigation," the
judges wrote.

Baum was the first of five

wonien charged in a crackdown in

1988 on alleged lesbians at the
Marine Corps' Parris Island, S.C,
Recruit Depot
The Defense Department's offi-

cial pohcy states that "homosexu-
ality is incompatible with military

service. The presence in the
military of persons who engage in

homosexual conduct . . . seriously

impairs the accomplishment of the

military mission."

High-proRle Democrats
it AFL-CIO officials

By Karen Ball

Associated Press

BAL HARBOUR, Fla. — Top
Democrats are making a strong

showing at the AFl.-CIO*s winter

meeting as the party courts labor's

support for the 1990 elections and

the battle over congressional

redistricting.

House Majority Leader Richard

Gephardt, one of several promi-

nent Democrats attending the

federation's executive council

meeting, told union officials Sun-

day their help was crucial to party

wins last year in gubernatorial

races in Virginia and New Jersey.

•^A lot of people were ready to

count us out in 1988. People said

that's proof positive the Demo-
crats are on the mat, but here we
came in 1989," said Gephardt, who
meets with the 33-member board

Monday as it officially opens its

Week-long meeting.

"Mark my words — it would not

have happened without the help of

organized labor," the Missouri

Democrat said of the 1989 gains.

Gerald McEntee, president of

the American Federation of Slate,

County and Municipal Employees,

said Democrats are again openly

courting unions because organized

labor has been active in issues such

as child care, health care and
helping the homeless.

*The labor movement has been

out in front of the curve on most of

these issues. To see Denrvocrats

down to find out what's on our

mind is all very positive. I think the

AFL has turned the corner,"

McEntee said.

Democratic National Commit-
tee spokesman Mike McCurry said

the hefty party lineup at this year's

AFL-CIO meeting was part of a

"more organized effort at learning

how to fight guerilla warfare in

1990."

' DNC Chairman Ronald Brown
on Monday will outline the party's

campaign for statehouse seats

around the nation, since control of
state legislatures will dictate

which party controls congressional

redistricting.

'There's some indication union

is a nice word again," AFL-CIO
spokesman Rex Hardesty said of

the Democratic presence at the

federation's meeting. Hardesty

and others said organized labor

and the Democratic Party, tradi-

tional allies, have strengthened

their relationship after it suffered a

setback in the 1980s.

JOSIE

CLASS OF

TREE KILLER,

199tr^
r

A cola here, a glass of water there,

it all adds up. Before you know It

you've used three or four paper

cups in a day. And throughout a

four-year college career, that can

add up to one entire tree! But you

can use our refillable thermal mugs
for dispensed beverages instead

(and save yourself money). You'll

be saving the energy it takes to

make those paper cups, too. So

save a tree. It's not that hard.

Reuse. ASUCLA offers 20-oz.

refillable thermal mugs that you can

use again and again — and save

20% on hot and cold dispensed

beverages. Special ceramic coffee

mugs are available at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House, and

guarantee you refills for only 35

cents. And ASUCLA's plastic

Join A3UCLA in our efforts to protect

the envifonment. It isn't hard. It is

important. Vou can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve.

utensils and coffee cups are used

more than once — when you take a

second to put them in the separate

bins we provide.

Reduce. ASUCLA is testing the use

of bulk dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. In many
cases ASUCLA uses degradable

serving containers made of recycled

paper products. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchases in the Students' Store if

you don't realty need it.

Reqfcle. Use our handy bins to

recycle newspaper, white paper and

aluminum cans, throughout

ASUCLA facilities. And watch for

upcoming drives and drop-off sites

to recycle items from home.

RICYCj^INO
PROGRAM

Reuse whenever possible

And recycle this newspaper.
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A fine colldCtKMi of superb

writing. Not to be over-

looked for your lesbian book

collection.

y

Your Decision.

Your Choice.

In A Different light
An anthology of lesbian writers

Edited by Carolyn Weathers
and Jenny Wrenn ^

Serious, whimsical, satirical,

poetic, erotic...exp)erimental, -

traditional-short stories,

IX)ems and excerpts from

novels.

202 pgs.

Order from:
Clothespin Fever Press

5529 N. Figueroa
L.A., CA 90042

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Utte

824-1449

fP/7 a choke

FimilyPUmningAssociates

Medical Group

International Students Association
w

presents

East European
Cultural Festival

<^

Simda^^February 25 ^ 7-11 pm
^ .

w
at

-"^

J

Ackerman Grand Ballrooin
FREE

V"

Entertainment
will include:

4^ Krakusy Polish Dance Troupe
^ L.A. Lithuanian Youth

Ensemble - Spinduljrs

s(SK Estonian Singer, Biatt Riivald
and Pianist, Rein Rannap

sd^ Hungarian Violinist,

Shony Braun
s^ Slide Show/Speakers on:

Bulgaria: Bis. Milena Kirora
Yugoslavia: Bii; Jure Biam

j^ Arts Exhibits by:

Jana S. Benari
Oton Kovarik

Funded by Campus Proaramming Committee of the Programs
Activities Board; ASUCLA Board of Oirectors/USAC Programming
Committee; and Student Committee for the Arts.

HERPES
From page 3

**Now that I had a chance to

think, questions began to arise.

Would it affect my having chil-

dren? Was this the end of my sex

life? 1 guess I would have asked
more questions if I hadn*t been so
freaked out. The nurse had given

me some handouts, but I couldn't

remember where they were.

**I >yas surprised John didn't just

blow up. Did he really understand
what I said? After I got home, I told

my roommate, who was really

understanding.

When I was talking to her, I

remembered that the nurse said

that herpes could have been in my
system a long time. That meant I

had to do something I really

dreaded ... tell my ex. How
would I do that?

It took awhile before John went
to the Men's Health Clinic because
he thought he wasn't affected.

Finally, he thought back through
the past couple of weeks and
figured out that he should be
checked. He didn't show any signs

of the disease, but the doctor told

him that he should check himself

regularly."

After the storm

Fortunately for Jane, her painful

blisters were successfully treated

with the drug Acyclovir, and she
has oniy had one other outbreak
this past year. John has not
experienced an outbreak yet. Jane
needs to take extra care of herself

because good health practices such
as adequate rest, a good diet and
minimum stress may help to

control the disease.

Jane can tell when an outbreak is

about to occur because she feels a
tingling and aching sensation.

During this time and until seven
days after the sores heal (the skin is

intact) sexual activity should be
stopped. The nurse also advised no
skin-to-skin contact with the
affected area during this time and
seven days after the outbreak.

Jane must wash her hands
carefully after touching blisters or
sores and to manage situations that

may trigger flareups, such as sun
exposure, stress or fatigue.

Follow up visits for her and
monthly genital self examination
for both partners are also impor-
tant. Since John had no symptoms,
laboratory test was not recom-
mended. However, the physician

told him to use a condom because
there is a slight possibility of
contracting herpes even when his

partner has no symptoms.
The sequel to Jane's story was

rather surprising. "At first John
was pretty calm, but three months
later, he really freaked out," Jane
said.

"I asked John why he freaked

out like he did. He said that I was
so panicked that he felt he needed
to be there for me, to help me to

calm down. Later, he realized that

he had concerns, needed support
and was confused about the future

of our relationship."

Jane didn't say how she told her

ex-bpyfriend. But Amy Goldner.
supervisor of SHS Social Service

Unit, said there are techniques that

can make breaking the news
easier.

One effective tool is labeled

successive approximation, Gold-
ner said. This means that you break
the news in steps. "For example,
you might start out by saying, *Last

month we had unprotected sex.'

Next, say *I went to the doctor for a
checkup because (it was time for

my annual exam, I thought I had
some symptoms),' " she said.

"Continue your explanation for
about 6 to 8 sentences before you

See HERPES, page 13
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IRAN
From page 5

emment has reached a dead end of
political and practical survival.

The only alternative is the return of

the monarchy through Reza II,"

said Sassan Kamali, who said he
was once an anchorman on Iran

television.

He said Reza II is knowledge-
able about democratic ideas and is

popular among Iranians.

Still, as people cried out in

unison, "Long live Reza Shah,"
one protester said he wanted a fair

government but was skeptical

about a successful monarchy.

"I'm not in favor of any monar-
chy because it goes back to the

Middle Ages. At the same time, I

don't want to go back to the

Islamic Republic. Maybe a social-

ist government would work," said

the Iranian American man, who
asked to remain anonymous to

protect his safety.

But most of the activists said

that the monafchy meant wealth,

and that an international conspira-

cy is what cheated them of
continued good fortune. "Iranian

people became very rich because
of the oil (resources), so the

political superpowers wanted to

get rid of (the Shah)," activist

Mary Soltani said. "People know
they have been cheated from a
monarchy that's been working for

2.005 years."

Kamali agreed: *The people (of

Iran) have had a good experience

with the monarchy. After the

revolution, they went for an ambi-
guous democracy. They just

grasped at anything. Instead they

found totalitarianism."

Now, the activists are seeking
intertiational support to dismantle
the Islamic regime and are asking
that the United Nations oversee
elections to build a new govern-
ment

They said that establishing a

friendlier government in Iran

would benefit the United Slates.

"California is a home base for

Iranian rcFugees" It is good tDr~

establish a (new) regime, because
it is best for the Americans,"
Kamaji said.

HERPES
From page 12

say, *And I fotind out I had an
STD.' This is usually easier for the

person than getting shocked with

some bad news all at once,"

Goldner said.

"Of course, your knowledge of
the person, etc., will make a
difference in your approach," she

said.

Downie said it is easier to

express the news by emphasizing
that both partners share the prob-

lem and neither one is at fault. "Say
*We have a problem and need to

deal with it I've been diagnosed as

having an STD and it's possible

that you have it also,' " Downie
said. "Try not to feel that you or
your partner deliberately infected

the other or that one of you
deserves punishment."

More than a year have passed
since Jane first found out she had
herpes. She. 4s continuing as a

student and said she can deal with

the problem now, she said.

"I've learned to accept myself as

a healthy, normal person despite

having herpes. And I'm glad I told

John and my ex, 1 couldn't have
lived with the guilt. Also, 1 think

that there would have been a huge
wedge between John and me — I

would have had to avoid him and
be so secretive. We've all kind of
worked this out now."

Bored with the^^

everyday? ^

TAKE A wok ON
THE WILD SIDE
Fr

Lo(

Delivery

UCLA

LinaorooK

Wilsnir*

FREE
Portion of Frit

or Chow Mein with

the purchase of two
nnairt dl^^
Exf^res 6/30/90

WOK
Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

ri6"%"6FF
j To UCLA students

I
with valid ID

I
(after 4pm)

I Expires 6/30/90

FROM JOB FAIR TO JOB OFFER

A workshop to give you the compjetitive edge when you
talk to company representatives at the Minority
Recruitment and Career Conference on March 14.

Topics include:

• Writing a resume that sells

• Winning the interviewing game
• Asking the right questions

• Following up with potential employers
• Dressing for success

^.';"-.:;
,

7-

».«^'

Six ivorkshovs to choose from. No sign-up required.

Feb. 20 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center

Placement & Career Planning Ctr.

Haines Hall - Room 18

Chicano Studies Research Center
Chicano Studies Research Center

Feb. 21

Feb. 23

Feb. 26

Feb. 17

5-7
9-11
12-2
12-2

March 1 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center

Sponsored by
Academic Advancement Program
Placement & Career Planning Center

FREE SNEAK PREVIEW
For a rookie cop,

there's one thing more dangerous
than uncovering a killer's fantasy.

Becoming it.
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FREE MOVIE POSTERS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20

8:00 PM '^

ACKERMAN BALLROOM

PASSES AVAILABLE AT
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
FEBRUARY 15 AT 9:00 AM
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A PLUS FOR, UCLA!!!
STUDENTS* will receive a meal ticket valid at all ASUCLA food facilities

with each donation. '

^

^JEMPLOYEES will receive our gift of 4:zhours leave with pay for each
donation. Applies to UCLA and ASUCLA - most students*, casual,
per diem and career employees.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2-260 UCLA Medical Center
, Just down the hall from Student Health.

825^0850
EACH BLOOD DONATION HAS THE POTENTIAL TO HELP THE LIVES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS.

^Student employees may receive cjthcr 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets hut nor horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.
* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

\

Announcing an offer

designed to saw mcMiey
for peopte wtK) are,

,a bit long-winded

I

'

wiien itcomes to,

you know, talkingon
thephone,andwfiQ
quite understandahlx

don't want to have
towait till after 11pm

^

togetadealbn
long distance prices.

ii'

If you spend a lot of time on the phone, the AT&TReach Ouf America IHan could save you a lot on your
long distantt? bill. And you don't have to stay up late to do it. Starting at 5 pm, the AT&TReach Out America
Ftan takes an additional 25% off our already reduced evening prices.

To find out more, call us at 1 800 REAiCH OUT, ext. 4093. -^ *^*^
And don't worry well keep it brief -^^^^ imv»^

DiKouniapplieiloouiofsuir callsdiirctdialrd V K) pm. Sunday ftklay

Thii aervto mqr not br aviilibir in aJI mdenoe halk The right choice.

GRADS
From page 1

campus services by the end of the

school year. The report will

include some long-term sugges-
tions and not just stopgap mea-
sures, he said.

The first meeting of the task

force will be March 6, when
student members of the committee
will introduce what they think arc

()ositive and negative aspects of
services available to postgraduates

on campus.

Two of the services that have
received considerable chatter are

psychological services and career

placement, Lifka said. Graduate
students have said that the Place-

ment and Career Planning Center

sometimes overlooks them
because it is geared toward under-

graduates.

Members of the task force will

be Lifka; Harold Pruett, director of

Student Psychological Services;

Charles Sundberg, director of
Placement and Career Planning

Center; Rochelle Jefferson, a gra-

duate vice president; George
Ritchie, graduate chief of staff;

Daniel Bennett, Graduate Student

Division assistant dean and his

assistant, Harriet Moss.
Seats on the task force yet to be

filled include two faculty seats.^'Si

Graduate Division adviser and a
graduate student member.

AIDS
From page 1

it hit, there was nothing in place to

fight it."

The 43-year-old said he faces a
triple stigma because he is black,

gay and has a falal disease. Many
black gay males deny that they

have the disease, or are reluctant to

get treatment.

-^*People like myself (who admit
they have AIDS) are very rare,"

Grayson said. "People don*t feel

good about being black and being
gay."

Aside from the stigmas and poor
health care, drug abuse in urban
areas is more common in Black

populations. Mays said. Many
people share needles for intraven-

ous drug use — a high-risk AIDS
behavior.

But now more and more blacks

are becoming aware of the disease

and how to prevent it, she said.

Previously, ethnic communities
thought AIDS was a disease that

only affected while, gay men.
Many black AIDS patients are

diagnosed in their late 20s, so they
probably contracted the disease in

their teen years, said Felix Aguilar,

a senior health educator for the

National Organization of Black
County Officials.

For this reason, 12 volunteers

from UCLA's Black AIDS project

visit high schools and junior highs
in South Central Los Angeles, to

talk about AIDS prevention.

The teens ask a lot of questions,

which shows that they are learning

from the group's efforts, said

Tamyra Comeaux, the director and

founder of the project

To cope with the disease, all

African-Americans should learn

from their history, Grayson said.

"We have been njctims of geno-
cide ever since we got on the boat

and were brought over here."

Grayson said the black com-
munity needs to unify, building an

outreach effort to prevent the

spread of AIDS. "Fight back," he

urged.

Reports from Jill Jacobs

CallCSO
825-1 493

PANEL
From page 6

~
suffering, we find that greed is the
cause of it— greed for possession,
fame, sex, wealth, food and sleep.

And from greed there is fighting in

this world and from fighting

everyone has to undergo a great

amount of suffering," Heng Ren
said.

All of Master Hua's disciples

acquire "Heng" as part of their

name after joining his monastery
in Talmage.

Fellow panelist Heng Gung
added, **The root of suffering is

desire. The only person that is free

from suffering is the Buddha. He
encounters all the suffering but he
does not suffer because he simply
does not desire."

"I don't want anything," is a
simple sentence, Gung said, "but it

is the key to relieving all suffering.

If we are able to put down
everything, we have no seeking,

then we will be happy. Fighting,

selfishness and dishonesty nourish
our desire. If you want to go back
to the place that is clear from all

desire, then follow the six princi-

ples," Gung said.

Master Hua confirmed other

paneUsts' analyses of the problem
of suffering saying, "People don't
know how to be self contained. If

you're contained, you will always
be happy. That is when people
don't look for something outside

themselves and be greedy, then it is

happines$," Master Hua said.

"Joy is not fighting, not greedy,
no selfish mind, no self advantage,
no seeking, no telling lies. If you
tell lies, yourtnind always has a
kind of recklessness. Outside you
are peace, but inside it is false

peace," Hua said. "But if you don't
tell lies, then it is true happiness."

Some say the six principles are

stupid, but "if you want to attain

happiness, you have to be stupid, a
little foolish," Hua said.

Although many mistake it for

bliss, "if you are greedy for sex,

fame, wealth, food or sleep, you
are really suffering," Hua said.

This false bliss "causes people to

,be perverse, causes people to be
upside down ... When people
don't follow the rules, they will be
upside down, they will suffer," he
said. "Being content with what you
have is bliss."

In answering a request to distin-

guish Buddhism and Catholicism,

Hua said, it doesn't matter whether
you are a Catholic or a Buddhist
because "both teachings tell you to

do good and not evil."

Hua told the audience about an
agreement he made with a Catholic

cardinal. The cardinal promised to

be a Buddhist among Catholics
and Hua promised to be a Catholic

among Buddhists.

"If you become a Buddhist
among the catholics and 1 become
a Catholic among the Buddhists,"

Hua told the cardinal. "That way,
there will be no war. There will be
peace, is that not a good method (to

initiate peace)?," Hua asserted.

Because of stringent rules one
must live by according to Buddhist
teachings, an audience member as

if it were not appropriate to kill

oneself altogether to avoid suffer-

ing.

^ "Who told you to not kill

yourself," Hua asked jokingly.

"Wanting to kill yourself is you
own delusion — your brothers

don't want to kill themselves, your
sisters don't want you to kill

themselves," Hua said. "Your
father don't like you killing your-

self, your mother, brother sister all

don't like you killing yourself.

You have this mind for thinking,

now this isn't logical, noi wise . . .

You get into a battle you can't

lose," he said.
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OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

HAIR SALON
Halrstyiing by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow^ $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

About Last Night's*..

TOOTHACHE
See Dr. Friedman
COSMETIC AND

GENERAL DENTISTRY

• TOOTH BONDING ' ^or Appointment:
• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth 478'0363
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas

.

• Estimates Given in Writing ^

—

^ —-^

• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome^

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire 6l Santa Monica)

IPPLY NOW FOR
IE BEST SUMMER
OF YOUR LIFE!

c

Nearly 200 high-spirited UCLA students have worked at BRUIN WOODS
over the past 5 years. Here's what they say...

*Thanks for the great staff picture

and T-shirt. They were wonderful

reminders of my exciting summer at

BRUIN WOODS."
Sandy Asari, Grad School - CliniQal

Psychology

"Thank you again for a friendship Til

never forget."

Marci Michels. Engineering Student

"I'm having a terrific time traveling all

over the world - Moscow, Rome,
Madrid ancj^Paris, but I keep missing

BRUIN WOODS."
Carolyn Corley, Flight Attendant -

Pan Am

"I'm singing the role of Belcore for

Monteverde Opera in New York.

Friday and Saturday nights I think of

the staff shows at BRUIN WOODS."
Barry Corhett, OffBroadway
in New York

"I plan to join the Peace Corps. If I win

the Nobel Peace Prize or write a best

seller after all this, I still promise to

mention BRUIN WOODS at the Press

Conference. Seriously, it really helped

me learn who I am."

Bill Murray, Teacher in Africa

««
I discovered while working at BRUIN
WOODS that I really enjoyed being

with children. It was the funnest

summer I have ever had."

Kristen Norherg, 3rd Grade Teacher

"I would love to come back as a

counselor next summer - all those kids

meant so much to me. I still get le|ters

from some of them."

Sue McFarlin

"It was great to come back here...seeing

this place, how it had improved, and to

see how our successors were doing."

Pioneer Year Staff, Eric DeWarren,

Veterinarian School and Nick

Simmons, Yale \fasters Degree

'Thanks for two wonderful summers."

Jane Lindsay, Med School in

Pennsylvania

"I'll never forget the beautiful nights

Molly and I spent on the docks amazed
by the stars - they seemed to represent

all that is possible in a lifetime. It's

hard to put into words the feelings I

have from last summer, but the lessons

I learned have helped me through this

year at school."

Cheryl Hanselman, Exchange —-*-

Student in France

"I really don't think I'll ever have

another job that will be quite so perfect

as BRUIN WOODS was - it fit my
personality, the campers were fun and

interesting, but the people I worked

with - UCLA staff - will remain my
friends forever."

Ted Swiqk, Xerox Corp.

"I thought I'd drop you a line and tell

you again how special this past

summer has been for me - my friends

and family have all noticed how much
more confident and secure I am about

myself I've noticed how much easier

it is to meet new people."

Albert Schnaider. Med School at UCSD

"I'm writing to let you know the happy

news - Albert and I are getting

married. I never expected my best

friend of BRUIN WOODS 1 986 to

become my best friend for life."

Laura Ricci, Program Director 1986

"Letting you know I think about the

summer I spent in Lake Arrowhead a

lot. I graduated in June and am
working in San Francisco. I hope to get

to BRUIN WOODS again someday.

"

Larry Alello, International Politics -

Emphasis: China

Better yet, Hnd out the REAL STORY from these 1989 BRUIN WOODS
staffers who are still on campus.

*M ^

Laura Baatz

.

Jim Ballard

Bonnie Bemstein

Andy Blair

Wade Brandenberger

Mike Brewer

NanceeCastner

JeffClark

DaveCloutier

Sean Cutting

Alison Daly

Lisa Derby

Dusty Diaz

John Dragonette

Rob Duval

Sharon Eastlick

Holly Ehret

Kristin Fortlage

Stacey Frederick

Elisa Garcia

JeffGiedt

Mitchi Gomez
Dmitry Gorin

Russ Granger

Alyce Greer

Tim Hall

Tom Hanson

Karen Haystead

Karen Hindin

Dave Hirsch

Steve Kadenacy

Rachel King

Richard Milo

Anthony Miranti
"^

Julie Morey

Ray Mullen

Ryan Nakasone

Guillermo Navarro

Monique Normandin

AnneRavetti

Erika Reich

Susan Rinderle

Amy Roseveare

Morgan Rumpf
Greg Seaholm

BobStubblefield

Nicole von Rudch

Robin Wagner

Sarah Warren

Don Whipple

Pick up an application and more information at the West Center. Just Do It!

\
BRUIN WOODS!
UCLA Alumni Association's

Family Resort
Post Office Box 160
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
(714)337-2478
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Don't for^etj¥hy Mandela was jailed
By Chukwuma Ekwueme

Man is essentially a selfish creature. Practi-

cally all our lives we struggle for the

advancement of our personal and group interest,

recklessly trampling on others as we strive for

fulfillment of our mostly senseless desires. We
are a self-indulgent species, and while every

once in a while we bear witness to an act of
unrestrained selflessness and service, most of
our endeavors are directed by personal gain.

Nelson Mandela is free today not by an act

of benevolence or sympathy but by an act of
desperation. Let no mistake be made about this.

Let no one believe that the cast iron gauntlet

of the South African government now bears a

padded lining. The Black people of South
Africa are still grasped tightly in the choke
hold of racism.

Nelson Mandela is free today not because
the minority South African government took

mercy on an old, African man and his people,

but because it had no choice. It took 27 years

for what now seems like a heroic decision to

be made — 24 years of almost free, unlimited

activity and three years under coercion by
economic sanctions. Pressure from within and
without has forced racism to wear a pleasant

disguise.

Man is essentially a selfish creature, and
South Africa brings this crude characteristic

into clear sight. A group of people, concerned
only for personal power, have let Mandela go
as a last resort; a final card in the game that

is all but lost Mandela's release is being used
as a decoy, a trick to distract us from the real

state of affairs, a move to cover our eyes and
make us believe that all is well. Already the

world has begun to fall for the scheme.
Emphasis is no longer laid on the sufferings

of an oppressed people, but on their

celebrations

at the release of a jailed leader. Attention is

now focused not on the thousands who are

detained and tortured because they dare stand
up against oppression, but on the freedom of
one man who has paid more than his own
share in pain and suffering and should never
have been incarcerated in the first place.

Already, the Prime Minister of Great Britain

has called for a removal of economic sanctions

against South Africa.

Let us not forget why Mandela was jailed.

Let us not forget that the struggle was not for

his release alone but for the liberation of all

who are victimized for the color of their skin.

For almost three decades Nelson Mandela has

been a symbol of defiance against racism, and
now, the South African government tempts us

to concenu^te on the symbol and forget the

concept

Let us not, with our basic self-centered

nature, conveniently fall for the trap, succumb
to our egomania and believe what we want.

For by assuming all is well we ,can muffie the

gentle cries of our conscience and concentrate

on satisfying our own desires, conveniently

blocking out the injustices that go on around
vt&-. ^

It is the selfishness of a small group of

people that is responsible for the situation in

South Africa today, and it would be selfishness

for any nation to remove sanctions, be they

political or economic, against a government
that continues to commit crimes against

humanity. Such a position may prove profitable

now but the price will be paid when South

Africa finally becomes free. For in times of

crises, true friends are made. That the poor

suffer most from the effects of sanctions is no
excuse.

Anguish and despair have become a way of

life for the South African people. It is a

sacrifice they are willing to pay as they strive

toward that day when the forces of subjugation

shall be crushed against the sands of Soweto.

It is the man with soft skin who feels the

mosquito sting.

Man may be a selfish creature but some-
where, out there on the horizon, a ray of hope
signifies the coming sunrise. All over the

world, establishments that support selfish inter-

est and power are crumbling under the

collective will of the people. The events of
Eastern Europe indicate that eventually, the

only system that can survive is one that takes

into account the desires of all men.
As we start the last decade of the century,

mankind has the foundation for the start of a

new era in which all men are considered equal.

Man may be a selfish creature, but. now. a new
philosophy is being bom and we are beginning

to understand that progress is best achieved by
providing equal rights to all people no matter

what race, religion or creed. I pray that I am
not unduly optimistic, and I pray that South
Africa will be no exception.

Ekwueme is a graduate student of civil

engineerinf^. *

Bush trying to preserve
U.S. relations with China
This is the second part of a two-

part series on China.

When considering the

current situation in

China, one must bear
in mind that its leader Oeng
Xiaoping is part of the obsti-

nate old guard of original

Chinese communists who took

part in the historic Long
March of 1934-35. One
hundred thousand members of
the Communist Party started on
this long journey to escape
advancing Guomindang nation-

alist forces. Only 5.000
remained at the end, due to

death and defection.

This core unit consisted of
truly dedicated communists, not

opportunists, as perhaps was
the case in Eastern Europe.

Thus, although most observers

were stunned by the brutality

of last June's crackdown, it

would have been even more
surprising to see Deng give in.

The student movement, by
contrast, has been often por-

trkyed as an exercise in

opportunism and self-indul-

gence. Its most vocal leader,

the swaggering and irreverent

Wuer Kaixi, fled to the U.S.
with his expensive Italian suits,

and is contemplating an acting

career, after being accused by
fellow protesters of running his

"own little dictatorship" during
the Tiananmen demonstrations.

The exchange students* fight to

remain in the U.S. to enjoy ;

more comfortable lives has
added to this sentiment

Moreover, there exists a

question as to whether Chinese
students in America have
remained true to their stated

democratic cause, what with

the threats and other strongarm
tactics they used to silence

newspapers and individuals

even hinting support for the

Beijing govemment.
One victim was Zhongbao,

or China News, a Los
Angeles-based Chinese-language
paper whose editors received

death and arson threats after

running an editorial suggesting

that the Beijing govemment
.had unleashed the military in

response to being backed into

a comer by the students. A
militant boycott of the paper
ensued, with students threaten-

ing purchasers and subscribers.

The paper shut down last

October due to slumping sales.

The press, however, has largely

ignored this side of the story.

And even if most of the

demonstrators were sincere, all

the highbrow intellectual talk

in Tiananmen Square could
never have stirred up wide-
spread popular support in Chi-
na. Imagine Chinese peasants,

who comprise about 90 percent
of the population, attempting to

comprehend the references to

Lee laccoca, Voltaire, and

Lawrence
Lee
Henry David Thoreau.

With this in mind, it seems
ludicrous to equate China to

Romania, where most of the

population rose in opposition to

dictator Nicolae Ceaucescu. All

the Chinese movement could
likely have accomplished would
have been a restructuring of
the current govemment, and
perhaps more luxuries for stu-

dents.

Bush is taking a calculated

^mble on China. Instead of
simply shutting the door on
China. Bush*s policy gives

China a chance to react to

criticism, while maintaining the

educational and cultural ties

between the two nations.

American businesses vow to

pull out of China if the

crackdown growsto "Cultural

—

Revolution proportions," which
probably will not happen. If it

does, the U.S. would no doubt
pull out.

A former ambassador to

China. Bush is handling the

situation in a way that goes
against almost all conventional

political thinking. But despite

widespread bipartisan criticism,

his policy appears to be well
balanced and prudent, protect-

ing exchange students while
attempting to preserve U.S.-
China relations. The Beijing '

govemment should not be con-
doned for this latest in a long
line of Chinese massacres of *

intellectuals. But the U.S. must
also be careful not to over-

react, or allow the press to set

its political agenda.

Words such as "butchers"
and "kowtowing" are being
hurled around indiscriminately

on Capitol Hill, and visions of
a democratic China are dancing
tantalizingly in the heads of
Hong Kong aristocrats and
Chinese all over the world.

But there arc no easy answers,

as many would have you
believe. In the long run demo-
cracy will likely take root in

China, but not overnight

Lee is a senior majoring in

economics and history.
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Brain bias
Editor:

Once again the Daily Bruin
has not failed to amaze mCy
The article "Fraternity boycott

encouraged" {Bruin, Feb. 7)
typifies the hypocrisy and bias

shown by this student publica-

tion. I say "student publica-

tion" because the editorial staff

of the Daily Bruin needs to

review both its tditorial policy

and joumalistic conventions,

namely unbiased reporting.

The article and subsequent
section on acquaintance rape,

though thorough and well pre-

sented, would tend to lead one
to believe that acquaintance

rape is a problem primarily

associated with fratemal organi-

zations. What the paper fails to

point out in equally bold

terms, i.e. front page attention,

is that rape affects all aspects

of society.

Furthermore, rape is a prob-

lem which has plagued societ-

ies since biblical times,

obviously well before the exis-

tence of fratemal organizations.

I fear the Daily Bruin's

editorial staff would not be so
quick to isolate this incident in

continual front page coverage
(as "greek" incidents almost
always receive) if it were
perpetrated by a member of
another social organization

found on this campus. This is

disturbing to me, because it

seems a direct violation of the

Daily Bruin editorial policy "to

not perpetuate derogatory cul-

tural or ethnic stereotypes."

However, the Daily Bruin is-

classifying fratemal organiza-

tion members, both overtly and

subtly, as white, elitist, and
wealthy.

I fail to see the Daily Bruin

promoting cultural equality and
^versity by perpetuating such
Stereotypes. The paper has a

responsibility to report events

unbiased and without prejudice.

The Daily Bruin is not living

up to this responsibility.

Rape is indeed a problem
that needs to be scourged from
this campus. However, the

Daily Bruin has taken a

destructive stand by perpetuat-

ing such views of rape. No
matter how noble or effective

a boycott of fratemal organiza,-

tions might be. the point is

that it is a destmctive solution.

This campus needs dialogue

between all groups on this

campus in order to work tow-
ards a constructive cooperative

solution. Fear, intimidation,

name calling, and perpetuation

of stereotypes only create bitter

feelings among involved groups
which is not conducive to

stopping rape.

Robert M. Hofedltz
Junior

Political Science

Insurance
Editor:

I am in favor of mandatory
health insurance for UCLA
graduate students, and find

myself in little sympathy with

the objections of Mark Romano
and Michael Fuss (Daily Bruin,

Jan. 23). The insurance

referendum in December passed
by better than 2 to 1, but

Romano and Fuss see in this

what Lord Acton called "the

tyranny of the majority." If

they were a tad less self-cen-

tered, they would see how
their own interests and those

of many others have been
improved by mandatory health

insurance. Some examples are

as follows:

1. Other graduate students,

many of whom are spouses
and/or parents, consider their

own health insurance coverage^
to be a responsibility to others.

These students have found it

more difficult each year to pay
the premiums of a voluntary

health plan. These premiums
^ill almost surely be lower if

Ihe plan is mandatory rather

than voluntary.

2. Graduate students in some
work classifications, such as

RAs and TAs, and on certain

federally-funded grants, have
benefited by having th*eir pre-

miums paid for them. In late

autumn, the state made a

pledge to pay premiums for

RAs and TAs if insurance

became mandatory. It is to the

credit of some in graduate
sUident govemment that they
perceived this supreme moment
and realized that it might
vanish quickly. Then they

worked their tails off to hold
the referendum so that the

voices of the people could be
heard before winter, while still

allowing TAs and RAs to start

benefiting as soon as possible.

3. People who feel that they

can take care of themselves,

like Romano and Fuss, can
become helpless kittens through
an unpredictable act of fate.

One's life and education can

r
•V''

be disrupted far more by high
medical debts than by, say, a
fire or burglary. I know some-
one whose automobile was
stolen in his first semes^r at

the medical school here. He
was able to continue his clas-

ses despite his trauma. Could
he have done that if he had
suffered a serious accident or
illness and incurred thousands
of dollars in personal debt?

In recognition of the impor-
-tance of health insurance, inter-

national and medical students

at UCLA have long been
required to carry such insur-

ance. Massachusetts statute

15A:7B and New Jersey statute

18A:62-14 require college stu-

dents in those states to have
health insurance. Those laws
show no signs of going off the

books by court decision or

repeal. Closer to home, UC
Berkeley undergraduates are
scheduled to vote next month
on making health insurance
mandatory for themselves.

Of course, most of the

opposition to mandatory health

insurance would dissolve if

only medical care were easily

affordable. But we don't live

in such a world now.

Michael Suzuki
Graduate Student

Anatomy and Cell Biology

Credit union
Editor:

^ Last week I applied to the

University Credit Union for a
loan. As a member with a

savings and checking account.

\ V

and a UCLA employee, I felt

confidant they would approve
my request. I was denied, even
though I have had several

loans with them, and indeed,

am financing an automobile
through them.

The act of rejection is a
humiliating and degrading one.

It makes the employee wonder
just who is approved and how
they did it I know I am not

alone. Several of my co-work-
ers have said they too, were
denied loans at the credit

union.

Since we take it for granted
that the credit union stands
behind UCLA employees, I

feel it only fair to break the
news. They don't. The only
diifference between the credit

union and Bank America is

that one is larger. There is not
acceptable level of communi-
cation. **They" remain some-
what mysterious and aloof.

God help the poor employee
who thinks they are getting

preferred ^treatment! It doesn't
exist.

I apologize for being a
lower-wage earner. I also apo-
logize for trying to better

myself — for wanting to have
a healthy set of teeth and a
smile to go with it I apolog-
ize for thinking the University
Credit Union would understand
how it feels not to be able to

smile, laugh, or have an active

social life because you have
bad teeth and are very aware
of it. Thanks, guys, you really

made my day!

M. Reynolds-ArchamtK)
UCLA Employee

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanky H. Kaplan Prep™

WcVc produced more top scores on tests Uke the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prep^ you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test.

SSTANIEY H. KAPLAN

'

Jm Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Qiances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

1-800-262-PREP

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!

$7.60 LARGE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

Not good lor Sicilian styte

Limit j.pizzas per address

Exp. 2/27/90
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Arts
Prof conducts survey for

futuristic reference list

Television

Seeks AV materials to

represent us to future

By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

If you had only a few moments
to select two pieces of audio-visual

material to solely represent
humanity to a future or distant

civilization, what would you pick?

Who wants to know?— Dr. Les
Agnew.
Who is Agnew, anyway?
Dr. Agnew is currenUy the

*pror for CED 107. For those who
are not in the know, CED stands

for ^Council pn Educational
Development,' and 107, in this

case, translates to Tilm as History:

Is Seeing Believing?'

According to the Winter 1990
Schedule of Classes, the course

explores the question of whether

"historical events and personages

can be reliably depicted on film

and television?" Agnew puts it

more simply — "Ultimately it

revolves around a simple proposi-^

tion: do you go with docudrama or

realistic footage, assuming such

footage is available?"

Agnew admits that his creation

of the course was something of **a

passive recognition that people are

not tending to read much these

days. I mean, everybody can read,

but it is surprising and a little bit

disturbing that so many people are

electing not to."

Agnew realized that this lack of

reading was redirecting itself in "a

much deeper interest in television

4uul in film. So why not capitalize

on this to get across some histori-

cal messages?"

For Agnew, the course was not

only a chance to educate a few
students on the history of historical

film, but it was an opportunity to

address his own concern for the

sophistication of contemporary
youth. *This particular generation,

maybe two generations now, are

regarded as highly sophisticated in

an audio-visual sense, and I really

wonder if that's true. People tend

to be sophisticated in terms of

standard sitcoms, but I never, or

rarely, hear students talking about

PBS, where the audiences are

regarded as having more than the

attention span of a spastic gras-

shopper."

Thus- far, CED 107 has mainly

dealt with documentaries or actual

interviews with significant indivi-

duals, such as Bertrand Russell,

Albert Schweitzer, and Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle. It has also screened

some early historical epics, such as

the works of Sergei Eisenstein,

including Battleship Potemkin and

Alexander Nevsky.

The second half of the course

promises to address more recent

docudrama, such as Patton and
AmadeuSy and contrast them with

more fact oriented accounts.

Grading for the seminar is

divided between participation and
a 20-30 page term paper at the end
of the quarter. The paper may
either be a detailed analysis of a

film, or an original treatment of a

film project that the student can
create.

According to Agnew, the idea of
asking the students to answer the

question about two pieces of

audio-visual material was gener-

ated as an attempt to force the

students to really think about what
was important to them.

"Is the United States all that

important? Is Russia important?

We're talking not just about the

United States and its magnificent

culture disappearing, but all cul-

tures. Could you restrict yourself

to the United Stales when there's

nothing left at all?"

Response to the question within

the class generated so much
interest, in fact, that Dr. Agnew
and the class decided to ask
everyone for their input So, for the

next week, anyone interested in

answering the question can submit
his or her answer? to the Daily

Bruin. Answers should be deliv-

ered in person to The Bruin office

on the first floor of Kerckhoff Hall

by 5 p.m. on Tuesday, February 27.

The submissions will be eva-

luated and discussed by the stu-

dents in CED 107, and some of the

responses will be printed in The
Bruin.

CHARLES COOLEY/Oaly Bruin

Professor Les Agnew,

Dr. Agnew, a native Scot, began
his career as a medical doctor at the

age of 22. He originally traveled to

the United States for research

purposes. While serving as a

faculty member at Harvard Uni-

versity he decided he liked the

study of History and entered the

school's graduate program. He
also worked at Yale and several

other institutions before coming to

UCLA in the mid-60s.

Once at UCLA, copying a

system he had participated in while

at Harvard, Agnew helped create

ihe UCLA Faculty-in-Residence

program. He has lived in the

basement of Hedrick Hall most of

that time,

Agnew 's fetish with film began
when he produced an instructional

film as an MD. Over the years he

has continued to accumulate reels

and now commands a library of

over 400 features, topped only by

his collection of thousands of

books.

Agnew has always welcomed
students in the residence halls to

visit and discyss oc view films with

him, and doesn't anticipate

changing that policy anytime soon.

'University' studeiits graded on mayfiem, sex, drugs
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

You'd be hard-pressed to find many college professors who condone
drugs, rape and violence on campus. But Ivan Cury not only encourages

such things— just last week, he could be seen storming the halls of the

Melnitz building, asking one of his students to make her black eye look

more bruised— he actually grades these activities as well. So you know
that Brian Kite must be a favorite student when, asked about his position

in Cury's class, he replies, "I'm involved in a love triangle with a couple

of lesbians." Yep, it's just another day with the books in UCLA's soap

opera.

For the last four years, participants in this area of the film school have

been involved in producing their own soap opera, which is broadcast

across America on cable television. The soap, called University, is set—
surprise, surprise — on a college campus, and is put together by both

undergraduate and graduate UCLA students. Under the supervision of

Cury, a film professor and past director of The Young and the Restless,

those enrolled in the subject are responsible for the producing, directing,

writing, editing and acting in the show.

On any given shooting day, the set of University phys home to its own
real-life dramas. Prop designers can be found scaling the walls, while

other crew members are making assurances that all safety precautions are

being taken. "We hire most of our crew from the circus anyway," one of

them jokes, "So we're able to replace them daily." Meanwhile, actors are

pacing backstage, trying to change their lines \Vithout letting the writers

know, which prompts Cury to say, "In many ways, it's the same here as

with a professional soap." But, he concedes that there are differences as

well: "This is a school, so people are allowed to make mistakes. We anti-

cipate that. As soon as somebody gets good at camera work, we take them
off and make them boom operator instead. So they learn something else."

However, the soap is not without its critics, who find it hard to take the

genre seriously. "I get told this is trashy, common stuff, and not highfalu-

tin', esoteric,, intellectual stuff," admits Cury. "But I'm teaching people

how to make the show, and that's all I care about. Many of these folks

walk out of here and get a job." And there probably is some Hollywood
employer out there who is willing to hire a guy like the actor who is

known to viewers of the show as "The Beast", and was last seen on air in

women's clothing, saying to his work partner, "Curtis, I'm in big trouble,

you've got to help me."
While the soap deals with some pretty heavy issues— AIDS, abortion

and bulimia being among them— it is not lacking in lightweight plots, as

well. "There's some good stuff, too," says Kite, who is both an actor and
associate producer on the show. "We have a ghost in one ofour stories, an
old film star who has come back to life. Don't laugh. Ghosts are a serious

problem on campus." Well, maybe on this fictional campus, anyway,
which goes under the name of "SCU." "It has nothing to do with a possi-

VILLAGE Hard lo KM (R)
961 Broxim 12:15-2:45-5:15<:00-10:30-1O0
208-5576 'Fri. Sat ft Sun Late Show 1:00an

SPEOAL ENGAGEMENT
PaiSM and group adMty Ikkali aoixpted

for thoiM befora 6pm only Cinama Paradiao (NR)

10^0-1:20-4:15-7:00-9:45

Cast & crew members tape a scene of the soap opera 'University.

'

ble rival school of UCLA," explains Kite with a grin. "We call it *The

Sonny and Cher University'."-

No prerequisite is needed for entry into the *soap* subject, but the

hours involved can be demanding. Those involved range from science/

business majors, as is the case with actorJim Blacker (who plays Jackson

Crawford, date rapist), to graduate students, like head writer and one-

time literary agent Cathya Soling. Others, like Paul O'Brien, have moved
from one area to another within the soap itself Starting out as a basic

shlepper in the crew, O'Brien is now executive producer of the show. "I

love the whole process," he says. "It's amazing to develop something
from absolutely nothing, and seeing the finished project at the end. That's

a natural high for me, which I can't get any other way."
Okay, so maybe you have lo sound like you're on a mind-altering sub-

stance, to get the full effect of being on the soap. But, most will agree with

O'Brien's sentiments when he says, "It's creative. And it's good, honest

work. But most of all, it's fun."

For more information on screening times, please call Gloria Hillard at

460-5011.

Stage Film

Honor alters 'Child's Play'
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

THEATRE: Child's Play By Robert
Marasco. With William Atherton, Gre-
gorv Harrison and Robert Duncan
McNeill. Directed by Tom McLouahlin.
FNayIng at the Coast Playhouse, 8325
Santa Monica Blvd Shows Thurs. & Fri.

8 p.m., Sat. 7 & 9:30 p.m.. Sun. 3 & 7
p.m. Tix $20-$25. For info, call

(213)650-8507. ***•
(out of five)

First of all, for those cheap
horror-film lovers, this play has

nothing to do with possessed dolls

named 'Chuckie* running around
killing stupid people. The fact is,

this play owns five Tony awards
and is in its 20th anniversary year.

But it is still quite a terrifying

tale, and on stage it becomes even
more shocking. Mix in some
excellent performances from the

principal characters and you get

something worth watching.

At first, the setting looks like a

normal situation at an all-boys*

Catholic school. The teachers joke
with the fathers; the mean grump,
Jerome Malley (played by William
Atherton) threatens to expel a

student; there's the teacher Joseph
Dobbs (Gregory Harrison) whom
the boys get along with; there's the

first year alumni Danny (Robert
Duncan McNeill) who now teach-

es gym and history.

But something has gone, well,

awry at St. Charles School this

midwinter. The boys have taken to

Gregory Harrison (I) & William Atfierton star in 'Child's Play.
'

an evil silence and purposely
disobey their elders.

But that's just the beginning, for

there are appalling discoveries of
boys beating up other boys for no
apparent reason — a broken arm
here, a battered body there. Father

Griffin (Lawrence Lott) warns the

teachers to be wary; something is

amiss.

None of them really believe this

until E)anny rushes in with a

student whose eye has been

gauged by a group of boys (very

realistically presented on stage,

blood and all).

This begins a horrifying
unraveling of events that eventu-

ally reveals the sado-masochistic

psychological impact one teacher

can have.

The set crew and director Tom
McLoughlin have created quite a

setting that heightens the suspense

See 'CHILD'S PLAY/ page 23

Mark Lee & Arthur Dignam dramatize the difficulties for homosexuals in 'macho' oriented

Australian society.

Tasteless 'Family' is better left secret
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

FlUyi: The Everlasting Secret FamUy. Written by Frank

Moorhouso. Directed by Michael Thornhlll. Playing at

Monica Premiere Showcase, 1332 2nd St , Santa Monica.

Opens Friday. Feb. 16th and runs for two weeks only.

Okay, I admit it I went to see The Everlasting

Secret Family with some bias, as an Australian going

to see a film from my native country. At the very

least, I was excited at the prospect of seeing a movie
from down under, which didn*t feature Paul Hogan,
Yahoo Serious, horses or wide camera shots of the

outback as its main attraction. Instead, I walked away
from the film with my American friend whose only
comment was "I feel as though IWe been raped." So I

feel I have a duty to clear this up, lest the film be seen

as indicative of Aussie cinema.

See 'EVERLASTING/ page 21
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Sweet sounds cause standing ovation at Braiims concert

r

By Angela Shen
Contributor

CONCERT: American Youth Symphony under
Mehli Mehta. Royce Hall. Feb 11.

The exquisite sounds of sweetness and
brilliance permeated the halls of Royce last

Sunday.

The amazing performance by the Ameri-
can Youth Symphony came from a group of

talented musicians between the ages of 16
and 25. under the direction and guidance of
Mehli Mehta.

The group performed a Brahms program
featuring violin soloist Lawrence Sonder-
ling and violoncello soloist Richard Naill,
whose performance was excellent as well.
The two intertwined the artistry of their

respective instruments to complement each
other for a pleasant balance.

Naill has a wonderful vibrato that

enhanced the assertive deep sound of his

cello. Sonderhng, in his calm nonchalant
posture, produced the sweetness and
resounding character that he creates on his
violin.

The two together gave a strong, but not
overpowering, performance. They made a
statement, yet still utilized their delicate,

light touch.

Accompanied by a talented group, the
program was eloquence in motion. The

orchestra was uplifting and dynamic. It

executed a sharp and distinct character, as
well as an airy quality, with a good balance
between strings and winds.

Mehli also contrasted such vibrant
sounds with the slow, dulcet handling of tb<r^
slower movements. The delicacy and gra^e ^

of the execution faded nicely into silence.

There is no wonder why Royce Hall was '

filled so easily with the roar of the audience
and a standing ovation.
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Eyelash Perms
Special $35
Reg $55

FINALLY!!!

f^ Natural Highlights
special $35

"mt io«" Rca$55^^Men and Women!
V| /^ New St. Tropez Method
*^ Just Like The Sun

WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE DRAB!

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

AT THIS PRKE, IT SOUNDS
100G

Believe it. Al & Ed^s brings you this

top-of-the-line Kenwood CD player

at a rock-bottom price. Just like we've

been bringing audiophiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.

With top-noKh stereo installation at

every Al & Ed's, and sales advisors

who know their product inside and out,

people have come to know us as the

mobile electronics specialist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows all. And

that's the honest truth.

• I TO BE TRUE.

KENWOOD AM/FM CD PLAYER PULLOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With outomofK looding, 3

" CD single capability, optimum servo confrol,

direct trocic occess, double oversompling, friple beam loser, rondom shuffle

ploy, trock scon, PLL synthesized tuner, 30 stotion presets, seek and

manuol tuning, 2 color illumination, outomotic memofy entry, locol/distonf

switch, ond lots more, mv*

REG $749

»399
47% Off

100 WAH AM/FM STEREO CASSIHI SOMYAM/FM PUUOUT CASSEHE RECEIVER
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CAR ALARM WITH
TWO REiMOTE

TRANSMIHERS AND
LIFETIME WARRANTY
feolures ? UHF remote

fontiolminifionsmittefsto \

'oim/disotm system, limited

lifetime wofionty, digitolly SALE
encoded modulation with thousonds ot #^0^
digitol (ode (ombmotions, totolly keyless |# y
opetation, lloshing UD ond mote MSTAlilD

CAR AURM
BY THE MAKERS
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DEFY AUTO THEFT AT THE

PUSHOFABUnON
Industiy endusii/e ? button

ult(o thin tionsmitlef, lield

piogtommoble ond repto

gtommoble, high powered •

bridged output siren, eosy mounting

ShottefGuord' gloss bret^Netettor,

selective ShotterGuotd' /sensor inhibit,

octive or passive ormrng and moie
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AL& Ef&autosound:
THE SPECIALISTS IN MOBIir ELEGRONIG.

WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL ..

FREE PARKINC; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

1 CHICKEN SPECIAL

I
•Terlyaki Chicken

I

Eaa Roll
^^^"^ ^'^ ''"^ *° close

|

!«Frie?Rice w/1 free drink S>O.OU j

I 'Green Salad with coupon I

il I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUPz!™^ 1121 Glendon Avenue (213>

1 1 ntf^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLUBLE BINGES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP

AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF
IMPOSSIBLE DIETS, NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF? ^

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Insurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

"Ain't No Thing like Our Chicken Wings" n*

ALL \()i; CAN HAT WlNCiSl! ^ALURDAVS ^vm-9pt

NOW ACCEPTING VISA, MASTER CARD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS, & CHECKS

I

I

I

I

"^ THE BIG
R^BUCK

nJOO OFF WITH ORDER
OP $13 PLUS

ONB COUPON FBK 0IU9IR

I

I

I

I

THE BIG '^

RED BUCK

BUY SO VflNGS AND
GET A DOZEN FREB
ONB COUPONm OROm

I

I

I

I

—

f
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Unweaving a talc of manipulation and
high-level corruption in Australia, this

drama revolves around a homosexual
politician (Arthur Dignam) who drives
around by a chauffeur-driven car to various
private boys* schools, recruiting young
teenagers for his sexual pleasure. His
preference for angelic blonds leads him to
one boy in particular, known as The Youth*
throughout the movie (played by Mark Lee.
who starred opposite Mel Gibson in

GallipoU and should have quit while he was
ahead) who the politician succeeds in

drawing into the secret world of illicit sex.

Deceit pervades all members of this

underworld: the politician prefers the
company of young men, but is married and
lives the requisite model life. The Youth is

caught between loving the politician,

enjoying the power of his looks, and
experimenting in heterosexual love. And,
finally, the politician's chauffeur is torn

between loving his employer and lusting

after The Youth.

But while the movie attempts to be an
intriguing look into a community that most

people never see. it is instead a glance into

homosexuality at its most stereotypical. The
men are seedy and perverted, as well as
effeminate and vain. Sadly, the movie's
portrait of gay people is neither positive nor
insightful, with none of the subtlety that the
film Maurice had. and without the warmth
of Parting Glances.

Lacking in any sense of taste at all. The
Everlasting Secret Family has bizarre

overtones of incest, and touches every
sacred institution of upper-class Australian
society, as one scene involving a High Court
judge's sadomasochistic fantasies shows.
Just as strange is The Youth's preoccupa-

tion with remaining young, and he goes to a

plastic surgeon insisting to be his guinea-

pig, in case the onset of wrinkles and lines

ruin his appeal.

Surprisingly, the film is written by quite a

reputable Australian journalist. Frank
Moorhouse. and is directed by Michael
Thomhill. who had encountered some
difficulty in getting Secret Family financed,

with good reason.

So. if it's an Australian movie you're
after— one that typifies the film industry of
that country— go see Malcolm or Picnic at

Hanging Rock or The Year My Voice Broke
on video. Give this one a big miss.

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
. REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY REGALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 mca/isa accepted

NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday arxJ Saturday

Monday - Thursday
•til 12:00 PM
Sunday tU 11]00 PM

AISATA
Five Master
Sushi Chefs

To Serve youll

Complimentary aopelizers

Monday-Friday, ''.30 6:30 PM
LUNCH • COCKTAILS 'Br SCREfcN SATEUITE TV

2830 Wilstvire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

OAKLEYS
^-HAIRSALON
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•THANKS TO YOG"
WE ARE NGMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

D D D n D TJTTnTr"CTcrn~n era

WANTED:
A select group of individuals
looking for a rewarding, fim,

JS3iSy summer.

B<; an Orientation A.ssi.stantt As
part of^thc Orientation staflF who will

work with ncwly-admittcd students to

UCLA, you will need strong

communication skills, a sense of humor,
and flexibility. Those who fear hard work

should not apply. v

If you fit this description, we want you.
To pick up an application or for more

information, contact:

The Orientation Office -

3209 Campbell Hall, 206-6685

i\pplication deadline:

Februan^ 28. 1990 at 4 00 p m

nnnDDanDDDDnnnnn
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C^ET RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE =

\
COSMETICS ^^ 1?

SARI
Clear Complexion System

7 can't believe the difference it makes."
All nqtural ingredients: a brf^Q|<through in acne treatment
Call for o consultation. 10%off all products with this ad!

Sari Institut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (2 1 3)477- 1 788, 473-2303

Syter.
THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS expires 3/1/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

S30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $?.0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

OPTOMETRIX
AnOptometric Center

20% 50%?
DESIGNER EYEWEAR FRAMES

& SUNGLASSES SALE*_ (Westwood LocoHon Only)

Porsche
Alain Mikll

Bada
Lafont

BlagottI

Bolle

Carrera

I.D.C.

PLUS
OTHER DESIGNER BRANDS

STARTING AT $15
•Sale ends Sunday March 4. Limited to current stock,

Open 7 Days

EYE EXAMINATIONS • CONTACT LENSES • CUSTOM EYEWEAR
EXAM BY APPOINTMENT -ONE HOUR SERVICE (in Most cases)

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCLPTLD
DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.
DR. PATRICK DOYLE, CD. Inc.

II r T n ^ t T >: t t

10930 WEYBURN AVE.* WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 213 208-1384
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'^e're taking a bath on this one"
Bring this coupon to the Penguin any
weekday between 3 pm and 7 pm.
Buy one deluxe platter dinner and as
a tnank you for coming to the "New
Penguin" we will give you a second
entree of equal or lesser value Free.

It's two for the price of one! Bever-
age, tax and tip not included. Cou-
pon valid through April 15, 1990.

LA.

PENGUIN I
RESTAURANT
1670 Lincoln Blvd. I
(where the 10 meets Lincoln}

Santa Monica, I
(213) 399-9900.

'

UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
25 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCLA INTERNS

Media. Business... Government... Public Relations...
- and MUCH MORE

Washington D.C., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.

Attend an information meeting at EXPO:
Tuesdays, 4 pm
Wednesdays, 12 pm
Thursdays, 3 pm

' ~ Deadline for Application:

Fall '90 - February 23, 1990

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831

\, '

presentajion

^iDfWaLK

IN PERSON:
WRITER/DIRECTOR CHARLES LANE

ALSO: The short "PhiloTeen" by UCLA film student Scott Kravitz

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2t >

7:30 p.m. Melnitz Theatre
Free tickets available at Melnitz box office, 6:30 p.m.

For further information, call 825-3384

Funded by CPC Mini Fund
CINECO is an organization at the International Student Center, UCLa

JOIN CINECO. For more info, call 208-4587

HenriandEmma Hehtierwere among the rescuers who lived
in Le Chambori, France, the area which sheltered 5,000
Jews during the Nazi occupation.

nrench help Jews in WWII
with 'Weapons' of love
By Shalmaii Pal ^

Contributor
|^

"

FILM: Weapons of the Spirit. Written, directed and produced by Pierre Sauvage
Playing dtywide.

Imagine 5,000 Christians shelterin]^ 5,000 Jews in Nazi occupied
France. The idea may seem directly from a Hollywood script, but it was
an unquestioned reality in the French village of Le Cambon-sur-Lignon.

While their government enthusiastically aided in the deportation of
80,000 Jews to Nazi death camps, the inhabitants of Le Chambon chose *

to rescue, rather than destroy, the people they called "the Old
Testaments.**

In his thought provoking and touching documentary Weapons of the
Spirit, Pierre Sauvage explores how such a "conspiracy of goodi^ess**

occurred without one act of betrayal
A Jew himself, Sauvage*s parents were several of the many taken in by

Le Cambon*s farming community. The filmmaker was bom there in 1944
and returned to discover what motivated these heroic people.

While interviewing the villagers, Sauvage met with responses of
genuine modesty.

"It was the human thing to do, or something like that,** said Roger Dar-
cissac, a school director who lied to French authorities when asked if he
h^d Jewish children in his school.

Marie Brottes, a Christian fundamentalist, said she believed the Jews
were the People of God who "truly, had fallen among thieves.**

More astonishing than the acts of individuals was the general spirit of
goodness which permeated the whole community. Le Chambon*s
inhabitants never discussed the backgrounds, histories, or religion of
their Jewish guests. The fact that they were a people in need was enough.
"We never analyzed what we were doing. It happened by itself,** said

Marguerite Roussel, a Cathohc woman who actively joined in the rescue
effort.

The atmosphere of acceptance also seemed to affect ihe French
officials and German soldiers who visited or lived in the village.

Although they knew Le Chambon was a haven for refugees reports were
never filed with the government.
The film gives special recognition to the leadership provided by Le

Chambon*s Pastor Andre Trocmc. A staunch pacifist, Trocme
encouraged his parishioners to fight the Germans with "the weapons of
the spirit**

For the villagers of Le Chambon, their act of kindness was an involun-
tary and logical response to the plight of the Jews. Sauvage suggests that
their own history of persecution — as descendants of Protestant
Huguenots in Catholic France — was an underlying cause for the
peasants* sympathetic stance.

Weapons of the Spirit distinguishes itself as one of the few uplifting
films concerning the Holocaust. The bleakness of the event is not ignored
yet the feeling of hopcxvoked by the film serves as a reminder that mira-
cles do occur in the blackest times.

While the majority of people gave in to the dark despair of the Holo-
caust, Le Chambon was the miracle of the moment.

But the people of Le Chambon do not see themselves as miracle work-
ers and Sauvage faithfully captures the sense of the ordinary achieving
the extraordinary without burdening the villagers with the adoration they
would not yndersiand.

As both filmmaker and survivor of the Holocaust, Sauvage has many
questions that the inhabitants of Le Chambon cannot respond to and he,
wisely, does not fabricate any easy answers.
A resident of Le Chambon summed up Uie spirit of Lc Chambon and

Weapons of the Spirit: "People who seem very ordinary can do great
things if they*rc given the opportunity.'*

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

A
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CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read. Think. Sleep,

Thurs - Sot 7 pm - 4 cm

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

7^

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY UNDA
The Westwood Building >|n r[ A^IC

J 081 Westwood Suite 224T i J^^ LjJ
Gregory Harrison and William Atherton star in Robert
Marasco's award-winning psychological thriller, 'Child's
Play.

'

'CHILD'S PLAV
From page 18

and downright scariness of the show. The elaborate set captures the sense
of a haunting air and the many scenes showing boys getting mutilated do
not spare weak hearts.

There is dramatically eerie music in the background of tense scenes,
and the small theater really puts you up close to, if not inside, the drama.

But McLoughlin*s direction slightly falters in the end; he creates this

band of almost machine like killer adolescents, going out of his way for

us to examine their stolid faces and their heinous exhibitions.

We never really understand why or how their transformation happens,
however. Though in the end this becomes slightly apparent, the show still

left me pondering in dissatisfaction.

This doesn*t detract too much from the overall strength of the show,
though. Atherton (whom you may remember as the government official

Bill Murray*s character unceremoniously dubbed 'd--kless* in Ghost-
busters), Harrison, and McNeil show some extraordinary chemistry that

shines brightly in the show.
'

The characters* performances help build up the story for its dramatic
ending and supplement a brilliant script.

The pace of the no-intermission show is smooth and I can safely say
there was never a dull moment.
The bottom line? If you*re looking for some fine theater, and you have

a strong constitution (and strong stomach) check out Marasco's Child's
Play.

at the Coop
FREE

Feb. 20th

8:30 pm

Jake
Johannsen
Lettcrman

Tonight Show

Tim Rose
Eve at Improv

StarSearch

Lawrence Lott and Ian Abercrombie portray priests teaching
at the St. Charles School.

THE HUNT IS ONIII

The Daily Bruin and Paramount Pictures would like to

present a Poster/Trivia T-shin: giveaway.

Four Questions about the movie, "The Hunt for Red
October" will be in the Daily Bruin from February

1 2th to February 16th. All answers can be found on
the posters posted around campus. The first 25 people
to answer all four questions correct and return it to d\e
Daily Bruin will receive "The Hunt few Red October"

T-shirts.

QUESTIONS:
1 ) Who stars with Sean Connery in "The Hunt for

Red October?"

2) Who is the producer of the movie?
3) What is the main fonn of transportation used in

the movie?

4) An actor from "Star Wars" is also iri this movie.
Who is he, and what was his character in "Star Wars.^'

Good luck and remember...

THE HUNT IS ONIII

paid for by USAC-your stud gov't

UCLA
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT

RESEARCH AWARD
_

—

—-^

Stipends for $500 to $1 III

THEHUNTFOR • • • •

Open to underrepresented minority students who are
Psychology, Psychobiology, and Cognitive Science Majors

(including the three pre-majors)

Applications Available

for Spring 1990

DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 1990

Come to an infomial reception on any one of the following days and
pick up an application for the Minority Undergraduate Research Award
Meet Psychology Department faculty, graduate students and advisors
and learn about opportunities to do research In the Spring Quarter and
Summer months. We look.fon^ard to seeing you at one of the followina
meetings: .

^

Tuesday, February 20, 1990 3:QQz4:00
Friday, February 23, 1990 '2:00-3:00
Monday, February 26, 1990 Noon-I.OO

Franz Hall 3461
Franz Hall 3461
Franz Hall 3461

If you cannot attend a meeting, but would like more information or to
pick-up an application form, please call (213) 825-2730 or come to the
Undergraduate Advising Office in the Psychology Department, Room
1531 Franz Hall.
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112 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
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Daily, each additional word $0.27

Weekly. 1 5 words or less $15.00

Weekly, each additional word $ 1 .00

Display ads student rate/col. inch $8.00

Display ads-local rate/ool.-incn $9.45

DEADLINE SCHEDULE
Classified Line Ads:

1 working day in advance by noon
Classified Display Ads:

2 working days in advance by noon
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Vacation Service 4_
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'- 15
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HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Health Services 22
Pregnancy

.

' 20

Salons

Sperm Donors
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19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business. Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Child Care Wanted
Domestic Help Wanted
Help Wanted
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Club Guide
Dining Guide
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Theatre Guide

35
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32
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40
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Condos tor Rent 69
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Condos to Share 68
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House tor Rent 56
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House to Share 57
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Housing Service 55
Real Estate 61

Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64
Roommates 65
Sublet 66
Tenant Information 51

Vacation Rentals 53

RECREATION ACTIVITES
Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76
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Horseback Riding 77
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Skiing . 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL AGENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
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Movers 94
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s

119
Motorcycles for Sale 114
Rides Offered 115
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•
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PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120
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Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131

Sports Equipment 132

Typewriters / Computers 134
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PANHELLENIC EXECUTIVE APPLICATIONS

OUT NOW!
Application Packets available in

Men's Gym 118 or see your Panhellenic

Representative

DUE WEDNESDAY. 2/21 5PM
IN MEN'S GYM 118

Get Involved and make a difference!

JUST DO ITII

Campus Happenings l Campus Happenings 1 Good Deals 7 Personal 10 Personal 10
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NER>70USNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORf^^lSOME, FEARFUL

Tou must be age 18 or older exporiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in rhiatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

- *AU qualified volunteers m^ be paid up to
^

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan.-. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students '

Holfywoed Piano Rental Company
462-2329 463-6569

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel In Westwood
208-301

1
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Better Realize that

at dinner tonight

All our letters will be in sight

So show up in your favorite

' Sweat or T,

That has the letters of

our sorority!

See You Tonight

Linguistics Course

Cancelation

We regret the

Linguistics

S C135/C235
course will

not be offered

this Spring

Free 8

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective:

Commitment:

Money:

Cost:

Fundraiser

Minimal

Raise $1,400

Zero Investment

Campus orjganizations, dubs,
frats, 'Sororities call OCMC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950-6472 ext. 10.

CARLTON HAIR needs wifling models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.

(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 1 2;30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

PARTY ANIMALS!! California Partywcar has a

hot new lineof t-shirt$ just for you. Send for free

catalog. California Partywear. Dept. 1 1 A P.O.

Box 60009 Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

SPECIAL INTEREST VIDEOS, huge variety, free

details. Rooney, DB, 906 E. Altadcna #21,

Altadena, CA. 91001.

Miscellaneous

Church Service

AkabsUn Km^mpnmm
Man PitciiMion. Than Book Siudy
Fri Sttp Study. AU 352S 12: 15-1: IS

Tuet -^V.lr. Wed DtocBMion
NPI CSSM 12:10-100

For alooholoi or individooli who hiv«
drinkii^ probicm

(213) 3t7-t31«

/^

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your curr^t reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O860

''A'* Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center

ASUCLA StudonI EmployMs roooivo

•ilhor 4 hour* leave with pay or tha

moiri tiokat. Wa car>r>ol avMird both.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-

smoker, your car. i/hr -f gas. Children's after

school activities. Tucs-Thurs afternoons. Sat.

10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves. (21 3)273-7573.

Concert Tickets

PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA
1 800 962-MASK

(Quality ikkcts S95 and up

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,

Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

WANTED 100 people. We'll pay $ to lose

10-29 lbs in 30 days. Phone (213)658 4226

Campaign Volunteers Needed
to work congressional campaign

Great opportunity for

Political Science Majors

All Others welcome. Mr. Allen.

(818) 781-3016.

Concert Tickets

MO. I WOHT TtU. tX)

PSST!

Hey Tri-Delts

Hope all of

your midterms
went well!!.

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
'100% Natural
'Doctor Recominendad
*CalUM2J3^8^49^^

Jeff Wieder
Congratulations on your

acceptances to Medical Schooll

Love your brother Brian

ACL GREEKS
PSYCH UP & SIGN UP

AT IVEETING TONIGHT FOR...
• ALL GREEK EXCHANGE
• SPECIAL OLYMPICS
• BLOOD DRIVE
• T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS

REMINDER-
ALL GREEK WEEK REPS: MEETING WED. AT AAll 6PM
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: MEETING WED. AT A.MI 5PM

To my little

Thumper

y

I love you.

Tour cutie.

Research Subjects 12

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS AGES
1 2 65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

Billy Joel Tom Petty

CLIPPERS
face value

Tears For Fears
Frm tMitmn't PhUomtphy: Wt pnvtdt FREE DELIVKRY to mvom* on cmmp»». W« offkr lw4H§H ttmit

and prtMt UUm mmrktt le aU UCI^ ttudmtt. MafT. •ndJmtuUy. Atk mnyoa* mKt hmi umd ttt bif^n mud
tkty mill UU vou tht mmt. that wh»n U oomt$ to <mr UCLA eimnt*, mt comI bt bmt. QuottB ft /h*. W
gUtt m$ m emiC R*mimh*r to m»nt»n yu'n fh>m UCLAJII(

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Herman (in),
Creativity or no creativity,

it's the thought that counts,
right? Thanx for everything.
I love yai

^, Cha Ctia

Happy Belated
Birthday Laurel!

(XAA)
You're cm Awesome

Big Sisll

LYLS. Lawie

MALE SUBJECTS
NEEDED

for respiratory
research.

Pay is $70.00 for one
2-hour session.

Subjects with a dark
skin color are

particularly needed.

Call Brian at 206-8891

for details.

The Brothers of Sigma Nu are proud to

present their 1990-91 White Rose Court:

Ann Dewitt
Amy Dunn
Lynn Healy
Danica Katz

Amy
Kerry Parker
Mary Schneck
Kim Watson

There will be a dinner in their honor tonight

at 8:00pm

Limousines 6:00pm Dinner 8:00pm

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

nervousness!"RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

In order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)620-6574.

DENTISTRY- No cost screening Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients rcceivir^g specific dental wonc wiH b<*

paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

"Hyperactive Boys with atlentional problems,

7-1 1 years r>ecded for IXTLA research project.

Receive $20 ar>d a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)625-0392.'

NEED SUBJECTS- 1 6 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

CanrMH be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2x

daily with assigned commercially available

der^ifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Conlect Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ler» 8259 792.

10 Research Subjects , 12 Research Subjects 12

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN

THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SK»
STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INDIVIDUALS. PARTIQPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO $40 FOR 4 HOURS.
CALL 213-825^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORiyMTION. ASK FOR LARRY.

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

CanrKM be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during in eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed (or

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)625-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS suffering from depress-

ion sought for free treatment study. Feleling

persistently sad, blue, hopeless or crying with

trouble sleeping, trouble concentrating and
vjow energy may indicate that you are suffering

from major depression in need of treatment. If

you are between the ages of 1 8 and 60 years

old arKi with ry> major n>edical illnesses, you
may be appropriate for a research study

involving sleep manipulations and medica-

tions for the treatn>ent of major depression. If

you are interested in participating in this

study, contact Martin P. Szuba, M.D. at UCLA
Medical Center at (213)625-0491.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMj x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed

smokers, ages 21-30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
solving. Smokers must have snr>oked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00
for 2V» hours. Leave message for Drf Micheal
Lyvers at (816)344-3374.

A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

Wanted 16

GUITARIST and/or bassist wanted by lead

singerAeyboardist 20, for original rock barxJ.

Influences Beatles, Police and Living Colour.

(213)475-0997.

WANTED
poopl<

We'll pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. In me next 30 days I

* No *UM * Ooc4
* No hungor * 1001
* Eat tto loodB you Nko

(213)281-66<0

Lost 17

IF YOU WERE PLAYING BASKETBALL at the

University Elementary school Friday, February

2 and accidently picked up my WHITE 1965
FIESTA BOWL SWEATSHIRT, I'd like it back.

SENTIMENTAL VALUE!! Bring to Daily Bruin

Sports ofnce-112 Kerckhoff Hall. 625-9651.

Mike.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Sp«rm donors needed for

mecScal research In

Bcveily HIHs. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

1 ^

Salons 21

NEED WOMAN for hair nrxxieling. Models get

free chemical service. Limited time. Medium
tenth hair. Neda (213)474-9091,
(618)785-6482.

Health Services 22

A'e Accept All Vision Care Plan

Dr. In Westwood

208-301

1

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Bcrman, Climcail

Psychologist,

eating disorder specialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

Ail Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281 7484

Opportunities 26

EARN EXTRA MONEY? Have a part-time

Business of your own. Network Marketing.

(213)964-3358, (818)594-1057.

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

'^8r 3883

. m your p.T-

J:
4954 Van k'jyt Bl«d Shirman Oalt

Hecii»i I •••• Qifl »/ your pr« $cr»«n appt

Help Wanted 30

ANSWERING PHONES one day a week.
Tuesday only. 2-4.30prTi. $6.50Av. Norv
smoking office. (213)474-1525.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in BrentvMxxi

to run errarMk, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Mutt
have car, $.25/mile. $Mv to start. Ti/TH.
Call Gary (213)620-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastia background for video productions.

S20Cyday. (714)636-0550.

ATTENTION: Beverly Hills prestigious faihion

photo agefKy seeks F/T asst. Light typing,

knowledge of IBM computer etc. Fun atnfx>-

sphere. Call |ane. (213)275-2656.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,00(Vyr income poter^lal. Details.

(1) 602-638-6685 Ext. T-8050.

Sales!!
Earn great cash.

$9-$18 per tiour.

Work for rapidly growing

West Coast Marketing CO;

PT/FT/flex hours/

12 hours week minumum.

For LA area

call Steve

(213)473-4797.

For San Fernando Valley

_

call Wtyne
(818)9054104.
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Personal 10' Personal 10 Personal

Congratulations to the finalists for the

Crescent Court 1990-91

Sue Al/rnhnin

Dioinic Gordon
Jen Elders

Jenni Beaeh
Trnev Brrtdshaw

Lisa Olea
Lisa Bennish

Moniqite Chnuilian
Lovi Tyner

Brijjitte Alenntava
Suzanne Neweouibe
Shannon Monica I

Erin Sehatz

Paula Nieolas

Heather Doekray
Courtney Jones
Alexa Siverdloff

Marissa Araehe
Wendy Raymond
Cyndi Hardt
Vc/;;/ Ball

Anne Blunden
Trina Newman
Carrie Donahue
Marsha Todd

Anjisehka Bernieo

Please come to the house TOMORROW,
r 9:00pm sharp

jfor a special night of festivities

CjreaI ?^^r

North campuS
WINTER SWEEPSTAKES
^^M^a m ^^ ^^O' ot a meal — ust

^^fTH $2.99. There's a different

ftATE
featured entree each day of.

tfie week, witfi fries and your

^L^ f%mm'm choice of a dispensed

^yfcWftMl jB beverage. It's a complete
4m ^^•^w meal for under three

dollars (at a saving of more than 20%) through
the month of February, until March 2.

Starting February 20th, enjoy North Plate Specials
doily at The Broiler.

Monday - HOLIDAY (closed)

Tuesday - Reg. Burger or Cheeseburger
Wednesday - 1 /4 Lb. Hot Dog
Thursday - Double Burger

Friday - Chicken Meal Deal

Vwotch for upcoming
North Plate Specials at:

SRO
- Week of February 26

INTRODUCING...

Includes 1 Egg, 2 Sausage or

2 Bacon, 2 Pancakes or 1 French

Toast, Hash Browns, Toast and a
small carton of Orange Juice.

$2.59
Served 7-10:30 am,

Monday through

Friday

NORTH CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER

SERVING BREAKfAST,

LUNCM AND DINNER

ASUCIA fOOD SERVICE

^^ *^ NORTH' '^^^
FROM ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
Enter our Grand Prize Drawing to win a ski weekend for two
**up nortti" at Lake Tatioe. Includes round trip tickets from
American Airlines, and two nights hotel accommodations.

Some restrictions apply. Drawing will be held Friday. March 2.
•fc. mm hMr nrt fHMry wid iiml nil hr prrviM l.i w«n -lnftiMialw. ilH^Wiy I. HmNrtI u, IX l> MurtmU. torMKy. wmI

Man A.'MKIA tutUlMir «tin»lnyr«-» w««« Wurtli < iium i mytuf tf mrr mH rUg/lhtr to parthlptr

'^
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UCLA School of Meclicine

UNlVllOTY OBESITY CENTER
Eteportment of Medidne

dnnourices

THE NU-SLH4 SYSTEM
8 mm'^ program of rc¥)id weight loss for

pec^le who wish to lose 10-30 lbs.;jgjg

New groups starting.

Call tounediately
206-3760

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI 32,00(Vyear Income potential.

i:>etail$ (1)602-838-8885 ext. BK8050.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
comnxjnication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2

Santa
MONICA
(DII^E

Now Accepting

Applications:

INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - MATH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - ENGLISH

Contact Santa Monica College
(213)452-9321

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

INTERESTED IN LAW?
After Law School comes State Bar

Exam. Disabled Bar applicant

seeks to pay person to transcribe

in your good handwriting, audio
taped ESSAY STYLE BAR

ANSWERS at State Bar offices.

downtown. Ail day on March 2.

1990. Prefer Senior or Graduate
Journalist major, English, Political

Science. History. Competent in

Essay formats. Sorry, no law
students allowed. O.K. to plan to

go to Law school and seeking this

unusual experience. (213) 453-5219

••••••••••••••

•

Valet Parkers!!
To valefpark at

private [jkrties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
-413-6997

••••••••••••••
CAMPUS REP. Flexible hours, women's per.-

sonal safety/defense class, sales skills neces-
sary. Call Emit (213)275-2661. Beverly Hills

Karale Academy.

CASHIER/CLERCK- F/T or P/T, all shifts avail-

able. 7:00-11.-00. Food store in village. Call

between 8-3 pm. (213) 206-1902.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED: PFS file on Apple
Ik: with printer. Word-processing. My hoiae.
(213)454-3971, Carole.

COUNSELOR. P/T, landlord/tenant. M-F.
1pm-5pm, $720/mo. Resume to Westside Fair

Housing Council 10635 Santa Monica Blvd.

Ste.203, LA CA 90025. Attn. S. Knapick EOE.

COURIER for Graphics Lab. Great job in

relaxed environ. $7.50/hr. -f .35Anile. Moms.
6:30- 1pm, own car and InsurarKe required.

City Graphics. Brian (213)938-3744.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP. PA. Must have
gpod people skills and well organized. Sat. till

2:00 a must. Call Dave at 475-1800

DRIVER with car wanted 6pm Mor>days and
Wednesdays from WLA to Culver City.

(213)836-6067.— — - ..

ENTERTAINMENT related company working
for full-tlme/part-tinr>e sales position. Must be
flexible. Computer & Sates experience helpful.

20 hrs./wk. min. $6.50/hr. Kelly
(818)783-1033.

ERRAND PERSON- &M>r. plus gas. Garuan-
teed 5 hrsA^ paid, could be rTx>fc. Hours
flexible. Referrences required. 0¥vn car. Live
on Westside. (213) 393-1802.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)85ai640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Ffiday only.

FOXBASE/ DBASE programmer to work on
MAC-based brokerage client system.
(213)207-4102.

FRONT DESK POSITION, recently renovated
landmark hotel on Ocean Ave. Immediate
•tart. For upbeat outgoing professional. Call
Nan or Alex 9-6pm (213)395-9945.

GENERAL OFFICE- Psychotherapist, P/T, near
cimpus. Word processing, good English skills

rgqulrtd Salary negotiable. (213)393-4585.

GENERAL OFFKTE- PA, 4 afternoonsAveek
Salary DOE Busy and fun WLA chiropractic

ofr»ce. Call Deborah in AM. (213) 473-4400

BABYSITTER/DRIVER, M—F. 3-6, $6/hr to

drive Santa Monica- Beverly Hills, must have
(good) car and Insurance. Very responsible.

(213)275-3635 day, (213)552-4734 evenings.

BOOKEEPER PA Post entries fro income,
expenses and depreciation for 4-unil apart-

ment house. $7.5(Vhr Mail resume to S.K.

Penton 1087 Moraga Dr. LA 90049.

BRENTWOOD RESTAURANT SEEKS
SERVERS AND MANAGERS. PAOR FA- CALL
(213)472-3267.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the

counter. Year round PA, flexible hours in the

afternoon. $5-$6Air. Beverly Glen Blvd. 3
miles north of Sunset. (213)475-0768.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2060/51

LAW OFFICE FILE CLERK
Santa Monica

Santa Monica Business
Litigation firm, a small,

busy, close-knit group
neecfs file clerks (full or
part-time). If you have
excellent organizations

skills, intelligence, and a
sense of humor—we
want to meet you. We

pay better than a
competitive salary and
expect exceptional

performance.
Call Tom Fedorko at

Bostwick & Ackerman, P.C.<

(213)395-5372
to set up interview.

'eecis motivated pt;rou;i

to cio challenging It3gal

an(j clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume

GPA. available times

fur interviews and other

pertinent information to:

RiCk Ldwards

1925 Coptury Park East

?OVi find!

Los Antj:. CA 90067

CROWN & ANCHOR
Bn'tish pub on Santa Monica

Pier is gearing for sumnrier team
of employees. We are looking

for your\g energetic people for

waititaff^ bus people, bartenders

& barbacks. Start at $4.25/hr. *

(Dep. on experience)

Hours: 11:00 A.M. - Midnight

394-6385
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United Parcel Service

THE UPS TEAM!
*

PERMANENT PART-TIME JOBS
*

$8.00 PER HOUR STARTING SALARY
*

FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE
*

WORK HOURS TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE

Apply in person:

' Monday, February 26, 1 :00pm-3:00pm
3000 E. Waslilngton Blvd., Los Angeles 90023

(near Soto St.)

1201 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 90015
(at the Harbor Freeway)

E.O.E. M/F.

i valet parking i

Iahendants needed'
i full or part time |

I
MALE/FEMALE

, PARK THE CARS
I OF THE STARS ,

I
TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL <213) 657-2420

M-F, 9AM-3PMI

Ir

I

I

I

I

FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY!
For a hardworking, responsible

student to work for a
businessman in nearby Beverly

Hills home. Student should
^ have good social and
organizatkxYal skills, some
accounting knowledge and

Macintosh computer experience.
Job can be ft or pt to suit

schedule. Living arrangements
can also be arranged. Pay

neoot. Also French speaking a
pfusl Interested call Mark at

(213)062-2755 and leave message.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• FUll & P«rt-Ume *

* Flexibk Hours *

*Lot8 of Work*
* Meq, Women, Students, etc.

Call C213) 453-1817

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, experience in xerox,

phones, and errands. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,

S6.5(Vhr. Call (213)477-3000.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message

Please have pen ready.

lOEY'S GYM FOR CHILDREN in Beverly Hills

teacher's assistant. MWTH and weekends.

(213)655-0146.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for summer day camp in WLA. Exper-

ienced with current WSI, ALS, CPR certificates.

Full-time summer, and/or part-time. May 15

thm lune 25. (213)472-7474.

MALE MODELS- Earn $10(Vhr. or nf>ore. lock

and student types. Handsome, lean 18-25.

Cleanshaven face, lite body hair. Playgirl-

type magaiinei/nudity. Beginners welcome.

Brad (213)392-4246.

Film E](tras Needed
For T.V, show, films A commercials.
All types, 18-90 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ing? for part-tifne, 20 hrs/wk nnessengers. Must
be dependable, have own car, insurance, good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541, after 2p.m.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
Ihr-lunch. Must have own car/Insurance du-

ties, entail heavy xeroxing, LICLA deliveries,

UPS/Fed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/jim at Held/Jones Construction.

(213)825-9914 ($7/hr + mileage).

OFFICE ASST. Architectural Firm, WLA 20-30

hrsTwk. (Mornings preferred). Salary depen-
dent on experience. Typing 60 wpm; phones,

MfcroSoft word, IBM-PC exper. preferred,

general office duties. Pleasant & professional

environ. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed for small busi-

ness. Must t>e Spanish^nglish bilingual arxJ

type in both languages. Transportation to

mid-Wilshire required. Hours flexible.

(213)386-4152.

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational in-

stitutions. Some phone sales experience pre-

ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefiU. (213)208-3316.

POSTER APPLICATIONS for Visa/Mastercard

and DiscoverCard on campus. Earn up to $250
per response. Call 1-800-9 50-VISA, ext. 83 or

1-800 932 0528, ext. 88.

PRIVATE PARTIES, PA weekends, flexible

hours, $5^r tips. (213)670-9157.

PA job available to clean offices. Flexible day
hours, need car and be energetic.
(818)785-6336.

PA or FA flexible hrs, 8:30-5:00. Close to

school. Study and answer phones. $6.0(Vhr •»-

commission. Joel, (213)841-4058 office,

(213)559-8827 eves.

HOSTESS POSmON
Now open in BH 4 star

restaurant.

PT & FT positions

available.

Offering $5-7/hr.

Energetic & warm
personality a must.

Please contact 278-8886.

PA WORK FOR DEVELOPER. Must have car
and insurance. $5-10hrs/wk. (213)470-0033.

RECEPTIONIST- FA or PA ,$6.75/
negotiable. Phone, xerox, fax.

preferred. (213) 826-1892.

9:00-5:30,

h r

Experience

RECEPTIONIST for small Century City Law
office. MWF 9-5:30pm. $6.50^r. Contact
Corinne at (213)552-3312.

RECEPTIONIST/Callery Asst. Great opportun-
ity in Brentwood Art Gallary. Word process-
ing, data entry, and phones. Wages negoti-

able. (213)820-8511.

RECEPTIONIST. 9-6pm. Century City Ac-
counting Firm. Looking for a bright personable
person. Contact Susan (213)277-3373.

RECEPTKDNIST PA Light phones and appoint-

ments. Call Pat (213)278-8333.

RESTAURANT inside luxury Century City club

war>ts full/part time food prep and delivery

people. Must be willing to have fun. No
experience necessary. . Flexible hours. Steve,

(213)557-8926, 11 -3pm.

RETAIL SALES FA and PA Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experierKe,

(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

SALES- PA, 10-5:30, flex. $6/hr + comm.
Children's furniture store. Personable. Must
like children. FA possible. (213) 479-4769.

Heather.

SECRETARY needed for 16-20hrs/wk Need
good skills, short hand arxi computer experi-

ence. Work with attorney/writer in Santa

Monica office. Pay depend on experience

(213)461-3622

SECRETARIAL help. PA for small medical-

legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)8540999.

SMALL, Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.
'

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 day^veek, transport 1 1-year old girl to

after school lessons and help with homework.
Hours: 3:30-7pm. TTh, hours on Friday and
option. S6.5G^r plus mileage, expenses. Car
required. Famly lines in Sherman Oaks. Camp
counseling or babysitting experience a plus.

Call leane at (213)785-0515.

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 days/week, transport 1 1 -year-old to

after school lessons, and help with homework.
Hours 3: 30-7pm TTH, hours on Friday an
aption. $6.5Qy^r + mileage, expenses. Car
required. Family lives in Sherman Oaks Camp
couseling or ^bysiUing cxperiencfT a plus.

Call leanne at (213)765-0515

SUMMER DAY CAMP located in WLA is

looking for responsible caring and energetic

camp. Counselors who have xpericnce work-

ing with children agev414. (213)472-7474.

TYPIST, part-time, 10-20 hrs/wk Transporta-

tion to office 3x/wk. Use own printer and word
processor. Excellent salary. Sharon
(213)278-2207.

30 Help Wanted 30 Job Opportunities 32

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, PA, depen-
dent on skills-$7,$9^r. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs dependable people
with good tclemarkcling skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Musi have
excellent phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702

VARSITY SWIM, & SOFTBALL COACHES
NEEDED. High school girls. Begin immedi-
ately. Experience preferred. 461-3651
Maureen.

Job Opportunities 32

AMERICAN-English is your mother tounge.

Come and join our team. Teach your language
to French business people. And be their guide

to Lbs Angeles $1 5.00/hr for more details call

Isabelle and Xavier (213)475-2527
Fax:(213)474-0520.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840- $69,485. Call l-f,02-83«-8»»5.

Ext R 8050.

MARKETING^ALES. Part lime $500-51500,
full time $2000-$5000. Inc. 500 Co.
205-2631.

SALES- Earn $2,000- 5,000ymonth. Ground
floor, milli-level marketing. Delicious vitamin

mineral herbal beverage. (213) 281-4712.

Real estate entrepreneur
interested in help

designing business plan.

Person should have
background in marketing

or administration.

Creative energy and
organizational skills a

must.

Call Richard
(213)472-8229

!!! POSITION OPENING !!!

Employment Dates:

June 25, 1990 - June 30, 1991

job Title:

Apartnient Coordinator Supervisor

Duties:

Hire, train, supervise and evaluate

10 student apartment coordinators

aiKi 6 student desk workers.

Coordinate Desk operation and
Apartment Coordinator program for

Single Student and Faculty

Apartments owned by UCLA.

Qualifications:

Must be a UCLA Graduate Student.

Must have strong interpersonal,

communication, and organizational

skills. Experience in Residence Life

or University Housing a plus.

Remuneration:
This is a 49% time position which
pays $6(X).0G/month plus exclusive

use of a modem one-bedroom
apartment in a new building

at 456 Landfair.

To Apply:
Send resume to Kathiyn Heymann,

University Apartments/North
Manager 'at 625 Landfair #1, Los
Angeles, CA 90024. Application

deadUne is Feb. 23, 1990.

internstiips 34

INTERN NEEDED to act as liason with writer

and National Publishing house. Will assist in

the promotion of a national lour for feminist

money book. -Communications major pre-

fcn-cd. Please call (213)461-3622.

MAJOR independent film producers seek stu-

dent interns to learn development, aquisilion

activities in office environmcnl. (Century Cily)

no pay but great opportunity learn industry.

(213)551-2505 or (213)394-7263.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Unruffled
5 Ten: pref.

9 Untamed
14 Ending for

peek
15 Redact
16 Russian czar
17 Fastener
18 Sting
19 Queen: Sp.
20 Pretend
22 Transmitter
23 Tie
24 Direction

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

25 NYC theater
28 Decreases
32 Make less

33 Comedian Jack

34 Asian native

,35 N.Y. city

36 Oaf
37 Leg part

38 Expected
39 A sight

40 Yon
4

1

Poker hand
43 Dreaded
44 Loom part
45 Scrawny
46 Watches^
49 — up:

flattered

53 Domicile
54 Albacore
55 City of Fiji

56 More iogtoal

57 Mono
58 Accustomed
59 Ringlet

60 Unvarnished
61 Mexk;an coin
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DOWN
1 Vehicles

2 Dugout
3 Earth
4 Tone down
5 Depreciate
6 Ms. Wharton
7 Mention
8 Feasted
9 Insect

10 Happenings
11 Attack
12 Ms. Hathaway
13 Perjurer

21 Fabrk:

22 French river

24 Weapon
25 Chums
26 Concerning
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27 More disabled
28 Belief

29 Additional -

30 Laissez —
31 An>erced
33 Full of

shrubs
36 Genoa rulers vi^^
37 Stirs

39 Plowmen ,

40 Nomad's honr>e

42 Stage talks

43 Femme — #
45 — eclipse

46 Immense
47 Steel beam

'

48 Departed
49 Rubber type
50 Deceit

51 Sunsets
52 Wall part

54 Container
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Internships 34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfiimistied 52

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intern program. Call Laura for nr^orc

information. (213)208 6369.

-.'•/

PAID INTERNS
P/T office work

Century City M-F
Work in Computer Cen-
ter and mailroom for

Legal, Accounting, and
Entertainment firms.

GREAT BUSINESS
EXPOSURE
280-9975

t

»

f;

I

»

.•.

»''

t
».

«

^
,

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER wanted for 9 mo. old girl. M-TH
9-3. Call Marian (213)206-1193 (days).

(213)826-9559 (eves)

CHILD CARE, Light housekeeping. Warm
loving care for toddler. M-F, 8:30-5:30. Experi-

ence, Excellent refrences. Fluent English rc-

quired. non-smoker. (213)393-1943.

DRIVE 2 CHILDREN, flexible hours, need own
car & insurance. (213)470-3228.

DRIVE 3 BOYS to school, from Westwood \o

Santa Monica. Must have car & insurance.

(213)470-3228.

EXPERIENCED, energetic, loving sitter for

young child. References requested. Studio City

area. (818)985-5600.

PICK-UP delightful child 2pm Monday, 3pm
T/F except holidays. Drop off or stay. $6/hr.

(213)207-5381.

PT BABYSITTER, Pacific Palisades, four

aftemoon^wk, about 20 hours, own car.

References. $5-$6/hr. (213)454-4726.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -MILE lo campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6 nru>nth

lease okay. (213)477-7237.

$595 FURNISHED bachelor utilities included.

Walk to UCLA. $695 unfurnished 1 -bdr. Close
to UCLA. (213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-bath

f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laurKlry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable

T.V., garage. $1025. (818)98a2951.

BRENTWOOD, $795/mo. 1-bdrm. huge apt,

prime location, 3-min. to UtLA pool, partially

furnished. (21 3)472-031 3.

Lar>dfair Apt, 1 bedroom wA^iew, furnature,

parking laundry $75Q^mo (805)648-6288.

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,

central a/c, parking, new building.
(213)839-4585.

PALMS. Single $550/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$75Q/mo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,
excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

PICO AND SAWTELLE. $550/mo. Single,

microwave, unfurnished. (213)473-6265.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, r»cw, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

I

Across fronigg^

UCLA
^535 Gayley

Large 1 bedroom

"$975

with one year lease

208-3818

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or

private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zetzah.
Northrkjge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd * den. 1 bd f loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded niessage 838-9781

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.
'3

"'^

r

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY
HOUSING

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS

SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS
POST IVID$, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS -

—KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL:

873-1373
ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS

11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE
(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876
Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

•Balconies.

•Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Piaya Vista

Properties

306-6789

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

jkj..

24,072
UCLA students live in an off-campus

apartment, house, or co-op.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

4770858

13,452
UCLA faculty live in a rented home
or apartment.

Find your ideal tenant. .

.

Idaily Bruin Classifieds ^

825-2221 J

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730 «

All amenities,

^security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

mA Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

VAN NUYS--1 5-20 minutes lo campus. Good
area. 2-bdmVTA balh. 2 story townhouse.

$705/mo. Security, gated parking.
(213)865-3601. -

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
balh, small kilchen, very practical, $450/mo,
5-months lease or more. 633 Gayley.
(213)208-5920.

WESTWOOD. $l43(ymo. 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)206-6020.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.

BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)206-8685.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, bachelor, hard-

wood floors, refrigerator, includes utilities,

$470. (213)206-6265.
'm i II

WESTWOOD. $1 290-$1 390/mo. Spacious

2-bdmV2-bath. 1 -block from UCLA. Balcony,

pool & Jacuzzi on roof, parking, security

building, park view. Open everyday.
(213)477-5106.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)264-9044.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.
.__

WESTWOOD, near Century City. Charming,
large, l-bdrm. Hardwood floors, bay win-

dows. Garage. Lovely 5-plex. $950/mo.
(213)654-0146.

WLA. $1100/mo. Condo, 2-bdmVrA -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina

Ave. (213)456-3829.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rourxied by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiore 54

BEVERLY HILLS. $500/mo. Large, fabulous

2-beeUlVi -bath. Own room (furnished Or un-

furnished) Near Wilshire. (213)476-9555
(David).

-

WEST HOLLYWOODA/H adjacent. 2-bed/

2-bath. Own roomAialh in new security apart-

ment. Elegant/views. $55(Vmo. + utilities

(213)655-2366.

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroonf\/ 1 -bath furnished apartment. Non-
smoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(2 1 3)204-4070, (21 3)473-2286.

WLA, own room, $475, Feb free. Large, nice,

furnished, pool, laundry, share bath, female.

(213)559-8086

House for Rent 56

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No peti.

(213)839-3008.

WLA HOUSE. 6 month sublet. Near Westside
Pavillion. 2-bed plus large workroom. Quiet

street, fenced backyard, basketball hoop.

$100(Vmo. -t-utilities. (213)664-5715.

Apartments Furnished 50 House for Stiare 57

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse. Very quiet. Med-
ical family home. 1 person only, non-smoker.

$60(ymo. (213)472-3889 evenings.

SINGLE, 2 Block walk west of UCLA.
$575/fno. 824-0532.

VENICE single $65(ymo. Private kilchen and
bath. Share laundry, garden and fireplace.

Non-smoker. Walk to beach and gym. Frank

(213)399-9206.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, l-bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathnr>ore. (213)208-3328.

BH ADJACENT. Large 2-bed,Spainish

style,beautiful, full services available, gar-

age,rireplace, large backyard, porches, quiet

area. $500/mo. (213)658-8947,
(213)275-8541.

Housing Needed 60

Apts. Unfurnished 52

VENICE BEACH, $750, huge 1-bdrm, secure

upper, hardwood floors, rv> pets. Parking! 24
Brooks Ave. (213)306-0988.

V^STV^/OOD VILLAGE. $1 500-$ 1 700. Spa-

cious 2-becUVA -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1640.

Large 2-bdrnVlVi bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer rental.

Furnished/ unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

GODARD FAN. Needs place/share.
$3$Q/obo. (213)659-4669.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)691-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM r>eeds sublets for visiting law

students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)660-5080.

Real Estate 61

House for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm.
laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
|»10-15 mln. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Veifice Bhd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa VUta
Property

Bfanagement

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-

sessions. Call 1-602-838-6665 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE/lighl housekeeping. P/T or F/T.

F/T with salary. Venice/Robertson. Experierxre/

references. (213)636-7949.

HANCOCK; PARK. Free roonVboard in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.

Mon- FrI afternoons, evenings. Experience-

references. (213)937-4760.

ROOM^OARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,

helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

BRENTWOOD Own roonVbath. Laundry pri-

vileges. $43(ymo. Large room with beautiful

view. (213)472-0149.

NEAR Westwood, bus, security condo, private

room and bath, furnished, kitchen, laundry

privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

PRIVATE ROOM in private home for female

student. Use of kitchen, breakfast room,
washer/dryer. Across street from UCLA on N.
Hilgard. $40(ymo. (21 3)2791 436 after 10am.

SUNSET/FAIRFAX, charming, pvt. home. Pvt.

Vi bath. Full use of hous^ard. $40(Vmo.
(213)851-9415.

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-

trance, five minutes to UCLA. Easy parking,

male. $450 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517.^i^PHHH^HI
Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD. 2'bed/2-bath. Mostly furn-

ished. Share w/non-yuppie professional fe-

male. $500/mo. -f deposit. Balcony over

canyon, pool, sunny, parking, no smoking,
little tv. lulic (213)472-6789.

BRENTWOOD, 2-f2 spacious apartrT)ent,

share room, responsible female, security build-

ing, parking, fireplace. $300/month.
(213)476-8182

CONVENIENT— University Aparlmenli/
female/$265. Free shuttle to school 2

be(V2bth. Pool, parking, washer. Rhonda
(213)391-4004.

FEMALE -new WLA townhouse, bright 2't-2,

amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Easygoing

roommates $293 (213)261-9595.

FEMALE needed to find apartment with

another female in local area, around
$500/perton. Days (213)208-0784.
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Roommates 65

LUXURY: own master bedroom/bathroom,

2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 deposit, furnished;

(213)935-5600

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. $500/mo.

(213)305-0166 after 4:30pm.

OWN BEDROOM in house. $32Q/mo. 3-mi.

South of campus. Near bus, laundry. Garage.

(213)474-7638.

PALMS, $425. Master bedroom and balh.

2-bed/2-bath apt. Quiet, nice. Non-smokers

only. (213)559-5021.

-PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

"roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.

$548.(213)839-7104.

WESTWOOD. Female to share 2-bedroom

duplex. Parking. $355/mo. 1385 Midvale.

(213)477-4045, (213)445-5345,
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, $400, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-3

needed. Pool, Jacuzzi, view, walk to campus.

(213)824-1470.

WLA. $475.00. Spacious private room with

balh, balcony, secure carport. Available 3/1

.

Oliver (213)478-5360

WLA. Share 2-bedroorn/ 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.

Available now. $597 -t-Va utilities.

(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

O'Melveny & Myers

Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are Interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

AAay to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

Flying/Paractiuting 76 Personal Service 95 Tutoring Offered

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (618)344-0196. _^
SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

VOICE MAIL -students, living in a dorm? Don'i

Miss Phone Cal Is Own 4 private phone number
to receive messages. No equipnnent nccesary.

(818)594-1057. (213)964-3356

Services Offered >^"' 96

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private lennis coach and

leaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new studenu. (213)824-716a

Ctiild Care 90

CHILDCARE PROVIDER - Mature student,

CPR trained, mother. Westside. Refs. Evenings

and weekends. Call Laurie (213)397-6577.

RESPONSIBLE, caring person lo babysit your

children nights/weckcnds in Westside. Local

references. Kristin (213)620-5565.

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1690.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY bookshelves, closet

organizers, fucniture, space saving designs.

Student rates. Tom (213)301-6627

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has

MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly^

S7/hr. Laser prints, $.60/page. Culver City. Call

(213)636-5949.

EDITING, etc.. ASSISTANCE all levels, all sub-

jects foreign students welcome. Call Research

Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad schogi

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON
Elementary lo advanced. Charles
(618)5841123.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Malh or

Physics from a Tutor who can present ihc

material in a comprehensible manner Call

(816)905-9260 Ask for David .

FOREIGN STUDENTS Qualified, cxpcr-

ier>ced, English teacher, UCLA teaching cre-

dentials. First lesson (or paper) free.

(213)399-5424.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441. .

PROFESSIONAL Malh tutor, UCLA gradu^e.

Expert aH levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

c«$says, and study skills. Anne (21 3)0.59-2293,

leave message.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West,

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213)820-4839.

4 /lllstale
Auto/Home/Commerciai

Westwood/Wilshir3 Office

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshire)

*
*
*
*

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subjects. TKeset/Diaseitations,

PiddomIs and Books. Foreum Student*
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD/^ia) 47D-6661.

Typing 100

Tutoring Offered 98

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE
jll do bill Jiito iiisiitJiu

Is lt'()lJI(e(1 1)7 1^1. j'' So l(M .!

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BF<T PRICE AUTO INS AGENCY

•••••••••••••••••^

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency •

Immediate Phore Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monico

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT,GMAT.

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad.IVY league grads. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDES Law graduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACADEMIC Business, Professional. Word
Processin^Desk Publishin^ScarVFac. From
copy or transaction. Lyndell. (213)827-3586.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.

Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

TUTORIN<^
Beginning/lntermedltate/

Advanced English;

Reasonable rates. Evening
classes. Internally

experienced teacher.
(213)966-0059. Dr. Bernard

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 2S yean experience. Also offer

ettiical assistance wiih writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207.5021

Travel 105 Travel 105

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by kaw.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; fenrxjle

under 21. male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, arxd rrvDtorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call nov\/ (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

2 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS
TO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

& 2 TO THE BAY AREA
ON

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

LOEBandLOEB
We are looking for

summer housing for our

summer associates from

June to august. If you have

a 1-2 bdrm apt/house

to sublet, please call:

Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situations

please.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• Multiple Tickets/Accidents
• DUI
• 4 Wheel Drivers
• Exotic/Sports Cars
• Scooters
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
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ASUCIA Trawl Service

Alewel Ackemon Union

ond ihe Expo Center

J

Money to Loon 93

Condos for Sate 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-becl/2-bath unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitcher^ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed -» den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min

to UCLA $160,000 spacious 110Q $q. ft.

(213).337-1637.

NEW CONDO for sale- Quito, Ecuador 2bdr,

den, I'A bath, security bidg. $25,000.

(714)9(>0 7534.

UP To $100,000 cash. Grant^oans for new
businesses. Get the facts. Call 1-800-926-6447

ext. Gil 79.

Movers 94

Condos for Share 68

SANTA MONICA. One room for rent in

2-bedroom condo. Close to beach. Female,

now-smoker preferred. $50(ymo. Call Ben

(213)452-4125.

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

Ii2ing in student moves. 24hr. (213)281-8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. ^tudcnt discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688 UCLA alumhus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

from March 1 - August 31* 1990

$779.00 for 4 people, $855.00 for 2 peopk
Inchfdes roundtrifTair from LAX to Auckland AND

Campervan including unlimited mileage for 6 days OR
6 day car rental and 6 nights Best Western

^_^ accommodations priced from just $890.

^( ^-v^ Pricm quotedperperson.

Soi 1/"^ A 71 Travel Service
AoUCU^ A-Level Ackemian Union M-Pti 8:30-6. Sat 11-3

98 Typing 100

All typing I do. Free pickup and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experierKe with, University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961. ^_
GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable

rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. La2er printer. National/

Scpulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-

ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/

Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime -especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ

(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSINC specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING $1.50/page. Close lo

campus. (213)473-2173.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.
Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near

UCLA. (213)208-1865. ___^
WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319,

Travei 105

STUDENT
AND

FACULTY
AIRFARES

Roundtrip from Los Angeles

San PTMcisco $ 70
McKkoatf $ tSO
Honolulu $ Mi
Undon $ 399
Paris $ 549
Athens $ 499
TahM $ 489
Cairo $ 739
TdAtfiv $ 734
Sydney $ 749
NakroM $1070
Johannesburg $1340
RMtridiont apply. Farit subject to chanoe
wNhoui notin and baatd on aviiability.

Council

1093 IrowlDn Avt, Westwood

t13-908-3S51

Travel Tickets 106

BRITISH Airways ticket. Business class. Leave
till March 14. LAX, London, Zurich one way.
Best offer. (213)208-1409.

LAX-PAR IS one way with Northwest- 3/1 8/90,

$295. Call Peter (213)932-9548. After 9pm

SKIERS- DIRECT TO SUN VALLEY. Saturday -

Saturday. Choice of dates. Price negotiable. 3

tickets. (213)284-8771. Bruce Vann.

Autos for Sole 109

1976 TOYOTA COROLLA, yellow, 2-dr, auto-

matic, new tires, battery, one owner, perfect

shape, 56k. Excellent transport. x55333 or

(213)391-6119.

1980 VW RABBIT, S-SPEEO, arrVfm ciMCtte.

Very reliable transportation. Runt great. MUST
SELL! $1600 o.b.o. (213)824-1224.

AMERICAN MOTORS Concord 1982 $3195.
Excellent condition,Very low mileage. 6 cylin-

der (213)470-0390.

4».
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CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14*

(vvilh ihit ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR

STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships,

fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion m private

sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic

interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
• There s money available for students who have been newspaper car-

riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc

• Results GUARANTEED.

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

Several colleges of Oxford University have invited the Wash-
ington International Studies Council to recommend qualified

students to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower
Junior status is required, and graduate study is available. Stu-
dents are directly enrolled in their colleges and receive transcripts
from their Oxford college: this is NOT a program conducted by a
U.S. College in Oxford. 3.2 minimum index in major required.

An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S. Univer-
sity is available for students with minimum indexes of 2.7. Stu-
dents will have social and athletic rights in an Oxford college, and
the fees are substantially less, v :. _—j——.__."'-. •.:• ',:, •-> •

•'

Since 1986. students recommended by WISC have been
jdirectly enrolled (and received transcripts from) five of forty col-

leges and halls which compose the University of Oxford: these stu-

dents previously studied at over 60 leading U.S. colleges. Written
or telephone evaluations from previous students are available
upon request.

NEED YOUR TAXES PREPARED?
WANT YOUR TAX REFUND FAST?

(14-21 Days After Filing)

SOUti

THE FAST CASH SOLUTION
THE FIRST TAX SERVICE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Our Application Eliminates The Need
For IRS Form3 Or Calculations

Call OurToll Free Number For Your Free Application

-1^800) SCANTAX

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON
WISC offers summer internships with Congress, with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks. Govern-
ment and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level gov-
ernment officials, who are also scholars, and by exp>erienced
Journalists. Similar opportunities in public policy internships
are offered (with academic credit) in London (Fall. Spring and
Summer). ^

The Washington International Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Ave.. N.E.. Suite 450
Washington. D.C. 20002 (202) 547-3275

I

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services .

*"

• Copies BIk/White " . ,

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1 /

Enlaroements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1 02
WiUi this Ad unly on t.«Mr Color Kip 1/31/90

Plus its special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14 Scooters

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI
CLES from 5100. lords, Mercedes, Corvellcs,

Chevys SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE
1-602-838 8865 Ext.A 6050.

HONDA CRX, 1966, blue, 46k miles, S-spd,

^C, original owner, excellent condition.

S6495. (213)3904334.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86 24k S-speed, a/c,

power steerin^vindows/sunroof. White, gray

interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(213)460-7525.

MAZDA RX 7 CS 1985, $600(yobo, silver,

excellent condition, AAVFM, cassette, A/C,
alarm. (213)474-1106.

MERCURY LYNX L WAGON, 1984, 46,000
miles, excellent condition, $3000
(213)208 5370.

MERCURY MARQUIS S.W., air, radio, auto,

2nd owner. Excellent condition. $2800.
(213)3972652.

SUPERBEETLE CONVERTIBLE '78. Red,
19,000 miles on rabuilt engine, new clutch.

Excellent cor>dition--Must see! A classic!

(213)824-2750. _^
SUPER BEETLE- Convertible, 1972, $4,700.
Like new, exceptional, white, black-top, alarm,

many extras. Must see (213) 206-7623.

TOYOTA CELICA CT 79 5-spd, sunrf, am/im,
low miles $1995/OBO (213)478-6948

TOYOTA CELICA 1980, 5-spccd, sunroof,

AM/fM cassette, new transmission, excellent

engine. $1,650. Leave message.
(213)372-4433

TOYOTA COROLLA, 1980 4-door, excellent

condition, automatic, $3000. (213)275-3485.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000, great condition. Must
see (213)477-2933

VW CABRIOLET convertible. 1987. Best seller

edition. Red, wAvhile top/interior. Mint condi-
tion. In/out. AnVFm, a/c, alarm, 5-sp., $10,006
(818)990-6494.

VW CABRIOLET 1986 White on white, auto-

matic, 30k miles. Kenwood stereo, 4 new tires

Super clean in and out. $6950/obo.
(af6)842-2422, (818)548-7228.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. S-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm,pcrfect condition. $6500. Cash.
(21 3)937-91 74"*^

VW RABBIT 1978, sunroof, good condition.

$1350. (213)208 1409.

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1984 Red, auto
trans, pull-out stereo, like new, 51k miles.

Faculty family-owned, $6950 lames
(213)625-5572; (213)455-2720.

VW- Van, 1971, $1,950. Newly rebuilt engine
18000 mile warranty. New parts (213)
824-3969.

1962 HONDA 500 for $700. Good engine

condition. Call (213)453-9541.

86 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 450, excellent

condition. 8200 miles, $1300.
(213)824-1747.

HONDA ELITE 150 Digital Deluxe, low mi-

leage, red with, trunk $755. (213)453-8439.

HONDA SPREE 1986. Red, excellent condi-

tion. $300/obo Rob (213)478-0927.

Scooters 119 Furniture 126

1965 HONDA ELITE 250, runs great, freeway

legal, $1100 with helmet. (213)278-3901.

1987 ELITE 150 stereo, windshield, trunk,

alarm. Runs grdat. iust tuned. New tires.

1300/obo Steve (213)472-4721.

1987 HONDA ELITE 60, 600 Miles under
warrentee until 1(V90. just tuned, helnr>et and
lock included. $1300 obo. Call Brian

459-S947.

2 HONDA ELITE scooters, top of the line, low
miles, $150(yeach (81 8)862- 5026.

ELITE 50 1988, Less than 500 miles. $650
(213)471-6446.

HONDA ELITE, 1987 Bought new In 1989.

Low 700 miles $1000. Steve (213)624-1795.

HONDA ELITE 150 1985 Electric blue, excel

lent condition with helmet and trunk. $900.
Tony (213)939-5609.

BEAUTIFUL HIGH-TECH glass coffee and side

table. Incredible buy. $400 for both. Also,

very beautiful designer lamp from Diva store.

$200. Please contact Jessica (213)273-2635.

KING-SIZE, waterbed frame with rails, pedes-
tal drawers, $25(Vobo Also barslool set.

(818)345-4227, 6-9pm.

LIQUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chest, $85; others. (213)393-2336.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337

MOVING SALE. Beds, Couches, Dining Table
w/4 'Chairs, Desk, Dresser, etc. Call Keri

9 00 5:00pm, (213)209-7685.

MOVING SALE. Sofa and chair, coffee table,

lamps, dressers, wall air conditioner af>d more.
All cheap prices. (213)824-1713.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 34
10 rest some of his starters.

These late-minute changes

gave the Bruins a very intema-

lional flavor, as outside hitters

Bjom Maasseide and Oren
Scher replaced a slumping Rich
Bland and an ailing Mike
Garcia, respectively.

The tandem responded by
putting away 12 kills apiece,

one l)ehind Mike Whiicomb's
teamhigh of 13 kills and five

blocks.

Things were not as easy for

UCLA as they might appear,

however.

After winning the first two
games with ease, then jumping
out to a 9-1 lead in the third,

Scates decided to give some of

his hitters a rest.

But behind what Scates

called "the h>est home crowd
anywhere," BYU climbed back

into the match by scoring seven

straight points in at)out three

minutes.

This forced the Bruins to call

a timeout to settle themselves

down. With the starters back in,

UCLA closed out the game and

I match with its 15-10 win.

STANFORD
From page 31

visible pain, knew that he missed
the shot the instant it left his hand.

"What did the shot feel like?"

Wilson said, **It felt like the rest pfc-'

them."
^

Montgomery, elated that Stan-

ford finally shedded its Pauley
Pavilion albatross, said, "We
deserved to win the game. What
else can you say? We haven *t won
here forever."

"It seemed like we were ready to

play. We had our best two days of

practice since the beginning of the

season after the loss to Cal,"

Madkins said. *Therc are times- ^

when we just don't play up to our

capabilities. Tonight was one of

those nights."

Although MacLean shot three-

of-nine from the floor, he was the

Bruin high-scorer with 15. Wilson
led in rebounds with eight UCLA
finished the game with a 40.7

percent mark from the floor

—

compared to the 52.6 percent for

Stanford.

"Defensively, UCLA just
wasn't stopping our guys very

much," Wingate said.

"We were as flat as a board—no
one was up for the game and it

showed. Stanford out-hustled us

and outplayed us, just like Cal
did," MacLean said.

It's been a rough week for the.L

Bruins.

]]9 Garage Sates 127

MOVING OUT sale. All you need to furnish

your apartment. Computer/bicycle, great

price. (213)208-4632.

Musical Instruments 129

LARGE 1 2-piece Rogers and Slingerlarxi drum
set. $900/obo. (2 13)444-65 16/
(213)207-4102.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

ROSSINGNOL 4G skis. 203cm. Brand new.
Retail around $400. Only S225
(213)208-6597 Paul.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM PS2. 20MB, 512k RAM, 3.5 disk drive,

Amber monitor. Both like new. $1500.
(21 3)838- 2 763. ^^^
IBM XT CLONE, monitor, extended key board-

-DOS 2.0, Word Star. $575. (2U)939-2326.

MACINTOSH 512 KE, internal 10-megabytc
hard drive, with desk and software. $750/obo.

(213)444-6516/ (213)207-4102.

MITSUBISHI Laptop, 40 MB hard disc, 2400
modem, software, never used, $2300.
(213)476 6360.
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STANFORD
From page 36

Vlahov said. "But in the second
half, UCLA started putting the

-*- clamps on us in the paint."

Vlahov finished the game with a

career-high 20 points (14 in the

first halO, while yanking down
eight rebounds. Keefe finished

with 17 points and 10 rebounds.

After trailing 37-26 at the

intermission, UCLA utilized its

sagging defense in the paint and
went on a nine-point run two
minutes into the second half—the

highlight of which was a picture

perfect alley-oop pass from Wil-
son to freshman Tracy Murray for

an easy bucket, cuuing the lead to

39-37.

At the 2:59 mark. Cardinal
junior Deshon Wingate hacked
Murray and subsequently fouled

out with Stanford leading, 67-61.

The situation rapidly worsened
fcH- the Cardinal. With 2: 17 left to

play. Vlahov fouled out while
climbing MacLean *s back in pur-

suit of an offensive rebound.

"When we lost Wingate and
Vlahov, we weren*t really worried
about losing in regulation, but we
knew that if we went to overtime,

we would be in trouble," Stanford

junior Kenny Ammann said.

Sophomore Gerald Madkins
sliced for a lay-in with 0:28 to play

to cut the Cardinal lead to 70-68.

Bruin sophomore Darrick Martin
fouled junior John Patrick with

0:20 to go. For Martin, that was his

fifth and final foul. Patrick missed
the front end of a one-and one, and
Madkins pulled down the board
and the Bruins called a time-out

with 0:16 remaining.

"We wanted to go to Wilson
down low, with MacLean coming
tip the lane," Hairick said.

^Towards the end, we were just

trying to hang on," Vlahov said.

And hang on the Cardinal

did—just barely.

Wilson received a pass on the

periphery and spun toward the

hoop. Wilson missed his initial

shot, but gathered in his own
rebound. His folloW-up shot was
blocked by Cardinal senior Derek
Bruton, but Wilson was fouled by
Keefe.

Stanford followed the whistle

with a timeout at 0:04 seconds left

to let Wilson think about his four-

of-eight free-throw shooting for

the game. For Wilson and the

Bruins, the free-throw line was
food for thought. UCLA finished

the game shooting 63.2 percent

(24-38) from the line, compared
with 73 percent for Stanford.

"Our foul shooting was the

difference. It*s really concerned

me the last two or three weeks
now. We need to start playing well

again. We need to get back doing

the things we were doing before,"

Harrick said.

Wilson's woes continued as he

missed his first free throw. He hit

the second to put the score at 70-

69. The Bruins were unsuccessful

in attempting to steal the in-bounds

I>ass and Stanford ran out the clock

as the Cardinal celebration flooded

the floor.

There was a large contingent

who thought that after Wilson

missed the first free-throw, he

would intentionally miss the sec-

ond in order to give his teammates

a chance for a rebound and a

game-tying shot.

"On the bench, we thought

about it, but I don't like to

overcoach so much," Harrick said.

"We kind of felt that I was going

to hit both Iree-mrows and we
were going to play overtime. That

was the plan," Wilson said som-

berly.

Wilson, who banged his injured

right wrist and was playing in

See STANFORD, page 30

SAFER THAN ORDINARY CONDOMS!
Attention STUDENTS, IF YOU ARE extra-protection and a special

NOT USING THE RIGHT CONDOM, lubricated "flip-ofr appHcator

YOU MAY BE ENDANGERING YOUR that makes it easier to unroll.

life! Now, young men and Avoid the embarrassment of

women can discreetly purchase buying condoms at the
the new and sophisticated drugstore, we can mail them
MENTOR* condom available by quickly in a discreet package,

mail, one of the safest l>ecause*it your privacy is guaranteed. Buy
has a gentle adhesive band that them for your best friend too.

holds it in place thus cutting Instructions for condom usage

down on the chances of included. We hjtVe limited

pregnancy or exposure to viruses quantities! Send coupon today

due to accidental slips or leaks, to: Europa Entertainment, Inc.

Unlike other condoms, it comes 13428 Maxella Ave, Suite 514,

with Nonoxynol-9 Spermicide for Marina del Rey CA 90292-5620I
Send this coupon with check or money order to: Europa

Entertainment, Inc. 13428 Maxella Ave, Suite 514

Marina del Rey CA 90292-5620

3 Mentor* condoms $9.95 NAME
6 Mentor* condoms $11.95

12 Mentor* condoms $22.95

for S) DEAL
AT HOME CLEANERS
UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff,

Get five of your clothes dry cleaned or
laundered and get any of up to five

more items cleaned free of charge.
*

•(Must not require sjDecial heuidling)

'jL. -IJ 1 M

Allow2-3 weeks fordelivery.No
cash or COD's. Money oack
guarantee. Thank you!

1

Only with...

HOME CLEANERS
Quality Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service
Without Leaving Your Home or Office

Call US anytime, any place, for free unlim-
ited pick-up and delivery, and same-day ser-

vice. (Min. 5 items)

(213) 389-3341
Business Hours: M-Sat 7-6.

GUIDE
Coming Tomorrow!

Find out how you can receive
100 business cards

^COURTESY OF DAICOLO

Career Guide
will include:

Resumes

Interview Do's and Don'ts

How to Dress for Success

Opportunities for your Major

Grad School (LSAT etc. tests)

&
Career Sources on Campus
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Tuxedo Warehouse a

after Tuxedo
Cjy Rental
^''^*

with student ID
$40

ask about our special programs,

including group delivery— 5594889^
•<,

_
10546 West Pico Blvd.

2 blocks east of the Westside Pavillion-
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H< • f S: Cardinal wins
I &

'••'/ MK Hair Salon
Proudly Introduces

FAMA
BEAUTY CENTER
Carrying top of the line

•Cosmetics
•KMS
•Nexxus
•Focus 21
•Paul Mrtchell
•Redkin
•Full line of citric products
•etc...

NAILS ^
BY SALOME
(Fiberglass specialist)

10% OFF
with this ad

956 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

:^

From page 36
Bruins—marking only the third halftimc deficit that Stanford has seen
this season.

The Cardinal's outside weapon, Katy Steding, showed why she is

one of the top three point shooters in the Pac- 10 by opening the second
half with a quick three-pointer to tie the score at 44.

Stanford.*s defense picked up in intensity, forcing the Bruins into

turnovers, and on one occasion, the Bruins could not inbound the ball

within five seconds, giving the ball back to the Cardinal. The
turnovers opened the way for the Cardinal running ganie, and when
Steding hit a lay up it gave Stanford a seven point lead, 60-53.

Stanford upped its lead to 10 points when Trisha Stevens hit a tough
shot in the paint. Jennifer Azzi,' Stanford's AU-American point guard,
found her range, hitting two treys which gave Stanford a 13 point lead
and fired up the crowd to a decibel level that went off the scale.

Things got worse for what suddenly became a frustrated Bruin
squad. Stanford was all over the court defensively, blocking shots and
forcing low percentage shots by UCLA, which led to more fast break
points for the Cardinal.

Stanford comfortably coasted home, winning the game by 26
points. While the Bruins scored 44 points in the first half, their second
half output totalled a meager 21 points.

Stephens led the Bruins with 23 points, while VanEmbricqs added
18. Wootton also scored in double figures, hitting for 17 points on the

evening.

The Cardinal placed six players in double figures. Led by Azzi witf?

19 points, the barrage also included Zcilstra with 18, Steding and
Whiting with 14 apiece, and Stevens and Sonja Henning each had 13.

UCLA head coach Billie Moore said, "In the second half, we wore
down on the boards; we got tired and weren't as quick to the ball. Also,
Lhcy went after the boards much harder, give them credit for that."

The victory raised Stanford"s record to 22-1, 12-1 ih the Pac- 10
while UCLA, still eyeing a possible NCAA tournament bid, fell to

14-9, and 9-4 in the conference.

Campus sports
I

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $64^^
Suites

Complimentary Shi^po-Servigg^ -

Complimentary CoiiOTiffi^^^^^klsst
Complimentary Parking^
Full Kitchens, Heated^^L^Color T.V.s

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

Neck Pain & Stiffness

Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^^d
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110
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LARGE 16

only ^7.

" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
|

go + 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must mention coupon wh«n ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included EXP. 2/19/90 I

THE
BARGAIN
CbNTOlUES

Delivered

FAST & FREE
With stuaent ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

BUY ONE SLICE & GET A FREE
dine-in only-must bring coupon-exp. 3/5/90

ITALIAN

SALAD

jCa Zermzza
Jtaliau Kestauraut

11701 Wilshire nivd. 213''820-280^

West jCos Mgeles, Ca.-^ 90025

FREE glass of house WINE
with dinner

Mon, TUes, Wed !!!

Lunch on Saturday! Open 11:30 AM.
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Baseball takes opener
By Terry White

Contributor

The sun shined for the first time all weekend at Jackie Robinson Sta-

dium, yesterday, as UCLA beat Stanford 5-3 in the second game of a
three-game series. The Bruins showed the No. 1 -ranked Cardinal they
were for real by handing them their first Six-Pac loss of the year in the

opener of a double-header.

Out for revenge after a 16-5 loss Friday, the Bruins (11-2) jumped out
to an early lead in the first and neyer trailed . Tim Lindsay (2-0) looked
impressive in his winning effort over the Cardinal, scattering five hits

over six innings. . , ..

With hot-hiuing Paul Ellis having a quiet day, Chris Pritchett and
Robbie Katzaroff knocked in all five UCLA runs. Pritchett extended his

hitting streak to ten games with his fifth homer and an RBI single.

UCLA drew all of their Cardinal blood early, led by a big rally in the

second inning. With two outs, the Bruins loaded the bases for left fielder

Robbie Katzaroff. Katzaroff then bounced a clutch triple off the right

field wall to put the Bruins ahead 4-1. and send Stanford starter Mike
Mussina (3-1) on his way to the loss.

The Bruins would rather forget Friday *sfiasco, as the Cardinal ran up a
16-5 win in harsh conditions at JRS. As a light shower turned into a
steady downpour. Stanford racked up eight runs in the first inning. John
Sutherland (3-1) only lasted one-third of an inning before Mike Lewis
relieved him. The game was finally called after the second inning and
resumed on Sunday with Stanford ahead, 10-2.On Sunday night, the as

Cardinal went on to win, 16-5.

Bniin swimmers cool down
By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

The heat wave that has followed

the UCLA men*s swim team
throughout what head coach Ron
Ballatore has called a "hot" season

dissipated this weekend—and
things got chilly.

The 9-3 Bruins seemed frozen

Saturday, as they helplessly

watched an undefeated Trojan

team run over them like a waterfall

for a 69-44 victory in USC*s pool.

Despite adverse conditions pla-

guing both teams, USC head coach

Peter Daland took the win in stride.

"We thought we should win by 20

(points)," he said.

Adverse conditions included the

absence of USC star IMer Dave
Wharton, who set the U.S. record

last year at NCAAs in the 200-yard

IM (1:44.70). Wharton injured his

ankle, Friday.

"^ But matching missing star for

missing star, UCLA backstroker

Geoff Cronin was not in the Bruin

lineup against the Trojans. Bruin

Mark Thompson had his hands full

trying to thwart USC*s Gary

Anderson in the 200-yard back.

Thompson went 1:51.86 in that

event to place second to Anderson,

who set a meet record with his

1:47.76 finish.

"We had some good events and

we had Gary Anderson," said

Daland.

Although each team had its

different problems, both had to

face the same biting wind and
driving rain as they dove off the

blocks—only some swimmers
would conquer the foul weather

better than others. "You can*t be

distracted by external forces," said

Daland. "If Gary Anderson can

swim well in this weather, why
can*t others?" he asked.

But there were certain others

who did swim well. Bruin fresh-

man Matjaz Kozelj took one of

only two individual wins for the

Bruins. Kozelj swam past a host of

world-class swimmers, including

teammate Mark Dean, to win the

200-yard butterfly (1:48.99). "I

expected to swim fast," said

Kozelj, "(but) I didn't care what
place I got"
The other Bruin individual win

came when Andrea Cecchi dove
into the pool in the 200-yard breast

and came out in just 2:02.46.

UCLA*s Greg Schaffer swam his

season's best in the event (2:04.51)

to beat out USC*s Ray Looze for

second place.

Schaffer also swam his season*s

best in the 200-yard IM (1:51.74)

to earn third.

The overall loss to USC marks

the fifth consecutive year that the

Trojans have beaten the Bruins in

dual meet competition. However,

UCLA has a tradition of placing

higher than USC at the Pac-10

meet and at NCAAs.

STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Barman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

/ veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
* laughing gas available!!

..933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

DRAGON
EXPRESS

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESEjyiENLLLXIELlVERY

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &

FREE EGG ROLL
Please show ad when ordering

208-4928 1147 Westwood

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT l.D.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

Serving UCLA for over 36 years

At the Comer of Gayley & LeConte

Offer Not Gcxxl on
SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^8755 (213) 208-5275
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Scales pulls the reigns

and UCLA Spikers respond
By R6dger Low
Staff Writer

If ever a team existed that no
person would ever willfully be
a part of, it is one that has to play

an Al Scates-coached UCLA
volleyball squad that has just

Tlie 1^90 version of UCLA
men*s volleyball proved that

adage to be true, as it overpow-
ered BYU in front of a raucous

40(X)-plus fans in Provo, Utah.

In beating the Cougars, 15-2,

15-3, 15-10, the Bruins played

what Scates called "virtually

error-free volleyball" for two
games—as their .490 team
hitting percentage would indi-

cate.

The win moves UCLA to

lO-l on the year (5-1 in the

WIVA)< a half game ahead
Pepperdine in the DeGroot
Division, while dropping BYU
to 2-4 (0-3) and to the DeGroot
cellar.

In Utah, Scates decided to go
with a slightly different Hneup

See VOLLEYBALL, page 30

Bruin softball pound the desert
By Garo Hovannisian
Contributor

XT

The UCLA softball team again distinguished itself

as the best in the West last weekend, as it cruised
through a 16-lcam field en route to the championship
of the Arizona Softball Classic in Tucson. The Bruins^
compiled a 9-1 record in only four days of
competition, improving their overall clip to 13-3.

On Thursday, after an 1 1-2 swamping of Kansas to
open up the tourney, UCLA went on to defeat New
Mexico State. 2-0. with freshman sensation DeDe
Weiman earning her first collegiate shutout. The
Bruins then rested their bats until Friday, when they
swung aplenty, as UCLA continued to dominate,
defeating Utah, 11-0, and following that with a 7-1

spanking of Oklahoma and a 4-0 shutout against
Toledo.

The Bruins hit a snag in the road on Saturday,
however, as they fell to Cal State Fullerton, 5-0. Two

of the Bruins* three losses this season have been dealt
by the Titans. ButUCLA quickly rebounded from the
rare defeat, as it edged out Arizona State. 1-0, to
advance to the championship bracket. Senior pitcher
Lisa Longaker hurled the shutout, and in the process
broke Debbie Doom's career win total with her 74th
triumph.

As one of the four top seeds entering championship
competition on Sunday, the'Bruins followed the ASU
win with a 3-0 whitewashing of Utah, their second in

as many tries. UCLA then took on Long Beach in the
semi-finals. The 49ers, however, didn't have enough
to challenge the Bruins, as they fell to the blue and
gold. 7-2.

In the tournament finals against Oregon, the
Bruins recorded their sixth shutout of the weekend, as
they whipped the Ducks, 2-0.

UCLA finally returns home today to take on
Loyola Marymount at 1:30 p.m. on Sunset Field.
Admission is free.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
. NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

Aa CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL. SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404

The programs are organized by Dafna Ronn-Oxley of Yirtus Limited in

cooperation with Sigma, a privately^owned Russian cooperative in

Sachi, Russia. There will be 2 sessions, June 9-July 11 and July 6-August 8.

Each session includes 80 hours <^ class work taught by a qualified

teacher at the university level plus 20 hours of class discussion, and also

excursions to the area. Cost FIRST SESSION : $2500. Price indudes the

course itself, all air and land transportation, accommodations with local

Russian Families, 3 Meals per day, and excursions. SECOND SESSION:
$2680. Price indudes all of the above plus four days in Moscow. FOR
DETAILED PRINTED INFORMATION CALU 1-800-274-9121 (24

HOURS A DAY) and leave your name and address.

You are invited to an

Open House Meeting
Wednesday, February 21

Between 4:30-7:00 PM at UCLA International Student Center Conference
Room Westwood Villag^

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95

COMPUETE W/.>AP.TS,
LABOR, 1NSTAUj».T10N &
TUNE-UP iNCLUDED.-
NO HIDDEN charges;

$749.'*
(WTTH REBUILDABL2 CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tufiv^jp
2 VakM Jk(|

4. Ol Owwi
5 BrriM A4
6 Oud) Ad
7 Service Ahr

8 Owdi BiMtaiy Water
9. IrwpiKi Fioni ErvJ

10. (jompmrnkm
II iprmmiw* Tnl Coolfe^

CE y'" "

1—$74
(VW Bug)

95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

TOYOTA

M\%
0A1SUN

(Gas&AlrRleratra

USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention diis ad.

Paris

London
Rome

.* *

DESIGN HAIR CUT
\C) AIM'OIMMf \IS»2l)a-4447«\C) C.IMMK KS

SlVLIMS HAVL OVER ^ YLARs l\f'tKIEN( [

(OIOK SI i (OIL VVLAVI\("/(()\\l'n ][ S-4 >

Lilts SJi FVt" (ASH ri\T SU)

[HI'LKM S112* COLOK COKKK Tl()\ Sii

)S PLKM S^)4.S SHAMI\)C) St? S()

v' nKK\ S()(. .MAMCUKt S(.

HAIR (OIOK
HIC'.HLIHS

fKL\(H I'LKM

/()U)S PLKM
SUPLK PLKM

SPECIAL FREE- haircut slyic w'SH fHTtn (SI 2 valin- \fcci

SPECIAL FREE- hairciil mousse w'S4'> \)vn)} (S17 valur Iroo)

1078 C;AVI FY»WrSTW(X)l) VIIIAC^F«\FXT TO HAXTFK

TctfiiU StiMht S^eeiaU

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system •Transaxle

\

•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmissk>n

•Differential v

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>I095
+tax

4x4 and ciiesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AMr4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change .

will be done in 30 minutes fronn the time C
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^
you won't pay! Call or come In today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

MtKEMILLER
9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(21 3) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
j 10% offany •

•Inspect rear brakes
\ ^£§!5?-I?P?JL !

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415|

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED/ QLEAR or
COLORED .1 ..$40 pr
DISPOSABLES (6 mos).. $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • UH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthome 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL
Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

liCIDI^S
FROgENYOZUIIT«

11870 Santa Monica BL

W.LA. 820-2529

3 Blocks E. of Bundy
W.L.A. exp. 3-5-90

1 coupon per customer

(cups only).

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

li^e anszi/er

your zt/ay

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

ScHaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

i-.. .^u
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Sun Devils can't take heat from Bruins
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Too hot.

The No. 3-ranked UCLA men's tennis learn was too hot for Arizona
State on Friday, as it blasted the Sun Devils, 6-0, improving the Bruins'
record to 10-0.

Arizona State, now 4-2, was expected to give the UCLA squad more of
a battle after a respectable 6-3 win over No. 9 UC Irvine. But the Devils
came up emply-hapdedin their 30th attempt at a victory over the Bruins.

"Overall, I felt we played a good match and we're starting to string off
the matches better—^particularly in winning the first sets easily," UCLA
head coach Glenn Bassett said. "We're setting the tone right away and
concentrating on focusing in and preparing mentally before the actual

match."

Freshman Mark Knowles set the tone quickly at No. 2 singles as he
took the first set from ASU's Dave Lomicky with a clean 6-0 mark. How-
ever, Knowles became inconsistent as he was broken three times—drop-
ping the second set, 1-6. But the Bruin finally took control as he clinched
the third set, 6-1.

Likewise, teammate Fritz Bissell dictated the pace at No. 3 singles as

he was aggressive to the net, downing his opponent, Dan Marting, in

straight sets, 6-4, 6-2.

On the bottom half of the lineup, the Bruins were also successful in

dominating the Devils in straight sets. ^.

In the No. 4 singles slot, freshman Bill Barber, relying on his overpow-
ering serve, downed ASU's Joel Finnigan in a quick, 6-1, 6-3 match.

In other action, freshman Jason Sher trounced his opponent. Brad
Williams, 6-4, 6-0, while sophomore Dean Cohen also won, defeating
Greg Prodhomme, 6-2, 6-1.

Finally, at No. 1 singles, junior Jason Netter really came to play as he
defeated Sun Devil Brian Gyetko, ranked No. 37 in the preseason.

"Jason's ability to come from behind really impressed me," Bassett said.

Despite losing the first set, ^-^, Netter became more consistent with his

returning and his groundstrokes in general, as he finally took the second
set after breaking Gyetko twice—6-4. The Bruin continued to dictate the

pace as he worked his way into the points slowly—finally clinching the

match, 6-3, in the third.

The Bruins had to forego other competition resulting from rain

—

rescheduling the match against 20lh-ranked University of Arizona for

late April.

Match results against the Pepperdine Waves were unavailable at press
time and will appear in Wednesday's Daily Bruin.

ALBERT SOONG/Daay Bruin

Bruin Fritz Bissell was
aggressive in his No. 3
singles matcti.

Women's tennis aces Aztecs despite faulty weather
By Tien Lee

Staff Writer
~

SAN DIEGO—Storm clouds loomed ominously over the
tennis courts at San Diego State University last Saturday,
but it was the UCLA women's tennis team which showered
the courts with a torrent of "winners" as it crushed the
Aztecs, 7-2.

The victory enabled the No. 2-ranked Bruins, who
continue to play without stars Jessica Emmons and Kim Po,
to improve their record to 7-0.

Playing under gusty winds which sometimes made stray

balls dance across the courts, Kirsten Dreyer defeated Eva
Ohvarez. 6-0. 4-6, 6-2 at No. 3 singles to clinch the meet in

singles.

Being the last singles match to finish, Dreyer also had to

contend with some hecklers from SDSU who shouted for

Olivarez to "kick her buu," among other things.

Actually though, Dreyer said "they helped me out" by
getting her to concentrate harder on the match. Dreyer, who
"played an exceptionally good first set," according to head

coach Bill Zaima (she won the first three games at love),

credited teammate Iwalani McCalla with alerting her to the

fact that Olivarez was doing well off the hard pace and
slowed it down.
As UCLA backers, led by teammate Helen Tu, retaliated

with shouts of"pummel her," Dreyer coolly broke Olivarez
at 15-40 to go two-all by punching a forehand volley down
the line.

And as Tu chanted "reel her in," Dreyer proceeded to do
so by breaking Olivarez for the third straight time at 5-2,

15-40, hitting a cross-court forehand which landed within

an inch of both sideline and baseline to close it out.

McCalla, who was rewarded for her coaching efforts

with a hug from Dreyer afterwards, had little trouble

disposing of serve-and-volley speciahst Dorey Brandt at

No. 2, 6-1, 6-4.

McCalla gained her first service break while leading 2-1

in the first set by nailing a topspin backhand lob after

Brandt made a poor volley off McCalla 's floating return.

In the second set, the players stayed on serve until four-

all, when McCalla hit a running backhand cross-court pass

to break Brandt. McCalla ended the match with a
resounding smash off a weak retum-of-serve at 40-15.
At No. 1 , where All-American Mamie Ceniza played her

second straight match, the score was 6-2, 6-2, Ceniza. as
she made short work of Michelle Apra.

Ceniza broke Apra's serve to start, as Apra double-
faulted away game point after Ceniza had made a backhand
drop volley winner a point eariier. One-nothing Ceniza, and
it was all downhill for Apra from there.

Other winners were Cammie Foley at No. 4 and Stella
Sampras at No. 5. Foley defeated Susan Hawke, 7-5, 6.2,
pulling out a tense first set by driving the third of three con-
secutive cross-court backhands at 30-40 on Hawke's serve.
Sampras had an easy time, 6-2, 6-1, over Nicole Storto,
while Tu was the only loser in singles, 6-2, 6-1 to Paige
Hammond at No. 6.

In doubles, the No. 1 pair of Ceniza/Sampras racked up a
6-2, 6-0 win over Storto/Brandt, while No. 2 Foley/Allegra
Milholland came from behind to take a 3-6, 6-1, 6-2
decision over Apra/Hawke. fu/Debbie LaFranchi lost to

Olivarcz/Hammond at No. 3, 6-0, 6-4.

EUROPE "v CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PSSICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special
Studant/Taachar Tariff.

D RENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

LITEBITE I

CO

BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOS'E our LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD. FRENCH FRIES. ANDSOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

I

<^

Good At Our 5 Convenient

Locations

Northridga Anjhiin

Santa Ana Stanton

Wilt Los Angtltt

Exp. 3/6/90

Please Do Not Use
With Any Other Coupons

\.^ I Or Offers - No Substitutions

N Good for Everyone m Party

ICOUPONaHBIBil
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ZlWfiYSTO LIVE ITUP
D

CCJ

^

FOR UNDER $5
HalfRack ofRibs $4.95

Nothing lifts the spirits like fantastic,
fun to eat food. Especially when it's served
Baxter's stvle. for under $5! Our new menu
has 21 of tnese rib-tickling meals. Served
in under 21 minutes! Like soft tacos, Santa
Fe chicken sandwiches, fresh chef salads.

and all kinds of burgers and other fantastic
meals. And now you can rib it up with our
saucy half rack of BBQ baby back pork ribs,

served with fries and cole slaw. Just $4.95.
for a limited time.

. Come have a rib-roaring time! O

WcStWood
1050'Gayley Ave., 208-3716

Gayley between Kinross & Weyburn
(offer expires 2/28/90)
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Bruins fall in Pauley like liouse of Card
By Richard J. Marcus •

Staff Writer

One vanquishing of a 25-year
slump deserves another.

Stanford, following Cal's
Thursday night footsteps, ended 25
years of Pauley Pavilion futility by
edging out UCLA, 70-69, in front

of a dismayed crowd of 10,936
Sunday afternoon.

Ironically, in this, the silver

anniversary of Pauley Pavilion,

two of the longest and most
dominating home-court winning

srte^ks ii\ college hoops have been
erased—\vithin less than three

days of each other.

Prior to Thursday, both Califor-

nia and Stanford were 0-24 life-

time against the Bruins in Pauley.

As of now, both the Golden Bears
and the Cardinal own one^game
winning streaks at the place known
as "College Basketball's Showp-
lace."

For the Bruins of present,

however, losing to Stanford (15-8

overall, 7-7 in the Pac-10), is

becoming more the rule than the

exception. In fact, dating back to

last season, UCLA is the unproud
possessor of a four-game losing

streak to the Cardinal.

"We got in a hole in the first half

and in the second half, we missed
our foul shots and that hurt. We
didn't shoot the ball very well.

Jim HarrietandBradHottandstiowed38 years of frustratkmr

Stanford's defense is as good as

you'll see in the league," UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said.

More importantly than just the

"L," UCLA's once bright NCAA
post-season tournament hopes
have become substantially dim-
mer. With four conference games
left to play, UCLA's record has
slipped to 16-7 overall, and 9-5 in

the Pac-10.

"We're just fighting for our
lives," Harrick added.

For the Cardinal, tough defense
and a powerful inside attack were
the modus operandi in the first

half. Junior forward Andrew Vla-
hov was the Cardinal catalyst.

"We wanted to key on (sopho-
more Adam) Keefe. We became so
worried about slopping him, that

we allowed Vlahov and others to

do well," Bruin sophomore Don
MacLean said.

"Wow! In the first half, we
played as well as we could play.

We felt the first five minutes was
an extremely important part of the

game," Stanford coach Mike
Montgomery said.

The Cardinal wasted no time in

flexing its Herculean muscles,

pounding its way to a 27-14 lead

after a tad more than 10 minutes of
play had gone by.

At one point the pushing and
shoving under the basket erupted

into a near brawl between Bruin
senior Kevin Walker and Keefe.

Walker was assessed a technical

for grabbing Keefe around the

neck.

"In the first half, we were
scoring real ^asy in the paint,"

See STANFORD, page 31
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Deshon Wingate led Stanford to its first-ever Pauley Pavilion
victory on Sunday, 70-69!

Gymnasts find a refreshing cup in Arizona desert
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

TEMPE, AZ—On a night of
inconsistencies, senior Chris Wall-

er became UCLA's saving grace

as he led the men's gymnastics

team to the Southwest Cup tide in

Arizona last Friday.

Improving their record to 9-1,

the Bruins captured the Cup with a

team total of 277.40. Host No. 1

1

Arizona State finished second with
a 275.80, followed by No. 10
Oklahoma (275.75), No. 9 Cal
State Fullerton, and No. 15 UC
Santa Barbara.

Waller captured his second all-

around title in three meets with a

collegiate best score of 57.45. En
route to the latest honors. Waller
finished in the top three in five of
the six events.

"Chris had an excellent meet,"

head coach Art Shurlock said. "He
hit all six events."

Waller placed first on vthe

pommel horse (9.70) and parallel

bars (9.65), while tying for second
on the high bar (9.65) and floor

(9.55). Closing out his stellar meet.

Waller tied for third on the rings

(9.55) and finished 10th on the

vault (9.35).

"I wasn't as uptight and nervous
as 1 was at the Invite," Waller said.

referring to the UCLAA-A Times
Invitational two weeks ago where
he fmished sixth in the all-around.

"At this meet, I didn't put pressure

on myself."

With several Bruins plagued by
the flu, including sophomores
Chainey Umphrey and Scott Kes-

wick, UCLA dropped its team total

by almost two points.

"Even though we won, we have
a lot of work to do," Shurlock said.

Cardinal's ladder
By Dov Tamier

Contributor

PALO ALTO—^The No. 3-ranked Stanford women's basketball team
won its 26th straight home game for the second longest home streak in

the country, by defeating the UCLA Bruins, 91-65, Saturday night.

With over 4,2()0 in attendance, Stanford completed this feat in front of
it's second largest home crowd for women's basketball ever.

The contest began as a defensive struggle with neither team hitting

its first few shots. But things began to click for the Bruins, and forward
Michele Wootlon led UCLA to an early 12-5 lead.

But then the Cardinal began to run, and when center Val Whiting
completed a three point play at the end of a fast break, Stanford had its

first lead. 16-15.

While Stanford was able to rotate fresh players into the game,
hoping to wear the Bruins down, UCLA proved that they were up to

the challenge by hanging tough with the Cardinal. UCLA's combo of
Rehema Stephens and Wootton kept the Bruins aUve and healthy,

hitting from both the inside and the perimeter, combining for 21 of the

Bruins first 32 points.

Three buckets in a row by Bruin forward Sandra VanEmbricqs gave
UCLA a 38-34 advantage.

A last second layup by Stanford forward Julie Zcilsira sent both
teams to the locker room with the halftime score 44-4 1 in favor of the

See HOOPS, page 32

"We had lots of loose ends and
inconsistencies. We can't give

away points like we d^d and expect

to be a top-ranked team;"

With four Bruins finishing in the

lop nine, UCLA started the meet
well with a solid 47.55 on the high

bars. Sophomore Jon Lee began *

the surge for UCLA with a fourth- .

place score of 9.55. Keswick had )

the top score of the night with a

9.80. Along with Waller's sec- ,

ond-place finish, Umphrey placed

ninth with a 9.35.

However, things began to go
downhill from there. Despite fine

*

performances by Waller and fresh-

man Brad Hayashi—who finished

fifth with a 9.40 on the floor-
UCLA saw its lead slowly dimin-
ish from 1.15 to .70.

The Bruins' low 45.25 on the

pommel horse and Oklahoma's
strong 46.90 on the high bar
allowed the Sooners to overtake
the Bruins, 139.40-138.45.

UCLA regrouped in the fourth

rotation, as four Bruins fmished in

the top 10 to recapture the lead

over Oklahoma, 185.55-185.00.

Jets want coach ^^ College Basketball Roundup
UCLA assistant head football

coach Greg Robinson was named
defensive Hne coach for the New
York Jets, yesterday. Robinson,

39, served as the Bruins' offensive

coordinator last year after coach-
ioc the defensive line for seven

PAC-10 a>nt«r*nc« tMirm

last wMkt AP rantdngs shown In par«nthMM

UNLV(7)
Arizona*(20)

95

87

California*

use*
74

70

Missouri(2)

Oklahoma(11)
92

90

Notre Dame
Syracuse(4)

66

65

Duke(6)

Wake Forest

71

56

Oregon State*

Wash. State*

a3

63

Kansas(1)

Nebraska
94

67
Georgetown(3)

Seton Hall

68

60

Ohio State

Michigan(5)

64

61

Arkansas(8)

SMU
77

46
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UCLA offers

$10,000 reward
UCLA is offering $10,000 in

reward for information about
the Medical Center's early
morning shooting Monday that

left one UCLA employee dead
and another one injured, police
Chief John Barber said.

Police interviewed the sur-

viving victim, Nora S. Arella-

no, Tuesday and are still

searching for tfic suspect and a
possible motive, Los Angeles
police Ll Ron Hall said.

Hospital security was
stepped up following the
shooting.

Inside
Film explores
gkvwing old

A film series explores the

way film portrays the aging
process in America.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Affirmative

action

Affirmative action plans
must ensure educational equity
for all.

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

Dresher group
performs

Paul Dresher brings his latest

modem opera Tower Failure*

to Wadsworth.

See page 20

Sports

UCIA looks to

spike the Waves
After a dreadfully long road-

trip, Trevor Schirman and the

Bruins return to Pauley tonight

versus Peppcrdinc.

Gee page 4
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Special interest defiiiitioii tabled ^

usAC to reconsider issue next week =
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

Student interest groups (SIGs)
came within inches of an official

undergraduate government deflni-

tion before the proposal was
postponed late Tuesday night.

After discussing the matter for

Approval

i

urged for

Prop. lU
Measure needed

to fund new UCs
By Colleen Barry

Associated Press

PARLIER, Calif. — Central

California community leaders
seeking to win the 10th University

of California campus were
recruited Tuesday to gather sup-
port for a measure considered key
to getting state funding for expan-
sion.

UC vice president Bill Baker
asked local campus boosters to

focus less on packaging informa-
tion on available sites, and more on
telling residents that the likelihood

of additional campuses would be
jeopardized if Proposition II 1 is

defeated in June.

"Unless Proposition 111 passes,

there will be no 10th campus, there

will be no 11th or 12th campus
either," Baker said. "Proposition
1 1 1 is the most urgent matter any
of us could have on our minds."

Proposition 111, in part, would
modify a state spending limit to

allow more funding of higher
education needs. Baker said the

university needs the additional

funds to pay the estimated $300
million to develop each additional

campus.

Regents decided last week that

the 16-county central region will

get the first of three new campuses
proposed to handle one-third of the

additional 67,000 students
expected to enroll in the UC
system by the year 2005.

Committees from Modesto to

Bakcrsfield are promoting a total

63 possible sites with high-profile

campaigns ranging from sweat
shirts printed ^yilh optimistic UC
Merced logos to promotional vid-

eo tapes.

Baker said university officials

will work with information already
developed to decide 10 finalists at

the Board of Regents* July meet-
ing in Sanu Cruz.

At that time, more detailed

information will be sought to

identify two or three sites in

November for environmental
impact reports with the final site

selection expected by mid-1991,
he said. Officials hope to complete
the first campus by 1993.

In November, regents also are
expected to decide whether the

northern or southern region will

get the 12lh campus, scheduled for

completion in 1999. The final

planned campus will go to the

remaining region and should be
Uuilt Uy 2000. :

almost three hours, student council
took an hour-long break before
deciding to delay the issue until

next Tuesday. Certain members
had reservations about the specific

wordings of the definition propos-
al, and some said they had exams
today.

"Maybe it is not prudent in

representing our constituency, but
I am a student and I have a test

tomorrow. That is my first respon-

sibility,** said Facilities Commis-
sioner Judy Hernandez.

"I have a real problem with
tabling this proposal,** said Second
Vice President Alec Wynne, who
authored the proposal. "I have

been working on this for 19 weeks,
and you say you have studying to

do.**

"I think we are really being
unfair to Alec by tabling this

proposal,** said Administrative
Representative Lyle Timmerman,
who voted along with Wynne
against the tabling. j

The discussion was sparked by

See COUNCIL, page 14
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THEODORE NICHOLAS

Michael Jackson acceptedan award for selling the most records ofany artist in the '806
on Tuesday at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel.

student tQ run for governor
UCLA senior defies Wilson
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

A UCLA undergraduate, who is

anti-abortion and anti-gun control,

plans to challenge Sen. Pete
Wilson in the race for the Republi-
can party's gubernatorial nomina-
tion in California's June primary.

Republican Jeffrey Gree[ic,*.a

senior majoring in political sci-

logical campaign to keep the state

conservative. Greene, who criti-

cized Wilson's pro-choice stance

on abortion as not conservative

enough, is fighting to make the

Republican Party noticeably diffe-

rent from that of the Democrats.
*The time is now to make a

stand for the future of the Republi-
can Party," said Greene, who said

he is running for governor simply

liberal.

As a candidate, he hopes to

become a mouthpiece for the

conservative wing. "Republicans
can vent out their frustrations by
voting. A lot of people within the

Republican party are very disap-

pointed with the way things are

run.*'

Greene said the Republican
party will oppose his campaign
because it wants Wilson to run
unopposed.

ciiwc, said he is runnmg an ideo- because he thinks Wilson is too See CANDIDATE, page 14
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WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 21

•Women's Resource Center
-Women & Anger Discussion
-12-lpm, 2 Dodd Hall

•Oineco ^
-'^Sidewalk Stories'

\
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1
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-7:30pm, Melnitz Theatre -^ .

^UCLA Overnight Program
-Student Host Info Meeting
-ll-12pm, NC 22
•Expo Center
-Study in Sweden Info Meeting
-12-lpm
-AU 3516
•UCLA Sctiool of Nursing
-3rd Annual Pre-Nursing Day Panel Discussion
-4-6pm, Louis Factor BIdg. Auditorium (A-level)

•Culturol Affairs

-Pieces Poetry Reading
-7pm, Kerckhoff Art Gallery

•Undergraduate Business Society
-Advertising & Marketing Night
-7pm, 146 Dodd Hall

THURSDAY- FEBRUARY 22
•UCLA Ovemigtit Program
^Student Host Info Meeting
-2-3pm, LuVoile Court Room

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 23
•UCLA Ovemigtit Program
-Student Host Info Meeting
-ll-12pmhLuValle Court Room
•Campus Events *

-Nelson wlondelo Reception
-7pm, AGB

•Student Committee for ttie Arts

-Menotti's "The Medium" & Puccini's
^Gianni Schicchi::

-^—
ipm, Schoenberg Hall

SATUPDAY. FEBRUARY 24
•Student Committee for the Arts

-Menotti's "The Medium' & Puccini's
"Gianni Schicchi'
-8pm, Schoenberg Hall

COMING AHRACTIONS:
•UCLA Summer Sessions
-Registration opens March 1

•Student Committee for ttie Arts

-Menotti's "The Medium" & Puccini's
"Gianni Schicchi"
-Morch 2 & 3, 8pm. Schoenberg Hall

GENERAL
•Expo Center Intemstiip Meetings
-Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
-Applications Due February 23
•UCLA Ovemigtit Program
-Student Host Applications Due March 2, 6pm

•Graduate School of Education
-UCLA Masters/Credential Program Applications
Due April 15
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Copeland^s Sports
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III I hall

puts spin on game
By Robert M. Andrews
Associated Press

BETHESDA, Md. — This can*t really be the old-fashioned

neighborhood pool hall that mothers warned their sons to stay out of.

There, at the bottom of the menu, is the polite admonition: "Shootz
Cafe is a smoke-free environment. Thank you for not smoking."

Minnesota Fats could shed a few pounds at the Shootz, a yuppie bistro

and billiards lounge where the customers chalk their cues over California
wine spritzers, or chow down on gazpacho and a heaping antipasto of
imported cheeses,.prosciutto, sun-dried tomatoes, and artichoke hearts.

*This is a clean, upscale billiards hall — no smoke, no drunks," says
co-owner Ric Adamcik. "It*s where mothers can tell their sons and
daughters to go and have^ good time. In fact, you can bring your mother
along."

A former Army brat, Adamcik remembers sneaking into pool halls

outside the gates of military bases for a forbidden peek at the pine-
paneled, male-only world where players sucked on longneck Buds and
jostled with hustlers and bookies over the seductive click and thump o(
billiard balls on green baize.

Billiards industry officials say the old-time pool halls are dying out.

They have fallen victim to soaring rents, local anti-vice ordinances and
state-run lotteries that have lured customers away from pookooms thai

frequently served as fronts for illicit gambling enterprises.

Correction:

Tuesday's A & E article, " *University* students graded on
mayhem, sex, drugs," erroneously reported that Gloria Hillard

should be contacted for information on the campus soap opera.

Hillard is in no way connected to the scries. Please do not call her.
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Black scholars discuss Malcolm X's impact
AFRICAN
AMBII0\NHISTORY
MONTH

I'm not standing here speaking

toyou as an American* ora patriot,

or a flag-saluter, or a flag-waver— no, not I. I'm speaking as a
victim of this American system.

And I seeAmerica through the eyes

of the victim. I don't see any
American dream; I see an Ameri-
can nightmare."

Malcolm X, "The Bailot of the
Bullet"

By Ctiristine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

To many/ this was the voice of

black oppression at the hands of

"White America/* Twenty-five
years ago today, rejected by the

southern civil rights movement, no
longer a member of The Nation of

Islam yet refusing to remain silent,

Malcolm X, one of the most
controversial leaders in black
history, was gunned down in

Harlem by black muslim activists.

While fate did not allow the

world to see what Malcolm X
could do for the black power
movement he inspired, on the 25th

anniversary of his assassination,

black activism scholars examine
what can be learned from the

words of this leader, noted
for his ability to admit his errors

and reshape his views with the

changing tide of revolutionary

times.

"Malcolm is an example of

someone who is prepared to admit
mistakes and reshape his life in the

process. That is the great example
that we all can learn from." said

Robert Hill, a UCLA professor of

Afro-American history.

"We must not pretend he had
any set prescription for us. He was
killed 25 years ago; a lot has

changed in the world. Leain from
his example and create your own
prescription today for change.**

Hill attributed the "new infusion

of radical consciousness** among
today's youth to the growing
unconcem of "while America.**

Although he would not predict the

future, he deemed the success of a

new movement vital to the future

of black America.

"All the social programs that

wouki have provided some kind of

social safety net have been wiped

out They arc all gone. The rate of

joblessness among black youth is

nothing less than genocidal. What
we are witnessing i^ the destruc-

tion of the black community and

the present youth generation,** Hill

said.

"rm not a prophet and no one

can say what will become of this

new black awareness; that is for

the future to decide. But they better

do something because nobody is

doing it for them," he said.

Although he warned against

using the term "black power,**

which often connotes danger and

violence, he said the "new black

awareness** is turning to the teach-

ings of the two k:ons of African-

American consciousness — Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr. and Mal-

colm X.

"What is happening is a redis-

covery of the emblematic signifi-

cance of black nationalism, which
has to be part of the solution to

black America* s problems,** he

explained.

Michael Woodard, a visiting

professor from the University of

Missouri, attributed sharp
increases in sales of Malcolm X*s

works and the increase in black

awareness to a resurgence of white

racism as the civil rights genera-

tion stq>s forward and competes

for higher positions in society.—"Makx)lm X*s ideas are no less

prophetic today than when he

espoused most of them in the late

*50s and the eariy *60s. The reality

(today) is that the privileged

position of white America is being

challenged. The resurgence of the

skinheads, the Ku Klux Klan and

the Aryan nation — all white

supremacist groups— is the result

of the increased competition of

African-Americans and other

minority Americans,** he
explained.

Bom Malcolm Little, his youth-

ful innocence came to an abrupt

halt when his father, a Baptist

QAM. MOOREHEAO/Daly Bruin

minister and outspoken advocate

of social and economic indepen-

dence for blacks, was murdered by
klansmen and his mother subse-

quently sent to an insane asylum.

After years in foster homes, the

young Malcolm turned to a life of

crime, ranging from dope dealing

to arnied robbery and was in jail by
his 21st birthday. While in jail, he

discovered the teachings of Elijah

Muhammed, founder of the Nation

of Islam, more popularly known as

the black muslim movement.
After his release from prison, he

renounced his "slave name** and

took up the legendary X which

See MALCOLM, page 15

Ecumenical Black Campus
Ministiy scholarships ^ven

E. Lynn Brown
ARTIE LECHTMAN

By Philip Feirari

Contributor .

A speech that brought audience members to their

feet set the tone for the sixth annual Ecumenical
Black Campus Ministry Scholarship Luncheon, held

Tuesday in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom in honor

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Scholarships were awarded to students who
competed in an essay contest held eariier in the year

by the EBCM on the theme "Living The Dream: Let

Freedom Ring! (For Peace And Non-Violence).**
Dr. E. Lynn Brown, a bishop in the Christian

Methodist Episcopal Church, knew the slain civil

rights leader and focused his address on a quote by
King: *There will be difficult days ahead** for those

fighting for civil rights.

Brown said the difficult days had arrived and cited

anti-semitism, covert racism, the homeless, gang
violence, drug abuse, and an unresponsive govern-

ment as proof.

The last decade has given **new respect to greed

and indifference to the plight of the poor,** Brown
said. But in the midst of King*s message, he added,

was hope. He spoke of King*s idea of a "promised
land,** a time and place "where people arc judged
solely by the content of their character.**

Brown dehvered his message at high volume and

brought the crowd to its feet more than once during

his ten-minute speech, during which he said

improvements in education, welfare programs,

housing and health carc, as well as the eradication of

covert racism and drug abuse, arc needed to reach

that so-called ^'promised land.**

**The promised land is not liberal, it*s not

conservative, il*s not moderate. lt*s just common
sense,** Brown said. "I say to you we can reach the

promised land by recapturing the dream of the

dreamer.**

"Dr. King left a legacy that lives on . . . (it is) a

light that cannot be put out,** Brown said. "Let the

bells of freedom ring all over UCLA, all over

everywhere.**

Kenya Thomas was declared the winner of the

essay contest and was awarded a $1,500 scholarship,

provided by actors Tim and Daphne Reid. George
Lyons received a $500 scholarship for second place

and Thinh Hoang Duong was awarded $200 for

placing third.

The program, presided over by entertainer Sheryl

Lee Ralph, also included the EBCM choir and a

dance routine performed by UCLA student Tamica
Washington.

j
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World

Hydrogen acddent
in Ukraine idils two
MOSCOW — An explosion at an

experimental factory for the production of
pure hydrogen in the Ulaainian city of
Rovno killed two people and injured

three, the state news agency Tass reported

Tuesday.

An engineer ordered the evacuation of
the plant on Monday after discovering a
leak in the pumping station, but the

explosion occurred before all the workers
could get out, the agency said.

The plant was destroyed. Tass, citing

experts, said the blast caused no environ-
mental pollution in Rovno, 600 miles

southwest of Moscow. It said the accident

was under investigation.

Nation

Pittston coal mine
strike officially ends
CASTLEWOOD, Va. — Appalachian

miners ratified a contract with Pittston

Coal Group after striking for nearly 11

months and were credited by labor leaders

Tuesday with helping to rejuvenate the

trade union movement
Striking and laid-off United Mine

Workers from Virginia, West Virginia

and Kentucky voted 1,247 to 734 Monday
to accept a contract nearly identical to a

national UMW agreement that Pittston

broke away from in May 1987.

*This is a victory for all workers,**

UMW Vice President Cecil Roberts told

about 50 striking miners in announcing

the results Tuesday at a union office here.

The settlement ends a strike punctuated

by violence, sit-down strikes and other

tactics that resulted in millions of dollars

in fines against the union.

Genetically attered

trees developed
NEW ORLEANS — ScienUsts on

Tuesday reported developing the world's

fu-st genetically engineered trees, poplars

designed to be grown on large plantations

for energy production.

A mutant gene from a species of

bacteria that commonly causes food

poisoning was introduced into the trees,

making the poplars resistant to the widely

used weedkiller glyphosate, which is

marketed as Roundup.
Growing poplars on plantations has

been difficult because the young trees can

be crowded out and killed by weeds.

Weedkillers often kill or damage the

poplars, said Bruce E. Haissig of the U.S.

Forest Service laboratory in Rhinelander,

Wis.

The trees will survive^ anywhere in the

United States. A demonstration project

has shown that they can be grown in India

as a potential source of energy for the

Third World, Haissig said.

state

Divers resume search

for bodies in icy lalce

MAMMOTH LAKES — Divers on

Tuesday pulled the body of a forest ranger

from frigid Convict Lake, where three

teen-agers and four would-be rescuers

slipped to their deaths beneath splintering

sheets of ice.

The body of Clayton Cutter, 31, a U.S.

Forest Service ranger, was found by

divers nearly 24 hours after he fell into the

lake in a futile attempt to rescue the

youths.

Two divers at a time, able to withstand

the bitter cold water for 10-minute spans,

were ferried by helicopters and boats to

marker buoys bobbing near holes in the

ice where the missing were last seen.

The water was 32 degrees and,

although sunny, the air temperature was

near zero when the recovery operation

began. Friends of Cutter stood on shore as

divers pulled his body out of the water 200
yards away.

San Mateo County
shoot out kills three

REDWOOD CITY — Three men died

Tuesday after gunfire broke out in a

private home in an unincorporated area of

San Mateo County, sheriffs officials

said.

Details of the 1 1:30 a.m. incident were
sketchy, but Sheriffs Sgt. Gary Hoss said

it may have been gang- or drug-related.

"All three victims were shot numerous
times and witnesses said they saw four

suspects fleeing the scene,** said Hoss,

who did not have a description of the

suspects* vehicle.

One victim was pronounced dead at the

scene, another died after being taken to

Kaiser Hospital in Redwood City and a

27-year-old male died at Sequoia Hospital

in Redwood City, authorities said.

Red Cross promises
money for S.F. relief

SAN FRANCISCO — The Red Cross
promised Tuesday to spend the entire

$52.5 million donated for earthquake

relief in Northern California, following

recent public criticism from Mayor Art

Agnos over its plans to use the money for

future disasters elsewhere.

The 109-year-old, nonprofit interna-

tional relief organization has spent $12.1
million on emergency relief for the 100-

mile stretch of Northern California

devastated by the 7. 1 -magnitude quake on
Oct. 17.

Red Cross officials suggested the

remaining $30.4 million donated to the

Northern California Earthquake Relief

Fund quake relief could end up in a
general disaster account administered in

Washington D.C.

Local

Pit bull attacks
couple on stroll

RANCHO PALOS VERDES — An
elderly couple suffered gashes on their

arms, hands and faces when a pit bull

named Tyson attacked the pair and their

dog during an afternoon stroll.

John and Virginia Soet, both in their

60s, were walking Sunday afternoon

when the roaming pit bull went after their

cairn terrier. Piper.

"We were walking our little terrier, and
she was on a leash and, all ofa sudden, this

pit bull came from I don't know where,**

Soet said.

Piper underwent surgery for deep
puncture wounds that nearly killed her.

Two passers-by heard the Soets*

screams for help and tried to restrain the

pit bull and pull it off the smaller dog.

Compiled from the Associated Press

^^^^^ Join The Group That
Joins An NationrOf The World Together

International Students Association

MEETINGS
Every Monday, 6:00 pm Ackermah Union 3530

Volunteers Needed For the Following Committees :

i#i East European Festival ^ Cultural Excursions in L.A.
lit Language Exchange Program ^ UCLA-USC Conference

^^oi Gras ^ ISA International Ufe Newsletter
^ WorldFest j^ Foreign Student Orientation

For more detailed InformaUon drop by 404 KH to pick up an appUcaUon or caU 825-i2726.
P»id for by USAC - your itudeni gov't

HONORS COLLEGIUM - SPRING QUARTER 1990
HONORS COLLEGIUM (HC) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY- SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-31 1 MURPHY HALL) BEGINNING TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 20. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU TO LISTYOUR 1 STCHOICE AND AS MANY
WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM ANYTIME BETWEEN TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20 AND FRIDAY FEBRUARY 23 AT 4:00
P.M. RESULTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BEGINNING FRIDAY. MARCH 2. IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENROLLMENT, YOU MUST BE IN

ATTENDANCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS. AS PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL SLIPS WILL GENERALLY BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR DURING
THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEDURE IS. HOWEVER ATTHE PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE.
YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR TO THAT DATE. COURSE DAYS AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE."
HC 3;

HISTORICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN AND WORK (6 unHt)
Director: Ruth Milkman, Sociology

Lecture: M 1-4 GSM 4317 '

Sem. 1A: R 10-12 Haines 144

Sem. IB: R 2-4 Bunche 1265

One of the most basic social changes in the postwar period is the dramatic inaease in women's employment
outside the home. Yet. the majority of women workers remain concentrated in a small range of poorly paid, low

status occupations which are overwhelmingly female in composition. The course explores this paradox of

change and continuity by investigating the historical devetopment of women's wprk in theUoites States (witfi

references to other national experiences as well). ^
The course is a seminar structured around intensive study of basic texts on women's work in the past and

present. Particular emphasis is placed on the analysis of the causes and consequences of job segregation, on

the historical evolution of women's work in a range of economic sectors (service, blue collar, white coHar) and on

women workers' efforts to transform their situation through participation in social movements.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Social Science credit (Historical or Social

Analysis). (Remaining two units do not apply towards General Education.)

Satisfactory completion of this course with a grade of "C" or better will satisfy one half of the College of Letters and

Science English Composition requirement ^

HC 9:

READING REMOTE TEXTS: CRITICAL APPROACHES TO THE TALE OF GENJI (4 unfts)
Director: Leslie Pincus, East Asian Languages and Culture
Lecture: T 1-4 Rolfe 3115
Disc 1A: R 12-1 Rolfe 3131
Disc IB: R 1-2 Rolfe 3131

This course exptores the practice of reading literary texts that are both different and distant from our own cultural

context and historical era. Our "master text," The Tale ofGenji, is an eleventh century Japanese prose narrative

about life, tove, and politics in the Heian Court. For the contemporary reader, the Genji presents both
ovenvhelming differences from, but also surprising similarities to his or her own experience.

The course examines both the cultural assumptions underlying our interpretation of texts and the problem of

translation. To what degree do we reduce alien texts to our own cultural terms? To what extent is the
interpretation of foreign texts an act of cultural narcissism? Cultural aggression? Recognizing that reading is

never an unmediated experience, we shall bring to our encounter with the Genji a number of theoretical

approaches: historidsm, semiotics, the sociology of taste, genre criticism, psychoanalysis, and feminism -- all

accompanied by a healthy scepticism regarding their validity. We shall conclude with a discussion of the
significance of two short-story modern renditions of sections from the remote text.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Humanities credit (Literature).

HC 11:

TECHNOLOGY AND SOQETY (4 urrfts)

Director: Thelma Estrin, Computer Science „ ^
Lecture: TR 1-3 Rolfe 2106

There is a wklening gap between what we can achieve as a nation and what we do achieve. A steady erosbn in

the competetiveness of our country points to systematic problems affecting the productivity of American industry,

inadequacy of our educational and management systems, and lack of visk)n by government agencies. We shall

explore major advances in blotogy, medicine, computers, convTumicatwns, environmental h2^ds, and spaoa_

exploration, along with the negative social, economic, and ecok>gical impacts of these high technologies. This

course helps students evaluate societal tradeoffs by examining technological options. Technology is not

preordained, and we can choose our options within broad limits. Texts and other reading matter for the course

confirm that citizens can exert forces on technological policies and can insist that industrial and governmental

decisk>n makers evaluate future costs for all involved parties. Our research and discussions will seek to clarify

issues and tradeoffs so that students can play a more informed role in our technological society.

Application on General Education Requirements: Social Sdence/Sodal Analysis credit.

HC 43:

MINDS, BRAINS. HUMANS. AND COMPUTERS (4 units)

Director: Charles E. Taytor, Biology

Lecture: MWF 11-12 365 ICmsey '

What is mind? What is intelligence Can machines think? This course examines the mind/body problem, a
classical problem in philosophy, and expk}res several of the dominant theories of what mind is. Students in the

course are given access to miaocomputers on which they learn the essentials of programming in LISP. This

course also deals with artificial intelligence programs.

Application on General Education Requirement: none. . •*.. t.'
•

HC 49:

COMPUTERS, SCIENCE, AND COMPUTER SCIENCE (4 units)

Director: David G. Kay, Computer Science

Lecture: T 9-12 LS 2301

Note: This dass will be selected by questk)nnaire.

This course will fumish students with an in-depth, fundamental understanding of computers and the nature of

automatic computation, both in theory and in current practice: what information computers can represent and how
they can process it; tiie distnctions between human thought and the computer's processing; the social effects of

oomputerizatk)n and reliance on computed results; the capabilities and limitations of computer technology both

today and in the future. Students will develop the foundation for making informed dedsions relating to computing

and the framework for devetoping further technical expertise.

Application on General Education Requirement: none.

HC 51:

RENAISSANCE VIEWS OF HUMANITY (4 units)

Director: Katherine Callen King, Classics and Comparative Literature
Lecture: MW 10:30-11:45 Royce 164
Disc 1A: F 10-11 Rolfe 2210
Disc IB: F 11-12 Bunche A152

What was reborn in the Renaissance? Classical Myths? Ideals? Heroes? Literary forms? What was the result

of the interplay between the claims of developed Christian theology and reborn classical aspirations? What was
expected of a man, a woman, of a peasant, burgher, or prince, of a poet, a philosopher? We shall investigate

diess ousstions through works that focus on emergino individualism
.
problems of authority (both literary and

political), love, sources of reality, concepts of history, glory, and honor, and the achievement of immortality. The

course indudes readings from such authors as Erasmus, Pico Delia Mirandola, Ariosto, Machiavelli, Spenser,

Ronsard, More, Montaigne, and Shakespeare.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Humanities credit (Literature, or Culture and

Civilization).

HC 76:

THE MODERN SELF IN MODERN SOCIETY (4 unKs)

Director: Jack Katz, Sociology

Lecture: R 3-5 Bunche 3157 — ^—
.

'.
.,

.
..
. - ^

Disc: M 1:30-2:45 (Note: This is a change from the Schedule of Classes)

Over the last twenty years, a wave of scholarship by historians, sociologists, phitosophers, and anthropok>gists

has drawn a new exdtement to the tong-standing question: What are the distinctive qualities of "modern" life?

That there is a new body of thought on the subject is indicated by at least three commonalities. One is the

historical sensitivity, shared by scholars from formally disparate disdplines, to a fundamental division between

contemporary life and pre-Enlightenment society. The second, whrch more dramatically indicates the novelty of

the recent sdiolarship, is an unprecedented attention to minute details of everyday experience. The third is a

peculiar appreciation of dialectic^ compexities, a perspective which finds the typical statements of contrast

between pre-industrial and industrial society (about the rise of "rationality" and the loss of "community," for

example) simplistic and unsatisfying. While building on the traditional understandings of a new rationalism and a

new atomism in post-Enlightenment sodety, this recent body of thought also appredates a new form of

institutional irrationality and personal emotion, as well as new forms of collective spirit emergent in modern

society.

These three distinguishing characteristics will guide our study of the new historical scholarship of the self as we
examine several different institutions or sectors of sodal life in substantive areas of personal expenence and

social organization. Moving from the grim to the lioht, representative topics are: death, criminal punishment,

pollution and the sacred, intimate relatk}ns, and play.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Sodal Sdence aedit (Sodal Analysis).

HC 78' '

WRITING IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION: 1750 • 1830 (4 units)

Director: Robert M. Maniouis. English

Lecture: MW 12-2 GSM 1234

Disc: R 4-6 GSM 2333

Note: While tf-io lecture for English 109 and HC 78 is the same, these are not cross-listed classes. Only students

enrolled in the discussion sectk)n above will be granted aedit for htoncrs 78.

Europe and America, from the late eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries, are marked by political and

industrial revolutions-the results of vast shifts in material and technological conditions as well as intellectual

assumptions. The course addresses the sense both of progress and cris'S in important texts of this revolutionary

period.

Reading and discussions will cover novels, political writing, and essays by such writers as Voltaire, Rousseau,

Kant, Sade, Bentham, Paine, Franklin, Scott, Byron, Blake, and Hazlitt. We shall also consider the devlopment of

different "cultures" in the period and the connections between an emerging mass media and new sodal ideas.

Our dominant topics will be contradictions in religk)n and sexuality, the literary idealization and social

undermining of the family, new fears of demographic explosion and racial extermination, and the competition

between romantic forms of individualism on the one hand, and, on the other, utilitarianism, conflicting social

dasses, and the subjection of the individual to nation-states and empires.

App^cation on General Education Requiements: four units of Humanities Credit (Culture and Civilization).

HC 80:

LITERATURE OF DIVERSITY: CULTURAL EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA (4 unHs)

Director: Raymond A. Parades. English

Lecture: T 1-4 GSM 2319

The course is designed to give students a broad sense of ethnk: and cultural diversity in the United States as

reflected in its literary record. It will expose students to works usually neglected in conventk}nal American

literature courses that are nevertheless of considerable aesthetic and cultural importance. Furthermore, the

course will address the issue of alternative literary forms such as the blues and Mexkan American ballads

(corridos) and their relation to belletristk: traditions. Writers to be considered include Black Elk, Sandra Cisneros,

and Zora Neale Hurston.

Application on General Educa^on Requirements: four units of Humanities credit (Literature).

HC 95'

ART, POLITICS AND SOQAL CHANGE IN NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLAND AND FRANCE (4 units)

Director: Debora Silverman, History

Lecture: F 10-1 Powell 200D

During the nineteenth century, European artists and intellectuals confronted a startingly new worW wrought by

industrial production, political revolution, and urban concentration. This course conskJers how a number of

writers and visual artists in two different countries tried to comprehend these unprecedented realities and to

define a new understanding of the relationship between art and society. Among the central issues to be explored

are: (1) the social factors in cultural expression; (2) the emergence of aesthetic critiques of social change; (3) the

use of the past as a standard of measure for exposing contemporary problems; and (4) the relatranship between

artistic innovation and political radicalism. We shall examine cases of particular individuals-John Ruskin and

Charies Baudelaire, for examp(e-to assess these issues on a comparative basis.

The course will emphasize the use of two types of analytical tools for approaching literary artifacts: the formal

analysis of texts, and the historical contextualization of them. While acknowledging and examining the internal

structure of language and painting, this course will stress the way that long-term national traditions and short-term

politksd and sodal conditions shaped each set of literary and artistic innovations.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Sodal Science credit (hiistorical Analysis).

_s.'

HC 96'

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA (4 unHs)

Director: Edward A. Alpers, History

Lecture: W 2-5 GSM 3343B

Why does culture take on such a pointed vitality and significance in a society like modern South Africa? How
does this phenomenon affect the boundaries titween European and African culture? Why has culture itself

becorDe an arena of struggle in South Africa? This course seeks to introduce students to the extraordinary

cultural ferment that has been produced by the existence of a fascist and racist regime in South Africa since 1 948.

It proposes to explore the rfch and varied literary output of both baick and white South African authors over the

entire period, as well s^s the accelerated emergence of popular cultural forms, such as people's theater and

workers 'poetry, since the Soweto uprising of 1976. Students will be asked to think througfi the relationship

between state political oppression aqd popular political resistance, as both affect the entire cultural output of a

society in aisis. Broader comparative questions regarding culture and sodety will also be raised in the process of

discussing the particular South Afrkan situation.

Application on General Education Requirenients: four units of Humanities credit (Culture and Civilization); or four

units of Social Science Credit (Historical Analysis).

HC 97'

ISSUES IN AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY: THE METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSMENT (4 units)

Director: Steven L. Spiegel, Political Sdence
Lecture: R 10-1 Royce 156

Note: I he dass will split into three discussion sections from 1 2-1 ; for our scheduling purposes we will call these

sections 1A. IB, 1C. It does not. however, matter in whk:h section you enroll.

This course examines several contemporary major issues in American foreign policy with the aim of exposing

students to policy arguments from various ideological perspectives. Should the United States: Recognize the

P.L.O.? Provide military assistance to the contras? ^gree to the total abolition of nudear weapons? Institute a

rnandalory divestment of Amerk:an corporations from South Africa? Abandon Star Wars? Withdraw its ti'oops

from West Europe? Questions like these will be addressed in a debate format. Students will be asked to prepare

policy positions on particular subjects. Group discussions will also be held on how to discern ideologk:al ongins

(left and right) of policy arguments, how to research specitic questions, what standards to use in making

judgments, and how to frame arguments once personal calculations have been made. The substance of the

course will be an examination of material in major popular and professional foreign polk^ journals, although

background volumes will be recommended when appropriate.

Application on General Education Requirements: four units of Sodal Sdence dfedit (Sodal Analysis).

1
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New Fowler building

to open October 1991
By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

UCLA is home to the recently

completed Fowler building, com-
prising both a museum of cultural

history and classrooms, which
makes UCLA one of the few
campuses in the nation with a

facility of this kind, a UCLA
architect said.

In terms of scale of operation,

the $16 million Fowler Museum is

one of the four largest university

anthropology museums in the

nation, said E>oran Ross, associate

director of the museum.

Nestled between the Dance
Building and Royce Hall, the

Fowler Museum combines
UCLA*s traditional red brick style

with an asymmetrical building

design.

*The building takes UCLA's
architecture and reinterprets it

(with) modem technology," said

Dean Perton. the project architect

The Fowler Building will

receive the museum items within

three weeks and is scheduled to

open to the public by October
1991, Ross said.

See FOWLER, page 16 Fowler Museum
CARLO CHAO

The Gift of Sight
Should Be Forever...Don't Abuse It

More than just a vision test, o
complete checkup includes o
pressure test for glaucoma and
an eye-health examination. Please
call our office now for your ap-
pointment.

Color contacts
High index lenses

Disposable contacts
Custom Rx sports goggles

Corner of LeConte •:• Vision insurance welcome •: 1 hour validated parking

At Nippon Motorola Ltd., we know
the prideyou feel inyour American

academic achievements, and your

desire to applyyour skills in a sup-

portive environment when you

return home.

We are a wholly-owned sub-

sfdiary ofMotorola Inc., one ofthe

world's leading manufacturers of

communication systems, semi-

; conductor devices, automotive

and industrial electrical com-
ponents, and information systems

equipment.

As one of Japan's most highly

respected American high-tech

companies, our dynamic expan-

sion meanswe can offerJapanese

students who have studied in the

US. a number ofsummer intern-

ships in the U.S. and Japan. Full-

time career opportunities in both

technical and non-technical posi-

tions are available at our Tokyo,

Osaka, Sendai and Aizuwakamat-

su facilities, and require superior

Japanese communication skills

both written and spoken.

MEET WITH US
ON CAMPUS

lues., February 27, 1990

Please contact your Placement

Office for details.

Ifyou are unable to meet with

us whilewe are on campus, please

send your resume to: Nippon
Motorola Ltd., College Rela-

tions, 725 South Madison Drive,

Tfempe, AZ 85281, or call collect

(602) 994-6394.

®
e

o
I

m

@ M<yroR€>LA INC. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

«t

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95

COMPLETE W/:>ARrS,
LABOR. INSTALL/».TION
TUNE UP INCLUDED.
NO HroDEN CHARGES'.

'$749.*'
(WTTH REBUILDABL2 CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVl
2! vlSr!)^.
3. Liiba

4. OlOiMMa
5. Bnlic A4
6. OiAii Ail
7. Snvloa Nt

8. Owck Balliry
9. hwMCt Fnni I

10. Cbrap—ion

11. S $74.
I hchiktUnlGiit/WF

(VW Bug)

95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra)

Rksota

95

TOYOTA

\\\\

DA1SUN

(Japan— C«i») ^ t\t\

USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $30^

THIS IS AN HONEST GARACE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
4534652 829-7012 please mention diis wL

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN^HE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYlfi
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

AtL^ARS. ALL DRIVERS • CAU AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404

/&
FOR GoD'S SAKE...

rn'l SACRIFICE!
lb 0O form •nd prmmch,..

And preach we do; through word,
television, radio,. The Paulist Press
ar^ the performing arts...in the cit-

ies, on the campuses, at downtown
centers.

lb go forth tmd bring pomeo...

Seek out the lost, the alienated,

those cut off from the Church. Offer

them a time of Grace, a community,
a sense of peacefulness amidst the
turmoil.

lb go forth andl Mook unity.,.

Reach out to other Christian tradi-

tions, find the touchstones of faith

ar\d work toward a common vision

of One Church; to foster our unique
spiritual kinship with the Jewish
people and a greater understanding

and sensitivity of other world
religk>n8.

The

PauUst

Fathers

If you think this sacrifice it worth it, then call! The Paulists at

1-S00-23S-348S. Or write Fr John F Duffy, C.S.P., PauHtt Fathers
Vocation Office 415 W. 59th St New Vtork. NY 10019
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UCLA Undergraduate Business Society
invites you to participate in:

ADVERTISING & IMARKETE^G
NIGHT

With:

J. Walter Thompson
Delia Femina, McNamee, WCRS, Inc.

Triple 'A' Student Painters-^d.

and Special Guest I.......

Come and learn about key aspects of the

marketing & advertising fields and the exciting

opportunities! ^:

job

On
Wednesday, February 21,

7:00 PM
Dodd Hall, Room 146

1990

>Vi

UBS is funded by Campus Programs Committee of the PAB
and is sponsored by AGSM.
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New cinema series to focus on stereotypes of elderiy
Different film to be featured each month for four months
By Evan Reid

Contributor

Portraits of Aging in Cinema; A
Monthly Series, will screen the

film **Maclam Rosa** tonight 'to

help raise campus awareness of the

issues and stereotypes of aging^in

our society.

--. The series, a product of a
collaboration between the UCLA

Division of Geriatric Medicine and
Gerontology and the UCLA
Department of Film and Televi-

sion, was created "to improve the

lecture series in geriatric medicine
and make it more interesting,** said

Dr. James Davis, clinical professor

in the Division of Geriatric Medi-
cine.

In addition, Davis hopes the

series will educate the university

community about stereotypes and
misrepresentations of the elderly

in cinema.

"We want to look at film and see

how older people are portrayed

because film often serves as a basis

for cultural misrepresentations we
have about aging. It may be that by
examining films we can come to an

understanding about why we
believe the things we do about

growing old," Davis said.

A different film will be shown
each month in the Neuropsy-

chiatric Institute auditorium for the

next four months. Other scheduled

films are "Tosca*s Kiss,**

"Umberto D** and "Harold and,

Maude.**

Though the series was intended

to augment the lectures in Geriatr-

ics and help prepare the students

for forthcoming board tests, the

whole university community is

encouraged to attend, Davis said.

Following each screening, a

physician with expertise in ger-

iatric medicine and a film critic

will lead a discussion to address

how film often misportrays elderly

citizens and the aging process.

Davis, a geriatrician with a

knowledge of aging and its

associated diseases, will lead the

discussions. He will address health

and psychological issues, primari-

ly, and the critics will comment on

See CINEMA, page 17
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Lawrence
Lebo

9-1Ipm
KH Coffeehouse

UCLA'S 3RD ANNUAL
PRE-NURSING DAY

If you are a pre-nursing major
or thinking about a career in

health care, this will be an
excellent opportunity to meet
students and faculty and ask
questions regarding the health
care field.

Agenda will include panel discussion on
career and research opportunities in the field,

academic and financial aid information.

• •• .

WHEN: Feb. 21, 1990
TIME: 4-6 p.m.
PLACE: Louis Factor BIdg

Auditorium (A-level)

Please RSVP. Call Nursing Student Affairs (213)825-7181

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
H-1 VISAS

WORK PERMITS
"GREEN CARDS "

/ LAWOFFICE OF:
TASOFF AND TASOFF
BAR CERTIFIED

IMMIGRATION SPECIALIST
OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

(213) 474-2545
CAa FOR CONSULTATION CORNER OF WHSHIRE & WESTWOOD BL.

c

DOROTHY A* HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Harvard BW. Suite B, Los Angeles. CA 90005

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601

NEVER AN APPOINTMENT
NEVER EXPENSIVE.

NEVER A BAD HAIRCUT

These are just three ofour fevorite reasons

why we believe anyone who appreciates

t&rrific iooidng hair at a terrific price should

never considtH* M^iiiM anywhere else.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica A Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 9-9

470-1 558
Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

-1

HAIR BY

SUPOCUTS

Video games leave arcade in effort to Increase patronage
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Some video games are operating near the

ATMs in A-level Ackeiman Union as part

of an experiment to draw more people,

especially women, into the game room
located nearby.

*Toobin;* "Pacmania." 'Tetris." and
"Revenge of the DOH" are the first four

video games that have been placed under-

neath a sign that reads, "Experience the

Video Age." These machines are meant to

get more exposure for the game room.*'
tt

said Mark Panatier, the UCLA student

association's facilities director.

He said the game room— also on A-level

Ackerman— is dark, and placing the video

games in the lighted area by the ATMs is

more attractive to students who usually

don't go into the dark game room.
In particular, the number of women

patronizing the game room is "less than we
would like it to be," Panatier said. ASUCLA
plans to paint and modify the game room to

make it brighter.

By making the game room a more
comfortable place to be, Panatier said the

HOT HAIR SALON
](Xf7 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Exp. 3/2/90 208- 1 468

student association may be able to attract a

wider segment of the campus community.
However, three women in the game room

early Tuesday afternoon said that the

darkness is not necessarily what keeps out

female patrons.

"I just think guys are more inclined to

play video games," said freshman Nicole

Young, who added that she was not more
attracted to playing the video games placed

near the ATMs even though the area is weU^
lighted.

In agreement, seniors Kati Pourmand and
Mojgan Morshedzadeh said the room is just

too noisy. "I don*t think girls like the crowd
or the noise," Pourmand said

Young said Tuesday was the second time
she visited the game room, and Pourmand
and Morshedzadeh said they frequented the
game room only once or twice a quarter.

The video games may remain in front of
the ATMs permanenUy, but for now, "we're
just trying to see what reactions we get,"

Panatier said.

- His staff is taking an informal survey of
some who use the video machines outside of
the game room, but Panatier said he does not
haycthe results yet

Lip/Chin Wax $4
L- y VrX^^I VyW ttiaitai J^ • ••! •••••••••••• ^^J

Vi/i InJv^I Ul 1 1 1 ••« v/

DIKiril VVC^X « vO
Half Leg -$10

Arm ,..$12

Upper Leg & Bikini... $15
Full Leg & Bikini $20

About Last Night's**.

TOOTHACHE
See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

• TOOTH BONDING ^°^
Its n'?lT*"'*

• Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth 47o-03oJ
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Estimates Given in Writing
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

JLarry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Something for those

ofydu who aren't taking

Stanky H. Kaplan Prep™

WcVe produced more top scores on tests like the

LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than aU other courses

combined. Which means if you*re not taking Kaplan

Prepr you may need to take more than a #2 pencil

to tne test.

ISTANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take KaplanOrTakeYourChances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL

1-800-262-PREP

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST

National Society of Black Engineers Presents:
African Showcase

in honor of African-Anierican Awareness Week

The student Welfare Commission's

AIDS AWARENESS AND
EDUCATION PROJECT

would like to THAWK the following people for their

assistance in the success of our
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK:

Pat Kaulback at ORL
Kaleidoscope Theatre
Dee Dee Musi£d
Carol Weinstein
Dorothy Bemifm
Dr. JoAnn Dawson
Dr. Schlian
Dr. Weismeier
Steve Gonzalez ^

Lol Thai
The Bruin Belles
Alec Wynne
Sam Kaufman
Ken Wada
Dean Poulakidas
Steve Wickson at URC
PHC's
Ciena Alvarado

Terry S. Qock
Katrina Hammonds
Chona at Filipino Community Health
Tamara at Black Pre-Health Organization
Betsy at CASO
Sabrina liucciarone
Parin at Student Health
Steve Mart
Scott Rogo
Joe Cosio
Robert Kilgore
naked Rhythm
Cathleen Cntler
QALA
Cultural Affairs

Helen Banks
Joan Mllrod
Pat McClaren

And a Special Thanks to some Special People:

Âms
ta tkatrt

AFFECTS
XQU

Margaret Snow
Sharon Mutchins
Allen Yamell

and especially Darlene Nininni

swc

fP
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WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFHC SCHOOL
•UCLA Student Discount

•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•A.UTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood Vlllag*, Abov* lh« Wherahous*

EUROPE X CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (^13) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Spacial

Studant/Taachar Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
25 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCU INTERNS

Media... Business... Government... Public Relations...
and MUCH MORE

>','.-' ^

Washington D.C., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.

Attend an information meeting at EXPO:
Tuesdays, 4 pm
Wednesdays, ^12 pm
Thursdays, 3'pm

Deadline for Application:

^ Fall '90 - February 23, 1990

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831

ATTENTION !!!

STUDENT HOSTS WANTED !

UCLA'S OVERNIGHT PROGRAM IS SEEKING 75 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Hosts will: . _-l

• share their living quarters with an overnight guest
• attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program
• share Bruin life with guest (i.e. go to class together, go to library, show him/her

i around UCLA)

Hosts should have a GPA of 3.3 or better and live^injhe residence halls

(double rooms only). '^^

To learn more about being a host for the Overnight Program, come to one of the following

information meetings:

Wednesday, February 21st North Campus 22

Thursday, February 22nd Luvalle Ct Room
Friday, February 23rd Luvalle Ct Room

(11:00 - 12:00 noon)

(2:00 - 3:00 p.m.)

(11:00 - 12:00 noon)

* Applications available at 1 147 Murphy Hail /

* Applications due: Friday, March 2, 1990 @ 5:00 p-ni.

For further iiifiiiiririn contact:

Victoria Lee-Jerreim at (213) 206-434S / UARS

Cheney visits Japan
Daily Bruin News

1^
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Defense secretary

seeks increase in

budget for troops

By Susanne M. Schafer

Associated Press

TOKYO — Defense Secretary

Dick Cheney arrived Tuesday
from the Philippines seeking what
the United States hopes will be a

"sizable increase" in Japan's $2.4

billion annual support for Ameri-
can troops stationed here.

Cheney's visit came as Philip-

pine President Corai^on Aquino
signaled a willingness to work out

differences over U.S. bases there,

despite her refusal to meet with

Cheney during his stay in Manila
the previous three days.

, The defense secretary had a

warmer reception in Tokyo.
"The Japanese are very under-

standing and are very willing to

help us as much as they can," said a

senior Pentagon official traveling

with Cheney.

And even though it was known
that Cheney intended to explore

with Japanese officials possible 10

percent to 12 percent cuts in U.S.

troop levels in Asia, Japanese

government spokesman Taizo
Waianabe said officials were not

worried by such a development.

The positive tone set by both

sides at the opening of Cheney's
visit was in marked contrast to the

scenes he has encountered at the

other major slops on his two-week
Asian tour.

In Manila, the defense secretary

was burned in effigy by dcmon-
su-ators who protested U.S. mili-

tary bases in their country. In

Seoul, Cheney met with South

Korean officials who were
described as "horrified" by his

cost-cutting messages and projec-

tions of possible troop reductions.

Despite the coolness of his

Manila stopover, Aquino said

Tuesday, "I welcome the state-

ment of support for this govem-
ment and Philippine democracy
made by Secretary Cheney on
behalf of the United Stales.-

"I also welcome his reiteration

that the United^tates will make its

best efforts to meet its pledge for

foreign assistance," she said, refer-

ring to a $96 million reduction in

money for the use of six military

bases this year.

The military sessions in Tokyo
appear free of the tense wrangling

that scars the two nations' eco-

nomic relations, given that the

United States looks to Japan as the

anchor of its Asian military

strategy, and the Japanese prosper

under the protective U.S. military

wing.

*The Japanese are the linchpin

of our military strategy in Asia,"

the U.S. official said, speaking on
condition of anonymity. "They're

very supportive of our presence."

Cheney was expected to tell the

Japanese what he already has told

the South Koreans — that he is

under congressional pressure to

get them to double over the next

three years their financial support

for basing U.S. troops in their

countries.

The official traveling with Che-*

ney said the defense secretary did

not intend to press the Japanese to

put forward an exact amount at this

juncture. Each year, the Japanese

provide around $2.4 billion of the

$7 billion it costs America to base

the 50,000 troops here and in

Okinawa.

Prime Minister Kaif

u

may form new Cabinet
By Elaine Kurtenbach

Associated Press

TOKYO— Leaders of the governing Liberal Democratic Party agreed
Tuesday that Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu should stay in office and form
a new Cabinet.

Because of his weak power base in the party, Kaifu's position had been
considered uncertain despite an election victory Sunday that gave the

Liberal Democrats a comfortable majority in the powerful lower house of
Parliament

Kaifu had said he would resign if the party, which was formed in 1955
and has governed Japan since, lost its majority.

Doubt was cast on the party's chances by a widespread influence-buy-

ing scandal and an unpopular sales tax, but it won 275 of the 512 seats in

the lower house, which chooses the prime minister and controls the

budget
If 14 conservative independents join them as expected, the Liberal

Democrats will not be far short of their 295 seats in the outgoing house.

The leading opposition Japan Socialist Party won 136 seats, up from
83. The party leader is expected to vote for a leader soon and Takako Doi,

the chairwoman who led the Socialists in Sunday's election, is expected
to win.

Japan National Broadcast Corp. said a Socialist election would be held
March 25-26 and no one would challenge Doi.

A vote for the Socialists was widely viewed as a protest of the new 3
percent sales tax and scandals in the ruling party. The Socialists entered
only 149 candidates and could not have won a majority.

Doi attributed the outcome to the powerful political machines of
Liberal Democrats and support from big business.

Sunday's results illustrated the tendency of Japanese voters to forgive
indiscretions of the ruling party eventually, which has helped the Liberal

Democrats weather several scandals.

Voters registered their dissatisfaction over the latest one, which
involved insider siocjc deals and large political contributions by the'

Recruit Co. information conglomerate, by depriving the parly of ilsi

majority in the less powerful upper house in July 1989. '

Most senior Liberal Democrats lied to the scandal were re-elected I

Sunday, including former Prime Ministers Yasuhiro Nakasone, 72, and:
Noboru Takeshiia, 65, and some former Cabinet ministers. Nakasone ran

'

as an indepcnck^nt.

Dozens of innuential business and political figures resigned because
of the scandal and 12 «oe being tried for giving or taking bribes.

PopuJarity ratiogi laid plummeted when Kaifu, 59, became prime
minister in August He was untainted by the Recruit affair and helped
clean up the party imafe by promising reforms.

Kaifa alia lias piosainad to ease the sales tax on food and sorae^oHiar
basic items.

:--;.-.-
^ "-i

U.S. economy studied
No recession predicted for this year

By Martin Crutsinger

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greens-

pan on Tuesday expressed
"guarded optimism" that the

country can avoid a recession this

year, but his warnings on the

dangers of accelerating inflation

helped send financial markets into

a tailspin.

Setting up a potential clash with

the administration, Greenspan said

the central b^nk was looking for

the economy to grow at a rate far

below the one on which the

administration based its 1991
budget

Wall Street, which has been
battered this year by rising foreign

interest rates, took Greenspan's
inflation warnings and growth
forecast as further evidence that

the central bank is intent on
pursuing a tight money policy to

battle infiation and thus will not

move to lower interest rates any
time soon.

At mid-aftemoon, interest rates

on long-term government bonds
jumped sharply while the prices,

which move in the opposite direc-

tion, fell as much as $ 1 8 per $ 1 ,000
in face value. The Dnow Jones

industrial average of 30 stocks was
down more than 38 points at the

close of business.

"We're in an area where (infla-

tion) is in danger of accelerating,"

Greenspan said in his appearance

before a House Banking subcom-

mittee.

He called the performance of

inflation so far this year "horrend-

ous," although he said January's

jump in prices was atti'ibutable in

large part to temporary factors

stemniing from the severe cold in

December.

But he said that the risks of
higher inflation in the present

circumstances were "larger than

we should be willing to tolerate."

In the new Fed economic fore-

cast, the central bank projected

that the economy, as measured by
the gross national product, will

grow at an anemic rate of between

1.75 percent and 2 percent this

year, the slowest annual growth
rate since the 1981-82 recession.

The Bush administration, in a

forecast released last month with

its 1991 budget request, forecast

growth almost a full percentage

point, higher at 2.6 percent, when
measured from the fourth quarter

of 1989.

The administration also pre-

dicted that interest rates would
6f&p sharply from their current

levels, a decline that would lower

the government's borrowing costs

on the $2.9 trillion national debt
With the Fed expected to keep

interest rates high to restrain

inflationary pressures, economists

said both the administration's

growth and interest rate assump-
tions would prove to be too

optimistic, thus ballooning the

federal budget deficit by billions of

dollars.

New Czeciiosiovakian

president meets Busii
By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — President Bush gave investment and U^de
rewards to Czechoslovakia Tuesday for overthrowing communist rule,

but told President Vaclav Havel the United States wouldn't retreat from a

precautionary "strong military presence" in Europe.
Bush gave a warm welcome to the first of Eastern Europe's new

reform leaders to visit the White House.
He called Havel, a onetime dissident playwright who went from prison

to the presidency in a year's time, "a man of tremendous moral courage,

one of the heroes of the revolution of '89."

The two leaders talked for 214 hours, in the Oval Office and over lunch.

Afterward, Havel said the talks had been "very warm, very open, very

friendly," and he invited Bush to visit Prague.

Bush announced a waiver of the Jackson-Vanik amendment that

restricts trade relations with communist nations that inhibit Jewish

emigration.

The waiver clears the way for negotiation of a trade agreement and the

eventual award of most-favored nation trading status, which would
provide Czechoslovakia the most liberal access possible to American
markets. In return, the Czechoslovak Parliament would have to enact a

law ending the former communist government's resU'ictive emigration

policies.

Bush also authorized the Export-Import Bank to operate in Prague and
said he would support readmission of Czechoslovakia to the International

Monetary Fund and World Bank. Bush authorized sending Peace Corps
volunteers to Czechoslovakia by autumn to teach English.

Regarding military forces, Havel has called for disarmament
throughout Europe and has asked the Soviet Union to withdraw the

75,000 Soviet yoops in Czechoslovakia. Some Czechoslovak leaders

have called for eventual dissolution of NATO, along with the Warsaw
Pact, the Soviet-led alliance to which Czechoslovakia belongs.

In his public comments. Bush said, "I know I can speak for all Western
leaders when I say that the Atlantic Alliance will continue to play a vital

role in assuring stability and security in Europe at this great and historic

moment
"And America will continue to play its part, including a strong military

presence for our security and for Europe's," said Bush, who has proposed
that the United States and Soviet Union reduce their u-oops in Central

Europe to 195,000 on each side.

Bush, in the private discussions, talked at length about a need for U.S.
troops in Europe and portrayed NATO as a stabilizing factor at a time of
great transition, said Assistant Secretary of Slate Raymond Seitz.

Seitz quoted Havel as saying, "There is no doubt about the stabilizing

role of NATO and the United States." And he said the Czechoslovak
president agreed on a need for NATO and U.S. forces until "new security

structures emerge in Europe."

Bush said NATO perhaps should have a broader role than at present,

Seitz said.

Moreover, the official said Bush told Havel "he did not envisage the

U .S . prasance going on foiavar and ivtr i

"

CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think. Sleep,

Sun - Wed 7 pm - 2 am
Thurs - Sot 7 pm - 4 om

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

The Academic Forum of the Los Angeles Hlllel Coiuidl. the UCLA
Committee for Jewish Studies, and UCLA Hlllel present:

the first

JACOB BIALE MEMORIAL LECTURE
Bros,
Bnli^liteninent,
and
«Jewl8li Nationalism

A Lecture by: Dr. David Biale
Omrtd Blalc aon of Jacob BUle. Is Koret PraTcaMr cl Jewtah Htetoiy and Director <i the Center for

Jcwtah Studies al the Grad^i*tc The«l«0oal Unkn kn Bcrkel^ and author of 3 awwd wtnnta^ books.

UCLA Hlllel, 900 Hilgard Avenue -
Thursday, Februaiy 22, 1990 at 7:45 P.M.

Please call 208-3081 for more details.

THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM FOR YOU

UCLA Masters/Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCL^ Graduate School of Education
Is pleased to announce a program to be offered during 1990-91 In which
students may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching
Credential in four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to earn a teaching credential only, the applica-
tion period for the 1990-91 Teacher Credential Program Is also now open.

Interested senior and graduate students are Invited to submit applications
for either the Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program
before the April 15, 1990 deadline.

For more information and to receive on application form please contact

The Office of Student Senrices • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326

DENTAL OFFER
Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

Ft»fX

rSivA
o^l̂"si^

^»<««^>**

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM,
X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH
THIS AD) > REG. $91
(Exp. 3/31/901

Consum«rPlan Specials* Reg Price

POLISHING $0 $44
FILLINGS (SUver. one surface) $28 $60
BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surface) . $ 50 $ I 25
BLEACHING (Per arch) $200 $500
PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN $239 $540
DENTURE (Each personalized) T' $275 $685

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODOPITICS/IMPLANTS
SMILE SPECIAL bm ^

BRACES $1449* !
(Records and Retainers Additional) reg $3200 |

-CLEAR BRACES AND I

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE !

IB ^m MB ^m Alt Braces From $20 Per Month a ^m ^m ^m mM
'Tb«s« F««t AvallaM* With ConiuiwrPton " For A Modost F««.

t^faO^xO^

CON Pjiti«nt, Krittina Thompson

CONSUMER
nEHTAL
NETWORK.

1-800-S37-001 1 EXT. 235

IMSIAIil CHCDIT - Up to 36 months
to pay; no down plans; oasy
approval!
YOUR PiWTAL INSWWANCI, WITM
OUII PLAN. USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.
Dolta Dontal Pationts Welcome
Senior Discount
Nitrous Oxide/Anesthesia/Pentolhal/
Conscious Sedation Available

Hablamos Espahol • Visa. MasterCard.

Discover Card
Mon .Wed & Fri. 9arTv7pm. Tues 6i Thurs

9am 9pm. Sat. Earn 4pm
24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTUNE

WEST LOS ANGELES 213-207-1060
1 1 628 Santa Monica Blvd. Dr. Hood

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-537-001 1 EXT. 235
FOR ONE NEAR YOU! T66
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GCLA Faculty
and Employees

"BRUmCARE
7 MEDICAL PLAN '

• ''...

entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by CICLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wllshire Blvd., Suite 909

rf^ (213)

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

208-8188^
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Bush wants drag bug

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos] $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

B«L • \MJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA
Hawthorne

Long Beach

Downey

Fullerton

Pasadena

Med.

9035

33Q0

201^3

8556

2565

33

Mgmt

Venice Blvd.

Rdsecrans Ave

E. 7th St

Firestone Blvd.

E. Chapman

E. Walnut

. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

EXPAND YOUR
CAREER

I I / s_

HORIZONS

When you put your talents and education to work with the

recognized leader in a dynamic industry, the career possibilities

are endless. With Faciei Cellular, that's exactly the opportunity

you can experience.

We're the largest provider of cellular telecommunications In the

country. We're continuing to expand and we have no Intentions

of slowing down. On March 9, we'll be on campus to give you

the opportunity to find out how you can turn our success Into a

rewarding career. You'll be able to explore challenging posi-

tions In:

• Marketing

• Finance

• Corporate Development

When you |oln PacTel Cellular, you'll experiem^ all the advan-

tages that come from working with the Industry innovator. We
offer an excellent compensation package and an environment

that encourages professional advancement. For more Informa-

tion, or to schedule an Interview appointment, visit your Place-

n»ent Center. Or you may send your resume to: Pa<^l
CellHlar. 4340 Von karMan Avenue. IMewporl Be^irh, CA
92660. Fqual Opportunity Kmployer.

pacQtel
Cellular

A Pacific Teletis Company

Caterpillar to eat

South American

cocaine bushes

By Carolyn Skorneck

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The
Bysh administration is pushing

research into a possible new
combatant in the war against

cocaine— a caterpillar with a taste

for coca leaves— but officials said

Tuesday that the insects won't be

deployed in South America unless

local governments approve.

**We are not undertaking any
biological war/* said President

Bush's spokesman, Marlin Fitz-

water. "Neither troops nor cater-

pillars will go in without prior

request and consultation.**

Peruvian and Bolivian growers
supply the vast majority of the

world's coca leaves, the raw
material for cocaine.

The embassies of Peru and
Bolivia did not respond to several

requests for comment on the

proposal, first reported by The
Washington Post in Tuesday's

editions.

The administration*s drug
budget proposal for the Agricultur-

al Research Service for fiscal

1991, starting Oct. 1. is $6.5
million, a $5 million increase over

the $1.5 million to be spent this

year.

The principal focus of that

research is the malumbia. a white

moth that, when it is still in its

caterpillar stages, eats cocia plant

leaves, officials said.

"This is quite a voracious
caterpillar,** Waldemar Klassen,

associate deputy administrator for

the ARS, told the Post. "If we
could put them down ^there in

sufficient number, we could then

defoliate the plants.**

Both Fitzwater and Don Hamil-
ton, a spokesman for national drug

control policy director William

Bennett, emphasized that the

insect research program is in the

experimental stage.

*The Department of Agriculture

is studying not just coca but other

drug plants as well to learn as

much about them as possible,"

Fitzwater said. "This research

includes study of herbicide and
natural enemies of these plants. ...

This program is experimental.

Absolutely no potential tool will

be considered for use until it is

proven to be safe and effective."

Fitzwater said the subject of

biological war against drug crops

was not broached at last week*s

drug summit in Colombia.
Environmental activists were

divided over the proposal.

Maureen Hinkle, the National

Audubon Society *s director of

agricultural policy, said, "I think

that it*s an approach that bears

exploring.

"Biological controls, when they

work, they work like a ballet,"

Hinkle said. "The only problem is

they-qeed to make sure that the

selectivHy of the caterpillars is for

the coca plants and not to other

crops." \
But Sandra Marquardt, pesti-

cide information coordinator for

Greenpeace U.S.A., said the "drug

bug" idea "might be a proposal that"

needs to be nipped in the bud."

"It*s an expensive proposition

and probably won*t work the way
USDA wants it to work,** Mar-
quardt said. *The reason is that

USDA wants to use an insect and
the coca growers have insecticide,

so they will just use insecticide to

kill USDA's insect"

Coca growing and processing

already are "extremely destruc-

tive" to the environment because
of the insecticides and the harsh

chemicals employed, Marquardt
said. But instead of the caterpillars

producing "a nice biologicai con-

Irol, you'll have growers adding'

ever more insecticides to an
already destructive production
program."

Ethiopian civil war and
drouglit cause famine
By George Gedda

^

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C.— The lives ofup to 5 million Ethiopians are at

risk because anti-government forces have shut down a port that has been
the key entry point for outside food assistance, U.S. officials say.

Further aggravating the situation has been the prospect of severely

diminished harvests throughout northern Ethiopia as a result of poor
rainfall.

To the west, U.S. officials say a crisis situation is rapidly developing tn

the Sudan, where a bitter civil war has prevented the trans|3ort of relief

supplies to rebel-held territory in the southern part of the country.

President Bush sent a letter to the Sudanese president last week asking

for his cooperation in restarting the international relief effort, to which
the United States contributes $15.7 million.

Renewed fighting has led to the suspension of food flights to southern

Sudan and the government also is preventing the departure of a relief

train along a route where food shortages are severe. The rebels also have
been blocking relief efforts.

Estimates of the number of Sudanese potentially affected by famine
range between 1 million and 3 million.

In Ethiopia, the cutoff of relief supplies through Massawa, a deep
water port on the Red Sea, affects not only Eritrea province but also

Tigray and portions of three other provinces.

*The next six weeks to two months is the critical time," said Andrew
Natsios. director of the Oftlce of Foreign Disaster Assistance.

"We're trying to explore options for getdng the food in." he said.

He added that a "worst nightmare" scenario is developing — a civil

war and a famine in the same area at the same time.

A Western relief official told The Washington Post. "If the port is

closed for any length of time, then there is the possibility of tragedy n

northern Ethiopia."

The situation evokes memories of the 1984-85 period in Ethiopia when
more than a million people died, primarily because of drought
Renewed drought last year in Ethiopia touched off a major

international relief program led by the United States and the European
Community, both of which funnel food donations through private

voluntary organizations. Other contributing countries mclude Canada
and Australia.

Thus far. the United States has either delivered or pledged more than

$70 million to the relief effort. The figure for the rMt of the international

community is about $84 million, according to U.S. estimates.

A
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He's the mayor— at 88
Octogenarian^s memory excels

By Therese Lee
Associated Press

LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE.
Calif. — Edmund Krause knows
how many arm patches he has in

his collection, the address of his

residence in 1901. how many miles

he has traveled and the date on
which he became, at age 88, the

bldest mayor in the United States.

Last May 15, Krause, a city

councilman with an astonishing

memory at any age, was appointed
mayor of this affluent suburban
community in the San Gabriel
foothills 13 miles northeast of Los
Angeles.

"They can't find anyone older,"

Krause said sitting in a city office

with a strikirig view of the hills,

"and I've talked to both the state

and national league of cities."

Krause is hardly representative

of the residents of La Canada
Flintridge, who are generally fam-
ilies with young children. But his

energy level is probably closer to

that of a 19-year-old rather than

someone who has been officially

"retired" for the same number of

years.

Still possessed of a driver's

license, he had just driven from a

Chamber of Commerce luncheon
and was wearing a brown polyes-

ter, three-piece suit with a La
Canada Rintridge lapel pin.

He brought with him a small

sample of his 4,400 arm patches, a

collection that was probably
started in 1912 when he joined a

Missouri Boy Scout troop. He
became an Eagle Scout three years

later and still considers himself an

active scooter.

Collecting patches is only one
hobby that occupies the former
state tax auditor, He's still adding

to his total of l:5^Tnillion^ miles

traveled; and collects not only

patches but camfiaign buttons, coat

hangers (he has one used in 1890
by a Burbank cleaners), pens, hats

and slides of trains from around the

world.

"I've been to Frankfurt 19

times, to Alaska eight times, to

Hawaii six times, the Soviet Union
twice and I've been to every

province in Canada except Prince

Edward Island and Newfound-
land."

Being the mayor and city coun-

cilman of this city of 23,300 people

is not considered a full-time job,

but for Krause there are not enough
hours in the day to perform all his

community duties.

"People call me at six in the

morning and 11:30 at night," he

said. That's the only time I'm at

home."

His career in politics began after

his 1971 retirement Krause, a

Republican, worked on a series of

political campaigns including two
of democrat Jesse Unruh's state

treasurer runs. "I work for the man
who can get the job done," he said.

He was first elected to the city

council in 1976 when the town was
incorporated. He has served on the

council ever since, specializing in

city finance.

Even the oldest mayor cannot

avoid controversy. Like many
small suburbs living in the shadow
of a giant neighbor. La Canada
Flintridge faces questions of
growth and quality of life.

The focal point of the growth
issue is a 12-acre commercial
development with a ski and sport-

ing goods complex as its center. La
Canada Flintridge sits at the foot of
the Angeles National Forest
mountain recreational area.

Krause, always mindful ofnum-
bers, is in favor of the project

because of the $500,000 in annual
revenue he says it will bring to the

city.

Others claim the development is

far too large for the community
and should be scaled down. "It

would be equivalent to building a
downtown Los Angeles under one
ownership." said fellow city coun-
cilman Ed Phelps. "This is a 12-

acre project that will bring up to

300.000 people per year. We have
a town of about 25.000 people."

Krause seems to thrive on the

controversy. He chuckled, remem-
bering testimony from citizens at

city council meetings. *There are

always those people getting up and
talking about this and that and we
limit them to three minutes and
they always go longer." he said. "I

always say I am firm and stem and
I want unity in the community."

Besides being mayor, he is the

fire commissioner, chief of police,

a delegate to the League of
California Cities, chairman of the

Sanitation District and director of
the Chamber of Commerce, to

name just a few of his affiliations.

All this activity "just comes
natural" to the octogenarian. He
claims perfect health and only

slows down occasionally to rest his

prosthetic hip inserted in an opera-

tion about five years ago.

"Before the surgery — on July

9. 1984. to be exact— they told me
I might have a short-term lapse of
memory." Krause said. "I made
sure that when I went into the

operating room I memorized all

the door numt)ers. So when I came
out I said. *Yes. this is door
number so-and-so. the one I came
through and I said, yes, this is the

room I was in.
>»

Learn the fundamentals

of publications design

tonight, 6 p.m. at 2412

Ackerman Union.

Anyone is welcome to

attend.
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A cola here, a glass of water there,

it all adds up. Before you know it

you've used three or four paper

cups in a day. And throughout a

four-year college career, that can

add up to one entire tree! But you

can use our refillable thermal mugs
for dispensed beverages instead

(and save yourself money). You'll
^

be saving the energy it takes to

make those paper cups, too. So

save a tree. It's not that hard.

Reuse. ASUCLA offers 20-oz.

refillable thermal mugs that you can

use again and again — and save

20% on hot and cold dispensed

beverages. Special ceramic coffee

mugs are available at Jimmy's and

Kerckhoff Coffee House, and

guarantee you refills for only 35

cents. And ASUCLA's plastic

Join ASUCLA in our efforts to protect

the environment. It isn't hard. It Is

important. You can make a difference.

Choose to Conserve.

utensils and coffee cups are used

more than once — when you take a

second to put them in the separate

bins we provide.

Reduce. ASUCLA is testing the use

of bulk dispensed condiments as an

alternative to individual packets of

ketchup and mustard. In many
cases ASUCLA uses degradable

serving containers made of recycled

paper products. And you can

choose not to take a bag with your

purchases in the Students' Store if

you don't really need it.

Recycle. Use our handy bins to

recycle newspaper, white paper and

aluminum cans, throughout

ASUCLA facilities. And watch for

upcoming drives and drop-off sites

to recycle items from home.

r

RiCYCLINO
PROGRAM

Reuse whenever possible

And recycle this newspaper.
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But Greene plans to **unmask'

Pete Wilson through his campaign.

"Every vote I get will be a victory

... a strong vote against Pete

Wilson."

*'We want to send a strong

enough message to the party that

some of us care enough to vote for

a 21-year-old conservative instead

of a 55-year-old hack,- Greene
said.

^4n high school, I

was a neo-fascist
Reagan clone. But I

never even ran for

student government'*

Jeffrey Greene

Wilson's press secretary, after a

light chuckle, said he had **never

heard of Greene. "I don't know
anything about this man, his

record, or his background,** press

secretary James Lee said.

Bruin Republicans Chairman
Mark Bourgeois, who will not vote

for Wilson in the primary election,

is sympathetic to Greene's cause,

he said. "But to be honest with you.

Pete Wilson is going to be the

candidate in November,*' he

added.

•*i
*I think it*s always good to have

competition in the primary. I know
there are a lot of conservative

Republicans that have felt alie-

nated by Pete Wilson. And I think

(Greene) is trying to fill that void,**

Bourgeois said.

The winner of the Republican
primary will run for govenwr
against the Democratic nominee, a

position which is being sought by
Attorney General John Van de
Kamp and former San Francisco

Mayor Diane Feinstein.

As governor, Greene would stop

funding abortion statewide and
then work to stop federal funding,

he said. "You can't have any other

right unless you have the right to

life.** he said.

He would also reinstate regula-^

tions like parental consent laws.

Lee, however, defended Wil-

son's pro-choice stance on abor-

tion. "Our opinion is that the state

is pro-choice and so is the senator."

Bourgeois disagreed. "If Pete

Wilson doesn't have the support of

pro-life Republicans, then there's

no way that he's going to win (the

November election)," he said.

Greene, a member of the

National Rifle Association,

opposes any regulation of gun
control. "(Wilson) obviously

hasn't grasped the idea that gun
laws don't keq) guns out of the

hands of criminals."

Wilson has not had an oppor-

tunity to kx>k closely at the ^jn
control issue, Lee said. But Cii the

state level, the senator supported a

law that banned semi-automatic

assault rifles.

Greene began his journey down
the campaign trail last month,

when a friend urged him to run for

the office of governor. "I thought

he was only kidding," Greene said,

but decided to pursue his candida-

cy when it "became apparent that

jio^i» conseryjtiye wMnyMun^^
Greene, also a member of

Young Americans for Freedom—
a politically conservative student

organization— said he has always
been conservative. "In high
school, I was a neo-fascist Reagan
clone. But I never even ran for

student government."

Although Greene has received

no official endorsements, he still

thinks there is "a lot of basis for

support." He said he has received

eight donations to his campaign
fund, but they were all anonymous
ones, "because people don't want

to l)e associated with us, but they

want us to succeed."

in as30Ciation with the James S. Coleman African Studies Center and the South

African International Student Congress presents a . . .

NELSON MANDELA
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CELEBRATING THE RELEASE OF NELSON MANDELA

Special Guests: ZENANI MANDELA & AFRICAN NATIONAL— CONGRESS REPRESENTATIVES
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Greene said funding will be the

most difficult part of his campaign.
Most of his support is coming from
special interest groups, like groups

that lobby against legal abortion,

he said.

Greene filed his candidacy Feb.

13 — the last day possible —
because he could not get any
financial support until then. "A lot

of people were holding out
because they thought other candi-

dates might run. We had no money
and we had to call everyone and
tell them this was it,** he said.

Greene, whose future plans

include teaching, said one of the

reasons he was approached to run

was because he has no future

aspirations for a political career.

"I wasn't afraid to ruin my
career, because the Republican

party is going to blacklist me,** he
said. "Ideologically, I am right"

Greene, who works at a sushi

bar and as an asbestos removal
surveyor, will apply to UC San
Diego and Notre Dame for gradu-

ate ^hool.
He does not expect to win the

California primary in June, but if

he does, "we*d keep with (the

campaign),** Greene said.

COUNCIL
From page 1

an outburst from Student Welfare
Commissioner £>ean Poulakidas,

who claimed he "accidentally**

received atfhone message Monday
night inviting nine of 13 council

meml)ers to a private meeting at

Wynne*s apartment to discuss the

SIG definition.

Wynne said he invited those

members to consult with them
informally, but Poulakidas thought

the invitation excluded him and
two other student officers.

"Maybe Tm just a naive S.O.B.,

but I don*t believe that this is how
student government works,** Pou-
lakidas said.

"No matter what, I will vote

against this resolution tonight

because of the way it was created.

This is an example of collusion,

exclusion and misrepresentation,**

he said.

Wynne confumed the meeting
took place, but said that he did not

intentionally exclude Poulakidas

from it Only four members —
President John Sarvey, Hernandez,

Executive Vice President Maria
Rabuy and Financial Supports

Commissioner Sam Kaufman —
ended up at the meeting, Rabuy
said.

Many groups hadn*t had the

opportunity to see the proposal,

several council members said after

a 40 minute recess in the three hour
discussion.

"We are worried that other

groups were invited to this private

meeting. This is a huge miscar-

riage of justice with no due
process,** said Charles Glick,

president of the Jewish Student

Union.

Other council members cau-

tioned that the wording of the

proposal be looked at more care-

fully because it will be subject to

the interpretation of future coun-
cils. Some suggested that all the

involved groups meet again with

Wynne to discuss the proposal.

"I don*t want to sit through

another 4 to 6 hour argument over

who is oppressed and who is not,**

said Wynne, referring to past SIG
meetings which he called counter-

productive.

GIVE
»
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Finn banks
closed for

third weeic
By Matti Huuhtanen
Associated Press

^ HELSINKI. J2inland_=^ With
banks closed for the third week,

—Finns are learning to live without

cash — or with bags of it

Commercial, savings and depo-
sit banks were shut Feb. 1 in a

wage dispute that has been unusual
in its intensity for this Scandina-

vian country known for quiet

negotiation and consensus. Only
the Post Office bank, which has its

own union, remained open.

The cash flow problems are

causing many small businesses to

suffer, and many layoffs are

looming.

Bank customers had plenty of
warning before the financial insti-

tutions actually closed their doors,

and most took precautions.

"When I knew the banks were
going to shut I withdrew all my
money and keep it in a box at

home,** said office worker Kaisa
Harris. "But with all that cash
lying around, Tm actually spend-
ing more than I would normally.**

Supermarket-owner Veikko
Still, unable to deposit his daily

receipts, said he carries around
bags filled with money to pay his

70 employees.

"Often we have up to a million

marics ($250,000) in cloth bags,**

according to Still, who adds that he
has tripled his insurance and
increased security.

Police said there has been a

sharp increase in burglaries and
warned companies not to move*
large amounts of money. In some
cases, police provided armed
escorts on paydays.

Many shoppers are living on
credit and business has barely

flowed in downtown Helsinki.

Electronics stores reported normal
post-Christmas sales. Restaurants,

bars and movie houses are as full

as ever. ~^s
Hotels and most retail stores still

accept credit and bank cards, even
though they cannot collect until the

banks reopen. In 1988, there were
4.5 million credit cards, one for

every Finn.

Others stores provide interest-

free credit of several months with

no down payment for expensive
consumer goods.

Small- and medium-sized com-
panies, however, are feeling the

squeeze as salaries, taxes and
various tariffs must be paid.

Jussi Jarventaus, vice-president

of the Central Association of

Finnish Entrepreneurs, said 400
workers have been issued warn-

ings they may lose their jobs, and

some fu-ms have gone bankrupt

"We can survive for just a

couple of weeks, that's all,** said

Kai Bjom, manager of a furni-

ture-installing company that

already has told 10 of its 16

workers they may have to be let go.

The Finance Ministry rejected a

new appeal Tuesday by the Central

Association of Finnish Entrepre-

neurs to waive taxation and other

duties to be paid by small- and
medium-sized companies.

According to Finance Minister

Ulla Puolanne, most companies
are not in such deep trouble to

warrant special measures, national

radio reported.

The bank depute involving

38,000 workers is over demands
for a 10 percent wage increase.

State Mediator Jorma Reini said he

expected the banks to stay closed a

long time.

From page 3

symbolized what he had been and
what he had become through the

Nation of Islam: "ex-smoker, ex-

drinker, ex-Christian and ex-

slave.**

He rose quickly through the

ranks of the movement and soon
became the official spokesperson
for the Nation of Islam; a position

which he held until he split with

the organization two years before

his death.

Malcolm X was officially con-
demned to silence by the move-
men^^for his commentary on the

assassination of President John F.

Kennedy, which he claimed repre-

sented "the chickens coming to

roost** for America's continual

racism and hypocrisy. However,
Hill maintains that his split from
the Nation of Islam involved a

much deeper rift.

"Mr. Muhammed was con-
cerned about the backlash from
white America (regarding Mal-
colm X*s comment). Here came
the split between the activist-

oriented Malcolm, who was pre-

pared to risk the accumulated
assets of the organization and the

Nation of Islam, which was going

to try and preserve those acquired

assets at all costs — even if it

meant silencing Malcolm X.**

Malcolm quickly left the organi-

zation to take up a more active role

in the black struggle throughout

the world. Denouncing the black

muslim movement and declaring

muslim orthodoxy, he began to

push the power of the ballot box,

admitting that all whites were not

evil and that blacks should fight for

their rights within the system. All

were acts his old religion would
never have tolerated.

At this time, Malcolm tried to

establish an alliance with civil

rights leaders in the south, but they

denied him a platform there,

arguing he would alienate white

supporters.

"He spoke the truth as he saw it

in very plain terms. This scares

Americans,** said Hill, who
explained that his previous advo-

cacy of a separate black nation and
his "by all means necessary**

policy on self-defense was **per-

ceived as hate against white
America.**

Unlike his failure in the south,

Malcolm X had much more suc-

cess with movements in Africa,

where he was invited to speak
before the Organization of African
Unity and was officially received

by several heads of government
"His impact in Africa was quite

considerable wherever he
travelled. He was never allowed to

have that same kind of impact by
the civil rights leadership in the

south. He had to leave America to

do that — they locked him out.**

Hill said.

One of Malcolm X*s most
famous radical stances which
resulted in his exclusion from the

south was his philosophy of"by all

means necessary.**

"What he was saying is that you
have to be prepared to put your life

on the line. This can be translated

into different political stratagems.

It could be the ballot box or some
form of armed self-defense in

conjunction with a social move-
ment Whatever it is, in the final

analysis you have to be prepared to

die for freedom. That is the
ultimate price; there is no easy

path,** HiU explained.

It was this dedication and his

policy of self—defense, often

mistaken for an advocacy of
violence, which draws the atten-

tion of African-American youth,

he said.

*Today*s youth relate to Mal-
colm X because he is an example
of someone who had control of his

life. When people experience the

seductive temptation of drugs, or

are in prison and find themselves

despairing, they see in Malcolm
someone who transformed his life

in ways that were enpowering. He
showed that you could take back
control of your life and place it in

the cause of a higher ideal. He was
not afraid to give his life in the

struggle for freedom. That is a very

powerful example,** Hill said.

. Young people will look to the

explanation of Malcolm X him-
self, when he explained in his

autobiography that, although he
did not advocate violence, "at the

same time, I am not against using

violence in self-defense. I don*t

even call it violence when it*s

self-defense, I call it intelligence."

Available

at all food

service

areas

REFILLABLE

Wi
THERMAL

T
I hesa refiHable thermal mugs give you

convenience and savings - vdbile sup-

porting ASUCLA's Recycling Program.

Using a refiHable mug means you1l help

with source reduction by using fewer

throwawoy pop^ and polystyrene cups.

And you'll save 20% on large dispensed

beverages including soft drinks, coffee

and fresh orange juice. These 20-oz.

thermal mugs are just one port of

ASUGA's efforts to reduce, reuse and

recycle. You con use your mug at any

ASUCLA Food Service location except

Jimm/s and Kerckhoff Coffee House -

and Choose to Conserve!

Free with a

$50 Bruin

Gold Card

deposit

20%
Discount on

dispensed

refills!
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THE JEWISH STUDENT UNION at UCLA
invites you to a WINTER DANCE,

celebrating human creativity and ingenuity.

The One Millionth Anniversary of the

Tuesday, February 24th, 998,010 Br:
Saturday, February 24th, 1990

Come ready to DANCE dressed in

your best prehistoric attire. ^

WHEN: Sat. night, Feb. 24th
from 9pm till 1am

at JSU's Giant Cave, 900 Hilgard
(corner LeConte and Hilgard)

Cost: 2 fur
pelts (synthetic)
or $5.00
for more
information call

208-3081
Parly gnrrs

h'-Ast at Hrsl

annivrrury

5^^^ sponsored by USAC

A in presentation

A street artist, a lost little girl -- there are millions of stories in

New York, but this one you'll never forget!!

IN PERSON:
WRITER/DIRECTOR CHARLES LANE

ALSO: The short "PhiloTeen" by UCLA film student Scott Kravitz

TODAY
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21

7:30 pm Melnitz Theatre

Free tipkets available at Melnitz box office, 6:30 pm
For further Information, call 825-3384

Funded by CPC
CINECO is an organization at the internationai Student Center, UCLA

Operation
Id be

too late
The Associated Press

WALNUT, Calif.— A teen-age

leukemia patient fought baclc tears

Tuesday as she told schoolmates

she may not live long enough to

receive a lifesaving bone marrow
transplant from her yet-unborn

baby sister.

"We can't rely on my sister's

gift to donate her marrow to me,

because if she does donate mar-

row, she'll have to be 6 months
old." Anissa Ayala, 17, said during

a rally of hundreds of students at

Walnut High School.

Anissa's middle-aged parents,

Abe and Mary Ayala, revealed last

week they conceived a baby in

hopes the infant would be able to

provide Anissa with a transplant of

bone marrow "stem cells" that

would give the teen-ager a 70
percent chance of surviving

leukemia, a cancer of white blood

cells.

Mrs. Ayala is expected to give

birth in about two months. Tests

showed the unborn child is a girl

who can serve as a compatible

donor for Anissa, according to

doctors at City of Hope National

Medical Center in Duarte. But
doctors may need to wait until the

baby is 6 months old before they

can take the baby's marrow stem

cells.

FOWLER
From page 6
The building is named after the

Fowler family, who donated $3
million and their silver collection

to the museum. The museum has
also received other large dona-
tions: $2 million from the Getty
Trust and $2.25 million from the

Ahmanson Foundation, Ross said.

"The museum's specialty is

third world art" and has an
yemely large collection of Afri^

can art and material culture, Ross
said.

The Fowler will house its

collections in four galleries, all

located off a central atrium area.

Some scheduled exhibits include
'The Elephant: The Animal and Its

Ivory in African History and
Culture" and an exhibit of Andean
ceramics.

The museum also has a Fowler
Gallery to permanently house the

family's collection of American
and European silver, which was
housed previously in their Wil-
shire museum.
The museum will also have a

library featuring 7,500 non-circu-
lating books of ethnic and ancient
art and archeology.

While the museum and library

collections are showcased on the

first two levels, the state-funded

basement level will serve as the

academic center of the building,

Perton said. This level has general

assignment classrooms as well as
labs and seminar rooms. The lower
level will also be occupied by the

World Arts and Culture Depart-
ment and the Institute of Archeolo-

gy, Ross said.

One of the museum's major
concerns is maintaining tempera-
ture and humidity inside the

building to protect the artifacts

from damage, Perton said. Arti-

facts can also be damaged by the

sun's ultra-violet radiation coming
in through the windows, he said.

Temperature and humidity will

be conu-olled by a special lami-

nated glass that blocks 99.9 per-

cent of those rays, Perton said.

Even the lighting fixtures are

laminated to reduce their damag-

ing effects.

$62 million

lotto prize

unequaled
By Steve Geissinger

Associated Press

~^ Califomians dreaming of a

possible record jackpot of $62
million, or more, grabbed lotto

tickets at tiie stunning rate Tuesday
of up to 635 each second — 18

times normal.

"It's record winnings and it's

my time for the record books," said

carpenter Jerome Whitney, a 31-

year-old regular player who was
optimistic about the five tickets he
bought during a coffee break in

San Francisco which will allow
him to beat the 1 in 14 million odds
of winning.

Accountant Paul Littleton, 43,

was among those gambling only

because of the size of the jackpot
"The first thing I do when I read

about the big money is get a ticket

It's just like I feel I can't miss my
chance. I'm not let down by losing,

because I'm realistic. I don't even
get excited. But if I win, I can't

ever say I missed my big chance,"

said Littieton, who bought 10
tickets in San Francisco.

Store clerks were startied at the

pace of $1 ticket sales, which
lottery officials said already has set

records. In the Orange County
community of Tustin, Tony Dirag-

gio, who was at the lotto ticket-dis-

pensing machine, said: "I've never

seen it this busy."

The Lotto 6-49 winner who
picks the six numbers outof49 that

match those drawn on television

Wednesday at 7:58 p.m. would get

nearly $2.5 million a year, after

taxes, from the lottery.

CINEIVIA
From page 8

lew the films aie coi istnicxecl and
affect the audience, he said.

The box office smash "Cocoon"
is a good example of a movie that

lends to be "agist" and misleading
in the way it shows the characters

practically worshiping youth,
Davis said.

The film reflects a common
misconception that the elderly not

only worship youth but are not

physically beautiful because they

are old, he said.

"On Golden Pond" is anotiier

example of a movie that may not

present realistic views of aging
because it suggests that despite

their age and frailty, the characters

are incredibly strong.

"Many people who grow old

like that are really not able to

struggle (the way the characters

do)," Davis said.

The movie, however, is benefi-

cial because "the relationship

between the daughter and the

parents is being played out over
and over again in real life, and to

the person attending, the film

might awaken or enable that

person to discuss or think about

some of these issues," Davis said.

The purpose of the series is not

to criticize movies but to use them
as a springboard for discussion.

"We are trying to find films that

we think are representative of

issues or problems thai affect older

people and use them to discuss

t^ose things so that people (not

familiar with the elderly) can

relate to them," he said.

At each screening, a $2 donation

will be collected to help pay for the

refreshments that will be served.

For more information regarding

"Portraits of Aging in Cineitia,"

contact Sandy Gordon or John

Brown at (213) 825-8255.
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A select group of individuals

looking for a rewarding, fun,

busy siunmer.

Bc_an Orientation Assistant! As
part of the Orientation staff who will

work with newly-admitted students to

UCLA, you will need strong

communication skills, a sense of humor,
and flexibility. Those who fear hard work

' should not apply.

If you fit this description, we want you.

To pick up an application or for more
information, contact:

The Orientation Office -

3209 Campbell Hall, 206-6685

Application deadline:

February 28. 1990 at 4:00 p.m.
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International Students Association
presents

East European
Cultural Festival
Sunday, February 25 ^ 7-11 pm

at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
FREE

. Entertainment
will include:

^ Krakusy Polish Dance Troupe
:(§g L.A. Lithuanian Touth

Ensemble - Spindulys
4K Estonian Singer, Matt Riivald

and Pianist, Rein Rannap
^ Hungarian Violinist,

Shony Braun
4K Slide Show/Speakers on:

Bulgaria: Bfs. Milena Kirora

Yugoslavia: Mx. Jure Biarn

^ Arts Exhibits by:

Jana S. Benari
Oton Kovarik

^

^.

Funded by Campus Proaramming Committee of the Programs
Activities Board; ASUCLA Board of DirectorsAJSAC Programming
Committee; and Student Committee for the Arts.
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Letters

Check-off fee
Editor:

UC President Gardner, the

Council of Chancellors and
Chancellor Young are deciding

whether or not to get rid of
the negative check-off for

CALPIRG. If the negative

check-off fee is eliminated, it

may have a very detrimental

impact, effectivdy devastating

CALPIRG*s ability to improve
our campus* and CaUfomia's
environment.

As a graduate student who
has attended two California

campuses with CALPIRG
chapters, I have seen the broad
support this non-profit environ-

mental concern has. After all,

recycling, improvement of our
air and water quality, cleaning

up toxic wastes, and making
for a more beautiful campus is

the kind of genuine public

service that should be sup-

ported.

That*s why I'm shocked at

the allegations coming at CAL-
PIRG in recent months. Until

the Chancellor's announcement,
the opposition to cleaning up
our environment at UCLA '

seemed small and limited to a

few vocal right-wingers.

CALPIRG has gotten our

support through donations and
votes year after year, and by
70 to 80 percent or more. This

community service group has

successfully used the negative

check-off fee to make signific-

ant changes in improving

UCI^A's quahty of life. The
donated fee is CALPIRG's
primary source of funding, and
is absolutely necessary to

maintaining CALPIRG 's quality

of work.

If Chancellor Young and the

Council of Chancellors decide

to eliminate the negative

check-off fee, it would seri-

ously jeopardize CALPIRG's
functioning. It would also

undermine our democratic pro-

cesses. It is very dangerous to

overturn decisions made by our
student body. We as students

understand the issues involved

surrounding the fee waiver and
have voted for it consistently. I

hope the Daily Bruin,

Chancellor Young, and others

who have recently gotten

caught up in the attacks on
CALPIRG wiU take a step

back, analyze the issues and
continue their support for a

better environment at UCLA.
Unfortunately for all of us.

the debate about CALPIRG has

been highly politicized by indi-

viduals like Mike Spence. In

the pages of the Daily Bruin

and in letters to the Regents,

Spence has tried to paint

CALPIRG as a liberal activist

organization that is deceiving

us and doing some unknown
activities with our money. I

don't know whether to be

more amused or insulted by
this idea. We know the kinds

of things CALPIRG does, and
we definitely know where our
money goes. The one-sentence

question that appears on every

registration form couldn't be

clearer. It's a pretty simple

process: read the instructions,

check the box or leave it

blank — do your part for the

environment, or keep your

cash.

CALPIRG has been helping

us for many years, often with
no more than the couple of
bucks we donate every quarter.

Now CALPIRG needs our
active support. Write a letter,

make a call, do anything you
can . . . just do it.

Michael Schmitz
Graduate Student
Urban Planning

Truly affirimative action
By Shirt Buss

White peoples* feehngs about affirmative action need to be
looked at very carefully. Many whites feel that affirmative action

and "set aside" programs designed to rectify race and sex

imbalances in schools and workplaces might jeopardize their

status. Some whites even feel that people of color are unfairly

taking up most of the college entrance slots and are getting all

of the jobs. While statistics prove these fears to be unfounded,
whites persist in feeling this way.

Affirmative action and busing are the two most emotional
issues on the racial front. Whites have raUied together to oppose
both. The fear, anger and resentment generated by these two
issues is very intense. They strike at the heart of what's

important to us: our children, our livelihoods, our families, our
piece of the pie. Will we get ours?

When busing was an issue in the L.A. Unified School District,

whites were enraged. The issue was not the long bus rides, even
though people said it was. The issue was not whether a child

could be on the neighborhood drill team, even though people
said it was. The issue was probably not even racial mixing. The
issue was that whites might have to send their children to the

same inferior schools that children of color have been attending

for years. We would not allow such a thing for our children.

Those schools were tolerated, as long as our own children

weren't going to be attending them.

Whites feel that affirmative action is also unfair, because it

has the potential to systematically discriminate against whites. We
don't want our children to be systematically discriminated against
by college admissions offices. Systematic discrimination is

tolerable as long as it doesn't happen to us. Unfortunately, these

^Whites feel that affirmative action is also unfair

because it has die potential to systematically discri-

minate €^;ainst whites.''

same whites do not get equally enraged at the IQ system, at the
tracking system, or at the public school system that systematical-
ly discriminates against children of color. All discriminate in

ways far more cruel than any affirmatiYe action program wilL_
ever do to whites.

^

Some whites feel that anytime something is discussed in terms
of race, that it is racist; especially if whites perceive that they
might be denied something. Some feel that affirmative action

belittles the accomplishments of the "exceptional" people of
cotor, such as CoUn Powell, and Ralph Bunche, who have made
it to the top without the benefit of affirmative action. I guess we
feci that it is fair for those people to work twice as hard to get
half as much as whites in similar positions.

Two wrongs don't make a right. Affirmative action can only
be seen as a temporal, partial attempt to rectify past wrongs.
However, it's sad to see people spend more time fighting

affirmative action than trying to judiciously and creatively

implement it. or trying to come up with an even better

alternative.

I ask the people who so vehemently oppose affirmative action:

How do we deal with the ongoing fact that our educational and
professional systems are systematically discriminatory to people of
color? How do you propose that we rectify past wrongs? Do you
care?

I contend that we have to take a stand at every step of the
educational and occupational ladder to ensure equity for all. We
will have more qualified teachers and professionals of all races
when people of color arc able to partake in the educational
opportunities that whiles so often take for granted. This means
educating children of color at all levels. This means implement-
ing affirmative action plans that are truly just that: affirmative.
Prenatal and post-natal health care programs can insure that each
child starts his or her life with a healthy body. Head Start Prog-
rams can enable each child a fair launch into their academic
career. Quality elementary and secondary education can enable
each child to better fulfill his or her potential. Cultural
enrichment progwms in all communities will help our youth to
develop their leadership, their creaiivity and extracurricular
talents. As a result, more of our youth will be fully prepared to
enter the universities. This can challenge us to expand higher
education opportunities, so that education can be pursued as a
right, not a privilege.

Unfortunately, few of us can see beyond the immediacy of our
own child, our own college application, or our own paycheck to

see the positive possibilities. Ultimately it is in our self-interest

to widen our visions and horizons. We keep bickering over
increasingly smaller and more scare slices of the pie. Instead, we
could all be working affirmatively to expand the pie — to

expand the educational opportunities for all. Rather than seeing
education as a scarce privilege, we could be affirmatively
fighting for good education as a right for all our youth. Wc all^
could benefit from tnily affirmative action. Affirmative action is

not about quotas, numbers, and scarcity. Affirmative action is

about potential, opportunities, and expansion.
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Reason for studying history might de rooted in family secrets
At a graduate student

meeting, the question

arose, "Why do vye

study history?" Here is one
reason.

The last time I saw my
grandmother, she was in her

8091 a tiny shrunken figure in

a flannel nightgown. Paralyzed
by a series of strokes, she was
confined to bed, her face

twisted, her shrivelled left arm
held close to her body. It was
the summer of 1975. I had
gone to Guatemala to spend a
month with her, knowing that

it would very likely be for the

last time. I had questions about
my family; questions my
mother wouldn't answer.
Every day I would go out,

to this museum or that book-
store, and I would return to

find Abuelita sitting in bed,

curious about my day. Her
voice was as thin as a summer
breeze. I'd wait until my
aunts, uncles and the servants

had left us alone, then I'd I

artfully make my way to my
questions. She would smile
wanly and say, "No importa.

Ya paso. Porque quieres sab-

er?" It doesn't matter. It's

already happened. Why do you
want to know? Her reply was
always delivered in the same
bemused tone of voice.

Abuelita had firmly shut the

gates on her memories, and no
upstart grandchild was going to

breach her security.

I couldn't explain exactly

why I wanted to know. I was
brought up in an atmosphere in

which questions were not

Rosemarie
Pegueros
asked; life was to be accepted
as it was. "You were given a

clean name," my mother would
say, meaning that I was a

child bom in marriage. Nothing
else mattered. Nevertheless, I

had questions and a feeling

that everything was not quite

right in my family; that

beneath the ahistorical calm,
there loomed a secret. After a
while, I stopped asking. It was
quite clear that my mother
would never tell, and my
abuelita was similarly closed-

mouthed.

But by that time I had
stumbled upon one family sec-

ret, which was confirmed by
an uncle who had stumbled
upon it himself: that in my
devoutly Catholic family there

was a Jewish member, my
mother's grandfather, who was
the last of a line of "Marra-
nos," secret Jews who con-

tinued to practice Judaism in

the face of the Spanish Inquis-

ition in Latin America.
But that wasn't the secret I

sought out. Without method. I

continued to ask annoying
questions, to follow my aunts

and uncles around in the hope
o^ prying it loose.

It was this desire to know
that drove me to study history.

I realized that I needed gui-

dance and research skills, and
I understood that the secret,

whatever it was, was one of
historic proportions. I once
heard my mother say that her
family left El Salvador for

Guatemala "after 1932." What
happened in 1932? My mother,
who only has about 35 percent
vision in one eye, and none in

the other, was blinded around
that time. Her older brother

died around that time: the

family still mourns his death.

My great-grandfather lost his

estate not long afterward, but
nobody knows what happened
to it.

My intent was simple: I

would do what I needed to get
my degree, I would wait until

the carnage in El Salvador
stopped, and then I would go
back and find it, the secret

that no one would share with
me. I didn't have to wait that

long. If I had disregarded my
mother's insistence that I cease
with any inquiries I might
have stumbled on it much
sooner.

In a seminar on Central

America last spring everything

began to fall into place. In

1932, the year my mother's
family left El Salvador, there

was a peasant revolt; between
30,000 and 45,000 inhabitants

of the western provinces, most
of them landless Indians, were
killed_by the military. Mine

age recently told me that she
despairs that we will ever have
peace in our little country.

Alas, I concur with that assess-

ment. The late Salvadoran poet
Roque Dalton once wrote, *To
be a Salvadoran is to be half-

was a family of landowners^ dead . . .In the name of the

It was this desire to know diat drove me to study
history, I realized that I needed guidance and
research skills, and I understood that the secret,

whatever it was, was one of historic proportions. I

once heard my mother say that her family left El
Salvador for Guatemala "after 1932/* What hap-
pened in 1932? My Jmodier, who only has about
35 percent vision in one eye, and none in the
other, was blinded around that time. Her older
brother died around that time. My great-grand-
father lost his estate not long afterward, but
nobody knows what happened to it My intent was
simple: I would do what I needed to get my degree;,

I would wait until the carnage in El Salvador
stopped, and dien I would go ba:k and find it, the
secret that no one would share with me.

Yet in a country so small,

how could they be untouched
by a tragedy of such immense
proportions? Is my mother's

blindness related to the massa-
cre? Did her brother perish in

it? I look forward to the time
when I will return to Santa
Ana and find the missing

pieces of my family's history.

Waiting for peace in El

Salvador is no mean feat A
cleaning lady of my acquain-

tance, a Salvadoran who is my

murdered, let us unite against

the murderers of all."

History, it is said, is written

by the victors. The history of
El Salvador has been drowned
in the blood of thousands of

innocents. I study history in

defiance of the murderers:

someday, I will write the

history of my people.

Pegueros is a graduate studeru

of Latin American history.

Buss is a graduate studeru of urban planning.
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First Term

Six-week Session: June 25 - August 3
Eight-week Session: June 25 - August 17 -^
Ten-week Session: June 25 - August 31

Second Term
Six-week Session: August 6 - September 14

Registration opens Marcli 1. Enrollment in most courses is guaranteed once you register, though a few have
limited enrollment and are offered on a first-come, first-served basis.

There is a $175 term fee for each term in which you register. The fee for most courses is $52 per unit.

This single Summer Sessions fee structure applies to all students, whether undergraduate or graduate, Cali-
fornia resident or not.

Every UCLA student will be mailed a 1990 Summer Sessions catalog. For more information, please drop
by the Office of Summer Sessions, 1 00 Dodd Hall, weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. /

SUMMER SESSIONS 100 DODD HALL
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Neopretense, listing Power Failure:

Stage

walking the id

mutants from Weekly
.. . -. <

Is it my imagination or should the LA. Weekly have like a list of
Emergency Numbers and Earthquake Information and maybe Yellow
Pages?

I mean, picking up the or Weekly every week is sort of like getting a
phone book, you know? -(

Which I wouldn't mind so much if it weren't for all the shit you have to
wade through just to get to the stuff you pick the paper up for: the movie,
music and club listings.

By the time I get to all those oh- mmm^^m^mmm^m^^m^m
so-savagely-clever satiric movie
and film reviews, I have enough
black ink on my hands to warrant
soitie kindlof carcinogenic threat.

Will my kids have mutant
fingertips because of my weekly
perusal of the Weekly or what?

Yeah, okay, so I have to admit to

being a Lowly Boor who seldom
(read: hardly ever) reads the six

thousand or so Socially and Politi-

cally Conscious articles sand-
wiched between the six million or
so ads for everything from Life-

saving Lipo-suction to Aerobic
Nirvana.

So what, in all my shovel-
headed ignorance, am I missing?

Well, last week we had Part

Two of a three-part series entitled

"Son of Signs of Empire." Catchy
title, eh? The blurb with the article runs "Part Two of a Gaijin Tour of the
Neo-then, Post-now Japanese Avant-garde.*'
Wow. How did the editors of the Weekly know that the ol' Gaijin Tour

ranks right up there on my list of burning issues in Life— right before the
question of whether or not Tom Bradley is legally brain-dead and right
after that question about God wearing sneakers.

But the real burning issue here is who the^hell cares!
I mean, are we talking about material you can really sink your teeth

into or what? I think maybe the Weekly should do a little self-promotion,
say like: Win Friends and Impress Girts (Boys) with Your Amazing
Ability to Recite Obscure and Totally Uninteresting Information About
Japanese Avant-Gaidc Art?

Steve
Sherwood

I know, I know. I'm sure if I'd caught theyir5/ part of the series, I'd be
hooked. Missing work and not taking phone calls so I could learri more
about "metaphysical pomp: Sankaijuku in action."

Yee-ha. Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue, ptui! Give me more of them
unknown multisyllabic names to spew forth, goddamn it!

Since I doubt the Weekly plans to change its name to the Gaijin Week-
ly any time soon (I could be wrong, 1 could be wrong), why aren't we
getting fat, juicy, boring articles about the "nco-thcn, post-now" Los
Angeles avant-garde?

Why isn't the Weekly, with its vast ad revenue, spending more of its

army surplus bulk on local talent instead of wasting pages on wooly-
hcaded topics of possible interest to six or seven people— most of whom
probably already have obscure journals to read?

But, hey, what I really like about the Weekly is that it's not Proud. Or
Stupid. For all of its pretensions about that neo-savant-garde stuff, it

doesn't put it on the cover. Heck no. That's reserved for the really deep-
type issues, like last week's "Accounting for Taste: Winter Restaurants
1990."

See, the editors over there at the ol' Weekly know the diff between
what they have to stuff in their paper to Impress Friends and Win Giris
and what the people of L.A. really care about.
And Mandarin, Hunan, and Szechuan beat Gaijin hands down when it

comes to the nitty-gritty (i.e., ad revenues).

So I'm not sure why all the Pretense, but I think the editors at the
Weekly should start devoting most of their bulk to the people and events
that generate the paper's circulation: local artists.

The editors seem to be the only ones who forget that most of us get a
hernia picking up the Weekly for its coverage of local cultural events, not
to be impressed by their lame attempts to be Politically Important.
When's the last Ume the Weekly broke a major story, anyway?

I mean, it's nothing personal or anything. It's just that someday I may
have to explain to my kids why they have mutant fingertips.
And it*ll be a lot easier telling 'em it was because I was trying to find a

good movie or band to see instead of reading about the ol' "neo-then,
post-now Gaijin Japanese avant-garde."
You know?

Dresher
By Matt Ball

The public is invited to a "Victory Party for the Nicaraguan
People" on Feb. 23, which will celebrate the Feb. 25 culmination of
the Nicaraguan electoral process.

Live music and Nicaraguan food will highlight the event, which
is being sponsored by Witness for Peace, a national organization

dedicated to resisting U.S. intervention in Central America.
The gala will be held at the Church in (3cean Park in Santa Moni-

ca 8 p.m.— midnight Admission is $10. For more info, call (213)
655-6680. 655-5720 or 696-9384.

Contributor

THEATRE: Power Failure Performed by the Paul Dresher
Ensemble. Feb. 23, 24 at 8pm at the Wadsworth Theater.
Student tickets are $8 at CTO with valid ID.

Electric opera — a provocative phrase that

immediately brings questions to mind such as what is

it? Hey, wait a minute,, how is it different from a
musical?

"It's a made up term to make people ask me that

question," jokes Paul Dresher, composer of Power
Failure, the latest work from the Paul Dresher
Ensemble.

From the description, electric opera begins to

sound very different. After all, when was the last time
you were exposed to opera singers perfogning along
with electronic and acoustic instruments — all

digitally altered through a sound processor. Other
multimedia devices also contribute to the different

experience.

"It's opera that is very modem," Dresher said.

It sounds that way.
The plot of the electric opera centers around four

characters: a CEO of a powerful chemical company,
a security guard who is the protagonist and narrator, a
research scientist who has recently developed a
miracle cure for ^11 disease, and a biographer who is

chronicling the life of the CEO. This last character

functions as a scribe in the way of the ancient courts.

A late-night power failure in a building of the

company u-aps all four characters. Here, the operatic

plot begins to unfold. The security guard's daughter
died as a result of the cure all project An organ meant
to save her life went to the project instead.

Throughout the play, the security guard disturbs and
reveals the motives of the trapped characters, which
provides a commentary on dreams and the contem-
porary use of power.
Power Fnilure attempts to make a statement by

comparing the power of today's CEO to that of
medieval royalty. It sees the basic issue as one of
accountability; both have a tenuous relationship with
it.

For all the analogies to the past, however, Dresher
is very much a person oriented to the future; his

future, and that of elecu-ic opera.

Dresher has been labeled a post-minimalist, that is,

his music is seen by some as an evolution of the style

of composers such as Phillip Glass, who stripped

music down to its basic elements.

When studying music at Berkeley he realized that

he was more concerned with the future than with the

past.

Dresher said that most of the composition program
at Berkeley dealt with emulating old styles, which he
didn't like. At UC San Diego, an institution that let

him pursue the future of his music, he was awarded a
masters degree in music composition.

Instead of being called a post-minimalist, which
emphasizes the past, he prefers to be called a pre-

maximalist.

This music, according to Dresher, is characterized

by beginning with the l)asic elements, and then
bringing in and exploring other musical styles.

Dresher said this is where music, at least his music, is

going. ^ '

An example would probably clarify this. Power
Failure is the second electric opera in a trilogy, which
is composed of Slow Fire, Power Failure, and
Pioneers. All bring in different styles of music,
which have been significantly altered. Slow Fire
made extensive use ofpop music and Pioneers, yet to

be produced, will explore rural American folk music.
Power Failure is the most abstract of the three,

containing dramatic music and suuctured like a

Mozart opera.

But what else is this creative composer interested

in? What's after music theater?

"I want to continue in music theater, and I want to

score a film," Dresher said. "I need to find a director

that's interested in my style of music. I'm sure ih'

will be a problem, as I don't spend much time aro

Hollywood."

Art music isn't Dresher's only interest, either. He
admires the power ofpop music, and U'ies to utilize its

power and hooks in his works. David Byrne, Prince,
and Peter Gabriel are artists he respects in the pop
world.

After this statement, he made it clear that no one
will leave Power Failure saying that it sounded like

Bruce Springsteen, but he encouraged people to

come and be experimental in their ailiiudcsr

—

"It doesn't sound like opera," Dresher said. "It has
(he power of rock and roll. Take a chance."
Power Failure is now a seasoned road show. After

14 performances prior to last summer, the Ensemble
made major revisions. Although Dresher has not
finished evaluating the work yet, he said this version
is better than the eariier performances which
received very favorable reviews on the East coast

Admittedly, it does sound intriguing.

Student tickets are $8 with valid ID at the Central
Ticket Office. See you there.

'^^^'^Q*^*>^^*^'^<^<>ftfl^^Q''^''''^ft<^<M<wfloflaoooftfw^o<^^

The creative team of the Paul Dresher Ensemble returns to the Wadsworth Friday & Satur-
day with their new electric opera 'Power Failure.

'

Music

Eccentric Sugarcubes dissolve,
eneigetic Primitives taice front
By Rob Winfield

The Sugarcubes' wel
the Palladium last Friday

A & E Editor

CONCERT: The Sugarcubes and the Primitives
at the Hollywood Palladium on one rainy Friday
evening. February 16, 1990.

What type of illegal substances do
Icelandic bands consume anyway?
The Sugarcubes performance at the

Palladium included a homage to synthetic

products, bubble making machines, fun-

filled skippiiy pop music and direct insults

to their audience. If they*re addicted to

anything, Iceland's premier pop band is

obviously addicted to the drug of eccentric-

ity.

Now, on album, all of these frolicking

little fancies of the bizarre work out rather

nicely.

As a debut LP, Life's Too Goodphys like

a slip and slide ride through so-awbcrry
fields and lollipop forests (When you listen

to the album you'll ; understand).

With a bit more on the side of eclecticism,
their recent follow-up Here Today, Tomor-
row, Next Week does a reminiscent (but

didn't sweeten more polished) hop, skip, and jump happy-
go-lucky hallucinogenic trip through their

fruitful fantasy-land.

Take both LPs into consideration and all

that su^ange behavior works effectively

because it has a limit, a constraint which
doesn't allow the weirdness to go beyond
the vinyl, cassette, or CD.

Unfortunately, fpr the Sugarcubes, the

live performance has no boundaries; and, as

a result, last week's performance was more
damage than shpwcase for the band's live

act.

Vocialist Einer Om was, perhaps, the

major problem. Rather than entertain, he
threw about a hefty weight of insincerity

thatjust didn't cut it— even at a venue such

as the Palladium whose dominant atmo-
sphere is one which could be symbolized by
extending one's middle finger.

Vocalist Bjork Gundmundsdottir was
another complication — although, some
difficulties were beyond her control. Suf-

fering from a "vocal strain," the quirky

personality she typically exudes between
songs quickly became shadowed under a

quietly reserved blanket of silence (inter-

estingly enough, the remainder of the U.S.

tour had to be cancelled on account of this

Film

See SUQARCUBES, page 23

Hokeyfun:
Corny comedy 'Condition'

contains underlying message
By Richard Cando Jr. .

Contributor

FILM: Heart Condition. Written and directed by James D. Parriott. Produced by
Steve Tisch. A New Line Cinema picture starring Bob Hoskins, Denzei Washington
and Chloe Webb. Now playing dtywide.

It seems every year Hollywood haunts movie audiences with silly

films involving the supernatural. The first of this year*s phantom flicks.

Heart Condition, contains a hokey premise and scenes similar t6 previous
ghost films. However, the result is a hip and humorous movie that is well
worth your bucks.

Bob Hoskins (Who Framed Roger Rabbit?) stars in the film as Jack
Moony, a racist LA cop who would probably be content if the Laker*s
team photo contained all-white players. He has no concern for his hcaltii;

smoking, drinking and greasy hamburgers are an essential part of his
daily routine. Rather, his main obsession is to nab a black lawyer named
Stone, who defends the criminals Moony throws in jail.

One evening. Moony tries to arrest Stone, played by Denzei
Washington (Glory), when he spots the lawyer consulting with two
prostitutes in Beverly Hills. A car chase between the two develops into a
foot chase through Westwood. When Moony catches up with Stone, he
makes an arrest but ignoranUy calls him a "nigger" in public. This proves

See 'NEART/ page 22

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
1092S Undbrook
208-4366

IntMiMl tflUrt (R)

12.-00-2:30-6:1S-&00-10:45

Hird to MN (R)

>:30-1.«6

VIUJkGE
961 Broxtan 12:15-2:45-5:15^.-60-10:L
206-6576 -Fri, Sat A Sun Late Show l.-OOan

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
PatSM and group adivily Hdwts aooapM

fa (homrc bafoa 6pfn only

BRUIN
948 Broxton

2064996
11:00-1:45h4:4?10:43

'Fri. Sat S Sun Lata show 1:30^ SPEQAL ENGAGEMENT
PH««a and aroup advily dtooisK Ifclwli

tar shoMTS tMtare 6PM only

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaylay

208-7664

Loom Cannons (

(12:00-2:30)-5«O-7:3O-10.'(

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey
208-7664

Coumga MounWn (R)

(12:15)-2:45-5:00-7;45-9:45

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey
208-7664

Kill Me Agiin (R)

(12:30)-3:00-6JO*00-10JO

WESTWOOD
1060 Gayley

208-7664

HaaMMck (R)

(12:00)-2:30-5;15-7:45-10:l5

REGBIT
1045 Broxton

208-3259

Sivitoy A Iria (PO-13)

(1^15-2:46)-6:tS-ft0O-10:30

PLAZA
1067 Glandon
208-3097

Orivina Mlaa OaisWPQ)
(12:30-3:50)-6J^8:00-10JO

Santa Monica
MANN WILSHIRE TWM Sttmly 4 Iria (PG-13)
1314 WIshire Blvd. 4:30-7:00-930
45M377 -Fri. SaL Sun 8 Man jri<o 12:00-2:15

MANN WILSHIRE TWM Driving Mtea 0^ (PG)
1314 Wislwa BM. 5:007lo^4S
45U377 'Fri, SaL Sun A Man aiao 12l30-2:45

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills
'^YAL CMnMa ClauM
11523 S.M Blvd. Oiiy 5:15<J0
*Tr-SS6) 'Sat 8 Sun Malbwa 2.00

Sat Mdnight LetolM Man FroM Ikra

MUSIC HALL
9036 WItlwa
274-6860

CkMRM Paradiso
Daly 500-7:40-10:10

'Sat A Sun MaNnM 2:15
Sun IIDOam CoMMon Thraada

RNE ARTS Nmt Jmn Qiy
8656 WIshira Daly 600-8:00-10.00
6S2-1339 ' 'Sat 8 Sun Malnaa 2:00-400— Tha Sidawali Mow

Sun 1:00pm
Admission: 1 can of tood

Santa Monica

1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Enaiaita, A Lowa Slory

Oyy 4:45-7:30-1000

"Satt Sun MaNnaa 2O0

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
3949741

Muik Bu
oyy 4:4S-7:4S-10:15

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 1:45

Waapona of tm Spirit

Sat 8 Sun llan

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

MyMfv Train

OaNy 4:46-7^5-0:45

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 2:15

Romao A JuM
'Sal 8 Sun 10:00am

••ONICA .PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1^. 2nd SL EMrtaaUng Sacra* tanMy
»<^741 iMy 5304:00 10:15

'Sat I Sun Malnaa l:0b-3:1S

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canturv aty 14
10250 Santa Monica BM.

4 Hours Raa Vaidafon
m\ PUchasa of Thaa»a Tlckals
(213) 553-8000

12:4S-J;154:46*iS-1oSs
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

t2:00-2:So3!404:10-1fr9

Enamiea^ A Loaa Story (R)

1050-1:4O^:4Jp.7:3O-10:10

Driving Maa
1

riving Maa Oaiay (PQ)

1:15-2:00-4:40-725-10:l5

Muaic Boi (PG-13)

11:00-1:55-4:35-7:35-10:20

11:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10:30

CinaNM Paradiao (NR)
11:40-2:25-5:15-800-10:40

Cinama Paradiao (NR)
10:30-1 :20-4:1S-7:00-9:«

Don't Leave(PG)
5:20-820-10:55

TIM Tima of tha Gypaiaa (R)

10:50-1:45-4:55-755-10:50

My Laft Foot (R)

12:20-2:45-5:10-7:45-10:00

Stanley A Iria (R)

11:50-?:35-5;30-8.-05-10:15

'SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

MadfMuaa (PG-13)
10:15-12:30-3:00-550-8^0-10:55

Man Don't Laava (PG-1^
10:45-1:30-4:30-7:15-10:06

Courage Man (PG)

12:35-2:55

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART
11272 Santa Monica BL 520-7:30-9:40
47&€379 'Sat 8 Sun Malnaas: 1:00-3:10

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

QoMwyn
475-02fc

' Tha Rot Againat Hairy
11:15-1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15

GoMwyn
-4?i4ett- 1T«0^:40^20-7:00-

Hawy V
7:00-9:40

QoMwvn Dnjgatora Cowtxw
475-0202 11:10-1:20-3:30-5:40-750-10:06

'Sat 8 Sun 1:20-3:30-5:40-750- 10:00

QoMwyn
475-0202

Crimaa A Miadaaiaanara
11.20-125-7:10-9:30

Gotdwyn
47S^JI?02

Tha Una Mwmaid
3:30-5:10

'Sat 8 Sun 11 J0-3:30-5:10

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA eoronat Glory (5 Academy Nomlnalons)
10889 Walwarti 12:10-2;40-520-8O0-10:30
475-9441

70MM€l>y Slarao

HSiPSPSflS!'' ^ ^' <5 *<^"!r Nominalons»

ISf^.'^***^ 12:45-3:15-5:45-8:15-10:20
475-9441

UA CORONET Madhouae
10889 WaKwrth 12:30-2:50-5:10-7:45 10:00
475-9441 • Fii 8 Sat Lala Show 12:00 m

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

\MWt. at West«M>od

47M711
SfVOdbf Slwao

Tha war Of Tha Roaaa (R)
12:15 2:35-5;00-7:45-10;30

AVCO CINEMA II NIgMbraad (R)
WMl. al Waatwood 1145-205740-7 1S-9:5()

475;;0711 'Fri 8 Sat LaH show 12.00m
iHXXklbf Slarao

AVCO CINQIA M
Witt, at WbsKraod
47W711
TOmmKktbf Slarao

Alwaya (PQ)
12:00-2:20-4:50-7:fc 1(

4*

H-
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HEART
From page 21
to be a big mistake.

The police chief of Moony*s
precinct finds out about Moony's
racial slur» and consequently sus-

pends him, placing him in a desk
position at the station and denying
him his upcoming promotion.
Moony *s poor health and per-

sonal angst give him a heart attack

that evening which requires him to

undergo a heart transplant — the
-^ donor being Stone, who was
ij, mysteriously killed in a car ai^i-

dent.

The film develops as Stone

reemerges in Moony *s life as a

ghost seen, of course, only by
Moony. The phantom Stone has

the ability to teleport and to

physically touch only Moony. He
uses his powers to tiy to persuade

the cop to change his unhealthy

habits

In order to solve the murder.
Stone urges Moony to question a
prostitute named Chris, played by
Chloe Webb, with connections to

his murder. A would-be photogra-
pher, Chris was romantically
involved in both Moony and

Stone's past and also has film of
the death of a famous senator.

As the movie continues. Stone
leads Moony to an upper class

beauty salon for an upgrading of
his personal appearance to impress
Chris. In these humorous scenes.

Moony reacts to the beautification

process showing the same discom-
fort as a child getting his first

haircut

Although the ghost premise
seems farfetched, the interaction

between Moony and Stone is

hysterically funny. The talents of
Hoskins and the hip^ Washington
complement each other the way a

buddy film shbuld. Despite the fact

that the movie contains familiar

scenes in which Moony talks to

Stone in public, inevitably result-

ing with bystanders' puzzled reac-

tions to the cop, the film maintains

its entertaining value.

The latter part of the film takes a

dark, dramatic and action-paced

turn from its normal buddy-movie
comedy. Moony never loses his

racist views and his heart problems
require further hospitalization. In

addition, Chris reveals unexpected
information that leads to additional
discord between the cop and ghost
Intense action scenes finish the

film as Moony with the help of

Stone stakeout the home of the

lawyer's murderers.

Racism isn't a funny issue, and
Heart Condition handles Moony *s

bigoted views well by highlighting

the cop's ignorance. While it is a

comedy, the movie is able to

include an underlying serious

message.

Heart Condition is an all-around
entertaining movie. Its plot may be
corny, but its comic talent (which
also includes the film's charming
supporting characters) will prom-
ise you a trip to the theater with no
regrets.

7776 Women's Resource Center Presents

The Misunderstood Emotion
Do >Du lind II hard lo express your anucr/ Learning lo ideniily and express anger m healthy

ways can he dilTieull for many women. Olien anger manilcsLs itself in ways thai can he seli-

desiruclive, such as prohlems u iih tbod, alcohol, or relationships. This workshop u ill discuss

why many women have irouhle expressing anger, how lo recogm/e anger in iis various Tonus,

and healthy ways lo communicate anger in a variety ol situations.

i Facilitated by Lisa 1 rankd, M.Ed., M.F.C.C.,

Main Street Counseling Associates.

TODAY
12:00 -1:00 p.m. 2Do(ldHall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

AN OFFICIAL PRELIMINARY PAGEANT FOR
THE MISS CALIFORNIA PAGEANT IN PALM

SPRINGS.

May 31st 1990
For more information

please call (213) 858-8253

Ourlirst group o^4^ompanies

for 1990 is interviewing NOW!
We need your resume and$25.00
by Feb. 28 in order for you to mal<e

thie first group.

CESE)
<o

Send resume and $25. 00 to :

CESE
P.O, Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659

or call: (213) 396-1591

*Your resume will also be included in every subsequent
group.

Get in Early!

^i
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performance).

Consequently, the show only
ended up at a little over an hour in

length with some of the more
prominent tracks having to t)e

discarded from the set. And,

unfortunately, with Bjork having
to leave the stage roughly two-
thirds of the way through the

performance, the audience was left

with five subsequent tracks of
Einar, shrouded in manic garb,

parading back and forth in insur-

mountable strides of irritability.

As an opening band who
demonstrated an impressive ability

to charge their album material with

that extra-live performance energy

needed for a pop band, the Primi-

tives just might have deserved the

title of headlining act — the title

that the Sugarcubes managed to

dissemble through the aforemen-

tioned reasons.

Lead by vocalist Tracey Traccy.

the Brit band with an ear for

innovative, cutting edge pop
whipped through a well-balanced

forty-five minutes of material

from both their debut LP Lovety
and their latest Pure with an
atmosphere of seeming ease.

The interesting thing with
observing the Primitives on stage

is the power that the five members
managed to conjure up.

On album, although their tracks

are gutsy pop explorations, the

intensity is somewhat lacking in

I f Wk^t .f m.»^ t\ >

the musk; but in concert, the band
puts a sturdy backbone into the

music — it's sort of a reversal of

the Sugarcube's situation when
comparing their albums with the

live show.

So, next time around, let's all

hope that the Primitives will have
the opportunity to perform at a
venue of notable capacity, like the

Palladium.

M-f**' A Very^ Special Shabbat

"THE MIDDLE EAST PROCESS:
An Egjrptian and Israeli View*^

Dr. Afaf Marsot
UCLA Professor of Middle
Eastern History. Former
President of Middle Eastern
Studies Association. Author of
A Short Historv of Modem
ESYB^ p'^'' other books.

and

Colonel Uri Dromi
North American Representative
in the Department of
Information, World Zionist
Organization. Former
Commander in the Israeli Air
Force. Author of The Double
Edged Sword: Reflectiona of

Israel's Use of Military Force

at Hillel, 900 Hilgard Ave.
Friday, February 23rd, 6:30 P.M.

Uk

Cost: $5.00, includes a fabulous dinner.

Please call 208-3081 for reservations and more information
sponsored by Israeli Action Coalition and Hillel Students' Association

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

*3950
w/ Discount ^^ ^ j ^ r

GROUP DISCOUNTS ^xvixn *Tu?(edo
AVAILABLE 10970 LeConte Avenue

;. Westwood Village
Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^8755 (213) 208^5275

Serving UCLA for over 36 years -

At the Comer of Gayley & LeConte

Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

'-O

*^^lpctl

*CTK|,
I-

^^ -^m

^m9^-»^

-!^'

-m^
<«9t^V .^

HN«!^ ^ir ^' 4fefe

.J^

TOP TO TOP

1434 Westwood Blvd.

470-4700

Bring in any advertisement from Footlocker, Sportmart, Frontrunners,
Copelands, or any other shoe store in the nation. If our prices aren't
lower, we will:

1) Beat the price by $5
2) Buy a 2 week FREE MEMBERSHIP to a health club
3) Give a FREE pair of athletic socks ^ 315190

TOP TO TOP
Santa Monica

2313 Wilshire Blvd.

829-7030
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Sales SCOOTER
=TECH=

Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

Honda And Yamaha Repair Specialist/

WI^M
I |:iii:i!:$iiiii |i:iii::iMti|ii«i| iiiiiiiiiiipiitidiij

\ i^mmmm m^wss^'] m^mmM\
^uMliL^^ihm ^l|i :ti^lilk^^U'}id^lliiii* w'MluMA-MiiiiliMwtt'dAMMM S^M^'MM^k'^wlMMttiiitiS l^iti^Mti^mi^iii^iM^
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Factory Trained Mechanics
^ FrM Damage EsinaiMi Insurance Coverage Accepted

OPEN

Mon-fri

9 A.li . 6 P.li WE NOW OFFER A COMPLETE UNE OF USED
• 47(M745

.

HONDA & YAMAHA SCOOTERS

10422 Santa Monica HvdAea Than 2 Mies From Cmious

Accessories

-^OPEN
y^Mon-Ffl

9 A.M. • 6 P.M.

• 470-4745 .

Parts

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208^3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Ask not what you c^^dp^sir the Daily Bmin

but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

We Want You ...to advertise! can (213) 825-21 61

SERVING

Check Our Rates
Guestrooms $6
^ - . .

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West;
^ 213/474-3511 or 800/44:JjQT

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
THE PEREORNIING ARTS

Los Angeles Premiere!

"Power Failure"
Paul Dresher Ensemble

with Rinde Ecicert, Tenor

1

\ nmlbntbtr Kindt Eclmi

——

^

Fri. and Sat, Feb. 23 & 24 at 8:00 p.m.

The creators of the electric opera SI(Dw Fire have produced this visually dazzling, supercharged
musical morality play about treachery and intrigue at the highest levels of corporate America.

".
. .a disturbing, provocative and frequently haunting opera, performed in decisive style by a

supercharged quartet" (Minneapolis Star-Tribune).

Wadsworth Theater

$22, 18; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat, Feb. 24 7:007:30 p.m.

Lecturer: Robin KIrck, Executive Director/Producer of the Paul Dresher Ensemt)le

For more Information/
Charge-by-Phone:
(213)825-2953

I uMsot lo Cher
TnM peffofmanoe to

®
MAY COMPANY « MUSIC PLUS

•I TWalMHlar. HiMh H haxllmi tor Mudvnl* aod Br. CNIrana (NmN*d r»nit)imLl
In ptH, by lh> CrtWainto M$ Ooundi m>d »w tmantt EndoiwmfH tentw Am.

Stage

The stars of 'Fly Blackbird, Revisited' (clockwise): Mel
Carter, Michael Proctor, Wally Taylor and Rozyin Sorrell

Idiocy of racism sliown
in Cultural Center 'Bird'
By Dezi Ferguson

'

Contributor

THEATRE: Fly Blackbird, Revisited. Written and directed by C. Bernard Jackson.
Produced In association with GCA Entertainment. Starring Mel Carter. Emily
Yancy. Michael Proctor, Rozlyn Sorrell, Vaughn Cromwell and Wally Taylor. Now
playing at the Inner City Cultural Theatre at 1308 S. New Hampshire Street through
March 18. For ticket information: (213) 514-9385.

Fly Blackbird, Revisited is a restaging of the O.B.I.E. award-winning
and controversial musical Fly Blackbird which originally opened in Los
Angeles in the 1960s. C. Jackson, one of the two original playwrights,
revamped the play with a narrator to better establish the time-frame. C.
Jackson received his M.A. from UCLA, where he is also now a Ph.Dr
candidate.

"It*s for audiences who may not have had an active part in the civil

rights movement in the ^aOs.** says Sharon Graine of the Inner City Cul-
tural Center, where the play is being shown through March 18th.

Entering the program halfway into the first act, I settled self-con-
sciously into my seat. Like most of white America, I am arriving late to
the scene of the African American struggle.

The Narrator was irritating yet as the story progressed, the need for
him was made clear.

Graine was right; how can *90s youth appreciate where they are, if they
don't know where they've been?
The Narrator added relevance and revelation to the story line with

quiet reminders of South Africa and of the struggle that continues today. I

thought of Virginia Beach, Tawana Brawley. I had two sweaters and a
coat and yet I felt cold.

The set was haunting. Stark black and white, huge newspaper
headlines were painted in the center of the stage, headlines recalling the
turbulence and horror of the *60s Civil Rights movement. "Birmingham
Bomb Kills 2 Girls; 2 Boys Slain." Marches. Demonstrations. Deaths.
Where have we been, where are we going?
And painted to the side, delicately, in a quiet manner that outshouted

the headlines were the words: "We The People . .
."

Lighting was non-impressive until the second act. There was an eerie
use of blacklighting and white gloves on the character Old White Tom,
played with a deliciously manic intensity by Emily Yancy, who
previously was sugary and passable in the first act as the love struck and
enlightened Ms. William. Women seem to play men automatically with a
cartoon-like approach and this added to her hypnotic characterization of
the White Man Who Looooves The African-American Man fln His
Place).

The Chorus Line atmosphere of the Old White Tom scene punctuated
the madness of racism and certainly was the highlight of the show.

There was a distinct parallel between the love potion to "ease the hurts
of the soul" offered by Doctor Crocker and drugs and drug use in Afri-
can-American America. Rozlyn Sorrell played a young African
American woman in a bright red dress who first succumbed to the love
potion and encouraged Mr. Boy to trust Old White TomAXKtor Crocker
and to take it also. She was giggly and effervescent and added a necessary
comic touch to the foreboding air.

After much protest, Mr. Boy is seduced by the idea of easing his rebel-

liousness and pain and drinks the cup. When Mr. Boy dumbly puts on the
red overalls given him by the ever pleasant Doctor Crocker one can see
that Mr. Boy is dressed as a worker, the place for the African-American
man as depicted by the oppressive majority, and that the pretty red dress
of Sorrell is the dress of a whore.

Michael Proctor substituted for Mel Carter in the role of Blackbirif
Although he apparently slipped from his character once, maybe twice, his

^^"Tf
See BLACKBIRD, page 26
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Latin American rockers 'Dissidenten' put as much orignality
in their appearance as their music.

Soda Stereo& Dissidenten
put Latin flavor in synth III
By Damlan O'Rane
Staff Writer \
ALBUM: Doble vida Soda Stereo and Disskienten.

In the quickly building '^rock en Espanol" movement. Soda Stereo is

one of the biggest Latin American bands around today.
Their fifth album, called Doble Vida, was a break of sorts from their

usual rcording pattern. The Argentine group this time went to Sorcerer
Sound studio in New York and had their album produced by David Bow-
ie's veteran guitarist Carlos Alomar.
The result is partly Bowie (like Let's Dance), partly Tears for Fears

(back when they bellowed instead of sang), partly INXS and partly Bon
Jovi.

You get the picture. This isn't hardened Latin American music, but
safe, wholesome pop/rock. Nothing wrong with that. It is, after all,

aesthetically pleasing. Plenty of danceable rhythm, pretty electtic guitar
solos and great hooks. The title track is a prime example of this philoso-
phy/sales pitch.There's socially conscious lyrics as well, as evidenced in
"U Ciudad de la Furia."

Dissidenten is a more complex affair. They are, mainly, a trio from
Germany that plays Arabian music. Friedo Josch plays flute, Marlon
Klein plays keyboards and drums, and Ove Mullrich is the guityar and
bass player. All three of them are the vocalists. There are other vocalists
as well. Eight more to be exact Cherif My. Lamrani, in addititon to being
a vocalist, is given credit for lyrics.

This culminates in a grand brew indeed. Musical instruments like the
oud, the mandolin, the National Orchestra of Morocco Strings, and even
synthesizers are added as ell. The sound is sprawling, sensuous, and laced
jwith brilliant melody throughout

However, the synthesizer is still bringing more than its fairshareof ice
lo contemporary music these days, and this album is no exception. Of
course there's nothing wrong with them, but there must be other ways to
modernize this wonderful music without enervating it Too bad it

couldn't inspire warmth in the rest of this otherwise steriing effort

LtoR, Lynn Roderick, Jimrny Vamler & Billy Sheppard,

'By All Means' makes music
fiom souHiil, simpler times
By Damlan O'Rane
Staff Writer

~~

It's not a matter, really, of getting to a certain point, but rather slaying
focused on that one point through thick and thin. This is the stuff of going
beyond initial dreams. *

According to the liner notes of the album Beyond a Dream, the R&B
trio By All Means has Island Records' Chris Blackwell lo thank for
"helping us realize our dream."
They have an album that harks back lo a lime of simpler, more under-

slated, yet no less soulful music.

The lyric sentiments don't drip messily so much as they *just settle'

around and inside the heart— if you understand those mechanics of soul-
fulness.

See MEANS, page 26

(??* HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)
with Haircut & Cellophane-$125.00 (reg. $200)

f!5l

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(No'i' of '. F heater;

: THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW =-

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE*

Wa!k-ins Accepted

•FREE Cellophane ^
with any Design Cut

from $18.
•Body Waves,

HiLights-Weaves
i
from $45.

(^itKanim

^Sight SOFT CONTACT UEN8ES

Opaque Colored Contact Lenses

TURN BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,
AQUA, SAPPHIRE,

HAZEL OR VIOLET
COMPLETE

NEW COLOR: MISTY GRAY PACKAGE

$i9e
INCLUDES A PAIR OF LENSES, EYE EXAMINATION.

GLAUCOMA TEST. TRAINING. FOLLOW UP VISITS. SAME
DAY SERVICE ON MOST LENSES. WRITTEN GUARANTEE.
PERSONAL SERVICE. PROFESSIONAL CARE

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
2o%-5o% ori^l
OUR REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICES

CARRERA • ANNE KLBN • AlAM MKKU • LAURA

BIAGIOm • CHRISTiAN DIOR • CAZa • VNA •

METZLER • NMA RICCI • AND MANY MORE

Cal to CoapMe Pidute Piicei

• Daily Wear • Extended Wear
• Hard • Gas Permeable • Toric

" Astigmatism • And Others

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

opTOMEimc emitm
Dr. GeraW Greenj

Si4te t. (t/4 Mk. No. of Pico) ^^' S^POCO^
wost to» AfiQiM It HeaH SystomsAfi(^ot

Phone (213) 47S-7B02
t systofi

cost

;5S "*

The outside.

4. •'

WHERE
HEART IS

.'•'

HERE IHE HEART B" DWNEYCOIEMAN UMAIHURIttNXmmK CRISPIN aOllER SUZYIiS-WOPHERPlUMMER
bmtm

EDGARF.GROSS *-;TaSCIIEBOORMAN&JOHNBOORiN tT.JOHNBOORMAN

IMMI 17 KMHI

I

nmw rnimi NMUEIflDTHiATIWI

DIMXM by luano VM) FicUH DMiMlon. It

Olum \«o PfcUH OMiMkr. he
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STARTS FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 23 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
•^
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STUDY IN SWEDEN

UNIVERSITY OF STOCKHOLM

SWEDEM
4-^ ^%-

1990

INFORMATION
MEETING

WED. FEB. 21

12pm - 1pm

^GKERMAN^516

SPONSORED BY THE UCLA EXPO CENTER

PURCHASE ANY

KNIT OR WOVEN SHIRT AND

RECEIVE A 50% DISCOUNT

ON THE

COORDINATING PAIR

OCeAN PACIFIC RETAIL STORESCORNER OF BROXTON & WEYBURNWESTWOOD VILLAGE

A PLUS FOR UCLA!!!
STUDENTS* will receive a meal ticket valid at all ASUCLA food facilities

with each donation.

EMPLOYEES will receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay for each
donation. Applies to UCLA and ASUCLA - most students*, casual,

per diem and career employees.

UCLA
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

"A" Level Room A2^260 UCLA Medical Center
Just down the hall from Student Health.

825^0850
EACH BLOOD DONATION HAS THE POTENTIAL TO HELP THE LIVES OF UP TO THREE INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS.

Student employees may receive £i£hci 4 hours leave with pay or meal tickets but not horh . Must have current UCLA student I.D.
* Applies to most student employees except some work study and grant funded positions.

BLACKBIRD
From page 24

rich voice and his

delighted portrayal of Blackbird
was enjoyable.

The Inner City Cultural Center
has enjoyed a long history of
respected productions for a multi-

racial audience, says Sharon
Graine. Fly Blackbird. Revisited is

presented this month as one of
many African American events to

cdebrate Black History Month.
Due to the many celebrations

happening all over the city, the

audience was sparse. For this and
many other reasons, "Black His-
tory Month shouldn't be once a
year, " says Graine. The African-

American community's history

couldn't be contained within a
month.

On that, could white America
ever be on time?

MEANS
From page 25

It's the lushness of synthesizers
and snappy drums or drum
machines. Luther Vandross' influ-

ence— and of course, Luther from
Teddy Pendergrass and Marvin
Gaye — will occasionally assert

itself, but this threesome has
Marvin Gaye, for one song at least,

on its musical body and soul.

This is evident from the remake
of Marvin Gaye's "Let's Get It

On," the first cut. Warm feelings

and a soulful come-on hark back to

a time when love was an integral

I»rt of the sexuality of this stuff. It

still is, but this smooth crew, you
see, can carry it beyond remakes.
When they need to, they can turn

speakers into funkboxes as well.

Check out "Point of View," or
beuer yet, turn it up and just roll

with it In the same area, *The
More You Give, the More You
Get," is funky altruism in word and
spirit.

Then there's the final song,
which will make those giving the

album's joys an ear both delighted
and feeling some regret. Group
member Lynn Roderick, the only
female voice in an album full of
men singing about ummm, love,

finds herself singing background
until this song.

It's not that a woman's perspec-
tive is badly needed. More input
from Roderick, though, can only
help things.

Cashbox lists

top ten picks
• *Cashbox' Magazine lists the

best-selling /ecords of the week:

1. Opposites Attract, Paula
Abdul

2. Two to Make It Right,

Seduction

3. Janie's Got a Gun, Aerosmith
4. How Am I Supposed to Live

Without You, Michael Bolton
5. Dangerous, Roxette
6. What Kind of Man Would I

Be, Chicago
7. / Remember You, Skid Row
8. Peace in Our Time, ^Mit

Money **

9. Tell Me Why, Expose
10. Downtown Train, Rod Stew-

art

(Source: Cashbox magazine)

1

cso
825-1 493

Escort
Service

t
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Campus Happenings i Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Free 8 Personal

Price Watorhouec
l» « ieMlttig mfuiKgement

«oi>efihing (iriti tKrottgkout |^e
world in InfoniiAtion

Tuthnclofy Contvllbng. W«
are intenMted in individuals

with a strong academic record
who are seeking a challenge

mn^ would enjoy solving

problems through the

applicaliott of technology to

husiness needs* Areas^
aeademic c<Micentl'ation in

whIeK W0 are interealed aret

• Comi>ut«r Science
• Math
• Business/EccHHomics
• Engineering
• Other technical degrees

Price Waterhouse
Management Consulting

CAMPUS INT£RVt£W$t

Friday, Februarr23, 1990
(219)236^3172

*MMMiii MtMMMiriHB

PARTY ANIMALS!! California Partywear has a

hot new line oft-shirts just for you. Send for free

catalog. California PartywearDepl. 1 1 A P.O.
Box 60009. Santa Barba/lMK 93160.

10

Miscellaneous

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AW mail boxes, I^AX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawteile. (213)312-0092.

WANTED 100 people. We'll pay $ to lose

10-29 lbs in 30 days. Phone (213)658-4226.

Personal

PHI KAPIIA SIGMA

|PRE-RUaer«L0W01

The rV-LtQilliPartv

vft Dread Zeppelin

D
10

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older exf»oriencing these symptoms

for at least-4-tnon1ti and in rtlatively good health.*——r^*VoIunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854^951

.^aBk Bibles - Book
Gifts.h itli )*-

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pnrv

Th-Sat 10 cm - 11 prrv Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Aye. LA 90024

2M^32

Greek Week
Special Olympics Orientations

Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1990 7:30

Muggers ADPi

Escorts AO
Clowns AXn
Runners & Timers IIBO

All Greek & Mon-Greek Volunteers Weleone

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets

m

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS CUPPERS

face value

Campbell Student Book

Collection Competition

WORKSHOP
Tips for putting together

an award winning collection.

Tuesday, February 27

at 3 pm

in the Smith Room

URL Special Collections

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYSI

Objective:

Commitment:

Money:

Cost:

Fundraiser

Minimal

Raise $1,400

Zero Investment

Campus or]g(anizations, clubs,

frats, sorontes call OOMC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950^472 ext 10.

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Ftm Mimry-t rhUompity: W, promd* ntES DEUVERY to m«om« «m ownmijl W« o/lkr htrd-fmt mmia
T^ 'T^ r'**" "T"** '• '^ "^^ t»Jmta. itrnfr. m»d /hej<y. Aj* ostyotu mk» hm» mmd ms Zfww mmd
thty mil ttUyom th» mma. U^mt mtun it e»mu to our UcL^llmHtt^, ma cMt *t *m<. QuoUa mn^fiwt. m
gut* H» m fU. lUtmmktr to mmtmm ytu'n from UCLMU(

FAX « 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

LCPL LEBERT
LIFE'S GREAT NOW-
TflAT YOU'RE HERE!
I LOVE YOU EDDIE!!!

JEANETTE

mm*

Good Deals

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCUV
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCU BLOOD CENTER
82frO860

"A" L«v«l, Room A2-260
UCLA Modtoal Contor

ASUCLA 8tud«nt EmpbyvM rMMv*
•kh«r 4 hourt Imm« wMh pay or th«

rriMi tbiwl. W« oannol award both.

Linguistics Course

Cancelation

We regret the

Linguistics

S C135/C235
course will

not be offered

this Spring

ESTATE SALE: This Sunday. Imported name
brand clothes, accessories, some furniture,

houseware, etc. Call (818)781-7533 for

directions.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

ww0UjfW90m Pttno n9imm Csn^MMiy

462-2329 463-6S69

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyor^e's prices

or don't want your busineu. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

Research. Subjects 12

A HIVES STUD^ESEARCHSUBIECTSACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)82a6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

DENTISTRY- No cosl screening. Denial work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (211)206-2816.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 yean
and older needed for PET SCAN research

project. Will have radioactive material in-

jected for positron imaging of brain or heart.

Bloods may be taken. Earn up to $1 25.00 call

825-1118.

Research Subjects 12

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1

1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392."

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, xnd touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight
week period. One dental x-ray required.
Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392"

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 yearj
needed for audiovisual research at UJZLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more aryj have received prior

unsuccessful treatnr>ent. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH sJnUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (21 3)82a6574.

Pi

/

AloohoKcs Anonymous Meeting

Mon. DlKUMion, Thuri Book Study

Fri. 81^) Skidi AU 3S2S 1215 • 1:1S

Tutl. "1-7-11* NPI C8177. WmJ DitcuMk>n

NPIC8538 1210-1.-00

For akoholci or Indlvkkiali who hMt a
drinMno probltfn

(213) 387-8316

*
*
Jf

*
*

OVEREATER
ANONYMOUS

*B^a Rn^l iduMon'
Monckiy noorvl pm

ACK vao
Thmdoy r^ooivl pm

NPIC<MM

Free 8

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

anistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wcd-Fri, 12:30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

^
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Sigmas are making it Sweet

Zn "SIGMA^SyNDAE" ^j.
~ all Sigmas cordially invited ~

tonight at 6:30pm XN
>» at the SK houseV 726 Hilgard

^

'^4f

Ex
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OKI 1990-1991 Black and Gold Court

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma
would like to cordially welcome the following

. special ladies to cocktails and dinner

Melissa Appleby

Rain Bachand

Ashlie Berin^er

Tamara Bloom

Cindy Bolin^broke

Pebbie Bush

Wendy Eaton

Niki Flood •

Lisa McArthur

Jeanne Meyer

Allyson Pratt

Judy Proko

Spring into a

new quarter.

For a chance to reserve a meeting
room in Ackerman Union for the

Spring and Summer quarters,

submityour group/department name
at A-Level, Ackerman Union, A-216 on
Monday, February 26, anytime from
8am-5pm. Call 206-0836 for details.

Reseorch Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Stephanie Capitolo Michelle Rodino

Dana Carlson

Julie Christiansen

Lori Dorfman

Heather Drew

Kristin Rolla

Christy Romano

Kim Smith

Kari Walkup

Laura White

And the 1989-1990 Black and Gold Court
Leah Penebaker

Lori Dorfman
.

Juliane Morris

Wendy Church Morgan Thomas

Niki Gullette

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 21 AT firOO SHARP
SEMI-FORMAL ATTIRE

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
. Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
^for at least 1 month and in relatively good healtTT*""

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

.*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN

THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SK»|
STIMULATION. PARTiaPATiON INVOLVES
THE ADMmiSTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INDIVIDUALS. PARTiaPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO 140 FOR 4 HOURS
CALL 213-82S«475 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORIMTION. ASK FOR LARRY.

Wanted 15

WANTED
8S p4»oplo

We'H pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. in me next 30 days!

No *UM
No humr
Eai tw fcM* you Wtm

100%

(213)281-6680

r.-Ti.

h'

> 1990-91

PANHELLENIC EXECUTIVE APPLICATIONS

OUT NOW!
Application Packets available in

Men's Gym 118 or see your Panhellenic

Representative

DUE WEDNESDAY. 2/21 5PM
IN MEN'S GYM 118

Get involved and make a difference!

JUST DO III!

Electrolysis
15% Student Discount

Permanent hair removal by
London and California certlfled

electrdoglsts. Latest method.
Call (213)477-2119

Lost 17

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right-handed
smoken , ages 21-30, who are low to moderate
users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an
experiment measuring simple problem-
solving. Smokers must nave smoked at least

one pack of 20 cigarettes per day for a( least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid S20.CX)

for Th hours. Leave nr>essage for Dr. Micheal
Lyvers at (818)3443374.

IF YOU WERE PLAYING BASKETBALL at the
University Elementary school Friday, February

2 ar>d accidently picked up my WHITE 1985
FIESTA BOWL SWEATSHIRT, I'd like it back.

SENTIMENTAL VALUE!! Bring to Daily Bruin
Sports ofrice-112 Kerckhoff Hall. 825-9851.
Mike.

LADIES COLD WATCH. Senlinr>ental value.

Please return for reward. Call Lisa.

(213)206-7438.

MALE SUBJECTS
NEEDED

for respiratory
research.

Pay is $70.00 for one
2-hour session.

Subjects with a dark
skin color are

particularly needed.
Call Brian at 206-8891

for details.

NEED EASY MONEY77
Spemi dorK>rs r>eeded for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

NEEDWOMAN for hair n>odeling. Models get

free chemical service. Limited time. Medium
lenth hair. Neda (21 3)4749091

,

(818)785-8482.

liU Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM
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PHI GAMMA DELTA
PRE-RUSH BBQ

WED. 6:00
-g-<-~'-

FIJI HOUSE
533 LANDFAIR

all guests welcome

For more info, call Mark Schroeder 208-3707

Saistta
MONIG\
(Dllfe

Now Accepting

Applications:

Healtti Services 22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mazk Bennan, Oinical
Psycholojgiit,

eating disorder inecialist. Individual
appointments available. (213)655-6730

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.
(213)2B 1 >7484^

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
f 0' 'niorm.ition Cnncer pn'cn's

a'l Anna throughout I A h-

418) 98r. '<883 't vour prr^c p.i:

49b4 Van Njyi Bivd Sharman Oaks
Receivi a tret gift «/ you' prg screen appt

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT. 15-20 hrV«vk,

pleasant WLA office. Must be reliable, good
with numbers & have computer experience.

$e^r. Belle^athy (213)477-1597.

ANSWERING PHONES one day a week.
Tuesday only. 2-4:30pm. $6.50/hr. Non-
smoking office. (213)474-1525.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.25/mile. $6/hr to start. Tl/TH.
Call Gary (213)620-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

$200/day. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,00(yyr income potential. Details.

(1) 602-839-6885 Ext. T-8050.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! 32,00(Vyear incontH! potential.

Details (1)602-638-6885 ext. BK805Q.

BABYSITTER/DRIVER, M—F. 3-6, $6Air to

drive SanU Monica-Beverly Hills, ipust have
(good) car and insurance. Very responsible.

(213)275-3835 day, (213)552-4734 evenings.

-*OOKE£P£R PA Post entries JroL income,
expenses and depreciation for 4-unit apart-

ment house. $7.5(]^r Mail resume to S.K.

Penton 1067 Moraga Dr. LA 90049.

BUSINESS CENTER. Help customers at the

counter. Year round P/T, flexible hours in the

afternoon. $5-$8^r. Beverly Glen Blvd. 3
miles north of Sunset. (213)475-0766.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
'v/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

, 20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

CAMPUS REP. Flexible hours, women's per-

sonal safety/defense class, sales skills neces-

sary. Call Emil (213)275-2661. Beverly Hills

Karate Academy.

BiALB MODELS

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept ?n ~

restaurants: The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood. has positk)ns

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun. fresh, and lively team
and help to make our first of nfiany

"Dole' Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

FOR HOT HEAD. TORSO. &
FULL PHYSIQUE

PHntwork. m
Roma Mod(

calendara. video
(213) 874-4656

Hetp Wanted 30

Sales!!
Earn great cash.

$9-$18 per hour.

Work for rapidly growing

West Coast Marketing Co.

PT/FT/flex hours/

12 hours week minumum.l

For LA area

call Steve

(213)4734797.

For San Fernando Valley

area

call Wayne
(818)9054104.

CROWN K ANCHOR
Britiih pub on Santa Monica

Pier is gearing for kjmmer team
of employees. We are looking

for young energetic people iot

waitstaff, bus people, bartenders

& barbacks. Start at $4.25/hr.

(Oep. on experience)

Noun: 11:00 A.M. - Midnight

394-6385

Private Sessions 'til 1 1 p.m.

CASHIER/CLERCK- F/T or P/T, all shifts avail-

able. 7:00-11:00. Food store in village. Call

between 8-3 pm. (213) 206-1902.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant In WLA to work day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP. P/T. Must have
good people skills and well organized. Sat. till

2.-00 a must. Call Dave at 475-1800

ENTERTAINMENT related company working
for full-time/part-tinf>e sales position. Must be
flexible. Computer & Sales experience helpful.

20 hrs./wk. min. $6.50/hr. Kelly
(818)783-1033

ERRAND PERSON- &6/hr. plus gas. Caman-
teed 5 hrs/wk paid, could be more. Hours
flexible. Referrences required. Own car. Live

on WesUide. (213) 393-1802.

EXTRAS needed for film and comn^ercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FOXBASE/ DBASE programmer to work on
MAC-based brokerage client system.
(213)207-4102.

FRONT DESK POSITION, rvctntly renovated

larKlmark hotel on bcean Ave. immediate
start. For upbeat outgoing professional. Call

Nan or Alex 9-6pm. (213)395-9945.

GENERAL OFFKIE- PA. experience in xerox,

phones, and errar>ds. Mon-Fri, 2- 5:30,

>6.5Q/hr. Call (213)4773000.

GENERAL OFFKIE- P/T.. 4 afternoons/^ek
Salary DOE. Busy ar>d ftjn WLA chiropractic

office. Call Deborah in AM. (213) 473-4400.

GENERAL OFFKZE. PA, TV celeb, author

nsfdi reliable penon to assist w/office help
and run errands. Call between 9am-
noon.(21 3)205-0226.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. PA. Completing MIP
refur>d policies. US Govemnf>ent program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

JOEY'S GYM FOR CHILDREN in Beverly Hills

teacher's assistant. MWTH and weekenck.
(213)855-0146.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for summer day camp in WLA. Exper-

ienced with current WSI, ALS, CPR certificates.

Full-tinr>e sunvner, and/or part-time. May IS
thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

MALE MODELS^ Earn $10(Vhr. or more. Jock
and student types. Handsonw, lean 18-25.

Cleanshaven face, lite body hair. Playgirl-

type magazineVhudity. Beginners weiconrw.
Brad (213)392-4248.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday. 8:00am-5:00pm
Ihr-lunch. Must have own car/Insurance du-
ties. enUil heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries.

UPVFed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arl«ne/)im at Held/Jones Construction.
(213)825-9914 ($7^r ->• mileage).

MESSENGERS. Westwood law firm has open-
ings for part-tinf>e, 20 hnAvk messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car. insurarKe. good
driving record. Call Debby Kelly at

(213)478-2541, after 2p.m.

PAID INTERNS
P/T office work

ICentury City M-F
Work in Corriputer Cen-
ter and mailroom for

Legal. Accounting, and
Entertainment firms.

GREAT BUSINESS
EXPOSURE
280-9975

INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - MATH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - ENGLISH

Contact Santa Monica College
(213)452-9321

OFFICE ASST. Architectural Firm, WLA. 20-30
hrs.Avk. (Mornings preferred). Salary depen-
dent on experience. Typing 60 wpm; phones,
Microsoft %vord, IBM-PC exper. preferred,

general office duties. Pleasartt & professional

environ. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational in-

stitutions. Some phone sales experierKe pre-

ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PART-TIME gallery assistant. West Hollywood
gallery. About 15 hrsAd/k. Computer skills

required. Resume to: DCD, 15233 Ventura
Blvd. Ste. 611, Sherman Oaks3l403.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSISTANTS LA mar-
athon 1-800-247-3435.

PHYSKTAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time: West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/
benefits. (213)208-3316.

PRIVATE PARTIES, PA weekends, flexible

hours, S5/hr tips. (213)670-9157.

PA job available to clean offices. Flexible day
hours, need car and be energetic.
(818)785-6336.

PA or FA flexible hrs, 8:30-5:00. Close to

school. Study arxi aruwer phones. S6.0G^r -»-

commission. Joel, (213)841-4058 office,

(213)559-8827 eves. ^^^
PT or FT flexible hrs 8:30-5:00 close to school

.

Study.fanswer phones ^j^r+commission. Joel

(213)841-8827, eves.

PA WORK FOR DEVELOPER. Must have car
and insurance. $5-10hrs/wk. (213)470-0033.

RECEPTIONIST. 9-6pm. Century City Ac-
counting Firm. Looking for a bright personable
person. Contact Susan (213)277-3373.

RECEPTIONIST, PA. Light phones, light filing,

morning or afterrKXjn, excellent opportunity to

study between calls. $5/hr. Bruin Traffic

School. (213)474-6267.

RECEPTK)NIST- FA or PA . 9:00-5:30.

$ 6 . 7 5 / h r .

negotiable. Phone, xerox, fax. Experience

preferred. (213) 826-1892.

RESTAURANT HOSTAHOSTESS, M/F, 10-3,

Tat, Sun only. Spangtes^Tn Bren twood :

(213)472-3287.

RETAIL CLOTHING STORE SALES. Sunday
12-5pm. and Monday 10:30-6pm. Brentwood.
Salary commission. (213)826-4649.

RETAIL SALES FA and PA Tuesday thru

Saturday. Wage depends on experiervce.

(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

SALES- PA. 10-5:30, flex. $6/hr .»- comm.
Children's furniture store. Personable. Must'
like children. FA possible. (213) 479-4769.

Heather.

SECRETARIAL help. PA for small medical-

legal serlve. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)854-0999.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 daysAveek, transport 11-year-oki to

after school lessons, and help with hon>ework.
Hours 3:30- 7pm TTH, hours on Friday an

aption. $6.5Q^r .•• mileage, expenses. Car
required. Family lives in Sherman Oaks. Camp
couseling or babysitting experierKe a plus.

Call Jeanne at (213)785-0515.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* I^iU A Part-time *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
* Iic9. Women. Students, etc.

CaU C213) 453-1817

Film Extras Needed
for T.V. alxm, tht» A oommerd9l».
M typm, IBSO yn. Earn axtn montf,

Fun tool Otaty Casting

(213)466-7319

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 day^eek. transport 1 1 -year old girl to

after school lessons arni help with homework.
Hours: 3:30-7pm. TTh, hours on Friday and
option. $6.5Q(4>r plus mileage, expenses. Car
required. Famly lines in Sherman Oaks. Camp
counseling or babysitting experience a plus.

Call Jeane at (^13)78S-0515.

SDMMER DAY CAMP located in WLA is

kx>king for responsh>le caring and energetic

camp. Counselors who have xperience work-
ing with children ^es 4-14, (213)472-7474

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

I

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA corporate
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, ^ood for
student scnedule.

CaU 478-8238 ext. 201.

1

INTERESTED IN LAW?
After Law School comes Stale Bar

Exam. Disabled Bar appjkant
seeks to pay person to transcribe

in your good handwriting, aiidk)

taped ESSAY STYLE BAR
ANSWERS at State Bar offk»8.

downtown. All day on March 2.

1990. Prefer Senior or Graduate
Journalist major, English, Political

Science, History, Competent in— Essay formats. Sorfy, no law —
students altowed. O.K. to plan to

go to Law school and seeking this

unusual experience. (213) 453-5219

TYPIST, part-time, 10-20 hrs/wk. Transporta-
tion to office ixA^k. Use own printer and word
processor. Excellent salary. Sharon
(213)278-2207.

MODELS WANTED
Male and female for immediate

fashion photography and video

assignments

CaH (818) 568-9595

for appointment

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

LAW OFFICE FILE CLERK
Santa Monica

Santa Monica Business
Litigatbn firm, a small.

busy, close-knit oroup
needs file clerks (full or
part-time). If you have
excellent organizations

skills, intellioence, and a
sense of humor—we
want to meet you. We

pay better than a
competitive salary and
expect exceptional

performance.
Call Tom Fedorko at

Bostwick & Ackerman. P.C.<

(213)395-5372
to set up interview.

}''\i
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United Parcel Service

UPS TEAM
PERMANENT PART-TIME JOBS

*

$8.00 PER HOUR STARTING SALARY^
*

FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE
*

WORK HOURS TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE

Apply in person:

^ Monday, February 26, 1 :00pm-3:00pm
3000 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 90023

(near Soto St.)

1201 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 90015
(at the Harbor Freeway)

E.O.E. M/

FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY!
For a hardworking, responsible

student to work for a
businessman in nearby Beverly

Hills home. Student should
have good social and

Organizational skills, some
accounting knowledge arrc

Macintosh computer experience.
Job can be ft or pt to suit

schedule. Living arrangements
can also be arranged. Pay

negot. Also French speaking a
plus! Interested call Mark at

(213)662-2755 and leave message.

Internships 34 Apt. for Rent 49

1?€SEARCH ASSISTANT, P/T Computer as-

sisted spoken and written language learning.

$10-51 5^r. 5-10 hrs/wk. Call Laura Myers
(213)394-5628.

Infernstilps -34^

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

*
*
*
*
*

•
•
•

••••••••••••••
•
*

•
•

•
•

Valet Parkers!!
To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•••••••••••••

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable.
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2060/51

MAJOR independent film producers seek stu-

dent interns to learn deveiopmeni, aquisilion

activities in office environment. (Century City)

no pay but great opportunity learn industry.

(213)551-2505 or (213)394-7263.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intern program. Call Laura for more
information. (213)208-6869.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER wanted for 9 nx). old girl. M-TH
9-3. Call Marian (213)206-1193 (days),

(213)826-9559 (eves.)

CHILD CARE, Light housekeeping. Warm
loving care for toddler. M-F, 8:30-5:30. Experi-

ence, Excellent refrences, Fluent English re-

quired. non-smoker. (213)393-1943.

DRIVE 2 CHILDREN, flexible hours, need own
car & insurance. (213)470-3228.

DRIVE 3 BOYS to school, from Weslwood to

Santa Monica. Must have car & insurance.

(213)470-3228.

EXPERIENCED, energetic, loving sitter for

young child. References requested. Studio City

area. (818)985-5600.

PT BABYSITTER, Pacific Palisades, four

afternoons/wk, about 20 hours, own car.

References. $5-$6/hr. (213)454-4726.

Job Opportunities 32

AMERICAN-English is your mother lounge.

Come and join our team. Teach your language

to FrcfKh business people. And be their guide

to Los Angeles $1 S.OOJhr for more details call

Isabelle and Xavier (213)475-2527
Fax:(213)474-0520.

ATTENTION-HIRINCf Government jobs your

area. $1 7,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.

Ext R 8050

MARKETING/SALES. Part time $500-$ 1500,
full time $2000 $5000. Inc 500 Co.
205-2631

.

^^

Apartnnents for Rent 49

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, large

1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6 month
lease okay. (213)477-7237.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-bd/2-bath
f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BEVERLYWOOD. $50(Vmo, Garage apart-

ment, 2 rooms + bath, upstairs, fireplace, full

balcony Melanie (213)839-8882.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,
high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, slove, dishwasher, cable
TV., garage $1025. (818)980-2951

.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO UClAt The
faculty housing office has 1 , 2, and 3 bedroom
apartmens available for UCLA faculty, visiting

scholars, and post-doctoratal candidates (with
approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1 165 per
month. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3065 for more
information.

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

•Fireplaces

. *Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

30 Apt. for Rent

Across from
^UCLA ^
535 Gayley^

Large 1 bedroom

$975
$50 rent reduction
witli one year lease

208-3818

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

PALMS. 2-bedroom 1 1/2 bath, $785. Pool,

parking, laundry, appliances. No pets. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS, 2-bed,2-balh, security, dishwasher,

central a/c, parking, new building.
(213)839-4585.

PALMS. Single SSSO/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/nrK).-$75CVmo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,

excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

PICO AND SANATTELLE. $550/mo. Single,

microwave, unfumished. (213)473-6265.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, S1795/mo. (213)473-4272.

UCLA UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS FOR
RENT!!,Must be full-time, single student. Fully

furnished, short walk to campus. Call

(213)825-2293 or (213)825-8496.

WALK TO SCHOOL. Large private room and
bath, small kitchen, very practical, SA50/mo,
5-month$ lease or more. 633 Cayiey*!

(213)208-5920.

WESTWOOD. $1430/mo. 2-bed, 2 blocks
from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)208-6020.

WESTWOOD. $1290-$139(Vnrw). Spacious
2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 -block from UCLA. Balcony,

pool & Jacuzzi on roof, parking, security

building, park view. Open everyday.
(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD, walk to UCLA, bachelor, hard-

wood floors, refrigerator, includes utilities,

$470. (213)208-6265.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrrTV

2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, MI. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM UP TO ONE MONTH FREE.

BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD/VETERAN $1000. Deluxe
1 -bedroom view. All amenities, security build-

ing. Parking. Must see. (213)208-8765
ext.1606, (213)837-8337.

WESTWOODAHILGARDE. $1495. Deluxe
new 2-bed/2-bath, 2 parking spaces, washer/

dryer in unit. (213)208-8765 ext. 1606,

(213)837-8337.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/1 -bath.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heat, parking. 445
Landfair (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD $850. 1 -bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

Apartments Furnistied 50

BRENTWOOD. Guetthousc. Very quiet. Med-
ical family honr>e. 1 person only, non-smoker.
%bOO/mo. (213)472-3869 evenings.

PALMS. l-b«droom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

VENICE single $650/mo Private kitchen and
bath. Share laurviry, garden and Fireplace.

Non-tnfH>ker. Walk to beach and gym. Frank

(213)399-9206

49 Apt. for Rent 49

V\fALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrlgerator»dishwasher-

huge closet"

•controlled entry"

^ 7 mor^th Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northrkjge

Campus Residence. 9500 Zelzah,
NorthrKloe. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd. 2 bd * den, 1 bd 4 loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathnruxe. (213)208-3328.

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

' BEVERLY HILLS, adjacent. Quiet, large 1 -bed-
room, near bus, full kitchen, bath. $62S/mo.
(213)470-1640 (evenings, weekends).

VENICE BEACH, $750, huge 1-bdrm, secure
upper, hardwood floors, no pets. Parking! 24
Brooks Ave. (213)306-0988. ,t'

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700. Spa-
clous 2-bed/l'A -bath, hardwood floors, firc-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WLA. Large 2-bdrm/r/» bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pels.

$1100. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

BEVERLY HILLS. $500/nr>o. Large, fabulous

2-bed/l % -bath. Own room (furnished or un-

furnished) Near Wilshire. (213)476-9555
(David).

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroonV 1-bath furnished apartment. Non-
smokine mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204-4070, (213)473-2286. -

WLA, own room, $475, Feb free. Large, nice,

furnished, pool, laundry, share bath, female.

(213)559-8086

House for Rent 56

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.

(213)839-3008.

WLA HOUSE. 6 month sublet. Near Westside
Pavillion. 2-bed plus large workroom. Quiet

street, fer>ced backyard, basketball hoop.
SlOOO^mo. -t-utilities. (213)664-5715.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$l(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1 -602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE/Iight housekeeping. P/T or F/T.

F/T with salary. Venice/Robertson. Experience/
references. (213)836-7949.

CHILD CARE/driving for two boys. Flexible

hours. Live in separate single. Couple ok.

(213)935.5305(H), (213)657-4670 (w).

Lauren.

HANCOCK PARK. Free room/board in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.
Mon- Fri afternoons, evenings. Experier>ce-

references. (213)937-4760.

LIVE- IN with salary for babysitting and car-

pooling of two school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

ROOM^OARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,
helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

BRENTWOOD Own roonVbath. Laundry pri-

vllegn. |43(Vmo. Lvge room with beautiful

view, (a0)472-01 49.
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Sublet 66 Room for Rent

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are tooking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August, if

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

House for Stiore 57

BH ADJACENT. Large 2-bed,Spainish
style,beautiful, full services available, gar-
age,fireplace, large backyard, porches, quiet
area. $500/mo. (213)658-8947',
(213)275-8541.

NVF ROOMMATE needed to share 3-bedroorTV
1 V» -bath. Culver City house. Clean, comfort-
able, fireplace. $450/mo. (213)390-9571.

PICCV DOHENY. Guest house, fully furnished.

Private entrance. 5675. (213)271-7760.

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLt d«ires summer rental.

Furnished/ unfumished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

FEMALE WRITER middle-aged wants work
(cook, etc.), exchange room or guesthouse.
Call Marlene (213)838-1758 6pm-8pm.

CODARD FAN. Needs place/share.
$35Q/obo. (213)859-4669.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru
mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM r>eeds sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080. , ^

Roommates 65

FEMALE needed to find apartment with

another female in local area, around
SSOO/perspn. Days (213)206-0784.

FEMALE -new WLA townhouse, bright 2-I-2,

amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Easygoing

roommates. $293 (213)261-9595.

LUXURY: own master bedroonf>A>athroom,

2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd and La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 -»- deposit, furnished.

(213)935-5800.

MARINA DEL REY 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. $50(ymo.

(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

NEED 1 or 2 people to share 2-b(V 2-bth apt on
Wellworth. Deck, spa. $650. (213)312-0816.

PALMS. Young professional r^eds responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.

$548. (213)839-7104.

UCLA ADJACENT. Share 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Parking, amenities. $459/ea (negoti-

able). One month deposit. Nonsmokers.

(213J208-2975. A.S.A.P.

WLA. $475.00. Spacious private room with

bath, balcony, secure carport. Available 3/1

Oliver (213)478-5380

' WLA- bed/bath in 2<f2 townhouse, $500 or

share- $300. Close to campusi (213)

479-2128. •

WLA. Female, respomJWt, 2-bed/1 -bath. Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $3S5/mo. Call

(213)479-7064. (leave imiMMe.)

WLA. Share 2-b«dt—w^ LlMlh. Nice room
with private bath. H§m lecurity complex.

Available now. $Sf7 -f-'A utilitiM.

(213)447-1395.

t

64 Movers 94 Typing

SUNSETA^AIRFAX, charming, pvt. hofDe. Pvt.

% bath. Full use of house/yard $40(Vmo.
(213)851-9415.

WESTWOOD, large, furnished, private en-
trance, five minutes to LXTLA. Easy parking,
male. $450 includes utilities. Office
(213)475-4517. _^
WESTWOOD near LICLA, Century City. Furn-
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available
$380 incl. utilities. (21 3)474-0486.

GREG'S nKyving. We do all the nrK>ves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -6892

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small job«,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. LKZLA alumnus.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, 2+2 spacious apartment,
share room, responsible female, security build-
ing, parking, fireplace. $300/month.
(213)476-8162 ^

CONVENIENT— University Apartments/
female/$265. Free shuttle to school 2
bed/2bth. Pool, parking, washer. Rhonda
(213)391-4004.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-bath unit. Great
view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed -^ den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-1637.

/\llciilu»ii h)icii:n sukIciiI'

^^ itiKJ taciil(\!^^^

MOVING OVHRSF-AS

Call WMS International

' Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Condos for Stiare 68 Sen^lces Offered 96

NEAR Westwood, bus, security, spacious,

private room and bath, furnished, kitchen,

laundry privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-600-526-9682.

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY bookshelves, closet

organizers, furniture, space saving designs.

Student rates. Tom (213)301-6627.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubfects. Theses/Dissertations,

Proposals and Books. Foreicn Student*
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. ^13) 470-6661

Child Core 90

CHILDCARE PROVIDER - Mature student,

CPR trained, mother. Westside. Refs. Evenings
and weekends. Call Laurie (213)397-8577.

RESPONSIBLE, caring person to babysit your
children nights/weekends in Westside. Local

references. Kristin (213)820-5565.

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

Ocen 7 cays ^"^

7:00 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westwcoo Bl.

474-5233 _

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)620-4639.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
Wo all do hilt Jiito i'isumii!

I'UjiiiiOfl l)v l.h;' St) toi .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE tall

13)852-7175 (818)342-1510
"!" PRIflF A'JTO !^Jf^ AncMr-,

••••••••••WW**^^^*>'^

STATISTICS
consultation

and
assistance

Statistical lnformatk>n Services

(818)348-0696.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monttily Payments:
Lowest Rates Available ^

Call 474-7283
lySI SAVBON
l^nj IMMIKANCmBVICIi

NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF!
ASUCLA Grnphic Services in Kprckhotf IbO • 2060894

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.
$7^r. Laser prints, S.6(Vpage. Culver City. Call

(213)836-5949.

EDITING, etc.. ASSISTANCE all levels, all sub-

jects foreign students welcome. Call Research
Inc. (213)477-6226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

Tutoring Offered 98

/lllstale^
Auto/Home/CommerciaJ

Westwood/Wilshjr? Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wilshtre)

If

4-

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. 8t

collision, arxJ rTK)torcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7061

or 476-6355

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(616)564 1 1 23.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor who can present the

material in a comprehensible manner. Call

(816)905-9260. Ask for David

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate
Expert all levels teaching experience Will

commute, affordable rates (618)500-4021

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)659-2293,
leave message.

TUTORING
All subject! pkjt LSAT.GMAT.

and GRE. Free 1 hour iMion with thk

od.lW league gradi. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181

Money to Loon 93 Typing

UP TO 1100,000 cath

bus iwiM. Gi< the facte. Caft 1

ext. C1 179.

publltKini 90*4

391 0941

100 Sen/ices Offered 96

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resunf>ei ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACADEMIC Business, Professional. Word
Processing/Desk Publish ing/Scar^ac. Fronr
copy or transaction. Lyndell. (213)827-3586.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to caimpus.

Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

S1.75/page. (616)706-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -»- profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0368.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser- .

latibns, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORDPROCESSING. Fast friendly ser-

vice specializing in manuscripts, term papers,

transcriptions. Reasonable rates. WLA
(213)452-7726.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Dicount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)826-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call Aj
(213)475-6902.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatiorw, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1665.

> Located on campus
Magazine quality output

Reasonable Rates!

ASUCU Graphic Ser;ices in Kerckhotf 150 • 206-08W

KXPF.RT RKSU.MES
l'.i\ (

t

'iiipt iiii\<' j>ii(t lor

i<;ni[K iiii\c ri>-ijiiif, MfjbiJc vir\icc.

( .ill .Ui(] l«',l\i .1 IIUN>.l''f Il»(l.i\

(S|S) 'MiT-MJSL'

Resurnes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that gel
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results. We Never Close. (213)474-7319.

Travel Tickets 106

BRITISH Airways ticket. Business class. Leave
till March 14. LAX, Lorxion, Zurich one way.
Best offer. (213)206-1409.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Eating

Over 25 years experience. Also offer

ethical assistar>ce with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

FACULTY
AIRFARES

TYPING
Located un campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center jn Kerckhotf • 206-8454

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. j:kiitars avaHaip|p Tall

lean (213)476-4154.

STUDY the technique that 67 Grammy win-
ners have before you. Seth Riggs. Associates

Wendy Bernard. (213)271-5373.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-70,12.

Roundtrip from Lx>s Anqeles

$
$

Travel Tickets 106

San FrandscQ
McikoCity
Honolulu
London
l^aris

Aniens
TahM
Cairo
TdAiriv
Sfdner-
NakroM
Johanncsbuis
RMlrictlons apply. FarB8S(i)iect to change
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739
73t
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$1070
$13M

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
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You are invited to attend a free lecture

on Christian Science entitled

"ACQUAINTING CHILDREN
WITH GOD"

Margaret Rogers, C,S.

A member of The Christian Science
Board of Lectureship _.

Is God real? What is He like? Why do evil things
happen? These are questions that both children
and adults may grapple with at different points
in their lives. Using the Bible as a basis, the
speaker discusses how to feel and know God's
presence more tangibly,

Sunday, February 25, 1990 at 2:30 p.m:
Beverly Vista School Auditorium

(entrance on Charleville at Rexford)

Under the auspices of
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Beverly Hills

V .

All Are Welcome ' '
v

•

Child Care and Free Parking Provided at the Church
142 South Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts

•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,~' Extended Wear, and Disposables

•A rainbow of new colors in coQtacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

SW^fvt ifpaeiaU

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5.000 MILES

•Check exhaust system 'Transaxle
•Check steering & shocks •Battery
•Check and fill fluid levels on: ^Coolant
•Power steering •Brake
•Transmission •Windshield washer
•Differential

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>I095
+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles ackJitional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PMJ\4ori-Fri^rih

W« guarantee that your oil & filter change .

will be done in 30 minutes from the time C
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^
you won't pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

MtKEMILLER
^071 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTJQhUNO SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluW as neefded j To%"off" any •

•Inspect rear brakes i ^I§!5?.I?P5]L™.!
Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 2/28/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

Travel 105 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters 119

LAXPARIS one way with rOorthwest- 3/1 0/90,

S295. Call Peter (213)932-9548. After 9pm.

SKIERS-DIRECT TO SUN VALLEY. Saturday -

Saturday. Choice of dates. Price negptiable. 3

tickets. (213)284-8771. Bruce Var>n.

Autos for Sale 109

1981 DATSUN 28QZX. Black, tan leather

interior, clean, sharp. $3995/obo.
Pay(21 3)473-8899, Eve»(a05)297-331 1

.

88 SUBARU lUSTY OL, SapMd, aA:, 9,000
miles S3700. (21 3)47»-0203.

ATTENTON-GOVaNMENT SEIZED VEHI-

CLES from $100. For^ Maroades, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS tUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Eid.A WSO.

HONDA CRX, 1986, biwt, 4M miles, 5-spd,

A^, original owner, aacellant condition.

S6495 (213)3904334.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86 24k Sspeed, a/c,

power steefing^indowj^nroof. White, gray

interior. Perfect c«Mdition. $9999.
(213)460-7S2S.

MAZDA RX7, 1964.

red, Sspeed. 84k
(213)278-6610.

MAZDA RX 7 CS 196S, $600(Vobo, silver,

excellent condition, AH^M, caiaetlc, NC,
alarm. (213)474-1106.

MERCURY LYNX L WAGON, 1984, 46,000
miles, excellent condition, $3000.
(213)206-5370.

MERCURY MARQUIS. S.W., air, radio, auto,

2nd owner. Excellent condition. $2800.
(213)397-2652.

SUPER BEETLE- Convertible. 1972, $4,500.
Like new, exceptional, white, black top, alarm,

many extras. Must see. (213) 208^7625.

TOYOTA CELICA- 1980, Sspeed, sunroof,

^M/fhA cassette, new transmission, excellem
engine. $1,650. Leave message.
(213)372-4433.

TOYOTA COROLLA, 1980 4-door, excellent

condition, automatic, $3000. (213)275-3485.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000, ^eat condition. Must
(213)477.2933.

VW- Van, 1 971 , $1 ,950. Ne%vly rebuilt engine.

18000 mile warranty. New parts. (213)

824-3969.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1982 HONDA SOO for $700. Good engine

condition. Call (213)453-9541.

1984 HONDA 200XLR. Super deal, call and
leave ntessai^ $850. (213)824-4965.

HONDA ELITE, alnfH>st brand new. Never
used. $1200 or take over payment.
(818)345-8581.

HONDA ELITE 50, '87. Good condition. Lock
and battery recharge irKluded. $350. Call

(818)781-8608. Leave message.

This is the text of the ad that is being used for

demonstration purposes.

ELECTIRC aOTHES DRYER- Like new. $100.

(213)559-7190.

Scooters

cor>dKion, cherry

fnHcs. $4800. Larry

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, SliSOO, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gat mileag^aesthetic

condition. (213)824-3655.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. S-spe«d, new clutch h tires, stereo,

alarm,perf9ct condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1984 Red, auto
trans, pull-out stereo, like new, 51 k miles.

Faculty family-owned, $69S0 James
(213)825-5572; (213)455 2720.

VW RABBIT 1978, sunroof, good condition.

$1350. (213)208-1409.

1985 HONDA ELITE 250, rur« great, freeway

legal, $1100 with helmet. (213)278-3901.

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Low miles, good
condition. $450. Call WADE (21 3)824-5697.

1987 ELITE 150 stereo, windshield, trunk,

alarm. Runs great, lust tuned. New tires.

130(yobo. Steve (213)4724721.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80, 600 Miles under
warrentee until 10|^. just tuned, helmet and
lock included. $1300 obo. Call Brian

459 5947.

2 HONDA ELITE scooters, top of the line, low
miles, SlSOCVeach (818)882-5026.

ELITE 50 1988, Less than 500 mil«. $650
(213)471-6446.

^^^ Furniture 126

LIQUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinene $150; mattress set $150;
chest,, $85; others. (213)393-2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
k\np $95. Deliveries, visit, or phorw order.

(213)372-2337.

MOVING SALE. Sofa and chair, coffee table,

lamps, dressers, wall air corxlitior>er ar>d nr>orc.

All cheap prices. (213)824-1713.

MOVING SALE. Beds, Couches, Dining Table

w/4 Chairs, Desk, Dresser, etc. Call Keri

9:00-5:00pm, (213)209-7685.

OAK DRAFTING TABLE, 1930's, use as regu-

lar table. Excellervt decorator item, $400.

(213)399-1965. (213)825-8719.

Bruin Rec

Postseason

get underway
By Terry Whif
Contirbutor

With the regular season all but

over, the post-season IM basket-

ball and soccer tournaments roll

into the ftnal rounds this week. It

all comes down to this, as the top

teams will rise up and show who's
boss.

Only eight teams remain in the

AA Basketball tournament after

the first round of play last week. In

perhaps the most amazing upset of
the entire season, No. 16 seed

Kappa Sigma stunned top-ranked

Lakey Lakes, 40-36. In their

previous game. Kappa Sigina

squeaked by No. 17 Silver Bullets,

48-47, to advance to the next

round. The surprising Kappa Sig-

ma will now face Lambda Chi,

which beat Mind Melts, 36-31. in

first-round action.

No. 3 Jam Squad stayed in the

championship hunt by trouncing

ATO, 40-22, in a rather heated

conflict. Here's a wrapup of the-

rest of the first-round action: No. 5

Beta beat Sigma Nu, 29-26; No. 4

Hang Time knocked off the Hoyas,
40-27; SAE lost to Quintet, 37-27;

Sigma Chi eliminated Phi Psi, 38-

3 1 ; and the No. 2 Old Timers rolled

over ZBT, 31-17.

This week's games will bring

the original 18 teams down to the

final four. Thursday at 7 p.m., be
sure to catch Hang Time and Beta

lock horns in a grudge match of
last year's tourney, which Beta

won. Hang Time will be looking

for revenge this time, and the

action should be intense. On
March 9, the two remaining teams
will fight for the title in the

championship game.

DAN MacMEDANA)aly Bruin

Lastyear in IM hoops action,

UCLA football tailback Kevin
Williams slams one down
against "The Bulls".

Garage Sales 127

J
. •

MOVING OUT sale. All you need to furnish

your apartment. ComputerA>icycle, great

price. (213)208-4632.

Musical Instruments 129

LARGE 1 2-piece Rogers and Slingerland drum
set $900/obo. (213)444-6516/
(213)207-4102.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 13

1

ROSSINCNOL 4G skis 203cm. Brand new.
Retail around $400. Only $225
(213)208-8597 Paul.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM XT CLONE, nrvxiitor, extended key board-

•POS 2.0, Word Star. $575. (213)939-2328.

MACINTOSH 512 KE, internal 10-megabyte
hard drive, with desk and software. $75C^obo.
(21 3)444-65W (213)207-4102.

MITSUBISHI Laptop, 40 MB hard disc, 2400
modem, software, never used, $2300.
(213)478-6380.

.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM Hyundai
Blue Chip, IBM clone. 51 2K memory. Two
floppy disk drives. 1 2 indi nnonitor. Runs all

IBM programs. Citiien 1200 printer.

$60(Vobo. (213)559-7190.

rf

k
HARRICK n
From page 40 :, -. -

finding the bottom of the net of
late. In their three consecutive
setbacks, the Bruins have shot just

40 percent from the field. **We*ve
missed a lot of shots/* Harrick
admitted.

\ That slump can probably be
attributed to a few different fac-

tors, ranging from player midterms
to opponents * tough zone defenses.

But one variably that can be
directly linked to the Bruin fall has
been the prolonged injury to

UCLA senior forward Trevor
' Wilson.

Before Wilson sprained his back
and wrist against USC, the Bruins
were leading the conference and
were in control Of the game at the

Sports Arena. Everything was
under control. But in the middle of
the first half, Wilson went down
hard, and ever since, so has the
fort

"rve thought about him (Wil-
son) a lot,** Harrick said, who has
been contemplating resting his

all-star a few games for the past
two weeks. **I think a lot of the
young guys are trying to pick up
for him, trying too hard, rushing
things.**

Harrick also said that he is very
concerned about the slow healing
process of Wilson's right wrist
"You give him a week or two off,

and maybe it*ll cure it,** Harrick
said. "I*ve thoughtabout that. But I

thought we could get by, and
obviously we didn*L*'

With the team*s second-leading

.; scorer and rebounder ailing,
' opposing teams have been able to

; tighten the vice on other UCLA
scorers, namely Don MacLean and
Tracy Murray. Opponents such as

Arizona and USC have gone to

box-and-one defenses on Mac-
~ Lean, while Murray has often been
-

" harassed every time he comes near
—the^aHr

^'^

-^^ The fact remains that Wilson is

the main cog in the Bruin machin-
ery. He makes things happen. The
extra pass, the key follow-through

bucket, the above-the-rim rebound
late in the contest. Game in and
game out, Wilson has always been
there for UCLA down the stretch.

But now that his game has been
slowed down by a nagging injury,

everyone has been effected.

Despite that, Harrick will most
likely continue to insert his senior

into the starting lineup, and let the

injury heal itself. **I assume he*ll

play. After watching the (Stan-

ford) tape, he does a lot of other

things for us, (outside of scoring),**

Harrick explained. "He blocks
some shots, rebounds the ball and
gets us in transitions.**

But can Wilson *s injury be the

main source of the entire team*s

fallout? Or is it something else?

Something beyond Harrick*s or

any other mortal's control for that

matter?

"Maybe it*s the 25-year-old

jinx,** Harrick joked, referring to

Pauley Pavilions*s silver anniver-

sary. "Pve thought about that

too—the hex.**

So can Bruin fans expect Har-
rick to rub an old lamp so that a

mystical genie can come in and
heal Wilson*s wrist and get the

Bruins rolling again? Or will it

take hard work and just good old

fashion fundamentally sound
basketball to bring UCLA back
onto the road to glory?

"We*ll be back,** Harrick said

with a sly smile. "Don*t write us

off with the poison pens. We'll be

back.** !

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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Mac is a tool of the trade
iust like my rock hammer.'*

g me I've been gloating since I won the Macintosh Plus
^tore's Back-to-School drawing, but I've been using a

or a long time. For instance, I can take a suite of

!, analyze them, and then compare data— so I can
program. Best of all, with my Mac and MS Word,

^ *" "paper and I can submit 'camera-ready'
^s. For my research now, and for when

itosh really is a tool of the trade."

JOHN LELANfD
PhD Geology UCLA 1993

^ ''^^ ^ COMPUTER STORE^

ow educational prices mean
a can take home an Apple

sh computer for as little

s $899. And with special

financing programs like

^stwood Student Federal

dit Union's computer
IS; qualifying students
I purchase a Mac Plus"

for example, for under
$40 per month.

e here to support your'
—

~

cademic achievement
ith the best computer
vstems and software

available. Stop by
and see how we
can help you.

(Jucational prices are so
Hiomty is limited to students,

.wvulty and staff. Most computer
)roducts are limited lo one per person

per lifetime. Prices are subject to
change without notice. Eligibility

and financing details are available.

ASUCLA
STUDENTS'
STORE

Computer Store/B-Level

Ackerman Union 825-6952
M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6;

Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

V
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM^

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain
r

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 \A^stwood Blvd. •

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110

BRUIN^
TRAFFIC
SCHOOir

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING—- CLASSES 1

.

CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION...

ADVERTISE
in the BRUIN

825-2161

.EUVERSHtE/Ilflp^lDEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

yi?ur Decision.

Your Choice.

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7^9
open

Fri. and Sat.
until 2:00 AM
Waekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

Heiio. Dolly? I'm sorry I won't be able to make it to the
cot 5how wiLh you. lve been called away on bt^incss.

• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Lx)w Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

•. Student Discount

lie Calleige Lwe.

824-1449

fpf^ a choice

BtmilyPlamangAssociates

Medical Group

Oee I'm 50fTy

Muffy arid I

will miss you!

«• >

I*'

'

r"'
\n%

Mil

l««l

tin

I'm d/L the airport honv.

... rows 17
through 35

now boarding
»atgate2i...

Ill*

•••

^iey>e calling my flight

^ now igott^go...

You supply the story, the TAPE supplies

authentic background sounds. »

Instant Believability!
The Audio Ally tm cassette has a selection of 1 0, 5-minut^

background segments plus two interrupters*

Background Segments
Highway Phone Booth Office Noise Emergency Room
^fpon Crying Bstyy Cocktail Lounge
Klar Repair Shop Dentist s Office K-Mart
Car Phone •Door Bell •Ringing Telephone

The Audio Ally Tape is an esserrtial tool

Don't be home without Itl Makes a great gift too
To order send your name and address along with check or money
order for $9 00 plus $ I 00 shipping to

OPHIR Industries
181 5-D Ygnacio Valley Road, Suite 344

Walnut Creek, CA 94598

Satisfaction guarantppd or your purchase price refunded

OjrOuaStyand Prices Are the Best in LAIAnd We Can Prove iff

Also:

• OAK
• TEAK
• PINE
• WALNUT

PILLOWS
COVERS y

FUTON
o

FRAME

With this ad only!

(UMTTCO TO STOCK ON HAND)

Shown: 139~ FULL SIZE

2808 MAIN STREET. SANTA MONICA
213 •392* 9944

OPEN 7 DAYS • CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS

Baseball to
liost49ers
By Jeff Imperato -

Contributor

The 17lh-ranked UCLA base-
ball team (11-3). after losing two
of three to top-ranked Stanford this

weekend, faces Cal State Long
Beach today at 2 p.m.
The Bruins, who went 10-1 in

preseason play, used the Stanford
series to prove that they are real

contenders. After getting char-

broiled in the first game (16-5),
they bounced back to defeat the

Cardinal, 5-3, in the second. The
final matchup was a painfully

close 6-5 loss. Stanford came from
behind, scoring three runs in the

top of the ninth to pull ahead, 6-4.

UCLA's last-inning comeback
attempt, which featured catcher
Paul Ellis's ninth homer of the

year, ran out of gas with the tying

run on third.

Brian Sackinsky (2-0) got the

victory, while UCLA's Dave Zan-
canaro (2-1) was handed his first

loss of the year.

The usual Bruin standouts
fueled the offense against Stan-
ford. Pac-10 Player of the Week
Paul Ellis (.367, 9 HR, 26 RBI) hit

two home runs and had three RBI
in the third game. First baseman
Chris Pritcheu (.465, 5 HR, 14
RBI) went six for 10 in the scries,

with two home runs and four RBI.
Prilchett's hitting streak now
stands at 11 games.

Today's game pits the Bruins
against a revitalized Long Beach
squad. Under the guidance of head
coach Dave Snow, thc49ers went
to the College World Series last

year, winning over 40 games in the

process. UCLA was able to defeat
the Beach in both meetings last

season, and hopes to continue that

streak at Jackie Robinson Stadium_
this afternoon.

TENNIS

»

From page 38

were excellent and really snapped
back to put us in a position to win,
Bassett said.

Everything came down to No. 3
doubles.

All eyes were watching Bill

Behrens and Robbie Wendell
baule things out with the Waves*
No. 3 team of Alejo Mancisidor
and Ashley Naumann. After split-

ting the first two set3. the waves
finished stronger (6-3) to clinch
the overall win for Pepperdine.
The two token singles wins

came from Barber, who defeated
O'Neil at No. 5 singles in a tough
two setter, 7-5, 7-5, and from Jason
Sher, who downed Wave Brian
Dick with a decisive 6-1, 6-0
victory.

*To beat them on their home
courts is hard, but it's something
that we have to do," Bassett said. "I

look at this match as a good thing

and a way to get us ready for the

Indoors."

The Bruins will have to get used
to playing away as they travel to

the ITCA Team Indoor Champion-
ships played at the Univeristy of
Kentucky this weekend.

"We've got to get used to

playing away," Bassett said. "We
never play that well at the Indoors,

especially because the courts are

very fast, but I'm anxious to see
how we do." '

With the nation's top 20 teams
competing, the Bruins will face the

No. 13 Clemson Tigers in their

first match on Thursday.

CallCSO
825-1493

rtrr.
-^- --r

Ruggers drop
first match
By Jay Ross
Contributor

The UCLA ruggers* undefeated
season ended on Monday with a
28-8 defeat to a UC Berkeley team
that played almost perfect ball.

The Golden Bears, long consid-
ered the nation's elite program
with seven collegiate champion-
ships in the 1980s, exploded
behind fly-half Andre Bachelet,

who scored 21 points, and ousted
the Bruins from their No. 1

national ranking.

Despite the loss, the Bruins (4-

1) remain leaders of the PCRPHL
southern division, and Coach
Wayne Young was pleased with
the team's performance.

"I'm not discouraged nor sur-

prised with today's result," said

Young. "Cal is the best rugby
program in America because of its

athletes, tradition, coaching, and
confidence level. They just domi-
nate their opponents."

Monday's match was a test to

see how far the Bruins have come
and how they must improve.

"We're getting better every
week," said Young. "(Co-coach)
Chip (Howard) and I are imple-
menting our own system, so
success will take time. . .I'm
extremely happy with the perfor-

mances of Mike Herring, Kelton
Alexander, and Mike Brewin.
Herring was the best player today
with his lough tackling and effec-

tive passing. Alexander and Bre-
win raised their level of play and
had outstanding games in a losing

effort, which I'm proud of."

Anthony Jones, a Bruin wide
receiver for the football squad who
just joined the rugby club, excelled

in his varsity debut.

"A.J. played brill iantly»" said

Young. "In his first game, he
scored^nErnry, "Slipped and lost

another one, saved a Cal try, and
tackled like a madman. With
fo^all, he's used to contact and
working hard. The intensity of
American football teams translates

well to rugby."

Cal won by controlling most of
the lineouts, rucks, and scrums
behind the strength of their for-

wards, which are usually UCLA's
forte for victory. The Bears also

hustled more by blocking Bruin

attempts to kick the ball upfield,

catching their own kicks in the

UCLA half of the field, and
applying constant pressure.

"Cal is one of the best rucking

college teams I've seen," said

Young. "They completely over-

whelmed us. More importantly,

their hands were great. They found
a passing rhythm and kept winning
the rucks and marching down-
field."

Cal deflated the Bruins on a

listless Monday afternoon and led

24-0 in the second half before

UCLA punched in its first score.

With 10 minutes remaining,

Alexander took the ball at mid-

field and ran right. At the 30-meter

line, he lateralled to Jones, who
streaked down the sideline for the

Bruins* first try.

A few minutes later, Alexander

scored on his own. After taking a

pass from Andy Moore, he broke

toward the left sideline and outran

two Bears for a 50-meter try.

•*We made lots of stupid mis-

takes that directly gave them
points," said Alexander, who was
named to the So-Cal All-Star team.

"We didn't get going until the

second half, the forwards had a

rough game, and we were on our

heels playing defense most of the

game because of their good kick-

ing."
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TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!
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L NlliiERO UNO

PIZZA PASTA & MORE
CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC 208-5070

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes ^-^

Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID *--

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

DELIVERY
HOTLINE

CDM. when home & offioe mean something special I

IROM JOB FAIR TO JOB OFFER

A workshop to give you the competitive edge when you
talk to company representatives at the Minority
Recruitment and Career Conference on March 14.

/
Topics include:

• Writing a resume that sells

• Winning the interviewing game
• Asking the right questions
• Following up with potential employers
• Dressing for success

Six workshops to choose from. No sign-up ntguirpd.

Feb. 20 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center
Placement & Career Planning Ctr.

Haines Hall - Room 18

Chicano Studies Research Center
Chicano Studies Research Center

Feb. 21

Feb. 23

Feb. 26

Feb. 17

5-7
9-11
12-2
12-2

March 1 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center

Sponsored by

Academic Advancement Program
Placement & Career Plani\ing Center

UCLA PRELAW SOCIETY

GENERAL MEETING

FEB. 21, TODAY!
7:00 PM

IN GSM 1222

(Alternative Careers in Law has
been cancelled)

T-shirt sales, Mardi Gras, Spring
Quarter's events and the—ttpcoff^mg- barbeque will alt J3e

discussed.

ALL THE COAVFORTS OF HoAiE WITHOUT THE RELATIVES

kUCE DAY
"SdS. 'A*

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

7&4%n\
\\

f<»ia«'

11777 SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BRENT-WOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
M«fnb»r ol Armrican Dmr*td Amoc.
M«n<»i ol Amsrioan Attoc. of Orthodontics

ONLY %|9^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 .^^^. 000.7aha
(1 Block east of Barrington) l^ ^/ 0^0-7434
•On approval of cradlt Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment

/
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.(D®33
The clezinest, friendliest, and

most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinross mnd Undbrook)

824-2826
Sunrise Special - Expires 3/1/90

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from
•

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCIA Alum

TRACK: I I

"IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO
GH THROUGH SCHOOL.
YOU NEED TO SEE UPS."

"I need two things to get

through school: good
grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by
myself, and UPS is helping

me take care of the second.
They gave me a part-time

job that rea//y pays.

"I make almost $10,000
a year for working about 4
hours a day, 5 days a week.
But get this. UPS has stu-

dent loans that let me bor-

row up to $25,000 a year
for college. Compare that

anywhere else. I also got my
choice of schedules, paid
holidaysand vacations
as well as company-paid
medical insurance.

Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in

Accounting. Industrial Engineering. IS. or Customer Service.

"No other company offers more to students than UPS. Talk to

them Get what you need to get your diploma."

Openings exist at 1201 Wast Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,
interviews conducted Wednesday from 4-6 pm; or3333
Dowmey Rd., ¥»mon, interviews conducted Mondays at 1 pm;
or 3000 East ^AtesMngton Bh^. , Los Angeles, interviews con-
ducted Mondays from 1-3 pm. An equal opportunity employer.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

msv^m

h ciMic^mn
("ITSA GRiATHEAOr

Rsylofnd. LA Timma

"A BENT COMEDY.
REAL fun:

^
MbvK C C>ylitn, fntntammnnl To<imy

pttnentea He

DON SAXON ROeERT R BlUME
JANfOSTER JOE L QUAHESIMP

Wriflen by

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD

LAUREN TEWES

m

TKKETS (800) 369-8367
OR AT BOX OFFICE

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.
Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
^7 IMmse Me ios Angeles. CA

STUDENTS $9!
(With I.D.)

From page 40

Smith discussed the sprints— with

100/200 specialist Chuckie Brooks
absent from the roles until spring

break— not a senior's name came
from his lips.

However, Smith was not

describing a cupboard gone bare.

Heading the list of sprinters has

to be the new elder statesman in

junior Steve Lewis. After enjoying

the most celebrated freshman
season ever—including two gold

medals in the Seoul Olympics, a

nagging hamstring kept him from
the NCAA meet. Lewis, with a

school record 43.87 personal best

and 45.1 season best last year, did

help the Bruins comeback to tie

LSU in the final event with a

dramatic anchor kg in the 4x400
relay and also won the 1989 Pac-
10 400 Meter tide.

Another returning Pac-10
champion graces the Bruin ros-

i
ter—sophomore Kevin Wil-

I liams—who was last seen in a

I

three-point stance for the Bruin
football team.

Williams will now turn his

attention to the starting blocks in

an effort to improve on his 10.47

100 best and 21.37 200 best times.

Lining up alongside Williams will

be fellow football-track athlete

Bert Emmanuel—a 1989 gridiron

redshirt quarterback.

Another major component in the

sprint corps will be Eric Bixler,

who is making a triumphant return

after two years away following

hamstring injuries. Bixler owns
best times of 10.84 (100) and 22.10
(200).

Bixler may also see time in the

400, along with Lewis and sopho-
more Mike Stevenson (47.02),

who had a strong finish to his

freshman year with a fifth-place

Pac-10 400 fmish and a leg on the

conference championship squad.
Relays have been the quintes-

sential bread and butter for the

UCLA Track squads over the

years—note the LSU meet—and
despite some relative inexperi-_

encc. the future is still bright

"Our two relays are not pro-

jected in scoring positions right

now,** said Larsen, "but if you look
to four years ago we were youn$;

to regain title

LL^Zi\!^'j^J jJJJ.^SJZi\i:J (Qli ^J^l^J
r-^f^

The programs are organized by Dafna Ronn-Oxley of Yirtus Limited in

cooperation with Sigma, a privately-owned Russian cooperative in

Sachi, Russia. There will be 2 sessions, June 9-July 11 and July 6-

August 8. Each session includes 80 hours of class work taught by a

qualified teacher at the university level plus 20 hours of class

discussion, and also excursions to the area. Cost FIRST SESSION :

$2500. Price includes the course itself, all air and land transportation,

accommodations with local Russian Families, 3 Meals per day, and

excursions. SECOND SESSION: $2680. Price includes all of the above

plus four days in Moscow. FOR DETAILED PRINTED INFORMATION
CALL: 1-800-274-9121 (24 HOURS A DAY) and leave your name and

address.

You are invited to an

and not on anybody's national list

until we took second in the 4x400
at the NCAA Meet"

Distance-wise, the Bruins are

also young but full of potential.

Probably the best example is

Bill Meyer, who exploded at the

end of the 1989 season to post a

lifetime best of 3:43.52 in the 1 500
meters. He won't have the gra-

duated Christian Cushing-Murray
alongside him this season, but

Larsen expects this to be Meyers*
season. Other names to watch in

the metric mile are Haissam Sabra,

Sven Haug, and Jim Robbins.
The half-mile should be compe-

titive due to the presence of senior

Mike Wisnovsky and junior trans-

fer Chris Vincent. Wisnovsky
owns a best of 1:50.41, while
Vincent is just behind at 1:50.8.

In the 30(X) steeplechase, senior

Beat Ammann is Uie leader of the

pack with a 8:56.6 best clocking,

while Shawn Noonan (9:18.42)

and Greg Flynn (9:20.01) are

looking to break that magical
nine-minute barrier.

When it comes to the two
longest distances—the 5000 and
10,(X)0, essentially the names
Mark Dani and Victor Santamaria
are two to watch closely. Dani
overcame injuries to post a 14:01.1

1500 meter best in his sophomore
season after transferring from
Wisconsin and has a 30:07.11

10,(X)0 top mark. As for Santa-

maria, he owns bests of 14:17.8

and 29:35.7 in three seasons as a
Bruin.

From the distances to the hur-

dles, it could be Knight-time for

UCLA.
Senior Derek Knight heads the

hurdle lists, and if he can overcome
he injury plague, defeating oppo-
nents on the track could come as no
chore. Beset by injuries last year.

Knight still posted bests of 13.90 in

the 1 10 Highs and 50.54 in tiie 400
Intermediates—times which could
make him competitive in the

NCAA meet
Knight will be challenged by

incoming freshman Ross Flowers
(13.91 in die high school 110*s)

and Chris Moura in the 4(X)

Intermediates.

Bruin Sports Calendar

WEDNESDAY, FEB,21 oppowewt LOCATION TIME

Men's Volleyball

Baset>all

Pepperdine

CSULB
Pauley Pavilion

J.R. Stadium

7:30p.m.

2:00p.m.

WED.-FRL. FEB.21^23 . . ' . V' -'.
:

Men's GoH @J. Bums Invite Kaneohe. HI All Day

WED.SUM.. FEB.21-25

Men's Tennis @ITCA Indoors Louisville. KY All Day

THURSDAY. FEB 22
Men's Basketball @Oregon Eugene, OR 7:35p.m.

FRIDAY. FEB.23 N.

Men's Volleyball CSUN Wooden Center 7:30p.m.

Baseball ©Arizona State Tempe.AZ 7:00p.m.

Women's Basketball Oregon Pauley Pavilion 7:00p.m.

Women's Tennis @ Arizona State Tempe, AZ 1:30p.m.

Softball @CSULB Long Beach 4:00p.m.

Men's Gym @Stanford/Cal Palo Alto 7:30p.m.

Open House Meeting

TODAY
Between 4:30-7:00 PM at UCLA International Student Center

Conference Room Westwood Village

FRLSUN.. FEB.23-25

Women's Sv|fimming| @Pac-10

Championships

East L.A. All Day

SATURDAY. FEB,24

Women's Gym
Women's Tennis

BasebaH

Men's Basketball

UCLA Invitational

©Arizona

©Arizona State

©Oregon State

Pauley Pavilion

Tucson, AZ
Tempe, AZ
Corvallis, OR

7:00p.m.

1:00p.m.

1 .-OOp.m.

3:00p.m.

SUNDAY, FEB,25
Men/Women Track

Women's Basketbal

Baseball

©L.B. Relays

Oregon State

©Arizona State

CSULB
Wooden Center

Tempe. AZ

All Day

2:00p.m.

1 :00p.m.

,^^

Steepening climb to NCAA tourney

With each passing

game, an invitation to

the NCAA post-sea-

son tournament is becoming
more and more of an uncer-
tainty for the UCLA basketball
team. Like it or not, the

Bruins, as an autonomous
basketball team, must rely

upon the strength of the Pac-
10 Conference if they are to

gamer an invite to March
Madness. Unfortunately for '

UCLA, die Pac-10 isn*t among
the top five basketball confer-

ences in the country.

This is not cheery news for

the Bruins. There is an old

sports axiom that stales, "You
are only as good as the

opponents you play." A team's
win-loss record alone is not a
true indicator of how good that

team is.

That is where the value of a
conference comes in. The
tougher a conference is top to

bottom, the better chance a

team has of making the tourna-

ment—irrespective of record.

For example, through Sun-
day, Minnesota is 17-6 overall

and 8-5 in the Big Ten.
UCLA is 16-7 overall with a

9-5 mark in the Pac-10. Both
learns are currenUy in fourth

place in their respective confer-

ences. However, if the regular

season were to Qnd today

(excluding unpredictable post-

season conference tournaments),

the Golden Gophers would
almost surely receive priority

over the Bruins in the bid

process.

Because the Big Ten is a

highly competitive conference
from lop to near bottom
(forget about Northwestern), a

mediocre conference record is

much more influential than a

mediocre record in a fairly

competitive conference such as
the Pac-10.

For instance, the sixth-place

-team in^ the Big Teh, Ohio
State, is 13-10 and 7-6. The
sixth-place team in the Pac-10
is Stanford with a record of
15-8, 7-7. The Cardinal has a

better, overall record, but a

slightiy worse conference

record. If the last invitational

spot was contested between the

two squads, which team do
you think would deservedly

make the tourney? Brutus

Buckeye would stomp all over

the Cardinal tree.

The sixth-place team in the

Big East, Villanova, at 15-12

and 7-7, also has a worse
record than Stanford. No way
the Cardinal gets invited to the

toumament over Villanova.

Not only does real strength

of a particular conference mat-

ter, but perceived strength also

plays a factor. The Big Ten is

8COTT WEER8»NQ/D«ly Bnin

NCAA tourney Is uncertain

for Bruins

The Front Row

Richard
Marcus
perceived as a conference

made up of powerful basketball

schools. The Big Ten has

traditionally been a favorite

among the invitational commit-
tee—especially over the past

decade. The Big Ten annually

seeds five and even six teams
in the NCAA Tournament.

Lesser basketball conferences

such as the South^yestem or
the Pac-10 are not perceived

as traditional basketball confer-

ences and will not get the

benefit of the doubt regarding

marginal win-loss records.

Conferences which begin
with the prefix "Big** seem to

be the best in basketball this

season. The Big Ten, Big East,

and Big Eight are all com-
posed of solid schools up and
down the conference roster.

The ACC and the SEC are

also solid throughout.

Although the Pac-10 has
toughened itself over the past
few years, it is substantially

behind the above conferences
in terms of overall strength.

The Metro Atlantic Conference,
it could reasonably be argued,
is even tougher than the Pac-
40.

According to the newly

released Associated Press Top
25 poll, there are two Pac-10

teams (Oregon SL at No. 17

and Arizona at No. 21) repre-

sented. By comparison, there

are six Big Ten teams, three

Big Eight (including Nos 1

and 2) and three Big East

(Nos 5 and 6).

After watching the Mis-

souri-Oklahoma affair and the

Ohio State-Michigan game on
Sunday, it is evident that the

intensity levels of these stron-

ger conferences are a cut

above the intensity level of

lesser conferences. When was
the last time you watched a

Pac-10 game rock the way the

Tiger-Sooner game did?

What's this all mean for the

Pac-10 and UCLA regarding

the Toumament? For the Pac-

10, there is uncertainty as to

whether four teams will get

invited to March Madness. To
assure ilself a tourney spot,

fourth place UCLA must try

and finish third in the Pac-10.

To do this the Bruins must
win their remaining Pac-10

regular season games—includ-

ing Oregon Slate at Corvallis.

V If UCLA can not overtake

third-place C!al, ihe Bruins can

still receive an invitation by
winning the Pac-10 toumament.
But the way UCLA has been
playing, this avenue is not

likely. In essence, the Bruins

must defeat the Ducks and the

Beavers this week to assure

themselves control of their own
destiny. If not, the Bruins

might be in for an unsatisfying

game of musical chairs.
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208-3011
Smce 1971 UCLA Alum.

Ask About
m^ Our
MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
'^ 15% Off

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Transferable

Not Valid w/Any

Other Discount

. . X* PIZZA

V^V/ . CHICKEN

• RIBS

^ . SANDWICHES
'

. PASTA

\ . SALAD "^

' // Saints'

,
Pizza

The Best Pizza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

;]]12 West Olympic Boulevarc

West Los Angeles
rump HM ^^B ^^m ^Hi ^^m ^^h ^^^

I 3.00 off!
I Any X-Large I

I -
^ Pizza I

Fxf>ift»s Mofc^K 31 1QO0

b===== = = -l

I I

I
MAGNIFICENT 4,

'
. L^RGE PIZZA I

I With any 4 Toppings I

Mm Food Order for

Free Del. very $7 00

DAY
ONLY!

THURSDAY,

r--.

r^*

THIS IS THE
x SKI SALE
^ YOU'VE

'AAA

\

Sport «.

1

V WAITING
i^ FOR!m m^^
P%t^^^

ITTDA

OFF ANY
TOTAL SKI
PURCHASE
OF ^50-99"

OFF ANY
TOTAL SKI
PURCHASE
OF ^00-199

OFF ANY
TOTAL SKI
PURCHASE

$2001
THIS DISCOUNT IS GOOD ONLY FOR SKIS,

BOOTS, BINDINGS, POLES, SKIWEAR
AND SKI ACCESSORIES

Jff

• --F-

ARE SOME EXAMPLES
OP OUR LOW, LOW PRICES!

SKI EQUIPMENT

SKIS PRICED FROM ....

BOOTS PRICED FROM . .

BINDINGS PRICED FROM
SKIWEAR

PARKAS PRICED FROM
SHELLS PRICED FROM
STRETCH PANTS PRICED FROM

1 PC. SKI SUITS PmCED FROM

POWDER PANTS PRKB) FROM

• • •

• • • •

79M
89M
5999

4999
29M
6999

29M
SKI ACCESSORIES

TURTLE NECKS PRICED FROM

SKI GLOVES PRICED FROM
GORE-TEX GLOVES PRICED FROM

• • •

THESE INCREDIBLE PRICES

OuanmtM » UN* NnMttd to siecft on imna. wo tho right to

Copeland*s Sports*
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-6444
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10-9,

FrI-Sat 10-10, Sun 10-7

TOMYUN/0Myl«u«n

.%^">A'-
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Bruins find rough surf in Pepperd
By Lauri Lappin
Staff Writer

When the No. 3-fanked UCLA
men's tennis team journeyed to

Mahbu on Monday, it had no idea
that the Pepperdine squad would
confront it with such force and
determination. The Waves pound-
ed the Bruins in a 5-4 win,
dropping the Bruins* record to 10-

1 overall.

The Bruins had to fight for

everything against the Waves. And

after they were matched up against

an intense singles lineup, they

found themselves looking at a 2-4

deficit in doubles, thereby requir-

ing three consecutive wins to pull

out the match.

"We can still go out there and
win this," head coach Glenn
Bassett said to his players between
singles and doubles action. **It*s

important to get out there and win
our first sets and they'll find

themselves looking for someone to

win for them.**

That was exactly what hap-
pened.

All three Bruin doubles pairs

held the upper hand in their first

sets—overcoming their oppo-
nents, 6-1, 7-5, 6-1, respectively.

Everything seemed to be falling in

place for the Westwood offense.

UCLA's No. 1 tandem of Mark
Quinney and Bill Barber came out
strong against Pepperdine*s David
Wells-Roth and Kevin 0*Neil,
breaking their opponents three

times (the last being a love game)

pounded
to take the first set, 6-1 . The Waves
evened things up at 3-3 in the

second, but the Bruin duo con-
tinued to concentrate on consistent

returning and net coverage, getting

the break they needed to clinch the

second set, 6-3.

Likewise. No. 2 Bruins Mark
Knowles and Fritz BisseTl were
quick to jump on Waves Howard
Joffe and Tomer Zimmerman,
breaking them in the first game.
But the Bruins were then broken,

evening things out at 3-3. The

UCLA duo finally got the break It

needed with a winning offensive

lob hit by Knowles, taking the first

set, 7-5.

The second set went much the

same way. The Bruins broke the

Waves at 4-4 and held serve with a

angled drop shot that gave the duo
its victory—a victory that put the

victory within reach for the Bruin

squad.

"I felt that Nos. 1 and 2 doubles

See TENNIS, page 34

UCIA WINDSURF
SAIL

* CATAMARAN
The UCLA Aquatic Center, located in Marina Del Rey, offers:

M Instruction
^^

B^ Recreational Sailing

If you are a UCLA Reg or Rec cardholder, it's time to check
out your ocean front property! Dial 823-0048.

Fred finds the solution ^(^<

to all of his

advertising

woes.

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING \ ^
825-2161

vi^t

UCLA Department of Music and UCLA Center for the Performing Arts present

UCLA Opera Workshop and University Symphony

John Hall, Producer
'

Lucas Richman, Conductor

' Gian Carlo Menotti's

74e ^THediciHi^
t *

•

^
-and-

Giacomo Puccini's

^^ ^^,Gianni Schicchi
^/,>V25- _ • • : m^'^'^'^-^''--^'T'^ f^'^ Italian)

DOLLAR! DRINK
SPONSORED BY

MOISON
GOLDEN

$.99 MOLSON DRAFT BEER

$1.50 JAGERMEISTER SHOTS

$1.00 WELL DRINKS

NO COVERI

Fridays and Saturdays, February 23, 24, March 2 & 3, 1990

Schoenberg Hall • 8:00 p.m.

Tickets (reserved): $12 (general), $7 (students and seniors)

UCLA Central Ticket Office, (213) 825-2953

MEET
MISS MOLSON

THE JAGERETTES

DANCE TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA S HOTTEST D.J.'S

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH
8:30 PM' 1:30 AM

1501 N. SEPULVEDA BLVD
MANHATTAN BEACH

FOR 24 HR RECORDED INFO
<^ DIRECTIONS CALL
(213) 515-3444

FREE PARKING • NEW OWNERSHIP
NEWLY REMODELED

GRUNION'S

BAR ft C R I I 1

5% DISCOUNT

Call for free pick-up
and delivery

Right now, during the months of February and March,
come into our Westwood location and receive 15% off

our regular rates.

(Customer must meet nomial qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.

rvtit • ear
Car Collection

---it:

^K
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Chris Pritchett
With the No. l-ranked Stanford

Cardinal coming to town this

weekend, the UCLA baseball team
needed a big series from first

baseman Chris Pritchett And did
he deliver.

Pritchett responded in a big way
by getting six hits in 10 at-bats

versus the Cardinal, certainly
doing his part in the Bruin effort

He smacked two home runs and
knocked in four runs against
Stanford, but the Bruins could
manage to take only one of three

games from the Cardinal, losing

the finale on Monday in a 6-5

heartbreaker.

Pritchett extended his hitting

streak to 1 1 games by hitting safely

in all three matchups over the

weekend. This is the longest
hitting streak at UCLA since 1987.

His big weekend went in stride

with his whole sophomore season,

as Pritchett has had a phenomenal
year thus far. He*s hitting .465 to

lead the team, and is second on the

team with five homers. Pritchett

has shown a great batting eye as
well, drawing 12 walks in only 14
games.

Pritchett's newfound domi-
nance is somewhat of a surprise

after he hit only .238 in limited

action last year, but he underwent
an intensive weight-training prog-
ram during the off-season. This
regimen, combined with the start-

ing first sacker's job, has appa-
rently worked wonders with
Pritchett*s game.—^Kennedy Cosgrove

UCLA Sports INFO

Chris Pritchett

Basebal i 1 st Baseman Sophomore

Went six for ten with two homers

and four RBIs against Stanford.

UCLA Soort* INFO

Currently holds an 1 1 game hitting

streak.

Batting .465 this year.

Has five home runs and 14 RBIs

this year.

Mamie Ceniza

Tennis Sophomore

Won last two matches and currently

playing at number one singles

position.

Ail-American in 1989.

1989 Pac-10 Doubles champion.

Ranked number three in NCAA
doubles.

Mamie Ceniza
Since moving to the number one

singles position for her last two
matches, Mamie Ceniza has play-
ed like she was bom there.

The Ail-American sophomore
netter, who had been playing at the

number three slot up until Thurs-
day against USIU, won her first

match at number one by defeating
Giovanna Carotenuto. 7-5, 6-4.

And then on Saturday against
San Diego St, Ceniza easily

dispatched Michelle Apra, 6-2, 6-

2.

jn doubles, she and her partner,

Stella Sampras, did their usual
thing, racking up a 6-2, 6-0 win
over Storto/Brandt

Though she is playing very well
in singles, Ceniza is more
renowned for her work at doubles
with her partner Sampras. The duo
won the 1989 Pac-lO doubles title

after compiling a record of 22-3,

and was seeded number one in the

1989 NCAA doubles champion-
ships before bowing out in the
second round. They also won the

Fall 1989 rrCA doubles tide.

More recendy, the pair reached
the finals of the National Indoor
Collegiate Championships in Min-
nesota before falling to a team
from Texas.

She and Sampras are currently
ranked #3 in the NCAA's, steadily

holding onto their preseason #3
ranking, with a record of 19-3 in

doubles action. Ceniza is 17-4 in

singles play and was last ranked
#35 in the NCAA.

-Kennedy Cosgrove

^AKHGER- aP^{X>MSJ4HK
AnOptometric Center

20% 507oE
DESIGNER EYEW^R_FRAMES

& SUNGLASSES SALE*^
(Westwood Location Only)

Lifecm be really tough when you've got a bad burger habit. IbuMyourselfthinking about burgers all day long: \bu cant wait tillyou

g^t another "burger fix". But it doesn ) have to be that way! Ihere is a

Fresh Alternative. . .Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So get rid ofthat burger on your back

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

YOaR ONLY BRaiN

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

Porsche
Alain Mikil

Bada
Lafont

Biagotti

Bolle

Carrera

I.D.C.

PLUS
OTHER DESIGNER BRANDS

STARTING AT $15

j

""$
i"'00 OFF "]

I
Any Foot-Long Sub or Large Salad

I

I West>vood

Lindbrook
^SUBUiRV^

DB
Not valid with

any other offer

Limit 1 per customer

I

I

I

'Sale ends Sunday March 4. Limited to current stock.
Open 7 Days

EYE EXAMINATIONS • CONTACT LENSES • CUSTOM EYEWEAR
EXAM BY APPOINTMENT -ONE HOUR SERVICE (in Most cases)

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCFPIED
DR. MYLESZAKHEIM,O.D.P.C.
DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

(> A* f (} M r T $f I X

10930 WEYBURN AVE.* WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 213 208-1384
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Wait a Second!
Tlarrick predicts that team will rise again
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

OAN MacMEOAN/DaHy Bruin

Jim Harrick has a reason to be a little bit concerned with his
team's recent slump.

Hide the children and bolt the

doors. This team has hit a nasty

skid.

The UCLA basketball squad
(16-7. 9-5). a sure NCAA Tourna-
ment team and possible Final-Four

contender just a few weeks ago. is

in the midst of a February swoon
that would make the Clippers

proud.

The Bruins, who were tied for

first place with conference leader

Oregon State (19-4, 12-2) a mere
24 days ago, have since lost four of
five conference games, including

its first-ever losses to Cal and
Stanford at Pauley Pavilion. To top

it off, UCLA—a preseason No. 13

ranking—has dropped out of the

Top 25 for the first time all year.

To simply describe this tailspin

as a slump would be a vast

understatement. The Bruins have
dropped into fourth place in the

conference, three full games
behind frontrunner Oregon State,

and only a game ahead of Oregon
(13-10, 8-6). All of this .has an
interesting makeup which should

be a mad scramble for the illustri-

ous NCAA Tourney next month.

Des43ite the recent fallout,

UCLA second-year head coach
Jim Harrick, who led the Bruins to

the second round of the tourney

last season, isn*t sweating just yet

about not making the fmal 64
teams in the nation.

*« * goal that we really want
to work for.** Harrick explained in

reference to the tourney. "We
really haven *t thought about not

going. I don*t think that way.**

And if the Bruins can regroup

this weekend against the Oregons
up north, and then come back and
play well against the Washington
schools down here, then he wonvt
have to. and UCLA fans can book
their Spring Break trips.

"I really think two wins will do
it. and definitely three.** Harrick

said, in reference to qualifying for

the post-season. "Obviously. it*s

been a very difficult week for

us. . .1 really still like our team and
think we have a great shot at a lot

of great things.**

But first Harrick has to yank the

reigns and put a halt to his team's

recent woes. When the Bruins

knocked off OSU, 94-80. at Pauley

in the last week of January, it

looked as if UCLA was the most
talented in the Pac-10. Now. after

dropping games to unranked USC.
Cal and Stanford, as well as

shooting a meager 39 percent from
the floor in a loss at Tucson to

Arizona. Harrick has to be worried

about getting UCLA back on the

winning track.

"That's the thing Tm concerned
with.** he said yesterday at his

weekly press luncheon. "Getting

our ship going in the right direction

and gelling the team back playing

with the intensity, and the spirit

and the shooting—the things

which our team had a few weeks
ago. We*re in kind of a slump,

especially a shooting slump.**

Indeed. UCLA—which had
shot a scorching 56 percent from
the floor in the four games prior to
the Arizona contest—has had a

U"emendous amount of trouble in

See HARRICK, page 33

Will tracksters celebrate another title?
NCAA

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

This is the first of a two-part

series previewing the 1990 UCLA
mens track and field team.

Having the UCLA All-Comers

Meet rained out this past Saturday

wasn't the most auspicious way to

commence the 1990 Bruin track

and field season.

Then again, that rain out may
just be the first—albeit a negative

one—of many surprises in store

for head coach Bob Larsen.
"Having a bunch of positive

surprises during the season will be

the exciting aspect that will reveal

itself,*' Larsen said. "At this point

we are looking to get started, and
as the season progresses, we will

determine if we have the potential

to have a great season.*'

A great season in UCLA terms

means a run for the NCAA title

—

which means that the *90 squad has

ample footsteps to fill. The 1987
and 1988 UCLA teams wore the

national championship laurels,

while the 1989 edition took sixth

overall after a series of nagging

injuries derailed hopes of a third-

straight title.

Nonetheless, the Bruins of a

year past maintained the unde-

feated dual meet streak, which
stands at 44 (43 wins and 1 tie), and
also won a third consecutive Pac-

10 UUe.

The Larserj orders for this year?

More of the same.

"We haven't been defeated in

dual meets and we'd like to keep
that streak going," he said.

"We take dual meets seriously,

and the chance of us going
undefeated again will help us

determine a strong Pac-10 team
that can win that meet again. 1 feel

that we have the best group of

coaches of any program, which
will help us towards those goals."

The UCLA coaches will be

tested both by a lucrative sche-

dule— which includes Texas, Cal,

Houston, and USC—^and a rela-

tively young team. That is espe-

cially true in the track events, NCAA Meet), we*re not even
where only four seniors will see

action at the Occidental Quadran-
gle this Saturday^

ranked in the top-5 by Track and

Field News." ±^

*We don*t have enough return-

ing strength to walk in and win (the

In fact, when sprint coach John

See TRACK, page 36

UCLA hopes to give Bob Larsen his traditional bath.

Spikers to
host Waves
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Tonight's UCLA men*s
volleyball match against

WIVA rival Pepperdine in

Pauley Pavilion marks a

sweet homecoming for head
coach Al Scales and his

team.

After spending all of
February on the road, the

nation*s No. 1 team returns

to Pauley for its first home
match since beating Irvine.

Men's Volleyball

Who:

Wh§n:

When:

UCLA vs. Pepperdine

Pauley Pavilion

Tonight, 730 p.m.

It is a general rule of

thumb in college athletics

that if you can win every-

thing at home and half of

your road matches, you will

be successful. To date, the

Bruins hold a 10-1 record

(5-1 in WIVA matches)—
with eight of those taking

place outside of Westwood.
"It is really good to be

back and to play a home
match," said Scales. "These
next two weeks represent

what will probably be our

biggest weeks of the sea-

son."

The Bruins are coming off

one of their best matches of

the year, a three-game sweep
of BYU. Despite making a

couple of last-minuie lineup

changes. Scales was able to

engineer a lopsided UCLA
win.

Continuing the strong

play at the Bruin net is the

middle-blocking combina-
tion of Mike Whilcomb and
Trevor Schirman. On the

season, the two have created

the nation *s best one-two

punch of middle blockers.

The first to challenge

UCLA upon its return to

Pauley Pavilion, No. 8 Pep-

perdine is currently a game
back of the Bruins in the

DeGroot Division of the

WIVA.
Pepperdine comes to town

boasting one of the nation *s

most potent offenses, hitting

.356 as a team. In many
respects. Pepperdine is

similar to UCLA because it

is a young team—with a

lineup that features no
seniors.

Providing the leadership

for Pepperdine arc its

juniors, outside hitter Geoff
Hart and middle blocker

Brian Merrick. Hart is the

team-leader in kills (134),

while Merrick, on the other

hand, provides the founda-

tion for the Waves* blocking

game, averaging 1.22 blocks

a game.

He won the car!
If you sec a brand new Nissan 240SX around

Westwood. it might belong to UCLA freshman
Gary Silverman. Silverman won the car by
sinking a half-court shot at halftime of Sunday's
basketball game against Stanford. "I was a little

nervous, but I just wanted tb relax. I just wanted
to take it easy." Silverman said.

Athletes of the Week
One swings a racket, the other one swings a

bat, but they both share one very important thing

in common: They are Daily Bruin Sports'

Athletes of the Week for this week. So now that

midterms are over, take some time out to read

about UCLA's best.

See page 39

Softball takes a rest
The UCLA Softball team cancelled its

scheduled game against a Loyola Marymounl
club team yesterday. The UCLA coaches fell that

the team needed a rest after their grueling two-

day, 10-game Arizona tournament this weekend.

The Bruins next play Friday at Cal State Long
Beach.
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We have the best

immediate temporary

assignments for

Legal Secretaries

with experience in:

Litigation

Corporate

Real Estate

Entertainment

with

Word Perfect 4.2 & 5.0

Wang
NBI

MenioryLTypewriten

We also have openings for:

Word Processors __

Receptionists

Some evening and weekend

assignments available.

For thoughtful

permanent

placements

in the

legal community:

"r% Secretaries

Administrators

Office Managers

Personnel Managers

Personnel Assistants

Facilities Managers
— Office Services

Messengers

Paralegals

Supervisors

Accounting-All Levels

Word Processors

Receptionists

Librarians

Records Managers

Clerks

Theater majors have
advantage in job hunt

Call in confidence

for an interview 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

FREE PARKING
Downtown

One Bunker Hill

601 West Fifth Street, Fifth Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90071
.

213-624-8335

Beverly Hills/West Side

The Law Building

415 North Camden Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 90210

213-273-2125

TEMP HOTLINE: 213-273-2186

The Affiliates/A Personnel Service, Inc.

By Jenn Cillon

Contributor

James Dean. Francis Ford
Coppola. Carol Burnett. These
UCLA alumni have realized ^the

dream of every theater arts

major — to become big names
in the entertainment industry.

But most theater arts majors
won't find jobs in the entertain-

ment field, said Professor Nor-
man Welsh, an instructor of
acting workshops and directing.

Only 8 percent of the 30,000
professional actors in Los
Angeles are working regularly,

he said. And yet large number
of theater majors are being
graduated from the 1,200 col-

lege-level theater programs.
UCLA theater majors have an

advantage, however, through
their involvement in the theater

scene both on and off campus.
And many current students
launched their acting careers
before they came to college.

Theater arts junior Jeff May-
nard has been involved in

acting since high school and is

working on in the UCLA sitcom
"Good News, Bad News."

"You have to start as soon as

you can because you never know
when your big break in going to

come," he said.

^Tou have to start as

soon as you can
because you never
know when your big

break is going to
come.J9

JeffMaynard

pie I can perfect my own talent

and get a better perspective of
what's out there," Campos said.

Mark Allen, a senior theater

major graduating this quarter,

has written and directed a short
opera, a dramatic video that

played on television, and is

about to produce a short film.

He also interned at Concord
Pictures' for six months.
Although he doesn't yet have a
job for next quarter, he said he
is ready to concentrate on his

own projects and plans to write,

direct and produce films.

Jeff Schafrath, a 29-year-old

junior, also worked in the field

before coming to UCLA. He did
guest spots on "The Facts of
Life" and "Salvage One" — an
Andy GrifTith show which got
him into the Screen Actor's

Guild — and then decided to

Freshman Sarah r.pppn ram- rnnriP-m-Ur:; Af and spend^moFe"
-"hadpos nad made a beginning

before she came to UCLA. She
had minor roles in three feature

films and is currendy playing
Ashley Scott on the UCLA soap
opera, "University."

^ "By being around other peo-

time developing his talent.

Since last summer he has
been in three UCLA produc-
tions, is now in the UCLA soap
opera, and has the part of
Valmont in the upcoming "Les
Liaisons Dangereuse."

Parents respond to

children's education
By Maureen Thorn
Contributor .

What do you want to be when you grow up? Or more poignantly,
what do your parents want you to be when you grow up?

While students worry about what they are going to do after they
graduate, parents are concerned with the spiritual value of their
child's education more than the economic yield. In fact, Marion
Glover, mother of two children, one at UCLA and one at UC Davis,
said that the career goals she had for her daughter were that, "she
wouldn't follow the (societal) norms." Pat Kilgarifl', RN and modier
of two, said, "education should broaden their view of the world they
live in and introduce them to different ways of diinking." Never
once did their childrens' prospective income enter into the
conversation.

Granted, while all parents hope their children live equal or
better lives than they did, most parents consider success on a
different level.

Both Glover and Kilgarifi" agreed that their children's degrees
would be in constant use throughout tlicir lives because their

childrens* way of thinking had been exposed to such a diverse
cultural group at a major university.

While mothers ofstudents seemed preoccupied widi die "college

experience," fathers of UCLA students were more concerned with
the financial sidie of their childrens' career expectations. More
than once has William Thorn asked how his daughter "plans on
burning up the financial world with an English degree."

Many students attribute their fathers' concern to the common
stereotype of the cultural mother and thie predominandy financial
father. However, Ronald Linder, Ed. I), is one father who felt

differendy about education. "Life, if it's working, is tension.
Education is the preparation for life's decisions," he said. His
concerns for his childrens' education were not financially
motivated either, he said. When his children were young, he hoped
diey would get a "good liberal arts education to liberate the mirid
and improve tlw> r^nur.ty ,.r ,u.r„ i;.,... »

y Our Products Aren't

The Only Things That
Appreciate in Value . .

.

At American Honda Motor Company, Inc*, our

commitment to providing consumers with superior

products and customer service has led us to the

forefiront ofthe Automobile, Motorcycle and Power

Equipment industries.

The ideal candidates should possess the follow-

ing qualifications:

The Honda Team is made up of dedicated, en-

trepreneurial associates, whose dream is to make
the most superior products in America, for

Americans, by Americans. Our associates bring

new and challenging ideas to Honda every day.

You can be part of the Honda Team, too.

BA/BS Degree. Business Administration,

Marketing or Automotive Technology degrees

are preferred. , ^

3.0 GPA. Transcripts will be required.

Willingness to relocate anywhere in the United

States at the conclusion of the program.

We will be recruiting On Campus Wednesday,

March 7, 1990. Sign up today!

We are currently interviewing qualified candidates

for our National Trainee Program. The National

Trainee Program offers college graduates the op-

portunity to rotate throughout our product lines,

learning all aspects ofhow our company operates.

The National Trainee Program lasts for 18 months

and is located at our Corporate Headquarters in

Torrance, California.

If you have what it takes to l)ecome part of the

Honda Team, please contact your placement of-

fice today. If you are unable to secure a time to

interview, please send your resume to: American

Honda Motor Co., Inc., 100 W. Alondra Blvd.,

1-1-2E UCLA, Gardena, CA 90247. Equal Oppor-

tunity Employer.

/

Come Join The Leader

j>

\ 4.
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Experienced rejgruiters look for iimovatiqn
But strong interviews,

resumes still important
By David Clickman
Contributor

. UCLA alumnus Doug Brown
followed all die textbook guide-

lines for his job interview.

Then the senior vice-presi-

dent ofa prestigious investment
banking firm asked, "Have you
ever sold encyclopaedias or

Fuller brushes door-to-door?**

Brown was completely flus-

tered, he said. Suddenly the

power tie and twice-starched

collar offered no comfort and
his creativity flew out the
window. ^
The lapse was momentary,

however. How did door-to-door

sales "Experience pertain to

trading on the stock market? he
asked. Hard-core sales experi-

ence is a solid indicator of
success, he was told.

"

Well, Brown didn't have any
sales experience, but his pre-

paredness, persistence and
enthusiasm landed him a job
offer from the investment bank-
er instead of a polite brushoff.

Although there are no hard-
and-fast rules for landing a job,

_a_weLl:prepared and informed

recruiters value students who
know what they want to do,

target specific companies, con-

vey enthusiasm and take an
assertive role throughout the

hiring process.

Students must understand the

fundamentals: resumes do not

directly lead to jobs, they lead to

interviews and interviews lead to

jobs.

"Keep resumes succinct, clear

and professional; be specific,** saiid

Laura Ferracane, manager of

staffing for entertainment
conglomerate Universal/MCA Inc.

Fred Rodriguez, manager of
corporate employment prog-

rams for Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany, the largest private sector

employer in LA. County, also

favors short resumes.

"Short and crisp resumes
demonstrate three things about
an apphcant: organizational
skills, ability to filter out extra-

neous information and an
effort to save time and be
efficient.**

Resumes alone are not the

only way of getting .interviews.

"Most interviews and jobs are

obtained through persistence,**

student can gain an advantage says Morgan Mason7 president

in getting hired, experienced of Restaurant Placement
recruiters say. ^ .\ Group, which places people in

Corporate executives and managerial positions of the

food service and hospitality

industries.

"Polite, persistent follow-up is

very important— call and call,"

Mason says. *'Be even-tempered

and never sound annoyed.**

Tom Klassen, president of

The Management Company, an

agency representing actors, wri-

ters and directors says, "Persis-

tence pays off; it is a matter of

recognizing everybody is busy.

Get to them ,in a very important
way."

If an employer refuses to

return phone calls, Mason sug-.

gests sending a telegram. "It*s

offbeat, professional and gets

read. Of course you can't send
one everywhere you apply, but
you might try one or two, or use
another creative approach."

During the interview, com-
mon sense rules still apply:

never break eye-contact nor
fidget, it shows disinterest; ask

questions about the company, it

demonstrates research; answer
questions with specific answers,

don't give them what you think
they want to hear.

"An ~" experienced executive
has heard the same objective a
hundred times, *I want a chal-

lenging position whe^e I can use

my people skills,' " Mason said.

"If you are going to respond
that vaguely, you might as well

say, 'I'd like a dull position
»—»rwhere I can work m a closet.

Executives value specific,

focused responses. Dina Mosko-
witz, an analyst for the financial

valuation company Pacific Cor-
porate Group, was told to pur-

posely stray from the topic at

times. "If the candidate brought
the conversation back to the

original topic, it proved that he
or she had the ability to stay

focused."

Moskowitz said she tries to

gauge each candidate's willing-

ness to accept responsibility. "I

probe toward failures; if he or

she doesn't take responsibility

but blames others, he or she is

probably not a good candi-

date."

Simply expressing interest in

thejob is important and is often

overlooked, interviewers say.

Kurt Schroeder, corporate

controller and a senior hiring

executive for Aaron Spelling

Productions, says that applic-

ants who get jobs convey clearly

that they want to work for the

company.
"In my four years here, only

two people have asked for the

job at the end of an interview,

and both were hired."

Every industry has its own
standards and criteria for get-

ting hired. The following is a list

of comments and advice from
experienced hiring profession-

als in diverse industries.

Eric Whitaker, legislative

aide to Senator Warren Rud-
man, commenting on getting a

^ob on Capitol TIill: ^

"Take political history
courses and know the history of
major issues, develop an exper-

tise in something— anything—
and be prepared to work in the

mail room for several months.
Come to Washington, knock on
people's doors, drop off
resumes, get to know the staff

.

members, and take advantage *

of placement services like the

House and Senate placement
offices."

Jeff Kabot, former financial

analyst for the investment banking

firm DrexeLBumham Lambert:

**It seems that everyone who
applies is bright and capable, you
must differentiate yourself. Go to

on-campus presentations, get to

know the associates and analysts as

well as the managers, and follow it

up with a letter. If you don't get an

interview, call your contact; be

assertive, professional and polite. I

am always willing to talk to

someone who is interested, given

they are qualified.**

Danny Simon, President of
the motion picture product
licensing firm Carolco:

"Don't be concerned with
what thejob pays or what it does,

be it runner or secretary, just

get in and meet the people.
Read the Hollywood Reporter and
other trades regularly. Give
executives a reason to spend
time with you, be creative. For
example, do a research project

that requires interviewing pro-
fessionab in the industry.**

--TimT^Scanlan, vice-piesi-

dent and director of human

See HUNT, Page 15

PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

#1
#1

LSAT • GMAT • ORE • MCAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
ANY SECTION OR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSE FREE
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Time, patience required

to officiate college games
By Travis L. Scott

Contributor

What do a lawyer, a teacher, a

computer executive and a school super-

intendent have in common? They're all

Pac-10 basketball officials.

Contrary to popular belief, the profes-

sion of basketball officiating is a part-

time career. There are no 9-to-5 work-

days, no mid-morning coffee breaks and
no vacation pay.

'*We have business executives, blue

collar workers, high school graduates,

people from virtually all walks of life

officiating in this conference," said

Frank Mclntyre, supervisor of Pac-10

Basketball officiating for the past 19

years. "If you've played the game
enough, and really know it, anyone can

become an official."

But "anyone" faces the problem of the

enormous time commitment involved in

what is essentially a second job.

Even so, the field isn't open to

everyone. Applicants for a position in

the Pac-10 must have a minimum of 10

to 12 years experience. This means time

officiating at junior high, high school

community college and exhibition

games.
"Because the game is so fast-paced, it's

probably the hardest to officiate and
therefore takes a great deal of time to get

down," Mclntyre said.

' Despite the drawbacks, however, the

road to becoming an official in the Pac-

10 often begins before most career

choices are m^de. Each year a tryout

camp is held for about 200 aspiring high

school students, who come to work on

fundamentals, refine skills and receive

lessons. From this group, a few are

chosen to attend an officiating clinic

held annually at Stanford University.

These students, deemed to be the ones

with "high potential," get a chance to

officiate exhibition games to see how
they would do in actual game situations.

"We look to see how the kids handle

the pressure," Mclntyre said. "Are they

going to make mistakes \yhen the game is

on the line? We really need to have calm

people out their on the court"

These students are then encouraged

to pursue their college education while

working in as much officiating time as

possible. But while the vast majority of

officials are college graduates, it is not a

requirement. .v>

"If a man has a degree, then that's

great. We're always looking for a com-

plete person," Mclntyre said. "But what

we really need is a man who can do the

job— one who is capable ofbeing a good
official."

Despite Mclntyre's choice of termi-

nology, die field isn't confined to men.

It's open to anyone who can handle it—
regardless ofgender or race. Minorities,

in fact, make up a large part of the Pac-

10 officiating crew. Women, however,

are not represented currendy. While

Pam Postema has been umpiring in

professional baseball for the past 12

years (she has not yet been accepted into

the major leagues), basketball thus far

has not crossed die gender barrier.

See REFEREES, Tage^TB
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A referee gets the best view in the house

^^\LI^STAR AGENCY ~
TEMPORARY & PERMANENT PLACEMENTS

We're adding major clients daily to our already prestigious client list!!

We need TOP people for permanent positions in the entertainment Industry

• Assistants - Major Talent Agencies/TV, Motion Fix - Talent & Literary

• Assistant To Executives - Top Motion Picture/TV Production Go's.

• Receptionists/Assistants - Various Entertainment Firms

• Runners/Mail Room - Motion Picture Production Go's.

• Executive Secretaries - Top Entertainment Law Firms

if Plus many other exciting positions at ail skill levels

WE PLAGE OFFICE PERSONNEL IN THE CORPORATE
(213) 271-5217

204 S. Beverly Drive Suite 110
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

No fee to applicant and the lowest fee to employer in the industry.

FIELDS AS WELL!!
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Career counseling

offered at UCLA
By John Kwon
Contributor

Looking for an internship, temporary summerjob, or preparing

for a career is a daunting prospect to most students, but UCLA's
Placement and Career Planning Center can help smooth die path

for the inexperienced.

Making an appointment with a career counselor is the best

starting point for a student who has never visited the Center,

according to director Charles Sundberg.

Full-time career counselors at the Center can help a student

discover their interests and match these interests with their

individual job skills.

"All experience is Worthwhile," said Ruth Parsell, a sepior career

counselor. Before students look for a serious job, Parsell advises

that they "decide what they want to do."

Employers also want studentswho can communicate and interact

well in the workplace, Parsell added.

In addition to career counseling, the Placement Center offers:

A Career Resources Library where a student can look 'up

_company profiles, find out about salary trends, study thejob market

and get information on various careers.

Numerous workshops ranging from "Resume Writing" to "Job

Survival Skills," which are»offered every quarter. A student must
register with the Center in order to attend a workshop.

On-Campus Interview Program, where several hundred public

and private sector companies are represented. For MBA's, the best

resource would be the GSM career center (Room 1 355) , which only

serves AlBA's. An engineering student can utilize the Boelter Hall

Engineering/Science Placement and Career Planning Center

(Room 5289).

The Career Consulting Network, which is composed of

professionals who consult with students about their careers.

Career counseling for students who have graduated. $50 is the

fee.

Job seekers check put the boards at the career center.

Job market promising for UCLA grads
From staff reports

UCLA graduates are more prepared than ever

to face the job market, according to a survey

taken by the Placement and Career Planning

Center.

Graduates have tended to take more manage-
ment and computing classes than ever before,

preparing them for the job market, the survey

shows.

South . campus majors have the greatest

advantage when searching for a career, because
they not only have that extra preparation, but
also face an extremely favorable job market.

According to the survey of 2,541 graduates

from the class of 1986, about 33 percent chose

See JOB MARKET, Page 19

GET THE JUMP ON LANDING
THE fpB YOU WANT

Our skill-building workshops can help you "look good on

paper," take some of the jitters out of the job interview, and

package yourself to knock the competition cold!

Register for the workshops of your choice at the Placement

and Career Planning Center. .

Resume Writing

March 1

March 5

March 16

9-11
3-5
10-12

Job Search Strategy

March 2 3-6
March 26 3-6

Interviewing Skills

February 28 3-5
March 8 9-11
March 15 2-4

Interview Practice

March 7 2-5
March 15 9-12
March 21 2-5
March 22 3-5

tf

Placement & Career Planni^g Center hours:

Monday - Friday 8 am - 5 pm
Tuesday 8 am -7 pm

CLINICAL MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS AND
ASSOCIATES

Amgen, an innovative leader in the discovery and
development of human pharmaceuticals through

applied biotechnology, has on-going opportuni-

ties for individuals in our Clinical Manufacturing

Group. Initial responsibilities involve assisting in

the manufacture of recombinant DNA derived

products, including mammalian cell cul-

ture, fermentation and purification process
development. '

Qualified candidates for these positions should

have a B.S. in related life sciences or Chemical
Engineering. Educational training and/or work
experience should include some familiarity with

biochemistry, microbiology or related areas. Knowl-

edge of cGMP's is desirable but not essential.

Amgen offers a stimulating and challenging envi-

ronment with the unique opportunity to contribute

to the development of leading edge products in the

pharmaceutical industry. If you have the necessary

requirements and would like to be a part of a com-
pany that places a high priority on its human
resources, please send a resume, in confidence,

to:

AMGEN, INC.

Recruitment, Dept. #513
Amgen Center
Thousand Oaks
CA 91320-1789

»j
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Take advantage of
the Princeton Review 's

^evolutionary test-takind
techniques to enhance
your scoces

"//•

LSAT, GMAT, and GRE!

Jhe Princeton Review is^mlquely qualified^to^ffeTyouThe finest test

preparation in tiie country. Since its inception, tiie Princeton Review has

enabled students to increase their scores by record amounts. No other

course can match our results:

LSAT average increase: 10 points

GMAT average increase: 110 points

GRE average increase: 230 points

THE

PRINCETON REVIEW
The course that revolutionized the test preparation Industry.

(213)474-0909 .
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Farmers Insurance Group
4680 WHshire Boulevard ,

Los Angeles, CA 90010 EOE

GRADUATING SENIORS'-.• '\ .-

Farmers Irisurance Group, d leader h the irisurance Industry, has a variety

of career opportunities in our Mid-Wllshire Corporate Headquarters.

accountant'
.

' • >, t

Responsibilities include maintaining ledgers, preparing financial

statements and reconciling accounts. Your qualifications shoud include

at least six written communication skills.

PROGRAMMER

i

Systems & Applications programming positions. We have a state-of-the-

art IBM mainframe. Knowledge of Assembler & Cobol helpful.

ACTUARY

Must have a 4 year degree In Mathematics and a passing score orr at"^

least one actuarial exam.

In return for your professional abilities, we offer a competitive salary and
benefits package, including profit sharing & tuition reimbursement.
Please sign up for our On-Campus Interview session on Wednesday,
May 2nd, or send your resume to:

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP—P.O. Box 2478, Dept. 130-8
—

- Termtr>al Annex
Los Angeles, CA 900 10

i

tSkOh. 3ac5<

Our extra effort

means immediate
placement for you

We make the extra effort to find the right job for you now . At

BEVERLY-CROSS/PRO-STAFF, we offer immediate placement with top

pay rates and an outstanding benefits package.
.^

CLERKS
RECEPTIONISTS
TYPISTS ,

SECRETARIES

ACCOUNTANTS
WORD PROCESSORS
DATA ENTRY
DATA PROCESSING

FREE WORD PROCESSING TRAINING AVAILABLE

BEVERiy-CROSS / PRO STAFF
PERSONNEL SERVICES

WESTWOOD
LOS ANGELES

SHERMAN OAKS

TORBANGE

LONG BEACH

DOWNEY

(213)478-9863

(213)489-3852

(818)788-8411

(213)378'1197

(213)498-9390

(213)861-6221

Advertising attracts

many college grads

But job is not like those

'advertised' on television
By Laure Ramin
Contributor

The field of advertising has
been flourishing as a career

choice among young college

graduates.

The movie **Nothing in Com-
mon" and television show Thir-
tysomething" portrayed the
advertising career as glamor-
ous, fast paced and high-paying.

In reality, these media represen-
tations are unrealistic, some
advertising executives said.

If money and glamor is what
you are looking for, you won't
find it in advertising," said Skip
Riddle, president ofSaatchi and
Saatchi DFS/Pacific, an adver-

tising firm. **Sweat and drudgery
is 90 percent of the advertising

world."

A career with an advertising

agency as an account executive

means always working with peo-
ple, he said. The job requires

strong communication skills in

order to act as liaison between a
client and an agency. The
agency plan s a marketing
strategy for the clierRTand fhi~

account executive discusses
each step with the client to

ensure approval, he explained.

. "The industry will always
change, but interpersonal skills

won't," Riddle said.

And a particular major isn't

really Important for entry into

the field. **I would lake an
English major into any industry

there is," said Riddle. "But you
can come from any major if it

has encouraged your interper-

sonal skills."

He also suggests internships,

classes in economics and exper-
ience working with diverse per^

sonality types.
— —: ~

Students planning to enter

advertising after graduation
should expect to work for sever-

al years before becoming an
account executive.

Susan Gesell, advertising
coordinator for the ASUCLA
student publication depart-
ment esdmates it will take at

least five years to become an
account execudve. "Until then
the average income will only be
about $18,000 per year," she
said.

Even after establishing a
reputation with an advertising

agency, the field remains com-
petitive. Because it has become ^

so popular, agencies have more
young workers batding for a
limited amount of account
executive positions. There's a
high turnover rate, however,

allowing those with determina-
tion room for advancement
UCLA Daily Bruin account

executive Dana Golden has
been preparing for a career in

advertising throughout his time
at UCLA.

"I have a solid resume with

iwiles and ~advertising^"cxperi^~

ence," Golden said. "Now the'

best thing for me to do is to

meet people and find connec-
tions."

Students interested in an
advertising career should con-
sider working with an agency as

an intern. The American Adver-
tising Federation offers paid
and unpaid internships to stu-

dents interested in advertising

experience.

"You need to expose yourself
to as much as possible," Riddle
said. "If you have the desire to

learn and the willingness to

nvork harder than anyone else,"

you'll be a success."

IMMMMM

Average Salary for Bachelor Degree Candidates

The following figures represent the average annual salary

paid to bachelor degree holders in regard to their major.

S30.000
:

28.557

SOURCE: College Placement Council

ALBERT POON/D«ily Bruin

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493
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Internships necessary

for aspiring reporters

By Jeff Soble

CorUrihutor

It was finals* week of Brian's

senior year. The English major
had worked on his school news-

paper for the last three years.

He figured there were worse
.ways to mak^ a living, so after a

much-needed vacation in

Hawaii, he started sending out
resumes.

Brian, who asked not to be
identified, was expecting some
problems. He figured he wasn't

going to land the first job he
went after. As insurance, he
decided to talk to a newspaper
reporter he knew about the best

places to apply.

**Where have you interned?"

the reporter asked. Interned?

Between working at the paper
and school, Brian hadn't given

much thought to internships.

Brian's working in a bank
now. He'd still like to work at a

newspaper but it's almost impos-

sible to get an internship if you
aren't a registered student.

**An internship is a great way
to get hands-on experience,

exposure to the working envi-

ronment and you get to see and
meet so many influential peo-

-pley" -said- Laura RomerOy assis-

tant director of the Extramural

Programs and Opportunities
Center (EXPO) at UCLA.

Internships are notjust desir-

able for students wanting to

work in newspapers, however,

they are vital, newspaper editors

say. Classroom instruction can't

teach a student how to cover a

story, deal with sources or write

an accurate story in deadline—
all that comes with practice.

Since journalism is a highly

competitive field, only those

students who have acquired
real-life experience are consid-

ered for most reporting and
editing jobs.

Cynthia Chow-Snavely, assis-

tant director for editorial

internships and the Minority

Editorial Training Program
(METPRO) at the Los Angeles

Times said the practical experi-

ence allows students to find out

whether they are suited to the

profession.

"Internships give a person a

chance to find out if reporting is

what they want to do. You find

out what newspapers, editors

and reporters are like," she said.

So important is this practical

experience, that it weighs more
heavily than grades or the

number of degrees a student

has, say career counselors.

"Most people are usually not

too concerned about the

amount of schooling you have

had," Romero said.

That means an advanced
degree may not be much help.

"Usually there is no prefer-

ence over whether you are

working towards a bachelor or a

masters degree," said Chow-
Snavely. "It depends on practi-

cal experience.

That is where internships

come in. Either part-time work
during ihc school year or full-

^^An internship is a
great way to get
hands-on experi-
ence, exposure to

the woildi^ environ-

ment and you get to

see and meet so
many influential
peojde,"

Laura Romero

student to get to know the

intricacies of a newspaper.
The problem for some stu-

dents is that internships, espe-

cially those at smaller
newspapers, often are unpaid.

But sometimes employers can

be persuaded to change their

minds, Romero said. "If there is

no offer of salary then a person
should try asking for a stipend

to help cover expenses."

Some internships pay well,

but they ^re usually the tough-

est to get Recruiters at the Los

Angeles Times usually only con-

sider applicants with prior

internships at smaller papers,

Chow-Sanvely said. "We will look

at any application, but in gener-

al^one to two prior inierndiips

at a small daily are preferred."

And an internship at The
Times is among the best paid:

$421 for a 40-hour week during

the summer >full time and
$244.50 for a 24-hour week
during the school year part

time. At that level, students are

expected to come up with their

own story ideas and be able to go
out on breaking news stories.

Students often wait too long

to start looking for internships,

career counselors said.

"Your senior year in college is

too late," Chow-Snavely said.

"Start looking by your sopho-

more year for your first intern-

ship and then you should
definitely do one your junior

and senior year and then look

for permanent work."

The major a student chooses
also is less important than job
experience. "You can major in

anything you want, English,

history, political science,"
Chow-Snavely said. "It does not
make much difference."

Graduate school is a more
complicated choice. It boils

down to the degree ofjournalis-

tic education afr«ndergraduate

has. A student with good intern-

ships and a file of well-written

articles won't need graduate

school. But students whose back-

ground in journalism is weak
probably should consider an
advanced degree.

"Get beginning experience

on a campus newspaper for a

year and then enter outward

into internships for one to two

years on a small daily or weekly.

"During your senior year try

and get an internship at a

bigger newspaper and also start

sending out letters to papers all

over the country inquiring

riboiit jobs.
\
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ENTREPRENEURL^ STUDENTS!

* You are an undergraduate.
* You have always wanted to run your own business.

* You want hands-on business experience before graduating.

* You want to learn how to HIRE, FIRE, MARKET, SELL,
ORGANIZE, HANDLE STRESS, SOLVE PROBLEMS, EARN A
SUBSTANTIAL SALARY.

* You want to earn $6000.00+ in one summer.
* You are tired of reading books on business and want to try running

a business... ^

Then UPP, Inc.'s Managerial
Internship program is for you!

Apply now for a summer 1990 manager position in University

Painting Professional, Inc.'s Manager Internship Program like

several students did last summer. Positions open in Riverside,

LA, Orange, and San Bemadino counties. Call Gilles Aouizerat at

UPP, Inc. for more information.

- KALL - UPP

** UetS^SENIORS **

If you think you have what it takes, we have an
exceptional sales career opportunity for you.

ESCO Corporation is a 76 year old hi-tech metals industry leader seeking

dynamic individuals who are motivated to achieve success in today's fast-

paced business world.
The responsibilities of our Inside Sales team require excellent verbal and
communication skills, and include quoting, buying, and selling of both

stock and non-stock items, ranging from stainless steel fittings to 100,000

pound castings.

Ifyou are a self-starter and have the ability to work effectively with a variety

of people in a variety of situations, please send your
resume to:

John Bussman
Inside Sales Manager
ESCO CORPORATION
6415 E. Corvette Street

Los Angeles, CA 90040
(213) 722-0300

ESCO will be On Campus February 28th
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
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New lawyere specialize to stay competitive
By Thomas Foley

Contributor

Now more than ever, students all

across the country are bellying up to the

bar — the American Bar Association.

Interest in law school has skyrocketed

in recent years. Applications are up
nationwide. The increase in the demand
for law education combined with a

continuing trend toward specializatibn

pressures students preparing for admis-

sion and employment
The Law School Admission Council,

which administers the LSAT, the Law
School Admission Test, reports a 22
percent increase in applications nation-

wide for 1990-91, and a 40 percent rise

since 1987,. Last year alone, for instance,

the UCLA Law School received more
than 9,500 applications for 320 seats.

^ The sudden interest is attributed to

the fleJcibility of the law credential, the

exodus from medicine and business

fields, and the boost law has gained from
the media. Television programs such as

'TA Law** show the profession as a
glamourous, high profile, well paying

career.

And if law isn't always as glamorous as

it*s portrayed on the television, it's at

least as high paying. The biggest Los
Angeles firms start associates in the

$65,000 to $72,000 range, according to

the Los AngeUs Times. ^ .
, ^.

A continuing trend toward private

sector law practice presents some diffi-

cult questions to students preparing to

enter law school. An already specialized

field is becoming more so, said Bill

McGeary, director of UCLA's^ Law
Career Planning and Placement Office^

**Corporate clients want specialists

l^:^S::

Distinguished U.S. Law Schools
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working on each part oftheir service," he
said. *They are going to go a law firm that

has a number of different experts in five

or six different departments.**

The trend toward specialization was
echoed by Judge Kenneth Chotiner of
the L.A. Municipal Court Chotiner was a
solo trial practitioner before his bench
appointment He said it would be
di^Bcult to do the same today because he
would have to be an expert in everything.

Despite the increased specialization,

the competition for law school spots is

fierce. Law school admissions are based

primarily on academic record and the

LSAT, so it behooves students to excel in

a major that interests them. However^
experts advise against over-specializa-

tion: a broad-based education is best.

*The old idea of the pre-law back-

ground ... is really irrelevant these

TOM YUN4>aiiy Bruin

days,** McCeary said. The people who
get admitted to the best law schools

come from all kinds of undergraduate
majors. What they are looking for are

people with the requisite skills to be a

successful lawyer.**

A broad-based education is stressed

for two reasons: first, given the degree of

specialization in the market, graduates

may not be able to land the position they

seek; second, the specific field may not
be as attractive as it first appeared.
At a panel discussion on law careers

held at UCLA in January, local lawyers

from various fields outlined the most
important areas in which undergradu-
ates^ should exceL iMl_ sai^^

reading and composition skills were of

paramount importance. Many students

are ineffective in translating their know-
ledge to the written word— a tremend-

ous liability in law school.

Other school subjects which could be
helpful, they said, were business,
accounting and analytics.

A young lawyer* s personal marketabil-

ity should not be underestimated. Class

rank and the reputation of the school

are key factors, but character and
educational diversity are equally impor-

tant

"You*ve passed the bar, so you're

bright,** said Susan Fine-Kroll, a real

estate lawyer. But you'll land ajob based

on what the firm feels it will gain from
hiring you and a narrow course of study

is unattractive.

With the tremendous increase in

those aspiring to a career in law, the

question of market glut arises. Will the

number of lawyers outgrow openings?

Will lawyers be diumbing the want ads in

the 1990s, tending bar to make ends

meet? McCeary offered a reassuring

answer:

**When you talk about glut,** he said.

"You*ve got to talk about the total

number of people in the market. Even
though applications are up, there are no
more seats and no new accredited law

schools, he added.

McCeary cautioned that if a glut

materialized, it would affect those stu-

dents attending unaccredited law

schools. Their students may pass the bar,

but without accreditation, they may find

trouble getting jobs, he said.

What that means for those consider-

ing law school is that as applications

continue to rise so will competition,

demanding a greater level of personal

accomplishment and scholastic excel-

lence. -— —

:

There's a name for people
' who want a career that

has everything... t -

I 1 1
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Northwestern Mutual Agents.

They all have certain traits in common.
They're achievement-oriented individuals

who'll accept nothing short of success.

They crave their independence, because

they know how to rely on their own
iniriative. And they love a challenge as

much as the rewards. Yet, they never *

lose sight of fundamental values like
"

caring about and guiding others.

If you aspire to rise above an

ordinary life, you'll discover the unlimited

opportunities you long for as a

Northwestern Mutual Agent. This field

offers a broad range of career specialties.

And with intensive training and top-

performing products, you'll be able to

advance as quickly as you wish. In fact,

more than 1,500 Northwestern Mutual

agents averaged more than $121,000 in

commission based earnings in 1989.

For information regarding how to

explore the unusual career opportunities

offered by The Mellinger Agency call:

The Mellinger Agency

Peg K. English,

Director of Development

1055 Wilshire Boulevard

Suite 1600

Los Angeles, CA 90017
213/482-5100, cxt. 230

Interviewing on Wed. 5/2

Nprdiwe^em
Mutual Lne*
The Quiet Company*
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Law school not essential for some court positions
By James R. MacCurdy
Contributor

The court reporter's fingers danced on the

Stenotype machine. The clerk, talking on the

telephone, recorded court orders on a computer.

From his desk, die bailiff surveyed the courtroom

ensuring security. Standing next to the accused, the

interpreter echoed everything that was said.

Court clerk, court reporter, bailiff, interpreter— all

of these people work in the legal profession, though

not one has gone to law school. Each has developed a

high degree of skill and not all of them have gone tb#

college.

The Los Angeles Municipal Court offers career

opportunities in a wide range of fields, for people with

all backgrounds and college graduates enjoy particu-

lar advantages. Ifyou're addicted to crossword puzzles

. . . you'll love this job," said court reporter Alice

Moell.

The Deputy Clerk (all courtroom clerks are

deputies of the one Clerk of the Court) swears

witnesses, secures exhibits and electronically records

court orders.

The usual route to become a courtroom clerk is to

start as a low-level clerk, working in offices or at ticket

paymentwindows for several years, as didJudge Robert

L. Swasey's clerk Jim Sherman.
A courtroom clerk, or "judicial assistant," as they're

known in superior court, must be able to give coherent

answers to complex quesdons about legal procedures,

look up case records, and at the same time understand

all events happening in the courtroom. The clerk also

needs excellent communication skills, to talk with

judges, lawyers and the public, in order to quickly

provide necessary information.

To fill a demand for courtroom clerks the Los

Angeles Municipal Court has begun bringing college

graduates directly into the position of courtroom

-xlerJ

These ''Municipal Court clerk trainees" enter the

10-week Courtroom Clerk Training Program consist-

ing of classroom and on-the-job experience. During

-on-thejob training, trainees do thejob pf a courtroom

Court reporting can be flexible and
lucrative. Freelancers, contracting to

an agency or to law offices taking

depositions, can easity make $45,000

to $50,000 in their first year. These
freelancers set their own hours and
da)s ofworidng.

clerk in civil, traffic or criminal courtrooms with an

experienced clerk beside them. '^

Graduates of the program generally act as relief

courtroom clerks for the next four to six montlis

unless they receive an assignment to a particularjudge

before then. After a six-month probationary period,

trainees are promoted to courtroom clerk.

Training was fun," said Eric Gressler, a recent

gradiliate of the program. The trainer was a lot of fun

at times." Gressler started an assignment with judge

Gregg Marcus in a trial court on Feb. 2.

"I enjoy being in a courtroom . . . learning how the

system works, the court procedures . . . seeing how
judges think and work."

/dthough the municipal court is primarily looking

for career employees, the job of courtroom clerk can

be used as a stepping-stone to law school, allowing a

person to learn legal procedures and make contacts

before entering.

College graduates with any bachelors degree may
apply. In 1989, the first year of the program, about 600

people applied for 40 places in the program. Trainees

are paid about $1,900 per month during their six-

month probation training, and $2,300 per month as

courtroom clerks.

There are other careers in the courts; a shortage of

court reporters and Spanish interpreters has created

manyjob opportunities. A court reporter must attend

*a special school in order to be officially certified.

A degree in English is recommended but not

necessary. A court reporter's great advantages are a

vast vocabulary and exceptional grammar skills.

Knowledge in other fields is also useful — medical,

mathematical or engineering terms come up fre-

quendy.
''Many court reporters go to several optional

continuing education seminars every year," said

Moell, who has been a court reporter for 26 years.

Court reporters are licensed by the State of

California. The minimum requirement for state

licensing is a stenographic speed of 200 words per

minute, while the Los Angeles Municipal Court has its

own requirement of 230 wpm.
Most court reporters today use computer aided

transcription, or "CA-T." devices, that type out
stenographic notes in everyday English.

Court reporting can be flexible and lucrative.

Freelancers, contracting to an agency or to law offices

taking depositions, can easily make $45,000 to $50,000

in their first year. These freelancers set their own hours
and days of working.

Reporters must furnish their own Stenotype and
C.A.T. machines — at a cost of more than $15,000.

Interpreters are independent agents who contract

their services to the court Though interpreters are

technically on call, the demand is greater than the

availability.

Interpreting entails more than being bilingual. *"!

see you have two fists, but I don't know ifyou are a box-

er," said Carlos Gaudy, president of the California

Court Interpreters Association.

Interpreters must be famihar with the two modes of

interpreting. Simultaneous interpreting is the transla-

tion of what the speaker says as it is being said, while

consecutive interpretation is the translation of
individual words and phrases.

A court interpreter must also be able to sight-trans-

late — pick up a document written in one language
and read it aloud on sight in another.

As «m independent contractor, an interpreter is

paid a flat rate of$174 per day, with assignments t)ased

on seniority. To work in Los Angeles County, a court

interpreter must be licensed by both the State and the

County.

t)^:MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
= PROGRAM !!!

The largest privately owned automotive rental and leasing company in the United States is

over 100 offices structured in Southern California and looking for outgoing individuals for our
management training program.

THE ENTERPRISE CAREER PATH OFFERS:
' A structured career ladder with performance-based promotions 100% from within.

A multifaceted on the job training program which includes marketing, sales, administrative and

management functions.

A corporate culture devoted to positive, progressive and innovative management functions.

A comprehensive compensation package which includes full benefits, salary, and profit sharing.

* Entry level positions that require no previous, professional experience.
j

ENTERPRISE will be at UCLA recruiting at the Career Placement Center on April 24th, Sign up ft>r an

interview now!!!

For more information please call (213) 390-5595 Personnel Department.

"At Enterprise^ personal challenge is

its own risk. And its own reword."

ENTERPRISE COMPANIES
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f
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ISKgR
The Nation's largest provider of Eating Disorder

Treatment is searching for top level corporate

personnel in Business Adminstration, Marketing

and Clinical Supervision. .

To learn more about TDiB ^^£sl3^ [lf^]^UlfJS!M^

you are cordially invited^o attend a

brown-bag lunch:

Date: March 7, 1990
-- Time: 12:00 noon

, Place: The Anderson School,

Suite 2270

Interviews will be held on campus at the below locations:

Date: April 11, 1990

Times: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM
Place: School of Public

Health

^ Contact Dorothy Heinz
at (213) 206-188!

Date: April 16, 1990

Times: 9:00 AM-5:30 PM
Place: Anderson School

of Management
suite number 1349

For additional information, call The Rader Institute Corporate Office

(213) 478-8238, cxt. 114

Disabled job seekers

must emDhasize own
abilities, face biases
By Joey Ochoa
CofUrilnUor

Launching a career after

graduation is enough to give

most college students pause,

but add a disability into the

equation and the problems
increase a hundredfold.

Disabled students face the

problems associated with their

particular physical or mental
limitations in addition to discri-

mination in the workplace.

Jeff Rosencranz, a senior in

economics and wheelchair user,

wants to have a career in invest-

ment banking. He selected this

field not only because he likes

finance and reads the Wall Street

Journal daily, but also because
he is confident that his disability

won't handicap him.
"One of the reasons I chose

this career is that I don't feel it

(my disability) will be a hin-

drance to my being hired,"

Rosencranz said.

Lindsey Richman, a 23-year-

old political science major who
has dyslexia, hopes someday to

have a career in government
He says that he wants to solve his

problems by letting h\^s work
speak for him.

"1 have an invisible disabili-

-tyy^ Richman said. **PebpIe look
at me and they would never

know I had a handicap.
*1 think once I got past the

initial stage of getting a job, my
performance would speak for

itself even if people found out I

had a disability."

Their disability may force

some students to change their

career aspirations.

Senior Cami Hamilton was
originally interested in the thea-

ter. A motorcycle accident 3

years ago left her brain
damaged and affected her
motor and cognitive skills. Now
an English major, she is inter-

ested in teaching. It wasn't an
easy transition, she said, but she

has learned to deal with it.

*lt was very hard (to make the^

change) and a lot of times I've

had moments of regret and
indecision,** Hamilton said,

"but I've found a lot reward
within my major and that's

what's kept me going."

These three seniors have
spent several years considering

their careet opti<c>n3, \ r I

Experts iugjgest ' thk^ thosiig

with disabilities^ allow
themselves as much time ^nc]

guidance possible.

Al Aubin, a coui^$elor at the

UCLA Placement a'tid CaLvecf

Planning Center, has( become a

self-made expertV4^i resources
foT the disabled.

He helps students find part-

timevwork and advises them on
preparing forjob interviews. He
also helps make arrangements
for taking such tests as the

Graduate Record Exam.
*1 would urge students to

come in as early as their fresh-

man year,*^ said Aubin. "Thejob _
search process should be a
continuing process. It's not

something for the junior or

senior in his or her last quarter
to start."

The summer jobs and intern-

ships that Aubin offers come •

highly recommended by Karen
-Henderson-Winge, a disabled

alumna with cerebral palsy who
is now in staff development as

the coordinator of UCLA's
disabled staff outreach prog-

ram.

"My advice to disabled stu-

dents is to start thinking about
work before you graduate," said

Henderson-Winge. "I think in

my c^se I was really scared, and
what happened was I put off

getting the work experience that

could help me get employ-
ment*
Both Aubin and Henderson-

Winge stress that being positive

about oneselfand one*s abilities

is a key to success in both
interviews and avoiding discri-

mination

"Be pro-active,** Aubin said.

"Emphasize what you can do
rather than what you cannot do.

By doing this you put yourself in
a positive light and show per-

spective employers that you arc

a positive person."

It's important to be proud of

who you are, Henderson-Winge
said. "Emphasize the skills you
have for thejob and what special

needs you may have. We (the

disabled) need to educate
employers who may not know
that we can perform as well as

the next person given a few job
modifications or accommoda-
tions."

/. . .

Celebrating the Post-it
The Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Art Fry

was looking for a l>ookmark that

wouldn't fall out of the hymnal
he used for church choir.

During the sermon, as he tells

it, he recalled an adhesive that

had been discovered years ear-

lier by a fellow scientist at SM.
The adhesive, strong enough to

hold but easily removed, had
never been put to practical use.

That adhesive, applied to

paper, became Fry's "temporar-
ily piiiiiAiiLnt" Ijuukinjiik anil

a t>oon to office workers around
the world.

It's the Post-it brand note
paper, originally a 3-inch
square of yellow, now in several

colors and sizes.

The notes turn 10 years old

this year, rank as one of the

most successful new product
introductions in the history of
the company and were listed by
Consumers^Digcsi magazine in

1985 as one of the best consum-
er products of ilie quarier-cen-

nny-

/

-t,;

</ •>
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Job market promising
for fiiture educators
By Stella J. Ngai
Contributor

Former computer scientist

WilliamJosephs says he owes his

decision to enroll in the UCLA
Teacher Credential Program to

his baby daughter.

A UCLA graduate with a
master's in computer science

and business administration,

Josephs loved watching his

daughter learn. So last spring,

after working in computer sci-

ence for a quarter century,

Josephs quit hisjob and entered
the teaching program last Sep-
tember.

Josephs should have litde

difficulty in finding a teaching
job as a burgeoning interest in

teaching has paralleled an
increasing demand for teach-

ers. Schools at all levels face a
tremendous shortage of teach-

ers in the 1990s.

The Los Angeles Unified
School District will need about
15,000 teachers in die 1990-

1991 school year. Colleges will

t>e in need also, as the Universi-

ty of California system alone will

require at least 6,000 more
instructors in the next decade.
To meet the demand and

attract the most qualified candi-

dates, State Attorney General

John Van de Kamp proposed in

January "teachers corps" legisla-

jtion_lhat would offer scholar-

ships of up to $8,000 per year to

students interested in teaching.

The scholarship recipients

would then be required to teach
for two to five years in Califor-

nia, depending on the amount
of their award.

Enrollment levels in the
UCLA School of Education
Teacher Credendal Program
have been rising for the last five

years. June Millett, educadonal
liaison at the UCLA Placement
and Career Planning Center,
said that more people are
becoming aware of the impor-
tance of educadon.

"We're going to lose lots of
war in trade and technology if

we don*t educate our kids,"

Millett said.

Millett; who holds a doctorate
in social psychology from
UCLA, also noted a change in

the type of person interested in

teaching. More men want to

become teachers, and m^ny
people are moving to teaching
from other career, she said.

The renewed interest in

teaching comes from a more
posidve perception of the pro-

fession, coupled with more
attractive salaries, educational
experts said. Starting salaries

now range from $25,000 to

$28,000 per year.

A survey released last fall by
the Metropolitan Life Insur-

ance Company found that two-

thirds of the teachers polled

would recommend teaching as a

career to a young person, com-
pared with 45 percent in 1984.

Millett, who has been teach-

ing psychology since her doi

rate program, is a proponent of
teaching as a career.
"When I see a studentwho has

t)een wresding with something,
and the lights come on, it*s a

high — the high that you get

helping children learn," Millett

said.
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A teaching credential nearly guarantees a job afier graduation.

• FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES • INTERNSHIPS •

• SUMMER JOBS •

. 13th Annual Minority Recruitment
and Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14 • 2p.m.to6p.m.
' Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Explore A World Of Career Possibilities

The more you know about different kinds of jobs, the

better prepared you'll be to make a career decision

[that's right for you! Company representatives will

answer your questions on what's expected on the job,

what they're looking for in entry-level employees, and
how you'd fit into the overall organization.

'\
. •

Get Started In Your Job Search

Recruiters from business and industry, the govern-

ment, schools, and non-profit organization will be
available to talk to you about entry-level professional,

managerial, and technical positions available in their

organizations. You'll also have a chance to find out

about internships and summer job opportunities!

All UCLA Students And Recent Graduates Welcome!

Placement and Career Planning Center

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON

PRIMA BEAUTY SUPPLY

Salon - Cosmetics - Beauty Supplies

Get additional 20% Off Entire
Stock of Finest Hair Products

Brand Names Such As

KMS Sebastian Sorbie

Aveda Redken TiGi

Nexus Joico Goldwell
Paul Mitche 1 Vavoom LANZA

Rusk
Focus 21

Framesi
Roffler

Get additional 10% off entire stock of brand
name perfumes which are already 10% to 60%

off reg. retail.

2180 Westwood Blvd
|OHours: Mon.-Fri. 9.7

]Q- Sat. 10-6

> Sun. 11-5

Sat. 10-6 (corner of Westwood &
Sun 11-5 Olympic shopping center)

Ample Frrc^ Parking in front (213) 474-0903
COUPON COUPON COUPON

expires 3-31-90 qI

COU PONOl
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Join the Consulting Leader...

Who we are.
As the leader in information systems consulting, Andersen Consulting provides

professional services to help organizations effectively apply technology for competitive

advantage. To perform this function, our people are constantly learning and

developing the most modem technologies in our industry. This enables us to create

solutions that help our clients manage change:

_^ —^JAJTiat we look for.
We are seeking UCLA students with a demonstrated track record of outstanding

performance in the following Ureas:

•Engineering

-
; •Computer Science

/_ •Economics

•Mathematics and Applied Science

•Other Science majors with an MIS interest

What we offer.
First, we offer immediate exposure to the development and application of the latest

technologies. Second, we provide the opportunity for a rapid, performance-driven

career path leading to
'management and ownership in the fimi. Third, we offer a

training program unsurpassed in quality. Each year we reinvest 10% of our

consulting fees back into the firm for the growth and development of our

consultants. That's more than $100 million.

Sound interesting?
Fipen 1989 UCLA graduates thought so. We are finishing our 1990 recruiting

campaign and the results look even more promising. We are looking forward to an

even more successful 1991 campaign and have planned on-campus interviews for

both Fall and Winter quarters. In addition, we will be sponsoring numerous

on-campus events that will give you an opportunity to become more familiar with

Andersen Consulting and our people.

Career Guide
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resources for the United Way,
fntr::

"Volunteer experience is

almost essential. Candidates
should know what they want to

do and target a few specific

companies. I try to interview

qualified people who would be
very excited to work for the

United Way."
Tso (her full name), vice-

president of art direction for

the advertising agency BBDO:
"Be energetic and want to

learn; don't look for the top
dollar. Pay your dues, be pre-

pared to put in hard work and be
humble. I look for training with
small s„tudios, perhaps a sum-
mer internship as a gofer or an
assistant. I value enthusiasm, a
will to learn and the ability to

take criticism.**

Kurtis Kishi, manager of
professional staffing and
employment for Walt Disney
Company:

"I looK for candidates who
have a strong sense for what they

want to do, and have internship
experience pertaining to those
aspirations.**

Janet Chan, assistant direc-

tor of recruiting for the
accounting and consulting firm

of Arthur Anderson Be Com-
pany:

^ **Do research; go on the firm

tours, attend on-campus pre-

sentations, read all the bro-

rfhuresv ialk i©^^>eepk in^^ohe-

industry and determine if

accounting or consulting is

right for you. Ifyou are sure the

industry is right for you and you
don't get an on-campus inter-

view, write to the firm, be
expressive.**

Plane travel fears

can be avoided

The Associated Press

WOOSTER, Ohio — Fearful

flyers are better off facirig their

anxieties head-on rather than
trying to ease them through
techniques such as deep brea-

thing or progressive relaxation.

Aviaphobics who attempt to

ignore their fears will not over-

come them in the long-run, says

William B. Scott, an associate

professor of psychology at the

College of Wooster and a spe-

cialist in anxiety disorders.

"If you can say to yourself

'those feelings can come but I

can handle them,' then they

don*t actually come,** says Scott.

Scott, who has worked with

fearful flyers in a clinical setting

for more than 1 years, says that

although the number of people
who have a fear of flying has not
increased, "there are more
people seeking help . . .

because anxiety has been recog-

nized as a problem that people
need to deal with.**

Even though statistics indi-

cate that it is safer to fly today

than a decade ago, Scott says

most people, whether they suf-

fer from aviaphobia or not,

probably do not believe them.

"People read about the aging

fleets of commercial airlines;

they see airline disasters in the

news,** he says.
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Careers to create change
"...Since enrolling in CSPP's Organizational Psychology Program, I've developed a broader vision of what's possible in

the life of an organization, as well as in my own. The challenges of the Program have built on my experience and opened

new doors.... Success comes to those who risk new patterns and are open to the meaning of the experience."

Amy Webb researches executive development and innovation in her internship at the Center for Creative Leadership in

Greensboro, North Carolina; provides actual organizations with a picture of how well they are functioning and recommends

courses of action in her Organizational Diagnosis and Development courses; analyzes employee performance problems and

develops executive teambuilding sessions in her consulting practice; and examines "Predictors of Organizaticbnal Crisis"

in her dissertation.

She is a student In the Organizational Psychology PhD program at the California School of Professional Psychology,

Los Angeles, a program that develops professionals who can help organizations lead the way in a changing world.

For more information about our Organizational Psychology programs in Berkeley/Alameda, Fresno,

Los Angeles, and San Diego, call us at 800/457-1273 (National) or 800/457-5261 (California).

nonprofit organization

Courtesy of Daicolo & Daily Bruin

On Thursday, February 22, 1990, anyone who stops by
the Bruin Plaza Stage from 10am - 3pm will each receive
100 free personalized business cards. The business
cards will include your portrait and any other relevant
information you would like listed, such as major, GPA,—
phone #, adress, graduation date, etc.

Date: February 22, 1990 (Tomorrow)
Time: 10 am - 3 pm
Location: Bruin Plaza Stage (Across from the

Wooden Center and the Bruin Bear)

Dress: your portrait will be taken, dress accordingly

Courtesy of Daicolo

•p

A^ Card That Can Make A
Lasting Impression!

i^w
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to a career in
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...UCLA's Chapter of the

American Advertising

Federation.

AAF is a club for under-
graduates of all

majors who are interested
in a career in advertising,
public relations, media
sales or marketing. We
have programs each
quarter including agency
tours, industry speakers
and much more.

sxs
For inenil)ersliip iiift)rmatk>ii

please call Lisa at 208-2320.

y

SAA
/•r
U L I «

SiMdrnI Alum-. FOR EVERY

CAREER

YOU CAN

imagine;

THERE'S

A UCLA ALUM

WHO CAN

HELP YOU

GET THERE.

Explope the PKsnflitiet

Hie DCU Career ilehmrlL

VWl lla IM omctn fluMMd floor
nl Hi^ ^M|M* ^H^Mi BliBMd I^Mil^a

5^ /5 a student oraanization

sponsored by

UCLAhmfMii
\ > > u < I ( r I I) N
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Image important for women
in workplace, expert reports
By Saira Aslam
Contributor

Q-

An applicant's corporate image plays as

important a role in getting a job as any
qualification listed on a resume, according to an
executive from a women's magazine.

Personal image in the workplace along with
tips about entering the workforce were among
the topics discussed with Jeri Sedlar, difectbf of
corporate affairs for Working Woman magazine
in a career seminar earlier this quarter.

Approximately 250 women came to Moore 100
to hear "From Backpack to Briefcase," a seminar
designed to help college juniors and seniors

succeed in the corporate world after graduation.

Sedlar, dressed in a tailored red blazer and a
straight black skirt, personified the ideal working
image that she spoke of.

I^'s important to have distinct focus on what
the job market has to offer, she said.

Recent college graduate entering the work
fprce should following the following guidelines,

Sedlar said.

Construct a target list. "Start out on the right

foot by identifying the companies you most want
to work for and by making a list of your personal
strengths and weaknesses."

Use campus resources to get information on
companies you want to work for. "Only 40
percentofcollege seniors ever darken the door of
their college career centers."

Network. "This is a buzz word for life. Think
of everyone, from your parents to your camp
counselor as a walking Rolodex card. You never
know where your first job could come from."

"The age of cookie cutter dress-

ing, with women wearing grey
flannel suits and bow ties, is gone.

Today^s careerwomen have many
personal si)ie options."

Jell Sedlar

Be ready to answer questions about personal

strengths and weaknesses at the job interview.

And always ask perdnent questions about the

company structure, job performance review and
possible management training programs.

Remember to include a date and time when
you will follow up on the status of the resume or
the results of the interview. They won't call you,

you have to make the effort."

Sedlar also talked about the correct way to

dresswhen trying to impress poten tial employers.
The age of cookie cutter dressing, with

women wearing grey flannel suits and bow ties, is

gone. Today's career women have many more
personal style options."

Students said they found the seminar helpful.

T never took the information I read about in

career manuals seriously until I heard the same
strategies discussed tonight," said Math/Applied
Sciences major Evelyn Ramos.
According to Sedlar, mental confidence and a

positive self image are the keys to finding success

in thejobworld. She says, "Don't lose out on ajob
because you didn't take the time to put yourself

together."

Transition from college to career

canTBe^e challenge ofyour life
By Robert Comejo
Contributor

The move from college to a
career is one of the toughest
transitions a college student will

make.
That transition brings many

other decisions that will affect

the life of the future career

person.

Most college students have
spent most of their lives in

school. Now they must put what
they learned in school to use in

the job market.

"I have never wanted to do
anything else (but be an
aerospace engineer)," said

Albert Tsuda, a senior aerospace
engineering major. "When I had
to choose a college, I based my
college choice solely on the

aerospace engineering major."
Some students contemplate

their career choice as
undergraduates.

"In my senior year ofcollege, I

was considering clinical
psychology and special
education (for graduate work),"
recalled Jennifer Coots, a
graduate student of Special
Education. "I decided had a

special contact with people with
mental disabilities."

While some students are torn
lx!tween majors, some students
change their interests after

graduation.

"I went to law school
immediately after graduation
for one year," said Ricardo
Ortiz, a graduate student of
English. "1 quit law school after

one year. I had been fortunate

to have tutored a great deal in

college and I enjoyed it. 1

realized that it (practicing law)

would never be as fulfilling as

teaching would be."

Although graduating seniors

see themselves as the leaders of

tomorrow, they also see the

obstacles that face them today.

With more and more qualified

• •^^I realized that •

(practicing law)
would never be as

fiilfilling as teaching

would be."

Ricardo Ortiz

people entering the job market,

one of the graduate's main
concern is finding a position.

"Whether I find a position, 1

would like to research," Coots
said. "Yet, there are not many
leaching programs or training

programs for people with a

Special Education degree."
Tsuda agrees that finding a

position that he or she qualifies

for is the main problem facing

graduates.

There are not many career

openings. But I thought about
that when 1 was choosing my
major."

Ortiz see job stability and job
security as the main problems
facing people with degrees in

die humanities.

The market (for humanity
majors) is better, but the income
is low. The incomes.of humanity
professors are less than tlic

incomes of science professors,
even though it usually takes
longer for humanity professors
to get their degrees.

"At major universities,
students are hired out of
graduate school to teach and
after seven years, universities do
not tenure the students but
rather hire other graduate
students. After seven y6ars,

students must relocate to find
new jobs," Ortiz said.

Besides career placement and
job security, there are other
obstacles facing the future
career person. The amount of
creative freedom is another
concern.

"As a professor, your job
requires you to write a great deal
which takes away from
teaching," said Ortiz. *1 prefer
teaching to writing, both are

balanced, but universities favor
writing over teaching which is a
problem."

"I'm very interested in

research, so a main goal is to

publish^^ Coots said.
"Universities place you either to

do research or to teach, but I

would like to do both.'*

Despite the obstacles,
students look forward to the
challenges that are ahead.

"I expect to achieve high
expectations and expect new
challenges," Coots said.

"I just want to be the best I can
be in anything I do," Tsuda said.

"I want to be good in anything I

do. "If you put enough efibrt,

you can usually succeed. Hard
work usually pays ofi* in school
and in life."

Career Guide
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Working in i

Some graduates

find iobs abroad
By Heidi Parker
Qmtributor

«

Working abroad can range from harvesting
grapes near an 18th century chateau in France to

processing information at a large computer
i:ompany in Japan.

For UCLA junior Michelle Rosen, working
abroad meant being a waitress and a computer
analyst assistant in France for three months.

"I learned so much — from how to make the
perfect capuccino to the process of Parisian
business life," Rosen said.

Whatever direction one goes, a visa or work
permit is required.

Earning a salary while living in a foreign
country niay seem impossible, but careful
planning and^ersistence will pay off in the long
run. Whether you are an undergraduate or
graduate student, overseasjobs are plentiful and
a foreign language is not always required.

Choices are abundant throughout Asia and
Europe, as well as Australia and Sou then
America.

The Council of International Education
Exchange provides help for studen<:s seeking
jobs abroad. Jobs through the CIEE are limited
to Britain, Ireland, France, Germany, New
Zealand, Jamaica and Costa Rica. For $96, they
can help with a job search and travel plans.
Rosen found employment in Paris within three

days with the help of the CIEE agency. Employ-
ment can only last for three to six months
depending upon the country. Airfare is not
included. Job opportunities will depend upon
previous skills as well as fluency of the language,
although only minimal knowledge of the lan-

guage is required. Opportunities can reach up to

ihe level of advertising agent assistant and
engineer assistant through the CIEE program,
yet mostjobs will consist of restaurant or clerical

work where salaries usually cover living expenses
alone. *

Problems that may rise while seeking a job
abroad are obtaining a visa and work permits.
The Council of International Education
Exchange is more specific in dealing with these
problems.

To obtain a visa, contact the country's
.

- '•.,.. /•. - "^^

land
consulate. It's advisable to apply before leavinir

the U.S.
^

In addition to requiring a visa, some countries
also require work permits. A sponsoring employ-
er can help students obtain work permits. The

' whole process usually takes from two to three
weeks, and can may require some fmangling
around the local bureaucracy.
Language problems probably loom the largest

for students going abroad. Learning a foreign
language is not required if travelling to Ireland,
New Zealand or Britain; although two years of
college study is preferred in Germany. France,
Jamaica and Costa Rica ask for one quarter of
study in the language. Rosen had only one year
of French at UCLA before she went abroad, yet
says that she didn't feel handicapped by not
being fluent

Seeking a job on your own will mean more
research for students. Employers will obtain visas

for the perspective employee if already hired in
the United States. Not all employers will require
fluency of their language. It is advisable to

contact an American company that has affilia-

tions in Si foreign country in order to know their
language requirements. Some companies expect
fluency, yet most will only ask for minor
knowledge of the language.;

If seeking employment independently or
through an ajgency, visas will only last a certain
amount of time. Working through the CIEE
program allows employment abroad for up to six

months; independent employment abroad will

extend for up to two years. Permanent employ-
ment for American workers in a foreign country
will usually mean one or two years, but seldom
longer.

Currently the most lucrative, accessible and
east demanding job abroad is teaching English
in Japan. No prior knowledge of Japanese is

expected, yet a B.A. in any subject from any
university is required. The pay is approximately
$1,050 a month with a comapny car, room and
board, andJapanese lessons. A one-year contract
is usually demanded and visas can be obtained
through the U.SA. English Center.

For more information concerning work
abroad for students, contact the Expo Center at

A213 Ackerman Union. If searching for employ-
ment independenUy, the library at the Place-
ment and Career Planning Center is helpful.Job
opportunities are consundy changing and
preparation is essential in order to learn
minimal skills in the language as well as writing a
resume in the foreign language, if needed.

3 great economic
im
By Walt Mean
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
There's only one certainty

about the peace dividend:
everybody wants a piece of it

And that includes some politi-

cians who aren't enthusiastic

about declaring .much of a

dividend yet
The government hasn't yet

figured out how much it will be,

and how or when it will be
produced. There will be defense
spending cuts, targets and tim-

ing yet to be determined.
The peace dividend is a

slogan-size name for an urgent
new installment in the long
debate over defense spending
and national priorities, now
transformed by the endirvg Cold
War, the transformation of the
communist bloc and the appa-
rent easing of the Soviet threat
With Congress in recess this

weel^, that's one of the issues

campaigning members are tak-

ing up with their constituents.

The peace dividend debate

already is unfolding in congres-
sional committees, where the
chairman of one House panel
showed defense chieftains an ax
and said it was symbolic of the
mood at the Capitol.

While President Bush is try-

ing to avoid runaway expecta-
tions of a sharp, swift cut in

defense expenditures because
of the revolutionary changes in

eastern Europe and Moscow,
the administration has its own
plans for the potential
dividend, seeing the potential

savings as a guarantee that he
can stand permanently on his

[Promise of no new taxes.

A conservative think tank,

skeptical about the whole busi-

ness, says that if there really is a

peace dividend, it should be

used to cut taxes. Otherwise,

according to the Heritage
Foundation, the savings are

likely to be used in *'a congres-

sional spending spree...

"Dividends normally are

paid to investors, not kept by

the corporation," the founda-
tion said.

The Bush defense budget is

under attack in Congress, where
some Democrats argue that it

looks like a Cold War leftover.

The budget seeks a $5.3 billion

increase in Pentagon spending;
adjusted for inflation that
means a reduction of about 2
percent in real growth.

Administration critics say the
threat is receding a lot faster

than that Bush said this week
that his budget makes good
sense.

**I think the American people
want a cautious approach to
this," he said. "I don't diink any
of us think we can see with
clairvoyance as to what's going
to happen the day after tomor-
row . . .

"Some of the Democrats are
jumping all over us," he told a
news conference. "But that's all

right, that just goes with the
system."

But there also is skepticism
among some members of Con-
gress, in both parties, who tend
toward the cautious approach
Bush advocates.

City Personnel Services
INCORPORATED

REGULAR JOBS
Call 384-0618

Entry level office to

mid-management positions
available in a wide variety
of industries.

TEMPORARY
POSITIONS «

Call 384-0612
Immediate Positions

Available For:
WORD PROCESSORS, SECRETARIES.
TYPISTI^ ACCOUNTING CLERKS,
DATA ENTRY OPERATORS, RECEP-
TIONISTS. SWITCHBOARD OPER-
ATORS. CLERKS. CLERK TYPISTS,
MAIL ROOM CLERKS. LEGAL ANb
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES.

^
PERSONAUZED SERVICES WE PROVIDE:

SATURDAY JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS:
Workshop topics:

Job descriptions
Researching for jobs, companies & industries-
Planning your career growth
Resumes
Interviewing Techniques
Negotiation Techniques

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT:
Working temporary provides an easy way to see the world of busi-
ness. Brush up on old skills, experience new skills and target
your career goals.

REGittjyt FULL TIME JOBS (t^mu^^nt placement):
We work with you to understand the specific job need you want
for the right job placement

FREE TO APPLICANT

3435 Wilshire Boulevard,
Suite 2910

Los Angeles, California 90010
•j^

Business Systems Staffing

and assoclates

PERMANENT & TEMPORARY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS
Top pay, long & short term assignments

Receptionists $8.00
Secretaries $10.00
Word Processors $10.00
Legal Secretaries $12.00

$12.50 per hour
$15.00 per hour
$19.00 per hour
$22.00 per hour

NBI, Samna, WordPerfect, Wang, Mass 11,

All systems needed

PERMANENT POSITIONS IN
VARIETY OF POSITIONS

RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY TO 2IK
South Bay Management Firm-Best Benefits package in
town, Medical, Dental, Vision, Profit Sharing and more.

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR REFERRALS
$100.00 for permanent placements
$25.00 for temporary (after 40 hrs.)

We'll even pay you a referral fee on yourselfl
If we place you in a permanent position,

we'll pay you $100.
Work temp and we'll pay you $25.00

after your first 40 hours.

No time or place to redo your resume? *
You can do it at our offices free of charge

and we xvill keep it on our system for I year.

No time to come in today?
FAX us your resume at 213-204-2941

21H-201-671I
Free to Applicant EOE

^r>
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POSITIONS FOR SUCCESS!

FULL-TIME POSITIONS: —
i^pple On« bas cmiFWO tornm hx Southara
CaUforaia. We are inter-Uxiked by a
oompiJter loauaung sysHem. Wtthln mlnulies,!
we oan matoh your oar^r goals and
baokgp<mnd to positions available trcm our
olimxts. There Is never a oost to you. Call
for a oareer consultation axul to see wbat
Jdnd of salaries are available to

TEMPORARY POSITIONS:

We bave more tatnporary positions available
tbaa we oan ffli You can choose when you
want to work, whether it be a long term or
short teraa assignment. We offer top pay

" a varie^iv ^^portuxUtles.

Word Processors:
V

»

tt you have any word ppocesslng
Gxpm^ieaiOB, we can have you working and
earning money IMMBDIA.TBaLYI

Office:

;-:->:*»;'>iM'ii:

joa.Imve a varii^ oi pc^yotma wafting for
at top pay Bttteat. Call or

APPLE ONE

WESTWOOD
SANTA MONICA'
BEVERLY HILLS

(213) 475-9461
(215) 451-8440
(213) 659-9906

"Educating our Children lor the 21st Century

• Competitive Wages (Salary Range:

$25,694 to $53,015)

• Comprehensive Health and Welfare

Benefits.

• Mentor Teacher Program.

• Strong Bilingual Program. More

than 44% of teachers are bilingual,

including superintendent and top

administrators.

Administrative Support.
*

Assertive Discipline Program in all

schools.

-• Bilingual Instructional Aides

• Bilingual Stipend: $600-$l,100

Address: 2850 No. Mountain View Road
El Monte. CA 91732
(818) 350-3431 - Personnel Department

Have you

dedded what to

do after

graduation?
Earn valuable skills and good pay with Olsten Services.

We offer a wide variety of temporary assignments in the

areas of business, industry, government and entertain-

ment. We offer all our employees the flexibility and

support to pursue their own professional interests while

gaining excellent work experience. Don't waste your

time in a dead end part-time job while deciding

what to do with your life.

So think smart - think Olsten.

•Never a fee

• Summer A Spring Break opportunities

• Excellent weekly pay
• Free skill improvement programs

• Mqfor medicalplan available

• Cash referral bonuses

For more information or to set up an
appointment, call us at

(213) 930-0530
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For Permanent d Temporary Employment Equal Opportunity Employer

LOOKING FOR A
HIGH
PAYING
JOB?

Increase your chances with an
impressive, professional

RESUME
Using the latest in computer \.
desktop publishing, we can:

1) Custom tailor a resume according

to your specific needs.

2) Reproduce copies onto bond
paper of your choice.

3) Make modifications at any time.

4) and much, much more!!!
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Call now at
(213)471-4395

CWK Desktop Publishing &
Resumh Services

REFEREES
from Page 5

^—-"If the women are good
enough, then there's no reason

why they shouldn't be here,"

Mclntyre said. "The door has

always been open, but we've

never had a woman apply."

Chances are, however, that

with the ever-increasing popu-
larity of women's collegiate

sports, there will be a similar

increase in women aspiring to

officiate— ifnot for the thrill of
the game, then possibly for the
money.

For a part-time job, the salary

of a college official is nothing to

be overlooked. The Pac-10 pays
its officials $340 a game, plus

$95 for expenses, plus travel

costs. And for those thinking of
going to the NBA, the avers^e
starting salary for a rookie is

$40,000. Working on a gra-

duated scale, veteran NBA offi-

cials can make as much as

$100,000 a year plus pension.
There are drawbacks, howev-

er. Officials are often viewed as

the Rodney DaTigerfields of the

sports world — they get no
respecL They often have to deal

with unruly fans, irate coaches
and unreasonable athletes.

Even if an official calls a great

game, but somewhere along the
line makes one incorrect call,

that is usually what he is remem-
bered for. And the critics can be
relendess.

"That's Jo bc_ expected,IL
Mclntyre said. The fans are
here to see their team win, the
players and coaches are here to

win. They're in a sense looking
through rose-colored glasses.

But, as an official, you learn to

live with that."

Aside from the disrespect
there is also the traveling and
time commitments. For exam-
ple, officials are required to

report the night before a game
they are working. This means
that if a game is on a Thursday
night, they must arrive Wednes-
day, missing both work and their

family on Thursday and usually^

Friday if extensive traveling is

involved. And then, he has to be
ready to call the next game on
Saturday or Sunday.

"It gets to be lonely on the
road," Mclntyre said. "Because
they are not allowed to frater-

nize with the public before or
after a game, officials usually

end up traveling together,
rooming together, eating
together, doing virtually every-

thing together."

Mclntyre knows the hardships
after spending 18 years officiat-

ing in the old Pacific Coast
League (prior to becoming the

Pac-8 and the Pac-10). But he
also knows the thrill that only
those who have officiated can
experience.

And, Mclntyre said, it is all

well worth it for one simple
reason: .

"We love basketball."

Read
The
Bruin
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JOB MARKET
from Page 6

sales/marketing, manage-
ment/administration and
financial services.

The next most popular
choices, encompassing commu-
nications, arts and education,
represented nearly 20 percent
of the graduates. Only 6 percent
found careers in health sci-

ences, and only 5 percent chose
social work or legal counsel.
The survey only asked the

undergraduate population six

months after they graduated, so
it did not account for the 40
percent of students continuing
their educations.

But those graduates seeking
permanent careers will, overall,

have fewer problems iinding
those careers.

Not only are graduates better
prepared' to deal with the
demands of a modern office,

but also the overall supply of

careers has increased over the
years. A zero general popula-
tion growth rate means less

competition for job hunters as

more of the older generations
retire.

The imbalance between supp-
ly and demand means salaries

will increase at the same time
competition decreases. Engi-
neers will enjoy the labor shor-
tage with yearly salaries
averaging $30,000.

Students graduating from
specialized fields such as nurs-
ing, teaching and engineering,
will have the fewest problems in

finding careers. The Career
Planning Center estimates a
labor shortage in^ those fields

until at least the year 2000.
The placement center

remains open to graduates;
however, six months after com-
mencement the center charges
a small fee for its services.

Students and alumni using
the center for the first time
must see an adviser before
receiving any counseling. Dur-
ing that session, the adviser
defines and focuses the goals of
the job seeker. .

A second session involves

meeting a counselor for formal
advice, career and workshop
options.

As of 1986, nealrly one-half of

the graduates found their
careers through prior associa-

tions or through the placement
center.

Changing look
of board room
The Associated Press

RHINEBECK, N.Y. — If baby
boomers ban neckdes in board
rooms and elsewhere in corpo-
rate America in the coming
decade, a lot of people will be
scrambling for gift ideas for

'Father's Day, Christmas and
birthdays.

And it may well happen,
according to a wide-ranging
decade trend analysis by the

Socio-Economic Research Insti-

tute of Americi.
"As the baby boom genera-

tion moves into power slots, its

members are going to remove
their ues and oxhir restrictive

clothing and replace them with

'smart' wear," the research

Page 19

VECTOfT-^ —
MARKETING CORPORATION

OFFERS ULTIMATE OPPORTUNITY

Entry Level: $9^/Start

Temporary & Permanent

Positions

^Internships
^Scholarships
•International
Management
Opportunities

Now Accepting Applications
Call 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

%m Fernando VaUey (818) 567-4144

San Gabriel Valley (818) 564-0901
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ALUMNI
ATYODR
SERVICE.

Explope Or Posabilitiei

Die OCU Career Network.

Visit he SM ORIcs on Die second floor

ol the Janes West flumi Center.

SAA is a student organization
sponsored oy

UCLAkmni
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STAMFORD PREP INC.
LSAT GMAT GRE

If you're thinking about taking
a prep course for the LSAT,

. GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
"I learned more in one hour with
Stamford Prep than I did in eight

weeks with Stanley Kaplan."
-Stephanie Berman, UCLA student

Are you looking for an opportunity to work with top

quality people to solve today's challenging

ENVIRONMENTAL problems?

Radian Corporation provides quality

technology-based services in response to the

needs of clients in industry and government.
Radian Corporation's West Coast

Offices are seeking:

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

•Small classes (3-5) "^

•Best Results

•Free individual tutoring included
•Application Guidance

With degrees in:

Environmental Engineering

Environmental Sciences

Chemical Engineering

Computer Science

Civil Engineering

Chemistry

Geology

Biology

For projects in:

Modeling/Data Base Development

Hazardous Waste Management

Process Design/Engineering

Health Risk Assessment

Environmental Studies

Air Qusdity/Air Toxics

Groundwater Studies

Water Treatment

SIMPLY THE BEST

STAMFORD PREP
(213)271-5181

For further Information visit with our recruiters at

UCLA's Placement and Career Planning Center on
Thursday, April 19, 1990, or send resume to:

Manager. Human Resources, Radian Corporation
2250 E. Imperial Highway; Suite 140
El Segundo, California 90245

*»?

Austin, TX • Houston, TX • Los Angeles, CA • Sacramento, CA
Denver, CO • Milwaukee. Wl -Washington, D.C.

Raleigh/Durham, NC • Rochester, NY
Hong Kong • London • Taiwan

RADIAN A ComfMm ct Jh» H«rKord SlMm Boitof lnap«cton and Irsunnca Co
An Equal Opportunrty Empk>y«r
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University of California, Los Angeles

Europeati. Fashions For Men"^

—

'—^

City Councilman Yaroslavsky is presenting on March 1, 1990 at
8:30 AM at the Bon Appetit Restaurant in Westwood the
Contemporary Architectual Design Award to Paul jardin

SUITS
Georgio Valenti s

New European Fall Designs

V Values to $275

.

NOW$8 8

Lorenzini's 100% Wool and
llalian-made Famous Designer

Suits. Values to $375
NOW$j2

9

SUITS
GeorgioZanQlli... Italian

designed 100% Extra Fine
Virgin Wool. Value ^^"^^

NOW $19 9
Leonardo by San Rerno
Top Qf-the-line.ltalian

made. Value $750NOw$369

DRESS SHIRT
SPECIAL ^lue $32

NOW $13.99

2 FOR $25

ftaiian 100%Vottonl^rn
-Va'ue $55 _NOW $J 9 . 9 9

lop of-the-line Famous Italia'n

Designer Shirt. Value $99— NOW $2 4. 9
9

; -

1

Valentino- the most prestigeous
Italian Designer Tie. Value $55

NOW ONlYJ-jQ

100% PURE Silk TIES
Made jn Italv. Value $35— $^; 3^F01R $25
OTHeR TiES

'^$15 NOW j3 9 9

DRESS SLACKS
Georglo Valenti ..Value $55

NOW ^2 4. 99
100% WOOL SLACKS

Value $95
Now$29.99

TOP-OF-THE-LINE
Italian Slacks Value $225

NOW $69.99.599 ogl

BELTS
Value to $15
NOW $3.99

Italian 100% Leather
Crocodile Design. Value $32

NOW $9 99

socks
Value $9 pair

5 FOR $10

SWEATERS
1 00% Cottori. Wool blends arxi

Acryhc Variety of colors, styles and
patterns Value to $49

^Qw $14.99
Conte Massimo Italian Designer

Sweaters Value $75
"O" $29.99

OUTERWEAR
Soft Leather with Heavyweight

Knit Values to $225.' —
NOW $39.^79
AND MANY

MORE ITEMS AT
UNBELIEVABLE

PRICES

SHOES
BIG VARIETY OF

ITALIAN DESIGNER
SHOES AT

30%TO 60%OFF
ON SELECTED ITEMS

'1

A.^
s-^ ^S^a* RwLJardin

SI?p*2L^^i?«l!iy-?.^'l'",®'
^'' ^^^ ^3"'oga Ave (818) 715-9901SHERMAN OAKS 14564 Ventura Blvd (818) 905-5262

rfcSnApl 5f '
^'".° ^^shion Square (Near the Broadway) (213) 370-1572

NORTHSmrP fo^ll^^^"®"^ ^^^' ttne Broadway) (818) 502-1060
I«i;«iI;5!S5^ ^^^^^ Business Center Drive (818) 772-6088WESTWOOD VILLAGE 10915 19 Weyburn Ave. (213) 2W-2088

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTEC

VoL CXXX, No. 79
Circulation: 22,000

Uteratura
lecture today
Reinhold Grimm, noted

author and Professor ofGerman
and Comparative Literature at

the University of Wisconsin
will be speaking today.

He wiU lecture and show a

slide presentation on "The
Image of the Black in German
Alt tom the Middle Ages to the

Present,**

Grimm's appearance is spon-

sored by U(Xi\*s Departnient

of Germanic Languages.
The event, which is free of

charge, will be held at 2 p.m. in

the German Department Read-
ing Room, 302 Royce Hall.

Inside
Wooden speakr
on leadership

Former basketball coach
John Wooden talks about great

people.

See page 12

Viewpoint

Into the politics

ofthe '908

A look at three hot spots in

the political arena: the Soviet

Union, Southern Africa,, and
Xentral America. ~^-^

See page 24

Arts & Entertainment

Hollywood
altemaftives

A & E continues its series on
African American culture with

a look at the fibn and television

industries.

See page 26

Sports

Time to slam
tiie Dudes
Trevor Wilson and the

Bruins head up to Eugene
tonight to face Oregon.

See page 52 I

Thursday
February 22, 1990

Security at hospital
But employees still uneasy after shooting

up

By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

UCLA Medical Center officials

said security was increased fol-

lowing Monday's early morning
shooting incident, but employees
close to the two victims said they
do not feel sincere efforts are being

made to boost patrols.

**rm upset with the fact that

they're not doing a good job with
security," said Marti Navarro, a

fellow employee and friend of the

two victims at the hospital's

patient escort service. "It's only
been two days (since the shooting)

and I think they could ease some

anxieties if security was better.-

At 5:40 a.m. Monday morning,
Diondra Ann Picou, 22, was shot
through the heart and killed

instantly by an unknown gunman
in a corridor of UCLA's sprawling
Medical Center. Her co-worker,
Nora S. Arellano, 30, was critical-

ly wounded during the shooting

and remained in stable condition
Wednesday.

"I was scared to walk these halls

(after the shooting) and I'm still

scared ... I can't sleep at nights,"
said another escort employee,
Debbie Dabbs.
However, the head of the hospi-

tal escort services, Larry Pope,
said protection has improved and

See SECURfTY, page 22

Out on a limb

Jot)n Dalton trims a tree in front of Ackerman Union
on Wednesday. _

GWEN QOLDBLOOM/Daily Bruin

See Story, Page 9

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

Numerous projects atUCLA are
making the campus more accessi-

ble to the disabled, membo^ of the

Chancellor's Advisory Committee
on DisabiUties (CACD) said at a
meeting Tuesday.

Committee Chairman Mark
Cowan gave an update of the most
recent architectural renovations on
campus, including the improve-
ments in the Ackerman Union and
Kerckhoff Hall elevators.

Buttons inside the elevators are
being lowered and placed on botfi

sides of the doors, and braille

markings are also l)eing installed.

On B-level Ackerman, call buttons
have been placed on the door
jambs so they can be reached more
easily. Cowan said.

Telecommunication Devices
for the Deaf (TDD) have been
installed at 16 telephones on
campus. TDDs are keyboards and
visual screens hooked up to tele-

phones which enable deaf people
to type their messages across the

telephone wires, saidCACD mem-
ber Doug Martin.

There has also l)een improve-
ment in disabled parking on
campus. ••UCLA goes 10 percent
over the state code for the required
number of disabled parking places.

There are currently 224 spaces (for

disabled parking) on campus,"
Martin said.

See MEETING, page 20

Black leader uiges overthrow of capitalism
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

On the evening before the

anniversary of controversial black
leader Malcolm X's assassination,

another conU"oversial figure called

for blacks to organize into a mass
party, saying "America is more
ripe for a revolution today than in

the 'eOs."

Addressing a packed Kinsey
Hall auditorium, Kwame Ture,

known in the 1960s as the revolu-

tionaty Stokely Carmichael.
blended calls for a socialist revo-
lution with remarks against police
and the U.S. president

Ture urged blacks to increase

solidarity and overthrow the "vici-

ous capitalist system" in his neariy

two-hour speech on Tuesday night.

In the '60s. the young Stokely
Carmichael became one of the

most visible spokesmen of the

**America is more
ripe for a revolution

today than in the

Kwame Ture

"black power" movement. He was
the leader of the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee,

working with Martin Luther King
Jr., to organize sit-ins and voters'

rights campaigns during the civil

rights movement
Later, he helped organize the

radk:al Black Panther Party, a
group that raised controversy for
arming itself against what it called
police brutality. Now. Ture speaks
at college campuses around the

country about his new group, the
All-African Peoples' Revolution-
ary Party.

As the audience learned in the

question-and-answer session after

his speech. Ture has something to

say about practically anything
people ask him.

Aside from denouncing police

as ••pigs" and ••racists," and calling

President George Bush ••a liar,"

Ture spoke on topics ranging from
AIDS to robbing banks to the

recent changes in Eastern Europe.
AIDS is an example of the

imperialists' germ warfare on
oppressed people, Ture said,

responding to a student's question

about whether he thought the

disease originated in Africa. He
compared AIDS to the American
Indians' battle with smallpox, an
epidemic which he said the while
settlers injected into natives'

blankets.

One audience member asked

Sgg WEYPiWTIQN, page 21
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Thursday, February 22
• MEChA

- C.LA.S.S. Orientation
- 5:00 - 7:00 pm '

- Campbell Hall Room 2226
• WRC ^ " '

- "When No Is Not Enough"
Workshop

- 12:00 - 1:00 pm
- 2 Dodd Hall > ; /

• Westwind Magazine
- Fun de Ciecle Poetry Reading

' - 8:00 pm
- Kerckhoff Coffee House

• UCLA Overnight Program
- Student Host Info Meeting
- 11:00 - 12:00 pm _____
- North Campus 22 .

Friday, February 23
• MeJnitz Tlieatre

- "Rosalie Goes Shopping
- 7:30 pm
- Melnitz Theatre .

'

• Cultural Affairs

- Zulu Spear - Noontime Concert
- 12:00 pm *

.:

- Westwood Plaza

• UCIA Overnight Program
- Student Host Info MeWlng -

- 11:00 - 12:00 pm
|

- LuValle Court Room V
• Expo Center

- Fall '90

Deadline Today : —

.- V

V

Saturday, February 24
• Women's Resource Center

^ - Self-Defense Workshop
- 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
- 2 Dodd Hall

• UCIJK Center for the

Performing Arts

- "Power Failure"

- 8:00 pm
- Wodsworth Theater

Sunday, February 25
• internatibnoi Students

Association
- East European Festival

- 7:00 - 11:00 pm
- AGB _

Tuesday, February 27
• Placement & Career Planning

Center
', - "Beyond the Big Six"

- 2:00 - 4:00 pm
- North Campus 22

• student Committee for the Arts

- UCLA Showcase 1990
- AGB

• Placement & Career Planning

Center
- "Basics of the CPA Exam"
- 2:00 - 4:00 pm
- North Campus 22

• UCLA Surrvner Sessions

UCLA Center for the

Performing Arts
- "Power Failure"

- 8:00 pm ^

- Wodsworth Theater

- Registration begins March 1

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!

UCLA Overnight Program
- Student Host Applications Due
- March 2nd. 5 pm
Expo Center
- Info Meetings
- Tuesdays through Thurlsdays

- A-213 AU
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The Daily Bniin
thanks all of our advertisers!

Copeland's Sports

MEChA program's
orientation today
By Greg Miller

Contributor

MECliA, the Chicano/Latino student group, will hold an orientation

today for students interested in CLASS, a new academic support program

aimed at increasing the graduation rate of Chicano and Latino students.

The orientation will be held at 5 p.m. in 2226 Campbell Hall.

CLASS, the Chicano and Latino Academic Support System, will

attempt to increase the lower-than-campus-average graduation rale of the

Chicano and Latino students by creating **a sense of community** among
participants, according to a CLASS flyer.

**rm glad that this program was approved,** said CLASS Director

Norma Rojas last month, when the undergraduate government approved

$28,000 in funds for the program. "It is the only support system geared

specifically to Chicano and Latino students.**

By connecting students with each other and groups of Chicano and

Latino 4hemes, the program hopes to alleviate feelings of loneliness

among individuals in those communities.

CLASS is divided into several sub-programs:

A Mentor Program which couples students of similar interest.

A catalog listing students and faculty of Chicano or Latino

background and any support groups serving others of similar descent.

The Academic Success Program, which aids students with

academic difficulties through tutoring and counseling.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin *s policy to correct them prompt-
ly on this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the

editors by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Debate
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

"Black is beautifur has been the

rallying cry of African Americans
for the last two decades, but now
some African American leaders

are saying black is beautiful no
more.

- *To be called black is baseless,*^

the Rev. Jesse Jackson declared

last winter during a meeting of
national leaders. *To be called

African American has cultural

integrity.**

Some who worked during the
civil rights movement to get rid of
the term "Negro" have no problem
with the term "black** — one for

which they bitterly fought.

"I am comfortable with the term
*black,*.** said Dr. T.J. Jemison.
President of the National Baptist

Convention, who was quoted in the

July 1989 edition oi Ebony maga-
zine.

"I've gone through changes in

the Deep South over the word
*Negro.* I fought with the press

here in Baton Rouge, La., to write

the word 'Negro* with a capital N.
Then we got them to go black. I

don*i see any need for changes at

this time . .
.,** Jemison said.

Still, some say the issue ofname

•-

1

ntinues over black cultural Identity

"When you ask
white people (what
their cultural back-^

ground is), white peo*

file will say, ^Vm
rish' or ^Fm Swed-
ish' or /Pm
English,'. . . but up
until now, African
Americans have been
able to say, well, Fm
just black. I am your
shadow but I am no
thing mysdf

Kimbeile Crenshaw

"is not as important as the more
concrete and larger civil rigIRs

issues,** said Cherie Francis, assis-

tant to the director at UCLA*s
Center for Afro-American Studies.

"Bui being a social linguist I think

it is very important to have a name

that is connected with a culture and
that is connected with some iden-

tity besides color.**

"When you ask white people
(what their cultural background
is), white people will say, *rm
Irish* or Tm Swedish* or *I*m

English,*. . . but up until now,
African Americans have been able

to say, well, Tm just black. I am
your shadow but I am no thing

myself,** UCLA law Professor

Kimberle Crenshaw said. "Black
has to some extent been seen as the

Walkin' the dogs

Briar) Meano, a senior history major, walks tiis dogs up Janss Steps on Wednesday.
ELLIS GHOOSiAN
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YeaHound school may be unfair, profs say
By Vai D. Phillips

Staff Writer

While education professors and
school board members are enthu-

siastic about the year-round school

system, they worry the policy

adopted by the Board of Education
may be unfair to students in

overcrowded schools.

"From an economic perspec-

tive, it is the most efficient way to

solve the space problems (in the

district).** said Lewis Solmon,
dean of UCLA*s Graduate School
of Education, since the Los
Angeles Unified School District

does not have the land, money or

time necessary to build the schools

which could accommodate the

distnct*s projected annual growth
of 15,000 students.

But new policy will help relieve

some budget problems, they add

Solmon estimated that year-

round schools will open up 60,(X)0

extra seats for district students by
1991.

"Year-round schools will pro-

tect funds for instructional use. It

won*t create additional funds, but

it will keep budgets from being

stripped by building new schools,"

said Betty Young, a professor of

education at the University of
Rhode Island and a former UCLA
education lecturer.

Solmon also found year-round

schools the most fair and practical

option to busing students miles

from their home community to

attend less crowded schools. "It is

unfair and inequitable to bus
students for an hour or an hour and
a half to an unfamiliar neighbor-

hood to attend school. By the time

they get home at night they're

exhausted and then they're
expected to do homework and
study."

But according to Board of
Education member Rita Walters,

the Feb. 6 decision will provide the

least equitable solution to the

problem. While Walters said she

supports the idea of year-round

schools, she opposes the amend-
ments that were made to the

original proposal in order to

guarantee its passage.

"What the Board did was to pass
several amendments so that

schools which do not want to go
year round do not have to. These
amendments were passed to

accommodate parents who
opposed year-round schools, parti-

culariy those on the Westsidc."
said Walters, one of the two board
members who voted against the

policy.

She said she is not confident that

the adopted policy will work.
"(SanPemando) Valley and West-
side schools CQuld choose to build

AFRICAN
AMBII0\NHISTORY
MONTH

opposite or the negation of whit^, it

is not seen as a cultural group.*!.

But blacks should never be
thought of as the just the opposites

of whites, Crenshaw said. "They
have their own specific history and
culture.** The term "African
American** means they have an
identity that has preceded subju-

gation to whites.

The term "black** arose with the

black power movement in the late

1960s and early 1970s during a

time of increasing African Ameri-
can pride, Francis said. "It was
identifying with a particular color

and a recognition of one*s inherent

beauty and cultural pride.**

"I think it was important to have
a *black is beautiful* movement,**
Crenshaw said. "It was important
to say, *yes, I am black and I am
proud l&(bemg black.* This move-
ment waslfe:essary because we

See IDENTITY, page 14

Grant will

aid cancer
research
By Sandra HemUndez
Contributor

See SCHOOLS, page 17

The UCLA Jonsson Com-
prehensive Cancer Center and the

Los Angeles Department of Health
Services has received $8 million to

conduct cancer control research

and treatment for women in the

Latino community.
The grant is one of only two

such grants awarded by the

National Cancer Institute and will

provide funding over a five year

period.

The Cancer Prevention
Research Unit's operation, a colla-

borative effort between the UCLA
research team and the health^

services department, is just getting

underway, said David Breslow.
director of special programs at the

UCLA Cancer Control Divison.

The research will focus on
women living in East Los Angeles,
a predominantly Latino area.

"(These people) are especially

underserved in cancer detection

services,** Breslow said.

The research team will provide
Pap smears to detect cervical

cancer and mammograms to detect

breast cancer. Follow-up treatment

will be encouraged for women
with abnormal test results.

The project includes training

physicians to screen and treat

patients for cervical cancer at

clinics where Pap smears are not
always performed. Patients visit-

ing clinics for other medical
reasons such as diabetes, sexually

transmitted diseases and hyperten-

sion will be given a free Pap smear
the same day or within seven days
of the visit

Clinics will charge $10 to

administer just a Pap smear, said

Alfred C. Marcus, the principal

research investigator.

The research team will encour-
age women with abnormal Pap
snrtears to return for follow-up

treatment Generally, about 40 to

70 percent of women with abnor-

See CANCER, page 14
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Sandinista campaign
ends with mass rally

MANAGUA, Nicaragua— Thousands
of people gath^ed on flag-bedecked
streets Wednesday for a campaign-clos-
-mg rally in support of President Daniel
Ortega and the Sandinista party's effort to

keep its power for six more years.

**Let*s celebrate victory now!** read the

front-page headline in Earricada, the

official Sandinista National Liberation

Front newspaper, with Sunday's election

four days away.

4 The headline was sandwiched between
color photos of Ortega and his running

mate. Vice President Sergio Ramirez.

Many Sandinista supporters began
gathering before dawn, sporting yellow,

red or black "Daniel Presidente** T-shirts

and baseball caps in the party*s red-and-

black colors.

Ortega's main challenger is Violeta

Barrios de Chamorro 61 the UnitQil

National Opposition, a coalition of 14

parties and one native Indian organiza-

tion.

ly, said Moscow prosecutors are pursuing

charges against Pamyat of "inciting

national and racial hatred and suife.**

According to the newspaper, Pamyat was
charged because of a statement published

in another newspaper calling for a

campaign to "de-Zionize** the country.

Nation

^z.__^^

Charges filed against

Russian nationalists

MOSCOW — Prosecutors have
launched criminal proceedings against

Pamyat, a Russian nationalist group that

has been accused of anti-Semitic actions,

a newspaper reported Wednesday.
Jewish groups have been demanding

for years that Pamyat, a loosely knit

organization with affiliates nationwide,

be prosecuted for provocations against

Jews.

Literatumaya Gazeta, a literary week-

Retail price Increase

lAggesXmlVz years

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Retail prices

made their steepestjump in TA years last

month as consumers suffered from the

left-over effects of December*s high food

and fuel costs, the government said

Wednesday.

.

Analysts said that last month's 1.1

percent surge overstates the true pace of
inflation and that price increases should

moderate in the following months. There
was concern, however, about higher

prices posted for items outside the food
and fuel categories.

The Labor Department said the

increase in its seasonally adjusted Con-
sumer Price Index was the largest since a

1.1 percent gain in June 1982. The
department said that 60 percent of the

January increase came in food and energy

prices.

State

Divers retrieve more
bodies from icy lake

MAMMOTH LAKES — A crack
diving team recovered two more bodies

Wednesday from the bottom of frigid

Convict Lake, where seven people fell to

their deaths.

The unidentified bodies wrapped in

yellow plastic bags were brought to shore

at about 3:20 p.m., moments before two
more bodies were found at a depth of
100-feet by an underwater video camera
used in the search.

Two bodies were still missing.

Authorities disclosed, meanwhile, that

judging ice thickness is left to individual

jx)mmon sense at the hundreds ofJakes in

the rugged Sierra Nevada range — a
policy questioned by friends of victims in

-Monday's lake accidents

'It's more or less left up to people's

own judgment," said Fred Richter, nordic

supervisor for the local U.S. Forest

Service office.

Governor calls early

primary problematic
SAN FRANCISCO — Gov. George

Deukmejian expressed doubts Wednes-
day about a plan to move up California's

primary from June to March, but he
stopped short of saying he would veto the

proposal if it reaches his desk.

*There are some^ problems that have
arisen, but I would not describe it as a

dead issue," said Deukmejian, responding

to a question during a public endorsement
of Dan Lungren's bid for state attorney

general.

For years, advocates of an early

primary have argued that a March primary
would give California more of the clout

the populous state deserves in the national

contest and would better reflect the major
role California fund-raisers play in

national politics.

Deukmejian had previously expressed
support for an earlier primary, but the

Republican governor said Wednesday he
has doubts about combining the presiden-

tial and state primary races on the earlier

date.

-^'
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Judge replaced in

Ray Buckey retrial

A Los Angeles Superior Court judge
ruled Wednesday that colleague William

Pounders, who presided over the McMar-
tin preschool molestation trial, will not

helm the reuial of McMartin defendant

Raymond Buckey.
Judge Michael R. Hoff ruled that

Buckey 's retrial on 13 child molestation

counts will be assigned to anotherjudge to

be named later. A hearing on the inatter

was scheduled for Monday.
Defense attorneys moved for Pound-

ers' dismissal after he gave media
interviews following the first trial of

Buckey and his mother, Peggy McMartin
Buckey.

New oil find couM
delay beadi opening

Plans to reopen Orange Couiity beach-

es fouled by 400,000 gallons of crude oil

were dealt a setback Wednesday when
cleanup officials reported that more oil

may have seeped into the sand than

previously believed.

Unusual tides during a Feb. 13 storm
may have washed thin layers of oil above
the normal high tide line along 6 miles of
beach, British Petroleum America
announced.

The storm's winds also shifted sands
that may have concealed oil deposits,

British Petroleum spokesman Jim Marino
said. The oil company operates the tanker

American Trader and is directing cleanup
efforts.

Compiled from the Associated Press

Call us: (21 3) 396-1 591

UCLA prepares for September Los Angeles Festival
By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

Preparations are underway at

UCLA for this September's Los
Angeles Festival, which will high-

light the perfonning, visual and
literary arts of Pacific Rim coun-
tries.

- The festival's aim is to explore-
both the art^of Los Angeles and of
regions such as Asia, Latin Ameri-
ca, Oceania and the Far North, to

initiate an awareness of a collec-

tive cultural tie, said Judy Mitoma,
chairperson of UCLA's World
Arts and Cultures Program and the
festival's co-curator.

**The festival is lkx)king at the

relationship of traditional culture

in the American context and
unifying the themes to give us
insight into the. similarities and
differences among us," she said.

Mitoma teaches the World Arts
and Cultures Field Studies class,

where students conduct projects

relating to the festival for academ-
k credit. 'The course is education-
ally rich because the students see
critical issues facing L.A. in terms
of cultural diversity and have the

opportunity to contribute theirown
wisdom to the process," she said.

The Festival Assistants Program
on campus further ofTers students

the chance to work on activities

like producing a handbook on
hosting artists or volunteering to

do office work, said Willow
Young, the program's coordinator.

Many believe technology and
economk: systems are the keys to

better lives, "but from where we
stand, the ultimate objective to

enhancing oiu* lives involves our
cultural identity and understanding

other cultures," Mitoma said. "Our
greatest strength is our diversity of
ideas and interests."

Mitoma believes the arts can be
a positive force in this society and
can encourage tolerance of cultur-

al diversity. "People see new
cultures and populations as a threat

and we need to give people a sense

of the richness that the other
cultures can give," she said. *The
festival, I hope, can help us to see
this."

Mitoma is the first UCLA
representative to co-organize the
festival since \hbfust one in 1984.

Working with stage director Peter
Sellars as the co-curator, "I bring

to my thought processes, the
history of experiences I've^^had

academically, as a performing
artist and as a member ofour city,"

she said.

As a professor of dance, "I

understand the art in the Pacific

Rim and I've seen the art in its

context, aiyt that is a great advan-

Students teach children about Pacific Rim culture

in preparation for September's Los Angeles Festiva
By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

Student involvement is high in planning for the
wave of cross-cultural activities which will culmi-
nate at this year's Los Angeles Festival, a two-
week-long gala event in September focusing on the
culture of Pacific Rim countries.

Through the university's World Arts and Cultures
Field Studies program or the Festival Assistants
program, students are well entrenched in the planning
process.

For example, graduate student Bonnie Goldstein
and senior Lisa Lo have started woik on their project
entitled, **Friends Across the Ocean." The project
involves educating a Los Angeles sixth grade class
about Indonesian culture, specifically the children of
Bali, who will visit the United States and perform
traditional Balinese dances and music as part of the
festival.

The three-month program will also educate the
Balinese children about American cultures.

Goldstein and Lo have devised their cultural
exchange to include letter writing and scrapbook
exchanges of the children's own cultures to give
them a chance to know each other before they meet in
Sqjtember.

"By learning about another culture, they can look
at their own culture," Lo said.

^

The children will also get a geography lesson when
the Los Angeles sixth graders send a map to Bali,

pinpointing their places of ori|in. 'Their classroom

(wiU) represent the multi-cultural community of
L.A.," Goldstein said. This will also give the Los
Angeles children a feeling about where they arc from
originally.

The summer program will include learning
Indonesian greetings, watching and listening to
traditional Balinese dances and music, called
Gamalan, and trying on the customary dress of Bali, a
skirt-like wrap called a kain, Lo said
The L.A. students will also prepare a guide to their

city for the Balinese, listing places and historical
events they think their Balinese counterparts would
find interesting, Goldstein said.

When the children of Bali arrive, they will be
welcomed by the sixth graders with a tour of their
school, a performance and a game exchange, where
the children will demonstrate the typical games that
they play, Lo said.

The children of Bali arc scheduled for three events
during the one week stay in Los Angeles, including a
performance Sept 8 at Griffith Park.

Another student participating is Amy Suber, a
senior majoring in Worid Arts and Cultures, who is

producing an Lj\. Festival booklet for young
readers. The booklet focuses on ten cultures in the
Pacific Rim and is geared to seven to 14-year-olds,
Suber said.

The booklet is written from three different
perspectives, children, college students and senio^
scholars, each writing about their culture, traditions
and art as they have experienced them, Suber said

tagc," she said.

As a dancer, Mitoma relates to

how difficult it is to perform. "I

appreciate what it means to be on
the delivery side and how people
react to my dance," she said.

Mitoma is concerned with how
the Los Angeles community will

react to this year's festival. "A lot.

of work in the festival is spiritual

because the integration of art and
life is strong (in thct^cific Rim).
'Artist' as a profession is not
known there because in the Pacific

Rim (people) believe everyone is

an artist"

The festival will last about two
weeks and will feature perfor-

mances all across the Greater Los
Angeles area. And in preparation
for the festival, UCLA wiU be
hosting a symposium in April on
cross-cultural issues. Young said
The festival is encouraging

mass participation this year by
making 75 percent of the perfor-
mances free. "The festival is meant
to be accessible," Mitoma said
The UCLA Chancellor's Chal-
lenge Fund and a number of
private sources arc sponsoring the
festival.

The festival's programs seem as
varied as the morc than 1.000
artists participating. Performances
include Native American songs,
dances by Arctic villago^ and
traditional Indonesian dances and
music by The Children of Bali,

among many others.

"L.A. needs to be prepared
socially and intellectually for the
next century, and culture in the arts

can speed tiiat process," Mitoma
said

See FESTIVAL, page 23
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students criticize USAC's liandiing of inters groups
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

Some student interest groups are

dissatisfied with the way undergra-
duate government has handled the

SIG definition issue.

Discussed at length at council's
Tuesday night meeting, the prop-
osal to define SIGs would set

guidelines for which groups
receive sponsorship from under-

graduate government and detail

the method of giving budgets and
office space to these groups.

Approval of the proposal was
delayed until next Tuesday after

about three hours of council
discussion, while about 40 student

group representatives waited ih"^

vain for a chance to speak.

"We sat through hours of dis-

cussion and expected this to come
to some conclusion," said Charles

Glick, president of the Jewish
Student Union. 'The reason that

the proposal was tabled is because
the African Student Union (ASU)
and MEChA came in during the

recess and claimed they had not
seen the proposal," he said.

"We were in favor of tabling the

proposal because many of the

groups present had never seen this

draft of the proposal," said Nyan-
iso RaHotep, assistant chairman of

ASU.
But the issue **is no longer about

the definition. I believe that it

comes down to communication
between council members to make
a decision," said Leslye Sneider,

president of the Union for Students

with Disabilities.

Sneider was unhappy with the

funding allocation process in the

proposal, but said it is mdre'
important for council to get its act

atogether and actually make
decision.

Most of the debate has concen-

trated on the definition of underre-

presented student organizations.

The proposal includes many
groups undeserving of that status,

RaHotep said. ASU has said that

only groups officially recognized
by the university as underrepre-
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by

Margaret Rogers, C.S.

A member of The Christian Science
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Is God real? What is He like? Why do evil things
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speaker discusses how to feel and know God's
presence more tangibly.
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First Church of Christ, Scientist, Beverly Hills
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By Tom Wells

forces issue 'death to gnngos' threat ii

Associated Press

BOGOTA, Colombia — Americans
hired extra guards and stayed close to home
Wednesday because of a guerrilla "death to

gringos" threat, and the government prom-
ised special measures to protect them.
"Every American client Tve got was on

the telephone this morning asking for more
guards,** the owner of a security company
that protects several U.S. companies told

The Associated Press.

A U.S. oil executive said his company

Government promises Americans extra protection

had canceled all trips outside Bogota by
American employees.
The National Liberation Army, known by

its Spanish initials ELN. declared Tuesday
that all U.S. interests in Colombia were its

military targets.

It has kidnapped three Americans in a

week. James Donnelly of Etetroil and David
Kent of Indianapolis still are held, but the

guerrillas freed the Rev. Francis Amico
Ferarri of Rochester, N.Y., a Roman

Catholic priest.

Americans on the U.S. Embassy staff

were told Wednesday to stay home except
for necessary trips and were being escorted

to and from work by armed guards, an
embassy employee said.

The State Department already had con-
sidered Colombia so dangerous it would
send only people who were single, or
married and willing to live apart from their

families. Diplomats get hazard pay for

service in Colombia.
Minister of Government Carlos Lemos, a

member of the National Security Council,

said after a council meeting Tuesday night

the government was making special

arrangements to protect Americans and
U.S. business interests.

He said it appeared recent attacks by ELN
guerrillas also were meant to discourage

people from voting in congressional and
mayoral elections March 11. The National
Liberation Army has become the most anti-

American and violent of Colombia** sije

guerrilla groups.
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[Buy one loaf - get one free.

I With this coupon buy any loaf of Honey Wheat Berry • French • Raisin

I our fresh baked bread and get a Nut • Nine Grain • Egg Twist.

I
second loaf FREE (of equal or - „^;s„

I
lesser value). ll&StlVMnfW^n^

^
Choose from... Sourdough • Rye • a^lkm^%^%^

I

j
1122 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, 824-7671

I
Offer expires February 28, 1990. Not good with any other offer. Limit one per customer.

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROOP
10921 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 909

L (corner of Westwood Blvd.) |

"*Y*^
(213) 208-8

188"*Y^

Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has thejightjosayjio^ any point and have their limits respected.

When No Is

Not Enough

dollar: DRINK
SPONSORED BY

1-

Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop
^ for students, staff, and faculty
from the UCLA Rape Prevention and JEducation Services

TODAY
12.00 ' 1.00 p.m.

2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

IVKHSON
GOLDEN

$.99 MOLSON DRAFT BEER

$1.50 jAGERMEISTER SHOTS

$1.00 WELL DRJNK^ . -

NO COVEUr r

MEE.

MISS_,MOLSON
AND ^^^^

THE JAGERETTES

Co-sponsored by ths Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

DANCE TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S HOTTEST D.J.S

SATORDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH
• 8:30 PM' 1x30 AM

1501 N. SEPULVEDA BLVD
MANHATTAN BEACH

FOR 24 HR RECORDED INFO
a^ DIRECTIONS CAU
(213) 515-3444

FREE PARKING • NEW OWNERSHIP
NEWLY REMODELED

GHUNION'S

RAN ft G N I ( I
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Pedestrians may face obstacles in front of Ackerman
Tree-trimming part of effort to improve campus safety

By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

Students walking by Acker-
man Union and the James E. West
Center today may be temporarily

detained to avoid being hit by
filing trees. ^^^~

Trees throughout campus are

being cut or trimmed as part of a
plan implemented by tree-trim"

ming supervisor I>on Reed.
He considers student safety the

first priority in the trimming
process. "A dead tree gets brittle

and rots, and can fall over/ in high
traffic areas/* he said.

*Trecs can*t be left to them-
selves in an urban setting because
they could be hazardous,** he said.

_^The health of the trees is another
concern for the university's

groundskeepers. "UCLA is an
urban forest, with a lot of over-
growth where trees compete with
each other for space and nutri-

ents,** Reed said.

This overcrowding produces
many weak trees and impairs the

health of strong trees competing
for resources, he said. "We try to

eliminate weaker trees to keep
strong trees alive."

There must be a balance
between keeping the environment
pleasing and maintaining safety on
campus.

"We're trying to save all the

healthy trees that we can,** said tree

trimmer Nick Barragan. However,
the university is taking no chances
with weak trees falling over during

Jieayy winds^ he said^

A couple of times each month, a
team from Facilities Management
tours the campus, checking for

trees that are dead or untrimmed
that need to be taken care of, said

Paul Longfiekl, a tree ihmmeyr.

One obstacle the trimmers
encounter are students who com-'
plain of "butchering- trees. Long-
field said.

Students are also not coopera-
tive when asked to step aside while
framing is going on. Reed saidr

'When we ask people to stop, we
want them to stop. Moving aside is

better than getting liit by a log.**
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WANTED:
A select group of individuals
looking for a rewarding, fun,

busy summer.

Be an Orientation A.ssistant t As
part of the Orientation staflF who will

work with newly-admitted students to
UCLA, you will need strong

communication skills, a sense of humor,
and flexibility. Those who fear hard work

should not apply.

If you fit this description, we want you.
To pick up an application or for more

information, contact:

The Orientation Office -

3209 Campbell Hall, 206-6685

Application deadline:

February 2S, 1990 at 4 00 p^
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TACOS Al CARBON

Try our

d^l< freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I
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I
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with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get
another item of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

1 coupon per person. Exp. 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer

Dine In-Take CXjt Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Saisa from our Fresh Saisa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in *AN NUYS

(818) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(818) 986^700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TAR2ANA

(818) 34U200

11106 W. aVMPIC BLVD ^ SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3fd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVIUE

(213) 479-5005

7962 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 650^96$

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) 827-8993

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HILS

(818) 346-9144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

mm
^ ,_ .^.^. ..^^.•^•
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Ifyou or someone you know
has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncdmmon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We're here to help. ;

V

Reach out for help and infomiation by contacting the UOLA Rape Services Con-
sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and
assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any
questions that may arise.

For more information, call the Women's Resource
Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC.
.V.-.V--rf,» V.
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NO CREDIT??
NO PROBLEM!!!
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m $c|vlrugs #1©mim

W.S.F.C.U. is located in th# troNttf behind
Aclcerman Union. We are open from lOAIVI

to 3Pi\/l daiiy.

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of DIrectors/USAC
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Foram to explore women and minorities in education
Speakers hope to bring research into public policy arena

By Vai D. Phillips •

Staff Writer

To help bring research into the

public policy arena, students and
faculty will discuss women and
minority participation in education

^today in the second T)f a series of

forums on interdisciplinary gender

studies and public policy.

Sponsored by the UCLA Center
for the Study of Women, The
Graduate School of Education and
the Graduate School of Architec-

ture and Urban Planning
(GSAUP), the forum will focus on
the experiences of women, parti-

cularly women of color, trying to

establish themselves in fields

traditionally dominated by men.

Helen Astin, chair of an advis-

ory committee in the Center for the

Study of Women, initiated the idea

of bringing such research into the

public policy arena. "A lot of

research is done academically, but

often the findings don*t get out to

the public and policy-mak(5rs,^s1ie

said.

In regular, informal meetings

wi\h students and faculty mem-
bers, she and other members of the

committee have planned the inter-

disciplinary forums as a means^f
organizing public discussion on
gender-related issues in education-

al policy. The first forum, held last

fall, brought more than 100 people

together to examine the unique

housing and child care problems
facing UCLA womeiT '

'

Astin will open today's forum
with a discussion of curricular

issues in light of recent demo-
graphic changes at UCLA. Her
presentation will concentrate on
the impact of these changes on
women's participation as students,

teachers and administrators, parti-

cularly in engineering and the

sciences.

*Thcrc needs to be more focus

on women in science-related

fields," Astin said. **Even though

See FORUM, page 23
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the South African Student Assembly

and

O' Cultural Affairs
»••

* present the South African Music of.,.
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ZULU SPEAR
a pulsating blend of African, jazz. rock, and pop.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1990
WESTWOOD PLAZA

*Also, please join Zulu Spear Friday (2/23) at 10 pm in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Special thanks to our co-sponsors: BOD, Campus Events, OISS, African
Activist Assoc., and the African Student Union.

March 1, THURSDAY

March 8, THURSDAY

March 9, FRIDAY

* •>

NOBUKU

MONKEY
••••MEET

FLAGO

March 13, TUESDAY PERSIAN NEW
YEAR

CONCERT!!

—

»

•k** -k** -k ie** -k ie -k icie-kick-k -kit it -k*********
ALWAYS @ 12!!

ALWAYS IN WESTWOOD PLAZA
PAID FOR BY USAC VOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

WESTWOOD DRIVING
And

TRAFFIC SCH • •

'UCLA Student Discount
•TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
•AUTO INSURANCE

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-3991
Westwood VHIaga, Above Iha WharehouM

AHiU

CPARI BEAUTY SALON:)
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bilcini $15
"'^""" ""^y •»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, y O

Underarm $ 8
Arm |i2
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow !!!!!!$ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facials $25
1435 Weshvood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO
on THROUGH SCHOOL.
^OU HEED TO SEE UPS."

"I need two things to get

through school: good
grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by
myself, and UPS is helping

me take care of the second.
They gave me a part-time

job that roa/Zy pays.

"I make almost $10,000
• yMir for working about 4
hours a day 5 days a week.
But get this, UPS has ttu-

(tont loans that let me bor-

row up to $25,000 a yaar
for college Compare that

anywhere else I also got my
choica of achadulaa, paid
holidays and vacations
as well as company-paid
madlcal inauranca.

Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in

Accounting. Industrial Engineering. IS. or Customer Service.

"No other company offers more to students than UPS. Talk to

them. Get what you need to get your diploma."

Openings exist at 1201 Waat Olympic Blvd., Los Angaiss,
intarvlawa conductad \¥Bdnaaday from 4^ pm; or 3333
Downay Rd., Vamon, intarvlawa conductad Mondays at 1 pm;
or 3000 Eaat WMhIngton Blvd. , Loa Angalaa, intarvlaws con-
ductad Mornlaya from 1-3 pm. An equal opportunity employer

^4'

^
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

»^ « «. .
'^
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student seeks waiver of parking fees for disaliled
By Pebra L. Picker

Staff Writer

A member of the Union For Students with
Disabilities asked for the ehmination of
parking fees for the disabled at a meeting of
the Chancellor's Advisory Committee on
Disabilities (CACD).

**Parking is a major problem on this

campus, legendary in fact, but what are the
alternatives for the disabled?** Pat Regan, a
graduate student representative from the
USD said.

"Parking fees have become so excessive.
They are $90 per quarter, and they are going
up. To have to pay for something when there

is no alternative is unfair,** Regan said.

But committee member Sandy Tymchuk
advised Regan to seek legal counsel before
pursuing the issue in order to avoid
accusations that the proposal is discriminat-

ory against the non-disabled.

CACD member Larry Pierce agreed that

there are no alternative means of transpor-

tation by which the disabled can reach
UCLA. "Buses are not reliable; their lifts

OVERSTOCK

are often not functioning. A friend of mine
was dropped twice while being hand
cranked up a lift that was not working,**

Pierce said.

UCLA does have a Van Pool program
that transports students between their

homes and the campus, but according to the

CACD, this program does not accommo-
date the disabled because it is not cost
effective.

'TTiB vans are accessible to people who
can step up, but we do not have wheelchair
lifts. So if a person cannot walk, we cannot

really accommodate them. We've had no
disabled people inquire about the service,

but if we did then that would be an issue we
would have to address,'^ said Charles
Ofiffin, a coordinator in the Van Pool
office.

,

There is one van that runs on campus
specifically for the disabled, but Regan said
this van is not practical for her. "I have
severe arthritis and if I had to walk_
everywhere I had^to get to on this campus,
rd be exhausted by the end of the day. My.
van acts as my legs,** Regan said.
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• OIQITAL B^CTROMC TUNER
• CLOQC. SEEK AND LOUDNESS
• MANY MONE FEATURES
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JENSEN

M€yr€>R€>L
CELLULAR
CARPHONE

• HANDS FREE SPEAKER PHONE
• 30 NUMDER MEMORY
• CALLM ABSENCE MNCATOR
• IS OWT LCD DISPLAY
•MANY MORE FEATURES

REGGIE'S ^
PRICE

AUTO SECURITY

• ELECTRONIC TUNING
• DIQITAL CLOCK
• SCAN FUNCTION
• GREAT VALUE
• FITS MOST CARS

PULLOUT
AMira CASSCTTE
CAR STEREO

• HIGH POWER
• INCREDIBLE PRICE

StfS
REOQIE'S
PIIIC& 77"

COMPACT DISC
UBIB

• STATE DF THE ART
• LOADED WnH FEATURES

/Km met < ^U^

6" BY 9" 3 WAY PEAKERS

399
LA
CFILULAR
xutrorized
AQEHT

REMOTE CONTROL
CAR ALARM

ITV COMTNOtS

99 STMLD

Panasonic

SANYO
CORDLESS
TELEPHONE
I.OAOBD WITH
JFUMTUKmrn

BNI SELECTION
cnma oscs; imirMB,
assem bbxs, spbikbis,

mcBUBB, lua srsme, Am

DJ CASE

MO«IC-S
MICE

1 20 WAHS!
TOP QUAUTY!

LSilPaPBICE!

REQOIE'S PRICE

MGH QUALITY •CARPETED

HOLDS 2 TURNTABLES iiXBt
PORTABLE

$1
RCOOIC't
MMCf 175"

DEEJAY
'C»rwin-Vrqa!

DESKTOP CALCULATOR
WITH SOLAR DUAL POWER

ML MEOOIf '•
MMCE

SONY IT'

SONYiriMNmiOH!
A imiMMMINI
'IPOOTMMJKTNMT.V.

JZ7
VIDEO REWINDER

TOSHIBA

SAVE VCR WEAR AND TEAR

M6"NIOOIf'S
MMCt

SA%yD
CASSETTE
WALKMAN

:Rtoaii
PRICI

BEST
PRICE
WCLUOES

HEADPHONES

><T^« ^i2''

MRTASLIAHIFM
CAMBTTl RECORDER

POPULARM

CLUBSIOSCOS

WORLOWDE

VERY RUGGQ) AND

nUNSPORTABLE

2N WATTS WnS"

2l14"i1W"i17!!4"

EOQIC't
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CASSETTE

• COMPONENT H^n MtMN
• OCTACHABLC t WAY SPCAKDM
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• DOLBY NOISE REOUCTION
• 3 MODE TAPE SELECTON
• ONE-TOUCH NECOMMNQ
• UNBELIEVABLE PfMCE
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W. HOLLYWOOD
7820 SANTA MONICA BL
|l BLOCK EAST OF FAIRFAX AVE
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OPEN 7 DAYS

MON-SAT 10-7

SUNDAY 11-5
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BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Men s Cut
S5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN -'

10% Off Beauty Products
ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929

• CUTS. PERMS. COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS. SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

Women's Cut
S5 off

UCLA

208-5863 10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD

VISA

5

DOWNSTAIRS

WILSHIRE

8

UCLA PEER HEALTH
COUNSELING TABLES

1
HOW MAm WHAT

\
CALORIES SHOULD

1 DO I NEED MY
1 TO EAT N0R1VL\L

\ EV ERY DAY? BLOOD
PRESSURE

,

BE?

HOW DO I

RELIEVE —
MY STRESS
DURING —
MIDTERMS?

WHAT IS

MY IDEAL
BODYh^^
WEIGHT?

mtsiiiii:

ACKERMAN
LUVALLE
WOODEN
CENTER
M-ra 10-3 pm
COMPUTER-
IZED

NummoN
ASSESSMENT
WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT
REFERRALS

ACKERMAN
LUVALLE

JOHN WOODEN
M 11-2 pm
W TH 10-2 pm

FREE BLOOD
PRESSURE

SCREENING

ACKERMAN
CToute de Suite)

M W 12-1 pm

COUNSEUNG
TIME

MANAGEMENT
POSmVE
THINHNG

I STUDY SHLLS
I RELAXATION

FITNESS

llOHN WOODEN
M-TH 10-2 pm

FREE
InformaticMi

on EXERCISE
and FITNESS
FREE BODY
FAT TESTING
WTIHSHN
CALIPERS
BLOOD
PRESSURE
SCREENING

Sponsored by USAC/SWC and Student Health Service

Tohmatsu Awoki(the largest '

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seething entry-level accounts.

Englisti and Japanese spealting atjitity

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Totimatsu Awoici & Co.

louche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilstiire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 9001

7

ATTN: Steve Oto

Albhmatsu Awirfd
IbudieBoss

John Wooden
CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bruin.—* -^
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w< • • I len featured
in leadership series
By Jill Jacobs
staff Writer

Great leaders have followers

who work with them, rather than

for them, formerUCLA basketball

coach John Wooden said Tuesday
night.

Wooden, the only man to be

inducted into the basketball Hall of

Fame both as a player and as a

coach, outlined the qualities of

leadership as part of the Young
Alumni Association's ongoing
leadership speaker series.

*The person who works for you
punches in on time . . . and
punches out on time,** he said.

Someone who is working with you
will come in early and put in the

extra effort to get things done.

Wooden said.

If those working under your
supervision feel wanted, they will

want to work with you, he said.

Making people feel wanted is "a

leader's job.**

Wooden also suggested that

leaders should listen to the people

they work with and be concerned
with "finding the best way, not just

having your way. Always be
looking for ways to improve.**

Wooden also cautioned against

comparing oneself to others.

Never try to be better than anyone
*«i

else,*' he said. Instead, "make the

effort to become the best you arc

capable of becoming.**

It is a leader's job, he said, to

bring out the best in people. He
said leaders should "keep in mind
the purpose of punishment It is to

correct, and prevent. It is to help

people improve.

"Keep it positive,** he said. *The
best motivator is the pat on the

back.**

The cornerstones of success arc

industriousness and enthusiasm,

he said. "There is no substitute for

hard work. You may get by, but

you*rc not developing yourself.*'

Enjoying what one does is also

an essential ingrcdient for success,

he said.

He cautioned against allowing

emotions to be overwhelming.

"You*ve got to keep your emotions
under control in order to do well,"

he said.

Along with keeping these ele-

ments of success in mind, skill and
initiative are also important.

Wooden said.

Leaders should not let the fearof
failure get in the way of attempting

something challenging. "You*re
going to make mistakes. But the

greatest mistake of all is the failure

to act when action is needed.**

UCSC study disputes
theories on giEiiaxies
By Malcolm Ritter

Associated Press

NEW YORK— A new study has found that galaxies are clumped in a
regular pattern over a vast scale, a finding that would challenge current

theories about the universe if verified.

*To find the regularity is just mind-boggling," said study co-author
David Koo of the University of California, Santa Cruz.

But another scientist familiar with the study said he believes the

.

findings are merely a statistical fluke rather than a real pattern.

•This is so counter to our other notions (about the universe) that I'm
going to treat it skeptically unless it's really proven conclusively," said

Marc Davis of the University of California, Berkeley.

None of the accq>ted theories about the universe includes a periodic

structure like the one the researchers repoft Davis said.

The new woik is presented in Thursday's is&ue of the Brilisli joufial
Nature by Koo, Alexander Szalay of Johns Hopkins UaivMity in

Baltimore and reseatdien in England.

They surveyed galaxies in two opposite directions from the Milky
Way galaxy, which includes Earth.

/
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'Survivor' Raitt wins
four Grammy awards
By John Antczak

Associated Press

Rock survivor Bonnie Raitt.

who has toiled in the vineyards of
obscurity since the 1960s, won
four Grammy awards in Los
Angeles Wednesday, including
album of the year, for her critically

acclaimed "Nick of Time'^bum.
"I can only take so much of

this," said Raitt, accepting her
fourth award, female pop vocalist.

"Wake me up when this is over."
Raitt also won female rock

vocalist and shared the traditional

blues award with John Lee Hooker
for "I'm in the Mood" on Hooker's
*The Healer" album.

**This means so much for the
kind of music I do, and means
those of us who do rhythm and
blues are going to get a chance
again," Raitt, 40, a four-time
nominee during her career, told the

32nd annual Grammy Awards
show.

The Grammy for song of the
year went to writers Larry Henley
and Jeff Silbar for "Wind Beneath
My Wings," performed by Betle
Midler.

It was a night for survivors.

Don Henley, formerly of the
Eagles, won male rock vocalist for
his lyrical, melancholy "The End
of the Innocence." Henley, co-
wrote the album's title track with
Bruce Homsby. It was his sixth

career Grammy. ^

**GreaL You sing a song, you
win an award," a smiling Henley
said, accepting his award moments
after performing the tune with
Homsby.
The first televised Grammy

award in the rap music category
went to Young MC for the single

"Bust a Move." Last year the

miniature gramophone trophy for

rap was presented off-camera and
some rappers boycotted the cere-

mony.
Lyle Lovett won male country

vocal honors for "Lyle Lovett and
His Large Band" album; k.d. lang
won country music's female voc-
alist award for "Absolute Torch
and Twang.**

Blue-eyed soul balladeer
Michael Bolton won best male ppp
vocalist Grammy for "How Am I

Supposed to Live Without You,"
and Linda Ronstadt and Aaron
Neville won pop duo honors for

their tove duet "Don't Know
Much."

Bolton, who has been recording
since the '70s, acknowledged his

"overnight success" and thanked
"Ray Charles for blessing us all

and opening his mouth and sing-
ing."

Ronstadt thanked Neville's
mother: "She gave us not only
Aaron, but all the Neville Brothers
and that's a pretty great musical
contribution."

Milli Vanilli, the Munich-based,
dredlocked pq) duo of Fab Mor-
van and Rob Pilatus, won best new
artist honors despite the "hip-hq)-
ping radio fodder" label given
them by Rolling Stone magazine.

Slick rhythm and blues group
Soul II Soul, legendary jazz artist

Miles Davis and jazz composer-
arranger Dave Grusin were early

multiple winners in pre-broadcast
ceremonies at the Shrine Auditor-
ium.

Brother and sister Michael and
Janet Jackson won back-to-back
music video trophies. Michael won
the short form Grammy for his
"Leave Me Alone" and Janet
claimed the long form category for
"Rhythm Nation 1814."

O^ET RID OF YOUR AOiSIE!
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Agliilar made innocuous
inquiries, says colleague
By Bob Eflelko

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO— A federal judge testified Wednesday that U.S.
District Judge Robert Aguilar made only "innocuous" inquiries about a
criminal case that Aguilar is charged with trying to influence.

U.S. District Judge Stanley Weigel also said FBI agents asked him in
April 1988 to wear a concealed tape-recorder while talking to Aguilar at a
judges' luncheon the next day, a proposal he described as "an outrageous
suggestion ... a form of entrapment."

,

Weigel's two hours of prosecution testimony gave little direct support
to one of the chief accusations against Aguilar: that he approached
Weigel in an attempt to use influence on behalf of a convicted felon, for-
mer Teamster leader Rudy Tham, who was seeking a new dial before
Weigel on an embezzlement conviction.

But although he said Aguilar made only "an innocuous inquiry or
inquiries about the status of the case," Weigel did not entirely defuse the
chairge either.

He acknowledged to a prosecutor that he had once described Aguilar's
approach to him as resembling "a cat sniffing around a bowl." And
Weigel said FBI agents had presented evidence to him "that indicated to
my satisfaction that Judge Aguilar claimed influence (with Weigel) that
he didn't have."

The prosecution has offered evidence of wiretapped telephone calls in
which another defendant in the case, Abe Chapman, a relative of Aguilar
by marriage, told Tham that Aguilar believed Weigel was indebted to him
and would follow his suggestions. However, taps on Aguilar's phone
record him as saying only that Weigel would be "fair."

In other tapes, Aguilar is heard advising Tham's lawyer on how to pre-
pare papers asking for a hearing on a motion for a new trial. At one point,
Aguilar told Tham's lawyer that Aguilar had gone as far as he could in his
inquiries without angering Weigel. One of Aguilar's brothers has also
testified that Tham helped refer him to a job.
The allegations are part of three of the eight felony charges against

Aguilar: that he obstructed justice in Tham's case; that he conspired with
Tham and Chapman to obstruct justice, and that he used his judicial office
as a "racketeering enterprise," the first such charge against" a federal
judge.

Other charges arc that Aguilar approached another judicial colleague
on behalf of a friend facing bank fraud charges; that he helped a former
legal secrctary remain a fugitive, that he warned Chapman about
wiretaps, and that he told a witness to lie to a grand jury.

Aguilar, 58, of San Jose, was appointed to the bench in 1980 by Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter.

SARI
Clear Complexion System

7 can't believe the difference it makes.
AH natural ingredients: g bronkthrouah \n ocne treatment
Call for a consultation. 10% off all products witti this ad!

^-Sari Irtstltut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788,473-2303

THE JEWISH STUDENT UNION at UCLA
invites you to a WINTER DANCE,
celebrating human creativity and ingenuity.

The One Millionth Anniversary of the

Wh
Tuesday, February 24th, 998,010 B.C.

Saturday, February 24th, 1990
Come ready to DANCE dressed in

your best prehistoric attire.

WHEN: Sat. night, Feb. 24th
from 9pm till 1am

at JSU's Giant Cave, 900 Hilgard
(corner LeConte and Hilgard)

Cost: 2 fur
pelts (synthetic)
or $5.00

for more
information call

208-3081 sponsored by USAC
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Less than 5 minutes from campus...

Tablecloths... Napkins... 'N' PtZZA too!
((WTEO BEST BY A41 U (KABCrVjOTHER PUeUOkTIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. -COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DMNER SPECIALS-MI S Coutm Otoww* Cowyim («iiMh Soup «t« S^M - B*vwa9» ft DwMrt)

WEST LA.
Italian Rmtaunant In a Lighl-Haartad Roman Style

10929 W. PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
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A LOGO FOR

THE STUDENT COMMI'ITEE I-OR THE ARTST^ AN'D

$2S0.00

k
OTHER PRIZES EOR EIRST AND SECOND
^ RUNNERS-UP ONLY

fe PICK UP
APPLICATIONS AND MORE INEORMATION

I AT B96 ROYCE HALL

DEADLINE FEBWPiHY 23

p AT 5 PM B96 ROYCE

FOR MORE INEORMATION
^ CALL (213) 825-3253
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UCLA^ OVERNIGHT PROGRAM B SEJ^UNG 75 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Hosts wiH: v.

• share their living quarters with an overnight guest
* attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program

r^ * share Bruin life pt^ gpest (i.c. go to class together, go to library, show him/her
around UCLA) "^

^4ir .^y

Hosts should have a GPA of 3.3 or better and live in the residence halls

(double rooms only).

To learn more about being a host for the Overnight Program, come to one of the following
information meetings:

Wednesday,^ February 21st North Campus 22
Thursday, February 22nd Luvalle Ct Room
Friday, February 23rd Luvalle Ct Room

(11:00- 12:00 noon)
(2:00 - 3:00 p.m.)

(11:00 - 12:00 noon)

• Applications available at 1 147 Murphy Hall
• Applications due: Friday, March 2, 1990 @ 5:00 pjn.

For further information contact:
Victoria Lee-Jerrems at (213) 206-4348 / UARS
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From page 3

had to go through a period of re-

affirming what we had been told (o

be ashamed of and to value our

blackness."

The current term "African,

American** is a further develop-

ment of that pride, referring back
to African roots, Francis said.

By using "African American*'

and developing an identity that

does not depend on a relationship

to whites, "there is an element of
claiming pride in our heritage,**

Crenshaw said.

Francis explained how the term

"African American** implies a

more positive image. **TTiere is

some connection with my fore-

fathers and mothers in Africa. Yes,
I do have a history. I do have a
heritage/* she said. "I wasn*t just

plucked off of a slave ship. My
heritage does not begin with the

slave days.**

Crenshaw agreed. *The term
"African American** means I have
a continent that I can point to

where I came from. My own
identity does not solely rest on
being *the great other* to America.
(Using the term African Ameri-
can) is an attempt to claim our
African heritage and be proud of
it,** she said.

Everyone is very ethnically

proud in this country, Francis said,

citing how there are Italian-Ameri-

cans, Greek-Americans, Jewish-
Americans and how their identifi-

cation does not refer to a specific

race but an ethnic group that has its

set of cultural beliefs, values and
behaviors.

And so when African Ameri-
cans claim themselves as such,

they are saying they, too, have a

cultural base and a continent. They

are not just different in color but

different culturally and by herit-

age, Francis said.

This struggle over African

American identity has come at a

time when "many see dramatic

retrenchment in the battle against

racism. America wants to move on
and leave the races problem-
behind,** Crenshaw said. Due to

the increasing conservatism pre-

valent in America and the losses

African Americans have felt in the

area of civil rights, a feeling of
subjugation is prevalent in the

African American community, he

added.

"When people start to feel that

we are being marginalized, there is

a desire to say, *Hey! I am! I

exist!* ** Crenshaw said. "It is this

political context that creates the

desire to see we exist not only as

shadows in white
consciousness. .

.**
.

In addition, issues concerning

South Africa and apartheid have
made African Americans aware of
our shared interests and culture as

Africans, Crenshaw said.

"What you call me is not as

important as how you treat me. Of
course, the two do go together,**

Francis said. "If you arc going to

call me a derogatory name, that

implies how you are going to treat

me as well. If you are going to call

me African American, that implies

that you do have an understanding

and awareness of what this who^
name change is all about**

The term African American
may or may or may not catch on,

she said. "It is a mouthful. There*s

nothing wrong with the term

*black*, it is just that the term

•African American* is better.*
M

CANCER
From page 3

mal test results do not return for

ti-eaunent, "with the rate in the

public care sector about twice as

high as in the private care sector,**

Marcus said.

With the grant, the Deparunent
of Health Services will also pro-
vide cancer screening and treat-

ment at facilities including the Los
Angeles CountyAJSC Medical
Center, Hudson, Roy Ball and El
Monte comprchensive cancer
centers, Marcus said. And mort
than 20 public clinics affiliated

with cancer centers will provide
screening and treatment for county
patients.

Between 1980 and 1984, the

overall mc of cancer incidence
among an estimated 3 million

Latinas in East L^. was lower
"^than the rate among while and

Mack women. But the incidence of
cervical cancer was more than

double among Latinas than among
white women, Breslow said. While
20.8 Utinas in 100,000 had cervi-

cal cancer, 8.1 in 100,000 white
women had the disease.

"There is a great need for

cervical cancer detection among
women over 45 years of age,**
Breslow added.

During the first two years of the

grant, a screening mammography

/

study will be conducted at UCLA
to teach radiok>gists to screen
mammogram results. This will

allow physicians to study abnor-
mal mamnK)gram test results while
lowering the cost of screening

mammograms significantly, Mar-
cus said.

The grant will set up a patient

folk)w-up office to refer patients to

clinics in East L.A. Phone Calls and
personalized letters describing the

Pap smear and mammography in

English and Spanish will be sent to

patients.

The project is designed to get
(the patients) over the initial

suprise. It is very disconcerting at

first to know that they have
cancer,** Breslow said.

Fundi finom the gram will also
provide payment vouchers, bus
tokens and but passes lo facittlate

transporution and encourage
patients to return ftr treatment,

Marcus said.

The research team is pan of %
large-scale cancer control effort
The success of this project will

determine whether or not such
programs can be used for high-risk

and underserved populations by
other health departments in the

state and nationwide, Marcus said.

I<^LA
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99.9 Century Cable FM
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Mussels threaten
U.S. fresh waters
By Alan Flippen

Associated Press

Wilfred LePage saw his first zebra mussel Feb. 1. By September,
thousands of the tiny molluscs jammed the intake of the water treatment

-plant he manages, cutting the flow 20 percent and nearly sparking a water
emergency.

*They*re a royal pain in the nether anatomy,** said LePagc, water
treatment superintendent in Monroe, Mich., on Lake Erie*s western edge.
*There is no cheap solution to it and there*s no real cure to the problem.**

At the eastern end of the lake, in Dunkirk, N.Y., the green-and-yellow
striped shellfish first appeared Oct. 3, and now infest a Niagara Mohawk
Power Corp. generating plant December*s deep freeze stopped them
from clogging water intakes but they quickly settled inside the plant,

where it*s warm.
"By July, we*re going to have a massive problem with them,** said

Robert C. Henderson, a chemical lab supervisor at the plant.

Three years after they were introduced to North America and after

only one year in Lake Erie, zebra mussels have spread throughout the
lake and have been spotted at the entrance to Lake Ontario and along the
St Lawrence River. It*s an invasion scientists say could affect farming,
fishing and daily life along virtually every body of fresh water in NxMth
America in the next few years.

The mussels are mostly about a half-inch long, although they can reach
2 inches during their five-year life spans. They eat by filtering

microscopic food particles from the water, and love intake pipes of water
and power plants because the current brings them a steady supply of fresh

food.

A mussel can filter more than a gallon of water an hour, said R. Warren
Flint, a scientist with the Great Lakes Program at the State University of
New York-Buffalo. As a result they will leave water cleaner than before.
"From an aesthetic perspective, that would certainly be a benefit I

guess,** he said.

Europeans have used zebra mussels to clean algac-choked ponds, and
the shells can be used to add calcium to livestock feed, said Charles
0*Neill, with the Sea Grant program at the Slate University College at

Brockport.

The mussels also are a good source of food for diving ducks and some
kinds offish, including sturgeons and eels, Flint said. But with millions of
theni at work filtering microscopic food, they could deplete the supply for

the small fish that support the billion-dollar walleye- and bass-fishing
industry.

And the bad news could spread beyorid the lake and its shoreline. Far-
mers and golfcourses that draw irrigation water from the lakes can expect
problems and beachgoers will have lo wear shoes because of the shells,

0*Neill said.

"It can affect everything from the electricity at your outlet lo the water
at your tap,** p*Neill said. "It*$ not just an environrhental problem."

Like their distant cousins, the blue mussels, zebras ought in theory, to

be edible by humans, Flint said. But when Canadian researchers u-ied

steaming a bunch, O'Neill said, "What ihcy got was a stench that cleared
the lab.**

The mussels have plagued Europe for more than a century and are
believed to have arrived in North America on a freighter that emptied its

ballast tanks in Lake St Clair, upstream from Lake Erie, in 1986.
Scientists are studying the possibility that the Lake Erie infestations

came from several ships, but Flint said one colony could have infested the
lake because one mussel can lay 30,000 to 50,000 eggs a year and the lar-

vae can swim for up to two weeks before growing shells. "They could
easily get across Lake Erie or Lake Ontario in that period of time.*'

For public water systems, conu-olling the mussels is a matter of
applying chlorine, ozone or other disinfectants at the mouth of the intake
pipe rather than waiting until the water is inside the plant, say scientists

and plant operators like LePage who have already faced the problem.
Power plants have a different problem, because officials are reluctant

10 let them put chlorine or other disinfectants in cooling water discharged
back to the lake, Henderson said. Niagara Mohawk and the slate

Department of Environmental Conservation are negotiating a solution.

Once the mussels get into Lake Michigan, they will almost certainly

spread through the Chicago River and into the Mississippi River basin,

C)*Neill said. "Any area in North America that is utilizing surface water
should be concerned.**
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213)474-6267

FREE PARKINC; CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING"
CLASSES ^

N

TfH'E J^O^ 1(3^ SOCITfTY
Presents:

A
the

lecture by Dr. Shoshana Knapp of
Virginia State Polytechnic Institute

and University

Thursday, February 22, 1990 at 7 PM
Dodd Hall, Room 146

Call Ron at (213) 397-6595 for more information

UCIA^S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
25 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCLA INTERNS
Media... Business... Government... Public Relations...

and MUCH MORE
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Washington D.C., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.
.^ ..

Attend an information meeting at EXPO:
Tuesdays, 4 pm
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Thursdays, 3 pm

Deadline for Application:

Fall '90 - February 23, 1990

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831
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Chinese Fast Food
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COMBO PLATE $435
ndudes fried rice or chow mein plus any two ala carte items.
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 411

SOFT CONTACTS >.V,TH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

I

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or
COLORED : $40 pr

,

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) SIOQ-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr
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FREE CARE KIT
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Hawthorne

Long Beach

Downey

Fullerton

Pasadena

Med.
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2565
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Mgmt.

Venice Blvd.

Rosecrans AveJ

E. 7th St

Firestone Blvd.

E. Chapman

E. Walnut

Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Ar>geles Commissior^ on Assaults
Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physicolly to deal with assaults.

<:>

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24th
9 a.m. -

1 p.m.
Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-sponsored by tfie Wonnen's r?esource Center and tt^ Department of Community Safety.
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IN
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now through March 10

UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY
SCHOa

smog

UC Irvine toxicologist

studies LA.'s dirty air
By Lee Sieqel

Associated Press

As Bob Phalcn's minivan climbs a freeway ramp on tiis daily 10-milc
commute to work, he scans ttie sky to tlie east, looking for mile-tiigti Sad-
dleback moufHain. barely visible through thick gray smog.

——""^

**This is where I judge the air each day. It's pretty dirty today,*' Phalen
says. "Dirty air depresses me, but it reminds me I have a job to do. There
are millions of Americans breathing this stuff. They deserve to know
more about its effects."

Phalen, a 49-year-old biophysicist and inhalation toxicologist, directs
the Air Pollution Health Effects Laboratory at the University of
California, Irvine.. The sprawling

Air pollution

a fact of life

for Americans
The Associated Press

Nearly half of all Ameri-
cans breathe unhealthy air.

About 120 million of the

nation's 250 million people
live in an area where air

violates health-related fed-

eral standards for at least one
of six key pollutants, said

Dave Ryan, spokesman for

the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
The agency's annual air

quality rq)ort said last year
that the nation's air is clean-

er, on average, than it was 10
years earlier.

However, since 1986
there has l)een an increase in

levels ofozone— the highly

irritating main ingredient in

photochemical smog— and
particulates such as soot and
dust.

"Ozone is our worst and
most pervasive pollutant,"

Ryan said. "Virtually every
big city is^violating the smog
standali

~

campus is on the southern edge of
America's dirtiest smog zone: the

Los Angeles Basin.

Armed with rats, ferrets, l)ea-

gles, smog exposure chambers,
treadmills, fi^e noses and pollu-

tion-breathing mannequins, Pha-
len's team of jeans-clad scientists

has spent 15 years waging a war to

save America's lungs.

**Our air will be cleaner eventu-
ally as a result of what Bob Phalen
and his colleagues have done, and
the nation will benefit too," said

John R. Holmes, research director

of California's Air Resources
Board. "He's a real asset as far as

helping us understand what we
need to do in the air pollution

control business."

Barely an hour past breakfast,

Phalen plunges his gloved hands
into a plastic tub of saline solution

and pulls out a blackened human
lung.

*This is the lung of a smoker."
he says. *This particular person
died of a heart attack. The lungs
weren't suitable for transplanta-

tion. They were in bad shape."

The lungs were donated for

research. In Phalen 's laboratory,

blue silicone rubber was injected

into one lung, filling the airways
and gradually congealing.

___ Phalen submerges the lung into

a tray of lye. A few days later, the

lung is dissolved. What remains is

a lung cast: a blue rubber mold of
the l)ranching airways, even tiny

ones.

Phalen studies casts of human,
dog and ferret lungs to learn how
age and bad air change the pas-

sajjeways that carry oxygen and
pollutants into the body.

"Most environmental risks are

through inhalation," he said. "Each
day. you drink two quarts of liquid,

you eat two quarts of food, but you
inhale 15,000 quarts of air."

The air inhaled by Los Angeles
Basin residents contains the most
hazardous type of pollution: "sec-
ondary" pollutants created when
sunlight triggers reactions among
**primary" pollutants emitted by
cars, factories and power plants.

"Secondary pollutants include

(colorless) ozone, a very irritating

gas capable ofdoing immense lung
damage; nitrogen dioxide, which is

known to intensify lung damage
from ozone; and acid air pollut-

ants," Phalen said.

The basin's air also is tainted

with soot and other particles that

make air hazy, and with cancer-
causing chemicals.

"We breathe dozens of carcino-
gens in every breath," and they
build up in the body l)ecause ozone "

impairs the lungs* self-cleansing

abilities, Phalen said.

"In heavily populated areas, one
in 10 or 20 people suffer because
of air pollution — headaches, increased asthma attacks, worsening of
bronchitis and more frequent respiratory tract infections," he said.

'The most serious prolAems air pollution produce are not immediate
symptoms, but the contribution to lung disease. The American Lung
Association has estimated air pollution is a contributing factor in about
10 percent of human deaths in urban areas."

But like millions of people, Phalen, his wife Kathy. and sons Robert,

20, and Steven, 18, view smog mainly as a nuisance that sometimes

Ozone forms when sun-

light triggers reactions
among hydrocarbons and
nitrogen oxides from motor
vehicles and other sources.

While ozone levels
dropped 16 percent from
1978 through 1987, average
levels fluctuate and now are

"no better than in the early

70s." Ryan said.

Another EPA report
showed the number of areas

violating federal ozone stan-

dards reached 101 in 1988, a
40 percent increase over
1987. ^> ,,

"It's the American love
affair with the automobile."

Ryan said. "And you have a

tremendous influx of people
into uiban areas."

The EPA's annual repQrt

said the number of Ameri-
cans living in areas that

violate federal standards are

88.6 million for ozone; 29.4

million for carbon dioxide;

22 million for particulates

such as soot, dirt and dust;

7.5 million for nitrogen

dioxide; 1.7 million for lead;

and 1.6 million for sulfur

dioxide.

The total is more than 120
million because some areas

violate more than one of the

six key pollution standards.

See SMOQ, page 17
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causes burning eyes, headaches and chest tightness during exercise.
Phalen considers life a balance between risks and benefits. IJe enjoys

smoking a pipe to relieve tension. And while he doesn't know how
chronic exposure to smog affects his family's health, he won't leave
Southern California.

"We have excellent food, wonderful climate, a good educational
system, a solid economy." he said. "We have good medical services and a
relatively relaxed Hfestyle. All these things promote good health. It's

certainly not worth moving to get away from the snmg.'
At home, Phalen and his family try to reduce air pollution.

**We purchase cars with snnaller engines," he said. "We limit
barbecuing. We rarely use our fireplace. We cut way down on pleasure
driving. We auempt to conserve electricity. We use spray products very
conservatively."

He be'^eves the health risks of air pollution must be reduced by deve-
loping "more efficient transportation; better emission control systems for
cars, trucks, power plants and industry, and better ways of destroying our
wastes."

But Phalen opposes confrontation politics — "Hatred is the worst
pollution," he says — and doesn't consider polluters bad guys.

"Air pollution is not created by malicious toxic polluters," he says.
"It's created by our automobiles, our industry and our generation of
electricity. It*s a consequence of our modem society, and that society
appears to be responsible for adding approximately 40 years to our lifes-

pan when we compare ourselves with completely undeveloped
countries."

So while smog could be eliminated by outlawing modem conveni-
ences, "the resulting poverty would probably reduce our lifespans,"
Phalen says.

•Therefore, it*s necessary to identify particularly hazardous pollutants
and combinations of pollutants and target them for control. That's the
role of our laboratory."

Holmes said Phalen's 15-member team is responsible for several
"important breakthroughs," including how human health is affected by
complex mixtures of polluiants.

He also credited Phalen for finding children absorb much higher doses
of air pollution than adults, and showing how ozone hinders breathing.

That allowed Califomia to justify the nation's toughest ozone
standard, which the federal government may adopt nationally. Holmes
said.

These findings came from a lab that has a $1.5 million annual budget
and that Phalen admits "looks like a dump from the outside."

• •

From page 3

bungalows to accommodate stu-

dents (rather than go to a year-

round calendar). Inner :ity schools

don't have that option," Walters
said, explaining that tliese schools

are limited by space, time and
-monetary constraints.

By April, 109 of the district's

most overcrowded elementary
schools must be able to accommo-
date a 23 percent increase in

students.

Walters said she doubts funding

for bungalows will be provided.

The money for bungalows, which
each cost between $30,000 and
$40,000, would have to come out
of tjie district's budget, she said.

StfCh a financial strain on the

district could lead to the demo-
tions, layoffs, or eliminations of
jobs for many school administra-

tive personnel, including clerks,

secretaries and school police, she

added.

Walters also was concerned that

auxiliary services, such as psy-
chological and academic counsel-

ing, child care and summer camps
— most of which currently operate

on a nine-month calendar— may
not accommodate the year-round
school program if the entire district

does not change.

Young said Walters' criticism

was **right on track.",

"People have trouble changing
when they have the option of
Slaying the same," said Young,
who taught in the inner city during

desegregation.

"If everyone goes year-round, it

will be a good system," Young
said. *Those parents who tend to

be more politically active —
namely those from the upper and
middle classes — will know what
questions to ask to ensure the

quality of the school environ-

ment," Young said.

But Young, who compiled a

report on year-round schools for

the school district in 1983, said the

policy could be beneficial to

students and teachers.

'*Ooce te^^ try Tt, T thinlc

there*s a change in their level of
bumouL By getting a break more
regularly, they have a chance to

renew themselves, and they will be
more patient and understanding
with the children," she said.

Both Young and Solmon
stressed the benefit children would
receive by not having a three

month layoff "All children lose

material over the summer," Young
said, adding that the three-month

break can be particularly debili-

tating for children who do not

speak English at home. Lower-
income children who do not have
access to summer camps also

suffer from the nine-month sys-

tem, she said.

Still, Young and Solmon agreed
that a policy which does not
mandate a year-round school sys-

tem district-wide will likely not be
as effective as it could be.

Solmon believes the solution

lies in educating district parents

about the merits. of a year-round

calendar and encouraging schools

to adopt the new system.

"Much of this (parental) oppos-
ition exists simply tx^cause things

have always be^n done that way.
Summer vacations are a tradition,

and we really should not make
educational policy decisions based
on the convenience of family

vacations," Solmon said.

"If parents recognize the

advantages of year-round schools,

I l)elieve the system will succeed,"

he said.

Not all Westside parents dis-

agree with year round schools.

Newspaper articles and public

discussion convinced Jane Silver,

Parent Teacher Association co-

chairwoman for Paul Revere
Junior High School in Pacific

Palisades, that year-round schools

are a good idea.

"In areas which have already

shifted to year-round schools,

there haven* t been many prob-

lems, and it*s much better for the

students . . . they retain know-
ledge better," Silver said.
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YOZURT.
11870
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SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
• Beef Stick
• Fried Rice

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20

I

I

I

I

3 Blocks E. of Bundy
W.LA. exp. 3-5-90

1 coupon per customer

(cups only).

n

• Green Salad ^ with coupon '

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
I 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

Kinross

ll^Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

mc/'^'
THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS expires 3/4/90

BODY WAVE & cut
& CONDITIONER

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Up Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bilcini Wax $;^

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

SERVING
FOR

V

Check Our Rafes
Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Cofl"
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

g aonum
WE MEET OR BEAT
ANY PRICE III

Also Available:

CLIFFORD
CRIME STOPPFR
And Much More At lowest prices!

DEMON 40% OFF
RETAIL PRICE
WITH COUPON

ALL MODELS, STEREOS,
AMPS, SPEAKERS ON SALE

EXPIRES FEBRUARY 28TH llll

^^^^, ^

MAGNUM
SECURITY SYSTEMS

$ 159.
00 Installed

Reg. $296.00

• 2 Remote Controls
• Flashing Indicator
• Panic Switch
• Passive Arming
• Loud SIfen

Lifetime Limited Warranty
(Please present this ad at time of purchase)

AUTOSOUND • SECURITY
• CELLULAR PHONES •

• CAR ACCESSORIES •

• STEREO SYSTEMS •

• WINDOW TINTING •

• AUTO DETAILING •

Low Prices. High Quality
CALL TO FIND OUT!
• 1 903 Santa Mor^ica Blvd ^ai

^) 828-4047
• i^^lJ 10th SI C^'ij) ,

^anto Mcftic*

>
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DO YOU SUFFER FROMM*

• Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

A/kA*^***

«M^ta.rfM^

* Sports Injuries

V .

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0116

VISION CARE
See the different

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-301

1

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.
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Everything
Wished a

You've Always
Frozen Yogurt

Could Be.
Presenting Gourmet Frozen Yogurt,

exclusively from Hdagen-Dazs. Shoppes.

The smoothest, creamiest yogurt

you've ever tastM in Vanilla,

Chocolate, Raspt>erry, Coffee, and

Mon-fat Banana. A wish come true

for frozen Yogurt lovers!

•Mow accepting applications
for part time help

I

I

I

I

Buy One, Get One Free
at this participating

Hoagen-Dazs. Shoppe
Westwood Village
10878 Kinross

(across from Chaithousc) *.)

Bujr any slae dtoh or cone of Qounnet ftosen Yogurt
and get the Mme aize serving free.

Coupon expire* 3/8^00 DB
IMT one Qoironm rjcimsb, nor vaib nm art oinbh oouon o« oimL vpn wn

\

I

I

I

I

UCLA °THE CENTER FOR
TliE PERFORMING ARTS

Los Angeles Premiere!

"Power Failure"
Paul Dresher Ensemble

with Rinde Eckert, Tenor

' ^#«»M4>V'^*4

BmlDrnktr Mimie Eckert

Fri. and Sat., Fab. 23 & 24 at 8:00 p.m.

The creators of the electric opera Stow Fire have produced this visually dazzling, supercharged
musical morality play about treachery and intrigue at the highest levels of corporate America.

".
. .a disturbing, provocative and frequently haunting opera, performed in decisive style by a

supercharged quartet" {Minneapolis Star-Tribune).

Wadsworth Theater

$22, 18; 8 (Students)

CenlefStage pre-perlormance lecture Sat, Feb 24 7:00-7:30 p.m.

Lecturer: Robin KIrck, Executive Director/Producer of the Paul Dresher Ensemt)le

For more Information/
Charge-by-Phone:
(213)825-2953

@
MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
|t1S)4tMSat-(714)74

TMi lnpwl.byti»
# TleimMaKir. Rmh m ihtft^mt tef tludTO and 8». CMnrm fllmlHd
-•- A^OswwManOwWillonstEndoiwmftitolhsMt.

plans on layoffs
Computer firm to cut 3% of work force

By Rich Cartiere

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Apple
Computer announced Wednesday
it will lay off 3 percent of its work
force as it struggles with rising

customer dissatisfaction, Egging
proHts, management restructuring

and sinking employee morale.

"Apple is now paying the price

for decisions they made several

years ago when it elected to go for

short-term profit gain, rather than

taking advantage of its leading

position to go for greater market
share,*' said Jonathan Seybold,

publisher of Los Angeles-based

Seybold Report on Desktop Pub-
lishing.

John ScuUey, Apple's chairman
and chief executive officer,

blamed the 400 layoffs on the

slowing of the U.S. personal

computer industry, which after

three years of double-digit growth
is expected to increase no more
than 9 percent in 1990.

But analysts have been criticiz-

ing the world's second-largest

personal computer maker for

neglecting — and even alienating

— its traditional customers.

Apple was particularly faulted

for failing to introduce an inexpen-

sive updated version of its original

Macintosh, which has legions of
stalwart users worldwide.

Instead, Apple introduced
expensive Macintosh models for

corporate use, where profits arc

greater. After numerous delays,

Apple also released a portable

considered by many as costly,

bulky and difficult to read.

Apple's stock Wednesday was
up 'A to 33'/ on the New York
Stock Exchange at midday PST.
Most of the cuts in Apple's

13,500-member work force, which
become effective in two months,
will be made in the marketing and
distribution departments of
Apple's domestic division and in

personnel, finance, community
and government affairs and cus-

tomer service divisions throughout

the company.
About 280 of those jobs will be

at Apple's Cupertino headquar-

ters.

The company will continue
hiring workers for research and_

development and for its domestic
sales force. Hirings also will

continue in Apple's European and
Pacific divisions.

"Most everybody left at the

company i$ making a big sigh of
relief, but Apple will still have the

problem of low morale in its

product development division that

remains tt> be corrected," said

Abigail Christopher of Interna-

tional Data Co., a market research-

er in Framingham, Mass.

"So this will add some stability,

but they've got a way to go," she

added.

Apple had sales of $5.3 billion

last year, up about 25 percent from
the year before, but figures from its

latest quarter, ending Dec. 29,

showed sales rose only 6 percent

while profits fell 1 1 percent The
company remains healthy with

more than $900 million in

reserves.

Analysts said the latest quarter

results w6re worrisome because
they represented the Christmas
season, traditionally a time of
heavy sales, and the third consecu-

tive quarter of falling profits.

Dealers were angered that

Apple did comparatively little

holiday marketing for its 13-year-

old Apple II line and support

products, prompting customer
fears the company will abandon
the machine that catapulted the

company into prominence.

Lack of effective marketing also

appeared to have an impact on
sales of the Macintosh Plus and
Macintosh SE, the least expensive

products in Apple's Macintosh

JiD6^ —__— —

Astronaut's soro throat
delays shuttle's launch
By Howatxl Benedict

Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Atlantis' commander got a sore

throat Wednesday, forcing NASA
to postpone for at least 24 hours the

launch of the shuttle on a secret,

all-military mission lo put a spy
satellite in orbit

"

A space agency statement said a

bad weather forecast also was a

factor in the postponement, but

officials said that if not for the

illness they would have continued

the countdown, hoping for clear

skies by launch time early Thurs-

day.

Navy Capt. John O. Creighton
4tt( "basically a sore throat with a

little head congestion,** said agen-
cy spokesman ICyle Herring. "He
does not have a fevor. It could be
an indication of a cold coming on."

Herring said Creighton wouki
not be replaced on the flight

because his illfiess is not serious.

NASA Mid Creigbton's health and
tlie weatfier will be evaluated

Thursday in deciding whether to

attempt a launch Friday morning.

"Wc^vc never had a postpone-

ment due to the illness of an

astronaut; this is the first time in

the space program," Herring said.

Herring said Creighton and the

other four Atlantis crfcw members
were hetlthy when they took a

physical exam on Tuesday and that

Creighton had approached the

night surgeon Wednesday with his

problem. All have been in semi-

isolation the last week, their

contact limited lo immediate fam-
ily members and essential launch
official to reduce the possibility of
exposure to illness.

The afternoon announcement
came shortly before technicians

were to begin pumping more than
half a million gallons of propcllant

into Atlantis' fuel tank for the

four-day mission, which was to

end at Edwards Air Force Base,

Calif.

A bleak forecast early Wednes-
day had gradually improved
throughout the day to a 50-50

chance for a fiery night launch on
Thursday. But the outlook for

Friday and Saturday was even
worse, with one cold front moving
out and another moving In.*"'

Because the Pentagon mission is

classified, the space agency would
not provide the exact launch time,

saying only that it would occur

between midnight and 4 a.m.

Thursday. However, sources said

that Atlantis was to lift off at 1 a.m.

Atlantis' orbit reportedly will

cover a greater area of the globe
than any previous shuttle so that

the satellite, once released by the

five-member crew, can gather
intelligence over northern areas of
the Soviet Union where there are

numerous military bases and mis-

sile sites.

To reach the high latitude, the

shuttle is expected to fiy into orbit

on a course skirling the East Coast
flying within a few hundred miles
of shore.
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Pesticide protests mount
Pasadena passes ban

restricting malathion

spraying against Medfly

By Michael Fieeman
Associated Press

The city of Pasadena on Wed-
nesday outlawed low-flying,

nighttime helicopter formations in

the most aggressive of local efforts

to halt aerial spraying of pesticide

against the crop-destroying Medf-
ly.

Beginning with Wednesday
night's spraying, police in their

own helicopters will first warn,

then write citations for helicopters

flying below 700 feet with maxi-
mum penalties of $1,000 and a
year in jail.

"We'll get on the radio and tell

the helicopter pilots that they're

not allowed in Pasadena," said

Rick Cole, a member of the Board
of City Directors, the city's equi-

valent of a city council.

Pasadena faces an uphill battle

because Gov. George Deukmejian
has declared a state of emergency
in response to the Medfly infesta-

tion.

The emergency declaration

supersedes local laws and ordi-

nances, including the Pasadena
helicopter ban, said Dr. Isi Siddi-

qui, assistant director of the

Department of Food and Agricul-

ture.

"If Pasadena wants to stop it

they'll have to use available legal

processes," Siddiqui said. "They
should exhaust legal remedies
instead of (this) showdown in the

air."

In passing the helicopter ordi-

nance, Pasadena joined a number
of cities in Los Angeles and
Orange counties that are resorting

to every tactic possible to prevent

the state from spraying the pesti-

cide malathion.

The Los Angeles City Council

voted unanimously Tuesday to

take the state to court over spray-

ing. The cities of Pasadena, Glen-
dale and Burbank will join the

lawsuit The Los Angeles city

attorney was expected to file the

suit Thursday.

Last month, flicX5range^ounty
cities of Garden Grove, Hunting-

ton Beach and Wes6ninster filed

suit in Superior Court. A judge
refused their request to stop spray-

ing immediately, but ordered the

state to provide more information

on malathion.

The Legal Aid, Society of
Orange County filed suit in federal

court arguing the spraying vio-..

lates the civil rights of homeless
people who are unable to take

health precautions if they are

doused with pesticide.

'They're sleeping on the street

the choppers come over and down
comes the stuff," said Legal Aid
spokesman Jere Witter. "They're
under it unprotected by a roof. It

gets into their clothes, their sleep-

ing bags and blankets. So they

never get rid of it"

Agriculture officials have called

the spraying a safe and necessary

step to prevent the Medfly from
harming the state's multibillion-

dollar farm economy.
The state is spraying 400 square

miles of Los Angeles and Orange
counties to wipe out the worst

infestation of Mediterranean fruit

flies since 1981-82.

The Mediterranean fruit fly lays

its eggs in more than 250 varieties

of fruits, vegetables and nuts

grown in California. The crops are

destroyed when the larvae hatch

and growing maggots eat their way
out

'Zeke the Sheik' claims liis

pile of manure can save world
The Associated Press

ALTADENA, Calif.— To Zeke the Sheik the giant stack of manure in

his back yard is a monument to worldwide salvation. But local authorities

see it as a big pile of something else.

Timothy Dundon, whose sartorial preference for turbans and caftan

robes has won him the nickname **2^e the Sheik," says he started con-
structing the 30-foot-high manure pile out of cattle and horse droppings

17 years ago. He had a vision and a mission— to create a "living monu
ment" that would save everyone in the world from a forthcoming
firestorm of destruction.

The compost pile— with onions and cactus growing out of it— har

since taken on all sorts of symbolic significance, Dundon says. H(
connects it metaphorically to the Woodstock music festival of 1969 anc
the founding of the United States. j _ :

*This is alive," he says as he gazes upon it

But aU Los Angeles County fire and health officials see is a giant

smelly health hazard that could ignite and set the neighborhood ablaze

"We're trying to cite him on fire safety codes," said Capt Bill Apoda-
ca.

And the Health Department is investigating to see if Dundon's manun
mountain runs afoul of any health codes, said department spokeswoman
Sharon Wanglin.

Dundon is well known in this city 12 miles northeast ofdowntown Los
Angeles, and the manure mountain marks only his most recent brush with

notoriety.

The 57-year-old— who likes to talk in rhyme and hum the old "Drag-
net" TV show theme — once marched in Pasadena's Doo-Dah Parade

with his pet yam.
But his backyard compost pile has left his neighbors with differing

opinions.

"It's awful," said Elisha Harrison. "Especially in the summer. There's

flies, flies, flies."

"We've never had any problems with it." said another neighbor, Greg
Jones. "He's a cool dude."
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825-1493
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COMPACT Billboard
OISC-COUNT

Top M

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

^sm\ per most
discs

1000"s Of Used CD's

you want
—quickly and

courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

OFF
per We~

I ANY NEW OR USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCUJDEO

•W"

NEED
CASH?
WE BUY

USED CD'e
MMii^fa Ui^t**Mte UMMM

OFF
j

per mie

I
ANY NEW OR USED CO

I
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
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OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

TWi-'K or SAKE
? GET ONE
'' CALIFORNIA ROLL

I
nr//^}r'3s^

« #

5:00 p.m.- 7:00 p.m.

7 days (take out excluded)
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FLOATING SUSHI BAR
91 1 Broxton Ave.
JVestwood 208-778

Tired of Wondering iHow To Start A
Career in The Entertainment Industry?

Are You Interested In:

Commercials or Speaking Parts?

Find out what it takes to get your career off the grourid and into
audition rooms
Pursue your career by working smarter not harder!!!
Learn proven formulas to increase your call back response

/ Now you can learn step by step how to get interviews, auditions
and more call backs!

/ How to package yourself successfully

/ How not to get hpped off while breaking into the industry
/ How to upgrade from an Extra to speaking parts

Even If You Have No Experience This Is Stili The Place For You!

Attend this Free Workshop taught by

Marshall Ferguson
With 22 years experience as a Talent Agent and now Chairman of

International Film & Entertainment Network, Inc.

Saturday Febuary 24. 1990 10am-12noon

at UCLA room LS 2147
I

405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Applications will be accepted for membership into the

Bring picture and resume for review by Mr Ferguson

•
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LIZ CLAIBORNE • CAROL LITTLE • DONNA KARAN • LACOSTE • GUCCI • CARDIN

"MONTH LONG CLEARANCE JAG SALE
p>tf/Ht l<dJ

FASHIONS & MERCHANDISE
ALWAYS

50 to 70% OFF
ORIGINAL MAJOR OEPT. STORE RETAL PRICES

MDSt?

MORE OFF TLC

*M(»lorili«i
IplMtoprit
ivvMVoui
HIOSl(

• ofiltti

you

'y^^.l

lMr9«in»(
?^

-^^'îse

f Save
Big

vBucks!!

RED
TAG

cnywlMf9.

Already Discounted Low Prices

TLC'S LOW PRICE Reduced to
»12*«

TLCS LOW PRICE
»26'*

TLC'S LOW PRICE
•39'

Reduced to

Dedueedw
»29»

the LIQUIDATION
CLUB

^/^ tt.AmaCt' m tti^^a^C/

PI 1 1Q ANYTHING priced at $9.99 or less. .

.

lUW RIIV.9 ItAmtt riAf IrH IfAm flMIBfill
19032 So. Vermont

Harbor Gateway Area
(213)715-6500

. . . .EASY TO FINDll
Cloee to 3 miior \r%tmttf%, Asool Paik Raceway,
PaM OubTXlpin* VMIage ft the Home Depot

"Where the 405 ft 110 Frwyt. MeeT In The
beautiful Haibor Haitxy C»mmmi Area.

BUY 2 items, get 3rci Mem
LOWEST OR EQUAL

PRICED ITEM IS FREE

nocutnave "Thufi-ftFrl. 11-8
OPEN 7 DAYS Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Sal.-Sun. 11-6

FREE regular membership
for oil UCLfl students and staff

USI THIS AD AS A FREE QUEST PASS

FREE
GIFT

*THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR $10 TOWARD ANY .
MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $30 ... OUR GIFT TO YOU! 1 !

19032 So. Vermont
the LIQUIDATION "a^bcK Gatem^^^

j

NOT VAUDWTM AMY OTNCR DI9COUNT OR SALE tTEMS • REGULAR PRICES ONLY

CLUB
tU§AmUk dltc^/

(213)715-6500

• FREE GUEST PASS •

[
With This Coupon '^^iHBi 0B228

FUN, FREE ANDT:00% EFFECTIVE!

UCLA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
COME AND VISIT SOME OF THE FREE
AND INFORMATIVE SERVICES WE
HAVE AVAILABLE TO YOU ON CAMPUS!

PHC OFFICE
WELCOME. PHC's provide informa-
tion on all health issues listed

here. Individual or group counsel-
ina, and campus/confinnuni^ refer-

rals are available. PLEASE CALL
OR VISIT 401 KERCKHOFf.
825-8462 M-F 9-5 pm.

FITNESS INVENTORY
TESTING CLINIC
A PHC will conduct fitness tests to

measure strength, flexibility, cardio-

vascular, fitness, and percent body
fat. Including a personalized exer-

cise prescription. APPOINTMENT
MANDATORY, T, W 9-5 pm.
FIT INFORMATION TABLE
WOODEN CENTER M-R 10-2

COLD CLINIC
HELP YOURSELF recover from a
minor cold or flu by visiting the

Cold Clinic located in the PHC Of-

fice. FREE NON-PRESCRIPTIVE ME-
DICINES AVAIUBLE IN LIMITED
QUANTITY. 401 KERCKHOFF
M-F 9-5 pm.

CONTRACEPTIVE AWARENESS,
RESOURCE AND EDUCATION
(CARE) CLINIC

TODAY'S CHOICES

Individual and group presentations

available to inform you on con-
traceptive effectiveness and use so
that you can make informed deci-

sions.

STUDENT HEALTH A-LEVEL
CHS A3-089
Outreaches M-R call 825-8462 for

appt.

NUTRITION CLINIC
YOU CM BE IN SCHOOL &
PRACTICE HEALTHY EATING
HABITS'
Learn about nutrition, vitamins,

weight control, fad diets, and
more.

TREEHOUSE,
WOODEN CENTER M-R 10-2

SUBSTANCE OVERUSE, USE,
REFERRALS, COUNSELING
AND EDUCATION CLINIC
(SOURCE)
PHC's will educate you about
drug-use & abuse-so that ]CQU can
make informed decisions about
use.

CALL to schedule Group Presenta-
tion or Individual Counseling. .

M-R. 7-9 pm. ' -

STRESS MANAGEMENT CLINIC
YOU CAN FIND TIME FOR EVERY-
THING by better managing your
time, reiaxina, and asserting your-

self. Group Presentation or Indivi-

dual Counseling available.

M- 11 pm - 2 pm
T-W 10-2 pm

THE BRUIN WEIGH
The Six-Week Weight Manaoement
Series designed to help participants

combat weight problems through

the use of self nfionitoring and
behavior modification techniques.

Plus Nutrition and Exercise

Education.

Tues. & Wed. 3:30 - 5pm AU
2410

HYPERTENSION
SCREENING CLINIC

A HEALTHY HEART IS A HEALTHY
LIFE.

Check your blood pressure at least

once/twice a year. PHC's are avail-

able for testing and informing you
on risk factor reduction.

TREEHOUSE PATIO
LUVALLE COMMONS PATIO M-R
10-2

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICE
(SHS)
GIRL TALK. PHC's available to dis-

cuss contraceptive and relationship

decision making.
PHC's are also available for WHS/
SHS visits.

SHS A LEVEL M-F 8-4:30

SUICIDE PREVENTION CLINIC
WE CARE, and can offer informa-

tion that will help you cope with

suicide feelings or identifying/assist-

ing a friend in need.

Individual or group appointments.

THE BODY IMAGE CLINIC
What do UCLA men and women
really think about the way they

look? PHC's recreate common
scenes that encourage discussion

on eating concerns, body image
distortion, self esteem, and refer-

rals.

CALL FOR GROUP
PRESENTATIONS.

For additional information call or visit

the PHC Office M-F 9-5 pm
401 Kerckhoff Hall

825-8462

ALL services FREE of charoe to any registered undergraduate/graduate UCU^ student
SPONSORED by SHS and SWC/USAC

Call 825
ItJ

-8462 for information and
answer questions.

MEEHNG
From page 1

In parking areas, there must be
one space for disabled parking for

every 40 spaces, two for 41-80,

three for 81-120. four for 121-160.

five for 161-300, six for 301-400.

seven for 401-500. and one disab-

led space for each additional 200
spaces, said Jack Haas of UCLA
Parking Services.

**Wc>c worked with an
architect to get disabled parking

spaces where they are most
needed, not where they are

required. For instance, there are no
disabled spaces in the Off Campus
Lot, but we go over the code
requirement in Dickson Plaza,**

Haas said.

Despite those accomplishments,

committee members discussed a

number of additional problems
they hope to address.

According to committee mem-
ber Donna Bryan, parking spaces

for disabled persons must be
monitored more carefully to pre-

vent their use by people who are

ineligible to park in them.
Bryan said she wants more

careful parking enforcement to

check expiration dates on disabled

person placards, particularly those

of the temporarily disabled.

These placards are displayed on
the front dashboard of cars, and
those for the permanently disabled

are reissued every two years.

Committee members also were
concerned about non-disabled
people illegally using placards that

do not belong to them, withholding

parking spaces from people who
need them.

Committee members decided to

ask parking enforcement to be
stricter in regulating the parking

lots, by asking to see the identifi-

cation cards of people who park in

disabled parking spaces.

People who park in disabled

spaces illegally are fined $103. and
many are towed away in addition

to receiving the citation. The tow
charge is $60, plus $9.50 per day
for storage, said Steve Rand, field

operations manager of UCLA
Parking Enforcement.

"We average between 9,000 to

10.000 citations each month, and
towing varies depending upon the

campus activities and events each
month. In January, a typical

academic month, we towed 1 3 cars

from campus.** Rand said.

Leslye Sneider. president of the

Union for Students with Disabili-

ties, was not at the meeting but sent

a memo which addressed the

problems of improper use of
campus wheelchair lifts.

She wrote that the Moore Hall

lift has broken down a few times
while being used as a freight

elevator for heavy media equip-
ment She proposed that larger

signs, which sute the penalties for

improper use. should be placed on
campus lifts.

In other business. Daniel Hil-

ton-Chalfen from the Office for

Academic Computing, discussed
new technological devices that are

assisting the disabled on campus.
He said notetakers are using

laptop computers, and people who
are deaf are using a dictate system
which transforms their spoken
words into written words on a
computer screen.

.i

Did you know?

The Dally Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

REVOLUTION
From page 1

Turc how people should fight for

socialism while Hving in a capital-

ist society. In response, he praised

a group called the Black Liberation

Army for robbing banks as an
example of a solution.

Another student asked how the

black community can keep police

away from it Ture said he advch
cated planned rebellions of "10

brothers and sisters as guerrillas**

to destroy the force.

Only blacks themselves can end
gang violence, he added. The
United States does not need more
police officers, but "more guns
against the police.**

Some audience members sal

silently, others said "that*s right**

and others applauded as Ture
talked.

He spoke softly, emphasizing
his words by moving back and

forth from the wooden podium. He
wore a long purple garment with
purple pants and switched to a

more dialectic "Black English**

speaking style when he told anec-

dotes from his days in the civil

rights movement
Ture blended current events like

the recent arrest of Washington,
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry with
history from the early part of the

century, tracing the growth of
P^-Africanism from 1900 to the

present

"Pan-Africanisro is the total

Uberation and unification of Africa
under scientific socialism.** Ture
said.

He said the Pan-African move-
ment is not racist but that those

allegations are merely examples of
the "low level of consciousness of
the white working class in gener-
al.**

And he mocked Renee Descar-
tes* famous philosophy "I think,

therefore I am.**
" *I think therefore I am.* All of

us sitting in here know that isn't

true because Tm sure all of us

sitting here know many who are

and do not (think),** he said while

the audience laughed and
applauded.

Applying that logic, he said that

Africans (Ture said he did not

believe in the term African-Ameri-

can), can only organize through
action and thought. "If you are not

involved in your people*s straggle,

you cannot think at)out your
people*s straggle.**

"Ready for the revolution!*' he
yelled, as the audience gave him a
standing ovation.

CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING
Beyond the Big Six

Fehruary27

ZW' 4.-00

.North Campus

Basics of the CPA Exam

Room22

Discover the different directions you can take

in your accounting career besides becoming a

partner at Price Walerhouse! Hear about typical

workdays, salaries, career paths, and more! Meet

successful accountants from these private and public

organizations:

• Warner Brothers

•KuwaharaCPA
• Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

• UCIAAccounting Services

Marcht
Z-OO'MO
North Campus

Room22

J
Learn skills and techniques to develop your

test-taking abilities so you'll be able to pass the CPA

Exam and meet certification requirements with flying

colors! Find out what's covered in the four parts of

the CPA Exam, where and when to take the exam,

and how to prepare.

Presenier:

Robert Smolin,

MarkC Dauberman CPA Review

Placement & Career Planning Center

International Students Association
presents

East European
Cultural Festival
Stmday, February

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

V ): 4« .

Entertainment
will include:

^ Krakusy Polish Dance Troupe
s^ L.A. Lithuanian Youth

Ensemble - Spindulys

1^ Estonian Singer, Matt Riivald

and Pianist, Rein Rannap
s^ Hungarian Violinist,

Shony Braun
ifi Slide Show/Speakers on: .

Bulgaria: Ms. Milena Kirora

Yugoslavia: Mx. Jure lliam

i^ Arts Exhibits by:

Jana S. Benari
Oton Kovarik

Funded by Campus Programming Committee of the Programs
Activities Board; ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming
Committee; and Student Committee for the Arts.
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All First Quality Merchandise
'

GIGANTIC

g

g

^

SALE
^

^

i

g

^

^
ALL GARMENTS SIZE "MEDIUM" i

**
i

i

i

only ^10.00
reg. retail

prices

ns — *125

i•DOES NOT INCLUDE S/S OR L/S SILKS, AXIS 'SIGNATURE
SHIRTS', AXIS SWEATS OR SARATOGA WARMUP/JOGGING SUITS

MENS SPORTSWEAR i

SHIRTS — PANTS — SWEATERS — SPORTCOATS
SIZE "M" ONLY SIZE 31-32 ONLY SIZE "M" ONLY SIZE -M" ONLY

KHAKI POPLIN ONLY

-N

—

~t::r'

>^Xl^i.

, FAMOUS
a LABELS

i

i
A
e

\ 2 WEEKS ONLY
a FEBRUARY 21, 22, 23, & 24
a FEBRUARY 28

1 MARCH 1, 2, & 3

f
—=-

1 .

i

uvnatAMomNAL

TEAM

^

MEDIA INDUSTRIES. INC.
1615 McGARRY AVE.

DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

Free Parking

IM .IM

It

"-ri'^r^%.'(

i

i

^ HOURS: WED. THRU FRI. 10:00 - 4:00, SAT. 9:00 - 1:00 a

A 'PAYABLE BY CASH OR CHECK (WITH VALID CA, LICENSE, MAIOR CREDITCARD. A
M. _ AND CHECK GUARANTEE CARD) S

i **No coupons or hither discounts accepted for this sale
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MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

presents

A New Film by Percy Adlon

Marianne Sagebrecht Brad Davis

Judge Reinhold

SECURITY

m

ROSALIE GOES SHOPPING

Friday, February 23 at 7:30 pm in

Melnitz Iheatre

In Person: Director Percy Adlon (Bagdad Cafe. Sugarbahy>

Actor Brad Davis (Midnigrht Exprm Chariots of Fiiy^

AdBLAtenVinter (Bill and Ted's Excellent Advpntniy^

Actor John Hawkes (Bom on the Fourth of July. D A \

CTO ticke:£ zuc FREE to UCLA
students and ean be obtained at the CTO

Box Office at Pauley Pavilion at 9:00 am and
at the Melnitz Theatre Box Office at

10:30 am on the day of the screening.

This event was funded by the

Graduate Students Association.

THE VILLAGE DELI
Spoitsbar &. Restaurant

Presents:

ALL GREEK NIGHT

$1
Eveiy Monday &^ Thursday Nights

A)0 pitcheis eveiy other night w/ UCL
> California Driver's License Required

10936 LINDBROOK DR. 10S-&M1

From page 1

gained notice. **Security has

increased tremendously, they are

very visible . . . and (the escorts)

have a feeling of safety."

Following the unknown gun-

man's assault on Picou and Arella-

no, who were sitting in the escort

office. Community Service Offic-

ers (CSO) increased deployment to

12 per night and another police

officer was added to patrol the

hospital. Donna Capraro, assistant

administrator for the CSO prog-

rams said.

But according to some, the

Hospitars 27 miles of corridor has

seen more secure days. Navarro
and Dabbs said the hospitals were
more heavily patrolled during the

1984 Summer Olympics and Ani-
mal Liberation Week when animal

rights advocates threatened the

hospital.

But Capraro said they are
**barring no cost" to have a safe

hospital.

The most alarming aspect of the

shooting is not knowing what
motivated the gunman, Navarro
said. "If we knew the motive we
could ease our anxieties,** she said,

adding that at this point the shooter

could even be one of the present

employees.

In a joint investigation, univer-

sity policy and the Los Angeles
Police Department have deter-

mined that because of the escort

office*s remote location, the sus-

pect must have had some previous
knowledge of the hospital *s layout
"We feel the suspect was famil-

iar with where the patient escort

servk:e was and how to get dovm
there.** said university Lt Jim
Kuehn. "(The gunman) didn*t just

wander in off the street and find

iL-

Police would not disclose

details of their investigation but

said they are '^processing the

physical evidence,** which is all

they have to go on because there

were no witnesses, Kuehn said.

"We do have leads, whether
they pan oufor not we don*t know,
but we hope so,** he said. ~
UCLA is offering $10,000 for

information leading to the arrest

eviction of the gunman, said

university police C!hief John Bar-

ber.

From page 6 ,., .

sented for admissions purposes

should be given this special status.

These groups include the Chica-
no and Latino, American Indian

and African communities.

"This situation has gotten ridi-

cukxis. Alec Wynne (second vice

president and author of the propos-
al) has not been in conuict with any
of the groups that will be affected

by the proposal.** RaHotep said. "It

is just another case of council

misrepresenting students.**

Wynne, however, said he has
spoken to all involved groups.

Click charged that couiKil wa^
influenced by certain groups more
than others. "Why does council

only represent the intetests of
students who walk in during
recess, while ignoring people who
sit through hours of meeting,** he
asked.

Click said JSU is worried some
groups which may have nK)re Say
with council will actively despon-
sor other groups from undergradu-

ate government

While council waits until next
Tuesday to deliberate the matter,

some officers suggested another
meeting between Wynne and stu-

dent group representatives.

Hosaphone
claims first

at festival
The Associated Press

OLIVE HILL, Ky. — This

year's winner of the 10th annual

Strange Music Festival was a

hosaphone. Runner-up honors
went to a harp that came from the

broad side of a bam.

Dick Mansfield, a folk musician

from Mansfield. Ohio, won with

what he called a hosaphone. He
took the mouthpiece from a trum-

pet and stuck it into a hose from his

mother*s v^shing machine.

Robert Toothman of South
Point, Ohio, came in second with
his board harp, a 5-foot-4 piece of
lumber from the side ofan old bam
that he fitted with frets.

Third-place went to J.C. Ramey
of Olive Hill, a former elementary
school principal who said he spent

a year developing his entry, which
he called a gigantic, compressed-
air, PVC humongaphonium.

FESnVAL
From page 5

The UCLA community is con-
tributing to the festival in other
ways. The Wight Art Gallery, in

affiliation with the festival, will

sponsor the Cara Exhibit, an
interpretative display of the rela-

tionship of Chicano art to the

Chicano civil rights movement,
using modes ranging from photo-
graphy to muralism. The UCLA
Film and Television Archive will

also curate the Pacific Film Festi-

val in conjunction with the festival.

In addition, UCLA will host
more than 500 interfiational parti-

cipants in the residential suites on
campus, Mitoma said.

For further information about
the festival, call (213) 689-8800.

FORUiVI
From page 10

women*s participation is increas-

ing in numbers, it's not increasing

as much in fields which will be
more important in the future.**

Thelma Estrin, a professor in

residence in the School of Engi-

neering and Applied Sciences, will

speak on what has been done so far

to make the sciences more accessi-

ble to women and what still must
be done to address the needs of
women and minorities pursuing a

career in fields which men still

have a dominant voice.

That voice will be challenged by
UCLA Professor of Education
Kris Gutierrez, who will discuss

how. through language and litera-

ture, women — particularly

women of cotor — are making
their voices heard.

Yvette Galindo, a Latina student

in GSAUP. will share her experi-

ences as a woman of color on
campus, giving a personal critique

of how UCLA has met her needs.

**Lots of money has gone into

Affirmative Action to recruit

minorities. Jnit (underrepresented

students) often find little help

when they get to campus.** Astin

said.

Tying each of these presenta-

tions into an agenda fbr action.

Sondra Hale, visiting associate

professor in anthropology and
women's studies, will address

what needs to be done within the

educational structure to improve

opportunities for women and
minorities.

The forum will be held in

Perloff Hall. Room 1 102 at 5 p.m.

A reception will follow at 7 p.m.
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FUN dc Ciecle

a new poetry

reading from
Westwind
magazine

Today: 8:00 pm
at

KerckhofF Coffee

House

Come hear

fellow student

poets:

If you'd like to

read, sign up at

7:45 -

(Before the Accident)
7:00

Funded by the CPC
Mini-Fund of PAB

^

9:00

•FRIDAYS FILMS ARE CANCELLED
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Bank Of America's Free
Checking Offer

One YkAR FreeQ iecking For You
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^

Now. you and a friend can
each enjoy C^ililornia's most con-
venient checking trif otnuMithly
service charRes" for a year.

Just come in and open any
new perM>nul checking account,
theti refer a friend who's new
to BofA. When your friend
opens an account. \x)u*ll each
get your checking free.

If vou already haw a BofA
checking actx)unt. you can still

check finee. just send us a new
customer, and we'll give yini

tnich free peisonal checking Jor

a year Plus all the convenience
of California's largest branch and
full-service ATM network.

Add it all up and you'll see

why now. more than ever. Bc^fA
checking Is checking wi>rth
telling your friends alxnit. For
more information, stop by any
Bank of America branch.
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Massive changes in tlie Soviet Union
By jm Taylor

The following is an interview

with UCLA political science

professor Roman Kolkowicz,

whose specialty is the Soviet

Union.

Bruin: What is your opinion

of Gorbachev? There is a
Western conception of him as

this hero, this man of change.

But this could be an unrealistic

perception — some students

have visited the Soviet Union
and say that's not tnie.

Kolkowicz: Gorbachev is one
of the most important political

leaders of recent decades. But
it's important /o understand not

only what he has done, but
also his background. He was a

traditional party apparatchik, a
functionary. He came to power
the traditional way, as a hard-

liner. But when he came to

power in 1985, he quickly

understood that unless radical

reforms in the economy, socie-

ty, the foreign policy and
defense policy took place, the

Soviet Union was likely to

suffer critical, massive prob-

lems.

Gorbachev (is) trying to save

the Soviet system. And the

measures that he's undertaken
are radical reforms of the

economy, in the party, and in

the government. Thus far, the

economic reforms have not
worked very well at all. His
reforms of the government are

likely to work. And the

reforrns of the party arc right

)w in the process of change.
His most striking successes

have been in foreign policy —
arms control and so forth.

Gorbachev is a very popular
man abroad, more so than at

home. Most Russians really arc

not that much taken with him.

Bruin: Because of the failure

of his economic reforms?

Kolkowicz: Yes. He has

promised all kinds of important
changes, but thus far the eco-

nomy is not improving. So
people say it's wonderful to be
frce, to be able to say what
you want, which is the glas-

nost part, but thus far they are

very, very unhappy. Their soci-

ety is almost in a state of

chaos wherc nothing works,
except the freedom to express

and to articulate one's views
. . . But if there's nothing on
the table, nothing in the stores,

then (freedom) has a bit of a
hollow ring to it. But, I think

Gorbachev is a very important
man. I'm not sure he'll suc-

ceed in what he set out to do,

and should he fail, we may
see true chaos — kind of a

collapse of the largest state in

the world.

Bndn: So do you think he

won't stay in office?

Kolkowicz: No one knows.
There is no good alternative,

people say. But chaos is likely

to come if the minorities, the

various southern republics and
the Baltic republics and the

others, really continue to accel-

erate their demands. And since

Gort)achev cannot use force,

his options are limited.

I would say the chances are

not better than fifty-fifty that

he'll be around in the next
two years — beyond the next
two years.

Bruin: $o do you think that

the introduction of a multi-

party system will work there?

What do you think is going to

happen to all the republics?

Are they going to become
sovereign?

Kolkowicz: I would say the

process of separation in the

Baltic is underway. They are

the most likely to actually

separate themselves, one way
or the other, from the Soviet

Union. Maybe (they'll) remain
in a loose kind of confederacy.

The southern rq)ublics — the

problem there is different

(Most of them) are economi-
cally not very viable. They
could not stand on their own
like the Baltics could. On the

other hand, the national, reli-

gious, and ethnic passions in

the south are so intense that

they are likely to pull away
from the center, even though
they're economically and other-

wise not very viable.

You notice that in the Baltic

the people peacefully march.
There's no violence in Estonia

or Lithuania. In the south it's

very, very violent — it's going

jp be more violent"^
—

'

^ Bruin: Mainly because of
reUgious concerns?

Kolkowicz: Religious, ethnic,

regional. There are people wl)o

hate each other more than they
' hate the center. In the Baltic,

each one of these three little

countries is reasonably inte-

grated and cohesive. So their

hatred and dislike is of Mos-
cow. Now, the question that

everybody's asking — the sort

of "64 ruble question" — is,

could the Soviet Union, as

we've known it for 70 years,

really change, violently or

otherwise, into something that

we have not thought about? (}i

would be) the unthinkable:

Russia without these various

ethnic and religious republics

on the peripheries of the sys-

tem.

**'i The empire, the internal

empire: could it exist without

it? Would they let it go?
Would the Communist party

survive that kind of a change?
And would the very system
survive, even without that? I

think that the hardliners are

not likely to let go completely

of this external empire. If this

is the case, then there will be
civil war.

There will be a gradual

disengagement. The people In

Moscow, assuming Gorbachev
stays in power, will work out

a formula in which he actually

satisfies the cry for indepen-

dence and autonomy. That kind
of formula is actually in the

process ot; being considered.

Bruin: What do you think

See SOVIET UNION, page 25

East-West tension is

played out in S. Africa
-«*l mi0\ •MMt^OBi

By Keith Roberts— »

This is the first of a two-

part interview with Nkululeko
Sowazi, an African National

Congress member and UCLA
graduate student.

Bruin: What do you think

about Nujoma, the leader of
SWAPO (Southwest African

People's Organization, a rebel

group in Namibia) winning the

U.N.-sponsored election in

Namibia?

Sowazi: It's great! A big

victory for not only the Nami-
bian people, but for all people
in Southern Africa. It's been a
South African colony for so
long. It shows that the will

and determination of people all

over the world can change
things so quickly! The long,

hard years of struggle with so
much sacrifice have resulted in

a victory.

Bruin: There's been a lot of
deaths in the (SWAPO-South
Africa) war.

Sowazi: A lot of Namibian
people have died fighting colo-

nialism, from the timeJ of
German colonialism through

South Africa's colonialism.

And there are hardly a million

people in the country . . . it's

a massive country — very

wealthy, but only for the
-

—

whites, who make up 8 percent
of the population. Can you
imagine for the whole of
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Namibia there is only one
university, and it's new! The
new government must look
very closely at how they will

make this transition for an
economy and society that is

based on benefiting the minor-
ity to one benefiting the

majority of the people. That is

a difficult shift, and history

shows that most African coun-
tries have had problems mak-
ing that shift without falling

into the policy set by the IMF
(International Monetary Fund),
which contradicts some of the

social realities in those coun-
tries.

Generations at the beginning
must be willing to make sacri-

fices. That is how we in the

ANC sec our struggle — as a

two-stage struggle. We're not

working for ourselves, but for

our children and our children's

children, so that they may be
the ones to benefit from a new
South Africa. It will be tough.

Soweto will not disappear in a
day after -evolution. There will

,

. be inequalities, and discontent,

but we must work toward a

more egalitarian society.
>

Bruin: what do you see as

the ANC's role with Namibian
independence?

Sowazi: Well, we've had the

alliance with SWAPO — they-

've been our sister movement
.

When we've called on the

world to isolate South Africa

and put pressure on them to ^

support the ANC, we've also

called on support for SWAPO,
for democracy in Namibia. It's

the' same oppressor we're
fighting. Their victory is also

our victory.

Bruin:6o you think South
Africa will hold on to Walvis
Bay?

Sowazi: That worries me.
They will try to keep it. even
though it is part of Namibia,
and keep their military there,

to continue destabilization. But ^

the pressure is on South Afri-

ca, and it will be difficult for

them to keep it up. The
economic sanctions are huiting

South Africa, they've admitted
that

Millions of people are galva-

nizing around liberation, and
the international mood for dip-

k)macy and negotiations to

settle conflicts is causing them
to seek other solutions. They
are lagging, not keeping up
with the more progressive

world.

Bruin: Africa has been a

geopolitical backwater in the

modem era.

Sowazi: It seems like that
The East-West tensions have
affected the African region

more than any other. Fragile

economies and political systems
..exist because of the long years

See SOUTH AFRICA, page 25
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Deceit and dishonesty liinder democracy in CentraiAmerica
'The United States has not

used force in Latin America
since 1965."

— Secretary of State

James Baker

'Time to Give Ortega a
Chance?"

— LA* Times Editorial

The elections scheduled

for next Sunday in.

Nicaragua will tell us as

much about ourselves as they

will tell us about the hopes for

peace, democracy and self-

determination as expressed by
the people of Nicaragua.

The Los Angeles Times^ a

timid and inconsistent critic of

U.S. policy toward Nicaragua,

describes their own position

with the above question; sug-

gesting that it is really up to

the United States and not the

Nicaraguan people to decide

the future of that country.

In one sense they are cor-

rect. There is no doubt that

the United States, as the

dominant economic and mili-

tary power, can and does exert

enormous influence over events

in Central and South America.

It is this historical position of
dominance by the U.S. in

Latin America that has given

rise to both the right-wing

SOVIET UNION

Tim
Strawn
military dictatorships and
nationalist-oriented resistance

struggles that have grown in

opposition to these ruling

elites.

The United States has his-

torically sided with the harsh

military/elite alliances which
have ruled throughout this

century, eagerly financing and
training these Nazi-like juntas

in their attack on freedom
movements. This ugly tradition

is certainly the most significant

cause of the miserable condi-

tions of oppression and eco-

nomic underdevelopment we
see in that region today.

From page 24

about the U.S. response? For
so long the Soviet Union was
considered such a **communist

threat.** But now that com-
munism is disintegrating, will

the Soviet Union still be con-

sidered a threat?

Kolkowicz: Threat is usually

defined in two terms: Soviet

capability to inflict damage,
and their intentions to do so.

They still have enormous
nuclear capabilities, like we do,

so they in principle are a

major threat Their intentions

have radically changed. The
last thing they are interested in

now is attacking us or

threatening us. They're really

trying to scale down their

military capability massively.

Is it likely to continue to be

a threat? That depends who is

in charge in Moscow. Even if

the conservatives or the tradi-
'
tionalists would come back,

they would not be interested in

maintaining that as a high

priority. So I think we truly

see the end of the Cold War,
the end of military confronta-

tion, and the end of the notion

that military power translates

into political utility. The inter-

national arena is changing to

economic dialogue.

However, we are not out of

the woods yet The Soviet

Union is in the process of

imploding. If it*s a gradual

process of change, then all of

this would have a nice happy
ending. But it may not Should
(here be a civil war, some
terrible situation in the Soviet

Union, who will have control

over the military and the

nuclear weapons? We don*l

know. If it goes in the hands

of crazies, or (is) used against

each other, it would be a

moment of peril for all of us.

Brian: What do you think

about McDonald's in Moscow?
It's been given a lot Df
coverage — this great symbol

of capitalism right in the

center of Moscow. They're

managing to keep this opera-

lion going, yet there are so

many people who don't have
enough food. But it's providing

jobs.

Kolkowicz: It's an ironic

situation that more people are

lining up to get their Big
Macs than to see Lenin in his

tomb. There's also something
sad and melancholy about it —
that a consumer product has

stirred up all that excitement
in the heart of Moscow. I

think this suggests, on one
hand, the true banlcniptcy of

that system, and secondly, the

craving of the Soviet people,

who for 50, 60 years have
been wanting a minimum of a

decent life but have been
denied it.

They fmd this mecca of fast

food, and almost like a mira-

cle, they take home the wrap-

pers and the ketchup. They
take it home to their villages

or their neighborhoods to show
that they've actually been ,

there. It's a melancholy sort of

epitaph on the great dreams of

the Marxists-Leninists who
were going to build a brave

new society. Seventy years

later, that system doesn't work
at all. Should we cheer it? I

guess. It makes us look good.

We think it's wonderful that

these fieople appreciate the

benevolence of a facet of

capitalism.

Bruin: And we think it's a
show of support for the capi-

talist ideals?

Kolkowicz: No. Capitalism in

the Soviet Union, that is. in

the sense of private property,

is an alien idea. I'm most
interested in the comments of
many of the Russians who
have gone to this McDonald's.
They're mostly impressed not

so much by the food, but by
the politeness of the service,

by the cleanliness of the place,

and by the quickness by which
service is provided.

Taylor, a senior majoring in

communication studies, is the

Bruin's assistant Viewpoint

editor.

The Times editorial goes on
to suggest that the U.S. lift the

economic embargo which we
have used to strangle Nicar-

agua in order **to rebuild the

historically close relationship"

between our two countries.

This "close" relationship is

exactly the one that the people

of Nicaragua rejected in 1979,

when they ousted the U.S.- -

installed and -supported dicta-

torship of Anastazio Somoza
Debayle.

We should normalize rela-

tions with Nicaragua, and we
should lift the economic
embargo against them, but not

if the intent is to restore

Nicaragua to the pre-1979 con-

ditions — conditions that we
continue to impose on them by
our sponsorship of the contras.

When a country like Nicar-

agua wrests itself from the

neo-colonial conditions imposed
by the United States, it pre-

sents a very real threat to j rf

continued U.S. ddhdinance in

the region. Impoverished ahd
politically ignored peasants •

'

throughout the region might
begin to see that tho^ is a

viable alternative to their "his-

torically close" relationship

with the United States — a

relationship rife with misery
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and degradation.

Throughout the 1980s, U.S.

polKy toward Central America
was based on the idea that we
must punish Nicaragua and the

popular movement in El Salva-

dor. Both of these countries

have demanded that relations

with the United States be
based on mutual respect for

independence and self-determi-

nation, and not on the "histori-

cally close" model of the

master and his slave.

The Reagan gang claimed

that Nicaragua was "exporting

their revolution" and therefore

was somehow responsible for

the murderous U.S. response.

Nicaragua has "exported" their

revolution much the same way
that the American revolution

was exported to France in the

late 18th century.

Ideas of freedom and inde-

pendence know no borders.

Popular, grassroots resistance to

tyranny is a potent example for

oppressed people everywhere.
If we can support the "export"

of freedom in Eastern Europe,
why can't we be consistent

when it comes to support for

freedom and democracy in

Central America?
As I've suggested before, it

is not surprising that successive

U.S. governments,, reflecting

From page 24

of colonialism and the recent

independence. Thirty years of
independerKe in the history of

a country — it's nothing!

Countries are vulnerable when
young.

Bruin: About Zimbabwe —
what historical parallels do you
see arising between the revolu-

tions in South Africa and
Zimbabwe? A possible similar

situation to the Rhodesian war
and its aftermath?

Sowazi: General similarities

exist. In terms of the mass
resistance, the armed struggle,

I see differences. The terrain

in Zimbabwe allowed ZANU
and ZAPU (rebel forces that

fought together against the

Rhodesian government and
become the leaders of the

newly-created Zimbabwe) to

liberate zones by guerilla war-

fare. They could stay within

the coun07, recruit within the

country, political education in

the country — that's how they

did their mass mobilization.

South Africa, on the other

hand, is highly industrialized

and urbanized, and the terrain

doesn't allow for that kind of

war. In South Africa, guerilla

war is urban warfare.

Bruin: That is easier to stop

militarily.

Sowazi: Not so easy —
(one) can't see the enemy. The
enemy could be anybody —
the old man walking down the

street, the domestic servant, the

small boy.

Bruin: They would not usu-

ally be white.

Sowazi: They may be white.

We have many white com-
rades, some serving time in

Robbin Island (a penal colony)

in the niilitary wing of the

ANC. And you cannot suspect

26 million anyway.

Bruin: The government
thinks they can separate them.

Sowazi: Yes, and they have

tried hard to divide us, by
ethnic lines, with apartheid.

Their attempts have not been
as strong as our will to be
free as one people. The Zim-

babwean case is clearly one
with similarities, but there are

differences. We have formed

mass underground organization

because the government banned

everything in 1960. COSATU,
the Congress of South African

Trade Unions, is the largest

federation of trade unions in

the history of South Africa,

and is addressing more issues

than the South African Youth
Congress did in the *40s, *50s

and '60s. We have four pillars

in our struggle. One is the

armed struggle. Another is the

mass nK)bilization of people,

with the mass democratic -

movement, the unions, the

youth organizations. The third

is the underground network,

the communications to form

the united front against apar-

theid. The fourth is the inter-

national isolation of South

Africa, led by the ANC, with

our positions around the world.

Bruin: Do you see the

infrastructure as unbeatable?

Sowazi: No matter how
mighty the South African

regime might be, we are

unstoppable. History says so.

The numbers are on our side.

We believe our cause is right,

aiKl the wOrld is knows that

When I say numbers, I mean
peace-loving and democrats
South Africans of all races.

Bruin: Numbers aren't

always the most important.

Sowazi: But the weapons we
have used against the govern-

ment, these four pillars, have

shown results. They didn't let

the interests of the elite groups

that sponsor them, frnd it

necessary to subjugate others in

order to maintain U.S. domi-
nance and control based on a
perverse notion of "historical

closeness." What is so worri-

some is the extent to which
the general public has accepted _

the role of the ignorant but

happy frnancier for murder and
-mayhem.

Vaclav Havel, the new presi-

dent of Czechoslovakia, said in

his New Year's day speech
that "otu* worst enemy today is'

our own bad qualities —
indifference to public affairs,

conceit, ambition, selfishness,

the pursuit of personal

advancement, and rivalry —
and that is the main struggle

we are faced with."
As long as we continue to

relinquish our destiny to the

brazen criminals we call our
leaders, then we are avoiding

the responsibilities required of
citizenship in a democracy "of
and by the people." As long

as we remain silent, or worse,
openly deceitful as in the style

of James Baker, we are as

guilty as those who pull the

triggers.

Strawn is a library st(ff mem-
ber.

out Mandela because they

became men of good will —

^

(they) had a sudden change of
heart They're not unbanning
the ANC and all other organi-

zations because they finally see

the injustice of apartheid —
no. They are the same as they

were in 1948, but they have
been made to see that we will

make apartheid unworkable,

ungovernable. We are using all

means. If they want to' secure

their future as part of South
Africa, they must talk to the

people, the genuine leaders, to

negotiate for a united and
nonracial South Africa.

Bruin: About Mandela —
his speech seemed to come
straight frx)m Lusaka (ANC
headquarters in Zambia).

Sowazi: Mandela is, as he
said himself, a loyal and dis-

ciplined mernber of the ANC.
He speaks on the position of

the ANC. Those who try and
separate him from the leaders

in Lusaka or anywhere else are v

making a big mistake, because

he is a very disciplined man. t

He and the ANC are one.

Bruini^ What do you think

27 years of prison has done to

him?
Sowazi: He said it has made

him more convicted and dedi-

cated and more committed to

the struggle. It has made him
and his comrades he was in

jail with look at their prog-

rams, and learn from mistakes.

Bruin: With negotiations: do
you see Mandela as a standby
statesman, or at the head of
the table?

Sowazi: It comes down to

the fact that the ANC will

decide. He will be a facilitator.

If the ANC says he will be
part of a delegation, he will

go, but not alone.

Bruin: The West is k)oking
to him for leadership, as the
hero.

Sowazi: He is a hero. To us.

Roberts, a senior majoring in
English, is a regular Viewpoi^u
columnist.
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Sophistication replaces slapstick-

fbr Blacks in televisionland -f 7

By Rachelle Unrelch

Staff Writer
V-

You can Usually find C\iS
Huxtable in the kitchen, immersed
in something upwardly mobile like

making pasta sauce, or wrestling

with the coffee machine. If you
hang out with him long enough,

you may get to meet his Norma
Kamali-attired wife and their five

slightly-too-gorgeous children.

Eventually, you*ll learn about
comic timing and punchlines and
how to say really witty things,

even ifyou*vejustbeen dehvering
babies and it*s some ungodly hour

ofthemorningwhen normal people
are still brain-dead. That's just the

way things work on The Cosby
Show,

' CUff Huxtable— aUas BUI
Cosby— teachesyou towork hard,

play harder, and shop at Bloomie*s

with enough expertise to co-ordi-

nate your wardrobe with yoiu* liv-

ing-room furniture.

When Americans mne in to

NBC*s The CosbyShowon Thurs-

day nights, few ofthem realize the

extent to which that sitcom has

changed racial stereotypeson tele-

vision, or how far TV has to go
before it is truly color-blind.

Certainly, television began
as the one medium in popular cul-

ture that was potentially more
favourable towards the image of

A fro-Americans. In the early

.1930s, blacks were typically de-

picted through film and radio as

lazy, ignorant and uneducated.

AFRICAN
AMBUCANHISTORY
MONTH

Daniels Show,
Still, by 1957 there were

fewer than a dozen TV programs
which were produced by blacks,

and the more successful black

;shows were ones which were fea-

tured on local television stations,

like Club Ebony in Louisville or

TheHazelSconShowinNcw York
City.

Unfortunately, some old

stereotypes never die; they just get

put into a different time slot and
show up on Prime Time. This was
the case with the black mammy
figure, who appeared during the

1950s and 60s as a maid in white

households, in Make Room For
Daddy, Great Gildersleeve and
Beulah. More often than not, she

would come out with remarks of

the self-depreciating kind: "If love

is suppose to be heaven on earth,

then someone up there is sho been
loafin ' around.

**

-v ^
But it was the 1951 sitcom,

Amos 'n Andy, which affronted

the socially conscious most. With
its derogatory portrait of charac-

ters who fell into the Uncle Tom-
type mode^ the show represented a

return to racist imagery, notwith-

Cooking, Cleaning & Singing:

The Great Gildersleeve featured the standard
lovable black domestic in a white family setting.

represented by such caricatures as

the maid, butlerand shoeshine boy.
And while these portraits contin-

ued in the arts for some time, early

television sought black entertain-

ers for dancing, singing and musi-

cal roles, later providing a spring-

board for personalities like Louis

Armstrong and Nat i^ng Cole.

This culminated in an all-black

variety show. Sugar Hill Times,

which debuted on CB$ in 1949,

but rated poorly. Several years

later, in 1952, an unprecedented

move was made when African-

Americans had their own nation-

wide single-sponsored series on
network television, called theBi7/y

standing the humanity that was an
inherent part of the family scenes,

and despite the popularity of the

show itself Instead, the sitcom

perpetuated the notion ofblacks as
badly-spoken, unambitious people,

where men were weak and women
shrewish. It also failed to incorpo-

rate any ofthe realities which black

people faced in that decade, when
segregation and civil rights were
in constant conflict.

During the early 1960s,
when racial equity became an
explosive political issue in the

United States, TV started to inte-

See TAROET, Page 30
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Alternatives

African encan artists

make their own distinctions

between art and enterprise

in the film and television

industries

/^

Crossover
New audiences enable the artistry of black

filmmakers to ^)ury the ghosts of Hollywood past

By Jili Uger
StaffWriter

These are indis-

putably the glory days
for the black filmmaker.

Dawning in the

mid-*80s, with the suc-

cess of films such as

Spike Lee.'s She's Gotta

Have It, the new age has

rendered black film-

makers hotcommodities

whose distribution and
financing difficulties are

significantly eased by
studios* all-too-eager

support.
^^

These days, said

black filmmaker Regi-

nald Hudlin (Reggie's

WorldofSoul) inAmeri-
can Film, "every studio

in town is saying *Yeah,
black filmmakers! Are
there any more? Get the

fad book, Charlie!'"

Studio support is a

lucky break for inde-

pendent minded black

filmmakers. Such artists

have struggled alone for

some 70 years, trying to

present the black experi-

ence in a profound, dig-

nified fashion thatwould
offset.the cliche-ridden,

often insulting Holly-

wood features that have
dominated black cinema
since the days before

sound.

But the offensive

fare these days— mov-
ies such as The Color
Purple (criticized for *sugar-coat-

ing' Alice Walker's novel) and
Born on the Fourth ofJuly (actor

Denzel Washington recently told

a UCLA audience that the film

made villains of all its black char-

acters and heroes of all its white)
— seems mild in comparison to

the closet skeletons of Hollywood
past.

Stellar Servant:

Gone with the Winds Hattie McDaniel was the
first black American to win an Academy Award

Integration & Assimilation:

Sidney Poitier, received an Oscar in 1963 for his

performance in L/7/es of the Field, one of a host
of films in the '50s and '60s that attempted to

manufacture racial harmony.

As if their titles didn't tell

all, silents like The Dancing Nig,

Rastus Dreams of Zululand and
Coon-town Suffragettes were
crude, racist numbers pervaded by
derogatory, exploitative humor.

Such *20s features were
nevertheless a notch above D.W.
Griffith's earlier The Birth of a
Nation (1915), which all but glori-

fied the Ku Klux Klan
and showed a cruel and
brutal black man at-

tempting to rape a fair

litUe southern girl.

Significandy, the

angry fervor incited by
Nation spawned the

formation ofseveral in-

dependent black film

companies, which
aimed tomake films that

highlighted the black
experience while steer-

ing clear of rude stere-

otype. The subsequent

films of Emmett J.

Scott, brotfiers George
and Noble Johnson and
Oscar Micheaux, im-

pliciUy stressed black

America's achieve-
ments. Featuring all-

black casts, such efforts

examined the nature of
black life in America as

well as racial dynamics
within black commtmi-
ties.

Blacks began to

flock to see the new
*race movies,* which al-

though technically

crude, flaunted the spe-

cial attraction of being

made explicitly for

them.

HoUywood soon
caught on to the suc-

cess of such films and,

in 1929, released Hal-

lelujah and Hearts in

Dixie, the fu-st all-black

talkies to be produced

by major studios. But
both maintained the usual, white-

audience delighting stereotypes

—

Dixie starred Stepih Fetchit as a

"lazy darky"— that only encour-

aged notions of blacks as goofy

good-for-nothings.

But the box office failure of

Dixie and Hallelujah made Holly-

See CROSSOVER, Page 33

A Hunk of a Different Color
Denzel Washington competes with the

best and redefines silver screen heroism

By Rachelle Unrelch

Staff- Writer

One couldn't blame I>en-

zel Washington if he was sick of
being held up to the masses as a
paragon of * African-American
Potential.*

You see, wheneverWash-
ington is spoken about, it is always
in terms of his being the best young
black actor in Hollywood despite

the fact that he has more than held

his own opposite actors such as

Matthew Broderick in Glory and
Kevin Kline in Cry Freedom. His
talent has been well-established in

his btxly ofwork butWashington's
skin color continues to dominate
any discussion of the actor.

Rather than feeling tired, or

dismayed, or downright pissed off

Larger Than Life:
''

Role model/actor Denzel

Washington lives the role of a

Hollywood hero

at the whole racial thing, Wash-
ington is instead philosophical

about the way he is perceived
within the film industry.

"It's tnle that I 've seen white
actors shoot past me when they

may not deserve to," he says, "but
I always say to black people, ifw^
were running Hollywood, would
we necessarily be looking out for

other races?"

Even so, it has taken Wash-
ington until now to truly make the

cross-over to roles that could be
played by actors of any race. This
is not to say diat he wouldn't have
chosen the *black' roles anyway;
as far as he is concerned, he does
not wear the cloak of responsibil-

ity lightly.

"I feci a lot of pressure now.
in that there's not a lot of black

men for people to see up there on
the big screen, and lo feel good
about, or relate to. I think that film

See DENZEL, page 34
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ior thattt btkit fipm oriy

BRUIN Rmnoi M
M8 Broxton 11:00-1:45^4^0:4$
206^998 'Frt. Sat « Sun Lali tiMW 1:30

SPEOAl. ENGAGEMENT
^ RHtac and group acMty dsoounl IdiatiMC and gri

aconlM Itar ihoM batera 6PM only

WE9TW000
1050 Gaylay

208-7664

Loom Cmiikmm (R
(12:00-2:30^5:00-7:30-10.^

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Comago MowMn (R)

(12:15)-2:45-5:00-7:45 9.45

WESTWOOO
1050 Oaylay

208-7664

Kl Mt Ag^ (fQ

(12:30)-3.00-6:30-«00-10:30

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaylay

208-7664
{^^MhiM^•^sT.^s^o^

1045 BroKtan

208-3259

SiMlw ft Mo (Pfria
(1M$-^4S)•6:15^:00-10iO

FLAZA
1067 Qmdan
208-3097

OrMno Mlao OaiaWPQ)
(12:30-3:00)-5:30^K)0-10:30

Santa Monica
MANN ML8HHIE TUMI MtMtf ft Mt (P0-1»
1314 WhNra BM. 4^0-7:00-930
45M377 'Fri. SaL Sun A Mon also 12:00-2:15

MANN WIL9HIRE TWM DiMm Mho OriOV (PQ)
1314 WhNra BM. S.-0^7!iO-0:4iS

4614377 'FrI. SoL Swi ft Man itao 12:30-2:45

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverfy Hills
ROYAL
11523 SM. BM
477«ei

Sal

QmrHo CtaHW
OaMy 5:15-8JO

'Sal A Sun Molnoa 2l00

HALL
9036 Wislwa
2744860

Oyy 5:00-7:40-10:10

'Sal A Sun MalinM 2:15
Sun 11:00am CoNNiion TTiraoia

RNE ARTS Mm Vaora Dm
0656 WMwa (My 6.«04.^10.00
652-1330 *Sat A Swi Malnaa 2:00-4M

Tho SMMMii MoM
.',.*'/ Sun liOOpm

AdMMian: 1 can d food

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd Si
394-9741

Enonlo% A Leva Slofy

Daly 4:45-7 30-10:00

*SalA Siat Malnat 2fl0

MOMCA
1332 2nd St
394-9741

Muaic Boi
(My 4:45-7:45-10:15

'Sol A Sw) Mokwo 1:45

WHapona o( 9m SbMI
Sal A Sun iTam

1332 2nd St
394-9741

My 4:46-7:1M:4S
'Sd A Sun Mafewa 2:15

RooMO ft Julol
'Sal A Sill 10:00am

MOMCA .PREMERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Tmimttnq menu FtaoHy
3M-9741 Oriy 53(^00 10:1&

'Sat A Sun Malnaa 1^-3:15

AMCi
THEATRES

Century City
Canlurv aiy 14

10250 Santa Monica Bivd

C«nlunfC«y Shopping CaniM

4 Hourt FfM VMdafon
Wit) POrchaM o( ThaaN TMkala
(213) 553-8800

Leo« CaiwMfM (ftt

12:45-115^454:15-10:36

'SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

12:00

Rooar ft Ma (R)

2:504!404:11:10-10:25

CinaflM Paradiao (NR)
11:40-2.25-5:15-8«0-10:40

CinafM Paradiao ^NR)
10:30-1 :20-4:15-7:00-ft«

Man Don't LB«wa(PQ)
5:20-820-10:56

The rano of *m Oypoieo (R)

10.50-1 :45-4:55-755-10:50

My LafI Foot (R)

12:20-2:45-5:10-7:45-10.00

Stanlay A Iria (R)

1150-2:35-5:30-8«5-10:l5

•SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Madhouo* (PG-ia
10:15-12:30-3:00 5:50^:30-10:»

Man Don't taawo (PO-131

10:45-l:30-4.3e-7:15-10:06

Couraga Man (PQ)

12:35-2:56

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
11272 Santo Monica BL 520-7:30-9:40

478^79 'Sal A Sun Mainaas:1.D0-3:10

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

QoMwyn
475-02&?

Tho Rot Againal Hairy

11:15-1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15

475-0202

' Mmw V
11«0-1:40-420- 7-00^1:40

QoMwyn
475-<tt02

47S^i
CfifiMo m MiaoaMaofiafa

1120-125-7:10-9:30

GokNvyn
475^02

Tho UMa MariMid
3.30-5:10

'Sal A Sun 11:30-3.30-5:10

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronot Qlory (5 Acadamy Nominalians)

10889 Wa•war^ 12:10-2:4O-&:20-8.OO-10:30

475-9441

7DMMCI>y Slarao

Hfif:^^^^ H« Fool (5 Acadtmv Nominafom)
/10889 Walwofti 12:45^3;15-5:45-8:1510:20
475-9441

UA. CORONET
10889 Walvrartt)

475-9441

MMtiouaa
1 2:30-2 50-5: 10-7:45-1 0:00

Ffi A Sat Lala Show 12:00 m

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES «

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

\MW). at Wa«h»ood
475^)711

SRfDol>y Slarao

AVCO CINEMA N
MMrti. at WathMMd
475^)711

THX^Mby Slwao

Tha War Of Tho Roaaa (R)

12:15-2:35-5:00-7:4510:30

1145-2«5-r40-7:15-9,.
'Fri A Sal Lata show I2 00»n

'3

AVCO CINEMA M
\MW). at Waatwood
4754)711

70wm4)olby Slarao

AhMva (PQ;

12:00-2:2O-4.5O-7;25 1

Onigatoro Cowiboy
11:10-1:20-3:30-5:40-750-10:06

"Sal A Sun 120-3:30-5:40-760-10:00

-r
:^^
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Cohtinuing

Secrets, Dialougues, Revelations: The

Art of Betye and Alison Saar
,

Wight Art Gallery thru Feb. 25

825-9345

Continuing . •

UCLA Undergraduate Art Exhibition

Wight Art Gallery, thru Feb. 25

825-9345

Continuing
'

10 Photographers: Olympic Images

2nd Floor Wooden Center, thru Feb 28

825-3701

Continuing ^« '^•^

Paintings & Drawings by Sodeika

Int'l. Student Center Gallery, thru Feb. 28

208-4587

Nikkei Student Union Art Exhibition:

4th Annnal Japanese American

Cultaral Celebration

KerckhoH Art Gallery, thru Feb. 23 / -.;

825-6564 " -

U S I c

Noon Organ Recital

Thomas Harmon ^ .

RoyceHall, 12 pm
825-4761

I L M _^____
New Italian Cinema ^ ^

"Mignon Has Let!'

Melnitz Theater, 5:30 pm

$3, Students $1.50 - ^

"The Little Devil" ,

Melnitz Theater, 730 pm

$3, Students $1 50

206-FILM

The Fabulous Baker Boys"

Parenthood"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm

$1 50

825-1958

E C T U R E

Reinhold Grimm: The image of the

Black in German Art from the Middle

Ages to the Present

302 RoyceHall, 2 pm

825-3955

23! hlA^A^Ui

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Zulu Spear

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm

825-6564

Noon Concert

Woodwind Ensemble

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall. 12 pm

825-4761

Junior Recital
. ^

Li Hsin Li, piano

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall, 2 pm

8254761

Paul Dresher Ensemble: Power Failure

Wadsworth Theater, 8 prri

$22, 18, Students $8 Early Student Rush

825-9261

Opera Workshop ft Symphony Orch.

"The Medium" and "Gianni Schicchi'

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm

$12, Students $7

825-9261

FECIAL EVENT
Mandela Reception

Speakers and Concerts

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7-10 pm

FREE CTO Tickets required

825-3686

I L M
The Fihns of Percy Adion

"Rosalie Goes Shopping"

Discussion with Director follows ^

Melnitz Theater, 730 pm (

FREE CTO Tickets required

206-FILM

The Archhre Television Theater

Grace Kelly on Television

"The Rockingham Tea Set"

"The Big Build-Up"

Dickson Auditorium. 7 30 pm

206-FILM ,

r

Opera Workshop ft Symphony Orch.

"The Medium" and "Gianni Schicchi"

Schoenberg Auditorium, 8 pm

$12, Students $7

825-9261

Paul Dresher Ensemble: Power Failure

Wadsworth Theater, 8 pm

$22,18, Students $8, SCA $7 Tickets

CeoterStage Pre-performance Lecture

Wadsworth Theater, 7 pm
825-9261

I I M
The New Italian Cinema

"The Icicle Thiel"

"Maicol"

Melnitz Theater. 730 pm

$5, Students $3

206FILM

Opening & Reception

Edd Fenner

Kerckhofl Art Gallery thru Mar. 9

. 825-6564

FILM
The New Italian Cinema

"Red Lob"

"Forever Mary"

Melnitz Theater, 2 pm

$5, Students $3

"The Story ot Boys arKJ Girls'

"Love in Progress"

Melnitz Theater, 730 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

FECIAL E VENT
East European Cultural Festhral

Ackerman Grand Ballroom. 7-11 pm

^^25-3384

:/T "^

26 Hc^^A^M

MUSIC
Folk Series

Sydney Hillman & Koti

Kerckhott Cottee House, 9 pm

825-6564

I L M
Nuestra Vista: Eight Films by Chicano

ft Latino Student Filmmakers

Melnitz Theater. 7.30 pm
206-FILM

P\
F I L

fiAr\A^A.j

Academy/Contemporary

Documentary Films

•Ranch Album' ^

'Desperate Passage"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm

2'06-FILM

U S I c

Jaa at Kerckheff

UCLA Jazz Band

KerckhoH Coftee House. 9 pm
825-6564

I L M
The Films of Percy Adlea

"The Swing" - .

"Celeste"

Melnitz Theater. 8 pm
206-FILM

The Archive Television Theater

The Live Western

"Outlaw's Reckoning"

"Big Deal in Laredo"

"The Brandenberg Gate"

Dickson Auditorium, 7 30 pm

206-FILM

All proflfams lislpfl in thi'i rniendfif aiP

206-8974

iijOsan^ijomrT

CFNTFR FOR THF PFRFORMING ARTS

A "Power Failure" Will

Hit UCLA This Weekend-

Early Student Rush

Tickets Now Available

Wadsworth Theater

Friday & Saturday, Feb. 23 &
24 at 8 pm

T,he creative team of

the Paul Dresher Ensemble is

bringing UCLA Students a spe-

cial surprise. This Friday and

Saturday at the Wadsworth

Theater, the lights will go out

and the curtain will rise.

Tower Failure" will be in your

midst: a mad scientist, an evil

industrialist, his nurse-compan-

ion, and a deranged security

guard locked overnight in a

corporate research lab.

The new electric opera

"Power Failure" will make its

Los Angeles premiere at the

Wadsworth Theater this

weekend. "Power Failure," was

developed through the colla'bo-

ration of composer Paul

Dresher and librettist/performer

Rinde Eckert. Commissioned by

the Walker Art Center and the

American Music Theatre Festi-

val, this musical production

spins a web of high-voltage

tension while addressing the

theme of corporate power and

its misuse.

The Paul Dresher Ensem-

ble presents electrifying and

evocative theater. Formed in
—

1984, the Ensemble is dedi-

cated to the creation and pre-

sentation of compelling, multi-

media works. Music, voice and

visual design are mixed for an

explosive musical performance.

Be There When The Lights Go
Out!

$7 SCA Tickets are still left!.

UCLA Students may purchase

two tickets per one I.D. Reg.

card and photo I.D. must be

presented at the door on the

night of the performance. For

these and other tickets stop by

the Central Ticket Office or call

825-9261 for more information.

UCLA-S FRANKLIN D. MURPHY SCULPTURE
GARDEN

T,he Franklin D. Mur-

phy Sculpture Garden is

another example of UCLA's

commitment to beauty as well

as to education. An alliance be-

tween art and nature, the

Sculpture Garden offers stu-

dents a place to gather, study,

talk or just relax in the sun

without having to leave cam-

pus.

The idea for the garden

originated with former chancel-

lor Franklin D. Murphy and the

late Ralph D. Cornell, principle

landscape architect at UCLA for

35 years. They believed it was
the University's responsibilty to

make art more accessible to

Paul Dresher Ensemble

young people, bringing it natur-

ally and consistently into the

student's lives.

Extending over five acres

on the North end of campus,

the Garden reaches from the

Theater Arts building and the

Wight Art Gallery moving down
to Bunche Hall and extends

from the University Research

Library over to the Graduate

School of Management.

The Sculpture Garden's

holdings include more than fifty

works by some of the most re-

nown sculptors of the late 19th

and 20th centuries in the Euro-

pean and American tradition.

And, the continuing support of

Chancellor Charles E. Young
has been indispenslble in the

Garden's continued develop-

ment.

By placing art in a natural

surrounding Cornell and Mur-

phy created an area at once in-

viting and inspiring. If you
have rtbt had the opportunity

to explore all that the Sculpture

Garden has to offer, you have

ample opportunity since the
-

Garden is accessible any time

you are on campus, and will

present a different aspect each

time you visit iL

Mllftl^
nPPARTMENT

Two 20th Century Operas,

to be Performed at

Schoenberg

Schoenberg Auditorium

Friday & Saturday, Feb. 23 &
24 at 8 pm
Friday & Saturday, Mar. 2 & 3

at 8 pm

T,

Franklin D. Murphy

Sculpture Garden

wo complete stage

productions of Puccini's only

comic opera, "Gianni Schicchi"

and a supernatural thriller by

Gian Carlo Menotti entitled "The

Medium," will be performed

this weekend and next weekend
at the Schoenberg Auditorium.

The productions will feature the

UCLA Opera Workshop and the

UCLA Symphony Orchestra,

under director John Hall.

"Gianni Schicchi" which

premiered in 1918, and will be

sung in Italian for this perfor-

mance, is a story of love and

greed as a young man per-

suades his elders that his lov-

er's father, Gianni Schicchi, is

the only one that can help

them with an unhappy discov-

ery: his late uncle's will has

left nothing to the Donati •
'^

family and a vast estate to the

church. Schicchi agrees to pose

as the dead man in order to

rewrite the will.

Menotti's "The Medium."
sung in English, is the tale of

a charlatan, Madame Flora, who
falsely claims to speak with the

dead. After a phony seance

where she actually feels a gh-

ostly hand on her throat, her

life takes a bizzare twist as she

becomes obsessed with the

ghost

Tickets for students are $7

and $12 for the general public

and are available through the

Central Ticket Office and at the

Schoenberg Auditorium box of-

fice before each performance.

For more information, call

825-9261.

UCLA Arts Weekly Is provided by The UCLA Student Committee for the Arts every Thursday for the Daily Bruin
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Exercise tapes firm tiie flab via 'bum zones'
>« \

r

By Jpy Shartnitt

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Dawn can be
horrible if you've fallen asleq)

with theTV on. You're apt to wafcc

up hearing odd chants and sayings

that chill the soul.

"And it's one and two and three

and four."

, Or, **Four, three, two, and hold

it."

Most of the grown-up shows are

in the early morning, which is

when everyone should be thinking

of calling in sick. They feature

something called low-impact aer-

obics, a form of exercise in which

hearty men in tights and lovely

women in leotards stomp in place,

wave their arms and smile, smile,

smile.

It is not good to see all this at

dawn. But you can watch exercise

tapes — those of Jane Fonda arc

the best-known— at a decent hour.

A decent hour is 3 p.m. on a

Saturday when you just can't back
get to sleep.

What goes in these tapes always
had been a mystery to us. But we
recently received one called Fit-

ness Now, by Judi Sheppard
Missett, founder of a 20-year-old

exercise business in Los Angeles
called "Jazzercise."

Moving right along, now, the

tape starts with an explanation of a

"perceived exertion method." It

uses a chart divided into three parts

— yellow, green and red.

Red means you may be about to

go blooie and should slow down.
Yelk>w is for warmup, says

Missett, with the green zone for

aerobic time. When in the green,

she says, "to maximize your fat-

burning potential, you'll need to

exercise between fairiy light, to

somewhat hard, and hard."

She introduces six fellow
instructors, all as healthy-looking

as she, and the main event l)egins.

We normally don't exercise, lest

we croak. But we have a go at

following Missett's instructions,

which include exhortations to

"keep your body lined up" and how
to warm up the (Cei for "fat-burn-

ing dancing."

The tempo of the soft-rock

music increases. Arms are waved
amid her cries of encouragement,

to wiL* "Yeah! And again. Hah!
And again."

Then individual paits of the

body get a workout, including the

head, which is to be rolled around.

That is the easy part. We start

fading when she moves us into the

green zone part of the tape.

"So, put on your dancing shoes.

tap your toes . . . we're going to

bum some fat and we're going to

have fun, right, guys?" Her col-

leagues say yes. But as the tempo
' goes to a brisk disco beat, we say

no.

We hop up and down. We hear a

wild scream. It is Max the cat on
whom we accidentally have
hopped. Max flees. We bend
about, rock back and forth, do a

**pelvic tilt," raise and lower the

old knees, roll the old arms around.

"What arc we burning, gang?"

cries Missett

•*Fat!" her colleagues shout.

We get down and boogie. We
find it very hard to get back up.

CACAO
Espresso Cafe ^

Read, Think, Sleep,

Son - Wed 7 DTI - 2 cnn

Thu^s - Sal 7 pnn - 4 cm

11609 Santa Monica Blvd
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. - 1 081 WestWOOd Blvd. #221

Sisterhood Bookstore

^oo»V3
>Ax^^^^'

\J\deO^ W

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

5% DISCOUNT

Call for free pick-up
and delivery

Right now, during the months of February and March,
come into our Westwood location and receive 15% off

our regular rates.
(Customer must meet nomial qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.
74-9948

yc;LA
^iSii^;^

%jm
First Term

Six-week Session: June 25 - August 3
^ Eight-weeic Session: June 25 - August 17

Ten-week Session: June 25 - August 31

Second Term
Six-week Session: AugUst 6 - September 1

4

Registration opens March 1. Enrollment in most courses is guaranteed once you register, though a few have
limited enrollment and are offered on a first-come, first-served basis.

There is a $175 term fee for each term in which you register. The fee for most courses is $52 per unit
This single Summer Sessions fee structure applies to all students, whether undergraduate or graduate Cali-
fornia resident or not. '

^£very UCLA student will be mailed a 1990 Summer Sessions catalog. For more inforfnation, please drop
by the Office of Summer Sessions, 1 00 Dodd Hall, weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

SUMMER SESSIONS 100 DODD HALL
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Cicely Tyson made early

strides as a TV secretary.

From page 26
grate black actors into atypical

roles. In 1963, an episode of Perry
Mason cast a black person as a
judge. However, in the detective

shows that were prevalent in that

era, blacks only appeared infre-

quently, in minor roles. They were
not the main focus of many shows
on air, due to trends in tv program-
ming, as well as fear by the

sponsors of negative publicity. In

some cases, black people were
completely absent from a show's
format, as was the case in River-

boat in 1961, which involved the

adventures of a riverboat crew
which paddled around the Missis-
sippi water regions — but never
encountered blacks.

A sign of the times — 1963 —

came with the five part ABC series

Crucial Summer. It demonstrated

the problems of prejudice through

a group of African-Americans

trying to overcome bias in employ-
ment, housing and public places,

as well as their ever-present

struggle for equal rights. By 1963,

the show East Side/West Side was
heralded as a bold new series,

since it attempted to realistically

show the problems facing urban

America. While the program did

not concentrate on black people

alone, it did highlight the exploita-

tion and bigotry that this group

faced.

However, the real change in the

attitude of the television industry

came about in the late 1960s, when
black actors were featured either

as lead characters or in prominent

roles, in series such as Julia, The

Mod Squad,Room 222 and the Flip

Wilson Show,
I Spy in particular, was noled for

its breakthrough casting of Bill

Cosby as Alexander Scott, under-

cover agent The character became
a national hero, who went well out

of the established boundaries that

had previously been placed on
blacks in television. Likewise, as

the lead role in Julia, actress

Diahann Carroll played an articu-

late, professional nurse living a

middle-class existence. Even so,

many viewers criticized Julia for

its adherence to the matriarChal

stereotype, and its avoidance of

social truths. . —
Yet by the 1970s, audiences

seemed bored with the *black*

issue, and African-Americans had
disappeared from the new TV
line-up. Escapist shows were back

in vogue; when blacks appeared on
the small screen, it was in the area

of comedy. Regretfully, most of

the gags were directed at the black

people themselves, and laugh lines

involved slurs about color, hair

texture, welfare checks and man-
nerisms with which blacks had

been commonly associated.

Audiences tuned in to Archie

Bunker saying *coon* on CBS* All

in the Family, while JJ. Evans on
Good Times was a throwback to

the jive-talking, criminally-

minded, skirt-chasing black man
of an earlier era.

By contrast, the late '70s saw
one of the most successful prog-

rams in TV history being centered

on the African-American experi-

ence, in Alex Haley's Roots.

See TARGET, page 31
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Why pay $4j00 fora drink?

Why^pay to dance?
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MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

our.iiiiiiliiliiif)Pi^^
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QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least ciit your consumption

in haif immediateiy.

HOW?' ''SWITCH TO A PIPE."
Pipe smoking is neither addictive nor habit formipQ. A true

pipe smoker does not inhale, txjt rather smokes for taste and
flavor.

Draft

Coors Light

$2.09

$2.4f

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • L.A. • 820-1516

g^illit OltQiier Max
Sun 11-4

-WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY" IN SANTA K40NICA

W9 Offer Expert Pipe & Lighter Repair on Premises in 3 Days
2729 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA 828-4511 • 828^512

n H](2)m4Iii lUiBliaDmaa(B(il

8
The cleanest, friendliest, and

most professional tanning salon,

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinross and Undbrook)

824-2826
Sunrise Special - Expires 3/1/gb

nm
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firsA GREATHEAOr
I Rayloynd, LA Timtn

I "A BiNT COMEDY.
\ REAL FUH.

DON SAXON ROBERT R BLUME
JANEOSTER JOEL OUARESIMO

Wnnen by

WM.,S. LEAVENGOOD
Directed by

LAUREN TEWES

TICKETS (800) 369-8367
OR AT BOX Off ICf

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets SI 2 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Ave Los Angetes. CA

STUDENTS $9!
(With I.D.)

I

I

I

I

I

WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE SAM?
*•*?•

Ai 1-

Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can
use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA.

-i -r A V —«»v '
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l040u,SJndividuaLI^^
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TARGET
From page 30

Covering almost three centuries in

the tale of a black family, it dealt

with slavery, abuse and the denial

of liberty. In this show, undiscov-

ered black actors were given

much-needed exposure, and
demonstrated fine dramatic skills.

At that time, blacks continued to

enjoy their greatest popularity in

comedic television, in shows such

as Diffrent Strokes (where preco-

cious black children where raised

by their late mother's rich onploy-
er) and The JeffersofuO^h^it
blacks who'd 'made it^to wealth
were comedic in their efforts to

live according to unfamiliar lux-

urious standards).

That trend continues to the

present day, in sitcoms such as The
Cosby Show and A Different

World,mth one major difference.

The characters in these shows are

affluent and ambitious; their

humour is neither self-destructive

nor slapstick.

Nowadays, TV seems more
sensitive in its pfpjection of black

America. While this pattern may
have emerged through commercial

good sense on the part of the

networks — in one week, black

viewers watch nearly 40% more

TV than the rest of the population
— it does not necessarily reflect a

changing attitude amongst white

Americans. While a show such as

LA Law may feature the black

wunderidnd lawyer Jonathan Rol-

lins, and *Oprah' and *Arsenio'

rule their time slots, too many
others are totally devoid of Afri-

can-American characters.

LUe LLIant to Knoui
If you could only select two audio-visual works
to solely represent all of humanity to a
civilization of the distant future, which would
you pick and why?

Please bring all responses to the Daily Bruin,

112 Kerckhoff Hall from February 20 to 27. Your
response may be printed in the Daily Bruin!

in conjunction with Or. Lm Agneiw and CEO 107. AN submiMions
th« Daily Bruin.
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Two smart
ways to
pay for

college.
The Army Reserve has

two smart ways to pav for

college expenses.

I

First . vou may
be eligible for the

Montgomery
^ 1 GI Bill which

could provide vou with up to

$5,040 for college or approved
Vo/Tech training.

I

Second, ifyou
have—or obtain—

a

qualified student

loan not in default,

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
749.'='

COMPLETE W/?ARTS,
LABOR. INSTAUjft.TION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES'.

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
i.

'n*i^«p 4. 01 QMra*
. VUmA4. S. 8nlM A4

3. itht 6. Cktdti ML
7. SmwIo* Air Ohmt 11

8. Qmk BiMiiy
9. hKMct Rom
la En $74.''*

I hcPiiti&UDrlGas&Aknerflte

REBITLDABLE CORE)

(VW gug)

95
¥Vli

^
MAINTENANCE SERVICE .<ij=:==;^s^6QQ
(6 cylinder: $20.00 Extra) _ I iilagEgrts^^^ •

95
i>(Lm^

TOYOTA

M\%
DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS • $^

THIS IS AN HONEST GABA6E

1^925 BROADWAY SAM'A MONICA. CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention tiiis ad.i

~ 1

you could get it paid off at the

rate of 15% per year or $500,
whichever is greater—up to a

maximum of $10,000.
This money could be

yours for serving in a nearby
Army Reserve unit. Follow-

ing Basic Training and an
Army skill training school,

you'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks a year. And vou'll earn
over $80 per weekend to start.

Think smart. Give us

a call:

(213) 837-4477

AUIOVOWHr
ARMY RESERVE

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Re8«»H«» of vow [>M>g Reconi

I. %
*

or Scooters
'

THE wcmL ummiMiCE A^mi(^
1097$ -^imtdi MDHlca Mk<^ #3
W«st Los Angeles, CA 900^

(ai3>473*nai

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Uirbtr df Arrwrican Dental Assoc
Mannbar of Amsrican Assoc, of Orthodcntios

ONLY \|#^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376

(213) 826-7494
11646 Witehire Blvd. #802
(1 Block east of Barrington)
*On approval of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment.

UCLA students read the Dally Bruin
now you know where to get our attention

[(Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989)
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X.- 'Ew for the

price
Now, you and a friend can

each enjoy California's most con-
venient checking free ofmonthly
service char>i[es* for a year.

Just come in and open any
new personal checking account,
then refer a friend who's new
to BofA. When your friend

opens an account, you'll each
get your checking free.

If you already have a Ik)fA

checking account, you can still

check free. Just send us a new
customer, and we'll give you
each free personal checking for

a year. Plus all the convenience
of California's lar^gest branch and
full-service ATM network.

Add ic all up and you'll see
why now, more than ever, BofA
checking is checking worth
telling your friends about. For
more information, stop by any
l^ink of America branch.

m
Bank of America

Di>inK thej(ib fi>rmorc CalHi>rruans.

WrsrwHxl Vilinuf l^niiuh. 1 101 VCvstwixxl hl\d.. Los Aimtks.C A ^HX)24 (2n)i()<> VMO
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The Academic Forum of the Los Angeles Hillel Council, the UCLA
Committee for Jewish Studies, and UCLA Hillel present:

the first • "

JACOB BIALE MEMORIAL LECTURE

Knligliteninent

,

and
«Jevrisli Nationalism

A Lecture by: ^ Dr. David Biale
David BUlc Mn at Jacob Blalc. U Korct ProfcMor of Jrwteh HUtory and Director of the Cenler for

Jewlah Stucbea at the Graduate Thcolqglcal Union In Bcriicley and author of 2 award winning books.

UCLA Hillel. 900 Hilgard Avenue
Thursday. Fcbruaiy 22. 1990 at 7:45 P.M.

Please call 208-3081 for more details.

€UuLd-K
ALEX CLUGE

and
THE HUNGER

THE MUSIC MACHINE-
^IS^SS A'OfC'JSS'^O'K i::20J'ico Blvd. wIa 4Music producer Preston Glass

balances talent, presentation

ydur Decision.
~- Your Choice.

• • Free Pregnancy Testing

^ • Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fPf^ a choke

Family PlamtingAssociates

Medical Group

V

A Very Special Shabbat

*THE MIDDLE EAST PROCESS:
An Egjrptian and Israeli View'^

Dr. Afaf Marsot
UCLA Professor of Middle
Eastern History. Former
President of Middle Eastern
Studies Association. Author of

A Short History of Modern
Egyi>t p-*'' other books.

and

Colonel Uri Dromi
North American Representative

in the Department of

Information, World Zionist

Organization. Former
Commander in the Israeli Air

Force. Author of The Double

pdflfid Sword: Reflections of

Israel's Use of Military Force

(it Hillel, 900 Hilgard Ave.
Friday, February 23rd, 6:30 P.M.

^mmf r

Cost: $5.00, includes a fabulous dinner.

Please call 208-3081 for reservations and more information

sponsorad by Uneli Action Coalition and Hillel StudenU' Association

Music

Preston Glass seems to have a successful formula formusicproducing that's allowed him to

work with the industry's best

By Lynne Johnson
Contributor

Preston Glass is a music produc-
er with an enviable repertoire that

includes a variety of artists from
Kenny G., Aretha Franklin and
Whitney Houston to Dionne War-
wick, Johnny Mathis and Clarence

Clemmons.
Addressing the question of what

it is like being a young, black

producer in the business. Glass

said that there has not been niuch

of a problem because a lot of the

top producers in the market today

are black. In his eyes, "we are at

that point in music now where we
kind of look at black as in.** Glass

has actually experfenced more
problems from being young and in

the business than he has from
being black.

He said that earning the artists*

respect is the Hrst step and it is not

the seasoned artists that feel

threatened. "Believe it or not, the

ones I have the problems with are

the new kids. . .they are so com-
petitive now. They are always on
the edge of their seats like they are

having (o prove something. That

competitive thing comes into play

even with their producers. The

,
bottom line is Tve got to get the

performance out of them. If they-

're in the mood to fight, I have to

let them win and get back to the

business of making music.**

He is deflnitely not a stranger to

the business. He began writing at

age six. By age 1 1, his songs were
being sent to publishing compa-
nies. His first big break came at the

age of 16 when he attracted the

attention of legendary "Philadel-

phia-sound** producer Thorn Bell.

Bell realized Glass* extraordin-

ary talent and invited him to join

him in Seattle where he was
opening a new studio. Glass
absorbed all he could, and it was
his work with Bell that convinced
him that the music industry was his

53 AM — 99.9 Century Cable FM

UCLA RADIO
Hello again. Once again it*s Tq> 20 time here at KLA. We've got some

great stuff for all the peoples out there. Watch for the Zulu Nations show
from 8-10 every Friday starting next week. As always there is the Top 20
every Sunday from 7-9 hosted by me (another shamless plug). Current

giveaways: Public Enemy & United Nations. One last note: if you like

twisted radio listen to Last Nights Corn on Sundays from 11-1 — what a

way to end a week. Until next week. Sec Ya! & Peace in a big way.
— Steven Cordova, Music Director, KLA.

1. Stone Roses

2. Peter Murphy
3. They Might Be Giants

4. I Love You (I mean that)

5. Public Enemy (Sun. at the Palace)

6. Smithereens

7. Young Gods
8. White Zombie
9. Ministry (my fav.)

10. Wire
11. Ian Mcculloch (April 14th Embassy Theatre)

12. Jean Paul Sartre Experience

13. Siglo XX
14. Raging Slab

15. Daniel Johnston & Jad Fair

16. B.A.L.L.

17. Greater than One
18. Adult Net
19. John Westly Harding

20. Psychafunkapus (no joke needed)

for the taking.

As his creative talents began to

develop. Glass began sending his

songs to other producers. Up and
coming producer Narada Michael

Walden (of Whitney Houston
fame) quickly invited Glass to join

him in San Francisco. Walden was
later bombarded with offers

allowing Glass' role as a producer

to expand.

At this time, he became more of

a producing partner than assistant

He worked in one studio and
produced tracks while Walden
worked in another.

It was during these numerous
sessions that Glass was able to

further develop his producing

qualities "free of charge." In his

new partnership role. Glass was
actually producing most of the

tracks that were recorded. When
asked about the role of a producer.

Glass called the producer's job

similar to that of a movie director.

*The entire project really rests on
their shoulders," he said. "In my
opinion, a producer's job is more
of being a psychologist than a

creative master so to
speak. . .everybody has their own
personality and sometimes you run

up against people who just don't

want to sing. And even though it is

the artists* fault, the record com-
pany looks at the producer to make
that artist come through."

Preston*s individual achieve-

ments beckoned the eye of an
Arista records representative who
offered Glass his first major solo

break — a project with an
unknown artist by the name of
Kenny G. The idea was to reduce
risk and cut costs by contracting

both an unknown producer
together with an unknown artist

ArisU*s gamble paid off with

the creation of the album Duo-
tones, which went triple platinum

and established Kenny G. as a
major recording artist. Glass said

that sometimes producers are

responsible for the an artist's style.

He said the more developed artists

usually have their own character,

and one may find that it is "a lot of
the dance music artists who need
shaping."

The success Glass achieved
allowed he and his wife, Gina, to

found Glass Slipper Productions
company. Within two years of the

project's launching. Glass has
collaborated on 28 separate album
projects and is well on his way to

See QLASSv page 33

•>«v
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GLASS
From page 32

topping that! Glass works with
unlimited styles of music but still

sometimes finds himself **pigeon-

holed" in spite of his versatility.

With his success in all areas of
music. Glass finds that it is

somewhat of a drawback. Howev-
er, he considers the drawback
temporary because producers such
as (juincy Jones, who have been
around a long time, have overcome
the same barriers.

"I'm not looking at temporary
success," he said. "I want to be
around for years."

Because of his early musical
background, with his mother a
classical pianist and father a blues

CROSSOVER
From page 26

wood very hesitant to invest any
further in the all-black film. Studio
heads in '30s Hollywood far

preferred to keq) black actors

confined to peripheral, stereotypi-

cal roles that had already proven to

be successful with white audi-

ences. ^

Such debasing depictions are

obvious in films such as The Little

Colonel (1935), r/ie Littlest

RebeKt935), Gone With the Wind
(1939) and Baboona (1935) — a
Fox feature set in Africa that

emphasized the **primitive" nature

of black "savages."

Meanwhile, the initial success
of the independently-made *race

films' had begun to wane.

As the black independents van-

ished, Hollywood found itself

more intensely scrutinized by the

. black press and civil rights organi-

zations, which had grown increas-

ingly attentive to film-depictions

of minorities.

Subsequently, the '40s saw the

virtual disappearance of debasing,

^ sterotypical images, and movies
" such as Dishey's 1946 Song of the

South (featuring Uncle Remus and
his profusion of *dis an dat' talk)

became the exception to the rule.

As Hollywood sought replace-

ment for the waning stereotypes in

the late '40s, blacks for a time
became little more than token,

character-devoid objects on
screen. Lena Home, for instance,

didn't get to play a purely dramatic

role until 1969; most of her movie
work consisted of nothing but

cameo singing numbers.
But positive change (particular-

ly signified with Frank Capra's
1944 The Negro Soldier, which
described the accomplishments of
black troops in WW II) finally

dawned in 1949. That yeaj, Holly-

wood released a trio of critically

and commercially successful films

that featured a new view of black

Americans.

Fueled by the rising civil rights

movement. Home of the Brave,

Pinky and Lost Boundaries exa-

mined the problem of beirtg black

in America. Capitalizing on the

changing political climate, Holly-

wood followed the 1949 effort

with a host of films such as No Way
Out (1950), Edge of the City

(1957) and The Defiant Ones
(1958) — all featuring Sidney

Poitier and all examining the

then-popular themes of cultural

integration and assimilation.

More than any other actor,

Poitier helped wipe out the old

screen stereotypes. Intellegent and

handsome, he enjoyed easy screen

relations with whites that seemed
to symbolize a racial harmony
towards which America strived.

But by the '60s, Poitier' s screen

characters began to seem clich6,

and he was attacked for accepting

overly simplistic parts that conspi-

cuously seemed designed to be as

guitarist. Glass is naturally pleased

working with all kinds of music
simply because that is what he
enjoys most On the subject of

"crossover music," Glass did not

shy away from explaining his

position with regards to black

music.

In his view, crossover music is

literally music that crosses over,

whatever the music or the audience

may be. Staying true to individual

ability is the philosophy Glass

urges. "My advice to black perfor-

mers is, if they do Bl^ck funk, then

do that great and yOu'II find that it

may cross over. Look at Aretha
Franklin, she's the *queen of soul'

— always has been— and people
love her; but if she tomorrow
started singing Barbara Streisand

or whatever. . . White folk' and

inoffensive to whites as possible.

In 1965. film critic Albert
Johnson wrote that in Paris Blues
(1961), Poitier and co-star Dia-
hann Carroll "are likable
puppets. . .(who are) ultimately

only figments of a white person's

literary fancy romance." And,
wrote New York Times film critic

Vincent Canby of Poitier in 1970,
"His blackness is invisible-."

Still, audiences loved Poitier, by
1967-, he was one of the top 5 U.S.
box office draws. But curiously

enough, his popularity helped to

usher in a brand new era of black

degradation on film.

Poitier's success seemed to

promise Hollywood a lucrative

future in black-oriented films,

which had suddenly become
potentially hot products that white
producers began to re-evaluate.

And revamp. In 1968,. James
Brown (whose hip, urban image
completely contrasted Poitier's)

starred in Dark of the Sun, a

Black folk' would be upset
The thing is if you're trying to

crossover for economic reasons

you better look at your artistry and
see what you are because people,

whatever color, can see through

thail"

Preston speaks of people always
asking his advice on getting into

the business. He is quick to say that

anyone interested in the music
business who has doubts should

not bother to enter because he sees

the business "getting harder by the

day." Glass' philosophy on the

key to success is presentation.

'The big part is your presenta-

tion. Get yourself known. . . I

would say seventy-five percent is

your presentation and twenty-five

percent is talent"

and Roger Corman* expressed

interest in serving as liaisons

between independent filmmakers
and studios, but failed to put out; of
some 400 major features released

in 1970, only 14 were black-

oriented. Better, studio heads
figured, to stick with 'products'

that had already proven successful.

Or so they thought By 1974.

blaxploitation films, failing to

attract white audiences, had run
their course. Struggling to cater to

perceived white preferences, Hol-
lywood proceeded to utilize a

significantly downplayed
approach for the remainder of the

'70s and most of the '80s.

In the tradition of Sounder
(1972) —- which New York Times
critic Lindsey Patterson said bore
**no resemblance whatsoever" to

life as she knew it among black

sharecroppers — Hollywood's
recent black films from Mahogany
(1975) to The Color Purple to

Glory have avoided realistic inter-

Lena Home starred In Vabin In the Sky, ' the fourth all-black

feature since sound.

against whites who were by turns

evil, cowardly and hypocritical.

The new product sold, even
though it irked countless critics.

Wrote Encore Magazine* s Richard

Wesley in 1973, *The black film,

as a genre of cinematic art, is

degenerate, debased and an insult

to the integrity of audiences of

black people, who, starved for the

sight of anything black on the

silver screen, flock to see these

manifestations of celluloid prosti-

tution."

Some diversion was offered in

the early '70s. when independent

filmf)r(aker Melvyn Van Peebles

iged to tackle financing and
distribution difficulties to produce

Watermelon Man and Sweet
Sweetback Baadasss Song, which

drew flocks of black crowds and
earned millions in profits.

Though Hollywood soon sensed

Van Peebles* enormous success

with black audiences, industry hot

shots were leery of taking chances

on independent-minded black

films that might be too offensive to

assure white tiun out. Top produc-

ers such as Samuel Goldwyn Jr.

violent, MGM feature that led a

long parade of films that did little

but exploit black anger.

These 'blaxploitation* films of

the late '60s and early '70s were
crash *n' bash *em flicks that

featured angry, black, jump-suit

clad gun-totcrs sashaying across

the screen seeking vengeance

pretations of the black experience.

Black independent filmmakers

attempted to counter such fare in

the *70s and *80s. but their

exhausting battle against financ-

ing/distribution difficulties hin-

dered the success of their efforts.

But their troubles began to wane
in 1985 when Norman Jewison% A
Soldier*s Story, which featured a

mostly black cast, and John Say-
les* Brother From Another Planet

began to draw large, cross-over

audiences.

Soldier and Brother*% mass
appeal seemed to suggest that

white audiences were becoming
receptive to realistic, non-com-
mercial portrayals of the black

experience.

Sensing the new audience atti-

tudes, studios lent their support,

which— with the success of films

such as Do the Right Thing —
promises to continue, thereby

assuring mass distribution of such
fare.

Since the days of Oscar
Micheaux^ black independent
filmmakers fiave strived to provide

sensitive, shrewd Hollywood-
alternatives, but until recently, no
one save black movie goers

seemed interested. But these days,

black filmmakers have captured

the attentions of studios and
audiences of all colors. As a result,

the age old gap between humanis-

tic and make-a-buck priorities

finally seems to be closing.

24650 Calabasas Rd . Calabasas. CA 91302

R.J. MORRIS
Sales & Leasinq
*Your Student Dealer"

(818) 888-5555

About Last Night^s...

TOOTHACHE
See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

• TOOTH BONDING ^^"' Appointment:
• Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth 478-0363
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas
• Estimates Given in Writing
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome /

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)/
1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Moriica)

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
pDr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist ^

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

-Byeweaf-

All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

^ NU
Designer Clothing

at
Resale Prices

I.

1516 Westwood Blvd
474-8006

to all UCLA
students^ faculty,
& staff with LD,

I I
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PURCHASE ANY
KNIT OR WOVEN SHIRT AND

RECEIVE A
50% DISCOUNT

ON THE
COORDINATING PAIR

OF SHORTS
WITH YOU UCLA ID

'ii :
•'•'

OCeAN PACIFIC RETAIL STORES
CORNER OF BROXTON & W^YBURN
WCSTNA/OOD VILLAGE
208-7398

The University

of

Southern California

Department of Nursing

Welcomes you to join

- *

The Trojan Family

small, personalized classes

hands-on clinical training

one-on-one relationship with instructors

no impacted nursing classes

Attend our open house for more information

Open House
Tuesday, February Z7, 1 990

from 4pm to 6pm

(21 3) 743-2362

Location
Leavey Hall, Room! 01

320 W. 1 5^ Street

Los Angeles, CA 9001

5

Call for directions

or write to Tom Cahoon
at the above address for more information.
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4- THE SPECIALS THE OTHERS DON'T WANT YOU TO SEE

WEEKEND SPECIAL
$1.99 PITCHERS

59C TACOS

PITCHERS $2.50
NIGHTLY

AFTER 8:00PM
4. «

INTRODUCING
$1.00 Off Any Combination

Plate Plus Large Soft Drink Free

Good For A Limited Time

SUNSET SPECIALS
DAILY

59C TACOS
4:00-6:00PM

COME PARTY ON THE PATIO
Fax Your Order-208-TOGO We Dellver-208-2038 1084 Glcndon Ave.

^

H
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^•^^- ^ ^ ?••__ $^_ j^-

Mastercard, Visa, American Express Accepted
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DENZEL
From page 26

has been the last frontier, of any
medium, to completely accept

blacks. Vm breaking through the

territory of being a black leading

man, and now I get a bigger choice

of scripts to read, and parts offered

to me. But at the same time, film

still has a long way to go as far as

the racial issue goes. I am working

on a nim at the moment with

Michelle Pfeiffer in it, and with me
and Michelle Pfeiffer in a film, you
can imagine what is going to

happen between us sooner or later!

And Tm struggling with that,

whether I should even do it,

because the interracial thing is still

a big deal.**

Washington's deliberate,
analytical, and intelligent

approach to his craft is reflected in

his careful choice of roles in

socially relevant films with force-

ful ^messages* — even if they

haven*t all turned out as he
would*ve liked. He is ambivalent

about A Soldier's Story and more
than a little disappointed with Cry
Freedom. In the case of the latter,

he agrees that it was essentially

Stephen Biko*s story, and should

not have been told through a white

man*s perspective. "But,** he says,

"if it hadn't been told that way,
who would have (made it or) gone
to see it? The movie would have
been made with me or without me,
and I wanied it to be made with

me.**

He is perhaps somewhat more
satisfied with Glory,yvhich tells the

true story of the Civil War*s fu^t

black regiment, and for which he
received an Academy Award
nomination this year. *'I wanted to

do the film, to tell what happened.

For so long, blacks have been

separated from this country, and
we*ve been considered victims.

But in addition to that, we have
done a lot of things for this

country. We, as Black Americans,

should understand that we have as

much of a stake in this country and
as much of a right to be here as

anyone, because our forefathers

fought for this."

Washington, 33, was bom in

New York and majored in

journalism at Fordham University

after vague aspirations to become a
doctor fell through. He 'fell into*

acting through his classes in

CommunKations Studies.

While Washington's ascent in

the movie business is pardy indi-

cative of a change in awareness by
both studios and movie-goers, he
cautions, **there is still more that

can be accomplished.

**I think now is a good time for

young film-makers, who have
been influenced by the likes of
Spike Lee and Robert Townsend,
and as black actors are also

proving to be a bankable com-
modity. That means we are going

to be given the opportunity to say

what we want, and to tell our
stories the way they should be told.

The bottom line is that someone
like Spike Lee takes 6 million

dollars and comes back with 40
million, so there's a whole lot of
people in Hollywood who are

prepared to let him say whatever
he wants to, with that kind of
return.**

For an actor with as wide an
appeal as Washington, and with as

much talent, it is inevitable that he
will soipe day be spoken about as

one of the finest thespians around.

Presently, however, he cannot
escape the one adjective that

always precedes his name. But at

some point in the future, Etenzel

Washington will be known as a

fine actor, period.

In the meantime, however, he is

justifiably proud of being a Qne

JdlCk actor'^.tt' J>vell

."^
• ' ^r
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following;

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these syrriptonfis

for at least 1 month and in rirlatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualifiad vplunteers may be paid up_|ji__

$400.00 for thetf participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*opGn days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included) ,

(213) 475-5598
^ / 24 hour emeroerKv service

V.l.P.
Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.l.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

24 houf emeroency service

free 8 Personal 10 Personal 10

PARTY ANIMALS!! California Partyxvcar has a

hot new line oft-$hirt$ just for you. Send for free

catalog. California Partywear. Oept. 1 1 A P.O.

Box 60009. Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Discussion, Thurs. Book Study

Fh. Sisp Slu<^ AU 3S2S 12:15 • 1:15

Tues. "3-M1" NR C8177. Wed. Discussion

NPI C8S36 12:10-1:00

For aicohoics or IrMviduals who have a

dhnldng probtem

(213) 387-8316

Free 8 Miscellaneous

Ocvcnth JJay xVdvcntist

, Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

For info call 391-6913

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models fbr

assistant advanced haircut training progrann.

(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:00pm.
DANA.

Concert Tickets

PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA
I 800 962 MASK

(^>iifllitv I'ukcts S9S and iif^

FASHIONS in swinr^wear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

'

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,

Vacuum repairs. Studef>t Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawteltc. (213)312-0092.

WANTED 100 people. We'll pay S to lose

10-29 lbs in 30 days. Phone (213)658-4226.

Personal 10

FREE DELIVERY TICKETSJ^ LAKERS ^,^^5
\\^ 3^ tice value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Fnt IMimi

Uuy miU toO

n't HkHtmai^y: Wt ^ntuMt FIUCK DKUVKRY to oiivwm oa emmpua. M^ •f/tr hmr^4»-gH BmU$
Mtm rnmrmt to mil UCLA itmitmtM, Mmff, ai*d /heafly. Aaft mnytiu mho Aa« utH m te/br« mud

Itm mma, Uimt mktm it eommt to omr UCLA elmiUo, mt Mat fa homt. QuaUo mn froo. m
ymm'n fr<om UCLAlltf

4 toU ym
mmIL Itt

l

FAX « 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

ROB DURAZZO:
BREAK A LEG IN

TAHOEI
- CATWOMAN

Spring into a

new quarter.

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

ESTATE SALE: This Sunday. Imported nanr>e

braf«d clothes, acceMories, some furniture,

houMwarc, etc. Call (818)7817533 for

diwctiont.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Melfifwoorf Mmio RMtaf Comjieiiy

46a-232» 463-6SM

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's pricw

or don't war>t your business. Sports cars,

rTHiltiple tickets, student discounts. Request

'Iruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

-or only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

For a chance to reserve a meeting
room in Ackwman Union for the

Spring and Summer quarters,

submit your gronp/dcpartineiil name
at A-Level, Ackerman Union, A-216 on
Monday, February 26, anytime £rom.

8am-5pm. Call 2064)036 for details.

Research Subjects 12

Electrolysis
15% Student Discount

Permanent hair (emcvai by
London aixj California certlfled

electrologlsts. Latest method.
Call (213)477-2119

UC£A "Bruin 'Bciks Tnsm
'ou Supped Out of a (Dream

WinUr Jormal at the

"Beveriif !>Ms !Hotel

Jriday, Jebruary 23, 1990

mtmmmmi
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Greek Times RolL.Mh week!

ATTENTION: Intelligence Organizations
es, AF, ZX, and KKF - Your cooperation is requested.

Your mission is dangerous, but global security's at stake.
We've lost many others who have made fatal mistakes.
They know your identities and they're out to get you.
You have just two options, so plan what you'll do.
You can let the world end and stay home in hiding,

Or use these clues and come out fighting.
We've discovered their hideout and know when they're inside

Attack at 9:00 tonight at the house of Theta Xi.

Avoid recognition, wear a disguise,
- Gain entrance with the code word...

1:30 Softball vs ZX - IM Field

6:30 Barbeque at ZX
9:00 The Hunt Is On

In eight days...
The South will Rise Again

Hatfields vs. McCoys

MOONSHINER
Sigma Pi Fraternity

supported by: Budweiser & LA Aquarium Co. MARCH 2

Greek iWeek
Special Olympics Orientations
Thursday, February 22, 1990

7:30 p.m.
Muggers ka
Escorts AO
Clowns AO
Runners & Timers AEO

,

All Greek & Non-Greek
Volunteers Welcome!

Personal 10 Personal 10

*.

Hey Hatfields,

Watch your backs —
you're goin' down March

The McCoys
^m

HEY ZK

Mystery Week was
amazing, and Revelation
was unbelievable, but
now get ready for

"THE NEWLY SIS
GAME".

How well do you know
YOUR NEW BIG SIS?

light at IK«
I r^i-^TrMWiUI

Allison (IK)
A car can't drive without its

4th wheel!
We miss you and we love you.
Good Luck with your midterms!

in Sigma ^
Serena, Lisa, and Rosy

"1

ei
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DREAD
ZEPPELIN
ALL PROSPECTIVE

RUSHEES,
little sisters, and

prospective little sis-

ters welcome. Featur-
ing Dread Zeppelin.

Phi Kappa Sigma
10938 Strathmore

*Bring UCLA ID

ABSOLUT
PARTY:

^-i^-'SSi

9:30 TONIGHT AT d^KI

(Pi 'Beta "Pfii

Winter Cocfj^aU (Party

Jtbmary 22,1990

. 9^Q9^7iimland

'Buses leave 8 p.m, sfiarp

THE
IS L
AGAIN

FRIDAY, 9:00
WITH AEn

10982 ROEBUNG AVE.
(Use Levering Entrance) Questions? Call RICH

824-7891

The Brothers nf Si^ma Chi
have the honor of announcing the
following ladies as members of the

1990-91 Sweetheart Court

Lisa Bennish
Chelsea ,Bond

Nancy Dunn
Molly Sanher

Mandi Smith

Sweetheart Ball will he
Saturday, February 24th

at the Red Lion Resort in Santa Barbaraaral

Only

Research Subjects 12

t-.-^^—T-3SS9

THURSDAY
BLOWOUT

MALE SUBJECTS
NEEDED

for respiratory
research.

Pay is $70.00 for one
2-hour session.

Subjects with a dark
skin color are

particularly needed.
Call Brian at 206-8891

for details.

»J
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Congratulations!

!

DELTA ZETA WINTER
PLEDGE CLASS OFFICERS
President . ;^v ..

.

V.P.' Academics
V.P.' Philanthropy

Treasurer .

Secretary ^ . -.,

Panhellenic

Social ' P/A
Social ' Fraternity

Historian

Intramurals

Birthdays

Sunshine/House Manager
Parliementarian

Sorority Education *

Ways and Means
~

Were so e7(cited!!

julianna Tutak
Monica Paratore

Grace Asejo

Missy Shenken
Lesley Zimmerman
Rachael Reitman
Belinda Najera

Karen ReVelle

Luz Santiago

Nancy Barrangan

Tracy Morgan ''

Caroline Carter

Lora Malibran

Laralynn Weiss

Leann Chen

n^ Actives!!

would like to conaratulate its 1990
lintea OfficersAppoi

Alumni Liason — Debbie NeKer
Jen Blohm

Art Chairmen - Kate Igo

Elaine Romualdo
Asst. House Manager - Rachel Levin
Asst. Rush Chair - Lisa Gould
Asst. Treasurer - Cherie Levin
BigA.il Sis - Jana Rosenberg

Dana Linker
Columns Editor - Becky Rogoff
Composite - Robin Finn
Fooa/Activities - Jeannie Franzblaw
Historian - Rachel Olitsky
I.M. - Roxanne Sanchez

Brenda Acorda
Sam Sk)tkin

Jr. Panhellenic - Rebecca Dishotsky
Parent's Club - Leslie Rabinovitz

Jill Russell
Philanthropy - Erin Gebroe

Emma Thornber
T-Shirt - Leslie GoMstein

,'!'

Pledge Liason - Dione Diemer
Debbie Gasiorek
Stephanie Epstein

Photo - Lorelle Taras
Publk:ity - Kera Glazer
Ritualist - Dara Gray
Scholarship - April Spitzer
Senior Sisterhood - Rebecca Hilberman

Lisa Goldstein
SIkJeshow - Kira Solmon

Melinna Askin
Song - Michelle Arce

Laura Ramm ,

Spirit - Jennifer Gasia V*^

Jennifer Gibbons
Standards - Lisa Thorn

Christa Wek:h
Jessk:a Ho(man

Sunshine - Erika Miller

Mimi Cohen
Towngirl - Andrea Burger

-i

SWEETHEART
5:00PM

ALL LADIES AND PROSPECTIVE RUSHEES
"m WELCOME FOR HEATS AND EATS

^RTY TO FOLLOW 9:30 PM '

^ 0X
2nd ANNUAL

LITTLE SISTER RED ONION FIESTA
Buses leave at 9:30 for the Marina Del Rey

RED ONION
DON'T MISS THIS PARTY...If you weren't there last

year- YOU MISSED OUT. BE THERE!

$t.00 6e&t4^. $2.00 ttuvi^ & cUt t^ ^^<>d *f»u tu€iHt...

Theta Chi 663 Gayley Avenue First on the Row

ana mar jjuests

arc coniialTij invited to tfic

1990 Wfnte 'J(pse Jonnaf

at tfie Sficraton Zlniversat

Saturday, 'feSruanj 24

KA0
ESCAPE THE COLD WEATHER AMD LETS TRAVEL
I SOUTH TO THE PLACE WHERE THE PARTYIMG

^_..^^ DOESNT STOP!
—GRAB YOa'R CGCARACHA'S, AMD PUT ON YOGR
SOMBREROS & BAMDAMAS, AND GET READY FOR

r-- THIS PARTY TaKillya

PRE-PARTY STARTS AT MACHO'S AT 8:30 PM
_._- PARTY BEGINS AT 10:00 PM

^INFVFR ENDS. . .

JUST SAY...YES!
to having a blast with AAA

at

CRIMES & MISDEMEANORS
TONIGHT!

You have the right to...

be at the buses at 9:00 pm
(4 on Gayley. 1 on Hilgard)

Daily Bruin Dassified
f^-." -,
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THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI
FRATERNITY

v_.would like to invite the following girls

to join us Thursday Night- February 22. 1990
at 9:00 for a night you will never forget in selection for the

Red Carnation Court.

Marissa Bennet
Nancy Cutler

Megan Davenport

Christine Fuentes

Jen Gillum

KeUey Graver

Michelle Howard
Sandra Lee

Teri McFarland

Tracey Saenger
Kelly Tipton ,

Holly Winters y

Please be at Theta Chi at 9:00 pm sharp.
Regrets only 208-0186

0X- 663 Gayley- First on the Row

HAD A
TUESI TIlVtE J

If

i

w

AXQ would like to diank the

^
UCLA Rugby Team

i-p-for coming to dinner. We had

» .^ < *

%

a ipT^* a great time meeting you!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AH qualified volunteers may t>e paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Research Subjects 12

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)620-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 1 2 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. (3ental %vork

will be provided (or qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be

paid. Call J\m (213)206-2816.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES. 18 years

arvi older needed for PET SCAN research

project. Will have radioactive material in-

jected for positron imaging of brair\ or heart.

Bloods may be taken. Earn up to $1 25.00 call

825-1118.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,

7-1 1 years r>eeded for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developnr>ental evalua-

tion. (213)825-0392."

Wanted 15

WANTED
W*'ll pay you to k>se up to 29

Rm. in vw n«xt 30 daytt

* No taN&tr

(213>2S1-S—

Lost 17

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed •

Females (Ages 18-35) in relativdy

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

IF YOU WEtE PLAYING •ASKETtML a

IMhfBmitf Elcmcfitary school FrMay, Fcbruvy
2 and aecWtntly pidied up my WHITE IMS
FCSTA WONL SMEATSHNIT, rd IHk it back.

9ENTMCNTAL V/^UEtf IrirY to Dmhf Iruin

Sports omci-112 Kcrckhoff Hall. 825-9651.

LADIES COLO WA1CH. Sentimental value.

Please r«Hir»i for reward. Call LIfta.

(213)2M.MJt.

Sperm Donors 19

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN

THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKIf|

STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPANTS WILL

BE PAID UP TO $40 FOR 4 HOURS.
CALL 213-825^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ASK FOR LARRY.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED. Right handed

snf>okers, ages 21-30, who are low to moderate

users of alcohol and caffeine are needed for an

experiment measuring simple problem-

solving. Smokers must nave snrH>ked at least

one pick of 20 cigarettes per day for at least

the previous year. Subjects will be paid $20.00

for 2Vi hours. Leave niessage for Dr. Micheal

Lyvers at (818)344-3374.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS

INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL

DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.

YOU WILL eE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820^574..

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hyperserHitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

CanrM>t be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with auigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush ^.^3 5.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. Or>e dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-

ter, 2134125-9792.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed (or

UCLA research project. Receive $20 arxi have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)625-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adulto, 16-22 yean
naaded for audiovisual raaearch at UCLA.
SubjecU will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problenw 6
months or more and have received prior

unauccessful treatnf>ent. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain ar>d noise. $100 received upon
completion, ttlj x-rtif rm̂ imd. Contact Mary,
Dtmal OMAI RMearch Centar, 6259792.

EASY MOMEnr
Spsm oonofs imscmg lof

madcal res«aich In

Bcveily Hills. Excellent pay.

Can (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

iSolons 21

NEED WOMAN for hair modeling. Models get

free chemical service. Limited time. Medium
lenth hair. Neda (213)474-9091,
(818)785-8482.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure Pediaire .^^^^X 208-8193 CI
WIS CAYHY AVE. WBgnfVQQO V(LlAGE

K) Hecdtti Services 22 Health Services 22

UCLA School of Medicine

UNIVERSITY OBESITY CENTER
DepqrtcMnt of JMted^^

THE NU'-SUM SYSTEM
s8 week pro0tOM^ topid w&i^tkm for

people wjio wfeh to lose 10-30 lbs.

New gtCMpB starting.

Call immedicftely
206-3760

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lese weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213)28i-7484

We Accept All Vision Care Plans

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHEf^S

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

Alton C.r L(}' :

81 P8f: 1883 ''O"- youf ;

4954 Van Ni/yt Blvd Shirman Oa»s
Recaivi a frai gift V your pr« tcrsen appt

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING CLERK. Assist controller of

Westwood law firm. Key enter CA; process

A/P; filing. Flexible schedule, 8-10 hrs^vk. PC
experience, 50 wpm a must; 10 key helpful.

Kathy (213)824-4800.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT. 15-20 hrsAvk,

pleasant WLA ofTice. Must be reliable, good
with numbers & have computer experience.

$Mv. BellWKathy (213)477-1597.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, flnancIaTser^

vices. Entry level. Comer willshireAnjndy.

Ne«d sdf starter, wordperfect, database man-
agement, organizational skills. $9^, 20 hrs/

week. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

ANSWERING PHONES one day a week.
TuBMiay only. 2-4:30pm. $4.5(Mhr. Non-
wwokW^ oince. (21 3)474-1 SZS.

ASS6TANT needed for law firm in lienlwuod
to fun trrandi, light photo oopytng, antwer

phorws, miscellauicous office duties. Must
Kavc car, $.2SAnile. $6^r lo UMi. Ti^TH.
CaM Gary (213)8206701.

AIHUETC buiH females wHh dwcrleading,

ywwi«tia backgrourxi for video productioni.

SaOQWay. (71 4)b38-05S0.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY HEADING
OOKSI 32j00(yy«ar income potertliai.

OeCatte (I)i02-83e^8ee5 ext. K8050.

AITINTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOMEI 32.000^ income polertfel. DeUils.

0) %02'93^^Ms EMI. T-aoy.

IMVSmiMXIVCR, M-F. 34, SMv le

drive Svita Monica>le¥erV HMk, muM have
(|Mdl car and imuranot. Vl«y wnnwihli.
(213»27S-3>35 day, (21 3)552-4734

P/T Poft emrias im incomt.

artd depreciation far 4-unM apart-

%7 50^ Mail resume to S.K.

1067 Mor^a Dr. LA

CHOCOLATE
Rocky Mntn Chocolate
Fac tory, looking tor

P T workers
824 7464

'^

AVORK IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER'

'^'V of

«ttiitt.2iH-C

Help Wanted 30

CAMPUS REP. Flexible hours, women's per-

sonal safety/defense class, sales skills neces-

sary. Call Emil (213)275-2661. Beverly Hills

Karate Academy.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evening^.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B

(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CUSTOMER SERVKIE REP. P/T. Must have

good people skills and well organized. Sat. till

2:00 a must. Call Dave at 475-1800

EARN MONEY fast and easy stuffing envelopes

at honf>e. For details write to The Advertiser,

Box 401, Seal Beach, CA 90740.

ENTERTAINMENT related company working
for full-tinf>e/part-time sales position. Must be
flexible. Computer & Sales experierKre helpful.

20 hrs./wk. min. $6.50/hr. Kelly
(818)783-1033.

EXTRAS needed for Him and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

"

FOXBASE/ DBASE programmer to work on
MAC-based brokerage client system.
(213)207.4102.

FRONT DESK POSITION, recently renovated

landmark hotel on Ocean Ave. Immediate

start. For upbeat outgoing professional. Call

Nan or Alex 9-6pm. (213)395-9945.

F/T casual senior typist clerk process irwurarKe

claims forms, process patient finarnrial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

'

FULL-TIME Whole salers assistant. Import/

export consumer electronics. Skills: account-

ing, bookkeeping, typing (45wpm), good
phone etiquette important. (213)838-2626.

Salary DOE. Call between 10-3pm, ask for

^8^-

GENERAL OFFKTE. P/T, TV celeb, author

needs reliable person to assist w/office help

and run errands. Call between 9am-
).(2 13)205-0226.

GENERAL OFFKTE- P/T, 4 aftemoonsAMeek.

Salary DOE. Busy and fun WLA chiropractic

office. Call Deborah in AM. (213) 473-4400.

GENERAL OFFKTE- P/T. experience in xerox,

phones, and errands. MorvFri, 2- 5:30,

$4.5Qllv. GaN (213)477-3000.

Sales!!
'^Ctf^tfMA ^Ad^^L^^ft .^k^k.^^cMll grMR C8Sn.

IMIi per tKXir.

WM tor rapktty growing

W6SI Coast Marketing Co.

PT/rrmex hours/

12 tours mtek minumum.

HfiA

ftr S«i F^rrando Vaileyl

cm Wayne
(818)9054104.

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC PUBLIC^
RELATIONS

-'^ at rnajor PR
liiM in Hcllywood

"it opportur^itv

•v^arn & goii \

experior^ce.

Class credit

available.

Call Staci

(113) 659-4400

' \'

'i-.

->
h
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Salon 21 Salon 21 Salon

ANNIVERSARY SALES

ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER
The largest selection of

Hair & Beauty products

& Perfumes
at ;

15%-%25 discount

Manicure $5

Fill $13

Full Set '$20

Haircut (ask for Rick) $10
Free Cellophanes

with Perm or highlights

L

Tel.: (213) 208-3500 10918 Kinross Avenue

V-^

DEE'S HAIR SALON
**We don't just do supercuts...

we do better cuts!"

$10.00 Hair cut SpecialI exp. 4-30-90

5 experienced & top hair designers - 2 manicurists - creative colors & perms - fecials & waxing

473-7664 11052 Santa Monica Blvd

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

, I

United Parcel Service
.•,V

THE

PERMANENT PART-TIME JOBS
—

$8.00 PER HOUR STARTING SALARY

FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE

WORK HOURS TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE

Apply in person:

Monday, February 26, 1 :00pm-3:00pm

3000 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 90023

(near Soto St.)

1201 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 90015

(at the Harbor Freeway)

E.O.E. M/R

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio for

up-coming photo assignments.

'Pro A Non-Pro Male F-emaie

Call (818) 508-8680

CROWN & ANCHOR
British pub on Santa Monica

Pier is gearing for summer team

of employees. We are looi(ing

for young energetic people for

waitstaff, bus people, bartenders

& barbaclcs. Start at $4.25/hr.

V (Dep. on experience)

Hours: 11:00 A.M. - Midnight

394-6385

CRAD STUDENT needs subject age 21 (plus)

for psychological test battery. Results confi-

dential. Will pay. Call Mil<e (81 8)980-0450.

GROWING MANAGEMENT consulting Urm
needs talented assistant to president. Somali

office with room to grow. Need good phone,

wort( perfect, and filing sl(ills. 15-20hrs.

Sa/hr. (213)459-6191.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded mess^t.
Please have pen ready.

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL business paper

seelting: Staff writers. Excellent Japanese writ-

ing skills ar>d legal worlcing status required.

Chal(o, Goto; Also P/T sales clerks. Chako,

Umchara (213)626-5001

JOEY'S GYM FOR CHILDREN in Beverly Hills

teacher's aMistant. MW7H .and weekends

(213)855-0146.

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for summer day camp in WLA. Exper-

ienced with current WSI, ALS, CPR certificates,

Full-tirTM? summer, and/or part-time. May 15

thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent

position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
Ihr-lurKh. Must have own car/lr>surance du-

ties, entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPS/Fed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/Jim at Held/Jones Construction.

(213)825-9914 ($7/hr mileage).

21 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

OFFICE ASST. Architectural Firm, WLA. 20-30

hrsA^. (Mornings preferred). Salary depen-

dent on experierKe. Typing 60 wpm; phones,

Microsoft word, IBM-PC expcr. preferred,

ger^ral office duties. Pleasant & fHofessional

environ. (213)479-4673.

PART-TIME gallery assistant. West Hollywood
gallery. About 15 hrs^vk. Computer skills

required. Resume to: DCD, 15233 Ventura

Blvd, Ste. 611, Shemian Oaks, 91403.

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational in-

stitutions. Some phor^e sales experierxre pre-

ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSISTANTS LA mar-

athon 1-800-247.3435.

PHYSKIAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-

wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316.

PRIVATE PARTIES, P/T weekends, flexible

hours, SS/hr •>• tips. (21 3)670-91 57.

P/T job available to clean offices. Flexible day

hours, need car and be energetic.

(616)785-6336.

P/T or F/T flexible hrs, 8:30-5:00. Close to

school. Study and answer phones. $6.0(Vhf +
commission. Joel, (21 3)841 -4058 _^office,

(213)559-8627 eves.
_____^

PT or FT flexible hrs 8:30-5:00 close to school.

Study-fanswer phones $6/hr+commisslon. Joel

(213)841-6627, eves.

P/T WORK FOR DEVELOPER. Must have car

and insurance. S5-10hrs/wk. (213)470-0033.

RECEPTIONIST. 9-6pm. Century City Ac-

counting Firm. Looking for a bright personable

person. Contact Susan (213)277-3373.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T. Light phones, light filing,

morning or afternoon, excellent opportunity to

study between calls. $5/hr. Bruin Traffic

School. (213)474-6267.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY, F/T, Entertain-

ment business Management firm, Beverly

Hills. Must have word processing skills. Excel

growth oppurtunity. Julie (213)276-2303.

RESEARCHERS NEEDED to collect documents

for land-use studies in LA area. As needed

basis. Write 9HR Environmental, 111

W.Gutierrez, Santa Barbara, CA, 93101.

RESTAURANT HOSTAHOSTESS, M/F, 10-3,

Sat, Sun only. Spangles in Brentwood.

(213)472-3287.

RETAIL CLOTHING STORE SALES. Sunday

1 2-5pm. and Mor>day 10:30-6pm. Brentwood.

Salary •¥ commission. (213)626-4649.

RETAIL SALES F/T and P/F Tuesday thm
Saturday. Wage depends on experierKe.

(213)274-7576, after 10:30 am.

SALES- P/T, 10-5:30, flex. $6/hr -» comm.
Children's furniture store. Personable. Must

like children. F/T possible. (213) 479-4769.

Heather.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full * Part-Um«^^~

^* Flexible Hour* *

•Lots of Work*
* Mep, Women, Students, etc.

Call C213) 453-1817

PUBUCATION ASSISTANT
Natk}nai magazine w/offices in

Brentwood seeks enthusiastic,

team-oriented, non-smoker with

strong communk:ations skills and 1

yr -t- editorial/publications

background. Resppnsibilities include:

press release writing, coordination

w/major ad agencies, market

research, minimal admin, tasks.

PC/wordprocessing skills essential.

Unk^ue, entry-l^el positk>n w/

tremendous opportunity for

advancement, uall Jillian at:

(213) 447-5600.

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available times

for intervievys and othei

pertinent information to

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East:

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

DRIVER. Excellent record, refererKes, non-

smoker, your car. S/hr -»- ^. Children's after

school activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons, Sat.

10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves. (21 3)273-7573.

BfALE MODELS
FOR HOT HEAD, ^TORSO. &

FULL PHYSIQUE
Prlntwork. mads, calendarB. video
Roma Models (213) 874-4656

Private Sessions 'til 11 p.m.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.

We train.. .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable.
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA coi

offices, flexi

corporate
ible hours,

great pay, KQod for

student scnedule.

CaU 478-8238 ext. 201.

FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY!
For a hardworking, responsible

student to work for a
businessman in nearby Beverly

Hills home. Student should
have good social and

organizational skills, some
accounting krK>wledge and

Macintosh computer experience.
Job can be ft or pt to suit

schedule. Living arrangements
can also be arranged. Pay

neoot. Also French speaking a
pTusi Interested call Marit at

(213)662-2755 and leave message.

LAW OFFICE FILE CLERK
Santa Monica

Santa Monica Business
Litigation firm, a small.

busy, close-knit group
needs file clerks (full or

part-time). If you have
excellent organizations

skills, intelligence, and a
sense of humor—we
want to meet you. We

pay better than a
competitive salary and

expect exceptional

performance.

Call Tom Fedorko at

Bostwick & Ackerman, P.C.

(213)395-5372
to set up interview.

Now Accepting

Applications:

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films A commerdfUB.
M typm, 18-SO yn. Earn &xtrB money.

Fun tool Croativ Caathg

(213)466-7319

Santa
MONICA
(DIlfcE

INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - MATH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASST. - ENGLISH

Contact Santa Monica College
(213)452-9321

\

)

cv
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Help Wanted 30 Internships 34 Apt. for Rent

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

. soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun, fresh, and lively team

and help to make our first of many
"Dole" Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

••••••••••••••
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
*
•

Valet Parkers!!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.I*
Clean DMV printout

'^

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•

•

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment

in India FULLY SPONSORFD by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-

cated, Judaica oriented male from mid-late

20^$. Sept 9(VMarch 91 . If interested please

contact David (213)556-8826.

MAGAZINE PUBLISHING paid internship.

Publisher of a magazine startup in LA seeks

asst. for advertising circulation »nd administra-

tive work. Learn the business. Typing and

computer skills essential. Hours flexible. Com-
pemation competitive. Send resunr>e to: Susan

Gates, Buzz Magazine, 1 5000 Mulholland, LA
90077.

VOLUNTEER internships available thru the

urban intern program. Call Laura for more

Information. (213)208-6869.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER wanted for 9 mo. old girl. M-TH
9-3. Call Marian (213)206-1193 (days),

(213)826-9559 (eves.)

EXPERIENCED, energetic, loving sitter for

young child. RefererKes requested. Studio City
«

area. (818)985-5600.

PT BABYSITTER, Pacific Palisades, four

aftemoon^«vk, about 20 hours, own car.

Referencet. $5r$6/hr. (213)454-4726.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, larg^

1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6 rrxMith

lease okay. (213)477-7237.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-bath

•f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.

BEVERLYWOOD. $500/mo, Garage apart-

nrtent, 2 rooms -t- bath, upstairs, fireplace, full

balcony. Melanle (213)839-8882.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO LJCLA? The

faculty housing office has 1 , 2, ar>d 3 bedroom
apartmens available for LCLA faculty, visiting

scholars, and post-doctoratal candidates (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1165 per

month. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3085

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 bd. 2 bd 4 den, 1 bd * loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded niessage 8j8-9781

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or

private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northrklge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Northridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

652 Veteran Ave.
$600/mo. & up

singles and 1- and 2-bedrooms

Move-in allowance
(213)208-3690 (818)709-4284

VI/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator"dishwasher-

huge closet"

•controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

••••••••••*•*•
SECRETARIAL help. P/T for small medical-

legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)854-0999.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs

full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

_pool i day^weck^ transport 1 1 -year-old to

after school lessons, and help with homework.
Hours 3:30-7pm TTH, hours on Friday an

aption. $6.50A»r + mileage, expenses. Car

required. Family lives in Sherman Oaks. Camp
couseling or babysitting experience a plus.

Call leanne at (213)785-0515.

STUDENT WANTED to drive afternoon car-

pool 2 days/week, transport 1 1 -year old girl to

after school lessons and help with homework.

Hours: 3:30-7pm. TTh, hours on Friday and

option. $6.5G^r plus mileage, expenses. Car

required. Famly lines in Sherman Oaks. Camp
counseling or babysitting experience a plus.

Call leane at (213)785-0515.

SUMMER DAY CAMP located in WLA is

looking for responsible caring and energetic

camp. Counselors who have xpcrience work-

ing with children ages 4-14. (213)472-7474.

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

ar>d suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive management training. Av-

erage summer earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for nr>ore

Info. __»_
TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST, P/T (20 or more

hr^wk.), $7-$1(]^r. Engineering students pre-

fen^ed. Santa Monica. (213)450-1452.

TYPIST, part-tinr>e, 10-20 hn/wk. Transporta-

tion to office 3x/wk. Use own printer and word

processor. Excellent salary. Sharon

(213)278-2207.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-'bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

balconies —

-

•Fireplaces

^Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

•Staircase to private

bedrooms

•Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300

All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

Westv\rood
Small %. custom single sleep-

ing loft. Skylight. Carport.

$585/mo. Large 1 bdrm. Hcird-

wood floors, bay windows.
Garage. Charming 5-plex.

$950/mo. (213)854-0146

Job Opportunities 32

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

AMERICAN-English is your mother tongue.

Come and join our team. Teach your language

lo French business people. And be their guide

to Lm Angeles $1 S.OtVhr for more details call

Itabelle and Xavier (213)475-2527
Fax:(213)474-0520.

,

ATTENTION-HIR1NC! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885

Ext R 8050.
^

LEARN how to become a record promoter In

the music industry. Training program rinally

available. Call recorded message
(818)360-7004.

MARKETING RESEARCH INTERVIENVERS

FOR QUESTIONAIRES AT MOVIE THEATERS.

fftlDAY AND SATURBAY 5-9PM. S7/HR

dOUG (213)461-4048.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, P/T Computer as-

sisted spoken and written language learning.

$10 SISAir. 5-10 hn^vk. Call Laura Myers

(213)394-5626.

SECRfTARYAXFICE MANAGER. Ft/pl. High-

tech company, erHrepreneurial working erwl-

ronment, PC experience requirtd.

(213)216-9100.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave,

4770858

tiA Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $595, 2-bedroom $795.

Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.
^

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,

central a/c, parking, new building.

(213)839-4585.

PALMS. 2-bedroom 1 1/2 bath, $785. Pool,

parking, laundry, appliances. No pets. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single $55(Vnr>o. and up. 1-bdrm

$675/nH>.-$75(Vmo. Special $400 discount on

first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,

excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated

parking. (213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3.bed/3-balh townhouse,

attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

UCLA UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS FOR
RENTI! Must be full-tin>e, single student. Fully

furnished, short walk to campus. Call

(213)825-2293 or (213)825-8496.

WALK TQ SCHOOL. Large private room and

bath, small kitchen, verf practical, $45Q/mo,

5-months lease or more. 633 Gayley.

(213)208-5920.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/1 bath.

1 block from UCLA. AK, heat, parking. 445

Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. UP TO ONE MONTH FRE|

BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, REFRIDCERATOR,
WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL
AIR, GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.

(213)206-8685.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath. spacious,Jacuzzi
gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520 Kelton.

(213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD. $143QAtm>. 2-bed, 2 blocks

from UCLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)208-6020.

WESTWOOO/VETERAN. $1000. Deluxe

1 -bedroom view. All an>enittes, security build-

ing. Parking. Must see. (213)208 8765

ext. 1606, 013)837-8337.

WESTWOOD. $120QAn«. Large 2-bdrm/

2-bath. Top Adot. Oiihwakm, VC. 2 bako-

nies. 1601 Vv^an. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD StSO. 1-b«d. Includes pafking,

dishwasher, diy bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479 1202.

49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY

e:
HOUSING

I

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST IVIDs, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814

FOR MORE INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL:

837-1373

ROSE AVENUE APARTMEtUS
±±130 & ±±±40 ROSE AVENUE

(Sir\gle Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876

Apartment Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

CLsASSIFIEiD

AbVErRTISING
825-222i

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Parochial

6 Fad
10 Drive in

14 Maniple
15 Syria, once

-46 Jai

57 Word of mouth
58 To t>e: Lat.

59 Place
60 Insect stage
61 Elk's kin

62 Vegetables
63 0t>struct

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

17 Seaweeds
18 Buttercup's

kin

20 Fodder
21 Dawn liquor

22 Horatio —
23 Entrance
25 Mom and pop
27 Throbbing
30 Cruelty

31 Hag
32 Ezio —
33 Gulp down
36 Short —
37 Protrude
38 Pony up
39 Reflux

40 Barriers

41 Stunt
42 Annually
44 Understands
45 Deports
47 Community
48 Stein subject
49 West of Ont.

50 Bro. and dau.

54 Tartar

derivatives

DOWN
1 Lounge
2 Fillet: her.

3 Enclosure
4 — lamp
5 Light-Horse

Harry —
6 Fast car

7 Queued up
8 Female
9 Large bird

10 Furniture

11 Arrangements
of groups

12 Frertch artist

13 Pillars

19 'Ave — ••

21 Andiron
24 Whole
25 Spasms
26 Hand tool

27 Israeli city

28 Manger
29 Child's toy
30 Foolish

32 Draws
34 Expectant
35 Private eyee

37 Divulge
38 Word games
40 Flutter

41 "A " of

"ETA"
43 Time of year
44 Weapon
45 Lessened
46 Cancel

47 Bottoms
49 After: pref.

51 He was: Lat.

52 Trademark
53 Slush

55 Reptile

56 Link

57 Mixed type

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 ^H21 22

^^^^H23 24 25 26 ^
27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

36

40

37 38

39

44

41

^^H42 43 Hj
45 46 47

f

^^^j^ , > ^^^^^^B

48 E9
49

i
60 51 52 53

54 56 SP

56

1
5f 60

61 62 63

K^'
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ever looked in the classified
section for a specific service.
prodOct. or opportunity. . .

only to find that it isnt there?

The DAILY BRUIN is here to serve
YOU, so when we aren't fulfilling your

needs, we need to know.

If you have any suggestions as to

what ads DAILY BRUIN Classified

should carry to better serve YOU,
our readers, then let us know by

filling out the form below and
dropping it off at the BRUIN office:

112 Kerckhoff Hall (or call 025-2221)

s
\

\
\
S
>

flame

Phone (Optional)

s
\
\
\
s
s
\
\

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
S
\
S
N

S
\
\
S
S
\
S
\
\
s

In order to better serve my needs, the

DAILY BRUIN could provide the following

service, product, opportunity, etc.:

( please be specific)

THANKS! Please drop this form off at 112 Kerckhoff Hall

between 9am and 4pm. If you have any questions, please

CALL 825-2221

iiPl^ASSIFIE>D

At)VB?ilfilNG
825-2221

ApartnMnls for tmrt 49 ApcNhfnerY^$ Furnished 50

WESTWOODAillCAROE $1495 Deluxe
new 2-be<V2-bath, 2 pvkir^ spaces, washer/
dryer in unit (213)206^765 exi. 1606,
(213)8376337.

WESTWCX30 $129(V$139Cymo. Spacious
2-bdrnV2-bath. Lblock (ram UCLA. Balcony,

pow A jacuzii on roo(, ptking, security

building, park view. Open everyday.
(213)477-5106. _^
WLA, Large tunny 1-bdrm aparlmcnt,
unfurnished, nki§trmm and stove. Across

street fron>VA bus S6«0. 477-5811.

ZERO MILES to canf^us. $335/mo One
bedroom, kitchen, cilrfe, and parking avail-

able. (213)824.1616 ILetf)

Apartmentt Furnished 50

BRENTWOOD
kal family home. T

$60(ymo (213)4

Very quiet. Med-
ooly, non-smoker,

evenings.

PALMS, l-kedroom. $665, utilities included,

pool, laimdry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(21 3)559-1467.

VENICE tingle $65Q^mo. Private kitchen and

bath. Share laur>dry, garden and tirepiace.

Non-smoker. Walk to beach and gym. Frar>k

(213)399-9206.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, l-bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pod, short walk to campus.

11070 Stfathmore. (213)206-3326.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$695, 1-BORM, 1242 Barry Av Close to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

$695, 1 -bedroom, 1 242 tarry. Close to UCLA.
Walk to market/ but. Off Wilshire.

(211)39S-2903.

Apts. Unfurnished

BEVERLY HILLS, adjacent. <>jiet, large l-bed-

room, near bus, full kitchen, bath. $625/mo.
(213)470-1640 (evenings, weekends).

VENICE BEACH, $750, huge 1-bdrm, secure

upper, hardvMxxl floors, r>o pets. Parking! 24

Brooks Ave. (213)306-0988.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700. Spa-

cious 2-be<Vl % -bath, hardwood floors, flre-

pla«^ard^»h«ydryerM213)83^840.

Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Share 54

BEVERLY HILLS. $500/mo. Large, fabulous

2-bed/1 'A -bath. Own room (furnished or un-

furnished) Near Wilshire. (213)476-9555
(David).

GRADUATE STUDENT seeking roommate.
Own room-partitioned. Available March 1st.

Living room $275/mo. Walking distance.

(213)208-5965

WLA.'< $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroorr>/ 1 -bath furnished apartment. Non-
smoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204-4070, (213)473-2286.

House for Rent 56

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.

(213)839-3006. „,

WLA BEST LOCATION, 3-bed/2-bath. Excel-

lent condition plus indepervJant guest house.

$230(VWk> (213)395-5509, (213)4^9433.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

[3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

[central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
[•10-15 mln. from

—

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Shore 57

KVF ROOMMATE needed to share 3-bedroonV
IVi -bath. Culver City house. Clean, comfbrt-

able, fireplace. $45(ymo. (213)390-9571.

PKZCVDOHENY. Guest house, fully furnished.

Private entrance. $675. (213)271-7760.

SMALL GUESTHOUSE in Beverly Glen Ca-
nyon, $600 includes utilities, 2.5 miles fronn

UCLA. Separate entrance. Patio, V^/D. Quaint
single with full kitchen facilities ar^d separate

bath. Excellent for one person, r>on-smokcr.

(213)47S-0281.

House for Sole 58

CUSTOM HOME 4.bdrnVlVi -bath on fabul-

ous 60 X 196' lot. Double garage plus wwk-
shop. Westchester. $405,000. Cir>dy (agent)

(213)215-3473.

NEAR NATIONAL/ SAWTELLE,
3-bcdroonVl '/« -bath, pool, huge family room,

spacious kitchen, beautiful area. $559,000.

Cindy, agt, (213)215-3473.

Houslr>g Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer rental.

FurnishecV unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

FEMALE WRITER middle aged wants work
(cook, etc.), exchange room or guesthouse.

Call Marlene (213)e3S-17Se 6pm-Bpm.

CODARD FAN. Needs piace/shart.

$35(Vobo. (213)859-4669.

52 Housing Needed
HOUSE SITTING or share needed beginning

March for AGSM alumni. RefererKCS avail-

able. Call Qna (301)764-3976.

HCXJSII^ NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visitirtg L.A. WLA
prefefTed. (213)691-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law

students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5060.

^ Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-

sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE/driving for two boys. Flexible

hours. Live in separate single. Couple ok.

(213)935-5305(H), (213)657-4670 (w),

Lauren.
*

HANCOCK PARK. Free roonVboard in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.

Mon- Fri afternoor>s, evenings. Experierx:e-

references. (213)937-4760.

LIVE-IN with salary for babysitting and car-

pooling of two school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

ROONVBOARD in condo in Santa Monica.

Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,

helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

$275, MALE PREFERRED, large bedroom,

3/4-bath, in beautiful home in exchange for

light househokl chores. Must drive and type.

(213)556-0551.

V«TWOOD near UCLA, Century City. Furn-

ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$360 ind. utilities. (213)474-0488.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, 2-1-2 spacious apartment,

share room, responsible female, security build-

ing, parking, fireplace. $300/month.
(213)476-8182

CONVENIENT— University Apartments/
female/$265. Free shuttle to school 2

bcd/2bth. Pool, parking, washer. Rhonda
(213)391-4004.

^___
FEMALE -new WLA townhouse, bright 2+2,

amenities, 3-5 miles from LJCLA. Easygoing

roommates. $293 (213)261-9595.

FEMALE needed to find apartment with

another female in local area, around
$50(Vpcrson. Days (213)208-0784.

FEMALE roomate wanted, $255/mo. for a
furnished one bedroom apartment in West-

wood (818)790-2185.

LUXURY: own master bedroonVbathroom,
2-bedroom, by LACAM. 3rd ar>d La Brea.

Open-minded, $600 -f deposit, furnished.

(213)935-5800.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. SSOQ/rrx).

(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

NEED 1 or 2 people to shaf=e 2-bd/ 2-bth apt on
Wellworth. Deck, spa. $650. (213)312-0816.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.

$548. (213)839-7104.

UCLA ADJACENT. Share 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Parking, an>cnities. $459/ea (negoti-

able). One month deposit. Nonsmokers.
(213)208-2975. ASAP.

WESTWOOD, 1/8 mile to Ua\ Great view,

large apartment, $367.5(ymo., Share room,

security, parking (213)824-0269.

WLA. $475.00. Spacious private room with

bath, balcony, secure carport. Available 1/1.

Oliver (213)476-5360 . ^V

Sublet 66

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students
this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

if you are interested in

subletting your famished
apartment any time from

May to Au9ust. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

60 Housing Needed 60

WLA- be<ibath in 2-i>2 tOMmhouse', $506 or

share- $300. Close to campus! (213)

479-21 26.

WLA. Share 2-bedroonV 2-bath. Nice room
with private bath. New security complex.

Available now. $597 •»% utltitiet.

(213)447-1395.

Sublet 66

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartments receded for 2-3 months. Approx.

May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to Auoust. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/
house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

Condos for Sole 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-beci/2-bath unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitcheh/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed -t- den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-1637.

Flying/Poractiutlng 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (816)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving advcntures,_

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Ctiild Core 90

CHILDCARE PROVIDER - Mature student,

CPR trained, mother. Westside. Refs. Evenings

and weekends. Call Laurie (213)397-8577.

LOS FELIZ area. Experienced English speaking

babysitter. Flexible hours. Local refererKes.

Shelly (213)661-9641.

RESPONSIBLE, caring person to babysit your

children nights^^eekerids in Westside. Local

references. Kristin (213)820-5565.

Insurance 91

HATL AUTO INSURANCf

••••••••••••••*••*

If

jf

Auto/Hom«/Comm«rciai
WMtwood/Wi4shir3 Offk:*

312-0202
1317 W«st%vood Blvd
(2 biks So ol Wilfthire) 4

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcyclet
No InsurancaA^ancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accident^
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

~A : *
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OREGON
From page 52

year-old building is also known),

was picked to finish last in the

conference but has surprised the

experts.

The Ehjcks are led by redshirt

sophomore guard Terrell Brandon
(17.2 ppg. 6.0 apg) and senior

forward Keith Reynolds (15.0, 4.4

rpg). In UCLA*s 79-62 blowout of

Oregon in Pauley on Feb. 25,

Brandon had 19 points and sU
assists.

The Ducks* other projected

starters include freshman forward

Bob Fife (4.6, 3.5), junior center

Richard Lucas (10.8, 8.1) and
junior guard Kevin Mixon (12.6).

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213)820-4839.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-mi 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Exarrple: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21 , male under 25,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

CaU now (213) 477-7061

or 476-8355

Money to Loan 93

UP TO $100,000 cash. Grants/loans for new
businesses. Get the facts. Call 1 -800-926-8447

ext. CI 179.

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierxied, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657. .

MOVING call (21 3)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under Sl^.jNo
minimum, 26ft. truck. v, y\

Xlk'iUKMi loiciiin sludciUs

and tacullyl

vioviNCi ()Vi:rsi:as?

Call WMS International

Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Services Offered 96

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubiecte. TheMs/DiMeiUtiont,

PiopoMb and Book*. Fo«MF» S»ttdanu

WelcomTshaion Bear, PhD. (il3) 470-66«.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY bookshelves, closet

organiiers, furniture, space saving designs.

Student rales. Tom (21.3).301 6627.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am 5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

confulUnI/ autfttor. M.AV journalism. Dick

(213)208 4353.

Services Offered 96 Typing

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123. ^^^
EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor who can present the

material in a comprehensil^le manner. Call

(818)905-9260. Ask for David.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Malh tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Annc(21 3)859-2293,

leave message.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED
Free pick-up »nd delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable

rates. |oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Scpulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0258.

IBM WORDPROCESSINC. Fast friendly ser-

vice specializing in manuscripts, term papers,

transcriptions. Reasonable rates. WLA
(213)452-7726.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24

hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call A)
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trar^scriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888.

TUTORING
All subjects pkjs LSAT,6MAT,

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od.lWjeogue grads. Stamford Prep
(213)271-5181.

One Day Word Processing

ami/or Editing

Over 25 y«an experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems

and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Pontical Science.

Bill Dclaney 207-5021

Tutoring Needed 99
Music Lessons 102

ENGLISH and Spanish tutor for ninth grader, at

home. SKVhr. Call evenings (213)559-4237.

Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, busir^ess

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

LaserprirUer. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)4721999.

ACADEMIC Business, Professional. Word
Processin^Desk Publishing/ScarVFac. From
copy or transaction. Lyndell. (213)827-3586.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.'

Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most cor>scientious, ex-

perierKed, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi^doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -t- profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia. (213)278-0388.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clUbs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near

UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (21 3)287-2785.

Travel 105

Travel 105

THE FANTASTIC
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
Then, the picturesque

Andean city of Quito,

world's hianest active

volcano, colorful Otavalo

marKet, etc. Amazonia
optional.

"

June 19-July 1

From $2296-
Individual tours available

Call EVA'S TOURS
(213) 540-9532

TWO ROUNDTRIP BRITRAIL

TRAIN PASSES IN BRITAIN AND
TWO ROUNDTRIP EURAIL PASSES

PLUS

MUCH
MUCH .

BaOE
^TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 27
I0AM-3PM
ACKERAAAN
GRAND

BAllROOM

ENX>Y LUNCH AT TW

fSTmsi

c^
SPONSO«EDBY

ASUCLA Tra^ S«(v(c«

A-t«w8l Ackamon Union

^SUd^r ondlheENpoCenlw

X .*V^U " mV-^Wi^

100 Travel 105 Auto Repair 110

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689. From
LAX including airfare, hotel, (8day^7nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much more! Sels out

every year so call Nowt 1-800-331-3136.

Travel Tickets 106

BRITISH Airways ticket. Business class. Leave

till March 14. LAX, London, Zurich or^ way.
Best offer. (213)208-1409.

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest- 3/18/90,

$295. Call Peter (213)208-5957.

SKIERS-DIRECT TO SUN VALLEY. Saturday
Saturday. Choice of dates. Price negotiable. i3

tickets. (213)284-8771. Bruce Vann.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

Autos for Sale 109 Motorcycles for Sale 114

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Black, tan leather

interior, clean, sharp. $3995/obo.
Day(2 13)473-8899, Eves(805)297-331 1

.

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA. 4-door, auto cas-

sette, 96k miles, spotless maintenance record.

Original owner. $3200/obo. Evenings
(213)395.5758.

1 986 lEEP GRAND WAGONEER. Immaculate,

dark blue, 36,000 miles, $p900.
(213)937-7799 private party.

.

'79 CHEVY BLAZER K5 2-wheel drive, loaded,

$4850. (213)937-7799 private party.

88 SUBARU JUSTY DL, 5-speed, a/c, 9,000
•
miles. $3700. (213)479-0203. _^
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-

CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Ext.A 8050.

DATSUN B210 1 977. Clean, reliable transpor-

tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$90Q^obo. Call (213)454-2769.

HONDA ACCORD, 1977 5-speed, original

owner, a/c, new paint, runs great. $1 200 obo.

(213)473-2928.

HONDA PRELUDE SI '86. 24k. 5-speed, a/c,

power steering/wirxiow^sunroof. White, gray

interior. Perfect condition. $9999.
(313)46a7525.

MAZDA RX7, 1984. Great condition, cherry

red, S-speed. 84k miles^ $4800. Larry

(213)278-6610.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $600(Vobo, silver,

excellent corxiition, AM/FM, cassette, A/C,

alarm. (213)474-1106. •

MERCURY LYNX L WAGON, 1984, 46,000
miles, excellent condition, $3000.
(213)208-5370.

PLYMOUTH RELIANT 1987. White, automa-
tic, M:, PS,PB, 80k. Good condition. $2700,
must sell. (213)820-7398. • '

PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1 987, red and excel-

lent condition, $2900. Call (213)208-1248.

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 198a SUOO/obo. T-top,

65k miles, new tires, no rust, small dent.

(213)825-6838.

SUPER BEETLE- Convertible, 1972, $4,500.

Like new, exceptional, white, black top, alarm,

many extras. Must see. (213) 206-7625.

TOYOTA CELICA- 1980, 5-speed, sunroof,

AM/FhA cassette, new transmission, excellent

engine. $1,650. Leave message.
(213)372-4433.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1978, 4.door. New
transmission, battery, good tires, 1-yr old

paint. (213)661-9475, A.M. or eves.

TOYOTA COROLLA, 1980 4-door, excellent

condition, automatic, $3000. (213)275-3485.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1979, 5-speed. air, sunroof,

AM/FhA stereo, power steering, power win-

dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000, great condition. Must
. (213)477-2933.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

paper.

1982 HONDA 500 for $700. Good engine

condition. Call (213)453-9541.

1984uHONDA 200XLR. Super deal, call and
leave message $850. (213)824-4965.

Scooters 119

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1600, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gas mileag^aesthetic

condition. (213)824-3655.

VW RABBIT CONVERTIBLE 1984 Red, auto

trans, pull-out stereo, like new, 51k miles.

Faculty family-owned, $6950 James
(213)825-5572; (213)455-2720.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. .5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm,perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT 1978, sunroof, good condition.

$1350. (213)208-1409.

1985 HONDA ELITE 250, runs great, freeway

legal, $1100 with helmet. (213)278-3901.

1986 HONDA AERO 50. Low miles, gpod
condition. $450. Call WADE (213)824-5697.

1987 ELITE 150 stereo, windshield, trunk,

alarm. Runs great, just tuned. New tires.

J30Q/obo. Steve (213)472-4721. ^
1987 HONDA ELITE 80, 600 Miles under

warrentee until, 10/90. just tuned, helmet and

lock included. $1300 obo. Call Brian

459-5947.

1988 ELITE 80. Red, brand new. Must sell.

1984 Riva 200Z, black, 3500 miles.

(213)824-5311.

'87 YAMAHA RAZZ, $495 OBO. low mileage,

good condition, Ketli 208-9066.

ELITE 50 1988, Less than 500 miles. $650
(213)471-6446. _^_^
HONDA ELITE 1 50 1 985. Electric blue, excel-

lent condition with helmet and trunk. $900.

Tony (213)939-5609.

HONDA ELITE, almost brand new. Never
used. $1200 or take over payment.
(818)345-8581.

;

HONDA ELITE 50, '87. Good condition. Lock
and battery recharge included. $350. Call

(818)781-8608. Leave rrwssage.

ELECTIRC CLOTHES DRYER- Like new. $100.

(213)559-7190.

Furniture 126

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$75/obo. Compact student desk, wood, good
condition, $25/obo. (213)204-1644.

LIQUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;

chest, $85; others. (213)393-2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

MOVING SALE. Beds, Couches, Dining Table

w/4 Chairs, Desk, Dresser, etc. Call Keri

9:00-5:00pm, (213)209-7685.

OAK DRAFTING TABLE, 1930*^ use as regu-

lar table. Excellent decorator item, $400.

(213)399-1965, (213)825-8719.

REFRIGERATOR. 1 -year-old. Like new. Large,

wtih freezer, $350 new. $15Q/obo. Quality

buy (213)641-2488.

Garage Sales 127

APARTMENT MOVING SALE. Living room,

bedroom furniture. Tables, stools, TV. Satur-

day, Sunday 7am-4pm 1 020 Barrington ave #1

Brentwood.

MOVING OUT sale. All you need to furnish

your apartment. Computer/bicycle, great

price. (213)208-4632.

GRAPHK: MONORAIL 4X5, EKTAR 203mm
7.7 Kodak Carousel 550. Auto, remote, timer,

5-inch. $225. (818)341-1608.

Musical Instrunnents 129

LARGE 1 2-piece Rogers and Slingerland drum
set. $900/obo. (213)444-6516/
(213)207-4102.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

ROSSINGNOL 4G skis. 203cm. Brand new.
Retail around $400. Only $225
(213)208-8597 Paul.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM XT CLONE, monitor, extended key board-

•DOS 2 0, Word Star. $575. (213)939-2328.

LAPTOP Tandy 600. Originally $1600, barely

used. Must sell, $400/obo. 3'A * disk.

(213)447-0373, Dan.

MACINTOSH 512 KE, internal lO-mcgaL/t;
hard drive, with desk and software. $750/oM.
(213)444-6516/ (213)207-4102.

MITSUBISHI Laptop, 40 MB hard disc, 2400
modem, software, never used, $2300.
(213)478-6380.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM. Hyundai
Blue Chip, IBM clor>e. 51 2K memory. Two
floppy disk drives. 1 2 inch monitor. Runs all

IBM programs. Citizen 1 20D printer.

$60G/obo. (213)559-7190.

'A-i
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING;

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER C1\1L ^S^ CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BCTWEEN IE CCKTE & WEYBURN)

BUY
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. I.D. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^uBiuny*^
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
EXP. 3/13/90

Here are a

the excuses you
need to eat out.

VALID EVraYDAY

a

e
oe

9!

O

SIRUON STEAK $5.99
IHCa.UDES ALL-YOU-CAH-EAT FRESH FRUrr

ll SALAD BAR
Served with cheese toast and choice of potato.

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

PARTYNOW THRU: 3/4/90

Sizzler

s

i

_ urdOod only: -
. -^

at SizzUr-Westwood Village
922 Goyley Ave.

---J£hS72?---coupoN---------

STEAK & HIBACHI
CHICKEN $6.99

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
Ik SALAD BAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

PARTY NOW THRU: 3/4/90

---1

i at
9

Olier good only:
Sizzler-WMtwood Village

922 Gayley Ave.

^iZ% COUPON-

Sizzler

«7

,V I 4tEEE -ll

viTK rne ruRcHASe

or Arrr dl'^CteH

T15150NLT3*»

294-1 MADC S^.. SANTA MOKICA,CAl 90I05-396-4-I25

PCHOUSE
11275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 478-4136

80 DATA 12 MHz AT System
- IM Bytes Memory, Wait State

' FD/HD Controller wl1.2 MB Dtive

' At Case w/ Speed Display ait^ 2001V Power Supply

- 2 Serials, I Parallel aiid 1 Gatnes Ports

'Video Card and Monitor

- 101 Click Keyboard

;

MONO $ 679.°^ EGA $ 965.^® VGA $ 995.00

80 DATA 386 SX System
- IM Bytes Memory, Wait Slate

- 1:1 Interleaved FD/HD Controller w/L2 MP Dtive

- Mini case/Keylock/Reset /Speed Display

- 2 Serials, 1 Parallel and 1 Games Ports

' Video Card and Monitor
- 101 Click Keyboard

MONO $950.°° EGA $1215.°° VGA $1245.00

SHOWCASE WEST
Our QuaBtyand Prices Are the Best in LAIAnd We Can Prove Itl

Also:

• OAK
• TEAK
• PINE
• WALNUT
&

• PILLOWS
• COVERS

y
FUTON

FRAME

Wnh this ad only!

(LMITTEO TO STOCK ON HAND)

S h ow n :
*^ 39^"*-*- SIZE

280^ MAIN STREET. SANTA MONICA
213 • 392 • 9944

OPEN 7 DAYS • CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS

PEN
From page 47

a mark to call his own, "I've

been blessed with some excel-

lent teammates, and we have
had some great team efforts/*

he said, "but now I have a

new conHdence— the confi-

dence of having done sonrie-

thing all by myself.**

Now, records aren*t the only
thing that makds a UCLA
quarter-mile something spe-

cial— there's also this golden

hue to the program.

Most of that is due to the

performance of Lewis in the

Seoul Olympics when the

then- 19 year-old sophomore
upset both Reynolds and
Everett in the 400 meter final.

Everett got the bronze, then

added a gold of his own, and
Lewis picked up yet another,

in that 4x400 relay fmal.

But the shiny medals and
accolades don*t quite end there.

Moving over to a 400 meter

race with a little twist— the

400 Intermediate Hurdles— and
the beat just
continues without a glitch. 4v

First across the finish line in

Seoul was a certain Andre
Phillips— and a check of his

bachelors will note those four

letters—^UCLA embossed on
the sheepskin.

Two years later, Phillips is

still ranked amongst the lop

hurdlers in the world, but on
top of the list he is not. That
honor belongs to Kevin Young,
who graduated in 1988 from,

well, that should be obvious by
now.

Needless to say, there is a

tradition here.

"John Smith has instilled the

art of sprinting here, and that*s

exactly what it is,** said head
coach Bob Larsen. "You just

don*t go out there, lace up
your track shoes, and run the

race.
n

"I don*t want to put any
pressure on the incoming peo-
ple,** added Everett, "but

UCLA has a pattern— a lot xslir

success has come from the

people who have run the 400.**-

And shoppers, that success

should be something one can
bank on.

UCLA SPORTS INFO

John Smith—now the t)est

400 meter coach—owns the

440-yard world record.
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faces across the nation this spring,

as superstar teammate Sedwick
will be joining her. Last season

Kersee took a gamble in changing
his multiple-event Ail-American

into an heptathlete. At first, Sed-
wick was reluctant, to say the least,

about her newest team chores.

But after being coached by
world-record holder Joyner-
Kersee and husband, Sedwick won
the event at the Pac-10 meet, and
placed third at NCAAs with a

career-best score (5,765). You
could say that the gamble paid off.

Kersee will also use Sedwick as

one of his lead hurdlers, sprinters

and relay legs.

The third essential ingredient in

Kersee*s goulash is Millett, who
may be the toughest all-around

weight event competitor in the

nation. Millett, an All-American in

both of her UCLA seasons, leads

one of the strongest weight crews
in the nation. She placed third in

the discus (180-5) last year for the

second time in a row, while placing

10th in the javelin (172-11) and
12th in the shot put (49-9).

Redshirt freshman Christy Ward
should also score big in the weight

events.

But while Milieu, Vickers and
Sedwick will carry the Inilk of the

load for the Bruins, Kersee will

look to other standouts to contri-

bute to the team's high hopes.

Junior sprinter Caryl Smith should

again lead an impressive sprint

squad. Smith, who specializes in.-

the 100 (11.35) and 200 (23.9),

should also see time in the relays.

Last year. Smith beat an impress-

ive field in the Pac-10 meet up at

Palo Alto for the 100-meter crown.

This year, though. Smith could

be pressed by more than just other

conference opponents. Now, for-

mer Oxnard High School star

Angela Bumham—the top high

school track athlete the past two
years—will be suiting up to create

havoc for opposing sprinters.

Bumham was the national prep

100-meter (11.52) and 200-meter

^3.49) leader last year. FeUow
frosh Andrea Lee will add depth to

the sprint events, owning bests of

11.92 in the 100 and 24.02 in the

200-meter event
And while Kersee*s ^sprinters

should tally up impressive point

totals, don*t be surprised if the

distance runners also contribute

heavily. With senior middle dis-

tancers Laura Chapel and Julie

Johnson, along with long distancer

Laurie Chapman, the Bruins score

some much-needed points in the

key meets.

Jumping right along, Sedwick
should lead the Bruins in the long

jump once again, as she is the

defending Pac-10 champion (20-7

3/4). Brown is also high on
freshman Althea Mosses (40-9 3/

4) in the triple jump.

T̂he Daily Bruin

is printed on
1 00% recycled

paper.

SPECIAL Free spon Fiyer

OFFER Ji^'sl lor coming by!'

CDESTCPOOP
Chess • Monopoly • go • Dungeons & Dragons

Puzzles • poker chips • miniatures • Trivial

Pusuit •wargames • Chinese chess
and much, much more !

We're the Biggest nttie Game store in Town !

G0906 Le Conte, Westwood
824-1128 ]

THEM
WITH YOUR

SMILE"
Davis Paneshrad DPS

UCLA Graduate *

Advanced Cosmetic Dentistry
Complete General Dentistry

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
*X-Rays, Examination and Consultation

ONLY $10.00
* Bleaching for whiter teeth

ONLY $148.00 per arch

EMERGENCY APPOINTMENTS ACCEPTED

open 1 1am to 7pm daily I * whUe supplies last

'^;i!SSf" *# #-O #WO Headphones
118S0 WlUhir. Blvd. Suit. 101 West LA. (B.twMn Barrington & Bundy)

Servina Hiaher Education for 15 Years

open early

open late ^
open 7 days

_ ^

quality

^UCLA

475-0780

1880 VVest^v-ood Blvd.

1896 Westwood Blvd.

Low Prices

No Minimurns

Overflow Contraas
Fast Service

Binding ^^^
Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy I>ettenng'

Free Parking In Rear

Word Procesing (and graphics)

Macintosh &: Typewriter Rentals

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTAQ LENSES

$49/pair
B8L, WJ

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L. Ciba, CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
ll

mouda eye earn. Giaei tar dunoc or retOfXi.

I| Oca tn9»«iMn omad ue cfaa

ll
or fumac Mrvs n> ftancs rram <u -pecai

|l frieOMn m om. pn mi c^

SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair*
ML. W-J Coopv Hydrocurv0

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

WANNA MAKE YOUR
BROWN EYES BLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

ALSO AVALABLE MfTNOL/T RX

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RK3HT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES /NND EYEWEAR

Pick-up & Delivery:

Canon Q)lor Laser Copies I

SANTA MONICA 452-103^ MEDf-CAC BEVERLY HILLS 274^653
|« ocean PM n me Ujcly Shopping Certtr) AL_L.br I bU 1 1 t/2 Mc S of PICO|

WE MAM. AT OUR EVERYDAY
VBA/lwlASTEHCARD LOW. LOW PRICES

'Professional Services EMra

AnMM degree
thatgives you a degree

ofexperience.
The Northeastern Co-opMBA program enables you to earn

your degree injust 21 months and still earn money for your

education—paid professional work experience is an integral

part ofthe curriculum

.

Northeastern University, one of the country's leaders in

cooperative education, has offered this outstanding educa-

tional option to MBA candidates for over 20 years.

The Co-op MBA program begins in June and January.

Application deadlines are April 15 and November 1, respec-

tively. Fbr details, return the coupon below.

Yes, I'd like to find out more about a Northeastern Co-op MBA degree. Send to:

(iraduale School of Business Administration. 205 Hayden Hall, Northeastern

University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston. MA 02115.

Name
i

.III
.\ddrpss

II

'I

City State Zip

NorthfaMrm I nivrmi.v » in «><4ual opportunity afrimiatlvr action rmployvr Tbt* Cotleiie of Businma
Adminisiration Is arrrpdiied by itw Amenran AmrmMy of Coilefoatr .Srhoots (»l Husint^n

#2/ Northeastern University

LA 20

BRUINS

•The magnetic memo holder sports fans will love

•Sports Notes* sturdy magnetic strips keep notes

in sight and in place.

•Perfect for home, school or the office.

•Each 4" X 8" holder comes with a sports fan
memo pad and handy pencil.

G S«l«ct your Sport* NotM Holdors.
Qnckaki a Sports Fara and a Sports Umpiraa pad)

Qty; __B«»«b«ll Footb«n Ootf Tennis
Q OnTlor S4.00^R» $1.25 poitM* a7? handling (Total $5.25).

Q Sav«l 2 for $7.25 plus $1.50 P& H (Total $^.75).

Q Sav« Mor«l Buy 3 and got 1 FREE!
Equals 4 for $16.00 plus $2 P & H CTotal $18.00).
Q Soloct your r«flll p«4 pack* Now! ^

(Each pacit Includas a Spark Fana and a Sports Umpires pad)

Qty: BmcImII FootbaH GoV Tannis
Q 0n« rmtk of 2 pads (or 95< plus 2^postagc and harviing CTotal $1.20).
Q Savd Buy 3 packs arvl got on« pack FJ^E!
Equals 8 pads for $2.85 plus 50< P & H (Total $3.35).
• (CA raikknts add Sales Tax) TOTAL: Allow 4 waaks
Chack or Mor>ay Ordar. No C.O.D.s wil ba accaptad. for daUvary.

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

art

APT »

.STATE ap
Mai your ordar <k p«v"*—'* ••« ZK fVoditcta

15237 Sunaat Blvd.. Paclfk (^Itaadas. CA 90272 (213)456 2094
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Westwood Village Liquor

Champagne Special For Formals

KEYSTONE
or Keystone Ujfit

•V $7.99
EssI

Asti Spumante
Champagne

$4.99
W/Coupon 2/29/90 'My Friend'

1127 Gavlev Ave. No DeHvery on Specials

n.

<-

JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

THE DETERMINANTS OF ECONOMIC
SUCCESS IN BOTSWANA

!•* '

1:00 PM, Thuraday
- February 22, 1990

3288 Bunche HaU
Dr. Clark Leith
Professor Leith, an economist at the University of Western Ontario,
served as an Economic Advisor in the Ministiy of Finance, Developme
and Planning in Botswana from 198G^ and continues to serve as an
economic consultant to the Botswana government.

1
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To FlockTo Our
Early Bird Diimers.

\

*Eai1y Bird Dinners 2:30-5:30 P.M. (Monday through Saturday only)

That's right. We've added two more favorites to our Early Bird Menu. They are Chinese
Chk^ken Salad. Served with a special ginger sesame dressing and a fresh baked, ten grain

roll. And Country French Laaagna. Served with a fresh baked, ten grain roll. And of

course you can still en^oy any one of these other fresh dinners at the same incredible price

Broiled Pacific Red Snapper. Served with choice of baked potato or brown rice pilaf.

Fresh vegetables. And a fresh baked, ten -grain roll.

Almond Chicken Fried Rice. Served with a fresh

baked, ten grain roll. Burger& High Protein Yogurt
Shalce. Served with our own cole slaw. And Vi Good
Earth Sandwich & Soup or Salad. So fly into the

Good Earth tonight for our *$4.95 Early Bird Dinners.

Because now there are two more ways to get off cheap.

'Not available br take oyt.

THE
GOOD
EARTH

Whyon earth eat anywhere else-
Westwood, 1002 Westwood Blvd. (213) 208-8215

The world is not perfect a
the Bruins lose sometimes

In a perfect world, UCLA
would never lose.

We'd win the Rose
Bowl every January, cut down
the nets at the NCAA Tourna-
ment like clockwork each
spring, and the baseball team
would dominate the annual

College World Series like the

1927 Yankees.

But the world isn*t perfect

Things just don*t go the way
they should all the time.

I still get Bs on English

papers that easily deserve As,
it*s virtually impossible to end
up with the same number of
hot dogs and buns on a
student's budget, and as painful

as it is, the Bruins don*t win
every game.

So what? Does the earth

«top turning? Do the oceans
dry up?

No, life goes on.

I keep writing papers no
matter how discouraged I get;

I continue to bend to Oscar
Mayer's will and purchase
those tasty foot-longs; and win
or lose, I stand by the Bruins
to the very end.

I haven't seen a lady yet

who was fat enough to sing

away my faith in the blue and
gold.

The way I look at it, if the

basketball team didn't drop a
game here and there, things

would get a bit boring.

Sure, it was easy to support
Harrick and his team when the

country was catching Bruin
fever.

Headlines all over town pro-

claimed the UCLA basketball

tradition was back, the good
old days suddenly became a
thing of the present, and Al
McGuire called Kevin Walker
**possibly the best shooter in

the country."

But as the saying goes, 'that

was then, and this is now.'
The finicky world of mass
media has turned on us.

The Associated Press no
longer believes we arc one of
the top 25 teams in the

coimtiy. Many sports writers

The 12th Man

are even talking about the NIT
and the Bruins in the same
breath.

To them, I say goodbye.
We don't need no stinking

press. We'll do just fine with-

out them. '

As for all those fair-weath-

ered fans, they can sit home
and cheer fcSr Kapsas or Mis-

souri or Georgetown or whoev-
er is winning this week.
Coming to UCLA is like

getting married—you do it out
of love, for better or for

worse. Anyone who gives up
on our team because of a few
losses is a quitter. I hate

quitters.

This weekend's journey to

Oregon is a big trip. Two
wins cbuld be the shot in the

arm the team is looking for.

While most of us can't be
there in person, we should

ALLJjc there in spirit.

And when the Washington
schools come to town next
week for the Bruins' final

homestand of the season, let's

show our team we mean busi-

ness and send them off to the
Pac-10 Tournament In style.

This is our teaip, and if you
plan to brag aboiit them when
they win a national champion-
ship somedme soon, you better
earn those bragging rights now.

From page 50

distinction of coaching Bruin and Trojan athletic squads
simultaneously.

Morgan quickly offered the UCLA soccer club to Storcr. Bruin

soccer exploded under the Briton, and his record from 1967 to 1974
was 121-8-10, including three NCAA final appearances in four

years (1970,72,73)—an incredible accomplishment for a team that

could not offer scholarships.

Storcr believed that the soccer program would have had to start

actively recruiting players and offering financial assistance in

order to remain competitive. This amateur chose to bow out on top

and concentrate on coaching rugby because of its non-scholarship

status and ability to draw players from direcUy on campus.

Cal and Stanford were the traditional powerhouses, but Storer's

ruggers started beating them fairly often. The team proceeded to

vyrrestie the World Cup series from the University of British

Columbia, and in the late 1960s, the Bruin dynasty emerged.

The Bruins captured the prestigious Monterrey Rugby Tourney,

which unofficially determined the nation's top club, three (imes in

four years during the mid-1970s. ' v^

In 1974, during a tour to Great Britain, Storer had arranged for

his Bruins to meet the University of Loughborough (England),

which is like a British basketball five taking on a John Wooden
team. Articles have since been written to study how the Bruins did

it, but Storer's ruggers dominated the Britons on English turf and

earned a 19-6 victory over the champs.

The ultimate honor was bestowed upon Storer in 1975 when he
was selected to coach the first U.S. National team.

In 198 1 , Storer left the Bruins for a position in Peter Uebberoth's
U.S. Olympic Organizing Committee, and the program lost its

luster of the glory years. Storer returned to jumpstart the team in

1987 before retiring for the final time after the 1989 season.

-r^>

UCLA and the quarter mile,

and then there's the world

For the discerning sports

shopper, there are a cou-
ple of known certainties

in the athletic world.

Need a good young pitchcfr

who is well-schooled in his

trade?

Call up the Los Angeles
Dodgers-their staff is probably

the second best in baseball

—

behind only that compiled of
all the pitchers they let get

away. '

Not interested in baseball but

looking for a good linebacker

to fill out tiiat NFL roster?

I'm sure Mr. Joe Patemo
over at Penn State could inter-

est you in couple of his latest

charges.

In the market for a good
college coach instead?

Better get the listings for

Bloomington, Indiana— no
fewer than seven of Bobby
Knight's former assistants are

now running their own shows
in Division One hoops.

And if your fancy is track,

namely the quarter-mile, who .

you gonna call?

How about the men over at

Drake Stadium.
*

To say that UCLA is syn-

onymous with the quarter-mile

is probably the understatement

of the 1990's to date.

Three of the four most
significant worid records in

that category— which includes

the 440 yard, 400 meters, and
4x400 relay- belong in full or

part to a Bruin. Only Butch
Reynold's 43.28 in tiie 400
meters stands alone— and that

might just be a matter of time.

The latest UCLA entry into

the record annals came just

three weeks ago on Feb. 4
when alum Danny Everett ran

45.03 in West Germany to

break the indoor 400 mark. It

was a tim^ so significant it

transcended even language bar-

riers.

**I was standing off the side

signing autographs when they

made the announcement in

German, " said Everett. "Just

by the excitement in his voice

I knew it was a world record,

and I ran to the middle of the

track."

Evereu's excitement quickly

made its way across the ocean

Out of the Pen

^^ >.

i
J

^4i

:^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l

Chris
Koutures
to a much-closer locale, **I was
sitting up in bed watching TV
and they announced that Danny
had shaved one one-hundredth

off the world record," said .

UCLA sprint coach John
SmiUi.

"I jumped out of bed and
started yelling and running

around."

Smith and Everett should be
no strangers to celebrating

world records— they've had
plenty of experience with that

sort of thing.

Smith owns the 440 yard

record of 44.5, and it can be
said without hesitation that it

is a mark for eternity— the

race just isn't run anymore
since tiie conversion to metric

standards.

As for Everett, well, just say

that happiness— and world

records— comes in threes.

He first climbed to the

global pinnacle in the 1988
Seoul Olympics when, along '

with UCLA teammate Steve

Lewis, he ran a leg on the

United States 4x400 squad that

tied a 20-year mark.

Everett tiien put the 400
behind him for a short while

—

time enough to run a leg on a

4x200 team coordinated by
Santa Monica Track Club that

set a world best in its own
right.

Finally, after twice sharing

die spotlight, Everett now has

See PEN, page 44
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Steve Lewis and Danny Everett—two of the best 400 meter

runners in the history of track.
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011 -

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
15% Off

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Transferable

Not Valid w/Any

Other Discount

PIZ2A

'chicken

SANDWICHES

PASTA

'SAUD

^ // Saints'

// Pizza

The Best Pizza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

^n]2 West Olynnpic Bouleva^a

Wes^ Los Ange'es

on COLiponI

i 3.00 OFFi
I Any X-Large I

"Pizza

I Must V»»fition Cfxjpon I

" ' ^- MAGNIFICENT 4
h LARGE PIZZA '

With ony 4 Toppings I

I
~ f npifos Mo'- h 31 WOO

I

Mm Food Order for

Free Delivery $7 00

Copeland^s Sports

FEBRUARY
SPORTSBUmOUT

'.T^J»

LA GEAR OOORBU5TERS

tm

9??

.~3i

SPORTSWEAR

2^$25
»iii • n»»«« II t^tttmmumtt mt rmrm m» ><»» ••

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-64aa
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10-9.

FrI-Sat 10-10. Sun 1Q7
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Advertise

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161.

WTSTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS

\!^*''

«Mr^

We Now Accept ^>
\

V HF.AI.TH-NET

PCS
MEDI-CAL

V ' BLUE CROSS
PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

4 1090 Westwood Blvd
9

\

•».

(in the village)

\-

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
«^ .

• 208-3701 •

Paris

Rome
* *!
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BEAN BAG FACTORY
UCLA Student Discounts

SPECIM FREE-

SPECIM FREE- I

Large selection
of futons.

Factory Direct.

Large variety of
fabrics & colors

as low as

$9.95
5011 W. Pico Blvd. L.A.

Hours: A^on-Thurs 9:30-6:00pm
Fri 9:30-4:00pm

Sun 10:30-3:00pm
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STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking

Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Barman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

Women's track I
By David Gibson

Sports Editor

Is Bob Kersee being haunted by
two years of deja vu» or is he just

hving the eternal nightmare?

Well, judging from the past two
years for the UCLA women's
track coach, it is probably the

former, as the Bruins have twice in

a row gone out of the starting gates

with high aspirations of wearing

theNCAA crown, only to fall short

and come out bridesmaids both

times.

Tough life for the three-time

Pac-lO defending champions, who
have eluded the NCAA champion-
ship every which way they can. In

1988, the favored Bruins came up
just short to a surprisingly tough

LSU team, and last year, UCLA
again took the silver inihe NCAA
meet, once again behind LSU.

But an early test for LSU will be

its attempt to overcome last sea-

son's coaching controversy with

Loren Seagrave, who was relieved

of his duties late in the season.

"LSU, without their former

coach (Seagrave). won't be as

good," UCLA assistant coach
Calvin Brown said. "They'll still

be good, though. Since they're the

defending champs, then they're

the preseason favorites. We're the

double second-place team, but it's

time to step up to the rank. We

SCOTT WEERSMGMMly Bruin

Tracy Millett

"SSSTT^EERSlNQ^Daly Bnin

Janeene VIckers
can.-

Brown confidently added,
"We're going to be No. L . . wc
don't worry about other teams."
And with an arsenal that

includes six athletes who return

with NCAA championship experi-

ence, to coincide with another
stellar off-season recruiting job by
head coach Bob Kersee, theUCLA
coaching staff may indeed have no
need to worry about opponents.

Obviously, Kersee has been
greatly anticipating this season for

quite some time. "We have pointed
to this season since the recruitment

of Tonya Sedwick, Tracie Millett,

Janeene Vickers and Caryl Smith
three years ago," Kersee
explained. "Combined with our
freshman class and several other

key contributors, this is the deepest
team I've been associated with at

UCLA since perhaps the 1982-83
teams (which included Jackie
Joyner, Florence Griffith, and
Jeanetlc Bolden)."

Not bad company, considering

that the aforementioned three have
probably accumulated enough
gold in the past two Olympic
Games to make Fort Knox envi-

ous.

"Wc have the talent to achieve
the championship success of those

teams (1982 and 1983, the last

UCLA championships), but we
must make sure that the chemistry
and attitude is right in oider to see

s to reload
it become a reality for 1990.-

And that is the key. On paper,

UCLA should cruise through its

dual meet schedule, roll over the

weaker Pac-10 teams in the con-

ference championships, then shoot

it out withLSU in June for the title.

But to win it all, UCLA wiU
have to have perfect balance of the

new and the old, the sprints and the

hurdles, the distance and the

weight events.

'*Our sprint, hurdle and weight
event people are extremely
talented," Kersee explained. 'The
relay teams will each have champ-
ionship potential. I also expect our

distance runners to come through
at Nationals.**

But traditionally the Bruins
have lived and died in the sprints.

And that is where Vickers, one of
the three UCLA guns (along with

Sedwick and MiUeu) wUl domi-
nate.

Vickers, the NCAA 400-meter
hurdle champion, is the heart and
sole of the team. Besides holding

the second-fastest UCLA time in

the long hurdles (55.27), Vickers

owns the third-fastest 100-meter
hurdles time (13.25) which placed

her fourth at NCs last year. She
will also see time on t)oth relays.

But Vickers won't be the only

junior tearing up all-weather sur-

See WOMEN, page 45
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Tonya Sedwick
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Men field one of nation's best
By Ctiris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

This is the second ofa two-part

series.

Whereas the track portion of the

UCLA track and field squad has

but a few seniors gracing its roster,

the field portion doesn't have to

worry about expcrierK:c. •

It has it—especially in the

weight crew. "We're lucky to have
three fifth-year seniors on the

team," said weight coach Art
Venegas. "Experience will be our
number one byword."

Repeat may be another byword
for the weight crew, which scored

26 points in the NCAA Meet last

year, eclipsing the 25 points it

scored the year before.

Heading up the throwers are

those seniors: Brian Blutreich,

John Knight, and Pete Thompson.
Blutreich overcame a series of

injuries to post his best season in

1989, then overcame a freak knee
injury during the NCAA discus

warm-ups to place fourth in the

discus, right behind Thompson's
third-place finish.

Blutreich owns a 199-8 discus

best, and along with Thompson
(194-0) is intent on breaking John
Brenner's 208-2 school record.

While Thompson is a discus

specialist, Blutreich also throws
the shot—with equally strong

results. He owns a best of 62-8 3/4

and finished third in the nation last

year.

Knight is also a specialist, and

his realm is the hammer throw,

where he has placed eighth in the

nation for the last two years with a.

206-10 best

Another multi-event competitor

who shoukl evoke some attention

is Eric Bergreen, who caught on
fire at the end of last season.

Bergreen broke the 60-foot barrier

in the shot with a 62-5 3/4 eventual

best, and also broke the magical

DAN MMMEOAN/Daly Bruin

Peter Thompson
200-foot barrier in the hammer
with a 201-9 best.

For the fu^t time in years, the

Bruins will have a multi-faceted

attack in the javelin. Leading tlie

way is sophomore David Bune-

vacz, who threw a 220-1 1 personal

best in the 1989 Pac-10 Meet to

capture third place overall. Fresh-

man Erik Smith and his 225-9 with

a high school javelin join the

program, along with transfer Dar-

ren Nellis (190-11).

Bunevacz'tf surprise perfor-

mance in the Pac-10 Meet last

season was one of the reasons

UCLA was able to forge out a third

consecutive conference crown, v

Another major factor was the

performance of some young jum-
peri^wliepftleng with Bunevacz
ana Bergreen, were the surprising

•Tullcr B's" for the Bruins.

Sophomore Jay Bettinger went
17-0 3/4 in the Pac-10 pole vault

for third, and this season he is

joined by 1989 redshirt Steve

SkKum (16-8), Peter Brown (16-

5), freshman David Noel (16-4),

and Jay Borick (16-0), to give ,,

UCLA five men over 16 feet

In the long jump. Derrick Baker
went 25-8 for the third-place

finish, which added to the exploits

of McArthur Anderson, who quali-

fied for the NCAA Meet in both

the long and triple. Anderson owns
bests of 25-1 1 3/4 in the k)ng and
53-4 1/4 in the triple. Tim Prince

went 51-2 3/4 in the triple, and
when eligible this spring, Chuckie
Brooks will add his 26-7 1/2 (wind
aided) leap to the fold.

Prince (7-0) is one of two high

jumpers at seven feet or higher, as

freshman Mark Wilson brings in a
7-1 best

Senior Joe Duarte (7,465) is an
NCAA-qualifier in the decathlon,

but an injured knee may limit his

role. Senior John Henry Johnson

(7,164) and sophomore Chris

Conrad (6,819) are the two leaders

if Duarte cannot compete.

an-Stelnman Is vepar
Hall of Fame women's coach links mind games with golf games

By Gary Moreno
Contributor

«

UCLA women's golf coach
Jackie Tobian-Steinmann can
relax now, if only a little, as she
talks about her No. 9-ranked
Bruins midway through the 1989-

90 campaign.

After all, it was only last year
when Steinmann could barely field

five traveling players.

After losirig three of her five

starting players due to injuries and
academics, however, Steinmann
patched togetho* a group that

nonetheless placed in the top five

in seven of 10 tournaments, thanks
in a huge part to the play of first-

team All-American Jean Zedlitz

and freshman sensation Christy

Erb. "It was hard for the weaker,

unseasoned players to all of a

sudden compete in those top five

spots, especially when you're

competing nationally," said Sj^-
mann.

This year, things have been
easier. Returning are a more
experienced Zedlitz and Erb, who
both qualified for the NCAAs last

year in individual play, along with

junior Debbi Koyama, who was
academically ineligible to play last

year.

Add in a strong freshman class,

featuring high school academic
All-American Elizabeth Bowman,
and you have a team with the

potential to challenge for national

prominence. "Our goal is to be one
of the top five teams in the country,

and they're talented enough and
working hard to get there," said

Steinmann.

The influx of talent and depth

has resulted in three top-three

finishes in six tournaments,
including a victory in the season-

opening BYU Invitational.

— Leading the way for the Bruins

is Zedlitz, currently the No. 6-

ranked player in the country.

Known as a long driver (hitting

one 263 yards in last year's NCAA
long driving competition), Zedlitz

has brought her short game up to

professional caliber, which is

where Steinmann sees her All^

American in the future. "She
drives the ball farther than most
college players and has improved
her approach shots and putting to a

great extent** said Steinmann.

"But not only does she have the

ability, but also the desire to win,

and that competitiveness is going

to make her a good touring pro.

She just wants to win at every-

thing."

Zedlitz's will to win has paid off

early this year, as she opened the

season with back-to-back victories

at BYU and Oregon.
In six tournaments, Zelditz has

failed to finish in the top 20 just

once, while placing in the top five

three times.

Koyama, ranked No. 52, has

made up quickly for a year's

absence with three top- 10 fmishes

in six tournaments. "She's one of

the steadiest players around, and
can hit the ball consistently

straight** said Steinmann.

Ranked No. 73 nationally, Erb

has progressed slowly in her

second year as a Bruin, but the

coach sees her exploding out of the

starting blocks soon. Erb's fifth-

place finish, tying her personal

What I do work with

the players on is

course management,
how to go out and
mentally play each
course.

Jackie Tobian-Steinman

best as a Bruin, in the recent San
Diego Holiday Golf Classic could

be the spark that Steinmann is

looking for. "Christy is just too

good of a player to have a.

sophomore jinx, and she's just

coming out of it now," said

Steinmann.

Bowman is the fourth Bruin

ranked in the top lOO at No. 68.

Coming to UCLA as one of the top

recruits in the nation, the 1987

California State Junior Champion
has not disappointed, placing in the

top 15 twice as a year-long starter.

"I think Liz is going to be an

extremely strong player in the

future," said Steinmann of the

young freshman.

"She hits the ball as far as

Zedlitz, but just needs a little

refming. A good short game and
some experience will make a big

difference with her."

Playing most of the year as the

No. 5 starter has been walk-on

freshman Carrie Leary, who chose

a "no-guarantees" shot at UCLA
over a full scholarship ride at the

University of Hawaii.

Steinmann was quick to answer

the most obvious question: Why?
"I think she came here because

of the caliber of the program here.

She knows that the players here

will push her harder and that the

quality ofcompetition we face wiU
challenge her to succeed."

Leary has already been up to the

challenge, placing in the top 15

twice despite playing in only three

tournaments. "She's going to be a

good player down the road. All she

needs is experience," said Stein-

mann.

Much of the Bruins' success can

be attributed to Steinmann, last

year's LPGA Coach of the Year

and inductee to the Collegiate

Women's Golf Hall Of Fame.

In her 13th year as head coach,

Steinmann has guided the Bruins

to eight top-20 fmishes, a tribute to

her ability to lead young players

into the next level of goLf.

By this stage of competition, a

player, used to swatting small

dimpled balls ever since she could

pronounce "sandtrap," will

aheady have the physical tools to

play the game. Virtually all will

have a professional personal

instructor who shapes those tools

into the very foundation of the

player's game.
This makes the collegiate coach

less of an instructor and more of a

mentor—a guru of golf—to her

players. Now it's time to learn the

mental side of the game.

*The thing is, they are all good
players and luive theirown pros, so

I don't want to monkey with them
unless they want me to," said

Steinmann.

"But what I do work with the

players on is course management
how to go out and mentally play

each course, and not just hit the

ball, but know exactly where to

place each shot"

The most important aspect of

the mental game is concentration,

the ability to stay focused through-

out a match. Steinmann sees the

importance of this, and keeps an

endless sea of statistics on each

pl^er in order to heq) them stay in

focus. "For instance, I calculate

how they're doing during stages of

a round, such as how they do in the

fu^t three holes, the next three

holes, etc. That way we can spot

potential lapses in concentration,"

said Steinmann.

"For instance, Jean (Zedlitz)

hasn't been doing as well lately in

the later stages—holes 16, 17 and
18—as she does in the earlier

stages of a round. Now, we take a

look at that and try to find out

whether it's a mental lapse or just

something physical, such as a tow

blood sugar level. Then we try to

correct it"

Fortunately, there isn't neariy as

much to correct—success can only

be corrected so much. Now at the

halfway point of the season, and
last year only a memory. Coach
Steinmann can breathe easier, but

only for a moment The climb back
into national prominence still lies

ahead.

ALBERT SOONQ/Daity Bruin

Women's golf coach Jackie Tobian-Steinman can't rest on her laurels. She's constantly

challenged guiding the Bruins.

TEAM OUTHTTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS & GIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 SanU Monica Blvct WX^.

(Close to UCLA)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631

MASA'YA^"--
JAPANESE FOOD ^- iaN*«i-»f«

^

y$ 1 ?
If

ri5
«. SS.75

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00
•Delicious Teriyaki

•Beef aixi Chicken Bowls
•Fresh variety Sashimi
•All types of Sushi ^ ^^ „^ .^^^
•PARTY PLATTERS^^ '^ *~p°"

^ 1834 WcMwood oMi.

/tluM SoMh of Smn Menka BM.
y CM 47S^S

FREE PARKING -^ special offer expires 3/13/90

i

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus oui^ latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BN(/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete BiryJing Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to ^Q%;

Canon
'I Q

off!

With lhi« Ad only on l.tmr CMor Kip t/31/90

Pius its Special features:

Color Creations.
Image Compositions,

Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only— Prive-ThroiifflL Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

.^

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

N. I V itiJ Uitii Otho Otfcj^

ExjMrcs 3/8/90

WIN $777 CASH - 1st pk«
Someone at UCLA must WIN -

why not let it be you
Be a 1st, 2nd, 3rd place winner-

DO rr TODAY
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

First 1,000 responses are guaranteed an
extra bonus for entry. Just send name,

return address & fee of only $5
immediately!

(your $5 fee IS REDEEMABLE)

To: ASTROLOGY AT ITS BEST
c/o Bonnie Cabrae
3417 E. Sheyenne Suite 227
Us Vegas, Nevada 89030

HURRY! Don't miss your last chance to be
a winner.

Offer expires. Entry must be postmarked by
Monday, February 26, 1990

1st $777 Cash, 2nd Stereo, 3rd 19" TV.
Winners processed 2/28/90
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Logend restores bit of

Britain to UCLA fields
By Jay Ross :

' '
•- •• .'..

Contributor

His stunning list of accomplishments includes seven national

collegiate titles and a .922 winning percentage in 16 years of
coaching at UCLA. Sounds like hoops legend John Wooden?

In this case, the statistics refer to another genuine UCLA hero

—

former rugby coach Dennis Storer—who created the proud
tradition that helps drive this year's resurging team.

Storer, who last retired from coaching in 1989, recognizes both
the hurdles and the enormous growth potential of the program at

UCLA, where the club team is a serious contender for the Pacific

Coast Rugby Football League crown. ^
Although the program fell in status in 1981 when Storer retired

and the athletic department relegated the team to club status, the
Bruins have recently surged into the national elite.

"Everyone is glad to see the UCLA program coming hack," said

Storer, whose teams annually challenged world powers from New
Zealand, Australia, and the British Isles.

Regarding the game prc^r, Storer speaks highly of the rugby
"way of life."

"Rugby gives the opportunity to do more than just play the

sport," said Storer. *The game is a great amateur sport and
deliberately remains amateur. When my teams toured domestically
and abroad, they didn't just play. They saw the sights and visited

the people. r^

^'Rugby has a lot to offer, and I say that as an educator," said
Storer, who began at UCLA as a teaching assistant. **The unwritten
laws are as important as the written ones. . . and the coaches
(must) teach these ethics along with the (formal) rules.

"I say to new players joining a rugby team that not only is this a
great game, but it is a great fraternity," Storer said. "A player can
walk into any rugby club in the world, and if he says that he's from
UCLA, he will be welcomed."

Dennis Storer came to Los Angeles from England in 1965 and
settled in at the University of Southern California where he worked
on his master's degree and coached soccer.

UCLA Athletic Director J.D. Morgan offered him the position of
rugby coach in the fall of 1966, which overlapped with his final

semester at USC—where his Trojan soccer team finished 10-0 and
claimed a spot in the NCAA playoffs. Thus, Storer earned the

See STORER, page 46

Athletes speak to dispel myths
By Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writer

Athletes receive cash and prizes for their

performances. Athletes have access to exams before

they are administered. Athletes aren't concerned

with academics.

These are some of the myths about collegiate

athletics which were refuted Tuesday night by a

panel of high-profile UCLA student athletes.

The key phrase is *student.' The athletes stressed

that although academics might sometimes take a

back seat, scholastic studies are as important as

athletic performance.

Prior to the speakers, the audience viewed a 20-

minute recruitment film exposing all the virtues that

UCLA has to offer.

The panel for the second annual "Athletes Speak
Out" spoke for an hour in front of 75 students at

Hedrick Hall. The lineup of speakers included senior

GWEN GOLOBLOOM/Dally Bruin

UCLA volleyball player Samantha Shaver
discussed the role of athletes at UCLA.

gymnast Jill Andrews, senior football player Charles
Arbiicklc, junior volleyball player Samantha Shaver,
junior football players Tony Shcxnayder and Lance
Zeno, sophomore basketball player Rehema Ste-
phens, and senior hoopster Trevor Wilson. Fred
Stroock, Associate Athletic Director, Academic
Student Services, moderated the event.

Explaining the myth of pay for play, Art)uckle
said, "I know it really doesn't go on here, and if it

does I'd like for somebody to tell me about it."

Each athlete is given a tutor to help with his or her
time management and academic organization.
Regarding the notion that athletes don't do their own
work, "Nobody has ever done a paper for me. We
never get tests. We do all the work," Shaver said.

"It's tough on the road. You have to study in hotel
rooms. It's difficult to compete with students who are
mainly concerned with academics," Wilson said.

"You don't have time to watch TV too much,"
Shexnayder added.

Because of time constraints on the athletes, they
receive preferencial enrollment because of their tight

schedule which often prohibits them from taking
morning or evening classes. For example, football

players can't take classes after 1 p.m. when practice
is in session.

"You just learn to budget your time. My job is from
two to six (daily gymnastics practice hours),"

Andrews said.

Regarding jobs, athletes aren't allowed to have any
during the academic year, so summertime is the only
time that they can earn some extra money.

•There isn't a whole lot of opportunity for the
athlete to make money," Zeno said.

Other topics discussed included injuries, the
prospect of turning pro, pressure to perform and
receiving one's degree. Steroid use was not
mentioned

Also, criticism in the press was discussed. "Being
an athlete, you are under the microscope. The better

you are, the tougher it is. You've got to look at the
whole situation and not be quick to condemn,"
Arbuckle said. "Most of the time, journalists are
objective, but sometimes they take sides—that's the
way journalists are."

**That's the way people are," responded an
audience member.
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After long dry spell,

Lacrosse returns to field
By Tom Orewyler

Cor)tributor

After consecutive rainouts

against Whittier College and
Pepperdine University over the

weekend, the UCLA lacrosse

team will be playing its first

game in three weeks when it

hosts the University of Arizona

on Sunday.

**We have a real posi-

tive attitude going
into the Arizona
game. We'll have a
home-field advantE^
and well have a lot of

our fans out there
nx)tii^ us on."

Jeff Stoddard

Since their tough scrimmage
against BYU two weeks ago,

the Bruin laxers spent practice

after practice preparing for

Whittier, the top-ranked school

in the Western Collegiate

Lacrosse League, only to have
the match postponed. But they

will still need all the effort they

can muster when they take on
Arizona - the second-ranked

team in the WCLL.

On the heels of two straight

fmal-four appearances in the

WCLL playoffs, the Arizona

Wildcats (0-0) should be the

most talented opponent that the

Bruins (2-2) have taced so far.

Despite this, the Bruins seem
undaunted.

"We have a real positive

attitude going into the Arizona
game,** claimed team captain

Jeff Stoddard. "We'll have a

home-field advantage and we'll

have a lot of our fans out there

rooting us on."

Something the blue and gold

won't have on Sunday is start-

ing attackman Steve Riley, who
quit the team for personal

reasons. Taking his place will

be sophomore Nick Heldfond.

Also, Dave Wolf and Brian

O'Neil, both of whom are

stalling midfielders, are listed

as questionable.

According to Luis Cervantes,

a Bruin attackman, his team
will have no trouble firing up
for the game, in spite of the

injuries.

**I don't think getting up for

Arizona will be too hard for us,"

explained Cervantes. 'They're

a fabulous team year-in and

year-out."

Sunday's game begins at

1:00 on the North Athletic

Field.

Ellis and Co. bomb 49ers, 15-5
By Terry White

Contributor

Coming off a disappointing weekend series with

Stanford, the UCLA Baseball team came roaring

back with a 15-5 blowout of No. 23 Cal State Long
Beach yesterday afternoon.

Bruin starting pitcher John Sutherland (4-1)

redeemed himself after his disastrous outing on
Friday against Stanford, in which he gave up six runs

in the first. Sutherland dominated the Long Beach

hitters for six innings, allowing only two earned runs

and racking up eight strikeouts. Mike Fyrie threw a

hitless seventh inning in his first appearance this

year, and Pete Janicki came in to finish the job.

The Bruins (12-3 overall, 1-2 in the Six Pac)

jumped on the 49ers of Long Beach (7-6) early in the

game, and then coasted the rest of the way to victory.

CSLB starter Dennis Gray (0-1) did not even have a

chance to warm up, as the Bruins sent him to the

showers before he retired a single batter. Gray
walked the first three Bruins to load the bases for

red-hot Chris PritcheU. Once again, Pritcheu came
through by singling in Shawn Wills and Robbie

Katzaroff. Pritchett now has hit safely in the last 12

games. After Dave Zancanaro came home from third

on a passed ball, Six-Pac RBI leader Paul Ellis

brought Pritchett in with a single. Not to be left out,

Mike Hankins chipped in with another single to score

Ellis and run the lead to 5-0. CSLB righty Jimmy
Griego came in to put out the fire, and finally got out

of the inning standing in a 6-0 hole.

As if a six run lead were not enough, the Bruins

pushed the 49ers over the edge with five more in the

second. El^s banged his tenth homer of the year to

knock in three. Then, Mike Hankins launched a

towering two-run drive, his first of the season.

Dave Zancanaro and the Bruins defeated the 49ers, yesterday.
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Brains show how game 'should be played'
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By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

The handful of Bruin fans at

last night*s men's volleyball match
against Pepperdine got a
Hrst-hand look at how the game
should be played, as UCLA pulled

out a match filled with fmger
pointing and verbal assaults

between the net
Though records are not kept on

the subject, UCLA*s five-game

win must have set an unofficial

record for the number of yellow

card warnings and red card penal-

ties for one match. The Bruins

were pinned with three yellow

cards and two red cards by first

referee Sue Lemaire, almost cost-

ing them the match.

UCLA head coach Al Scates

was not alarmed by the vocal

nature of his team. "That's the way
men's volleyball should be play-

ed—in fact, that's the way we used

to play it all the time," said the 28-

year veteran coach. "It just hap-

pened that we had a female referee

tonight, and they tend to be more
concerned with court etiquette."

Once the two teams finally got

around to playing volleyball, they

gave the fans quite a show. In a

very emotional match, the No.3-
ranked Bru ins ran out with a 1 5- 1 1

,

4-15, 10-15, 15-13, 15-9 victory-

over the second-place Waves.
For UCLA (now 11-1, 6-1 in

WIVA play), the key figures in the

win were senior Oren Scher and a

su*ong bench.

The outside hitter from Israel

ended the night with a match-high

24 kills—the majority of which
came in the first and fourth games,

both UCLA wins. "~ ^^
Also contributing to the Bruin

cause were reserves Mike Garcia

and Scott Herdman.
In only two games of action,

Garcia put away five kills

—

including two in the fast-scoring

fifth game—and two blocks.

Similarly, Herdman, a sopho-

more middle blocker, came in the

fourth game and gave UCLA an

instant spark offensively, putting

down 7 kills in 11 attempts.

"Our bench really helped us

out," said Scales. "Herdman really

gave us some quality play in

replacing (starter Mike) Whit-

comb. He just out-quicked their

block."

Senior Trevor Schirman added

13 kills and a match-high eight

blocks on the night

With UCLA down 9-4 in the Freshman outside hitter Tom
fourth game, it was the Schir- Sorenson led the Waves-^which
flruin-led blocking game that keyed falls Xo 6-3 (4-3 WIVA)—in every

the Bruin comeback and put them category, including verbal out-

back into a position to win the bursts. Sorenson finished with 20
game and tie the match at two kills, seven blocks, and one yellow

games apiece. card.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Bruiri

Mike Whitcome and the Bruins pulled off an emotional win over Pepperdine last night

Ducks iicking their chops' for slumping UCLA

Darrick Martin's tough
defense.

By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

Three weeks ago, the UCLA
basketball team was 8-1 in the

Pac-10 and had just beaten confer-

ence-leading Oregon State. All

that was left for the Bruins was to

finish with a flurry, maybe win the

Pac-10 title and ride high into the

NCAA Tournament next month.

Now, UCLA (9-5 in the Pac-10,

16-7 overall) is fighting to stay in

fourth place in the conference and

some doom-sayers arc even hint-

ing that the Bruins should pack

their bags for a trip to the National

Invitation Tournament.

And while many UCLA watch-

ers are waiting for the Bruins*

chance to upset Oregon State this

Saturday, the most pivotal game of
the season may just be the one
tonight at Oregon (7:30, Prime
Ticket).

'They're just one game behind

us and they're probably licking

their chops waiting for us to get up
there," said UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick. *Thal will be a very tough

game for us."

Jf the Ducks (8-6, 13-10) do
indeed make dinner out of the

Bruins, UCLA will fall into fifth

place in the Pac-10 with three

games to play. And if UCLA isn't

able to climb out of that hole,

there's liule hope that the NCAA

selection committee will take five

Pac-10 teams to the tourney.

So it comes down to this: If the

Bruins don't do well tonight, their

backs will be against the wall all

the way through the Pac-10 Tour-

nament (March 8-11).

Even the Ducks know that,

"(the Bruins) know they can't lose

to Oregon so it will be a real

contest," Oregon head coach Don
Monson said. "UCLA is ncnf used

to losing so many games in a row,

so they'll come in focused.

Oregon, 8-2 this season in the

friendly confines of MacArthur
Court (or *The Pit", as the 64-

See OREGON, page 43

ChristoffJoins

football staff

Andy Christoff, considered

one of the top defensive back
specialists in the nation, has

been hired to coach the

Bruin secondary, UCLA
head football coach Terry

Donahue announced yester-

day.

"We are very happy to

have a coach with Aiidy's

experience joining our
staff," said Donahue. "He
has done a fine job through-

out his career and his experi-

ence and exposure to other

programs will be beneficial

to us.**

Christoff, 42. has been
coaching on the collegiate

level for 21 years. He comes
to UCLA from Tennessee,

having joined the volunteer

staff last month. He was
slated to coach the defensive

backs and to be co-coordi^

nator of the Tennessee
defensive passing game.

Prior to moving to Ten-
nessee, he spent three sea-

sons (1987-89) tutoring

defensive backs at Alabama
under Bill Curry. At Alaba-

ma, Christoff also worked
with newly hired UCLA
offensive coordinator
Homer Smith. Last season,

the Crimson Tide earned a

share of the SEC title, played

in the Sugar Bowl and
finished seventh in the UPI
poll with a 10-2 record. In

1986, Christoff coached the

secondary under Curry at

Georgia Tech.

The new Bruin coach also

spent 12 years as a defensive

coordinator. He was at Idaho
from 1974-76, at Oregon for'

six seasons (1977-82), at

Stanford for one year (1983)
and at Notre Dame for two
seasons.

Christoff began his

coaching career as a gradu-

ate assistant at Oregon State

in 1969. He then coached the

secondary at Idaho for two
seasons (1970-71) and the

secondary at New Mexico
State (1972) and New Mex-
ico (1973) before becoming
defensive coordinator and
assistant liead coach at Idaho
in 1974.

Christoff, who earned a

degree in Biological Science

from Idaho in 1966 and a

Master in Environmental
Health from Oregon Stale in

1969, began his coaching

career as a graduate assistant

at OSU in 1969. He then

coached the secondary at

Idaho for two seasons
(1970-71) and the secondary

at New Mexico State (1972)
and New Mexico (1973)
before becoming defensive

coordinator and assistant

head coach at Idaho in 1974.

Softball

In Wednesday's Daily Bruin, it was incorrectly

stated that the UCLA Bruin softball team did not

play because they were tired. The real reason was
because LMU had only seven players and cancelled

the game. The game has yet to be rescheduled. The
Daily Bruin regrets the mistake.

The 12th Man
Cblumnist Scott Brown thinks that just as

the world is not perfect and he receives Bs

on English papers, the Bruins can't be

expected to win every game. If they did,

things would get boring.

See page 46

Baseball defeato CSULB
Paul Ellis made his 10th homcrun of the season

and brought his RBI to 30 as the Bruins defeated

the 49ers, yesterday. John Sutherland recorded his

fourth win with eight strikeouts.

See page 51
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Tax form help

available now
An income tax preparation

seminar to assist foreign stu-

dents and scholars with filing

U.S. tax returns will be held

today at noon in Room 122
Men*s Gym.

Topics will include tax treat-

ies between the U.S. and fore-

ign countries and new laws

regarding scholarships and fel-

lowships paid by foreign sour-

ces.

Tax forms and instructions

for filling out the forms will be
provided by the Office of
International Students and
Scholars. For more informa-

Uon, call 825-1681.

Inside
Greek Week
b^ns Sunday
The first games of the Spe-

cial Olympics kick off this

year's Greek Week.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Problems in the
Middle East
— The PLO has requested that

resettlement of Soviet Jews not

occur on Palestinian land.

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Where the
'Heart' isn't

John Boorman's latest movie
is full of pretty faces, but void

of any depth.

See page 16

Sports

GymnastsJump
Into Times Invite

The UCLA women's gym-
nastics team perform in Pauley

Pavilion on Saturday.
"'^
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Woman attacked in parking lot
Ex-boyfriend allegedly

drove after her in his car
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

A secretary from UCLA's
patient escort service, where a
recent early morning shooting took
the life of a worker, was nearly run
down by a man said to be her
disgruntled ex-boyfriend Wednes-
day night in a campus parking
structure, police said.

Christopher WiUiam Parr, 26,
was in pohce custody Thursday to

answer questions about his alleged
robbing and attempted murder of
Deborah Pamela Embry, 25, at

6:30 p.m. on the first level of
Parking Structure 8 on Westwood
Plaza.

"It was just a lovers' quarrel, a
misunderstanding between
sweethearts.- said Larry Pope,

Embry's boss and the director of

the patient escort service. *'It was
just real bad timing."

Police said the incident is

probably not related to an
unknown gunman's attack that

claimed the life of Diondra Ann
Picou, 22, and severely wounded
Nora S. Arellano, 30, at 5:40 a.m.

Monday.
,

**It*s just a hell of a coinci-

dence," said university police

ChiefJohn Barber. **Right now we
don't have anything to tie them
together."

University detectives on Thurs-

day questioned Pair, who told

them he is Embry's fopner boy-

friend, but they would not com-
ment on his nfKHive.

Embry could not be reached for

confirmation of police reports,

which recorded her version of the

incident as follows:

She was walking to her carwhen
she saw Parr, also a UCLA
employee, get out of his car that

was parked next to hers.

He walked toward her saying,

"You're going to die, bitch." She
ran from him and in her haste,

dropped her briefcase-like bag.

Parr caught up to Embry,

See INaDENT, page 13

Sack it to me

SHAWN ELOER/OaiV Bruin

Danielle Vantress, a junior English major, plays hacky-sack with Bart

Crawford, a recent graduate working on campus, by Powell Library

on Thursday afternoon.

Celebration
Mandela's release firom

prison commemorated
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

About 1,000 people, including Nelson Mandela's

daughter, will celebrate the former political prison-

er's release at a reception 7 p.m. today in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom.

Black South African leader Nelson Mandela was
released Feb. 11 after spending 27 years in a South
African prison. His release sparked massive celebra-

tions in that country's townships, and tonight's

reception is one of several that have occurred

worldwide since the 71 -year-old left prison, said

Sipho Nyawo, a South Afirican graduate student.

Actors £>anny Glover ("Lethal Weapon," *The
Color Purple") and Zakes Mokae C*Cry Freedom")-
will host the reception, which will feature Mandela's
daughter, Zenani, as the keynote speaker.

Although organizers have not released a definite

program of events, they said the three-hour reception

will include a panel discussion and question-and-

answer session. Four bands are also scheduled to

perform, including the South African group Zulus-

pear and the reggae band Inner Secrets.

Other tentative guests include basketball star

Kareem Abdul-Jabaar, actress Alfre Woodard, actor

Clifton Davis and radio personaUty Casey Kasem.
Representatives from Mandela's African National

Congress and the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference will also attend.

*The importance of the event is to remember the

struggle in South Africa through the release of
Mandela and to know that the struggle continues,"

said Rhonda Reed, the programming director of the

Nelson Mandela Reception Committee.
The Central Ticket Office was distributing 600

tickets to UCLA students, faculty and staff Thursday,
and about 200 are still available. An additional 400
seats are reserved for guests and speakers, organizers

said.

Those interested can pick up a free ticket at CTO
with their registration card and photo ID.

The reception is sponsored by the James S.

Coleman African Studies Center and the South
African International Student Congress.

Seismic renovation of Kerckiioff endorsed
$2L2 million bill would be

partially footed by student fee
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

The Graduate Students Associ-

ation Forum endorsed the more
expensive of two plans to seismi-

cally renovate Kerckhoff Hall at

its meeting Wednesday.
The Associated Students

UCLA's Board of Directors will

vote on the renovation options for

the student association-owned and
operated building at noon today.

At $21.2 million, the plan,

dubbed "base isolation," would
cost students alYnost twice as much
as the other option— "sheer-wall"

reinforcement. Students would
foot the bill through a $79 fee per

student, which would also pay for

the seismic renovation of Acker-
man Union.

The fee will be reduced, howev-
er, "by some portion" of the $12
which currently goes to ASUCLA
from student registration fees and

by some of ASUCLA 's net

revenues, if the Board of Directors

mandates, said ASUCLA Execu-
tive Director Jason Reed.

The fee would not be instated

until work on Kerckhoff is com-
pleted, which could be more than

two years from now.

Proponents of base isolation, a
shock-absorbing system, said in

the long term it would save money.
Campus architect Charles Oakley
said in a presentation to the GSA
Forum that with base isolation

Kerckhoff could be left relatively

unharmed in t major earthquake.

He said sheer-wall reinforce-

ment, a system of stiffening the

structure, would render most peo-

ple unharmed but the building in

need of major repair.

"There is a 50 percent chance
th^t a major earthquake with the

sheer-wall option will render
Kerckhoff unusable," Oakley said.

"But we have a hmited amount of
money and you have to make
safety the first criteria."

Reed said he also favors base

isolation — and a quick decision

by the Board of Directors because
indecision would prompt
Chancellor Charles Young to step

into what is essentially a student

project

See tEiSiiilc, t>aQe"i3
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TODAY. FRIDAY. FEB. 23
• UCLA Overnight Program

- n-12pm. Lu Valle Courtroom
• Student Committee for the Arts

- Menottj's "The Medium" and Puccini's

•Gianni Schlcchi"
- 8pm. Schoenberg Hall

• Cultural Affairs - Noon Concert
- Zulu Spear
- 12 noon, Westwood Plaza

• Nelson Mandela Reception
- 7pm, AGB .

• Psychology Department Awards Meeting

: - 2-3pm, Franz 3461

SATURDAY. FEB. 24
• Student Committee for the Arts

- Menotti's "The Medium" and Puccini's
* ^ "Gianni Schicchi"

- 8pm,. Schoenberg Hall

SUNDAY. FEB. 25
• International Students Association

- East European Festival

- 7-1 1pm. AGB

MQNPAY, FEP. 26
• Campus Events - Speaker

- Bronson Pinchot
" - Noon. AU 2nd Floor Lounge
• Psychology Department Awards Meeting

- 12-lpm, Franz 3461

TUESPAY, FEB. 27
• UCLA Engineering Business Society - Intemship

Fair 1990—-^Oann-3pm,AU^nd Floor Lounge ^__

X
^^i

THURSDAY. MAR. 1

• Psychology Department
- Deadline for Awards Applications

UCLA Overnigtit Program
• Student Host Applications^Pue March 2nd, 5pm

©MOM© AWKAeiroi
Student Committee for tM Arts

- Menotti's "The Medium" and Puccini's

"Gianni Schlcchi"
- March 2nd and 3rd at 8pm
- Schoenberg Hall

.

•

FOR MORE INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE EVENTS, PLEASE LOOK FOR THEIR
ADVERTISEMENTS WITHIN THE BODY OF

THE PAPER!

thanks all of our advertisers!

Copeland^s Sports
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Authorities puzzied
over animai deattis
By Nicholas K. Geranios

Associated Press

BURBANK, Wash. — There

are 270 dead sheep, 100 aborted

calves, six sick people, disappear-

ing chemicals and sightings of a

mysterious crop duster airplane.

And while some tantalizing

hints have been raised, no one

really knows the solution to this

rural whodunit in southern

Washington.

*How to poison that many
animals that fast is still a mystery,"

said Clarke Brown, a state Depart-

ment of Agriculture investigator.

"For that many to get poisoned

without finding the obvious source

is extremely unusual."

Investigators are focusing on

two farm chemicals but say they

don't account for all the problems.

In fact, they say the animal deaths,

which occurred in adjacent fields,

could be unrelated.

According to the investigators.

some evidence was initially with-

held by witnesses, and so much
time passed before a veterinarian

was called after the mid-January

cow abortions that any chemical

traces had disappeared.

"All I know is a bunch of cattle

died, and sheep," said Len Mclr-

vin, the rancher who lost 15 cows
and about 100 calves in the

spontaneous abortions.

One possible culprit, the Han-
ford nuclear weapons plant, has

been ruled out by investigators.

The government plant, the most
contaminated nuclear waste site in

the nation, is a few miles west of

Burbank.

Its proximity seems to have
made residents of the Snake River

town of 700 immune to sudden
panic. "We've lived around a

nuclear plant all our lives," John
Hash of Burbank said. "Why
worry about a few sheep dying?"

Investigators admit they may
never know the full story.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occtir, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them prompt-

ly on this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the

editors by calling (2 1 3) 825-9898.
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UC sues firm, claiming patent infringement
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

y
The University of California filed suit

with the U.S. District Court in San Franciso

last week against Eli, Lilly and Co.,

charging that the pharmaceutical firm's

commericial production of insulin infringes

on a UC patent

The suit alleges that Eli Lilly and Co.
manufactures and sells insulin using genetic

engineering technology covered in a basic

patent issued to UC in 1984, according to a

UC press release.

*'Eli Lilly and Co. is utilizing the

(technology) for its profitable sale/* UC
attorney Allen Wagner said. UC is

demancting that the pharmaceutical com-
pany pay a "fair and reasonable royalty** for

the use of the UC-discovered technology, he
said.

Suit says Eli Lilly and Co. exploits

technology discovered at UCSF
But Eli Lilly and Co. denies they have

infringed on UC*s patent "Under the terms

of a 1978 agreement, Eli Lilly and Co.

funded basic biotechnological research

related to human insulin and human growth
hormones. This agreement gave Lilly an

q)tion to acquire a licence under a patent

resulting from this researcti/* said Eli Lilly

and Co. spokeswoman Marie Abbott
**The patent that*s involved in this suit

was a product under that 1978 agreement,**

she said. '

'

The 114-year-old pharmaceutical com-
pany evaluated the patent using their own
attorneys as well as non-company attorneys

and decided the patent was not valid.

"While Lilly believes that our legal council

is correct, obviously the University has

decided not to accept that opinion,** Abbott
said.

The suit was filed Feb. 7, and Eli Lilly

and Co., has 20 days to reply. At press time

the pharmaceutical company had not con-

tacted UC, but Wagner said the University

would be '"pleased to discuss settlement

with Eli Lilly and Co. if they are interested.**

However, if a settlement is not reached,

Wagner said UC is "determined to litigate.**

Abbott declined to comment on whether
Eli Lilly and Co., is willing to settle or not
The technology to manufacture human

insulin was discovered in 1982 when UC

While my guitar gently weeps

Mark Free of Berkeley entertains students on Bruin Walk on Thursday.

ELLIS GHODSIAN

Search for unicnowii gunman narrows
People close to

victims now focus

of investigation

By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

Police searching for the

unknown gunman who killed a

UCLA Medical Center employee

and critically wounded another

said Thursday that their focus has

been narrowed to people close to

the victims.

"Anything is possible, but our

main area of investigating is

persons she (the slain) knew in her

life,** said Los Angeles police Lt
George Harris.

Police believe the gunman who
fatally shot Diondra Ann Picou,

22, and wounded Nora S. Arellano,

30, was familiar with the hospital

because he found the patient escort

office, which is difficult to locate

in the maze of hallways in the'Med

Center.

"Now the hard work begins,**

said university police Chief John

Barber. "Now (we have to) inter-

view people . . . and break down
alibis if they are shaky.**

Police would not disclose what
caliber the pistol was but have said

it was .38 or larger. Some finger-

prints were take from the scene,

but since the door was used so

often, they are unsure how valu-

able any prints will be, Harris said.

The patient escort service ini-

tially resumed business Wednes-
day in the same room where the

shooting occurred, but on Thurs-

day the office moved down the hall

at the request of hospital admini-

strator Jerry Wright
An escort who declined to be

identified said he thought the

office was being moved because

the workers did not like working
where -the shooting occurred.

A memorial for Picou is being
held today at the Neuropsychiatric

Institute's auditorium at 2 p.m.

San Francisco researchers identified the

human gene repsonsible for the production

of insulin. The principle users of manufac-
Uired insulin are diabetics whose bodies do
not produce sufficient insulin to break down
sugar.

Four UCSF researchers spliced the

insulin-producing gene out of human DNA
and placed it into a micro-organism, which
used the gene to produce human pro-insulin,

a substance almost identical to insulin. The
pro-insulin then underwent a process of

chemical alteration and was transformed

into the insulin molecule.

"This is a matter of producing human
insulin just as it is produced in the human
body,** Wagner said. Until this discovery,

insulin was obtained from either human
cadavers orcows and pigs. Animal insulin is

effective in humans because insulin is not

species specific, he sa^d.

Study says people with
HiV but not AIDS do not
have mental impairment
Findings demonstrate employers

have no grounds for discrimination
By Auris Jarasunas
Contributor

People infected with the HIV
virus but who have not fully

contracted the Aips disease do not
suffer any mental impairment
because of their condition and
therefore are capable of function-

ing as any non-infected individual

in society, a recent national study
reported.

"Our results suggested that there

is no reason to judge people *s

mental functions on the basis of
whether or not they are infected

with the virus. There does not seem
to be any relationship between
infection with the virus and actual

changes in functioning,** said Dr.

Eric Miller, the director of the

Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study
(MACS) at the UCLA School of
Public Health.

A similar study was done in

1987 at UC San Diego, where the

results caused some controversy

by suggesting that HIV infected

persons who had not manifested

any symptoms of AIDS did

demonstrate a change in their level

of performance. Miller said. But
according to Miller, the 1987
study, which included only 17

subjects, had a ]x>tential sampling
bias.

This kind of a study further

fueled some anxiety that HIV
infected men might be **people

with subtle kinds of problems who
should not be driving buses, fiying

planes or doing whatever,** Miller

said.

The more recent MACS study,

which is the largest national study

ever done that concerns HIV
positive men, concludes that these

fears are groundless.

The MACS study was con-
ducted from 1986 to 1988 with a
group of about 5,(XX) individuals

nationwide. About 1,1(X) people
participated in UCLA*s part of the

study.

Participants were divided into

three groups: a control group of
men without the HIV virus, a
group of HIV positive men who
^d not ^^|Ldemonstrated the

symptoms oT/RdS, and a group of
men diagnosed with and suffering

symptoms of AIDS.
Researchers in the MACS study

administered tests that examined
things such as each participant*s

ability to perform tasks that

involve sonoe thought process.

*We found no diffar-

ence in the number
of abnormalities on
die test between peo-

pie not affected by
ihe virus •*'

EricMmer

"For someone who is having

difficulties with thinking clearly or

organizing thoughts, it can be

pretty difficult** Miller said.

"We found no differences in the

number of abnormalities on the

test between people not affected by

the virus and those who were
infected but otherwise asympto-

matic,** Miller said. Those diago-

nosed with AIDS demonstrated

impairment in their motor skill

functions.

The MACS.study demonstrates

that employers have no grounds on
which to discriminate against

individuals who are infected with

the HIV virus and do not display

any symptoms of the disease.

Miller said. Some employers
including airline companies and
the military have considered
restricting certain jobs to such
people in the past.

Miller said specific testing for

HIV positive, asymptomatic peo-

ple is not necessary, but simple

tests of competence ought to be
administered to all employees
filling positions where good
reflexes are necessary in the

performance of their jobs. Miller

said.

.
The MACS study will continue

at the four universities to follow

the course and effects of the HIV-
virus in people who have it, yet

who have not contracted the AIDS
disease.

UCLA conducted the study in

collaboration with Johns Hopkins
University, Northwestern Univer-
sity and the University of Pitts-

burgh.
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Briefs

World

Aquino anniversary

marked by prot<^.

V

MANILA. Philippines — Leftist

groups and rebel soldiery. Thursday
marked the fourth anfliiveFsary of the

revolt that brought Corazon Aquino to

power by demanding her ouster and
calling her a U.S. puppet who betrayed the

rebellion. , "n^w
About 10,000 woikers, students and

slum dwellers rallied in central Manila
and demanded the removal of six U.S.

military bases in the Philippines.

Riot police, a barbed wire barricade

and fire trucks blocked about 1,000

protesters who tried to march on the

presidential palace. They dispersed after a

brief rally.

The Revolutionary Alliance for the

Masses-Soldiers of the Filipino People, a

rebel military group, said it decried **Uie

treachery of this government and how
readily it has surrendered our sovereignty

to foreign powers." The group spear-

headed a December coup attempt against

Aquino.

Cheney, Japanese
confer on troop cuts

TOKYO — Japanese officials

informed by Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney thai tight budgets will force cuts

in the 50,000 U.S. troops stationed here

reacted Thursday by calling the plan

"prudent and appropriate.**

Cheney, in a daylong series of meetings

with top Japanese officials, also sought

increases in the $2.4 billion annual

^support for the American military based

here, but no specific figures were dis-

cussed or agreed upon, officials said.

The Pentagon chief assured Japanese

Defense Minister Juro Matsumoto that no

U.S. Combat troops would be removed
from Japan in the event reductions are

ordered, according to Cheney spokesman

Pete Williams.

Nation

Senator to face trial'

on ethics ciiarges

WASHINGTON, D.C. -^ The Senate

Ethics Committee said Thursday it would
begin a trial-like hearing on Sen. David
Durenberger because of '^substantial

credible evidence** that he violated Senate

rules and federal law.

Most of the allegations concern a

book-promotion arrangement under
which the Minnesota Republican made
speeches and accepted fees to promote

two books he wrote.

During the trial stage of an investiga-

tion, the committee detemiines whether to

recommend that the full Senate vote for

punishment, which could range from a

reprimand to expulsion in the most serious

case.

Space shuttle launch

delayed another day
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA

on Thursday delayed the launch of

Atlantis for a second day to let the

shuttle* s commander recover from a sore

throat and to await better weather.

The secret military mission to put a spy

satellite in orbit is not expected to take off

until Saturday morning at the earliest.

The shuttle originally was scheduled
for a fiery pre-dawn liftoff Thursday but
was postponed Wednesday when Navy
Capt. John O. Creighton became ill, the

second time the space program has

delayed a flight because of a sick

astronaut

NASA delayed the launch yet another

day at the recommendation of doctors

examining Creighton, who complained of

a sore throat and congestion.

State

Security tigiitened

at iiase after tiireat

NORTON AIR FORCE BASE — Air

Force officials tightened security at this

cargo and transportation base Thursday
after they "identified a terrorist threat**

against it.

The increased security included more
gate checks at the base 60 miles east of
Los Angeles and more security patrols,

according to a statement from Col.

Edward J. Sheeran, vice commander of

the 63rd Military Airlift Wing.
The statement did not identify the type

of threat, when it was received or what it

said. It said there had been no terrorist

action against the base.

Assembiy approves
part of etiiics pacicage

SACRAMENTO — The Assembly
approved one part of the ethics package

that would make legislators subject to

conflict-of-interest laws Thursday, but

Republicans delayed the main bill to ban

honorariums and limit gifts.

Without debate, the lower house voted

72-1 for SB 1738 by Senate President Pro

Tem David Roberti, D-Los Angeles. It

returns to the Senate for a vote on

amendments added in the Assembly.

All of the ethics bills, which would

implement a constitutional amendment if

approved by June voters, are headed to a

two-house conference committee to work
out differences between the Senate and
Assembly versions.

Proposition 1 12, which was put on the

ballot by the Legislature last year, would
require the Legislature to make new laws

prohibiting legislators from engaging in

activities or having interests that conflict

with the proper discharge of their duties.

Local

Police evacuate area

surrounciing truck

A flaming truck, loaded with drums of

explosive material, triggered the evacua-

tion Thursday of a 15-block area near an

Internal Revenue Service office in Los
Angeles.

The abandoned pickup burned itself out

shortly after the fire was reported at 5

a.m., but^the evacuation last much of the

day as firefighters tried to figure out how
to moye the truck.

The truck was the source of several

"explosions,** said Cmdr. William Booth.

Officer Sylvia Palacio of the West Los
Angeles station said there were five

drums in the truck bed.

Officers allowed the fire to bum itself out,

called in bomb squad aqd hazardous

materials experts and cordoned off the

area.

Compiled from the Associated Press

OPTOMETRIX
AnOptometric Center
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DESIGNER EYEWEAR FRAMES

& SUNGLASSES SALE*
(Westwood Location Only) '» .»•

Porsche

Alain Mikli

Bada
Latent

Biagotti

Belle

Carrera

I.D.C.

PLUS

OTHER DESIGNER BRANDS
STARTING AT $15

Sale ends Sunday March 4. Limited to current stocl(.

Open 7 Days

EYE EXAMINATIONS • CONTACT LENSES • CUSTOM EYEWEAR
EXAM BY APPOINTMENT -ONE HOUR SERVICE (in Most cases)

VISION INSURANCE F'LANS ACCEPILD
DR. MYLESZAKHEIM. O.D.P.C.

DR PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A^PAIN IN TH
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYIII
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBi DRiVB?

ALL CARS • Aa DRIVERS • CAU AND SAVEI

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONCA BL, SANTA HOMCA, CA »04O4

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UdLA COMMUNITY!!

^ ^ J

''Ain t hlo Thing Like Our Chicken Wings'' ^^

LATE LIXCH ::00PMo:00rM
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(I f r o M I r n t m.
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THINGS
Potato Skim
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Kh-ini (inil ( hi-iLUit

GnUrn Mititaralla S«icki

Fmit Frird' Zucchini
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Our Famoui "l)nion Loar*
Sieak Frio |<lniii

« iih t hi-vv And grayy

Bir> RED SAMPLER
(HID)!-, n>ii::ari-Nn «n«l<. :u<<t«inu

mu'>hriiiifn<, and p««;iti' «l,in-t

$2.99
$).«0
D.tO
S2.99
$2.9$
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• 1.90
•1.29

99.99

1 1923 Santa Monica
Blvd.

West LA.

Sun-Thr$
1 1am CO lam

Fri & Sat

lam to 3an»
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International Students Association

Cultural
Sunday, February

Ackerman Grand Ballrooni

V

Entertainment
will include:

^ Krakusy Polish Dance Troupe
^ L.A. LitfaUiELnian Touth

Ensemble - Spindulsrs

^ Estonian Singer, Matt Riivald

and Pianist, Rein Rannap
3(§K Hungarian Violinist,

Shony Braun
i^ Slide Show/Speakers on:

Bulgaria: Ms. Milena Kirora
Yugoslavia: Mr. Jure Marn

{@i Arts Exhibits by:

Jana S. Benari
Oton Kovarik

Funded by Campus Programming Committee of the Program^
Activities Board; ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming
Committee; and Student Committee for the Arts.

I

-. I
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firsA GREMTHEAOr
I Ray loynd. LA Tim»s

I "A BENT COMEDY..
I REAL FUN.
\_ MwfW C Oybtn, Bntttrimtntnttnt Todmy^

DON SAXON ROBERT R BLUME
JAN FOSTER JOEL OUARESMO

Written t)y

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD

Hunger
A liuman condition which
we must end in order to

have a future

civiilzation.

Cool Conference

March 8-11

at UCLA

Call (213)206-5547/5523

Paid for by USAC

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

TICKETS (800) 369-8367
OR AT BOX OFFICE

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets $12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Metrose /We Los Angeies. CA

I
I

I

I

STUDENTS $9!
(With I.D.)

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel
CHANGE BROWN EYE$ $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT! LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

\0>^
iiiilliiililn'^^^^ to Lo» Angeles

In Wcstwood:

10930 Uidbiook Dr.

Comer of Weitwood
^-X Undbfook

ai3)20»-145S

Sirtill'5

Also In Santa Moi^
1014 Wlbkkc Blvd.

Between 10th. L Uth. St

(213)3954777

FREEPAUONG
INIEAR

Hoiini9ui.-9t30pB
Mod. Than SM.

I

t
I

I

2 Beef Tacos
and 1 2 oz. Soda for

$2.35
Valid only with coupon. Expires 3-31-90.

I

I

I

I

You are invited to attend a free lecture

on Christian Science entitled

"ACQUAINTING CHILDREN
WITH GOD"

Margaret Rogers, C.S.

A member of The Christian Science

Board of Lectureship

Is God real? What is He like? Why do evil things

happen? These are questions that both children

and adults may srapple with at different points

in their lives, using the Bible as a basis, the

speaker discusses how to feel and know God's

presence more tangibly,

S}inday, February 25, 1990 at 2:30 p.m.

Beverly Vista School Auditorium
(entrance on Charleville at Reitford)

Under the auspices of
First Church of Christ, Scientist, Beverly Hills

All Are Welcome

Child Care and Free Parking Provided at the Church
142 South Record Drive, Beverly Hills

Honda teams up with Mexican
American Legai Defense FUnd
Joint commercial will

urge census involvement

By Mona Rivera

Contributor

In an effort to educate Latinos about the

importance of the 1990 U.S. Census, American
Honda has teamed up with the Mexican American
Legal Defense Fund to produce a television

commercial urging members of Los Angeles* largest

ethnic community to participate.

^ *The bringing together of the private and public

sector in order to educate the Latino population on
the census is critical/* said MALDEF President

Antonia Hernandez, who spoke Thursday in Bur-

bank, where the commercial premiered.

"We recognize that the Latino population has

grown tremendously during the past 10 years since

the last census,** said Eric Conn, senior advertising

manager for American Honda. "We also know 4hat

MALDEF is concerned that the Latino community
will be undercounted this year as it was in the 1980
census, and we*re glad we can help inform Latinos on
what the census means to them.**

In the 1980 census there was a 10 percent

undercount of the Latino population. This caused the

Latino community to lose two congressional seats,

and federally funded programs assisting the Latino

population were cut, Hernandez said.

The commercial, which first aired Thursday,

begins with a narrator describing how census figures

are used to determine political representation. As the

screen gradually fills up with more individuals, the

narrator explains how census figures are used to

allocate federal funds to build roads, schools, and

housing. The spot closes with singer Vikki Can-

leading the crowd in the MALDEF census slogan,

"Hagase Contar!,** which Is Spanish for "Make
yourself count**

With only a month remaining before the census

begins, MALDEF and American Honda hope to

reach as much of the Latino population as possible.

"For more than a year now, we have been

aggressively seeking out Latino participation,**

Hernandez said. "American Honda has made our

efforts that much more effective.**

To ensure that the commercial reaches the largest

audience possible, American Honda will air the

commercial on Univision, the Spanish language

network.

The spot will begin airing during prime time

programming hours beginning this week and
continuing until April.

"It*s an honor working on a project such as this

one,** said Guillermo Martinez, vice-president and

news director of Univision. "Our news, public

affairs, and public service programming has focused

on the issue and will continue to beyond April 1,

census day.**

Univision has already contributed considerable

time, resources and technical assistance to deliver the

census message to the Latino community. *The
message to the Latino community is the important

factor here: that they participate for us, for our

children, and for our future,** Martinez said.

Gieelc Weeic icicles off Sunday witli

Olympicsfor the mentally disabled
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

The first games of the Special

Olympics, an olympic-style com-
petition for the mentally disabled,

will kick off this year*s Greek
Week starting Sunday.

"I see the^1 ofGreek Week as

two-fold, to unify the Greek
community and to contribute phi-

lanthropic efforts for the com-
munity,** said nisa Halpem, Greek
Week committee co-chair.

Mentally disabled people from

Southern California will compete
all-day Sunday in events including

basketball, gymnastics and track

and field.

On Monday, a Greek informa-

tion faire will be held in front of the
Bruin Bear. "We would like to

show the campus community what
the greek system is, give out rush

information and break down bar-

riers between greeks and non-

greeks,** Halpem said.

Continuing programs during

Greek Week include a fundraiser

for UCLA*s Child Development
Program, a blood drive for the Red
Cross, a canned food drive to

benefit the Second Harvest home-
less program and a clothing col-

lection program for the Salvation

Army, said Patrick Wyatt, Greek
Week Committee co-chair.

The Child Development Prog-

ram at UCLA is part of the UCLA
Pediatrics Pain Center, which is

trying to improve the methods to

recognize and treat pediatric pain,

Halpem said. The program needs
funds for such things as video

games, bio-feedback training and
money to hire a researcher.

"Also, a frozen yogurt study

break at Westwood*s Penguins

program will be held Tuesday after

Greek Week 1990 Feb. 25 - March 3

ON-GOING EVENTS:

BLOOD DRIVE

Individual appointments will be at blood drive facilities. R^d Cross facilities will t)e

set up on campus, fraternity and sorority rows at different times during tfie week.

SCHEDULED EVENTS:

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 25:

Special Olympics

Locations: At Yates Gym. Drake Stadium, IM Field, Collins Court

. TlMK 9a.m.-4p.m.^

MONDAY FEBRUARY 26:

Greek Information FaIre

Location: At tf)e Bruin Bear.

Time: 10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Serenade and Dessert Exchange

Location: At ttie sorority houses.

Time: 9:30 p.m. Dress: semi-formal

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Greek Olympics

Location: IM Field

TImr 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

NOTE: Waivers are required

.' for participation.

Flai Football Tournament

Roynd One
Time: 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

Location: At IM Field. s

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28

Flag Football, Round Two
Location: IM Field

Time: 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

Double Vision

This is a social/educational program which

aims to break barriers between the sexes.

Location: At each sorority house.

THURSDAY, MARCH 1

All - Greek Exchange

Lpction: Vertigo

Time: Please contact Sussannah Cenovich at 824-0172. Maria Itkin at

208-2408. or Sandy Jacobsen at 824-3836.

7 p.m. Twenty percent of all

proceeds will be donated to the

Child Development Program,
Wyatt said.

Collection bins for money,
canned food and clothing will be
placed at the fraternity and sorority

houses all week long.

Wednesday evening. Double
Vision, a co-educational program
to educate people on issues such a

stereotypes, date rape, alcohol,

substance abuse and peer pressure,

GAIL MOOREHEA[Vt)aJly Bruin

will be presented to members of

the Greek community.
"I would like to see an increased

awareness that these problems
exist, not only in the Greek system,

but in society as a whole,** Halpem
said. "Education is the fu-st step in

tackling these problems.**

The goal of Double Vision is to

get people to see both sides of

social issues, Wyatt said. "It

involves role playing. It is a ver>

active type of program.**

k^LA
Bruin Radio

530 AM
99.9 Century Cable FM

Professor GoMschmidt honored
for anthi
By Tallne Satamian

Contributor

• II logy contributions
les.

UCLA anthropology professor

emeritus Walter Goldschmidt will

be honored today for his contribu-

tions to the field of African studies,

which include a key role in

establishing the James S. Coleman
African Studies Center on campus.

**The event is really to voice our

appreciation for the best Africanist

scholar,** said Merrick Posnansky,

director of the center, which is

celebrating its 30th anniversary

this year.

Goldschmidt is a "key figure** in

the development of cultural ecolo-

gy, said anthropology professor

Timothy Earl. Cultural ecology

^xamines the role of the environ-

ment on the broader social and

cultural aspects of human societ-

Goldschmidt*s works have
focused on the pastoral people of
Africa, particularly of the Sebei in

Yuganda, Posansky said.

"We hope to periodically honor
our emeritus professors . . . (parti-

culariy) when they reach the age of
78,** he said, noting how among
anthropologists, 78 years trans-

lates to 1000 lunar years. *The
custom (among many societies

worldwide) is to honpr after 1,000

moons,** he said. Goldschmidt is

78.

In 1954. Goldschmidt gathered

interested Africanists to establish

the center, which now is interna-

tionally renowned, Posnansky
said. After five years of planning,

the committee under
Goldschmidst*s chairmanship

established the African Studies

Center.

"Africa became very important

at the time of the development of

the Cold War,** Goldschmidt sdid.

The United States govemment did

not want to get caught unprepared
in the same way as it did during the

Second Worid War, when it lacked

experts on various regions of the

world, including Africa.

"As colonization (in Africa)

was coming to an end, Americans
felt they had a role in African

development,** Posnansky said. Up
until that point, Africanists were
mainly European.

The event, which will also

celebrate the 30th anniversary of
the center, will take place at 314
Royce Hall from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

today.

African-American student magazine
devotes latest issue to apartlieid

MandeWs release, black

leadership addressed

By Heidi f^arker ^_
Contributor

mr^tApartheid and^ fde^e of Nelson Mandela are

the featured topics in the most recent edition of

Nommp, UCLA*s African-American student news-

magazine.

Tlie 52-page edition "may be the largest edition of

the magazine since its inception 20 years ago,** said

editor Shonda Hombeck. It delves into the issue of

leadership in the community and important topics for

the community on an international and a campus
Jeyel.

Nommo*s focus had "originally beeir an intei

tional one but with the release ofNelson Mandela, the

focus became one on South Africa,** said co-editor

Angela Jackson.

Two articles about Mandela take different

approaches. On^deals ^^ith his release, his history

and achievements, and another discusses the new
problems he now faces in order to eliminate

apartheid.

The articles provide a picture of this leader and

conveys his retum to the philosophy of non-violent

struggle.

Two American leaders, whose messages often

appeared at odds, come under the microscope of

writer Tracy Grayson, who concludes that Martin

Luther King, Jr.. and Malcolm X have much in

common. Since King had been recognized as a non-

violent leader and Malcolm as a radical leader.

Jackson felt it was important to explore their

similarities.

*They are both actually very radical and revolu-

tionary. it*s just that King had to push a non-violent

image.** she said.

Hombeck refers to these two leaders in her

editorial when she discusses the need for unity in the

African-American community.

This edition also explores the dilemmas of African

Americans and their community. The lack of

economic power in the black community is reviewed

in an article by Olufemi Nicol entitled "Corporations

Subvert Sanctions Against South Africa.** where the

mysterious mechanics of divestment is examined.

And "Afro-Panamanians Suffered Most From
U.S. Invasion** by Eddie Marbrie reports that

hundreds of Afro-Panamanians were killed in the

American invasion of Panama on Dec. 20 and that

these killings were overlooked.

Several rappers whom ^ommd~ interviewed —="
among them KRS-One of Boogie Down Productions

and Chuck D. of Public Enemy — discuss African-

American youth and the obstacles young people face

in inner cities.

The current issue also contains a larger-than-usual

number of articles on entertainment figures — not

pieces about their popularity alone, but about their

thoughts on their community, the struggles,African

Americans face and the part they can play in the

struggle. , ,

The artists "try to keep up a conscious image in

their art and Nommo wanted to center on those

images.** Jackson said.

The edition has extensive artwork including a

full-page poster of Nelson Mandela and photographs

from the "South Africa: The Cordoned Heart** exhibit

which is now part of a private collection.

Unocal agrees to record settlement

in San Pablo Bay pollution lawsuit
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — In an

action environmentalists said

should be a warning to willful

polluters. Union Oil agreed Thurs-

day to a record $5.55 million

settlement of a lawsuit stemming
from the company *s pollution of

the San Pablo Bay.

The settlement resolves a long-

standing dispute over pollution

that environmentalists charged

took place between April 1979 and
-i t'cbruary 1988. It was the largest

civil penalty in the history of the

federal Clean Water Act, accord-
* ing to lawyers with the Sierra Club

• Legal Defense Fund. Inc.

"We're elated,** said SCLDF
aitomey Stcphan Volker. who
filed suit against the company in

1984. He credited the litigation

with exposing and halting "syste-

matic manipulation of the self-

fnonitoring program on which the

Clean Water Act is based.**

"This should send a strong

message to other polluters: Clean

up your operations or face the

prospect of being hauled into court

and paying a substantial penalty.**

Volker said.

John Barg. the attorney handling

the case for Union, which has been

acquired by Unocal, declined to

comment on the settlement. Unoc-
al spokesman Jeff Callender

emphasised that the settlement did

not constitute an admission of

fault.

*The company maintains that

many of the alleged violations are

the result of misunderstandings**

regarding provisions of the Clean

Water Act, he said.

"We remained confident of our

position but the case has dragged

on for six years and we felt it was
time to put it behind us.** Callender

said.

-.-^The settlement followed years

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

LITEBITE

We anszvtr

your zuay

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

II
BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS "JUST RIGHT
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI. DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD, FRENCH FRIES. AND SOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS
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Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900
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DO YOU SUFFER FR6m3

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
{213)478-6869 (818) 9884)11«

of legal battles. Although tlie

courts initially found in favor of

Union*s position, subsequent rul-

ings went against the company.

In December 1988. U.S. District

C6urt Judge Samuel Conti ruled

that Union Oil had violated its

federal waste discharge permit 200

times, including nine bypasses of

its treatment plant in the town of

Rodeo. A trial had been scheduled

for this month.

The wastes that flowed into the

Bay included phenols and other

potentially cancer-causing sub-

stances such as benzene, toluene,

acetone and trichloroethylene.

Conti said the company had saved

between $20 million and $60

million by failing to install adequ-

ate treatment equipment

The penalty was described by

the SCLDF as the highest ever paid

as the result of a citizen suit under <

the federal Qean Water Act

Here are a
the excuses you
need to eat out.

VALID EVERYDAY

8IRU0N STEAK $5.99
INCLUDES AU-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT

ftSALADBAR \

Served with cheese toast and choice of potato.
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

PARTYNOW THRU:) 3/4/90

I

Ofier good only:
ot SUsler-Westwood Village

1 922 Ckiyley Ave. Sizzler
COUPON,

1
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STEAK a HIBACHI
CHICKEN $6.99

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
USALADBAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE Of
PARTY NOW THRU: 3/4/dO

Oiier good only:
at Siisler-Westwood Village

922 Goyley Ave. Sizzler
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Classic Northern Italisfi Cutsfns

THE PASTA-BlUniS
ARE ENDLESS

Creatt tiie difinar you wentwHJi tmr
15 dtffefint pastas, and 40 different saueas.

Ourpum poftkmt litto livft. wt ^uttsmtt yim%N intitrng

8" to MS*
FRESH SIAfOOO. SCAMPI, CHICKEN. STEAK.

WHITE VEAi. ROAST DUCK, SWEET BREAD

All dinners tnciude unlimited trips to our

extensive sited and home-niade soup bar.

2301 SmIIHMmSHiM Sisti IMct

(213) 463*5442
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* t

an intimate meetin£f with

BRONSON PINCHOT
star of **Perfect Strangers ft
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MONDAY, FEB. 26

ACKERMAN 2ND
FLOOR LOUNGE

NOON

FREE!
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Stipends
Psychology department to award

scholarships to minority students
By Leslie Shelton

Contributor

To draw more minority students

into graduate school and increase

their opportunities in undergradu-

ate research, the UCLA Psycholo-

gy Department is offering an

award to underrepresented stu-

dents majoring in psychology,

psychobiology and cognitive sci-

ence.

The Minority Undergraduate

Research Award will provide

stipends ranging from $500 to

$1,000 to about ten minority

students. The award will fund

research that the students are

required to conduct with a faculty

sponsor and graduate students

during spring quarter.

Similar to a laboratory research

assistant position, the program
offers hands-on experience in a

professional lab setting. "We want
to expose the students to all aspects

of research and show how they can

make a contribution to that study,'*

said Rosemary Chavoya, Minority

Affairs Coordinator for the psy-

chology department.

The program's coordinators aim
to promote graduate school as an

option and believe the program
will benefit on an even broader

scale.

•Think of it as a pipeline effect,"

said Minority Affairs Counselor,

Felipe De La Garza. "If we can get

one or two of these 10 students

interested in graduate psychology

at iJCLA, then we've got that

many more prospects for future

employment as faculty at UCLA,**
he said.

"We'd like to think at some
level we're also going to influence

the larger university by letting

others departments know there are

things you can do to get faculty and
students excited about bringing

more minorities into the graduate

school process," Chavoya said.

The program originated last July

when an allocation of money from
the Associate Vice Chancellor's

Office of Academic Development
and the Office of the Dean of Life

Sciences was granted to the depart-

ment as part of a three-fold

diversity plan.

"Minority undergraduates
because of other factors, including

often having to pay for their own
education, are in greater need of

financial assistance to help them
nurture academic inclinations,"

Chavoya said.

Objectives for the plan include

recruitment of minority faculty in

psychology, better funding for

-^

minority graduate students in

psychology and undergraduate
minority development, which is

the focus of the new award, De La
Garza said.

Currently, 49 percent of the total

undergraduate population in psy-

chology are minority students and
25 percent in graduate psychology.

Last year only 20 percent of the

students who applied to the gradu-

ate school were minorities, said

Irving Maltzman, pyschology pro-

fessor and chairman of the com-
mittee that created the award.

To reduce the difference
between these two percentages,

the program seeks to draw minori-

ty undergraduates into graduate

school, Chavoya said. "We're
trying to highlight the depart-

ment's strengths in experimental

psychotogy."

Having been with the depart-

ment for 41 years, Maltzman
emphasized the value of research

and graduate school. *The Ph.D
degree represents excellence in

research," he said.

"You must do the research to

develop and assess techniques for

treatment of people's problems,"

Maltzman said. 'Tind out what

causes those problems then you'll

really be able to help large

numbers of people."

UCLA has had a rich and active

research program for the past 12

years, said Chavoya, who added

that opportunities are available for

all students and not just minorities.

Senior Missy Hemdon, recently

accepted to the UCLA graduate

school of psychology, agreed and

said she values her undergraduate

research experience greatly.

"Professors want and need

assistance always," said Hemdon,
who received credits for being a .

research assistant. "Unfortunately

not enough students are aware of

such opportunities."

All undergraduates, and espe-

cially minorities, are "as innocent

as the driven snow" when it comes
to available research opportuni-

ties, Maltzman said.

"So now we're addressing a

group of (minority) students who
have not traditionally been as

actively involved in research,"

Chavoya said.

Applications can be picked up at

informal receptions on Feb. 23
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. and Feb. 26
from noon to 1 p.m. in Franz Hall

Room 3461. Faculty, graduate

students and advisors will be there

to answer questions. Deadline for

applications is Mar. 1.

Grandfather sentenced to

probation for gUn accident
The Associated Pr»sa

STOCKTON, aUf. — A 72-

year-old Manteca man who acci-

dentally shot his grandson to death
with a gun he thought was
unloaded was sentenced Thursday
to formal probation and ordered to

do 500 hours community service.

Because of his age, the prosecu-

tion did not seek a prison term for

George Clifford Lewis who had
pleaded no contest earlier to

involuntary manslaughter in the

death of 3-year-old Arash Vali-

zadeh last Oct. 31.

Police said the boy pretended to

shoot his grandfather with a plastic

toy, and Lewis then got his own
.22-caliber revolver and fired,

thinking; the gun was empty. The
boy died from a bullet wound in his

chest

Besides community service and

Vist years probation, Lewis was

ordered not to possess fu^arms

under the sentence handed down

by San Joaquin County Superior

Court Judge William Oiffen.

After the plea. Deputy District

Attorney Joan Eshelman had said

she didn't think a prison term was

necessary for Lewis.

"He's 72 years old, and I don't

think the people of the state of

California have an interest in

seeing a man who has led an

otherwise crime-free life go to

state prison," she said. "He has

suffered enough."
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Annual Califomia Law
Symposium to meet
Focus will be

on collective

bargaining
By Vai D. Piiiiiips

Staff Writer

Representatives from the

academic and legal communities
will convene today to discuss the

impact of collective bargaining

legislation on California's educa-

tional system.

The second annual California

Law Symposium, entitled "Col-

lective Bargaining and the Educa-
tional Process," will focus on the

1975 Educational Employment
Relations Act, whk:h gave public

school teachers an unprecedented

right to bargain with their school

boards for better working condi-

tions.

UCLA's Graduate School of

Education and the California State

Department of Education are co-

hosting the symposium.
The day-long symposium will

begin with a keynote address by
Albert Rodda, former state senator

and author of the 1975 legislation,

followed by a panel discussion.

Panelists include an attorney and
representatives of the Public
Employment Relations Board,
California Federation of Teachers,

State Department ofEducation and
UCLA School of Law.

In the aftonoon, participants

will divide into six workshops,

addressing labor relations and
school reform, with particular

emphasis on the nature and impact

of collective bargaining on public

education.

These issues have become parti-

culariy significant in light of labor

unrest throughout the state in the

past year, said Stuart Biegel, a

UCLA lecturer in education law.

Although the 1975 Act estab-

lished a comprehensive system of
collective bargaining within Cali-

fornia's education system, some
critics argue the Act may actually

endanger students' education and
that the quality of education may
be the price paid for greater

teacher autonomy.
**There is considerable concern

that the current structure (of

collective bargaining) needs to be
changed. Some people feel that the

kids are losing out,** Biegel said.

During last year's labor unrest in

the L.A. Unified School District,

many teachers refused to attend

faculty meetings, fulfill yard duty
and submit grades, he added.

Twenty years ago, school
boards did not have the legal right

to enter into private negotiations

with teachers, Biegel said. Today,
some form ofcollective bargaining

is used in almost every state.

Symposium participants from
throughout the state will represent

a variety of perspectives on possi-

ble solutions to the problems.

Biegel said faculty and school

board members of a Central

California school district currently

suffering from labor conflicts will

attend today's symposium to work
on their dispute. 'They're coming
to look for answers," Biegel said.

**That's what we want"
The symposium will be held in

the UCLA Faculty Center from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The registration

fee is $45, but the fee for students

is $3. Anyone interested in attend-

ing the symposium should contact

Biegel at 825-8163.

U.S. wants 'good behavior'

from Sandinistas, Balcer says
By Barry Schweid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON D.C. — Sec-

retary of State James A. Baker III

said Thursday that even if interna-

tional observers find the Nicara-

guan government wins Sunday's

elections fair and square, the

Sandinistas will have to show "a

substantial period of good beha-

vior" before there can be normal

relations with the United States.

He also said the Bush admi-

nistration reserves the right to

decide on its own if the election is

fair.

Baker, appearing before the

House Foreign Affairs Committee,

said the administration would
insist on "a substantial period of

good behavior," including an end

to support for leftist insurgents in

neighboring El Salvador and
reconciliation with domestic
political opponents, before ending

economic sanctions and restoring

full diplomatic relations.

The secretary accused the gov-

ernment of President Daniel Orte-

ga of intimidating opponents and

poll watchers besides denying

visas to congressional observers.

The leadihg opposition group

—

the United National Opposition,

hesded by Violeta Chamorro —
.has received U.S. aid in its bid to

govern the country.

Baker said that the Unites States

is **prepsred to recognize a govern-

ment that wins a free election."

Then he set conditions that must be

met for the restoration of normal

relations and asserted U.S. author-

ity to judge the elections.

"Before we talk about norma-

lizing relations (if Ortega is re-

elected) ... we must see a

sustained period of good behavior.

"The government of the United

States must be satisfied that there

will continue to be open political

space in Nicaragua. Then we can

consider beginning to look at how
we might normalize" relations,

including lifting the trade sanc-

tions.

Answering a question from Rep.

Gerry Studds, D-Mass., Baker
said, "It seems to me that if you

believe in democracy, you believe

in respecting the results of a free

and fair election."

But he added, "The United

States must reserve the right to

make the judgment (as to) whether

the election is free and fair."

Observer groups, including one

led by former President Carter and

another sponsored by the United

Nations, will assess the election

and "arrive at reasoned judg-

ments" about its fairness, the

secretary said. "But in light of

experience, the United States

needs to make its own judgment"

The Nicaraguan government, in

denying visas to congressional

observers appointed by President

Bush, argued that the observers

could not be objective because the

United States is providing money
to the Chamorro campaign.

While the United States has

never broken relations and main-

tains an embassy in Managua, it is

staffed by only a handful of

American diplomats. The last U.S.
ambassador was expelled in July
1988.

EUROPE ''CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 SunMt Boulevard

Los Angelet, Calif. 90069
Phona: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad (or Spacial
Studant/Taachar Tariff.

n RENTAL a LEASE G PURCHASE

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR.'

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ElECTROLYSiS BY UNDA
The Westwood Building

.1081 Westwood Suite 224475'4135

^^£^ JAMES S. COLEMAN
"^^T.'M AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

CO-SPONSORED BY THE SOUTH AFRICAN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CONGRESS

Reception to Celebrate

the Release of

NELSON
MANDELA

On Sunday, February 11, 1990, South Africa's Nelson Rolihiahia Mandela
emerged fronn prison after neariy three decades. His release was brought
about by the political defiance of the South African people, the pressure of

sanctions,, and the threat of future, niore militant action. The South African

International Student Congress (SAISCO) salutes this leader and rededi-

cates itself to the militancy that freed him. It is in this spirit that SAISCO
invites you to participate in a celebration of Mandela's release. At the

same time we wish to emphasize that the release ushers in a new phase
in the South African struggle. SAISCO therefore urges the continuation of

sanctions and other forms of pressure against the regime. Apartheid's rul-

ers are still in power, its legislation remains, its police and army still im-

pose their bloody will, the fundamentals of Apartheid persist—a racially-

defined distribution of education and health services, wealth, land, and
power. Negotiations, between the African National Congress based on
popular power and the South African state based on terrorism supported
by Bush and Thatcher, are still to take place.

t

Friday, February 23, 1990
7:00 to 10:00 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, UCLA
Confirmed Guests: Actors Danny Glover and Zakes Mokae, African t^ational Congress

~
representatives. Don Jackson, Zenani Mandela

UCLA
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT

. .
.• •

_ .

'

• \ • ," "

hHQU AWARD)

Stipends for $500 to $1 III

Open to underrepresented minority students who are

Psychology, Psychobiology, and Cognitive Science Majors

(including the three pre-majors)

Applications Available

for Spring 1990 -

DEADLINE: MARCH 1, 1990

Come to an informal reception on any one of the following days and
Rick up an application for the Minority Undergraduate Research Award,
leet Psychology Department faculty, graduate students and advisors

and learn about opportunities to do research in the Spring Quarter and
Summer months. We look fon^^ard to seeing you at one of the following
meetings:

. Friday, February 23, 1990 2:00-3:00 Franz Hall 3461
Moncfay, February 26, 1990 Noon-IW Franz Hall 3461

If you cannot attend a meeting, but would like more Information or to

Eick-up an application form, please call (213) 825-2730 or come to the
indergraduate Advising Office in the Psychology Department. Ploom

1531 Franz Hall.
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JAMES S. COLEMAN
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER

RURAL WOMEN, ISLAM, AND
DEVELOPMENT IN SUDAN:

RECENT CHANGES
Dr. Ellen Gruenbaum

Associate Professor, Anthropology

UC San Bernadino

Noon to 1:00 p.m.

Friday, February 23
11382 Bunche Hall

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning

*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures

*laughing gas available!!

... 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Eyelash Perms
Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

ighlights $35 -Perms $35 Design HairaSTs

New customers only

Exp. 3/7/90

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

ATTENTION !!!

STUDENT HOSTS WANTED

-:. /

. • v/

U..,

UCLA'S OVERNIGHT PROGRAM IS SEEKING 75 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS!!!

Hosts will: — —
• share their living quarters with an overnight guest

• attend lunch and BBQ dinner during weekend of program
• share Bruin life with guest (i.e. go to class together, go to library, show him/her

around UCLA) >,

1,

Hosts should have a GPA of 3.3 or better and live in the residence halls

(double rooms only).

To learn more about being a host for the Overnight Program, come to one of the following

information meetings:

Wednesday, February 21st

Thursday, February 22nd

Friday, February 23rd

North Campus 22

Luvalle Ct Room
Luvalle Ct Rooft\

(11:00- 12:00 noon)

(2:00 - 3:00 p.m.)

(11:00 - 12^00 noon)

• Applications available at 1147 Murphy Hall

Applications due: Friday, March 2, 1990 @ 5:00 p.iii.

For further information contact:

Victoria Lec-Jen-ems at (213) 206-4348 / UARS

Tribute to Nixon:
Presidential library to have

tribute to former first lady
By Jami Leabow
Orange County Register

YOREA LINDA — It was
Richard Nixon *s wish, biographer

Robert Sam Anson wrote, that

whenever and wherever a library

honoring the former president

opened, it would "contain a section

dedicated to the life and accom-

plishments** of his wife.

This summer, alongside the

Yorba Linda Boulevard farmhouse

where Nixon was bom 77 years

ago, his wish will come true.

Planners are putting the finish-

ing touches on a tribute to Nixon *s

first lady. Growers have spent two
years rex:reating the Pat Nixon rose

to plant in the First Lady*s Garden,

and exhibit designers are busy

procuring personal items from Pat

Nixon *s past, including the polka-

dot dress she wore at the 1952
Republican National Convention

in Chicago, where her husband

won the vice presidential nomina-
tion.

The Richard Nixon Library and
Birthplace, scheduled to open July

20, will host the largest collection

of Pat Nixon memorabilia any-

where, and planners expect it to

delight library visitors.

"She's one of the most popular

Hrst ladies still,** said Scott Guerin,

project designer for exhibit plan-

ner DeMartin, Marona, Cranstoun,

Downes Inc. of New York.

Perhaps no greater effort has

been spent on the tribute to Pat

Nixon than that by horticulturists

who worked two years to propa-

gate a rose in her name.

The library grounds will provide

a rare glimpse of the deep red,

nearly black rose that growers

stopped raising just a few years

after its introduction in 1972.

Roses named after people, first

ladies or otherwise, run the cycle

with the pcrson*s popularity, horti-

culturists said. "When Richard

NixQn*s popularity plummeted
with Watergate, so did that of the

Pat Nixbn Rose.

The rose has grown continu-

ously in the White Hous^ garden,

however, since the Nixon admi-

nistration, curator Rex Stouten

said. The rose also grows at Casa
Pacifica in San Clemente, the

former western White House, now
a private home.

Library officials and rose grow-
ers know of no other place, except

maybe someone's private garden,

that the rose grows.

To recreate the rose for the

library, roots were taken two years

ago from a bush at Casa Pacifica

and planted in Wasco, a Uny town
in the San Joaquin Valley where

the bulk of the nation*s roses are

grown.

The roots have sprouted 130

rose bushes, ample for the Fifst

Lady*s Garden at the library.

Any leftovers probably will be

sold, said Lew Whitney, president

of Roger*s Gardens in Corona del

Mar, the project landscapes

Library spokesman Kevin Cart-

wright said officials are consider-

ing propagating the rose again and
selling it if there is additional

demand.

At this point, no one is sure

whether gardeners or history buffs

will want the flower, which rose

breeder Tom Carruth said is "old

fashioned in its style.** Its deep red

color could keep it from being

popular because most Califomians

prefer pastels in their gardens,

Carruth and Whimey said.

Clair Martin, curator of the rose

garden at the Huntington Library

Art Collections and Botanical

Gardens in San Marino, said one
thing is certain: The rose will be a

conversation piece.

"You do hear people mention

the names,** Martin said. More
than 2,000 varieties of roses,

including the yellow First Lady
Nancy named for Nancy Reagan,

grow at Huntington.

Martin said the tradition dates

back to the Abraham Lincoln rose

for presidents and the Mrs. Theo-
dore Roosevelt rose for fu^t ladies.

Proposals are pending to name a

rose after Barbara Bush, Stouten

said.

Once visitors have toured the

garden and the grounds, they will

be able to enter the library to a

larger tribute to Pat Nixon.

A 16-minute film that will run

three times each hour will contain

a large segment on her, said Hugh
Hewitt, executive director of the

library and birthplace. In addition,

more than 1,100 of the library *s

14,000 square feet of exhibit space

will be devoted to Pat Nixon.

Her wing, which will overlook

the garden, will trace her life from
birth in 1912 in a miner's shack in

Nevada to the Nixons* retirement

in Saddle River, NJ.
In between, spectators will see

exhibits on Pat Nixon's life as a

campaigner for her husband and as

an active first lady who instituted

several programs, such as garden

tours, while living in the White
House.

Her role as wife and mother will

not be ignored.

"Mrs. Nixon always tried to

make sure that no matter what was
going on in Mr. Nixon *s political

career . . . home and family was
equally important to her as the girls

were growing up,** said Lauri

Halderman, project coordinator.

Much of the exhibit will be
arranged around a collection of

pictures of Pat Nbcon, but other

artifacts will be mixed in. Halder-

num hopes to acquire the 1952
dress, the red coat Pat Nbcon wore
on the historic 1972 trip to China,

and the aqua gown she wore at the

1973 inauguration.

The dress that Julie Nixon wore

at her 1968 wedding to David

Eisenhower and the wedding gown
Tricia Nixon wore when she

married Edward Cox in 1971 will

be displayed, as will their wedding
invitations and other mementos.

Velvet dresses they wore as chil-

dren will have a place of honor.

"Most people respond very well

to clothes,** Halderman said. "It*s

fun to see the photographs and see

the actual item in front of them.**

The publk: has not seen most of

the items planned for the exhibit,

except perhaps in pictures or oa
television. Some are being stored

in die Chet Holified Federal

Building in Laguna Niguel as part

of ih6 National Archives-Pacific

Southwest Region.
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Soft sell results In big

success for auto dealer

Overhead cut, personnel limite(d

and inventory reduced to survive

By Allison J. Pugh
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.— As tiie

airwaves echo with brash come-
on-down 's for automobile deals,

consider this: a dealership that

sells cars at a flat, $49 markup,

doesn*t horse-trade and will even
talk price over the phone.

The $49-over-invoice approach

is thriving at a smattering of

dealerships across the country.

The profit comes from huge
volume, not markups.

*This is the way cars will be sold

in the future,** said Warren Her-

man, whose car sales at Porter

Chevrolet in Cambridge grew
tenfold when he switched to the

soft sell. "One way or another this

will conquer.**.

In the meantime, $49-over deal-

ers say they are battiing the cozy
relationship between other dealers

and the manufacturer, who they

say share "kickbacks** that are

shouldered by the customer in the

form of higher prices.

*They can*t get enough money
and blood from customers when
they come off the street,*' Herman
said recenUy. "It's like walking
into a sharks* club."

The new procedure does away
with hard sell and horse-trading.

Indeed, the dealers break a cardi-

nal rule of car selling: They show
the customer the factory invoice,

including their actual price* for the

accessories that constitute a large

portion of dealer profit.

Then they charge $49 more than

what the manufacturers charge

them. ; "
**No gimmicks, no pressure. It's

straightforward, treating custom-
ers like human beings, without it

being a demoralizing transaction,**

Herman said.

For example, a 1990 Beretta GT
two-door coupe, selected in red

with all the options, has a manu-
facturer*s suggested retail price of

$14,682. At Porter Chevrolet, die

car costs $13,282.95, or $49 more
than what the manufacturer
charged the dealer.

To survive, the $49-over dealers

but away at their overhead, limit-

ing personnel and skimping on
inventory. Porter Chevrolet carries

between 10 and 15 days* inven-

tory, or about 150 cars, a fraction

of what other big dealers carry.

And the results are so hot they

smoke.

In 1983, Porter Chevrolet sold

480 cars. The next year, after

adopting the $49-over method,

they sold 1,800 cars. In 1985,

3,600. In 1986, 7,000.

Though the sales figures have

declined of late to about 3,500 a

year, Herman attributes that to the

lagging New England economy.

Howard Van Bortel, a car dealer

turned consultant, says his dealer-

ship in Palmyra, N.Y., went from
sdlling 800 cars annually to 8,000

' within a year and a half. At Klick-

Lewis Inc. in Palmyra, Pa., they

sell about 500 cars a month, said

Brenda Winters, an administrative

assistant. ^

So what*s the catch? Why are

there so few $49-over dealers? In

part, few dealers make the switch

because it is such a monumental
one. The ones who do switch are

often those who are desperate.

"We would have been gone
within 30 days, and this gave us a

way to survive,** said Thomas
DeWees, owner of Andes Chev-
rolet and Oldsmobile in Lawrence-
burg, Ind.

Another reason why so few
attempt the $49-over method is the

other dealers hate them so much,
the soft sellers say.

"I don*t believe in it, myself. I

don*t think business has to come to

that,** said Daniel J. Quirk, who
runs Quirk Chevrolet of Braintree

by the book. "I don't believe you
need to sell your product showing
your costs. And how do you know
the invoice you see hasn*t been
made up by the dealer?"

To placate the more numerous
regular dealers, GM tries to dis-

courage the $49-over franchises,

delaying the filling of their factory

orders or sometimes refusing to

reimburse them for in-house
repairs done under warranty, the

$49-over dealers charge.

GM spokeswoman Karen Lon-
gridge denied that the company
systematically tried to discourage

the $49-over dealers. However,
she said some of them weren't able

to live up to the service part of their

franchise agreements.

"If they remain in business,

that's their prerogative. If they sell

a tot of cars, that's to their benefit,"

Longridge said. "But you like

dealers to have an inventory to

choose from and to be able to

provide service."

Survey finds women make up
68% of Alzheimer's victims

By Robert Byrd

Associated Press

ATLANTA — At least 2.3

million Americans will suffer

from severe, debilitating dementia,

such as Alzheimer's disease, by

the close of this decade, federal

health officials predicted Thurs-

day.

Meanwhile, a California study

finds that two out of three Alz-

heimer's patients are women and

one in foiu* is under 65.

• "As the U.S. population ages,

the public health impact of

dementias is increasing in impor-

tance," the Center for Disease

Control said in its weekly report

An estimated 1.6 million Ameri-

cans cuirentiy suffer from severe

dementia — most often Alzheim-

er's disease, but also some with

Parkinson's disease, Huntington's

chorea or dementia-inducing
strokes, CDC researchers
reported.

"By the year 2000, at least 2.3

million persons are expected to be

affected," the AUanta-based agen-

cy said. *

The estimated annual cost of

care and related expenses for

patients with severe dementia in

1985 was as much as $48 billion,

the CDC said.

Alzheimer's disease is a prog-

ressive brain disorder marked by

dementia— an inability to remem-
ber, reason or understand what is

going on. The cause is unknown
and no cure is available.

A survey of 439 patients with

Alzheimer's at six California

U'eaunent centers from 1985-87

showed that 298, or 68 percent,

were women. '
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Fiiid out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in full—plus earn more than $700 a month while you attend school.

Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.

We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.

If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain

valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves.

After graduation, you'll serve three years or more—depending on the Service

you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive—as a respected

Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits

end the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical

technology.

If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice

—

and want to cut the expense of medical school—send for more information today

WV^I Send me full details on how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
B«r« can help cut my medical school expenses. I meet the age requirements noted below.

I understand I am under no obligation.

Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box 2865

Huntington Station, NY 11746-2102 9016
Check up to three : D Aniiy D Nwy

(11-36 yMra at •!) (M-aSynraofige)

Please print all information clearly and completely

I

I

I

I

QAIrFtm
(1M4yMnffi|e)

Name.
First Midtfli Initial LMi

a Male g Female

Address.

City

Apt. #.

State. r^ \ I I I I I

Phone

College

OHrm I I I I I S.C S.C. No.Din nzi I I I I I

Araa Codt Numbtr

I

I

I
Btrth Date CZII dHm

Mo Diy ^ar

Gradaation natal \ I I I I

Mo «ar
The information you voluntarily provide will be used for recruiting purposes only. The more complete it is, the

better we can respond to your request (Authority 10 USC 503).

Field of Study.

UCLA Department of Music and UCLA Center, for the Performing Arts present

UClArOpera Workshop and University Symphony

John Hall, Producer

Lucas Richman, Conductor

Gian Carlo Menotti's

-and-

/• / V ••' '• ':- a; -. uiacomo Puccini s

^^^rm,^.GIanni SchicchI
{in Italian)

Fridays and Saturdays, February 23, 24, March 2 & 3, 1990

Schoenberg Hall • 8:00 p.m.

Tickets (reserved): $12 (general), $7 (students and seniors)

UCLA Central Ticket 0£(ice. (21S) 825-2953
I.
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free

delivery
^

($7 MIn.)

Chinese Fast Food

COMBO PLATE $4.35
nciudes fried rice or chow mein plus any two a la carte Items.

MUxi^ tfi^xk^jp^^^

^*«iB«Bata
O •. • •
• • • • . .•^ in ^

Hours:

Mon-Sat11:00am-11t00pm ^n* ^ooa
c. in 1 1 -noom.i rvnnfwm ^U0~49^0

1147WesiwoodBlvd

SunllrOOam-lftOOpo)
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Do you want

your business

to

Advertise.
825-2161

I
LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

I
only $^ 99 + 2 FREE

[ f le OZ. SODAS
I EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
I must m«ntlon coupon wh«n ordering

I

I

I

I

I
after 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian -

bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included EXP. 2/19/90 I

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

THE
BARGAIN

CONTINUES

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

'

I

I

BUY ONE SLICE & GET A FREE
dine-in only — must bring coupon
limit ono coupon per customer

exp. 3'5'90

ITALIAN

SALAD I

i

« \
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A S U C LA

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FEBRUARY MEETING
NOON FRIDAY, FEBRUART 23, 1990, ACKERMAN 2408

ON THE AGENDA

The February agenda includes the following

action and infomialion items and reports:

• 1 989-90 USA/GSA Board of Directors

Programming Committee Allocations—
Fall Quarter t989

• Report on Student Union Fees

• Food Service Marketing Research

Consultant

• Recommendations to Increase the

Working Capital Alkx^tion for Amusement
Game Acquisition

• Report on Kerckhoff Hall Seismic Costs

• Recycling Update

• Notk^e of Proposed By-law Change -

Large Projects

JL

LAST MONTH
At the January 26. 1990 regular meeting, the

Board of Directors took the following actions

In addition to receiving reports on a number

of matters:

• Approved the Discontinuance of the Sale

ahd/or Consumption of Tobacco Products

at all ASUCLA FacilHies

• Approved the Budget Assumptions for

1990-91 Services and Enterprises Budget

• Accepted the Revisions of the ASUCLA
Services and Enterprises 1969-90 Budget

Incorporating Final Results for 1986-69

77^ Board of Dimdors m ttm sMont-maiortfy board that sots

policy for the Sarvicas and Entarprisas ofASUCLA, including tha

Studants' Stora and Food Sarvica. All Board of Diractors maatmga

ara opan to tha public, and mambars of tha campus community

ara invHad to atland.

News Analysis

President Bush finds

iiimself overexposed
By Walter R. Mears

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In the

taunting chatter of the dugout,

they'd call it rabbit ears —
l)allpark slang for the way some
players seem to hear every boo and
jeer, no matter how long and loud

the cheers of the fans. This

condition now appears to be
afflicting a retired Ivy League first

baseman.

But then, George Bush has

company, among presidents as

well as ballplayers. They'd like the

applause to be unanimous. And
they keep going to bat anyhow.

So hours after Bush said on the

way to the Cartagena drug summit
that he was going to change his

ways and stop holding so many
press conferences, he held num-
bers 38 and 39.

The presidential pique appa-

rently stemmed from critical

accounts of his comments at No.

37, on Monday, Feb. 12, which
turned out the next day to have
been misleading at best

On Wednesday, he said he
hadn't known that what he said

wouldn't survive a day's events.

On Thursday, irked, the president

said he was going to change his

ways and stop holding so many
question-and-answer sessions

because he wasn't going to get

burned any more.

Bush has been holding pres-

idential press conferences at a rate

never approached in the era of
televised questions and answers.

There's been nothing like it since

the early years of Lyndon B.

Johnson's presidency, and many of
his sessions were off camera.

Bush was supposed to have

trouble with communications— at

least by comparison with the

smooth old professional, Ronald
Reagan— and he has spent a year

proving otherwise.

And it's working. Thirteen

months into his term. Bush has poll

approval ratings far beyond those

of his predecessors, Reagan
included. His job performance is

gaining the approval of 75 to 80
percent in the major public opinion

surveys. All those news confer-

ences have helped build that

standing.

But that constant exposure can

be wearing, even grating, espe-

Icially when it leads to adverse

commentary about the answers,

some of which have indeed been
misleading.

Hence the rebuke, which wasn't
unusual, although such flareups

/

usually come when a president is

having |;x>litk:al trouble. Bush's

political stock is up. So there is not

likely to be a major shift in the way
he does business, communication
included. Il's working too well for

that.

Among the specific items on

which Bush comments have turned

out to be misleading:

The president said Feb. 12 that

he didn't think it was time for a

conference of the four allied

powers of World War II on

German reunification, **not at this

juncture." The next day, the United

States, the Soviet Union, Britain

and France agreed on such a

conference.

Long after the administration

has started planning for what
became the K^lta summit meeting
with Mikhail S. Gorbachev, Bush
said no such plans were in the

works. He then said there would be
no set agenda for Malta, and went
there with 21 proposals to be
discussed.

Shortly after the administration

banned high-level exchange visits

with China because of the military

crackdown on democracy demon-
strators, two Bush aides were sent

on a secret mission to Beijing.

They went again in December.
Bush took shelter in semantics^

saying he hadn't banned contacts,

only exchanges.

Episodes like those have led to

complaints that Bush and his aides

sometimes mislead the press and
therefore the public in order to

maintain secrecy on things they

aren't ready to announce. There
are other ways to handle the

problem. As Secretary of Stale

James A. Baker III said after^

acknowledging a televised mis^
statement on China, he could and
should have said no comment.
Bush did a lot of no commenting

as he lectured reporters alx)ard Air

Force One on the way to Colom-
bia. *T h^ to be secretive, to say

nothing of deceptive," he said,

choosing the words his critics had
used.

*'I think we have too many press

conferences," he said. "It's not

good. It's overexposure to the

thing...

"So from now on, it's going to

be a little different"

Later that day. White House
Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater

said the president had only been
kidding.

"I think the president had it

backwards," said Chief of Staff

John Sununu. "I'm supposed to be
the bad cop."

Eastern European peace
may reduce federal deficit

By Donald M. Rothberg

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Most gov-

ernors say they expect the fall of

communist regimes in Eastern

Europe to produce a "peace
dividend" and they want it used to

reduce the federal budget deficit

rather than designated for their

own states' needs.

'There's no question there's

going to be a dividend if you're

using that term in the sense that the

defense budget will come down,"
said Republican Gov. William

Clements of Texas, a former
deputy defense secretary.

Arguing that any such savings

shoukl go toward reducing the

defecit, Clements said, "The pro-

liferation of our domestic prog-

rams is a no-no as far as I'm
concerned."

Gov. Buddy Roemer of Louisia-

na, a Democrat, predicted the

savings from reduced military

spending could total $100 billion.

"The things that can help Loui-

siana the most is to lower the

deficit,** he said.

"Any peace dividend should go
primarily to balancing the budget,"

said Democratic Gov. George
Sinner of North Dakota.

In an introduction to the Bush's
1991 budget, Richard G. Darman,
director of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, ^aid people were
over-estimating the dividend. He
portrayed members of Congress as

divising spending plans that would
total "about ten times the over-esti-

mated dividend."

INCIDENT
From page 1

grabbed her jacket collar and
yelled, **Give me my stuff."

Emljry escaped Parr's grasp and
ran to retrieve her bag. He caught
up with her again. A tug-of-war

ensued for the bag until the strap

broke and he escaped with it.

She ran from the scene again,

and he drove after her in his Datsun
280 ZX.
When Parr's car closed in to

about three feet behind her, she

jumped onto the trunk of another

car, fearing he intended to run her

over.

Parr then drove away after

warning her, "You can run, but you
can't hide."

Four people witnessed the

scene, but none tried to assist

Embry during her struggles. Bar-

ber said.

Police retrieved on Thursday the

stolen bag, which contained
Embry's new address, which she

was reluctant to give to Parr.

SEISMIC
From page 1

"If the 3oard of Directors puts

this off or is deadlocked, the

chancellor will step in quickly and
make a decision on this," Reed told

the forum.

One of the more alarming

problems with sheer-wall reinfor-

cement is asbestos. Architect

Oakley said in order to install the

sheer walls, asbestos would be

shaken loose from the pipes and

walls of Kerckhoff during con-

struction. Asbestos has been
named as a cancer-causing agent
"We have substantial amounts

of asbestos in the walls of Kerc-

khoff which is used for the

insulation of the pipes," Oakley
said. "It would appear that the best

way to deal with asbestos is not to

mess with it", _i_

The forum voted 9-5 in favor of

the base isolation plan with one
abstention. But some forum dele-

gates, who represent the various

Graduate Division departments,

favored replacing Kerckhoff com-
pletely with a new, structurally

sound, Ixiilding.

But given Kerckhoffs long

history as a center of student

activity, the costly proposal has

received little consideration. Reed
estimated that a no-frills replace-

ment for Kerckhoff would cost at

least $40 millkHi.

The base-isolation plan requires

Kerckhoff s fu^t floor to be eva-

cuated so construction crews can

dig beneath the building and place

shock absorbing supports under it

The effect during an earthquake

would be that the earth woukl
move while Kerckhoff would
endure a relatively minor sway.

The whole project would take

less than three years— 18 months
to draw up plans and 12 to 15

months for construction, an
architect on the project said.
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t^ Kenya Safari Co

$149.00
each

Fully Lined Leather Bag
Carry Backpack Style or Top Handle

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Call or Write for Free Brochure

Send Check or M.O. To:
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 832^552
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
940 Downing Denver

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables

^ •A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Bivd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

fe
f\ in association with the James S. Coleman African Studies Center and the South

African International Student Congress presents a . . .

NELSON MANDELA
RECEPTIOBL^

A CELEBRATION OF HIS RELEASE
s

Special Guests: ZENANI MANDELA & AFRICAN NATIONAL
CONGRESS REPRESENTATIVES

HOSTED BY ACTORS DANNY GLOVER & ZAKES MOKAE
with special guests Kareem Abdul-Jabbar & Denzel Washington

TODAY ACKERMAN i

GRAND
>BALLROOM g

.p*Vrf'

MUSICAL EMTERTAINMEriT BY
South African Group

ZULUSPEAR & mmXi SECRETS
LIMITED STUDENT, FACULTY & STAFF TICKETS (with valid ID) AVAILABLE FREE AT
THE CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE STARTING THURSDAY MORNING AT 9:00 A.M.
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Viewpoint

i^ Letters

Safety at Suites

Editor:

The Hitch Suites Student

Government would like to

direct the following grievance

to the colossal bureaucracy

responsible for safety and sec-

urity in the residential Suites

and Halls.

Since Nov. 8, 1989. Hitch

has worked through the Inter-

Residence Hall Council and the

Policy Review Board to have
stop signs installed at the

crosswalks along the De Neve
Drive. For over two months,

we have repeatedly been

informed that the appropriate

administrative departments are

aware of the lu'gency for the

stop signs, that the signs have
been purchased, and that they

will be installed "soon."

As of today, no stop signs

exist. Since October, three stu-

dents on mopeds have been

struck by speeding cars. Since

November, traffic to Sunset

Blvd. has l)een rerouted

through De Neve Drive to

compensate for the road blocks

of Northwest Campus Con-

struction. Furthermore, over

4000 residents can be expected

to walk down De Neve Dr.

each day and face 40 mph
traffic in a 40 mph zone.

These statistics alone should .

place the stop sign issue near

the top of Residential Life

safety priorities.

We at Hitch would like to

see this year end without

injuries or deaths that can be

avoided. Help us maintain the

safe environment that we all

believe exists in the Suites and

Halls. Please install the stop

signs immediately. Without

these signs, De Neve Drive

might as well be another on-

ramp to the 405.

The Hitch Student Govt.
Fourteen signatures were
attached to this petition.

Women's wages
Editor: — '-^— ^

I find it necessary to explain

to Theta Pavis-Weil ("Yes,

women can have it all — for

66 cents," Bruin, Feb. 14) why
this alleged indifference occurs.

It is important to look at when
women started to regulariy

enter the work force — around

1973-4. This is remarkably

much later than the men,

obviously. In any job, it takes

time to get to a maximum
salary, and women just haven *t

been working long enough to

gain this "equality" Pavis-Weil

desires.

In fact, if you average the

salary's of men and women
since 1974, women are making

$1.01 to every $1.00 a man
makes. I don*t want to prom-

ote a sexist attitude, but to

explain why there is a differ-

ence in pay. This, Pavis-Weil

failed to explain.

Patrick Blacl(burn
Senior

Political Science

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825*9898
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The benefits of affordable
housing as a recruiting I •

By Myron Shekelle

Education in America is subsidized. The tuition that a student

pays to attend a public university does not nearly cover the cost

of the education that the student receives. Scholarships, grants

and loans further offset the cost of a college education.

Therefore, it does not seem unreasonable that financially-indepen-

dent students, such as married students and single-parent students,

be provided affordable housing as part of their financial aid

award.

It was, presumably, reasoning like this that led UGLA to

provide "subsidized** housing for such students for many years. I

place subsidized in quotation marks because UCLA does not

actually spend any money acquiring or maintaii;||ng these units.

They merely rent the units for less money than they could get

for them on the open market
Affordable housing is vital to the UCLA student body.

Changing demographics on the West Side have left most students

unable to compete with the doctors, lawyers and other

professionals that have flooded the UCLA area. Housing costs in

our area are not coming down anytime soon. Therefore,

maintaining units at a level that students consider affordable will

be a critical recruiting tool for UCLA in the times to come.
In the Daily Bruin (Feb. 13), Chancellor Young stated that

Family Student Housing rents are "very, very low** compared to

the market. He generally appeared to favor the UCLA plan that

would raise those rents to 80 percent of "market value** via

yearly rent increases that far outstrip inflation and the limits of

local rent control ordinances (increases have averaged 11 percent

annually throughout the 1980s).

Chancellor Young, of all people, should understand the benefit

of affordable housing as a recruitment tool. After all, his position

comes with full use of The Chancellor* s Residence at a very,

very, very low rent compared to market value. In fact, he stays

at The Chancellor*s Residence absolutely free. If this 10,600

square foot Mediterranean-style furnished mansion with pool on a

1.7 acre secluded lot on Sunset Boulevard in Westwood were
rented on the market, it would bring upwards of $12,000 per

month, according to one Westside realtor who specializes in

Westwood. Clearly, the Chancellor receives an impressive

**recruiting perk,** in addition to his salary, in the form of a size-

able housing subsidy.

I do not advocate renting The Chancellor* s Residence, to be
sure. For comparison purposes, however, it is interesting to

analyze its value. Were it rented at, say, 80 percent of market
value, it would provide UCLA with $9,6(X) per month of income,

which could be used to provide over 20 apartments to family

students, absolutely free (based on current FSHA rent). Using the

funds to subsidize ^market-rate apartments down to the level of
FSHA rents, it would provide nearly 50 units.

Perspective is vitally important when interpreting observations.

It is apparent that Chancellor Young's perspective as a human
being (i.e. a non-student with a well-paying job living in a

mansion, free of rent, that is surely the envy of movie stars) is

not useful in determining the needs of full-time students who
must also work to pay the rent of poorly-maintained apartments
in Mar Vista (in the past, UCLA has appropriated FSHA
maintenance money to fund acquisitions).

His perspective as an administrator is exceptionally useful, ^

however. He surely knows that students are the single most
important reason that UCLA (and the Chancellor's position)

exists, athletic programs and hospitals notwithstanding.

UCLA representatives have stated that if high qualified

students begin to leave UCLA or opt for other universities, they

will know that they must act to keep UCLA competitive. I

disagree. Waiting until after recruitment and retention are hurt

would be a mistake. The time to act is now. Trust the students

who were clever enough to gain admission to' UCLA. Our study

and work schedules are stretched to the limit There is no fat

left in our budgets. Do not wait until we have left UCLA, bnly

to be certain that we are right and you are wrong. Fix our rents

now at rates that meet our definition of affordable, not your
definition of market rate.

Tonight I will ride the bus back to Mar Vista and (ix myself

a plate of pasta (without sauce) as I do every night Then I will

go out to the cold night air to sell jewelry until the Westwood
Village foot traffic dies down, thinking of ways to match my
study schedule to my work schedule. Chancellor Young will,

presumably, amble back to The Chancellor's Residence, perhaps

take an evening swim, and maybe even think about ways to

improve the University.

Shekelle is a junior majoring in anthropology.
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UCLA should return Native American remains for proper buriai
Now and then we read

about how UCLA con-
gratulates itself on its

attempts to be a place where
peoples* ideas, beliefs and
rights are respected.

The reality is that UCLA is

currently willfully violating that

standard in regard to Native

Americans on campus and in

the commutky
In Haines^all is the

Museum of Cultural History.

This Museum currently has the

remains of over 1,200 Indians.

The remains were originally

collected by the University to

be studied by academics. These
anthropologists and archaeolo-

gists claimed to be gaining

valuable scientific data about
Native Americans and how
they lived. In doing so, they

violated not only the common
decency normally afforded the

dead, but sacred religious

beliefs held by their descen-
dants. UCLA continues to tres-

pass on these beliefs today.

Most Native Americans have
a spiritual perspective about
the life cycle that is important

in understanding why these

remains should be returned.

This religious viewpoint holds

that we belong to the earth.

The eaith loans us life, and
upon death we return to the

earth that gave us life.

.

l\/like

Spence «^

The fact that these remains
have been disturbed breaks a.

link in the spiritual chain that

they believe exists. Many
Native Americans believe the

spirit is then in "limbo** and
aches to return to its final rest.

Disturbing this "final rest** has

spiritual consequences. This is

one of the reasons why some
members of the Native Ameri-
can community, including staff

from the American Indian Stu-

dies Center, will not enter

Haines Hall, or do so reluc-

tantly.

Another aspect of this issue

concerns the artifacts found at

the burial site; these have a

religk>us dimension as well.

Pipes, moccasins and other

artifacts were buried for parti-

cular reasons that are just as

important.

Regardless of wh^er or not

we adhere to this system of

belief, we should, as a plura-

listic society, allow these

beliefs tp be respected. These
religious beliefs should not be
ignored, especially at a center

of higher learning.

Why does the University

continue to hold on to these

remains? One may argue for

the scientific value of the

remains. What real value has

this research provided, other

then research money? No evi-

dence of value to the Native

Americans has been seen. Even
if there was some valt^, are

the scientists done yet? Why
are Native Americans the only

group so affected in the United

States?

What would be the response

if archaeologists wanted to

enter the Cathedrals of Europe
and examine the bones avail-

able there? I hope the we as a
people would object to this

desecration of the dead. Of
what value would this be to

science? None. This argument
deserves a "final rest*' of its

own
Another troubling aspect is

that UCLA never received per-

mission to take these remains.

For example, there are 159
Chumash bodies being stored

in Haines Hall. These were
excavated from a Ventura bur-

ial site dating to the 1800s.

Peoples* great-grandparents are

being kept in Haines Hall

without permission from their

descendants.

Fortunately, this disregard for

the rights of Native Americans
living and dead is changing.
Stanford, the University of
Arizona and others have agreed
to return Indian remains for

reburial. The Smithsonian
Institution began allowing the

return of remains in August
1989.

In the next week, the Cali-

fornia State Assembly Com-
mittee on Water, Parks and
Wildlife will vote on AB
2577. This bill would require

private and public agencies to

inventory, notify and return

Native American remains and
grave artifacts to their closest

descendants, unless of course,

the remains were legally

obtained from the Native
American group in question.

People involved with the

American Indian Studies Center
and the American Indian Stu-

dents Association have been

collecting letters and petitions

of support

The state of California may
act soon. However, UCLA
should set a standard and agree

to give these remains and
artifacts to the proper descen-

dants.

UCLA's policy of retaining

control over Native American
remains and religious artifacts

is a direct affront to the

religious beliefs of many
Native Americans, and to the

common decency that should

be accorded the dead and the

living. Keeping these remains

fosters the idea that Native

Americans are a type of prop-

erty, not individuals with

rights.

No real scientific value has

or will be obtained. Descen-
dants were not consulted about
the removal of these individu-

als. Native Americans dead and
living deserve better then

UCLA has given them.

Native American remains
should be respected and repat-

riated to their proper descen-

dants for proper burial and not

stored like "toys on a child*s

shelT in Haines Hall.

The struggle continues:

Spence is a senior majoring in

political science.

Counterpoint

Palestinians in West Banic are denied liuman riglits
By Riad Abdelkarim
and David Sweet

The recent stream of Soviet

Jewish immigrants to Israel and
the Occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip has attracted much attention

to the problems of the Occupied
Territories, including the question

of Israeli settlements on Palesti-

nian lands. The Palestine Libera-

tion Organization has asked the

Soviet Onion to curb Jewish
immigration to Israel until assur-

ances can be made that these new
arrivals will not be settled on
Palestinian land. The United
States, while formally opposing

Jewish settlements in the Occupied
Territories as "obstacles to peace**,

has provided $125 million in

additional funding to Israel for the

purpose of resetUing Soviet Jews.

These additional funds, above and
beyond the $3 billion plus military

and economic aid package annu-

ally allocated to Israel, have not

been withdrawn despite direct

evidence that Soviet Jews are

indeed being settled in the Occup-
ied Territories.

Valery and Vitaly Usyshkin,

recent Soviet Jewish immigrants to

the West Bank, were asked why
they chose to live in the Israeli

settlement of Ariel. Their answer

was, "we knew it was beautiful, the

climate was good, and there are no
Arabs in town** (New York Times,

Jan. 28, 1990). This is just one

example of the reasons given by
Soviet Jews who have chosen to

move to the Occupied Territories,

despite the assertions of people

such as Yaron Elad ("Preserve the

existence of the state of Israel,**

Bruin, , Feb. 16), who claim that

"Soviet Jews simply do not wish to

live in an area where they would be

the brunt of daily violence.**

Elad also states that "of the last

12,000 Soviet immigrants less than

100 have chosen to live on the

West Bank. In the settlement of

Ariel also, about 40 families have

pome from the Soviet Union in the

last few months. The Israeli

government itself has estimated

that die peculation of the several

dozen West Bank and Gaza settle-

ments will grow by 20 percent in

the next few years solely as a result

of Soviet immigration.

The Israelis and their supporters

claim that restricting the emigra-

tion of Soviet Jews, as the Palesti-

nians have requested, would be a

denial of basic human rights. They
ignore, however, the fact that

allowing any of these immigrants
to settle on Palestinian land denies

human rights to Arabs.

In fact, Israel's refusal to allow
the return to their homeland of
nearly 2 million displaced Palesti-

nian refugees is in violation of
Article 13(2) of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights

(1948), which grants "everyone
the right to leave any country,

including his own, and to return to

his country.** Furthermore, the

principle of settling foreigners

Gsraelis) on Occupied land is in

violation of the Fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949.

In spite of the illegality of such
actions, Israel has confiscated over

50 percent of the land of the West
Bank and over 33 percent of the

Gaza Strip, using some of this land

to establish nearly 80 Jewish
colonies.

Repression of Palestinians in the

West Bank and Gaza is neither

new nor limited to the confiscation

of land. In the first two years of the

Palestinian Intifada or uprising

(December 1987 to December
1989), for example, 823 Palesti-

nans were killed by Israeli soldiers

and settlers. In addition, over 1225

homes were demolished or sealed

"for security reasons**; 759 of these

were destroyed t>ecause they

lacked the proper licences.

The Israeli government can*

"legally** demolish any home by
simply denying this license.

One of the most blatant

example of IsraePs double
standard with regard to human
rights is the problem of the

desire of forcibly exiled Pales-

tinians to return to their fami-

lies. Elad and others complain
bitterly when Jews are not

allowed to immigrate to Israel

but ignore Israel's refusal to

allow reunification of more
Palestinian families. Former
Assistant Secretary of State

Richard Murphy stated before

the House Foreign Affairs Sub-
committee on Dec. 14, 1987,

that "Israel continues to limit

severely Palestinian family reu-

nification, which the U.S.
regards as an important huma-
nitarian issue.** He stated that

in 1986 only 1,400 individuals

were permitted to return, while
over 10,000 applications were
"still pending.**

Even more disturbing is the

fact that the petitions for

family reunification of Palesti-

nian males between the ages

of 16 and 60 are automatically

rejected by Israeli authorities,

instantly excluding a large per-

centage of applicants from
having the opportunity to join

their families. To paraphrase

Elad, an Israeli position that

seeks to deny Palestinians the

right to return to their home-
land is cleariy a position which
denies Palestine's right to exist

Israel continuously refuses to

deal with problems such as

West Bank settlements and
family reunification that the

U.S. considers "important

humanitarian issues.** In this

case, however, the U.S. has

chosen not to use its leverage

with Israel by imposing sanc-

tions and instead sends over $3
billion in aid annually: the

largest sum received by any
country despite Israel's small

population and relatively high

standard of living. It is time

the U.S. imposed the same
standards upon Israel as it has

on other aid recipients, regard-

less of IsraePs perceived

"strategic importance as a lever

against the 21 Arab states*' (18

of which maintain friendly

relations with us).

The tremendous amount of

annual U.S. aid to Israel

(which amounts to over $5
billion with perks) is due in

-large part to the efforts of the

small but highly organized and
well-financed pro-Israel pres--

sure groups such as AEPAC
(American Israel Public Affairs

Council). These groups place <^^
the interests of the foreign

state of Israel above those of
the United States, of which
they are supposed to be loyal

citizens. Despite its size, the

pro-Israel lobby can tip the

balance in close elections and
has managed to intimidate most
U.S. legislators into supporting

Israel "f%fil or wrong." Senate

Minority Leader Robert Dole,

in reference to his recent

proposal to reduce aid to Israel

and others by 5 percent in

favor of increased aid to East-

em Europe, noted that "in the

cloakroom, everyone is for it,

while on the floor, everyone is

against it

Several student organizations
at UCLA are ideologically r-^

affiliated with the pro-Israer

lobby. Among these are the

Jewish Students Union, Israel

Action Coalition, and Hillel.

UCLA even has its own chap-
ter of AIPAC, an organization

so loyal to the Israeli govern-
ment that it opposed a U.S.
House of Representatives resol-

utkMi urging Israel to reopen
Palestinian schools and univer-

sities that l)ad been closed for

over two years by Israeli

military decree. Hillel and
AIPAC j^^„^lso co-sponsors
of a recent program entitled:

"Hands on Israel: A Learning
Day on Issues and Strategies,"

which was held on Feb. 11.

Perhaps not coinpidentally,

this conference was held on
the eve of "Israel Awareness
Week" at UCLA, which was

also co-sponsored by several

UCLA pro-Israel groups. Semi-

nars at the conference

included: "Campus Scene:

Palestinian Propaganda and
Activities"; "Thoughtful

Answers to Tough Questions";

and "Letter-Writing and Talk
Radio — Responding Effec-

tively." It is apparent from this

agenda that the objective of
such "learning experiences" is

to provide young supporters of
Israel with a standard recipe of
ideas and tactics for use in

defending Israeli policies rather

than learning about the issues

or about thinking independently

and intelligently.

Hopefully, other U(XA stu-

dents and faculty will think

independently and consider and
discuss the real issues of

Palestinian human rights, mutu-
al security, and the Palestinian

right to self-determination and
independence. These are the

types of issues that a genuine,

sincere Israel Awareness Week
should explore. Instead, UCLA
students wera treated to Tel

^ Aviv 'bus station falafel and
the opportunity to plant a tree,

for $5, in Israel, most likely

over one of the 390 Palestinian

villages demolished by Israel

sifK:e it came into existence.

The sponsors of Israel

Awareness Week could display

a deeper concern for resolving

the basic issues by applying
the tree money towards
replanting some of the

l()0,000-plus fruit trees

uprooted from the land of
Palestinian farmers. It is cer-

tainly better to plant trees as a

humanitarian gesture than to

plant them in the name of a

"UCLA Forest" built on Pales-

tinian land.

Abdelkarim is a senior major-

ing in psychobiology and Sweet
is a senior majoring in Politi-

cal Science.
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Film

anttnp

Undergraduate
Art Exhibition
The works of aspiring and tal-

ented junior and senior art

students ranging from canvas

to concrete. The pieces are

interesting and beautifully cre-

ated.

Angela Chen

Now thru Sunday Feb. 25, at the Wght Art

Gallery, Dickson Art Center. For more info:

(213) 825-9345. Admission is free.

Starligiit Express
By Cats and Phantom of the Opera composer Andrew Lloyd

Weber, Express, the most expensive travelling musical in his-

tory, is essentially a high tech story of the Little Engine That

Could
Jason $. Stewart

Thru April 1 at the Pantages Theatre, 6233 Hollywood Blvd. at Vine. Tlx: range from

under $20 - $40. For more info: (213) 410-1062

One Act Piays
Tonight isthe last night to catch

UCLA's own Theatre Depart-

ment presentation of three

"cutting edge" one act plays

written & direaed by students.

Rachelle Unreich
Tonight 7:30 p.m. at MacGowan 1340.

Tix:25C

Power Faiiure
Producer/innovator Paul Dresher has labeled his latest effort an

"elearic opera," referring to its unique blend of classical opera,

elements with acoustic and elearic instruments. This second
entry in a yet unfinsihed trilogy explores the relationship be-

tween a CEO, a scientist, a journalist, and a security guard.

Jason 5. Stewart

Tonight and tomorrow at 8p.m. at the Wadworth Theater. Student Tix: $8 at the CTO

Where the
Heart Is
A story ofthree rich kids whose
father spontaneously decides

to kick them out of the house

and forces them to make It on
their own. While a bit over-

loaded on theme, this movie is

full of attractive young talent

and fascinating visuals.

Jason 5. Stewart
Playing citywide.

Indiana Jones
and the Last
Crusade
Indiana's final screen adven-

ture hits the shelves with Sean

Connery joining Harrison Ford

to fend -off Nazis and save the

world from supernatural forces.

Videostores everywhere.

Compltd By: J—on 8. Sl^nfl

Lackiiig in heart and soul, 'Heart' reNes solely on pretty appearance
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

FILM: Where The Heart Is. Written by John and Telsche Boorman. Directed by
John Boorman. Produced by John Boorman and Edgar F. Gross. A Touchstone
Pictures in association with Silver Screen Partners IV release starring Dabney
Coleman, Uma Thurman, and Christopher Plummer. Opens citywide today.

Director/writer/producer John Boorman*s latest film has no heart, no

soul, but an unusually sexy body. Sowhy on earth did he call it Where The
Heart Is!

Maybe Boorman expected audiences to respond to his rapid flood of

could-be heart-wrenching themes. There are at least a dozen of them in

this one hour and 45 minute movie. Add to the competition the ever

changing plot, and even the best of these themefs gets maybe 5 minutes of

development
The resulting probjem is obvious— this movie spends so much tiirie

trying to shed light on all of the problems in American society that it nev-

er gets around to flnding Where The Heart Is with any of them.

Where The Heart Is is a story of wealth, family, business, art, relation-

shit)s, paradise lost, paradise regained, and so on. When it opens, self-

made construction tycoon Stewart McBain (Dabney Coleman) realizes

his three selfish, spoiled little brats have no desire to leave home and face

the real world. _^

Stewart proceeds to abandon his pride-and-joys in a run-down dump
called the Dutch House. Reluctant, but cold and starving, each of the

siblings pursues the interest of their choice to make money. Chloe (Suzy

Amis) abandons her artistic standards and contracts 12 of her unique

artworks for an insurance calendar, Jimmy (David Hewlett) begins work
on a computer video game, and Daphne (Uma Thurman) helps the

homeless and contemplates suicide to 3pite her father.

Add to the confusion four boarders: a stock broker, a fashion designer,

a graduate student doing a thesis on the supematural, and a vagrant and

one-time magician called Shitty (Christopher Plummer).

By the time the credits are rolling, Stewart has met the President, lost

his business, and won it all back again; the kids and all the boarders have

failed and succeeded a few times each; Stewart's marrjage (with Joanna

Cassidy) has taken a roller-coaster ride; the stock market has crashed; and

every single character in the movie has found their mates.

All in all, the amount of theme and plot that this movie tries to cover is

laughable — which may account for why they labeled it a "comedy-
farce.** But the simple fact is, this movie did not come across as a farce. If

its allegedly tender moments were supposed to be farcical, they didn*t-

seem that way. Rather, they just seemed superficial, if not dumb. As for

the concept of merging a traditional comedy with a traditional farce— if

that is what this film is doin^ — it doesn't work.

One of this movie's problems is inconsistency. Some of the scenes are

so overacted that it would be embarrassing for the actors to call them
anything but farcical. But these scenes do not represent the approach of

the rest of the movie.

Another problem is the complete lack of development of the film and

Dabney Coleman (center) stars as a successful contractor who decides to teach his spoiled kids about real life by banishing
them to a tenement in Where the Heart Is.'

characters. We never sec a relationship build or change, we just see the

results. One moment the kids resent their father, the next they love him
again. One moment everyone is alone or pursuing the wrong relationship,

and in three minutes, everyone is ready to live happily ever after.

The craziest fact of all about this film, though, is that it can strike out

completely on any' critical point, and still prove entertaining.

Much of the reason this movie is so interesting, despite its obvious

faults, is its showcasing of an incredibly unique and fascinating art form,

known as "living" trompe Toeil ("living camouflage painting"). Credited

for these creations and for the origination of the form itself, Timna
Woollard makes the moments of the film focusing on her art pure gold.

The film's other plus is its cast. Above all, this film is pretty. It's color-

ful, well shot, and heavily populated by pretty faces and attractive stars.

If only the blueprint were more worthy of the materials.

Royal hosts first really important film of 1990
By Jim Pickrell

Contributor
. i. •.

FILM: Lot>sterMan From Mars. Written by Bob Greenberg. Director Stanley Sheff.

With Dean Jacobsen, Tony Curtis. Deborah Foreman, Patrick MacNee, and
Anthony Hickox. • ^.- . . ^

They've come to steal our air! They want our women! They fly in fly-

ing saucers and are willing to stop at nothing to get what they want! Who
are we talking about? Lobster Men from Mars.

Stanley Sheff s new film. Lobster Man from Mars is a return to the

classic science fiction monster pics that used to grace the screens of

drive-in theaters across the country.

The story centers on John (Anthony Hickox) and Mary (Deborah

Foreman), a couple who witness the landing of a flying saucer out in the

desert. They soon enlist the help of John's eccentric uncle Professor

Polcostomos (Patrick MacNee), an expert on alien beings, and together

with representatives from the police and army set out to stop the alien

invaders from Mars.

Campy stuff, the film combines hilarious comedy with silly satire and

marginal production values for an enjoyable evening of science fiction

nonsense. They're showing it at midnight on Saturdays at the Royal, a

repertory film house on Santa Monica Boulevard. By midnij^ht, after a

couple of bottles of sake at Terried, a yakitori shop half a block down the

street from the Royal, a lot of this stuff starts to make sense.

Though it's good fun all the way through, there are a couple of prob-

lems v/i\h Lobster Menfrom Mars. For one thing, they chose to sandwich
it between a couple of segments where film school idiot Stcvie Horowitz
(Dean Jacobsen) is attempting to sell the film to studio executive J. P.

^helldrake (Tony Curtis). It comes across as sort of an apology for the

ineptness and silliness of the film.

Another problem is that the plot wanders a lot, with several types of

lobster men, making it a little hard to understand exactly what the earth

people are fighting against.

Also confusing is the "presence of Tommy Sledge, private eye. What
exactly is this strange man trying to find out?

But as a whole, the film is fun, and it got an enthusiastic response from

the after-midnight audience last week.

Showing together with Lobster Man from Mars is Kimbar of the

Jungle, a shockingly atrocious Tarzan rip-off starring Steeve Reeves,

made in the early 50*s just after he'd won the Mr. Universe title. The story

has something to do with African natives being terrorized by men in ridi-

culous lion suits, until helpful British colonial types send their pet

chimpanzee to bring Kimbar, Lord of the Jungle. "It was the first chapter

of a serial that was so bad they never made another," says Lobster director

Stanley Sheff. "A lot of people thought that I did it, but I didn't."

Deborah Foreman and Anthony Hickox watch the lobster

landing in the first Important film of the decade.

Director Henry Jagiom showcased in Santa Monica

ALBERT POON/Daily Bruin

By Thomas Foley

Contributor

The lime when the term "talkie"

meant something thrilling to the

movie goer, has given way to an
audience predeliction for films that

feature more action than dialogue,

but filmmaker Henry Jaglpm is out

to restore the power of the word by

forging an independent career that

embraces the conversation film

contrary to the dictates of the

market.

He has received critical aoclatm

for films like Can She Bake a
Cherry Pie? and Someone to Love
and is also known for his close

association with the late Orson
Welles.

Jagiom will be at Vidiots in

Santa Monica tonight to discuss

his films and show clips from New
Year's Day.

In Day, Jagiom has crafted a

literate film that, through the

medium of conversation, serves as

an affirmation of hope, of the

possibility of changing direction at

any stage of life and of the

medicinal power of human inter-

action.*

As with many ofJagiom 's films,

he begins with a simple premise.

He plays a writer who, after the

breakup of a long relationship,

decides to leave Los Angeles and
return to his New York roots.

Unfortunately, he arrives irritable

and exhausted to find that the

apartment he contracted is still

occupied by the previous tenants.

Jagiom can't secure a hotel room

for the night because of the holiday

and agrees to spend their last night

with them.

The evening is sponsored by
Vidiots, an alternative video/txx)k-

store, which frequently invites

noted film makers to discuss their

work. Others who have appeared

at Vidiots include Micheal Apted
and Tony Bill.

Vidiots is located at 302 Pico

Blvd. in Santa Monica. The prog-

ram is scheduled to begin at 9:(X)

PM and admission is free.
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Smithereens create musical explosion at Ampliitlieater
By Tom Huang

^i

Staff Writer

CONCERT: 7>»e Smithereens with Graham Park-
er at the Universal Amphitheater. Universal City.

Friday, February 16.

Admittedly, things were not looking

favorably for this reviewer or the Smithe-

reens.

First of all, Capitol Records, their

distributor, forgot to leave tickets for me at

will call and I was left standing shocked in

pouring rain. It was a good thing the

scalpers were getting cold too, or I would
not have been able to buy tickets at their face

value. It was also good that my date still

wanted to be seen with me after being

soaked and rejected by the box office.

Secondly, the Smithereens were playing

the Universal Amphitheater, a place condu-

cive to perhaps to the sit down tunes of the

opening one-man band Graham Parker or

even their Ray Orbi^on tribute next

weekend, but not the rocking, guitar/drums

force that has catapulted the New York
based band to stardom with their recent

**Yesterday Girl*' hit or songs such as "Only
a Memory" and "Blood and Roses.**

I mean, the Amphitheater is the only

Smithereens members (l-r) Jim Babjak, Mike Mesaros, Pat DiNizio and
Dennis Diken.

place I know that sells a light chablis at their

concessions.

"So you left the Volvo in shop, honey?** I

heard a man behind me wearing a brown
cord jacket and argyle vest ask his wife.

"Oh yes,** she answered, sipping her

white wine. "I had Maude take the kids to

soccer practice.**

As Graham Parker fmished a strong 45
minute set that was pleasantly received by

the crowd as they filed in, I began to wonder
the effect The Smithereens would have on
this particular audience.

Last year. The Smithereens packed the

Hollywood Palladium with Dramarama,
bringing the house down with a perfor-

mance that kept the young crowd dancing

into the next day.

The large stage at the Amphitheater

seemed empty as the band only had the

simple drums-on-blocks setup with micro-

phones. As they came on, to the sounds of

hopeful cheers, I noticed the man in front of

me turn down his hearing aid.

Lead singer Pat DiNizio and company

proved that the Smithereens still have the

edge that makes them so entertaining.

Opening with "Drown in My Own Tears"

and "Green Thoughts** from their second

album Green Thoughts^ the goateed DiNi-
zio greeted the crowd with vigorous energy
that extended to the rest of the band, Dennis
Diken on drums, Jim Babjak on guitars and
Mike Mesaros on bass.

Although there were many pec^le into

the concert at this point — standing and
clicking their heels— the middle section in

front of the stage where I sat seem sedated,

and even the people in the pit were only

amiably upright, some still carting their

wine.

This did not reflecton the show, however,

as the Smithereens continued their strong

12-song first set with songs from their first

album Especially for You such as "Groovy
Tuesday,** "In A Lonely Place,** "Behind
the Wall of Sleep** and most of their

See SMITHEREENS, page 20
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FREE DELIVERY
minimum ordef $6.00

820-7781
Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-11pm

95
plus tax

INCLUDES 2 FREE 1602 BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering,

each additional topping $1.41 ^'^ «•<»• w«, /

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PIZZAI!

WHOLE CHICKEN

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILEO CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

Tired of Wondering How To Start A
Career in The Entertainment Industry?

Are You Interested In:

Commercials or Speaking Parts?

Find out what it takes to get your career off the ground and into
audition rooms
Pursue your career by working smarter not harder!!!
Learn proven formulas to increase your call back response

- • Now you can learn step by step how to get Interviews, auditions
and more call backs!

• How to package yourself successfully
/ How not to get ripped off while breaking into the industry
/ How to upgrade from an Extra to speaking parts

Even tt You Have No Experience This Is Stiii Ttie Place For You!

Attend this Free Workshop taught by
Marshall Ferguson

With 22 years experience as a Talent Agent and now Chairman of

International Film & Entertainment Network, Inc.

Saturday Febuary 24, 1990 10am-12noon
' at UCLA room LS 2147

405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, Q^ 900:

Applications will be accepted for membership into the

Bring picture and resume for review by Mr. Fergtjson

\

The First Name In

Computer Graphics Is

Coming lb UCLA.

If
it has to do with computer graphics, one company does it all

.

We're CalComp. As the world's most diversified computer
graphics company, we're a leader in the plotter, digitizer and

graphics display markets. Our line of over 100 computer graphics

products has applications ranging from electronic publishing to

office automation . CalComp innovations have resulted in a history

of success that spans moi^ than 30 years. And our future in one
of the fastest-growing computer technologies looks as full of ex-

citement as our past.

CalComp representatives will be visiting UCLA this Friday for an
information session and to discuss a variety of exciting career

opportunities. Ifyou ' 11 be graduating with aBS orMS in Mechanical

,

Electrical or Firmware Engineering, we invite you to attend. You'll

have the opportunity to apply forany ofthe dynamic positions below.

And refreshments will be.served.

INFORMATION SESSION
8500 Boelter Hall (Penthouse)

Friday, February 23

3:30-5:00pm

Mechanical Engineer - ^. _. ., ^

This position is an excellent opportunity for a creative entry-level

engineer to join our mechanical mechanism development team.

Ablpnd oftheoretical and practical application ofmechanical design

principles, you'll develop new graphics plotters. You'll also have

the opportunity to use and develop machine design principles,

statics, kinematics, and dynamics.

Electronic Engineer
You'll participate in the development and support of CalComp's
raster and vector plottersand their controllers. Working with senior

engineers, you'll be involved in the development of microprocessor-

based, hardware-enhanced systems. Activities will include logic

design, firmware development, specifications ofdiagnostic methods,

prototype testing and product release to manufacturing.

Software Engineer
You'll become part of a cross-functional development team
participating in system definition and specification . Working with
firmware/software for connectivity electronics, graphics processors

and electromagnetic mechanism controllers, you'll be responsi-

ble for tasks that include design, coding and testing/verification

.

So mark your calendars. Your future is at CalComp today.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Wfedrawon
your imagination:

^,.1^

^^Ca/Q
A Lockheed Company

MacGowan hosts intriguing

one act plays by students
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

THEATER: Three One-Act Plays. Presented by the UCLA Department of Theater.
Performance In MacGowan Hall Theater 1340. Tonight at 7:30 p.m.

No three plays could be more dissimilar than the set ofone-acts that are

currently being performed though UCLA*s Theater Department.
If there is a common thread that links them together, it is that they are

all directed by female directors, and, as such, seem to focus best on the

female characters in the pieces.

The plays. The Physiology ofSolar Flares, Sweet Dreams andAnd Jill

Came Tumbling After have each been written by students in the

playwriting classes, but none of them suffer from being student

productions.

The first play on this bill, ThePhysidlogy ofSolar Flares (whose title,

like Paul Zindel's The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-ln-The-Moon
Marigolds requires a certain amount of indulgence), is a contemporary
look at a relationship in disrepair directed by Vanessa Miller and written

by Andrea Sloan.

The strength of this play lies in its clever transferral of roles between
the two characters (who project their insecurities about their relationship

onto one another), rather than the character portraits themselves. At times

the characters are almost too realistic, but the play is enjoyable because of
its fast, poign^t banter and strong actors.

Sweet Dreams, directed by Katherine Goodwin and written by Jon
Cowan, has got nothing to do with the Jessica Lange film of the same
name. Although this is ostensibly a play about Charlotte (Teresa

See PUVYS, page 20

UCLA

Filmi& Teieinsion

invites vod to attend

V

<1 a screenmp >

7:30 P-W

UCLA

Audience s88liit9lsLtaited Please11^V.P! (213) 645-0427

RecDTdBd Infoinkiiin (ee Esfianid^ iZt^] 2064:|.M

Co-SpoNioroi ky A* Ucllljiiio Stii#»ii lifn mti TiMilQK Aswclitioa

kUe LUant to Know
If you could only select two audio-visual

works to solely represent all of

humanity to a civilization of the distant

future, which would you pick and why?

Please bring all responses to the Dally

Bruin, 112 Kerckhoff Hall from February

20 to 27. Your response may t>e printed

In the Dally Brulnl

In oonjunollon ¥»Hh Dr. Lm Agnwd* t^ CEO 107. AH tubmiMion* baoorrw praparty of

th« Daly Bruin.

•.. i-^: .
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CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think, Sleep,
Be.

Wea 7 D^ - 2 o't

/S - Sot 7 Dm - 4 cm

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd >

(213) 473-5166

SPACE SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
The subject of this year's Rubey Colloquium
(Earth and Space Sciences 120, I.D. # 29976) will

be the plasmas and the magnetic and electric fields

of the solar system. The course will cover the
origin of the solar wind, the interaction of the
solar wind with each of the planets, and, in the
case of the Earth, how the solar wind energy
enters the Earth's magnetosphere and' powers the
aurora. The properties of different regions of space
will be illustrated using data from instruments on
past and presently operating spacecraft. The
material willbe presented at level appropriate
for upper division undergraduates with a

background in the physical sciences. Graduate
students with an interest in space plasma physics

are also encouraged to enroll.

The Colloquium lectures will be presented during
the Quarter break, March 26-30, 8:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. in Geology 3656. Instruction will be
provided by resident faculty and experts from other
institutions in the U.S. and abroad. Discussion
sections will follow weekly during the Spring
Quarter on Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m. in Geology
4677. Students interested in taking this course for

4 units of credif^ must attend both the Colloquium
and the discussion sections.

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE
SALEt

00^

Sansui
Pull-Out

AM/FM
Cassette

List $239

$139

Sony
, PuU-Out
' Hi-Power
AM /FM Cassette

$179-

> AM/FM .

CD Players

' List $559

$339-

Motorola

Portable

Cellular

$694'

Tremendous Savings

on Alpine
Kenwood
Sony

1LPINE

Kenwood
5" Speakers
$69/pr. List

ABSOLUTELY

EVERY Item On Sale
No Dealers
No Phone Quotes
Supplies Are Limited

Save on ADS, Boston Acoustics,
Soundstream, Polk, Altec Lansing.
Code Alarm, Mitsubishi & more.

Kenwood
^

Hi-Power

Dolby^ ^
AM/FM $199
Casj»ctte List $319

^^^r^x*:^

Compact
Disc ^
Changers
List $700

$450

IFFORD 60 Watt RMS
Amplifier

FIDELIT
AUTO SOUND ALARMS PHONES INSTALLATION

CANOCA PARKoQi I TOPANGA CYN 8I8-8S8-79S7
INCINO IS/? I VLNTURABIVD 818-789-3916
NO. HOLLYWOOD 4Mt>4 L ank[Rshim 81 8 763 2 i i i

SANTA MONICA 24 ic wilshire BLVD 21 3-4S3-3S4I
HOLLYWOOD hi 7 \ la BRfA Avt 213-933 5527
TOIRANCI 2020 w struivtDA BivT) 213-539-4983
COSTA MESA 2 iO<^ NEWPORT BLVD 714-631-612 3

OfIN 7 DAYS TIL 6:00 all items in limited suppl >

Wl I I
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WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE SAM?
Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can

use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA

^

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl.

459-0535
Call for appt.

Validated Parking ^-^^
'Mew Practice-Reasonable Rates'^

Refunds Within 21 Days
Fax Service Available

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A.M.-9 P.
10% Off With Ad Until March 31.

UCLA Engineering Business Society

Internship Fair
1990

Over 150 paid internships available in Engineering and Business

Tuesday, February 27th, 1990
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge

Advanced Micro Devices
Durant Management Company
John Carrollo Engineering

City of Xong Beaclr^

Pacific Bell

Retix

Sun Microsystems
Teradyne Incr—

:

All Majors Welcome
Paid for by the Board of DirectorsAJSAC Programming Committee

irii

the South African Student Assembly and Cultural Affairs

present the South African Music cf...

ZULU SPEAR
a pulsatins blend of African, iazz, rock, and pop«

TODAY
WESTWOOD PLAZA

PAID FOR BY USAC - YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SMmiEREENS
From page 18

material from their recent 11

release, including **Room Without

A View," "Yesterday GirF' and

"Blues Before and After.**

DiNizio egged the crowd on

between songs, while Babjak and

Mesaros roamed the stage and the

crowd. The fun was too infectious

for the near comatose part of the

viewers, as *^Only A Memory**

brought a roaring response that

made some get out of their seats.

The enthusiasm continued with

"House We Used to Live In,**

which had DiNizio asking every-

body to sing into the chorus and the

set*s final number "A Girl Like

You,** which left the Amphitheater
audience on its feet for the rest of

the concert wanting more.

The Smithereens truly delivered

in their encore — first with an

energetic "Bkxxl and Roses,** and
then in their second encore, play-

ing with Graham Parker a rencti-

tion of '•Runaway.'*

They end^ the concert with the

crowd singmg with them "Time
for Something New.**

The Amphitheater performance

again displayed the Smithereens as

a band with a show— no frills, no
glitter, just entertaining. Hopefully

the next time they come around,

we* 11 see them in more shows in a
smaller place.

Their ambiance reaches their

audience stronger and easier when
viewers can be closer to DiNi2io*s

sense of unrequited love and the

drive of Babjak, Diken and Mesar-
os.

Still, the show was fine and
entertaining nonetheless; even the

man with the hearing aid was
dancing.

PLAYS
From page 19

McKillop), who travels to her

parents* house with the news of her

pending pregnancy, it deals morer

with the precarious relationship

between mother and daughter.

There are many parallels between
Charlotte*s life and that of her

mother Sarah*s, and the two gain a

better understanding of their own
motives and chosen destinies in the

course of the play. The stand-out

performer here is Elizabeth

Tobias; as the mother, she gives an

authentic rendition of her part

Finally, And Jill Came Tum-
bling After, directed by Bonnie
Kennedy Negrete and written by
H.L. Cherryholmes, is a sensitive

account of a woman (played by
Christina Sampaio) caught in a

dilemma when she is asked to help

defend a man on death row. She is

Mexican and a lesbian; it turns out

that the convicted man shares her

heritage and her homosexuality.

But while the premise may sound
convoluted, the play is actually a

sensitive account of an individual

taking a stand on the things she

believes in most strongly. The
entire cast in this production —
Sampaio in particular — is out-

standing, and the play itself is taut

and slick.

In all, the bill of one-acts are

worth catching, especially since

their last run is tonight For those

who fancy themselves as talent

scouts, it is a good chance to see

some excellent students at work
(for 25 cents per play), as well as

an opportui^ty to support the

U(XA theater.

CallCSO
825-1493
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Interdisciplinary Student Conference

on Italian Culture

April 26,27 at Ackerman
Graduate and Undergraduate students

from any department are invited to sub-
mit PAPERS to the Italian department.

DEADLINE: MARCH 9
AT LEAST ONE UNDERGRADUATE

PAPER WILL BE SELECTED"

x. For information call: (213)939-5418

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^^ LAKERS ^,,%fs'
face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Tears For Fears
Frm DtUotry'B Phdomphy: W» providt FKEE DELIVERY to oMvoNrm emmpHA W* «ffu- hardt»gtt
ltd priett htUm marktt to all UCLA ttudmUM, Mmff, wuf fitcuUy. Awk o/tyoiu who haa umd u* btfor* and
Okay mill UU you t^ miiu, that hi*** it eomu to mr UCLA cUonta, wo cant 6r b*at. Quctrs art flrtt, to
jpiM lu a ealL Rammmkor to mmtion yott'fa A«m UCLAHU

FAX * 20S-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

The UCLA
Ice Hockey
Team thanks
the Bruin
Belles for

their support!

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS. ^^

ANXIOUS MOOD. WORF^.ISOME, FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older exporiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

*Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up tp

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854^4951

Top Quality Leather & I

Suede Garmets

for

Men & Women On Sale

at extremely discounted prices.

if Richard C. Lin !•^ Honey, you are my "dream**!! ^^
^P Ler's make it come true ac the yW
^^ Belle Formal conighc.L ^L
^r Love, Teasie ^f

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Discussion, fhun Book Study

Fri. Step Stidi AU 3S2S 12:15 - 1:1S

Tims. "S-MI' NR C8177. Wtd. Oiscustion

NPIC8S38 12.10-1M
For alcohoks or indMduali who havt a

drinMra probtsm

(213) 387-8316

Good Deals

Bibles - Book a

Gifts. (:^y^

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Th-Sat 10 am - 1 1 pm; Sun 2^>

10884 Weyburn Ave. LA 90024

206^5432

ESTATE SALE. This Simday. imported name
brarKi clothes, accescories, some furniture,

houseware, etc. Call (818)781-7533 for

directior^.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

California Mart

110 E. Los Angleles St., LA

Friday 9:00-5:00

John Michael A-285

Saturday 10:00-4:00

John Michael Booth 109

mi Free 8 Personal

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Holljfwood Mwio tUntal Company
463-6569

Westwood Friends (Quakeis)

Meeting for Wbrship

Sunday 10:30 AM.

574 HllgAid Ave.

10

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.

(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

Mlscellar>eous

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827-9756
evenings.

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student DiscourM. Pack &

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor rf^mmended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Research Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDEI^ DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, are
wanted to complete questionaires to aid in

research examining how individuals adapt to
living with a chronic illness. Please call

KarynZukow (818)981-4415.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 wnrn hiv^ for the past 6 weeks
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 1 2 AND OLDER IN-
TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-
VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 years
and older needed for PET SCAN research
project. Will have radioactive material in-

jected for positron imaging of brain or heart.

Bloods may be taken. Earn up to $1 25.00 call

825-1118.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for LXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth
hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, arni touch.
Cannot be using a tartar corUrol toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commcrcialy available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight
week period. One dental x-ray requiredv
Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cerv
ler, 213-825-9792.

Research Subjects 12

NORMAL, healthy m«i« adults, 18^22 yMrs
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
<iihf>rt« will h> p«M (7lim7S-nw7

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTiaPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN
THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKIh
STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INOMDUALS. PARTCIPANTS WIU
BE PAID UP TO 140 FOR 4 HOURS
CAa 21342S«47S FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORIMTION. ASK FOR LARRY.
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^ WELCOME TO OUR FRIENDSHIP ^

^ Zena Blecker

H Pamela Choy

^ Susan Deas

Joy Deleon

k) Julie Edwards

^ Rebecca Fish

Mieke Gondobintoro

w Kirstin Hartenbower

Doris Ho

Misa Hosohama

Robin Hyman

Karen Larsen

Janet Lee

Wendy Law

Merle Litvack

Margaret Madden

Lisa Meyer

N̂

(̂^

Sabrina Novoa

Laura Peterson

Dieadra Schaub ^
Alexis Spankle

Suzie Schwartz

Cheryl Telesco

Dassi Weinstein

Dona Won
Cheryl Wu -i^ Jennifer Hendricks

SJGMA KAPPA NEW INITIATES 1990
WHAT A WAY TO START OFF A

NEW DECADE!
ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK ZK

TONIGHT AT 9:00
10982 Roebling Ave
Call Rich 824-7891

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

pi

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

I

- RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRJSOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

]0 Personal 10 Personal 10 Business Properties 25

AXQ 1st annual philanthropy

soccer tournament
Saturday Feb. 24th on
the IM field.

Games start at 10am to

benefit Cystic Fibrosis,

Mac Doweli Colony,
and Easter Seals.

OFFICE SPACE for rent. 45(hq h of prinf>t

Brentwood office space in advertising agency.

Ideal for graphic artist, desktop publisher or

any other art/ communication related field.

Full service available: Merlin phone system,

FAX machir>e, computers, laser printer, start

camera, & Ions of resources. (213)447-2964,

ask for Shawn.

Opportunities 26

EARN up lo

$150jDer moDlh
1 OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

'orn'aiion Cnnccr palien'i
i Anna throwghout I A bonntit
"• ^80 3883 '-o'-^ your pnriictpat'or

4954 Van Nuyt Blvd Shsrman Oakt
Receiva free gift «/ your prB screen appt

Pi Beta Phi
would like to congratulate

Kim Watson
ZN White Rose Court
We're thrilled for you! no

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTING CLERK. Assist controller of

West>MOod law fimrt. Key enter CA; process

A/P; filing. Flexible schedule, 8-10 hrsAvk. PC
experience, 50 wpm a must; 10 key helpful.

Kathy (213)824-4800.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT. 15-20 hnMi,
pleasant WLA office. Must be reliable, good
with numbers & have computer experience/
$Mv. Bell^athy (213)477-1597.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, financial ser-

vices. Entry level. Comer wlllshircAxindy.

Need self starter, wordperfect, database man-
agenf)ent, organizational skills. $9^r, 20 hrs/

week . Flexible. (213)374-7494.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.2Vmile. $€^r to start. Ti^TH.
Call Gary (213)820-6701.

ATHLETK: built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

$20(yday. (714)638-0550.
>

ATTENTK)N: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOMEf 32,00(Vyr inconr¥! potential. Details,

(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-8050.

ATTENTK5N: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! 32,OOQ^ar income potential.

Details (1)602-838-8885 ext. BK8050.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
smoker, your car.$6.50Air + gas. Children's

afterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons.

Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(?T 3)273-7573.

Research Sut>jects 12 Lost^ 17
_DRIVER/MESSENCER-
(213) 837-5200.

P/r tt F/r positions.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

MALE SUBJECTS
NEEDED

for respiratory
research.

Pay is $70.00 for one
2-hour session.

Subjects with a dark
. skin color are
particularly needed.

Call Brian at 206-8891
for details.

IF YOU WERE PLAYING BASKETBALL at the

University Elementary school Friday, Februaiy
2 and accidently picked up my WHITE 1985
FIESTA BOWL SWEATSHIRT, I'd like it back.

SENTIMENTAL VALUEI! Bring to D^ily Bruin

Sports off»ce-112 Kerckhoff Hall. 825-9851.
Mike.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Spenn donors needed for

medical research tn

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sN

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: PersisUnt,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or nx>re and have received prior

urHuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATKJNAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFKIE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

Salons ,. » - «' - V

21

NEED WOMAN for hair modeling. Models get

free chemical service. Limited tinr>e. Medium
lenth hair. Neda (213)474-9091,
(818)785-8482.

Health Services 22

Wanted 15

EARN MONEY fast and easy stuffing envelopes
at home. For deUils write to The Advertiser,

Box 401, Seal Beach, CA 90740.

EDUCATION PROGRAM. Assistant II - Educa-
tion Graduate student to develop, but i>ot

teach, courses. Train and supervise Assistant I's

in creation of ed. material. Operate video
camera. P/T, $11.49Air. Call Irene Copes,
Radiology Personnel, ext. 55806.

ENTERTAINMENT related conr>pany working
for full-time/part-time sales position. Must be
flexible. Coniputer & Sales experience helpful.

20 hrs./wk. min. $6.50/hr. Kelly
(818)783-1033.

EXTRAS needed for film and comnwrcials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9anv5pm Monday-
Friday only.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeies. CA 90067

Healtti Sen^ices 22
WANTED
85 poopio

We'll pay you to Iom up id 29
lbs. In the next 30 diytl

* No *U9« - Ooetor tt
' No hunMT 100ft gu
' E*i •»• too«a you Wk»

(213)281-6680

z'

Wanted toUMy 16

WANTED Basketball, Baseball cards and other

sports memorabilia, collections any size. Cash
paid. (213)645-9706.

Lost 17

LADIES CXXD WATCH. Sentimental value

Please return for reward. Call Lisa.

(213)206.7438.

UCLA School of MecUcime

UNIVERSITY OBESITY CENTER
iAipaiuneiii oi Medicine

announces

THE NU^SUNI SYSTEM
8 week pK^grdm of rapid welgfht loss ior

people who wish to lose 10-30 lbs.

New groups starting.

Call immediately
206-3760
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Help Wanted

FOXBASE/ DBASE pro^ammer to work on
MAC-based brolterage client system.
(213)207-4102. ^^^^^
Friendly, Energetic HOSTESS NEEDED.
Cheesecake Factory, Beverly Hills. Apply in

person. M,Tu,Th,F 3- 5pm. $6.5(Vhr tips.

FA casual senior typist clerk process insurance
claims forms, process patient financial
folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)625-6202.

FULL-TIME Whole salers assistant. Import/
export consunr>er electronics. Skills: account-
ing, bookkeeping, typing (45wpm), good
phone etiquette important. (213)838-2626.
Salary DOE. Call between 10-3pm, ask for

Hugh.

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 4 afternoonsAvcek.
Salary DOE. Busy and fun WLA chiropractic

office. Call Deborah in AM. (213) 473-4400.

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, experience in xerox,
phones, and errands. Mon-Frl, 2- 5:30,
S6.50/hr. Call (213)477-3000.

GRAD STUDENT needs subject age 21 (plus)

for psychological test battery. Results confi-

dential. Will pay. Call Mike (818)980-0450.

GROWING MANAGEMENT consulting firm

needs talented assistant to president. Small
office with room to grow. Need good phone,
work perfect, and filing skills. 15.20hrs.
$8/hr. (213)459-6191.

HANDYMAN/ PAINTERS, for Westwood area.

(213)467-5117.

HOUSEKEEPER/ERRAND PERSON for family
with 3 older girls. 24-40 hr^A^vk, flexible hours,
afternoons 2:00-6:00. Must be cov-
ered.$7.0(Vhr. Must have car. Westwood,
474-5106.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL business paper
seeking: Staff writers. Excellent Japanese writ-

ing skills and legal working status required.

Chako, Goto; Also P/T sales clerks. Chako,
Umehara. (213)626-5001.

-. LAW FIRM at 6500 Wilshire needs p/l word
processing/secretarial help. $6.5O-8.00/hr
doe. Call Cinny (213)651-3333

LIFEGUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS
wanted for summer day camp in WLA. Exper-
ienced with cun-ent WSI, ALS, CPR certificates.

Full-time summer, and/or part-time. May 1

5

thru June 25. (213)472-7474.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
thr-lunch. Must have own car/Insurance du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPVFcd Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/Jim at Held/Jones Construction.
(213)825-9914 {$7/hr + mileage).

—OFFICE ASST. ArchttecluraTFirm, WLA. 20-30
hrs.Avk. (Mornings preferred). Salary depen-
dent on experience. Typing 60 wpm; phones,
Microsoft word, IBM-PC exper. preferred,

general office duties. Pleasant & professional

environ. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational irv

stitutions. Some phone sales experience pre-

ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PART-TIME permanent clerical, Fridays only.

Santa Monica. Phones, scheduling, and paper
work. S7/hr. Reliable. (213)394-1361.

PART-TIME gallery assistant. West Hollywood
gallery. About 15 hrs/wk. Computer skills

required. Resume to: DCD, 15233 Ventura
Blvd, Ste. 611, Shemian Oaks, 91403.

PART-TIME positions-4 hrs/day~de liver and
place reports in files. $5.44^r. Call Suzanne
(213)825-5128.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)208-3316.

PRIVATE PARTIES, P/T weekends, flexible

hours, S5/hr tips. (213)670-9157.

P/T^or F/T flexible hrs, 8:30-5:00. Close to

school. Study and answer phones. S6.00/\nr -f

commission. Joel, (213)841-4058 office,

(213)559-8827 eves.

P/T OFFCE CLERK needed in Westwood.
Work around your schedule. No weekends or

evenings. S5.50/hr, Kim or Mirna.
(213)208-4941.

PT or FT flexible hrs 8:30-5:00 close to school.

Study-fanswer phones $6^r-K:ommission. Joel

(213)841-8827, eves.

PA WORK FOR DEVELOPER. Must have car

and Insurance. S5-10hrs/wk. (213)470-0033.

LAW OFFICE FILE CLERK
Santa Monica

Santa Monica Business
Litigation firm, a small.

busy, close-knit aroup
needs file clerks (full or

part-time). It you have
excellent organizations

skills, intelliaence, and a
sense of humor—we
want to meet you. We

pay better than a
competitive salary anfd

expect exceptional

performance.

Call Tom Fedorko at

Bostwick & Ackerman, P.C.

(213)395-5372
to set up interview.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

rUDENTS AND RECENT GRAD^
You are invited to explore opportunities with one of
the countries largest and most successful mutual
fund and institutional investment management com-
panies. Due to rapid expansion P/T and F/T positions
are available for day and evening students. We offer
iiighly competitive starting s^aries with lionus
potential and one ofthe best benefits packages in LA,
mclu<inf an educational subsidy.
mmmMBBlS) 486-9250 or
§end resume to: Employment Recruiter, P.0 Box

"WORK IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER!
Summer Jobs Britain 1990

$12.95" or "1990 Directory of

Overseas Summer Jobs (41

Countries) $10.95' Each 240^

page book includes names,
addresses, phone numbers.

Over 30.000 jobs Send amount
plus $2 25 P&H for each book

to EUROCAL, 1900 S Se-

pulveda Blvd. Suite 224-C. Los
Angeles, CA 90025. 14-day mo-

ney back guarantee

.

FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY!
For a hardworking, responsible

student to work for a
businessman in nearby Beverly

Hills home. Student should
have good social and

organizational skills, some
accounting krK>wledge and

Macintosh computer experience.
Job can be ft or pt to suit

schedule. Living arrangements
can also be arranged. Pay

neoot. Also French speaking a
plus! Interested call Mark at

(213)662-2755 and leave message.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pnn or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bor^us
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

Mid-Wilshire Lavi^ Firm
seeks intelligent, energe-
tic college student to as-
sist in aU facets of legal
office services i.e master
calendar, corresponding
with clients, court filings

etc. Make your ov^^n

schedule. Top salary.

Great beginning job.

Ask for Kelli (former
UCLA Bruin)937-1761.

Sales!!
Earn great cash.

$9-$18 per hour.

Work for rapidly growing

West Coast Marketing Co.|

PT/FT/flex hours/

12 hours week minumum.

For LA area

call Steve

(213)4734797.

For San -Fernando Valley

area

call Wayne
(818)9054104.

••••••••••••••
•
•

•

•

•

••••••••••••••

•
Valet Parkers!!

• To valet park at

• private parties &
*
A restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

• required.

• Earn TOP DOLLAR.
• 413-6997
•

PUBUCATION ASSISTANT
National magazine w/offices in

BrentiMood seeks enthusiastic,

team-oriented, non-smoi<er with

strong communications skills and„ 1

yr -f editonal^biicatkxis

background. Responsibilities include:

press release writing, coordination

w/major ad agencies, market
research, minimal admin, tasks.

PC/wordprocessing skills essential.

Unique, entry-l^el position w/
tremendous opportunity for

advancement. Call Jillian at:

(213) 447-5600.

RECEPTIONIST/ GENERAL OFFICE. Part or

full-time. Small Century City. Entertainment

Law Tirm seeks responsible, organized self-

starter with outgoing personality. Light

typing.(2 13)552-1808, Conja.

RECEPTIONIST/aERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire & Highland. Phones, typing, light

comp. work, filing. Must have own transporta-

tion. Flex, hours. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY, F/T, Entertain-

ment business Management firm, Beverly

Hills. Must have word processing skills. Excel

growth oppurtunity. |ulie (213)278-2303.

RESEARCHERS NEEDED to collect documents
for land-use studies in LA area. As needed
basis. Write PHR Environmental, 111
W.Cutierrez, Santa Barbara, CA, 93101.

RESTAURANT HOST/HOSTESS, M/F, 10-3,

Sat, Sun only. Spangles in Brentwood.
(213)472-3287.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hnMk, $aA>r. Marina Del
Rey. Person with some engineering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834.

RETAIL CLOTHING STORE SALES. Sunday
1 2-Spm. and Morniay 10:30-6pm. Brentwood.
Salary commission. (213)826-4649.

SALESPERSON needed. Will train Bondable.
Melrose Antique Mall. Tuesday, Friday 11-1;

Wednesday, Sunday 1:30-3:30. $7/hr. C»ll

11-6 (213)965-9424.

SALES- P/T, 10-5:30, flex. $6/hr »- comm.
Children's furniture store. Personable. Must
like children. F/T possible. (213) 479-4769.
Heather.

SECRETARIAL help. P/T for small medical-

legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)854-0999.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, lips, over 18, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for )oel.

SUMMER DAY CAMP located in WLA is

looking for responsible caring and energetic

camp. Counselors who have xperience work-
ing with children ages 4-14. (213)472-7474.

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Cain valuable experience
managing a team of employess. customers,

arvi suppliers. Successful applicants will

urwiergo extensive management training. Av-

erage summer eamingn range Uj^lOk Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for rT>ore

info.

TECHNICAl DATA ANALYST, PA (20 or more
hnfwk.), $7-$l(Vhr. Epgi^eepiMg students pre-

feffed. Santa Monica. (213)450-145;}.

TELECOMUNICATIONS OPERATOR for Ex-

ecutive Office Suites. Team player with good
communication skills, pleasant workiQig en-

viomement. Knowledge of computers h^lpfuf!

Will train. Flexible hours necessary. Jon

(213)822-1213. -

WAITERESS- Lunch/dinner. Mon-Sat.
$4.2Si/hr. Crazy Fish Japanese RestaurarU.

Beverly Hilts. (213) 550-8547.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Full & Part-time •

' Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
• McQ. Women. Students, etc.

•

Call (213) 453-1817

BAALE MODELS
FOR HOT HEAD. TORSO. &

FULL PHYSIQUE
Printwork. matfa. calendars, video
Roma Models (213) 874-4656

Private Sessions 'til 1 1 p.m.

' '.• .•;..•:•' •.•I", "v;
'

• .
•

•.• 1-^ •.••:'•••• •i'' •

Find the Apartment ot'^^^^"
Your breams. :.

. .V.
• •• V

*•••

Advertise in the Daily

Classified

825-2221

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS "^

1 Cherry
5 Zest

10 Room to

swing
14 Byron poem
15 Sore as
16 Water game
17 Pretty

19 Kind of tire:

abbr.
20 Go ashore
21 Name: Ft.

22 Coup d'—
23 Coasts on

snow
25 Hostility

26 Fish

30 Finial

31 Torment
34 Greek letter

36 Dirlts of oid

38 By means of

39 City Hall

42 Gold: Sp.
'

43 Old — : vet.

44 Flavorful

45 Grief

47 Iniquity

49 Gaze
50 And not
51 Fume
53 Dart
55 Noah's son
56 Chats idly

61 Ms. Minneili

62 Urban sprawl
64 Individual

65 Actress —
Adoree >

66 Rich source
67 Whirlpool
68 On the move
69 Mild oath

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

- DOWN
1 Pleased
2 Mitigate

3 Urchin
4 California

valley

5 Footballer

6 Approx.
7 Blue chip
8 Apprentices
9 Kind of schl.

10 Materialize

11 Oeny
12 Title for

Athena
13 Tip giver

18 US tax gp.
24 — Oowns
25 Didn't happen
26 Complexion
27 Love: It.

28 Acknowledged
29 Links org.

31 Pronoun
32 Scorch
33 Demigod
35 — ego
37 Frightening

L C A L

1

R A [g E

1
T A M P

O R A L E A R A M A L A 1

A L Q A E C L UM B 1 N E
F E E D ilOE WI^A L G E R^^D o|o rH P A R E N T S
A Ci H 1 NteUs A D 1 S M 1^1
C R ON pi P 1 N Z aB E A T
R 1 B S B U L G El A N T E
E B b|W A L L S A N T 1 C
|Hy E A R L Y iGlR A S P S
B E H A V E S BUR G^^H
A R S E El A SM R E L s
T A R T R A T E S

1
P A R L

E S S E

1
S 1 T E 1 M A G o

E E R P^ E A S E S T p

^.

40 "Scat!"
41 Atlas page
46 Turning
48 Shrew
51 Goalie feats

52 Spoil

53 Floating ice

54 Singer Jenny

55 Ethnic dance

57 A few

58 Quick drink

59 Alcohol
burner

60 Shelter

63 Portuguese
coin

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 ^H21 22

^^^^^H23 24 ^H25 m
26 27 28 29

35

30 ^H31 32 33

34 36 37 H38
39 40 41

42 ^H43 ^H44

45 46 H47 48 ^49
|^H50 ^H51 s^^HHH
53 54 55 - ' ^56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63

64 65
'

66

67 68 69
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Help Wanted 30 Internships

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program .

WLA corporate
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, cood for
student scnedule.

CaU 478-8238 ext. 201.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films A commercials.
AH types. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

Job Opportunities

dedl
lerdals. I
money. In

32

AMERKZAN-English is your mother tongue.
Come and join our team. Teach your language
to French business people. And be their guide
to Los Angeles $1 S.OO/hr for more details call

Isabelle and Xavicr (213)475-2527
Fax:(21 3)474-0520.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Government jobs-you>
area. $1 7,840-569,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext R 8050.

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignmenl
in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-
thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-
cated, Judaica oriented male from mid-late
20*$. Sept 9(VMarch 91. If interested please
contact David (213)556 8826.

MAGAZINE PUBLISHING paid internship.

Publisher of a magazine startup in LA seeks
asst. for advertising circulation and administra-

tive work. Learn Ihe business. Typing and
computer skills essential. Hours flexible. Com-
pensation competitive. Send resume to: Susan
Gates, Buzz Magazine, 1 5000 Mulholland, LA
90077. _^ _^
TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beverly
Hills. Considering final applications for part-

time internship program. Clerical skills a
must.Call between 1-5 only. (213) 276-7070.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER for two pre-schoolers. Fairfax

area. 30hrsAvk. Must have car & local rcfer-

ences. Speak English. Patty (21 3)653-0571 (e).

COMPANION for 7-year-old boy. Mon, Tues,
Thurs afternoons (flexible). Brentwood. Call

Cookie after 7 p.m. (213)476-0198.

EXPERIENCED, energetic, loving sitter for

young child. RefererKxs requested. Studio City
area. (818)985-5600.

BABYSITTER wanted for 9 mo. old girl. M-TH
9-3. Call Marian (213)206-1193 (days),

(213)826-9559 (eves.)

Apartments for Rent 49

BEVERLYWOOD. SSOO/mo, Garage apart-

ment, 2 rooms -^ bath, upstairs, fireplace, full

balcony. Melanie (213)839-8882.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, l-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
T.V., garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. 2-be<VlVi -bath. Large living

room, large kitchen. $99(Vnx>. Available im-
niediately. (213)476-9695.

LARGE FRUNISHED SINGLE— On Cayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.
S795/mo. Must see. (213) 206-631 0.

NEED HOUSING aOSE TO UCLA? The
faculty housing office has 1 , 2, and 3 bedroom
apartmens available for LXTLA faculty, visiting

scholars, and post-doctoratal candidates (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1165 per
month. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3085 for more
information.

LEARN how to become a record pronr>oter in

the music industry. Training program finally

available.. Call recorded message
(818)360-7004.

^MARKETING RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS
FOR QUESTIONAIRES AT MOVIE THEATERS.
fRiDAY AND SATURDAY 5-9PM. $7/HR.
dOUG (213)461-4048. .

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desircable. $1 2-1 5A«r.

Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

OPPURTUNITIES for responsible workers with
computer/ laboratory skills. Call
(213)825-9531 to send resume.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, PA Computer as-

sisted spoken and written language learning.

$10-$^5^r. 5-10 hrs/wk. Call Laura Myers
(213)394-5628.

SECRETARY/OFFICE MANAGER. Fl/pt. High-
tech company, entrepreneurial working envi-

ronment, PC experience required.
(213)216-9100.

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing factlity. Shared or
private. Pod. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. NorthrkJoe

j:ampus Residence. 9500 Zeizah.
NorthrWoe. CA 91325

(818)866-1717

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.
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106 Travel 105

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15/89
11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-batJi

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WIN!
THREE $300 GIFT

CERTIFICATES GOOD
TOWARDS ,

CLUB EUROPA
SUAAMER STUDENT

TOURS

TIIAVEL

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 27
1 GAM - 3PM
ACKERAAAN
GRAND

BALLROOM

ENJOY LUNCH AT THE
INTCRNATIONAL CAFEI

cCb
SPONSORED BY

ASUCIA Trowl Servtce

A40V0I Ackamnn Union

A^l u^ a7^ ^'^ ^^^' ^ '
''^

ond lh« Expo CanlBr

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 bd. 2 bd ^ den, 1 bd * loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgr.J
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

Westv\roo<l
Small & custom single sleep-
ing loft. Skylight. Carport.

$585/mo. Large 1 bdrm. Hard-
wood floors, bay windows.
Garage. Charming 5-plex.
$950/mo. (213)854-0146

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

24.072
UCLA students live in an off-campus
apartment, house, or co-op.

VI/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

• refrigerator'dishwasher-

huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

T3.452
Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

UCLA faculty live In a rented home
or apartment.

Find your ideal tenant. .

.

Daily Bruin Classifieds

825-2221

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND...

REMEMBER OUR DEADLINES «..•

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
By 12 noon, two days
prior to publication

1 ,
iw»—»w*»^

D^ily Brum IIEK

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath

Roof top Jacuzzi

All security building

Dishwasher plus microwave
Walk-in closet/ fireplace

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

CLASSIFIED LINE
12 noon, one day

prior to publication

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY

e:
HOUSING
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST IMDs, POST DDS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814

FOR MORE INFORMATICfN, PLEASE CALL:

8371373

ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS
11130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE

(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876

Apartnnent Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Information Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent 56 Room/Board for Help 62

PALMS. 1 bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754. _^
PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,

central a/c, parking, new building.
(213)839-4585.

PALMS. 2-bedroom 1 1/2 bath, $785. Pool,

parking, laundry, appliances. No pets. Terry

(213)454-4754. ._^___
PALMS. Single S55(Vmo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/nrK).-$75(Vmo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,

excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS, adjacent penthouse type

1 -bed newly remedied. Quiet, view, walk to

all. $575. (818)889-0483.

UCLA UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS FOR
RENT!! Must be full-time, single student. Fully

furnished, short walk to campus. Call

(213)825-2293 or (213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS-1 5-20 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdrnVr/i bath. 2 story townhouse.
$71Q^nfM>. 2 weeks free. Security, gated parfc-

ing. (213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,Jacuzzi,
gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520 Kelton.

(213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD/VETERAN. $1000. Delude
1 -bedroom view. All amenities, security build-

ing. Parking. Must see. (213)208-8765
ext.1606, (213)837-8337.

WESTWOODAHILGARDE. $1495. Deluxe
new 2-bed/2-bath, 2 parking spaces, washer/
dryer in unit. (213)208-8765 ext. 1606,
(213)837-8337.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1-bd/1-bath.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heat, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

WESTWOOD. $1290-$139Cymo. Spacious
2.bdrnV2fbath. 1 -block from UCLA. Balcony,

pool & Jacuzzi on roof, parking, security

building, park view. Open everyday.
(213)477-5108.

WESTWOOD. $1430/nrK). 2.bed, 2 blocks

fitKTi IXTLA covered parking, short term lease

available. Anne (213)208-6020.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WLA. $110(ynrK). Condo, 2-bdrm/1'/i -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carn>elina

Ave. (213)456-3829.

WLA, Large sunny 1-bdrm apartment,
unfurnished, refrigerator and stove. Across

street fromVA bus $650. 477-5811.

ZERO MILES to campus. $335/mo. One-
bedroom, kitchen, cable, u^d parking avail*

able. (213)824-1618 (LeiO-

Apartments Furnistied 50

100 STEPS TO CAMPUS. Furnished, large

single. Utilities irKluded. Up to 3 tennants.

Call Marianne (213)824-0319

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse. Very quiet. Med-
ical family home. 1 person only, non-smoker.

$60Cymo. (213)472-3889 evenings.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

$695, 1 -bedroom, 1 242 Barry, Ck>se to UCLA.
Walk to market/ bus. Off Wilshire.
(213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS, adjacent. Quiet, large 1 -bed-

room, near bus, full kitchen, bath. $625/nfH>.

(213)658-7014 (evenings, weekends).

VENICE BEACH, $750, huge 1 -bdrm, secure

upper, hardwood floors, no pets. Parking! 24
Brooks Ave. (213)306-0988.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $15OO-$1700. Spa-

cious 2-becVl 'A -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WLA. Large 2-bdrrTVrA bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1050. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiore 54

BEVERLY HILLS. $500/nr>o. Large, fabulous

2-be<Vl 'A -bath. Own room (furnished or un-

furnished) Near Wils^«f|-t2 13)476-9545
(David).

GRAIXJATE STUDENT seeking roommate.
Own room-part itior>cd. Available March 1st.

Living room $275/mo. Walking distance.

(213)208-5965

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroorTV 1 -bath furnished apartment. Non-
imoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright rar^h style.

(213)204 4070, (213)473-2286.

CHEVIOT HILLS. 3 houses for lease.

$1875/mo. to $2200/mo. No pets.

(213)839-3008.

WLA BEST LOCATION, 3-bed/2-bath. Excel-

lent corKiitk)n plus indeper^dant guest house.

$230(ymo (213)395-5509, (213)470-9433.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

[3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,
laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
|*10-15 mln. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for StKire 57

M/FROOMMATE needed to share 3-bedroonV
VA -bath. Culver City house. Clean, comfort-

able, fireplace. $450/nrH). (213)390-9571.

PICO/ DOHENY. Guest house, fully furnished.

Private entrance. $675. (213)271-7760.

SMALL GUESTHOUSE in Beverly Glen Ca-
nyon, $600 irx:ludes utilities, 2.5 miles from

UCLA. Separate entrarx:e. Patio, W/D. Quaint
single with full kitchen facilities and separate

bath. Excellent for one person, non-srnoker.

(213)475-0281.

House for Sole 58

CUSTOM HOME 4-bdrfVlV. -bath on fabul

ous 60 X 196' lot. Double garage plus work-

shop. Westchester. $405,000. Ciridy (agent)

(213)215-3473.

NEAR NATIONAL/ SAWTELLE,
3-bedroonVl V« -bath, pool, huge family room,

spacious kitchen, beautiful area. $559,000.

Cindy, agt, (213)215-3473.

WLA- Bright family home with charm. Uni

high district, near Ocean park area.

3bGd/2bath. Formal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.

Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. The
Pnidential Calif. Realty.

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer rental.

FurnishecV unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

FEMALE WRITER middle-aged wants work
(cook, etc.), exchange room or guesthouse.

Call Marlene (213)838-1758 6pm-8pm.

CODARD FAN. Needs place/share.
$35(yobo. (213)859-4669.

HOUSE SITTING or share needed beginning

March for ACSM alumni. References avail-

abte. Call Gina (301)764-3976.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law derks visiting L.A. WLA
prefeTTed. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-

Mtsiont. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CAREAiriving for two boys. Flexible

hours. Live in separate single. Couple ok.

(213)935-5305(H), (213)657-4670 (w),

Lauren.

HANCOCK PARK. Free room/board in ex-

change for child care, light housekeeping.

Mon- Fri alterrx)ons, evenings. Experience-

references. (213)937-4760.

LIVE-IN with salary for babysitting and car-

pooling of tW9 school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

RC>O^VBOARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,
helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

$275, MALE PREFERRED, larg^ bedroom,
3/4-bath, in beautiful horT>e in exchange for

light household chores. Must drive and type.

(21 3)558-0551

.

BEDROOM and bathroom. Private entrance.

No cooking, smoking. % mile from UCLA.
$42VnfH>. Call (213)472-8897.

BRENTWOOD, $65(Vmo. -t- light housekeep-

ing. Guest houscAtudio with lovely yard. No
smoking. (213)476-4588.

NEARBY CANYON. Room with separate en-

tr?nce, kitchen, bath. $550 includes utilities,

cable. (213)470-0272, after 6p.m.

WESTWOOD near LICLA Century City. Furn-

ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$380 incl. utilities. (213)474-0488.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD, 2-»-2 spacious apartment,

share room, respor>sible female, security build-

ing, parking, fireplace. $300/month.
(213)476-8182

'

FEMALE -new WLA townhouse, bright 2+2,
amenities, 3-5 miles from LXILA. Easygoing

roommates. $293 (213)261-9595.

FEMALE roomate wanted, $25S/nfH>. for a
furnished one bedroom apartment in West-

wood (818)790-2185.

MARINA DEL REY. 2-bedroom to share with

female. Few blocks from beach. $SOO/nf>o.

(213)305-0188 after 4:30pm.

NEED 1 or 2 people to share 2-bd/ 2-bth apt on
Wellv»orth. Deck, spa. $650. (213)312-0816.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

UCLA ADJACENT. Share l-bedroorti apart-

ment. Parking, amenities. $459/ea (negoti-

able). One month deposit. Nor^mokers.
(213)208-2975. ASAP.
WALK TO CAMPUS, $40(Vpcrson. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD, 1/8 mile to UCLA, Great view,

large apartment, $367.5(Vmo., Share room,
security, parking (213)824-0269.

WESTWOOD. Female share 2-bedroom du-
plex. Parking. Near UCLA, transportation.

1385 Midvale. (213)4 7 7-4045,
(21 3)454-821 1 , (21 3)44^-5345. ^
WLA- bedA)ath in 2-»-2 townhouse, $500 or

share- $300. Close to campus! (213)
479-2128.

Sublet 66

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

SUMMER

Jones Day seething

sublets for our sum-

mer Associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Famished Apartnnents
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522
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Roommates
WLA. Female, responsible, 2-bed/1-bath. Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call

(213)479-7064. (leave message.)

Sublet 66

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please
contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202.

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Septj>

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

J

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/
house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students
this summer. WLA area
preferred. May—Aug.,

June—Aug.,
Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2.beci/2-balh unit. Great
view/ locatior^. Skylights in kitcherV bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451. v

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-1637.

Condos for Share 68

NEAR Westwood, bus, security, spacious,
private room and bath, furnished, kitchen,

laundry^ privilege, $450 (213)475-4606.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

Tennis 80

STEVEN BELLAMY private tennis coach and
teaching professional has limited availabili-

tiesfor new students. (213)824-7180.

Child Care 90

CHILDCARE PROVIDER - Mature student,

CPR trained, mother. Westside. Refs. Evenings
and %veekends. Call Laurie (213)397-6577.

LOS FELIZ area. Experienced English speaking
babysitter. Flexible hours. Local references.

Shelly (213)661-9641. .-

RESPONSIBLE, caring person to babysit your
children nights/weckerids in Westside. Local
references. Kristin (213)820-5565.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates Nearby West
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

HATE AUTO INSURANCL!
'II (!') Iiiil jiitd .1

JIIMOfl l)V IJ I(»l

(HCE LO\VER UUUJfc ».>ill

,c'r3)8.'32-7175 (yiS):i-42 1310
PiTcj ppirc u,\>'n IMC /,r;c:Mr.'

•WlWSWWWiTiMrifWipt**

/illstate
Auto/Hom«/Comm«rciai
Westwood/WHshir3 Office

312-0202
1317 WMt¥vood Blvd
(2 bIKs So of Wiikhir*)

*

65 Insurance

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For .

Good Drivers
Donaldson Insurance

Agency
Immediate Phone Quotes

392-mi 392-9621
2030 liKoln Blvd. Santo MonicQ

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.
Example: ferrxale 21 and
over $576/yr.; ferrxale

urxjer 21, male urvder 25,
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7061

or 475-8355

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U^J. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA
'

I lonieJIealth ( 'onini/AlotonAcK'

We'll Curno TO \i){'

Auto Insurance

Why more!pay

For Auto/Motorcycles .

No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVEON
WSUkANCI

>«

Money to Loon 93

UP TO $100,000 cash. Grants/loans for new
businesses. Get the facts. Call 1 -800-926-8447

ext. 01179.

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. Wc do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)2858688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.
$7/^^r. Laser prints, $.6G/page. Culver City. Call

(21 3)836-5949.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

ElilTING SERVICE
All tubfects. Thetes/Dissertation*,

PfopoMls end Books, horeqm Student*
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. ^13) 47D-6662,

91 Services Offered

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am- 5pm.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

ilementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or

Physics from a Tutor who can present the

material in a comprehensible manner. Call

(818)905-9260. Ask for David.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message

.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad.lW league grods. Stamford Prep
(213)271-5181.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH and Spanish tutor for ninth grader, at

home. $1Q/hr. Call evenings (213)559-4237.

Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. Bam-lOpm
t21 3)472-1 999.

ACADEMIC Business, Professional. Word
Processing/Desk Publishing/Scan^ac. From
copy or transaction. Lyndell. (213)827-3586.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, wqrd
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312^4000 xl05, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertatiom, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resurries,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCA.aser printer. Reasonable
rates. Joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORDPROCESSING. Fast friendly ser-

vice specializing in manuscripts, term papers,
transcriptions. Reasonable rates. WLA
(213)452-7726.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in thesci,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (21 3)466-2888.

One Day Word ProceMJng
and/or Editing

Over 25 year* experience. Al»o offer

ethical aMistance %vith writing problemi
and tutoring in English, History,

PhiloMphy, and Political Science.

Bill Delancy 207-5021

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
for me^ and /,

Odgh 7 days

'30 pn

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR leMons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

STUDY the technique that 67 Grammy win-
ners have before you. Seth Riggs. Aiiociates
Wendy Bernard (213)271-5373.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All \evt\%/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)2 7 7-7012.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

fMults. Expert writing. Computer typesetting,

printing. (213)450-0133.

96 Resumes 104 Autos for Sale 109

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (21 3)287-2785.

Trovel 105

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1600, 4-door,
black reliable, excellent gas mileag^aesthetic
condition. (213)824-3655.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-
ble. 5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm,perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

SPRING BREAK JAMAKTA! Only $689. From
LAX including airfare, hotel, (8dayV7nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much nrnxe! Sels out
every year so call Now! 1-600-331-3136.

Trove! Tickets 106

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest- 3/1 8^0,
$295. Call Peter (213)208-5957.

SKIERS-DIRECT TO SUN VALLEY. Saturday -

Saturday. Choice of dates. Price negotiable. 3
tickets. (213)284-8771. Bruce Vann.

VW Super Beetle 1975. Good engine, fair

body, sunroof. Matthew (213)826-2410.

YAMAHA- 82 XT250, recent tune-up, very
reliabje. $700. Call Bret (213) 208-1129.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

1982 HONDA 500 for $700. Good engine
condition. Call (213)453-9541.

1984 HONDA 200XLR. Super deal, call and
leayejT)«sage $850. (213)824-4965.

Scooters 119

Autos for Sole 109

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Black, tan leather

interior, clean, sharp. $3995/obo.
Day(21 3)473-8899, Eves(805)297-331 1

.

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA. 4-door, auto cas-
sette, 96k miles, spotless maintenance record.

Original owner. $320Q/obo. Evenings
(213)395-5758.

1 986 JEEPGRAND WAGONEER. Immaculate,
dark blue, 36,000 miles, $13900.
(213)937-7799 private party.

1986 VW JETTA GL, blue, S-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$7550/obo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

'79 CHEVY BLAZER K5 2-wheel drive, loaded,
$4850. (213)937-7799 private party.

88 SUBARU JUSTY DL, 5-speed, a/c, 9,000
miles. $3700. (213)479-0203.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Ext.A 8050.

DATSUN B210 1977. Clean, reliable transpor-

tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$900/obo. Call (213)454-2769.

FORD MUSTANG LX convertible 1988.
$9500. Black, loaded, 4-cyl., 5-spd. Emmacu-
late. 18k/miles. (816)762-5226,
(818)895-6222(eves.).

HONDA ACCORD, 1977 5-speed, original

owner, a/c, new paint, runs great. $1 200 obo.
(213)473-2928.

MAZDA RX7, 1964. Oeat condition, cherry
red, 5-speed. 84k miles. $4800. Larry
(213)278-6610.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $6000/obo, silver,

excellent condition, AM/FM, cassette, A/C,
alarm. (213)474-1106.

MERCURY LYNX L WAGON, 1984, 46,000
miles, excellent condition, $3000.
(213)208-5370.

, ___ -

PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1 987, red and excel-
lent condition, $2900. Call (213)206-1248.

PLYMOUTH RELIANT 1987. White, automa-
tic, A^, PS,PB, 60k. Good condition. $2700,
must sell. (213)820-7396.

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 1960. $1 700/obo. T-top,

65k miles, new tires, no rust, small dent.

(213)825-6838.

SUPER BEETLE- Convertible, 1972, $4,500.
Like new, exceptional, white, black top, alarm,
many extras. Must see. (213) 206-7625.

TOYOTA CELKIA- 1980, 5 speed, sunroof,
AM/FM cassette, new transmission, excellent
engine. $1,650. Leave message.
(213)372-4433.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1976, 4-door. New
transmission, battery, good tires, 1,yr old
paint. (213)661-9475, A.M. or eves.

TOYOTA SUPR\ 1979, S-tpeed, air, sunroof,
AM/fM stereo, power steering, power win-
dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644.

VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GLI, 1986, $7500. CD
player, alarm, sunroof, air conditioning, tin-

tedwindows, Fittapaldi vvheels. 60,000 miles.
Excellent condition. (213)936-2410 eves.

VW BUG 1974 $1650. Orange, extra clean in

and out, runs well. AM/FM stereo cassette, new
tires, brakes, clutch, muffler. Great student
car.(2 13)271 -6622.

VW BUS, 1976, $3000, great condition. Must
see. (213)477-2933.

1965 HONDA ELITE 250, mns great, freeway
legal, $1100 with helmet. (213)278-3901.

1966 HONDA AERO 50. Low miles, good
condition. $450. Call WADE (213)824-5697.

1 966 YAMAHA CA SO, white, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

1967 ELITE 150 stereo, windshield, trunk,

Tklarm. Runs great. Just tuned. New tires.

130Q/6bo. Steve (213)472-4721.

1968 ELITE 60. Red, brand new. Must sell.

1964 Riva 200Z, black, 3500 miles.
(213)824-5311.

3 HONDA ELITE 80'S, 1987, 1 SPREE, 1988.
All run great. 1 Elite needs work.
(213)824-4780.

'67 YAMAHA RAZZ, $495 OBO. low mileage,
good condition, Kelli 208-9066.

ELITE 50 1988, Less than 500 miles. $650
(21 3)471 -6446.-->

,

HONDA ELITE 1 50 1985. Electric blue, excel-

lent condition with helmet and trunk. $900.
Tony (213)939-5609.

HONDA ELITE, almost brand new. Never
used. $1200 or take over payment.
(616)345-6581

.

HONDA ELITE 150. Good condition$750.
(21 3)453-8439, leave message.

HONDA ELITE 50, '67. Good condition. Lock
and battery recharge included. $350. Call

(818)781-8608. Leave message.

ELECTIRC CLOTHES DRYER- Like new. $100.
(213)559-7190.

Furniture 126

COiXZH $40; Fold-out chair $25; excercise
bike $50. (213)836-8672.

DELUXE wood bunk bed with drawers, shelves
and mini closet. $150.00 or best offer. Call

(213)208-3546.

FUTON-BED. Black cover with full size hard,
wood frame converts from bed to couch. $1 6a
(213)206-3635.

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$75/obo. Compact student desk, wood, good
condition, $25/obo. (213)204-1644.

LK5UIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-
bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chest, $65; others. (213)393-2336.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

OAK DRAFTING TABLE, 1930's, use as regu-
lar table. Excellent decorator item, $400.
(213)399-1965, (213)625-8719.

REFRIGERATOR. 1 -year-old. Like new. Large,
wtih freezer, $350 new. $150/obo. Quality
buy (213)641-2486.

Garage Sales 127

AFFORDABLE AUTO
MOST CARS WMMNTKD

$1995
78 Olds Delta '81 St. Regis

70 VW Camper
'83 Chevy Citation

$2995
'86 Chevette '84 Subaru Station

'87 Escort '77 Caciillac Coupedeville

'82 Cadillac Cimarron
'83 Oldsmobile Firenza

'86 Hundai '83 Sentra

'75 Porsche 914
'73 Imperial

$3995
'86 Plymouth Reliant

•87 -ford Escort GT
'81 VW Camper

87 Ford Tempo
'79 Silverado

(213) 822-9875
4101 Lincoln Blvd MDR

APARTMENT MOVING SALE. Living room,
bedroom furniture. Tables, stools, TV. Satur-

day, Sunday 7am-4pm 1 020 Barrington ave #1
Brentwood.

MOVING OUT sale. All you need to furnish

your apartment. Computer/bicycle, great
price. (213)208-4632.

GRAPHK: monorail 4X5, EKTAR 203mm
7.7 Kodak Carousel 550. Auto, remote, timer,

5-Inch. $225. (616)341.1606.

Musical Instruments 129

LARGE 12-plcoe Rogers and Slingerland drum
tet. $900/obo. (213)444-6516/
(213)207-4102.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

ROSSINGNOL 4G skis. 203cm. Brand new.
Retail around $400. Only $225
(213)208-8597 Paul.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM XT CLONE, monitor, extended key board
-DOS 20, Word Star. $575. (213)939-2328.

LAPTOP Tandy 600. Originally $1600, barely
used. Must sell, $400/obo 3% " disk.

(213)447-0373, Dan.

MACINTOSH 512 KE, internal 10-megabytc
hard drive, with desk and software. $750/obo
(213)444-6516/(213)207-4102.

MITSUBISHI Laptop, 40 MB hard disc, 2400
modem, software, never used, $2300
(213)476-6360.

PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM. Hyundai
Blue Chip, IBM clone. 51 2K memory. Two
floppy disk drives. 1 2 inch monitor. Runs all

IBM programs. Citizen 1 20D printer.
$60Q^obo (213)559-7190.

OREGON
From page 32

game, and the Ducks clinging to a

one-point lead, Oregon's Kevin
Mixon put up a three-pointer and
was fouled by UCLA's Mitchell

Butler as the ball went in. Mixon,
who scored 20 of his 25 in the

second half, sunk the free throw to

give Oregon a five-point cushion.

That sent the already noisy

crowd into absolute bedlam and
sent UCLA away hanging its

collective head. "When they shoot
the ball well at home, they get the

crowd going." MacLean said. "It

would be tough for anybody to win
in here tonight**

Consider. After the four-point

play (the first one in Oregon
history), the Ducks outscored the

Bruins 22-15, and held a 86-74

lead and the ball with just over five

minutes left. As the shot clock

ticked down to four seconds,

Oregon guard Terrell Brandon,
who tied MacLean for game-high
honors with 31, threw up a

desperation three pointer that went
in and just about broke UCLA*s
back.

--^"I guess weVejust unlucky right

now.** MacLean said, offering

probably the best explanation that

anyone could.

But last night, at least~UCLA*4^

luck didn't run out until ea4y iii the"

second half. The Bruins bujilt a 51*^

45 lead in th^ Hrst minute of the

second stanza, then Oregon went
on a 17-8 surge that set the tone for

the rest of the periodl"*'Boy, they

shot the lights out from there on,"

Harrick said.

For a change, the Bruins didn't

shoot too badly themselves. UCLA
hit 52 percent of its shots, it best

outing since the Arizona State

game on February 8. From the free

throw line, the Bruins managed a

67 percent mark, their best since

the Cal ^ame (January 21).

So is there some hope for the

Bruins to be found in those misty

Oregon woods? "We're still not

quite the team that we used to be,

but we're on our way back."

And as far as UCLA's recent

woes are concerned, "It's nothing

a couple of wins wouldn't cure,

noted Harrick.

UCLA Ski Stuff
By Greg Jones
Contributor

After completing a highly suc-

cessful regular season in the

Southern California Collegiate Ski

Conference, both the UCLA men's
and women's alpine ski te^Uns

head this weekend to the regional

championships in Heavenly Val-

ley, Lake Tahoe.

Since both of the Bruin squads

finished in the SCCSC's top-five,

they were automatically qualified

to participate in the regionals. The
women placed second, with the

men in third.

The regional competition this

weekend will consist of two giant

slalom races and two slalom heats

for both men and women. The
men's team expects to challenge a

number of talented squads in the

regionals. Nevada-Reno, the top

school in the Northern Region, is

almost a lock to qualify for the

finals. UCLA will be battling

Southern foe San Diego State, the

SCCSC champion for the second

spot.

The women will have to com-
pete against some tough schools

from the Northern region in order

to qualify for the finals. Jennifer

Matney. Jill Mason. Erica Donald-

son, and Andrea Hillis will lead the

team in their quest to reach the

national finals.

M
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THE UCLA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER

PRESENTS

NICHOLAS ASHFOF?D, Ph.D.

PROFESSOR
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

WILL SPEAK ON:

"TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
IN THE WORKPLACE:

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INITIATIVES

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 26. 1990

10:00 A.M. TO 11:00 A.M.

ROOM 13-105 CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES

FROM JOB FAIR TO JOB OFFER

'A workshop to give you the competitive edge when you
talk^to company representatives at the Minority
Reicraitment and Career Conference on March 14.

Mik

Topics include:

• Writing a resume that sells

• Winning the interviewing game
• Asking tlie right questions

• Following up with potential employers
• Dressing for success

Six workshops to choose from. No sign-up required,

Feb. 20 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center
Feb. 21 5-7 Placement & Career Planning Ctr.

Feb. 23 9-11 Haines Hall - Room 18
Feb. 26 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center
Feb. 17 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center
March 1 12-2 Chicano Studies Research Center

Sponsored by

Acadennic Advancement Program
Placement & Career Planning Center

1«P MCN a9mcn 9«r MCM

t.<y

DELIVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

$8.
ti«

Op«n
Fri. andSal.
uotil 2:00 AM
WMlidayt

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block Mot of Barrington)

SALE!

0»

vrtauk

It A

CASUAL
SNIRTS,

f9€tUF9f%

^^Pmcn

•'''^mrmmmm,.m»»r,*m,mmt,mmm%p1UCM GO0OrmUHM/JS

Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

WestWOOd 208-6444
HOURS MonThurs 10 9

FrI Sat 10 10. Sun 10 7
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER C1\1L & CRIMLNAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CCNTE & WEYBURN)

IRWIN PARNES presents ^^SIC CENTER
FRIDAY. MARCH 9. at 8 P.M. O.RwiLToN
RETURNIM IT POPVLM DEMANOI 43RD INTEaiUTIONAL

Narrated by MR. LEW AYRES
WORLD ACCLAIMED CHESTER WHTTMORE BLACK BALLCT JAZZ ft HOT COMBO:
MAGANA BAPTISTE EGYPT BEUY OAMCE SPECTACUUR: DANA OE StM^E
GREAT BLUE GRASS CL066ER COTHLIOM TRIBUTE TO ASTAIRE ft ROGEfl^^ MIO-

SS^.^*?a!-?! ?KH« W^ OAMCERS: CHIWN TRIAHA ft MAWA BER-
MUOEZ CUADRO FLAMENCO: ALSO SUPERB DANCES BY SPANISH BASQUES
KOREA. ISRAEL. MEXKX), PHHJPPINES. ARMENIA, HUNGARY. POlXSTMAfSHALL
ISLANDS. SCATS GYMnXsTS U.C. IRVINE SINGERS:

^^ "/wianAtL

TicxEre m.oo. 111.00. 110.00
ncKEnmra ni-ioo am - 714 740 tooo • oiovpt tis-muio

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL"
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES '

Feb. 24 and 25,
there*ll be no parking

at Helen's.
For two days onlyTat Helen's Cycles gigantic annual parking lot

sale, over 600 top quality bikes will be sold at rock bottom
prices. Most at cost or less. There'll also be lots of clothing, parts
and accessories discounted to the bone, too. First come, first

served. No rainchecks or refunds. Don't miss this one. It'll

definitely be worth It tapark around tJ^ corner and walk a littte.

SLX Frame Set
8 sizes to choose from

reg. $1,000 -^.

NOW $399.99

Blanchi
Sport SX 14SP
Racing Machine

reg. $620

NOW $374.99

Cateye
Computer

reg. $60.00

NOW $34.99

Roland 10SP
Chalienger

reg. $160

NOW $119.99

Schwinn
Aluminum

Bike

$200 off

Cannondaie R300
22 lbs. of
pure racing

reg. $550

NOW $379.99

Bridgestone
l\^B5 21SP
Mountain

BHce

reg. $420

NOW $299.99

FREE
HELEN'S T-SHIRT
w/ $25 PURCHASE

Raleigh
Heat

reg. $460

NOW $349.99

:%: ^•'

f;'

Bridgestone
CB2 21SP
City Bike

reg. $375

NOW $274.99

Blackburn
Trainer

- reg. $160
NOW $99.99

RALEIGH
FRENZY

REG. S570

NOW $429.99

•I

Thule Racks
10% off

Mb^A
]K Specialized
V^ Hardrock

^i^ reg. $325

^3P^ NOW $279.99

l.^/<;«^^ S
^^^2]^^^ '^

Quest
Beli Helmet

reg. $65.00
NOW $34.99

Helen's Parking Lot Sale.
Sale Hours: Sat., Feb. 24th: 9am^6pm • Sun., Feb. 25tti: 10am-5pm

Santa Monica Westwood Village Mantiattan Beach
2501 Broadway at 26th 1071 Gayley Avenue" 2403 N. Sepulveda

<'2 13) 829-1836 (213)208-8988 (213)545-2566
t \

Open everyday. Taking care of people and thielr bikes since 1936.

10% off to UCLA students, focultv, & staff withi I.D.

BEAVERS
From pag^ 32
too. He's spent all season
earning ttie respect of oppo-
nents, fans and even NBA
scouts in leading ttie Beavers
(13-2 in tlie Pac-10, 20-4
overall after last nigtit's

88-84 overtime win over USQ
to first place in tlie

conference.

Along ttie way, Payton tias

clialked up some numbers cer-

tainly worttiy of respect. Tlie
6—4 senior from Oakland was
averaging 24.7 points
a game in tlie Pac- 10 htiott last

flight (tops in the
conference), 7.9 assists (also

tops) and 3.8 steals (tops again).

Last nigtit. tie only tallied a
career-tiigli 58 against 'SC.

So doesn't Butler—wtio,

along witti sophomore Gerald
Madkins, will spend most of his

minutes tomorrow trying to

corral Payton—respect his

opponent's abilities? Sure,
but .

.

"He's just smart and quick,"
Butler said, adding that Payton
is his second toughest assign-

ment behind Louisville's
Labradford Smith. "I think I can
match him with my quickness."

Before you write Butler's

comments off as youthful
exuberance, consider this:

Although Payton did score 30
points ttiree weeks ago when
the Bruins and Beavers met in

Pauley Pavilion, Payton work-
ed for almostall of them. And In

the second half, Payton picked
up his fourth foul with 13:32
left and scored just 12 points as

UCLA went on to win, 94-80.

"You've got to stop him,"
Butler said, "or at least you've
got to control him."

Three weeks ago, UCLA
learned that it could not only
control Payton, but that they
were truly a contender for the

Pac-10 title. The win over OSU
moved the Bruins into a tie for

first in the conference with an
8-1 record.

But the days of wine and
roses are over. The bottle is

empty and the flowers are
wilting.

.

UCLA had lost four of its last

five Pac-10 contests (before

playing Oregon last night) and
has gone from a lock for the

NCAA Tournament to a team
that Thursday's USA Today
said was "playing its way onto
the bubble."

A victory at Corvallis tomor-
row would maintain the Bruins'

great expectations. *'It would be
a very, very nice win for us."

Butler said.

But the Beavers pose a big
test for the Bruins, no matter
how fired up UCLA is. "The
game at Oregon State will, of
course, be a revenge match for

them," Bruin head coach Jim
Harrick said. OSU is winless in

its last two games against
UCLA, but the Bruins lost in

Ctorvallis last year, 82-69.

But Oregon State has more to

worry about that just UCLA.
There's another team in the
Pac-10 that can truly be called
resurgent. After losing its first

two conference games, Arizona
came to within one game of
OSU in the standings
Now it appears that the

Beavers will have to l>eat

UCLA afid Arizona State in

Tempe to have a shot at the

conference crown against
Arizona in Tucson the last

weekend of the season.

Senior forward Trevor Wil-
son, who is still nursing a

sprained right wrist he suffered

against USC and rcinjured

against Stanford, had 22 poinu.

^s B&
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Netters weaiy of Tyson syndrome
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

A sure ttiing.

Under the list of sure things are death and taxes.
Mike Tyson fights used to be in there.

So were UCLA vs. Arizona women's tennis
matches—including both the University of Arizona
and Arizona State University.

But no more.

To be sure. UCLA is still a prohibitive favorite.

The Bruins own a 24-1 record against Arizona, and a
19-5 mark over Arizona State. Neither team has
beaten UCLA since 1988.

But a date with an Arizona school is no longer an
automatic "W" in the win column.
Head coach Bill Zaima had this to say about his

Pac-10 rivals, which UCLA will be playing on the
road this weekend: "Arizona State has a team of good
competitors. (ASU head coach) Sheila Mclnemey
has made that program a top national team. She was
offered the coaching job atUSC and turned it down."

Returning to the lineup at the No. 1 singles spot
against ASU will be No. 22-ranked Ail-American

Jessica Emmons (12-4): She had missed the last two
matches with the flu. Besides Emmons, UCLA's all-

star cast includes Mamie Ceniza (17-4), Iwalani

McC^lla (12-6) and Kirsten Dreyer (14-5), who have

been playing Nos. 2 through 4, respectively.

First up today in Tempe is ASU (9-1 ). Under the

guidance of USTA National team coach Mclnemey.
last year's edition of the Sun Devils (19-11)

advanced to the second round of the NCAAs and
finished lltti in the final poll.

This year, ASU is led by No. 43-ranked Krista

Amend at No. 1 singles and 1989 Pac-10 doubles
runners-up Jennifer Rojohn and Karen Bergan.
currently ttie No. 17 duo.

On Saturday the Bruins will b& journeying to

Tucson to take on the Wildcats.

Arizona (4-2) is led by No. 44-ranked Betsy
Sommerville (2-4) at No. 1 singles and Banni
Redhair (3-1) at No. 2. The Sommerville/Redhair
duo is also ranked No. 15 in doubles. No. 3 player
Danielle Scott (1-1) is ranked 12th nationally and
made it to the fmals of the consolation draw at the
Rolex Invitational earlier this season.

CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

Bruins hope to
Mock CSUN
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Ever since falling from the

nation's top ranking last week, the

UCLA men's volleyball team
seems to have picked its game up
both performance-wise and emo-
tionally.

This was evident two nights agp,
as the Bruins fought back from an

rly deficit to pull out an exciting,

five-game match. With their fists

raised and their vocal cords
stretched to their limits, the Bruins
•'played volleyball like it is sup-
posed to be played," according to

head coach Al Scates.

Tonight, UCLA (11-1, 6-1 in

WIVA play) hopes to maintain this

fire as it hosts a much-improved
Cal State Northridge team in the

Wooden Center at 7:30.

Northridge (4-3 in WTVA play.

6-5 overall) comes into the match
in a de for second pl^ce with
Pepperdine, two games l)ack of
UCLA in the conference's Burt
DeGroot Division.

Having played the Matadors
three dmes already tliis season,

Scates and his Bruins are very

familiar with tliis WIVA rival.

"They took us to five games in

their place already, and they just

swept Pepperdine in Malibu last

week, so there's no need to remind

us ttiat they are a very good team."

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
stiarply lower your present
rates. Faculty and ottiers

may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

I
insuraide, Inc. - 1081 Westwood Blvd. #221

UpLA looks to roof Northridge tonigtit.

Scates said.

In the teams' previous meetings
this season, UCLA holds a 2-1

advantage, having won in ttie

preseason Sweats and Surf Tour-
nament in January and in a league
match at Norttiridge. Nortliridge's

win came in an unofficial pool-

play match at the UCSB Collegiate

Invitational.

UCLA—whk:h fell to No. 3 in

ttie national polls—has been get-

ting strong play from its bench in

recent matches. After k)sing to

Long Beach, Scates shuffled the

lineup to give some of his starters a

rest As a result, the Bruins are now
a much deeper team—with former
ftfst-teamers Rich Bland and Mike
Garcia coming off ttie pine.

Against Pepperdine, it was this

depth that allowed the Bruins to

pull out their come-from-behind
victory. Sophomore ScoU Herd-
man. Garcia and Bland all stepped
into the fourth game and gave
UCLA an instant lift offensively.

Continuing his strong blocking
is senior captain Trevor Schirman.
The nation's top blocker—^aver-

aging 1.9 stuffs a game—added
eight bkx:ks against the Waves,
including four in ttie fourth game
alone.

No. 7 Northridge is led by
freshman Coley Kyman and senior
Neil Coffman. Ttie two alone
account for more than half of
CSUN's total kills, with Coffman
averaging 5.5 kills/game—eighth
best in the WIVA.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
L\BOR^INSTAlIATION &
tune-Up included,
no hidden charges.

• (WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
run»tjp

2 Vyy* M.
3 iAim 6. Oukh __

7. Swic* Ak

OlOlMM
BnIh aJ^
Oukh A4.

8 Owcfc BMtey Walv
9. kwpKl Fnm End

^ 10. ConviMton
11. <pMM«T<Hl Codkig

Svrti<
'

he. Pliti k Libor IGii k Air Ritr ntr^

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J.p."«~ c.,.)
'^ ^

(6 cylndcr: $20.00 Extra)

$74.?L

TOYOTA

BIJIJG
ALLEY

IHI©KIE)2§i $99.95

datsun USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30
THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

Burning Bmins head to sands
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

The dry heat is a prevalent feature in the desert

Unfortunately for UCLA, though, the Arizona terrain

has been a cold place for Bruin sporting events over

recent years.

This weekend, however, ttie blazing boys of

summer, the UCLA baseball team (12-3, 1-2 in the

Six-Pac), will try to change the sands of time as it

heads out to Tempe for a big ttiree-game series with

ASU (12-6, 0-2). The Sun £>evils have knocked off

the Bruins eig^t consecutive times at Packard

Stadium. ^

UCLA, a team expected to finish in the middle of

the conference by most preseason polls, has jumped
out to its best record since 1982 (13-2), and its

second-best record ever after 15 games.
And l)ecause of their quick start, ttie Bruins have

risen to the No. 17 rank in ttie nation by Baseball

America. All of this, to go along with ttie hot bats of

UCXA catcher Paul Ellis and first baseman Chris

Prilchett, could definitely put an end to UCLA's long

'dry spell in the Grand Canyon State.

Ellis, ttie conference's player of the week, is

showing no signs of slowing down. He banged his

NCAA-leading 10th dinger in UCLA's 15-5 demol-

ishing of Long Beach, and drove in four Bruins to up
his nation-leading RBI total to 30.

All in all, Ellis created havoc against the 49ers,

going ttiree-for-four with a double and a single to go
along with his home run. Ellis is now batting a

sizzling .396 from the plate, and his defense isn't too
shabby either, as he has gunned down 59 percent (13
of 22) of opposing would-be base stealers. And for
his slugging percentage, try an incredible .1000 on
for size.

And if it wasn't for the Bruin catcher, Pritchett

might be the most feared hiuer in the West The
sophomore leads the southern part of the Pac-10 with
a Ted Williams-like .489 batting average, and has
banged out five dongs of his own. His .600 on-base
percentage is also good enough to top the conference.

Not a bad pair for a team that wasn't supposed to
hit for a lick, especially in power. Incidentally, the
Bruins have homered in 11 consecutive games.
Outfielder .Joel Wolfe (.385, five stolen bases),
shortstop Mike Hankins (.345, 12 RBI), and second
baseman Mannie Adams (.298) should also rattle the
Sun Devil pitching staff.

ASU hitters that Bruin huriers should keep a
watchful eye on are Anthony Manahan (.443, 24
RBI). Mike Kelly (.424, two triples, three homers. 16
RBI) and wizard infielder Fernando Vina (.372,
seven doubles and six stolen bases). That threesome
makes up the nucleus of the Devil attack.

Dueling it on the hill tonight will be Tim Lindsey
(2-0. 2.95) in the blue and gold, while Sean Recce
(3-0, 3.38) will try to hold the fort for the Sun Devils.
UCLA's Scott Schanz (2-0. 2.81) and John Suther-
land (4-1, 3.91) will most likely square off against
Rusty Sifcox (0-0, 0.00) and Todd Douma (5-1.
3.09), respectively, in the final games.
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Want to teach English Conversation

In TAIWAN?
Save your time & money

Making the cut: Bmlns seek standards at Pac-lOs

DAYS OF OUR TRRTH-5S I IVPQ
Justin dIsQOvered that Adrienne
was pregnant 6c had a bad
Toothache. Eve was shunned by
Hick when he found out she had
Qum Disease. Kayla then chipped
her front tooth flf needed Tooth
Bonding!

•TOOTH BOMDIMQ / Esthetics
•Plx Chipped, Stained, or
Broken Teeth
•Mitrous Oxide / Laughing Qas
•Credit Cards, Checks,
a: Insurance Torms welcome
•Walking distance from UCLA

DENTAL SOAP
OPERA GUIDE

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DEWTISTRY

For Appointment
Call Dr. rdedman
(^13) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAM. D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Bl. (between Wllshire fif Santa Monica)

5 iHicdirfir^ IRISH PUB ?

HUGE Selection*^
of PUB GRUB ^

«

Including:

Indian Cuisine, British

Specialties, Pizza &
American Favorites

DAILYBEERSPECIALS?
150 Imported & 1^
Domestic Beers ' ^»
16 Draught i^

ENTERTAINMENT A^ • Cl«M I^'JHS(EXCLLIDING MON ) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT ^

^HL^ ^-^^x*^ • 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom mWm ^C^^^ ~ SPORTS CHANNEL T. V. ON ALL OPEN HOURS MH
^1^2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICaIT
•T^ ^ f^ays a week l^an|-2am (213)828-9839 ^•f*

^

By Linda Peters

Contributor

The seventh-ranked UCLA
women's swim team (7-2. 3-2 in

Pac-10) heads into its fmal league
siiowdown today in East Los
Angeles at the UCLA-hosted Pac-
10 Championships.
The Pac-10 Championships will

not only be an opportunity for the

Bruins to up their rankings, but
will allow additional swimmers to

qualify for the NCAAs, which lake

place in mid-March.
Freshman Christy Richardson is

currently the only individual
NCAA qualifier to represent the

blue and gold, qualifying for both
the 100 and 200 breast events. The
200 and 400 medley relay teams
have also qualified to compete in

the NCAAs.
Prime swimming conditions

will prevail at the meet today.

*This is known to be a fast

pool. . .it's the architecture of the
pool—it's deep, the lane lines are

good.- said head coach Cyndi
Gallagher. "This is it (Next
week's Bruin Invitational) is just
for those who are really close, but
couldn't quite make it (at the Pac-
10s)." Gallagher said.

The Bruins have long l)een

anticipating this meet Particularly

close to qualifying times are Sheri
Smith. Kristin Stoudt, and Jeanne

Women's Swimming

What:

Where:

When:

Pac-10 Championships

East Los Angeles

Feb. 23 - 25. all day

Gibbons. The Bruins also expect to

see qualifying times by Missy
Hemdon. Sue Potrepka. Melissa
Skinner, and Becky Shelton.

The Pac-10 proved itself to be a
dominating conference. Each of
the competing six schools are
ranked in the top 20. and five of
those are in the top 10.

The No. 1 -ranked and defending
national champion Stanford Cardi-
nal is expected to dominate the
meet, as it has dominated all

others, rolling to an undefeated
record of 8-0. 5-0 in Pac-10.
Stanford has 13 NCAA qualifiers

to boot
Although Stanford appears

unbeatable, the Bruins arc looking
to challenge the No. 3 California
Bears, a-3. 3-2 in Pac-10). Cal's
three losses have been to respect-
able teams: No. 1 Stanford. No. 2
Texas, and UCLA. Cal currently
has seven NCAA qualifiers.

Don't expect the Arizona
schools to sit down and watch,
however. In fact, the Bruins
struggled when they travelled to
the Grand Canyon State for com-
petition with Arizona and Arizona
State. The road trip resulted in a
split, with an 82-58 loss to ASU,
and an 83-57 victory over Arizona.
The Sun Devils are currently
ranked eighth, while Arizona is

13th.

3^ -^ _- pp—'-UWl^Fl
SHAWN ELDgft/Baily' Brum

The UCLA women's swim team dives into Pac-10s this weekend

Tcmilsflogrsanjndoor Tiger nig
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Competing for the No. 1 team
position in men's college tennis,

the No. 3-ranked Bruins took their

first step in their quest by defeating

the No. 1 3 Clemson Tigers (6-3) in

the opening round of the ITCA
National Indoor Team Champion-
ship held in Louisville, KY.

Junior Jason Nettcr led the

UCLA squad at No. 1 singles as he
downed Clemson 's Owen Casey,
6-1, 6-2, while freshman Mark
Knowles ultimately overpowered
his No. 2 opponent, Nikolas
Johansson, in a 7-5. 7-6 (8-6)

match. Sophomore Bill Barber
pulled out the third win over Tiger
Todd Watkins in a 6-3. 6-3 victory.

With everything tied up 3-3

after singles play, the Bruins came
back to play some decisive doubles
action.

The Bruins clinched the win
with a victory at No. 2 doubles,

where Knowles and Fritz Bissell

squeezed by Chris Munnerlyn and
Johansson, 7-6 (8-6), 6-4.

The No. 1 duo of Barber and
Mark Quinney downed Casey and
Watkins in a quick 6-4, 6-4 match,
while the tandem of Behrens and
Robbie Wendell overcame the No.
3 Clemson team of Greg Seilkop
and Mike Watson in a close two
setter—7-5. 7-5.

With the Tigers behind them,
the Bruins look to face the Califor-

nia Golden Bears, the 1989 Team
Indoor Champions, today at noon.

Last year, the UCLA squad,

top-seeded in the tournament, was
surprised by South Carolina in the

semi-fmals. And, because of the

court surface of the indoor courts,

western teams, such as UCLA.

have a tough time adjusting to

increased ball speed.

The top 16 teams on the Volvo
Tennis/Collegiate Rankings in

addition to four regional represen-
tatives comprise the draw.

Seeded No. 1 is Stanford Uni-
versity, which boasts a lineup of
three of the nation's top fresh-

men—^Jonathan Stark. Jared Pal-

mer, and Alexis Hombrecher.
The Cardinal is followed by the

No. 2-seeded Georgia Bulldogs,

who feature the country's No. 1,

player Al Parker.

The Bruins are a close No. 3

—

chasing at the paws of the Bull-

dogs—with LSU. South Carolina,

UC Berkeley. TCU. and Miami
filling the No. 4 through 8 seeded
spots, respectively.

Tennis will continue throughout
the weekend with the finals played
on Sunday.

Spikers ink another Boyer
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

After a one-year layoff, the "Boyer Era" continues for the UCLA
women's volleyball team.

Just as the UCLA football team has been signing prep Ail-
Americans left and right, so too has Andy Banachowski and the
women's volleyball team.

With the fall sport signing period in full swing, Banachowski has
landed three blue-chippers from the class of 1990.
Among these signings is the third of a long line ofBoyer volley-

ball players. Amy. Following in the footsteps of older sister

Ann—a former Bruin Ail-American—Amy. also a seUer, is the
third sister of the family to enter the ranks of Division I volleyball.

Amy Boyer. a 2nd-team high school Ail-American and member
of Volleyball Monthly's Fab 50 list, is not the star gem of Bana-
chowski's new players. That distinction belongs to middle blocker
Irene Renteria from Clark High School in Las Vegas.

Renteria, named Volleyball Monthly Co-Player of the Year,
along with setter Piper Hahn, will be expected to step in and fill the
void left by the graduation of Pac-10 MVP Daiva Tomkus. In
addition, she led her Clark team to the Nevada State Championship
last season and her USVBA club team to two consecutive national
titles.

The thifd of Banachowski 's signings was middle blocker Alyson
Randick from Campolindo High School in Lafayette, California.

Randick, a member of the All-CIF team and leader of the
California 2A ninnci ups a year ago, is one of the best high school
blockers, according to Banachowski. He also believes that the 6-3
middle blocker may possibly step in immediately to contribute.
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• • Ips' toumey hopes fly with Ducks
By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

Wake the children and call the
neighbors, it's almost tournament
time.

Tonight at 7 p.m. in Pauley
Pavilion, the UCLA women's
basketball team (14-9. 9-4) will

host the University of Oregon, in

what is shaping up as the biggest
game of the season. A win against
the Ducks (16-7. 8-4) places the
Bruins in strong contention for a
bid to the NCAA Tournament,
which begins March 14 wjth
regional play.

In their last meeting, the Bruins
fell victim to the Ducks, 80-66. in a
tough game up in Eugene. With the

hotne-court advantage, however,
the game looks to be much closer.

Women's Basketball

career-high eight assists and added
14 points in the win over Califor-

nia last weekend. A healthy
Anderson has been very important
to the Bruins this season, as she
leads the transition game that has
helped UCLA turn up the tempo on
its slower opponents.

This weekends' games should
also mark the return of senior

center Sheri Bouldin, who has
missed the last eight games udth a
separated shoulder she suffered

during the first meeting against Cal
this season.

Oregon is led by Stephanie

Kasperski, whose 18.9 ppg is

second to Stephens in the Pac-10.

and her 9.5 rebounds per game
leads the conference.

The Ducks are also looking to

secure a post-season bid. and
although they trail UCLA in the

Pac standings by a game, they are

in a significantly better position

overall with their 16 wins.

Tonight's game is the one major
hurdle remaining for the Bruins to

face.

Who: UGL^ vs. Oregon
Where: Pauley Pavilion

When: Tonight, 7:00 p.m.

Note: Important game for

NCAA hopes
•

Offensively, the Bruins are

starting to gel. Pac-10-leading
scorer Rehema Stephens (20.8

ppg) has paced the Bruins all

season, leading the team in scoring

in 17 games.

Perhaps the most crucial ingre-

dient in the UCLA offensive game
as of late is the reemergence of
senior Sandra VanEmbricqs. who
has burst onto the scene in the

second half of the season, scoring

in double figures in nine of the last

10 games.

Point guard Nicole Anderson,
who is making a bid for All-Pac-10

Freshman honors, dished out a

Softball on the road again
By Garo Hovannislan

Contributor

The UCLA softball team,

coming off a nine-win weekend
in Arizona, will continue its

road travel as it faces the Cal

State Long Beach 49ers in

Lakewood. This will be the

Bruins' 17th consecutive game
on the road, without a single

contest played in the friendly

confines of Sunset Field.

At the Arizona Tournament
last weekend, the Bruins beat

up on several teams—including

a 7-2 drubbing of Long
Beach—en route to the title.

But co-head coach Sue Enquist

Softball

Sandra VanEmbricqs has scored in double figures in nine of
the last 10 games.

What:

Where:

When:

UCLA vs. CSULB
Long Beach

Tonight, 4 p.m.

was quick to note that the 49ers
were without two key players

when the Bruins faced them.
"Not to take anything from our
victory, but they (Long Beach)
didn't have two of their top

players in Arizona," Enquist
said, referring to catcher Steph
Everett and pitcher Mary Leier-

neau.

"We don't want our players

to go into the game thinking it

will be like last week." she said.

"But if we come in with the

focus and concentration that we
had in Arizona, then we'll be
fine."

The top-ranked and 13-3

Bruins have a plethora of
weapons to challenge Long
Beach (No. 7. 8-3). with the big

guns stationed on the pitching

mound. Freshmen DeDe Wei-

man and Heather Compton
match up with senior All-

American Lisa Longaker to

form the most dominating
pitching staff in the nation.

Weiman boasts a 4-1 record and
a meager 0.95 ERA. while
Compton has compiled a 3-1

mark to complement her 0.89
ERA. And displaying the true

leadership of a senior. Longak-
er has toasted her opponents
with a 6-0 clip and a minute
0.83 ERA.

"Lisa Longaker is an excep-

tional pitcher." said Enquist
"She provides lots of leader-

ship, and the team is very

comfortable as a whole when
she's on the mound."

While opposing bats have
trouble making contact with

Bruin pitches, the softball takes

a solid beating when UCLA is

up to bat. Senior outfielder

Shelly Montgomery has come
into her own of late, racking up
a team-leading .381 batting

average, while teammates Kel-

ly Inouye (.325), Shanna Flynn

(.316), Christy Howard and
Lisa Fernandez (.311). and
Kerry Dienelt (.304) have
spruced up the offensive
arsenal.

"UCLA is a very good
softball team." said 49er head
coach Pete Manarino. "We
always look forward to playing

a good team like UCLA."
But with the No. 1 team in the

land on tap, is there anything

the Long Beach coach has
planned to better prepare his

team? "We have nothing up our
sleeves," Manarino assured. "I

think we'll just go out and play,

and then see what happens."

ask for
Don or Lesley

Expires 3/8/90

Shampoo, blowdry, curl $25.00

Shampoo, blowdry, cut-curt $35.00

Press & curl $30.00

Color $20.00 & up

Cellophane „ $20.00 & up

Hi Lites $25.00 & up

Curl perms $60.00 & up

Relax $45.00

Relax & cut $55.00

Men's Cut $12.00

Men's Relax & cut $25.00

1093 Broxton
Westwood Village
(213) 208-4480

Tuxedo Warehouse
after Tuxedo
Six:
——f^^"t^'

with student ID
$40

ask about our special programs,

including group delivery

S V / 5594889

I .
V-i4 10546 West Pico Blvd. /

3 2 blocks east of the Westside Pavilllon

n
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X'Bored with th

everyday?

TAKE A WdK^Gf^
THE V^ILD SIDE

FIRST
SZECHVAM

WOK
Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBROOK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

,^

LinoDTOON

WiMnif* I

FREE
Portion of Frt<

or Qiow Mott*

main dirties
&plW»T/30/90

10 % OFF
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)
$10 Hbihmum otttar

Expires 6/30/90

DONAHUE
IS COMING TO L.A.

s

Sunday Feb. 25, Monday Feb. 26,
8v Tuesday Feb. 27

Showtimes 12:00pm &< 3:00pm Each Day

Tickets will be distributed at:

NBC Guest Relations Ticket Booth
-^' Burbank Studio 3000 W. Alameda

People will be accommodated on a first come first served basis

You are encouraged to pick up tickets beforehand

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT
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Man the lifeboats!! We're sinking fast

SCOTT WEERSINQ/DaRy Bruin

Trevor Wilson

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

EUGENE, Or.—Another game.
Another celebration.

This must be getting old for the

UCLA basketball team, which
dropped its fifth conference game
in six tries. This time, the Oregon
Ducks were the benefactors, 105-

99, much to the delight of a
raucous 9,134 in McArthur Court,

many of whom mobbed the court

at the final buzzer. The Bruins (9-6

in the Pac-10, 16-8 overall) fell

into a fourth place tie with the

Ducks (9-6, 14-10).

The loss marked the first time

UCLA has lost four consecutive

Paytxm and the Beavs up next
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

EUGENE, Ofo—UCLA fresh-

man Mitchell Butler has a
simple plan to stop Oregon
State's all-everything guard,

Qm^ PBytm^ when the two

basketball teams meet tcmior-

row in Gill Coliseum (3 p.m.,

KCBS-TV).
"You can't give him any

respect,"* Butler said.

Shocked? Payton woidd be.

See BEAVEIIS» page 28

conference games since the 1958-

59 season, when they finished 12-

13 while playing in the Pacific

Coast Conference.

But at least this time, it wasn't

the Bruins who beat themselves.

"We played hard and just ran into a

team that couldn't miss tonight,"

UCLA head coach Jim Hairick

said after Oregon beat his Bruins

for the first time seven games.
UCLA sophomore forward Don

MacLean, who scored 31 points

and tied a career-high with 16

rebounds, echoed his coach's

frustration. Finally, UCLA played

well, but . . "It was the other

team, by far, playing better than we
did. 1 definitely thought we played

harder tonight," MacLean said.

**The intensity was there."

But if you really want intense,

take a look at Oregon's second
half. After falling behind, 46-43, at

the intermission, the Ehicks shot an
incredit>le 72 percent from the

field in the second period. Every-

thing they touched went in.

Consider: With 14:55 left in the

See OREGON, page 27

Everything is up in tlie air at invite
UCLA leads a stellar

field in huge meet

By Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writer

Saturday night at 7 p.m., the

UCLA women's gymnastics team
will embark on the second half of

its regular season.

Pauley Pavilion is the place

where the Bruins will host Cal

State Fullerlon, New Mexico, and

Pcnn State in the UCLA—Times
Gymnastics Invitational.

The Bruins, 5-2, are in search of

their first i90-point performance

of the season. Last season, UCLA
Uimed in a 190.95 at the Invite.

J!What we do this weekend will

probably determine our course for

the rest of the season," assistant

coach Steve Thompson said.

After a near two-week layoff,

UCLA is well-rested and injury-

free. "We arc coming together.

This meet should be a good one

—

everybody is healthy and getting

stronger," freshman Michelle
Hunt said.

"Physically and mentally, the

layoff felt really good," junior

Laura Neusiedter said.

"Our concentration is still not

where we want it, but it is getting

better. The girls will be up for this

meet," Thompson said.

This is the first and only meet
that the Bruins host in Pauley

Pavilion this season. UCLA is

hoping for a large partisan contin-

gent.

"Crowd support really helps,"

Neusiedter said.

"It*s hard to compete in Pauley

without a crowd. It helps with

one's motivation to have a big

crowd," added junior Renee Kelly.

The high score for the Bhiins

this season is a 189.45. UCLA is

looking to break that mark Satur-

day night

*This is our big shine meet,"

Kelly said.

"I'm psyched. Pauley is the

place. You feel so different when

a 9.85 on vault, a 9.70 on bars, a

9.75 on beam, and a 9.70 on the

floor.

Season highs for Hamilton
include a 9.65 on vault, a 9.80 on
the bars, a 9.75 on the beam, and a

9.80 on the floor.

UCLA has been averaging four

to five falls per meet The Bruins

would like to substantially lower

Women's Gymnastics

UCLA vs. CSUF.
Penn. St., UNM
UCLA Invitational

Pauley Pavilion

Saturday, 7 p.m.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daity Bruin

Tonight, Gina Pesce and tfie Bruins will host the most dazzling meet of the year

you're on the floor," freshman

Carol Ulrich added.

Ulrich and seniors Kim Hamil-

ton and Jill Andrews will perform

the all-around for UCLA.
Andrews and Hamilton have fin-

ished first and second in the all-

around competition meet after

meet The duo is quite possibly he

best one-two punch in women's
gymnastics.

Andrews* season highs include

that number in the next few weeks.
"We need to hit 24 for 24 (no

falls) and score 190 this weekend.
We have to start gearing up for

Nationals,** Junior Yolande Mavity
said.

"It would be real nice if we
could do it this meet** Thompson
said.

UCLA defeated Fullerton this

year in Lincoln, Nebraska. The
Bruins are 10-18 hfetime against

the Titans, 1-1 versus the Lobos,

and 2-1 against the Nittany Lions.

"Fulleiton will give us good
competition. I really don't know
much about Penn State or New
Mexico,** Thompson said.

Penn State is led by Allison

Barber. Barber has a season high
of 9.70 on the vault 9.40 on the

bars, 9.60 on the beam and 9.40 on
>the floor.

Stacy Fowlkes leads the Titans

this season, with highs of 9.55 on
the vault 9.65 on bars, 9.60 on
beam, and a 9.65 on the floor.

Information about New Mexico
was unavailable.

The layout on the floor of
Pauley will have all four teams
competing at once—on different

events.

**i
•It'll be a four-ring circus,

sophomore Gina Pesce said.

College Basketball Preview
in<licatM PAC-10 oonlerenc* tnams

AP ranklngt thowm in par«nthMM

Arlzona*(21)at

Stanford*

Arisona State* at

California*

Missouri(1)at

Oklahoma(IO)
Arizona*(21)at

Duke(3)

Villanova at

Georgetown(5)

Washington* at

Washington State*

Arizona State* at

Stanford*
1

1

• —' 1

Kansas(2) at

Kpnsas State

Louisville(16)at

UNLV(4)
Seton Hall at

Connecticut(6)

Gymnastics
The Bruin men head to the Bay

Area this weelcend to take on the

men of the Cardinal and the

Golden Bears in a tri-meet The
competition will be held at Stan-

ford at 7:30 p.m., tonight
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Briefly

Driver airested

in assault case
A motorist was arrested

Sunday for allegedly steering

his car toward a group of
pedestrians in Westwood, uni-

versity police said.

Michael Seroli, 23, was
booked on suspicion of assault

with a deadly weapon for the

1:44 a.m. incident at Glendon
Avenue and Lindbrook Mve,
Sgt. Pat Natzman said.

Seroli reportedly pointed his

jeep and drove up a curb toward
the group, of which two were
UCLA students, after briefly

exchanging words with the

group, Natzman said. No one
was injured.

Inside
ChiMren of
the Intifada

A poet shares her impress-

ions of children growing up in

the occupied territories.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Evaluating
civil ri^its

That race relations are
becoming increasingly tense is

a signal for the civil rights

movement should take a diffe-

rent road.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

A collective
reception

Actors Danny Glover and
Zakes Mokae came to AGB to

host Mandela reception.

See page 18

Sports

Gymnasts
dazzle

Renee Kelly and the Bruins

had a legendary performance

on Saturday night

See page 36
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Nakanishi named in director search
Committee suggests recently tenured prof

for top position at Asian studies center
By Eugene Ahn
and Holly Bauer
Staff Writers

UCLA professor Don Naka-
nishi, whose controversial bid for

academic tenure in the late 1980s
became a symbol for minority

struggles in higher education, was
recently recommended by a
nationwide search committee to

head UCLA*s Asian American
Studies Center.

Executive Vice Chancellor
Murray Schwartz, who acknow-
ledged Thursday that he received

and read the Nakanishi recommen-
dation, discussed '^mutual inter-

ests" with the professor on Friday,

'Olympics'

launch UCLA
Greek Week
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

according to the executive vice

chancellor's office.

Details of the meeting were not

released and both Schwartz and
Nakanishi declined to issue state-

ments, an assistant to Schwartz
said.

The chairman of the search

committee. Sociology Professor

Emeritus Melvin Seeman, said

Thursday that the committee made
its recommendation "something
like** early last week, but he
declined to say what was cited in

the recommendation. Other search

committee members could not be
reached for comment because their

identities were unknown.
Schwartz would not discuss the

search committee's findings, say-

ing, **I don't talk about personnel

reports." Nakanishi could not be
reached for comment after Fri-

day's meeting, and Chancellor
Charles Young was out of the

country and was also unavailable

for comment.
UCLA's Asian American Stu-

dies Center, established as a

research unit and source of student

programs, has lacked a permanent
director for three-and-a-half years.

Lucie Cheng, a professor in

UCLA's sociology department,
was the center's last permanent
director.

Harry Kitano, current acting

director of the center, said hiring

OIMITRI NEGROPONTE

Don Nakanishi

Nakanishi as permanent director

"would be very good. He's had a
lot of experience in the area and I

think he'll serve (the center) very
well."

Nakanishi, who served one year
as the center's first acting director

See NAKANISHI, page 12

Everyone was a winner at

Sunday's Special Olympics
Games, which kicked off Greek
Week at UCLA, as mentally
disabled athletes participated in^

basketball, track and field and
gymnastic competitions.

Tai Babilonia, an Olympic gold
medalist in ice skating, welcomed
the enthusiastic crowd of volun-

teers, coaches, athletes and
parents and Dick Sargent, of
television's Bewitched, led every-

one in the Special Olympics motto:

"Letme win, but if I cannot win, let

me be brave in the attempt."

**It has been my favorite thing in

my life. It is such an expression of
love," Sargent said. Using his

celebrity status to help others is

"the only reason to be a celebrity.

Just because I happen to be
important to them makes me feel

marvelous."

See OLYMPICS, page 13

ASUCLA

Cia.'io Lhao

Mentally retarded Annie Pederson, 25, gets a hug from Christine McCarthy of Pi Beta Phi
after placing second in the long jump at Sunday's Special Olympics.

oves costly quake plan
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

Citing safety, relative cost, and aesthetic

preservation as priority concerns, the ASUC-
LA Board of Directors on Friday approved a

$21 million seismic renovation project for

Kerckhoff Hall.

Board members chose the more expensive
base isolation, which would absorb the shock
of an earthquake on the building, over shear

wall installation, which would strengthen the

walls at an estimated $11 million.

Construction is expected to begin in Febru-
ary 1992 and be completed in April 1993.

Funding for the project is pending negotia-

tions between the chancellor and the student

association, but estimates submitted by ASUC-
LA Executive Director Jason Reed and Student
Union Director Mark Panatier indicate stu-

dents could pay as much as 90 percent of the

bill.

Base isolation involves cutting out a section

of the underground columns, which support

60-year-old Kerckhoff Hall, and inserting a
rubberlike mixture of neoprene and lead,

which would serve as a "shock absorber" by

separating the movement of the ground from
the building. v

Although the method is almost twice as

expensive as the alternative, Kerckhoff would
suffer minimal damage as it would stay

virtually motionless during a temblor and
would just "ride out the earthquake," said

UCLA Campus Architect Charies Oakley.

Also, ohly the first floor offices — the

student publications offices. Graphic Services

and the Center for Student Programming, \^ill

be relocated while the installation goes on.

The shear wall method, which involves

installing thick, continuous walls from the

foundation through every floor up to the ceiling

on either the inside or outside of the building,

would compromise Kerckhoffs aesthetics and
require all offices in the seven-story building to

be rekx:ated, Oakley said.

Base isolation is used widely in Japan and
has "worked fine" in that country's nuclear

power plants, but only three buildings in the

United States currently have base isolation,

Oakley said.

A majority of graduate government mem-
bers prefer tiase isolation and endorsed it last

week, even though students who would benefit

from the seismic renovation would have to pay
more money for it than for shear walls.

Undergraduate President John Sarvcy said it

was "difficult" to measure the undergraduate

population's preference, but he personally

favored the base isolation method.

Funding sources for the project, cited by
Reed and Panatier, included university and
student fees, as well as ASUCLA 's net

revenues which have been returned to students

in the form of book rebates for several years.

Chancellor Charies Young has decided not

to levy the extra fee on students until the

project is finished because students who
benefit from the project should pay for it.

The university has agreed to loan the student

association money to start the project.

To reimburse the university, each student

will pay an annual $79 fee, which would also

cover the expenses for Ackerman Union's
seismic renovation.

However, the figures may change after

further negotiations with the chancellor.

The board will review detailed plans for the

seismic renovation in May, apd bidding for the

constructiQii work will proceed in the fall.
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TODAY FEBPUABY 26

•Cultural Affairs

-Folk Series: Sidriey Hillman, Kofi

-9-npm, Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

•Christian Science Organization

-Lecture: Arrx) Preller, C.S.B.

-8pm, Rolfe 1200

•Campus Events
-Speaker: Bronson Pirichot

-Noon, AU 2ncl Floor Lounge
• Last Day to Donate Blood

-Noon-5:15pm, Beta Houfe (581 Gayley)

jilFftPAY FEBRUARY 27

•UCLA Housing Fair

-10-2pnn, Bruin Plaza

• Engineering Business Society

-Internship Fair 1990

-10-3pm, AU 2ncl Floor Lounge
• Placement & Career Planning Center

-"Beyond the Big Six"

-2-4pm, NO 22

WEDNESDAY. FFBPUABY 28

•UCLA Housing Fair

-10-2pm, Court of Sciences
• University Religious Conference

^sh Wednesday Gathering
-12- 1pm, Shoenberg Hall Steps^—^

•First Annual Student Services Fair

-10-2pm, Westwood Plaza

THURSDAY MARCH 1

• Placement & Career Planning Center

-"Basics of the CPA Exam"

; -2-4pm, NC 22

FRIDAY MARCH 2

•Cultural Affairs

-UCLA Showcase^ '90

-AGB

V

• USAC Awareness Week
-Tuesday through Thursday

• UCLA Daily Bruin

-Advertising Internship Applications Due March 6

• Fenner Americana Extiibition

-February 26-March 9, Kerckhoff Gallery

• UCLA Doily Bruin

-Advertising Internstiip Applications Available

112 Kercktioff

thanks all of our advertisers!
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Recruitmeiit starts

for MEChA program
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Directors of a new program aimed at helping more Chicanos and

Latinos graduate from UCLA began recruiting students at an orientation

Thursday.

About 40 students attended the meeting for the Chicano and Latino

Academic Support System (CLASS), a part of the Chicano-Latino

student group MEChA. Last quarter, the academic support program

received $28,000 from undergraduate government.

"A lot ofpeople think ofMEChA as just being hardcore political," said

James Lopez, an assistant director of the program. "But MEChA is also

very concerned and wants to provide a service for the students.**

Coordinators stressed that the program is strictly academic, and said

student involvement will determine its success. Because Thursday*s

meeting was an orientation, coordinators do not know how many students

will be involved in CLASS.

CLASS is divided into four projects: a mentor program pairing upper

division students with freshmen and sophomores, a directory of campus

resources for Chicano and Latino students and two projects for

undergraduates who need academic help.

Those interested in helping with the directory should look for fliers in

Campbell Hall advertising a meeting this Friday, CLASS director Norma

Rojas said.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our
^,

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be
^

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898. -
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UCLA to relocate lab school despite opposition
Faculty, parents want its autonomy to remain
By Tina Anima
Ser)ior Staff Writer

Despite protests from faculty

and parents, UCLA will continue

with plans to move its 108-year-

old elementary school to a school

district five miles away, officials

announced last week.

Chancellor Charles Young has

considered moving the University

Elementary School (UES) to the

Santa Monica-Malibu Unified
School district for almost two
years. Thursday's announcement
met with disappointment from
parents and faculty, but some said

they will fight even harder against

the move.
They said they fear freedom in

the curricula, among other things,

will be shaiply limited if UCLA
moves its elementary school to the

public school district.

**(Young) made a decision that

he felt was in the best interest of

the university and UES," said

Lewis Solmon, dean of the Gradu-

ate School of Education, which

uses UES as a lab site for

experimental teaching. "The
exciting issues in education today

are public school issues.**

Young was in Africa last week
and could not be reached for

comment.
Parents and faculty of UES

received a memo Thursday from

Executive Vice Chancellor Mur-
ray Schwartz, explaining UCLA's
plans to finalize an agreement with

Santa Monica. Schwartz was at a

meeting in Long Beach Friday

afternoon and could not reached

for comment.
UES math teacher Tom Still,

who plans to leave UES next year

because of the university's deci-

sion, is one of many faculty

members who want the school to

remain at its present site on the

northern edge of the UCLA cam-

pus.

*There is a lot of uncertainty

about the future of the school,"

Still said outside his classroom

Friday, while his students worked
inside.

*The people making the deci-

sion are not looking at elementary

education," he said.

University officials hope to

buiki a school and research center

on a park in Santa Monica, with

UCLA controlling the staff of the

school for at least 25 years. But
opponents of the move are skepti-

cal about the university's ability to

keep UES independent.

Preserving the school's auton-

omy is a major concern for the

school district, said Superinten-

dent Eugene Tucker. *The univer-

sity said, *We have to have

(autonomy),' and we said, *You've
got it'

"

Schwartz and Young have both

indicated they will not go ahead

with the move unless UES's
independence is guaranteed.

While opponents charge the

university was pressured because

of limited space on campus,
campus officials have repeatedly

denied that charge.

The university is "not listening

to the various constituencies who
are most involved in education,"

said Adrianne Bank, associate

director of the school. "We see a

lot of flawed reasoning on the part

of the university."

Officials plan to draw 80 per-

cent of UES's students from the

ethnically and economically
diverse Ocean Park neighborhood.
Bank, however, said the area is

attracting more white families and
the area may not be so diverse in 10
years.

The school district also will

require that average daily atten-

dance for the year be 180 days.

Tucker said. Banks said the

increased number of days in the

classroom may leave less time for

teachers to plan inventive course

material.

But Solmon said the move to

Santa Monica would let GSE find

out how successful new teaching

techniques are in a public school.

State officials have also indi-

cated support for the move,
Schwartz wrote in a letter to the

UES principal.

*The move has a definite eco-

nomic advantage for the school,"

said Joseph Symkowick, general

counsel for the Department of

Education.

California school districts

receive a state reimbursement for

requiring their children to attend

school for 180 days. UCLA does
not get state reimbursements
because UES's school year is

about 15 days shorter.

The Santa Monica-Malibu
school district could get as much as

$3,600 per student each year,

according to John Gilroy, a depart-

ment of education representative.

UES has 450 students.
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Phone call from Tutu
highlights reception
By Tina Anima
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"He W51S moved from one jail, which is small and confined, into a bigger jail,

which IS Soudi Africa.'^

MakaziweMandeia-Amuarin^f^T^ Js-plly free.

"W(^ believe, as you believe.

Senior Staff Writer

A surprise phone call from
South African Bishop Desmond
Tutu highlighted a reception at

UCLA on Friday night celebrating

black leader Nelson Mandela's
recent release from prison.

"I speak to you from Soweto and
send you greetings from the

brothers and sisters in South
Africa. Hi!" Tutu said, as the

audience heard his voice through

loudspeakers in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom.

_Jljitu's words came at the half-^

way mark of an evening thaf

blended poetry readings, musical

entertainment and political

speeches lo celebrate the Feb. 1

1

release of Mandela, who spent 27
years as a political prisoner in

South Africa.

"We here are on cloud nine,"

Tutu said, adding that his house is

only a few yards away from
Mandela's in Soweto. "It feels

totally unbelievable that a great

%.

that we share one tremendous gift

— the fact that we are one family,"

Tutu said. "Freedom must come
for all of us here in South Africa—
both black and white."

Later in the evening Mandela's
daughter, Makaziwe Mandela-
Amuah, spoke of her father's

release and the continuing state of

apartheid in South Africa.

"I realize that my father's

release is of small significance in

the struggle against apartheid," she

said. "(The reception) is a moment
lo come together and say, 'Where
do we go from here?'

"Let us not repeal past mistakes

~by~ deluding ourselves for any-

moment that things are getting

better in South Africa," Mandcla-
Amuah told the audience, referring

to the state of emergency that still

exists and the various laws that

separate blacks from whiles.

She compared South Africa's

apartheid to the Nazi's treatment

of Jews during World War II. For

example, education acts and mar-

riage laws prevent whites from

See IMANDELA, page 14

Concerned fraternity hosts rape prevention seminar
By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

In light of the increased fear of rape on
campus and a rise in anti-fraternity senti-

ment. Phi Delta Theta fraternity members
sponsored a rape prevention seminar last

week to increase awareness among the

Greek System.

"Since we are the ones who are normally

targeted, we should be the ones at the

forefront of education," said Rovi Jain, the

fraternity's fundraising chairman.

Many of the fraternity members— often

called Phi Delts— expressed their concerns

about the issue of rape since they, as men
and as fraternity members, have been

accused of being partly responsible for

campus rapes.

A letter to the Daily Bruin on Jan. 25,

which accused two fraternity members of

rape, spurred a flurry of responses, some of

which blamed fraternity members of con-

doning behavior that can lead to rape and

challenged them to take action.

•The negative stereotype that's bcmg
placed on the fraternities is getting a little

out of hand. There's bad people everywhere

you go, not just in fraternities. There's a lot

of good people in fraternities," Phi Dell Paul

Snyder said.

"I've felt guilt, and in a way I've felt

Phi Delta Theta memDers participate in

role plays about potential rape situations

responsible because rape is a women-
against-men issue, and that's kind of unfair.

Education is the only way to solve this

problem," fraternity president Dilip Bhav-
nani said.

"I'm glad to see that fraternities can take

the lead and will take the lead in preven-

tion," said Karia Sundin of UCLA's
Women's Resource Center. Sundin led

Thursday's discussion about acquaintance

rape and guided volunteers in role plays that

offered a perspective of situations possibly

leading to rape.

The role plays addressed the dangers of

both miscommunication and lack of com-
munication between men and women.
Sundin said that misunderstandings, failure

to verbally express one's thoughts about a

relationship and effects of alcohol arc

factors involved in acquaintance rape.

"When a girl says *no' she means *no,'

and if a girl is ambivalent, I think you should

put the ball in her court. Don't operate on
what you're assuming a girl is thinking,"

Sundin said.

Phi Delts Dan Wilson and Dave Cabrerc

acted out a role play that raised the issue of

alcohol's influence in potential rape situa-

tions.

Wilson pretended that he was being
pursued by a woman, Jill, who was "coming
on to him," "wanted him," and said she

wanted to spend the night with him.

Wilson's friend, Cabrere, told Wilson that

Jill was a friend of his who had a boyfriend,

and who had "a little too much to drink."

Cabrere tried to dissuade Wilson from
taking advantage of the situation. He told

Wilson to "chill out" and arrange to meet Jill

for lunch one day instead. But Wilson said

that Jill "was hot for him" and "wanted it."

After the role play, Cabrere said that if the

situation were real, he would have spoken to

Jill to ensure that she understood that she

was only acting under the influence of
alcohol. "But my responsibility as a friend

can only go so far. Jill is an adult," Cabrerc
said.

"Ninety percent of acquaintance rapes on
college campuses involve alcohol, said

Marybcth Roden, a speaker from the Rape
Treatment Center at Santa Monica Hospital.

Roden showed the pre-cut version of a film

that aims to leach college freshman and

students at college orientation about rape

awareness.

Many Phi Delts also voiced concerns

about alcohol-related problems occurring at

parties and the need for people to be aware
of their drinking limit.

"I think guys have an obligation to walk
home girls that get drunk, but I would feel

uncomfortable going up to someone I didn't

know and asking to walk her home," Ron
Knise said.

"I've seen a lot of instances where girls

come to parties together but then split up
because one is having a good time and wants

to stay, but her friends wants to leave,"

Bryan Waltz said.

"Regardless of how many people you're

with, you should know your limit. You're

putting yourself in a dangerous situation

when you know you're at a party full of

strangers," John Funk said.

Bhavnani said he was pleased with the

success of the seminar and thought that the

role plays were very effective. "If the giiys

at fraternity parties find themselves, in the

same situation they'll know what to do and
how to handle it better," he said.

"Rape is very difficult to discuss, but I

think it must be out in the open. I didn't do
this program for the public or the media, I

did this for them," Bhavnani said, nodding
his head at his fraternity brothers.

i\
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Briefs

World

Nicaragua voters
ftood polling areas
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Under the

scrutiny of thousands of international

observers, Nicaraguans voted Sunday on

whether to continue the leftist Sandinis-

tas* 10-year rule or hand power to a U.S.-

backed coalition.

Voters lined up before dawn at some of

the 4,394 polling stations and waited for

hours to choose between the incumbent

president, Daniel Onega, and his only

serious challenger, Violeta Barrios de

Chamorro of the United National Oppos-

ition, or UNO.
"It*s very solemn, like a Mass," said

former President Jimmy Carter, watching

poll officials lay out ballots, registration

books, ink, and scissors on a table in one

of the stations.

Carter and more than 3,000 other

observers were spread out across the

nation to guarantee the election's fairness.

Cheney, Japanese
confer on troop cuts

TOKYO — Japanese officials

informed by Defense Secretary Dick

Cheney that tight budgets will force cuts

in the 50,000 U.S. troops stationed here

reacted Thursday by calling the plan

"prudent and appropriate."

Cheney, in a daylong series of meetings

with top Japanese officials, also sought

increases in the $2.4 billion annual

support for the American military based

here, but no specific figures were dis-

cussed or agreed upon, officials said.

The Pentagon chief assured Japanese

Defense Minister Juro Matsumoto that no

U.S. combat troops would be removed
from Japan in the event reductions are

ordered, according to Cheney spokesman
Pete Williams.

Nation

Forbes mourned by
friends, admirers
NEW YORK— Malcolm Forbes, the

multimillionaire magazine owner, motor-

cyclist, balloonist and self-proclaimed

"capitalist tool" who reveled in life and

free enterprise, has died of a heart attack

at age 70.

The owner of Forbes magazine died in

his sleep Saturday afternoon at his 40-acre

estate in Far Hills, N.J.

*The whole world will miss Malcolm,
who brought humanity to the capitalist

system," industrialist Armand Hammer
said in a statement released from Los
Angeles.

*i don*t know anyone who enjoyed life

so much or gave so much back," said

Barbara Walters. Walters was a guest

along with billionaire developer Donald

Trump, Chrysler Chairman Lee lacocca,

former Secretary of State Henry Kissin-

ger and 1 ,000 others at Forbes* $2 million

70th birthday bash last fall in Tangier,

Morocco.

'Peace dividend'

uniiicely, states told

WASHINGTON, D.C.— The naUon*s

governors put their stamp Sunday on
national education goals, but got no
encouragement from the White House for

the prospect of financial help from a

"peace dividend."

"Our aim is excellence in education,"

said Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas, as he

offered the goals to the National Gover-

nors* Association for approval.

The Arkansas Democrat added that "I

do not believe we will achieve them (the

goals) unless we dramatically change our

behavior."

The changes referred to by Clinton

were included in a series of objectives that

would put the governors on record as

pressing for specific steps toward imple-

menting the goals first outlined by

President Bush in his State of the Union
address last month.

Space shuttle launch

at last minuteK I > *^ *^ I

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.— Already

delayed three days by weather and the

mission commander's health, the launch

of the shuttle Atlantis on a secret military

mission was scrubbed with 31 seconds

left in the countdown early Sunday.

"We have scrubbed for today," said

Lisa Malone, the launch control center

commentator.

The countdown had reached the 4-

minute mark when the range safety

monitor team detected a problem with one
of its computers, the clock was counted

down to 31 seconds, a point where the

spacecraft computer takes control, and
was held there while experts investigated

the problem.

teviet 'refusenilc'

Goldfarb dies at 71
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Noted

Soviet "refusenik" David Goldfarb died

Saturday of heart failure at George
Washington University Hospital, his son

said.

Goldfarb, 71, was allowed to leave the

Soviet Union in 1986 after American
industrialist Armand Hammer arranged

for his release in negotiations with Soviet

officials.

Goldfarb had been denied permission

to emigrate to Israel in 1984 after he

exposed an alleged attempt by the KGB to

enlist his aid in framing American
journalist Nicholas Danilbff.

Daniloff, then the Moscow correspon-

dent for U.S. News & World Report had

been arrested on espionage charges.

Goldfarb, a biology professor, was a

visiting scholar at the National Institutes

of Health.

He is survived by his wife, Cecelia, son,

Alexander and daughter. His wife and son

live in New York City, his daughter in

Moscow.

State

Van de Kamp fonnaliy

iaundies campaign
SAN FRANCISCO — Auomey Gen-

eral John Van de Kamp, until recently the

leader in polls for the Democratic

nomination for govemot, launched his

campaign Sunday on rival Dianne Feins-

tein's political home turf.

Van de Kamp scheduled the kickoff of

his campaign with a rally at the Mission

High School boys* gymnasium, in the

heart of the city where Feinstein served

nine years as mayor and another nine as

supervisor.

Campaign spokesman Duane Peterson

said Van de Kamp chose San Francisco

for his announcement "because it*s her

back yard. We decided to take it (the

campaign) to her.'
n

Compiled from the Associated Press
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INCLUDES 2 FREE 16oz BOTTLE SODAS
Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering,

each additional topping $1.41 ^"" •«— w,»,

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and
get a FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA!!

Sun.-Thurs. 11am-10pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am-11pm

WHOLE CHICKEN

plus tax

FRESH CHARBROILED CHICKEN
INCLUDES SALSA & TORTILLAS

Limited time offer. One special offer or coupon
per customer. Mention coupon when ordering.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

^-Neck Pain & Stiffness

• Lower Back Pain

• Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

.V ^'.,
. . .
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1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213)478-6869 (818)988-0110
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The STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION, the AMERICAN RED CROSS, and the Blood Recipients of
Southern California would like to thank all donors that participated in the UCLA BLOOD DRIVE.

LAST DAY TO DONATE
TODAY at B0n- 581 Gayley

12 noon to 5:15 pm
Remember-

ALL DONORS WILL RECEIVE A FREE PASS TO (3@''*^'^"^*^^^^^^DW

GREEK WEEK POINTS will be awarded to donors

PAID FOR BY ASUCLA Board of Directors/ USAC Programming Committee
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You'll find a ^orld of
travel information at

UCLA's annyal Travel Fair!
•'/co^" LVh.
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AESU.» Aerolineas Argenfinas •

Alaska Airlines • Apple Vacations •

American Airlines* Born Free Safaris

• Britrail •Chi

Vincess

• Britrail • China Airlines • Club

Med • Continental Airlines • Cor
• Delta Airlines • FrenchRail • Hc.^.

^Gfoup nf Amprirn • Club Europe •

Israel Govt. Tourist Office • LTD •

Mexicona • Northwest Airlines •

Pan Ann • Pleasant Hawoiian •

Select Tours Intl. • Sitmar/Pr''^^'

Cruises • ST) • Swiss Air •

UTA
Windjammer • Allied Tours •

!__r,_

Shuttle • Vayotour • New Zealand

Central Reservations • Jonsporf •

AIFS • Travel Study Programs in

3rvice

_ _ffice •

'^oymon isianas Tourist Office •

International Friendship Servi

Am<»rir-nn Voi itJi H(->c*£»lc • In

oeiecT lours inri. • oirmar/ rnncess

Cruises • ST) • Swiss Air • Trafalgar

Tours • Trovoc • USAir • UTA •

Windjammer • Allied Tours • Super

Shuttle • Vayotour • New Zealand

Central Reservations • Jonsporf •

AIFS • Travel Study Programs in

England • Corneil Travel Service •

German National Tourist Office •

Cayman Islands Tourist Office •

International Friendship Service •

American Youth Hostels • Jamaican

Tourist Board • Westwood Village

Rotary Club • British Tourist Authority

• Bahamas Tourist Office • Semester

at Sea • Govt, of India Tourist

Office • Tourist Office of Spain •

Studio Arts Center • Virgin Atlantic

Airways • Safari Center • US Virgin

Islands Dept. of Tourism • US
Passport Services

WIN MUCH, MUCH MORE!

2 round-trip tickets to the Boy Area

on American Airlines

2 round-trip tickets to Seattle cour-

tesy of Alaska Airlines

"^ou nd-trtp^ickets-iTrWesterrrti:S7~

on USAir
Two roundtrip Britrail Train Passes

in Britain

Two round-trip Eurail Train Passes

in Europe - ^^;

Three $300 Gift Certificates good
towards Club Europa Student

Summer Tours

$5-$ 100 Gift Certificates towards

STI Summer Tours

DRAWINGS EVERY HALF HOUR FOR

Clocks, Flight Bags, T-shirts, Mugs, Key-

chains, Umbrellas, Daypacks, & More!
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SPONSORED BY ASUCLA Travel Service—where you can take care of

all your travel arrangements
Get it All Right Here on CampusI

^ A-Level Ackerman Union, M-Fri 8:306, Sat 1 1-3

Expo Center—Pick up your Youth Hostel & Student ID

cords here. A-Level Ackerman Union
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Artist captufes spirit of injured

Palestinian cliiidren in sicetclies
By Val P. Phillips

Staff Writer

Sharing drawings composed
during a six week tour of the IsraeU

occupied territories, a Scandina-

vian artist and poet brought the

human side of the political conflict

to the UCLA community on
Friday.

Last winter, Canadian-Danish

artist and poet Heather Spears

travelled through the occupied

territories, composed more than

300 sketches of children hospital-

ized during the intifada — the

Palestinian uprising against Israeli

military rule which began in

December 1987.

Spears gave a slide presentation

of some of the drawings, during

which she translated the children's

descriptions of their experiences.

The drawings showed children

of all ages— some wounded only

slightly, many paralyzed, one
dead. _

Spears quoted many of the

children who spoke to her about

the resistance movement One 12-

year-old boy told her, "I am
carrying my spirit in the palm of

my hand ready to throw it in the

face of death,** she said.

The quality of the children's

statements surprised some audi-

ence members. "They are as

informed as the adults are in living

under occupation,'* Spears said.

*They have watched their educa-

tional system be destroyed, they

have seen their standard of living

degenerate. None of the kids under

20 have ever known anything

else."

Slide after slide showed ban-

daged and hospitalized children

with hands raised in the Palestinian

revolutionary salute, which means
"revolution until victory."

The slides also depicted the

relationship between the wounded

Carlo Chao

P See ARTIST, page 15

'1 didn't find a despair (amoi^ them), or an impos^

able hatred that couldn't be sdved."

Heather Spears

DRAGON

* DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

• FULL CHINESE MENU 'DELIVERY
V AFFORDABLE PRICES •

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &

FREE EGG ROLL
*

Please show ad when ordering

208-4928 1147 Westwood

o M ^^RiX
An Optometric Center

20% 507o;
DESIGNER EYEWEAR FRAMES

& SUNGLASSES SALE*
I

(Westwood Location Only)

Porsche
Alain Mikli

Bada
Lafont

Biagotti

Bolle

Carrera

I.D.C.^

PLUS
OTHER DESIGNER BRANDS

STARTING AT $15
Sale ends Sunday March 4. Limited to current stoclc.

^"- Open 7 Days

EYE EXAMINATIONS • CONTACT LENSES • CUSTOM EYEWEAR
EXAM BY APPOINTMENT .ONE HOUR SERVICE (in Most Cases)

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCCPTID
DR. MYLESZAKHEIM.O.D.P.C.
DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

o ** r o M r y H I X

I0930WEYBURN AVE." WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 213 208-1384

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN p. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

VENTURA COUNTY COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT
71 Day Road, Ventura, CA 93003

(805) 654-6424

Barbara A. Derryberry

Chancellor

Roland L. Glover

Director, Affirmative Action

Instructors

Anthropology

Commercial Art

Music:

InstrumentalTheory

Current Openings Closing Date

Moorpark College Mar. 21, 1990

Moorpark College Mar. 23, 1990

Moorpark College Mar. 15, 1990

P.E./Health Science Moorpark College Mar. 21, 1990

Speech Moorpark College April 6, 1990

Xearning Disabilities Moorpark College

Specialist

History

Chemistry/Physics

Office Automation/
Word Processing

Oxnard College

Oxnard College

Oxnard College

TBA

TEA

TBA

TBA

Speech/Forensics Coach Ventura College • April 3, 1990

Nursing

Photography

P.E./Head Women's
Basketball Coach

Ventura College April 20, 1990

Ventura College April 18, 1990

Ventura College April 11, 1990

Administration of Justice/ Ventura College

Business Law
TBA

/

'7Vir Vrntttra County Community ColUgr nistrirt w an affirmative acfton, equal opportunity

mphyer ami aditfly seeks the candidacy of nnnontws, women, dtsabled and Vietnam veterans.
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students, faculty examine
treatment of gender issues
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

UCLA's ability to address the

needs of a rapidly diversifying

community was contested Friday

by student and faculty members at

a forum examining the treatment

of gender issues in public policy.

**Revisioning Education:
Knowledge and Action for the 21st

Century** was the second in a series

of symposia designed to highlight

recent research on the needs of

women and other unempowered
groups in the university.

Noting the rapidly changing

demographic makeup of university

communities, UCLA professor of

education Helen Astin said it was
time to put research into political

action. "We need to review how
we structure our institutions and
d^me our policies to accommo-
date the needs of women and
people of color."

"Increased entrance and reten-

tion is not enough/* added visiting

anthropology professor Sondra
Hale. Educators and policymakers

must create an environment in

which women and underrepre-

sented groups can both survive and
thrive, she said.

Graduate student Yvette Galin-

do presented a personal glimpse of

the life of a "lean and hungry**

student A single mother who
described herself as "a* Chicana
and (of the) working class,**

Galindo spoke of the flnancial and
attitudinal barriers underrepre-

sented students face at UCLA.
"(Entering a university) starts

this *cycle of poverty* . . . You
feel guilty because you cannot buy
your children all that they need,**

she said.

Though she has worked part-

See GENDER, page 15

ARTIE LECHTMAN

"Increased entrance and retention is not enougji."

Sondra Hale

^M

roundtnp airfareson
Northwest Airlines.
^

s not ]ust a great price,

t's a great experience.
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Only forstudent American Express' Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off In search of

adventure, action-or just simply to escape

American Express and Northwest

Airhncs have arranged these cxtraordThary

travel privileges on Northwcst-cxclusivcly

for student Cardmembers:

CKRTIMCATKS VALID FOR THI! Pl'RCHASK

OF T\x'o $118 ROUNOTRIP TiCKKTs-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Northwest.

Each certificate is good for a six month

period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card. Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 cenificates by March 15, 1990

provided they are still full time students?

10% OFF ANY NORTHWKST FLKiHT- with

your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Nonhwest and

Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

certificates and other certificates,

promotional or special status airfares.)

2.'>()0 BONUS MILES TDNXAROS KRKH TRAVEL—

when you enroll in Northwest's Worldl^rrks*

Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942

AMEX, and talk to us We'll take your

application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking

ition handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmcmbcr now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a C^ardmcm

ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences Pick up the phone Apply for

the Card And stan packing! \

Memkeriht^Hm In /Vivi/q^n*

TRAVa
RQATED
SE?MCES

1-800-942-AMEX ®
NORTHWEST

AIRUNES

*lf you irc iJrcady a siudrnt Amfncan Exprr« Cardmrmbrr and ha\T t qucMion about lhi» profrtm. ptrax vnd your wnntn qurvion a copv o( vour siudrni ID ar>d class nhtduk to American F.xpfws. PO Box 5V)29.

Am* Scudtnt Markctina. Grcfiuboro. NC 2741'> Fare is for rourxlirip tnwrlpn Nanh««« Airiinn Tickets must br purchased »uhin 24 hours a^ter makirtg rrscrs-aituns Fares are rtunrefurKlabie ai>d no itinerary ch«n|es

may be made after purchase Seau at (his fare are limited aiMl may not be avaikbit when vou call TnsTi must oriamaK bs cenificaie expiration date and be completed within 6() davs of thai date Travel may not be avaiMie

between cities to which Nonhwew dors rtot have pubhahrd roMings Cir> fuel Mrchar|es not included m fare from Boston iS2 SOi Chicago tS^OOi Dem-er 4S2 OOi and Florida cities iS2 00) Certain Mackout dates and

ochcr mtnctiottf may apply For complete offer details, caM l-a09^942 AKkEX CI990 Amencan ExprcM Travel IWbttd ServKes Companv Iik

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STl'DENTS MORE THAN EVER
I I m'
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MUFFIN OVEN
Buy ONE muffin get the SECOND one for
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With this ad!

1136 UJESTUJOOD BLUD.
lUJESTUJOOD m LinOBROOKI

(2131 208-2679

All People have a

Right to Justice..

Even Criminals

March 8-11

at UCLA
Call (213)206-5547/5523

Paid for by USAC
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Daily Bruin readers went to over 192,576

sporting events in the past year. Is there

an event that you would like to publicize?

Advertise. 825'2161

Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989

Eyelash Perms
Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
.MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER -

With this ad you will receive

Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

r4€w customers only

cxp. 3/15/90

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

I

208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!
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Proglram aims to iieip

UCLA transfers adjust
By Greg Miller

Contributor

Community college students

need to leam consistency and
intensity in their study habits

before transferring to UCLA, a

professor told potential students

Friday.

"When students come from
community colleges on the

semester system, they are used to

being able to get by. working hard

only around midterm a^ finals

week," said UCLA Professor of

Political Science Frank Gilliam at

UCLA's Transfer Alliance Prog-

ram's Super Day.
But when these students enroll

at UCLA and experience the

quarter system for the first time,

they are "forced to leam to be
intense the entire quarter," he said.

'This is a huge adjustment—and a

significant problem for the major-

ity of transfer students."

Gilliam spoke to 250 potential

UCLA transfer students who

'

gathered for a program designed to

give an introduction to campus
academics.

*Today*s activities will give the

students a UCLA academic
experience," said Gayle* Byock,
executive director of the program.
"Instead of just seeing all the

buildings, they will leam what is

expected of them here."

Friday's activities focused on
allowing the students to interact

with UCLA faculty, a process both

students and administrators said is

crucial fpr the success of transfer

students*-—
'Transfers only have two years

here," Byock said. "In that little

time it is difficult to get to know
the faculty you will need for

graduate school recommenda-
tions. This gives them a head
start."

*The advisors and counselors

from each department were so

accessible," said East Los Angeles
College student Luis Vega. "It

made UCLA seem a lot smaller

and a lot more friendly. I think I

will be a lot happier next year,

because I know I have met some
faculty."

Representatives from most
departments were available for

questions and counseling at Friday

morning's program, and additional

aftemoon office hours were allot-

ted specifically for the students.

*The extra office hours should

help connect the students with

specific faculty in their fields of
interest." said Paula Schneider-

man, associate director of the

program.

The program, which currently

exists at 12 local community
colleges, places the students in

small intensive leaming courses

designed to prepare them for

UCLA coursework. These
enriched courses focus on writing,

research and analytical skills.

Upon completion of general edu-
cation requirements, the students

are academically ready to enroll at

UCLA.
"Students get courses in com-

munity colleges which are com-
parable to the ones they would be

taking at any UC." Byock said.

*This prepares for them for the

challenges upon transferring to

UCLA."

Students say the program"pro-
vides a competitive atmosphere
which fosters academic growth
and close relationships.

—^TTic TAP program gives us the

advantage ofgoing through classes

with a close peer group," said

Harbor student Kristina Wood-
worth. "Academically, it's very
independent, but you always have"
the support of your TAP group."

. Super Day was cosponsored by
Transfer Alliance Program and the

Transfer Student Association.

Sting operation undercut
by newspaper's disclosure
The Associated Press ^

SIMI VALLEY, Calif. — Police made 50 arrests for outstanding
warrants in a "sting" operation disclosed by a newspaper two days before
it took place, but officers said they had hoped to take. hundreds into cus-
tody.

Only 65 people showed up at the Quality Inn Posada Royale on Satur-
day moming, responding to about 3,000 bogus letters mailed to the

addresses of people believed to have outstanding arrest warrants.

The letters told the recipients they had won $100 worth of free Califor-

nia Lottery tickets and invited them to the hotel to pick up the tickets and
take part in a consumer survey for the lottery.

Lottery officials said they had no part in the operation concocted by the
Simi Valley Police £>epartment and the Ventura County District

Attomey's Office.

The Enterprise reported the operation in its Thursday editions after an
investigation prompted by calls from residents curious about the source
of the letters.

Ventura County District Auomey Mike Bradbury lost an effort in

court Thursday to halt publication of the Thursday edition. Since then, he
has refused to speak to the newspaper's reporters and has told his staff to

do likewise.

"We're not going to deal with that newspaper for the next several
months and then re-cvaluatc," Bradbury said Saturday. "We will not
retum their phone calls and things of that nature."

The newspaper has a daily circulation of about 17,000 in suburban
Simi Valley and Moorpark, about 40 miles northwest of Los Angeles.
Jaque Kampschroer, managing editor of The Enterprise, and Wayne

Lee, the newspaper's editor and publisher, defended the decision to

publish the report.

"We had to balance two very important issues," Kampschroer said.

"On the one hand, do we blow a police operation that will bring justice to

hundreds of people accused of misdemeanors and felonies? Or on the

other hand, do we become part of a police and District Attorney's Office
cover-up?"

She said The Enterprise found out the operation was a police sting

when California Lottery officials denied any knowledge of the letter and
an investigation narrowed its source to the police.

Lee called Bradbury's decision to stop talking to the newspaper a

**petty political action." He said Bradbury "is saying he can't control this

newspaper, and he's going to punish us for that."
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Healthwatch

Help for irritated lioweis
Treating constipation,

dianhea not always as

simple as diagnosing

By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

The most common gastrointesti-

nal complaint on campus and in the

general population, irritable bowel
syndrome 6[BS), is not pleasant,

and is embarrassing to discuss.

Physicians are unable to find any
anatomical damage or disturbance,

so those with IBS may feel that it's

all in their heads. The crampy,
abdominal discomfort and periods

of diarrhea and constipation are

real and can be inconvenient and
distracting.

IBS symptoms arise from a

disorder of the squeezing action

that moves material through the

large intestine (colon). Symptoms
appear to be influenced by the

factors which increase the amount
of movement of the colon, namely
electrical impulses, hormones and
nerves, according to various medi-
cal reports. Although IBS causes a

great deal of discomfort, it is not

serious, does not lead to serious

disease, and will not shorten

lifespan.

"The disorder seems to affect

more women than men," said Dr.

Charles Frankel, gastroenterolo-

gist at Student Health Service.

**Often, this illness, vfhich can be a

real hindrance, starts during col-

lege or during the teenage years. I

try to reassure patients that a

physician can help them deal with

and alleviate the symptoms.**

Patients with IBS "frequently

complain of pain in the mid or

lower abdomen," according to the

journal American Family Practice.

The pain, which may last from
minutes to hours, is either episodic

or continuous and chronic.

The pain arises from the

"intense contractions of the circu-

lar muscles that surround the lower

bowel," explained writer Henry
Janowitz, M.D. in the book Your
Gut Feelings. Along with the pain,

there is bloating, or a feeling that

the abdomen is swollen, too much
gas in the intestinal tract, and
mucus in the loose, watery stools.

"Diagnosis involves excluding

other diseases such as ulcerative

colitis or Crohn's Disease, which
are more serious," Frankel said.

"Patients may have to undergo a

battery of tests to rule out other

possible causes of their symptoms.
We perform the tests to reassure us

and the patient that although they

have this disease, they don't have
to worry about anything serious."

"We try to alter diet, improve
stress management and check
medications. However, the main-
slay of therapy is a high fiber diet,"

Frankel said. Sometimes medica-
tions help reduce spasms and
antidiarrheals help to relieve some
irritable symptoms.

Other irritants may be identified

in time, and it may take weeks or

months for therapy to be effective.

Patients should not be discouraged
if they do not see immediate
results, Frankel said.

Use of tobacco, caffeine and
alcohol should be stopped, Jano-
witz advised, explaining that these

substances may stimulate or irri-

tate the large intestine. Medicines
such as antibiotics, stimulant laxa-

tives and narcotics can trigger

symptoms for some patients.

Still, he cautioned against elimi-

nating too many items from the

diet, because nutritional deficien-

cies can result.

"I usually recommend a high

fiber, low fat diet to reduce the

spasms and provide bulk to absorb
water," Frankel said. He suggested
a bulk fiber product, such as

Metamucil or Citrucel, and if this

doesn't work, some antispasmodic

medications may help.

**It's hard for students, espe-

cially during exam time when they

have to eat on the run and stress is

high," Frankel acknowledged. "A
high fat diet seems to stimulate the

colon, so the low fiber, high fat

pizza or greasy hamburger can
lead to symptoms. Some stress

management techniques would
also be important."

Frankel wamed that there are

symptoms not consistent with IBS,
which inchide bloody diarrhea,

fever, losing lots of weight, or
waking up at night with diarrhea. If

patients suffer from any of these

symptoms, they should consult a

physician as soon as possible.

"(People) should know that it's

okay to seek help and therapy if

they are too focused on their

symptoms. With proper treatment,

I can reassure them that most
patients can remain relatively free

of symptoms and continue on with
their academic aiKl career pursuits

with hole hindrance from IBS,"

Frankel concluded.

For more information, call SHS
Primary Care at 825-2463.

Poii rates Conservatives
at lowest under Ihatciier
The Associated Press

LONDON — A poll published Sunday indicates the popularity of
Britain's goveming Conservatives is at is lowest since Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher led them to power nearly 11 years ago.

The Conservatives trail 17 points behind Labour, enough to give the

opposition a 120-seat majority in the House of Commons, according

Market Opinion and Research International's survey for The Sunday
Times.

m'
The Conservatives have 100-seat majority in the Hou^e now. and

Thatcher does not have to call an election before mid- 1992.

The poll recorded 5 1 percent support for Labour— up from 1 2 percent

in January— 34 percent for the Conservatives and the remaining 1 5 per-

cent for minor parties. It is not the first survey that puts the Conservatives

behind.

Survey respondents complained of new taxes and interest rates of 1

5

percent on bank loans. In addition, inflation in Britain is 7 percent to 8

percent.

Ttic pollsters said they interviewed 1.942 adults at 143 sampling points

throughout the country over five days last week.
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAJLY, EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-sel

CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML* WJ • Ceb^*{iO • UH •etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St.

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bi.

Hairstyling by a
"

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow

^

$15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325 -

473-0066

DONAHUE
IS IN L.A.

Monday Feb. 26 8^ Tuesday Feb. 27

Showtlhies 12:00pm &v 3:00pm Each Day

Tickets will be distributed at:

NBC Guest Relations Ticket Booth
Burbank Studio 3000 W. Alameda

People will be accommodated on a first come first served basis

You are encouraged to plcl< up tickets beforehand

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT

i;

GreaT <^vpr

North campuS
WINTER SWEEPSTAKES

IflSY ©MIS
IJCOOKIES

lA deal of a meal — just

$2.99. There's a different

featured entree eacfi day
of the week, with

accornpaniments and
your choice of a
dispensed beverage.

It's a complete meal
for under three dollars (at a saving of more
than 20%) until March 2.

Starting February 26th, enjoy North Plate

Specials daily at SRO.
Monday - Small Entree Salad w/Fococcio
Tuesdoy - Panini Sandwich w/Salad
Wednesdoy - Pasta Salad Combo

w/Fococcio
Thursday - Smalt Entree

Salad w/Focaccio
Friday - Panini Sandwich

w/Solod

Our famous North Campus
Cookies are the best gourmet

cookies this side of Westwood.
Chocolate Chip, White
Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal

and Peanut Butter, warm
from the oven and sold

by the pound.

NORTH CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER

SERVING BREAKFAST,

LUNCH AND DINNER

ASUCU^ FOOD SERVICE

m

FROM ASUCLA TRAVEL SERVICE
F.nter our Grand Prize Drawing to win a ski weekend for two
"up north" at Lake Tahoe. Includes round trip tickets from
American Airlines, and two nights hotel accommodations.

Some restrictions apply. Drawing wHI be held Friday, March 2.

MaH A*mc 1^ UM mm rtln»>>yi'«ii «r»d Ninlti < ammw wmfttir^^mt «rr mil

tat IH l-A fMu«lr««>. iM'wHy. i

•NglMr In partk l|Mlr
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & evening!
CLASSES "

IheJDapjLBmia

y

s •...'. -

» ^, .

FANTASTIC 2 DAY SALE
FB I. AND SAT. - MARCH 2N0 AND 3RD

*0El!JiS«i
f] "NEW: COMPUTER GRAPHICS FURNITURE, PLUS, EVERYTHING IN THE STORE

1 n/Tl^^H /\EL S '^'""'S''' V^'*" DRAFTING SUPPLIES

V
1
1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (213) 466-5295 FREE PARKING

S FRI.: 8:30 - 7:00, SAT 9 - 6 - CASH, CHECK, VISA, M.C., & AM. EX. ONLY

EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

SERVING
FOR

Check Oiir Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites ^^"

-Gomplimentary Sh^
Complimentary Co"
Complimentary Pai

Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^^d
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT]

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS

I

only ^7.
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must msntlon coupon wh«n ordering

208-4348

go + 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

pm only - one meat topping onfy - Canadian
B -specialty pizzas not included EXP. 2/10/90

after 5
.

bacon extra

We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

—STItt
—

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

I

I

I

BUY ONE SLICE & GET A FREE
dine-in only — must bring coupon — exp )

mamtm^immm

limit one coupon por customtn -

ITALIAN

SALAD

I

I

I

Educators clash over
negotiating teciinique
Symposium focuses on resolving strikes

By Val D. Phillips

and Taline Satamian

Stan Writei

For many educators, the negotiative process known as collaborative

bargaininkis crucial to improving relationships between teachers and
administratbn in secondary public education.

For others\however, such collaborative bargaining — California's

primary negotiating technique for more than a decade— is simply not

enough to create successful schools.

The bargaining process, which was legalized in 1975 but is still being

refined, was the topic of discussion at the second annual California

Education Law symposium at UCLA on Friday.

Nearly 200 people, including graduate students in education, joined

teachers, legal experts and policy makers to address collaborative

bargaining, which has recendy come under fire in the wake of a series of

strikes at school districts statewide.

In his keynote address, former state senator Albert Rodda assured

participants that the Educational Employment Relations Act, which
guaranteed teachers* rights to bargain collectively, would not be
repealed. **(The act) is a good, intelligent piece of legislation, but it has

one problem: the human factor, the inability of people to sit down with

each other to resolve issues.**

Author of the 1975 legislation, Rodda said the act was not intended to

encourage the use of strikes as a negotiating tactic for teachers. In

reviewing the act and its implementation, he suggested a greater

emphasis be placed on the mediation process.

But Miles Myers, president of the California Federation of Teachers,

said collaboration between teachers and administrators is not enough to

ensure a successful school.

Employees and employers may be collaborating, but the public

institution, in this case the school, might not be doing **what it's supposed
to do** — to teach reading and writing, history, problem-solving and
math.

"Nobody*s learning but employees are as happy as ever,** Myers said.

The traditional aj^roach to solving labor issues has been positional

rather than collaborative: labor and management are adversaries, both

looking to better their own interests, Myers explained.

Increased empowerment for teachers would be compatible with th&
primary goal of schools because teachers are also interested in educating

students, Myers said.

For example, if a district contract were to authorize teachers to hire or

fire their colleagues, then specific concerns such as im^x-oved reading

programs could be better addressed at individual schools, he said.

Teachers, with their on-hand experience with educating students, may
understand student needs more than adminiso^tors, allowing them to

choose better qualified teachers.

Public Employment Relations Board Assistant Executive Director

Stephen Barber said a more equitable distribution of power between
teachers and administrators is necessary, and the final outcome is

educational reform.

This conflicts with the interests of the administrators, however, who~
might find their personnel department reduced and their role of hiring and
firing taken away, Myers said.

But Baiber was optimistic. After years of collaborative bargaining,

administrators might just be willing to concede to sharing their power, he
said.

'*Nothing tears apart a community like a teachers* strike,** said Michael

Hersher, senior staff attorney for the California State Department of
Education. In addition to the impact of strikes on teachers and students,

Hersher said such actions — and the adversarial bargaining techniques

which lead up to them — can be extremely destructive to the working
relationship between teachers and administrators.

Barber agreed, adding that he had interviewed representatives of 20
school districts who reported that they considered a strong labor-manage-

ment relationship essential to successful bargaining.

Barber said the most successful working relationships exist among
those who use the bargaining table as an opportunity to resolve

conflicting interests of the parties than those who treat the process as a

contest of wills and positions.

"Once you engage in interest bargaining, you will be surprised when
you find how many fiscal, personal, and curricular problems can be
solved by improving relationships and communication,** Hersher said.

Currently, collective bargaining does not allow for teachers to be
involved with curricular decisions. But Hersher stressed the importance
of teachers — as professionals with the best understanding of what
happens in the classroom— in curricular and policy decisions. "To make
real changes in the education of our students, we must improve the rela-

tionships between teachers and administrators.**

Hersher said the State Department of Education was willing to support

any legislation which would further the goals of collective bargaining.

But he said that they are not willing to take responsibility for forcing the

interest bargaining approach. "You cannot legislate relationships. You
can only go so far in the legal system to make people like each other. . .

>

people have to be ready for the change.** /
Barber is organizing a curriculum and U'aining program to direct

negotiators away from "adversarial bargaining** and toward "interest

bargaining.** But he added that such training programs must address the

resources and needs of individual districts.

Barber also suggested the introduction of a neutral third party to assist

the mediation process.

Such innovations in the negotiating process are bringing California to
the forefront of the nation*s educational system. "Ironically, we*re on the
cutting edge again and we didn*t even know it,** Hersher said.

/^^
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Anti-smoking:
Top health official achieves recognition for attacking

tobacco companies, cigarette marketing campaigns

By Deborah Mesce
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Louis
Sullivan, after a shaky start as the

nation's top health official, has

seized the anti-smoking campaign
as his own, winning kudos from
Congress and grabbing headlines

with talk of "blood money" and
"trading death for corporate pro-

fits."

Following the well-worn path of
previous federal health officials,

Sullivan, the secretary of Health
and Human Services, has cranked

up the rhetoric against tobacco
companies to new heights.

"He certainly has found an area

where he has been willing to be
outspoken and has taken the

leadership,** said Rep. Henry Wax-
man, D-Calif., chairman of the

House Energy and Commerce
health subcommittee.

But some say smoking is a safe

issue, since Sullivan isn*t attack-

ing tobacco subsidies or proposing

a ban on advertising. And they say

Sullivan, who for nearly a year has

run the federal department with the

largest budget, has yet to show
such bold leadership on the larger

issues confronting the administra-

tion, including the nation*s soaring

health-care bill.

Sullivan first stepped out on the

smoking issue Jan. 18 when he
criticized R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co.*s plan to target blacks with a

new cigarette brand called
Uptown. The next day the com-
pany canceled plans for the new
product, but Sullivan promised to

continue his attack on the tobacco

industry.

Last week, Sullivan called on
athletes and athletic associations to

reject tobacco company sponsor-

ships: *This blood money should

not be used to foster a misleading

impression that smoking is com-
patible with good health."

- Appearing before the Senate
Labor and Human Resources"
Committee a few days earlier, he
said, "It is morally wrong to

promote a product which, when
used as intended, causes death —
trading death for corporate pro-

fits."

In the wake of reports that

Reynolds had considered market-

ing a new cigarette brand called

Dakota to young women with no
more than a high school education,

Sullivan said such advertising was
"dishonest, irresponsible and
unconscionable."

Before he seized the anti-smok-

ing issue, Sullivan had been on the

defensive for most of his first year
on the job. First he angered
right-to-life groups with com-
ments implying that he supported

abortion rights. He quickly
retreated and said he supported

President Bush*s anti-abortion

stand.

Later he raised another storm
when he endorsed local communi-
ty efforts to experiihent with

needle-exchange programs to help

stem the spread of AIDS. He later

backed off that statement as well.

His bold anti-smoking cam-
paign, however, is helping to turn

around his image as a newcomer to

Washington politics.

"It increases his profile in the

administration and in Congress,

and that can do nothing but help,"

said Edmund Haislmaier, health

care policy analyst at the Heritage

Foundation, a conservative think

tank.

Sullivan is following a trail

blazed by previous public health

officials dating back to the first

surgeon general, Luther Terry,

who put out the initial surgeon

general's report on smoking in

1964.

Former Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop, before he left office

last summer, was the nation *s

leading anti-smoking crusader for

most of the decade, endorsing a

ban on cigarette advertising and
declaring nicotine to be as addic-

tive as heroin.

But Sullivan has refrained from
being anything more than an anti-

smoking advocate. Asked whether
the government should cut off

subsidies to tobacco growers, or

whether cigarette taxes should be
raised, he says those are not

decisions for him to make.

Though Sullivan has always

opposed smoking, his campaign

against tobacco companies is rela-

tively new for him.

4n-September 1987. while serv^ -

ing on an advisory board of the

National Cancer Institute, Sullivan

presented to the board a report on a

National Black Leadership Initia-

tive on Cancer that advised educa-

tion as the key weapon rather than

"a frontal attack on the tobacco

companies."

Asked about this change of

strategy, Sullivan pointed to a new
government report estimating that

smoking costs the nation about $52
billion annually, largely in

increased health-care and insur-

ance costs.

CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think, Sleep,

Sun - Wea 7 0,^ - 2 o^"

Thurs - 5at 7 onn - 4 or

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

^.^'^''^
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Airplane smokers grumble
over domestic smoking ban
By Theresa Lee

;

Associated Press

Chewing tobacco, sleep and
suffering were among the plans

smokers had for coping with

nicotine craving after a smoking

ban on almost all domestic airline

flights went into effect Sunday.

Smokers waiting for flights at

J^s Angeles International Airport

grumbled but seemed resigned to

the new Federal Aviation Admi-
nistration rule that prohibits

smoking on flights of six hours or

less within the continental United

States.

•*If they say you don*t smoke,

you don*t smoke,** said Rich

Meadows, a Ridgecrest smoker
who was boarding a United Air-

lines flight to Chicago. '*ril take

some chewing tobacco, which

makes the stewardesses mad. It*s

preUy disgusting but it*s some-

thing to do.**

June Weigclt, who was return-

ing to New York after visiting

relatives in Santa Monica, had
mixed feelings. **I realize the need

for it but I would prefer to have two
or three seats available for smokers
in the back of the plane,'* she said.

**ril just suffer.**

A Long Island woman was
concerned that not being able to

smoke might increase her tension

about airplanes. **rm not crazy

about flying, and this won*t help,**

said Jackie Farley, who said she

smoked a pack and a half a day.

**rm going to try to sleep a lot.**

But her non-smoking husband

John was happy about the new
rule. "I think it*s great. Now I can

sit anywhere I want to rather than

in the rear of the plane, when Tm
with my wife.'* The couple was
waiting for a United flight to New
York City.

The Offices of the President, Executive Vice President, and General Representatives
Present

AWARENESS
WEEK

Throughout this week, USAC Officers and represeritatives of
their staffs will be available for discussion on Bruin Walk
(Tuesday and Wednesday) and in their offices (Thursday).
Come by arid speak with them about their respective offices,

current issues, and USAC in general...

vL

Take advantage of
this opportunity to
talk to Council
Members and their

representatives face
to lace about issues
that you think are
important!

Tuesday: On Bruin Walk
1 1:30-2:00

Tuesday Night: Council
Meeting; Kerckhoff 400
7:00 pm

Wednesday: On Bruin Walk
11:30-2:00

Thursday: Kerckhoff
Open House
11:30-2:00

M^MM

Paid for by USAC - Ypor Stttdent Govcmmcnt
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The Daily Bruin'^ls looking for energstiG>
dedicated people interested in advertis-
ing experience and an exciting intern-

ship for the spring quarter. This is a
position dealing primarily with ad
production and on-campus advertising
rather than sales.

Applications are available at
1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall and are due
TUESDAY, March 6 at 4pin.

Questions??? Call Melissa or Staci at
825-2161:

,: V

UCLA Engineering Business Society

Intern Fair
1990

Over 150 paid internships available in Engineering and Business

Tuesday, February 27th, 1990
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge

Mi

Advanced Micro Devices
Durant Management Company
John Carrollo Engineering

City of Long Beach
Pacific Bell

Retix

Sun Microsystems-

Teradyne Inc.

All Majors Welcome
Funded by PCP of PAB

Livennore man
shoots officer,

tfien iciils self
The Associated Press

PLEASANTON. Calif. — The
suspect sought for a double slaying

at a local motel apparently shot a
police officer and then killed

himself, authorities said Sunday.
While the suspect^ identity had

yet to be confirmed by the Alame-
da County Coroner's Office by
midday, Pleasanton Police Chief
W£. Eastman said he saw the

body found near a raib-oad cross-*

ing on Del Valle Parkway early

Sunday and **I am quite cmain
that he is Manuel Villegas Oiler.*'

Pohce had named the 51 -year-
old Oiler as the suspect in a
shooting spree at the Super 8 Motel
on Friday that claimed the lives of

'

two women, including Oiler's

mother-in-law.

They speculated Oiler, of Liver-
more, may have been out to

retaliate against the motel that had
recently fired him, and against his

mother-in-law, who had alleged he
had raped her.

A bulletin was issued describing

Oiler and the vehicle he was
believed to have fled the murder
scene in. He was said to considered
armed and dangerous.

Officer Mark Allen, 30, was
shot in the neck and abdomen
below his protective vest about 3
a.m. after stopping a suspect seen
running on Main Street toward Del
Valle.

Allen, a nine-year police veter-

an, was reported in serious condi-
tion in the intensive care unit at

Eden Hospital in Castro Valley
after surgery for his wounds.
The man believed to be Oiler

was found fatally shot in the head,

police said.

NAKANISHI
From page 1

after Cheng's departure, has drawn
continuing support fi^ UCLA
student groups for his research in

Asian American affairs, a subject

some critics of higher education

say is not studied enough.

Nakanishi, a graduate of Har-
vard and Yale universities, became
the first tenured Asian American
professor in UCLA's Graduate
School of Education last year, after

a review process that took three

times longer than what university

officials consider average.

The associate professor's bid for

tenure began in 1987, when
Chancellor Young denied his first

request

In all, Nakanishi's case saw
numerous appeals, delays and
reviews, the first of which the

university later acknowledged was
mishandled.

Graduate School of Education
faculty, the United Teachers of
Los Angeles, state minority
lawyers associations and more
than two dozen state legislators

lobbied on Nakanishi's behalf
during the lengthy process.

And some student groups stead-

fastly contended racism was to

blame for the delays and
demanded tenure be granted

_

immediately.

At one point. Young said in a
press conference that ^ decision

would be made *Vithin the next

week." More than a half-year later,

in May 1989, the chancellor

granted Nakanishi tenure.

CallCSO
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142 camp in

Tahoesnow
for houses
The Associated Press

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, Calif.— About 142 people continued to

camp out in the snow Sunday for

Tahoe basin building permits even
though the El Dorado County
supervisors withdrew a plan to

issue the permits first-come, first-

served.

Dale Sare, an attorney for about
100 permit applicants, said his

clients planned to remain in line

y until Monday morning and will sue
unless the county issues the per-

mits.

"We do not intend to be disper-

sed," said Doug Rosner, a South
Lake Tahoe real estate broker who
was 34th in the line that formed
Wednesday outside the library.

Rosner said the line totaled 142
people by mid-Sunday.

In an emergency session late

Friday, county supervisors with-

drew their plan to issue permits

Monday morning to the first 1^3
applicants. They said they would
decide March 6 how to issue the

permits.

OLYMPICS
From page 1

"Everybody is a winner. I am
going for first place," said athlete

Harold Miller, 39, a silver and
bronze medal winner in last year's

state games. *This morning I am
doing the 100 and the 200 (meter
dash) and I love doing it."

"No matter how many times you
go to this you always learn

something new, like the intelli-

gence (the athletes) really do have
and the different things these

athletes can do and you will cry.

That is why I wear sunglasses,"

said coach Jim Ciaciuch.

**It is really rewarding and great

seeing the athletes. A lot of people
are skeptical about coming out
here because they have not dealt

with the mentally handicapped
before, but they come out feeling

they have done something good,"
said Cathryn McKinzie, last year's

Special Olympics chair.

Special Olympics was founded
in the late 1960's by Eunice
Kennedy Shriver, said committee
chair Dovid Coplon. *They found
that people with mental retardation

were far more capable in sports

and physical activities than any-

body thought they would be,"

Coplon said.

**The kids are like any other

human beings. They have good
days and bad days and you have to

be patient," said Tony Lopez, who
is a coach on UCLA's teaijn of
athletes from South Central and
East Los Angeles.

Darlene Galindo, whose son
Jeremy, 13, went to the state games
in track and field last year, said,

"He is so excited (to be here). My
son wears all of his shirts and
medals to-school. It was exciting

for me just to have him in the

Special Olympics."

Between events, athletes danced
with volunteers, got their faces

painted, ate, and made arts and
crafts at booths set up by volun-

teers.

Greek week will continue until

March 1, and will feature activities

to unite the Greek community and
promote philanthropic endeavors.

Events will include a Greek
information faire today, the Greek
Olympics Tuesday, flag football

Tuesday and Wednesday, semi-

nars at each sorority house on
social issues confronting college

students Wednesday and an All-

Greek Exchany Thursday.

CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING

^^

Beyond the Big Six

February 27

North Campus

Room22

Discover the difTerent directions you can lake

in your accounting career besides becoming a

partner at Price Waterhouse! Hear about typical

workdays, salaries, career paths, and more! Meet

successful accountants from these private and public

organizations:

• Warner Brothers

•KuwaharaCPA
• Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

• UCLAAccounting Services

Basics of the CPA Exam

Marchl
Z-OO' 4.-00

North Campus

Room 22
«

learn skills and techniques to develop your

test-taking abilities so you'll be able to pass the CPA

Exam and meet certification requirements with flying

colors! Find out what's covered in the four parts of

the CPA Exam, where and when to take the exam,

and how to prepare.

Presenter:

Robert Smolin,

MarkC Dauberman CPA Review

Placement & Career Planning Center
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When you do, they will tell you of Long Hours and Hard Work; of the most
Stressful Experience of their lives; of earning $8,000 to $30,000 in one
summer; and of the Greatest Training and Learning Experience of their lives!

Call our Head Office at 1 -(800)426-6441 for an application or to put you in

touch with other California Students who didn't get a summer job, but got a
Summer Management Internship!
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HELPLINE WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER AND MORE,

Canada sM
resorts shut
for repairs
The Ass<)ciated Press

BANFF, Altjerta — Two of

Western Canada's largest ski

resorts have been forced to tem-

porarily shut down three new
chairlifts for repairs after a manu-
facturer's production flaw was
discovered.

The problem surfaced Feb. 18 at

Lake Louise, when one of the two
^tem arms attaching the four-per-

son chair to the cable grip snapped
on a lower-mountain lift chair. No
one was hurt in the incident.

But Skiing Louise spokesman
John Ross said subsequent inspec-

tions of the one-inch weld on other

chairs revealed imperfections on-

the lower and upper "quads,"

which hold four people.

Following the Lake Louise
incident, similar problems with the

attachment weld were also found
on the lone detachable quad at

Whistler Mountain in British Col-

umbia, area chief operating officer

Don Murray said Friday.

Murray said Whistler's quad
was closed for three days this week
while inspections and precaution-

ary repairs were made.

iVIANDELA
From page 3

associating with blacks, just as the

Nazis separated Jews from the

larger German population, she

said.

Mandela-Amuah tcx)k the place

of her sister Zenani, who went
back to South Africa and could not

attend the reception.

The 35-year-old Mandela-
Amuah, who tiad been traveling

for five days, left Friday's recep-

tion early, as did actor Danny
Glover, who hosted pan of the

event Actor Zakes Mokae emceed
toward the end of the night ^

At a press conference earlier in

the evening, Mandela-Amuah,
who lives in Hartford, Conn.,

talked about her feelings when she

heard of her father's release. *'He

was moved from one jail, which is

small and confined, into a bigger

jail, which is South Africa.**

She pleaded South African

President F.W. de Kleik to release

the other political prisoners in that

country.

Sen. Diane Watson, D-Los
Angeles, presented Mandela's
daughter with a Senate resolution

commending Nelson Mandela.
And like other speakers at the press

conference, she denounced Great
Britain's decision to lift economic
sanctions on South Africa.

Cries of *'Amandla**— meaning
'•power" -T- echoed throughout the

night Some of the speakers,

including poet Abena Busia, a

professor visiting UCLA, received

standing ovations.

Activist Margaret Prescott, who
also received an ovation, applied

the segregation in South Africa to

the United States, which she said_

has *'an updated version of apar-

theid" because racism still exists.

The night ended with Mokae
leading the crowd in the African

national anthem, raising their right

hands in salute of the African

National Congress, the recently

legalized political organization

which Mandela leads.

The event was sponsored by
Campus Events, the South African

International Student Congress
and the James S. Coleman African
Slriidifs CnxxioT
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GENDER
From page 7

time and has received welfare and
financial aid throughout her edu-
cation, Oalindo said she has still

found it difficult to feed her
family.

Her financial situation
worsened when she became an
architecture graduate student at

UCLA. "As soon as you get into

graduate school, welfare cuts you
off, but Hnancial aid considers

welfare as part of your budget. I

livec} on emergency loans my first

month at UCLA . . . Instead of

studying, I spent all my time going
to different financial aid offices,

none of which knew what they

were doing."

She expressed concern about the

direction of financial aid policies

and how they will affect economi-
cally disadvantaged students.

Faculty members showed little

understanding of her problems,
and one suggested she quit gradu-

ate school altogether, Galindo
said

Another faculty member
advised she come back when
things "get better" fmancially,

"but what no one realized is that,

for someone like me, things don't

get better," she said,
i

Kris Gutierrez, an assistant

professor of education, called such
alienation from the academic
community a **pedagogy of exclu-

sion." She described how the

perception of one's self as a
member of the academic com-
munity is strongly influenced by
the opportunities one has to parti-

cipate fully in that community.
And Hale said changing campus

attitudes was the most important

step in the fight against inequality

of oppoitunity at the university.

ARTIST
From page 6

children and their families and
friends.

Spears said she was particularly

impressed by the support the

children received from their com-
munities. **They arc constantly

reminded of how important they

are to the revolution," she said,

adding that the admiration younger
children showed for their injured

comrades bordered on hero wor-
ship.

Spears said she was most sur-

prised by the children's resiliency.

"I didn't find a despair (among
them), or an impossible hatred that

couldn't be solved." She said while

one would expect such experi-

ences to have traumatized the

children, the Palestinians "are

really strong kids.**

Spears' love of children and
artistic challenges led her to the

occiipied territories, she said. She
metT^lestinian refugees for the

fu^t time in 1987 on a barge in

Copenhagen, when she was asked
to sketch them for a local newspap-
er. ,

Th6ugh she became friends with

some of the refugees. Spears said

she still found it difficult to listen

to their sidCf of the political conflict

with Israel. "I was extremely
prejudiced against them, and saw
them all as terrorists.'

t%

But as a poet, she gained respect

for the Palestinian struggle. "I

think a child in crisis is extremely

beautiful," she said, explaining
* that she fell an "obsession" to draw
Palestinian children.

Spears returned from the

occupied territories last March and
has been touring North America
with her slides since September.

She has received financial support

for her tour from several North
American Jewish organizations.

UCLA CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION
PRESENTS

The

FENNERAM^RICANA
Exhibition

V

Etchings and paintings depicting
scenes from the artist's father's rnemoirs.

February 26-March 9, 1990

Kerckhoff Gallery
floor two, Kerckhoff Hall

"THE PICKETTS" 1989 ETCHING
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Civil riglits legislation

needs to lie revamped
By Alan J. Leahy

Numerical evidence strongly

indicates the presence of racial

inequalities in both American
businesses and schools. Today*

s

civil rights proponents firmly

believe that in the absence of

societal racism or discrimina-

tion, ethnic minorities would
achieve financial parity with

the majority.

These proponents also feel

that affirmative action programs
are necessary to redress the

historic injustices which have
occurred to American minori-

ties. To achieve this end, a

vast system of regulations have
been adopted, and large gov-

ernmental bureaucracies have
become firmly entrenched
within our society. Whatever
its intention, much of today's

civil rights legislation is based
on faulty logic and analysis,

placing strong and unwanted
burdens upon American
employers and failing to help

those it was intended for, the

American minority.

The establishment of "equal

opportunity" laws originally

intended that employers were
to disregard an applicant's

race, religion, or sex as relev-

ant criteria in the hiring pro-

cess. Today however, the civil

rights movement has decided »,

that employers must once
again, officially protected by
law, take into regard a per-

son's race, religion, DTnex^as
relevant criteria in the applic-

ant selection process.

This is an aberration of the

movement's early accomplish-
ments. The growing politiciza-

tion of race has evolved from
assuring equal opportunity for

all to assuring the proportional

equality of retrospective results.

However, guaranteeing the

opportunity to succeed is not

equivalent to guaranteeing actu-

al success. This astonishing

leap in logic, along with the

faulty premise that institutional

and employer racism arc to

blame for all statistical

inequalities, serves as the

guiding force of today's move-
ment. However, the realization

that racial statistical disparities

may arise from other factors

such as culture, age, geogra-

phy, and demography, while

perhaps not socially popular, is

an essential first step in creat-

ing the appropriate political

response.

Section 703(b) of the 1964
Civil Rights Act explicitly

makes it unlawful for an
employer to discriminate under
any circumstances, based on
race, religion or sex. The later

establishment of quotas in ,both

businesses and schools- clearly

violates both the letter and
spirit of this law. In its 1980
handbook, the liberal A.C.L.U.

suggests that Title VII of the

1964 act prohibits employers to

classify employees or applic-

ants *'in any way which would
deprive or tend to deprive any

individual of employment
opportunities." To the misfor-

tune of many Americans,

groups like the A.C.L.U. would
eventually only champion this

for particular categories of

society, while completely disre-

garding it for others.

Discrimination, in the verna-

cular, has commonly come to

denote the act of distinguishing

based upon characteristics other

than individual merit, which
are generally racial. Since his-

torically, negative racial discri-

mination has been leveled

primarily against non-whites, it

is in this context that most
Americans mentally associate

the word. To many civil rights

activists, discrimination engen-

ders only racial discrimination

against non-whiles, and in the

positive vein of "race con-

sciousness," virtually anything

else is tolerated.

They conclude that racial

discrimination is inherently

wrong, but only in this limited

sense. Ironically, another con-

clusion to be drawn is that for

certain individuals to finally be
treated equally, they Heed to

be treated differently.

The later mandate for

schools and t>usinesses to

accept applicants primarily on
"the basts of their race is

obviously a mandate to discri-

minate. This discrimination is

not based upon some relevant,

productivity-related characteris-

tic, but solely upon inherited

external factors. While some
may perceive this as either a

form of positive discrimination

or race consciousness, it

nevertheless produces the ill

effects of a zero-sum game.
The favorable racial discrimi

nation of one category of

American society necessarily

leads to the unfavorable racial

discrimination of another.

Today, it is not surprising that

various race relations are

becoming increasingly tense.

Often the numerical data

which shows racial income and
occupational disparities are in

and of themselves treated as

de facto evidence of employer
racial discrimination. This is a

common misuse of such statis-

tics. To observe the existence

of a condition X is in no way
to conclude the Y is its causal

factor. Racism and prejudice

do exist, like in any society,

but so too do a great many
jother factors.

The most important of these

factors are culture, age, geogra-

phy, and demography. Although
these variables are frequently

ignored, thefy have a profound

impact on the racial conditions
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observed in our society.

Cultural differences are

sometimes profound, and it is

very conceivable that some
cultural traits are deemed more
marlcet worthy than others. One
example is in the high rate of

alcohol consumption among
Irish-Americans. Economics ~~^

Professor Thomas Sowell states

that it is five times higher than

among Italian-Americans, and
fifty times that of Jewish

Americans. There is no doubt,

alcoholism can surely reduce

individual productivity. Con-
cerning family life, approxi-

mately fifty percent of all

Mexican-American women nruu*-

ry in their teens, while only

about ten percent of Japanese-

American women have married

that* young.

Tnis high rate of Mexican-
American, teenage marriage has

an adverse effect on the qual-

ity of education these women
can receive, and on the mark-
etability they can command.
Another visible example of an
important cultural difference is

in the high incidence of black

single parenthood. According to

a recent study, approximately

50 percent of black families

are one parent, while under 20
percent of white families con-

sist of only one parent house-

holds. . .

- 't

Like teenage marriage, the

constraints of single parenthood

can stifle both educational

ability and market productivity.

Cultural distinctions are numer-
ous, and play a strong role in

observed inter-ethnic market
disparities. This is not to

normatively conclude that some
cultures are superior to others,

but to understand that very real

differences actually exist

Perhaps this may appear

obvious, but it is often either

concealed or forgotten in the

intense desire to point the

accusing finger at others. Vari-

ous group age medians and
geographic settlement patterns

also help account for the

differing levels of financial

status observed among the dif-

ferent races.

Should today's civil rights

movement be able to continue

its reign? The answer is irre-

vocably no. Take note howev-
er, my conclusion is not for

the abolishment of a civil

rights moveipent in America.

The protection of civil rights

should be of the utmost con-

cern to all Americans. The
civil rights movement we need
however, is not one built

around hypocrisy and injustice,

but rather one based upon the

words of two very distin-

guished and culturally different

men. The first is Martin Luther

King, who stated his dream for

a nation where his children

would, "not be judged by the

color of their skin, but by the

content of their character.** The
second is President John F.

Kennedy, who announced that,

"the rights of everyone are

diminished, whenever the rights

of one man are threatened.'*

With these two ideas firmly in

mind, today's civil rights

fliovement wotild be worthy of
regaining its lost nobility, and
America definitely would be a

much better place.

Leahy is a senior majoring in

political science.
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Commentary

Women must get tougher, andmen mustget less aggressive

I
was raised by parents

who taught their children

that we could be anyone
and anything we desired. I

grew up with this freedom and
with this intention until I

learned that women earn 66
cents for every dollar a man
earns, even in the same occu-
pation.

Since then, I have realized

that even as a middle-class

Caucasian, I am a victim of
discrimination, and perhaps the

most universal, institutionalized

form of discrimination today;

sexism. I used to scoff at

women who got upset over
words like "chairman,** and
actions like a man opening a
door for a woman. Now I

understand the big deal and
see the big picture.

The uproar over Anonymous*
date rape account has subsided

for the time being, but her

experience is only a manifesta-

tion of one fdbet of the male
dominance that pervades our
society. Women are taught to

be obedient to men and raised

to pursue interests and **pink-

collar'* careers that are less

valued and less compensated
than men*s. Women are

thought of as desired, but liot

desiring — a beautiful piece of

artwork to be admired and
cherished by men.
Women and their sexuality

are largely defined by men.
Some women try to establish

their sexual liberation by pos-

ing nude for skin magazines,

but, according to Jack Solomon

Susan
Rinderle

in The Sign of Our Time, this

only "reinforces the cultural

mythology that defmes female
sexuality in terms of the active

desire of the male gaze.**

Now, not "all men are dogs*'

as some of my friends assert,

but sexism is a societal prob-
lem whose existence must be
recognized, admitted, and taken

responsibility for by all.

There is no less blatant,

overt manifestation of such
sexism than rape. Rape is,

simply, having intercourse with
someone against her will. In

well known and much quoted
studies by UCLA*s own Dr.

Neil Malamuth from 1979 to

1983, several male college

students in the U.S. and Cana-
da were asked, under various

conditions, to indicate the

likelihood of whether they

would rape someone if they

were guaranteed they would
not be caught or punished.

They rated their responses on
a scale from one ("not at all

likely**) to five ("very likely**).

An average of 35 percent

placed themselves at two or

above, while 20 percent, at

three or higher. Later studies

indicated that an even greater

percentage were likely to force

or coerce a woman into sexual

\1 Rapists have been found to

{ be men characterized by high
' levels of sexual arousal to

depictions of rape, callous atti-

tudes to rape, and a belief in

. certain sexual myths. It is

these callous auitudes and sex-

ual myths that worry me most.
I have heard even close male
friends of mine who would
never rape a soul (I think)

make shallow references to sex
and women and laugh at a
rape account

I have also heard some
disgusting assumptions. It is

most certainly not women *s

deepest fantasy to be raped. If

it were, it wouldn*t be rape!

Gentlemen, when we are nice

to you, go out with you, dress

attractively, and kiss you, we
are not asking for sex. When
we say no, we mean no, at

any point, and we expect you
to respect that, and control

yourselves.

Ladies- get tough! f^o

amount of money or attention

a man lavishes on us requires

that we pay him back in sex
(in a survey of junior high

students, 25 percent of the

boys and 16 percent of the

girls felt this was reasonable).

1^0 perfume or outfit (or lack

thereoO makes rape our fault

— ever!

Sometimes rape cannot be
escaped when the situation

begins. However, There are

manj^jyays \o avoid this situa-

tion:'

1. Be clear — don't give a

man any reason to think he*s

going to get anything more <

ffom you than a friendly drink

if that*s all you*re going to

give him.
,

2. Be assertive and confident— A convicted ex-rapist on
the Oprah Winfrey show in

December said that he looked
for women that were manipu-
lative to date and force sex

upon.

3. Stop being nice! On the

same show, Oprah observed
that "in the midst of being
pinned on the bed, you*re still

trying not to hurt his feelings.*'

I myself had to be rude and
violent once to extract myself
from a potentially threatening

situation. Listen to yoiu* intui-

tion, and don*t doubt yourself!

Get tough! Tm not saying

you should carry a gun or start

taking judo (but please feel

free!). By "tough** I mean
defming "feminine** ourselves.

By "tough** I mean speaking

out against sexist actions and
comments in our midst I mean
feeling free to speak out in

class without fear of rejection

or displaying stupidity.

Tough means being assertive,

but not stupid. Feel free to

walk to Westwood by yourself

on a well-lit street, but don*t

go jogging alone in deserted

Drake Stadium with your

Walkman blasting.

Tough means ceasing to act

like victims. In high school,

one of my friends was waiting

alone at night in front of the

city mall when a man drove

up, set up a tripod camera,

and started to photograph her,

She curied up and started to

cry. She should have gotten

up.

told him to get the heck out,

or smashed his camera lens

and run inside.

Let's work together and take

our separate responsibilities.

Sexism is alive and well in

subtle things from the tradition-

ally uncomfortable, inhibiting

shoes women wear to the

blatant statements such as the

one made by Robert Palmer in

hiew Woman, which was
quoted in February*s issue of
U(XA*s Together "You
shouldn't have to walk the

streets in fear of being abused.
You should get a man or a

cab.**

There is hope for improve-

ment Let us teach our sons to

be less assuming and aggres-

sive, and our daughters to be
tough. Let us be in less of a

hurry to buy our daughters

Barbie and tickets to the ballet,

and our sons He-Man and
tickets to the football game.

5% DISCOUNT

Right now, during the months of Febmary and March,
come into our Westwood location and receive 15% off

our reqular rates.

-€aU for free^Ic
and delivery

(ettstuuiei iniKfTneeTnormal qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.
474-9948

• ear
Car CoUecticm

Now. you and a friend can
each enjoy California's most con
venient checking free ofmonthly
service charges* for a year.

Just come in and open any
new fx^rsonal checking account,

then refer a friend who's new
to BofA. When your friend

opens an account, you'll each
get your checking free.

Ifyou already have a BofA v *

checking account, you can still

check free. Just send us a new
customer, and we'll give you
each free personal checking for

a year. Plus all the convenience
of California's largest branch and
frill- service ATM network.

Add it all tip and you'll see

why now, more than ever. \\o(A

checking is checking worth
telling your friends about. For
Tore mfofnriatlohVsioplT>y^ahy

Bank of America branch.

m
Bank of America

Doing thejob for rrx^rc Calif[>miaas.
j-
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Event

''My father has basically been allowed
to exchange a small, confined jail cell

for a larger one. He will not be free

until South Africa is free."

Makaziwe Mandela-Amuah

"Even the poets are dying . .

«

a changing world unceasingly
the same. . After 27 years of
fighting, marching and singing.. .

You are still alive but you are
still not free."
Abina Busia in her poetic tribute to Nelson

Mandela entitled 'February 11, 1990.
Sunday 3 p.m.'

Manddd'S daU^htGr: the struggle continues for another generation of South Africans
By Shalmali Pal

Contributor

The South African International Student Congress, African Studies

Center and UCLA Campus Events sponsored a celebration of Nelson

Mandela's release from prison Friday night. The guest of honor was his

daughter Makaziwe Mandela-Amuah, who set the tone for the evening

with the question of whether her father was "really walking out to free-

dom?"
While the majority of the participants in and at the event concurred

with the assessment that Mandela was 'still not free,' the issue soon faded

^s the Ackerman function quickly degenerated into the bombardment of

Mandela-Amuah and the captive audience by the radical student and

political groups who seized on the opportunity to preach on issues from

the position of black women in society to the freedom of Palestine.

Notwithstanding thejustice of their various appeals, these groups (who
unfortunately, can't always generate such audiences on their own) almost

completely usurped the evening.

The reception began with a 45 minute press conference that consisted

of one too many welcome speeches for Mandela — who was suffering

-rfrom jet lag and obvious fatigue.

When she was finally given the podium, Mandela-Amuah proved to be

the most engaging Speaker of the night. She strongly encouraged the

continuation of all sanctions— economic and cultural — against South

Africa and warned the audience against believing the South African

government's claim that they are dismantling apartheid.

Powerful and well spoken, Mandela-Amuah actually addressed the

issue of South Africa's struggle and her father's role in it.

Rivaling the intensity of Mandela-Amuah's speech was a poem by
Abina Busia, a South African raised in exile in England. Entitled Febru-

ary 11,1990. Sunday 3p.m., the poem recounted the turbulent events that

plagued the world after Mandela's incarceration in 1962. Busia's

affecting summary of 27 years of "fighting, marching and singing"

culminated in the miraculous and sobering fact that Mandela was still

alive in what she called a "changing world unceasingly the same."

Actors Danny Glover and Alfre Woodard, who portrayed Nelson and

Winnie Mandela in a recent film appeared to lend their support to the

occasion and the cause. Glover spoke briefiy and urged the audience to

intensify the momentum, and continue the struggle.

Woodard, a member of the entertainment-industry based Artists For A
Free South Africa, is working through that organization to sponsor anti-

apartheid benefits and lobby Congress to strengthen sanctions against the

Pretoria regime. When asked about recent moves to modify the extensive

cultural boycoU by international artists, Woodard said that certain

programs, such as Cosby Show, being shown in South Africa would not

violate the spirit of the cultural boycott. The positive portrayal of blacks

would be beneficial to the oppressed without reducing any of the cultural

and economic isolation of the oppressor.

Bands such as Inner Secrets, Gravity and the South African Zuluspear,

provided a much needed cohesive element to the event with songs

specifically about Mandela and the battle against apartheid.

Certainly deserving more than the ten minutes they received at the tail

end of the program was the Nigerian Talking Band who preformed

traditional African chants and dances.

Although celebrities such as Denzel Washington and Kareem Abdul

Jabbar who were scheduled to appear failed to attend, the members of the

entertainment community that did show up helped to establish the

appropriate note of celebration. Actor Zakes Mokae hosted the last half

hour of the program with a mix of confusion and jubilation that was
refreshing compared to many of the relentless condemnations of the

speakers. ^_

Many of those same speakers warned that it was not enough to raise a

fist in the air and shout "Amandla!" By the same token, it was not enough

for them to invoke Nelson Mandela's name only to disregard his struggle

and expound on their own.

In his telephone address Bishop Desmond Tutu said that we should

"hold onto each other in the chain of humanity." Instead, Friday's recep-

tion risked being more of a break in that chain— with the most important

missing link being the lack of any real celebration of Mandela's

achievements.

Music Film

Back to the Future:

Tears, Harry mix past, present

By Rob Winfield
.

A & E Editor .

CONCERT: Tears for Fears and Debbie Harry at 4he Great Western Foaim,
Thursday, Feb. 22.

'
It's been a long time.

^ As fans awaited the arrival of Tears For Fears and Debbie Harry, one
couldn't help but feel a bit of time's wearing presence and the relief that

comes with a Unification of the past.

With four and a half years since TFF took to the American concert cir-

cuit, and nearly a decade for Harry, the re-emergence of these two artists

at the Great Western Forum Thursday possessed a certain sense of

familiarity— a familiarity that has suffered a much too lengthy absence.

Back when pop music had an aura of excitement and innovation, these

two artists made music thafone could care for, become involved with,

and make it a part of their own.
But, wh^n both did their disappearing act, that clement soon began to

diminishr

Thus, Thursday night was a time for celebrating the past and
incorpprating it into the present.

For a solid two hours, TFF soared through 16 songs, a majority of

which were derived from their first two albums.

Backed by an eight-piece band, including the mesmerizing vocalist

Oleta Adams, whose presence was seen on their latest Sowing th^ Seeds

See TEARS, page 22

Diversity sliowcased at i.atino filmfest tonight
By Jill L6ger

MATT DAUB/Da«y Bruin

Curt Smith of Tears For Fears performs "Head Over Heels"

a

Thursday night at the Forum.

Staff Writer

FILM: Nuestra Vista: eight works by Latino film students. Presented by UCLA Film
and Television Department. Feb. 26 at 7:30 in Melnitz. Admission is free.

The UCLA Department of Film and Television is presenting Nuestra

Vista, a program of eight shorts by Latino student filmmakers screening

tonight at Melnitz.

Initiated last year by participating students Daniel Jocobo and Edgar
Bravo, Nuestra Vista (Our View) is the first screening showcasing the

works of Latino filmmakers, said Don McEtonald, film department

screening committee chair.

He stressed the evening as a chance for the public to view projects

developed by students who comprise a significant part of UCLA*s fihr

school.

^ "We are well on our way to becoming the lop Latin-interest grad-lcvel

film school in the western United Slates," he said.

Jocobo added that Nuestra will serve to offset the debasing fare

currently pervading film and television screens by showcasing positive

images of the Latino.

"There are so many negative stereotypes, in films today," he said.

"Latinos are usually (depicted as) cither drug addicts, gangbangers or

hoodlums."

Featuring works by students from Colombia, Puerto Rico and Mexico
City, as well as from California, Nuestra singularly avoids narrow
perspective.

Film department chair Ruth Schwaru noted the films* diverse array of

themes. The eight shorts, she said, are linked only by the fact that each
was directed by a Latino film student.

*Thcy cover a variety of subjects," she said. "It's not just a matter of

A family suffers the AIDS related death of its oldest son in 'Mi

Hermano, ' screened tonight at Melnitz.

Latino themes."

Said McDonald, "Each has a different style— and we like it that way."

He added that the wide range of Nuestro film themes is as broad and

eclectic as UCLA itself.

*These films refiect the diversity on campus," he said.

Indeed, Maria Bozzi's poignant, clever examination of emotional

repression in Instructions For Crying bears striking contrast to Don
Matos* black and white The Other Side, which pits three small boys

against a swindling employer and his lousy sidekick.

Patricia Cardozo*s Airglobes highlights a child's coming of age during

a family Christmas in Colombia, while Roberto Donati*s Lisa explores

the relationship between an autistic girl and her doctor.

Like Donati. Bravo also explores human disorders with Mi Hermano,

""
See DiVERfITY, page 22
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10925 Undbrook

20M366

VILLAQE
961 BroKtan

206^76

12:00-2:30-!

Room A M* (R)

J0-S!20-75S-10:15

Efwnit% A Lew* Slory (R)

10:50-1:40-4:36-720-10:10

'2
12.-00-2:30-6:15-8:00-10

H»4 10 Hi (R)

12:1S-2:46-5:1S«00-10:30

11:00-1:45-4:4^0:45

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
Pimm »A group acMly dhoouni lehato

for ihoiM tofar* 6PM only

948 Broxton

2064906

wEsrwooo
1050 Giytoy

206-7664

Tlw Bwod of iNfOM (ra

(12:00)-2:30-6:00-7:30-10:06

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664
(12:15)-2:45^M

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

KM Ml Agrin (R
4-oo-ioi5(12:30)-3:00-6:30-&-<

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytty
206-7664

Hit AdvaifeifM of

Biran Mundwuan (PQ)

7:30-10:30

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytoy

206-7664

(12:00)-2:30'-6:15-7:45-10:15

REGBtT Mm Doni Lhvi (PO-ia
1045 BroKlon (11:15-2:00H50-7:45-10:40
206-3259 SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

«id group adMV dtoooutfs aooaptod

lor rfMiM baiora 6PM only

PLAZA
1067 Giandon
208-3097

OrMng Miaa QaiaWPG)
(12:3O-3:O0)-5:3O-80O-10:30

Santa Monica
MANN WILSNIRE TWM SImMv A Mt (PQ-13)

1314 WkNM BM. 4:30-7:00-9.36

45t-4377 'Sat 8 S»i jHo 12:00-2:15

IMNN WIL9MRE TWM DrMng Mht DMw (PQ)

1314 WhNra BM. 5:00-7:30-»:45

451-4377 'Sal 8 SuniiM 12:30-2:45

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beveriy Hills

ROYAL
11523 &M BM
477-5561

SM

MUSIC HAU
9036 WhM*
2744866

Oii^ 5:15-6:30

'Sal A Sun IMnaa 2M

Daly 5.00-7:40-10:10

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 2:15

Sun 11:00Hn CoNMion Thraada

HNE ARTS
8566 Within
652-1330

My 6.404.-00-10^

*Sat 8 Stfi Malnaa 2:00-4:00

Tht SidMMk Mow
Sun 1:00pm

manlMnn. 1 GWi 01 1000

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

EnaaMai^ A Lowa Slofy

(My 4:45-7:30-10^

"SMA Sun Malnaa 2.O0

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
364-9741

MUik Boi
Daly 4:45-7:45-10:15

'SM A Sun Malnaa 1:45

MONICA
1332 2nd SL
364-9741

MfMMy TNMI
Odiy 4:45-7:15-9:45

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 2:15

ShalMapig: OSmNo
*S«I 8 Su) lOKWm

MOMCA
1332 2nd
394-9741

SMrti

-PREMERE SHOWCASE-
CW1SW10 90dW mmfV

(My 5:304^)0-10:1 S

Frfc OMar Tha BtlMMnar

3^^:3 AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Omiurv aiy 14

10250 Sanii Monica BM.
Canivy Clly Shop^ Canlv
Fraa I^MWng:

4 Hourt Raa Viidakn
W» PuchM* of Thaata TloMtt

(213) 5534600

MounlBlna On Tha Moon (R)

10:25-1:1S4:15-7:15-10:20

'SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Driving Miaa Oaiay (PG)

11:15-2:00^:45-736-10:00

Mu«c Boi (PG-13)

11:00-2:40-455-7:35-10:35

11:46-2:35-5:25-750-10.25

Cinoma Paradiao (NR)

10:30-1:25-4.054:00-9:45

11;40-2:25-5:15-9O0-10I0:«

Man Don't Laa«»(PQ)
11:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10:30

TIM TiM« of tm QypMta (R)

10:20-1:20-4:20-725-10:35

My L«R Fool (R)

12:20-3:00-5:30420-1050

Slantey A iria (R)

2:50-5:«54:10-10.40

Coirago MounWn
10:15-11:30

12:10-3:05-5:554^0-10^'S

Blood Of Hcroaa (m
12:45-3:15-5:354;15-10:56

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
11272 S«iU Mcnica BL 520-7:30-9:40

4784379 'Sat 8 Sun Mafnaaci 00-3:10

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

QoMwM
4754202

Hm Rot Againat Hmtv
11:15-1 :15-3:15-7:15

finhiiimuwuwyii
4754202 1100-1:40-420-7:00-1

nonry ¥
7:00-^40

Ooidwyn ftugalofo

47S4202 1:20-520-7:30-9:4

'Sal 8 Sun 1:20-3:30-5:40-750-10:00

GoMwyn
4754202

Griniaa 8
12:45-500-900

QoMwyn
47S4202

Tha iJtla Mwwald
11:30-3:30-5:10

-Sat 8 Sun 11:00-11:30-3:305:10

47S4202
Daad Potto Sodtfer

300-7:15-950

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronal Qlory (5 Acadwny Nominafow)
10889 WaiMort) 12:10-2:40-5:208:00 10:30
475-9441

TOMMOby Starao

UA CORONETMy Laft Foot (5 Acadamy Nominalons)
10860 Walworti 2:50-5: 15-7:45-10 10
475-9441

UA CORONET
10889 Walworth

475-9U1

Madhouat
1200-1:50-3:45-5:45

UA CORONET
10866 Walwortt)

475-9441

Angal Town
12:20-10:00

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES™

Westwood
AVCO aNEMA I

Wain at Watlwood
475-0711

SfVOdby Slarao

Tlw W»r Of Tha Roaaa (R)

12:15 2:35 5:00 7:45-10:30

AVCO aNEMA II

WHih. at Watlwood
4754711

IWWidkri Slarao

11:45 205-
Nighlbrc

5-4^10-7 15-ft50

AVCO CINEMA Whort Tho HoMl M (R)

WMih at Wattwood 12:45-2:55-5:20-7:50-10:15

475-0711 -Fri 8 Sal Lali Show: 12:15 AM
70mm4)Qiby Slarao
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Music

Grammys link chili & Vanilli with a dilly of a backstage show
By Dezi Ferguson
Contributor

I was pinched in my three inch heels and
velvet no-room-to-breathe dress. It was the

night of the Grammies.
"How am I going to live without you?**

Michael Bolton crooned into my ears as he
swept me across the stage. **Oh,** I crooned
back. "Oh, Michael.*'

"Girl,** VanilU looked deeply into my
eyes, "you know it*s true.** He handed me a

glass of champagne.
"Oh, Vanilli.** I sighed as I melted into his

arms.

"ArrrmT-anTTgh!
**

"Oh, Sam. .
.** 1 readjusted his red beret.

I woke up with my nose in my chili.

I had arrived at the Shrine two hours

earlier, after a ride on the Shuttle Bus from
Hell. Journalists of every breed were
swelling the vehicle and we had all set out in

search of the glamour, the drama, the class

that was the Grammies.
"Yeah, I hold the cards.** A woman had

explained herjob to her companion. "Oooo.
Is that so the stars won*t screw up?**

"Yeah. Kinda.** The woman then had
pushed up her wilting eleven-inch high hair.

I had smelled Aqua-net mixed with Eau De
Desperate.

Ten minutes later, the bus had spewed out
its contents onto a back street in front of a

gymnasium-looking building. Limos with
fans like lamprey slowed then stoppped. No
one got out.

Colored badges enabled the many scraw-
ny door men CThey*re skinny. . . so let*s

have more of them to make up for it**) to
herd and separate the lucky from the luckier.

Brooding, moody journalists in silk,

satin, sequins, and jeans and ripped shoes
massed the arena. I had brought a formal
dress in case my casual slacks wouldn*t do.
No one noticed. Moving clumsily, they
stumbled to the food table.

"Ahhhh.**

To the coffee pot.

"Ahhhhh.**

Jerking up. they'd move en masse— the
Media Blob— as soon as the volume was
turned up on any one of the giantTV screens
provided to link us with the Other Side,

where the dreams were. Some of them, as I

was told, had been up since yesterday.

There were mini-stages created by

canvas and poles.

There were tWo stages for the Deadline
Press, television and daily newspapers.
They got the stars first, right after the

awards presentation.

The general press got one— that's us and
magazines. We got the stars after they had
suffered the TV crews and computer-jour-

nalists, clacking away on portable terminals

attached to a phone modem.
Last was a mini-stage for the photogra-

phers. They photographed the stars after

they had suffered the TV crews, computer
journalists and had staggered through the

pencil-chewing general press. Hey, they're

tired, messy, unkempt. Let*s take a photo.

My chili and I had become great friends. I

See DILLY, page 21

Angela's Hair Salon
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$14.00

Men
Shampoo, cut

and biowdry

$16.00

Women
Shampoo, cut

and biowdry
^^^^»^w#w

$35.00
Feb.-March
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TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 mca/isa accepted

~1

4

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*connplete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canais & dentures
*lau5hlna^gas_ay2Jla^^

^\ :'(

.. 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiefs plus qui- latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies Bk/White
• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete BirxJtng Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213) 824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 1

7

Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon
'I Q

Plus its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

"It^s time for a change/^

An Ecumenical Service to mark the
beginning of the Lenten Season.
Join with fellow Christians of all

traditions to mark the Lenten fast

by the Imposition of Ashes«

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

r happy"piate
• Chicken

j •Beef Stick /
j

• Fried Rice
! • Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon

J.I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Glendon Avenue (2 1 3)

Kinross

1) I q[^^Westwood Vi I lage, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICl

On

February 28, 1990
12:00 " 1:00 PM

the steps of Schoenberg Hall
The University Religious Conference 208-5055
Baptist Ministry

Canterbury Westwood (Episcopal)

Presbyterian Center for Churcn 6i University

University Christian Fellowship
University Catholic Center
University Lutheran Chapel
Wesley Foundation

Advertise

It Works.
Contact the UCLA Daily Bruin to

make the most of your organization

and your advertising dollar.

Advertise.
825-2161
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wiped my nose.

Since I had been here, sixty-one of the

seventy-seven awards had been handed out
in the Pre-Telecast Awards. In fact, on my
arrival I had received a sheet listing the

winners of the Pre-Telecast awards, awards
not deemed media-worthy: Best Tropical

Latin Performance (Ritma En El Corazon
Album; CeHa Cruz & Ray Barretto), Best
New Age Performance (Passion-Music for

the Last Temptation of Christ, Peter

Gabriel), Best Album Notes, etc.

Talking with a lady from a midwest AOR
(album-oriented rock) station, we agreed

that this night was a lesson in How Not To
Be A Journalist.

"This is unprofessional!" fumed a

woman who squinted furiously from behind

her fashionable frames at the nervous

looking event-staff membef. She wanted
some information that apparently no jour-

nalist was allowed. A second event-member
hiked up her tight dress and thrust her pencil

into the upset woman's face: "We don't
need this aggravation."

Paula Abdul and Patrick Swayze grinned
and nodded at the press. They had been on
stage less than ten minutes.

"Patrick, I understand that your wife has
had a miscarriage lately. . .how is she. .

."

spouted a harried-looking reporter.

Swayze's mouth twisted as if to hold
something back. He walked off the stage.

End of statement.

A group from the aforementioned AOR
station asked Michael Bolton if he thought
he won because he was the tallest. Bolton
laughed and said he didn't think he was the

tallest.

Caron Wheeler, formeriy the vdSce of
Soul II Soul's hit "Back To Life," was
cornered by a determined French reporter

£C-

who asked her to react to the African-

American movement, the Soul II Soul copy

cats and to the situation in South Africa.

Cool and British, she responded evenly but

looked very tired.

The AOR group asked Sam Kinison why
didn't he win, and Kinison responded,

"Next time, let me lose against somebody
-who is in my category. .

." Kinison lost Best

Comedy Recording to P.D,Q. Bach: 1712

Overture and Other Musical Assaults.

Kinison also commented that with

Andrew "Dk:e" Clay's nomination, it was
like running against himself.

Milli Vanilli was queried by an irritated

man asking why did they win Best New
Artist, when there were other artists who
deserved it more?
They responded that his honesty was

appreciated but they're not the ones who
hand out the awards.

Bonnie Raitt, the most surprised on her

Grammy sweep, had made her album "Nick

Of Time" on the road of recovery from
reportedly addictions and self-destructive

behavior.

"Bonnie, could you be more specific

about the troubles you went though prior to

this album?"

Raiu peered out at the reporter. She
responded, "We all got troubles."

Taylor Dayne was asked about her new
look. "What new look?" She said, her hands
thrust into her pockets.

After six hours and ten cups of coffee,

everybody was slowing down. Waiters

scooped up the uneaten roast beef sandwi-

ches and brownies neady. Garbage bags

were pushed to the side. Cigarettes lit up.

I piled up into the heaving, sweaty Shuttle

Bus From Hell with most of the others. The
Limos were still outside, like decoys.
Screams. I craned against the window in

time to see a girl being held by her friend.

She was having an attack of glamour.
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RID OF YOUR AONE!
V SKIN CARE COSMETICS

SARI
Clear Complexion System

7 can't believe the difference it makes.
All r^QturQl ingredients : a breakthrough in acne treatment
Coll for o consultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Irgtitut de Beaute 1 3 1 3 Westwood Blvd. (2 1 3)477- 1 788, 473-2303

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
i: GET ONE

'' CALIFORNIA ROLL

5 00p m 7.00 pm
7 days Hake out excluded)

^^MQ/WDVAMA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIOIVS BOARD
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

BUSINESS MANAGER
OF THE DAILY BRUIN

The Daily Bruin U UCLA'« daily student newspaper. The DaUy Bruin \» published Monday through Friday by the Communi-
cationa Board under the direction of the appointed Editor-in-Chief and the Bnainess Manager. Applicanu must be registered
UCLA studenu. The Communications Board will interview candidates Monday, March 12 at the 4 pm meeting.

APPLICATION DEADLINE; Tuesday, March 6 at 12 Noon.
Candidates should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a UCLA Daily Bruin mission
Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall during regular business hours.

sutement in the Publications

Applications will be available March 1, 1990

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin, KLA, Bruin Life, Al-Talib, Ha'Am,
La Cente de Aatlan, NOMMO, Pacific Ties, TenPercent, Together.

Applicants mnat be a UCLA Student in fpod standing and carrying a minimum of 8 units at the time of application, with a
cumulative CPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. Each appbcant must meet mihimiim experience requiremenu fop the -particular
medium applied for.

Applicants must have worked a minimum of three quarters for the Daily Bruin at the time of application or show subatantial
demonstratad experience.
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SUPERTEK

TRANSLATORS
Staff researchers, translators, and
Interpreters needed for L.A. design
company, with projects currently in

Korea. Applicants should be fluent in

reading, writing, and speaking both
English and Korean with a backround in

Korean-American studies. Full and
Part-time positions available. ' v

Send resume to:

Supertek Productions Co., Inc.

2231 Colby Ave.

Los Angeles, California 90064

Attn: Gregory Van Horn

Project Director

t. Kenya Safari Co.

$149.00
each

Fully Lined Leather Bag
Carry Backpack Style or Top Handle

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Call or Write for Free Brochure

Send Check or M.O. To:
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 832-9552
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
940 Downing Denver

ISRAEL

Sin Opportunity

—For more^infomiatiQiiiaLalLIsracl Programs

call:

1-800-27.ISRAEL or 212-750-7773

_ _ or write:

Israel Program Center/AZYF
515 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022

BIG RED l^naVGS

"The Pizza Alternative"
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, healthy

alternative to greasy, fattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to lam (3ain weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING

^^ WMMM
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. BUY SSi^S^KOS AUD 1

478-WINGS
478-9464

We Want You ...to adv^eft/se/

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bmin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.
To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE SAM?
','1

Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can
use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl.

459-0535
Call for appt.

•Refunds Within 21 Days
•Fax Service Available

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
1 0% Off With Ad Until March 31

.

Validated Parking ^'^^
New Practice-Reasonable Rates'*

TEARS
From page 18

of Love LP, lx)th frontmen Curt
Smith and Roland Orzabel
assumed a more prolific stance to

the live presentation.

No longer were synthesizers and
backing tapes a dominant element
to their stage presence. Rather, a
wide array of live instrumentation
took the forefronL A grand piano,

an incredible saxophonist, a sepa-
rate percussion section — these

were the elements that breathed
new life into the hits of the past

And, no longer was TFF just the

pop band that fans were familiar

with in the past. After such a
lengthy absence, they've grown
into an eclectic meshing of musical
textures, highly developed and
lovingly embraced.

Much of the older material, with
its pop qualities intact, was taken
one step further by introducing a
newfound cultural background in

jazz, R&B and gospel elements.
The latest loaterial, already

grounded in this style, only gained
in strength from this live-band
approach.

By the end of the performance,
one couldn't help but feel that

Tears For Fears had made a
triumphant return after a four and a
half year absence.

Preceding TFF, forrher Blondie
vocalist Debbie Harry conjured up
similar sentiments with her cool,

slick-mannered 45 minute pre-

sentation.

Performing half dozen cher-

ished favorites from her past band,
as well as a considerable amount of
solo material from recent years,

Harry still proved to be the queen
of hip pop culture.

Taking the stage, she appeared
as if a day hadn't passed since she
last found herself performing to an
American audience. The same
stylish image, along with the same
gutsy substance, exuded from the

stage.

Together, these two artists took
their audiences on a comforting
ride through the past and a pleasai

lemm to the present.

NVERsmr
From page 18

which deals with the blow a young
man's AIDS related death deals to

his family.

Bravo's second Nuestra piece.

Mi Casa, and Carlos Avila's

Illegals, directly explore Latino

themes, and work together as a pair

of complimentary visions of
immigration hardship. Mi Casa*s
examination of economic difficul-

ties threatening to destroy an
American immigrant family in

America offsets Avila's sensitive

u-eatment of an illegal alien's sad-

eyed experiences.

Jocobo said his Paradox steers

clear of strictly Latino themes.

*The story has nothing to do
with the fact that he's a Latino,",

said Jocobo of his film's prota-'

gonist. "It's a supernatural story."

Displaying an eerie, surreal

style, Paradox tells of a young
boy's search through his grand-

father's toy chest at the "bewitch-
ing" hour of midnight.

McDonald said tonight's pro-

ceedings will feature appearances
by at least two acclaimed . film

school alumni, Gregory Nava —
screenwriter/director of El Norte
(1983)— and Moctesuma Esparza— producer of Stand and Deliver

(1987).

Public information representa-
tive Mary Tokita said that Nuestra
is the first film department screen-
ing spotlighting works of a cultural

group, but added that the film
school would be more than recep-
tive to showcase the works of
others.
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Greek Week '90 Here!

LET THE GREEK TIMES ROLL
MONDAY: Greek Info Faire

At the Bruin Bear 10:00-2:00 pm
Check out Art Carved Class Rings
ALL ARE WELCOME
DONATE BLOOD

THURSDAY: UCU Greek Spirit Day
Wear house letters and view
Art Carved Class Rings in

Ackerman 2410, 2:00-5:0D pi

TUESDAY;

WEDNESDAY;

aiTF'artFielJCLA Blood Donor Center
afternoon- at B0n
Serenades and Dessert Exchange
Beginning at 9:30 (at sororities)

Greek Games
At the IM Field, 2:00-5:00 pm
(check in at 1:45)

Rag Football Tournament
Round I, 2:00-5:00 pm v

Yogurt Night a.

At Penguin's, after 7:00 pm
Whopper Eating Contest

At Burger King, 6:00 pm

Hag Football Tournament
Round II, 2:00-5:00 pm

"Double Vision"

Meet at sororities (pm)

ALL GREEK EXCHANGE
At Vertigo, 9:00-2:00 am

Donate Blood at the UCLA Blood Donor Center
Tuesday-Thursday

All monetary proceeds from Greek Week will

benefit the UCLA Child Development Center for
' aid to tenninally ill children. Use house "fishbowl"

for all spare change!
Toy drive to benefit the Child Development
Center-

bring toys to "Double Vision" program on
Wednesday.

Canned Food Drive to benefit Second Harvest-
buy goods from Breadstiks (will be collected from
houses at the end of week)

Any questions, please contact your Greek Week Rep.

COME OUT AND SUPPORT YOUR HOUSE AT ALL EVENTS!
Remember, the fraternity/sorority with the most participation points by Thursday wins Greek Week!

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. OiKutsion, Thurs Book Studv

Fri. SMo Study AU 3525 12:1S - 1:15

J\m "3-7-1r NPI C8177. W«J Ditoasion

NPIC8S38 12:10-1:00

For alcohdct or individuals who have a

drinking probltfn

(213) 387-8316

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Miscellaneous

INSURANCE WARI We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your bu«ir>ess. Sports cars,

ry^ultiple tickets, studer^t discounts. Request

'Bruin Plan'. (213)873-3303 or
(81 8)992-6966.

Free 3 Miscellaneous

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.

(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:OOpm.

DANA.

FASHIONS in swimwear. Models wanted for

free testing by international photographer.

(213)559-8766 days, (213)827.9756
evenings.

YOGA
Daily Drop-
In classes

^^^^^ All leveU

llall :5muianda Yoga Center
600 Sa>Mtelte Bl NVLA (213)478-0202

PHANTOM OF
illH OPKl<^\
I SOO 962 MASK

U I V Is S^^"* .Itlv

A NEW YOU. Bener Grades more spending
mor^ey. Try our Personal Change Program
FREE CASSETTE TAPE INCLUDED. Send
$10.00 cash, check or money-order to: Suc-
cessful Endings, 2265 \A/^stwood Blvd. Los
Angeles, CA 90024.

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut models.
Bobs only. Ask for Alia. {213)277-4230(w).
(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.
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Campus Happenings
1 Campus Happenings i Campus Hoppenings 1 Campus Happenings i Personal 10

Spring into a

new quarter.

For a chance to reserve a meeting
room in Ackerman Union for the
Spring and Summer quarters,

submit your group/department name
at A-Level, Ackennan Union, A-216 on
Monday, February 26, anytime from
8am-5pm. Call 206-0836 for details.

I
Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

tLe ¥f€€k At

tke UA

A.
AXQ,
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Personal 10 Personal 10 PersorKri

Order your pcMsonalized graduation

announcements now!

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS
'100% Natural
'Doctor Recommended
•CallJil (213) 285-9492

The Delta Zeta Sorority is proud to

announce their 1990 Rose Court:

Kin£i

Court

Tom Addinatoi^

Mike Giardmo
Randy Hallman
Bryan Kin£f

Dou£f Delanoy

John Kitiyama
A'

JO Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 .

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED.
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854^951

CAMPUS PHOTO STUDIO
150 Kcrckhoff Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M-F 8:30-5:30

The Raddest Girls

On The Row

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORf^lSOME. FEARFUL
•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in rtlatlvely gcx>d health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam, .
-

jn order to determine eligibility. : '"^
i

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to
" ^ $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

LISA BENNISH (AF)
Congratultlons on being

chosen for IX court,

rnn so proud of youl

Erin

Personal 10 Personal 10

! The Delta 2^ta sorority wishes to

^congratulate our outstanding members:

%

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

J Senior: Hilary Judd

^Junior: Tiffany Clayton

^Sophomore: Lauren

ijp Hendricks

^Freshman: Sheila Bernus

Active: Linda Barney

Pledge: Debbie HallmaiA

Jam in Greek Week

*
FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

-mr M.9M 4«wc«-« a. %

^.^^ LAKERS ^„'<^f.
\\^ j^ lace value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

m, UCLA ifaM<« t ..t to to«t Qm^m •^ fiZm gim m , mU Him,m^ mZ,>Mm ^ST/dT/S^*

fax: # 2050829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052__Santa_^Ionica_Blvd., West Hollywood

HAPPY
21st

ANNIE!
We Love
. You!
^ Kassy,

Lori, Bonnie,

Ericka, Jani

& Alison •

Research Subjects 12

HEALTHY VOLUMTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN
THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKIh
STIMULATION. PARTIOPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A kCOICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN
SOME INDIVIDUALS. PARTIQPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO $40 FOR 4 HOURS
CAa 213425^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION. ASK FOR LARRY.

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Hey H^O Polo
Thanks for coming to

dinner!
We loved meeting

you aU!
^Pi Phi

7 Good Deals

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

•open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213)J75-5§98^ / 24 hour fT>TQ»ocy »gfvic»

V.I.P.
Now you can join our private

practice. t)ecome a V.I.P. memtwr

and receive all of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are^ Special"

Use your Mastercard

or visa. . .

U

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011 .. Personal 10

Delta Gammas
are

proud to welcome
our professors & TAs

to our
Professor Scholarship

Dinner

Tonight
at 5:30

DELTA ZETA PLEDGES
You're 1/2 way there!

See you at

the house tonight

at 5:30 sharp!

AKZ- The Actives

'Hyperactive Boys with atterHional proWems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 arwl a free developmental evalua^
tion. (213)625-0392.'

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypenensrtlve to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required lo brush teeth 2X
daily with assi^fwd commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

weelt period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, DenUl Clinical Reseych Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

•Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.' ^

-,

I

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All liatural.

100% gusninteed.

(21 3)281 -7484

Kappa Delta welcomes our I

Professors and TA's to dinner tonightl

Greek Week

Blood Drive
at

UCLA
Blood Center

See

House Coordinator

for Appointments

AXQ
Seniors...
meet at Pizza

Hut at 5:00 pm
for a

"Solaimente
Senior" dinner,

CQUfGIUniUMS
USA BENNISH (DG)
on making SC's
199091 court.
I'm so proud of
my amazing big
^^' ^ Stacy

Research Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, are
wanted to complete questionaires to aid in

research examining how individuals adapt to

living with a chronic illness. Please call

KarynZukow (818)981-4415.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820-6574.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 years
and older needed for PET SCAN research
project. Will have radioactive material in-

jected for positron imaging of brain or heart.

Bloods may be taken. Earn up to $1 25.00 call

825-11 18.

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or rrtore »nd have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. K accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFKIE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

Wanted to Buy 16

WANTED Basketball. Baseball cards and other
sports memorabilia, collections any size. Cash
paid. (213)645-9708.

Lost 17

LADIES CXXD WATCH Sentimental value.
Please return for reward. Call Lisa.
(213)208-7438

Sperm Donors

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

mecHcjd research In

Bevedy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

I
BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY

Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Salons 21 Salons

DEE'S HAIR SALON
*We don't just do supercuts...

we do better cuts!"

exp. 4-3a90

-5 experienced & top hair designers - Z^ manicurists -

creative colors & perms - faciafs & waxing

473-7664 11052 Santa Monica Bh^d.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

ud^

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure Pediaiie .^^3 208-8193 <L
1015 GAYLEY AVE.. WESTWOOD VILLACX

Business Properties 25

OFFICE SPACE for rent. 450sq ft of prime
Brentwood office space in advertising agency.
Ideal for graphic artist, desktop publisher or
any other art/ communication related field.

Full service available: Merlin ,>honc system,
FAX machine, computers, laser printer, start

camera, & tons of resources. (213)447.2964,
ask for Shawn.

Healtti Services 22

NEEDWOMAN for hair rrxxieling. Models get
free chemical service. Limited lime. Medium
lenth hair. Neda (213)474-9091,
(818)785-8482.

We Accept All Vision Care Pla

Dr. In Westwood

Health Services 22
208-301

1

UCLA School of'llkiicine

UNIVERSITY OBESITY CENTER
Deportment of Medicine

announces

THE NU-SUM SYSTEM
8 week program oi lopid weight loss for

people who wish to lose 10-30 lbs.

New groups stcnrting.

Call Immediately
206-3760

Opportunities Help Wonted 30

LARN up lo

$150 por fnonlh
nv Hn PING OTHFUS
OONATt HLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY

1'

'Ml <883 'm
19b4 Van NuYi gi«d Sfiiriian Oaki

ACCOUNTING CLERK. AMist controller of
West>wood law firm. Key enter CA; proccM'
M»; filing. Fltxlblc schedule, 8-10 hnA<«^. PC
experience, 50 wpm a muit; 10 key helpful.
Kathy (213)824-4800.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT. 15-20 hriAwk,
pleasant WLA offkSfe. Must be reliable, good
with numbers & have computer experiencev
SMv. BelMCMhy (213)477-1597.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, financial ser.

vicei. Entry level. Comer willshirMxindy.
Need self starter, wordperfect, daUbase nfwiv
agenwm, organizational skills. S9A>r, 20 hn/
week. Flexible. (213)374-7494.

I-
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ACROM
1 1»42Mghway
6 Mr Waller
10 Spider*
14 Wootfy vtne
ISTurktah

reQknenl
ItLartded
17 JeNy
15 Wrinkle
20 8trt«*

21 Selemertder
23 — firm*

24 Loafed
26 WNd
28Ea*llydone
30 Splendor
31 "Mlr«e —

"

32 Surtdlel irtfo

36Neoative
37 Until now
38 King: Let.

39 Esquire
42 High time
44 Puts to work
45 Newapepers
46 Uberetor

Simon —
49Eeae
50 Oulcfcly

51 USSRdty
52 Nautleel

55 PQA greet
56 Qlrl'* neme

eO Noun ending
61 MeWK
62 Cowboy gear
63Eapied
o4 Amerlnoe
66 Ben

DOWN
1 "Tliere ouglit

lobe 1"

2 Mone —
3 Tropic of —
4 Bleckbird
5PI«teeree
6 Looked orrto

7 "ThMik*
8S«lt
9Tme
10 Spectacle
1

1

Affrlgfrt

12 FertMxer;
ver.

13 Place
19 Oownrtght
22 Victory *ign

25 Commotion
26 Ceveiryman
27 nuiied
28 Tb^
29 Bllter tonic
30 Furniture

32 Prefix for

sault

33 Abnormal
34 Enoourtter

35 Former

BaoQ nan oaaaQo

CISC] Ejaoam

onQQ sa[i[DQ[i]s:!]am

ipou*e*
37 Blood pert*
40 SoNdlfy
41 aio*
42 Vibratee
43 Confine
45 0iooeee
46 Woe*
47

1

I

I

I

i

I

I

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS NEEDED
FULL OR PART TIME

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS OF

, THE STARS
,|TOP PAY AND TIPS

tALL (213) 657-2420
M-F. 9AM-3PM

46
49 SfMittlecocfc*

51 Cebbege
53 record

54 Pttoto

56TCir*rlvel
-

57 Young on*
50 Kindled
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phojie research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

LAW FIRM

needs motivateci person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

vy/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

JiSlIIPENPrS i^ RECENT GRAD
|i?jc>a;;j

a9^ opportunities with one of
ite^ 4^^ successful mutual
fund and inslliutional investment management com*
panies. Duelompnd expansion FVT and ^1^ positions
are available for day and evening students. We offer
highly competitive starting sSaries with bonus
potential and one ofthe best benefits packages in LA,
including an educational subsidy.
iBease call (213) 486-9250 or
Ipend resume to: Employment Recruiter, P.0 Box

Mid-Wilshire Law Firm
seeks intelligent, energe-
tic college student to as-

sist in all facets of legal

office services i.e master
calendar, conesponding
with clients, court filings

etc. Make your own
schedule. Top salary.

Great beginning job.

Ask for Kelli (fomier
UCLA Bruin)937-1761.

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun. fresh, and lively team

and help to make our first of many
"Dole" Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please caN Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500.

Real Estate Developer
seeks Bookkeeper and
Personal Assistant

Great Pay and Career

opportunity

8.50-9.00/hr+bonus. D.O.E.

You must be organized.
detail -oriented Think and

act independently
Part time and/or Full time
Small, quiet Century City

office

Must ha wrparienrftd and
know ^^arTnfnuh

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 S. Spalding Drive #B
Beverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 557-2315 - call

anytime

Sales!!
Earn great cash.

$9-$18 per hour.

Work for rapidly growing

West Coast Marketing Co.|

^ PT/FT/llex hours/

12 hours week minumum.l

For LA area

call Steve

(213)473^797.

For San Fernando Valley

area

call Wayne
(818)90S4l04.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm In BrentvMX>d

to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.25/mile. $€^r to start. Tt/TH.
Call Gary (213)620-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics backgrourxi for video productions.

S20Cyday. (714)636-0550.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS1 32,00(Vyear income potential.

Details (1)602-63641665 ext. BKeOSO.

ATTENTION: Excellent lnconr>e for home as-

sembly work. Info Call 504-646-1700

<^P^5.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,00(yyr inconr>e potential. Details.

(1) 602-636-6665 Ext. TeOSO.

BUSY BEVERLY HILLS DOCTOR- Requires

part-time assistant. Please call Judy or Sheila.

(213) 274-5266. Call between 10 am - 2 pm.

CLOTHING MERCHANDISER wanted full-

time. Call Jay at Helen's Cycles,
(213)629-1636. .

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

DRIVER. Excellent record, refcrerH:es, non-
snxiker, your car.$6.50^ -f gas. Children's

afterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons,

Sat. 10.4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(213)273-7573.

DRIVER/MESSENGER-
(213) 637-5200.

P/T & F/T positions.

PUBUCAtlON ASSISTANT
National magazine w/ofTices in

Brenhifood seeks enthusiastic,

team-oriented, non-smoker with

strong communications skills and 1

yr -f edilorial/lpHjNications

background. Responsibilities include:

press release writing, coordinatk>n

wMiajor ad aganctet. market

raiaarch. minimal admin, tasks.

PCAivordprocessing skills essential

Unique, entry-level positk)n w/
tremendous opporkinity for

lent. CtB JHIian at:

(213) 447-5600.

EARN MONEY fast and easy stuffing envelopes
at home. For details write to The Advertiser,

Box 401, Seal Beach, CA 90740.

EDIXTATION PROGRAM Assistant II - Educa
tion Graduate student to develop, but not
teach, courses. Train and supervise Assistant I's

in aealion of ed. material. Operate video
camera. P/T, $11.49/hr. Call Irene Copes,
Radiology Personnel, ext. 55606.

ENTERTAINMENT related company working
for full-time^9art-time sales position. Must be
flexible. Corriputer & Sales expericrKe helpful.

20 hrs./wk. min. $6.50/hr. Kelly
(818)783-1033.

.

EXTRAS needed ior film arvJ comnr>ercials. Call

(213)65ai640 between 9am.Spm Monday-
Friday only.

Friendly, Energetic HOSTESS NEEDED.
Cheesecake Factory, Beverly Hills. Apply in

person. MJu,Th,F 3-Spm. $6.5C^ - tips.

F/T casual senior typist clerk process insurarKe

claims forms, process patient financial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

FULLTIME Whole salers assistant. Import/

export comumer electronics. Skills: account-

ing, bookkeeping, typing (45wpm), good
phone etiquette important. (213)636-2626.
Salary DOE. Call between 10-3pm, ask for

l^lifit:

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 4 aflernoons/vveek.

Salary DOE. Busy md fun WLA chiropractic

office. Call Debof^ in AM (21 3) 473-4400.

GRAD STUDENT needs subject (age 21 plus)

for personality test battery. Results conflden-

tial. Will pay. Call Mike (616)960-0450.

GRAPHIC ARTIST WANTED. Should be avail

able on call. Creative, strong abilities in design
and some experience a must. X.O.N.C. Mus-
tries. (213)655-0979.

GROWING MANAGEMENT consulting firm

needs talented assistant to president. Small

offke with room to grow. Need good phor>e,

work perfect, and filing skills. 15-20hrs.

SMh. (213)459-6191.

HANDYMAN/ PAINTERS, for West>¥ood area

(213)467-5117.

••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•

••••••••••••••

•
if Valet Parkers! 1

• To valet park at

• private parties &
A restaurants.

•
Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

• required.

• Earn TOP DOLLAR.
• 413-6997
•

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century

Cable FM

MODELS WANTED
Mate and female for immediate

fashion photography and video

assignments

Call (818) 568-9595

for appointment

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films A commercials.
All types. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra morwy.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

PART TIME CAREER
We're the leader In our field and

still expanding. Be a part of a
growing team! Speak with the public

at trade shows. Wkdys/Wknds. Car
nee. Sat -f comm.

Call Ms. Light (818) 988^050.

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA corporate
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, £ood for
student schedule.

Call 478-8238 ext. 201.

HELP NEEDED lo move boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-8823.

HOUSEKEEPER/ERRAND PERSON for family

with 3 older girls. 24-40 hrs/wk, flexible hours,

afternoons 2:00-6:00. Must be cov-
ered.$7.0ClA>r. Must have car. Westwood,
474-5106.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recordpd message.
Please have pen ready.

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL business paper
seeking: Staff writers. Excellent Japanese writ-

ing skills and legal working status required.

Chako, Goto; Also P/T sales clerks. Chako,
Umehara. (213)626-5001.

LAW FIRM at 6500 Wilshlrc needs p^ wo
processing/secretarial help. $6.50-8.00/hr
doe. Call Ginny (213)651-3333

LOOKING for general counselors riding in-

structors, water sports instructors. K-Arrow
Ranch Camp. Skylake Ranch Camp. Pick-up
applications at main office in Placement
Center. .

MEDIA PROIECT needs assistant to organize,

coordinate, and duplicate information. Must
be bright and quick reader. Minimum' 25hrs.

Light typing a plus. Good salary. PLease call

Ruth Sncidcr at (213)459-2422. Before noon.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (Permanent
position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm
Ihr-lunch. Must have own car/lmurance du-
ties, entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPVFed Exp. Mailing & errands. Please call

Arlene/lim at Held/Jones Construction.
(213)825-9914 ($7A>r mileage).

OFFICE ASST. Architectural Firm, WLA. 20-30
hnJy/iAt.. (Mornings preferred). Salary depen-
dent on experience. Typing 60 wpm; phones,
Microsoft word, IBM-PC exper. preferred,

general office duties. Pleasant & professional

environ. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME gallery assistant. West Hollywood
gallery. About 15 hrs/wk. Computer skills

required. Resume to: DCD, 15233 Ventura
Blvd, Ste. 611, Sherman Oaks, 91403.

PART-TIME permar^ent clerical, Fridays only.

Santa Monica. Phones, scheduling, and paper
work. $7/hr. Reliable. (213)394-1361.

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational in-

stitutioftt. Some phone sales experience pre-

ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PART-TIME positions -4 hrs/day-dclivcr and
place reports in files. $5.44/hr. Call Suzanne
(213)825-5128.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to managcm«?nt con-
sultant, flex hours, approx 12hrVwk. $7/hr.

Carneeded. Beverly (213)474 0959.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSISTANTS LA mar-
athon 1-800-247-3435.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316. .^;

PRIVATE PARTIES, P/T weekends, Rexible
hours, $5^r tips. (213)670-9157.

P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hrsAvk, work 2-3 afternoons 3 -7pm. and 8
hours or\ Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50^r plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-6525.

P/T OFFICE CLERK needed in Westwood
Workjvound your schedule. No weekends or

evening*. $5.50/hr, Kim or MIrni.
(213)206-4941.

PT Of FT flexible hn 8:30-5:00 close to school.

Study-fanswer phontt Sfc/hr+cooDmission. |oel

(213)841-8827, eves.

P/T WORK FOR DEVELOPER. Must have car
and Insurance. $5-10hrsMi. (213)470-0033.

> 'I

'
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EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Full A Part-Uroe *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lou of Work*
* Mep, Women, Students, etc.

Call (213) 453-1817

WANTED
Well pay you to lose up to 29

lbs. in me next 30 days I

' No *u««
' No hunfor
' EMIM iDods you (•

(213)281-6680

100%

Cashier. Manager, or Asst.
Manager for Greg's Grill
Restaurant In Pacific

Palisades. Full or Part Time
available. Must be able to

work weekdays.
Call Greg 459-0396

SCALE MODELS
FOR HOT HEAD, TORSO, &

FULL PHYSIQUE
Pklntwork. mads, calendars, video
Roma Modeli (213) 874-4656
Private Sessions 'til 1 1 p.m.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire & Highland. Phones, typing, light

comp. work, filing. Must have own transporta-

tion. Flex, hours. (2 13)9 30- 1040.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY, F/T, Entertain-

ment business Management firm, Beverly
Hills. Must have word processing skills. Excel
growth oppuftunity. Julie (213)278-2303.

RECEPTIONIST/ GENERAL OFFICE. Part or
full-time. Small Century City. Entertainment
Law fimrt seeks responsible, organized self-

starter with outgding personality. Light
typing.(21 3)552-1 808, Conja.

RESEARCHERS NEEDED to collect documents
for land-use studies in LA area. As needed
basis. Write PHR Environmental, 1 1

1

W.Cutierrez, Santa Barbara, CA, 93101.

RESTAURANT HOST/HOSTESS, M/F, 10-3,

Sat, Sun only. Spangles in Brentwood.
(213)472-3287.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTER DATA EN-
TRY, minimum of 20hrsAvk, Sfl^r, Marina Del
Rey. Person with tome englr^eering, technical,

or computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834.

RETAIL aOTHINC STORE SALES. Sunday
1 2-Spm. and Mornlay 1 0:3O-6pm. Brentwood.
Salary + commission. (213)826-4649..

RETAIL HELP! Cutomer service, sales, and
marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting. Will train, flexible hours.

F/T,P/r. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALES, for swimsuit boutique, FTA'T. Friendly

personality, $6/hr, (213)394-2214.

SALESPERSON needed. Will train. Bondable.
MelroM Antique Mall. Tuesday, Friday 11-1;

Wednesday, Sunday 1:30-3:30. $7^r. Call

11-6 (213)965-9424.

SALES- P/T, 10-5:30, flex. $6^r + comm.
Children's furniture store. Personable. Must
like children. F/T possible. (213) 479-4769.
Heather.

SECRETARIAL help. P/T for small medical-

legal serive. M-F 9-2pm. Please call

(213)854-0999.

SEE THE STARS. PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time atterxJents.

flexible hours, tips, over 18, clean DMV, clean

cuW Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452 9616.

SUMMER management internship interviews

rH>w taking place. Cain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive management training. Av-

erage summer earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for more
info.

TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST, P/T (20 or more
hr^^.), $7-$1(Vhr. Engineering students pre-

ferred. Santa Monica. (213)450-1452.

TELECOMUNICATIONS OPERATOR for Ex-
4

ecutive Office Suites. Team player with good
communication skills, pleasant working en-

viomement. Knowledge of computers helpful.

Will train. Flexible hours necessary. )on

(213)822-1213.

UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY- For

bright arxJ energetic individuals. Call (213)

825 1386 or (805) 944-3753. Ask for Scott

WAITERESS- Lunch/dinner. Mon-Sat
$4.25/hr. Crazy Fish Japanese Restaurant.

Beverly Hills. (213) 550-8547.

30 Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Job Opportunities 32

AMERICANEnglish is your mother tongue.

Come and join our team. Teach your language

to FrerKh business people. And be their guide

to Los Angeles $1 5.0Q/hr for more details call

Isabelle and Xavier (213)475-2527
Fax:(213)474-0520.

ATTENTK)N HIRING! Government job»-your

area. SI 7,840-$69,485. Call 1 -602-838 8885
Ext R 8050.

LEARN how to beconrw a record promoter in

the music industry. Training program finally

available. Call recorded message
(818)360-7004.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patienu. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
an<jUor legal experience desireable. $1 2-1 5/hr.

Full benefiU. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

OPPURTUNITIES for responsible workers with
computer/ laboratory skills. Call
(213)825 9531 to send resume.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, P/T Computer as-

sisted spoken and written language learning.

$10-51 5/hr. 5-10 hrsMt. Call Laura Myers
(213)394-5628.

SECRETARY/0FFK:E manager. Ft/pt. High-
tech company, entrepreneurial working envi-

ronment, PC experience required.
(213)216-9100.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
cx)mniunication slcills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

IS/I-F

Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physique.
High commisions! QUICK
£^^SU!I Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

Infennships 34

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment
In India RJLLY SPONSOKEO by « pHilan-
thropk Jewish agency is seeking college edua-
cated, Judaka oriented male from mid-late
20's. Sept 9(VMarch 91. If interested please
cantact David (21 3)5Sfr«>26.

MAGAZINE PUBUSHINC paM internship.

Publisher of a magazine startup in LA seeks
asst for advertising circulation and administra-
tive «MoHc. Learn the business. Typing and
computer skills essential. Hours flexible. Com-
pensation competitive. Send resume to: Susan
Gates, Buzz Magazine, 1 5000 Mulholland, LA
90077.

TALENT AND LrfERARY AGENCY- BeveHy
Hills. Considering final applications for part-
time internship program. Clerical skills a
n;H^:CaHbgyeen 1-5 only. (21 3) 276-7070.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSnTER wanted for 9 mo. old girl. iVi-TH
9-3. Call Marian (213)206-1193 (days),
(213)826-9559 (eves.) '

BABYSITTER for two pre-schoolers. Fairfax
area. 30hrsAvk. Must have car & local refer-

•nces. Speak English. Patty (21 3)653-0571 (e).

COMPANION for 7-year^ld boy. Mon, Tues,
Thurs afternoons (flexible). Brentwood. Call
Cookie after 7 p.m. (213)47^0198.

DRIVER/MOTHER HELPER- 2:00-4:30, 2
aftemoons/week, $6/hr. Pick up 3 year old girl

from Special Ed. Encino School, return to
West%vood. (213) 471-2790.

Apartments for Rent 49

BEL-AIR. 1 -bedroom furnished beautiful apart-

ment at the University of Judaism. Must be a
student and 21 or older. $75(Vmo. with $300
security deposit. Call Sherri (213)476-9777
ext. 259, or (21 3)472-4400.

VlfALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator"dishwasher-

hMge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835
J

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-bath
•f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BEVERLYWOOO. $50Cymo, Garage apart-

ment, 2 rooms •*- bath, upstairs, fireplace, full

balcony. Mdanie (213)839-8882.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high celling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
T.V., garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. 2-bed/1'A -bath. Large living

room, large kitchen. $99(Vmo. Available inf»-

mediately. (213)476-9695.

DELUXE l-BEDROOM- 5 minute walking
from UCLA, full kitchen, A^, water paid,

parking, quiet building, available now. $825
and up. (213) 20641881.

LARGE FRUNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.
$795/mo. Must see. (213) 208-6310.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO UCLA? The
Faculty housing office has 1 , 2, and 3 bedroom
apartments available for UCLA faculty, visiting

scholars, and post-doctoral candidates (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1165 per
month. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3085 for more
information.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliarKes. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS, 2-bed,2-bath, security, dishwasher,
central a/c, parking, new building.
(213)839-4585.

PALMS. 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath, $785. Pool,
parking, laundry, appliances. No pets. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single SSSC/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
$67Vmo.-$750/nrK>. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,
excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1695Ano. (213)473-4272.

AFFORDABLE UNIVERSITY

t£
HOUSING
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST MDs, POST DOS and
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APPARTMENTS
3780 KEYSTONE AVENUE

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

ONE BEDROOM (1-2 Persons) $683
TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $814

FOR MORE INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL:
837-1373

ROSE AVENUE APARTMENTS
±1130 & 11140 ROSE AVENUE

(Single Parent and Married Students Only)

TWO BEDROOM (2-4 Persons) $773-876
Apartnnent Tours Available Weekdays: 9:00AM-3:30PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
391-0686

For Infoimation Updates After 5:00PM
And On Weekends, Please Call: 391-0687

SHERMAN OAKS, adjacent pemhouse type
1-bed r>ew1y remodled. C^iet, view, walk to
all. $575. (816)869-0483.

UCLA UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS FOR
RENT!! Must be lull-time, single student. Fully

furnished, short walk to campus. Call
(213)825-2293 or (213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS-1 5-20 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdmVl'A bath. 2 story townhouse

Mar VistaAlarina Del Rey adlj*

brand new 2 bdrm/2 ba- townhouse.
Fireplace^ european designed cabinets,
Hilocowave, two-car parking, gated-

\io last month rent required-
Low deposit. FREE RENT available.

(213) 475-.2944

?'^?(^;>il!TJ^,^- ^""^y^*^** P*"^-^^^ ^^ "^ ""•»• (213)20e-8>65 ext
in^. (213/665-3801.

; ^^^^^ mi>n^7J»iT

WESTWOOCVHUCARDE. $1495. Deluxe
new 2-bed^-bath, 2 parking spaces, washer/

1606,

^»"W^

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/1 -bath.

1 block from (XLA. A/C, heat, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

^i

^memimimemmiiimimemimimfmmr^m^

CLASSIFIEDS

I
The Only Way To Advertise!!!

§ Classified Line Ads:

g 15 wor(ds or less...$4.25 per (day

_ - Wr $15 for 5 (days

S NEW DEADLINE:
12 noon, 1 day prior to placement

Classified Display:

Local Rate ..

5 insertions..

9 insertions..

. $9.45 per column inch per day

.$8.60 per column inch per day

.$8.20 per column inch per day

NEW DEADLINE:
12 noon, 2 days prior to placement

WhyAdvertise with the Bmin?
22,000 copiesare distributede\/eiyd^

hl(iosl<soncanrpus,hWestv\axiandinBnent]^^ S

Call 825''2221 to place ads

• <»
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Apt. for Rent 49 Apt. (or Rent Aportments

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath
Roof top Jacuzzi ___
All security building

Dishwasher plus microwave -

Walk-in closet/ fireplace

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

GET LUCKY EARLT
DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING

. CALL 9-4, 825-2221

IsOOMli&

EVER LOOKED IN THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION FOR A SPECIFIC SERVICE.
PRODUCT. OR OPPORTUNnY. . .

ONLY TO FIND THAT IT ISNT THERE?

The DAILY BRUIN is here to serve
YOU. so when we aren't fliljailing your

needs, we need to know.

If you have any suggestions as to

' what ads DAILY BRUIN Classified

should carry to better serve YOU,
our readers, then let us know by
filling out the form below and

dropping it off at the BRUIN office:

112 Kerckhoff Hall (or call 825-2221)

Name

Phone (Optional)

¥

In order to better serve my needs, the

DAILY BRUIN could provide the following

service, product, opportunity, etc.:
( please be specific)

/

THANKS! Please drop this form off at 112 Kerckhoff Hall

between 9am and 4pm. If you have any questions, please

CALL 825-2221

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
'$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fircplaces

*Launclry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

49 Apts. to Share 54

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,Jacuzzi,
gym, walk to UCLA, no pels. 520 Kelton.

(213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD. $1290-$139Q/mo. Spacious
2-bdrnV2-bath. 1 -block from UCLA. Balcony,
pool & Jacuzzi on roof, parking, security

building, park view. Open everyday.
(213)477-5108.

WLA. SllOO/mo. Condo, 2-bdrrTVr/i -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carnr>elina

Ave. (213)456-3829.

WLA, Large sunny 1-bdrm apartment,
unfurnished, refrigerator and stove. Across
street fromVA bus $650. 477-5811.

ZERO MILES to campus. $33S/mo. One-
bedroom, kitchen, cable, and parking avail-

able. (213)824-1618 (LeiO.

Apartments Furnistied 50

100 STEPS TO CAMPUS. Furnished, large

single. Utilities included. Up to 3 tennants.

Call Marianne (213)824-0319.

BRENTWOOD. Guesthouse. Very quiet. Med-
ical family honf>e. 1 person only, rnm-smoker.
SeOO/mo. (213)472-3889 evenings.

PALMS, l-bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD. $350/mo. Male to share
2-bdrm in spacious apartment close to cant-

pus. Parking, Jacuzzi, BBQ. Lisa
(213)824-5751, (213)683-6546^

WESTWOOD. $375/mo. Female to share large

2-bdrm, 2-bath with 3 UCLA students. Parking,

top floor Jacuzzi, Westwood view. Lisa

(213)824-5751.

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroonV 1 -bath furnished apartment. Non-
smoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204-4070, (213)473-2286.

House for Rent 56

CULVER City. 2-bed/1-bath. Stove, refrlgera-

lor, front/rear yard. Pets o.k. Gardner included.

(21 3)397-4525.

WLA BEST LOCATION, 3-bed/2-balh. Excel-

lent condition plus independant guest house.

$2300/nr>o (213)395-5509, (213)470-9433.

mmmm

iiiilse tot ttent
m^i^s^it^wjm — 2 BathM Mar Vista

per mcmth
udes 2Hcar gdirage
^ appliances
4^-1796

4864409 day

House for Stiare 57

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building \

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858
w

Apts. Unfurnished 52

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadli^. Shared or
private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zeizah.
Northridoe. CA 91325

(818)686-1717

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd. 2 bd * den, 1 bd 4 loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 83B-9781

WESTWOOD. $120(Vmo. Large 2-bdrm/
2bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/G. 2 balco-

nics. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXUKY 1

BEDROOM PRICE REDIXTTION. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REf^RIDCERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,
GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)206-8685.

WESTWOODA^ETERAN $1000. Deluxe
1 -bedroom view. All amenities, security build-

ing. Parking. Must see. (213)208-8765
ext.1606, (213)837-8337.

WESTWOOD $850. 1-bed. Includes parking,

dishwasher, dry bar, fireplace, balcony. Call

after 6pm. (213)479-1202.

cso
825-1 493

Escort
Service

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

$695, 1 -b^room, 1 242 Barry, Close to LICLA.
Waik^to market/ bus. Off Wilshire.
(213)395-2903. _^
BEVERLY HILLS, adjacent. Quiet, large 1 -bed-
room, near bus, full kitchen, bath. $625/mo.
(213)658-7014 (evenings, weekends).

WLA. Large 2-bdrnVl'A bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1050. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

—GRADUATE STUDENT, seeking roommate.
Own room-partitioned. Available March 1st.

Living room $27S/mo. Walking distance.

(213)208-5965

House for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

1

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
|»10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Bhd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa VisU
Property

Management

KVF ROOMMATE needed to share 3-bedroom/
1'A -bath. Culver City house. Clean, comfort-

able, fireplace. $450/mo. (213)390-9571.

PICO/ DOHENY. Guest house, fully furnished.

Private entrance. $675. (213)271-7760.

SMALL GUESTHOUSE in Beverly Glen Ca-
nyon, $600 Includes utilities, 2.5 nr>iles from
UCLA. Separate entrance. Patio, WA3. Quaint
single with full kitchen facilities and separate

bath. Excellent for one person, non-srnoker.

(213)475-0281.

House for Sale 68

CUSTOM HOME 4-bdmVl% -bath on fabul-

ous 60 x 196' lot. Double garage plus work-
shop. Westchester. $405,000. CIrxly (agenO
(213)215-3473.

NEAR NATIONAL/ SAWTELLE,
3-bedroonVl'A -bath, pool, huge family room,
spacious kitchen, beautiful area. $559,000.
Cindy, agt, (213)215-3473.

WLA- Bright family home with charm. Unl
high district, near Ocean park area.
3bed/2bath. Formal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky lights

larg» backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Paitcer or Charlotte Nobles. The
Prudential Calif. Realty.

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer rental.

FurnishecU unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

FEMALE WRITER middle-aged wants work
(cook, etcJ, exchange room or guesthouse.
Call Marlene (213)838-1758 6pm-8pm.

GODARD FAN. Needs place/share.
$35(yobo. (213)859-4669.

HOUSE SITTING or share needed beginning
March for AGSM alumni. RefererKes avail-

able. Call Qna (301)764-3976.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visitinc L.A. WLA
prefen^ed. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-rcpair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE/drlving for two boys. Flexible

hours. Live in separate single. Couple ok.

(213)935.5305(H), (213)657-4670 (w),

Lauren.

LIVE- IN with salary for babysitting und car-

pooling of two school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

ROOM^OARD In condo In Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,
helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

$275, MALE PREFERRED, large bedroom,
3/4-bath, In beautiful home in exchange for

llgN household chores. Must drive and type.

(213)558-0551.

BEDROOM and bathroom. PrivUe entrance.
No cooking, smoking. 'A mile from UCLA.
$A2S/mo. Call (213)472-8897.

BRENTWOOD, $65(Vnr>o. ^ light houMkeep-
ing. Guest houseMudio with lovely yard. No
smoking. (213)476-4588.

NEARBY CANYON Room with separate en-

trance, kitchen, bath. $550 includes utilities,

cable. (213)470-0272, after 6p.m.

Room for Rent

WESTWOOD r<ear LCLA, Century City Furn-
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$380 incl. utilities, (213)474-0488.

WLA guesthouse, private entrance and bith-
room, light cooking and large room. Utilities

included. $325. (213)937-9325.

Roommates 65

FEMALE -new WLA townhouse, bright 2-»-2,

amenities, 3-5 miles from UCLA. Easygoing
roommates. $293 (213)261-9595.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroom/2-bath in Brentwood. $420/mo.
Call Lisa, Eva or GIna (213)447-1220.

FEMALE roomate wanted, $255/mo. for a
furnished one bedroom apartment in West-
wood (816)790-2185.

NEED 1 or 2 people to share 2-bd/ 2-bth apt on
WellwDfth. Deck, spa. $650. (213)312-0816.

ROOMATE WANTED: OWN ROOM, park-
ing, $350/mo., 3-miles from campus. Avail-
able March 1 0th. No smokers. (21 3)837-5949.

UCLA ADJACENT. Share 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Parking, amenities. $459/ea (negoti-

able). One month deposit. Nonsmokers.
(213)208-2975. ASAP.
WALK TO CAMPUS, $400/person. Pool, ja-

CU22I, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom with three others.

$406.25. Top floor, pool, Jacuzzi^, gym.
(213)206-2649, Martin or John.

WESTWOOD. Female share 2-bcdroom du-
plex. Parking. Near LXTLA, transportation.

1385 Midvale. (213)4 77-4045,
(213)454-6211, (213)445-5345.

WESTWOOD- Share large 2-bedroom apt. on
Wellworth. $347/month. Close to UCLA .

Security building. (213) 312-1432.

WESTWOOD, 1/8 mile to UCL\ Great view,
largp apaftnr>ent, $^67.50/mo., Share room,
security, parking (213)624-0269.

WLA- bed/bath In 2-»-2 .townhouse, $500 or
share- $300. Clbse to campus! (213)
479-21 28.

WLA. Female, responsible, 2-bed/1-bath. Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call

(213)479-7064: (leave message.) .

Sublet 66

VENICE BEACHSIDE, Ocean/Mtn. View large

studio penthouse. Utilities included. April-

Au£ust. 1st & last. $85Q^mo. (213)392-7041.

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

OLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Ro]?yn

Sublets Needed

p Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recrultlng Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

Dally Bruin aassified Monday, February 26, 1990 29

64 Sublet 66 Insurance 91 Travel 105 Travel

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are Interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-temi
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 «r 3 bedroom furnished

apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please
contact Elaine L. Effler at (21 3)458-1 000, Ext.

202.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-bath unit. Great
view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Child Care 90

CHUDCARE PROVIDER - Mature student,

CPR trained, mother. Westside. Refs. Evenings
and vveekends. Call Laurie (213)397-8577.

LOS FELIZ area. Experienced English speaking
babysitter. Flexible hours. LpcaLj^ierences.
ShcHy (213)661-9641.

RESPONSIBLE, caring person to babysit your
children nightsAvcekerids in Westside. Local
references. Kristin (213)820-5565.

Insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
I)iit Juto ;':si)Miif

l.iv;' So fdi .«

. : R QUOTE (.all

:-.i/j (81SI342-1510
:F Allin mc, £;r;PM

^•••••••••••••TJyk*A

/lllstale
Auto/Home/Commerciai

W«stwood/Wilshir3 Office
3120202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So ot Wilshtre)

AUTO INSURANCE
MinimLiTi liability required

by law.

Example: fennaie 21 and
over $576/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25,

$737At.
Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7061

or 475-8355

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our

summer associates

from June to Auoust. If

you have a T-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please

call Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situation

please.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
Mldi^i:^..^

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U^J. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770
LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA
llunii- llciltli ( 'ijnii]i.Motnr(\(ii'

WV'II (mi' TO YOr'

Auto & Motorcycle
insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phor^e Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

from March 1 - August 31, 199Q

$779.00 for 4 people, $855.00 for 2 people
Includes roundlrip air from LAX to Auckland AND

Campervan including unlimited mileage for 6 days OR
6 day car rental and 6 nights Best Western

"•
_.^^ accommodations priced from just $890.

^/ ^^"V^ Pf'^ces quotedperperson.

L, 1^ j 31 Travel Ser- ' ^ ^

/iOlnJL/^ A-Level Ackemi Union M-Fri 8:30-6, Sal 11-3

Tutoring Offered 98

TUTORING
All subjects pkjs LSAT.GMAT

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with
ad.IVY league grads. Stamford P

(213)271-6181.

AUTO INSURANCE, low rales. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839. Tutoring Needed 99

Money to Loan 93

UP TO $100,000 cash. Crants/Ibans for new
businesses. Get the facts. Call 1 -800-926-8447
ext. C1 179.

ENGLISH and Spanish tutor for ninth grader, at

home. $1(Vhr. Call evenings (213)559-4237.

Typing 100

Movers 94

GREG'S nnoving. We do all the moves. Specia-
lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)265-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rcii-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over JfS yean experience. Also offer

ethical astiftance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Personal Service ^6^

JOHN RONCE, CPA. Income tax preparation.

See^d^in body of paper. (213)459-0535.

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.
$7/hr. Laser prints, $.6(Vpage. Culver City. Call

(213)836-5949.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 MF, 10am- 5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

A'ESTWOOD CON LAUNDRY
A'le'a'iCf's for rre" and wonen

Ccen 7 Cays

7:0C ar.- 9:30 pn

1874 WestACOd BL

•i"-933

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

ElilTING SERVICE
All •ubjects. Theaea/Diaaerutiona,

Propoaala and Booka. Foreun Studenu
Walcptne. Shaion Bear, PhD/fiia) 470-6661

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)5841 123.

ENGLISH as a second languagr or Spanish
lessons by experienced LX:LA MA college
teacher. 478-7971.

EXPERIENCE the pleasure of learning Math or
Physics from a Tutor who can present the
material in a comprehensible manner. Call

(818)905 9260. Ask for David

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)4735441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

QUALITV MATH TUTORING At alllevels by
retired math professor. Highly expcrierKed.
Please call (213)474 3681.

WRITING TUTOR Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message.

«1 QUALmr desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resunr>es, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-l ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinler. ResurT>es ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-
Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213M72-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processing^yping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

All typing I do. Free pick-up arxi delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-0910 and
(213)274-5229.

'

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. ThesiVdoctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-
sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FREELANCE CLERICAL SERVICES OFFERED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates

call (213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. |oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertatior^s, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM WORDPROCESSING. Fast friendly ser-

vice specializing in manuscripts, term papers,
transcriptions. Reasonable rales. WLA
(213)452-7726.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,
laser printer. $1 SO^age. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica. (213) 3923262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, DissertatioTH, Resumes, APA form. F»t,
accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime^-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near LICLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
jean (21 3)476-41 S4.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.V. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)27 7.7012

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm, bd, fees, airfare Inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany. Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689. From
LAX including airfare, hotel, (8days/7nights),
REGGAE beadh parties, much more! Sels out
every year so call Now! 1-800-331-3136.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
LX:LA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (21 3)287-2785.

Travel Tickets 106

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest- 3/1 8^0,
$295. Call Peter (213)208-5957.

SKIERS-DIRECT TO SUN VALLEY. Saturday -

Saturday. Choice of dates. Price negotiable. 3
Uckets. (213)284-8771. Bruce Vann.

Autos for Sale 109

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Black, tan leather
interior, clean^ sharp. $3995/obo.
Day(21 3)473-8899, Eves(e05)297.3311.

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA. 4.door, auto cas-
sette, 96k miles, spotless maintenarxre record.
Original owner. $320Q/obo. Evenings
(213)395-5758.

1986 JEEP GRAND WACONEER. Immaculate,
dark blue, 36,000 miles, $13900
(213)937-7799 private party.

1988 VW iETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$755(yobo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

'79 CHEVY BLAZER K5 2-wheel drive, loaded,
$4850. (213)937-7799 private party.

88 SUBARU \USTY DL, 5-speed, a/c, 9,000
miles. $3700. (213)479 0203.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Ext.A 8050.

DATSUN B21 1 977. Clean, reliable transpor-
tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$90(yobo. Call (213)454-2769.

FORD MUSTANG LX convertible 1988
$9500. Black, loaded, 4-cyl., 5-spd. Emmacu-
lale. 18k/miles. (818)782-5226
(818)895-6222(cves.). '

HONAO ACCORD- 80, 5 speed, AC/Stereo,
power steering. $1 ,800 OBO. Excellent cor>di-
tion. Must see. (818) 843-J98e.

HONDA ACCORD, 1977 5-speed, original
owner, a/c, new paint, runs great. $1 200 obo.
(213)473-2928.

'

IS IT TRUE.. ..jeeps for $44 through the govern-
ment? Call for facts! 1-708-742O142
Ext.8147.

IS IT TRUE...JEEPS for $44 through the Govem-
mentf Call for facts! 1-708-742-1142 Ext
8147

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, SUXiO/obo, silver,

excellent condition, AM/FM, cassette, /VC
alarm. (213)474-1106.

MAZDA RX7. 1984. Great condition, cherry
red, 5-speed. 84k miles. $4800. Larry
(213)278-6610.

MERCURY LYNX L WAGON, 1984, 46,000
miles, excellent condition, $3000
(213)206-5370. ^
NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like new,
$9,800(21 3)556- 5823(lv messay).

NOVA- 77, $750 OBO. Runs fine, beautiful
plat upholstery. Call Kathleen. (21 3)392-5462.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1 987, red and excel-
lent condition, $2900. Call (213)208.1246.

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 1980. $170(yobo. T-top,
65k miles, new tires, no r\»L fmall dent!
(213)825-6836.

SUPER BEETLE- Corwertlble, 1972, $4,500.
Like new, exceptional, white, blacktop, alarm,
many extras. Must see. (213) 206-7625.
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SPACE SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
The subject of this year's Rubcy Colloquium ,^
(Earth and Space Sciences 120, I.D. # 29976) will

be the plasmas and the magnetic and electric fields

of the solar system. The course will cover the
origin of the solar wind, the interaction of the
solar wind with each of the planets, and, in the
case of the 5ar|Ji, how the solar wind energy
enters the Earth's magnetosphere and powers the
aurora. The propeities of different regions of space
will be illustrated using data from instruments on
past and presently operating spacecraft. The
material will be presented at level appropriate —

-

for upper division undergraduates with a
background in the physical sciences. Graduate
students with an interest in space plasma physics
are also encouraged to enroll.

The Colloquium lectures will be presented during
the Quarter break, March 26-30, 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. in Geology 3656. Instruction will be
provided by resident faculty and experts from other
institutions in the U.S. and abroad. Discussion
sections will follow weekly during the Spring
Quarter on Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m. in Geology
4677. Students interested in taking this course for

4 units of credit must attend both the Colloquium
and the discussion sections.

We Want Our Teeth Straight!
V.

//K™
-Ti

Q
'«•!•«'

'/J

It

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN 'REMOVABLE -TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Member J American Dental Assoc. ,

,

Member of American Assoc, of Orthodontic* -^

ONLY \f#^b#W per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 /owox oo^ -^m^m
(1 Block east of Barrington) \^*^) oZO-7494
•On approval of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment.

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale

TOYOTA COROLLA 1978, 4-door. New
IrarwnlMlon, battery, good tires, 1-yr old
paint. (213)661-9475, A.M. or eves.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1979, 5-spced. air, sunroof,

AMA^M stereo, power steering, power win-
dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644.

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1968. Automatic Runs
good. Must sell. SlOOCVobo. (213)466-3690.

VOLKSWAGEN |ETTA GLI, 1986, $7500. CD
player, alarm, sunroof, air conditioning, tin-

tedwindows, Fittapaldi wheels. 60,000 miles.

Excellent condition. (213)936-2410 eves.

VW BUG 1974 $1650 Orange, extra clean in

and out, runs well. AM/TM stereo caiMttc, new
tires, brakes, clutch, nHjffler. Cf«il student
car.(2 13)271 -8622.

VW Super Beetle 1975. Good engine, fair

body, sunroof. Matthew (213)626-2410.

VW WHITE CONVERTIBLE BUG 1976 Good
condition, original owner. $3750/obo. Sacri-

fice, must sell. (213)559-7742.

WV RABBIT- 78, 1,100. 71 K miles. A^, 4
speed. Very good condition. (213) 825-0708.

Auto Repair

VW BUG, 1973, $195CVobo. Original owner,
73,000 miles. New brakes, clUch, master
cylinder (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW BUS, 1978, $3000. great corxiition. Must
see. (213)477-2933.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1600, 4-door,
black reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic
condition (213)824.J655.

VW RABBIT 1984 WtaMiburg while convertl-
bje. 5-ipeed, new 4mM» * iim, «»eo,
alarm, perfect condition. $4250. Cash
(213)937-9174.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilstiire

10% Discount w/Ad

_A Mobile
154 Wiishirf

. 207-ien
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liCIDI^S
PR0GKN YOZURi:

11870 Santa Monica 81.

W.LA. 820-2529

forj^

3 Blocl<s E. of Bundy
W.L.A. exp. 3-5-90

1 coupon per customer

(cups only).

Two smart
ways to
pay for

college.
The Army Reserve has

two smart ways to pav for

college expenses.

I

First, vou may
be eligible for the

Montgomery
GI Bill which

could provide you with up to

$5,040 for college or approved
Vo/lech training.

Second, ifypu

"have-^or obtain^
qualified student

1 loan not in default,

you could get it paid off at the
rate of 15% per year or $500,
whichever is greater—up to a

maximum of $10,000.

This money could be
yours for serving in a nearby
Armv Reserve unit. Follow-

ing Basic Training and an
Armv skill training school,

you'll usuallv serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks a vear. And vou'll earn
over $80 per weekend to start

Think smart. Give us
a call:

(213) 837-4477

IAU10«CAMK.-

ARMY RESERVE

109 Autos for Sale

YAMAHA- 82 XT250, recent tune-up, very
reliable $700 Call Bret (213) 208-1129.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1984 HONDA 200XLR. Super deal, call and
leave message >850. (213)824-4965.

HONDA- 250XL, 82, low miljes, runs strong
and clean $900. (213) 209-0357. Mark.

110 Scooters 119

1985 HONDA ELITE 250, runs great, freeway
legal, $1100 with helmet. (213)278-3901.

1986 HONDA AERO 50 Low miles, yK>d
condition. $450. Call WADE (213)824-5697

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, wh ite, good condition,
$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

1988 ELITE 80. Red, brar>d mew. Must sell

1984 Riva 200Z, black, 3500 miles.
(213)824-5311.

3 HONDA ELITE BO'S, 1987, 1 SPREE, 1988.
All run great. 1 Elite needs wbrk.
(213)824-4780 _^____
'87YAMAHA RAZZ, $4950BO. lowmileiyt,
good condition, Kelli 208-9066.

HONDA ELITE, almoM brand new. Never
used. $1200 or take over paymervt.
(818)345-8581.

•> .

BASEBALL' Bruins tanned by ASU
From page 35

man Fernando Vina singled home
pinch runner Eric Crawford to end
the second longest game in Six-
Pac history.

Vina's grounder into the gap
between shortstop and third ended
the 18 inning, five-hour. 36 minute
ultra-marathon. 6-5. in favor of
ASU.

Leading 4-2 going into the
bottom of the eighth, the Bruins
surrendered three runs and needed
a great effort by UCLA running
back-turned center fielder Shawn
Wills to tie it at five.

Wills was on second with one
out and a man on at first when
Pritchett hit into what looked like a
sure double play. But when ASU
shortstop Anthony Manahan
flubbed the throw into the dirt, it

allowed Pritchett just enough time
to leg it out Wills took full

advantage of ASU*s miscue and
steamed all the way home.

Unfortunately, WUls* heroics
went for naught as the game turned
into a pitching duel in the extra
innings until Crawford scored.

SWIM: Women at Pae-lOs
From page 35
finals. Kristen Walls finished

fifth (43Z15) and Lisa Heckcr
finished sixth (427.85).

Fridiiy

In the kickoff event of die

meet—the 200-yard free
relay—UCLA finished behind
ASU (1:33.66) and Cal
(1:33.48) with a time of

Although Smith was disap-

pointed with her 4:50.22
fourth-place finish in the 500-

yard free, because it did not
qualify her forNCAAs. she was
kx^ng forward to the 200-yaitl

fly race—ho- specialty—^hk:h
she was scheduled to swim.
Sunday (results w<a^ not avail-

able at pftss time).

In one meter diving, the

Bniins finished third with
Walls (39Z80).

ANDREWS;
From page 30

Unfortunately for UCLA,
everything did not go according to

plan. While practicing warm-up
tumbles for the floor exercise,

senior Kim Hamilton sprained her
big toe and the arch of her left foot.

It is expected that she will be out of
action for two to three weeks.

Hamilton's presence . will be
sorely missed by the Bruins.
Hamilton, who competes in the

all-around, was only able to finish

three events. She scored a 9.85 on
the vault, a 9.60 on the bars, and a
9.45 on the beam.
"Kim's injury will definitely be

VOLLEY: War of the wowis
From page 34

from its bench to improve its record to 12-1 (7-1 WIVA).
In coming back from its first-game loss, the Bruins used a

balanced attack of outside hitting and strong blocking to pull away
from the Matadors.

Senior Trevor Schirman continues to prove why he is the
nation's leading blocker, as his 16 blocks (six in the fourth game
alone) was the knockout punch that put away CSUN.

While kjading the Bniins with 17 kills. Rich Bland put away the
first four UCLA balls in the fourth game in helping it jump out to a
quick 10-1 lead.

Bruin senior Oren Scher, on the other hand, was the key figure in
the second game. The senior's seven kills in the game (16 for the
match) helped take the Northridgc crowd out of the match. Scher
also added three service aces.

109 Scooters 119 Furniture 126

HONDA ELITE 50, '87. Good cbndilion. Lock
and battery recharge included. $350. Call

(818)781-8608. Leave message.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 1985. Electric blue, excel
lent condition with helmet and trunk. $900.
Tony (213)939-5609.

OAK DRAFTING TABLE, 1930'$, use as regu-
lar table. Excellent decorator item, $400.
(213)399-1965, (213)825 8719.

REFRIGERATOR. 1 -year-old. Like new. Large,
wtih freezer, $350 new. $150/obo. Quality
buy (213)641-2488.

Furniture
— Garage Saies
126

127

2 COUCHES $75. Good condition
(213)208 4030.

COLICH $40; Fold-out chair $25; excercise
bike $50. (213)8.36 8672.

DELLIXE wood bunk bed with drawers, shelved
*f>6 mini cloMt. $1 50.00 or best offer. Call

(213)208-3546.

FUTON- BED. Black cover with full size hard-

wood franDe converts from bed to couch. $ 1 80
(213)208-3635.

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$7S/obo. Compact student desk, wood, food
cor>dition, $25/obo. (213)204-1644.

LKJUIDATINC highest quality, unused hide a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chert, $85; others (213)393 2338.

MATTRESS scU, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kir^ $95. Otiiverics, visit, or phone erder.
(213)372-2337.

MOVING OUT sale. All you need to furnish

your apartment. ComputerA)icycle, great

price. (213)208-4632.

GRAPHK: MONORAIL 4X5, EKTAR 203mm
7.7 Kodak Carousel 550. Auto, rennjte, tinker,

5- inch. $225. (818)341-1608.

Typewriter/Computer 134

COMPAQ 386- Portab;e 40Mb hard disc,

expansion chassis, 1,200 baud, internal
modem, tech. manuals, midi interface, carry-
ing case. $4,250. Call Devin (213) 5457475.

IBM XT CLONE, monitor, extended key board-
-DOS 2.0, Word Star $575 (213)939 2328.

LAPTOP Tandy 600. Originally $1600, barely
used. Must sell, $400/obo. 3*A " disk
(213)447-0373, Dan.

MrrSUBISHI Laptop, 40 MB hard disc, 2400
modem, software, r>tever used, $2300
(213)478-6380.

V^

a test of our depth. It's hard to say

right now who ^ill replace her. It's

everybody's job to get a tenth

better," Tomlinson said.

UCLA easily finished first with

its score of 191.45. Cal State ^

Fullerton, who the Bruins defeated

earlier this year and will meet
again on the road in March, .

finished second with a 187.95.

Penn State placed third with a 187.

New Mexico rounded out the field

with a 184.20. ~T
The crowd of 4,358 at Pauley

was substantially larger than the ^

turnout at last year's Invitational.

WOMEN
From page 33

When Wootton followed a

Rachelle Roulier miss, it put the

Bruins up by 13 (64-51), and
UCLA would never look back.

After scoring only four first half

points, Wootton finished with 17

points and ten rebounds, including
five offensive boards. X

Stephens, although held to 12
points by the box-and-one, con-
tinued her strong board play,

hauling down 10 rebounds. Ander-
son also reached double figures

(13 point) for the Bruins, shooting
five of nine from the floor, with
three of four from three-point land.

Bouldin is back, and she made
her presence known on the boards
with 9 rebounds in only 23
minutes. The biggest hero of the
game for UCLA, though, may
have been VanEmbricqs, who had
22 points, 14 rebounds, and 5
steals.

Overall. UCLA outrebounded
the Ducks 57-38. one of the keys to

the success of the Bruins. "The key
for us is playing good defense and
being aggressive and dominating
on the boards. When you do that,

your shots will start to fall."

"Bouldin *s return allows us to

do three things: It allows us to play
a straight up man-to-man defense,

it allows Sandra (VanEmbricqs) to

play her more natural position

defensively so she can be more
active, and she greatly strengthens

our board game."

Anderson said. "It was such a
lift to have Sheri back. Knowing
she's back is like automatic
boards. That allows us to run and
play up tempo." adding. "We knew
we had to win tonight"

The Bruins now have three

games left, and two wins should be
good enough to get the Bruins into

the NCAA tourney.

TOURNAIVIEI^
From page 36

"fast playing their way onto the

bubble."

Most basketball observers who
watched UCLA in the Evergreen
State this weekend, however,
seemed to agree with Harrick that

the Bruins will probably find favor
with the Tournament Selection

Committee if they beat the

Washingtons and do decently in

the Pac- 10 Tourney.

Ahh ... the Pacific 10 Confer-
ence Tournament. That may be the

whole key to the Bruins' NCAA
hopes.

It's ironk: that UCLA may have
to rely on the final Pac- 10 postsea-

son tournament to have a chance at

getting to the real show. Bruin

sophomore forward Don Mac-
Lean, at least, seems focused on
the Pac- 10.

*The Pac- 10 Tourney is the only

sure way to get (to the NCAA's)."
MacLean said. "18-9 is on the

fence. I mean really, really on the

fence."

Freshman forward Tracy Mur-
ray, who saw his share of postsea-

son play at Glendora High, has a

simpler plan. "All it takes is just

one win to get us over the hump."
he Mid. "One win and we'll be

back on track."

After watching UCLA build a

seven-point lead against his Beav-

ers in a hostile arena, at least OSU
head coach Jim Anderson, who has

coached at the collegiate level for

more than 20 years, was impress-

ed. "I know they're a good enough

team to play in the NCAA's," he

said. "I think they have the talent

and the ability and should be in the

top 64 teams without a doubt."

Now all he as to do is tell that to

his fans.
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ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Inimediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Temunation

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fp(^ a choice

FamilyPlmmingAssociates

Medical Group

THE UCLA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER

PRESENTS

NICHOLAS ASHFORD, Ph.D.

PROFESSOR
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

WILL SPEAK ON:

"TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
IN THE WORKPLACE:

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INITIATIVES'

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1990

10:00 A.M. TO 11:00 A.M.

ROOM 13-105 CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES

IJOUSING
FAIR

\\^haw whatyou need

SPONSORED BY

On^ampus Housing

University Apartments
^^

Office of Residential Life

Family Student Housing

UCLA Conference Services UCLA Guest House
» ^

UCLA Catering Services

UCLA Vending Services

UCLA Coffee Service

Community Housing Office

• Housing Information • Lottery Applications • Employment Opportunities

• Shuttle Tours to University Apartments and Family Student Housing

• Free Refreshments • Free Gifts

m^

February 27 Bruin Plaza

February 28 Cou rt of Sciences

10AM-2:00PM
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ake Them an Offer They Cant Refuse,

9312 DalK Bniln Readers Spent
$2,025,63930 Last Year Heading for
Sun and Surf Soudi of the Border.

Off "^®m Caaw© a (Scgafi Wa^ ^®
Talk© irftKgm if[h©ir©ooo^(al\y(giTGfiscSo

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 cur fif BLOW
MUST StIOW UCLA SUDEnT ID.

WIW COUFOn
We raerve ike ri^ 1$ r^ute ttrwce l» aitj

tb&U wkme ktir ctttduim it uuiutabie.

I
VEilid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 4/19/90

WESTWOOD WESTWOOD MARQUIS
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
^^^ Peat Marwick Main & Co.
UCLA Basketball vs. Washington

!VY, MARCH 4
NOON AT BAXTER'

JESmjIZZA AFTER THE GAME AT SANTO PIETRO'S

SIGN UP AT SAS MEETING OR CALL CARRIE FISHER (824-0665)

II f

A lecture which explores the implications and issues
behind non-medical healing and the law

by Arno Preller, C.S.B.
of Denver, Colorado

I member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship
UCLA Campus, Rolfe Hall, Room 1200
Monday, February 26, 1990 at 8:00 PM

Sponsored by Rrst Church of Christ ScienUst, Patos Verdes Peninsula
and the UCLA Christian Science Organization

ALL ARE INVITED TO ATTEND.

Child care at UCLA Organization 560 Hitgard Ave.

I I
; Beavers dam Bruins

From page 36

where wc were three or four weeks
ago.** Harrick continued. *This
was a good weekend for us.**

Payton and the Beavers, along
with some UCLA fans, would
probably ask Harrick to make a
reality check after this weekend,
however. Payton led the Beavers
with 23 points and 12 assists,

moving past former Bruin great

Reggie Miller into fourth place on
the all-time Pac-10 scoring list

with 2,103 points.

But strangely, Payton may not
have been the major culprit in

stealing this game from UCLA,
which led by as much' as seven,

64-57. with 12:32 left to play.

Although you could never convin-
ce the Beaver faithful of it. this

wasn't Payton *s place Satur-
day—the Bruins simply beat them-
selves.

AfterUCLA forward Don Mac-
Lean, who led everyone with 32
points, scored on a pass from guard
Darrick Martin to give UCLA that

seven-point cushion with 12
minutes left, the Bruins seemed to

get lost in the Oregon fpg. UCLA
didn't score for the next 7:47 as the
Beavers went on a 13-0 tear.

OSU*s extended zone defense had
something to do with UCLA's
ineptitude, but there seemed to be
something darker afoot
With 6:50 remaining in the

game and UCLA down. 66-64,
forward Trevor Wilson drove the

baseline under the basket and
dunked to tie it But wait . . .

.

Wilson had stepped on the baseline

before the basket, which was
waved off by the referee. Seconds
later. Harrick yanked Wilson from
the game, yelling. "Run the

offense."

Wilson refused to comment on
the incident, but Harrick indicated
that the Bruins' suffered from the
simple inability to follow the game
plan. "When the game's on the
line. I want us to run an offense,
not go one-on-one," Harrick said.

When UCLA departed from it

set offense, it also seemed to

exclude its most proficient player.

MacLean, who scored 63 points in

the two Oregon games, scored just

four points in the final 12 minutes
Saturday. "Sometimes I don't
know what goes through the minds
of our team." MacLean said. "I felt

like I was scoring preuy easily. I

wish I had gouen the ball more
down the stretch, but it's nobody's
fault."

Bruin guard Gerald Madkins
noted that it was **pretty easy
getting the ball into our forwards in

our set offense" but part of the
reason MacLean didn't touch the
ball late in the game was that

"when we're running back and
forth trying to make up a couple
points, it's hard to key on one
person."

Not only did UCLA pull a
disappearing act in part of the
second half, they also made their

basket shrink. With 10:47 left to

play and the Bruins up, 64-61,
freshman Zan Mason, who played
a season-high 16 minutes, missed a

lay-up and then the follow. Just

1:18 later. Madkins missed a left-

handed lay-up off his baseline

drive.

Those misses sprung the leaks in

the Bruins' dam. and soon after,

the Beavers ate through it "I

thought the key was when we
missed those lay-ups." Harrick
said. "We came down and lost our
poise a little bit and starting going
one-one-one."

SCOTT WEERSINQ/D«ly Bruin

Trevor Wilson couldn't
believe a call by referee
Terry Christman.

Maybe the Bruins had already
begun to lose tiieir poise when
MacLean got hit with a technical

foul for shoving the ball into the
Stomach of OSU's Teo Alibegovic
with 18:20 left in the second half.

But at least until the second
period. UCLA had seemed more
composed than it had in weeks
while coming back from a big
first-half deficit. Midway through
the first half, the Bruins were
down, 26-17. but then went on a
16-8 run to cut the lead to 34-33
with 2:17 left in the period.

Behind 40-39. coming out of the
locker room, the Bruins made their

first five shots of the second half-

despite MacLean's technical

—

and went up. 50-45. But _OSU*s_

WEERSING/DaMy Bruin

Gerald Madkins battled Gary
Payton, mouthpiece and all.

Earl Martin, who finished with 14.

hit a three-pointer to tie it at 50
soon after and Gill Coliseum
erupted into bedlam, preparing for
the cheers they were to give Payton
as he stood on the baseline,
dancing for joy.

You'd dance for joy, too. When
MacLean scored with 4:45 left to

cut the OSU lead to just four, 70-

66, Payton knew it was time to
wake up. The Oakland-native gave
a little glimpse of how he can take
over a game, as he did last

Thursday night against USC when
he totalled 58. ..

After missing 10 straight
shots—his last three of the first

half and his first seven of the

second half—Payton caught fire

late in the game. "When I settled

down I knew I had to take over."
Payton said, "and my shots starting
falling."

Payton made two free throws to
put the Beavs up. 72-66, then after

a UCLA bucket, drove the lane and
ran into UCLA freshman Tracy
Murray, who appeared to be set. as
the ball went in. But on this day.
Murray got called for blocking and
fouled out. "I just laughed.*'
Murray said later.

Payton could have laughed, too,
as he made the free throw to put
Oregon State up by seven with
2:34 left. The Bruins closed it to
five, until Payton made another
lay-up while he was fouled from
behind by Wilson. As Payton ran
around the court with his two-fin-
gers held high, the crowd roared its

approval. The roar grew when
Payton hit the free throw that put
OSU ahead by eight with 2:01 left

and put an exclamation point on
Payton's career in this usually
sleepy town of 41,000.

Both as a stellar basketball
player, and as a dancer.

VanEMBRICQS
From page 36

pts, 6 assts) got the Bruins

running, and a few easy buckets

and strong shooting from the

free throw line (7-8) helped

UCLA carry a 31-24 lead into

the locker room at the half.

To their credit, Oregon man-
aged to slow down Pac-10
scoring leader Rehenna Ste-

phens (15 pts). but unfortu-

nately for the Beavers,
VanEmbricqs was more than

happy to pick up the slack,

scoring mostly layups through

the vacated slots left by Ste-

phens' double teams.

In the second half, the Bruins

kept the ball moving, forcing

the Beavers to play catch up.

The slower Oregon was unpre-

pared for the running game, and
continued to hound Stephens,

leaving VanEmbricqs and
senior Michele Wootton (11

pts) open underneath.

teams kept the score close early

on.

*Today was a little sloppy,"

Bruin head coach Billie Moore
said with a relieved smile after

the game. "But anytime you can
win at this point in the year, that

becomes the bottom line."

Although the Bruins took

some time to find their range,

they dominated the boards, only

giving the Beavers one shot
each time down the court.

Although through the first nine

minutes of the game the Bruins

were unable to shake Oregon,
eventually, things began to

click.

The aggressive play on the

defensive boards suddenly
began paying off. as UCLA
opened up the floor with a few
quick outlet passes and started

running their full court game.
Point guard Nicole Anderson (8

QARLO CHAO/Datly Bruin

UCLA tiad reason to laugh as Sandra VanEmbricqs and the

Bruins danced to an easy win over Oregon on Friday.

Bouldin inspires roiling

Bruins to a Icey victory
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

On Friday night, the UCLA
women's basketball team moved
one step closer to the NCAA
tournament by winning its biggest

game of the season—a 79-65

shellacking of the Oregon Ducks at

Pauley Pavilion.

The contest was marked by the

triumphant return of UCLA senior

center Sheri Bouldin. who had

been nursing a shoulder injury

sustained on January 20th in a

contest against Cahfomia.

But with Bouldin apparently

giving the Bruins (15-9, 10-4) an

emotional lift, UCLA came out

running and gunning, with point

guard Nicole Anderson leading the

show. Oregon (16-8, 8-5)

answered with the three point shot,

with guards Michelle Eble and

Jennifer Bourne each connecting

fipm beyond the arc.

The first time Bouldin got the

ball in the paint, she turned, went

straight over Oregon's All-Ameri-

can center Stcfanic Kasperski, and

nailed a short banker to give the

Bruins an early lead. 18-10.

Ahead 26-15 through ten

minutes of the opening stanza,

UCLA got a break when Kaspers-

ki, the Ducks leading scorer and
the second leading scorer in the

conference, injured her arch, thus

ending her game. She finished with

just six points.

Oregon, however, went on a

16-0 run before UCLA senior

Sandra VanEmbricqs ended the

Bruins long dry spell by icing two
free throws.

Michele Wootton added a pair

from the charity strip to deadlock
the contest at 35 as the first half

expired.

Rehema Stephens—the Pac-

lO's leading scorer—had 10 points

at halftime, but was frustrated by
Oregon's box-and-one defense
and shot just four of 13 going into

the locker room.

In the second half, the Bruins

seemed to counter everything the

Ducks were able to throw at them.

Led by Wootton, the Bruins took a

commanding 53-46 lead.

See WOMEN, page 31
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Women's tennis is that good
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

TEMPE. Ariz.—The UCLA
women's tennis team found out
just how good it was this weekend
when the Bruins took to the road to

play No. 8-ranked Arizona State

and No. 13-ranked Arizona.
They're good.

Continuing to play without the
services of freshman star Kim Po,

the No. 2-ranked Bruins mowed
down ASU 6-3 on Friday and
Arizona 6-0 on Saturday.

UCLA was devastating against

Arizona as all the matches were
decided in too—often lopsided

—

sets.

Assistant coach Susie Mascarin
said that All-American Mamie
Ceniza told her it was "the best

(Ceniza*s) played in a year" in

dismantling Arizona's Banni Red-
hair, 6-0 , 6-3.

McCalla defeated No. 43-
ranked Betsy Sommerville, 6-2,

6-2 at No. 3 to earn Mascarin 's

praise as "the most impressive win
of the day."

Other winners were Emmons
over No. 12-ranked Danielle Scott,

6-2, 6-2 at No. 1 , Drcyer over Jane
Yates, 6-2, 6-2 at No. 4, Cammie
Foley over Danielle Klurman, 6-2,

7-5 at No. 5 and Sampras over
Nancy Breen, 6-1, 6-4 at No. 6.

Friday

Head coach Bill Zaima pre-

dicted his squad was in for a tough
match against ASU. The Sun
Devils had upset No. 7-ranked
Cal-Bericeley, 5-4, eariier this

season, and were looking to do the

same to UCLA.
Instead, the Bruins, as they have

done every time except once
(against the University of San
Diego) this season, won it 5-1 in

singles.

**This is the best team we've had
since we won the national champ-
ionship (in '81)," Zaima said

afterwards. "We can beat anybody
in the country—including Stan-

ford—if we compete well."

Drcyer closed out the dual meet
against hard-serving Jennifer
Rojohn, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4 when
Rojohn's forehand return off
Drcyer's second serve at 40-30
ticked the tape and fell back.

2^ima said he was the most
impressed with Dreyer's match

because of the poise she displayed
after playing poorly in the first set

Ceniza, who like Dreyer,
Emmons, Po and Foley have yet to

lose a dual match this year, upped
her dual record to 9-0 as she

dispatched Laura Glitz, 6-2, 6-3 at

No. 2.

"I played pretty good, although I

lost it therc for about 15 minutes
(when Glitz rallied from 4-0 to 4-3

in the secind set)," she said.

At No.l, Emmons showed no
lingering effects from her bout
with the flu as she crushed Krista

Amend, 6-1, 6-1.

At No. 5 Foley came out one ahead
in each set as she prevailed 6-4, 7-

5, over Barbara Thompson.
Sampras also won 6-4, 7-6 (1),

but Kristi Jonkosky continued to

hold UCLA's number as she
defeated McCalla at No. 3, 4-6, 6-

4, 6-4 for her third victory in a row
over the Bruins.

In doubles, Ceniza/Sampras lost

their first dual match of the year,

4-6, 7-5, 6-2 to Rojohn/Karen
Bergan. Emmons/McCalla
defeated Amend/Glitz. 6-3, 7-5,

while Dreyer/Foley lost to Jonko-
sky/Pam Cioffi, 6-4, 6-3.

Volleyball silences
CSUN and Its fans
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Pot most college athletic teams, one of the l?iggest factors in a
successful season is a strong, suR)ortive fan base. If this adage
holds mie for the remainder of the 1990 Western Jntm:ollegiate
Volleyball Association season, then Cal State Nonhridge is in for a
very successful season.

The UCLA men's volleyball team found this out the hard way
when it host^ the Matadors and a very large contingent of their
faithful fans on Friday night.

,

Though the Bruins won the battle of the teams in an exciting
four-game match, the Northridge die-hards won the war of the
words, as they gave their all in cheering on their No. 7-ranked
CSUN learn. Not even the UCLA band—which made an
impromptu visit midway through the fourth game—could match
the exuberance of the 3(X)-plus Matador fans.

In the ^rly going, the Bruins did litUe to deter the vocal Mata-
dors, losing the first game of the match 15-8. *The firet game was
not as close as the score might indicate," saidUCLA head coach Al
Scates. **They (CSUN) really came out arid out played us in the
early parts."

After that, however, the Bruins came to life, winning the next
three games 15-12. 15-10. 15-11.

As has been the case in the past week, the Bruins got strong play

See VOl^UY, page 30

UCLA male gymnasts continue late-season skid
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

Rather than moving upward, the No. 3 UCLA men's
gymnastics team is suffering through a mid-season slump
which culminated in a loss against No. 7 Stanford in Palo
Alto last Friday night.

In the tri-meet, the Cardinal placed Hrst with a 276.65
behind strong performances by AU-Around winner and
runner-up Conrad Voorsanger (56.75) and Charles Loop
(56.70). The Bruins finished second with a team total of

274.95, while California finished last with a 269.25.
Dropping their record to 10-2, the Bruins' major problem

has been their inconsistency. Since beginning the season
with a season-opener high of 278.675 over a month ago
against Cal State FuUerton, UCLA has faltered. Although
the team raised its team total by almost two points two
weeks later at the UCLA Invitational, UCLA finished
second to No. 1 Nebraska. Two weeks ago at the Southwest
Cup in Tempe, UCLA captured the title with a low 277.40.

With three Bruins finishing in the top six, UCLA opened
the competition leading the pack with a 46.45 on the floor.

son

Sophomore Scou Keswick, who finished third in the AU-
Around (56.45), placed third with a 9.55.
With only Chris Waller scoring above 9.0 on the pommel

horse, UCLA quickly gave away its lead to Stanford. 91.35
to 91.60.

The Bruins rebounded as UCLA finished one-two-three
on the third rotation, the rings. With a team score of 46.10,
UCLA cut Uie lead to .05, 137.45-137.50. Sophomore
Chainey Umphrey had the high score of the night with a
strong 9.85. Keswick placed second with a 9.65, and Waller
rounded out the shutout %ith^ 9.60. / ^;
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WANT YOUR REftlND FAS^^

THE FAST CASH SOLUTION
Our Application Eliminates IRS Forms

$30.00
Preparation and Electronic Filing

Free ApplicatJons or Questions - Call Our Toll Free Number

1 (800) SCAN TAX

1
HLUC :

Euimain: / .

With or without glasses-

j artistry for your eyes only

•DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
SPECIAL $150.00

Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care
I

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
All student, faculty, employee

vision-plans WELCOME
» ^>mmmmm »i« n »^i
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(Dr. Quae

FROM JOB FAIR TO JOB OFFUR

A workshop to give you the competitive edge when you
talk to company representatives at the Minority
Recruitment and Career Conference on March 14.

optonutnst

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

Topics include.'

• Writing a resume that sells

• Winning the interviewing game
• Asking the right questions
• Following up with potential employers
• Dressing for success

Six WOrkshovs to choose from, Nn sipt'up requirpd.

Feb. 20

Feb. 21

Feb. 23

Feb. 26

Feb. 17

March 1

12-2
5-7
9-11
12-2
12-2'

12-2

Chicano Studies Research Center
Placement & Career Planning Ctr.

Haines Hall - Room 18

Chicano Studies Research Center
Chicano Studies Research Center
Chicano Studies Research Center

Sponsored hy

Academic Advancement Program
Placement & Career Planning Center
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By Tien Lee

baseball gets one, gives two in Tempe, Arizona
Staff Writer

TEMPE, AZ.—Last year,
Arizona State University swept the

UCLA baseball team in its opening
three-game conference series and
sent the Bruins on the road to Six-

Pac oblivion.

UCLA appears to be on a
different path, this year, as it

started off its Tempe, Arizona trip

with a record-setting 18-inning 6-5

loss, Friday, to ASU but bounced
back to beat the Sun Devils 1 1 -4 on
Saturday. Although the Bruins
lost, Sunday, 9-2, they came out of
the weekend having moved their

record to 13-5, 2-4 in the Six-Pac.

Sunday
The Bruins were trying to give

head coach Gary Adams his TOOlh
collegiate win, but it wasn't in the

cards.

ASU struck early in the second
inning, knocking out four singles

to score three runs off pitcher John
Sutherland (L, 4-2).

Then, perhaps with its collective

mind on recent history, ASU
belted out six more runs in the

fourth (just as UCLA had done
Saturday) to put the game on ice.

Sutherland gave up four of the

six runs on four hits and two walks
before being pulled for Mike
Lewis. With the score 4-0, the

bases loaded, and two outs,

Sutherland walked in a run on four

consecutive balls to ASU center
fielder Mike Kelly, then gave up a
two-run double to shortstop

Anthony Manahan before Lewis
replaced him.

With the score 7-0, Lewis gave
up a two-run single to catcher Eric

Helfand before getting the final

out.

The Bruins got their two runs in

the fifth to avoid the shut-out

Saturday
**We came out a liule flat," head

coach Gary Adams conceded.
ASU touched starter Scott Schanz
(W, 3-0) for two runs in the second
inning, but the Bruins weren't
about to lay down and die.

At least not after Adams gave
the team a little pep talk before the

fourth inning. **I told the guys I felt

they had better character than

that,** said Adams. **I told them
ASU is as tired as we are, and to

start hammering at the plate.*'

Sledgehammer, that is. ^

The Westwood nine erupted for

six runs in the fourth as left fielder

Robbie Katzaroff lead off by
ripping a line drive triple just

inside first base. Joel Wolfe
walked. Then came Dave Zanca-
naro.

Zancanaro, who was playing

center field after having pitched

and played right field the night

before, stepped up and sent a 3-2

pitch over the right center fence.

The Bruins had a 3-2 lead, and
they never looked back. First

baseman Chris Pritchett continued
the slugfest with a single and
moved to second. Then catcher

Paul Ellis, who finished with two
HRs, a triple, a double and 4 RBIs.

began his 4-for-5 day by doubling
to score Priicheu.

Right fielder Dave Tokheim
brought Ellis in with a triple, then

scored himself on a passed ball.

ASU closed to within 6-3 in the

bottom of the fourth, but UCLA
added three insurance runs in the

fifth, sixth and seventh to put it out
of reach.

Friday
There was only one game

scheduled, but the Bruins and the

Sun I>eyils wound up playing a
double header.

For the handful of sleepy fans

who stuck it out into the wee hours
of Saturday morning, they were
rewarded when ASU second base-

See BASEBALL, page 30

Stoudt stands out at PaolO meet
By Linda Peters

Contributor

After the second day of the

Pac-10 Championships, the
Bruin swimmers finished in

third place (782 points total)

behind second-place Cal (858)
and first place Stanford (1 160).

ASU finished fourth, followed
by use, Arizona, Oregon
State, Washington, and
Washington State.

UCLA's Kristin Stoudt was
named Pac-10 champion in the

5a-yard freestyle. Friday, when
she took first place and quali-

fied herself for the NCAAs, in

an exciting 50-yanl free event

(:23.26). Stoudt's win made ho-
the sole Bruin winner of an
individual event.

Although Stoudt's victory

occurred after a non-scheduled
ten-minute break due to techni-

cal problems, she says it helped
to relax her. "I knew what I had
to do," she said.

Saturday
UCLA came out strong in

both relays, finishing third in

the 200-yard medley relay

(1:44.72) just behind Cal and
top-finishing Stanford
(1:43.16).

The 800-yard free relay

turned into an exciting neck and
neck race between the Bruins
and the Cardinal. But when the

two teams touched the wall, the

scoreboard showed that Stan-

fcMrd had won in just 7:18.79,

and UCLA took second
(7:19.54).

Stoudt took the tv^^spot in

the 100-yard butterfly (:54,72)
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Opm -
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TACOS 500
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21 and OVER
9595 Wilshjre Boulevard

Beverly Hills (213) 550-1599
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
L Dr. Martin Hyman^
^^^^'-- Optometrist =^

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables

•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

just behind Stanford's Olym-
pian Jancl Jorgensen, who won
the event.

Freshman Jeanne Gibbons*
time in the 200-yard free

(1:48.89) gave her a second-

place finish and an NCAA
qualifying time. Sheri ^miih
followed Gibbons hi the 200-

yard free widi a sixth-place

finish (1:51.35). Missy Hem-
don swam the event in 1:49.82

to win the consolation finals

with a time that would have
placed her fourth in the champ-
ionship finals.

In the 100-yard breaststroke^

freshman Christy Richardson

took third (1:04.42), followed

by Melissa Skinner (1:05.32),

In the three-meter diving

See SWIM, page 30

No wasting time for Millett
By Jay Ross
Contributor

Tracie Millett set one school record and qualified twice for the NCAA
finals in a meet at Occidental, Saturday, as the women's track team began
its hunt for a fourth consecutive Pac-10 title and first national
championship since 1983.

Head Coach Bob Kersee had called Oxy a "see where we are" meet,
but the throwers, MiUett, Jennie Welchel, and Khristy Ward, wasted no
time in establishing the Bruins as a national contender.

Millett started her season by breaking the UCLA record in the shot put.
She threw 5 1

-
1 and upped her previous best of 50-2 1/2, set last year at the

NCAA finals. Then in the discus. Millet also qualified for the NCAA's
with a toss of 173-1.

Venegas' other two throwers improved their marks in the shot.
Redshirt freshman Jennie Welchel increased her personal record to 48-5
1/2 from 46-6. Sophomore Khristy Ward has adopted a spin technique m
her shot put and improved her distance from 42-5 to 45-7. She also used
the Oxy meet for discus training and threw 139-6, a personal increase of
7-6.

Millett has also qualified for the NCAA Indoor Championships on
March 10, the only Bruin to do so.

*The Indoors are a nice reward for outstanding athletes who prepared
during the Fall and Winter," said Venegas.

(7) rr/^THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Expires 3/12/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

S30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bil(ini Wax $:{0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

*39

•I « >t

50
w/ Discount ^^ ^ j f

GROUP DISCOUNTS ^Hit/t ^U?(CdO
AVAILABLE 10970 LeConte Avenue

Serving UCLA for over 36 years -
, a ,

^s^wood Village

At the Comer of Gayley & LeConte LOS Angeles, California 90024

s5£e day^'s^JyTce (213) 208-8755 (213) 208-5275
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Bruins kicked out of Payton's Place
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By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

CORVALLIS, Or.—There he
Stood, dancing on the baseline
before 10,400 adoring fans in a
sold-out Gill Coliseum. For the last

time, these Oregon State basket-
ball maniacs were cheering their

hero, Gary Payton.

Payton, a 6-4 senior guard, who
is slated for the cover of this

week's Sports Illustrated and was
playing his last game in Corvallis,

had reason to dance. He had just

scored the last 1 2 points for the No.
17 Beavers (14-2 in the Pac-10.
21-4 overall) and led them to a
come-from-behind, 83-74 victory

over the Bruins (9-7, 16-9).

Meanwhile, there was no joy on
the UCLA sideline. For the first

time since the 1947-48 season, the

Bruins dropped their fifth-conse-

cutive game and probably put even
more doubts in the minds of the

members of the NCAA Tourna-
ment Selection Committee. But

Scoreboard
TEAM 1 2 F

UCLA 39 35 74

Oregon St. 40 43 83

although just about everything that

could have gone wrong did for

UCLA on this lost weekend, there

was a positive note.

"We're back playing a litfle bit
We're back playing with intensity

and enthusiasm," said UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick, who has seen
his team drop seven of its last eight

games and fall alone into fifth

place in the Pac-10.

"We're trying to get back to

See HOOPS page 32

Is UCLA still Tournament bound?

OSU star Gary Payton, with his animated mouthpiece, took over against Gerald Madkins
and UCLA late in Saturday's game, ^

By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

CORVALLIS, Or.—What do
the fans at Oregon State think of
UCLA's chances of making the

NCAA basketball tournament?
,^^^They made their feehngs known
even before tip-off of the No. 17

Beaver's win over the Bruins
Saturday in Gill Coliseum with
their incessant chants of "NIT!
NIT! NIT!"

Whether pr not UCLA is rele-

gated to the National Invitational

Tournament for the second time in

five years^and left out of the top

64 teams that will be announced
March 11—remains to be seen.

But the Bruins' loss, their sixth

defeat in their last eight contests,

had everyone in the Gill Coliseum
press room talking.

The man at the center of the

attention was, of course, UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick, who still

seems composed enough to fiddle

while the season bums around him.
"I've seen a lot of 18-9 teams go

(to the NCAA tournament)," Har-
rick said, assuming that the 16-9

Bruins will defeat both Washing-
ton schools this weekend before
entering the Pac-10 Tournament
March 8-11.

But Harrick may have finally

displayed some candid emotion to

the press when he added, "I'm not
worried about that . . . yeah, I

am."

Harrick probably has reason to

worry. Last week, before UCLA
fell to the Oregon schools, USA
Today noted that the Bruins were

See TOURNAMENT, page 31

Beavers can't

dam Bruin

hoopsters
By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

Hey, Bruins, there's a

brand new smash hit on the

campus of UCLA—it's the

Sandra VanEmbricqs*
Show!
Behind VanEmbricqs'

game high 19 points and 18

rebounds, the Bruins (16-9,

11-4) soundly trounced the

Oregon Stale Beavers 74-55,

Sunday.

For a game that ended in

somewhat of a route, UCLA
rehed heavily on VanEm-
bricqs in the first half, when
inconsistent play by both

See VanEMBRICQS,
page 33

Hamilton hurt, but Andrews still leads UCLA
By Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writer

Saturday night at the 1990
UCLA-Times Invitational, the

Bruin women's gymnastics team
turned in a near legendary perfor-

mance in the place where legends
are bom—^Pauley Pavilion.

For the first time this season the

Bruins hit on all cylinders.
UCLA's 191.45 easily surpassed

the 190 benchmark which the

Bruins had previously not

achieved. The Bruins' score was a

new Invitational record. Prior to

this meet, 189.45 was the high

marie for UCLA. ^

This meet was the last chance to

perform in Pauley for UCLA
seniors Jill Andrews and Kim
Hamilton. Andrews was more than

up to the occasion, turning in a

Renaissance performance.
Andrews set new Invite records in

finishing first in the all-around

competition with a 39.05 and in the

vault with a 9.95. As if that wasn't
enough, Andrews also won the

beam with a 9.70 and the floor

exercise with a 9.80.

"It felt good. We're in Pauley.

It's so nice to have people come
out and support us," Andrews said.

Bruin head coach Jerry Tomlin-
son was so impressed by Andrews'
performance that he said, "This is

Jill's best performance that I've

ever seen.
»t

Kim Hamilton hurt her foot on Friday
ALBERT SOONQ/Oaily Bruin

See ANDREWS, page 30

ALBERT SOONQ/OaJly Bruir

. . . but Jill Andrews picked
up the slack.

College Basketball Roundup *Mt«rM( IndictfM PAC-10 oont«f«nc« tMim
iMt WMk't AP rankingi thown (n par«nthMM

Arizona* (21 ) at

Stanford*

80
61

Washington* at

Washington St.*

59

56

Louisville (16) at 81

UNVL (4) 91

Seton Hall at 57
Connecticut (6) 79

Purdue (9) at

Ohio State

75

70

Arizona St.* at

California*

60
68

Kansas (2) at

Kansas State

70

58
Viilanova at 53
Georgetown (5) 83

Georgia Tech (8) at 88
Notre Dame 80

Santa Clara at

LMU(22)
81

117

Softball sweeps
On Friday, the UCLA softlwU

team swept CSULB in two games.
5-0 and 1 -0. to bring their record to

15-2. The Bruins also played a
makeup game against SDSU,
Sunday. See tomorrow's Daily
Bruin for complete coverage.
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'Wipe your pipe'

campaign starts

To celebrate National Clean
Air Day, the California Public

Interest Research Group is

launching a "Wipe Your Pipe**

campaign today at UCLA.
As part of the campaign,

people will send Sen. Pete
Wilson, R-Califomia, tissue

smears from their car tail pipes

urging him to pass a strong

clean air act

Those interested can join

representatives of CALPIRG,
an environmental and consum-
er lobby, at the top level of

Campus Parking Lot 6 from 2 to

.5 p.m. today.

Inside
Med Center
regloups
Worker atUC Med cope with

the aftershocks of the Feb. 19

shooting which claimed one
Ufe.

See page 6

Viewpoint

National
Clean Air Day
Help CALPIRG out and

Wipe Your Pipe** in honor of

Clean Air Day.

See page 14

(('

Arts & Entertainment

Comedy clubs
around LA.
A & E investigates the

lucrative laughter business in

Los Angeles.

See page 16

Sports

lliere's always

Softball

While the baseball lockout

continues, the softball team

opens at home today at 1 p.m.

See page 32
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Pi • II sal uiges parking fee hike
Increase of $24 a year may
be in effect as early as July

By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

Parking fees will go up from
$360 to $384 a year by July 1990 if

a proposal by parking officials

scheduled for public release March
1 is approved.

Administrative Vice Chancellor

Raymond Schultze will have 30
days to gather comments from the

UCLA community and make a

fmal decision regarding the fee

hike.

The proposal to increase park-
ing fees from $30 to $32 a month
was written by the Business and
Transportation Services Admi-
nistration (BTSA) and was the

only one recommended for

approval among several submitted
to the Transportation and Parking
Advisory Committee (TPAC),
said Greg Demetre, Parking jSer-

vices manager.

The proposed $24-a-year
increase was one of many propos-
als developed by BTSA to address
the growing demand for funds to

support campus expresses,
ridesharing, maintenance, salaries

and seismic renovation of the

parking structures, among other

items, Demetre said.

The other BTSA proposals
TPAC did not recommend to the

administrative vice chancellor
called for a fee increase from $30
to $33 a month, an increase in daily

entry fees and a no-increase
proposal, Demetre said. Those
proposals were not viable, he said.

The proposal for the $3 increase

was not favorable because BTSA
wants to keep the increases as low
a pQ;ssible to allow for more time to

decide on long-term plans, Demet-
re said.

An increase in daily entry fees

was also not accepted because the

daily fee is already higher than

those at parking lots in areas near

UCLA, Demetre said. Aiid main-
taining the current parking fees

was not feasible because the

parking administration's needs are

too great, he said.

Comments from last year's fee

See PARKING, page 13

Perfect stranger

MATTHIAS OAUB/OaNy Bruin

Bronson Pinchot, who plays Baiki on TV's "Perfect Strangers, " discusses his

acting career in Ackerman on Monday.

Expansion of
Asian American
center stressed
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

After a nationwide search committee
recommended that UCLA professor Eton

Nakanishi head the UCLA Asian American
Studies Center, his colleagues emphasized
the need for the university's cooperation in

expanding the center.

Executive Vice Chancellor Murray
Schwartz, who met with Nakanishi on
Friday, declined to comment about the

details of the meeting or whether he offered

Nakanishi the position.

The associate professor in higher educa-

tion became a symbol of minority struggles

after his controversial three-year quest for

academic tenure ended last year. ^

Nakanishi was out of I9wn Monday and
could not be reached for comment.

Schwartz and Nakanishi discussed
"mutual interests" Friday, according to the

executive vice chancellor's office.

Although he did not know the details of
the meeting, undergraduate officer Ken
Wada said if he were in Nakanishi 's

position, **I would want to know, 'What are

the rules of my game?*
**

The university may appoint him, but the

key issue is what kind of resources the

center will have, Wada said. Employees of

the center said it needs more money for

research, more faculty and a stronger

university commitment toward an ethnic

studies requirement
If Nakanishi becomes the director, he will

head a center housing one of the most
diverse collections of Asian American

See NAKANISHI, page 13

Vote on definition of 'student interest gtroup' near
By Greg Hayes
and Sarah Suk Student Interest Group Reorganization Proposal

Staff Writers

Undergraduate government
plans to vote on the definition of a

student interest group (SIG)
tonight, but some student leaders

say they want to see changes in the

proposal first.

Council postponed a vote on the

proposal last Tuesday after three

hours of discussion because many
officers thought more time was
needed to polish the document.

Second Vice President Alec
Wynne, who authored the propos-

al, opposed the delay because he

said he based his defmition on the

input he received from student

group representatives who have
met three times since last quarter to

discuss the matter.

Undergraduate council's current

structure is shown on the left,

while the proposed is on the right.

Current

African Student Union
American Indian Students Assoc.
Asian Pacific Coalition

Gay and Lesbian Assoc
Intertraternity Council

International Students Assoc.
Inter-Residence Hall Council

Iranian Student Group
Jewisti Student Union
MEOiA
National Panfiellenic Council

Panhellenic Council

Union for Students witti Disabilities

Women's Coalition

Proposed

African Student Union
American Indian Students Assoc.

Asian Pacific Coalition

Gay and Lesbian Assx.
MEChA
Union of Students witfi Disabilities

Women's Coalition

Armenian Student Assoc
Interlraternity Council

International Students Assoc
Inter-Residence Hall Council

Iranian Student Group
Jewish Student Union

Muslim Student Assoc.

National Panhellenic Council

Panhellenic Council

Raza Women

SOURCE: Daily Bruin

The definition recognizes all

student groups except religious

and political organizations as

"Student Interest Groups** (SIOs).

ALBERT POON/Dally Bruin

The proposal categorizes the

groups for funding and resource

allocation purposes and divide^ the

14 currently sponsored groups.

plus a few additional ones, into

undcrrcpresented student organi-

zations (USOs) and council-spon-

sored groups.

Some student group representa-

tives, who sat through last week*s
meeting without getting a chance
to speak, said they will attend

tonight's meeting hoping to urge

council members to amend, or
even postpone a vote on. the

proposal.

Jewish Student Union President

Charles Click said his group wants
an end to the divisiveness of
categorizing organizations "once
and, -for all.**

Although he was **pleasantly

surprised** by Wynne's most
recent proposal, which does not

exclude certain "cultural** groups

See SlQ, page 12
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Student Psychological Services
- ^7he Family: Old Wounds & New Beginnings"
- 5:30-7:30pm, Student Psychological Services
Conference Room (A3-089 Center for the Health Sciences)
University Catholic Center

- "Peace and Forgiveness" by former hostage Father Jenco
- 7:30pm, UCC
UCLA Community Housing Office

- UCLA Housing Fair
- 10-2pm, Bruin Plaza
Placement and Career Planning Center

- "Beyond the Big Six"
- 2-4pm, NC 22
USAC

- USAC Awareness Week
- ll:30-2:00pm. Bruin Walk
UCLA Engineering and Business Society

- Internship Fair 1990
- 10-3pm, AU 2nd Floor Lounge

• Cultural Affairs , ,

- Comedy at the Coop
- 8:30pm, The Cooperage
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 2fl

• USAC \
- USAC Awareness Week
- ll:30-2:00pm. Bruin Walk -

THURSDAY. MAPCH 1

• Placement and Career Planning Center
- "Basics of the CPA Exam"
- 2-4pm, NC 22

• Christian Science Organization
-"Ts Complete Reliance on God Possible?^* v

- 12:30pm, AU 3530
• USAC
- Kerckhoff Open House
- ll:30-2:00pm

FRIDAY. MARCH 2
• SCA
- Showcase 1990
- 8-10 pm, AGB ~

©HKlll^ALs - ^

*

• UCLA College of Letters and Science
- PTE's for Spring Social Science Cluster Available .

at A-316 Murphy .^

• USAC Awareness Weeic
- Activities this week

• UCLA Daily Bruin
- Advertising Internship Applications Available at 112 Kerckhoff

• UCLA Daily Bruin
- Advertising Internship Applications Due March 6 at
4pm in 112 Kerckhoff
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If you are interested in leaving
your on-campus organization's
event listed in this calendar,
please call 206-0905 for more
information. Certain restrictions

apply.
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Gene may make spider

silk stronger tlian steel
By Dana Kennedy
Associated Press

BOSTON — Until rccenUy. the

Army has kept quiet about a

scientist's success in engineering

the gene for spider silk into a

bacteria that produces a fiber

stronger than a silkworm's silk—
indeed, far stronger than steel.

Now the secret is out.

The military hopes to use the

new fabric for bulletproof vests,

helmets, parachute cords and other

strong, 'light equipment. And the

folks on New York's Seventh
Avenue may want to take notice—
silk stockings may come back, too.

The silk industry has long relied

on the costly and time-consuming

farming of silkworms, a cultural

and commercial tradition in China
and Japan, where the creatures

have been domesticated for centu-

ries.

But the mass production of
spider silk may someday mean a

decline in the cost of commercial
silk, according to Stephen Lom-
bardl, the 28 -year-old civiliai^

molecular biologist credited with

the invention.

"Right now they're still using

the old way ofdoing it, with a lot of

man hours spent babysitting silk-

worms," Lombardi said. "This

process is very simple and cheap.

Our intent was to mass produce
large quantities of silk cheaply and
there's no reason why the general

public shouldnH have access to the

technology."

That technology refers to Lom-
bardi 's success in isolating the

gene that produces silk in the

Golden Orb weaver spider and
engineering the gene into bacteria.

The bacteria in turn produces a

See SILKi page 9

Corrections:
On Friday's Page 7 article, "Professor Goldschmidt honored for

anthropology contributions," the country Uganda was misspelled.

In Monday's article, "Students, faculty examine treatment of gender

issues," it was incorrectly stated that the symposium was held on
Friday. It was held on Thursday evening.
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Nicaragua votes Sandinistas out of power
Students, scholars voice

reservations on results

Ousted Ortega

promises to step

down peacefully

By Candice Hughes
Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua —
President Daniel Ortega assured

the world Monday the Sandinistas

will accept the voters* verdict and
surrender power after more than a
decade to an opposition alliance

formed only six months ago.

"We leave victorious because
the Sandinistas have sacrificed,

spilled blood and sweat, not to

cling to government posts, but to

bring Nicaragua something denied
since 1821," he said in a dramatic
dawn speech broadcast nation-

wide.

Ortega spoke hours after it was
clear the electoral tide was against

him and Violeia Barrios de Cha-
morro, publisher of the opposition

newspaper La Prensa, would be
the next president of this battle-

scarred nation, which has in the

past decade become one of the

poorest in the Western Hemi-
sphere.

"People wanted a change,** she

said as she headed for a victory

celebration at her campaign head-

quarters.

With 82 percent of the precincts

counted, Chamorro had 633,357
votes, or 55.2 percent, to 468,040,
or 40.8 percent for Ortega, the

Supreme Electoral Council said.

The coalition also w6n a majority

in the National Assembly.
Chamorro is to lake office April

25 and the transition could be
difficult, given the bad blood
between winners and losers.

"It*s going to be a bit harder than
the normal transition,** said Alfre-

do Cesar, one of Chamorro*

s

closest advisers and a former
leader of the Contra rebels. *That
means the two sides . . . will sit

down and make sure the transition

Election in Nicaragua

With 82% of the precincts counted,

Violeta Barrios de Chamorro
defeated incumbent Daniel Ortega.

4.0% Other

Chamorro 633,357

468,040

SOURCE: Associated Press

SOURCE: Houghton Mifflin 1968 Almanac
ALBERT POON/Daily Bruin

is accomplished in a peaceful

manner.**

There was elation at the White
House. "In this year of political

change, democracy won another

victory,** President Bush said in a

statement, and officials said lifting

the U.S. economic embargo was
under discussion.

Under the Sandinistas, Nicar-

agua became a self-proclaimed

revolutionary state and adopted
portions of Marxist and Leninist

ideology to remake its economic
and social structures. It won strong

support from the Soviet Union and
Cuba, and was accused by the

United States of trying to foment a

Communist revolution in neigh-

boring El Salvador.

The Sandinista loss to the UNO,
which favors Western-style rep-

resentative government, followed
by months the movement toward
democracy in a several Soviet-

aligned nations of East Europe and
democratization in the Soviet
Union itself. -

"

Both Ortega and Chamorro
presented themselves as candi-

dates of national reconciliation and
economic recovery, Ortega
because he believed the United
States would recognize his victory

and Chamorro because she had
Washington *s support
She promised economic recov-

ery to a nation that suffered from a

decade of war, U.S. economic
embargo and poor management.

Ortega and the Sandinistas

mounted a carefully (»x:hestrated

See NICARAGUA, page 10

Above, members of Krakusy
Polish Dance Ensemble
perform an authentic polka
during Sunday night's East
European Cultural Festival.

Right, pianist Rein Rannap,
winner of the 1976 Leipzig

International Bach Competi-
tion, plays an energetic Esto-

nian song.

Photos by
Garlo Chao

By Greg Miller

Contributor

Although Nicaraguan opposi-

tion leader Violeta Barrios de
Chamorro*s election victory could
signify the beginning of democra-
cy for the war-torn nation, UCLA
students and scholars cautioned
that efforts toward democracy may
be challenged fervently.

"Chamorro will face obstacles

in creating any social democracy,**

said UCLA Political Science Pro-
fessor E. Bradford Bums. "She
will encounter intense opposition

by the Sandinistas and be plagued
by the flay of her own party.**

Chamorro, head of the 14-party

United Nationalist Opposition
coalition, defeated incumbent
Daniel Ortega Sunday to overturn

10 years of Sandinista rule.

*The one advantage the Sandi-

nistas still have is a unified

ideology,** Bums said. "UNO has
two extremes within itself. I do not
see how a program can be
created.**

The peaceful elections— which
drew a record 1.75 million regis-

tered Nicaraguan voters— saw the

opposition candidate leading with

55.2 percent of the vote to Ortega*s

40.9 percent. At press time, 82
percent of the voting precincts had
been counted, and President Orte-
ga had conceded victory to the

six-month-old coalition.

"We leave victorious,** Ortega
said. "I want to tell all the nations

of the world that the President of
Nicaragua and the government
will respect and accept the poplu-
lar mandate.**

Students and scholars said
although the shocking UNO vic-

tory represents united public
opposition of the lO^year Sandi-

nista rule, it lacks the cohesion
neccesary to govern successfully.

"I am flabbergasted by the

victory,** Bums said, "but I believe

Chammoro and her party will

disintegrate within a year** because
of potential internal conflict within

the UNO and Chamorro*s lack of
the leadership skills neccesary to

combat the possible dissent.

"She is holding together an
unstable coalition, as is evident

from the party platform,** Bums
said. "And she is not a strong

political leader— she has consis-

tently waffled on every political

issue.**

"I think because of the diversity

within her party she will have a
very difficult time finding a good
agenda,** said Guido del Piccolo,
president of the Central American
Education Committee.

Chamorro, who will take power
on April 25, will face the struggle
of breaking down existing Sandi-
nista bureaucracy and programs,
which include a Sandinista-con-
trolled military.

The regime, which saw signific-

ant economic decline, including

1700 percent inflation last year,

favors a centrally planned socialist

economy and has gained support
from the Soviet Union and Cuba in

its transformation to a self-titled

"revolutionary state.*'

Chamorro has promised to
relieve the nation *s economic
hardships, which have included
United States embargoes protest-

ing social and economic condi-
tions and a continued war with
U.S.-backed Contra rebels dating
back to the Sandinista revolution
of 1980.

"She is going to have a tough
time with the diversity of her
party,** said UCLA student Oracio
Roque. "She has too many diffe-

rent groups within UNO to create
any economic stability.**

Festival:
Cultural fete shows different

view of Eastern Europe life

By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

While the media has empha-
sized political events in Eastem
Europe within the last year, Sun-
day night's East European Cultural

Festival offered a different view of
the region — from an ethnic and
artistic standpoint

About 300 people attended as
art exhibits, dance companies and
musicians representing Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Hun-
gary, Lithuania, Poland, Romania
and Yugoslavia filled Ackerman
Grand Ballroom for several hours.

"All of the media attention (on
East Europe) so far has been on
politics,** said Jenny Kung, prog-
ramming officer for*(he Intema-
tional Studcms Association (ISA)»

which sponsored the event. "We
thought it was important to show
the culture of these people in order
to get a full understanding of what
is happening.**

Religious and political paintings

by Yugoslavian Oton Kovarik
were shown to commemorate the

artist*s 60th birthday. Also on
display were American photogra-
pher Stephan Schacher*s works,
which portray the social and
human conditions of people in

Poland.

Other exhibits included paint-

ings by Czech artist Jana Sattler

Benari, pottery and folk dresses
from Bulgaria and travel informa-
tion for various Eastem European
countries.

The Krakusy Polish Dance
Ensemble performed several
authentic dances, including their

native polka which has been
adopted by the rest of the world.
The ensemble was comprised of
adult and children dancers wearing
ethnic costumes.

Estonian singer Matti Riivald

entertained the audience with
native songs on unrequited love.

^: •*He*s great. He is my favorite.**

said Marje Wolfson from Estonia,

"but I wish that he had performed
some of our national songs.**

Riivald was accompanied by
classical pianist Rein Rannap, who
also performed an energetic
repertoire of Estonian music.

The Los Angeles Lithuanian
Youth Ensemble, wearing rural

folk costumes, performed courting

anct, harvest dances.

Other entertainment included

the Hungarian violinist Shony
Alex Braun, pianist Madelene
Sovinpz and a fashion show
featuring a 150-year-old tradition-

al Czech costume.
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World

Soviet troops begin

ieaving Czedi soii

FRENSTAT, Czechoslovakia — A
brass band struck up the **Intemationale"

on Monday as the Red Army began
ieaving Czechoslovakia 22 years after it

arrived to crush a reform movement
Karel Micek of the Civic Forum said

the presence of Soviet troops had meant
"empty shelves in stores, polluted water,

an occasional fight in the pub and a

reminder that we are not a free country/*

Twenty-two Soviet T-62 tanks loaded

on flatcars left the northern town of

Frenstat, beginning a negotiated, three-

stage pullout of the 73,500 Soviet military

personnel, scheduled for completion next

year.

A second train, laden with 33 armored
vehicles, left a few hours later from the

Domasov nad Bystrici station near a Red
Army base at Libava in eastern Czecho-
slovakia.

It is the first time the Kremlin has

removed its soldiers from the territory of a

Warsaw Pact ally.

Soviet emergency
provision condemned
MOSCOW — Legislators from the

Baltics and other independent-minded

republics Monday denounced a draft law

that would allow the Kremlin to take over

their governments by declaring a state of

emergency.

Several deputies said the proposal is

even more dangerous because a separate

bill on strengthening the presidency

would permit the nation's leader to

declare a state of emergency on his own.
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev is

seeking a law that would give him more
power to push through his program and to

halt riots and ethnic strife that have been
threatening his reforms.

Some progressives said such laws must

be carefully drawn to prevent "a repetition

of totalitarianism,** as legislator Yuri

Afanasiev put it during Sunday's massive

pro-democracy demonstration in Mos-
cow.

Nation

Weatiier may delay

stiuttle laundi again

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA
will wait until Wednesday for the sixth

attempt to launch shuttle Atlantis on an

undercover military mission, but weather

may again interfere.

Forecasters said there was only a 20
percent chance the weather would be

favorable at launch time, expected about

12:45 a.m.

The problem, they said, wouW be high

winds and clouds, the forces that com-
bined early Monday to halt the latest

effort to put what sources said was a $500
million spy sateUile in orbit

The outlook improves to 40 percent on
Thursday.

Senate may act on
clean air legislation

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Senate lead-

ers pressed ahead Monday with final

private talks with the White House over
the clean air bill, but said the measure will

go the Senate floor for debate this week—

with or without an agreement.

The closed-door negotiations between

senators and key Bush administration

officials on a compromise air pollution

control package have been under way for

nearly a month with major differences

still to be overcome, according to both

sides.

"We are making progress," said Senate

Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-
Maine. But he acknowledged that he may
have to bring the bill to the Senate floor

without the administration support.

Mitchell said if a compromise package

cannot be worked out early this week he

would terminate the discussions with the

administration and take his chance on a

bill emerging through Senate floor debate.

Jackson rules out

running for mayor
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Jesse L,

Jackson announced Monday he will not

run for mayor of the "dispirited*' nation's

capital but he refused to rule out a third bid

for the Democratic presidential nomina-
tion in 1992.

"I want to continue to serve, but not as

mayor,** Jackson said. "At present I

believe that I may best serve by continu-

ing work at a national level to change the

direction of this country."
^'

Jackson *s political plans have been the

subject of much conjecture since he

moved to the District of Columbia last

April. Speculation about a Jackson may-
oral candidacy increased after Mayor
Marion Barry *s arrest last month on a

cocaine possession charge and subse-

quent enrollment in a substance abuse

treaUnent program.

"You have to almost predict a rerun of
'88,** said John White, a former national

party chairman who advised Jackson in

the late stages of his 1988 presidential bid.

Local

Fugitive turns self in

after teievision siiow

A man who tuned in the show
"America's Most Wanted** and saw
himself on the screen apparently decided

police couldn't be far behind and surren-

dered in Los Angeles on Monday,
authorities said.

James Edward Noel, wanted in con-

nection with the murder of an apartment

leasing agent, showed up unannounced at

the Los Angeles Police Department's

Central Station less than 10 hours after he

was profiled on the Fox Network's
Sunday night show.

"*I believe you might be looking for

me. I want to give myself up,'" Officer

Bill Frio, a police spokesman, said Noel

told officers at the front desk.

He was taken into custody on a no-bail

murder warrant
"Noel apparently acted cool and calm.

There wasn't a problem," Frio said.

Oily water seeps into

flood control area
HUNTINGTON BEACH — The

Coast Guard on Monday took over oil

spill protection of the mouth of the Santa

Ana River after a weekend high tide broke

through a berm.

An estimated five gallons of oil washed
into the 25-acrc Huntington Beach Wet-
lands.

Compiled from the Associated Press

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometrlc Center

DESIGNER EYEWEAR FRAMES
& SUNGLASSES SALE*

(Westwood Location Only)
* -

</-

~ BiagottiPorsche
Alain Mikli

Bdda
Lafont

Belle

Carrera

I.D.C.

PLUS

OTHER DESIGNER BRANDS
STARTING AT $15

'Sale ends Sunday March 4. Limited to current stock,
Open 7 Days

EYE EXAMINATIONS • CONTACT LENSES • CUSTOM EYEWEAR
EXAM BY APPOINTMENT ^ONE HOUR SERVICE (in Most cases)

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR, MYLESZAKHEIM,O.D.P.C.
DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

sec DICKS CAR
6&e DICK'6

INSURANCf; BILL

6&& DICK
WALK.

see DICK
CALL MLP. see DICK

SMlLii.

INSURANCE SERVICES

FOR INFORMATION CALL
(213)659-0789 (213>659-4HLP

(} f T n M I 7 n I X

1 0930 WEYBURN AVE. 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 213 208-1384

DO YOU SUFFER FROMil

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110
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You'll find a v^orld of
travel information at

UCLA's annual Travel Fair!

"»i

YOUR

"
,

"^

;•*;

AESU • Aerolineas Argentinas •

Alaska Airlines • Apple Vacations •

American Airlines* Born Free Safaris

• Britrail • China Airlines • Club

Med • Conhnenfal Airlines • Contiki

• Delta Airlines • FrenchRail • Hotel

Group of America • Club Europo •

Israel Govt, Tourist Office • LTD •

Mexicana • Nortfivyest Airlines •

Pan Am • Pleasant Hawaiian •

Select Tours Intl. • Sitmar/Princess

Cruises • STI • Swiss Air • Trafalgar

Tours • Travac • USAir • UTA •

Windjammer • Allied Tours • Super

Sfiuttle • Vayatour • New Zealand

Central Reservations • Jansport •

AIFS • Travel Study Programs in

Engbnd • Corneil Travel Service •

German National Tourist Office •

Cayman Islands Tourist Office •

International Friendship Service •

American Youth Hostels • Jamaican

Tourist Board • Westwood Village

Rotary Club • British Tourist Authority

• Bahamas Tourist Office • Semester

at Sea • Govt, of India Tourist

Office • Tourist Office of Spain •

Studio Arts Center • Virgin Atlantic

Airways • Safari Center • US Virgin

Islands Dept. of Tourism • US
Passport Services

WIN MUCH, MUCH MORE!

2 round-trip tickets to the Boy Area

on American Airlines

2 round-trip tickets to Seattle cour-

tesy of Alaska Airlines

2 round-trip tickets in Western U.S.

on USAir
Two roundtrip Britrail Train Passes

in Britain

Two round-trip Eurail Train Passes

in Europe '
. ^

Three $300 Gift Certificates good
towards Club Europa Student

Summer Tours

$5-$ 1 00 Gift Certificates towards

STI Summer Tours

DRAWINGS EVERY HALF HOUR FOR:

Clocks, Flight Bags, T-shirts, Mugs, Key-

chains, Umbrellas, Daypacks, & More!

.i

i '
,

/1SUCL4^

SPONSORED BY ASUCLA Travel Service-where you can take care of
all your travel arrangements
Get If All Right Here on CampuMl
Mevel Ackerman Union, M-Fri 8:306, Sat 11-3

Expo Center—Pick up your Youth Hostel A Student ID
cards here. A-Level Ackerman Union
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AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special college

student program to sharply lower

your present rates. Faculty and
others may also benefit. Call us in

Weslwcod 208-3548 ^

Insuraide Inc. 108t Westwood Blvd #221

fi STANLEY H. KAPLAN£ Take Kaplan OrTakeVour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

• IHospital
Following an employee's tragic

death, counselors help ease shock

%vith shooting

By Steve Macauley

I Staff Writer

In the wake of the puzzling early

morning shooting that took the life

of a UCLA Medical Center patient

escort last week, fellow escorts are

still feeling vulnerable but arc

recovering satisfactorily, an expert

said.

**Therc is still a lot of emotion

about (the shooting) but that*s to

be expected," said Jorge Cher-

boque, a psychologist who has

been leading counseling sessions

with the 160 employees and
volunteers from the hospital escort

service office, where Diondra Ann
Picou was fatally shot through the

heart and Nora S. Arellano was
severely injured Feb. 19.

*Things arc progressing well.

(They are) moving from a state of

shock and this is becoming a

reality," Cherboque said, adding

that Picou*s memorial was
attended by some 300 mourners

Friday.

As part of the UCLA Employee

Assistant Program, Chcrboique is

joined by two social workers and a

marriage and family counselor in

conducting sessions they call

"critical incident debriefings." The
counselors have repeatedly met

with groups of 30 to discuss the

repercussions of last Monday's
early morning shooting.

*They are experiencing many of

the typical symptoms; fear and

insecurity a)>out being alone in

locations that can be easily

accessed," he said, "especially

since the police haven't
apprehended (the gunman)."

Cherboque said the benefits of

the counseling sessions are two-

fold Not only do they create an

open forum for employees to vent

their anxieties, but also by having

hospital administrators present,

they offer employees a chance to

speak directly to them, he said.

Hearing employees* concerns

prompted administrators to move
the escort office out of the room
where the murder occurred and to

schedule repairs of a long-inoper-

ative door alarm.
^

*The university has been very

attentive to (the employees') con-

cerns," Cherboque said. "But the

healing process will take a long

time."

In the quest to find the assailant,

UCLA has doubled the reward to

$20,000 for tips leading to the

arrest and conviction of the person

responsible for the shooting.

University Police Chief John

Barber said a similar reward was
increased in the search for a pair of

attempted murderers about five

years ago. The boost encouraged a

witness to come forward and later

led to the arrests of two suspects.

Los Angeles Police Det. Andy
Monsue also stressed the signifi-

cance of publicizing the reward.

"It's important because sometimes

the strangest little clue (from

someone) can make or l>reak a

case."

African American contributions celebrated

Three libraries showcase

various accomplishments

By Philip Ferrari

Contributor
•

In celebration of African American History

Month, UCLA's libraries and the UCLA Library

Committee on Diversity are presenting three exhibits

honoring African-Americans.

The largest and most extensive of the exhibits is

located in the Louise M. Darling Biomedical Library

and is entitled "Standing On The Shoulders Of Giants— A Survey Of 5,000 Years Of Contributions By
Blacks To Health, Healing, And Medicine." i

The exhibit provides information ranging from the

infancy of medicine in Egypt with the world's first

known doctor, Imhotep, to African-Americans

leading the way in modem medicine, such as

UCLA's Associate Professor of Medicine Richard

Allen Williams, who conceived the id^a of medical

conditions related to race and ethnicity. The exhibit is

on display until March 23.

Located in the University Research Library is an

exhibit titled "Nineteenth Century Black Women
Writers." The exhibit contains rare and priceless first

edition works including a copy of the first novel

published by an African-American, "Our Nig;

Sketches from the Life of a Free Black, in a Two-
Story White House, North. Showing that Slavery's

Shadows Fall Even There" by Harriet E. Wilson. The
exhibit is scheduled to end on Wednesday.

A smaller exhibit at the University Elementary

School Library is aimed at attracting the attention of

^rflie UES children, with posters depicting Brer Rabbit

and other folktale characters created by black

authors. The exhibit is entitled "Black American
Folk Literature" and will remain on display through

March 10. .

Ciialleiige faces African American youtii
From staff reports

The Twentyfirst Century Lead-
ership Council is holding its first

state conference this weekend in

Los Angeles to encourage young
African Americans to become
more involved in making a differ-

ence in their community.

The conference, called
"Accepting the Challenge," was
organized to mobilize young Afii-

can Americans, organizers said.

Economic development, self-

esteem, political development and

mentoring will be discussed in

workshop sessions at the confer-

ence, organizer Gale Harris said.

The Twentyfirst Century Lead-
ership Council is a non-profit

organization founded in 1989 by
state Sen. Diane Watson, D-Los
Angeles.

. The conference will begin with
a reception on Friday night

On Saturday, the workshops
will be held and keynote speaker

Assemblywoman Maxine Waters,

D-Los Angeles, will give her

presentation. Community-based
organizations will also recruit

volunteers and members at a fair.

Admission is $25 for Students.

The conference will be held at the

Hyatt Wilshire Hotel. For more
information, contact Gale Harris at

(213)292-7037.

FDA toughens up rules on medical devices
By Deborah Itesce

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The head of the Food
and Drug Administration said Monday the agency
has taken steps to minimize chances that faulty

medical devices — such as a California company's
mechanical heart valve — ever reach consumers.
"We believe that the agency's procedures have

matured significantly over the last decade," since the

FDA approved a mechanical heart valve made by
Irvine-based Shiley Inc. that later was removed from
the market after reports of fatal malfunctions, said

Acting FDA Commissioner James Benson.
The malfunctions killed 248 people, according to

figures submitted by the company.
*This maturation minimizes the possibility that

faulty devices can reach the market," he told

members of the House Energy and Commerce
investigations subcommittee.

But Rep. John Dingell. D-Mich., chairman of the
panel, said: "We have no assurance that the

conditions at the FDA which permitted this valve to
enter the market and slay for far too long have been
corrected."

He charged that the FDA moved too slowly against

the heart valve and exposed hundreds of patients to

unnecessary risk.

A report by the subcommittee's majority staff

raised questions about the FDA's "willingness and
ability to fulfill its regulatory mandate to protect

public health" and charged that Shiley, owned by
Pfizer Inc., misled the agency and failed to keep the

FDA informed of malfunction reports.

Pfizer officials denied those charges. Robert
Fauteux, a spokesman for the company, said, "we
met the obligations under the law."

Republican members of the subcommittee, while

concerned about the Shiley valve, said they were also

concerned that report failed to recognize the inherent

risks of medical devices and that the heart valve has

saved the lives of tens of thousands of patients.

Shiley's convexo-concave 60-degree heart valve,

approved in April 1979, has been implanted in 85,000
people, including about 40,(XX) in the United States.

After reports of malfunctions and product withdraw-

als. Shiley removed it from the market in November
1986.

About 4,0(X) of Shiley's 70-degree valves have
been implanted in patients overseas. That device was
never marketed in the United States.

Hawaii not as idyliic

as tourists imagine
Pacific Ties article

addresses pollution,

drug problem, crime

Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

Hawaii is not the vacation

paradise that most tourists dream
about, according to the most recent

edition of UCLA's Asian Pacific

newsmagazine, which begins its

distribution today.

Articles in Pacific Ties address

the serious problems the islands

face, including drug production,

pollution, a Japanese-controlled

economy and increased crimes

against tourists.

Hawaii "is not the way it

appears on TV," said Greg Green,

guest editor for this issue of

PacTies. "We wanted to show the

reality of Hawaii."

The drug problem in the

Hawaiian islands, specifically

crystal melhamphetamine produc-
tion, has increased substantially in

the last five years, said Green, who
is from Hawaii.

The production of crystal

melhamphetamine, a stimulant for

the central nervous system, origi-

nated in Southeast Asia and has

spread to Hawaii, he said. The end
product is shipped to the United

States.

"Many people aren't aware of
the drug's origin. We weren't

prepared for it when it first came to

Hawaii, so we are trying to prepare

the mainland for a drug that is

more dangerous than cocaine."

Green said.

Environmental problems have
surfaced on the islands as well, as

smog hovers over the cities and the

smell of suntan lotion lingers in the

ocean. Green said. Studies are

currently underway to determine
the effects of tanning oils on
marine life, he said.

"Hawaii has become too urban-

ized too rapidly. I wouldn't consid-

er going there for a vacation,"

Green said.

In addition to the drug and
environmental problems,
Hawaiian residents are just begin-

ning to feel the effects of Japanese
investment on the islands. Green
said.

The people have no real control

over their own economy because
the Japanese own more than 50
percent of the islands, which
contributes to the high costs of
living, he said. "It's not because
we are an island and have to ship

everything in that causes housing
and (utilities) to be so expensive."

Historically, PacTi&s has
focused primarily on East Asia and
not the Pacific Islands, said Pac-
Ties Editor-in-Chief Mark Pulido.

'This is the first time that we've
devoted an entire issue (o the

Pacific Islands. We realize that

(Pacific Islanders) are a growing
Community in the Southland, and
we need to represent them."

Revisionist history and the

struggle for self-determination by
Samoans and the Chamorros
(natives ofGuam) are also covered
in this issue of PacTies.

students can meet with
government this weeic

._-,-. , ..

By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

Undergraduate students will

have an opportunity to meet their

elected representatives on Bruin

.Walk during undergraduate gov-

ernment's awareness week, which
begins today and continues until

Thursday.

The events are intended to make
undergraduate officers more
accessible and visible to the

general student body. Executive

Vice President Maria Rabuy said.

Each office or commission will

have fiiers which outline its func-

tions and projects.

Tonight's council meeting will

also receive additional publicity,

said Andrew Fayd, chief of staff in

the executive vice president's

office.

"We want everyone to have the

chance to voice their opinion to

members of council. We know wc
will see a lot of people on Bruin

Walk," Fay6 said.

"It's an opportunity for students

to ask council why it voted one

way on a certain issue and gener-

ally get answers out of the officers

they elected," Rabuy said.

General Representative Scott

Perry said he has gotten a head

USAC Awareness Week

Undergraduate council

members will be available

Tuesday through

Thursday for your

questions and comments
at these locations and
times:

Bruin Walk:

Tues: 1 1 :30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Wed: 11:30 a.m. -2 p.m.

Kerckhoff Hall: , • >
(In their offices)

.
;-

Thurs: 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Stan on this type of outreach, and
has been out on Bruin Walk taking

an informal poll on issues which
concern students.

Hot topics among students.

Perry said, are the fate of preferen-

tial enrollment and complaints

about seismic construction on
residence halls during exam per-

iods. Although there is no clear

majority opinion on these and
other issues, Perry said all the input

he gathers will help make future

changes.

Due to printer problems,

TenPercent will be

distributed on Wednesday,
February 28, rather

that today. You can find

TenPercent on the top

shelf of the distribution

kiosks.
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Applications

for

Executive

Committee
Due

Friday

Apply lop

Parade

Activities

l^lilic IMations

Judges ft iNgnitaries

Assistant Director

For more info,

caH 206-0524.

SAA is a student omanlzation
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FOR GoD'S SAKE...
MAKE
THE SACRIFICE!
lb go forth mnd promch,,.

And preach we do; through word,
television, radio, The Paulist Press
and the performing arts... in the cit-

ies, on the campuses, at downtown
centers.

To go forth aiMf bring pe«c«...

Seek out the lost, the alienated,

those cut off from the Church. Offer

them a time of Grace, a community,
a sense of peacefuiness amidst the
turmoil.

lb go forth and smok unity,,.

Reach out to other Christian tradi-

tions, find the touchstones of faith

and work toward a common visbn
of One Church; to foster our unique
spiritual kinship with the Jewish
people and a greater understanding
and sensitivity of other world
religions.

The

Paulist

Fathers

If you think this sacrifice is worth it, then call! The Paufists at

1-800-235-3456. Or write Fr John F Duffy, C.S.R, Paulist Fathers
Vocation Office 415 W. 59th St. New York, NY 10019
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All First Quality Merchandise
j

GIGANTIC
i

i

only

i

i

g

i

i

1
i

i

i *ALL GARMENTS SIZE "MEDnjM" i

-k-k

i
only ^10.00

reg. retail

prices

^25 — n25
i

4

•DOES NOT INCLUDE S/S OR L/S SILKS, AXIS SIGNATURE
SHIRJSVAXIS SWEATS OR SARATOGA VNARMUP/JOGGING SUITS

MENS SPORTSWEAR \

i

y%'

SHIRTS — PANTS — SWEATERS — SPORTCOATS
SIZE "M" ONLY SIZE Jl- 32 ONLY SIZE "M".ONLY SIZE M' ONLY

KHAKI POPLIN ONLY

FAMOUS
LABELS • ty •obmi Panii w

i

t

TK/IM

i

ft
CJ

>2kX I g

i

<i

2 WEEKS ONLY
^ FEBRUARY 21, 22, 23, & 24

FEBRUARY 28
^ MARCH 1, 2, & 3

MEDIA INDUSTRIES, INC
1615 McGARRY AVE

DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

Free Parking

lie !>•

i
i

I
HOURS: WED. THRU FRl. 10:00 - 4:00, SAT. 9:00 - 1:00 |

•PAYABLE BY CASH OR CHECK (WITH VALID CA. LICENSE, MAIOR CREDITCARD A
AND CHECK GUARANTEE CARDI 5

i
"No coupons or futher discount* accepted for thii S4ite A
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Bored with the

X
,^

TAKE A WOK ON
THE WICd ^IDE

SZECHSAX
WOK

Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBRCXDK
208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

Linooroo*

Wilsnti*
*

FREEiV! 10 % OFF
Portion of Frie#

or Chow Melii with '

tfie purchase of two
j

main cttsiies !

Expires 6/30/90 '

To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)
#10 Hinknum order

Expires 6/30/90

Want to teach English Conversation

in TAIWAN?
Save your time & money

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building^H T A 1 /I C

.1081 Westwood Suite 224T | D^^ LDD^

,;*

UCLA Engineering Business Society

,.; v^v' ' " '
.

Internship Fair
^^990

Over 150 paid internships available in Engineering and Business

Tuesday, February 27th, 1990
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge
It

Advanced Micro Devices

Durant Management Company
John CarroUo Engineering

City of Long Beach
Pacific Bell

Retix

Sun Microsystems

Teradyne Inc

.

All Majors Welcome
Funded by PCP of PAB

in

New attack
plane found
impressive
The Associated Press

MOJAVE. Calif.— Burt Rutan,

designer of the revolutionary

Voyager airplane that circled the

globe without refueling, rolled out

his high-tech, low-cost attack

plane Monday and the Air Force

was impressed.

**rm interested in it from an

innovative technology point of

view. It*s quite fascinating,** said

Air Force Maj. Gen. John Schoep-

pner Jr., commander of the Flight

Test Center at nearby Edwards Air

Force Base.

**rm very excited about his

design.**

More than 400 people showed
up at Mojave Airport to watch the

new*^res aircraft go through its

paces after emerging from Rutan*s

Scaled Composites Inc. hangar in

the California high desert.

The lightweight, affordable,

easy-to-maintain plane proved its

agility. The 10-minute demonstra-

tion flight marked only the fifth

time the craft has been flown.

Powered by a single turbofan

engine, the twin-tailed Ares is

constructed of composites, or

non-nietal materials such as gra-

phite that offer strength without

the weight of traditional aviation

metals.

Military and government roles

for the plane included use on drug
interdiction missions, close air

support operations and anti-heli-

copter missions.

VA offering

liealtli care
sciioiarsliips
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

The Department of Veterans

Affairs is offering health scholar-

ships to nursing, physical therapy

and occupational therapy students

for the next academic school year.

"(The scholarship) is part of the

commiunent to education of health

care professionals that increases

the availability of quality people in

the health care pool,** said Larry

Caird, director of public affairs for

the West Los Angeles VA.
Applicants must be either in

their fmal year of a nursing

associate degree program or third-

or fourth-year students in bacca-

laureate or master's degree prog-

rams in nursing and physical or
occupational therapy.

The scholarship provides tui-

tion, educational expenses and a

monthly stipend of $621.
In exchange for the scholarship,

the recipient must serve as a full-

time registered nurse or therapist

in a VA medical center for one
year.

Applications are available from
the chief of nursing service or the

chief of rehabilitation medicine at

any VA medical center.

Students can also contact the

dean of nursing, director of physi-

cal or occupational therapy, or the

financial aid administrator at

schools with accredited programs.

Applications must be postmarked

by May 29.

For more information, write to

the VA Health Professional Scho-
larship Program (143B), Office of

Academic Affairs, 810 Vermont
Ave. NW. Washington, D.C.
20420; or call (202)233-3652.
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SILK
From page 2

spider silk protein.

Until now, spiders have never

been an efficient source of silk

production. Unlike silkworms,
they have not been domesticated
and rarely can be kept alive long

enough to produce quantities of
silk. But with Lombardi*s process,

no spiders are needed.

Jack Shamash, president of the

New York-based Shamash and
Sons^ the country's largest silk

importers, says the idea that spider

silk could replace silkworms is "a

lot of nonsense.**

The United States has virtually

no silk production and therefore

lacks the needed network of
factories and weavers to transform

available spider silk into fabrics,

he said.

"You*ll have to build a whole
billion-dollar industry,** said

Shamash. *T very much doubt it

could displace silk on the open
market.*'

Lombardi countered that his

method of producing spider silk

involves sophisticated biotechnol-

ogy, but wouldn't require new
factories or weavers. Existing

fiber-spinning technology could

be used on the spider silk, he said.

Lombardi, who works at the

Army's sprawling research labor-

atory in Natick. south of Boston,

devised his method of replicating

spider silk last spring. He pre-

sented a brief report last week at

the American Association for the

Advancement of Science conven-
tion in New Orleans and will detail

his discovery at an American
Chemical Society meeting here in

April.

Lombardi said scientists have

studied spider silk for years in an

effort to produce it in greater

quantities. Natives ofNew Guinea
and Madagascar have used spider

silk to make fishing drop lines for

centuries. The covering of a hot air

balloon on display at the World*s

Fair was made of spider silk.

Spider silk has five to 10 times

the tensile strength of steel and can

be stretched about 18 percent

without breaking. Because of its

toughness, spider silk is likely to

replace Kevlar as the military *s

choice for bulletproof vests. Lom-
bardi said.

4

Spider silk is also envisioned for

parachute cording, light tents,

uniforms and even some fiber

optic material. And while silk

bulletproof vests may not sound
very macho to the average Ameri-
can soldier, Lombardi said they

will be more lightweight and even

more effective.

"Remember there are species of

spider in Madagascar that have

ensnared small birds,** he said.

"It's a tough fabric.
n

Come to G class

on the fundamen-

tals of publication

design

Wednesdays at 6

p.m. in Ackerman

Union 2412.

Call Arvli at

206-4043

for more

information.
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BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(213) 474-6267

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

m

MON-fftI

10Ah.'9:I0PI1

SAT ll:10AM'9:J0PhMASA^YA
JAPANESE FOOD sm.i7Homr9fn

f

Menu
$3.15
ID $5.75

NO MESXJ DISH OVER $6.00 •
•Delicious Teriyaki ^ q
•Beef and (Hiicken Bowls /^ $ 1 F
•Fresh variety Sashimi • 1 F
•All types of Sushi ^^ \^^ „^ ,^j^^^

•PARTY PLATTERS^'' ''** "**p**"

/ 1834 Wociraod Blvd.

/Oiat South of Swia Monka Blvd.)

y Cdl 475^55

FREE PARKING^^ special offer expires 3/1 5«)

WESTWOOD OPTOiVIETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

The Offices of the President, Executive Vice President, and General Representatives
Present
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AWARENESS
WEE

Throughout this week, USAC OfBcers and representatives of
their staffs will be available for discussion on Bruin Walk
(Tuesday and Wednesday) and in their offices (Thursday).
Come by and speak with them about their respective offices,

current issues, and USAC in general...

Take advantage of

this opportunity to

talk to Council
Members and their

representatives face

to face about issues
that you think are
important!

Today : On Bruin Walk
11:30-2:00

Tonight: Council Meeting
Kerckhoff 400 7:00 pm

Wednesday: On Bruin Walk
11:30-2:00

Thursday: Kerckhoff
Open House
11:30-2:00

Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government

WMl
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I ROM JOB FAIR TO JOB OFFER

A workshop Ito give you the competitive edge when you

talk to company representatives at the Minority

Recruitment and Career Conference on March 14.

Topics include:
4 ^r-^

\.'

S:-

^^ ^'

Writing a resume that si^ll^ .'

• Winning the interviewing game
• Asking the right questions

• Following up with potential employers
• Dressing for success

Six workshops to choose from. No sign-up required,

Chicano Studies Research Center

Placement & Career Planning Ctr.

Haines Hall - Room 18

Chicano Studies Research Center

Chicano Studies Research Center

Chicano Studies Research Center

Feb. 20 12-2

Feb. 21 5-7
Feb. 23 9-11

Feb. 26 12-2
Feb. 27 12-2
March 1 12-2

Sponsored by

Academic Advancement Program

Placement & Career Planning Center

A fine collection of superb

writing. Not to l)e over-

looked for your lesbian book

collection.

In A Different Light
An anthology of lesbian writers

Edited by Carolyn Weathers

and Jenny Wrenn

Serious, whimsical, satirical,

poetic, erotic...experimental,

traditional-short stories,

poems and excerpts from

novels.

202 pgs.

Order from:

Clothespin Fever Press
5529 N. Figueroa

LA, CA 90042

STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
^ PRESENTS

THE FAMILY: OLD WOUNDS &
NEW BEGINNINGS

FEATURING CLAUDIA BLACK VIDEO TAPES ^_

EBRUARY 37, 1990
5:30 PM - 7:30 PM

STUDENT PSYCHOLOQICAL SERVICES CONFERENCE ROOM
A3-089 CENTER FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES

FOR INFORMATION CALL: (213) 825-7985

FREE!

According to Market Opinion Research, June 1989, 82% of 58,200 people

asked said the newspaper is the most useful source for entertainment

information •

NICARAGUA
From page 3

campaign that ended with a rally

attended by an estimated 300,000

people. The man who marched into

Managua as a victorious young
revolutionary in July 1979 had not

expected to lose, and the first hours

of the stunning upset were tense.

Former President Jimmy Carter

was among thousands of interna-

tional election observers who
monitored the voting.

Defense Minister Humberto
Ortega, the president* s brother,

and Interior Minister Tomas
Borge, who controls the police,

had suggested they might not give

an opposition government control

of those forces.

Daniel Ortega said he spoke for

his party and government, howev-
er, in promising to honor the

results of Sunday's election.

**I want to tell all Nicaraguans

and all the nations of the world that

the president of Nicaragua and the

government will respect and sub-

mit itself to the popular mandate,"

he said.

Cesar, one of Chamorro*s clos-

est advisers and a former Contra

leader, said the new government's

"most important problem is the

role of the armed forces."

In her campaign, Chamorro
advocated reducing the size of the

powerful military machine the

Sandinistas built with Soviet sup-

port.

Most polls had shown Ortega

ahead, but the results always were
in question because many people

refused to express their opinions to

strangers.

Paul Reichler, an American
lawyer and one of Ortega's close

advisers, said: "I think that, when
people went to vote, they voted

with their stomachs, and I think

they thought about the empty
stomachs of their children."

In opposition, the Sandinistas

will be the largest and best-organ-

ized party in Nicaragua.

"It's a hell of an opposition

force in any democracy," said

Cesar. *They are going to have

their own rights, their own space.

Ortega will be treated as a former

president, with all the dignity that

entails."

Ortega said the Sandinistas had

created "an independent, dignified

and sovereign Nicaragua with

economic and social development

and with complete democracy."

Many supporters wept as he

stood, arms raised, while people

sang the Sandinista party anthem.

Throughout the campaign, Orte-

ga equated the opposition United

National Opposition, known as

UNO, with the Somoza dictator-

ship the Sandinistas overthrew.

He and Chamorro served on the

Hrst junta after the late President

Anastasio Somoza was ousted, but

resigned after nine months and
later accused the Sandinistas of
betraying promises of pluralism.

Her coalition consists of 14

political parties and one native

Indian organization that span the

political spectrum and united

around one thing: opposition to the

•.r ^
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'Gentle Leader'

gives dogs new
leash on life

By Karren Mills

Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — When Jim
Plante Hrst brought his golden

retriever, Bailey, to obedience

school, his hands were covered
with blisters from pulling on the

leash.

On the second day of class,

Plante replaced Bailey's choke
collar with a nylon head halter.

This gave him the control he

needed by working with, rather

than against, the dog's natural

^ instincts.

"He was the pack leader of his

litter so he was especially anxious

to be in control," Plante says, "but

with the Gentle Leader he's a good
dog.**

The Gentle Leader is one of

three new non-choke training aids

developed by veterinarians, dog
obedience instructors and psycho-
logists as humane, effective alter-

natives to choke collars.

"We feel we are killing up to 10

million dogs a year because people

can't cope with them," says Dr.

Robert K. Anderson, adding that

studies show behavior problems
are the reason for alx)ut 70 percent

of those deaths.

At the same time, choke or

prong collars traditionally used to

train dogs can cause pain and
injure the delicate tissues of the

dog's trachea and larynx.

The Gentle Leader harness has

one looped band that goes around
the dog's muzzle just ahead of the

eyes and another around the back

of his head behind the ears. The
i , bands join to a ring where the leash

-—is attached just under the dog's

chin.

Rather than cutting off the dog's

air supply to gain control, the

harness applies force where a

mother dog controls her puppies,

on the scruff of the neck, and
where the top dog in a pack asserts

his dominance, around the dog's

muzzle.

"It can't hurt the dog's neck

because it's pulling on the strong

muscles at the back of the neck,"

says Anderson, a veterinarian who
invented the training aid with Ruth
E. Foster, a trainer. *The nice thing

> about the Gentle Leader is that

you're not causing the dog to be

afraid. The tail is always up."

Other non-choke training aids

are the K-9-Kumalong, developed

about fiwc years ago by a veterina-

rian in New Mexico, and the Haiti,

similar to the K-9-Kumalong and

sold in the United Kingdom for

about 3% years. Anderson says

both are bigger and put most of the

pressure around the nose rather

than at the back of the neck.

About 30,000 Gentle Leaders

have been test marketed through

veterinarians, pet stores, obedi-

ence schools and mail order and
will soon be widely available at

retail outlets. The adjustable har-

nesses come in three sizes and

range in price from $12 to $20.

_^^^ The University of Minnesota,

~^l^rc Anderson is professor and
director emeritus of the Animal
Behavior Clinic and Foster is

associate director, holds the

patents on the Gentle Leader and
receives the royalties, with half

going to its Center to Study
Human-Animal Relationships and
Environments.

Karen Peltier, director of edu-

cation and community relations

manager at the Ramsey County
Humane Society, tried using a

choke collar to train her 15-

month-old pointer mix puppy, then

switched to a Gentle Leader.

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by UCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshlre Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

208-8188"^ (213) ^

DELIVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!
Large (16")

3-Topplng Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89

X-Large (18")

2-Topping

Only

$8.
• !•

Open
Fri. and Sat.

until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900

^^-

^\

11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10
(1 block east of Barrington)

CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING
Beyond the Big Six

February 27

Z-OOiKM)

North Campus

Room22

Discover the diflerent directions you can take

1n youfl[ccounting career besides becomings

partner at Price Waterhouse! Hear about typical

workdays, salaries, career paths, and more! Meet

successful accountants from these private and public

organizations:

• Warner Brothers

• KuwaharaCPA
• Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

• UCLA Accounting Services

Basics of the CPA Exam

Marchl
2M'4M
North Campus

Room22
*..

I earn skills and techniques to develop your

test-taking abilities so you'll be able to pass the CPA ~

Exam and meet certification requirenients with flying

colors! Find out what's covered in the four parts of

the CPA Exam, where and when to take the exam,

and how to prepare.

Prtstuitn

RobertSmolln,

ifarftC Dtntberman CPA Review

Placement & Career Planning Center

IS > . r

COMPLETE
RELIANCE ON G
POSSIBLE

• II

IN
T • II AY'S

WORLD?
k
^S''^}^-

ACKERMAN UNION
MARCH I, 1990

ROOM
12;30 p

ALL ARE WELCOME!
SPONSORED BV the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION AT UCLA

^m^
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AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYll!

SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBi DRIVER

Aa CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MOMCA. CA 90404

WANT YOUR REFUND FAST?

soil
THE FAST CASH SOLUTION
Our Application Eliminates IRS Forms

$30.00
Preparation and Electronic Filing

Free Applications or Questions - Call Our Toll Free Number

1 (800) SCAN TAX

.#

y life is surrounded by technology
est. My respirator is the best of

gy, my wheelchair is, and so

I type with my thumb only, my Macintosh allows me to

^y thoughts more accessible and to explore my
/ity. It meets my need to customize, like being able to

^m the Extended Keyboard so I can use just one key

-^^roi functions. I use it constantly for writing and
,r)readsheets, for my coursework and my work in

bility rights. It makes it easy for me to

riunicate the things that really matter to me.
an uncommon life. Technology keeps my

nving and my Macintosh^keeps my
mg— enabling me to live my
WW arthe speed of light."

ARBARA FAYE WAXMAN
hpin Planning UCLA 1992

>MPUTER STORE

ces mean you can

cintosh computer

And with special

n<; like Westwood
v.redit Union's

aalifying students

Plus, for example,

$40 per month.

'' to support your

cvement with the

puter systems and
lable. Stop by and
vvp can help you.

)ric;f5 arc so low,

•'^ts, faculty and
»re limited to

ire subject
It notice. Eligibility

ietalts are available.

ASUCLA
STUDENTS'

STORE
Coflqiuter Store/B-Level Ackerman

Uilloii/825-6952/M-Th 7:45-7:30;

F7:4i4; Sat 10-5; SHn12-5

SIG
From page 1

which the African Student Union
wanted desponsored from under-

graduate government. Click said

the categories create a "first class/

second class** status among
groups.

MEChA. the ChicanoA-atino

student group, is uncomfortable

that the council-sponsored groups

include organizations that should

not be "lumped together."

"It*s insulting for groups such as

the Muslim Students Association

and Raza Women, who are work-

ing for the improvement of their

communities, to be (classified

with) the Interfratemity Council

and Parthellenic Council whose
sole purpose is social," said Alicia

Molina, MEChA*s internal coordi-

nator.

Asian Pacific Coalition Director

Joon Song believes the purpose of

the proposal needs to be clarified.

The purpose stated in the proposal

is "to resolve the perpetual prob-

lem of political volatility of the

(undergraduate government.)**

But Song said the proposal itself

has caused conflicts between stu-

dent groups. The stated purpose

also "sets a tone such that someone
is going to lose out**

Council can't please everybody,

but its role should be to promote

diversity and set priorities accord-

ing to that premise, he said.

Despite student representatives*

concerns, council members would
like to conclude this issue tonight

"It*s as far along as we have gotten

on this issue ... It is clear that this

is (Wynne)*s best thinking on the

subject,** Administrative Rep-
resentative Lyle Timmerman said.

Undergraduate President John
Sarvey said he would be upset if

council does not vote on the

proposal today. He said the defini-

tion is a fair compromise of the^

interests of the various student

groups.

AfTiliated groups

The proposed defmition also

includes recognition— not monet-

ary sponsorship — of student

groups which would be classified

as council affiliated. These groups

would not be eligible to receive

funding from undergraduate gov-

emment directiy but would be able

to request funds from other com-
mittees such as the Community
Activities Committee and the

Council on Programming.
FuadiHg allocation is also

defined in the proposal. Groups
receiving a budget will have their

base budget calculated by averag-

ing their last five years of budget-

ing together to come up with a

base.

Every three years a committee
will be set up to hear petitions from
groups who want budget increases

and new groups that wish to be
sponsored. A stipulation in the

proposal forbids any group from
receiving more than a 25 percent

increase at one time.

The groups must also submit a

constitution to the second vice

president for approval before they

receive funding from council.

Allocation of office space will

be based upon past allocations to

each group.

"Groups that have received

office space in the past will

probably get office space under
this new proposal," Wynne said.

^u »
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PARKING
Froim page 1

increase resulted in the formation

of TPAC to involve the campus
more with parking issues, said

Connee Freeman, Schultze*s
executive officer. TPAC is com-
posed of faculty, staff and stu-

dents, and advises the vice

chancellor on parking and trans-

portation issues.

Schultze will release the propos-

al to the campus for comments
from faculty, staff and students for

further review. Freeman said.

Some specific items included in

the proposal are a $1 increase for

short-term permits for VA Lot and
a $1 reduction in carpool permits.

Freeman said.

The undergraduate student gov-
ernment has not been officially

informed of the increase, said

Financial Supi3ort Commissioner
Sam Kaufman. But "Student gov-

ernment is required to know six

months in advance," he said,

adding that the administration

should make a presentation to

student government informing it of
the increases.

"We feel the state should lift die

burden of parking from students,**

Kaufman said. But there is cur-

rendy a law prohibiting the use of
state funds for parking. The
chancellor and students should
work to change that law because
until it is changed, parking fees

will continue to increase, he added.
By 1994, BTSA estimates that

parking fees will be $57 a monUi, a

$27 a month increase from what it

is now, Demetre said.

NAKANISHI
From page 1

volumes.

But employees said he will also

take charge of a center that has not

-iiad a major budget increase since

it was created in 1970.

While studies center employee
Karen Umemolo said she did not

know what Nakanishi discussed

with Schwartz, she said the center

is concerned about the administra-

tion's approach toward Asian
American Studies.

"People are of course glad and
looking forward to working with

him, but at the same time we know
that he can only do with what
resources he*s given," Umemoto
said.

"If we*re going to keep up with
(Asian American studies) we*re
going to need a lot more resources

than we have today,** she said.

"Is it an empty kind of gesture?**

asked Wada, saying that the

university may offer the position

and then not give monetary sup-

port to the director.

Any person, in considering the

position, would look at how
serious the university is about
supporting the center and its

director, said Marjorie Lee, coor-
dinator of the Asian American
Studies Reading Room.

In the past, limited resources
have caused scholars to reduce
their research or the center to cut

back its activities, said Glenn
Omatsu, associate editor of the

center*s Amerasia Journal.

With the UCLA administra-

tion*s emphasis on its commitment
to diversity, members of the Asian

American community "are con-

cerned that it goes beyond lip

'service," Omatsu said.

One of Nakanishi*s main con-

cerns is to include more undcrre-

presented Asian groups — such as

Koreans, Pacific Islanders and
Cambodians — in the center's

activities, Omatsu said. But to do
that will require more money from

the university.

abn
P»»OfESSiONAt TEST'OiC ClN»r«^

#1 GUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MOAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
AMY SeCTIOM OR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSE FREE

CRLL 1-800-777-EHflM

Sales SCOOTER
=:TECH=

Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

Honda And Yamaha Repair Specialist
r>»W^^^W-^^<W«.^a *^w^.»w.B__^.^^« y^wiw^.«»a.w..«..vi^, f^^m,^^^,^^,wm^m^

\ 80cc-250cc
I i 5000 ] |l75x 10 Tire! I

WE COME TO YOU!

[Tun* & Sdrvlc*; | Tune & SmvIc^J | Tub* Installdd
| j Flats Repaired
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Freshmefif Sophomores
Would you like to complete your GE requirements in the

Social Sciences in one terrific quarter next Spring?

Put it all together

with a

Social

Science

\,

Cluster. •

#

^ Pick up your PTE
today atA -31 6 Murphy
Hall.

Enroll in a co-ordinated, 15-

unit program of popular,

introductory social science

courses and fulfill a// of

your GE requirements in

the social sciences in a sin-

gle quarter

Enjoy an innovative, inte-

grated cluster of classes

taught by master teachers

and award-winning scholars

Escape the hassle of overen-

rolled classes! Register for a

full schedule with one stop

at the Registrar's Office.

GEOGRAPHY
POLITICAL SCIENCE

HISTORY

SOCIOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
ECONOMICS
PSYCHOLOGY

SPRING QUARTER
The Modern World in Social, Geographic

and Historical Perspective

Sfk/o/of^y 1 : IntnxliKtion to Stxioloifv

PR()FtSSC)R NK KY HART

Geography J; Cultural Geo^taphy

PROFESSOR NIC HOLAS ENTRIKIN

Hntory It Intfoduction to Western Civilization,

1715 to the present

PROFESSOR EOWARD BERENSON

SfKtal Sitemes HH T.As Bruce Brasingron,

l^ura Ciummins, Matthew Matsuila,

Dorcen Maitingly, Bracilev Matdonald,

ami Eric Rainlx) (

New this year, the Social Science

Clusters are open to all students. ,.

UCLA College of Le tiers and Science

Zti -L. t
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No more stalling on the Clean Air Act
By John Castle
and Zoe Schneider

When the Senate took up
consideration of the Clean Air

Act on Jan. 23, the first day
of congressional activity in the

new year, it seemed an auspi-

cious start for the new decade.

Environmental legislation that

had been stalled throughout the

'80s had been refueled and
placed at the top of the

Senate's agenda.

__J^uLwiihin a matter of

EARTH
DAY

1990
weeks the legislation appears

to have been grounded again,

this time by the threat of a

filibuster from senators who
have been pounded on by
highly-financed, special interest

groups opposing clean air.

Senate Majority leader

George Mitchell, who has

engaged in two weeks of

negotiations with senators to

reach a compromise, has

expressed fear that the 60
votes needed for cloture to end
a filibuster could not be
gathered.

After a dozen years of

delay, the prospect of at least

40 of our senators holding out

for further obstruction of the

bill is a sobering and distress-

ing thought. This is a grave

disservice to the millions of

Americans who have been liv-

ing under a cloud of acid rain,

air toxins, and urban smog for

over a decade.

The latest stall in getting the

Clean Air Act passed can be
partially attributed to the large

sums of money used by the

utility, gas, coal, auto and

chemical industries for opposi-

tion strategies. This money
fuels not only expense account

entertainment of members of

Congress, but pays for massive

direct mail campaigns to gen-

erate millions of pieces of

"constituent** mail, postcards,

and calls to senators. Inflated

"CDSts~and dirc^ycdictions fonn-

the core of these letters, and

those inflated cost estimates

have helped trigger a veto

threat from the President

The barragQ of mail and
lobbying obscures the real

costs of dirty air: the stagger-

ing health toll; the costs of

crop damage, of fish, forestry,

and tourism losses from acid

rain; the loss of human life

from air toxins. We have

borne the hidden costs for two
generations, and accepted the

damage as a legitimate bypro-

duct of industry. It has become
increasingly clear that it is less

costly to control pollution than

to attempt to clean up after

the fact

It seems an act of political

courage these days to stand up

to special interests in support

of the public good. Those
individuals in both parties who
have already committed them-

selves to bringing this bill to

the floor for a vote deserve

our praise. It is the fundamen-

tal responsibility of senators to

promote the public good; it is

for this reason that we entrust

them with office.

Those politicians who read

polls know that their consti-

tuents are ready to reward
them for voting positively on
clean air. Those who look

beyond the polls, and towards

our common future, know that

all of us deserve healthy air.

They also know that we s

deserve immediate relief from
^

congressional foot-dragging on*
the Clean Air Act

Last quarter. UQLA students

proved their concern for the

clean air issue by writing more
than 350 letters to Sen. Pete

Wilson (R) as part of a
CALPIRG letter-writing drive.

At a meeting with one of his

aides the week after the drive,

Wilson announced his cospon-

sorship of the urban smog
portion of the Clean Air AcL__
Now it is obvious that our

representatives in Washington,

D.C. are in need of an extra

push to get going on clean air.

CALPIRG is sponsoring

"National Clean Air Day*'

today.

Campuses across the nation

will be having a "Wipe Your
Pipe** event. Students will ask
people to wipe their blackened
tailpipes and send the tissue to

It is the fundamental

responsibility of sena^

tors to promote the

public good; it is for

this reason that we
entrust them, with
office*

their representative as a symbol
of the dirty air that they are

forced to breath daily, thanks

to weak or nonexistent clean

air legislation. Look out for

those clean air activists and be

ready to wipe your pipe when
you go out to your smogmobile
on Tuesday from 2 to 4 p.m.

at some of the campus parking

lots.

Castle is CALPIRG's Clean
Air Project Coordinator and
Schneider is an environmental

lobbyist for USPIRG.

Some problems with tlie

SIG Definition • II

By Deborah Dyner

The process of redefining the Student (formerly "Special**)

Interest Groups (SIG*s) has been going on for several months,

indeed, for several years. The current SIG Definition Proposal of

Alec Wynne, the Undergraduate Student Association Council 2nd
Vice President, is an effort at compromise. However, it is

unacceptable as it now stands. We were denied the opportunity

to express our concerns at the Feb. 20 USAC session, so we
would like to do so now in print

\ Process — The process of redefining what constitutes a SIG
has not been representative or democratic. There has been a

tendency to consult primarily wittt some of the SIG*s in the

formation of this proposal, and to dismiss or devalue the

concerns of other groups. Wynne*s proposal establishes a special

category, "Under-represented Student Organization** (USO), as its

centerpiece. The same forces which crafted the definition of a

USO have defined themselves into it All other SIG*s that do not

meet all of the criteria for a USO are to be called "USAC-
Sponsored,**

2. Consistent Criteria — The proposed criteria which define a

USO are unspecific and tendentious. They are broad statements

which can be interpreted in vastly different ways. This

encourages unsubstantiated evaluations which do not actually

correspond to the real situation. Further, it forces groups to

define their identity solely on a political level, when resources

are allocated on the basis of who has been a greater victim in

society.

The selection of which groups are classified as lJSO*s was
arbitrary and inconsistent There are several SIG*s which are

classed as USO's by Wynne but do not fulfill all the

requirements of the USO definition, and thus should be classed

as "USAC-Sponsored groups." There are other SIG's which
should fulfill the criteria of a USO but are not defined as such

by Wynne. Was the selection of USO*s based on the definition

or on those groups which are already classified by the University

as "under-represented?** Or are the USO*s classified because of

political considerations?

3. Why a special category? — One has to ask if there is a

^leed for the special category "USO** in Wynne* s proposal. Some
of the SIG*s most strongly demanding USO status want special

benefits to go along with it, namely, priority in funding and
office space, and a reserved USAC seat. They have verbalized a

proposal that would take away sponsorship from all but eight

SIGs. Yet, aside from priority for Kerckhoff Hall office space,

Wynne's proposal denies that any favoritism is to be given to

USO*s for funding or resource allocations over those SIG*s

classed as "USAC-Sponsored**.
If this is so, why must there be a special classification? One

possible reason is that once a USO category is established as

being "more equal than the others,** the special USO benefits

which have already been dropped from Wynne *s proposal can be
pursued in future years with greater ease. These benefits result

from the collective use of registration fees that every undergradu-

ate pays, and were not meant to be utilized for the use of just a

fee.

4. Feb. 16 "secret meeting" — It was revealed at the USAC
session on Feb. 20, that Wynne held an off-campus meeting to

which he invited nine of the 13 USAC board members (a voting

majority) to develop "strategy** for getting his SIG Proposal

passed. Executive Vice-President Maria Rabuy revealed that she

invited several interested people to attend. One can*t help but

ask: Exactly who was invited and why? And why weren't the

other USAC board members and SIG leaders invited? What
transpired at this exclusive meeting?

5. Violative SIG politics and funding — The introduction to

Wynne*s Proposal explains that one of its purposes is eliminate

the volatility of SIG politics and its influence over budget
allocations. The funding proposals, which mandate a 10 percent

limit on SIG budget increases or cuts, are a constructive idea.

The USO category, however, is divisive and sets up a bizarre

"first class/second class** status among the SIG*s.

As it now stands, Wynne*s proposal is less than sufficient to

resolve the SIG dispute; rather, it adds to the problems. We
hope USAC will not rush to adopt an inadequate compromise
just for the sake of passing something. We encourage USAC to

consider alternative proposals for a SIG definition \vhich will be
fair to all SIG*s and better address the needs of all students.

The Council will take up this issue at their next council

meeting scheduled for tonight in Kerckhoff 400. We encourage

all those interested to attend the meeting, observe the process,

and formulate their own opinion.

Dyner is a junior majoring in history.
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Gennans, Jews and trains: tlie burden ofmemory
The darkest pages in history are

often the most instructive.— Gordon Craig, in Germany
1866-1945

It*s
a big. big world. All

this stuff going on in

Europe and Germany reu-

niting and all. A big world.

But we just live in litde pieces

of it, you know?
So I stop into the old.

venerable Famous Bakery on
Fairfax the other day for some
bread. And while I was getting

it — I asked one of the

elderly women who #ork there

for help — something happens.
See. I ran over this cat a

couple of years ago. Didn't
mean to or anything. I was
just cruising down the street

and it shot across the road and
suddenly I felt this bump
under the car.

Well. I braked instantly. The
cat. as it turned out. wasn't
killed. It was nearly dark, and
as I got out of the car. I

could see it dragging its

crushed hind parts behind it

off the street. Miraculously, it

crawled under a nearby fence
into someone's backyard.

Some old, grizzled guy who
was walking his old, grizzled

dog nearby came over and
started yelling at me.
"You stupid sonofabitch!" he

yelled. "You ran over that cat

and didn't kill it! You maimed
it! Jesus! Why dontcha watch
where the hell you're going!"

Turns out his dog had
scared the cat into running out
into the street in the first

Steve
Sherwood
place. Always be wary of v

those who chuck the Hrst stone

with too much force.

Anyway, the feeling that

overcame me was pretty awful.

I'd had a cat of mine run over

just a year earlier. But at least

that had been quick. The cat

I'd injured was dying a slow
death.

I went up to the house
where it had gone and tried

the buzzer. Knocked repeatedly.

Nobody was home. I tried to

get over the fence into the

back yard. No luck. Talked to

the neighbors on either side,

both of whom ended up being

weird and suspicious with odd
smells coming out of their

homes, and dead set against

letting me go through their

backyards.

I hung around for a half

hour or so. but it was my
girlfriend's car and we were

I

I

FOR
"We're taking a bath on this one"
Brina this coupon to the Penguin any
weeKday between 3 pm and 7 pm.
Buy one deluxe platter dinner and as
a tnank you for coming to the "New
Penguin" we will give you a second
entree of equal or lesser value Free.
It's two for the price of one! Bever-
age, tax and tip not included. Cou-
pon valid through April 15, 1990.

PENGUIN I
RESTAURANT
1670 Lincoln Blvd. I
(where the 10 meets Lincoln)

Santa Monica,

(213) 399-9900 I
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going to go out and there

wasn't much I could do about
it, so I split

My girlfriend wasn't far

sh6rt of an animal rights

activist. Imagine telling Bob
Barker you'd just had a mink
skinned so you could give him
a new hairpiece for his birth-

day.

So she rubbed it in for a

while but when she saw that I

was genuinely upset she laid

off.

Anyway, as the clderiy

woman in the Famous Bakery
hands me my bread, I sudden-
ly see this series of little blue
numbers on her arm. Stunned,
I look at the other elderly

woman working there. She has
them too. ,.,^

Concentration camp survi-

vors. These two women were
there.

I've known lots of Germans
in my time. Lots. Two of the

brightest were Wolfy (Wolf-
gang) and Andrea (Andrea).
They were a couple of stu-

dents, both about 18, who
were touring the States a while
back.

Actually, they were Barney's
friends. Barney's my best

friend and he has an affinity

for Europeans. Kind of collects

them. Now he's living ovdr in

Switzerland with his Swiss
girlfriend and telling me how
dull it is.

That'll teach him to collect

Europeans.

So Barney had me over
because he knew I had a
certain sympathy for Germans.

I found Wolfy and Andrea to

be bright indeed. We sat in

the living room and talked of
various things and they were
impressed as any European
invariably is when they find

out that an American has any
knowledge of their country

other than what kind of car

they make.

And we got into history

because German history has

always fascinated me, like it

fascinates lots of people,

because there is this incredible

culture full of great ideas and
art and music, which iiiexpli-

cably culminates in the revolt-

ing barbarism of the Third
Reich and the wholesale

slaughter of millions of people.

I kind of say this to them
and the bright, young smiles

on their bright, young faces

suddenly drop.

"Yes, these things happened,
that is true. But that was
before our time." Andrea says

solemnly. Wolfy nods his

assent. "We had nothing to do
with that"

"Doesn't matter," I say
blithely. "The blood of six

million Jews is on the hands
.of Germans forever. That is a

stain each one of you wears
because it is your culture,

^regardless of when it hap-

pened."

The thing was that I was
kind of surprised at what I

was saying too. But I'd been
reading this German philoso-

pher by the name of Haber-
mas, who I didn't really

understand but I knew was

Smart (because I couldn't
understand him), and one of
the few things I could under-
stand was when he said that in

order for Germany to have any
self-respect she must always
bear the weight of her victims

on her conscience. Forever.

Anyway, we got into a very
civilized shouting match,
because that's how Europeans
argue. But, inevitably, whenev-
er we Americans pull our

Moral Superiority Trip with

other nationals, it gets back to:

"WeU, what about Viet Nam?
What about the Indians?"

I shrugged and told them
that I thought Americans had
to do the same thing. Because
I've seen lots of young, bright

Americans extol the virtues of
invading Panama or Nicaragua.

And they seem to have forgot-

ten all the napalm dropped on
babies in Vict Nam by US
bombers.

Or maybe the only reason

there isn't any napalm on
babies in Panama or Nicaragua
today is because too many
Americans bear that stain on
their conscience.

There is nothing especially

wrong with Germany, but shit

happens. There's no law of
nature or humankind that says

that something having happened
once, won't haooen again.

Germans are still Germans,
Jews are still Jews and trains

are still trains.

And as bad as I felt about
running over the cat, I didn't

feel half as bad as the cat did.

U C L A

FREE

February 27th
8:30 pm

"Stop, you're

killing me!"

\o^
.N^lV
,\de

^^^\S^^ Sponsored by USAC
- your student govt

UCLA students, faculty, and staff spent $79, 134,540 on vacation travel last year

Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989.

Sell them their traveling needs. ^(UmirtlSsis 825-216
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Arts Entertainment
Comedy at UCLA

Comedy at the Coop.
Tuesdays in the Cooperage.
8:30 p.m. Check The Bruin or

Cultural Affairs for headliners.

FREE
The UCLA Comedy
Club, shows bi-quarterly in

the residence halls, plus other

shows in the Coop and special

functions. Next show: Sproul

Hall. March 2nd. 8:00 p.m.

FREE.
No Prior Convictions.
improv group, performs Friday

nights at Kerckhoff Coffee
House. 8pm. FREE.
Spur Of the Moment,
improv group, performs in the

Residence Halls, next show to

be announced. Check Residence
Hall postings. FREE.

Improvisational theater

The Groundlings Theater, improvisational theater. "Wor-
ilp the Groundlings You Walk On." 7307 Melrose Ave., Santa

Monica. CA (213)934-9700. Shows Fri.-Sat. 8&10 p.m.. Sun.

7:30 p.m. and with ticket prices $8.50-$17.50.

The Groundlings provides fresh improvisational theatre in its

15th year of existence. With a backup keyboardist and drummer,

they perform various skits reminiscent of Saturday Night Live.

but funny, and mix in a good set of actual improv theatre, using

the ideas and objects of the audience. Also call about the

Groundlings Improv Classes.

The Second City, improvisational theater. "Sony & Shares".

214 Santa Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica. (213)934-9700. Shows
Tues. Fri-Sun. Tickets $8-$15. Free improv. Tue 10 p.m., Sat.

midnight. Sun. 9 p.m.

JThe Second City is a delightful and hilarious experience, with

the troop displaying skits with intelligent and sarcastic humor,

apd even playing games with the audience. Included are the free

30 minate improv shows that anyone is invited to, and they have
their own improv classes.

Laughter becomes lucrative
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

Y ou know, you may
laugh because I am
the 1989 Star Search

Winner." said comedian Mike
Saccone during his act at The
Laugh Factory. "But I heard

somewhere that you get

$10,000 for winning the Nobel
Peace Prize. / won $100,000.

Let*s see. Gandhi, Mother
Teresa, $10,000 down here;

me. Star Search Winner,

$100,000. up here. Yeeees!"

This may be funny, but it

just goes to show the incredi-

ble rise of stand-up comedy
today. Where maybe 10 years

ago there were only a handful

of comics making it in Vegas
and the movies, today a regu-

lar headliner can make a living

sticking to any of the dozens

of clubs around California, or

hundreds around the nation.

"In 1978. I would say there

were about 300 stand-up com-
ics around the nation."

explained Jan Smith, owner of

the popular West Side club

Igby*s. "Today, there are more
than 1500 of them."

Indeed. The Coniedy Club
has established itself in the

weekend entertainment industry,

packing them in on Fridays

and Saturdays, and scoring

most of their receipts during

that time.

The larger cities enjoy the

most success, with places like

The Punch Line in San Fran-

cisco and Catch a Rising Star

in New York, in addition to

clubs in Boston and Las Veg-

as.

Los Angeles, however, has

its own flavor and possibly the

greatest concentration due to

the lights of Hollywood.

"Los Angeles is the focus of

the comedy scene," said Jamie

Masada, club owner of the

Laugh Factory on Sunset Blvd.

"You have television casting

directors, talent agents, scouts

for shows like Johnny dlarson

and Dave Letterman. all here

in L.A. As soon as comedians
start making it, they come
here."

Smith agreed. "People from
all over come to L.A. On any
given night, you can see. two.

three, twelve of the comedians
on the strip on television." she

said.

An offshoot of stand up
comedy that's been around for

a longer time is improvisational

theatre. "Improv theatre" con-

sists of timely skits as seen on
television shows such as Satur-

day Night Live and SCTV, plus

true improvisation, where ideas

or objects from the audience

See COMEDY, page 20

Clubs

The Comedy Store. 8433 Sunset Strip, Hollywood, CA
90016. (213)656-6225. Three comedy rooms, with shows Sun-Fri.

Covers range from $6-$14, plus two drink minimum.
One of the largest comedy clubs on the West Coast, The

Comedy Store features three rooms of comedy, the biggest being
the main room, which seats 500, which they pack in every
weekend. The comedy here is more Vegas style, with
impersonators and props galore. Drink prices are in the higher
range, and parking is accessible, but also $5-$6.

^1. -

Igby's Comedy Cabaret. 11637 Tennessee Place, Los

Angeles. CA 90064. (213)477-3553. Celebrity Comedy Workouts

Sun. Tues-Wed. 8 p.m.. shows Thurs 8 p.m. and Fri-Sat 8 &
10:30 p.m. All shows covers $6.50-$9 plus two drink minimum.
Ticket reservations up to 2 weeks ahead.

Small but very amiable club that features stand-ups with su-ong

material. Best price in town for your money, and the closest to

reasonable parking situation. No gUtter, no hooplah, just good

strong comedy.

The Laugh Factory. 8001 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CA
90016. (213)656-1336. Performances Sunday-Thursday at 8:30p.m.,

Friday and Saturday at 8:00 and 10:30 p.m. Saturdays at 8 p.m.

All shows various cover prices plus 2 drink minimum features

the taping of Comic Strip Live on Fox TV.
Plenty of space and friendly atmosphere in this club that scats

250. Comedians are pure stand-up, and they give you a good

time for the money. Prices reasonable. J/alet parking that lakes a

while to get back.

The Improv. 321 Santa

Monica Blvd., Santa Monica
(213)394-8664. Also quartered

at 8162 Meb-ose Ave. (213)

651-2583. Covers are $7 week-

days and $10 weekends, plus

two drink minimums for both,

with upstairs dancing and

dining.

The Improv provides basic

stand-up with a slew of notew-

orthy headliners like Edie

McClurg (Mrs. Poole from

*The Hogan Family*). They
also have a Cactus Cafe and

an upstairs dance club. "Nuts".

There is parking if you arrive

on time, and drinks are reaso-

nably priced.

Ilogw t Ito (R)

12:00-2:30-5!20-75S-10:15

EiMmi0% A Low Story (R)

10:50-1:40-4:35-720-10:10

Westwood
NATIONAL
10925 Undbrock

2084366

Intomii afWrt (R)

12:00-2:30-6:15-8:00-10:45

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208-5576

Hmi to Kill (R)

12:15-2.46^:15-8:00-10:30

BRUM
948 Broxton

2084996
11:00-146-4:4^10:3

SPECIAL ENGAQEMENT
PWsw mti 9roup acMly dhoounl Idttto

ttKutt b«ter« 6PM onlytooKkto lor

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

Tm BtoM of Hwooo (R)

(12:00)-2:30-6:00-7:3Q-10K)0

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy

2C8-7664
{^2^S)^.4SSiM

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

208-7664

KM Mt Again M
8;0O-10i0(12:3O)-3:00.5:3O-8;

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

Tho AdvanUroa ol

Baron Munchauaan (PC)
7:30-10:36

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaylay

208-7664

Shirlay Valanlina (R)

(12K)0)-2:30-6:1 5-7:46- 10:1$

REGBfT Man Don't Lmwo (PO-13)

1045 BroRton (11:15-2:00)-450-7:45-10:40

208-3259 SPCOAL ENGAGEMENT
pataat «Ki youp acMly disoounts aooapttd

lor shows bafora 6PM only

PLAZA
1067 Gtandon
208-3097

Ortvina Haa OaiaWPQ)
(12:30-3:00)-5:30r8:00-10:30

Santa Monica
MANN WILSHIRE TWM SMnoly A Ma (PG-13t
1314 msUn Blvd. 4:30-7:00-9:34

45M377 -Sal S Son also 12:00-2:15

MANN WLflMRE TWM Driving MM* Driay (PQ)
1314 mthn Blvd. 5K)0-7:30-9:4S

4614377 'Sat A Sun Jso 12:30-2:46

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 SM BM. CMy 5:15-8:30
477-6581 'Sat 8 Su) Malhaa 2:00

Sat Mdnifiht Lobolar Man From Mm

MUSIC HALL
9036 WMwa
274-6860

Daly 5^7:40-10:10
'Sat 8 Sun Malnaa 2:15

Sun IIKKtam Canmon Thronda

RNE ARTS
8666 WliNfa
662-1330

Oaly 6.«0-8:00-10«6

'Sat 8 Sun Malnaa 2:004:00

Tha Sidawaii MoM
Sun 1:00pm

AdMssion: 1 cm d lood

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Enamiaa, A Lowa Story

Oaly 4:45-7:30-10^

'Sal8 Sun Malnaa 2D0

1332 2nd SL
3949741

MuriC BOI
Oyy 4:45-7:45-10:15

'Sal 8 Sun Malnaa 1:46

1332 2nd SL
394-9741

Myalary Train

Mly 4:46-7:15-9:45

'Sal 8 Sun Makwa 2:15

SdalHapaw: OtfMNo
'Sal 8 Sun lOOOan

MOMCA PREMERE 8H0WCASE-
1332 2nd St Cwailaaing Sacra* tenily
394-9741 Oaly 5:30-8:00-10:15

Storti Frt OMar Tha Ertlartalnar

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canlury Qiy 14

10250 Santi Monica Blvd.

CankNv City Shfopfinq Cantor
Fraa l^aiMng:

4 Hows Fraa Vaidalon
WMh PUrchaM ol JhuU Tkkato
(213) 553-8000

Mountoina On Tha Moon (R)

10:25-1:15-4:15 7:15-10:20

'SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

Driving liaa Daiay (PQ)

11:15-2:00-4:46-7:30-10:00

Muaic Box (PO-13)

11«)-2;40-4:55-7:35-10:»

Stolto

11:46-2:35-5:25-750-10:25

Cinama Paradiao (NR)

10J0-1:25-4.O5-8:00-9:45

dnanw Paradiao (NR)

11:40-2-iS-6:15-9:00-10:«

Man Don't La«wa(PQ)
11:30-2:15-5:00-7:46-ia3(}

Iha TJRia of «w Oypatoa (R)

10:20-1:20-4:20-7:25-10:36

Mtf Lad Fool (R)

12:20-3:00-5:30-820-10:50

Stontey A Iria (R)

2:50-5:45-8:10-10:40

Couraga Mountain
10:15-11:30

Madhouaa (PG-13)

12:10-3:06-5:55-8:30-10:56

Stood Of Haroaa (R)

12.45-3:15-5:35-8:15-10:55

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
11272 Santo Monica BL 520-7:30-9:40

478-6379 "Sat A Sun Malnees:1H)0-3nO

WESTSIOE PAVIUON

Gold'

475-0202

Iwyn

9202

Tha Rot Againat Hairy

11:15-1:15-3:15-7:15

GoMwyn
475-0202 11M)-1:40420-7!o^40

QoWwyn Dnigatora Cowboy
475-0202 1:2«-520-7:30-^45

•Sat 8 Sun 1:20-3:30-5.40-750-10:00

QoMwyn
475-0202 12:45-5:00 9:00

GoMwyn
475-020?

Tha UtSa Mwrnaid
11:30-3:30-5:10

'Sat 8 Sun 11:00-11:30-3:30-5:10

Goldwyn
475-0202

Daad Poato Socialy

3.^)0-7:15-9:50

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronat Glory (5 Academy Nomirvalons)
10880 Waiwodh 12;10-2:40-5:20 8 00 10:30
4759441
70MM/Dt>y Storao

UA CORONETMy Laft Foot (5 Academy Nominalons)
10889 Welworth 2.50-6;15-7:45-t0 10
475-9441

UA CORONET
10889 Wahwxti
475-9441

Madhouaa
12^-1:50-3:45 5:45

UA CORONET
10880 Walworth
475^9M1

Angal Town
12:20-10:00

GENERAL CINEMA
— THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA I

WHih. at WattMood
475-071

1

SR/Ootoy Stacao

Tha war Of Tha Roaaa (R)

12:15 2:35 5 00-7 45 10:30

AVCO CINEMA N

WUah. at Wattwood
475-0711

THXA)aiby Storao

Nightoraad (R)

11:46-2:06-4:40-7 15-9.50

AVCO CINEMA M Whara Tha Haart to (R)

WUih. at Wattwood 12:45-2 55-5.20-7.50 10 15

475-0711 Frl 8 Sal LaH Show 12 15 AM
tOmn^Otlbf Storao

•^

•-k.--.
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Branson Pinchot displays 'perfect' charm at Ackerman
By Jill L^er

Bronson Pinchot
Michael Hirsch

Staff Writer

As disarming as the naive

immigrant he plays on Perfect

Strangers, actor Bronson Pinchot

fielded student questions Monday
afternoon from atop the back of a

couch in Ackerman 's second floor

lounge.

As he relentlessly fiddled with

his shoe laces, Pinchot answered
more than a dozen inquiries,

sharing his goals C'to fulfill my
megalomania, because Tm already

a megalomanic**)» motivations ("If

I need money. Til do anything**)

and dreams CThey should have a

film fest of bad movies with

interesting people: Bachelor Party
with Tom Hanks, Teen Wolf with

Michael J. Fox, Second Sight with

me— a Hell-athon to see what can
be survived*').

But Pinchot* s tongue in cheek
self-chidings weren*t taken too

seriously. Clips screened before

his appearance displayed the

actor*s laudable range of talent,

which belied serious professional-

ism and artistic dedication that

earned him the Ackerman audi-

ence*s respect

The congenial atmosphere
seemed to encourage Pinchot*s

decidedly flip style, and his

humorous, idiosyncratic answers
combined to create a portrait of a

most interesting actor. Monday
afternoon, students learned the

following:

Pinchot*s "hero** is writer Vic-
tor Hugo. He doesn't eat sugar. He
watches The Golden Girls and gets

a kick out of Married With
Children (because it*s "so
naughty**).

Pinchot was "terrified** on the

set of Beverly Hills Cop (he

assumed a bit part that constituted

his breakthrough role), and he
thinks the television industry is "a
real fascist state run by a bunch of

goons.-

He hates to watch himself on
television ("It's painful. I just see

the stuff they*ve cut out**), and he

once laughed so hard on the

Strangers set that he, ahem, lost

control of a ceitain bodily func-

tion. '

He also enjoys a terrific rapport

with Strangers co-star Mark Linn
Baker ("We*re so close even when
we*re fighting**).

Pinchot *s relations with his

student audience were similarly

harmonic. The actor ultimately

returned its already-bestowed
respect with honest answers and
friendliness.

Meanwhile, he continued to

twist his shoe laces — goofily

appropriate since Bronson Pinchot

seemed to have UCLA students

wrapped around his finger.

Why You Won't

Find Toba«o in

the Students

Store after

MarW 271990

The ASUCLA Board of Directors has voted to

discontinue the sale of cigarettes and other tobacco

products in the Students' Store, effective at the end of

business on Friday, March 2. By this action, ASUCLA
hopes to lend its support to those who are trying to quit

smoking, and to encourage non-smokers — especially

young adults — to avoid the use of tobacco.

We hope this prior notice of our intentions will lessen

any inconvenience caused byour new policy. Comments
and questions may be oddressedTo the ASUCLA Board

of Directors, Office of the Executive Director, Kerckhoff

Hall 332, Campus Mail Code 164006.

-—"k-i

&^

At LJ o

UCLA

ASUCLA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

^ r
*>
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EUROPE » CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Spacial

Student/Teacher Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

Suzanne States/Daily Bruin

Jenni Villa, Damlan Sanchez andJenniferBrawn won thirdprize in 'Mock Rock' competition.

'Mock Rockers' strut stuff at Hedrick
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

Less than a day after the

Grammys focused the eyes and
ears of the music world on Los
Angeles, UCLA*s own Hedrick
Hall played host to a gathering of
mega stars that included Paula
Abdul and M.C. Cat, The B-52s, a
reunited Jackson Five and a har-

monizing Brady Bunch.
The occasion? The sixth annual

Hedrick/Hitch Mock Rock com-
petition.

Though the faces may not have
-been authentic, the talent certainly

was, as residents performed before

a packed crowd to secure one of
three positions in the All-Hall

Mock Rock *90 at the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center early

next quarter.

Essentially a high energy lip-

sync contest. Mock Rock is a

chance for artistic and/or
extroverted residents to entertain

their neighbors with comic parody
routines, impersonations of fam-
ous stars or impressive dance and
choreography numbers. Most did

all of the above.

Hosting this year*s event for

Hedrick Hall and the Hitch Suites

was Alec Wynne, undergraduate

student government's second
vice-president. Wynne, who per-

formed in two previous Mock
Rocks while serving as Hedrick 's

president and as a Resident Assis-

tant in Sproul, began the show by
resurrecting his act from last

year's All-Hall competition.

According to Wynne, Mock
Rock "gives life to the halls. I think

without Mock Rock (residents)

would have a duller year."

Wynne sees such events as

important for the morale of the

residents and cites the need for

campus funding as a prime reason

for his support of maintaining the

Inter-Residence Hall Council's
(IRHC) affiliation within the

undergraduate government.

Originally conceived six years

ago by Brian Stewart — then a

Rieber Hall freshman — the event
has progressively expanded each
year, drawing a standing-room

only crowd of more than 2,000
students during each of the last

couple of years.

The one thing everyone
involved with Mock Rock agrees

on is the reason for the shows'

popularity with the residents.

Hedrick Hall Secretary Gr^inne
McEnvoy put it best when she
described its appeal as "watching
people you know get up there and
make fools out of themselves in the

name of music."

When the ballots were in, the big

winner was the ever popular
Jackson Five, with its impressive

compilation of hit singles and
fancy moves. Capturing second
place were the Brady Kids with a
remix of their one-time hit, "When
It's Time To Change." Taking
home third was Flashback with its

choreographic parody of, '80s

music ranging from Huey Lcv^^s to

Depeche Mode to Janet Jackson.

Win or lose, though, a good time

was had by all. Students enjoyed
an hour of free entertainment and
release from their studies, the

contestants realized that Andy
Warhol was right about those 15
minutes of fame and those
involved with the All-Hall pro-

duction felt encouraged that a great

show was in the works. "It gets

better every year," remarked
IRHC Chairperson Matt Olms-
tcad, "and I think that the April 12
show is going to be the best yet!"

Healthy people grow
up in healthy envi-

ronments
Domestic Violence

creates another type

of environment

Cool Conference
March 8-1

1

at UCLA
Call (213)206-5547/5523

Paid for by USAG

Filmmaker recounts life chapters
By Thomas Foley

Contributor - -

Orson Welles once said of his

friend, film maker Henry Jaglom,

"Some p)eople talk in sentences;

some, in paragraphs. Henry talks

in chapters."

In front of an appreciative,

standing-room only crowd packed
into a small video store in Santa
Monica Friday night, Jaglom
spoke volumes on his origins as a

film maker, his style, and his

philosophy.

Jaglom 's films often explore the

complexities of human relation-

ships in a mature literate fashion.

His style is personal, occasionally

autobiographical, and painfully

real.

In his film Always Jaglom and
his ex-wife rcenacted the breakup
of their marriage for the camera in

order to explore the reasons why
good relationships go bad.

"I invent a theatrical structure

into which emotional truths can

emerge," Jaglom said when asked

to explain his style, which often

includes improvisation and casting

non-actors to play themselves.

"I don't want to write scripts out

of my own limitcxl experience.

Actors are infinitely more inter-

esting than anything I could write

for them."

Admitting he has been called a
"self-involved navel gazer."
Jaglom did little to curb such
criticism. "I think we all are,"

Jaglom said. *Thc difference with
me is that I admit it. The largest

part of our lives are spent in self-

examination. Unfortunately, we
have been taught that such self-

pity is wrong."

"If I have one goal as a film

maker, it is to share with people the

fact that we are not alone, to dispel

the fear in the middle of the night."

Jaglom was candid in recount-

ing his life and equally unabashed
in his opinions of his fellow film

makers.

"Steven Spielberg is the perfect

Reagan/Bush (era) filmmaker,"

Jaglom said. He alluded to the idea

that if we are better off financially,

all our problems are over. "That
whole idea that everything's per-

fect is a lie. I don't know about you
but I've never had to jump over a

pit of snakes, and the only one who
has landed in my back yard is a sad

friend."

He also had strong feelings

about Woody Allen. "The diffcr-

ence between myself and Woody
Allen is that he always wants to be
liked."

"My films are for those fed up
with child's toys," Jaglom said.

*Tor the two out of 10 that might
like this kind of film, I want it to be
there for them."

When Jaglom, late in the even-

ing, began to expound on his

impressions of men and women, it

sparked a heated discussion
between himself and the audience.

He said that if he were king for a

day the first thing he would do is

take the vote away from men, until

such a time that they were
"humanized" enough to win it

back. He felt women were much
more in tune with emotional truths

and freer in their expression of
their desires. Where before only a

few hands were raised to ask
questions about his films, suddenly
the air was filled with hands. The
room was charged with the energy
of the debate.

The dialogue which resulted is

precisely the aim of Jaglom 's

films. Men and women discover
themselves when they communi-
cate in that manner. Understanding
Jaglom 's style, he probably wished
he had hmught a ramf^ra
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BURGER OR
CHICKEN

OUR LITE BITE IS JUST RIGHT'
FOR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS
CHOOSE OUR LITE-BITE BURGER
OR MAKE THE TOUGH DECISION
BETWEEN TERIYAKI DEEP-FRIED
OR LEMON-PEPPER BROILED
CHICKEN ALL INCLUDE SMALL
SALAD FRENCHFRIESANDSOFT
DRINK WITH FREE REFILLS

Good At Our 5 Convenient

Loca'iions

Norlhridge

Santa Ana

I
I

Anahein

Stanton

West Los Angolas

Exp. 3/13/90

Please Do Not Use
With Any Other Coupons

N.
I

Of Offers No Substitutions
N Good (or Everyone in Party
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CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read. Think, Sleep,
Be.

Sun - Wed 3 pm - 2 am
Thurs - Sat 3 pm - 4 am

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 473-5166

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, E)aENDED, CLEAR or

COLOftED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

B«L • WJ • Ceba • AO • B«H • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE E)(AM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A.

Hawthorne

Long Beach

Downey

Fullerton

Pasadena

Med.

9035

3300

2013

8556

2565

33

Mgmt,

Venice Blvd.

Rosecrans Ave

E. 7th St

Firestone Blvd.

E. Chapman

E. Walnut

Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

FOBTRON DISCOUNT

ELECTRONICS

XT TURBO
SYSTEM

• 10 MHz .512k RAM
• PARALLEL SERIAL AND
GAME PORTS
CLOCK .360k FLOPPY
COLOR MONO BBBBSa
GRAPHICS CARD

. HIGH RESOLUTION TTL
MONITOR

i:
COMPLETE

286 AT COMPLETE $699

213/769-5677 —
213/769-5678

2102 W. ARTESIA BL.

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

TVe anszver

your zuay

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

ScHaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900
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DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISINO INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

energetic, dedicated peiople
interested in. advertising

experience and an exciting

internship for summer.
This is a position dealing
primarily with ad production

and on-campus advertising

rather than sales.

Applications are available at
112 Kerckhoff Hall and
are due TUESDAY,
March 6 at 4 pm.
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M^ have whatyou need
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On-Campus Housing

University Apartments

UCLA Conference Services

UCLA Catering Services

UCLA Vending Services

Office of Residential Life

Family Student Housing

UCLA Guest House

UCLA Coffee Service

Community Housing Office

Housing Information • Lottery Applications • Employment Opportunities

• Shuttle Tours to University Apartments and Family Student Housing

• Free Refreshments • Free Gifts

February 27 Bruin Plaza

February 28 Court of Sciences

10 AI\/l-2:00 PIM
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COMEDY

»»

From page 16
arc incorporated into scenes

thought up at that moment.
"Improv is a step beyond

stand-up," said executive direc-

tor of the Groundling's Theatre

Orcn Michaels. "Stand-up is an
individual trying to make peo-
ple laugh; improv theatre is an

ensemble trying to make peo-

ple laugh." ^

Smith and Masada both

agree there is little animosity
between the clubs, but with
such a wide array of things to

do in Los Angeles, running a

club can be a fight.

**This city is a tough scene,

said Smith. *The competition

for entertainment is incredible.

There's so much available, we
just hope to get our share of
the pie." Smith explained that

weekend shows covered net.

and profit is actually made on
weekday shows.

The popularity of Hollywood
has also caused an influx of

comedians looking to make it

big.
.

"People used to gel into

comedy because they enjoyed
to see people laugh," said

Masada, a former comedian
himself. "Now people are

looking into it for a career.

They look at (Eddie) Murphy,
making millions a year, and
say, *Hey, I want that." The
problem is, not a lot of these

people are actually funny."

Added Smith, "There's a

dilution of quality when you
have all of these comics —
especially in the similarity in

material. The cream of the

crop will take any subject and
make it work. Out of the 300
or so comics regularly working
the L.A. area, there are about
25-30 top notch comics, 100 in

the middle range and 150
struggling, bad ones."

And dealing with these peo-
ple is probably one of the

hardest things to do.

*To look at a person that

thinks they have talent and tell

them they don't is very diffi-

cult," explained Masada. "You
have to look them in the eye
and tell them they have to

work five or six years stage

time to get good. And not to

quit their day job."

But all in all, one could say
we are in the golden age of
stand-up comedy, and Masada
states that club comedy is "not
even at its peak." It may be a

good time for you to get out
of the house and check some
of these places out.

In addition to today's spread,

The Bruin will feature a cou-
ple of comedy spots on cam-
pus and around the area that

you can visit for a night of
laughs.

r

The Daily Bruin
is printed on
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^\ll OPEN CfJALLF-lIOE
\m; have sei;n

Cliri>liaiiiiy tlnIKi^;otl lina- a^ain and a^ain
III iIk- iiiU'lkclua! arona."^^=^

WE HAVE HEARD _^
Uic ar>:umonls iIoikujik iiig riirislianity as iiralh.iial. anli ink-llocluaT,

anil progressive, ami inkTiially self-iDnlratlK tory.

t=^ WE BELIEVE
That tfiosc vsho Ijavc raised serious iiuelleelual questions deserve

serious iiilelleelual ansv\ers, and thai lliose wlu> have issued
l>elln;erent challenges ought to have the intelleetual integritv to

'^^- raise those in puhhc and defend their

arguments.

WE BE EIEVE
;lhat the truth of C'hristiamly st.uids or falls with the historical
:
truth of ilu- resurrection of Jesus Christ We Ivlieve thai the

lesurreetion did tncur and serves lo sul>stantiate Jesus' claim to In-

the Son of Ciod who died an alonig death tor the sins of
humankind in oidet that we may have a persvinal relationship with

Cn)d through llim

VVi: RKSPIX T
- those wlu) hi)ld different v)pinu)ns from ours and wlio fiave
challenged us direetly or indirectly on this issue, and we wish lo

respt>nd with a challenge of »)ur t>wn.

m TIIFRKIORK:
We issue an »»pen challenge to any responsible and qualified

student or faculty memher on campus who wt)uld be willing to
engage in public discussit)n/debate regaiiling ihe historicity of the
rrsiiit.Mi.n ,v.-nt Details to f>e arranged pending acceptance of

the challenue

|
!.!

.
!
.!.j.!.jl!.u.j.i. !JJ.

i

.!J^^

Greek Week

Blood Drive
at

aCLA
Blood Center

See

House Coordinator

for Appointments

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Holljfwocd Piano Rittal Ccmpany

C"«.\GE '^^ 5hGw\m TOm
For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

Campbell Student Book

Collection Competition

WORKSHOP
Tips for putting together

an award winning collection.

Tuesday, February 27 .

at 3 pm
in the Smith Room

URL Special Collections

Class Free

^laUTSIvananda Yoga Center
600 Sawtefle Bl WLA (213)478-0202

Chris

This past year

has been

THE BEST!!!

I love you.

Happy Anniversary!

in your eyes,

M Tara

Free 8
f

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPA TION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME.

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptoms for at least 1 month and In relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order
to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Bruin Democrats
making the

world a better

place
general meeting3

every Wed.
7pm Ackerman

2408

CARLTON HAIR needs wilting models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:OOpm
DANA.

Miscellaneous 9

A NEW YOU. Better Grades more spending
money. Try our Personal Change Program.
FREE CASSETTE TAPE INCLUDED. Send
$10.00 cash, check or money-order to: Suc-
cessful Endings, 2265 Westwood Blvd. Los
Angeles, CA 90024.

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut models.
Bobs only. Ask for Alia. (213)277-4230(w).
(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa%»<clle. (213)312-0092.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^g"*^

Personal 10

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will p>ay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(2 13)28 1-7484

Congratulations

to ZX's
Sweetheart Court

Memt>er

Ginger Griffin!

-.Love AAn
.^^^^^«.^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^^*

AE%^(i p^tes
Thanxiier piaif€ our

GRA&AWftiRTY

Taco% faco's
a success!!

You rmmMm what
could happen next...

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

Good Deals

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Oiiomion. l hurs Book Study

Fri. Slop Study AU 3525 1215 1:15

TuM -3-Mr NR C8177. WM OitcuBsion

NPIC8538 1210-100
For aicohoics or individuali who have a

drinMno prablMn

(213) 387-A316

INSURANCE WARI We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

-Bruin Plan*. (213)873-3303 or

(81 8)992-6966.

PROTECT YOURSELF: Stun guns. Legal,

permitAraining not required. Non-lethal Call

recorded ntesaage for free inforn^ation. Borel

EnterpriM. (714)671-3180.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^^, LAKERS ^,^^f.
\\_ \^ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

*m va.A limn <m mitl kt Wat ^hWM vt :^ m gim maa mU. Wmmtfii f <m«<m >«>« /»«• u3jkm

FAX « 2060829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

905^SantaJ\Ion^

5 Reseorcti Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, arc
wanted to complete questionaires to aid In

research examining how individuals adapt to
living with a chronic illness. Please call

KarynZukow (81 8)981 -441 5. ^
A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION (213)820-6574

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-
TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-
VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.
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Prepare youself....

On Friday, March 2,

The greatest fued of the South
arrives on the banks of Sigma Pi.

Papa Hatfield and Papa McCoy
have gathered their clans
for the long awaited showdown.
The blood flows at nine.

SIGMA PI FRATERNITY PRESENTS
THE 14th ANNUAL
MOONSHINER '90

Invitation Only

Sponsored by: Budweiser and LA Aquarium Co. March 2

'Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developniental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.'

NEED SubjecU 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned comn>ercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
tef, 213-825-9792. ^

•fMormal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.*

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
nfceded for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (21 3)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more wnd have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

Personal

%N6 Februan' '""th - March 2nd I

I ^ 1990 I
^a^TTBcen7Tr"take""69^

Whopper Eating Contest!

Tonight, 6PM
Separate Men's and Women's categories

One contestant per house
First Prize - $75 gift certificate .

plus drinks for your house
plus 5 Greek Week Points

Second JPrize - $50^ifcertificate
Third Prize - $25 gift certificate

Attendance - 1 Greek Week Point
Participant - 2 Greek Week Points

Highest % attending
Burger King will donate a portion of tonights
sales to UCLA Child Development Program,

on behalf of GREEK WEEK

Studer.i

Speui.!

After 4:0() pin

Everv Nigh»

UCLA IL

i
^^

I'

THE 14th ANNUAL "AFFAIR
TO BENEFIT

JUVENILE DIABETES FOUNDATION
SUNDAY, MARCH 1 1th

SPONSORED BY:
PIRATE RADIO, BUDWEISER, '

HEADLINES, PAUL JARDIN,
CONTEMPO CASUALS,
nLMLAND CATERING,
OLSON ENTERTAINMENT,
MIDWAY HOSPITAL. & SUBWAY/WESTWOoni

Greek Week '90

LET THE GREEK TIMES ROLL!

TODAY:
Greek Games

At the IM Field, 2:00-5:00pm
(check in at 1:45)

-5 people in each event

Watermelon Bust

Pass the Lifesaver

I'm Going Batty

Tug-0-War

Flag Football Tournament
Round 1, 2:00-5:00pm

Yogurt Night
At Penguin's, after 7:00pm

Whopper Eating Contest
At Burger King, 6:00pm

WEDNESDAY:
Flag Football Tournament

"Double Vision"

. THURSDAY:
UCLA Greek Spirit Day
ALL GREEK EXCHANGE

Donate Wood at the UCLA Blood Donor Cftntf>r through Thursday
All monetary proceeds from Greek Week will benefit the UCLA

ChikJ Development Center

Toy Drive to benefit the Child Dfivftlnpment Center

KAPPA SIGMA
THANKS AL AUBirV

FOR A GREAT SEMIMAR

-^

I

I

^—.—^—^

—

^^SSmS
Attention Social chairmen: ft

It's the final meeting for the
jj

\LL GREEK EXCHANGE!
Today at 5:00 pm
at Sigma Kappa

We hope to see you all there!

A ••#jj. .<*»r

Research Subjects 12

I

I

HEALTHY VOLUMTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN

THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKIh
STIMULATION PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN

SOME INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO $40 FOR 4 HOURS
CALL 213 826^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ASK FOR LARRY

ALPHA PHI

Let's show UCLA
our AO Spirit!

Here's to a GREAT
GREEK WEEK!

Daily Bruin Classified Tuesday, Febmary27, 1990 23
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AAn Presents the 1990-91
ELECTED OFFICERS

President
V.P.E.

V.P. Pledge
Tres.

Standards
House Mgr.
Panhellenic
Scholarship
Rec. Sec.T^
Corr. Sec.

Members

Social

Guard

Chaplain

Heather Vitro

Marissa Bennett
Christy Annan
Karen Buerner
Tracey Olivera
Carrie Ferguson
Jeni Chavez
Anne Robie
Coreen Endo
Marci Kevane
Lisa Yaros
Nancy Cutler j

Lisa Derby
Kristine Lucas
Dawn Peterson
Krista Karvasek
Suzanne Prout
Jill Duncan

GOOD LUCK

A.
ufc-

Personai 10 Personal 10 Business Properties 25

our favorite Truman

Scholarship

Semi-Finalist

Ben —
When our football team hits the grass,

We're sure to kick everyone's

OA0 & KE —
Get excited for a wild &
crazy time at Greek Games!

OFFICE SPACE for rent. 450$q ft of prime
Brentwood office space in advertising agency.

Ideal for graphic artist, desktop publisher or

any other art/ comrnunication related field.

Full service available: Merlin phone system,

FAX machir>e, computers, laser printer, start

camera, & tor« of resources. {213)447-2964,

ask for Shawn.

Opportunities 26

Researcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

I

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS IVIOOD, WORRISOI\/IE, FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

*Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualifieo volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
f or inforrralion Cancer paiier'^

Call Anna Ihroughoul I A benofii

(818) 986 3883 from your pariicipanon

4954 Van Nirai Blvd Shirman Oakt
Rectiwii IfH gift «/ your pr« scraen appt

Help Wanted 30

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT. 15-20 hrsAvk,

pleasant WLA office. Must be reliable, good
with numbers & have computer experience.

i&/hr. Belle/Kathy (213)477-1597.

ACCOUNTING CLERK. Assist controller of

Westwood law firm. Key enter G/L; process

A/P; filing. Flexible schedule, 8-10 hrs/wk. PC
experience, 50 wpm a must; 10 key helpful.

Kathy (213)824-4600.

LITERARY AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time,

BH. Excellent clerical and phone skills, a
strong desire to be in the entertainnrtent

industry is a must. Experience necessary.

(213)274-5999.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.25/mile. SWHr to start. Tu^H.
Call Gary (21 3)820-6701

.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

$200/day. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000/yr income potential. Details.

(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-80^.

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home as-

sembly work. Info Call 504-646-1700
dept.p695.

BUSY BEVERLY HILLS DOCTOR- Requires
part-time assistant. Please call Judy or Sheila.

(213) 274-5286. Call between 10 am - 2 pm.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day arui evening^.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. 8
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

HEALTHY MALES AND FEMALES, 18 years

and older needed for PET SCAN research

proj^t. Will have radioactive material in-

jected for positron imaging of brain or heart. y'

Bloods may be taken. Earn up to $1 25.00^tl

—

825-1118.

A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

Heoitti Services 22 Healtti Services 22

••..:k-

Wanted 15

WANTED
poople

We'll pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. in me next 30 days!

UCLA School of Medicine

UNIVERSITY OBESITY CENTER
Depcartmi^t of &le^3^^

(Announces

THE NU-SLIM SYSTEM
8 week program of rapid weight loss for

people who wish to lose 10-30 lbs.

New groups starting

.

Call immediately
206-3760

No dh>gs
No hung«r
Eat It* tooda you Uk*

Doctof r•commanded
100X guaramaad

(213)281-6680 Heip Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Wanted to Buy 16

WANTED Basketball, Baseball cards and other

sports memorabilia, collections any size. Cash
paid. (213)645-9708.

Lost 17

LADIES GOLD WATCH. Sentimental value.

Please return for reward. Call Lisa.

{213)208-7438.

Sperm Donors 19

/"STUDENTS AND RECENT GRAD^
You are invited to explore opportunities with one of
the countries largest and most successfiU mutual
fund and institutional investment management com*
panies. Due to rapid expansion PAT and F/T positions
are available for day and evening students. We offer
highly competitive starting salaries with bonus
potential and one ofthe best benefits packages in LA,
including an educational subsidy.
Please call (213) 486-9250 or
Send resume to: Employment Recruiter, P.O Box

NEED EASY MONEY77
Sperm donors receded for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

xiiHipioymenL rvecruiLer, r.u r>0Xi
20^. l^s An^^les^ CA 900M V

Health Sen^ices 22

Ve Accept All Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(2 1 3) 829-2900

WORK IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER!

"Summer Jobs Britain 19iiBi
$1295" or "1990 Directory of

Overseas Summer Jobs (41

Countries) $10 95' Each 240^
'^^'^e book includes names,

ressL's, phone numbers
Over 30,000 jobs Send amount
plus $2 25 P&H tor each books to EUROCAL,
1900 S. Sepulveda Blvd, Suite

224-C, Los Angeles, CA 9002b
14-day money back guarantee.

^PHWH
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Help Wanted

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC PUBLIC

RELATIONS

Intern at major P.R.

firm in Hollywood.

Great opportunity

to learn & gain

experience.

Class credit

available.

Call Staci
M.

(213) 659-6400

Real Estate Developer
seeks Bookkeeper and

Personal Assistant

Great Pay and Career
opportunity

8.50-9.00/hr+bonus, D.O.E.
You must be organized,

detail -oriented Think and
act independently

Part time and/or Full time
Small, quiet Century City

office

Must be expericnrftd anH
know Marintfw^

.

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 S. Spalding Drive #B
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90212
(213) 557-2315 - call

V anytime

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need persorvable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

aOTHINC MERCHANDISER wanted full-

time. Call lay at Helen's Cycles,
(21 3)829- 183fc>

COMPUTER CONSULTING neeeded. Exper-
ienced with Microsoft Word necessary. Quick
el 7 experience preferred. Julie
(213)459-5656.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, D-base, 2
posters, contact Gene al Loren. Data
(213)475-1195.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
smoker, your car.$6.5Q/hr »- gas. Children's

afterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afterr>oons.

Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(213)273-7573.

DRIVER/MESSENGER- P/T & FA positions.

(213) 837-5200.

EARN MONEY fast and easy stuffing envelopes
at honr>e. For details write to The Advertiser,

Box 401, Seal Beach, CA 90740.

EASY WORK! Excellent pay! Assemble pro-

ducts at home. Call for information.
(504)641-8003 Ext. 8737.

EDUCATION PROGRAM. Assistant II - Educa-
tion Graduate student to develop, but not
teach, courses. Train and supervise Assistant I's

in creation of ed. material. Operate video
camera. P/T, $11.49Air. Call Irene Copes,
Radiology Personnel, ext. 55806.

EXPERIENCED writer/director needs producer
to raise funds for short fim. Shorty Films Co,
P.O. Box 1233, Venice CA 90294.

EXTRAS needed for film ar>d commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FLOWER SHOP in Beverly Hills requires

part-time help. Hours flexible, clean driving

license essential. (213)271-5030.

Friendly, Energetic HOSTESS NEEDED.
Cheesecake Factory, Beverly Hills. Apply in

person. M,Tu,Th,F 3-5pm. $b.50/\rtr tips.

FA casual senior typist clerk process insurance

claims forms, process patient financial

folderf. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

FULL-TIME Whole talers assistant. Import/

export cofHumer electronics. Skills: account-
ing, bookkeeping, typing (45wpm), good
phone etiquette inr>portant. (213)838-2626.
Salary DOE. Call between 10-3pm, ask for

HuBh.

>

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Mid-Wilshii^ Law Finn
seeks intelligent, energe-
tic college student to as-
sist in all facets of legal
office services i.e master
calendar, corresponding
with clients, court filings

etc. Make your own
schedule. Top salary.

Great beginning job.

Ask for Kelli (former
UCLA Bruin)937-1761.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

GENERAL OFFICE- P/T, 4 afternoons/week.
Salary DOE. Busy and fun WLA chiropractic

office. Call Deborah in AM. (213) 473-4400.

CRAD STUDENT needs subject (age 21 plus)

for personality test battery. Results confiden-
tial. Will pay. Call Mike (818)980-0450.

GRAPHIC ARTIST WANTED. Should be avail-

able on call . Creative, strong abilities in design
and some experience a must. X.O.N.C. Indus-

tries. (213)655-0979.

GROWING MANAGEMENT consulting firm

needs talented assistant to president. Small
office with room to grow. Need good phone,
work perfect, and filing skills. 15-20hrs.

$8/hr. (213)459-6191.

HANDYMAN/ PAINTERS, for Westwood area.

(213)467-5117.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

S6.00/hr., Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-8823.

HOUSEKEEPER/ERRAND PERSON for family

with 3 older girls. 24-40 hrs/wk, flexible hours,
afternoons 2:00-6:00. Must be cov-
ered.S7.00^r. Must have car. Westwood,
474-5106. ^
HUNDREDS WEEKLY P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL business paper
seeking: Staff writers. Excellent Japanese writ-

ing skills and legal working status required.

Chako, Goto; Also P/T sales clerks. Chako,
Umehara. (213)626-5001.

LAW FIRM at 6500 Wilshire needs pA word
processing/secretarial help. $6.50-8.0(Vhr
doe. Call Ginny (213)651-3333

LOOKING for general counselors riding in-

structors, water sports instructors. K-Arrow
Ranch Camp. Skylake Ranch Camp. Pick-up
applications at main office in Placement
Center.

MEDIA PROJECT needs assistant lo organize,

coordinate, and duplicate information. Must
be bright and quick reader. Minimum 25hrs.

Light typing a plus. Good salary. Please call

Ruth Sncidcr at (213)459-2422. Before noon.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environnr>enl.

20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, microsoft Word on IBM PC preferred,

»nd general office duties. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME position$-4 hrs/day-delivcr and
place reports in files. S5.44/Hr. Call Suzanne
(213)825-5128.

PART-TIME permanent clerical, Fridays only.

Sar>ta Monica. Phor>c$, scheduling, and paper
work. $7/hr. Reliable. (213)394-1361.

30 Help Wanted

PART-TIME. Telemarketing to educational in-

stitutions. Sonr>e phone sales experience pre-
ferred. Nice work. (213)453-0088.

PART-TIME gallery assistant. West Hollywood
gallery. About 15 hrs/wk. Computer skills

required. Resume to: DCD, 15233 Ventura
Blvd, Ste. 611, Sherman Oaks, 91403.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to management con-
sultant,, flex hours, approx 12hrs/wk. $7/hr.

Carneeded. Beverly (213)474-0959.

P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hr^k, work 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-6525.

P/T OFFICE CLERK needed in Westwood.
Work around your schedule. No weekends or
evenings. $5.50/hr, Kim or Mirna.
(213)208-4941.

,

PT or FT flexible hrs 8:30-5:00 close to school.

Study-t-answer phones $6/hr-K:ommission. Joel

(213)841-8827, eves.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY, F/T, Entertain-

ment business Management firm, Beverly
Hills. Must have word processing skills. Excel
growth oppurtunity. Julie (213)278-2303.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFKIE ASSISTANT. PT/FT.

Small friendly office. 10 minutes to UCLA.
Good typing skills required. (213)216-9100.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire & Highland. Phones, typing, light

comp. work, filing. Must have own transporta-

tion. Flex, hours. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTKDNIST/ GENERAL OFFICE. Part or
full-time. Small Century City. Entertainment
Law firm seeks responsible, organized self-

starter with outgoing personality. Light
typing.(21 3)552-1808, Gonja.

RESEARCHERS NEEDED to collect documents
for land-use studies in LA area. As needed
basis. Write PHR Environmental, 1 1

1

W.Gutierrez, Santa Barbara, CA, 93101.

RESTAURANT HOST/HOSTESS, M^, 10-3,

Sat, Sun only. Spangles in Brentwood.
(213)472-3287.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTERdata entry,

minimum of 20 hrs/wk. $8/hr Marina Del Rey.
Person with some engineering, technical ir

computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834.

.

RETAIL CLOTHING STORE SALES. Sunday
1 2- 5pm. and Monday 10:30-6pm. Brentwood.
Salary + commission. (213)826-4649.

RETAIL HELP! Cutomer service, sales,* and
marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting. Will train, flexible hours.

F/T,P/T. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALES, for swimsuit boutique, FT/PT. Friendly

personality, $6/hr, (213)394-2214.

SALESPERSON needed. Will train. Bondable.
Melrose Antique Mall. Tuesday, Friday U-V;
Wednesday, Sunday 1:30-3:30. $7/hr. Call

11-6 (213)965-9424.

SECRETARY/PERSONAL ASST. No experience
necessary. Must learn quickly, P/T or F/T, Must
leave message. z921 3)477-8490. Near UCLA.

SECRETARY, part-tinruj, light typing, filing,

phones for medical office. Call
(213)854-6556. _^^^
SECRETARIAL help P/T for small medical-legal
service. M-F, 9-2pm Please call
(213)854-0999.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet
company seeking full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean
cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-time help lo do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

SUMMER managenr>ent internship interviews
rK>w taking place. Gain valuable experience
managing a teani of employess, customers,
and suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive management training. Av-
erage sumnr>er earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for more
info.

TECHNKTAL DATA ANALYST, P/T (20 or more
hr^k.), $7-$10^r. Engineering students pre-

fen-ed. Santa Monica. (213)450-1452.

TELECOMUNICATIONS OPERATOR for Ex-

ecutive Office Suites. Team player with good
communication skills, pleasant working en-
viorr^ment. Knowledge of computers helpful.

Will train. Flexible hours ncccssa^. Jon
(213)822-1213.

T̂ELEMARKETING. Pagcncl/Burbank, a Na-
tional Paging Co. is seeking part-time tele-

marketers to set appts. for outside reps, $7.00
per hour, plus bonus and commission. Call

Vicki at (818)845-1400.

UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY- For
bright and energetic individuals. Call (21.3)

825-1386 or (805) 944-3753. Ask for Scott

WAITERESS- Lunch/dinner. Mon-Sal.
$4.25/hr. Crazy Fish Japanese Restaurant.

Beverly Hills. (213) 550 8547.

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. ihow, tUma A commerdab.
All typm, 18-80 yn. Earn extra monty.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

PUBLICATION ASSISTANT
National magazina w/officss in

Brentwood seeks enthusiastic.

team-onanted, non-smoltar with

strong communications skills and 1

yr 'f editonal/publications

background. Responsibilities include:

press raleM* writing, coordination

w/major ad agencies, market
research, minimal admin, taaks.

PC/wordprocessing skills essential

Unique, entry-level position w/
tremendous opportunity lor

advancament Call Jillian at:

(213) 447-5600.

30 Help Wonted 30

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•••••••••••••
•Valet Parkers!!

To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Don't Warn to Work Full Timt?

Get Facts now!

iklPluLUn for all considering
or already in the temporary or

part time field. (Receptwn, Secre-
tarial, Computers. Homemakers)
Send for Vakjable into. Enclose

name/addriss & $5 to:

Karin Runenbem P 0. BOX 49633
LA CA 90049

••••••••••••••

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA corporate
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, eood for
student scnedule.

CaU 478-8238 ext. 201.

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, m, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact' Christina

(213)568-0888.

AD PERSON/BOOKKEEPING ASST. Friendly

WLA architectural firm seeks sharp personable
detail-oriented individual to help w/
bookkeeping. A/P, payroll, etc. Willing to

trainnight person student or recent grad in

accounting or related program preferred. Must
be financially minded, good w/numbers, pro-

fessional. Computer literate. Excellent com-
pensation. Career potential. 24-40hrs/vvk.

Non-smoking office. (213)4794873, Roy.

ATTENTION-HIRINC! Government jobs-your

area. $1 7,840-569,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext R 8050.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Full & Part-tlnjc *

• Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Meq, Women, Students, etc,

CaU (213) 453-1817

MODELS WANTED
Male and female for Immediate

fashion photography and video

assignments

Call (818) 568-9595

for appointment

Internstiips

LEARN how to beconie a record promoter In

the music Industry. Training program finally

available. Call recorded message
(818)360-7004.

MECMCAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typlng^Uing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desireable. $12-1 S/hr.

Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

OPPURTUNITIES for responsible workers with
computer/ laboratory skills. Call
(213)825-9531 to send resurrw.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, P/T Computer as-

sisted spoken and written language learning.

$10.$15i/hr. 5-10 hnMk. Call Laura Myers
(213)394-5628.

SECRETARY/OFFICE MANAGER. Ft/pt. High-
lech company, entrepreneurial working cnvl-
ronment, PC experience required.
(213)216-9100.

34 Internshiips 34

INTERNSHIP

Interested in Advertising

as a career?

lily Bruir^ is seeking

energetic and dedicated

individuals interested in an

exciting internship during Spring

Quarter dealing primarily with ^

ad production and on-campus

advertising, rather than sales,

this position is a great

introduction to the world of

advertising and will provide

invaluable experience and long-

term benefits.

Applications are available at

112 Kerckhoff hall and are due

Tuesday, March 6 at 4:00 pm

For more information,

please call 825-2161
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Apply for The Most Exciting and Rewarding Student Job
available witii

UCLA EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Valuable Experience

Flexible Hours
Good Pay

As an Emergency Medical Technician you will...

' • Work on the UCLA Medical Center Transport
Ambulance

• Provide neonatal, pediatric, and maternal
intensive care transportation

• Work closely with doctors and nurses

• Be eligible to work on the primary response
campus ambulance

To apply you must be LA County EMT certified,

a full time UCLA student, and able to work 15
hours per week.

PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT THE UCLA POLICE STATION
601 Westwood plaza, or call 206-8886 for more
information.

24,072
UCLA students live in an off-campus

apartment, house, or co-op.

13,452
UCLA faculty live in a rented home
or apartment.

Find your ideal tenant. .

.

Daily Bruin Classifieds

825-2221

Internships

A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment
in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-
cated, iudaica oriented male from mid-late

20's. Sept 9(VMarch 91 . |f interested please

contact David (213)556-8826.

MAGAZINE PUBLISHING paid internship.

Publisher of a magazine startup in LA seeks

asst. for advertising circulation and administra-

tive work. Learn the business. Typing and
computer skills essential. Hours flexible. Com-
pensation competitive. Send resunr>e to: Susan
Gales, Buzz Magazine, 1 5000 Mulholland, LA
90077.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beverly
Hills. Considering fmal applications for part-

tln>e internship program. Clerical skills a
must.Call between 1-5 only. (213) 276-7070.

Ctilld Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER to care for two boys, ages 5 and 6.

Flexible schedule. Must have experience,

references. (213)821-3365, (213)471-0901

BABYSITTER for two pre-schoolers. Fairfax

area. 30hrs/wk. Must have car & local refer-

ences. Speak English. Patty (21 3)653-0571 (e).

COMPANION for 7-year-old boy. Mon, Tues,

Thurs aflernoora (flexible). Brentwood. Call

Cookie after 7 p.m. (213)476-0198.

DRIVER/MOTHER HELPER- 2:00-4:30, 2

aftemoom^reek, $€/hr. Pick up 3 year old girl

from Special Ed. Encino School, return to

Westwood. (213) 471-2790.

Apartments for Rent 49

3 BED -f 2 BATH upper large. $1200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BEL-AIR. 1 -bedroom furnished beautiful apart-

ment at the University of Judaism. Must be a

student and 21 or older. $750/mo. with $300
security deposit. Call Sherri (213)476-9777
ext. 259, or (213)472-4400.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-bd/2-bath

-f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.

BEVERLYWOOD. S5O0/n>o, Garage apart-

ment, 2 rooms ¥ bath, upstairs, fireplace, full

balcony. Melanle (213)839-8882.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high celling, central air and heat, washer,

dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable

T.V., gar«a». $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. 2-bed/1% -bath. Large living

room, large kitchen. $99(Vn>o. Available im-

mediately. (213)476-9695.

34 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Palms
$725 yp

newer sec. 03ted bldgs.

1 bd. 2 bd, 2 bd ^ den, 1 bd loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hf. recorded message 838-9781

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minute walking
from IXILA, full kitchen, A/C, water paid,

paricing, quiet building, available now. $825
and up. (213) 208-8881.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.

$795ynr>o. Must see. (213) 208-6310.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO UCLAf The
Faculty housing office has 1 , 2, and 3 bedroom
apartments available for UCLA faculty, visiting

scholars, and post-doctoral candidates (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1165 per
month. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3085 for more
information.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laurvdry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. 2-bedroom 1 1/2 bath, $785. Pool,

parking, laundry, appliances. No pets. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS, 2-bed,2-balh, security, dishwasher,

central a/c, parking, new building.
(213)839-4585. '

PALMS. Single $55(Vmo. and up. 1-bdrm
$67SATX>.-$750Ano. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,

excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1695/nfX). (213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS, adjacent penthouse type

1-bed newly rennxJIed. Quiet, view, walk to

all. $575. (818)889-0483.

UCLA UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS FOR
RENT!! Must be full-time, single student. Fully

furnished, short walk to campus. Call

(213)825 2293 or (213)825-8496.

VAN NUYS-1 5-20 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdmVl'A bath. 2 story townhouse.

$71(Vmo. 2 weeks free. Security, gated park-

Ing. (213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to IXTLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDLXTTION. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,

GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685

WESTWOOD/VETERAN. $1000. Deluxe
1 -bedroom view. All annenities, security build-

ing. Parking. Must see. (213)208-8765
ext.1606, (213)8378337.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 nnive-in

allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles ar^d 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moii and Co.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. FurnishecVunfurnished singles^ 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pobi,

elevator. 415 Caytcy. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Mots & Co.

VI/ALK
UCLA

SPACIOUS ONE BDRM
ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigeratordishwasher-
•huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

EVER LOOKED IN THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION FOR A SPECIFIC SERVICE,
PRODUCT. OR OPPORTUNHY. . .

ONLY TO FIND THAT IT ISN'T THERE?

Yawn IfiliT US l^liOW!!
,.^.t.

.')

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975 -

2-bed/l-bath

$1300
All Utilities Included

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

The DAILY BRUIN is here to serve
you. so when we aren't fulfilling you

needs, we need to know.

If you have any suggestions as to

what ads DAILY BRUIN Classified

should carry to better serve YOU,
our readers, then let us know by
filling out the form below and

dropping it off at the BRUIN office:

112 Kerckhoff Hall (or call 825-2221)

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, VC. 2 balco-

nics. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOODA^ILCARDE. $1495. Deluxe
new 2-bed/2-bath, 2 parking spaces, washer/
dryer in unit. (213)208-8765 ext. 1606,
(213)837-8337.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/1 -balh.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heal, parking. 445
Landfalr. (213)824-1969

WLA. $1100/mo. 2-bedroom/rA -bath
condo. Security, carport, shutters, frost-free

refrlMrator, cable TV. 1323 Carnielina Ave.
(213)456-3829. -^

WLA. $110(ynrH). Condo, 2-bdrrTVl% -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmellna
Ave. (213)456-3829.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, lofr, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

Name

Phone (Optional)

In order to better serve my needs, the
DAILY BRUIN could provide the following

service, product, opportunity, etc.:
( please be specific)

THANKS! Please drop this form off at 112 Kerckhoff Hall
between 9am and 4pm. If you have any questions, please

CALL 825^22r
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Apt. for Rent

Place a
Personal Ad
In Brulnllfe
Yearbook
Put your memories where theyll

last a lifetime. Surprise your

friends with special messages and
photos that are fun and personal.

Prices start at an affordable $25.

Deadline extended: March 2. Call

825-2640.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477 0858

•

NORtHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Northridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS.^--:
DON'T MISS OUT!

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Commiinlty,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUin CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:
Simply fill out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza
1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hail

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing
contract)

PHONE ORDERS/INFORMATION: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSIFIEDS DEADUNES:
Line ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 worthing days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word:.;.. 274^

Five insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form

V

V

I

Fill out all the Information below:

Name (Last. Rrst. Ml) '
,

Aclc*BSS,
'

( OtyZp.Day Phone)

ADTo Ftead

DEADLINES! 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days in advance by 1 2 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

Ad Start Date^ NuntDerordaystorun

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MCA/ISA# .Expiration.;

mail to:

UCLA Dally Bruin

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISIMQ
308 Westwood Plaza

1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

CIRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

Please attach any
epeclal Inetructlons

and/or artwork

i

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally Buin (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)

^ ^^^*^ — C0L# Enter amount enclosedrS.

49 Apt. for Rent 49

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2~bed/2-baiJi

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playai Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA, Large sunny l-bdrm apartment,
unfurnished, refrigerator and stove. Across
street fromVA bus $650. 47^-5811.

ZERO MILES to campus. $335/mo. One-
bedroom, kitchen, cable, and parking avail-

able. (213)824-1618 (LelQ.

Apartments Furnished 50

100 STEPS TO CAMPUS. Furnished, large

single. Utilities included. Up to 3 tennants.
Call Marianne (213)824-0319.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to market^us>. off Wilshire.
395-2903.

$695, 1 -bedroom, 1 242 Barry, Close to UCLA.
Walk to market/ bus. Off Wilshire.
(213)395-2903.

BEVERLY HM.LS, adjacent. Quiet, large Lbcd-
room, near bus, full kitchen, bath. $625/mo.
(213)658-7014 (evenings, weekends).

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700. Spa-
cious 2-bcd/1 'A -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WLA. Large 2-bdrrT>/r/, bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,
laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1050. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosomite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

GRADUATE STUDENT seeking roommate.
Own room-partitioned. Available March 1$t.

Living room $275/mo. Walking distance.

(213)208 5965

WESTWOOD. $375/mo. Female to share large

2-bdrm, 2-bath with 3 UCLA students. Parking,

lop floor Jacuzzi, Westwood view. Lisa

(213)824-5751.

WESTWOOD. $350/mo. Male to share
2-bdrm in spacious apartment close to cam-
put. Parking, Jacuzzi, BBQ. Liia
(213)824-5751, (213)683-6546/

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.
2-bcdroorn/ 1-bath furnished apartment. Non-
smoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204-4070, (213)473^2286.

House for Rent 56

CULVER CITY. 2-bcd/l-bath. Stove, refrigera-

tor, front/rear yard. Pets o.k. Gardner included.

(213)397-4525.

WLA BEST LOCATION, 3-be<V2-bath. Excel-
lent condition plus independant guest house.
>230(ymo (213)395 5509. (213)470-9433.

House for Rent
4 Bedroom — 2 Bath

in Mar Vista
$1695 per month

Includes 2-car garage
& appliances
452-1796
evenings

486-3439 day
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House for Rent

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*FireplaCes

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroorT>/

IV4 bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garagp.
Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

House for StKire 57

PKTO/DOHENY. Guest house, fully furnished.

Private entrance. $675. (213)271-7760.

House for Sale 58

CUSTOM HOME 4-bdrfY>/1V« -bath on fabul-

ous 60 x 1 96' lot. Double garage plus work-
shop. Westchester. $405,000. Cindy (agenO
(213)215-3473.

NEAR NATIONAL/ SAWTELLE,
3-bedroonVI 'A -bath, pool, huge family room,
spacious kitchen, beautiful area. $559,000.
Cindy, agt, (213)215-3473.

WLA- Bright family honr>e with charm. Uni
high district, near Ocean park area.
3bed/2bath. Formal dining room, fire place,
forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobl«. The
Prudential CaHf. Realty.

~^

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer rental.

Furnished/ unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nica, Westwood, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

FEMALE WRITER middle-aged wants work
(cook, etc.), exchange room or guesthouse.
Call Marlenc (213)838-1756 6pm-8pm.

HOUSE SrrriNC or share needed beginning
March for AGSM alumni. RefererKes avail-

able. Call Gina (301)764-3976.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting LA. WLA
prefcn^. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call lessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sesslons. Call 1 -602'<38-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

CHILD CARE/driving for two boys. Flexible

hours. Live In separate single. Couple ok.

(213)935.5305(H), (213)657-4670 (w),

Lauren.
_

LIVE- IN with salary for babysitting and car-

pooling of two school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

ROO^VROARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Wonf>an with car wanted as companion, cook,

helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

56 Room for Rent 64 Sublet

BEDROOM and bathroom. Private entrance.

No cooking, smoking. *A mile from UCLA.
$A25/mo. Call (213)472-8897.

BRENTWOOD, $65(ymo. -f light housekeep-

ing. Guest houseMudio with lovely yard. No
srftoklng. (213)476-4588.

NEARBY CANYON. Room with separate en-

trance, kitchen, bath. $550 irKludes utilities,

cable. (213)470-0272, after 6p.m.

WANTED female to share Park La Brea. Own
large room with bath, hardwood floors, walk-

in closet, unfurnished. Security gates, ample

parking. Beautiful view. Share with female law

student. $58(Vmo. Can h^ve smaller room for

$SO0/mo. (213)930-0377.

$275, MALE PREFERRED, large bedroom,
3/4-bath, in beautiful home in exchange for

light household chores. Must drive and type.

(213)558-0551.

WESTWOOD near UCLA, Century City. Furn-
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$380 incl. utilities. (213)474-0488.

WLA guesthouse, private entrance and bath-
room, light cooking and large room. Utilities

included. $325. (213)937-9325.

Roommates 65

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Own room in

Palms. $355/mo. Parking available. Call
Lauren (213)838-6351.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Brentwood. $42Q/mo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

FEMALE roomate wanted, $255/mo. for a
furnished or>e bedroom apartment in West-
wood (618)790-2185.

MALE/FEMALE roommate share
3-bedroom/2V» -bathroom/den apartment 20
min. from campus. Own room $330.
(818)990-2686. ^
NEED 1 or 2 people to share 2-bd/ 2-bth apt on
Wellworth. Deck, spa. $650. (213)312-0816.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible
roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

ROOMATE WANTED: OWN ROOM, park-
ing, $35(ymo., 3-miles from campus. Avail-
able March 10th. No snwkers. (21 3)837-5949.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Great Santa Monica
2-bed/1-bath security apartment with parking.
Available immediately. Female non-smoker
preferred. $500/mo. Karen. Day
(213)826-7474, evening (213)829-7906.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own room,
$33Q/nrK}. VA bus to UCLA easygoing room-
mates. (213)478-4769 ASAP.

SANTA MONICA! Own room + utilities.

$420/mo. Female non-smoker.
(213)451-9442.

UCLA ADJACENT. Share 1 -bedroom apart-
ment. Parking, amenities. $459/ea (negoti-

able). One month deposit. Nonsmokers.
(213)208-2975. A.S.A.P.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom with three others.

$406.25. Top floor, pool, Jacuzzi, gym.
(213)208-2649, Martin or |ohn.

WESTWOOD, 1/8 mile to UCLA, Great view,
large apartn>ent, $367.50/nrK)., Share room,
security, parking (213)824-0269.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $400/person. Pool, Ja-
cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD- Share large 2-bedroom apt on
Welhvorth. $347/month. Close to UCLA .

Security building. (213) 312-1432.

WESTWOOD. Female share 2-bedroom du-
plex. Parking. Near UCLA, trarlsportation.

1385 Midvale. (213)4 7 7-4045,
(213)454-8211, (213)445-5345.

.

WLA- bedA)ath in 2-^2 townhouse, $500 or
share- $300. Close to campus! (21 3K
479-21 28.

Sublet 66

r
Sublets Needed

Downtown lawfirm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recrultlng Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are Interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to AuQust. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

SUMMER

VENICE BEACHSIDE, OcearVMtn. View large

studio penthouse. Utilities included. April-

August. 1st & last. $85(ynrH). (213)392-7041.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartnr>ents needed for 2-3 months. Approx.

May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (21 3)458-1 000, Ext.

202.

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CJLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedfoQm apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/
house to sublet, please
call Purlta at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-becl/2-bath unit. Great
view/ location. Skylights in kitcherV bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UaA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-1637.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (816)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures
Student discounts. For further infomiation
1-800-526-9682.

66 Insurance 91 Sen^ices Offered 96

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal Service. Call rK>w and
save money. (213)820-4839.

*
*

*

/lilstale
Auto/Home/Commerciai

Westwood/Wilshiri Otfic«
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wiltshire)

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.
$7^r. Laser prints, $.60/page. Culver City. Call

(213)836-5949.

?? Need Insurance ?? " NOW available IN KERCKHOFF!
Call (213) 383-7821 ASUCIA Graphic Semces in Kerckhott 150. 2060094

Child Care 90

LOS FELIZ area. ExperierKed English speaking

babysitter. Flexible hours. Local references.

Shelly (213)661-9641.

Insurance 91

HATfc AUTO INSURANCt

.IITD

•*•••••••••••••*••

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.
Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urxier 21. male under 26.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. 8c

collision, and motorcycles
Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7061
or 475-8355

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

Home Health ( unini. MotoriAclc.^.

WVl! (',rTH> TO Vor'

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUi
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVeON
IMURANCI

)«

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ptx)ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, expcrierKed, aryi reli-

able, lerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many rrwves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

i-^.

WHY GIVE
EVERYTHING TO
UNCLE SAM.>

•Refunds within 21 days

•Reasonable rates

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire 15th floor

(213)459-0535

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-Spm

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AV journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubfectt. The*M/DiMcrt«uon«,

PropoMls artd Books. ForetAi Students
Welumw. Shsron B«sr, PhD. (213) 470-66C1.

Tutoring Offered 98

TUTORING
All subjects pkjs LSAT.GMAT,

and GRE. Frde 1 hour lesson wifh this

Gd.IVY league grods. Stamford Prep
(213)271-5181.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a second languagr or Spanish
lessons by experienced UCLA MA college
teacher. 478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

QUALirv MATH TUTORING- At all levels by
retired math professor. Highly experienced.
Please call (213)474-3681.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,
leave message.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH and Spanish tutor for ninth grader, at

home. $10/hr. Call evenings (213)559-4237.

Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resua>es, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A- 1 ATTITUDEr Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable >_ fa»U word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xl05, 9-5:30 M-F.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-
perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, re$urT>e$,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, re%vrile. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. Joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Seputveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,
laser printer. $1 SCVpage. MonicV SanU Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM WORDPROCESSING. Fast friendly ser-

vice specializing in manuscripts, term papers,
transcriptions. Reasonable rates. WLA
(213)452-7726.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Temipap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)626-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing In t^

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)826^939,
Hollywood (213)466-2666.

One Day Word Processing
ami/or Editing

Over 2S ysars Mpcricnc*. Alto offer

•thkal aMistanc* with writing prablamt
and tutoring tn Enriish, Hislory,

PhikMopKy, and Politicai SciMcs.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TYPING
Located un campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Computer Rent.il Center in KtMukhutt • .'Ub B4b4
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TACOS 500

OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

, .'THANKS TO YOU"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN
FOR 60 YEARS

1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

21 and over

9595 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, (213) 550-1599

\\\\\\\\\\V//////////

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95

COMPLETE W/PARTS,
LABOR. INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749
(VW

1 Tmc^jp
2 Valve M
3 Lub«

4 Oi Change
5 Brake AJj
6 Oulch Adj.

7. Sorvicc Air Qoancr

8. ChKk B*ll«y Water
9. Inspacl Fiont End
10. CbrnpiMiian
11.- {ptmmurm Tnl Coding

Sv»lerT\)
$74. 95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE w-p."— c.«)
(6 cyBndcr: $20.00 Extra)

inc. Pkrts k Labor fGai ft Air Rltv ntr^

TOYOTA

BITUG

saoKT©^

DATSUN
$99.95

USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

I AI ¥ I?V 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
fl^MjliKiR 453-4652 829-7012 pleas* mention this ad.

We Want You ...to aofveAt/se./

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bmin but what the Daily Bmin can do for you.
To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

.

Music Lessons 102 Resumes 104 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (21 3)287-2785.

A^OCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
C21 3)277-7 1 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tarKe with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

EXPERT RESUMES
Pay (oiiiptiiiivf piKc lor

( onipctitivc resume. .Mobile .service,

(iail and U\ivr .i riu'.ssav;f loda)

(818) <J07-n)82

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Graphic Services in Kerckhoff 150 • 206-0894

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA. 4-door, auto Cas-
sette, 96k milfs^ spotless maintenance rccorcl.

Original owner. $3200/obo. Evenings
(213)395-5758.

1 986 JEEP GRAND WAGONEER. Immaculate,
dark blue, 36,000 miles, SI 3900.
(213)937-7799 private party.

'

1988 VW jETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof. Immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$7550/obo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

1989, TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, red w/gray
interior. Sunroof, am/fm/cassette, 1 7,000
miles, $11,500. New. (818)509-2689.

'79 CHEVY BLAZER K5 2-wheel drive, loaded,
$4850. (213)937-7799 private party.

88 SUBARU JUSTY DL, S-speed, a/c, 9,000
miles. S3700. (213)479-0203.

Travel 106 Travel

WP«
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from March 1 - August 31, 1990

$779.00 for 4.people, $855.00 for 2 people
Includes roundlrip air from LAX to Auckland AND

Campervan including unlimited mileage for 6 days OR
6 day car renul and 6 nights Best Western

^^^^ accommodations priced from just $890. ,^ ^">v Prices quotedperperson.

ioi irn A 7i Travel Service
AoKJCLAr A-Level Ackerman Union M-Frl 8:30-6, Sat 11-3

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Ext.A 8050.

DATSUN 200SX 1980, $1600/obo. Red,
5-spd, air, very good condition, reliable trans-

portation. (213)277-0088.

DATSUN 210, 1981, $100(yobo. 88k miles.

Extremely reliable, one owner. ANVFM cas-

sette. Minor body damage. Paul,
(213)828-0932.

DATSUN B21 1 977. Clean, reliable transpor-

tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$90(Vobo. Call (213)454-2769.

FORD MUSTANG LX convertible 1988.
$9500. Black, loaded, 4-cyl., 5-spd. Emmacu-
late. 18k/miles. (818)782-5226,
(818)895-6222(eves.). ^^
HONAD ACCORD- 80, 5 speed, AC/Stereo,
power steering. $1 ,800 OBO. Excellent condi-
tion. Must see. (818) 843-3968.

TOYOTA CELICA, '78. 80k miles. Ortgmah
«wncr. Brarvj new tires/brakes. Good condi-
tion. $1950/obo. (213)858-8150.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1978, 4-door. New
transmission, battery, good tires, 1-yr old
paint. (213)661-9475, A.M. or eves.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1979, 5-specd, air, sunroof,

AM/FM stereo, power steering, power win-
dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644. ^
VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GLI, 1986, $7500. CD
player, alarm, sunroof, air conditioning, lin-

tedwindows, Filtapaldi wheels. 60,000 miles.
Excellent condition. (213)936-2410 eves.

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1968. Automatic. Runs
good. Must sell. $100(yobo. (213)464-3690.

VW BUG 1 974 $1 650. Orange, extra clean in

and out, runs well. AKVEM stereo cassette, new
tires, brakes, clutch, muffler. Great student
car.(21 3)271 -8622.

VW BUG, 1973, $195Q^obo. Original owner,
73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master
cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1600, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic

condition. (213)824-3655.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg %vhite converti-

ble. 5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm, perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW WHITE CONVERTIBLE BUG 1976. Good
condition, original owner. $3750/obo. Sacri-

fice, must sell. (213)559-7742.

VW RABBIT- 1978, $1 100. 71 K miles. A/C, 4
speed. Very good condition. (213) 825-0708.

YAMAHA- 82 XT250, recent tune-up, very
reliable. $700. Call Bret (213) 208-1129.

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689 From
LAX ifKluding airfare, hotel, (8days/7nights),

REGGAE beadi parties, much rf\ore\ Sels out

tvcry year so call Nowt 1-800-331-3136

Travel Tickets 106

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm. bd. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Gernrwny. Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest- 3/1 8/90,

$295. Call Peter (^13)206-5957.

Autos for Sale 109

1977, PLYMOUTH Wagon, runs well; looks

good $850/obo. (213)649-5239.

1981 DATSUN 280ZX. Black, tan leather

interior, clean, sharp. $3995/obo.
Day(21 3)473 8899, Evcs(805)297-331 1

.

HONDA ACCORD, 1977 5-speed, original
owner, a/c, new paint, runs great. $1 200 obo.
(213)473-2926.

MAZDA RX7, 1984. Great condition, cherry
red, 5-speed. 84k miles. $4600. Larry
(213)278-6610.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $6000/060, silver,

excellent condition, AM/FM, cassette, A^,
alarm (213)474-1106.

NEED to rent a carf Only 18? Don't have a
credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep
(213)678 9146.

NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like new,
$9,800(21 3)556- 5823(lv mcssa^te). '

NOVA- 77, $750 OBO. Runs fin(p, beautiful

plat upholstery. Call Kathleen. (21 3)392-5462.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1 987, red and excel
lent condition, $2900. Call (213)208 1248.

Motorcycles for Sale 11 4

1984 HONDA 200XLR. Super deal, call and
leave message $850. (213)824-4965.

HONDA- 250XL. 82, low miles, runs strong

and clean. $900. (213) 209-0357. Mark.

KAWASAKI, GPZ 550, 1983, with brand new
helmet. Good ^condition.' Registered Jeff.

(21.3)208 1872;

Scooters 119

COACHES
From page 31

*They*rc very few black coach-
es who have gotten a second
chance." Raveling continued. "A
lot of times coaches get another

opportunity. You even have coach-
es who have violated NCAA rules

and still have gotten back as head
coach again. But there are very few
black coaches who have gotten a
second chance once they've gotten

fired,"

Raveling believes that there is

more than one factor that plays in

the decision making process of the

athletic departments. "One of the

reasons is that there is probably a
reluctance of some of the admini-

su-ators \to hire a black coach
because of the backlash they might
get," Raveling said in reference to

the school's alumni and boosters.

**It happens that way in sports

just like it does in any other

situation," Cheney added. "One
hand washes the other. It has to do
with greed and power."
Both Edwards and Oliver

stressed that African Americans
are not in the same social environ-

ments as their counterparts, and
therefore, are often overlooked for

head coaching vacancies. "Blacks
are not provided with the networks
to show their skills for leadership

positions," Oliver said.

Raveling agreed, "A lot of
times, the black coach isn't in the

good ole boy network."

**They take care of each other,"

UCLA assistant women's track

coach Calvin Brown said in refer-

ence to white administrators. "Part

of taking care of their own is not
allowing any other ethnic groups
to infringe on their turf."

109 Scooters 119

3 HONDA ELITE BO'S, 1987, 1 SPREE, 1988.
All run great. 1 Elite needs work.
(213)824-4780.

.

'87 YAMAHA RAZZ, $495 OBO. low mileage,
good condition, Kelli 208-9066.

HONDA ELITE, almost brand new. Never
used. $1200 or take over payment.
(818)345-8581.

HONDA ELITE 50, '87. Good condition. Lock
and battery recharge included. $350. Call

(818)761-8608. Leave message

.

Furniture 126

2 COUCHES $75. Good condition
(213)208-4030.

COLXTH $40; Fold-out chair $25; exccrcisc
bike $50. (213)836-8672.

DELUXE wood bunk bed with drawers, shelves
and mini closet. $150.00 or best offer. Call

(213)208-3546.

FUTON-BED. Black cover with full size hard-
wood frame converts from bed to couch. $1 80
(213)208-3635.

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$75/obo. Compact student desk, wood, good
condition, $25/obo. (213)204-1644.

LKJUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-
bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chest, $65; others. (213)393^2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
king! $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

OAK DRAFTING TABLE, 1930's, use as regu-
lar table. Excellent decorator item, $400.
(213)399-1965, (213)825-8719.

REFRIGERATOR. 1 -year-old. Like new. Large,
wtlh freezer, $350 new. $150/obo. Quality
buy (213)641-2488.

Garage Sales 127

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 1980 $1 700/obo T-top,

65k miles, new tires, no rust, small dent
(213)625-6636.

1986 HONDA AERO 50 Low miles, good
condition. $450 Call WADE (213)824-5697.

1986 HONDA ELITE 1 50, runs great. Call John
at (21 3)208- 3848.

1 9W, YAMAHA CA 50, white, good rondiliop,

$399 Please call Andrea. (213)208 4280

1988 ELITE 80 Red. brand new Must sell.

1984 Riva 200Z, black, 3500 miles
(213)824-5311.

GRAPHIC MONORAIL 4X5, EKTAR 203mm
7.7 Kodak Carousel 550. Auto, remote, timer,

5-Inch. $225. (816)341-1608.

Typewriter/Computer 134

COMPAQ 386- Portab;e 40Mb hard disc,

expansion chassis, 1,200 baud, internal
modem, tech. manuals, midi interface, carry-

ing case. $4,250. Call Deyin (213) 5457475.

LAPTOP Tandy 600. Originally $1600, barely
used. Must sell, $400/obo. 3% " disk.
(213)447-037.3, Dan

MACINTOSH 512KE, external drive, carrying

bag, and accessories. Fxcelleni condition.

$500. (213)824 9775. 7.12pm for Kent.

SUNTAC IBM compatible with VGA monitor,

65 megabitc hard drive, 1 .2 megabitc floppy, i

mcgabite rom. Brand new Lots of software.

(818)509 2689
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Gridders try

as ruggers
By Jay Ross

tt

Contributor

Behind the four tries of Anthony
Jones, the UCLA rugby team (5-2,

5-0 in the PCRFL South) bounced
back, Saturday, from consecutive

losses to rout the University of San
Diego. 52-0.

Jones, a wide receiver on the

UCLA football squad, is teamed
up with fellow football player

Kelton Alexander on the right

wing of the offense and adds a

boost to the already potent Bruin
attack.

"Anthony's speed is a great

asset." said Alexander, who
lateralled to Jones for his first try.

He follows me on the outside,

reads me well, and is in good
position for passes."

UCLA seemed to start the match
listlessly before Jones snapped the

Bruins out of their slump with a

60-meter charge down the right

side line off a pass from Alexan-
der. Mike Brewin converted, and
the Bruins led 6-0, never to look
back.

A few minutes later, Bruin wide
receiver Andy Moore took a pass

from Scott Jalowayski, found gaps
in the defense, and ran 50 meters

down the left side of the field for a

\xy and 12-0 half time lead.

In the second half, Alexander
quickly scored two tries. Jones
lateralled to Alexander, who sliced

through the San Diego defense and
outran their backs for a 25-meter
try.

Jones contributed with his sec-

ond try, a 10-meter burst to the

right comer of the end zone, to put
the Bruins ahead 18-0.

The Bruins' final try was Jones'

fourth, a 50-meter scamper start-

ing at midfield.

Lacrosse is

crossed up
By Tonfi Orewyter

Contributor

When it rains, it pours.

After bolting out to a comfort-

able Hrst-half lead against Arizona

on Sunday, the UCLA lacrosse

team fell prey to eight unanswered
goals by the Wildcats in the second

half, and the Bruins could never

quite claw their way back into the

contest, as they lost, 14-12.

"It's just one of those things

where the momentum switches for

a while," explained Bruin head

coach Paul Kunzel. "Unfortunate-

ly, we never caught up."

The Bruins (2-3, 0-1 in league

play), streaked out to a 7-1 lead in

the second quarter, with midfiel-

ders Blake O'Neill and TJ. Wils-

cam and attackman Andy
Washburn providing much of the

firepower.

With five seconds remaining in

the first half, however, Kunzel and

assistant coach Mike Starratt were

each levied controversial yet cru-

cial penalties for unsportsmanlike

conduct as they protested the

referees' inability to sec their

timeout call from the sideline.

Still, with an 8-4 lead at half-

time, UCLA was in position to deal

Arizona its first loss of the year.

But as a result of the two fouls,

th^ Wildcats used the two-minute

power play to its advantage as it

began the eight-goal assault early

in the third period.

Wolf led the Bruins in scoring

with four goals and one assist and

TJ. Wilscam had two goals and

two assists. The blue and gold will

host Arizona State next Sunday.

63% of UCLA students read the Daily Bruin
now you know where to get pur attention _^ 'CR'T\^^^'

(Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989) aov
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•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5.000 MILES

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

•Transaxle
>Battery

•Coolant

>Brake
•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$>IA95
+tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

V:30 AM-4 PM. Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change .

will be done in 30 minutes from the time ^^ J| OR
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^^ Jjl .

you won't pay! Call or come in today. m Tr +tax|

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

MIKEMILLER
^Qill Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed 1 To%"ofr any

'

•Inspect rear brakes 1 ^I§!5e_ repair 1

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Hours
M-F 7am-6pm

' Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

ASH WEDNESDAY
February 28

Noon on Campus
please see URC ad for details

4:30 pm at the Lutheran Chapel

5:30 pm at the Lutheran Chapel

7:00 pm at the U.C.C.

8:00 pm at the U.C.C.
'•

RETREAT

March 2-4

Please call the U.C.C
for more details

EL SALVADOR
AWARENESS WEEK

Cgti^
April 5

April 9

April 10

April 11

Film: Romero

Panel discussion -

with producer

Silent Vigil on Bruin Walk
Speakers Forunn at

Meyerhoff Park

Cultural Festival

RECONCILIATION
Thursday, March 8

7:30 pm at U.C.C.

tfceUniversity

Catholic
Center
832 Hiigard Avenue
20o-5Ui5 member of the University Religious Conference

PEACE AND
FORGIVENESS

Tuesday, February 27
7:30 pm

Father Marty Jenco
Former hostage in Lebanon
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sends netters home eariy from
By Lauri Lappin
Staff Writer

Despite an eariy 6-3 win over
the Clemson Tigers, the UCLA
men's tennis squad was quickly
overpowered 5-3 by the UC
Berkeley team in the quarterfinals

of the USTA National Indoor
Championships at Louisville.
However, the Bruins did manage
to earn a modest fifth place in the
tourney.

"Every match seemed to get
better/' said head coach Glenn
BassetL "Cal really shocked us and
I think that the top three singles

was the key to their win.'*

If nothing else, the scores sure
showed what the Bruins were up

against. ~
^

At No. 1 singles Golden Bear
Doug Eisenman defeated UCLA's
Jason Netter 6-3. 6-2. Cal's No. 2
Bent-Ove Pederson downed Bruin
Mark Knowles 6-1. 6-4, while
teammate Matt Lucena finally

overcame UCLA's No. 3 Bill

Behrens in a close 7-5. 4-6. 6-3

match.

At No. 4 and 5 singles Bruins
Bill Barber and Fritz Bissell both
pulled out wins over their oppo-
nents Cari Chang and Matt Stroy-
man 6-3. 6-4. and 6-3, 3-6, 6-1.

respectively. But. Cal's No. 6 Pete
Fitzpatrick outplayed UCLA's
Dean Cohen 6-4. 6-2.

With a 2-4 deficit against the

Bears, the Bruins attempted to

fight back in doubles action. ,,

Knowles and Bissell trounced
Berkeley's No. 2 tandem of Chang
and Barry Hancock 6-2. 6-3. to

narrow the margin to 3-4. but that

wasn't enough for the Bruins as
UCLA's No. 1 duo of Barber and
Mark Quinney were unable to

defeat their opponents Eisenman
and Lucena—ultimately falling 4-

6. 6-3. 7-5.

Berkeley's new Norwegian
transfer, Pederson, was a key
factor in Cal's performance, Bas-
sett said.

"Pederson killed everyone in the

tournament and his playing at No.
2 singles makes their team that

much deeper," Bassett said.

, ,
"I'm disappointed we lost to Cal

because it was so close and we
actually played well against
them," he said. "Good doubles is

one of the reasons we were able to

hang in there."

However," the Bruin squad
didn't even need doubles play to

ease past the Crimson Tide with a
5-1 victory.

"We played the best match of
the year against Alabama's
team—our win after singles play
was a shock because that's not the

way we've been doing it," Bassett

said.

Although Netter, at No. 1

singles, was unable to defeat
Alabama's John Stimpson—fall-

ing 2-6. 4-6, his teammates picked
up the slack down the hne.

ALBERT SOONQ^aHy Bruin

Mark Knowles and the
Bruins traveled to the Blue-
grass State.

'Killer B's' buzz^eir way toward bests at Ocddental meet
By Chris Koutures
Senior Staff Writer

To say the UCLA men's tt^ck team had a field day at

Saturday's Occidental Quadrangle is probably a most apt
statement.

And to further state that the *Killer B's' were in full-

force does hit the nail on the head with even greater
precision.

UCLA enjoyed a prodigious afternoon due in great part

to the likes of Borick, Bettinger. Blutreich, Bergreen, and
Bulunan— all of whom came close to qualifying for the

NCAA Championship Meet in but the first meet of the

season.

Jay Borick and Jay Bettinger put the pole vault crew off

to its best start in the last few campaigns— Borick went
17-0 to eclipse his lifetime best of 16-0 by a foot, while
Bettinger cleared 16-6. To put Borick's mark in better

perspective, the Bruin pole vault best last season was
Bettinger's 17-0 3/4, which was set in the Pac-10

Championship Meet near the end of the season. Borick is

only 4 1/2 inches away from the national qualifying
standard.

In the shot, Brian Blutreich improved in his outdoor
debut with a 59-1 1 best. The two other Bruins who came
close to the 60-8 1/2 standard were Eric Bergreen at 59-2
1/4 and Dave Bultman's 59-0. Bergreen had a best of 62-5
3/4 that came late last year, while Bultman's throw merely
set a personal record.

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

BUSINESS MAIVAGER
OF THE DAILY BRIJI1\

The Daily Bruin w UCLA't daily student newspaper. The Daily Bruin is published Monday through Friday by the Co
cations Board under the direction of the appointed Editor-in-Chief and the Business Manager. Applicanu must be reei
UCLA studenu. The Communications Board will interview candidates Monday, March 12 at the 4 pm meeting.

mmuni-
registered

CPARI BEAUTY SALON:)
Remove your
unwanted hair

with 1007o
Naturai Wax

APPLICATION DEADLINE; Tuesday, March 6 at 12 Noon.
Cajididatea should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a UCLA Daily Bruin mission sutement in the Publications
Ofnce, 112 Kerckhoff Hall during regular business hours.

^Applications will be available March 1, 1990

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin, KIJ\, Bruin Life, Al-Talib, Ha*Am, I

La Gente de Attlan. NOMMO, Pacific Ties, TenPercent. Together. I

XppfieaiiU must be a UCLA Student in good standing and carrying a minimum of 8 uniu at the time of application, with A
cumulative CPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. Each applicant must meet minimum experience requiremenu for the particular
medium applied for.

Applicants iBHst have worked a minimum of three quarters for the Daily Bruin at the tine of application or show subtunUal
demonstrated experience.

Full legs waxing and bikini :....$20

Upper legs wax and bikini Sl5
Bikini waxing.. S 8
Half legs wax $io
Underarm $ 8
Arm ....$12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow S 6
Eyelash tint $io

European Faciat$;::;~n:r... :$25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

t^ HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up *

36 Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)
with Haircut & Cellophane-$125.00 (reg. $200)

SASSOON SASSOON

i,
,.• ••

925 N. BROXTON
(North of Village Theater)

THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE
Walk-ms Accepted

FREE Cellophane
with any Design Cut

from $18.
Body Waves,

HILights-Weaves
from $45.

. o • .«
•. .« •• . * -

D R A.G O N <E X 'P 'iL "L s s
Chinese Fast Food

'&::7-'<-

SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes
Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary Sh^
Complimentary Co"
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

1^
please show ad

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

^

$29* «.IIMED TANNING

No Additional Fees!

Mon-Fri

8-10pm

Extended Offer!

477-9300 Sat 9-8pm
Sun 11-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.

At Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico
•first time clients w/coupon. Exp. 4/15/90

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I

I
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Sports experts and coaches speak out

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Bob Kersee (left)

DAILY BRUIN FILE

George Raveling

Dennis Green

From page 32

setbacks. Farmer, Hazzard and
Kersee stand as the only three

African American head coaches

since 1918, when the gales of

UCLA were first opened.

Currently, Hazzard works under

Vice Chancellor Winston Doby as

the head of the black scholars

program. He failed to return

numerous calls. And according to

the UCLA Sports Information

department. Farmer is believed to

be coaching basketball in Kuwait,
and could not be reached.

Peter Dalis, the UCLA men's
athletic director since 1983, stated

that the current administration has

made a conscious effort to increase

the amount of diversity among the

UCLA coaching ranks.

Last week, Dalis hired Jacob
Bumey as one of the assistant

football coaches. He joins Ted
Williams as the only full-time

African Americans on the football

staff out of nine positions. There
are three other African American
paid assistant coaches at UCLA—
Calvin Brown (women's track),

John Smith (men's track) and
Tony Fuller (men's basketball).

Bumey, who recently coached
at Wisconsin, will serve as the

defensive line coach. Dalis said

that Bumey's appointment was **a

conscious attempt to bring in a

higher number of minority coach-
es" to UCLA.
The UCLA athletic program

does not stand alone in its lack of
African American coaches. Far

from it In the "big money" sports

(football and basketball), the Pac-

10 conference has just three

African American head coaches.

Stanford's Dennis Green, who
took the reigns as head coach last

year, is the only African American
football coach in Pac-10 history. In

basketball George Raveling over

at use is in his fourth season as

the head men's coach, while up
north at Washington State, Harold

Rhodes leads the women's hoops

team for the eighth season.

A spokesperson for the Pac-10

conference who wished to remain

anonymous stated that the Pac-10

Dr. Judith Holland

;x)yi

DAN MacMEDAN/DaMy Bfuin

Peter T. Dalis

does not have a policy that would
increase the diversity among
coaches. *This really hasn't been

an issue in the conference," he

said. *That's up to the institutions

themselves."

But the lack of diversity extends

even further. According to

Edwards, there are just two black

football coaches out of 105 Divi-

sion I schools, and 28 African

American head coaches out of 283

in basketball. That information

could not be verified by the

NCAA, who failed to return

repeated calls.

But when it comes to the hiring

of coaches, UCLA sociologist

Melvin Oliver believes it's a

combination of African Ameri-

cans not being provided with the

right social network and the

continued resistance of white

administrators and athletic direc-

tors. "Blacks are not provided the

opportunities to channel the

coaching positions," Oliver
explained.

"But remember who's hiring

the coaches," he continued. "Peo-

ple who hire coaches would like to

have people like them running the

team."

Other coaches and experts also

felt that there was an institutional

bias against African Americans.

*The establishment continues to

perpetuate itself," Cheney said. "A
lot of people will label it a lot of
different things. Coaches are

always retooled and recycled. It

just so happens that those coaches
always happen to be white. When
you look at it in that sense, the

situation perpetuates itself."

Oliver adds that he is "waiting

until we have a situation where a

black coach with a losing record

gets hired over and over again . .

.

Blacks have to have the chance to

fail, just like whites."

use's Raveling, who has
coached 15 years in the Pac-10,

including his last four with USC,
couldn't put his finger on one
reason why African Americans are

only given a few chances to prove
their coaching abilities, but "it

might be a mentality ^at says,

*okay, we gave you a chance, and
you didn't get it done—^so who
needs you.'

See COACHES, page 28 John Smith
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UCLA SPORTS INFO

Larry Farmer
DAILY BRUIN FILE

ORTS INFC

TOO FAT?.,
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTROLLABLE BINGES?

ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP

AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF

IMPOSSIBLE DIETS, NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

Insurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

Hair Salon
Proudly Introduces

FAMA
BEAUTY CENTER
Carrying top of the line

•Cosmetics
•KMS
•Nexxus
•Focus 21
•Paul Mitchell
•Redkin
•Full line of ethnic products
•etc...

NAILS
BY SALOME
(Fiberglass specialist)

10% OFF
with this ad

956 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fm a choice

Family Flaming Associates

Medical Group

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UGLA STUDENT I.D.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

Serving UCLA jox o\)ex 36 '^tari -

At t/ie Comer o/ Ga'jlt'^ & LeConte

Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

10970 LeConte Avenue
Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(213^208^8755 (213) 208-5275
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While baseball's locked out, softball plays on
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

Most teams would love a
seven-game winning streak, but

for the No. 1 -ranked UCLA
Softball team and head coach
Sharon Backus, it's really no big

deal.

When asked what was special

about winning seven in a row

—

including five shutouts—at this

point in the season, Backus
replied, "Nothing.

**Al some point it might be a

confidence builder," Backus con-

tinued, "but you can get beat in

your first game (today) and the

sU'eak*s over.**

Whether they care or not, the

Bruins (17-3) will put their win-
ning skein on the line in a

doubleheader against Cal Poly
Pomona (10-2) today at 1:(X) p.m.,

their Sunset Feild opener.
Slated to start for the Bruins is

freshman DeDe Weiman (5-1) in

the first game aAd staff ace, senior

Softball

What:

Where:

When:

UCLA vs. Cal Poly Pomona

Sunset fieki

1 p.m. today

Lisa Longaker (6-0) in the night-

cap.

For the Broncos, resident ace
Nicky Luce is the projected starter

in the first game, while head coach
Carol Spanks has yet to name a

starter for game two.

Cal Poly Pomona, a team which
finished fifth at Nationals last year,

will provide a "good test". Backus
said, for the two-time defending
national champion Bruins.

"We're pretty much on sche-

dule,*' Backus said. "We want to

get into that mode of confidence.*'

There's nothing like two deci-

sive wins to boost a team's
confidence, and that's whatUCLA
gained yesterday down south.

The Bruins traveled down Inter-

stale 5 to San Diego State for a pair

with the Aztecs and were smiling

all the way back to Westwood after

5-1 and 5-0 wins.

Backus rested her aces in the

twin bill, giving part-time pitchers

their day in the sun. In the first

game, freshman pitcher/third base-

man Lisa Fernandez (1-0) picked
up the victory in her first decision

of the season. In the nightcap,

freshman Heather Compton (3-1)

earned the win.

Commentary

Voicing Their Concerns
Sports experts speak out about lack of African American coaches

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

Editor's note: This is the first of a
two-part series dealing with African

American collegiate coaches.

Throughout the pages of Ameri-
can history, African Americans
have battled an uphill climb in

search of equal rights.

But this oppression lies evident

outside of the political, economic
and social arenas. For it is also in

the arena of sports where African

Americans attempt to ascend the

latter of equality.

Sociologists and other sports

experts argue that UCLA's athletic

program — like other collegiate

athletic departments around the

country — has a poor record of
recruiting and hiring African
Americans in positions of leader-

ship.

"The reality is that we have a

plantation structure and blacks

have moved from the cotton fields

to the football fields," said Harry
Edwards, a renown sociologist at

Berkeley who often focuses his

studies on the oppression of
African Americans in collegiate

and professional sports.

Currently, UCLA has only one
African American head coach out

of 23 sports. Bob Kersee, who
coaches women's track, has been
the head of the team since 1984. He

is the only African American ever

to, coach a women's team at

UCLA.
UCLA women's athletic direc-

tor Dr. Judith Holland, who does
the hiring for all ten of UCLA's
women's NCAA teams, said that

hiring more minority coaches is

one of her utmost concerns, along

with increasing the number of
women coaches.

AFRICAN
AMERICANHISTORY
MONTH

"It's always in the back of my
mind ... I always think about

that,'> Holland said. "But they're

not a lot of them (African Ameri-
cans) out there. I am not going to

hire anyone without experience—
not at UCLA — I just can'L It's

slow for them to obtain the

background. The problem is that

we don't have big turnover. The
last two positions I filled, I don't

think there was a minority candi-

date."

But John Cheney, head coach of

the Temple basketball team since

1982, feels that qualified African

American candidates are often

overlooked by athletic depart-

ments around the country. **TTiey-

're many, many black coaches
looking for a job," he said.

UCLA's last men's head coach
was Walt Hazzard, who was fired

as the basketball coach by
Chancellor Charles Young . in

1988. Hazzard posted a record pf
77-47 in four years, including the

1985 National Invitational Tour-
nament Championship. His 1986-

87 team, which won the confer-

ence championship, advanced to

the second round of the NCAA
Tournament.

But in what was to be Hazzard 's

final year, 1987-88, the Bruins lost

four of their first five games and
never recovered, finishing with a
16-14 record. The local media, the

UCLA student body and admi-
nistration were unsatisfied that a

Bruin program, one that had won a

record ten NCAA national
championships, would fail to make
the NCAA tourney. Pressure soon
came for Hazzard's dismissal, and
Young fired him in April 1988.

Larry Farmer, also an African

American, preceded Hazzard as

the head coach of UCLA's basket-

ball team. He lasted just three

years, winning 61 games with 23

See. COACHES, page 31
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Former head basketball coach Walt Hazzard, who was fired

in April, 1988, is one of two African-Americans to coach the
Bruins

Women swim away from ASU, take third in Pao-10 meet
By Linda Peters

Contributor

The UCLA women's swim team battled with the ASU
Sun Devils on Friday and Saturday for third-place in the

Pac-10 Championships. The Bruins were triumphant,
swimming away from ASU's 1075 points with 1 143 points

of their own. The Bruins finished behind Cal (1238) and
top-finishing Stanford (1717).

Kris Stoudt was the Pac^ 10 champion and set a new Pac-
10 record on Sunday in the 100-yard freestyle (:49.93),
erasing last year's record set by Stanford's Jenna Johnson
(:50.05). This is in addition to Stoudt's victory in the 50-

yard free on Saturday (:23.26), and her second-place finish

in the 100-yard butterfly (:54.72). Her ume in the 100 fly set

a new UCLA record.

Jeanne Gibbons followed Stoudt in the 100 freestyle

finishing fourth (:5 1.1 5). On Saturday, Gibbons took
second in the 200 free (1:48.89). qualifying for the

NCAA's. Also in the 100 free. Missy Hemdon finished first

in the consolation finals (:51.31).

The 800 free relay consisting of Gibbons, Hemdon,
Richardson, and Stoudt finished first (3:23.29) and joins the
200- and 400- free relay teams for a trip to Texas for the

NCAA Championships.

Sheri Smith will be looking to make her NCAA
qualifications on Saturday in the Bruin Invitational. She
finished fourth in the 200-yard butterfly (2:02.13), after

finishing fifth in the 500 free (4:50.22) on Friday and sixth

in the 200 free (1:51.35) on Saturday. Smith has made
NCAA optional cuts in the 200 fly, the 500 free, and the

1650 free.

NCAA rules state that swimmers must make one NCAA
qualifying time, and can then swim any two events in which
they have made optional NCAA cuts.

In the 200-yard backstroke. Becky Shelton finished

fourth (2:03.04) followed by fifth-place finishing Susan
Potrcpka (2:03.31).

Melissa Skinner finished first in the 200 breast consolation
finals (2:20.48).

Bruin divers Lisa Hecker (267.00) and Nicki Minor
(246.00) finished fifth and eighth, respectively.

Track is abuzz
They're not from South America, and they

don't play defense for the Miami Dolphins.

That's right, UCLA now has it's own version of
the Killer B's, and they made their debut at this

weekend's track meet at Occidental.

See page 30

(Mbrthe 'Ville

UCLA has had its troubles in Louisville,

Kentucky this season and the men's tennis team
was the latest victim of the Bluegrass Slate. The
Bruins came home early from one of America's
most prestigious collegiate tournaments.

See page 30

HaK to talks puts season at risk
Baseball talks halted abruptly Monday and Commissioner Fay Vincent

told the Associated Press' Ben Walker, "The season is in very heavy jeopar-
dy." Players' union representative Donald Fehr left the bargaining table,

vowing not to return until the owners make new proposals, and added that the
current stalemate may delay the April 2 season opener.

The talks have stalled over salary arbitration eligibility, with the players'

union pushing for players to be eligible after two years, as they were before
1985, instead of the present three-year plan.
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Housing Fair

continues

The second day of the UCLA
Housing Fair wiU take place at

the Court of Sciences from 10

a.m. to 2 p.m. today.

Information on housing, lot-

tery applications, employment
opportunities and shuttle tours

to University Apartments and
Family Student Housing will be

available.

The fair, which is co-spon-

sored by On Campus Housing,

Office of Residential Life,

Family Student Housing, Uni-

versity Apartments, Commun-
ity Housing Office, and many
others will also offer free gifts

and refreshments.

Inside
Women writers

oftiiepast

A UCLA professor traces the

beginnings of women writers

making their mark in the liter-

ary world.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Nakanishi
for director

Professor Don Nakanishi is

the best qualified person to be
the head of the Asian American
Studies Center.._:

See page 18

Arts & Entertainment

No longer >

a 'Stranger'

Actor Bronson Pinchot chats

about paranoia, being Terfecl,*

and the face of television.

See page 20

Sports

On the road

totheNIT?
Basketball coach Jim Har-

rick pondered NIT possibilities

at his weekly press conference

yesterday

See page 40
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definition angers student ghoups
USAC again

tables proposal

Nyaniso RaHotep, the assistant to the chair of the African Student Union, is one of 60 rep-
resentatives to voice concern Tuesday night over the proposed student interestgroup defin-

ition.

By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

Student representatives
expressed anger and frustration

over undergraduate government's
alleged misrepresentation of their

needs while defining "student

interest group** at council *s Tues-
day meeting.

More than 60 representatives

from all student groups which are

proposed for council sponsorship

gathered at the meeting, many of
them saying that Second Vice
President Alec Wynne is trying to

push the proposal through council

without their needs being repre-

sented.

"We resent the attitude of
council in trying to force this

proposal on us, we know best how
to address this problem,*', said

Alicia Molina, internal coordina-

tor of MEChA, the Chicano/Latino

student group.

With some input from the

student representatives, council

argued for two hours over tabling

the issue before actually doing so
with a 7-3-1 vote.

**Council must rise to the occa-

sion and face the issue,** said

Administrative Representative
Lyle Timmerman who opposed the

tabling. "I can*t believe that we
have waited until 10:15 to bring

this to a vote. We could have used
this time for quality discussion.**

But the African Student Union
(ASU) told the audience that a
meeting— independent of council

members— will be held Thursday
among all of the student groups.

See DEnNmoN, page 12

Kerddioff asiiestos removal to siow
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Because a recently chosen

seismic renovation plan will leave

Kerckhoff Hall*s asbestos undis-

Uirbed, an architect for the project

said asbestos removal plans for the

student association building will

be scaled down.
Campus architects had planned

to do more extensive asbestos

removal in Kerckhoff, but have

New seismic plan would leave

fibers undisturbed, expert says

reduced plans to include only

minor removal on the building's

upper levels, said Julie Davis,

manager of the Kerckhoff Hall

renovation project

Davis said "base isolation,** the

seismic update option chosen by

the Associated Students UCLA
Board of Directors Friday, would
leave the halPs extensive asbestos

on upper levels dormant because

construction will be focused on the

first floor.

The base isolation plan would

clear out the first floor so workers
could dig under Kerckhoff*s pil-

lars and place shock absorbing

supports beneath the structure. A
major earthquake would render a

seismically-updated Kerckhoff
virtually unharmed as it would
endure only a minor sway. Campus
Architect Charles Oakley said.

Campus architects were con-

See ASBESTOS, page 15

Student activism 'more complicated' in '90s
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Students organized sit-ins for

civil rights and black power in the

1960s, but the situation is not as

simple in the 1990s, a former
student said.

*The climate for activism is

much more complicated than it

was (in the *60s),** said Twyla
Wells Stewart, an affirmative

action outreach coordinator at

UCLA. "Now there is much less

intensity. It*s always easier at the

beginning of any movement."
When Wells Stewart was a

UCLA student in 1965, she was
often the only African American
in her classes. The issue was clear

to her at that time — more

African Americans needed access

to higher education.

"Certainly there was a sense of

urgency,** said J. Daniel Johnson,

president of the UCLA Black
Alumni Association. "I think the

students in the *60s were more
committed to the ideals that were
being espoused.**

The things that African Ameri-
can students were fighting for were
more tangible to them, because
many still could not vote or even
buy a cup of coffee at a local

restaurant, Johnson said.

In 1968, when three black
students were killed at a South
Carolina college for trying to

desegregate a bowling alley. John-
son organized a demonstration at

UCLA.

*That hits you right in the gut,**

said Johnson, who often bowled
with his friends in Ackerman
Union.

Issues such as improved access

to education and racism are the

same as in the 1960s, but society

often hides them now and makes
them more subtle, two UCLA
students said.

For example, in the *60s people

may have openly hurled racial

slurs at African Americans, but

now a student may discover

other's prejudices in more subtle

ways, said senior Donyale Hall,

last year*s chairwoman of
UCLA's African American stu-

dent group.

In the '908. for example. Afri-

can Americans are more likely to

AFRICAN
AMERICANHISTORY
MONTH

hear people complain about "lower
academic standards,** Johnson said

— a subtle way of implying that

African Americans are not intelli-

gent.

And along with the complica-

tion of subtle racism, some stu-

dents now are apathetic, said

Kenya Thomas, a peer counselor

See POWER, page 17
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY. FEB. 28
• Campus Events presents 'Singing in tfie Rain" at 7:00pm and

•Blue Velvet" at 9:30pm in AGB
• Concert arxj Update on Central America at Noon in Westwood Plaza

• UCLA Pre-Dental Club General Meeting
- 5: 15-6: 15pm, UCLA School of Dentistry, Room A3-029

• Urxjergroduate Business Society Gererol Meeting
- 6:30pm, Dodd 146

• USAC Awareness Week - Speak witti Officers and Representatives

- n:30am-2:00pm. Bruin Walk
• Asti Wednesday Gotfierlng on ttie steps of Schoenberg Hall from 12:00-1 :00pm
• UCLA Housing Fair

- 10:00am-2:00pm, Court of Sciences

• Cultural Affairs - UCLA Ja22 Bond at Kerckhoff Coffeehouse from 9:00-1 1:00pm

THURSDAY. MARCH 1

• Japanese Architecture orxj Urban Technology: The Work of Nikken Sekkei

- 5:00pm, Room 2143 and Gallery 1220

• Summer Session Registration opens in 100 Dodd Hall.

• Christian Science Organization: 'Is Complete Reliance on God Possible?"

- 12:30pm, AU 3530 -..

• Careers in Accounting: 'Basics of ttie CPA Exam'
- 2:00-4:00pm, North Campus, Room 22

FRIDAY. INARCH 2 ^
!

• VRAC Night

- 8:00pm-midnight, Sunset Rec. Center. Buenos Ayres Room
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SATURDAY. MARCH 3
• Campus Events - "Animation Festival'

- 2:00pm

SUNDAY. MARCH 4
• Association of Chinese Americans - 1st Annual Cultural Stiow

- 8:001 0:00pm, AGB

GENERAL:
• Jewish Student Unbn presents "Dorm Chovurah"

- Wednesdays, 6:00-7:00pm, Sproul Private Dining Hall
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COMING AHRACTIONS:
• UCLA Dolly Bruin Advertising Internship Applications Due on March 16
at 4:00pm In 112 Kerckhoff

• Involvement Conference on Saturday, April 7,p 9:00am-2:00pm, In

Dykstra Fireside Lounge
- Enrollnnent form due by March 6
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Applications drop
since eartliqualce
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — High school seniors from other slates,

apparently shaken by the Oct. 17 earthquake, don't appear as eager to

attend area colleges, according to school official^.

The earthquake reversed a steady increase in freshman applicants from

outside California at Stanford University, Santa Clara University and the

University of California, officials said.

The UC system had a record 19 percent drop in out-of-state applicants

for fall openings at its eight campuses.

Including in-state applicants, UC Santa Cruz suffered the steepest

decline, with applications down by 11.8 percent. By contrast, UC San

Diego had the smallest decline with .05 percent.

The epicenter of the 7.1 -magnitude quake that killed 67 people and

caused an estimated $7 bilUon in damage was near Santa Cruz.

"A number of students back East told our staff, *I want to come, but

Mom and Dad don't want me to,*" because of the quake, said Dan Saraci-

no, dean of undergraduate admissions at the University of Santa Clara,

where the drop exceeded 6 percent.

Stanford applications were off by 13 percent, officials said.

Joe Allen, admissions director for UC Santa Cruz, said the drop would

be hard to explain except for the quake, which hit two weeks before the

applications deadline.

Califomians apparently did not let the quake change their plans,

however. In-state applications remained close to steady despite a

predicted drop in the number of 1990 high school graduates.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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Proposed UCLA gUest house comes under fire
Residents upset over high traffic congestion

By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

Local residents on Monday
again blasted the proposed UCLA
Medical Center guest house — a

plan they said would aggravate

traffic congestion in Westwood
Village.

While Med Center representa-

tives said the plan is necessary to

provide convenient and affordable

housing for patients and their

families, residents at a Westwood
Homeowners Association meeting
said they think the proposal is a

^ront for a commercial hotel.

Students
upset over
renovation
By Sandra Matthews
Contributor

Seismic renovations of under-

graduate residence halls has
spawned some negative reactioh

from on-campus residents, but

housing administrators say most
students have been understanding

and cooperative.

Some of the more than 1,000

residents living in Rieber and
Dykstra Halls, which are under-

going renovation, are concerned
about noise level, debris from
construction work, moving to

newly lenovated rooms and living

in, three-person rooms.

Housing administrators are
aware students have undergone
some problems due to seismic

renovations but agree students

have been have fairly supportive.

"Students have lived through

disruptive activity but student

responses have been better than

expected," said Jack Gibbons,
associate director of the Office of

Residential Life.

Housing administrators said

students have general complaints

about noise but there have been no
large scale complaints.

"Students have been very help-

ful,** said Laura Shultz Stiman,

general manager of Dykstra Hall.

There have only been isolated

problems, she said.

^ Seismic renovation is part of the

university's effort to improve the

safety of on-campus residences

and protect them from damage
caused by large scale disasters,

housing administrators said.

The majority of seismic renova-

tion consists of strengthening

columns that support the building.

Modifying rooms, including
repainting, recarpeting and
replacing the furniture, is also part

of the renovation.

Sproul Hall was the Hrst dorm to

undergo seismic renovation,
which was completed spring quar-

ter 1989. Renovations at Rieber
and Dykstra Halls began last

September, and Hedrick Hall is

scheduled to begin renovation this

September.

The noise level from early

morning construction has caused
problems for some residents. Con-
struction begins at 8 a.m. and
continues until 5 p.m. on week-
days: on Saturdays construction

runs from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. There is

no construction on Sundays.

"It gets annoying, especially in

the morning and on weekends."

said freshman Kathy Lok, a

See COMPLAINTS, page 14

"We acknowledge and support

(the patients* and families*) need.

But the Tiverton and Le Conte area

prohibits hotels,** said UCLA
adjunct professor Laura Lake,

president of Friends of Westwood,
an organization opposed to the

housing plan.

The guest house plan violates

city zoning ordinances, butUCLA,
as a state institution, is exempt
from such ordinances, said UCLA
Community Relations Director

Carole Magnuson. Unlike a hotel,

the guest house will provide

unique services like counseling

and referrals. 'There arc overrid-

ing considerations. This guest

house project meets a larger need
for this type of population that*s

not currently being met,** Magnu-
son said.

Organizers plan to locate the

patient-family guest house at 900-

920 Tiverton Ave. — a 10-unit

apartment house that was donated
to UCLA.
Lake said the size of the guest

house is comparable to the Mar-
riou Hotel in Century City. City

zoning allows for 48 dwelling

units, but UCLA wants 100, she

added.

But Magnuson said the univer-

sity proposed 100 guest rooms that

will be smaller than 48 apartment
units.

"(It) was made fairly clear that

the square footage of this facility

would be comparable to what
would be permitted under (city)

zoning,** Magnuson said. A larger

apartment building would be per-

missible in the area, she added.

Lake said the housing plan

should be relocated. *There are

lots of other places where this

would be permitted.**

Still, Magnuson said the
planned location is practical. "It

makes sense to make it across the

street from the hospital other than

some remote spot where they*d

have to travel back and forth.**

Project planners expect to recir-

culate an environmental impact
report on the housing plan in the

near future.

The revised impact report will

include more information about
the effects of the guest house, said

Mark Home of UCLA Capital

Programs.

"UCLA is not listening to the

community. They need public

support and I say that as a faculty

member,*^ Lake said. "UCLA
needs to learn the facts of life in

Westwood.**

However, Magnuson said "there

have been numerous expressions

of support from the residents about
the guest house.**

Lake called this dispute ^a

"litmus test** for future community
relations.

Fk^emities and sororities

compete during Greelc weeic
One of the featured events during Greek week is the Greek

Olympics, which took place Tuesday afternoon.

Approximately 100 people gathered at the intramural fields to

watch fraternity and sorority members participate in the four

events: the lifesaver pass, the balloon toss, the little red wagon race

and the baseball bat race.

Photos by
Charles Cooiey

,1

UCLA fraternity and sorority members gattiered in the
intramural field Tuesday afternoon to compete in four
'Olympic' events. Stiown tiere are members of Phi Delta
Theta, Beta Theta Pi and Alpha Epsilon Phi participating

In the lifesaver pass and the little red wagon race.
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Briefs

World

'Powerful' Soviet

presidency approved

MOSCOW — A determined and at

times angry Mikhail S. Gorbachev on

Tuesday rammed through the Soviet

legislature his proposal for a more

powerful presidency that progressive

lawmakers warned could become a

dictatorship.

Gorbachev, his voice rising as his

temper frayed, accused his critics of

engaging in "cheap demagoguery." The

Soviet leader recognized lawmakers and

revoked their right to speak apparenUy at

whim during the often-stormy debate.

He hailed the Supreme Soviet^s final

and overwhelming approval of his prop-

osal as a "great political event.*' But

lawmaker Leonid Sukhov, a Ukrainian

taxi driver, warned: "The way the voting

went today is the same way presidential

power will be."

Enrile diarged witli

coup invoivement

MANILA, Philippines — Sen. Juan

Ponce Enrile, who has been both a friend

and foe to President Corazon Aquino, was

arrested Tuesday on charges of aiding

coup plotters, and the opposition accused

her of trying to eradicate dissent.

Enrile, the only opposition member of

the Senate, was among seven people

indicted Tuesday for **rebellion with

murder" in connection with the coup

attempt Dec. 1-9 in which at least 113

people were killed and more than 600

wounded.
He is the most prominent figure

_ charged in any ofJhc six coup attempts

since Aquino was swept to power in

February 1986 by the "people power"

uprising that drove the late President

Ferdinand E. Marcos into exile.

Nation

U.S. promises money
for 'new' Nicaragua

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The Bush

administration, savoring the defeat of

leftist President Daniel Ortega, promised

Tuesday to lift sanctions soon against

Nicaragua and assemble "significant and

meaningful" aid to rebuild its shattered

economy.
President Bush met at the White House

with congressional leaders including Sen.

Sam Nunn, D-Ga., who said post-Ortega

assistance probably would cost hundreds

of millions of dollars over five years.

Nunn suggested creating an "emerging

democracy account" of foreign aid for

countries such as Nicaragua, Panama and

the fledgling democracies in Eastern

Europe.

The White House said it liked the idea

if it meant the administration would have

more flexibility in the way the United

States dispenses foreign aid.

Exxon slapped with

indictment for spiil
*

-V

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Justice

Department announced a five-count

indictment against Exxon Corp, and its

shipping subsidiary Tuesday night in the

Exxon Valdez oil spill that fouled

Alaska's coast last year.

Thomburgh and deputies said that if

Exxon is convicted on all counts, criminal

fines could total as much as $1.6 million.

However, the government could also

seek as much as $700 million more under

federal laws that allow recovery of twice

the amount of the proven loss caused by

the spill, U.S. Attorney Mark Davis of

Alaska told a Justice Department news

conference.

Thomburgh said the indictment was

presented to the grand jury after a

proposed plea deal fell through. However,

he did not rule out the possibility of a deal

in the future.

state

Alleged MeSi^al fraud

cases investigated

SACRAMENTO — State Justice

Department agents on Tuesday searched

20 businesses throughout California,

hunting for evidence of Medi-Cal fraud

stemming from allegedly fake billings for

Medi-Cal supplies, the attorney general's

office reported.

The raids were conducted following

reports that false claims had been filed for

large amounts of incontinent Medi-Cal

supplies, including adult diapers, under-

pads, waterproof sheeting and special

washes and creams. Incontinent supplies

are used in cases where patients have lost

their bladder control.

Houtine vote marred

by racist liandbiiis

PIEDMONT — A routine vote on

lighting playing fields in exclusive Pied-

mont turned ugly when a racist flyer was

distributed, satirically urging support for

the lights to attract "black disadvantaged

inner-city Oakland youngsters" to the

almost all-white community.

The ballot issue had already divided

Piedmont, a town nestled in the Oakland

hills that boasts the highest property

values and lowest crime rate in Alameda

County.

But as residents went to the polls

Tuesday, neither side had taken responsi-

bility for the flyers that appeared Sunday

night, warning the lighted field would

attract drugs, crime, loud radios and

parking problems to the area.

*This is disgusting material and some-

body is trying to make the other side look

bad," said Piedmont City Councilman

Walter Schey, a staunch supporter of

Measure A, which would prohibit any

. new sports lighting in Piedmont parks.

Eartliquaice relief

deadline extended
BURLINGAME— The American Red

Cross said it has extended the deadline to

apply for earthquake relief for Santa Clara

and San Benito counties.

The two counties have until Friday to

submit proposals to the Northern Califor-

nia Red Cross Earthquake Relief Com-

mittee, which is considering funding of

projects for quake relief.

The extension from the original Feb. 16

deadline was allowed for Santa Clara and

San Benito because they were the only

hard-hit counties where local officials

said they weren't aware of the earlier

deadline, according to John B.M. Place,

chairman of the 10-member Red Cross

committee.

The extension was announced on

Monday. The committee is to announce

its decisions on proposals in mid-March.

The Oct. 17. 1989, quake measured 7.1

on the Richter scale, killed 67 people and

caused about $7 billion in damage.

Compiled from the Associated Press

How much did you paf^ this weel<end?

Next weel<end?

With the money you spend

you could have a job!

$25.00 may be all you need to spend

to find a Job!

Call (213) 396-1591

or send resume and cover letter to:

CESE
P.O. Box 659

Venice, CA 90294-0659
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UCLA UNDERGRADUATE INE OCIE'

proudly presents

GENERAL MEETING
(for all UBS members)

/

Wednesday, February 28th, 6:30 p.m.
DODD 146

Come to our final event of this quarter. There will be

discussion of upcoming events in the Spring Quarter as

well as opportunities for positions on next year's Board

of Directors. Don't miss out!!! Get involved and develop

leadership skills.

Following the meeting will be

INVESTMENT NIGHT
Beginning at 7:15 p.m., the following investment banking

and securities firms will be speaking about their

respective industries, career paths, and job opportunities.

1,.

ALEX. BROWN & SONS
GOLDMAN SACHS
MERRILL LYNCH

, JU-BSfl

OPPENHEIMER
SALOMON BROS.

TONIGHT!
\/

FUNDED BY THE CPC OF THE PAB
/'UBS IS SPONSORED BY AGSMM
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Professor lectures on women's fiction

19th century publications are focus of discussion

SUZANNE STATES/OaHy Brum

"The American
industrialization
brougjit not only men
but also women into

the paid labor force.**

KarenRcjwe

By Thanhthuy Nguyen
Contributor

Economic conditions and
increased educational opportuni-

ties in the 19th century led to a

proliferation of fiction written by

women, an associate professor in

English said Monday.
**It was the social effect of an

ideology of domesticity, the power
unleashed by industrialization and

the radical shifts in educational

opportunities that most signific-

antly transformed the literary

marketplace into a new arena for

female creativity," said Karen

Rowe, the recipient of the 1982

UCLA Distinguished Teaching

Award.

Some of the books published

during this period of post-Revolu-

tionary industrial growth include

Harriet Beecher Stowe*s Uncle

Tom's Cabin, Catherine Beecher's

Treatise on Domestic Economy
and Marie Nancy Cott*s The Bonds

of Womanhood.
Rowe attributed the rise of

fiction by women authors to

changes in women's roles at a

lecture entitled "Ordinary Women,
Extraordinary Lives." as part of

UCLA Extension's **In Praise of

Excellence" lecture series with

UCLA Distinguished Faculty. "To

address the issue of when, why and

how women created a literary

marketplace in the 19th century is

to address the when, why and how
of women working in America,"

she said.

Although women had always

worked as housewives, childbear-

ers and childraisers, the post-

Revolutionary period from 1780 to

1835 reshaped the ordinary lives of

American women dramatically,

she said.

During this time, a new ideology

— coined "Republican Mother-

hood" — expanded women's
functions from housewives to

moral mothers and domestic edu-

cators, Rowe said. Their roles

became identified with educating

children and preserving religious

and moral values in the home.

After 1820, however, "the

American industrialization

brought not only men but also

women into the paid labor force,"

Rowe said. "While the ideology of

*Republic2in Motherhood'
required women in the home, the

economic demands for a source of

cheap labor enabled (the entry of

women) into paid jobs outside the

home as domestic servants, mill

girls and teachers."

Many farm girls from New
England went to work in mill

See WRrrERS, page 16

students
By Sandra Hernandez
Cor)tributor

Rats peeping through holes in the walls,

rusty pipes, cockroaches crawling around in

the bright daylight, and sinks leaking for

months are only some of the living

conditions that tenants in low-income areas

must endure.

Some Los Angeles residents living in

such conditions met with a group of UCLA
students on Saturday to discuss current

housing conditions in the community,

tenant evictions and the need to relocate

tenants to low-income housing.

This is the first time students taking the

seminar "Housing Law and Policy in

Transition" have visited a neighborhood to

learn about the impact of economic deve-

lopment on low-income households, said

•- • iKMising • •

UCLA seminar offers firsthand observation

Henry W. McGee, a UCLA law professor

and the coordinator of the trip to Central

City West.

This class gives students the opportunity

to see "how dreadful (housing) problems

are outside of Westwood," McGee said.

Students met the United Neighbors of

Temple and Beaudry (UNTB), a communi-
ty organization that will assist the estimated

1.900 tenants who will be displaced from
their homes due to new commercial,

industrial and residential changes in exist-

ing zones and districts, said Michael

Bodaken. an attorney from the Legal Aid
Foundation representing the community.
The development plan involves buying

homes from property owners in the area to

construct high-rises and expand downtown
Los Angeles. The conflict is between the

new owners who want to transform the area

into a commercial zone and the tenants who
are being evicted, McGee said.

"(Project developers) are people who are

entirely speculating, who have never even

seen the community,** he said. «

Tenants in Central City West agreed to

show UCLA students their homes and share

their demands. People in the community
would like to have their living conditions

improved but also want to continue living in

the same area, UNTB President Mauricia

Miranda said.

Students met with Rosa Lambaren, who
has lived in the area for 12 years. She pays

$424 monthly for a two-bedroom apart-

ment
•There are a lot of thefts around here."

said Lambaren, as she was interrupted by a

car skidding outside her window. "It is not

possible to live here anymore ... I want

something better for my children,** she told

a reporter in Spanish.

There is a need to demolish the apartment

buildings, but the need for replacement

housing is equally necessary, she said.

Maria Jimenez has lived in her apartment

with her four children for seven years. "I fix

the holes in the walls and place rat traps

throughout the apartment because the

landlord doesn't want to fumigate," she

said. A new owner bought the apartment

See HOUSING, page 10

Only forstudent American Express* Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off. In search of

advcnairc, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Northwest

Airlines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Nonhwcst-exclusively
for student CardoKmbcrs:

Cl-RTIl ICATKS VALID FOR THi: PL'RCHASH

()FT>x'() $118 RouNOTRiPTiCKKTS-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Northwest.

Each certificate is good for a six month
period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card. Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990

provided they are still full time students!*

RELATED
SERVICES

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT- with

your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and

Northwest Airlink flights (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

certificates and other cenificates,

promotional or special status airfares.)

2 MX) WJNUS MILES TOVCARDS FHEF TRAVEL—

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks*

Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMHMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942
AMEX, and talk to us We'll take your

application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking

information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for ^

you to become a Cardmcmbcr now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a (^ardmcm

ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone Apply for

the Card. And stan packing!

Mhnhershtp Has Its Pnvtlegfs*

*kMvt«i>(«

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

•If you ire tlready a Mudeni Amencan Express Cardmrmber and ha\r a qucscion about this progmn. ptcase srnd your wnnrn qurstioln. a copv of vour student |[) and class schedule to American Kxpress, PO Bon 3M)29.
Ann Student Marketing Greensboro. NC 27425 Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwrv Airiirtes Tickeis must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservaiMins Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be m»de afiet purchase Seats at this fare are hmited and may not be available when vou call Tra\rl must originate bv cenificate expiration date and be completed within 60 davs of that date Travel may not be available

bctwctn cities to which Nonhwest does not have published routings City fuel surcharaes not included in fare from Boston (S2 50). Chicago ($5 OOi. I)en\rr ($2 (K)( and Florida cities ($2 (H)) Certain blackout dates and
other restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call I 80(V942 AMEX CI990 Amencan Express Travel Related Services Company Inc

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER

-.' >^ < ^

• r <>, •.

\ Why You Won't

1 Find Toba«o in
*.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H 1 the Students^

M Store after
\

•

^y March 2, 1990
^^^^^^^ 1

—~-

-

The ASUCLA Board of Directors has voted to

discontinue the sale of cigarettes and other tobacco

products in the Students' Store, effective at the end of

business on Friday, March 2. By this action, ASUCLA
hopes to lend its support to those who are trying to quit

smoking, and to encourage non-smokers — especially

youn^ adults — to avoid the use of tobacco.

We hope this prior notice of our Intentions will lessen

any inconvenience caused by our new policy. Comments

and questions may be addressed to the ASUCLA Board

of Directors, Office of the Executive Director, Kerckhoff

Hall 332, Campus Mail Code 164006.
^13

V^*0 ^f

UCLA

ASUCLA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
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ALL MY IDREN'^ TEETH
Palmer coaxed Opal to Bleach
her front teeth. Adam watched
over Dixie after she had Teeth
Removed. And Mlna Anally told

Cliff the truth aboUt Michael's
Dental BridgeworkI

DffNTAL SOAP
OPCRA GUIOC—COSMETIC and

QEMERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment
"Call Dr. Friedman

(213) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAM, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Bl. (between Wllshire fit Santa Nopica)

•TOOTH BOMDIMQ / CsthcUcs

•rix Chlp>ped, Stained, or

Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Qas
•Credit Cards, Checks,
af Insurance Forms welcome
•Walking distance from UCLA

\U.

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR- VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

licant rate risesAP
More minority students also taking exams

ARRESTED?
DRUNK DRIVING
CRIMINAL MATTERS
•Drug Offenses

•Auto/Motorcycle Accidents

•Drunk Drivers

•Immigration Problems

FREE CONSULTATION!

474-2545

Former Deputy District Attorney

w Offices of Diane Tasoff

10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1220

(Just south of UCLA Campus:

Corner of Wilshire and Westwood)

Mm
firsA GREATHEAOr

I -A BENT COMEDY.
\ REAL FUN.
\^ MArm C Oylitn. fntotmnmfnt Todmy^

TICKETS (800) 369^367
OR AT BOX Of fifef

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Ave Los Angeles CA

ThTs'WEEK ONLY!''
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By Sandra Hernandez

Contributor

As the number of students

taking Advanced Placement
exams in high school increases, the

number of minority students tak-

ing the exams is also rising,

accoring to a College Board report.

This Js generally true at UCLA
and "minority students who come
here (and who have taken the AP
exams) arc among the best pre-

pared," said Rae Ixe Siporin,

director of UCLA undergraduate

admissions.

Last year, African American,

Latino, Asian and other minority

students comprised 21 percent of

all 310,000 AP applicants. More
than 61 ,000 minority students took

AP exams — almost triple the

number in 1984.

"This is possibly because AP is

one of the few programs that can

offer real learning incentives to

minority students in high school,"

said Donald M. Stewart, president

of the College Board.

UCLA also received the most

AP test scores in the nation in 1989

as part of the admission process,

according to the college board

report.

UCLA received 9,081 test

scores last May, compared to

1,865 in 1979. UCLA was fol-

lowed by UC Berkeley with 8,669

and the University of Michigan,

which received 6,335. Stanford

received 5,018 and Yale Universi-

ty received 3,482 AP grades,

according to the report.

Advanced Placement classes

are offered in high school and

students who take the AP exam
and receive a passing grade (3, 4 or

5 on a 1-5 scale) receive college

credit. The AP program offers

exams for 28 introductory college

courses in 15 fields.

Students (w/I.D.)

You left to make
your mark.

Now come home for

the same reason.

At Nippon Motorola Ltd., we know the pride you feel in

your American academic achievements, and your desire

to apply your skills in a supportive environment when

you return home.

/ We are a wholly-owned subsidiary of Motorola Inc

,

one ofthe world's leading manufacturersofcommunica

tion systems, semiconductor devices, automotive and

industrial electrical components, and information

systems equipment.

As one of japan's most highly respected American

high-tech companies, our dynamic expansion meanswe

can offer Japanese studentswho fiiave studied in the US

a number ofsummer internships in the U.S. and japan.

Full-time career opportunities in both technical and non

technical positions are available at our Tokyo, Osaka, Sen

dai and Aizuwakaraatsu facilities, and require superior

Japanese communication skills, both written and spoken

Ifyou missed our on -campus visit and are interested

in summer internships or full-time career opportunities

with Nippon Motorola Ltd., please complete the coupon

below or call collect (602) 994-6394.

® Bmw-D-^mststt

YES' Im Interested In pursuing a future In Japan wUh Motorota* wholly owne4 subwdlary Nippon

Motorola Ltd . In the following areas

eUCTRICAL ENGINEERING ^ SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SUPFORT/I^RSONNtL

ACCOUNTING A FINANCE MIS/COMPUTER SCIENCE

NAME

\

ADDRESS

CITY JKTMI-

PNONE NUMMMI.

SCHOOL

EXPECTED DATE OF GRADUATION

DEGREE..

CITIZEN OF ^ .

Where did you alMnd high Khool?

e^ual OpportunMy Employer

I <
MAIOR

.VISA 'and TYPE..

(g) MOTOROLA IMC.

Please fill out coupon

and mail to

Nippon Motorola Ltd.

College Relations

725 S Madison Drive

1^ntpe,AZ 85281.

"We believe students are taking

a stronger curriculum in high

school and know it is an important

part our decision process to select

students," Siporin said.

"You come in with the advan-

tage of units. You*re not pressured

into taking loo many, classes every

quarter, which gives you time to

get adjusted to the school system,**

explained UCLA junior Denia

Marquez.

Students are also taking more

than one AP exam a year. Last

year, 59,600 AP candidates had

three or more AP grades on their

records. Of these, 62 students

amassed 1 1 examinations, six took

13 and two students took 14 AP
exams.

On average, UCLA applicants

take two AP exams, Siporin said.

*Taking AP exams and geuing

credit saves you time and money,

gets you college prep and the

(class) environment motivates you

to learn because AP classes are

more accellerated, more
advanced," said UCLA junior

Ramie Dare, who received

academic credit for five AP
courses.

There is no limit to the number

of AP exams students can take,

Siporin said. Taking the AP exam

and getting course credit enables

students to graduate earlier from

college or have the option of taking

extra courses in college.

Last year 1,099 colleges offered

sophomore standing for acceptable

AP grades, an increase of 431

colleges since 1979. UCLA
admitted 18 students who qualified

for sophomore standing, Fed-

dersen said.

•These trends show what hap-

pens when schools raise the ceiling

on expectations and when colleges

grant credit for college-level work

in high school,** Stewart said.

Aid restriction opposed
UC student group

lobbies to change

Cal Grant B rule

By Sara Rubalcava

Contributor

The UC Student Association is

working to eliminate the Califor-

nia financial aid restriction that

requires many Cal Grant B reci-

pients to attend a community

college before attending the uni-

versity.

One of UCSA*s main concerns

is a rule slating that 51 percent of

all Cal Grant B awards must go to

students attending community
colleges.

As a result, many students

receive their financial aid each

year on a conditional basis, UCSA
Associate Director Lee Butlerfield

said.

Last year, 1,600 students were

told they were eligible for a Cal

Grant B award but would only

receive one if they decided to

forego their college of first choice

and attend a community college,

Butlerfield explained.

UCSA argues that this impedes

university diversity by encourag-

ing UC-eligible students from

disadvantaged backgrounds to

attend community colleges, But-

lerfield said.

The Student Aid Commission,

however, is concerned that there

be enough money to provide

financial aid for as many students

as possible to attend college.

The commission decided recen-

tly to re-evaluale some of the basic

rggtrictinns hiiili into lis iwn main

financial aid grant programs —
Cal Grant A and Cal Grant B.

"We don*l want to impede

students who want to go directly

into a four-year college from doing

so, but we also don*l want to cause

a major influx of students into one

college system,** Dana Callihan

said.

But Butterfield said given the

poor retention rates of transfer

students and the need for students

from disadvantaged backgrounds

at the university, it seems ill-

advised to deliberately require

UC-eligible students who want to

attend the UC to attend a com-

munity college as a condition for

receiving financial aid.

"Students should go to com-

munity colleges because it*s the

right choice for them, not because

of artificial financial aids incen-

tives,** he said.

The Cal Grant B program, with

12,250 new recipients each year,

tries to permit students from

disadvantaged backgrounds the

opportunity to attend the Califor-

nia school of their choice.

To be eligible for this program,

students must have at least a 2.0

grade point adverage. Two-thirds

of Cal Grant B recipients have

family incomes of less than

$12,000, and all had family incom-

es of less than $24,000.

After the first year of college,

the Cal Grant B program provides

tuition and fee awards identical to

those in the Cal Grant A program.

In addition, the Cal Grant B
program provides an annual sub-

sistence stipend of $1,410.

Unfortunately, the Cal Grant B

Ik '•
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Save your time & money
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The Offices of the Piesident, Executive Vice President, and General Representatives

Present
*^

AWARENESS
WEEK

Today and Tomorrow, USAC Officers and representatives of

their staffs will be available for discussion on Bruin Walk
(Today) and in their offices (Thursday). Come by and speak
with them about their respective offices, current issues, and
USAC in general...

Today : On Bruin Walk
11:30 - 2:00

t%%^f^^:;:Sx:j::::::::;::::Wx::^^

And don't forget:

Kerckhoff
Open House
Thursday 11:30 - 2:00 ___

On the 3rd and 4th floors of

Kerckhoff Hall in the

Undergraduate Student
Offices

Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government J
GENE KELLY, DAVID LYNCH, DENNIS HOPPER

3 Milk Drinkin' Guys of wholesome upbringing

who have tap danced their way into America's

hearts and swooned us with their impeccable
Wtorality and virtue.

- TONIGHTS FILMS -

41

I

AGB

For both

\

9:30
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Interns tout program
Students given

opportunity to join

local government

By Crissy Gonzalez

Contributor

Undergraduates majoring in the

social sciences have an opportuni-

ty to learn the drama and pressure

involved in facing public problems

by becoming part of local govern-

ment
The fifth annual John C. BoUens

internship is now being offered for

the 1990-1991 academic year to

social science majors with at least

a 3.0 GPA. Applications are due

March 15.

A 1989 summer intern, Eh-

zabeth Wagner, enjoyed interning

at the Los Angeles county supervi-

sor's office so much she returned

to intern during the school year for

academic credit.

"It*s been a great experience.

Everyone here treats you like an

equal. You do real work — you

deal with real problems. That's the

nicest part of it all," Wagner said.

*The interns that come into this

office get all of the varied experi-

ence that any deputy would get,"

said Susan Loewenkamp, a deputy

to the county supervisor.

*They work with all the deputies

on staff, and work on county issues

from welfare to children's ser-

vices, health and transportation.

They're really treated as staff

members," Loewenkamp said.

This internship continues the

tradition of linking the university

with local government, said politi-

cal science professor Don
Chisholm, who coordinates the

program.

"Most of the things that affect

your life are from local govern-

ment People don't think local

government is important, but that's

where p6ople live," he said.

Los Angeles County Supervisor

Edwin Edelman and Councilman

Marvin Braude founded the intern-

ship as a tribute to the academic

contributions of long-time UCLA
professor John C. Bollens. The two
were former students of Bollens.

They designed the internship in

1985 to further the goal of increas-

ing interchange between profes-

sional academics and professional

politicians, according to Joe Bell-

man, press deputy to the county

supervisor.

For more information, call

political science undergraduate

counselor Vikki Waldman at 825-

3862, or make inquiries at the

Undergraduate Office, 4256
Bunche Hall.

The internship is sponsored

jointly by the UCLA department of

political science and the Los
Angeles County Board of Supervi-

sors.

Guatemalans discuss

labor Issues at UCLA
By Holly Bauer

City Editor

Two Guatemalan citzens, who are visiting the United States to build

international solidarity, discussed labor union issues at UCLA on

Tuesday.

Labor leader Rudolfo Robles said in Spanish that he came to the

United States to dispel the belief that democracy has changed Guatemala.

**The reality is that repression is bad and we need to make that known," he

said through a translator.

With the election of a civilian president the world thought democracy

had come when in reality, the government was just as repressive as ever.

Robles said. "Changes in Guatemala are really of form, and not of sub-

stance," he said, explaining that most people can not freely move around

the country.

Robles spoke to Amerasia Journal's associate editor Glenn Omatsu

about labor solidarity and communication between union movements.

Omatsu is a member of the American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees and on their foreign affairs committee.

Dr. Jorge Corona, who heads a medical clinic in Guatemala, is visiting

the United States with Robles to secure funds and medical supplies for his

clinic.
'

'
* - : .jL.,^_i . ;.

Their visit was made possible through the Guatemalan Information

Center in Los Angeles.

The center brought a group of 28 Guatemalans to Los Angeles in

October and plans to bring 14 more this year, said volunteer Megan Tho-

mas, the visitors' translator.

For more information about the Guatemalan Information Center, call

651-1965.

HOUSING
From page 7

building nine months ago and is

evicting her.

McGee has proposed that the

city stop all evictions to prevent

any construction permits from

being issued until a specific plan

for development in the community

is finalized.

Most of the people in the

community arc under rent control,

which limits rent increases to 5

percent each year, Bodakcn said.

However, when a landlord evicts

tenants, the rent can be raised

beyond the 5 percent

Part of the eviction process

involves monetary assistance of

$5,000 for tenants with dependent

ehildien and $2,000 for adult

households, Bodaken said. "How-
ever, this relocation assistance

never meets the kinds of expenses

that are needed to move."

The United Neighbors organi-

zation hopes the city will place a

moratorium on evictions in the

community until low-income
housing in the area is constructed.

UCLA students were shocked at

what they saw and heard.

"It doesn't seem the government

is fulfilling their needs," said

freshman Tim Chen.

*These people generally don't

have the power to fight. This

community is an exception," said

Roni Cac tfOi a plann ing studgn t.

^"""V*"*^
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TenPercent issue to
focus on 'coming out'
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

The issue of TenPercent distri-

buted on campus beginning today

features stories on "coming out"

and the revitalizaiion of the UCLA
Gay and Lesbian Association

(GALA).

The student publication, which
focuses on gay, lesbian and bisexu-

al communities features "Coming
Out," the second article in a series

on how to deal with the realization

that an individual is attracted to a

member of the same sex.

The article offers advice about
how to identify gay and lesbian

feelings, develop a positive self-

identity after the realization and
with whom an individual should

share their discovery, A list of

literature and other sources to help

understand these feelings is also

provided.

The feature on student group
GALA provides information on
upcoming events such as the Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Week,
Mardi Gras and guest speakers.

Information on "Opening Up
Together," an anonymous peer

counseling call-in service is also

given.

The publication also includes

book reviews and sections on
poetry and fiction.

Senate deimtes Issue
of Armenian genocide
commemoration day
By Walter R. Mears
Associated Press

WASHINGTON D.C.— Those
resolutions Congress routinely

passes to mark one occasion or

another usually get about as much
attention as confetti, and have the

same impact
But there are exceptions. Even

ceremonial measures sometimes
echo far from the Capitol.

That's why the Senate has been

snarled in a polite filibuster,

spending long hours in debate on a

joint resolution that would desig-

nate April 24 as a National Day of

Remembrance of the 75th
Anniversary of the Armenian
Genocide of 1915-1923,

On one side of the issue stands

Sen. Robert J. Dole, R-Kan., the

minority leader, urging adoption of

a resolution the Republican admi-
nistration opposes even though
President Bush endorsed a com-
memorative measure when he was
a candidate in 1988.

On the other is Sen. Robert C.

Byrd of West Virginia, the senior

Democrat in the Senate, former
majority and minority leader, who
insists that the measure is a
pointless and potentially damaging
condemnation of Turkey, and that

approval could do serious harm to

relations with a vital NATO ally.

The resolution would have
Congress ask Bush to issue a

proclamation calling on Ameri-
cans to observe April 24 as a day of
remembrance for more than 1.5

milHon Armenian victims of mas-
sacres, starvation and deportation

in the waning days of the Ottoman
Empire.

It doesn't blame modem Turkey
for what happened 70 years ago,

saying it was genocide "perpet-

rated by the governments of the

Ottoman empire from 1915 to

1923, prior to the establishment of
the Republic of T^key."

But Turkey has called the

resolution offensive, insulting and
unwarranted.

The administration opposes it

because of the potential diplomatic

and NATO problem.

Ha'AM
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Come to a class on

the fundamentals of

publication design

Wednesdays at 6

p.m. in Ackerman

Union 2412.

^w •

TenPerclHi^

Together

ii6in43 for

more Information.

ASUCLA
Student

Publications

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special

Studant/Taachar Tariff.

a RENTAL G LEASE C PURCHASE

CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

*

HI

S

$14
(«Mi Ma ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388

* INCLUDES OMV CERTIFICATE

AlWMATION A ^ple

FESTIVAL
SATURDAY. MARCH 3rd AT 2:00

Featuring: t S E C O

CELEBRATION

Plus:

SEE TOMORROWS EXCITING 1/2 PAGE AD FOR MORE INFO.!
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$15

Located
in

Westwood Village
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO '• MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Ask About

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
— 1 5% Off —
Regular Menu
Prices Not

|

Transferab e

Not Valid w/Any

Other Discount

n^^^l

PIZZA

CHICKEN

SANDWICHES

PASTA

SALAD

Saints

Pizza

The Best Pizza

you Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

: Wes' Olympic Boj-evorr.

WeS' -OS A^ge es
"

I ^^K Most Menfon Cou(.>c>m |

3.00 OFFi
^ Any X-Large I

Pizza I

'Iji'iii Vi.y.

I 1

Must M»

MAGNIFICENT 4
LARGE PIZZA

With ony 4 Toppings I

I
':-

I

Mm hood Order lor

Free Delivery $7 OQ,

Champs Elysees to
undergo big face lift
By Marilyn August

Walkway
was host to

all talents

, -1 ~.

Associated Press

PARIS— Thomas Jefferson would have been aghast to see the garish

billboards, the hamburgerjoints and the street vendors lining the Champs
Elysees.

Charles Dickens, no stranger to the seamier side of London, would
have been taken aback at the sight of deformed beggars selling pencils to

leather-jacketed youths along the famed avenue, which he favored for its

country flavor.

And Napoleon, the embodiment of the grandeur of France, might have

been enraged to see a ragged, toothless fire-eater cavorting in the shadow
of his majestic Arc de Triomphe.

Indeed, these and other former habitues of the Champs Elysees, once

the most beautiful avenue in the

world, would wonder what in the

world has happened to the old

neighborhood.

It*s hardly the Champs Elysees

of legend, a magical haven of

luxury and leisure, fabled in song

and fiction and celebrated on the

silver screen, offering a breathtak-

ing vista sweeping from the Place

de la Concorde to the triumphal

arch commemorating Napoleon's

victories.

But thanks to an ambitious

project unveiled in January by city

officials, the Champs Elysees will

get a badly needed face lift, a

chance to reverse its decline into

mediocrity.

Thomas Jefferson, the third U.S.

president, lived on the Champs
Elysees while he was ambassador

to France from 1785 to *89. So did

Victor Hugo and Charles Dickens,

who disdained the headiness of

Left Bank literary society for the

quiet of the Champs.
Marcel Proust played in the

gardens at the Rond Point, and
after Worid War II Dwight D.

Eisenhower directed the Allied

Forces operations from his head-

quarters overlooking the Champs,
as the avenue is known for short

They would hardly recognize

the Champs today, with its bum-
per-to-bumper traffic and over-

sized sidewalk cafes that force

pedestrians onto the road.

*The Champs Elysees should

once again become the privileged

place for promenades it was
designed to be . . . and once again

become the most beautiful avenue

in the worid," Paris Mayor Jacques

Chirac told reporters.

The plan, expected to cost from

$26 million to $36 million and take

four years to complete, calls for

eliminating the car-jammed side

alleys running parallel to the main

street, which is 6,266 feet long.

sweet innocen<

can actress iciia .>cuv

hawking the Paris Hcaiuu

TObyne on the Champs
Elysees in Jean~Luc
Godard*s 1959 movie class-

ic "Breathless," co-starring

the young Jean-Paul Bel-

mondo?
French audiences still

wince as Goman tanks roll

down tiie Champs Elysees in

"Is l^ms Bumifig?" (1965)»

Rene Cleii«nt*s c^ic about

the efforts of a German
general to save the French

capital fiom destnictiofi as

ordered by Nazi leader

Dozens oi w i j ivi o n « ed on
or near the tree-shaded

avenue. Marcel Proust used

to play in the gardens at the

Rond Point where he met the

young woman who would
lat^ inspire his two most
memorable female charac-

ters, Gilberte and Odette of

''Rembrance of Things
Past."

In their place, sidewalks will be widened to 70 feet and paved with

multihued granite slabs laid out in geometrical designs. Two new
underground parking garages will replace the 390 spaces lost.

the piece de resistance will be a second row of more than 300 plane

trees to be staggered several feet behind the existing lane, thus

reinfofcing the luxuriance of the 233-foot-wide avenue.

The brainchild of Piene-Yves Ligen, a veteran urban planner whose
accomplishments include overseeing the revamping of the Louvre

PEFlNmON
From page 1

"We'll make this decision by
ourselves. We don't want to

involve council or anyone else.

We'll define ourselves," said

Nyaniso RaHotep, assistant to the

ASU chairman.

"I think we owe them the

opportunity to meet on Thursday if

that's what they want," said

Academic Affairs Commissioner
Florie Aranovich. "I'm glad to see

that the groups are coming up with

a way to define themselves. It's loo

bad that it had to come to this point

to decide that We have reached a

point where people are ready to

move.**

But some who attended the

meeting thought the issue will

See RENOVATION, page 13

never come to a conclusion.

"I strongly oppose tabling it,**

Wynne said. "Each group has its

own agenda and could not come to

a compromise during our previous

meetings. This is just delaying

what I am setting out to do. It will

get tabled over and over.**

Wynne said he is offended that

the issue could not be resolved

Tuesday night because "I had to

conduct long meetings on the issue

myself that not many council

members attended."

While the groups applauded the

tabling of the proposal, Timmer-
man expressed disappointment

because there was no apparent

progress made at the meeting.

Next week, council will hear the

progress made by the student

groups on Thursday.^

\

/"
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RENOVATION
From page 12

Museum in' the mid-1980s, the

overhaul also will target the giant

billboards hanging on buildings

along the Champs.
*There*s no reason why the

world's most beautiful avenue
should be used like a Christmas

tree with any old thing hanging on
it,** Ligen says. Under his plan,

billboanls will be allowed only on
ground and fu^st floors.

Fast-food restaurants, with their

brightly colored logos familiar

worldwide, also will have to tone

down their decor.

Some cafes and restaurants may
have to reduce or even eliminate

their sidewalk terraces.

"Pedestrians shouldn't have to

step over subway vents just

because a terrace has taken over

half the sidewalk," Ligen says.

And in the hope of luring l^ck

high-class hotels, the stone facades

of several large buildings will be

classified as historical monu-
ments.

A similar maneuver saved Fou-

quet's, the legendary Champs
Elysees restaurant and bar which
has catered to the world's film

industry for generations, and
which is one of the few remaining

estabhshments serving up tradi-

tional fare in a comfortable setting.

But to Roland Pozzo di Borgo,

president of the Champs Elysees

Committee, which represents 200
store owners and managers, the

avenue is fine just the way it is.

*The Champs is simply evolv-

ing along with the new lifestyle

and needs of those who frequent it

— 300,000 people daily according

to police officials," he says.

Those strollers enjoy the varied

non-stop street life, a choice

among about two dozen first-run

movies, 24-hour kiosks selling

newspapers and magazines from

around the world, a giant music
store, and competing auto sho-

wrooms serving hamburgers and
banana splits.

Though Pozzo di Borgo sup-

ports the mayor's plan, he says his

group worries that prolonged con-

struction will hurt business.

His biggest headaches, he says,

are the many vagrants and street

vendors illegally hawking every-

thing from giant balloons to

roasted chesmuts, and who flock

back to the Champs despite

repeated police raids.

Despite the crowds, the Champs
Elysees is one of the safest areas in

Paris, police say.

For the vendors, it is also one of

the most lucrative. Pozzi di Borgo
claims a choice location on the

Champs costs each vendor
between $1,700 and $2,600 paid to

an underground organization

which furnishes the goods, posts

lookouts and collects the profits.

Many blame the decline of the

Champs Elysees on skyrocketing

rents and the RER, the regional

express transit line which links

eastern and western suburbs and
which has a major stop at Etoile,

under the Arc de Triomphe.

•The RER has brought in a

young, suburban population on a

beer budget," says Andre F*ari-

naud, secretary general of the

organization "Remontons les

Champs Elysees" (Up the Champs
Elysees). "The stores offer what

they can afford — beer, records

and sandwiches."

The only fur-clad visitors, he

says, are the foreign tourists taking

in some of the glamour at the Lido

nightclub, one of the few surviving

Champs Elysees institutions.

Parinaud accused Pozzo di

Borgo's group of being "too

concerned with short-term pro-

fits."
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•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change, oil filter

•Adjust Brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 l\/IONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system •Transaxle
•Check steering & shocks

•Check and fill fluid levels on:

•Power steering

•Transmissk)n

•Differential

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshieki washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$^095
-i-tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

OH & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change .

+tax|

will be done in 30 minutes from the time

your work order is written to the cashier, or

you won't pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and Hnes

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
[

10% off any
•Inspect rear Ixakes i brake_ repajr I

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

MtKEMtLLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

,^

American Express
Discover

,UCLA
SERV'CE

ENTRASC!'

OFFO-
CULVER -.

REA'^ 8r

BUILL '.C

ASH WEDNESDAY
February 28

Noon on Campus
please see URC ad for details

4:30 pm at the Lutheran Chapel

5:30 pm at the Lutheran Chapel

7:00 pm at the U.C.C.

8:00 pm at the U.C.C.

RETREAT

—MarciT
Please call the U.C.C.

for more details

EL SALVADOR
AWARENESS WEEK

C^ntXr
April 5

April 9

April 10

April 11

Filnn: Ronnero

Panel discussion

with producer

Silent Vigil on Bruin Walk
Speakers Forunn at

Meyerhoff Park

Cultural Festival

RECONCILIATION
Thursday, March 8

^ 7:30 prm at U.C.C.

ifce

University

Catholic
Center
832 Hilgard Avenue
208-5015

member of the University Religious Conference
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The Central America Education Committee
invites you to a

Update on
Noon Concert

• Live Central American Music by

Chiltic Istac
• Central American Country Updates

• Nicaraguan speaks on the electoral process

Wed, Feb. 28, 1990
NOON Westwood Plaza

This cultural and educational event is funded by BOD-USAC, Mini-Grant Academic
Affairs and Cultural Affairs. INFO: 825-7843.

^\
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ELECTIONS
Candidate Endorsement Forums:

Information for all ^^officially recognized^^
campus Groups

1. All student organizations wishing to take part in the endorsement process must register

with the Election Board no later than Friday, March 2, 1990, of 8th week (Winter

Quarter). Groups must submit the names of three people who will be accountable for

their endorsements. Forms are available outside the ElecttohBoaira Office, 404A
Kerckhoff. Return applications to the Election Board Box, Box 49, 3rd floor of

Kerckho£f.

2. Hearings will be held April 23-25, 1990, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday night.

a. Hearings will be held jointly. Organizations will be divided into groups determined

by lottery. Each group may attend three hearings.

b. The hearings will be divided by office:

1. President, Executive Vice President, and Second Vice President

Held Monday and Tuesday night

2. Commissioners: Academic Affairs, Campus Events, Cultural Affairs, Community
Service, Student Welfare, Financial Support, and Facilities.

Held Monday and Wednesday night
„

3. General Representatives and Referendimis
'

-

Held Tuesday and Wednesday night ^ ^
c. Two hearings will be held each night, one week before the Primary Elections.

d. Hearings will be followed by a reception where students can ask more questions on a one to one

more personal basis.

e. The hearings and receptions will be open to all current UCLA students. Election

Board will be responsible for advertisement in the Bruin and the cost of flyers.

3. Organizations must submit their endorsements and a copy of their endorsement slip to the

Election Board Office no later than Friday, 11am. Failure to meet this deadline will result in

disqualification (i.e. the Election Board will not publish or recognize the groups

endorsement).

4. Endorsement slips must have the phrase "Certified Election Endorsement 1990" printed at

the bottom. The point size does not matter as long as it is legible. Endorsement SHps are

subject to the review of the Election Board and the Board must be made aware of any and
all changes. The Election Board may ask a group to revise their endorsement slip if they

feel that the language used is misleading.

5. The Election Board will determine the exact format to be used in the endorsement forums

to insure fairness for all included.

The changes in the Endorsement Process are designed to enhance the process by giving more students an
opportunity to meet candidates, place candidates in an environment similar to Council where they must be
honest with students, and eliminating the idea that student organizations harass candidates during hearings.
Candidates will have the opportunity to meet students and their opponents face to face. Overall the process will

become more democratic, guarantee greater participation from the campus community, and legitimize the idea of

student sponsored endorsements.

COMPLAINTS
From page 3

Dyksira resident.

Dykstra residents apparently

experience more noise problems

than Rieber residents. Because

living accommodations in Rieber

are divided into two wings, con-

struction is done one wing at a

time, alleviating the noise level

somewhat.

Units in Dykstra are all in one

block so residents tend to be more
directly affected by noise from

construction work. "Construction

is right outside the window/' said

freshman William Covington, a

Dykstra resident. "Construction is

very loud, I have to study some-
place else."

Sophomore Trivikram Dash
lived in Rieber Hall last quarter but

now lives in Dykstra. *The noise

level is even greater than Rieber,

but after a while you get used to it,**

he said.

Some Rieber residents said the

noise problem is bigger for those

living in lower levels. Sophomores
Effie Hubbard and Shawnna
Malonson, who live on the fifth

floor, said that farther up, the noise

is not as loud.

"(The noise) hasn't interfered

with studying," Hubbard said. "It's

not bad during the studying hours

. . . but I wake up to the noise."

Malonson, who works at the

front desk, said, "it's really noisy

on the first level."

In addition to the high noise

level, debris left from construction

has upset some students. Dust
particles from outside are found on
personal belongings inside the

room, Covington said.

"The atmosphere is bad,"
Malonson said.

Administrators have attempted

to alleviate problems due to con-

struction. "We've changed rules

for construction: (there is) no one
milling around before 8 a.m.," said

Project Manager Dennis Kava-
nagh. "Workers do not show up on
an ad hoc basis. Construction has

to be approved."

Students who have moved to the

renovated rooms are relatively

pleased with them. "There's more
room," said freshman Dykstra
resident Amber Stevens. "They
look a lot better than the old

rooms."

The renovated rooms feature

new movable desks but no longer

have built-in bookshelves, as in the

old rooms.

But Hubbard, who lived in a

renovated room in Sproul last year,

said the renovations are "for the

worse; there's less space.**

Moving began the first week of

December, the second move was
during the first week of February

and the third move should be

during the second week of March,
Stiman said.

The move for Rieber residents

to the south wing is schedr.led

tentatively for the beginning of

March, said Eric Rollerson, assis-

tant director of Rieber Hall and
Saxon Suites.

Students have mixed feelings

about three-person rooms, which
have become a part of residential

life since seismic renovation

began. Currently, a total of 502
rooms in all the dormitories are

triple occupancy.

*The rooms arc crowded," Hub-
bard said. "It's like an obstacle

course."

But some said that living in

three-person rooms is "okay," and
having roommates with similar

backgrounds and interests makes it

easier, said freshman Richer resi-

dent Vance Guittre.

"It's not bad," agreed Isabel

Cortcz. "My roommates are

See REACTION, page 15

ASBESTOS
From page 1

cemed that the alternative seismic

option, a rigid "sheer-wall" rein-

forcement, would shake up Kerc-

khoffs asbestos -r identified as a

cancer-causing agent — but with

the first floor's asbestos already

treated, construction under the

base isolation plan would not

disturb the building's asbestos

further, Davis said.

Plans made earlier to treat more
asbestos in case the sheer wall

reinforcement method was chosen
will be slashed, Davis said,

because the untouched asbestos is

mostly out of harm's way in

Kerckhoff's walls. She said minor
removal will be done on the

building's third, fourth and fifth

floors.

The hall had undergone asbestos

removal from September to Janu-

ary, but not all of Kerckhoff's

extensive asbestos was treated.

Oakley said there is a large amount
of asbestos in Kerckhoff that

should be left alone.

"We have substantial amounts
of asbestos in the walls of Kerc-

khoff," Oakley told the Graduate

Students Association Forum last

week. "It would appear the best

way to deal with asbestos is not to

mess with it." *

Campus officials said students

have never been in danger of

exposure to harmful levels of

Kerckhoff's asbestos. "It's not like

it was causing any health threat,"

* Davis said. "We did (the removals)

as a preventative measure."

*The asbestos was removed so it

will not become flyable," said

ASUCLA Executive Director

Jason Reed. "If you would tear

down the building, it would cause

it to fly."

The Kerckhoff renovation will

take more than two years, with 18

months for planning and 12 to 15

months for construction,

said.

REACTION
From page 14
great"

Three-person room accommo-
dations may become permanent,

said Housing Director Michael

Foraker. Next year, about 400

rooms are expected to remain
triple-occupancy.

Although administrators have

provided seismic renovation for-

ums and surveys in an attempt to

explain the renovation process to

residents and get feedback, "I was

surprised by the lack of student

responses and turnout (at the

forums)," Gibbons said, adding

this is not always an accurate

depiction of student response nor

an indication that students have no

complaints.

Both Dykstra and Rieber

seismic renovations will be com-

pleted before this summer.
Dykstra is scheduled for comple-

tion by May 17, and Kavanagh

estimates Rieber' s date of com-

pletion to be some time during

spring quarter. Construction on

Hedrick will begin in September

1990 and will be completed by

June, Kavanagh said.

cso
" Evening ^

Escort Service

825-1 493
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ROOM
12:30 p

ALL ARE WELCOME!
SPONSORED BY THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION AT UCLA

SMILE THOSE STRANGERS
COULD BE SOMEBODY'S PARENTS!

PARENTS'
DAY AT
UCLA

Everyone here has permission to ta|k jto

strangers this Friday—in fact, welVe
encouraging it! On Friday, March 2, the

campus will be visited by some 500 moms
and dads ofUCLA students—attendingyour
classes, touring your campus, standing in

your line at the cash register—so by all

means be as courteous and accommodating
as if they were your own.

ASUCLA: THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA
Sponsored by the UCLA
Student Alumni Assorlntinn

1
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$29* .oUNUMITED TANNING

I Sio Additional Fees!
I

I

I

I

I

I

Mon-Fri

8-10pm

Extended Offer!

477-9300 Sat 9-8pm
Sun 11-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.

At Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico
•first time clients w/coupon. Exp 3/15/90

'

"he President oflhc L alilornia V.j^ii C'oiiiinission.

Robert I^ierrc. will sjK'ak about the rhallon.iics ol^

niarkotin.u' cii'.u's to a cholosterol-conscious i)iiblic|

'

lii^ classic problem should be of interest tu^—

J

everyone i)lannin.^" on a niarkciin.u career. So you

)etter scramble

Date: inursnay. :viarcn i

' Ime: xM) pm _±.[,^ --

I'lace: N. C'am|)u^ Room _!() m

I-or more info: Sarali 1 17-L\S1()

mrtii.iii .\i;\f; iiviiiif

I (•(lti;ilii)i;_

[ I \.\i. \\:\\)W

Your Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Litte

824-1449

fpf^ a choice

Family Plamdr^Associates

Medical Group

India Club of UCLA and
Department of Ethnomusicology &
Systematic Musicology present

Thursday March 1, 3-5 PM
Gamelan Room (1659 Schoenberg Hall)

Funding provided by SCA, CAC, and USAC

You Can Spend Months
Sending Out Resumes,
Or You Can Meet Up To 60
of Southern California's Major
Employers, In Two
Convenient Locations! *

ANAHEIM/SANTA ANA LOS ANGELtS
Tucftday. March 6. 1990 Thurtday. March 8. 1990

^:WAM-4:(WM ^:WAM-4:00PM

Shcrnton Anaheim Hotel Sheraton Plaza La Reina

101 S W. Ball Road 6101 WCentury Blvd.

(1-5 E\it Ball Road) (Los Angeles Airport)

CAREERS AVAILABLE IN:
rofessional M Sales M MananeiTjent M Finnni inl M Retail

Hotcl/Rcstaurant Management M TechniealM Clerical

M Government M And Many Other Areas!

OFFICIAL SPONSORS RECRUITING
AT ONE OR BOTH LOCATIONS INCLUDE:

Blockbuster Video
EDS.
FBI
Federal Aviation

Administration

Knott's Berry Farm
Mutual of Omaha

Pier One Importi

Princess Cruises

Prudential

Radio Shack
TRW
Taco Bell

The Limited

Thorn McAn
Thrifty Drug Company
US Marine Corps
United Airlines

Universal Studios

9 West
Xerox

Kenya Safari Co

And fifty other major corporations! >

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
$4.00 registration available at the door or bring this ad

ft>r frrr admission. Business ottirr required. Resumes rc«ji>mmendcd.

QM^Emm

$149.00
each

Fully Lined Leather Bag^r
Carry Backpack Style or Top Handle

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Call or Write for Free Brochure

Send Chttck or M.O. To:
Mt. Konya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Donvor CO 80218
(30S| 832-9552
Mt. Konya Safari Co.
940 Downing Donv«r

GRANTS
From page 8

program has two contradictory

goals, Butterfield said. White the

stated purpose of the program is to

promote access for students from
disadvantaged backgrounds, it also

contains certain restrictions

designed to encourage students to

attend community colleges, he

explained.

The Cal Gram A program, with

17,400 new recipients each year, is

designed to permit students with

high academic achievement and
demonstrated fmancial need the

opportunity to attend the Califor-

nia school of their choice.

Students in this program must
have a grade point average in

excess of 3.0 and most have family

incomes of less than $36,000 per

year.

For students who choose to

attend a UC school, the award
covers all state- and campus-based
fees for an average award of

$1,633. Students at independent

colleges receive a maximum of

$5,250.

WRITERS
From page 6

towns, Rowe said. Besides earning

wages and gaining more indepen-

dence, available educational

opportunities also attracted them

to the mill towns.

Because the mill towns had

circulating libraries, lectures, and

communal readings, the mill girls

could cultivate their minds and

develop a taste for literature, she

said.

And also at this time, the appeal

of the teaching profession arose a a

wage-earning profession, Rowe
said. There was an increasing

emphasis on a literate education

iior aU women as they began to

fight for women's right to a higher

education.

The years between 1820 to 1900
marked the extraordinary rise of

women's writing in America, she

said. Literary authorship became a

paying profession for women,
primarily for genteel middle-class

women who found themselves on
the thin edge of poverty.

The increased demand for

women to support themselves and
their families while men went to

war or to the West also made
writing an appealing alternative to

working at mills or doing domestic
service, Rowe said.

All the women who wrote for

publication came from educated

backgrounds. Either they had been
teachers themselves, were daught-

ers of literate women or ministers

or were tutored by their husbands,

she said.

"Whether as writers articulating

the fundamental principles of
'Republican Motherhood,* or as

teachers defending a woman's
right to a higher education, women
by the 19th century's end had
become prolific producers of a

widely varied literature," Rowe
said.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

^

POWER
From page 1

in the Academic Advancement
Program. "Many students have

been led to believe that gains have

been made and the struggle is

over."

Students now are more lax in

dealing with issues that affect

African-Americans, Hall agreed.

In the '60s, students were more
militant when dealing with the

African-American struggle. Hall

said. "Now if you say the word
'militant' a lot of students jump
back and say, 'What are you

talking about?'
"

They may be hesitant to act

because t|iey are still in school and
are focusing on their education,

both students said.

Also, "everything is distant for

students now," Johnson said. "Stu-

dents are now less vigilant"

Thomas, a fourth-year applied

math major, said he would like to

see students take what they've

learned in college back to their

communities. "It's really easy to

get caught up in trying to get

through this institution," and
forget about helping other Afri-

can-Americans, he said.

Hall agreed, adding that stu-

dents need to concentrate on the

contributions they can make in the

1990s. "People are getting too

much into the *well-maybes' and

leaning toward the negatives

instead of saying, 'Yes, let's act,'

and going for the positive," she

said.

Wells Stewart and Johnson, who
attended UCLA in a decade when
the cry for "Black Power" rang

across the country along with

leaders like Malcolm X, said they

tried to apply the events happening

nationwide to their situations at

UCLA.
Black athletes like Kareem

Abdul Jabaar helped tQ organize

the group Harambec, which later

evolved into the then-Black Stu-

dent Union, Johnson said.

As one of the founding members

of the Black Student Union, Wells

Stewart and other students worked

for black power on the academic

front They set the foundations for

what became the Center for Afro-

American Studies, and with the

help of one of the coauthors of

"Black Power," proposed courses

that are now a part of the UCLA
academic curriculum.

Black activists such as Kwame
Ture, formeriy Slokely Carmi-

chael, are a bridge between the

'60s and the '90s, Wells Stewart

said. Hall and Thomas said they

support Turc's push for increased

education.

Thomas said there is a new
sense of African-American pride

on campus, evidenced in the

renewed interest in Malcolm X. In

the 1960s, if people had not read

the leader's autobiography or the

book "Black Power." people

would say "What's wrong with

you? Get with it," Wells Stewart

said.

During Wells Stewart's college

career, both Martin Luther King,

Jr. and Makolm X were assassi-

nated. Hall compared their deaths

to the possibility of racial violence

now. "We're still looking to

dynamic people nowadays, but

there's still the fear ofwho is going

to help organize the masses of

Africans in America," Hall said,

wondering if potential organizers

might also be assassinated.

But now African-Americans arc

not focusing on any one particular

leader. "One of the misconcep-

tions is that people think that black

people have to (have) a leader and

a symbol," Thomas said. "I think

it's a mistake to put all your hopes

in one man."
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CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING
Basics of the CPA Exam

March 1

2.i)0- 4.-00

North Campus
Room22

L earn skills and techniques to develop your test-taking

abilities so you'll be able to pass the CPA Exam and meet

certification requirements with flying colors! Find out what's

covered in the four parts of the CPA Exam, where and when to take

the exam, and how to prepare.
*

Presenter

Robert Smolin,

Mark C Daubemum CPA Review

Placement & Career Planning Center

How are

you building

youTTulureT
Need something more out of your student life?

Does UCLA seem like a series of never-ending classes?

INVOLVEMENT IS THE ANSWERI

greatest waste

natural resources
la tlie

number of
people
who never

*~ryrtV»M»*.'.»t.)
.^

i^

Involvement Conference

Saturday, April 7

9 am - 2 pm
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

This conference wiD offer workshops designed to help
you identify your interests and the many benefits of

Involvement and talk to over 30 representatives from
a variety of campus organizations.

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment will be on
a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please return this form to Mia
Lathrop at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by March 16. 1990. For more
information, contact Deb Moriarty at 825-6690. Please print neatly.

NAME: PHONE:( ).

ADDRESS:

City State Zip

Yes! I would like to attend this conference.

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program and the
Inter Residence Hall Council.

potential.
Get out
of that
slow lane.
Shift
into that
fast lane ^

ff you thiStt^

you can't,

you won't*
If you think
you can,
there^Sia
good chance
you will.

Even making
the effort

will make
you feel

like a new
person*
Reputations
are made
by searching
for things that
can't be done
and doing them.
Aim low:
boring*
Aim high:
soaring.*^

United Technologies
Corp.

y
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Nakanishi should head Studies Center iih

Counterpoint

The search for a new head for UCLA's
Asian American Studies Center should end

here on campus, with the appointment of

Professor Don Nakanishi.

Nakanishi, whose successful battle for

tenure lasted several years and drew
widespread attention, was one of Jhe
Center's acting directors in its last three

years without a leader. He is widely

supported by both faculty and staff, and his

research in the area of Asian American

affairs is considered by many critics to

enrich an otherwise under-researched field.

In making their decision, the search

committee must consider the favorable

opinion of Nakanishi' s colleagues and

students, who are the people who will be

working closely with him. As well, the

appointment of a UCLA professor instead of

someone from another campus will make
the leadership transition shorter and
smoother.

To avoid a repeat of the tortured tenure

debacle, the appointment should be con-

firmed in a timely manner. The Center,

which has been without a director for the last

three years, needs to be provided with strong

leadership and guidance as soon as possible.

Nakanishi's support among the student

groups and his faculty peers, and his

familiarity with the workings of the Center

and of UCLA make him the only logical

choice for the position of director.

Viewpoint
**i

Socialized medicine violates freedom
By Steven Zupp

Those who assert that health care is a right

support their case with talk of the will of the

people, the suffering of the indigent, and the

amount of health care provided per dollar. But
the real issue is tacitly ignored. The real issue

is whether anyone, including the government,
has a right to tell doctors how they must work.

It may seem difficult to impugn those whose
selfless intentions include inexpensive or free

health care for ^11, until one realizes that this

health care must be provided at the unwilling

expense of doctors under threat of imprison-

ment if they do not comply.
Alone in the forest, a man has no "right" to

health care or any other product or service.

Alone in the forest, a man receives no more
and no less than what he earns by the product
of his own effort. If a man begins bleeding,

sits down on a rock, and demands his right to

health care, he will soon perish. That is the

nature of reality — it does not provide the

unearned. When men live together, this fact

does not change. Not health care, nor food, nor
automobiles will spring from a city street by
magic. All of these must be earned by
someone. Therefore, to claim a good or service

as a /'right" means to put a claim on another
to provide that "right."

America is supposedly a free country. I say
freedom means freedom from government
compulsion and protection from individual

mmpiihinn This inrlndr^ the freedom lo

dispose of our labor without compulsion of any
sort. He who uses force to take the product or

services of another is a criminal. He who uses

the legalized force of government to take the

product or services of another for some "nobler

cause" is a criminal attempting to wear the

guise of legitimacy. There is no cause nobler

than a man*s freedom, which includes the

freedom to trade his services without interfer-

ence "from government or individuals. Not the

law, nor the sanction of millions, nor the best

of intentions can justify violating that freedom.

If you abandon the principle that a man can
dispose of his own labor as he chooses, and
assume the principle that you can use the force

of government to dispose of his labor as you
see fit, you convert your relationship to him
from one of voluntary trading partners to one
of master and slave. That is what those

supporting socialized medicine stand for.

A man in the forest has no unnatural threat

of losing what he earns; he is alone. A doctor

in our country is not so lucky. Those
supporting socialized medicine wish to use

government compulsion to take what lie earns

to dictate to him how he must work. If the

doctor refuses to comply, he is taken to court,

fined, and escorted to jail by men with guns.

This is the naked essence of socialized

medicine. Some hail this as progress. 1 call it

barbarism.

7ufip r'T a jHniar

Don't associate ROTC with

ral education principles
By Peter Hein

After reading the Viewpoint article regarding departmental

disunion ("Diverse Campus Entities Must Become Unified, Bruin,

Feb. 16), I was puzzled as to how and why World Arts and

Cultures student Josh Crandall would seek to draw parallels

between the dance and ROTC programs. At first II entertained

similarities that George Patton and Twyla Tharp np^ay have had,

but them I thought: *This guy is serious." ^

Without question, the need exists for the UCLA community to

hold mutual respect for other departments, and to view the arts,

humanities, and sciences in a holistic picture which is the

essence of a liberal arts university. This respect holds esj)ecially

true for the College of Fine Arts, which Chancellor Young tried

to eliminate three years ago.

To make mention of ROTC in this analysis is ridiculous

because the ROTC program stands in opposition to the principles

diat are so much of a liberal arts education. The fundamental

purpose of this liberal arts education is to enlighten students to

the diversity of its society. This applies to the technology

(science) which preserves and improves the human condition, and
to history (arts and humanities) which reminds us of valuable

traditions that give meaning to life.

The ROTC presence at the University of California is a result

of a cosy arrangement between the Regents and the Department
of Defense made decades ago. The military training received by
ROTC cadets threatens the fundamentals and balance of a

university education; it greatly narrows the scope of its students*

understanding of life and the many cultures that exist in our
world. It seeks to end hfe, not perpetuate or improve it.

Hiding under the guise of our nation's defense policy, the

actions of our military elites, fed by ROTC, has been anything

but defensive. Just look at the training received by the Contra
Rebels and the arena E>eath Squads, who is training these

America is supposedly a free country. I say free^

dom means freedom from government compulsion

and protection from individual compulsion. This

includes the freedom to dispose of our labor with-

out compiilsion of any sort. He who uses force to

take the productor^eryices of another is a crimi-

nal.

mercenaries, and what this training is doing for these Central

American societies, and compare these facts to our educational

principles. The preservation of culture and its peoples should be
the only purpose of any country's military. When this policy

comes under question, it is up to the citizenry to demand
progressive reform in their nation's military policy. This should

be our policy regarding ROTC's presence at the University of

California.

This is the state of ROTC as it exists, as its own isolated

entity. To compare it in any way to the dance program is per-

haps the greatest insult to any student of culture. A broad
definition of dance as an an form incorporates much more than

rhythmic movement of the body; it includes the aesthetic

expression of feelings, insights and experiences. Its acknowledge-
ment and utilization of concepts inherent in everyday life cover
the broad-spectrum life perspectives which, in a university setting,

tend to be departmentalized. To imply that the dance department
vvould benefit from an understanding of ROTC would undermine
the efforts of teaching its students kinesiology, labanotation,

history, ethnic forms and technique.

To include ROTC marching in the category of dance is

artistically, philosophically and sociologically wrong, and borders
.

on ethnocentrism. Elements of Balinese dance and capolira mimic
the movement of the warrior. It serves to remind people of their

history, struggles and need to survive as a culture. The emphasis
is placed on awareness and the potential threat of oppressive

powers, not on methods of invasion or control, ^hen West
African tribesmen dance from their village into a neighboring
village, depicting warriors and carrying simulated weapons, they

do so not to display superiority in strength, but to reflect on past

conflicts, and the peace and coojxjration that followed. Its

aggressive components are merely symbolic and partially cathar-

tic.

This multi-cultural analysis not only helps us in understanding

other cultures, but also points out the need to control

nationalistic drives that threaten the worldwide network of

cultures. The concept of a liberal arts education, regardless of the

discipline one is associated with, is the seeking of an

understanding and recognition of different lifestyles. The Univer-

sity is a place to promote an understanding of the human
condition and the environment in which it thrives, not military

science, which fuels the repressive and assimilative drives of

Freudian mutants.

-^~
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Students in family housing borrow to fund UCLA acquisitions
By Donald S. Biaclcburn

Vm writing about an unfair

situation created and aggravated

by UCLA administration. My
wife and I live in Family
Student Housing at Sawtelle

and Sepulveda. We have four

children, and expect to be here

another three-and-a-half years.

Our rent in these 40 year-

old apartments was raised 10

percent last year and now
consumes 40 percent of my
salary as a Teaching Associate.

Reputable renter's guides say

that anything over 30 percent

is not affordable^ yet the Uni-

versity wants to raise the rent

I pay to almost 50 percent of

my TA salary. The reasons are

twofold.

The first reason UCLA has

for driving up rents is to pay
for investments. UCLA recently

bought Rose and Keystone/

Menlone apartment complexes.

The rents paid by students in

these complexes, even as hor-

rendously inflated as they pre-

sently are, cannot come
anywhere close to covering

costs, since UCLA borrowed
funds to buy them. UCLA
could have implemented at

least two different construction

plans to build units on proper-

ty already owned by the Uni-

versity, but decided instead to

make land investments.

Now, University Apartments

South, when taken together as

a whole, lose money because

of the debt maintenance on
these investments, and UCLA
seeks to break even by raising

rents and milking money from
those who can least afford it

— the students. The impact is

that students are taking out

loans to pay for higher rents

which fund investments for the

University.

Secondly, University Admi-
nistration is intent on raising

rents to 80 percent of geo-

graphic "market rate" (in one
of the most expensive areas of

Los Angeles), instead of work-
ing out ways for its students

to afford to live close to

campus.

I can see how doctors,

lawyers, and other highly paid

full-time wage earners can
afford such rents, but I am a

student. Wouldn't it be more
realistic to survey the married

students at UCLA (the only

"market" UCLA should be

targeting) to determine what
they are presently paying for

rent in order to come up with

an accurate estimate of what is

affordable for students? Then
they should price UCLA Fam-
ily Student Housing units

accordingly, gearing any rent

increases after that either to

inflation or to UCLA employee
salary increases.

That UCLA uses geographic

"market rate'* statistics is not

realistic unless the administra-

tion cares only about fund-

raising via real estate invest-

ments and cares nothing about

its students.

I personally know married

students who commute from
more affordable areas such as

Palmdale (I did for over a

year), San Diego, Santa Barba-
ra, Long Beach, Riverside,

Victorville, etc. If they could
afford the rents here and pay
anything close to geographic
"market rates," why does

UCLA think they spend 3-4

hours on the road every day
commuting?

Professors cannot afford the

rents here, that's why UCLA
subsidizes their housing (albeit

poorly) through low-interest

loans. The university is also

building subsidized housing for

them in Westminster as incen-

tives to get them to come and
stay here. Yet the UCLA
administration thinks that stu-

dents can pay 80 percent of
the rent that even professors

have a hard time affording.

Such logic is baffling to me,
but was again parroted by
Chancellor Young on page 3

of the Feb. 13 Bruin. He
might be in touch with the

real estate m^ket, but he's

way out of touch with UCLA
students.

Barrington Manor was a gift

to the university. There are

many elderly tenants there who
are living on very fixed incom-

es (Social Security, etc.). but

UCLA socks them with the

same or greater rent increases

as it does its students (10

percent last year — nearly

twice the rate of inflation).

Art censorship
Editor:

The following is an open
letter to Congressman Dana
Rohrbacher (R), Orange Coun-
ty:

Vm writing to thank you for

your honesty. Unlike your col-

leagues Sen. Jesse Helms and
Congressman Eugene Danna-
meyer, who blatantly attack the

themes of the art they so

avidly reject and attempt to

censor, you have consistently

hidden behind the facade that

you simply don't support the

public funding of the arts.

Your recent series of letters to

your colleagues alerting them
to so-called "obscene art" is a

very creative way of revealing

your true colors. As an art

student at UCLA 1 commend
the creativity of this act.

On the other hand, if you're

so concerned that the taxpayers

money is going to public

funding of the arts why do
you single out a few minor
incidence of endowment fund-

ing? Congressman Rohrabachar.

maybe I can help you out.

Why not blow the cover of the

Alvin Ailey Dance Company
or the Los Angeles Music
Center? Surely they receive

more National Endowment for

the Arts (NEA) funding then

The Kitchen Theatre or Illinois

State University.

Congressman Rohrabacher,

why is it that of all NEA
funded art you chose to attack

homosexual art and art that

questions religious experience?

(Tould it be that you have a

larger agenda that you seek to

promote?

In 1937 Adolph HiUer said

that he had "come to the

unalterable decision to clean

house, just as I have done in

the domain of political confu-

sion." This comment was made
in reference to The Exhibit of

Degenerate Art which opened

in Munich in July of that year.

One of Hitler's categories in

the exhibit was art that

mocked religious experience.

Another category was "an

insight into the moral side of

degenerate art.**

Congressman Rohrabacher.

There is another whopping 15

percent increase planned this

year for them. All of the other

rentals for blocks around also

house the elderly, but are on
rent control.

This puts UCLA in the

position of an exclusivist land-

lord grinding on the face of

the poor and doing everything

in its power to ease (i.e. force)

out the elderly. They even had
the gall to offer them $4000 to

it on the backs of the students

and the elderly, whether or not

they can afford it.

Some cynically ask why
students don't immediately

move out if rents are so high.

The reasons are not hard to

figure for those who take their

blinders off and care enough to

look. It costs a family a great

deal of money up-front to

make even a self-move (mine

from Palmdale cost over

Our grades are suffering, our family life is non-
existenti and all UCLA can diink of is how to add
to that burden and squeeze out another almighty

dollar from its students.

move out, a tiny amount that

would be eaten up in moving
costs with next to nothing left

over.

For UCLA to expect stu-

dents and the elderly to be
able afford even 50 percent of

geographic "market rate" rent

in such an expensive area of

Los Angeles as the Westside is

ludicrous in the extreme. As

—

long as the Administration

insists on this insane line of

"reasoning" the students will

lose.

UCLA plans to renovate

existing housing (estimated

cost: $7.4 to $25 million),

build more housing (estimated

cost' $35 million) and finance

$2000). It causes disruptions in

our children's school year, and
complicates job and transporta-

tion coordination.

Don't forget that 95 percent

of the student tenants in Uni-
versity Apartments South are

graduate students and are in

the middle of programs. Mov-
ing requires time commitments
~wc find to be even dearer than

the monetary costs. We just try

to borrow more money and gut

it out till degree time.

UCLA wants to attract top-

notch graduate students, and
this is the type of "incentive"

system and support network it

promotes!? The number one
cause for graduate students

leaving school before complet-
ing their degree objectives is

lack of financial support. Are
you listening Chancellor

Young? Do you care?

UCLA can afford to give

hundreds of thousands of dol-

lan to the city of Los Angeles
to improve signal Ughts in

Westwood, build a multi-mil-

lion dollar medical office

building in a bid to attract

top-notch physicians to its

Medical Center, raise $13 mil-

lion in 3 years for the Athletic

Program, etc.

Why hasn't there been a
series (or even one) fund-rais-

ing campaign for housing con-

struction and renovation? Why
can't money be spent by the

university to suppoi;|t its stu-

dents with affordable housing

instead of forcing them to

work two or three part-time

jobs (I work three), borrow
$10,000 a year (as I did last

year), in addition to our wives
working, while we carry a full

student-load and juggle child-

care in between?
What is the Administration

doing to improve the quality of
life for its married students?

Our grades are suffering, our
family life is non-existent, and
all UCLA can think of is how
to add to that burden and
squeeze out another almighty

dollar from its students.

Our anger and resentment

are fueled not only by the

unfairness of it all, and the

blatant ignorance and lack of

concern on the part of UCLA
administration, but on top of
all the things we must do to

keep bread on the table and
our grades up, we must now
take time out for this protest

We can't afford to do this

every year.

The students and elderly

tenants in University Apart-

ments South are protesting this

unfair planned rent increase.

We are asking all who care

for this University, affordable

education, and the quality of
life here to support our efforts

in any way they can. Please

help.

Blackburn is a graduate stu-

dent majoring in history.

Letters

I'm sure that Andres Serrano

and Robert Mapplethrope
would be elated to be grouped
among such artists as Max
Beckmann, Emil Nolde, and
Paul Klee. Unfortunately, you
lump these artists together in a

political grouping and not an
artistic one. Here again I

commend your creativity;

fighting your political rivals

under the guise of protecting

the taxpayers dollars is quite

creative, although I think you
should be more honest

Have you ever thought to

tell your constituents and col-

leagues that the entire budget

of the NEA is approximately

one-third the cost of one B-2
(stealth) bomber. And on the

topic of obscenity; don't you
find it obscene that we spend

more money to house these

bombers than we spend to

house our own citizens?

Well, Congressman Rohraba-

cher, I thank you again for

your honesty. I'nfi sure we'll

see a lot of you in the future.

Like Senator McCarthy, your

censorship comes at an oppor-

tune moment in our American

history. Not only do we need

a new focus for our aggression

since democracy has swept the

Easter block, we also have a

choice of censorship cam-
paigns. If we don't follow

your attack on the arts, we can

always join the Bakers and the

Gores fight to censor music or

those in the FCC which
chooses to censor broadcasting.

David Steiner

Senior
Art

Grass Blues
Editor:

It is obvious that the fine

institution we know as

"UCLA" has a warped sense

of priorities. I have been a

student at this school for

nearly two years and I have

seen the grass area between

Royce Hall and Powell Library

planted, re-planted, re-re-

planted, and so on.

Maybe I'm fK>t seeing

something that the administra-

tion is, but as for myself and

many other students, I thought*

the quad looked just fme back
in 1988. As a matter of fact, I

believe people used to marvel
at the university's picturesque

setting. Then again, I could be
wrong!

After all, I'm not a mem-
ber of the administration who
so wisely chose to allocate

funds for remodeling something

as important as grass as

opposed to possibly utihzing

the money for, oh, I don't

know...maybe bigger classes?

That way students could actu-

ally pay their tuitions and get

the classes they want! Pretty

novel concept, eh!

I'm probably asking too

much though so maybe I

should just forget the whole
thing. At least next quarter I'll

be able to sit on some nice,

new grass while the other

students sit in an overcrowded
lecture hall taking a course /

couldn't get into on my second
pass. Gooooo Bruins!

Melinda Wozniak
Sophmore

English

I
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Column

The big picture: pusliing
scripts to Hoilywood eiite

Johnny was a really good film

student He wanted to make films,

and there were people who wanted
him to make films. He graduated

from UCLA with hope that he
could hit it big» and people saw he

had talent

To start his film career, he wrote

a script— a good one he thought

It*s basic genre was a comedy-dra-
ma, and it involved Fred, a man
who is looking for love, but can*t

find any.

Johnny took a half year to write

the script, and with encouragement
from friends and family, he took

his masterpiece to various agents.

The first place he went to was
Art Frenchy*s Agency of Fine

Works. Frenchy helped produce

successful films that critics raved

about.

Johnny remembered watching
the four*hour long Driving Ms.
Flowerhead to Every Mall in

Orange County and The Tearful

Sperm. People loved the fihns, and
each had garnered quite a few
Oscars.

"Hi! rm Frenchy!" Frenchy
said, extending a pinky over to

Johnny. Johnny noticed the Leo-
nard Malton photo framed behind
his head. Johnny gave Frenchy the

script and waited anxiously while

the beret-lopped agent looked over

was broken by
^A-ha!"*s

it.

The silence

—^^Hm"'^ and
Frenchy *s lips.

"Well Johnny," Frenchy finally

said. "It doesnU look all that bad.

Except that it*s not nearly long

enough. I think if we have a few
five minute pauses in between,

where Fredrico —

"

"Uh, Fred is his name.*' Johnny
interrupted.

"Yes, well, weMl must have
Fredrico played by Max Von
Sydow, and I know some great

Bohemian actresses for this pro-

ject We'll also add some scenes

where Fredrico just sits and thinks

while eating chicken hearts, which
of course represents his love of a

woman that is as unreal as a lover

chicken, and then have a lover that

is actually a man, but thinks he's a

man, representing. .
." Frenchy

paused.

"Yes?" Johnny asked.

"Oh, it's too complicated even
for my great mind.**

*Then how do you think a

normal audience is going to

react?" Johnny wondered.

"It doesn't matter! It's art!

People will love it because they

don't understand it! Leonard Mal-
• ton will praise it! We'll win film

festivals! Oscars!"

Johnny got up and took his

script. "Well, I'll get back to you."

"Yes, yes. Oh Juan.?.was the

dim light pole in the broken heart

scene an allusion to Conrad's
Heart ofDarkness or was a phallic

representation of what he could
have had?"

Johnny turned around. "It was
just something for him to lean on,"

he said, and walked out
Johnny took his script over to his

next destination, Vinne's Scripts

and Stuff Like That Vinnie was a

large man who wore sunglasses,

even in his darkened office.

"How ya doin' Johnny-O?"
Vinnie asked, crushing Johnny's
hand. Johnny noticed the portrait

of Sylvester Stallone behind him.

Vinnie produced such mega-bucks
blockbusters as Every Evil Com-
musnist Must Die Horribly and
The Shiscabob Murderer, Part XI:

Delifrom Hell. Vinnie looked over

the script, grunting once in a while.

"Ya know Johnny," Vinnie
finally said, wiping his sunglasses.

"It doesn't look all that bad. It's not

fast enough, though. And no one
dies. Look, this is what we'll do.

We'll have this guy Freddy be a

psychotic killer who only finds

love in sixteen year old cheerlead-

er honors students."

"But .
." Johnny tried to say.

"He'll be chased by a student

cop Johnny Depp figure who'll

eventually kill him. We'll have

Mickey Rourke play the killer, and
Kim Basinger will play one of the

cheerleaders. Yeah, we can almost

make this like a 9 1/2 Weeks

Please Relax

reunion.

"But it's nothing like my origi-

nal script!" Johnny said, appalled.

"Hey, your script is nice, but no
one is going to watch it. It has no
appeal."

"Well, I'll get back to you,"

Johnny said dejectedly.

"Yeah, well good luck," Vinnie

chimed, reinjuring Johnny's hand.

Johnny's final choice was "Fer-

at E. Weazel's Great Teen Flicks

for Less". Johnny had faintly

remembered enjoying Weazel's
films when he was high school,

films like Spring Break with

Gratuitous Nudity and I'm a Loser
But The Cheerleader Fallsfor Me
Anyway. Johnny couldn't quite

remember why lie had enjoyed the

films, but he remembered those

were the only ones with the cutest

chicks.

"Oh, uh sit down John," Weazel
said in a nasally tone, shoving

something in his desk. Weazel had
a thin mustache, and his hair was
slicked back. He pulled out a

cigarette. Johnny noticed the

photos of Oliver North and John
Hughes on Weazel's desk. Johnny
handed Weazel his script. "So
what have we here?" Weazel
asked. He read the script while

Johnny tried to stifle coughing
from the smoke. Weazel kind of

screeched everytime something
interesting came up, and spent alot

of time fidgeting while smoking
his ten cigarettes.

"Well," Weazel said, lapping

cigarette number 11, "It doesn't

look all that bad. Except it's a little

See JOHNNY, page 26

Television

Scared Stranger:
Bronson Pinchot has had to adjust to

not being just another face in the crowd
By Shalmali Pal

Contributor

Actor Bronson Pinchot used to

hate being recognized in public. I

know because I once did the

recognizing.

About four years ago, my
friends and I were in Westwood
when who should I spot through a

restaurant's picture window but

Bronson Pinchot. I had to yell,

"Look, there's that guy from
Perfect StrangersV and, of course,
everyone within earshot came to

gape.

He didn't look extremely upset

but he didn't look particularly

thrilled either. In fact, he didn't

look at all. The silent tt'eatment at

its best.

"I went through this bad para-

noid period," Pinchot said after his

talk in Ackerman lounge on
Monday. "All the rules are utterly

destroyed when you're famous."

Pinchot's former paranoic grew
to the point where he decided to

consult a psychiatrist to ease him
through both work pressure and
the fact that people were "staring at

every bite I ale."

Completely ignorant of
Pinchot's celebrity status, the

psychiatrist declared him to be
"very disturbed." But a walk in

downtown New York cleared up
any suggestion of mental illness

when the two were mobbed by a

gaggle of screeching high school

girls. Positive proof that Bronson
was not in the least disturbed —
only a star.

"Now I approach people first

which solves 99 percent of the

problem," he said.

Pinchot's being approached at

all is due, in part, to die popularity

of the show Perfect Strangers and
his character Balki. The innocent

sheepherder from Mypos has

gained global acceptance, espe-

cially from foreigners.

"Balki is an amalgamation of
the qualities of immigrants . . .

glorifying that whole world of the

immigrants," he said. "He's magi-
cal beyond good and sweet"

Pinchot's first influential acting

experience came while he was an

undergraduate at Yale. He won a

part in a production of Shakes-

peare's As You Like It and the

director was so impressed with

Pinchot's rapport with the audi-

ence he told him, "You're worth
teaching how to act." Eventually,

an acting class was coordinated

around Pinchot and a few select

others.

Although this may have been
Pinchot's initiation into the acting

field, many others claimed the

privilege of discovery.

"I've been discovered at least

five times in my career," he said

referring to all his work prior to

Risky Business and up to Perfect

Strangers. "After the first time, I

had to laugh."

Making people laugh is

Pinchot's speciality but he says he
does have a yearning for dramatic

parts. "I like challenging roles that

aren't defined around people," he
said.

For Pinchot, that was one of the

problems with his character in the

film Second Sight. "People could

spot a mile off that the character

was invented around Bronson
Pinchot," he said.

Having worked in both theater

and film, Pinchot said television

combines elements of both — a

live audience and the opportunity

to be "aknost perfect in film

because you can do it twenty
times."

A complaint Pinchot lodges

against the television industry is its

tendency to "water down" what it

presents to the viewers. "They just

assume the audience has bad
taste," he said.

Writing for television or open-
ing an antique business are some of
the alternatives to an acting career

Pinchot would consider pursuing.

Pinchot said he'd even be inter-

ested in hosting his own talk show.
"It's impossible to shut me up," he
said. "I just turn on the ignition and
go for a ride."

Actor Bronson Pinchot chats candidly about hisparanoia ofbeing recognized after speal<ing

to a noon crowd at Ackerman on Monday,

Stage

'Starlight Express' brings a musicai roiler derby to the Pantages
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

THEATER: Starlight Express. Music by Andrew Lloyd Weber. Lyrics by Richard
Stilgoe. Directed and Choreographed by Arlene Phillips Musical Direction by Paul
Bogaev and Jan Rosenberg. Produced by James M. Nederlander, Columbia Artists

Management. \(\c., Concerts Productions International, and Pace theatrical
Group. Stars Sean McDermott, Ron DeVito, and Reva Rice. At the Pantages
Theatre through April 1. . .^

What should you expect from a traveling musical that requires ten 48
foot tractor trailers, 50,000 pounds of aluminum, 22 miles of fiber optics,

thousands of lights, a couple of lasers, 4,500 amps of power, and cbs-

tumes that cost $10,000 to $22,000 each?

You should expect exactly what the national touring production of
Andrew Lloyd Weber's Starlight Express delivers — a spectacular,

high-tech, energetic show that floods the senses from start to finish.

Of course, there's no denying that what Starlight has in the way of vis-

ual excitement, it lacks in original music or thoughtful plot. But who
cares — that's not what this show is all about. If anything. Starlight

Express is best described as the show that successfully puts its money

Jimmy Lockett (center) plays the steam engine of Poppa in

'Starlight Express/

where its mouth was.

On the other hand, it would not be fair to imply that the music of Star-

light is in any way second rate. Au conirairc— with the inspired genius of
Weber behind it, this score is first class through and through. In fact,

unlike Weber's most current American hit. Phantom of the Opera,
Starlight still possesses numbers that reflect Weber's unique gift for

musical parody.

Drawing from his experience with "rock opera" in Jesus Christ

Superstar and his innovative musical style emulation from Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Weber has endowed Starlight with

many examples of fascinating beat parody. There's the rockin' "Pumping
Iron," the western "U.N.C.O.U.P.L.E.D.," and the jazz rendition of

"Poppa's Blues."

Just the same, while Weber's tunes may be creative, there is but one
memorable song in the entire two hour and 15 minute production; and
even it is remembered as much for its recurring frequency as its quality.

Plot and theme are also sparse in this show. In essence Starlight is a

good-wins-over-bad story of personified u^ins. Greaseball (Ron
DeVito), the egotistical, bullying dicsel engine, Electra (Eric Clausell),

the sleek, modem, and evil new electric engine, and the deceptive, two-
faced Red Caboose (Todd Lester) are the bad guys. Rusty (Sean
McDermott) and ol' Poppa (Jimmy Lockett) — both steam engines —
are the good guys. Basically, the plot revolves around a series of vicious

races, with Rusty ultimately racing to prove that good always wins over
bad. Somewhere in the mess is a relationship or two, most notably

between Rusty and a passenger coach named Peari (Reva Rice).

While the plot is weak and the music more fun than deep, the technolo-

gy and choreography are fantastic.

Even though Starlight is the most expensive traveling musical in

history, its set is almost entirely static throughout the production.

Basically, it is a full scale roller derby and stunt track, with a large fig-

ure-eight that extends into the first several rgws of the audience.

The performers, on the other hand, are never static. Every character on
stage is on roller skates! That's right, you read right — roller skates!

Needless to say, this stunt could be awkward, dangerous, and tiresome—
but it never seems that way. The stunts and routines are terrific, each and
every actor seems at home on wheels, and after the first couple of flybys,

you stop worrying about a skater soaring into the audience: Better still—
just when the skates arc getting old, new acrobatic treats (easy with feel,

but impressive on wheels) add lenewcd excitement.
The only noticeable problem with the skates, in fact, was the

The company of 'Starlight Express' bring high-tech to

Broadway's musical spectacular.

occasional loss of expression in the actors faces resulting from their

concentrated looks. This was true of Greaseball on a few occasions, and

was much more frequent with Electra. Past the first half of the orchestra

section, however, this is probably less noticeable.

Next to the novelty of the skates, this show is about great lights. The
thousands of lights, and over 1 ,400 colors make Starlight Express quite a

spectacle. Add the fiashy (and quite heavy) costumes and you've got a

really colorful show. In the instance of the lasers and the dry ice, in fact,

the effect was so impressive that it drew a long applause of its own.

All in all. Starlight Express might be considered the Star Wars of musi-
cals. Both spent much time, effort, and money to dazzle audiences with

their special effects. Both had incredibly superficial and fairy tale-like

stories. And in each case it didn't matter, because it was a whole lotta fun!
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• • •Complimentary Comedy at the C
brings professionals back to school
By Angela Shen

CHARLES COOLEY/Oaily Bruin

Comedian Al Lubel entertains the crowd during a Comedy at
the Coop performance. -—

-

Contributor '

COMEDY: Comedy at the Coop, sponsored by Cultural Affairs. Tuesdays at 8:30
p.m. at the Cooperaae in Ackerman. All performances FREE. Call 825-6564 for

information on Heaoliners.

Traci Tasher, comedy programmer director has the option "to pick and

choose** among many up and coming potentials in the business because of

the location ofUCLA. **I talk to agents and comedians directly, and scout

local clubs to find them. The comedians are great,** said Tasher.

Many performers have worked at The Improv, Showtime, Igby*s and

Comedy Express.

The program which puts on about six shows a quarter is funded

through a portion of registration fees, allocated first to Cultural Affairs.

Next quarter comedy at the Cooperage is working on a project for

Comic Relief. "It*s like the L.A. version of Comic Relief," said Tasher.

Occurring on May 2 at Ackerman Union, all the proceeds from the

show will go to the homeless. A charity has not been specified yet and

other details arc still in progress of being confirmed.

"I feel good about how this program has grown this year. When Dennis

Miller of Saturday Night Live came by one of our shows I think it

reflected on the professional image that we (Tasher and her assistant) are

trying to present. I think people need to laugh. I think this is what Com-
edy at the Coop is all about,** said Tasher.

I

Did you know that... women who have t)een sexually assaulted sometimes do not seek
help and informatbn for a bng time-even years?

Many sen/ices for rape survivors are available on campus and in the community,
regardless of when the assault occurred.

About Rape:
Empowerment

Through Awareness

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty

TOMORROW
12:00- 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM-^

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213> 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

oeeeeoeeeeeoeoaoeaaoeeeeoeoeeeeeoeoe

Junior League of Los Angeles

RUMMAGE
SALE!

)

I

II

Saturday, March 3rd, 9 am to 4 pm
Santa Monica Civic Auditorium

1855 Main Street, Santa Monica

Free Admission!
Bargain Prices for:

Celebrity collectibles, New and

used merchandise and clothing,

Sporting goods, Furniture/office

furniture. Household and kitchen

goods, Linens, china and glass-

ware. Books and records, TV and

stereo equipment. Plants, novelty

items, Designer items/Designer

boutique

Proceeds benefit community projects

of the Junior League of Los Angeles

tr7K"^""o
• 7T fl"o'£r"$To' worth"

"i

^^IfS I
'^^VingS Coupon of merchandise yii^^

I ^f^
-^ Junior League of Los Angeles |

S STANLEY H. KAPLAN
cEi Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

«

i Hate' mixes tragedy,
humer in liaunting play
By Dezi Ferguson
Contributor

JHEATER: / Hate Written and directed by Michael Sargent. Presented by Ted
Schmitt & David Thomsen. At the Cast Theater. Call (213)462- 0265 for ticket
information.

I

/ Hate, the newest play by Michael Sargent, a former UCLA student,
wastes no time delving into the darker part of our subconscious, where
the ugly things grow.
Shawna Casey is Maud, a bar fly who's looking for someone like her.

someone who has the ambition to do anything to be rich and is positively
possessed by a frighteningly intense fury.

She picks up Mocking Chance, a young man and mocking Ma, a
shriveled symbol of a forgotten woman, mocking everyone who is

willing to settle for whatever they can get and in the end, Maud ends up
being a mockery of herself.

Casey certainly relishes her role and plays Maud with a fervor that nev-
er lets up. It was quite draining. However, the lack of variation gave no
depth to the character and steered us away from reality.

Taken as Symbols with Meanings, this play is swallowed easier. It is

not so much a character study as it is a study of Man facing his own
Psychic Mirror.

This two-dimensional quality of the play is carried off by all the char-
acters, most cloddingly by Jason Reed as Chance. Reed was clearly the
most brave of the actors, stripping to nothing in a scene with Maud's
mother Ma.
The comic insight of watching mummified Ma respond like a giddy

girl, flirt, and coo to the sight of naked Chance was ruined by a catcall
from the audience. Reed also plays Tanner Bryant on Univeristy,
UCLA's own soap opera.

Lee Kissman gave a standout performance as Sanchez, an aging movie
star who subsists on memories of fame and injections.

His death scene will be replayed over and over in your head long after
you leave the play.

The lighting was superb. Sekiya Billman, a current theater major at
UCLA, truly added to this bizzare hate quadrangle with her effective use
of red lighting on Maude celebrating the murder of Sanchez.
The show throughtout was dim, a reminder of the dark themes of this

play, and the light and color used conveyed a chilling schizophrenic
netherworld that effectively couched the twisted storyline.
The set design was intriguing, the work of Lewis Carroll on 9 drinking

binge. Moody colors, surprising shapes, and distinctive furniture made
for a journey through a godforsaken Wonderland. Quite impressive, the
dreamy set was designed by Courtney Marvin.

In the tradition of his black comedies and tragic humor, Sargent fishes
for your soul and it catches on- a many barbed hook.

Canteen captures bygone era
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

THEATRE: The Hollywood Canteen. 1940s Hollywood revue benefit for the West
Coast Ensemble. Further performances tentative. Music performed
by Lenny Schaustal and his Swing Shift Big Band. At the Woman's Club of Holly-
wood. 1749 La Brea. With Jeff Bennett. Susan Feiles. Kathleen Sacchi. Pamela
Rousse. Leann Hunley, Deborah Adair. Call (213) 871-1052 for info.

WotW War II featured brave fighting of Americans abroad and helped
bind our nation closer together.

Even Hollywood was getting into it with propaganda films and actors
and actresses stopping their work to help the effort. Among those was the

^immortal Bette Davis, who began live shows called Hollywood Canteen
to entertain soldiers overseas, which featured scores of imported
Hollywood stars. „ ^., .

February 10. local theatre group West Coast Ensemble recreated the
Hollywood Canteen in a benefit to raise money for the group.
The moment you enter the Woman's Club in Hollywood, you are

whisked back in time to the Ensemble's own version of the Canteen,
complete with a swing band and Harpo Marx. ..; ,j..

You are fed basic food from the era in a chow line (macaroni and
cheese, finger sandwiches, jelto), and people met the requests to dress for

the time.

While filling up on the food (bids were $25 a shot) in the dining/stage
area, people were treated to the superb playing of Lenny Schaustal and
his Swing Shift Big Band, breaking with guest appearances from a young
Jimmy Stewart (Jeff Benneu), Harpo Marx (Keith Westmoreland),
Sophie Tucker (Mary Nordine), The Andrew Sisters (Susan Feiles,

Kathleen Sacchi. Pamela Rouse). Abbott and Costello (Don Woodruff,
Michael Abrams), Rita Hayworth (Barbara Milan), and Jack Benny
(Whitney Reedback).

Dispersed throughout the crowd were flirtatious cigarette girls,

including a swinging grandmother who busted some moves for the

audience.

Making some guest appearances were soap stars Leann Hunley
(Dynasty/Days of Our Lives) and Deborah Adair (The Young and The
Restless).

^

All in all, the performances were entertaining and rather authentic to

the extent of my knowledge.
The enthusiasm for the show has producer Russel Alexander hoping to

put on the Canteen again as a regular show. If he can lower the bid price,

let us hope so also.

Campus enteiMiment
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UOA Alum

V\^AXIMC^
. .

• HOT HAIR SALON
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Exp 3/i4«o 208- 1 468

Lip/Chin Wax $A
Eyebrow... $6
Underarm $7
Bikini Wax $8
Half Leg ^10
Arm..;.. $12
Upper Leg & Bikini $15'

Full Leg & Bikini $20

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
IS SEEiaNG APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

BUSINESS MANAGER
OF THE DAILY BRUIN

The Daily Bruin u UCLA's daily student newspaper. The Daily Bruin is publuhed Monday through Friday by the Communi-
cations Board under the direction of the anpointed Editor-in-Chief and the Business Manager. Applicants must be registered
UCLA studenu. The Communications Board will interview candidates Monday, March 12 at the 4 pm meeting.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Tuesday, March 6 at 12 Noon.
Candidates should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a UCLA Daily Bruin mission statement in the Publications
Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall during regular business hours.

Applications wrill be available March 1, 1990

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin, KLA, Bruin Life, Al-Talib, Ha'Am,
La Gente de Aztlan, NOMMO, Pacific Ties, TenPercent, Together.

Applicanu must be a UCLA Student in good standing and carrying a minimum of 8 uniu at the time of application, with a
cumulative GPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. Each applicant must meet minimum experience raquiremenu for the particular
medium applied for.

Applicanu must have worked a minimum of three quarters for the Daily Bruin at the time of application or show substantial
demonstrated experience.

"sight SOFT CONTACT LENSES
oi>TOM6T»«: ctNTEB Bausch & Lorrt}-Hydrocurve-Vtstd<on-WesleyJe8sen-Syrtfex-Permalen8

Opaque Colored Contact Lenses

TURN BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,
AQUA, SAPPHIRE,

HAZEL OR VIOLET

NEW COLOR: MISTY GRAY PACKAGE

$199
INCLUDES A PAIR OF LENSES, EYE EXAMINATION.

GLAUCOMA TEST. TRAINING. FOLLOW UP VISITS. SAME
DAY SERVICE ON MOST LENSES. WRITTEN GUARANTEE,
PERSONAL SERVICE. PROFESSIONAL CARE

DESIGNER EYEWEAR
20%-50% OFFI
OUR REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICES

CARRERA • ANNE KLEIN • AUIN MIKKU • LAURA

BIAGIOTTl • CHRISTIAN DIOR • CAZEL • VIVA •

METZLER • NMA RKXI • AND MANY MORE

Cal for Conplete Package Prices

• Daily Wear • Extended Wear
• Hard • Gas Permeable • Tone

" Astigmatism • And Others

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Gerald Greenspan

2370 WMtlWOOd BM. Ar^ t> ^'
Sirfto L. (1/4 b»(. No. of Pico) ^^- Sapticon

w«8f to* AfiglM 9t H^tA Systems
PhofMi <2i3) 47S^7602 mnhl^ It addriofMil cost

FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE HLMS FREE FILMS FREE FILh4S

Celebrate
International Women's Day

and Women's History Month!

"The Life and Times of

Rosie tlie Riveter"
Join us for a look at five women who look jobs as factory workers during World War II.

replacing their male counterparts who went to fight the war. The film uses photos,
newsreel footage, and period music to illustrate the stories of these women who developed
valuable skills in nonu^ditional areas. This film offers a view of how the war affected
attitudes about working women and radically altered women's place in the labor force.

Wednesday, March 7
12:00 -1:00 p.m.

Women's Resource Center 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.
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CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

>» 1*
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The Viellidlltte^e Refugee Aid Committee presents:

Night

»

MEET:
VRAC staff, Volttnteers,ldumni. and Tutorial kids.

HEAR:
An analysis of the Indochinese refugee crisis tffe^^put;heast Asia,

anecdotes of past VRAC aetivities, ^c^pimts of oP ongoing
> ^ projects, and our aspirations lR:)rm

SEE:
Your friends onstage

as they entertain you with music and song.

TASTE:
Free refreshments!

%HERE:
UCLA Sunset Recreation Center, Buenas Ayres room.

WHEN:
Fridayj March 2, 1990» from ||pito 't^^^^

.

FOR FURTHER DATA, please call our office (206-
^ —MaM108-234aX^3iaiarelJ390-2485),

I* >'»

Tlti$ event was paid fbr by the ASUCLA Board of Directors.

Ta^e a Study

Coffee (Brea(<i as..,

The CuCturaC Slffairs

Jazz Series

...continues ziHtfi...

•v^-^-il

Wednesday 9{igfit

9-11 pm
!J(erc^off Coffeehouse

c

UrnI

^irs

paid for by USAC - your student government

Stage

CARLO CHAO

Comedian Steve Callaghan performs at the Improv.

For fun comedy, dining,

& dancing, try tlie Improv
By Gita Amar
Contributor

STAGE: The Improv. 321 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd., Santa Monica (213)3d4-8664.
Also quartered at 8162 Melrose Ave.
(213)651-2583. Covers are $7 week-
days and $10 weekends, plus two drink

minimum for both, with upstairs dancing
and dining.

If you are interested in spending

a Friday night not just enjoying

comedy but also having dinner and
going dancing without driving to

three different parts of town. The
Improv is the place.

The improv ifi^ Santa Monica i^
not just a comedy club anymore.

Rather, the club offers an eclectic

experience of Tex-Mex food at its

Cactus Cafe and dancing upstairs

in a small club called *-Nuts.*'

Of course. The Improves best

effort is featuring stand-up come-
dians downstairs in its basement.

Amongst the painted caricatures of

successful comedians Billy Crys-

tal and Bill Cosby, various hope-

fuls try their hand at achieving a

simpler type of famer— a laugh

from the audience.

Most of the comedians liave

more experience than just appear-

ing on the comedy circuit Many
have written for Saturday Night

Live, Arsenio Hall or appeared on
cable comedy specials.

The topics of humor varied

greatly on the night I attended —
from regional humor about Iowa to

parodying Duracell commercials

to trying to explain Japanese

takeovers.

Of course, each comedian has

his own inimitable style, so be
warned — some you'll love and
others you will wish had less time

to be on stage.

If you are looking for a fun and
relaxing evening, give The Improv
a chance. The Improv also has

poetry readings every Tuesday
night and cabarets on various other

nights. 7- .

Be sure to reserve seats for the

comedy shows on Friday and
Saturday nights, and reservations

are also recommended for the

restaurant. Sometimes student dis-

counts are offered, so be sure to

ask.

New iooic at music, dance
By Allen G. Breed

Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — It*s not

every day you see 35 mandolin

players performing Ravel, or a,

band called Brave Combo playing

the Doors' "People Are Strange"

in its own unique style of rock

polka. ^^
But that's part of the uniquer^ss \

of public TVs "Lonesome Pmc-\
Specials" series.

The series, co-produced by the

Kentucky Center for the Arts and

Kentucky Educational Television,

is a musical odyssey that looks at

all forms of music and dance in

different, often whimsical, ways.

The one on tap for Saturday

features The ISOBOBS, a combi-

nation of two four-member groups

— The Bobs, new wave a capella

singers, and ISO, whose members
are dancers and new wave vaude-

villians.

"Lonesome Pine,** which began

its second PBS season in January,

might sound as if it got its title from
an ode to a forlorn fir.

"The name comes from a song

written by Sarah Carter,** says

Richard Van Kleeck, the series*

artistic director. "It*s a metaphor
fork u*ain ... a vehicle to take you
places in the arts, and to bring them
to you.**

The series, which makes 11

shows a year at a cost of $50,000
each, now is going abroad. Great

Britain's Channel 4 in London has

bought it, according to Van
Kleeck, who also is the show*s
co-producer.
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r dies from excess of
violence, sex & • • I

By Richard Cando Jr.

Contributor

FILM: Hard to Kill. Directed by Bruce Malmuth. Written by Steven McKay.
Produced by Gary Adelson, Joel Simon and Bill Todman. A Warner Bros, release
starring Steven Seagal and Kelly LeBrock.

It isn*t hard to decipher why the action-thriller Hard to Kill has been
the No. 1 film with American moviegoers for the last couple of weeks.
For starters, it's overloaded with violence, sex and nasty hoodlums— all

of which tend to be good qualities for films of its genre.

The really hard part is for movies like this to remain entertaining.

Hard to Kill focuses on Mason Storm, who not only is an L.A. police
detective and all-around hand-to-hand combat master, but a great
husband a terrific father (LAPD could use more guys on the force like

him).

The movie begins with an evening when Storm, played by Steven
Seagal, videotapes a plot by the mob to assassinate a U.S. senator. He is

also able to overcome a group of robbers at a liquor store without any
weapons.

His biggest feat that night is to make it home to his happy family. He
tucks his angelic son into bed then makes love to his beautiful wife—
who isn*t even upset about his late hours— and all is right with Storm's
world.

Then some crooked cops arrive to destroy his incriminating video and
kill the husband and wife (or so we think).

The media and the mob are duped into thinking the comatose Mason
survived the shooting. His buddy on the force, O'Malley, played by
Frederick Coffin, arranges Mason's fake funeral and persuades the
hospital to keep Storm's condition secret.

Seven years later. Mason awakens from his coma to become the target

of the crooked cops once again.

A phony doctor/bad guy stalks him through the conveniently deserted
hallways and Mason is forced to escape from the hospital though he only
has the use of his arms.

This scene is the most entertaining of the film. In contrast to earlier in

the film, he's unable to break heads, hands and other body parts and is

totally vulnerable. It's too bad he doesn*t remain this way for the rest of
the film as it would have undoubtedly been a lot more interesting.

Nevertheless, he does escape from the hospital with the help of the
coma center doctor, Andy, played by Kelly LeBrock, who developed a
crush on the comatose Mason. She take^ him to a house out in the country,

untraceable by the mob or crooked cops, where he is able to recover and
train to find out who killed his family.

Mason has a lot of "harmonized" training reminiscent of a bad karate
movie, and a love scene with Andy (it has, after all, been seven years).

He hooks up with his buddy O'Malley and learns that his son is still

alive. Thus, the movie builds momentum as Storm and Andy race through
L.A. to get his son to safety and solve the various crimes.
What plagues Hard to Kill the most is not the mediocre acting which

intertwines with the film's heavy violence. (Juite simply, it's the

_cartoon-like relationships between Mason and the other characters that

brings L*ie film to the pinnacle of siHinessT

The scene of his idyllic family life just before his wife is murdered
recalls scenes between Ward Cleaver, June and the Beaver. Mason's later

intimacy with Andy develops so quickly (he never even has time to

mourn his martyred, wife) that it strains credibility.

Basically, a violent R-rated movie Uke Hard to Kill is better seen on
video. Not only is it not worth seven dollars, but you also get to avoid the

nob of thirteen year olds who sneak into the theater to see it.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following people still need to come in and pick up their

prizes from the Dally Bruin/Paramount Fictures "The Hunt
for Red October" T-shirt/poster contest:

Steve Cleveland

Dong Chang
Scott Wilbur

Jay Lee
Helen Han
Jolin Lee
Mil^e Wolffe

Christina Kim
William Lan^
Phil Lawrence

Hugh .Moulding

Kevin Jurkowski

Darren Osten
Nicholas Constant

Robert Joice

Lauren Axelrod

Korhan Tekin

Elynn Levine

Brian Grove
Andrew Campion
Raul Bocanegra

Thanks to all who participated.

Congratulations to all the winners!
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CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think, Sleep.
Be.

Sun - Wee :5 pm -
^! am

Thurs - Sot 3 pm - 4 am

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY UNDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 2244754135.

ist^

Free Admission

Celebrity Host: DAVID SPADfi

Special talent from our own-

U(XA itiident body

Sponsored by the CuUurai Affairs Commission

Funded by: ASUCLA Bpafd of Direciors/USAC Programming Comrnktee

Campus Programming Committee

CuHonii Affairs Commission ———

—

Stttdeirt Comm i ttee for the Arts

OOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOi

Because Dinner
is

more than a
Burger and Fries

The Jewish Student Union Presents
its

'T)orin Chavurah"
(Dorm Outreach and Friendship)

Join your friends for dinner and
lively discussion Wednesday nights

•Make new friends and see old ones!
•Get the scoop on Jewish life in the

Residence Halls and elsewhere!

Every Wednesday night 6-7 pm
Sproul private dining hall

Sponsored by USAC
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS. C^ ^ M g\ QK
LABOR, INSTAUATION Sc V / / M -^^
TUNE-UP INCLUDED. ^ O # ^^ #
NO HIDDEN CHARGES. •

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
iun*Aip

3. Li^ 6. OukJt
7. S«rwiM Air Qmi}

Ol OMrae
Bmlw AdT
ClukJ« Mi 95

8 Check BailMy Water
9. IrapKl Ram End
10. Compi—ton
11. {pmmwm T«ai Codng

SyltO

^ _ ^ .^ . - . ^ .^ _ Inc. Parti It Libor |G« It Air RUtr txtra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J.p."-. c™)
(6 cylndtr: $20.00 Extra)

$74.

TOYOTA

BiniG

ai®Hi)& $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

41 1FY ^ -^^ BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
-STILL

THEA PAIN IN
^ NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYIt!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CAU AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MOMCA. CA 90404

We Want You ...to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bmin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

To advertise, call (213) 825-2161.

>,
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CLUB
GENERAL MEETING

FEBRUARY 28, 1990 (5:15-6:15 P.M.)

U.C.L.A. SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
ROOM A3-029

GUEST SPEAKER:
DR. RONALD MITO

: Speciality programs in the
UCLA School of Dentistry

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
VALERIE WATKINS (206-1718)

FUNDED BY: THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMrTTEE
MINI-FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD

JOHNNY
From page 20

too deep, and no one gets naked.

What we need to do is have the

setting be a school on the beach,

and have the main character be

Fred-dude. We'll have Fred-dude

only find love in some hopeless

endeavor...a gorgeous cheerleader

with an excellent personality.

There'll be a great love scene and

we'll have MilU Vanilli do the

soundtrack.**

"Wait,** Johnny broke in, "Isn't

that like the other movies you*ve

produced?**

"Did I say that? I never said thaL

It doesn*t matter. Kids nowadays
are too dense to understand any-

thing else. It makes them happy,
we make big bucks, and you get a

new car. Look, we*ll have Molly
Ringwald play the cheerleader and
Anthony Michael Hall play Fred-
dude. rt*ll be a brat pack Sixteen

Candles reunion.**

"Well...** Johnny coughed, con-
fused, scratching his head. "I'll get

back to you^*

Weazel pu^ed his cigarette and
said, "Yeah, you do that. And do
somthin' about that cough.**

Johnny eventually gave up
screenwriting to become an obese
film critic that hated everything.

Nominees for

best in country
music revealed
By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. —
Rowdy country singer Hank Wil-
liams Jr. and his late father shared

top Academy of Country Music
Award nominations Tuesday with
the 40-year-old weepy saloon duet
*There*s a Tear in My Beer.**

Williams got six nominations,

including entertainer of the year,

and the Grammy-winning song
collaboration led to five nomina-
tions for his legendary father, who
died in 1953.

*The ones for daddy are parti^

cularly imj)ortant. I want to see

daddy shine after these 37 years,"

Williams, known to friends as

Bocephus, said from his office in

Paris, Tenn.

"I just wish daddy could be there

to enjoy it all,*' he added. "But I

feel deep in my heart that daddy's

watching somewhere."

Clint Black also got six nomi-
nations, including best album and
song for "Killin* Time," and five

went to Grammy-winning singer

Rodney Crowell for "After AU
Tliis Time.** * '

Crowell joins Hank Williams
Jr., Randy Travis, George Strait,

Dolly Parton and Alabama in the

top entertainer category.

Multiple nominees for "Hat"

u-ophies included Alabama^ Travis

and Miss Parton with three apiece.

Strait, Kathy Mattca, Reba McEn-
tirc. Garth Brooks and the group

Shenandoah had two each.

The 25th edition of the

academy's two-hour awards show
lake place April 25 at the Pantagcs

Theater in Hollywood and will be
televised by NBC-TV in a two-

hour special that evening.

Nominations in 12 categories

were announced at Universal

Studios by members of the band
Highway 101, nominated for top

vocal group, and Buck Owens,
nominated for the duet "Act
Naturally" with Ringo Starr.

"1 feel great. How else could a

person feel? It's a sunny day, we
find out we're nominated, it's

wonderful," said Pauleltc Carlson

of Highway 101.

M*
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Ar is proud to
congratulate all of
the participants &

helpers of the^

1990 Special
Olympics.
You're Terrific

:v>>x$:yASW:-:'>:":':';':':

jjjjgjjjjjjjjjjljjgj^v^^

mrmm

;<•:•;

'^A
^""ffWTonight...

All Greeks have the
opportunity to see,
feel, and experience

%

,.^^'
,0^

Social

f • >

partying/

alcohol

awareness
I

;^^
3\ ^

Cfi

Contact your Greek Week Reps
for more information

Reminder...
Donate Blood at the UCLA Blood
Donor Center, give spare change
and toys for the UCLA Child.

Development Center, and support
Second Harvest by buying canned

food from Breadstiks!

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings l

10 Personal 10

Debbie

and

(AAA)

Jim Vatdier (Phitties)\

Congratultions on

your

l)aseball pitmit^''

We are so happy

or youn

KAe would like

to Congratulate
Jill Andrews on
sweeping the

UCLA
Invitational this

weekend. We are
SO proud of you!

^ Theta

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAW FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
- ANXIOUS MOOD, W0RRIS0I\/1E, -

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptoms for at least 1 month and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, In order
to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

v'.-t

pSBS!!!^?!!!<^^pV!P!^^

Greek Week

Blood Drive
at

aCEA^
Blood Center

See

House Coordinator

for Appointments

^- i

Good Deals

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENfTS

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(81 8)992-6966.

PROTECT YOURSELF: Stun guns. Legal,
permitAraining not required. Non-lethal. Call
recorded message for free information. Bore I

Enterprise. (714)671-3180.

PIANO RENTALS I
Special Rates To Music I

students

463-6569

:: / : :r " :v:(;TnQiiip

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogei in Westwood

208-301

1

Free S

Urdur voui' pcMsonali/ed uriuluation

iinnoiuHnmnnls now!

o^pus PHOTO snoio
150 Kcrckhoff Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M H 8:30 5:30

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:OOpm
DANA.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS needed by profes-
sional hairstylist. Cariton Hair International

Westside Pavillion. Call 453-4369. Shari.

Miscellaneous

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting
Mon Discussion. Thurs Book Study

Fri. Slap Study AU 3S2S 12:15 115
J\m. •%7-\y NPI C8177. WwJ Oiscuision

NPIC8S38 12:10-1 X)0

For alcohoics or individuali who havt a
drinWng prabitm

<?i3)la7-Bai6

'J.

.jlB^ Bibles - Book
Gifts.i lit >r

M-W 10 am - 9:30 prrv

Th-Sat 10 am - 11 pm* Sun 2-6

10884 Woybum Ave. LA 90024
1-206:5,^^

A NEW YOU. Better Grades more spending
money. Try our Personal Change Program
FREE CASSETTE TAPE INCLUDED. Send
$10.00 cash, check or money-order to: Suc-
cessful Endings, 2265 Westwood Blvd Lot
Angeles, CA 90024.

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut models
Bobt only. Ask for Alia. (21 3)277-4230(w)
(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwaw,
Vacuum reoairf. Student Discount Pa^ m.

Ship. 1S11 Sa«Malt«. (213)312-0092.
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Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets 5 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

J^ LAKERS ^,^^s
\\_\y' < • face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

FAX # 2050829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

^ AAA AAA AAA AAAi

<

<

AAA

ii

Personal 10 Personal

GO
GREEK!
AAA AAA AAA AAA J

CHICKS DIG JUMPIN JEFF CIEDT BECAUSE,
HE IS THE DOCTOR OF CHEESE.

BETA'S
MID-GREEK WEEK

BLOWOUT
'r Warm up for the All-Greek

Beta heat

KAe would like to
Congratulate

Nancy Dunn: ZX's Sweetheart
and Court Member

Chelsea Bo^d

Kerry Parker: ZN's White Rose
Queen and Court Members

Mary Schneck,
^ Amy Dunn,

Amy Messersmith

We are thrilled for you!
Love,
Your Theta sistersi

TOIMIGHT 9:30 pin

05 EX KKT
MISSION

ACCOMPLISHED!
We had a blast.

Love,
Delta Gamma

eo,4^& 'I'js T>^7msi^
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1990

SOCIAL HOUR 6:00 PM
DINNER 7:00 PM

ALL SPRING & FALL PROSPECTIVE RUSHEES
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND

ChlakI (XAA)

As the 27th of February has come and
left us, I have come to realize the beauty
of our relationship. We have created an
intense flame from which our love and

understanding shines brightly. As
Dylan Thomas has written, we too have
"raged against the dying of this intense
flame" and created an everlasting love.

HATVy (2ncf) A7<J<lVTnsAJiyi

Love,-_-Kelth (AST)

L

PHIJ>SI
f '^

,

'

Pfe^Rush^
BBQ ~

Thurs. 5:00

EN,
Thanks for
the South of
the Border

Bash!

KA0

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

loa€ weight
Doctor recommended.

All MatUFBl.
100% guaranteed.

(21 3)281 7484

Research Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
«vho were diagnosed before age of 18, are

wanted (o complete questionairei to aid in

research examining how individuals adapt to
living with a chronic illness. Please call

KarynZukow (818)981-4415.

j^ Hey 0X!
^Ki Our dinner
y^j exchange was

''^^' We?[^hit
Westwood with
you anytime!

no

riBO Arrowmeh
K.C. Nowak Trevor Kirshner
Mike Moorehead Evan Greenberg
Mike Bryant Andy Swanson

Thank you for the roses! You arc the
greatest! We love you! ^ flO

sfiiia r\lii

Little Si^lors

Party Tonight

I'alk to youi* Ih^; Im*o (oi

Jrlails
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Congratulations

Danicn Katz
on your pinning to

Paul Reed
aw.

We're so happy for you!

Love,
Ar

The Brothers of

Alpha Sigma Phi
would hke to sincerely thank the sisters

of Kappa Alpha Theta for a
magnificent evening that included a

great dessert and wonderful
conversation. Your company and

hospitality was very much appreciated.

• «^

ZBT 7>¥ and AZO
We're having a blast

with you and we can't

wait for the rest of

Greek Week

Love, Pi Phi

BRUIN REPUBLICAN 4
MEETING . J

Tonight, Wednesday 28th J
7:00 p.m.; Ackerman 2408

J Speaker: Charles Wiley from Accuracy )f

I in Media. 4

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALPhX
CHI OMEGA'S NEW EXECUTIVE

BOARD!
President

VP Chapter Relations

VP Pledge Education

VP Finance

Membership Development
Scholarship Chair

Communications Chair

Panhellenic Rep
Rush Chair

Debbie Brown
Stephanie Coleman
Bonnie Brooks

Karen Packey

Kristi Schribde

Missy Bowman
Kathy Finucan

Julia Nelson

Lisa Kinne

;J.

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

'Hyperactive Boyt with attentional pfoblerm

,

7-1 1 year* needed fof UCLA retearch project,

ftocelve $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)625-0392.-

DENTISTRY- No cost tcreening. Dental vvork

will be provided for qualified patients.

Patlentf receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12 Opportunities 26

r^^:<:<:<:^:<:<:h^:^:<:^^^^^i^i^^

%

Congratulations

Lynn Healey

(KKD
on being chosen

for the

1990 ZN
White Rose Court!

Love you, Kappa

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 1 2 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

Research Subjects 12

HEALTHY VOLUMTEERS NEEDED TO
PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY

INVESTIGATING HOW PEOPLE DIFFER IN
THE WAY THEY RESPOND AND JUDGE

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ELECTRICAL SKI^
STIMULATION. PARTICIPATION INVOLVES
THE ADMINISTRATION OF A MEDICATION
THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT
THE PERCEPTION OF STIMULATION IN
SOME INDIVIDUALS. PARTICIPANTS WILL
BE PAID UP TO $40 FOR 4 HOURS.
CALL 213-825^75 FOR ADDITIONAL
INPORH/WSTION. ASK FOR LARRY.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experierx:ing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility. .

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

*i

-JL

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may^ earn^

Call (213) 854-4951.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

MEN wanted: $400- 45-80 years old for 9 days
to test new cholcstoral lowering drug. Call

213-206-0369.

NEED Subjects 1 8 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, n)i and touch.
CanrKX be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with'assigr^ commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $3S,.00 paid upon
coTDpietion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 »nd have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 16-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.

^ Subjects will be paid. (213)625-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joiril clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection wMch may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 625-9792.

A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER
E5TED JN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED^ FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

Lost 17

LOST passport #3317212, lost jan 1990,
phone #(818)376-4006 reward if found. Rah-
mat Karimi.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Speini donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

Acceo! Wi Vision Care Pla^s ?:

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman, Clinical

Ptycholo^t,
eating disorder specialist. Individual
appoinimenu available. (213)655-6730

Wanted 15 Business Properties 26

OFFICE SPACE for rent. 450sq ft of prime
Brentwood office space in advertising agency.
Ideal for graphic artist, desktop publisher or
anv other art/ communication related field.

Full service available: Merlin phone system,
FAX machine, computers, laser printer. Slat

camera, & tons of resources. (213)447-2964,
ask for Shawn.

Wanted to Buy
Help Wanted 30

WANTED Basketball, Baseball cards and other
sports memorabilia, collections any size. Cash
paid. (213)645-9706.

$2,000 per 1,000 envelopes stuffed. Send $2
(or shipping and handling to |.B. enterprises.

P.O.Box 560062 Charlotte North Carolina
28256.

EARN up to

$1 50 per month
BY HELPING OTHEHS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I or 'nlorrnalion Cancer pa'iep",
Ci

!
Anna ih'O'jgnoji I A bf •

'^•"; Qflf ".883 'ro^^ youf par'icn'

49S4 Van Ni/y* BWd Shsrman Oaiit

Receivs i \r9t gift w/ your pr« jcrBen appi

Help Wanted 30

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
vv/GPA. available time:

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards ^
1925 Centup/ Park East

20th floor
\

Los A^-o'3c CA 90067^

^ffm

ACCOUNTING CLERK. Assist controller of
Westwood law firm. Key enter CA-; process
AA»; filing. Flexible schedule, 6-10 hrVwk. PC
experience, 50 wpm a must; 10 key helphil.

Kathy (213)624-4600.

LITERARY ACENrS ASSISTANT, full-time,

BH. Excellent clerical and phone skills, a
strong desire to be in the enlerUinnwnt
irxkirtry is a must. Experierx:e necessarv.
(213)274-5999.

AJRLINES now hiring! Flight atter>dants, m«iy
other positions! $17,500-556,240. Call
(1)602-636-6665 ext. 6050. _^
ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, S.25Anile. SMir to start. Tu/TH.
Cair Gary (213)620-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,
gymnastics background for video productions.

$20Q^ay. (714)636-0550.

"^TTENTKDN: EARN MONEY TYPING AT"
HOME! 32,00tyyr income potential. Details.

(1) 602^38-8865 Ext. T-8050.

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home as-

sembly work. Info Call 504-646-1 700
dept.p695.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-
semble products at home. Details
(602)836-8665 ext. w.8050.

BRAZILIAN CONCERT next April. Producer/
Promoter looking for P/T or F/T ofTtc^ produc-
tion help. Own transportation needed. Mi-
leage, meals paid. Free tickets. No salary.

Excellent training. (818)788-9951.

BRIGHT ENERCETK: SECTY lor fast paced
architectural firm. Must be team player. Flexi-

ble 65wpm. Proficient in word perfect Soft-

ware. Front office appearance. Excellent bene-
fits pkgs. Send resume to BTA Inc. 1001
Westwood Blvd LA, CA 90024, include salar/
history.

BUSY BEVERLY HILLS DOCTOR- Requires
part-time office assistant. Call )udy or Sheila.
(21 3) 274-5286. Call between 10 am - 2 pm.

CASHIER WANTED: lapanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day »xJ evening.
Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (616)360-5994.

CHEVIOT HILLS recreation center seeks en-
thusiastic energetic people with a love of
chiWren to staff it's summv sports, drama,
preschool, and day camps. Ejcdlent salary.

Call for application (213)637-5466.

aOTHING MERCHANDISER wanted full-

time. Call lay at Haltn's Cycles,
(213)629-1636. _^___^
COFFEE bartender: $6.0(Vhr ^ tips. Fast paced
downtown Euopean style coffoe bars seeking
hard working experienced staff. Part-time,
early am/afternoon shifts, M-F. Call
(213)4874038. 10:30am- 2:30pm.

. COMPUTER CONSULTING neeeded. Exper-
ienced with Microsoft Word necessary. Quick
el 7 experience preferred. Julie
(213)459-5656.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, D-base, 2
posters, contact Gene at Loren. Data
(213)475-1195. '

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility,

wekkend and pm shifts. Valerie
(213)836-5567. _^
COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

DATA ENTRY- P/T. Talk to retailer and owner.
*Must have professional telephone skills. Excel-
lent growth potential. WLA high profile. Dy-
namic Real Estatia/Property Management Com-
pany. $7.5(yhr. Call Litty (213) 620-2061.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
smoker, your car.$6.5Q/hr gas. Children's
alterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons
Sat J 04. Beverly Hills. Call tvet'
(213)273-7573.
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IMPORTANT STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

V

The Sports Club Coi

staff

The Sports Club Company is an aggres-

sive, fest-growing heakh and athletic club
company whose members enjoy luxurious

facilities and the personal attention of a

staffwhose experience, professionalism and

personalized attention to their needs is

without equal.

Ifyou'd like to be part ofthe finest staff

at the finest sports and fitness complexes in

the country, we'd like to hear from you today

Class Instructors

Aerobics

Low-Impact

Body Sculpting

Aqua Aerobics

Yoga

Family Affair

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Fitness Instructors . . I

Private Trainers - i

Food & Beverage Personnel i

Massage Therapists , I

Facialists ' i

Receptionists I

Clerical
*

Accounting
* '

ChUdCare
Membership Sales

Maintenance/Housekeeping

Building Operations

Please caU (213) 478-0799 or send resume to: The Sports Club Company
Personnel Department, 1900 S. Sepulveda Blvd.,. 1st Ftoor, Los Angeles, California 90025.

THE SPORT/S CLUB COMPANY

BE A^MOVIE EXTRA!!

$200-500 per day!
iiiii/iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJi/Ui^^

I I

. .
*::::

all ages and sizes

no prior experience necessary

work with the stars and make money, too!!

Come by Tues. thru Sat. 2pm-4pm
12001 Ventura Place

(east of Laurel Canyon, 3rd floor, green glass

bfjjldlng. Studio City)

MAKE IT HAPPEN TODAYl
CCA Quik-Cast
(818)760-7982

Great for College Students
Special Registration fee for UCLA Students

Gail Now!

Mid-Wilshire Law Firm
seeks intelligent, eneige-
tic college student to as-

sist in all facets of legal

office services i.e master
calendar, corresponding
with clients, court filings

etc. Make your own
schedule. Top salary.

Great beginning job.

Ask for Kelli (former
UCLA Bruin)937-1761.

mvmm^mwmmmmm grads^
;||p!i:ii|i^ opilipii^^ one of
ti^:;;:diii|tM largest and mostliiiiiii^ mutual
fiujiSlpSpi^ investmentmanagement com*
paniei; ilie to rajpid expaiiiilon P/T and F/T pdisliiii
are availabliiiiiay and eyemnesttitBits/^^
Jipily^ cpm^titive start||pi;:|i^^ with bonus

iiili^^ subsidy^
iiliiiiiiiipi3)"^l8^^ or
Send reiMtie to: EniciNipent Recr P,0 Box.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train.. .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

Real Estate Developer
seeks Bookkeeper and

Personal Assistant

Great Pay and Career
opportunity

8.50-9.00/hr+bonus, D.O.E.

You must be organized.
detail -oriented Think and

act independently
Part time and/or Full time
Small, quiet Century City

office

Must b6 CTPflrinnrHd anri

know Marintoah

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 S. Spalding Drive #B
Beverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 557-2315 - call

anytime

:SS?:

WORK IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER!

"Summer Jobs Britain 1990
$1295' or "1990 Directory ot

Overseas Summer Jobs (41

Countries) $10 95" Each 240^
page book includes names.

addresses, phone numbers

Over 30.000 jobs Send amount
plus $2 25 P&H for each book

to EUROCAL
1900 S Sepulveda Blvd Suite

224-C, Los Angeles, CA 90025

14-day money back guarantee

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work

with large lncer>ttve

salary + bonus program

for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

DRIVER/MESSENGER- P/T & F/T p«ltlon$.

(213) 837-5200. .

EARN a FREE trip to Europel Now hiring

campus rcpreter^ative for unique summer
trips. Send letter, resume/campus activities,

beforr March ISth to Four Seasom Travel

Services Inc. 5825 Sunset Drive, suite #204,

South Miami, Florida, 33143.

EARN MONEY fast and easy stuffing envelopes

at hon>e. > or details write to The Advertiser,

Box 401, Seal Beach, CA 90740.

EARN UP TO $5000 as our Campus Rep. 1 hra

%veek. Recorded message reveals details. (809)

77S-snf.q - ^^

Doni Want to Work Full Tim?

Get Facts now!

ilftiPluLIlPl for alt considering

or already in the temporary or

part time field. (Reception, secre-

tarial. Computers. Homemakers)
Send for Valuable info. Enclose

name/addr<)88 & IS to:

Karin Rutterberg P.O. BOX 49633

lA CA 90049

EDUCATION PROGRAM. Assistant II - Educa-

tion Graduate student to develop, but not teach

courses. Train and supervise Assistant

i's in creaSibn of ed. material. Operate video

caniera. P/T, $^1.49^r. Call Irene Copes,

Radiology Personnel, ext. 55806.

ENDOCRINE SCIENCES- A leader-ln-

hormone analysis sirxre 1972 is seeking a

highly skilled and motivated laboratoty techni-

cian to join our immunoassay developnr>ent

team. Competitive salary and benefits. Call

Mark (818) 345-6503.

ERRAND-PERSON/INTERN- P/T Real Estate

Dept. WLA dynamic company. Must have car.

Excellent growth potential. $^r plus mileage.

Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

EXPERIENCED writer/director needs producer

to raise funds for short Hm. Shorty Films Co,

P.O. Box 1233, Venice CA 90294.

EXTRAS needed for fi Im and commercials. Call

(213)650-1640 between 9am 5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FLOWER SHOP in Beverly Hills requires

f>art-time help. Hours flexible, clean driving

icense essential. (213)271-5030.

Friendly, Energetic HOSTESS NEEDED.
Cheesecake Factory, Beverly Hills. Apply in

person. M,Tu,Th,F 3- 5pm. $6.5(Vhr -f tips.

FA casual senior typist clerk. Process insur-

arKe claims fornr^, process patient financial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825 6202.

-

FULL-TIME Whole sa4ers assistant. Import/

export consumer electronics. Skills: account-

ing, bookkeeping, typing (45wpm), good
phone etiquette important. (213)838-2626.

Salary DOE. Call between 10-3pm, ask for

Hugh.
^

GRAPHIC ARTIST WANTED. Should be avail-

able oh call Creative, strong abHttfes in d«f^
and some experience a must. X.O.N.G. Indus-

tries. (213)655-0979.

GROWING MANAGEMENT consulting firm

needs talented assistant to president. Small

office with room to grow. Need good phorw,

work perfect, and filing skills. 15-20hrs.

$8/hr. (213)459-6191.

HANDYMAN/ PAINTERS, for Wcstwood artia

(213)467-5117. .

HELP NEEDED to mo\f boxes of medical

records arvi reorganize files. F/T or PA,
S6.00/hr., Culver City. Mrs. Griffin

(213)559 8823.

HOUSEKEEPER/ERRAND PERSON for family

with 3 older girls. 24-40 hr^tvk, flexible

hours, afternoons 2:00-6:00. Must be covered.

$7.00/hr. Must have car. Westwood,
474-5106.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY PA Completing MIP
refuryJ policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hOurs, recorded

Plea<c havr pen rpady

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA corporate
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, good for
student schedule.

aU 478-8238 ext. 201.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL— FUND—
206-2050/51

••••••••••••••
•

•
•
•

•
•

••••••••••••••

Valet Parkers I!

• To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

•
•

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

• required.

• Earn TOP DOLLAR.
• 413-6997
•

Cashier. Manager, or Asst.
Manager for Greg's Grill
Restaurant in Pacific'

Palisades. Full or Part Time
available. Must be able to

work weekdays.
Call Greg 459-0396

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, arui full physique.
High commisions! QU|CK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL business paper
seeking: Staff writers. Excellent Japanese writ-

ing skills and legal working status required.

Chako, Goto; Also P/T sales clerks. Chako,
Umebara. (213)626-5001.

LAW FIRM at 6500 Wilshire needs pA word
processing/secretarial help. $6.50-Q.0(Vhr
doe. Call Ginny (213)651-3333

LOOKING for general counselors riding in-

structors, water sports instructors. K-Arrow
Ranch Camp. Skylake Rarich Camp. Pick-up
applications at main office In Placement
Center.

MEDIA PROJECT needs assistant to organize,

coordinate, and duplicate information. Must
be bright and quick reader. Minimum 25hrs.

Light typing a plus. Good salary. Please call

Ruth Sncidcr at (211)459-2422 B«-forc noon

30 Help Wanted

I Auto Rental Agency m airport •

• area seeks money motivated, sales- «
oriented agents 1D work on a salary •

2 and commission pay structure. No J
• expenence necessary. Will train right*

* applk^nt, work around school •

; schedule. Tom 678-9146. _J

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full & Part-time *

• Flexible Hours *

*Lott of Work*
* Mcp, Women. Students, etc. •

Call (213) 453-1817

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. s/)OMr, films & commeedals.
All types. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

MEDICAL LAB- In West Valley has a part-time

opening fqr a general office clerk. Duties

include data entry, filing, specimen entry,

mail, result reporting. CRT experience a must.

Science major preferred. Flexible hours, how-
ever, Saturday rotation required. Call Fay (818)

345-6503.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environment.
20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, microsoft Word on IBM PC preferred,

and general office duties. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME estmator needed to read blueprint

for painting company (213)876-4866.

PART-TIME positions~4 hr^day-deliver and
place reports in files. $5.44Air. Ca|l Suzanne
(213)825-5128.

PART-TIME permanent clerical, Fridays only.

Santa Monica. Phones, scheduling, and paper
work, %7/hr. Reliable. (213)394-1361.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to management con-

sultant, flex hours, approx 12hrsAvk. $7A«r.

Camecded. Beverly (213)474-0959.

P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3- 7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start S6-$7.50/hr plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

P/T OFFICE CLERK needed in Westwood.
Work arourxi your schedule. No weekends or

evenings. $5.50/hr, Kim or Mirna.
(213)208-4941.

PT or FT flexible hrs 8:30-5:00 close to school

.

Study-fanswer phones S6/hr-»-commission. Joel

(213)841-8827, eves.

RECEPTKDNIST/CLERICAL for CPA firm on
Wilshire & Highland. Phones, typing, light

comp. work, filing. Must have own transporta-

tion. Flex, hours. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTK3NIST/ GENERAL OFflCE. Part or

full-tinr>e. Small Century City. Entertainn>ent

Law firm seeks responsible, organized self-

starter with outgoing personality. Light

typing.(21 3)552-1808, Gonja.

RECEPTIONIST/ SECRETARY, F/T, Entertain-

rr>er>t business Management firm, Beverly

Hills. Must have word processing skills. Excel

growth oppurtunity. )ulie (213)278-2303.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT. PT/FT.

Small friendly office. 10 minutes to UCLA.
Good typing skills required. (213)216-9100.

RESEARCH Assistant. Need people to get

articles in library. Flexible. $10/hr.
(213)820-5644. ^-
RESEARCHERS NEEDED to collect documents
for land-use studies in LA area. As needed
basis. Write PHR Environmental, 111

W.Gutierrez, Santa Barbara, CA, 93101.-

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTERdata entry,

minimum of 20 hr^wk. Sfl^r Marina Del Rcy
Person with sorr>e engir>eering, technical ir

computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834.

RETAIL HELP? Cutomcr service, sales, and

marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting. Will train, flexible hours.

F/T,P/T. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALES, for swimsuit boutique, FT/PT. Friendly

personality, $6/hr, (213)394-2214.

SALESPERSON needed. Will train. Bondable.

Melrose Antique Mill. Tuesday, Friday 11-1,

Wednesday, Sunday 1:30-3:30. $7/hr. Call

11-6 (213)965-9424.

SANTAMONICA doctor's office needs clerical

assistant. Excellent opportunity for highly mo-
tivated person yAyio likes challenges. WtW
train. Part-time 12hr!^k, possible full-time.

Pam (213)828-2282.

SECRETARY, part-time, light typing, filing,

office. Can

30 Help Wanted 30

phones for

(21 3)854-6556.

medical

SECRETARY, part-tin>e, sonr>e computer back-

grour>d preferred. Nutrition company. Good
salary light work. WLA. (213)479-1050.

SECRETARIAL help P/T for small medical legal

service. M-F, 9-2pm Please call

(213)854 0999

SECRETARY/PERSONAL ASST. No experience

necessary. Must learn quickly, P/T or F/T, Must
leave menage. z921 3)477-8490. Near UCLA.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time ^ttcndents.

flexible hours, tips, over 18, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for )oel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs

full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(211)4S?9616

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employes*, customers,

and suppliers. Successful appftcants wttt

urviergo extensive management training. Av-
erage sumrr>er earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1 •800-426-6441 for rrmre

info.

TECHNICAL DATA ANALYST, P/T (20 or more
hrs/wk.), $7-$10A>r. Engineering students pre-

ferred. Santa Monica. (213)450-1452.

TELECOMUNICATKDNS OPERATOR for Ex-

ecutive Office Suites. Team player with good
communication skills, pleasant working en-

viorncment. Knowledge of computers helpful.

Will train. Flexible hours necessary, jon

(213)822-1213.

TELEMARKETING. Pagenet/Burbank, a Na-
tional Paging Co. is seeking part-time tele-

marketers to set appts. for outside reps, $7.00
per hour, plus bonus and commission. Call

Vtcki at (818)845-1400.

TEMP. COMPANKDN for older woman,
1-5pm, M-F, Brentwood. (213)273-6376

UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY- For

bright and energetic individuals. Call (213)

825-1386 or (805) 944-3753. Ask ior Scott.

WAITERESS- Lunch/dinner. Mon-Sat.
$4.25Air. Crazy Fish Japanese Restaurant.

Beverly Hills. (213) 550-8547. _*

WEEKEND CASHIER. Retail hardware. Brent-

wood location. Pleasant working conditions.

Call Mrs-Richards (213)476-2864

WESTWORLD ELECTRONKZ GAME CENTER
HAS FULL TIME FLOOR MANANGER POSI-
TION AVAILABLE IN OUR WESTWOOD
VILLAGE LOCATK3N. STARTING $9/HR. IF

YOU ARE MATURE RESPONSIBLE PERSON
SKILLED IN CUSTOMER SERVICE, PLEASE
CALL DAVID (213)824-3677.

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, F/T, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)568-0888.

AD PERSON/BOOKKEEPING ASST. Friendly

WLA architectural firm seeks sharp personable
detail-oriented individual to help w/
bookkeeping. A/P, payroll, etc. Willing to

trainnight person student or recent grad in

accounting or related program preferred. Must
be finarKially minded, good w/numbers, pro-

fessional. Computer literate. Excellent com-
pensation. Career potential. 24-40hrs/wk.^
Non-smoking office. (213)4794873, Roy.

ATTENTKDN-HIRING! Government jobs-your
area. $1 7,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext R 8050.

^

LEARN how to become a record pronf>oter in

the music industry. Training program finally

available. Call recorded message
(818)360-7004.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desireable. $1 2-1 S/hr.

FuH benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

OPPURTUNITIES for responsible workers with
computer/ laboratory skills. Call
(213)825-9531 to send resume.

SECRETARY/OFFKIE MANAGER. Ft/pt. High-
tech company, entrepreneurial working envi-

ronment, PC experience required.
(213)216-9100.

MATHEMATICS
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES
Do you enjoy math? Unknown
to many career or job seekers
with math course-work is the

actuarial occupatk)n. The
American Almanac of Jobs and
Salaries declares that actuaries

are the highest paid

professionals in insurance. The
book Actuarial Opportunities

tells what's in it for you.

Whether you're actively seeking
or upgrading a career the

$7.95 investment could be the

best career decision that you
make. Check/M.O. to Career
Insights. P.O. Box 11489. Ft.

Wayne. IN 468S8. Nk)t soki in

bookstores.

SUMMER JOBS WA.
SAN JUAN ISLANDS^ Four Winds Camp •

'

Teach Sailing, Canoeing,
Tennis, Art, Riding.

Interviews: March 5
Contact the Career Center

Dally
Bruin Classified

IT WORKS!
25-2221

YOGA
Beginners*
Course: 8«t
Mf 3 I0:30am

!all :Sivananda Yoga Center
1600 Si>Mtenc Bi WLA (213)478-0202

JtVb»i1 L- -KJM
>iiJ '

.«aVi«3»iM>i
* «
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A PHILANTHROPIC related work assignment
in India FULLY SPONSORED by a philan-

thropic Jewish agency is seeking college edua-
cated, judaica oriented male from mid- late

20's. Sept 9(VMarch 91 . If interested please

contact David (213)556-8826.

MAGAZINE PUBLISHING paid internship.

Publisher of a magazine startup in LA seeks

asst. for advertising circulation and administra-

tive work. Learn the business. Typing and
computer skills essential. Hours flexible. Com-
pensation competitive. Ser>d resume to: Susan
Gates, Buzz Magazine, 1 5000 Mulholland, LA
90077.

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- BeveHy
Hills. Considering fmal applications for part-

time internship program. Clerical skills a

must.Call between 1-5 only. (213) 276-7070.

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now for summer or fall 1990. 1

or 2 semesters: classes or intemsNps.

4 week summer program to the Great

Bamer Reef. For inlo. on the BEST
study abroad program in the worki call

Curtin University 1-800-245-2575.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER for two pre-schoolers Fairfax

area. 30hr5/wk. Must have car & local refer-

ences. Speak English. Patty (21 3)653-0571 (e).

BABYSITTER to care for two boys, ages 5 and 6.

Flexible schedule. Must have experience,

references. (213)821-3365, (213)471-0901

BRENTWOOD, flexible hours, for 4-year-old

boy. $6-$7/hr. Mrs. Burkes. (213)451-5211.

COMPANION for 7-year-old boy. Mon, Tues,

Thurs afternoons (flexible). Brentwood. Call

Cookie after 7 p.m. (213)476-0198.

"-"DRIVER/MOTHER HELPER- 2«0-^30r 2

afternoons/week, $€^r. Pick up 3 year old girl

from Special Ed. ErKirw School, reium to

Westwood (213) 471-2790.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Approx 20hrs/wk. in-

cluding sumnr>er and vacation. Hours and
salary negotiable. Must own car. RefererKes

required. (213)475-5295.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM apt. S95(Vmo including utilities

and garage. Fireplace arvi hardwood floors.

959 Gayley (213)208-7123.

3 BED -f 2 BATH upper large. $1 200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BEL-AIR. 1 -bedroom furnished beautiful apart-

ment at the University of Judaism. Must be a

student arid 21 or older. $750/mo. with $300
security deposit. Call Sherri (213)476-9777
ext. 259, or (213)472-4400.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2bd/2-bath
4- den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
TV., garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. 2-bed/1'A -bath. Large Ihring

room, large kitchen. $99(Vmo. Available Inv
nr>ediately. (213)476-9695.

DELU)(E 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minute walking
from LCLA, full kitchen, A/C, water paid,

parking, quiet building, available now. $825
and up. (213) 208-8881.

HOLLYVVOOD:2-bdmV2.bath apt. Fireplace,

security system, jacurzi, great view, on bus
line to LXTLA. $1045Ano. (213)850-7290.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.

$795Ano. Must see. (213) 208-6310.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO UCLA? The
Faculty housing office has 1 , 2, and 3 bedroom
apartments available for UCLA faculty, visiting

-scholars, and post-doctoral candidate (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1165 per
month. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3085 for more
information.

PALMS. Single $55(VrT>o. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/nrH).-$750/mo. Special $400 discount on
first rent with excellent credit. Pool, sauna,
excercise room. Gas and water paid. Gated
parking. (213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3.bed/3-balh townhousc,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1695/nrH). (213)473-4272.

SHERMAN OAKS, adjacent penthouse type
1-bcd newly remodled. Quiet, view, walk to

all. $575, (818)889-0483. .

VAN NLfYS-l 5-20 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2.bdmVl'A bath. 2 story townhouse.
S7'\0/mo. 2 weeks free. Security, gated park-

ing. (213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDLICTION. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,
GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 move-in
allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2balh, spacious,

Jacuzzi, gym, .walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (2V3)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-In
allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD. $1200/nrH). Large 2-bdrm/
2-balh. Top floor. Dishwasher, A^. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WLA. $1100/mo. 2-bedroom/TA-bath
condo. Security, carport, shutters, frost- free

refrigerator, cable TV. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(213)456-3829.

Palms
$725 »$

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd > den, 1 bd ^ loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WestiATOod
Large 1 bdrm. Hardwood

floors, bay windows, porch,
stove, fridge. Garage.

Charming 5-plex. $950/mo.
(213)854-0146.

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, jacuzzi. recreation
room. 1/2 hour driye to UCLA.
free brochure. Nbrthridoe

Campus Residence, 9500 *elzah,
Northridoe. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Securt Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Daily Baiin Classified
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WLA. SIIOCVW. Condo, 24>dmVl % -bath.

Fro«t-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave. (213)456-3629.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, lofr, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1600 (213)444-0433.

\A/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator"dishwasher-

huge closet"

controlled entry"

7 month Special
519 Glenrock ,

(213) 208-4835

Across from
aCLA Dorms

535 Gayley
Large 1 bedroom
new carpet, arapes
and appliances

$975
208-3818

WESTWOOD
1 -bed/1 -bath

$975
2-bed/2-bath

$1300

^ All Utilities Included
'^

10635 Wilshire Bl.

474-6483.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

[3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1705
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,
[laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
[•10-15 min. from

/^ campus
{•6 models to choose

from \

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice B^d.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789

Manage]

WLA, Large sunny 1-bdrnfi apartment,
unfurnished, refrigerator and stove. Across

street fronr)VA bus $650. 477-5611.

ZERO MILES to campus. $335/nr>o. One-
bedroom, kitchen, cable, and parking avail-

able. (213)824-1618 (LeiQ.

Apartments Furnished 50

100 STEPS TO CAMPUS. Furnished, large

single. Utilities included. Up to 3 tennants.

Call Marianne (213)824-0319.

PALMS, 1 -bedroom $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parkihg. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

$695, 1.BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. CkMe to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

$695, 1 bedroom, 1 242 Barry, Close to LX3.A.

Walk to market/ bus. Off Wilshire.
(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$! 700. Spa-

cious 2-be(VVA -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1640.

WLA. Large 2-bdrrTVVA bath, security, car-

pets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1050. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentais 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everythinR, reasonable rate^. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Share 54

GRADUATE STUDENT seeking roommate.
Own room-partitioned. Available March 1st.

Living room %275/vno. Walking distance.

(213)206-5965

WESTWOOD. $375/mo. Female to share large

2-bdrm, 2-bath with 3 UCLA students. Parking,

top floor Jacuzzi, Westwood view. Lisa

(213)624-5751.

WESTWOOD. $350/mo. Male to share
2-bdrm in spacious apartment close to cam-
pus. Parking, Jacuzzi, BBQ. Lisa
(213)824-5751, (21 3)683-654V

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroofT\/ 1-bath furnished apartnr>ent. Non-
smoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204-4070, (213)473-2286. .

House for Rent 56

CULVER CITY. 2-bed/1 -bath. Stove, refrigera-

tor, front/rear yard. Pets o.k. Gardner inclixied.

$1,050. (213)397-4525.

WLA BEST LOCATION, 3-bed/2-bath. Excel-

. lent cor>dition plus independant guest house.

$230(yifTX) (213)395-5509, (213)470-9433.

WLA Modem 3-story house. 3-bedroom/
VU bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.

Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

House for Rent
4 Be<feOam -— 2 Bath

in Mar ^VJ^a^x
$1695 periitantli

Int^titdes 2-car garage
Bl appBaisces
452-1796
Evenings

486-3439 day

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

^^Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

House for Sale 58

a^

ATTENTION- government homes from $1

(U-repair). Oelinquent tax property. Reposses-

sions. Call 1-602-638 8665.

CUSTOM HOME 4-bdrm/lV4 -bath on fabul-

ous 60 X 196' lot. Double garage plus work-
shop. Westchester. $405,000. Cindy (a^ent)

(213)215-3473.

NEAR NATIONAL/ SAWTELLE,
3-bcdroorr\/1 Vi -bath, pool, huge family room,
spacious Ititchcn, beautiful area. $559,(X)0.

Cindy, agt, (213)215-3473.

1 I I

~

WLA- Bright family home with chami. Unl
high district, near Ocean park area.

3bed/2bath. Formal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with iky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. The-
Prudytial Calif. Realty.

Housing Needed 60

ELDERLY COUPLE desires summer renUl.

FumishecV unfurnished. Vicinity: Santa Mo-
nlca, Westwodd, Brentwood. (619)346-6057.

HOUSE SITTING or share needed beginning
March for ACSM alumni. RefererKes avail-

able. Call Cina (301)764-3976.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-6104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8685 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD family with 2 young daughters,

seeking babysitting help. Salary for weekend
work. Call (213)471-1970.

ROOKVBOARD in condo in Santa Monica.
Woman with car wanted as companion, cook,
helper to healthy elderly woman.
(213)454-1538.

Room for Rent 64

$275, MALE PREFERRED, targe bedroom,
3/4-bath, in beautiful home in ex^iiange for

light household chores. Must drive and type.

(213)556-0551.

BEDROOM and bathroom. Private entrance.

No cooking, smoking. V» mile from UCLA.
$425iAno. Call <2 13)472-6897.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entranceA>athroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668.

BRENTWOOD, SS50/mo. -»- light housekeep-
ing. Guest houseMudio with lovely yard. No
snrK)king. (213)476-4588.

CHEAP place to live right across street from
campus. $275/mo. (213)206-0984.

NEARBY CANYON. Room with separate en-
trance, kitchen, bath. $550 includes utilities,

cable. (213)470-0272, after 6p.m.

ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 1 5 minutes from
UCLA available now. Kitchen w/all accesso-

ries, washer/dryer, livingroom wAeal fire

place, courtyard. Call Mike (213)827-4282.

WLA guesthouse, private entrance and bath-

rcx>m, lieht cooking and large room. Utilities

included. $325. (213)937-9325.

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for considerate, responsible female.

$470. (213)479-1601.

Roommates 65

FEMALE roomate wanted, $255/nfK). for a
furnished or>e bedroom apartment in West-
wood (616)790-2165.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Brentwood. %420/n\o.
Call Lisa, Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

MALE/FEMALE roommate share
3-bedroonV2'A -bathroonVden apartment 20
min. from campus. Own room $330.
(816)990-2666.

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

ROOMATE WANTED: OWN ROOM, park-

ing, $35Q^n>o., 3-miles from campus. Avail-

able March 1 0th. No smokers. (21 3)637-5949.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own room,
$33(ymo. VA bus to UCLA easygoing room-
mates. (213)478-4769 ASAP.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Great Santa Monica
2-be<Vl-bath security apartnr>ent with parking.

Available immediately. Female non-smoker
preferred. $500/mo. Karen. Day
(213)826-7474, evening (213)629-7906.

SANTA MONICA! Own room + utilities.

$420/ mo. Female non-smoker.
(213)451-9442.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Ftmtlshed t270/mo. share room.
$32(Vmo. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7.11pm.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $400/person. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)624-1470.

WESTWOOD. Female share 2-bedroom du-
plex. Parking. Near UCLA, transportation.

1385 Midvale. (213)4 7 7-404 5,
(213)454-6211, (213)445-5345.

WESTWOOD, 2.bcdroom ^ith three others.

$406.25. Top floor, pool, Jacuzzi, gym.
(213)208-2649, Martin or John.

WESTWOOD- Share largo 2-bedroom apt. on
Wcllworth. $347/monlh. Close lo UCLA .

Security building. (213) 312-1432.

WESTWOOD, 1/6 mile to UCLA, Great view,
large apartment, $367.50/mo.. Share room,
security, py>rking (213)624-0269.

WLA. Female, responsible, 2 Iwd/l-balh, Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo Call

(213)479-7064, (leave message)

t^mmm'
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Roommates 65 Sublet 66 Movers
FEMALE ROOMMATE' wanted: Own room In

Palms. $355/mo. Parking available. Call

Lauren (213)636-6351.

Sublet 66

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

VENICE BEACHSIDE. OcearVMtn. View large

studio penthouse. Utilities included. April-

August. 1st & last SeSO/mo (213)392-7041

WESTSIDE 1, 2 A 3 bedroom furnished

apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (21 3)456-1 000, Ext.

202.

Condos for Sale 67

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bcd/2-balh unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-1637,

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (616)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further_ information

1600-526-9662.

Child Care 90

LOS FELIZ area. Experienced English speaking

babysitter. Flexible hours. Local references.

Shelly (213)661-9641.

Insurance 91

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to Aupust. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

AUTO INSURANCE, low rales. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save nfH>ney. (213)620-4839.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE!
{'Jv all do but jiito iiisujjii t

(••qiiiiorl I); l.i.;' So toi a

FREE LOWER QUOTE call

,.13)852-7175 (81Si342-1510

BEST PRICE AUTO INS AnENCv

^ /lllstate ^
jL- Auto/Home/Commercial yL
^ Westwood/Wilshira Office ^
yt 312-0202 J^^ 1317 Westwood Blvd ^j^^ (2 biks. So of Wilshire) W

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3

bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive
Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 WUshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 ^ 20 min. from

UCLA

lluiiu' Ih'alth ( oriiin. MoIoixn

\V..-II (* rn,. JO Vol"

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a T-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situation

please.

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25,
r $737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
colHslon, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call nov/ (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEi « ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ftone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2090 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia*

lining in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Fricrxily

(213)285-8686. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experieru:ed, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

WHY GIVE
EVERYTHING TO
UNCLE SAM>

Refunds within 21 days

Reasonable rates

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire 15th floor

(213)459-0535

Services Offered 96

••••••••••••••^pr*^^

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has

MAC SE available for rental. 25hrs weekly.

%7/^r. Laser prints, $.60/pagc. Culver City. Call

(213)836-5949.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

scarch Inc.- (21 3)477-8226 M-f, lOam-Spm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Graphic Services in Kerckhoti 150 • 2060894

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subfectt. Theses/Dissertations,

Piopcwals and Books. Foreign Students

Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-6661

NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF!
ASUCLA Graphic Services in Kerckhoti IbO • 206-0894

Tutoring Offered 98

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123. >__
ENGLISH as a second languagr or Spanish

lessons by experienced UCLA MA college

teacher. 478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

ITTALIAN lessons. By native Italian teacher 10

years experience: conversation, tutoring.

Leave n^cssage for Frartco. (213)650-8471.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate

.Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

QUALITY MATH TUTORING- At all levels by
retired math professor. Highly experienced.

Please call (213)474-3681.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study sldlls. Anne (21 3)859-2293,

leave message.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.

and Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesson y^fh this

CKl IVY league grads. Stanrrford Prep
(213)271-5181.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH and Spanish tutor for ninth grader, at

home. $1(Vhr. Call evenings (213)559 4237

Typing 100

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTlTUDEHaw graduate with Macintosh,

Lascrprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)206-6951

94 Typing 100 Resumes 104

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. 'Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processin^yping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experierKe with University paj^rs.

Fluent French also. Virginia/(21 3)278-0388.

FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free

pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates. Call

(213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
-rates, joy (213)933-1793.—

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes th^t get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tarKe with college admission essays. Near

UCLA. (213)20ft-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

SPRING BREAK JAMAKTA! Only $689. From
LAX irKluding airfare, hotel, (8dayV7nights),

REGGAE bead) parties, much more! Sels out

every year so call Now! 1-600-331-3136.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1 .5Q/page. Monica/ Santi Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call Aj
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resunr^es. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING. Resumes/temi papers

guaranteed 24hr service! Complete mailing

with personalized cover letter. $10.00 & up.

Call: Elisa (818)501-7050.

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm. bd. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose fronfi France. Spain. Italy.

Germany. Austria. Portugal.

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, Hrstory,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

TYPING
» Located on campus
' Fast turnaround, laser prints

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerckhoff • 206-8454

Music Lessons 102

GL^ITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

STLJDY the technique that 67 Grammy win-

ners have before you. Seth Riggs. Associates

Wendy Bernard. (213)271-5373.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals, top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

Travel 105

AND
FACULTY
AIRFARES

Roundtrip from Los Anoeles

San Prandico H 7«
Makoaty s tso
HonoMu $ tft
London tiff
rarit 1 S4f
Athens 1 4<f
TahM 1 «tf
Cairo 1 73f
TdAvhr $ 7M
Sy*»CT $ 74f
Nairobi $1070
JohaniMsbuis $1340
Rtstridioni apply. F«fii oubfoa to chanQO
wItMulnotiot and b«td on avaiabtlly.

Anmrtca% ctdut snd knni

Coandmid
1099 ktJHlufi Aft% Weitwood

tll-tOt-lllI

Travel Tickets 106

LAX-PARIS one way with Northwest-3/1 fl/90,

$295. Call Peter (213)206-5957.

ROUNDTRIP ticket to anywhere Northwest
flies in U.S. $350 Call Aaron at (21 3)479-5434.

Autos for Sale 109

1965 MBZ 190 classic. New: paint, interior,

tires, brakes. Clean car. $3250 Call days
(213)398-1818.

1977, PLYMOUTH Wagon, runs well; looks

good. $850/obo. (213)649-5239.

1982 BMW 3201. SilverA)lack, one owner,
immaculate. $6200. (213)384-1293.

•

1983 TOYOTA COROLLA. 4.door, auto cas-

sette, 96k miles, spotless maintenance record.

Original owner. $3200/obo. Evenings
(213)395-5756.

1 986 JEEP GRAND WAGONEER. Immaculate,
dark blue, 36,000 miles, $13900.
(213)937-7799 private party.

1986 VW JETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$7550/obo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

1989, TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, red w/gray
interior. Sunroof, am/fm/cassette, 1 7,000
miles, $11,500. New. (818)509-2689.

'79 CHEVY BLAZER K5 2-wheel drive, loaded,

$4850. (21.3)937-7799 private party.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8865. Ext.A 8050.

ATTENTION- Government seized vehicles

form $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-836-6685. Ext A 8050.

DATSUN 200SX 1960, $1600/obo. Red,
5-spd, air, very good condition, reliable trans-

portation. (213)277-0066.

DATSUN 210, 1981, $100(yobo. 88k miles.

Extremely reliable, one owner. A\VFM cas-

sette. Minor body damage. Paul,
(213)826-0932.

DATSUN B21 1 977. Clean, reliable transpor-

tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$90(yobo. Call (213)454-2769.

FORD MUSTANG LX convertible 1986.
$9500. Black, loaded, 4-cyl., 5-spd. Emmacu-
late. 16k/miles. (818)782-5226,
(818)895-6222(eves.).

HONAD ACCORD- 60, 5 speed, AC/Slereo,

power steering. $1 ,800 OBO. Excellent condi-
<ion. Must see (618) 843-3968.

HONDA ACCORD, 1977 5-specd, original

owner, Vc, new paint, njns great. $1 200 obo.
(213)473-2928.

HONDA CRX SI 1989. Red, mint condition,

low mileage, sunroof, A/C, S-speed. $9900.
(213)6496765.

MAZDA RX3 wagpn, 1973, automatic. Good
transportation car. $350. (213)306-1282,
leave message.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $600(Vobo, silver;

excellent condition, AM/FM, cassette, NC,
alarm. (213)474-1106.

MOVING OUT! MUST SELL: 81 Honda Civic

5-speed. Good condition. Runs great.

$150(Vobo (213)475-2908.

NEED to rent a car? Only 18? Don't have a
credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep.
(21^)^78-914^.

new,NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like

$9,800.(21 3)556- 5823(lv message).

NISSAN- Stanza 1983, 63K miles, excellent

condition. $2,20(Voffer. Manual, 4-door, no
A^. (213) 459-6579.

NOVA- 77. $750 OBO Runs fine, beautiful

plat upholstery. Call Kathleen. (21 3)392-5462.

PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1987, red and excel-
lent condition, $2900. Call (213)206-1246.

PONTIAC FIREBIRD 1980. $1 70GM)o T-top,

65k miles, new tires, no rust, small dent.
(213)825-6838.

TOYOTA CELICA, '78. 80k miles. Original
owner. Brand new tirei^akes. Good condi-
tion. $195(yobo. (213)658.8150.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1978, 4-door. New
transmission, battery, good tires, 1-yr old

paint. (213)661-9475, A.M. or eves.

TOYOTA Corolla 1982 2-door

matic, air, arVfm, runs well

(213)206-3279.

liftback, auto-

$260(Vobo.
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The cleanest friendliest/ and

most professional tanning salon.

BID Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross and Undbrook)

/^;^n^^ap^" 824-2826
Sunrise Special - Expires 3/1/90

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL

I

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCIA Alum.

DOROTHY A, HARPER
ATTORNEYAtLAW

* t i A la « 5& « «

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Haxvard. BJvd. Swxe. B, \jO% Angeles, CA 900QS

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601

Education...

Is the Future of
Our World

Cool Conference
March 8-11

at UCLA
Call (213)206-5523/5547

Paid for by USAC

STAMFORD PREP INC. I Clothe

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan.''

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

Bruin!

Pally Bruin

readers spend

$4,068,180
on clothes

EVEI^Y MONTH.

Couldnt your
business
fill a few— closets?

ADVERTISE
in the Dally Bruin .

825-2161

Autos for Sale 109 Auto Repair 110 Scooters

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1979, 5-spced, air, sunroof,

AM^M stereo, power steering, power win-

dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644

VOLKSWAGEN JETTA CLI, 1986, $7500. CD
player, alamr^, sunroof, air conditioning, tin-

tedwindows, Fittapaldi wheels. 60,000 nr)iles.

Excellent condition. (213)936-2410 eves.

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1968. Automatic Runs
good. Must sell. $100(Vobo. (213)466-3690.

VW BUG 1 974 $1 650 Orange, extra clean in

and out, runs well. AM/TM stereo cassette, new
tires, brakes, clutch, muffler. Great student

car.(21 3)271 -8622.

VW BUG, 1973, $1950/060. Original owner,

73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master

cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1 100, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic

condition. (213)824 3655.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. S-speed, r>ew clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm, perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT- 1978, $1100. 71 K miles. A^, 4

speed. Very good condition. (21 3) 825-0708.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of^undy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl.

(213) 207-1811

Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA- 250XL, 82. low miles, runs strong

and clean. $900. (213) 209-0357. Mark.

KAWASAKI, GPZ 550, 1983, with brand new
helmet. Good condition. Registered jcff

(213)208-1872.

YAMAHA- 82 XT250, recent tune-up, very

reliable. $700. Call Bret (213) 208-1129.

1986 SPREE, heeds repair, $150/ob6,
(213)824-1858.

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

1988 ELITE 80. Red, brand new. Must sell.

1984 Riva 20flZ, black, 3500 miles.

(213)824-5311.

3 HONDA fliTf

All run great.

(213)824-4780.

1 Elite needs work.

'8 7 YAMAHA RAZZ, $495 OBO low mileage,

good condition, Kelli 208-9066.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1985 Great condition,

with helmet $850. (213)471-5632. Leave
message.

HONDA ELITE- 1985. 250 digital, freeway
helmet, lock, runs great. Great deal! Invcst-

mcnt $595. (213) 824-2^05.

HONDA passport, 1983. 2-seatcr, very good
condition $475/obo. (213)824-7149.

YAMAHA CA50 scooter, excellent condition,

very low miles. $475 with Kryplonite lock and
helmet/obo. Call (213)208-2397

Scooters 119

1 986 HONDA ELITE 1 50, runs great. Call |ohn

at (213)208 3848

ASSISTANTS: Coaches or recruiters?
From page 39

'
"

because of their skin color, African
American assistants can often be
the deciding force in a recruit's

decision of where to sign his letter

of intent. "In todays recruiting, it is

very easy for another rival institu-

tion to go into a black athlete's

home and say. *do you know that

they don't have any black coaches
on their football staff? Why would
you want to go to school there?* So
you can sec why it's important (to

have African American assis-

tants)/'

But Williams emphasized that

in his role as assistant, he is more
than just a go-between for the

African American athletes and the

white coaches. "The situation is

that we (African Americans) don't
just come in here to recruit and we
don't just come here to be the

token black, at least I

didn't . . People have the miscon-
ception that I got hired because I'm
black. That isn't true. I put in a

whole lot of hours to get here. I

didn't just walk over here and say.

*here I am,'" he explained.

While some African Americans
are often denied access into head
coaching positions, many still

aspire to be head coaches. That is

what Paul Landreaux. who was the

head assistant basketball coach
under Jim Harrick last year, did

when he took the reigns of the St
Mary's College squad.

And Landreaux is not an excep-
tion among his African American
coaching peers. "I plan on being a

head coach when it's the right time
for me." Bumey said. "Absolutely.

I just feel that it's going to happen
— if not me — then who?"
Maybe the answer to Bumey's

question lies in Williams, who has

built up an impressive resume
serving as an assistant on one of
the tq) football programs in the

nation for the past decade. Wil-
liams admitted that he has flirted

with the idea of becoming a head
coach, but "that's not my primary
goal," he said. "But I . . . know

that if there was an offer, then 1

would be very foolish not to

consider it"

Although Williams denied ever
being offered a position to head a
Division I football team, he said,

"I've had inquiries about head
coaching positions."

Smith — although being
rumored as the potential 1992
Olympic track coach — has also

never been offered a head coach-
ing position. But he does "have
aspirations of being able to change
things, and leave my mark so to

speak .... If it came up tomor-
row. I wouldn't necessarily turn it

down. I have been offered to go
other places to be assistant coach—
es.

For Brown, however, after

having coached track for over 28
years, he is still content to remain
Kersee's assistant. Brown
explained that, "there are too many
politics, too many hassles and too

much paperwork," involved in

being a head coach.

But not all collegiate assistant

coaches have Brown's attitude.

Smith thinks that outside of the

social and personal reasons that

may keep African Americans out
of the coaching ranks, one major
factor that there are so few
minorities out there is the financial

strain which is often put on the

assistant. *There is not a lot of
money involved in coaching. If he
has a family, he must go where he
can make a living," Smith
explained.

"It's definitely an economic
issue," added Temple basketball

coach John Cheney. "Very few
black guys can afford to be an
assistant." Cheney said that the

average assistant makes between
$13.(X)0 and $14.<XX) a year. The
NCAA did not return repeated

calls to verify that figure.

Tomorrow's final segment will

deal with what the future might

hold for African Americans in

collegiate coaching.

Look for

La Gente de Aztldn's

20th Anniversary Issue

at your kiosk on March 2nd

119 Furniture 126 Musical Instruments 129

2 COUCHES $75
(213)208-4030.

Good condition,

COUCH $40; Fold-out chair $25; excercise

bike $50. (213)836-8672.

DELUXE wood bunk bed with drawers, shelves

and mini closet. $150.00 or best offer. Call

(213)208-3546.

rON-UED. Utack cover with fu^.slze hard-

wood franr>e converts from bed to couch. $1 80.

(213)208-3635.

tARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$75/obo. Compact student desk, wood, good
condition, $25/obo. (213)204-1644.

LIQUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chest, $85; others. (213)393-2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

REFRIGERATOR. 1 -year-old Like new Large,

wtih freezer, $350 new. $15(Vobo. Quality

buy (21 3)641- 2468.

'88 RICKENBACKER QUITAR *h —neck with

case. Brand new. Must sell by spring $450.
Aaron (213)479-5434.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

COMPAQ 386- Portab;e. 40Mb hard disc,

expansion chassis, 1,200 baud, internal

modem, lech, manuals, midi interface, carry-

ing case. $4,250. Call Devin (213) 5457475.

LAPTOP Tandy 600 Originally $1600, barely

used. Must sell, $400/obo. 3Vi " disk.

(213)447-0373, Dan.

"T"

Misc. For Sale 128

CRAPHK: MONORAIL 4X5, EKTAR 203mm
7.7 Kodak Carousel 550. Auto, renfK>te, timer,

5-Inch. $225. (818)341-1608

MAC 512 800K external disk, keyboard,

Imagewriter II, nf>ouse, software library, man-
uals. $115(yobo. (213)824-7180.

MACINTOSH 512KE, external drive, carrying

bag, and accessoriM. Excellent condition.

$500. (213)824-9775. 7- 12pm for Kent.

SUNTAC IBM-compatible with VGA monitor,

65 mcgabitc hard drive, 1 .2 megabile floppy, 1

mcgabite rom. Brand new. Lots of software.

(818)509 2689.

BMW 3201, 1977, $3750 Exctlknt. 78,000
miles, custom $1500 Alpir>e Mereo, n«w
sheepskins. (213)277-7664.

* ! jt.

GYMNASTS
From page 33

..earn enough money to keep taking

gymnastics lessons. Hamilton
cleaned the local gym after her

practice—often until midnight.

"Without gymnastics, I would
have never have been able to come
to UCLA." Hamilton said.

By coming to UCLA. Hamilton
has had the experience of interact-

ing with races of people other than
African Americans, 'There are so
many different cultures here, it's

nice,"

Kelly grew up in Flossmoor.

Illinois, a middle-class white sub-
urb of Chicago. She interacted

with people other than African
Americans at an early age.—-The schools that I went to were
99.5 percent white," she said.

Kelly began her gymnastics
interest at the age of eight by
enrolling in gymnastics clubs.

At the age of 15, KcUy, by her

own choice, went off to Texas to

go to school and to train for

gymnastics—leaving her parents,

two sisters and brother behind in

the midwest
"Having done well in gymnas-

tics and having lived away from
home, I feel that I can accomplish*

what I want to accomplish," Kelly
said.

Because gymnastics is a very
limited field in terms of career

choices, both Kelly and Hamilton
are looking into related performing
art fields.

Hamilton who likes to sing and
dance said. "I'd like to continue
performing."

Kelly is aspiring to be an actress.

Someday, both Hamilton and
Kelly would like to teach gymnas-
tics for deprived inner-city chil-

dren.

Tennis faces
big mystery
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

It's a mystery to many.
Just who is this Cal State

Hayward team? Not even UCLA
head coach Glenn Bassett or his

men's tennis batallion knows too

much about the northern squad,

which meets the Bruins today at

1:30 p.m. at the LATC.

Men's Tennis

Who:
When:
When:

UCLA vs. CS Hayward

LATC
1 :30 p.m. today

In fact. Bassett said. "The only

reason we're playing the Hayward
team is because Coach Michael
Edles, who used to coach at

Chapman College, is a good friend

of mine.

"I don't think they'll be that

good, but at least it will give

everyone a chance to move up and
get some match experience," he

added.

With junior Jason Netter and

"tfcshman Mark Knowles given a

break from play, sophonwrcs Bill

Barber, Bill Behrens, Mark Quin-
ney, and Dean Cohen, along with

freshmen Fritz Bissell, Robbie
Wendell, and Jason Sher will

comprise the singles and doubles

lineups.

As for Hayward, 3-4 overall this

season, senior Bob Fcnton, junior

Alex Hohendorf, and sophomore
Paul Archibald will lead their team
into competition against the

Bruins.

If nothing else, the match will

give the Bruins some match
experience down the line as the

Bruin team looks ahead to Divi-

sion II UC Riverside on Friday.

Daily Bruin Sports
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IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO
GET THROUGH SCHOOL.
YOU NEED TO SEE UPS.

"

"I need two things to get

through school good
grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by
myself, and UPS is helping

me take care of the second.
They gave me a part-time

job that /-ea/Zy pays.

"I make almost $10,000
a year for working about 4

hours a day, 5 days a week.
But get this. UPS has stu-

dant loana that let me bor-

row up to $25,000 a year
for college. Compare that

anywhere else. I also got my_
choice of achedules, paid
holidays and vacations
as well as company-paid
medical insurance.

Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in

Accounting, Industrial Engineering, IS. or Customer Service.

"No other company offers more to students than UPS. Talk to
them. Get what you need to get your diploma."

Openings exist at 1201 Wast Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,
interviews conducted Wadnesday from 4-6 pm; or 3333
Downey Rd. , Vamon. interviews conducted IMondays at 1 pm;
or 3000 East WuNngton Blvd.. Los Angeles, interviews con-
ducted Mondays from 1-3 pm. An equal opportunity employer

^
WORKING FOfl STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

a
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tt>B. THE ^TiaH-?/

11777 SftW VICENTE BLVD. 'BREWTWOOO -820-1516

THE JUNK STORE
Fine Vintage & Classic Apparel

specializing in:

EXPERIENCED

LEVI'S 501 'S
& LEVI'S JACKETS

find yourselfthinking about bursers all day long. )bu cant uxut tillyou

get another burger fbc'. But it aoesn t have to be that way! Ihere is a

Fresfi Altemanve. . .Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are mode fresh before \vur eyes. So get nd ofthat burger on your back.

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quici< reccjverv.

'V OPEN ^
^ HOURS ^WESTWOOD AT UNDBROOK c :< >

^^ HOURS ^^

YOUR ONLY BRUIN 3. ;,r

iSUBUJRV^
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

' Large Salad u7J$"" "M M t'^ige'^Salad
*

AT YOUR ONLY BRUIN II

I
OBWESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

THIS WEEK ONLY:

40% OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE

(with your student I.D.)

The Junk Store

2349 Westwrood Blvd.

1/2 Block North of Pico

475-8025 -^
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jySTA PEW EXAMPUS
ATHLETIC SHOES

Baseball Shoes . . . xnui20%
Speciaf Croup ^a^aa
BasketbaN Shoes . . .mfto$70 29.99 23"
SpMlal croup fl#%oa
Athletic Shoes i»to $50 24.99 19*'
Spocial croup
ChHdreffs ShoesT:

Balance 995 • • •

i»Tb$46 29.99

.$100 60.00 48"
EXERCISE • TENNIS • COLF

StMwisrcl Iron
BarbeN Plates

Ml Titan
incline Bench 59.99

20«/a

20«/aAN Treadmills ............
TruifciiWi wot ty>bH m — ttorw
SpMUM croup jftvoo
Tennis Racquets 29.99 Z5**
White cold Frame 49.99 39"
SiMcM croup vfloo
AlayColfBags 59.99 3l**
SPORTSWEAR • SKIWEAR • ACCESSORIES

• • • • • XTRJI 20«/aLycra Fitness Seperates

Ml Fleece Seperates ^ . ixtrji20%
. .

OPP CUMHNT HHCn
Spodal Croup CoMimMa ^ flAoa
Nylon Jackets A Pants 14.99 11**
Intlrc Soloction Of ^^^^4^ y
Men^ & women^ Parkas . . . . bxtra 20v0
intire stock Monn A womon^ tf^^^ji/
Bibs. Pants, Stretch Pants . . . ixnui20%
Ail Ski Cloves

.

^Ul Ski COBolet- • .*•*••#••

xtra20%
«XTIUl20%

Daily Bruin Sports
^

All Sunglasses* ixmi20%
SKI CLEARANCE

SKIS, BOOTS & BINDINGS

EXTRA 200/cOOPF
MAR 1 ONLY

CURRENT PRICES

QwHlUei « MM NmKM to flteck en hand we i f ilie fi9M to rifUM I

Copeland's Sports
1001 westwood Blvd
_ Westwood 208-6444

COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT
BE DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALE

'\
, I luiCCsave

tfiy cHiCdren
"

Isainh 49: 25

"Christian Healing:
Children in God^s Care"

Everyone is invited to this free
Christian Science lecture

given by Jon G. Harder, C.S.B.
A iiU'mlHTuI «lu- Chrisrijin Sciiiup Hoard of Lrt luirship

s Thursday March 8, 1990 4- 8:00 p.m.

at

Twenty eighth Church of Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood Village

FREEPAllKING * CHILD tARE + FREE ADMISSION

Can you trust God's promise today?

SUPERTEK

TRANSLATORS
Staff researchers, translators, and
Interpreters needed for L.A. design
company, with projects currently in
Korea. Applicants should be fluent in
reading, writing, and speaking both
English and Korean with a backroiind in

Korean-American studies. Full and
Part-time positions available.

Send resume^ to:

Supertek Productions Co., Inc.

2231 Colby Ave.

Los Angeles, California 90064
Attn: Gregory Van Horn

Project Director

ffm

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman«—

tai. Optometrist ^^^^
•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
• Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

VOLiJEYBALL
From page 37

in choosing between freshmen
Albert Hanneman and Mike Sealy,
so he never allowed himself to
push either into the starting role

too fast

Currently, the call has gone to

Sealy, who has begun to earn
national recognition (literally, as
he was featured in Tuesday's
editions of The National) as one of
the league's finer setters. As a true
freshman, Sealy has stepped under
the microscope that is UCLA
volleyball and has produced
admirably.

It also helps Sealy to have a very
experienced corps of hitters mak-
ing him look good, and the swing
hitter pulling most of the load for
UCLA is senior Oren Scher.

Scher, a second-year transfer
from Israel, has been averaging
over 17 kills a game for the past
two weeks, including a team-high
24 put-aways against Pepperdine
last week.

Scher has made a return to the
starting spot he held a good part of
last season. "The past week or two,
he has stabilized the swing hitting

position," added Scales.

Anchoring the middle for
UCLA is the nation's top blocking
combination in Mike Whitcomb
and AU-American Trevor Schir-
man.

Nine travels
over to LMU
By Terry White
Contributor

This afternoon, the UCLA base-
ball team will try to defeat Loyola
Marymount for the first time since
1985. The Bruins (13-5 overall, 2-

4 in the Six-Pac) kick off another
road trip as they hop down toLMU
^?-P0 P'D_bcfore a weekend
series at IJC Berkeley.

After dropping two of three
games at Arizona State last

weekend, UCLA looks to bounce
back by winning today and racking
up more significant conference
wins against a mediocre Cal team.
Who would have guessed that

the nation's home run and RBI
leader is a Bruin. Paul Ellis
continues to dominate, as he
slammed two dingers on Saturday
at ASU for his fourth two-home-
run game of the young season,
tying Uie school record. Most
players would be thrilled with just
one in their career.

The Daily Bruin Athlete of the
Week goes into LMU with 13
homers and 37 RBI, leading the
nation and blowing the rest of the
Six-Pac sluggers out of the water.

Additional sock will come from
the red hot bat of Chris Pritchett

(.460, 6 HR, 17 RBI), last week's
Athlete of the Week. The UCLA
team batting leader will look to
stretch his current hitting streak to

16 games with another hit today.
Pritchett is closing in on the allr

.'

Unre UCLA record streak of 22
games set by former Bruin slugger
Torey Lovullo ('87). now with the
Detroit Tigers.

Speed on the bascpaths will

complement power at the plate for
the Bruins with their full stable of
base stealers. Joel Wolfe can not
only hit (.3 14, 6 RBI) but also leads
the Bruins with eight stolen bases.
Leadoff man Shawn Wills (three
steals) switches into his running
back mode upon reaching first

base, but has su-ugglcd at the plate
lately (.178). Fellow speed mer-
chants Dave Zancanaro and Rob-
bie Katzaroff (four steals) should
also blaze around the bases at

LMU today.

Bruins ioiow
volleyiiali
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Going into the current 1990
Western Intercollegiate Volleyball
Association season, many ques-
tions lingered for the UCLA men's
volleyball team.

Men's Volleyball

Who:
Where:
When:

UCLA vs. UCSB
Pauley PavJIJon

7:30 p.m. tonight

As the UC Santa Barbara
Gauchos come to Pauley for their
WIYA contest tonight against the
Bruins at 7:30. most of those
questions will be answered.
The main hole that needed

filling was the one left by the
graduation of All-American setter

Matt Sonnichsen.

UCLA head coach Al Scales
knew he had a big decision to make

See VOLLEYBALL, page 36

HARRICK
From page 40
certain former UCLA mentor.
"You don't see our guys put

their heads down after a loss,"

Harrick said. "There's some emo-
tion right after a game. I've seert"

tears in their eyes and that's okay,
loo.

"(But) we walk out of that

locker room with our heads up
knowing we've done our best,"

Harrick added.

What must also help Harrick is

his 20 years of Division I coaching
experience. "I learned long ago as
a coach, when the going gets, let's

say, tough, you never change your
philosophy."

Harrick waxed reminiscently
about darker days at his fonner
head coaching position up the
Pacific C:oast Highway at Pepper-
dine. In 1979-80. his first year at
the helm in Malibu, Harrick's
injury-prone Waves started off 1-

5, Harrick said, but finished 17-1

1

and made it to the NIT after
beating Kansas and Oklahoma.

In Harrick's second campaign,
injuries again took their toll, as
Pepperdine began the season 3-8.

But the Waves rolled back to finish
16-12 and tie for first in the WAC.

In other words, Harrick's been
down this long and windy road
before, and he's not about to start

looking for a rest stop. In practice.

"We're going to be doing the same
thing we've been doing every day
since Ocl 15."

They say that no man is an
island, and in Harrick's case, he
certainly isn't weathering UCLA's
recent tempest alone. He admitted

that he has spoken to such basket^

ball luminaries as former Cal
coach and hoops guru Pete Newell
and current Pepperdine coach Tom
Asbury.

-—^think we all do that," Harrick

said when asked if he gets advice

from his colleagues. "I don't know
too many guys where the going

hasn't been exactly what they

wanted."

Harrick also meets with the

coach that seems to have
influenced his philosophy so

much—^John Wooden. Wooden
was even seen meeting with

Harrick and his staff just a few
minutes before the press confer-

ence.

So what words of wisdom does

the wizard instill in Harrick? "He
never, ever, ever gives me advice,"

Harrick said. "I have to pry it out of

him."
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' D£»Mmw mirasflipsl

The Daily Bruin is looking for energetic,
dedicated peoplf interested lit aavfertising
irienee and an exciting intemsHlp for s]

qualler. This is a position dealing primarily
ad productlpn and on-campus advertising
— ^——vr-=—w^^ LXldn S3.1GS. -^—-^

:. \-:

Applications are available
112 Kerckhoff Hall and

are due Tuesday,
March 6 at 4 pm.

at

_ UCLA
UOUSING

FAIR
^^^hauewhaty(Mn^

SPONSORED BY

On-Campus Housing

University Apartments^^^^

UCLA Conference Services
^,

UCLA Catering Services

UCLA Vending Services

Office of Residential Life

Family Student Housing ~

UCLA Guest House

UCLA Coffee Service

Community Housing Office

Housing Information • Lottery Applications • Employment Opportunities

• Shuttle Tours to University Apartments and Family Student Housing

• Free Refreshments • Free Gifts

""" T

February 27 Bruin Plaza

February 28 Court of Sciences

10AM-2:00PM

ror^r^rrr
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GYMNASTS: UCLA's Kelly and Hamilton are standouts In their sport

vs.

ire

ALBERT SCXDNQ/Daily Bruin

Rene Kelly Is one of the few African Americans among ttie ranks of the nation's top gym-
nasts. \
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The newspaper is used OU /b more than

other forms of media for obtaining

entertainment information.

Do Y r\ T T want business?

ADVERTISE(data: market opinion research. June 1989)

Ash
Wednesday

"It^s time for a change/^

An Ecumenical Service to mark the
heginning trf the Lenten Season. —^-

Join with fellow Christians of all

traditions to mark the Lenten fast

by the Imposition of Ashes.

On

February 28, 1990
12:00 " 1:00 PM

the steps of Schoenberg Hall
The University Religious Conference 208-5055
Baptist Ministry

Canterbury Westwood (Episcopal)

Presbyterian Center for (Jhurch 6i University

University Christian Fellowship

University Catholic C^enter

University Lutheran Chapel
Wesley Foundation

From page 40

ever, the powers that be would not

accept Kelly as the winner and
informally rewrote entrance qual-

ifications which eliminated Kelly

from the tournament and stripped

her of the title.

"I remember crying myself to

sleep. But in the long run, it just

made me want to do better," Kelly

said.

Both Hamilton and Kelly have

experienced some racism at

UCLA but did not wish to elabo-

rate on it.

The term "Whitewashed" has

been levied upon Kelly and
Hamilton many times. Some Afri-

can Americans assume that the two
have sold out their heritage by
entering a sport which is almost

entirely white.

"People listen to me talk and
assume Tm Whitewashed. People
think that Tm not proud to be
black. Listen to what I have to say.

not how I say it. Don't prejudge

me.** Kelly said.

"People that say Tm Whitew-
ashed don*t know me/* Hamilton
said.

While growing up, both Hamil-

ton and Kelly had the same
aspirations of performing gym-
nastics at UCLA. Both Hamilton
and Kelly worked hard to achieve

that goal—putting in years and
years of six-to- eight hour practice

days. However, the two come from
quite different backgrounds with

some very different life experi-

ences.

Hamilton, an only child, grew
up in a lower income area of
Richmond, Virginia. Her neigh-

borhood and schools were com-
posed entirely of African
Americans. She got her start at age
10 by tumbling on the brick

sidewalk outside of her house. To

See GYMNASTS, page 35

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC^
SCHOOL-
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

^J~r

EGG ROLL (1)

(with every $6 purchase) COKE (12oz)

Not to be used with
Luncheon Special

THINK HUNGRY
AND INDULGE

1275 WESTWOOD BL
1 1/2 Blocks South of WUshire

(213) 478-2838

_aCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUmCARE
MEDICAL PLAK
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by UCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

208-8188'^ (213) ^
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Voicing Tlieir Concerns: Experts debate role of the assistant

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

~tfilt is the second of a three-part
series dealing with African American
collegiate coaches.
Since the color barriers of

athletics came tumbling down just

decades ago, African Americans
have proven their ability to contri-

bute to the illustrious world of
sports.

But while African Americans
may lead their teams to countless

victories on the field, a fact that

remains clear is that African
Americans aren*t equally repre-

sented on the sidelines.

As a matter of fact, you could
-count the number of African
American head coaches in Divi-

sion I football on a hand if you
wanted to. It's estimated that there

are just two African American
Division I head football coaches
(out of 106 teams) and 28 African

Americans heading basketball

teams (out of 283). Additionally,

Staaford*s Dennis Green stands as

the only African American head
football coach in Pac-10 history.

Other NCAA sports aren't much
different

But this lack of diversity among
head coaches is only the stem of
the problem. The root of it is that

African Americans are often rele-

gated to assistant coaching roles.

For a person to become a head
coach, they usually have to serve

as an assistant beforehand. Both
Peter Dalis, the UCLA men's
athletic director, and Judith Hol-

land, the women's AD, said that

experience is the deciding factor in

a head coach appointment.

Despite that, according to Harry

Edwards — a renown sociologist

at UC Berkeley who often focuses

his studies on the oppression of

minorities in collegiate and profes-

sional sports — African American
assistants are often hired just to

serve as a buffer between the white

coaches and the more African

American athletes, especially in

the "money sports" (basketball and
football).

AH^CAN
H I STORY
M04iTH

Edwards added that, "every

ieam has at least one black

assistant. They have nothing to do
with coaching, they're just there

for recruiting the black athletes."

use's George Raveling, who is

the only African American head
basketball coach in the Pac-10,

agreed with Edwards, "I think that

there is probably more truth to that

than fiction. They're plenty of

black assistants. I would say that

the vast majority of coaching staffs

in Division I have a black assis-

tant."

UCLA, which has just one
African American head coach
(Bob Kcrsee — women's track)

out of 23 sports, currently has only

five African American full-time

assistants on its staff. Last week,

Dalis hired former Wisconsin
assistant coach Jacob Bumey to

serve as the football defensive line

coach. Dalis called the appoint-

ment, "a conscious attempt to

bring in (to UCLA) a higher

number of minority coaches."

Bumey joins Kersee, Calvin

Brown (women's track), John

Smith (men's track), Tony Fuller

(men's basketball) and Ted Wil-

liams (football) as the only paid

African American coaches at

UCLA. Gail Devers Roberts, once
a track star at UCLA, was recently

hired by Holland as a part-time

assistant. Devers Roberts said

yesterday that she will be in charge

of recruiting for the teani- Holland

stated that the athletic dei>artment,

is trying to allocate funds to pay
Devers Roberts.

Bumey, who has been a collegi-

ate assistant since 1982, sided with

Edwards in that African American
assistants often serve as mere
recruiters of African American
athletes, and not necessarily

coaches. "I'm sure that happens.

I'm very sure that a guy is hired

just as a recruiter, just to be the go-

between. That's unfortunate.

"I think it's a disservice to the

whole program," Bumey con-

tinued. "For a person to be hired as

a position coach but in the back-

ground, they're saying, *hey, this

guy is not important. ... he has

no say in what we are doing with

the program ... he is mainly
going to bring in the athletes.' That
is very unfortunate."

Williams, who has been with the

UCLA coaching staff for ten years,

has also witnessed this type of

oppression in his tenure. "If that

were not the case, then why does
the fact remain that a black

assistant coach is always replaced

by another black coach."

However, Williams also
stressed that African American
assistants provide a defmite and

vital role in the' relationship

between the white coaching staff

and the African American athlete.

*The outcry is that black athletes

have got to have someone they can

relate too."

Smith— who is lauded by many
track and field experts as the best

sprint coach in the world — also

feels that a bond exists between the

African American assistant and

athlete. "The establishment is

finding that they have a need to

have black representation.

"A black athlete goes through so

much . . . throughout his career,

starting as a kid and weaving
through his own process of deve-

lopment," Smith continued.
'There is a lot of stuff that blacks

have to do that would turn your
stomach .... I relate a hell of a

lot easier to an (African American)
kid coming out of the inner city

then someone who is Hispanic or

white or anything else."

Williams believes that simply

See ASSISTANTS, page 34

ALBERT SOONG^Daily Bruin

Jacob Burney Is the newest of five African American
assistant coaches at UCLA. He willcoach the football team 's

defensive line.
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Riding liroomsticlcs, UCLA sweeps Broncos
By Garo Hovannisian —

-

Contributor

The UCLA soflball team
improved its record to 19-3 yester-

day as it swept a pair from Cal Poly

Pomona at Sunset Field. The
Bruins took the first game, 4-0,

behind the stellar pitching of

freshman DeDe Weiman, while

the second game, a 2-0 blanking,

featured a two-hit performance by

ace hurler Lisa Longaker.

In the first half of the twin bill,

Weiman struck out a career-high

!
Scoreboard

TEAM Game 1 Game 2

CalPoly Pomona

UCLA 4 2

14 batters en route to her third no-

hitter of the season.

Unlike the dormant Bronco bats,

the UCLA offense pummeled
Pomona pitchers Bonnie Ebenk-~

amp and Nicky Luce with four

runs on nine hits. The Bruins

punched in two runs in the third

inning, with senior Shelly Mont-

gomery opening up with a double

to right field. Weiman pien took

four balls and walked to first,

setting up a single by sophomore

Yvonne Gutierrez that scored

Montgomery. Weiman reached

home for the second run off a

Christy Howard single. The Bruins

padded their lead with runs in the

fourth and fifth fiames.
^ All in all, eight Bruin batters

reached base in the first game, with

Gutierrez (two hits, one RBI),

Montgomery (two hits), and Missy

Phillips (single, triple, one RBI)

leading -the way.

In the second game of the pair,

UCLA jumped out with two early

runs in the first inning, as Shanna

Flynn shot a single to right field

and advanced on a Christy Howard
hit And after a wild pitch that

moved the runners into scoring

position, Missy Phillips singled to

bring in the runs.

Longaker fanned 10 batters and

walked only one in the process.

The senior from Lakewood
improved her season record to a

perfect 8-0.

SCOTT WEERSINOrDaJly Bruin

DeDe Weiman

Cavaliers in tiie gym
Two Bfuiris among few Airican American gymnasts

ALBERT S00^4G/Daily Bruin

Kim Hamilton is ttie first woman to win three straight NCAA
individual titles on the floor. v .

By Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writer

Gymnastics is a sport which has

barely been dented by African-

American participation. For this

reason, UCLA women's gym team
members Kim Hamilton and
Renee Kelly are, in a sens^,

cavaliers.

**If you like a sport, then there is

no reason why you shoul<ln*t

participate in it,** Kelly said. "Fve
always believed that where there is

a will there is a way,** Kelly said.

Besides Kelly and Hamilton, the

only other major female black

gymnast is Georgia AU-American
Corrinne Wright There are more
black male gymnasts than women,
but not many. UCLA has one
African American on the men*s
team, sophomore Chainey
Umphrey.

In 1988, mini Charles Lakes,

was the first and onfy African

American gymnast to compete in

the Olympics. Lake has been a role

model for other African American
gymnasts, including Hamilton and
Kelly.

Hamilton, a senior, and Kelly, a

junior, stand out in the gym not

only because they are the only

African-American participants,

but also because the two are AU-
American gymnasts. Hamilton is

the first woman to win three

su*aight NCAA individual titles on
the floor. Kelly had an outstanding

freshman year in 1988. She was
hampered throughout the 1989

**i

season because of chronic elbow
problems.

Because both Kelly and Hamil-
ton are top-notch competitors,

their presence is more salient than

it otherwise would be. Hence, like

it or not, Hamilton and Kelly are

role models for the African-

American community.
'I like being a role model. It

AFRICAN
AMBliCANHISTORY
MONTH

helps keep me in line,*' Hamilton
admitted.

"Kids have a tendency to go into

a sport that has a role model for

them,** Kelly said.

As an adolescent, Kelly adopted
African American gymnast Diane
Durham as her role-model. Now
Kelly finds herself being looked up
to by children who are just

beginning to blossom athletically

and spiritually.

"All kids have big dreams. It*s

whether those kids can someday
turn those dreams into reality that

matters,** Kelly said.

Hamilton has looked up to

Jackie Joyner-Kersee since the

two met during Hamilton*s fresh-

man year.

Interestingly, Hamilton was a

role-model for the younger Kelly

after the 1984 Olympic trials. In

fact, Kelly has Hamilton's auto-

graph tucked away for safe keep-

ing. Now that the two are

teammates, the relationship

between them has changed a bit "I

still look up to Kimmy, it's kind of

a big sister thing," Kelly said

affectionately.

Kelly and Hamilton are good
friends. But they are more than just

that, they are two members of the

same race which has been histori-

cally under-represented in gym-
nastics and in American society.

"When I perform I try to

represent my school and my race,"

Hamilton said.

Kelly and Hamilton, are going

to look to the NAACP for ways
that they can help Blacks in South
Africa.

"Renee and I are trying to be
more active in helping end apar-

theid," Hamilton said.

"If I don't get involved to help

end apartheid, I won*t be able to

live with myself," Kelly said.

For Hamilton, apartheid was
experienced first hand when she

traveled with the U.S. National

team to South Africa in 1984.

"I wanted to find out what South
Africa was like. It*s as bad as they

say," she said.

When Kelly was in seventh

grade she learned how cruel the

world can be. Kelly was the

uncontested winner of a private

gym competition in Illinois. How*.

See GYMNASTS, page 38
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NIT not necessarily out of the question for basketball
By Matt Purdue

Assistant Sports Editor

In the event that the esteemed

members of the NCAA To^ma-
ment Selection Committee, in all

their wisdom, should

—

gasp—fail

4»^^lcct the UCLA^ baskciball

team as one of the prestigious 64 to

take part in March Madness, what
then for the Bruins?

Would UCLA actually relegate

itself to—^fl^—the NIT, the

National Invitational Tournament,

a.k.a the Not Invited Tournament,

a.k.a the Not Important Tourna-

ment?

If the unthinkable does happen
and that letter with the embossed-

letters reading "NIT* arrives at the

J.D. Morgan Center in two weeks,

head coach Jim Harrick will waste

4IU opening

Tuesday at his weekly press

conference.

"It*s never crossed my mind, but

1 see nothing wrong with it,"

Harrick replied when asked if he

would actually accept an NIT bid.

"I'm sure our guys would want to

play."

The only question in the matter,

Harrick added, would be the fact

that the NIT falls during UCLA*s
winter quarter finals week. Miss-

ing finals for the NCAA's is one

thing, but the NIT ....

^{^4ia4 reason, the Bruins and

former head coach Walt Hazzard

turned down an NIT bid in 1987,

after accepting an invitation and

going all the way in 1985. The
legacy of UCLA's NIT champion-

ship still hangs in Pauley Pavilion,

alongside 10 NCAA basketball

championship banners.

But Bruin fans can rest assured

that there is hope to make the trip

to the NCAAs, as long as UCLA
(16-9 overall, 9-7 in the Pac-10)

can beat Washington State (7-19,

1-15) Thursday and Washington

411-14, 5rU) Saturday. "1 think

18-9 puts us in position to be

considered very highly," Harrick

said. *That doesn't even put us on
the bubble."

Harrick referred to the National,

which ranked UCLA No. 36 in its

top 64 yesterday, as one reason

why he's confident that the Bruins

will, indeed, be selected among the

NCAA's elite.

Throughout the Bruins' /ecent

losing skid, which now stands at

six and is the longest since 1947-^

48, Harrick and the team have

remained remarkably composed.

But that's all part of a philosophy

that Harrick has adopted—one that

sounds strangely familiar to a

See HARRICK, page 37

Token assistants?
In the second of a two-part series on African-

American coaches, David Gibson examines the

role of assistant coaches at UCLA and asks

whether or not black assistants serve simply as

go-betweens for white head coaches and Afri-

can-American athletes.

See page 39

Chock full o' sports
Today's Daily Bruin Sports offers a cornuco-

pia of sports previews. From volleyball to

baseball to men's tennis, UCLA offers a plethora

of sports opportunities for the fan on the go. So

put down those books for a few hours, leave that

lecture a little early . . . and enjoy!

Players stand firm during stalemate
Baseball players' union representative Donald Fchr emerged from a

tneeting with KX) players on Tuesday emphasizing solidarity. "It's safe to say

there's no sentiment among any of the players here that they should roll

over," Fchr told the Associated Press' Ken Peters.

As the spring training lockout reached 14 days and the breakdown in nego-

tiations continued, Fehr noted that arbitration eligibility, minimum salaries,

benefit money and the 25-man roster still need to be worked out with the own-

ers.

X-
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Women's history

speech today
Kathleen Brown, a candidate

for California state treasurer,

will kick off Women's History

Month by speaking in the North

Campus Meeting Room today

at noon as part of the "Women
In Power" lecture series.

in addition to speaking on
women's history and their

progress over the years, she will

discuss how women can be

successful in today's political

arena.

Brown is a former Board of

Education and Board of Public

Works member.

IFC says no negotiation with USAC
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

The Interfratemity Council
(IFC) may lose its undergraduate
government funding, recognition

and office space if its members and
undergraduate student officers do
not reach a compromise before

Friday.

Undergraduate government
passed a' resolution last month

ordering IFC to create a program to

educate its members about racism,

sexism and homophobia or else

face desponsorship.

The student council also froze

IFC's funds and gave the group
thirty days to present a satisfactory

educational program to council.

IFC failed to make a statement
condemning homophobic slurs

allegedly made by some Theta Chi
fraternity members against Lamb-

da Oelta Lambda sorority mem-
bers last quarter at a football game,
said Florie Aranovich, who wrote

the resolution.

But, "the premises that council

based this proposal on were
flawed," said IFC President Gary
Hobart. "We acted appropriately

for the situation. Therefore, we
will not compromise with them."
And a peer review is not

appropriate in such matters

according to the policies of the

Office of Fraternity and Sorority

Relations, said its director Chris
Fishbum.

Fraternities should not be held
responsible and made to carry the.

burden of the campus-wide prob-
lem of homophobia, Hobart said.

"If council wants to address these

problems, they should require all

See FUNDING, page 15

Qualce rumbles tiirougli Soutiiianci

Inside
GSA officials

evaluate term
Midway through their term,

three graduate student govern-

ment leaders evaluate their

performances in light of prom-
ises made during campaign.

See page 7

Viewpoint

UCLA must
4ilay fair

The university must make an

active effort to recruit minority

coaches.

See page 28

Arts & Entertainment

Underwater* „

War Games
It's American hunks versus

Russian ones in submarine
races and dodge ball with
nuclear missiles in the new
movie *Hunt for Red October.'

See page 32

Sports

LYNETTE TSAI/Oaity Bruin

Professor Anne Wilcoxen holds her Education 125B class on a grassy area outside Powell
Library on Wednesday after the 3:43 p.m. earthquake. Her class is normally on the third floor

of Moore Hall, but she said she fears that Moore is unsafe.

Campus shakes, rattles while many yawn _

By W. Kevin Leung

When It's bad,

call the Cougs
The Bruins will try to end a

six-game losing streak against

Wazzu ( 1 - 1 5) at Pauley tonight.

See page 64

Senior Staff Writer

A UCLA professor ran for his life while a student

: didn't even turn an eye from his book during an
earthquake that swayed the campus Wednesday.

Campus reactions to the afternoon tremor ranged
from shock to amusement to indifference. And most
people returned to their daily routine minutes later.

Sociology Professor Ivan Evans, a South African

immigrant, got his first taste of California's shake-

and-quake culture when the temblor rocked Southern

California from Santa Barbara to San Diego.

Evans, who has lived here for only two months,
said the quake was terrifying.

He did not feel the shaking until he saw some
students in his class become agitated. Students yelled

• "Eanhquakcf" three times before the professor

realized what was happening.

"I didn't know whether or not to save the students

or leave the building," Evans said.

He decided to bolt out the lecture hall door.*
The professor's reaction amused some students in

his class. *i've been through a lot of earthquakes so
I'm used to it," junior Deanna Cherry said.

Discussing the quake with a few students, Evans
aikcd, "Why do people come here?"

"It beats hurricanes," said sociology major Jeff

Ester.

Sophomore Chip Patterson, in his lOth-floor room
in Dyksu-a Hall, said he felt like a boat bobbing on
water.

During the quake, he feared it would level Dykstra,

which is going throQgh seismic upgrading, but he
immediately calmed down afterward.

Patterson then returned to his Macintosh to work

**Why do people come here?"

Ivan Evans

on his chemistry lab report. "Yeah, it's hell," he said

not of the quake, but of his homework.
Annette Buck, a construction worker on Dykstra 's

renovation, was seven stories up on a scaffold by the

building when she felt like she was being rocked in a

cradle.

See MACnON, page 18

Tremor in Upland

QUAKE FACTS

Time: 3:43 p.m.

Duration: 20 sec.

Magnitude: Richter 5.5

A
N
k

Near Upland, 35
miles east of Los

Angeles.

SOURCE: The Associated Press

TOM YUN/Daily Bfuin

UCLA sees

littlejdamage

after temblor
By Maha Youness
Staff Writer

UCLA suffered little damage
after a strong earthquake measur-
ing 5.5 on the Richter scale rattled

Southern California at 3:43 p.m.

Wednesday, causing some struc-

tural damage but no serious inju-

ries in the Los Angeles area.

Centered three miles northwest

of Upland and lasting about 20
seconds* the temblor rolled

through a 200-mile sketch from
Santa Barbara to San Diego and
was felt as far away as Las Vegas,
230 miles away. _

At other southern UC campuses,
officials said no major damages or

injuries were reported.

Elsewhere, the quake triggered

rockslides onto highways, brought

ceiling panels onto floors and
caused at least one wall to fall

over.

The cities of La Verne and
Claremont— both within 10 miles

of the epicenter— declared a state

of emergency, but no serious

injuries had been reported. A one-^
story building collapsed in La
Verne, and at Harvey Mudd
College in Claremont, windows
shattered and bookcases toppled

over.

A boulder twice the size of a car

fell onto Angeles Crest Highway
in the San Gabriel Mountains,

blocking half of the two-lane rural

road.

A foreshock at 12:36 p.m.

preceded the 3:43 p.m. quake,

which was followed by at least

sixteen aftershocks ranging in

magnitude from 2.3 to as high as

4.8> according to reports from

See DAMAGE, page 18
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Westwind Magazine
- Fun de Ciecle '^oetry Reading
- 8:00 p.m. - Kerckhoff Coffee House
Placement and Career Planning Center
- Careers in Accounting": ^ •

"Basics of the CPA Exam"
— 2:00-4:00 p.m. - Nortt> Campus 22 ^—
UCLA Expo Center
- Japan Camp Counselor Information Meetings
- 12:00 & 5:00 p.m. - AU A-213
Cultural Affairs

- Ndon Concert
- Westwood Plaza

UCLA Israel Dance Association
- Israeli Dance Workshops
- 7:00 & 8:00 p.m. - Dance Building. Rm 200
India Club
- Kornatic Music by Geetha & Frank Bennett
- 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. - 1659 Schoenberg Hall

USAC Awareness Week
- Kerckhoff Open House
-. 11:30 ' 2:00 p.m. - 3rd & 4th floors Kerckhoff

Placement and Career Planning Center
- Resume Doctor Consultation
- Noon - 1:00 p.m. - Bruin Walk
Christian Science Organization
- "Is Complete Reliance on God Possible?"

-12:30 pm. AU 3530
Women's Resource Center
- "About Rape: Empowerment
Through Awareness"
- 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. - 2 Dodd Hall

UCLA Summer Sessions
- Registration Opens Today
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FRIDAY. MARCH 2. 1990
• Student Committee for tt^e Arts

Showcase '90 x
- 8:00 - 10:00 p.m. - AGB

• USAC Election Board
-^Student OrgarMzatiorv €ndorseirjenl_____
Registration Deadline

VRAC
VRAC Night - .

•

- 8:00 - midnight. Sunset Rec..
Buenas Ayres Rti

Graduate Students Architecture and
Urban Planning

- Japanese Architecture: The Work of '

Nikkei Sekkel
5:00 p.m. - Room 2143. Gallery 1220

SATURDAY. MARCH 3. 1990
• Corrpus Events

- Animation Celebration
2:00 pm - AGB

SUNDAY MARCH 4. 1990
'

• Student Committee for the Arts

- Jazz Violinist. Doug Cameron
- 7:00 p.m. - Wadsworth Theater

• Association of Chinese Americar»s
1st Annual Cultural Show
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. - AGB

TUESDAY. MARCH 6. 1990

• UCLA Daily Bruin
- Advertising Internship Applications Due
4:00 p.m. - 1 12 Kerckhoff

• World Fest
- World Fest Applicatior« Due Today
- 120 Men's Gym

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 7. 1990

• Alurmi Associatioo
- Senior Class PtvDto

Noon
- Perloff Quad ' '

-^

• Colleqe of Letters and Sclerx;e
- 19w Commencement Student
Speaker Applicattors Available

• Now
^ A3 16 Murphy Hall

• Cool Conference "" ^~r

- Ber>efit Concert
- Saturday. March 10

< - 8:00 p.m.
- AGB

• Campus Events
'Married with Children* Cast Appearance

- Coming Soon
Placement and Career Planning Center
- 13th Annual Mirority Recruitrr^nt

& Career Conferer»ce
- 2:00 - 6:00 p.m. - March 14 - AGB
UCLA student Skills Building Program
- Involvement Confererice
- 9:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m. - April 7 -

Dykstra Fireside Lounge
World Fest
- 2nd Annual World Fest
- March 31 - Apfil 14
Alunnni Association
- Get Some SenkDr Class
- Look for Spring Quarter Senior Activities
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Cod Conference
- March 8 - IV
Placement and Career Pkanning Center
- Resume Doctor Consultations
- All week
Conrfnunlty Safety
- Emefger»cy Medical Technician

Troir^ng Courses
- April 3 - August 6
- Recertifcaton Courses in

AprtJ, May and July
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thanks all of our advertisers!

TOP TO TOP
Kappa Alpha Theta

^
Everything for the UCLA Bfuin Fan.

New protein could

yield anti-cold drug
By Malcolm Ritter

Associated Press
rrrr

NEW YORK — Scientists have created a substance that blocks

infection by viruses that cause colds, a possible step toward drugs for pre-

venting or treating the malady, a study says.

A drug based on the manmade protein might be able to block or ease up

to 45 percent of colds, said coauthor Steven Marlin.

But he cautioned that the study was done in the test tube, and that spe-

culating on its meaning for a human co]d is "a huge leap."

The research, based on a strategy that shows promise against the AIDS

virus, is presented in Thursday's issue of the British journal Nature.

Marlin did the study with colleagues at Boehringer Ingelheim

Pharmaceuticals Inc. of Ridgelield, Conn., and with researchers at the

Center for Blood Research in Boston and the Ernst Boehringer Institute

in Vienna, Austria.

Their research focused on rhinoviruses, which cause about half of

common colds.

For the new study, scientists created a special form of ICAM-1. They

hoped it would act as a decoy, so that free-floating viruses would bind to

it rather than their normal target on cell surfaces.

By this process, researchers found, the manmade lCAM-1 was largely

able to block rhinovirus infection of human cells in the test tube.

The result suggests that manmade ICAM-1 or a similar substance

might be able to prevent colds if given before infection, Marlin said. Sci-

entists would have to do experiments in people to discover if such a sub-

stance would help ease a cold that has already started, he said in a

telephone interview.

The staff of the Daily Bruin strives for accuracy and sensitivi-

ty in the newspaper's content. If mistakes occur, it is our

policy to correct them promptly on this page. Errors may be

brought to Our attention by calling (213) 825-9898.
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study would categorize Asian etiinicities
Needs of students will also be considered
Mona Rivera

Contributor

A study designed to subcate-

gorize Asian Americans in higher

education into their specific ethn-

icities would be conducted by state

officials under recently-drafted

legislation aimed at smashing the

image of the **Model Asian
Minority.**

"A comprehensive study is long

overdue,** said Assembly Speaker

Willie L. Brown, D-San Francisco.

'^Asians are the second largest

racial minority in the state, yet

have very little information on
their experience or needs in postse-

condary education. This study
might remove obstacles which
stand in the way of the need of
these students.**

Brown introduced legislation in

January calling for a study — the

first of its kind— on the different

sub-groups of the Asian American

population in higher education.

*The study in part is related to

reversing people's perceptions,

but real data about Asians is

missing,** said Dale Shimasaki, an

assistant to Brown.
Despite the differences between

the enrollment and retention rates

of Viemamese, Korean, Cambo-
dian, Mongolian, Pacific Islan-

ders, Japanese and Chinese
students, all are classified under

the lunbrella term Asi&n Ameri-

Local vocals

TONY YACUZZO

Crlstina Perez, senior in Latin American studies, sings with Chiltic Istac at a noon con-
cert in Westwood Plaza on Wednesday.

cans.

The proposed study will look at

the socioeconomic and education-

al profiles of Asian American
applicant pools, admission enroll-

ment, aptitude testing and reten-

tion rates at the undergraduate and
the graduate levels. It will also

consider the distritnition of faculty

by college, rank, and department

location, and of staff by level and
salary.

The study will also assess where
Asian Americans are in higher

education, either at community
colleges, the University of Califor-

nia or the California State schools.

*The University of California

has been insensitive in its ack-

nowledgement of the diversity

within the Asian American com-
munities,** said UCLA undergra-

duate Lloyd Monserratt. "The
study will question the admissions

policy and resource allocation to

Asian American students.**

*The critical aspect of the study

is that it will look at the sub-groups

of the Asian American population.

Often people do not take in

See STUDY, page 26

ceo
sales cease Flriday
Smoking will still be allowed

at outdoor facilities and patios

By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

After the end of the business day

Friday, patrons will no longer find

cigarettes and other tobacco pro

ducts on the shelves of the ASUC
LA students* store.

This puts into effect the associ

ation*s Board of Directors* deci

sion in January when, citing health

and ethical concerns, the student-

majority board chose to ban both

the sale of tobacco products and

smoking inside ASUCLA*s facili

ties beginning this month.

Ackerman Union's Country

Store and the LuValle Commons
students* store will join the Health

Sciences Store in discontinuing

tobacco product sales after March
2. The Health Sciences Store

banned tobacco products sales in

1986. ^-^:

Smoking will be banned March

25, the end of final exams week,

but will continue to be allowed at

ASUCLA *s outdcbir facilities such

as the Ackerman, Kerckhoff,

North Campus and J^iValle Com
mons patios.

The association, which has

recieved about $87,000 annually in

sales from tobacco products, is

encouraging students, staff and

faculty to comment and address

iheir questions to its executive

director's office.

So far, the office has received

only one comment, which was
very positive, said Marjorie Chris

man of the executive director's

office.

**Pernianent notices

will be placed in the

North Campus
smoking room and
other indoor loca^

tions*
9f

DeniseAndies
j„U-^

Last week, ASUCLA began

posting signs at cash registers in

the students' stores notifying pat

rons of the change. The student

association will rcmove ashtrays

from indoor facilities during

spring break.

Although board members made
their decision in January, notices

for the smoking ban have not been

posted inside the building because

"we wanted to concentrate the

-^nessage on the first pan (of the

decision) which is *no sales,*
**

said Denise Andres, ASUCLA
project manager.

Andres explained that the asso

ciation did not want to confuse

patrons about whether the ban was

on the sales or the use of tobacco

products. "We made a strategic

decision to not send people two

messages at the same time," she

said.

^ "(Temporary) signs will be put

in appropriate indoor areas next

week and will remain there until

the ban starts . . . Permanent

notices will be placed in the North

Campus smoking room and other

indoor locations," Andres said.

Women's History Month lends ear to voices of justice
Urges connection with courageous figures of past,

encourages multicultural view dfAmerican history^

By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

Rooted in the working women*s
strikes of the 1860s. National

Women's History Month has

grown from a one-day celebration

on March 8 to a month-long
Observance.

The purpose of Women *s His-

tory Month is "not only to give

inspiration but also to give infor-

mation about what women have
done,** National Women*s History

Project Director Molly MacGre-
gor said.

A traditional study of history

tends to focus on political and
military history. But military, male
and political histories are only

threads in the tapestry of history,

MacGregor said. "If we really

want to know who we are as

Americans, we have to look at

(America) from a multicultural

perspective" that includes both

men and women, she said.

This year's theme, "Courageous
Voices Echoing in Our Lives.**

was selected to recognize the

American women who rallied for

social justice by using their voices,

either written or spoken. MacGre-
gor said.

Women *s history month recog-

nizes not only the courageous

action and spirit of women who
"preceded us, but most importantly

we recognize our connection to

that spirit," she said. *These arc

not just people who lived long ago.

We have a connection to them and

it is part of our heritage to carry on
the work that they did."

Ideally, women's history would

be a focus throughout the year,

MacGregor said. But Women's
History Month helps people

emphasize the experiences of

women and reminds us of the

importance of womei)*s history.

she said.

After a devastating fire in

-garment factory^^—^known as

Triangle Fire — claimed many
women *s lives in the latter part of

the 19th century, women were
spurred into action, protesting

unsafe working conditions, parti-

cularly in that industry. This

incident sparked the working
woman *s labor movement and the

informal working woman*s com-
memorative holiday.

The working woman's holiday

that began in the 1860s was soon
adopted by socialist women's
movements in this country and in

Europe as well, UCLA Professor

of History Ellen DuBois said. "So
by 1908, the International Socialist

movement had designated what

was called International Women's
Day."

Eventually International
Women's Day faded away in this

country and in the west and was
only celebrated in the Soviet

Union and other countries with

communist governments, DuBois

said.

Then in the late 1960s, the

"'

See WOMEN, page 27
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Briefs
World

Ortega declares halt

to attacks on Contrate

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — President

Daniel Ortega declared a halt to attacks on
the Contras Wednesday and called again

on the United States to help dismantle the

rebel force.

President-elect Violeta Barrios de

Chamorro, who joined Ortega on Tuesday

in asking the U.S.-backed Contras to put

down their arms, praised his move as a

step forward.

*The causes of civil war in Nicaragua

have disappeared/' Chamorro told a news

conference. "There is no reason for war."—^he said the Contras; most of them

based in neighboring Honduras, "must lay

down their weapons and pome home to

work for the reconstruction of Nicar-

agua."

Ortega said in a statement that he

ordered all offensive military operations

against the Contras to halt He said the

United States should help pay for demo-
bilizing and relocating the rebels.

Nation

Alaska volcano dumps
ash on Anchorage
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — Redoubt

Volcano resumed its sporadic emissions

Wednesday, erupting twice within an

hour^ dropping ash on Anchorage for the

first time and disrupting airline flights.

There was a moderate eruption shortly

before 9 a.m., and then a much stronger

blast that sent a plume 37,000 feet into the

air about an hour later, said Tom Miller of

the Alaska Volcano Observatory.

The mountain was quiet after the

second burst, but light ash still was
reported falling at mid-afternoon.

Most of the ash from the second

eruption headed east-northeast toward the

Nikiski area of the Kenai Peninsula. A
light coating of ash. however, was
reported more than 100 miles away at

Elmendorf Air Force Base, in portions of

downtown Anchorage and at Eagle River,

about 10 miles north of Anchorage.

state

Spectator ban from
landings reviewed
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE —

Space shuttle fans must wait until April to

watch an orbiter land, but officials are

reviewing the policy that will keep

Atlantis* arrival closed to public viewing,

NASA said Wednesday.

"Discussions are taking place in

Washington** between the Air Force and

the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, said space agency
spokeswoman Nancy Lovato. "I would

expect we should know sometime in the

next couple months** if the secrecy policy

will change.

Atlantis blasted off from Cape Canav-

eral. Fla., early Wednesday on a much-

delayed mission, reportedly to put a $500

million spy satellite in orbit. The flight is

expected to last about four days and 10

hours, so the shuttle should land at this

Mojave Desert military base Sunday

morning.

Lotto &49 jackpot

worth $5.6 million

Here are the winning numbers picked

Wednesday night for the California

Lottery*s twice-weekly "Lotto 6-49**

game: 26. 23, 5. 38, 30, 47 and the bonus

number, 40.

Players who correctly "guessed all six

numbers will share a prize pool of $5.46

million, lottery officials said.

All those who picked five numbers plus

the bonus number will divide among
themselves a prize pool of $1.7 million;

five of six will share $773,000; four of six

will share $702,000. Three of six is worth

an automatic $5 per winner.

The numbers were chosen by Lotto

machine during a television broadcast

originating in Saci^mento. The numbers
are listed in the order they were
announced, but any combination would
win.

Bill would CMitlaw

teachers^ strikes

SACRAMENTO — State schools

chief Bill Honig and a Democratic
lawmaker announced a bill Wednesday to

outlaw teacher strikes and send dead-
locked school contract disputes to binding

arbitration. >

Honig called the legislation "a crucial

bill for this state.** saying strikes and
slowdowns have disrupted the education

of about 1 million students, nearly one-

fourth the population of Cahfomia public

schools, over the past two years.

*This is a situation that*s hurt children,

it*s hurt parents, it*s hurt kids* futures,**

Honig said at a Capitol news conference.

"But it is also an intolerable situation for

many educators. We*rc not happy with the

way it*s working out and we think the

structure needs to be changed.**

AB3300 by Assemblyman Jack
0*Connell of Santa Barbara would
prohibit strikes by public school employ-
ees and impose $500 a day fines for

workers and $5,000 daily fines for unions
that violate the ban.

Local

SciK>ol vandalized,

two rooms burned
LANCASTER — An arson fire

destroyed the wing of an elementary

school after vandals smashed television

sets and a computer during an early

morning rampage Wednesday through 10

classrooms and a teachers* lounge.

Damage at the Sierra Elementary

School was estimated at $400,000, but

Lancaster School District Superintendent

Ed Goodwin said that amount was

decided before officials were told the

burned wing of the school probably will

have to be demolished. _
The Lancaster Unified School District

facility has 28 classrooms and 787
students. The damage forced closure of

the school for Wednesday, but Goodwin
said classes will resume Thursday.

No injuries were reported, although

blood splattered in some of the class-

rooms could have been the result of an

injury to one of the vandals.

AMC yanks movie
after two outbursts
The producer of "Angel Town-

accused two theater chains of censorship

after his movie about a kickboxer who
battles street gangs was yanked from
several theaters following two violent

outbursts.

A suspected gang member was shot in

the chest Friday when a fight involving

more than 100 gang members broke out at

Orange County*s Hi-Way 39 Drive-In in

Westminster.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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TOP TO TOP
Westwood

1434 Westwood Blvd.

470-4700

Bring in any advertisement from Footlocker, Sportmart, Frontrunners,
Copelands, or any other shoe store in the nation. If our prices aren't
lower, we will:

1) Beat the price by $5
2) Buy a 2 week FREE MEMBERSHIP to a health club
3) Give a FREE pair of athletic socks ovn -:» lo/an

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
^ exp 3/12/90

COUPON v^v^uPON

TOP TO TOP
Santa Monica

2313 Wilshire Blvd.

829-7030
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February 26 - May 11
DTION BOARD CALENDAR
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TAKE
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March 1
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IN ENDORSEMEJ^TS TODAY!!

FRIDAY
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LAST DAY FOR
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GROUPS TO REGISTER FOR
ENDORSEMENTS!!

March 5
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March 15 .
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March 16

March 19

March 26

April 2

March 20 March 21

March 27
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llE AT
ElRCKHOFF HALL 404A

March 22

March 28

April 4

March 29

March 23

March 30

April 5

April 9

April 16
9:00ain CANDIDACY
PETITION TO DEAN OF
STUDENT OFF.
5:00pm ENDORSEMENT
LOTTERY
TIME AND PLACE TBA

April 10 April 11 April 12

April 6

April 17

April 23

A & B ENDORSEMENT
HEARINGS 6pin
PLACE TBA

MANDATORY CANDIDATES
MEETING
TIME AND PLACE TBA

April 24

April 30
CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am
PRIMARY EXPENSE
ACCOUNTS DUE-12pm
KERCKHOFF 404A

C & D ENDORSEMENT
HEARINGS- 6pm
PLACE TBA

April 18

DEAN OF STUDENT-
ELIGIBILITY
CHECK RESULTS POSTED

April 25 '

E A F ENDORSEMENT
HEARINGS 6pm
PLACE TBA

May 1

CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am

April 19

April 26

April • 13

CANDIDACY
PACKET DUE 12pm

April 20

10:00am 1ST DAY OF
LITERATURE STAMPING
BY THE ELECTION BOARD
KERCKHOFF HALL 404A

ON CAMPUS
CAMPAlGNING-9am

May 2

May 7

CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am
FINAL EXPENSE
ACCOUNTS DUE 12pm
KERCKHOFF 404A

May 8

CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am

PRIMARY 9am-
ELECTIONS 5pm
CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am

May_3_

PRIMARY 9am-
ELECTIONS 5pm
CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am

MEDIA ADVERTISEMENT DAYS fc

April 27

ON CAMPUS
CAMPAIGNING- 9am
ENDORSEMENT RESULTS
DUE 10am
KERCKHOFF 404A

May4

•K

CHANGES IN
ENDORSEMENTS DUE 11am
KERCKHOFF 404A
ANNOUNCE WINNERS AND
RUNOFFS

May 9

FINAL ELECTIONS
9am-5pm

May 10

FINAL ELECTION DAY
9am-5pm
CAMPUS LEAFLET DAY 9am

.MEDIA ADVERTISEMENT DAYS
)

May 11

ANNOUNCE
WINNERS

r

COUPON COUPON PAID FOR BY USAC-YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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Chance of major quake in near future still the same
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Wednesday's 5.5 magnitude
earthquake was not large enough
lo decrease the likelihood of a

major earthquake in Southern
California in the near future, but

the possibility of one happening in

the next few days is extremely low,

a UCLA Earth and Space Sciences

professor said.

'This (quake) has, in fact, only

slightly increased the likelihood of

a larger quake in the next few

days," said UCLA professor oC
Earth and Space Sciences G. Peter

Bird, explaining that only three

percent of moderate-sized earth-

quakes are foreshocks to larger

quakes — those measuring 7.0 or

larger on the Richter scale.

"An earthquake of a magnitude

of 5.5 or 6.0 really does not release

a big amount of energy. In terms of

possibilities for future large

quakes it really doesn't do much,"
he said. "We would have to have

30 6.0 earthquakes to prevent an

earthquake of 7.0."

If yesterday's quake was a

forcshock, however. Bird pre-

dicted there will be additional

quakes along the southern end of

the San Gabriel Mountains.

There are two fault systems in

the region where the quake was
centered, and at press time, seis-

mologists had not determined
which fault had produced the 3:43

p.m. quake. The quake was prob-

ably caused by a transform fault

which slopes under the San
Gabriel Mountains at an angle of

approximately 30 degrees. Bird

said.

The quake's epicenter was

UCLA geologist says Uplands quake probably not

a foreshock for a major temblor in next few days

Measuring an Earthquake

The Richter Scale, adopted in 1935. Is used to measure the magnitude of earthquakes. Each point on

the scale represents a tenfold increase in ground motion energy. Every 0.3 point approximates a

twofold increase. Hence, a 7.0 quake is ten times as powerful as a 6.0 quake.

Upland, CA

February 28,

1990
Richter 5.5

killed

Whittier.CA

October 1

,

1987
Richter 5.9

47 killed

Santa Cruz. CA

Severe

October

17,1989

Richter 6.9

est. 190 killed

San Francisco, CA

April 18-19,1906

Richter 8.3

503 kilted

7.5S^6.5 70

San Fernando, CA

February

9,1971

Richter 6.5

65 killed

iw•^:0:':^:fe^A:^^^^^^v^^^^^>j

8.0

Mexico City, Mex.

Septernber 19.

1985
Richter 8.1

9,500 killed

SOURCE: Associated Press, The World Almanac

TOM YUN/Oaily Bruin

reported to be located three miles called the Cucamonga Fault east of

northwest of Upland. Upland and the Sierra Madre Fault

' The transform fault, which is to the west, goes deeper into the

earth as it goes further north. *This

(earthquake) probably means that

the eastern pan of the fault has

t)een pushed even further south

and upward."

Earthquakes along transform

faults like the Cucamonga-Sierra

Madre move an average of two to

three times as fast as those along

the San Andreas Fault, the largest

and most active fault in California,

according to Bird. *That means
that a large quake would occur two

to three times less frequently than

those on the San Andreas Fault,**

he said, adding that some geolo-

gists think the frequency would be

even lower.

The earthquake* s impact on the

tension in the San Andreas Fault

will be minimal. Bird said. "If it

was the (transform) fault, it would
tend to have a very tiny effect of

reducing pressure on the San
Andreas fault locally and would
affect a ^p only 10 miles long.**

"It would be more likely to set

off another (transform)' fault

quake,** he added.

But Bird said there is an

additional fault in the region which

goes up the San Antonio Canyon
and is in line with a fault al9]ig4h&

San Gabriel Valley floor.

"If the quake was along those

faults, it*s much less likely that this

earthquake was a foreshock
because those faults are vei[y slow
moving,** he said.

It is impossible to predict the

frequency of such quakes along

these two faults because there have

not been any in recorded history,

Bird said. He added there may
have been one in 1812, but the lack

of measuring equipment and reli-

able data records for that period

makes it difficult for geologists to

know for certain whicii fault the

1812 quake was on.

USAC Election
Board Committee

. 1. J.
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ELECTIONS BOARD IS LOOKING FOR A FEW COMMITTED PEOPLE
WE NEED SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRS AND SUBCOMMITTEE

MEMBERS FOR WINTER AND SPRING QUARTER 1990 ELECTIONS
AVAILABLE ELECTION BOARD STAFF POSITIONS AND DUTIES:

Election Board Vice Chairperson
Applications are available for Vice Chairperson • "

, •

Duties: , f —. .

1. Assist the Election Board Chairperson in his/her duties. * i^r- '

2. Responsitile for the administrative coordination of all staff workers. 4

Election Board Investigations Subcommittee
Applications are available for subcommittee chair and subcommittee members.
Duties:

1. Responsible for verifyina expense accounts.
2. Investigating any anci all alleged violations or infractions committed by candidates or persons and organizations

participating in the Electoral process.

The Election Board Publicity Subcommittee
Applications are available for subcommittee chair and subcommittee members.
Duties:

1. Responsible for coordinating the promoting of all elections advertisement in the campus media (i.6. election calendar,
fec^tiitment of Eleet4on Board members, publication of the election resuttSretc).

"^

. r
—

—

2. Organizing the orientation meeting and the endorsement hearings.
3. Creating election related ads and fliers. We prefer that applicants for subcommittee chair have some Macintosh skills

and/or graphic sidlls.

The Election Board Logistics Subcommittee
Applications available for subcommittee chair and subcommittee members.

1. Responsible for setting up the voting booths, acquirina materials
necessary for voting, the collection and storage of balk)t boxes, as well as the counting of ballots.

2. Responsible for the deployment of pollworkers and polling stations.

So If you are looking to become Involved In the campus elections process through publicity, operations and Internal affairs lust
pick up applk:atlons from the Presidents Office 304 Kerckhoff, 3rd floor of Kerckhoff HalL

\
Please return applications to the Presidents Office as soon as possible

no later than Monday, March 23, 1990.

PAID FOR BY USAC-YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

GSA govemment leaders midway through term
External VP. ^^^^^^^ ^^^^g^^^ ^^^^^^^ Pres. Huntley

Jefferson works ^^^^^^^| ^^^^^^^M ^^^^^^^| comes through

out difficulties ^^^^^^^H ^m^^-^^^M ^^^^l^^^l on his promises
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Graduate External Vice-Presi-

dent Rochelle Jefferson has not'

always been enthusiastic about the

proposals of her fellow officers.

And because of her different

views, she has had to give up one
or two of her campaign goals..

For instance, she stated as a
campaign goal last year that she

would work toward obtaining

Insurance for all graduate students,

but she reneged this year after it

appeared that the insurance pre-*

mium might not be all that afford-

able, she said.

**I had mixed feelings about the

initiative (that would make health

insurance mandatory),** she said.

"If you don't have the money for it,

you don't have the money for it"

All the while, her co-officers.

President Konrad Huntley and
Vice President of Internal Affairs

Jeffrey Hanson, supported the

insurance referendum through to

its passage last quarter.

Jefferson kept quiet about
opposing the initiative although

she was doubting its benefits.

"People may have noticed that I

did not take a very vocal role*' on
the issue, she said.

But meanwhile, the three offic-

ers basically agree oh most issues

that confront them, although Jef-

ferson said there have been times

See JEFFERSON, page 22

"It's not perfect.

There have been
times when I have
felt that I was
insulted (by the odhier

officered

Rochelle JeffiMson

"I take my direction

from the student
body. I support what
the students decided.''

Konrad Huntley

''The GSA Voice is

one of our best tools

for keeping people
current on gradxiate

issues.

Jeff Hanson

Internal V.P. Hanson opens communication lines
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

'^'^

As the graduate vice president

of internal affairs, Jeff Hanson
encourages open lines of commu-
nication — with graduate students

and with all members of the

community.

'*Honest communication is my
pet issue,** he said. Indeed, at a

little past midyear many give

Hanson credit for improving the

graduate government's communi-
cation with its constituents.

"(Hanson) has been very benefi-

cial as the internal president to

really have an ear for student needs

and student concerns,** said Tony
Garcia, adviser to the graduate

govemment.
Hanson was the first to suggest

that the GSA Voice, the official

newsletter for graduate students,

be distributed on a monthly basis

instead of quarterly. But not only is

the four-page newsletter now
distributed monthly, it is also

available through each of the

Graduate Divisions departments

thanks to Hanson *s communica-
tive enterprise.

*The GSA Voice is one of our

best tools for keeping people

current on graduate issues,*' Han-
son said. "The Daily Bruin has

'

been unevenly focused toward
undergraduate issues.**

Hanson is having second
thoughts on the issue of mandatory
insurance, which requires all gra-

duate students to purchase health

insurance through the university or

prove they have an acceptable

substitute. He was disappointed

that communication with the uni-

versity and with students was
unclear before the issue was voted
on.

^
See HANSON, page 22

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Last spring. Graduate President

Konrad Huntley submitted a list of
campaign promises for pubHcation
in the Daily Bruin. Reading it now,
one might think it*s a list Huntley
put together recently as a compila-

tion of his accomplishments this

year.

The second-year president
appears to have come through on
most of his promises, but Huntley
attributes the realization of his

goals, such as implementing man-
datory insurance, to fellow gradu-

ate officers and actives of the past

who have worked hard on such
projects.

**It*s mainly teamwork that gets

these things done,** the business

graduate student said. *'I think if

something like student govem-
ment works well it takes a lot of
people to work together well.**

Among some of his campaign
goals last spring was obtaining

affordable insurance for all gradu-

ate students, increasing communi-
cation with students and working
with the administration on getting

more housing.

Working on what has become a

hotly contested topic, Huntley
helped spearhead mandatory
insurance for graduate students.

He was able to obtain an insurance

plan for graduate students, but not

Se&MUNTLEY, page 23

USAC Undergraduate ELECTIONS
Candidate Endorsement Forums:

Information for all **officially recognized'' campus Groups
1. All student organizations wishing to take part in the endorsement process must register with the Election Board no later

than Friday, March 2, 1990, of 8th week (Winter Quarter). Groups must submit the names of three people who will be
accountable for their endorsements. Forms are available outside the Election Board Office, 404A Kerckhoff. Return
applications to the Election Board Box, Box 49, 3rd floor of Kerckhoff.2

2. Hearings will be held April 23-25, 1990, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday night.

a. Hearings will be held jointly. Organizations will be divided into groups determined by lottery. Each group may attend
three hearings. *

\. ^
b. The hearings will be divided by office: ' -- 1- . .

.,»_^ . . . ^ ^ .

1. President, Executive Vice President, and Second Vice President : , V ^ -

Held Monday and Tuesday night
^

2. Commissioners: Academic Affairs, Campus Events, Cultural Affairs, Community Service, Student Welfare, Financial
Support, and Facilities.

Held Monday and Wednesday night

3. General Representatives and Referendums
Held Tuesday and Wednesday night

c. Two hearings will be held each night, one week before the Primary Elections.

d. Hearings will be followed by a reception where students can ask more questions on a one to one more personal basis.

e. The hearings and receptions will be open to all current UCLA students. Election Board will be responsible for

advertisement in the Bruin and the cost of flyers.

3. Organizations must submit their endorsements and a copy of their endorsement slip to the Election Board Office no later

than Friday, 11am. Failure to meet this deadline will result in disqualification. U^ the Election Board will not publish or
recognize the groups endorsement). - ^

4. Endorsement slips must have the phrase "Certified Election Endorsement 1990" printed at the bottom. The point size does
not matter as long ai^ it is legible. Endorsement Slips are subject to the review of the Election Board and the Board must be
made aware of any and all changes. The Election Board may ask a group to revise their endorsement slip if they feel that
the language used is misleading.

5. The Election Board will determine the exact format to be used in the endorsement forums to insure fairness for all

included.

The changes in the Endorsement Process are designed to enhance the process by giving more students an opportunity to meet
candidates, place candidates in an environment similar to Council where they must be honest with students, and eliminating
the idea that student organizations harass candidates during hearings. Candidates will have the opportunity to meet students
and their opponents face to face. Overall the process will become more democratic, guarantee greater participation from the
campus community, and legitimize the idea of student sponsored endorsements.

F«F«*lrihai
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Bylaw continues to bar USAC support of check-off fees
Government would be unable to support a student vote

By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

Undergraduate government
would be unable to endorse a

student body vote concerning

waivable fees on registration fee

cards because council failed Tues-

day to delete a bylaw which

prevents it from supporting such

fees.

Council voted 8-0-3, two votes

short of the two-thirds necessary to

amend bylaws, and could not

delete a clause prohibiting council

from either supporting or author-

izing the collection of negative

check-off fees.

Negative check-off fees inform

students that a small portion of

their reg fees will be earmarked for

a certain cause unless they initial a

box and subtract that amount from

their total.

After UOPrcsident David GJird-

ner and the UC Council of

Chancellors considered eliminat-

ing the negative check-off fee

about three weeks ago, the UC
Students Association unanimously
supported the waivable fee option.

Gardner will meet with under-

graduate and graduate presidents

or representatives from all UC
campuses on Friday to hear their

opinions on the matter.

UCLA's graduate government

passed a resolution supporting the

waivable fee last week because, in

last spring's referendum on the

matter, a vast majority of graduate

students voted to keep the negative

check-off fee, graduate President

Konrad Huntley said.

But undergraduate government

was unable to endorse a resolution

urging "the university administra-

tion to retain existing university

policy permitting student self-

assessment of negative check-off

fees" because of the problematic

bylaw.

**lt was very discouraging

because (the officers who abs-

tained from voting whether to

delete the bylaw) took the vote

away from students," said Finan-

See BYLAW, page 24
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Israeli Student Society formed to focus on Jewish culture
Students say heritage rather than politics will be emphasized
By Val D. Phillips

'

Staff Writer

The social aspects of the Israeh

culture, often overshadowed by
politics, are emerging on campus
this year with the founding of the

Israeli Students Society;

Founded by UCLA students

Yossi Shahar and Meir Levy last

fall, the society is intended to

provide a social outlet for UCLA's

Israeli students and any student

interested in Israel. The only other

Israel-oriented campus organiza-

tion is the Israel Action Coalition,

which focuses on the nation's

politics.

"We want to show people that

Israel is not all politics. There's an

incredibly rich culture there," said

junior Monte Silverberg, one of the

central organizers of the group's

activities.

Silverberg said his main reason

for becoming involved with the

society was to "l^reak the image

that Israel has as Just a political

country. If you look at the news
here, the picture you see is that

Israel is just a country of war and

that everybody goes in the army
and loves it."

"It would be great if we could

get people to change their opinions

about Israel, not to see it as an

oppressive military state," agreed

Shahar, a junior majoring in

economics. But Shahar said he was
cynical about the group's ability to

impact Americans.

"(Americans) don't really seem
interested in Israel," Shahar said.

'They're doing their own thing.

People who join (the society) arc

generally already interested in

Israel — they're Jewish, or they

know something about it"

The society currently has about

20 members, with five members

responsible for most of the plan-

ning. Although supported by the

UCLA Jewish Student Union,

Shahar said the campus Jewish

community had not shown much
interest in the new society.

"People who live here all their

lives are Americans, even if

they're Jewish. They're integrated

into American society. They see

Israel as a foreign country."

The primary purpose of the

«BfaA.

See ISRAEU, page 25
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Celebrate
International women's Day

and Women's History Month!

//

Wild women
Don't Have the Blues

//

This powerful and upbeat film explores the lives of African-American female blues

artists~Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Ida Cox, Alberta Hunter, Ethel Waters, and other

legendary women who made the blues a vital part of American culture. The film traces

the historical, social, and cultural origins ofthe blues and looks athow the blues and these

women's legacy continue today.

Thursday, March 8
12:00 '1:00 p.m.

women's Resource center 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.
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ON MARCH 31 THROUGH APRIL 14, UCLA WILL BE HOLDING ITS

ONCE AGAIN, THE FESTIVAL WILL BE HIGHLIGHTED BY
NOONTIME FOOD FAIRES AND PERFORMANCES FEATURING

VARIOUS STUDENT AND PROFESSIONAL GROUPS.
ADDITIONALLY, THERE WILL BE SOME LARGER EXTRAVAGANZAS

OF THE WORLDWIDE CULTURES REPRESENTED AT UCLA.

ANY GROUP OR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN iJN-:

THE FESTIVAL, PLEASE PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN THE
CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION, 306 KERCKHOFF HALL,

CENTER FOR STUDENT PROGRAMMING, 161 KERCKHOFF HALL,
OR THE WORLD -ARTS AND CULTURES OFFICE, 120 MEN'S GYM.

ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 825-6564.

GATJ©^ E DO AROH
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Oriental library doubles size, increas&i; number of volumes
From staff reports

In support of a burgeoning East Asian

studies program, UCLA*s Richard Rudolph
Oriental Library has recently doubled its

size, bringing its volumes to nearly 290,000.

Not only have the number of volumes
increased, but the reading room capacity has

grown from 28 to 65 and can display more
than 1,000 current journals.

The expansion project began in 1987 as

part of a five-year plan to enlarge the

Expansion part of plan to rank among nation's top 10

library's collection and increase the staff

and book budget. The library is now able to

acquire and house new volumes at the rate

of more than 13,000 per year.

"It's UCLA's commitment to East Asian
studies programs that is the driving force

behind our library's expansion program,"
said James Cheng, head of the Oriental

Library.

"In the past three years, there has been a

lot of activity in UCLA academic programs
concerning East Asia," Cheng said. "But the

academic programs require an outstanding

library."

"Since before World War II, UC Berke-

ley had the only fully developed East Asian
studies program," said Fred Notehelfer,^

UCLA history professor and co-director of

the USCAJCLA Joint Center in East Asian

Studies. "It was thought that just on&
developed studies program for each area of

the world was enough for the entire UC
system."

The library was founded in 1948 and is

located on the second floor of the University

Research Library.

The overall goal of the plan is to boost

UCLA's Oriental Library to one of the top

10 ranked collections in the United States.

4l.l

Sisterhood Bookstore

(213) 477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only ^
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IN YOUR LIFE!"

1001 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn
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BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

208-4766
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I EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
I must mention coupon whon ordmring

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

7.
99 + 2 FREE

16 OZ. SODAS
ator 5 pm only - one meat topping only - Canadian

bacon extra -specialty pi^as not included E
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STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

FAST & FREE
. with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

5bc DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less

and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.
Offer expires 3/31/90.

I

I

I

BUY ONE SLICE & GET A FREE
dine-in only — must bring coupon — exp. 3/5/90
limit one coupon per custonner

ITALIAN

SALAD

I
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IN T E R N.A Ti O N A L MALE

THE NEXT
BEST THING

TO BUCK NAKED

Twenty-eight bucks, to be exact, buys a

summer's worth of sinful laziness: our soft

cotton twill pant in an array of island

sunset colors. For the best in sizzle-

style, come to the source! And pick up

your FREE copy of "Caribbean Endless Summer

'90," our very special new catalog.

NEW SAN DIEGO
3964* 5th AVE, HILLCREST

619/294-8600

ESCONDIDO
NORTH COUNTY FAIR

619/746-2537

WEST HOLLYWOOD
9000 SANTA MONICA BLVD

213/275-0285
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THUNDERBIRD
AMKR1C:AN GRAIXJAli: schcxil

()F INTERNAITONAl. MANACiEMENT
Cilendale, Arizona 85306 USA

* A representative wiU be on campus

TiURSUAY, !»\RCH 8, 1990

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY
GROUP SESSIONS

check with
PLACEMENT 6c CAREER PLANNING CENTER

\

VISION CARE
See the difference

' quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

PERFECT SKIN CARE
EXFOLIATION:
The new big word in skin care
• Deep Pore Cleaning
• Rejuvenation
• The Finest Natural Product

Wax (Hair Remover)

My tldn is much
clearer than when I

was seeing a der-

matologist. 1 highly
recommend her for

anyone with any
type of acne prob-
lem.

Evcryn Ballesteros ^^^

UCLA Student

i am satisfied with
the result, and I

recommend perfect

skin to evciyon^
esperially those
with oily skin.

You'll notice the
difference!!

Terrie Shin
use Studeat

It rcallv satisfied

me better than any
treatment I used to

St. I'm so glad
at I found perfect

skin care,

rd like to sugccst
it to anyone wno
has problem skin.

Jackie Bcncomo

ACNE-A Treatable DRAMATIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED

3810 Wilshire Bl. Suite 412 (Wilshire & Western)

(213) 380-6891 Open Tues-Sat

Now at the Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery you can savor our five Chicken
dinners for just $6,95 each. Luscious Lemon Sesame Chicken. Succulent
Santa Fe Chicken with Southwestern herbs and spices. Chicken Marco Polo
snhothered in a delicate Dijon Mustard sauce, and topped with cheese, raisins and

coconut. Tantalizing Chicken Teriyaki. Delectable
California Chicken. Grilled to a golden brown and
garnished with tomato, avocado and Munster cheese.

Each deliciously tender chicken dinner includes

your choice of a hearty cup of fresh soup or garden
salad. Rice pilaf with fresh vegetables. And piping hot

10-grain dinner rolls

Conne to the Good Earth And enjoy the freshest,

tastiest Super Chicken dinner for just $6 95.

Wl^OTxearth eat anywhere else.

Westwood. 1002 Westwood Blvd. , (213) 208-8215

GOOD
EARTH
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Proposal urges freeze
on agriculture budget
Assemblyman hopes to alter pesticide use

By Bmce V. Bigeiow

Associated Press

A Itgislator on Wednesday
proposed a new lactic to force

changes in the state's urban pesti-

cide spraying pohcy by holding

hostage a poilion of the state

agriculture department's budget.

The proposal, which was
announced by Assemblyman Ter-

ry B. Friedman. D-Los .Angeles,

drew immediate Hre from farm

interests and appears likely to

intensify the urban-agricultural rift

in the war against the Medfly.

•Talking about holding budgets

hostage is, to me, entirely count-

er-productive," said Mike Stuart, a

spokesman for the Western Grow-
ers Association. The Irvine-based

group represents fruit and veget-

able producers in California and
Arizona.

"My sense is that it's probably

not something that's likely to

happen, but it is a good grand-

standing measure, and that's

exactly what he's doing," Stuart

added. *'He's playing to his consti-

tuents."

Friedman, a member of the state

Assembly's budget committee,

has spoken critically of spending

priorities at the California Depart-

ment of Food Agriculture, espe-

cially regarding the Medfly
eradication program.

On Wednesday, he focused on
$6 million allocated for registering

new pesticides for use in Califor-

nia.
-—

-

*The only thing they use that $6
million for is to approve, or

disapprove, the use of new pesti-

cides in California," said Karin

Caves, a spokeswoman for the

assemblyman in Sacramento.

Friedman contends the agency

should be spending more than

$800,000 annually on biological

controls, such as natural enemies,

to curb invasions by foreign pests.

The assemblyman noted the

agency spends about $30 million

annually for pesticide regulation

and research, and added, 'The
department's long-term bias tow-

ard pesticides is a key reason why
they aren't offering any alterna-

tives to this drastic aerial spraying

program."

'The Medfly is a biological

problem, not a political one," said

Isi Siddiqui, the agriculture depart-

ment's assistant director. 'The
moves I'm hearing (oO arc purely

political."

If the imported pest is not

eradicated, Siddiqui said farmers
wbuld suffer hundreds of millions

of dollars in crop losses to the

Medfly.

If the pest becomes established,

he added, individual farmers and
homeowners would drastically

increase their local use of pesti-

cides to control Medflies.

The origin of the quandary is a

Mediterranean fruit fly infestation

discovered seven months ago,

which quickly mushroomed into

the state's worst Medfly plague

since 1981.

Agriculture officials responded

by ordering continual aerial

spraying, using a syrupy bait laced

with the pesticide malathion,

which has expanded to cover some
400 square miles of mostly resi-

dential neighborhoods.

LA. Marathon may cause
traffic jams this Sunday
By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press

The meandering 26-mile route for the fifth Los Angeles Marathon
could lead to brief traffic woes for Sunday drivers faced with closed free-

way offramps and blocked thoroughfares.

'There is usually some backup for an hour or so in some areas/' Sgt.

John Novak of the California Highway Patrol said Wednesday.
The city allows the marathon to close the streets involved for six hours

on race day— from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.— and the finish line operation
closes down at 4:35 p.m. The roadways re-open when the street sweepers
pass. -••'" '

•

'
"
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Freeway ramp closures include 6th Street on the southbound and
northbound Harbor Freeway, Hollywood Boulevard on the southbound
and northbound Hollywood Freeway, Vine and Gower streets on the

southbound Hollywood Freeway and Crenshaw Boulevard on the

eastbound and westbound Santa Monica Freeway.
'They have it down to a pretty good science," Novak said, adding that

the closed offramps cause some slowdowns, "It really doesn't affect

u-affic very much because Uiere isn't that much u^affic in the morning
anyway."

An expected 20,000 runners start off from the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum at 8:30 a.m. along an ethnically and culturally diverse race loop
that takes in downtown, Olvera Street, Little Tokyo and Hollywood
Boulevard.

A mariachi band, flamenco dancers, rock 'n' roll bands, jazz artists,

^spel singers. American Jlndian singers and Chinese, Jewish and Korean
folk dancers will entertain along the course.

Dubbed the "Million-Dollar Morning," the race benefits 26 charities

that solicit pledges for runners who enter the race on their behalf Among
the charities were Big Brothers, the American Lung Association and the

YMCA.

Mercedes-Benz of North America, which gives winners luxury cars,

and John Hancock Financial Services are the major sponsors. For most,
the exhilaration of fmishing and competitor "goodie bags" are the

rewards.

The 80-plus items in the bag include T-shirts and such "official"

products as Trident chewing gum. Lemon Dash detergent, Listermint

mouthwash, Nuprin pain reliever, 7-Up refrigerator magnets and
Creamette pasta.

Mayor Tom Bradley uses a starter pistol to get the races under way.
Wheelchair competitors start at 8:05 a.m. and racewalkere at 8:15 a.ml
The Ticc follows the same course used the past two years.

Abortion debated:
Bill could halt most Minnesota abortions

By Mary R. Sandok
Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Hundreds
of pro-choice activists on Wednes-
day exchanged taunts with a small

group of abortion foes outside the

Capitol, where lawmakers debated
a bill that would ban most abor-

tions in the state.

The bill, which would prohibit

abortions for "birth-control rea-

sons," was drafted as model
legislation by the National Right-

To-Life Committee in the wake of
last summer's U.S. Supreme Court
decision that gave states more
leeway to restrict abortions.

Although Minnesota was long
associated in national politics with

the liberalism espoused by former
Vice President Walter Mondale,
an abortion rights supporter, it has
been a stronghold of anti-abortion

isentiment.

\ Proponents say the legislation

would be the toughest enforceable

>ant^abortion measure in the
nauon, prohibiting an estimated 93
percent of the abortions performed
in the state.

Nearly 2,000 pro-choice
demonstrators rallied Wednesday
morning. Their chants of **Choice"

were met by shouts of "Life" by a
small group of abortion foes: No
arrests were made.

•Those who want this bill to

become law impu^ the moral
dignity of Minnesota's women,"
Kate Michelman, executive direc-

tor of the National Abortion Rights

Action League, told Uie rally

Wednesday morning. "They are
implying that you cannot be
trusted to make these decisions."

Michelman spoke a few hours
before the bill was taken up by the

Senate Health and Human Ser-

vices Committee, a 16-member

panel that reflects how split the

Legislature is on abortion.

Also Wednesday, lawmakers in

Annapolis, Md., conducted a
hearing on four abortion restriction

bills and one pro-choice bill. The
hearing attracted an overflow
crowd that left about 150 people,

mostiy abortion opponents, stand-
ing with protest signs outside a
legislative building.

In Minnesota, the bill's sponsor.

Democratic Sen. Gene Waldorf,
tried unsuccessfully to have the

measure taken up in the House
first He said he expected that the
bill would lose on a tie vote in the

Senate committee because the

committee had been "stacked"
against the bill by Majority Leader
Roger Moe, who supports abortion

rights.

The House Health and Human
Services Committee held hearings

on the anti-abortion measure Tues-
day and Wednesday and is to

debate it Friday.

As the Senate hearing opened,
Waldorf told tiie committee: "We
are deciding who shall live and
who shall die; who does and who
does not belong to the community
of legal protection."

The autiior of the House bill.

Democratic Rep. Steve Wenzel,
said he's almost certain the mea-
sure will be approved by the House
committee. House Democratic
leaders, however, indicated it was
possible no vote would occur in the

House committee if the bill were
defeated by the Senate committee
or if the senators did not vote.

Democratic Gov. Rudy Perpich,

considered an ally by abortion

opponents, has said he would sign

whatever abortion legislation

reached his desk if it were
approved of by House and Senate
Democratic leaders.

Student leukemia victim

aided by Dustin Hoffman
By Robert Dvorchak

<^

Associated Press

NEW YORK — A terminally ill student who needs a bone marrow
donor gets support from Dustin Hoffman. No, it's not a Hollywood tear-

jerker, it's a real-hfe drama.

The Oscar-winning actor has made a six-figure donation and has taken
a lead role in a plea for Allison Atlas, who was told in August she had
three to six months to live unless a marrow transplant checked her
leukemia.

"If we find a donor, we'd literally be taking someone off death row,"
Hoffman said. "There's a clock ticking which she's aware of It's a hide-
ous clock."

Adas is one of more than 9,000 people awaiting a donor. About 25 peo-
ple die each day from blood diseases that could be cured through marrow
U-ansplants, according to the Life-Savers Foundation of America, a non-
profit group that recruits donors and raises money for blood tests.

A teen-ager who was Uie object of a nationwide donor search died last

week in Silver Spring, Md. JoAnne Johnson, 19, had the support of the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and singer Dionne Warwick, but no donor was found
in time.

About 15 families have appealed for donors. Yet something about
Adas, a 20-year-old business major at New York University and a
resident of Bethesda, Md., got Hoffman involved.

"It's hard to explain. It picked me," said Hoffman, winner of Academy
Awards for best actor for last year's "Rain Man" and for die 1979 "Kram-
er vs. Kramer.".

Tve always done things privately and would have jjreferred to have
kept it that way. But in this case, there was no other way I could help,"

Hoffman said Tuesday.

He refused to say how much money he gave, but his publicist con-
firmed it was more than $100,000.

Huffman has asked his show business friends to help. And he said he'll

pick up the tab for a vacation for the donor who matches Adas.
"1 got a two-week vacation for anywhere they want to go in the world.

I'm treating," he said.

,
Adas has a type of leukemia that rarely strikes anyone under age 65.

The disease defeats the body's ability to make blood cells, but

u-ansplanted bone marrow can correct that.

No matches for her marrow type were found among family members
or the 70,000 names registered by the Minnesota-based National Bone
Marrow Donor Registry, which was created by Congress in 1986.

She is thrilled and grateful for Hoffman's support.

**Hc's just been so beneficial to us. I don't know if it's fate or what."
Adas said. "It's my only hope."
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BIG TOMY'S
na/oNld famous

chiliburgers • chilidogs
Anytime Special:

Chili Cheese Burger + Lrg. Fries|

+ Med. Soft Drink for d^o aq
Breakfast Special:

3 eggs + Hashbrowns + Toast
& Jelly for

THE PRICE AND QUALITY CANT BE BEAT

Mon-Sun 6:30a.m.-3a.m. Breakfast Served till 2p.m.

936 Broxton Ave. ^ QOA TOI^ft
In Westwood 0^^-/»D0

$2.19

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415
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COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.
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GET ONE
.CALIFORNIA ROLL

I
——"
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/
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FLOATING SUSHI BAR

91 1 Broxton Ave.
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I
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With or without glasses-

artistry for your eyes only

^i£^ ^IdAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

CJI 'SPECIAL $150.00
Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

Tfr, Quae
'{

optomunst

W Weyburn

3
ft

S

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

Captive's sister liopeful
Believes kidnappers

will soon release

Anderson, od:iers

By Edith M. Lederer

Associated Press

LONDON — Nearly five years

after Terry Anderson was taken

hostage in Lebanon, his sister said

Wednesday she believes the

United States, Iran and Syria are

moving on a common track toward

freedom for all 18 Western cap-

tives.

"Fm just going to pray and hold

my breath that nothing disastrous

occurs before this can reach

fruition," said Peggy Say, winding

up a 2/2 -week trip to Europe and
the Middle East that she called a

"humanitarian pilgrimage.**

"My personal sense is, not

tomorrow, not next week, maybe
not next month, but certainly

soon," she said.

Anderson, 42, is the chief

Middle East correspondent of The
Associated Press. He was
kidnapped in Beirut on March 16,

1985.

Say*s journey with an Asso-

ciated Press delegation included

meetings with U.N. Secretary-

General Javier Perez de Cuellar,

Pope John Paul II, Palestine

Liberation Organization leader

Yasser Arafat and two Syrian

ministers.

"I think that with my reassur-

ances that the American admi-
nistration is doing everything it

can do, that the Syrians are

certainly pledged 100 percent with

their commitment to resolve it, and
with the statements coming out of

Tehran, to say nothing of the mood
in the world today, it just gives me
a feeling of hope," she said.

Say spoke at a news conference

after meeting Archbishop of Can-
terbury Robert Runcie, whose
personal envoy Terry Waitc was^

kidnapped in Beirut on Jan. 20,

1987, while trying to negotiate the

release of Western hostages.

"I must admit that I feel some
responsibility and was just devas-

tated when Terry Waite was
kidnapped," she said. "1 hope
when all the hostages come out,

certainly I hope Tenry Waitc is

with them."

Eve KeaUey, a spokeswoman
for the archbishop, said Runcie
"was very pleased to hear of
Peggy's growing optimism after

her trip."

Say concluded her trip at a

private dinner with the families of

Waite and other British hostages,

and Scottish relatives of American
hostage Thomas Sutherland. The
hostages missing in Lebanon
include eight Americans, four

Britons, two West Germans, two

Swiss, an Irishman and an Italian.

After meetings in Syria with

Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sharaa

and Information Minister
Mohammed Salman, she said, "I

have no doubts about Syria's

commitment. Certainly, if anyone

wants it over with more than the

United States, it*s certainly Syria."

She said she found it "very, very

encouraging" that Syrian televi-

sion carried a lengthy interview

with her, in which she said

relations with the United States

would not improve until the

hostages are freed.

She was heartened by a com-
mentary last week in the Tehran

Times, which usually reflects the

thinking of President Hashemi
Rafsanjani, that the hostages

should be freed. On Sunday, Iran's

Chief Justice Mohammad Yazdi

said that Islam opposes hostage-

taking.

Another positive sign, she said,

was an appeal Friday by Sheik

Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah,

the most influential Shiite Moslem
leader in Lebanon, for a new
approach to freeing the hostages.

Fadlallah is the spiritual guide to

the Iranian-aligned Hezbollah, or

Party of God, which is believed to

be an umbrella organization for

most of the hostage-takers.

"Everywhere I went I was
assured that the Americans are

doing the very best they can," she

added.

"I back my administration for

the first time in a long, long time in

their stance which is, number one,

tjjat^ the hostages be released

wfore there is any move towards

i^econciliation or any economic.
contact with, Iran and, secondly,

that they are not going to pay
ransom," Say said.

"1 feel certain that there is going

10 be nothing shameful about the

deal that is going to be made ... to

release these hostages. Nobody's
going to be caught at anything. We
suffered our Iran-Contra, thank

you very much. It devastated us,"

she said.

"I did my part, and now if

everybody does their part we can

all wrap our arms around the

hostages and go home," she said.

Deatii penalty law upheld
Pennsylvania statue OK, Supreme Court says

By Richard Carelli

TT

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— States may make the death penalty the only

possible punishment for some murderers without violating the

Constitution's ban on mandatory death sentences, the Supreme Court
uled Wednesday.
By a 5-4 vote, the court upheld Pennsylvania's death penalty system

despite *'somc mandatory aspects."

The decision removed a threat to similar laws in 13 other stales: Arizo-

iBi, California, Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Maryland, Montana, New
Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas and Washington.
Most states have death penalty laws, but many of them do not resemble

the Pennsylvania scheme.

Past Supreme Court rulings have struck down state laws making death

the mandatory punishment for specific crimes, such as killing a police

officer, or for specific offenders, such as prison inmates already serving

life sentences when they commit murder.

Those decisions said the Eighth Amendment's ban on cruel and
unusual punishment requires that sentencing judges or juries be allowed

to consider aggravating and mitigating factors.

But Pennsylvania law says, *The verdict must be a sentence of death if

the jury unanimously finds at least one aggravating circumstance . . . and
no mitigating circumstance."

Chief Justice William Rehnquist, writing for the court, said the law
does not make death mandatory despite its mandatory-sounding
language.^

He was joined by Justices Byron White, Sandra Day O'Connor,
|>\npnio Scalia and Anthony Kennedy.
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I IRockers sp
Grateful Dead plans

summer program for

future social activists

By Jennifer McNutty

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Instead

of weaving baskets and making
pottery, teenagers who attend a

summer camp sponsored in part by
legendary rockers from The Grate-

ful Dead will organize to save the

planet and learn to avoid "bum-
out" with singing, dancing, swim-
ming and meditation.

For the third year, campers from
-around the country will gather

under the redwoods in Mendocino
County this July for a 15-day
intensive program designed to

teach leadership and organizing

,
skills to the next generation of
social activists.

"Not many people know about
it, but thdre is the beginning of a

worldwide youth movement,"
camp organizer Santokh Khalsa

said Wednesday.
After early-morning yoga, the

youths gather in a circle outside for

seminars led by people like Ben
Cohen, co-founder of Ben and
Jerry's Ice Cream, who has been a
champion of socially responsible

business.

Another speaker will be Ram
Dass, the former Harvard profes-

sor who has blended Eastern

philosophy and spiritualism into a

unique prescription for social

action.

The regimen of vegetarian

meals, small support groups and
daily feedback sessions sounds
like something out-oT an earlier

era, and it is.

The camp is coordinated by a

Mill Valley-based group called

Creating Our Future. Established

in 1987, the group helps high

school students organize around
issues like homelessness, offshore

oil drilling and the preservation of
rain forests.

COF co-founder Khalsa. who

FUNDING

camp
has been involved in peace and
environmental movements for

three decades, said the goal of
Creating Our Future is to provide

support and direction to aspiring

social activists and to offer the

wisdom of experience.

In keeping with the group's

youth-oriented i^ilosophy, the

COF board of directors is com-
prised ofeight adults and 16 youths

under the age of 25 .>^

Grateful Dead members Bobby
Weir and Jerry Garcia are on the

board of directors and advisory

board, respectively. The band
plans a concert to benefit the

summer camp.

Campers learn to coordinate

public education campaigns,
fund-raising and letter-writing

drives, media networking, and
nonviolent public demonstrations.

But camp is not about "just

being active and doing sit-ins,"

according to Yvonne Litaker, a

camp veteran and COF speaking

tour coordinator.

"What is underneath all this is

here's a big youth movement
happening here," said Litaker, 20.

"We get letters from all over, from
Kenya and Tokyo, from kids who
are yearning to do something."

For Litaker, who has worked
with COF for a year and plans to

attend camp again this summer,
social activism includes a vegeta-

rian diet, boycotting products

made by companies whose poli-

cies she shuns, and being a

conscientious recycler.

"I've made my Hfe a statement

of how I want the world to be," she

said, describing her efforts to use

only cl^th napkins and buy gaso-
lipe only from small, independent

stations.

Camp has become so popular

that organizers have increased the

number of spaces from 30 last year

to about 100 this summer. Tuition

and room and board runs $480, and_

applications are accepted on T^
first-come, first-served basis,

Litaker said.

From page 1

student groups to have such prog-

rams."

But "the fraternity system inhe-

rently fosters behavior that can
lead to these problems. The system

encourages male dominance and
insensitivity," Aranovich said.

Four undergraduate officers met
with IFC officers on Tuesday, but

both Aranovich and Hobart said

the meeting was unproductive

because they were arguing over

two separate issues.

'*I want to see council justify this

unfair attack that they have made
against us in particular," Hobart

said.

Aranovich said IFC ''wanted to

argue over the particular wording
in my notification to them. They
wouldn't discuss the education of

their numbers." ^ ._ _ .

"It is time for IFC to face the

responsibility of being elected

officials of a group that has shown
grave insensitivity toward a por-

tion of the community," Executive

Vice President Maria Rabuy said.

By choosing to wait until the last

two days of the 30-day time limit

to discuss the matter with council,

IFC has shown extreme irresponsi-

bility as an umbrella organization,

FaciHties Commissioner Judy Her-

nandez said. .1

.

She* was appalled at What she

described as "sexist and disre-

spectful" comments made by IFC
First Vice President Steve Goon at

the meeting. Goon called her

"sweetheart" and told her to "shut

up," Hernandez said.

Both Hernandez and Rabuy
reiterated they would like to see

IFC and undergraduate govern-

mentcome to a mutually beneficial

compromise.

Hobart said he woukl make no
further attempts to negotiate with

counci

The loss of funding and resour-

ces from undergraduate govern-

ment will not affect IPC's
programs because of membership
fees and its affiliation with the

OfQce of Flratemity and Sorority

Relations, Aranovich said.
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BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Mens Cut

S5 off

10«5^

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

off Beauty Products

Women's Cut
$5 off

UCLA

ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929
• CUTS, PERMS. COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS. SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

n

S 208-5863 10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD

LE cojpL-

DOWNSTAIRS

WILSHIRE

tM

s

f

^

Tohmatsu Awoki(the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seeking entry-level accounts.

English and Japanese speaking ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co.

Touche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles. Ca. 9001

7

ATTN: Steve Olo

Albhmatsu Awoki
loucheRoss

Alaska may^slash
elderly's benefits
By Brian S. Akre

Associated Press

JUNEAU, Alaska— Alaska is a young, frontier state where old-timers

still are called pioneers. And being a pioneer has its benefits.

The state runs six bargain-rate retirement homes, pays residents 65 and
older $250 a month regardless of need, provides |hem a property-tax

exemption or rent rebate, and free hunting and fishing licenses.

There also are local sales-tax exemptions, free university tuition and
free transportation on state ferries.

Compared to oiher states, Alaska is generous to its senior citizens. But
that may not last the decade.

They are exacting a growing cost as Alaskans population ages. And a

severe drop in oil revenues expected this decade already has led to

changes in the most expensive

programs

The residency requirement for

the $250-a-month "longevity

bonus" was increased from one |o

two years Jan. 1, and the Legisla-

ture is considering phasing out the

program over the next two
decades. And rates at the state's

"pioneers* homes" were increased

up to 52 percent recently.

After planning around the prog-

rams, many older residents fear

they may be "left out in the street"

in their final years, said Barbara

Bathony, director of the state

Pioneers' Benefits Division.

"It is traumatic for a person in

their later years to have to think,

'What is going to happen to me?*
*'

said Joe Alter of Juneau, a 74-

year-old retired civil engineer who
moved to Alaska 46 years ago
"when nobody thought of retiring

here."

Changes are inevitable, said

Rep. Red Boucher of Anchorage,

who is 69. If made carefully and
over time, he said, older residents

will adjust.

"We treat them as good as any
other state in the union, if not

better," he said. "I think Oiat's

good. We just 1iave to achieve a

balance in it."

The first pioneers' home opened
in Silka in 191 S. This year the state

expects to spend more than $25
million to run the homes for about

540 residents.

More than double that is spent

on the unique longevity bonus
program, created in 1972 to reward

people who had helped settle the

Alaska territory.

"It started out as a great idea for

those people who came here in

hard times and made many sacri-

fices," Boucher said. Today more
than 19,000 Alaskans claim the

bonuses, at a total cost of $62
million a year.

Proponents say that investment

pays off economically and social-

ly. For many older Alaskans, the

tx)nus helps them meet the state's

high cost of living.

*There's a strong feeling that

senior citizens want to become part

of this society. They don*t want lo

be isolated," Alter said. "Some of

those benefits make it possible for

these people lo stay here economi-
cally. Otherwise they'd be going

south."

"When they leave they take their

savings accounts, their pensions

and dieir retirement money our of
state," said Connie Sipe, executive

director of the state Older Alaskans Commission.
The programs apparently have kept the elderly in Alaska and brought

in a few more. The number of Alaskans over 65 has grown at a rate faster

than the overall population since 1970, according to the state Labor
Department. In 1988 those over 65 accounted for 3.8 percent of Alaska's

population, up from 2.3 percent in 1970. And Alaskans ages 55-64
represent 5.4 percent of the population.

Pioneers' homes are for those over 65 who have been continuous

residents of Alaska for at least 15 years. However, destitute Alaskans get

priority and do not have to meet the age limit. One-sixth of those in the

homes at the end of 1989 were considered destitute.

The greatest demand is for beds in the nursing-care units, where the

wait can nin to (we years. The rates, up to $800 a month hr nursing care,

compare with private nursing homes that charge more than $5,000 a

month.

The homes are a major part of the elderly health-care systcin in Alaska.

Perks for

seniors totBl

thousands
Iha AssojdaMdPrMM

JUNEAU. Alaska —
Annual benefits for an Ala-

'^kan over 65 total in the

thousands of dollars. Here's

a description:

Longevity bonus:
$250a month to all Alaskans

65 and older who have lived

in the state continuously for

at least two years. No
income limit

Pioneers' homes:
Six state>run retirement

homes for those over 65 who
have been continuous resi-

,dents for at least 15 years.

ExcqHion to age require-

ment for the destitute. Rates

from $525 a month for

minimsd services to $800 a

month for nursing care.

Compares to private nurs-

ing-home rates of more than

$5,000 a month.
—^ • Property taxiMTTSr
on the first $150,000 of
assessed value of a home is

exempt for homeowners 65
and older. No income limit

Average benefit is $1,000 a

year. Must have b^ a
resident of the slate since

Jan. 1.

Rent rebate: For
renters over 65, the rebate is

designed to provide the

equivalent of the property-

tax exemption. Based on rent

paid, no income limit Aver-
age 1989 benefit was $623.

Must have been a resident of
the state since Jan. 1.

Sales taxes:
Requirements and benefits

vary by city or borough. In

Juneau, for example, those

over 65 are exempt from the

4 percent sales tax and can
ride city buses free. The city

-estimates the average tax

savings at $400 a year.

Perry rides: v The
Alaska Marine Highway
System offers free passage

for anyone over 65 witlun

the state Oct 1-May 15.

Conflict:
Founder's ethics woes close

*gfanny bashing' think tank
By Philip Brashe

Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C.— Sen. Dave Durenberger had high hopes for a
think tank he founded in 1984, Americans for Generational Equity
(AGE), to sound an alarm about the bleak future tie saw facing his chil-

dren's generation. —^ i

The baby boomer lobby group stirred a national debate on issues like

Social Security and housing while enraging senior citizens advocates

with claims the elderly were getting an unfair share of federal largesse.

But mounting ethics problems that threaten Durenberger's career

claimed his brainchild at a time many people think AGE was just growing
up.

AGE*s board of directors closed the organization's doors and fired its

staff last month after the group ran put of money, facing $40,000 in

unpaid bills.

An ongoing ethics investigation of Durenberger and charges by the

group's former director that the Minnesota Republican used AGE for

political purposes made fund raising virtually impossible, board
members say.

AGE never had more than a few hundred members, and in its heyday
was run by a staff of four. But for good or ill, supporters and detractors

alike say AGE brought public attention to "generational equity."

Lamm, who once said terminally ill people "had a duty to die and get

out of the way," says AGE raised valid allegations that government
policies enriched the elderly to the eventual detriment of children and
working-age Americans.

But AGE'S detractors, whose ranks include the powerful American
Association of Retired Persons and Families USA, accused the group of
fomenting generational warfare.

Durenberger, who declined to be interviewed, formed AGE at a time

when Sen. £>aniel Moynihan, I>-N.Y., was warning that more and more
children were growing up poor while the elderly enjoyed the lowest

poverty rale of any age group.

"We have entered an era in which the date of one's birth has become
the prime determinate of one's prospects for realizing the American
(fream," Durenberger said in a 1987 interview.

Hewitt says AGE was calUng attention to legitimate questions. But the

group's rhetoric soon became an embarrassment to Durenberger, who
was running for re-election in 1988. He fired Hewitt that spring, and has

said Hewitt's antagonistic style had alienated the elderly and made an
enemy of the AARP.
The subsequent change in tone mov^ Boston Globe columnist Bob

Kutmer to write late last year that the generational equity issue had
"come, so to speak, of age."

*They cmainly appeared to be less strident and shrill and immature in

their approach," said Pollack.

But the senator's difficulties were far from over.

The Senate Ethics Committee launched an investigation last year of

Durenberger's financial conduct — including charges he used a book
contract to launder speaking fees — driving away the contributors who
underwrote AGE's $400,000-a-year budget, says Penny.
And in January, the trade magazine Podiatry Today published

Hewitt's allegations that Durenberger muzzled the group's staffand tried

to divert money to a Minnesota AGE chapter to assist his re-election cam-
paign.

Durenberger, who turned the chairmanship over to Penny in

December, denounced Hewitt as a "liar," and other board members say

the allegations that AGE was used for political gain were unfounded.
^ But the damage was done.

, In the meantime, Lamm has asked the board for time to find someone
willing to run the organization with little or no pay so AGE can at least

continue sponsoring conferences. -

"Somebody's got to be the voice ofrealism." said Lamm. *That*s what

AGE was. That's not granny bashing." -. -.

Physicians form aiieigy

iition for sufferers•- •

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — More than 40
million Americans suffer from hay

fever or some form of allergy— 9
milhon of them year-round— and
'Spend more" than $500'million
annually to relieve the symptoms.
To help counsel these sufferers

about available meidications and
their side effects, a coalition of

pharmacists and physicians has

been created. The organization, the

Allergy Council of America, was
founded by Frederick Mayer,

director of the Pharmacists Plan-

iting Service Inc., Sausalito, Calif

"Many people with allergies are

on multiple drugs," says Mayer.

"Most patients are not aware that

these drugs can make you danger-

ously drowsy and often interact

with alcohol to make you even

nKHe impaired."

Antihistimines and deconges-

tants are the most commonly-used
over-the-counter remedies. While
antihistimines are effective in

treating the symptoms, they can

cause impaired reaction time.

^^ „ PecongestantSw^. alsa^effeciivfi,

can cause nervousness, irritability,

insomnia and increased heart rate

and blood pressure.

Allergy medications clearly

warn of side effects and caution

against specific activities, yet

many users assume that because
they can be purchased without a

prescription they are not harmful.

Before taking any allergy medi-
cation:

Read and heed package warn-
ings.

Diphcnhydramenine, a sedative

antihistimine and a key ingredient

in ore allergy treatments, can
also be found in most non-pre-

scription sleeping pills.

C^ET RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CAREm COSMETICS

SARI
Clear Complexion System

"/ can't believe the difference it makes
All rtotural ingredients: q breakthrough in acne treatment
Call for a consultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Instrtut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788,473-2303

Cultural Affairs presents. .

.

NOON CONCERT
SPELL BINDING

TODAY AT 12 PM!!!
WESTWOOD PLAZA

HOSTED WITH FOOD & FESTIVITIES
BY NIKKEI STUDENT UNION

!^ff«f«vf^ififfif^n^

PLUS...COMING NEXT THURSDAY 3/8 MONKEY MEET

PAID FOR BY USAC- YOUR STUDENT GOVT

*^
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Want to teach English Conversation

in TAIWAN?
Save your time & money

(213) 478-7940 Fax (818) 288-7583
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BE THE

STUDENT

SPEAKER

AT

UCLA'S
COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

COMMENCEMENT!
v

SUNDAY, JUNE 17, 1990, 9:30 A.M. IN DRAKE STADIUM

Applicant must be a Letters and Science graduate

with a B.A. or B.S. degree from fall or winter

quarters prior ^to the June 1990 Commencement, or

expect to complete your requirements at the end of

spring or summer, 1990.

Tick up an application form and guideUnes in

Honors and Undergraduate Programs, A316
Murphy Hall beginning February 19, 1990. •

-A

The Vietnamese Refugee Aid Committee presents:

Night
MEET:

VRAC staff, volunteers, alumni, and Tutorial kids.

HEAR: •

An analysis of tne Iridochinese refugee crisis in southeast Asia,

aneqdptps of past VRAC activities, accounts of our ongoing
projects, and our aspirations for the future.

r \:0--:--^: ' ' SEE:
,

' Your friends onstage
as they entertain you with music and song.

TASTE:
Free refreshments!

WHERE:
UCLA Sunset Recreation Center, Buenas Ayres room.

WHEN:
Friday, March 2, 1990, from 8 pm 'til midnight.

FOR FURTHER DATA, please call our office (206-5999),
Mar^ (208-7849), or Harel (390-2485).

This event was paid for by the ASUCLA Board of Directors.

DAMAGE
T -

From page 1

seismic analysts at the California

Institute of Technology in Pasade-

na.

This 5.5 quake was the strongest

one in California since a 7.1 —
magnitude quake hit the San
Francisco Bay area on Oct 17,

1989. causing 67 deaths. 3.000

injuries and $7 billion in damage.
Scientists at the U.S. Geological

Survey said based on past records

of California earthquakes, there is

a 5 percent chance of a larger

quake striking within three days.

No injuries and no structural

damage were reported at UCLA,
but some phone lines jammed and
elevators were temporarily inoper-

ative.

An elevator at the Medical
Center was stuck when the qiiake

hit. but elevator engineers repaired

it and released those inside within

15 minutes, said Flo Amirol, a

Medical Center facilities engineer.

But *'theiie is no known damage
at the medical center at this time,**

said the center's Assistant Director

Helene DesRuisseaux.

"We lost the transfer function on
all the phones in the Medical
Center because everyone on cam-
pus picked up their phones right

after the quake,** said Kathleen
Lyden. Medical Center communi-
cations director. "They overloaded
the hnes.**

The hospital's basement piping

was swinging and banging, but it is

designed to do so in the event of an
earthquake, said Facilities Engi-

neer John Geluade.

"I thought it was an airplane

overhead, but it just kept coming
and then I reaUzed it was a quake,**

said UCLA student and Medical
Cento* employee Minna Lopez.

REACTION

Jack Powazek, operations
director of Facilities Management,
said he checked all the steam
plants and electrical plants on
campus, and as of 3:55 p.m.,

everything seemed to be in work-
ing order.

"We fell it at URL,** but there

was no damage reported, said

Bonnie Dennis, an administrative

assistant at the University
Research Library.

At Powell Library, the quake
was felt especially down in the

stacks, said Denny Estrada, a

library security officer. A more
extensive check on Powell Library

for damage will be done. "Powell

is business as usual. Nobody ran

out of the building.**

Roni Gordon, emergency coor-

dinator of community safety, said

she received about 25 calls from
emergency coordinators around
the campus immediately after the

quake.

University police received six

phone calls from people on cam-
pus wondering what was going on.

Jhe city*s fire department sta-

tion in Westwood received no
reports of damage from UCLA or

from the Westwood area, said

Capt Gil Mahlmeister. "We are all

outside and we have all of our

apparatus outside to keep it safe,**

he said.

Following standard procedures,

firefighters moved all equipment
out of the station when an earth-

quake occurs to ensure that if any
aftershocks occur the department
will be ready to respond, Mahl-
meister said.

Reports from Eugene Ahn, Katky
La, Steve Macauley, Greg Miller

and the Associated Press.

From page 1

She first thought her three co-

workws were playing a joke on
her. "I thought the guys were
stamping their feet (on the planks).

1 was ready to scream out at them
when I heard people inside yelling,

'Earthquake!* ^Earthquake! *

**

She and her co-workers then

rushed down to ground level.

"Being up there was very
frightening. I was going to jump
into the building if (the scaffold)

fell,** she said.

Associated Students UCLA
employees working in a sixth-floor

office in the Kerckhoff Hall tower

said the office swayed more
heavily than other places because

of its height. "One minute you see

the trees outside the window; the

next minute you don*t,** said

GlendiRe Watt, students* store

project manager.

The quake reminded them of the

importance of Kerckhoff s seismic

renovation, they said. The student

association *s officials recently

approved an upgrade plan they say

would make Uie building safer in

about two years.

Others took the scare less

seriously.

Senior Adolfo Granados, who
was studying in Kerckhoff s third

floor, joked, "I was surfing. It was
shaking so much I got my board

out.**

Another student. Matt McSher-
ry, who was studying in URL, said

he felt nothing and read through

the quake.
_

«

Reportsfrom Vaiarie De La Garza

and Kathy Lo

Have you found yourself in

a nationwide gender bender
without insurance?

W'l- \ c j{< H some free-

dom <rf speech and rhc

chance to organize and
meei other concerned

women and men
I CL\'$ feminiM news
niaaazine needs staff

f-.r Its !«>H«>«x>veaf

DM fm luMw that:

•i)ne w(Hnan dies from

an illegal abonion evcr\'

three mimiies.

• Fifty incidents or ganf{

'

rape on college campuses

have liccn reponcd in the

last fivr v«'ars

Together
lis Wamliimf NaN- CMrtact ni«ta 20S«iM

^ ou can loin Togtrthcr

as a business manager,

managing editor siatf

wntcf . anist or photog-

rapher and be a pan of

this c<Mjntrv's popular

referendum hx free-

dom < »f c h<Mce and
treeciiNM Ironi tear.

I lie ifiiii.iiive IS «i»nir(H

mer our own li\es
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Quake safety

The following are earthquake si^ival tips recommended by the

UCLA Department of Community Safety. Additional instructions

are in your UCLA Telephone Directory. Call 206-861 1 for further

information.

During the shaking

If Indoors, take cover under a desk or table, or brace yourself in a

doorway. Stay away from windows.

If outdoors, move to an open area away from overhead hazards

(powerlines, falling brick, glass, or trees).

If in a car, stop carefully in an open area. Stay in the car. Listen to

the car radio for information.

After the earthquake

Check for injuries. Give first aid, if necessary. Report injuries and
damage to Building Emergency Coordinator. Use a flashlight—
not matches or candles — for light

DO NOT use the telephone. Listen to a battery radio for

information.

DO NOT enter elevators or parking structures.

DO NOT evacuate without instructions to do so.

with Building Emergency Coordinators, Police, and Community
Safety personnel.

REMAIN CALM and HELP OTHERS.

First aid tips

BIOOQin&! Aj^ly steady pressure on wound 5-15
minutes. A bleeding arm or leg should be elevated.

dllOCK! Keep the victim lying down. Cover the person to

prevent loss of body heat

fflCWirGS! Spl^t or inunobilize affected area. Give
care for shock. =*—

—

'—

BUrnS" Pain of 1st degree and small 2nd degree bums can be
^sed by excluding air. To do this, you can:
-

—

'- ^.-Submerge bum in cold water (no ic^r—
2. Apply a cold pack.

3. Cover with a wet dressing. Don't use grease or

ointment Cover 3rd degree bums and get help.

Breathing stopped: Oemly tiU head back,
open airway. Pinch nose closed and breathe into victim every 5

seconds (every 3 seconds for infants).

lieilieillDer! First aid is a temporary measure. Get
medical help quickly.

SOURCE: UCLA Department of Community Safety

Califbrnians rediscover

state's numerous faults
The Associated Press <

UPLAND — Bar patrons

watched their beer mugs dance,

boulders tumbled onto highways

and warehouse workers leaped

through windows as a 5.5 magni-

tude shaker rattled nerves in

earthquake-prone Southern Cali-

fomia.

In Upland, the city closest to the

epicenter of Wednesday's quake,

white ceiling tiles littered red

carpet and a display case pane of

smoked glass shattered inside City

Hall.

"Probably the damage here in

City Hall is worse than the damage
in any city building," said acting

Mayor Tom McGilloway.
McGilloway said two city resi-

dents suffered broken legs, either

. by falls or falling objects, and that

a woman went into early labor.

Some 25 people evacuated from an

apartment building were spending

the night in a Red Cross shelter, he

said.

The quake caused a panic

among shoppers at Upland's

Montclair Plaza, said Charlene

Kennedy who was there with her

mother.

The two suffered cuts and
bruises when ceiling tiles and

boxes of shoes came crashing

down around them, said Kennedy,

34. They fled the store after the

quake with a crowd of shoppers.

*'We were making our way out

the door and I tumed and saw $
wall of hysterical people running

towards us," Kennedy wM.
Beer bottles tumbled from

shelves; a stereo and cash register

crashed to the floor and a falling

light cut the hand of bartender

David Armstrong at the Buffalo

Inn, a restaurant in Upland, 40
miles east of downtown Los
Angeles.

"All the employees went for the

cigarettes and beer, then everyone

left right away," joked Armstrong.

Crews cleared dirt and rock

from Soledad Canyon, 40 miles

northwest of Los Angeles, for

commuters.

"Pm ^ucky my pants stayed

dry," said supervisor Stan Soko-

lowski.

CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read. Think. Sleep,
Be.

Sun - Wea 3 pT. - 2 am
Ti^urs - Sc* 3 DT^. - 4 am

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.

(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

24650 Calabasas Rd , Calabasas. CA 91302

R.J. IMORRIS
Sales & Leasinq
"Your Student Dealer'

(818) 888-5555

•i^-
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Junior League of Los Angeles

RUMMAGE
SALE!

'Collectibles! Bargains! Treasures!
Saturday, March 3rd, 9 am to 4 pm

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium

1855 Main Street, Santa Monica

Free Admission!
Bargain Prices for:

Celebrity collectibles, New and

used merchandise and clothing,

Sporting goods, Furniture/office

furniture. Household and kitchen

goods, Linens, china and glass-

ware. Books and records, TV and

stereo equipment, Plants, novelty

items. Designer items/Designer

boutique

Proceeds benefit community projects

of the Junior League of Lqs Angeles

[
Q 1 Savings Coupon $1 off $10 worth

I

of merchandise liSfjJfiiJrj

Junior League of Los Angeles |

000000000000000000—00000'
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GRAD STUDENT SHABBAT
=^

I

Whose lAie
V ? />

is it

Anyway I
7

'^^mm^hI^WB

A very special Shabbat dinner and discussion entitled:

"Modern Medical Technology and the

Traditional Jewish Attitude Towards
Death: When and If to Pull the Plug/*

with. Professor Judith Rose

of the UCLA Medical School

Friday night, March 2nd
6:30 P.M.
at Hillel

900 Hilgard Ave.
Cost: $5.00, includes dinner

Please call Julie at 208-3081 for

reservations and more info.

sponsored by Millcl Students' Association.

• "•W '.^
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Bush phones Gorbachev to discuss Nicaragua, Europe
President praises Soviet leader for 'daring' reform

By Terence Hunt

Associated Press

NEW YORK— President Bush
telephoned Soviet leader Mikhail

S. Gorbachev Wednesday for a

"very constructive" and frank

discussion on the political shakeup
in Nicaragua, where the Kremlin is

credited with helping promote an

honest election.

In what was believed to be only

their third telephone conversation,

the two leaders also discussed

issues of European security,

including German reunification,

and preparations for a superpower

summit this summer, according to

U.S. accounts and the Soviet news
agency Tass.

Bush called the Soviet president

before seuing out on a cross-coun-

try campaign trip, with stops at

New York's Staten Island and San

Francisco, and a weekend meeting

in Palm Springs, Calif., with

Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki

Kaifu.

"From Moscow to Managua,
change is in the air,*' Bush said in

remarks prepared for a speech in

San Francisco at a fundraiser for

Republican Sen. Pete Wilson,

running for governor.

Bush said, "The world has

undergone another upheaval, but

this time there is no war and there

are fewer tyrants in the world than

before.*' He called Gorbachev a

bold leader who was undertaking

daring reforms.

"In the Revolution of *89, an

idea overcame armies and tanks,

and that idea is democracy," Bush
said.

*This has been true in the East
Now it is becoming true through-

out the Western Hemisphere, first

in Panama after Operation Just

Cause (the U.S. invasion to topple

Manuel Antonio Noriega) and
now, at long last, for the brave

people of Nicaragua," Bush said.

"Could we have asked for

more?"
Bush discussed his conversation

with Gorbachev as he flew to New
York to campaign for Republican

Susan Molinari, who is hoping to

succeed her father, former Rep.

Guy Molinari, in Congress.

Bush said he assured Gorbachev
he was committed to moving
ahead on arms control negotiations

under a timetable set up by
Secretary of State James A. Baker
III and Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze.

The administration hopes for

major progress this year on treaties

dealing with strategic nuclear

weapons, conventional arms in

Europe and chemical weapons.

Both sides have raised the possi-

bility that the strategic weapons
treaty can be signed at the two

leaders' summit in June.

After the 40-minule conversa-

tion. Bush said he wanted more
frequent contacts with Gorbachev.

"We agreed these kinds of

conversations are very useful,"

Bush said. "I think we need to do a

liule more of that kind of thing, and
I think he agrees."

The talks came three days after

U.S.-backed opposition leader

Violeia Chamorro defeated leftist

President Daniel Ortega in Nicar-

agua.

To the delight of the United

States, the Kremlin moved quickly

to say it would recognize the new
government

In addition, a senior administra-

tion official credited Moscow with

playing an important behind-the-

scenes role in encouraging Orte-

ga's Sandinista government to

hold an honest election.

The U.S. description of the

Soviet role was a substantial

change from past complaints about
Soviet arms being passed along by
Nicaragua to revolutionaries in El

Salvador.

Bush said he was very pleased

by the Soviet willingness to recog-

nize the election winners. He said

it was largely due to the willing-

ness of regional leaders to ensure a

peaceful transition in Nicaragua.

The president characterized the

mood of his latest conversation

with Gorbachev as "very good,

forthright

"And where we differ; we can
spell out the differences without

rancor and I think that's important

in the Soviet-U.S.. relationship," he

said, refusing to specify the differ-

ences.

"I don *t want to say any more
about the details of the talk but it

was a very constructive conversa-

tion," Bush said.

He added, "It*s important that

there be some confidentiality if

we're going to be able to speak as

frankly as we did today. And so I

The Offices of the General Representatiypi||^ Vice President and President
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TODAY

KERCKHOFF
OPEN HOUSE

Make
Your
Voice
Be

Heard

Come Visit and Speak
with this Year's USAC

Officers and Staff!

11:30 am - 2:00 pm
3rd and 4th floors

Kerckhoff HaU

can't give you the full agenda, but I

can tell you it was a very good
one."

Bush said West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who
visited him at Camp David last

weekend, had stressed that "the

importance to the world of how the

U.S. and Soviet Union interact just

cannot be overemphasized."

At his campaign stop in New
York, Bush said that Susan Moli-

nari can boast that she has "a friend

in the White House."

The president pledged that

Republicans would combat drug

abuse, clean up the environment

and keep the economy strong. He
said they would work together to

keep taxes low on American
workers and businesses.

New Soviet

law allows
land lease
By Deborah G. Seward
Associated Press

MOSCOW— Legislators over-

whelmingly approved a bill Wed-
nesday that allows Soviets to

acquire land and bequeath it to

their children, a major modifica-

tion of decades of state control of

land.'

The law, however, slops short of
legalizing full private ownership
of property by strictly forbidding

the sale of land. Under the new
law, plots only can be leased, and
the lease prices will be set by the

state.

The measure was part of a

comprehensive package designed
to give the force of law to the

economic and social reforms
championed by President Mikhail

S. Gorbachev. The official news
agency Tass called it "a major
legal document of Soviet econom-
ic reform."

The law is to serve as the basis

for further legislation by each
republic to regulate land distribu-

tion.

State ownership of land,

inscribed in the Soviet Constitu-

tion, has been a cornerstone of

communism since the 1917 revo-

lution. But reformers and eco-

nomists repeatedly have called for

allowing private ownership as a

way of spurring growth in the

troubled economy.
In a commentary in Wednes-

day's edition of the newspaper
Komsomolskaya Pravda, eco-
nomist Pavel Voshchanov wel-
comed the reform as a first step to

reversing a situation in which the

Soviet Union, with some of the

richest farmland on Earth, has

become a net importer of food.

The Soviet Constitution says
"the land, its minerals, waters and
forests are the exclusive property
of the state." The Congress of
People's Deputies, the Supreme
Soviet's parent body, will be asked
to change the Constitution when it

meets March 12.

By altering the Constitution and
allowing the roughly 23 million

people employed on the 26,000
collective and 23.000 state farms
to acquire plots, the Kremlin
leadership hopes to raise farm
productivity, which is notoriously

low on those farms.

Rural families already produce
one-fourth of the country's gross
agricultural production, including

nearly 30 percent of the meat, milk
and eggs on individual plots they
are alk>wed to exploit

In a poll published Wednesday
in die newspaper Izvcstia, 40

'*i-
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Kaifu pledges effort on political reform, U.$.-Japan ties
By Larry Thorson
Associated Press

TOKYO — Prime Minister Toshiki
Kaifu said Wednesday that Japan will "do
more" to ease trade friction with the United
States and pledged further efforts to reform
Japanese politics.

Kaifu presented his new Cabinet to

Emperor Akihito after a long wrangle in his

conservative party over his insistence on
keeping scandal-tainted politicians out of
the administration.

As he was doing so, a weekly magazine
said it would publish an article today
charging that Kaifu received larger dona-
tions than he has acknowledged from a
company at the heart of a 1988 influence-

peddling scandal. -^
Kaifu's difficulty in forming a Cabinet

came shortly before he was to leave for

California, where President Bush is

expected to urge Japan to be more conciliat-

ory in sluggish trade talks.

*There is no magic word that will erase
the $49 billion trade surplus," Kaifu told a
nationally televised news conference.

Japan will reform import taxes and
expand domestic demand, he said, but "that

is not enough, so we will do more. If you
look closely at what we're doing in Japan-
U.S. relations, you'll see how hard we are
working."

Kaifu revealed no details of new initia-

Prime minister optimistic despite trade talks slack,

influence-peddling charges, domestic political rifts

lives Japan might offer in his talks Friday
and Saturday with Bush in Palm Springs.

Officials in both countries spoke of the

need to develop their "global partnership"

despite deep problems between the two
biggest economies in the capitalist world.

But a question mark hangs over the

government's political strength to lake

domestic and international initiatives, even
though the scandal-plagued governing party

won a strong majority in the Feb. 18

parliamentary election.

"I think you should see it as a kind of
purification," Kaifu said of the election

victory. "In any case, the party has been
reborn with the people's trust, and our
mission is to carry out poHtical reform."

Formation of the 21-member Cabinet
was announced early today as the prime
minister prevailed in his insistence on a

"clean" govemment — a requirement that

eliminates the top echelon of his Liberal

Democratic Party.

Kaifu did not speak directly about
problems forming the Cabinet, saying he
had wanted the best govemment possible to

deal with pressing foreign, issues as well as

domestic problems such as taxes, welfare
and the aging society.

He indicated, however, that he also would
insist on keeping scandal-tainted politicians

out of sub-Cabinet level offices such as vice

minister posts. -*« .

In its March 8 issue, which goes on sale

Thursday, Shukan Bunshun magazine said

Kaifu received a total of 26.3 million yen
($177,100) in donations from Recruit Co.
between 1983 and 1987. When he took
office in August, Kaifu said he received
only 14.4 million yen ($96,970), all in legal

donations.

In a news conference today, Kaifu denied
he received more. "I have checked thor-

oughly and reported everything," he said.

"It is hard to prove the fact that I did not

receive (additional donations) when I did

not receive them."

Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama, a
holdover from the Cabinet Kaifu formed
last summer after two prime ministers

resigned in quick succession amid money
and sex scandals, indicated he would
accompany Kaifu to the summit with Bush.
Trade will be the key issue in the U.S.

talks, he said, and he also expected to

discuss "global issues, such as the environ-

ment, population and drugs, as well as

technology transfers."

Bush sent his invitation to Kaifu last

weekend after U.S. and Japanese negotia-

tors expressed frustration at lack of progress

in trade talks. U.S. officials said they had
hoped for more political direction from the

Japanese side, since the Japanese elections

were over.

Kaifu, 59, comes from a small faction in

the Liberal Democratic Party but exerted

political muscle against more powerful
faction leaders in keeping out scandal-

tainted figures.

The struggle showed, however, that the

prime minister may have difficulty keeping

support of the contenders for power.
Referring indirectly to the factional

struggles, Kaifu said Japan has to clean up
money politics and move toward more
policy-oriented elections.

*This harks back to the faction question
— little by little, we should get rid of them,"
he said.

The liberal-leaning news'paper Asahi
Shimbun denounced as a "disgrace" th^

attempt by former Finance Minister Michio
Watanabe to nominate Koko Sato to the

Cabinet Sato was convicted on a criminal

charge in a 1970s Lockheed scandal.

Kaifu also rebuffed an attempt by former
Foreign Minister Shintaro Abe to name a

politician tainted by the Recruit scandal, in

which many profited from sales of pre-

listed shares in a Recruit subsidiary in return

for political favors.

LAND
From page 20

percent of those queried said they

were eager to become individual

farmers.

The Supreme Soviet legislature

fu^t voted separately on each
chapter of the 52-article measure,
then approved the entire law 349-7
with 12 abstentions. The full

Congress of People's Deputies

must now approve* it.

Wednesday's four-hour session

was the third time the Supreme
Soviet considered the proposed
so-called Law on Land. During

jearlier debate, about 150 proposals

and criticisms of the bill were
made.

Alexander Nikonov, the presi-

dent of the Soviet Agricultural

Academy who submiaed the bill,

said about 40 percent of the

original draft had been revised to

accommodate the proposed
changes.

The law states that land is the

property of the people living on a
given territory and that every
Soviet citizen has the right to a
piece of land.

According to the law, land can
be distributed by the kolkhoz— a
state collective farm — or by the

kx:al City Council in the case of
city dwellers or others who desire

to hold land. Religious groups also

have the right to acquire land.

However, land is not actually

purchased but leased, and is

subject to taxes. Lease prices will

be set by the state and sale of the

plot will be strictly forbidden, the

law says.

The land can be bequeathed to

the holder's children. But the

children would not be allowed to

divide the plot, and the land can be

revoked if the state determines that

it has not been utilized in a

"rational" way or if the holder

seriously [)ollutes it.
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DON'T GET A SUMMER JOB
GET A SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPI
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ASK THESE CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHAT THEY DID LAST SUMMER
When you do. they will tell you of Long Hours and Hard Work; of the most
Stressful Experience of their lives; of earning $8,000 to $30,000 in one
summer; and of the Greatest Training and Learning Experience of their lives!

Call our Head Office at 1 -(800)426-6441 for an application or to p>ut you in

touch with other California Students who didn't get a summer job, but got a
Summer Management Internship!

student
painters
^ Inc.®
Tire Ultimate Business Experitace

How are

—

you building

youLiuture?
Need something more out of your student life?

Does UCLA seem like a series of never-ending classes?

INVOLVEMENT IS THE ANSWER!
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Involvement Conference

Saturday, April 7

9 am - 2 pm
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

This conference will offer workshops designed to help

you identify your interests and the many benefits of

involvement and talk to over 30 representatives from
a variety of campus organizations.

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment will be on

a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please return this form to Mia

Lathrop at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by Blarch 16. 1990. For more
Information, contact Deb Moriarty at 825-6690. Please print neatly.

NAME: PHONE:(

ADDRESS:

City state Zip

Yes! I would like to attend this conference.

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program and the

Inter Residence Hall Council.

Giet out
of that
slow lane.
Shift
into that
fast lane.

If you think
you can't,
you won^t*
If you think
you can^ iil
^theire^ a
good chance
yon will.

Even making
the effort

will make
you feel

like a new
person.
Ret>utations
are made
by searching
ior things that
can*t be done
and doing them.
iUbtn low:
boring.
Aim high:
soaring.^

United Technologies
Corp.

HANSON
From page 7

"I wasn't exactly excited about

the implementation date (which

was widier quarter) or thb misin-

formation that came out of UC
President David Gardner's office,"

Hanson said.

Hanson claims Gardner said at

one point that the mandatory

insurance implementation date

would be next fall and at another

point, that it had to start this

quarter.

Nonetheless, Hanson has little

regrets about rallying behind the

fall referendum, which graduate

and professional students strongly

approved.

"When the insurance issue came
up, Hanson was the first to go out

to the various student councils and

visit their representatives," Garcia

said.

Currently, Hanson is rallying

behind disgruntled graduate stu-

dents living in UCLA family

housing on Sepulveda Boulevard.

UCLA's business enterprises has

proposed a rent increase for next

fall that has tenants wondering if

they will be able to pay the higher

bill.

Hanson, adhering to a campaign

objective, is against the fee

increase and has proposed the

formation of a graduate academic
review committee to hear graduate

student complaints about business

enterprises.

He handle* complaints regularly

as chair of the graduate govern-

ment's monthly forum, where

representatives of UCLA's vari-

ous graduate division departments

meet to discuss postbaccalaureate

issues.

JEFFERSON
From page 7
she felt the other officers were out

of touch.

Issues such as a better structure

for university grants to graduate

students who have passed their

oral exams, seismic safety in some
ASUCLA facilities and keeping

student fees at a minimum have all

enjoyed backing by the three

graduate officers.

But, she said, '*It's not perfect

There have t)een times when I have

felt that I was insulted (by the other

officers).-

"But I personally feel that I do
my best to let them know what's

going on in external affairs,**

Jefferson said. *The relation is OK
and there is very rarely a split**

Tony Garcia, the graduate gov-

ernment's adviser, said Jefferson

does an excellentjob as delegate to

the university's student lobbying

group— the UC Student Associa-

tion.

"She has been doing very well in

interpreting the movements of

graduate students throughout the

stale," Garcia said. "She has kept

us and the graduate students

informed about statewide issues."

Additionally, Jefferson is vocal

about I few pet issues — mainly

retention of minorities in the

graduate schools and more minor-

ity participation in graduate gov-

ernment
"In graduate school, retention is

something that we haven *t been

able to figure out" she said. "But

now is the time to address that

concern."

Regarding minority graduate

students participating in their

government Jefferson issued a

call to action. "I want to see them
morc often," she said.

The Graduate Student Associa-

tion was started by an African

American man— James Lu Valle,

after whom Lu Valle Commons is

named. "It's important that we
don't let his dream die," Jefferson

said.

^M
J.
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Checkers
toumey to
hit Moscow
The Associated Press

PETAL, Miss. ^- Some Ameri-
can students hope they'll make the

right moves during a trip to the

Soviet Union next month.
Ten students from Petal Middle

School, ages 11 to 13, will partici-

pate in a special checkers tourna-

ment during the International

Peace Conference.

The trip is the idea of Charles
Walker, founder and director of
the International Checkers Hall of
Fame in Petal, a small town near
Haltiesburg.

During their tWorweek trip, the

students also will attend the Pion-

eer Palace school for the gifted in

Moscow.
»

The wife of the director of the

Russian Draughts Association
teaches at the Pioneer Palace

school, which sponsors the annual

Peace Conference.

While at Pioneer Palace, stu-

dents will compose a peace book
of essays, poems and drawings and
put handprints in a cement
memorial, Lucas said.

Teacher Debra Herrin has been
preparing her students during and
after school.

In addition to honing their

checkersTplaying skills, Herrin

said, the* students are learning

Russian phrases such as "hello,

goodbye, where 's the bathroom—
the things you really need."

HUNUEY
from page 7

without a vow from two graduate

students to fight the mandatory
insurance fee in court

But a graduate student referen-

dum in fall supported the insurance

plan. With that impetus, Huntley
said, "I take my direction from the

student body. I support what the

students decided."

Huntley acknowledged that

health insurance had been an issue

for the past three years and that

other graduate officers contributed

to what has become an insurance

program for the entire graduate

student body.

To increase communication
with graduate students, HunUey
has supported revamping a news-
letter for graduate students — the

GSA Voice. Giving much of the

credit to Vice President of Internal

Affairs Jeff Hanson, the Voice is

now distributed monthly instead of

quarterly.

Efforts to gain more graduate

student housing gained a partial

victory in fall when the admi-

nistration promised to plan for a

new graduate residential complex
in the west campus area.

"It has been one of the big

successes of the year," Huntley

said. "But we (current graduate

officers) can't really take all the

credit for it."

Tony Garcia, the graduate gov-

ernment adviser, lauds Huntley's

rapport with UCLA's powerful

administrators. "Konrad has been

very strong in dealing with the

. administration," Garcia said.

With his record so far it seems

HunUey would be a likely candi-

date for a third term as graduate

president but he ruled out that

possibility.

"I've done it for two years and 1

think other people should have a

chance to do it" he said. "It's a

wonderful learning experience.*^

WOULD YOU LIKE la
JOIN THE CIRCLE

OF
ISRAELI DANCING?.

LOOKING FOR A
SC)CIAL ALTERNATIVE
TO SMOKEY, SLEEZY.
DANCE EVENTS?

IF YOU ANSWERED
YES TO ANY OF

THESE QUESTIONS,
THEN YOU'VE GOT TO
ATTEND ANY OR ALL

OF THE

DO YOU HAVE
2 LEFT FEET?

ARE YOU
HUMAN? ARE YOU LOOKING

FOR A FUN WAY TO
GET AN AEROBIC

WORKOUT?

ISRAELI DANCE WORKSHOPS
for

ABSOLUTELY RANK BEGINNERS ONLY!!
2 WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED TO FIT YOUR LIFE!

; BOTH WORKSHOPS WILL TEACH IDENTICAL MATERIAL

• \ ; TODAY, March 1st
-'

' workshop 1 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.

workshop 2 8 p.m. - 9 p.m.

*" ROOM 200 DANCE BUILDING *"

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

INSTRUCTOR: EDY GREENBLATT
HOLD THE DATE!

12 HOUR ISRAELI DANCE MARATHON IS SAT. MARCH 31 - SUN. APRIL 1 8PM - SAM
FOR MORE INFO. CALL: 937-7545 OR 478-5968

SPONSORED BY THE UCLA ISRAELI DANCE ASSOCIATION
FUNDED BY THE CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE MINI-FUND OF THE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES BOARD & UCLA HILLEL

SAA
"N

You

How to be a

SENIOR
STEP 1 : Spend WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7th with 4,000 of your closest

friends!! (and Sundance Beverage) ^ ^ *

Meet at NOON at PERLOFF QUAD (or the SENIOR CLASS PHOTO (with Sundance
Beverage).

Don't miss ttiis opportunity to bond with the entire CLASS OF 1990 (and their Sundance
beverages).

Get your beautiful face in the yearbook ABSOLUTELY FREE. No tricks! No gimmicks!

Be a nameless face in a maddening crush of frenzied spirited Senior Bruins (drinking Sun-

dance Beverages).

w I Ci Jmm Look foward to Spring Quarter Senior Activities, brought to you by the

Senior Class Cabinet, SAA.

GET SOME SENIOR CLASS
SAA Is a student organization

sponsored by

UCLAIumniAltOClATIOK
jMa«aMMW«MMMi
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FUN de Ciecle
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a new poetry

reading from

Westwind
magazine

Today: 8:00 pm
at "

P-- •'V^.

KerckhofF Coffee

Come hear

fellow student

poets:

If you'd like to

read, sign up at

^7:45
Funded_by the CPC
Mini-Fund of PAB

CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING
« •

Basics of the CPA Exam

March I

2M'4M
North Campus

Roam 22 *^ 110,1 »/ %
"*' IklM

L earn skUls and techniques to develop your test-taking

abilities so you'll be able to pass the CPA Exam and meet

certification requirements with flying colors! Find out what's

covered in the four parts of the CPA Exam, where and when to take

the exam, and how to prepare.

Presenter

Robert Smolin,

Mark C Dauberman CPA Review

Placement & Career Planning Center

I,.'

Local bank
throws cash
in garbage
The Associated Press

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. —
To hear some people tell it, there is

money to bum in this trendy

seaside community, but it still isn't

every day that a bank tosses

$42,500 into the trash.

**We*rc sort of embarrassed,"

Great American Bank spokesman
Brian Luscomb said Friday, a day
after the windfall was recovered

from a municipal U'ash truck that

had hauled it away.

**It was an accident and we're

really not commenting much bey-

ond that,** said Luscomb, who
added that a bank employee whose
name wasn't released put the

money in thie wrong container.

When the garbage truck got to

the dump, officials there had been
warned about the missing cash,

and they had the driver take his

load to a city yard instead. The
garbage was dumped there and
municipal employees dug through

the trash until they found the cash.

The city's trash collectors must
try to track down the owners of

expensive items but can keep
lesser ones, said General Services

Director David Niederhaus.

BYLAW
From page 8 ^

cial Supports Commissioner Sam
Kaufman.

"Students can't vote on the

negative check-off fee. They can
only vote on positive check-off

(where students would voluntarily

add to their fees). It*s frustrating

because council members have

been saying that we want to hear

(what students think on both

issues)," Kaufman said.

Council also could not vote on a

resolution supporting CALPIRG's
negative check-off fee, which is

the only one that currently appears

on students' registration fee cards.
'

Holly Carrington, chairwoman
of CALPIRG's UCLA chapter,

said she was disappointed that two
student officers abstained and one
left the room before the vote and
returned after the council took

action.

**I am frustrated and even
disgusted with council members
who cannot have the presence of

mind to make a decision on a

clear-cut issue that had two weeks
of forewarning and affects the

entire student body," Carrington
said.

The proposal to change the

bylaw was presented at the council

meeting on Feb. 15.

Student Welfare Commissioner
Dean Poulakidas said he abstained

from deleting the bylaw in ques-

tion because there was no guaran-

tee that doing so would result in

putting a referendum on whether

the student body prefers the posi-

tive or negative check-off fees.

"Next week, I can (present to

council) both the undoing of the

bylaw and putting the referendum

on the ballot . . . There was no
security of that Tuesday night,"

Poulakidas said.

While Poulakidas said he was
uncomfortable supporting an issue

on which he does not know where
the student population stands,

UCSA representative Lloyd
Monserralt said it is unfortunate

council could not have supported

UCSA's position on this issue,

which almost all of the UC
campuses have endorsed.
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ISRAEU
From page 10

society, Shahar said, is to provide a

social context for Israeli students

to meet each other. "Since we
came here, we really have not had
any place to go to meet people

from our own culture and back-
ground," he said. •

"It gives us a chance to meet, to

do things together, take trips and
have discussions," Silverberg

agreed.

Silverberg said the society can
serve a wider purpose to the

community by contributing posi-
' tively to campus diversity. "There
are lots of minorities here at

UCLA. Every other word on
campus is *diversity', especially in

the Daily Bruin . But differences

tend to come up in a negative

light," he said. "It doesn't feel like

any of these groups are really

working together to use these

differences in a positive way."
Silverberg has met informally

with memb^ of different student

groups hoping to ^tablish some
sort of relationship. He said he
received a generally positive

reception from the Muslim Stu-

dents Association and the Palesti-

nian Students Association, but

conceded "(the situation) is a lot

more complicated than just saying

'let's be friends.' As an individual

I can say 'I'm not involved
(politically)', but deep down,
there's their group and our group."

Silverberg said he hopes the

Israeli emphasis on community
might help foster a greater com-
munity spirit at UCLA.

Shahar agreed such a commun-
ity spirit seems to be lacking in the

U.S., and said it is Israel's tense

political situation which unites the

community. "In America, there are

no major problems or threats from
the outside which would unite

people. In Israel, you go into the

army and your life depends on
other people. The culture is much
warmer and the society is much
more integrated."

But Shahar said he did not want
to make any "large statements"

about the group's intent. He
stressed that the organization is

still building and plans to expand
in the future. **The important thing

is that now it will be t for

future generations of Israeli stu-

dents to have a place to come
together," he said.

More than 200 people attended a
dance sponsored by the society in

late January, and some members
recently returned from an informal

trip to San Francisco and the Napa
Valley Area.

In the coming months the

society will be assisting in prepa-

rations for Israel's Independence
Day celebrations in May. Silver-

berg said they may also contribute

to activities for the forthcoming

Jewish holidays.
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STUDY
From page 3

consideration whether the student

is foreign bom or what specific

group O^e or she) belongs to,** said

Warren Furutani, a Los Angeles

School Board representative for

the ninth district.

There have been numerous
national and regional studies on

the status of various racial minori-

ties and women in higher educa-

tion, but none thus far have

attempted to break down the sub-

cultures within the Asian Ameri-

can community. Brown said.

**In past studies. Pacific Islan-

ders, Cambodians, Koreans,
Vietnamese, and others are

ignored**, said Alan Nishio, Assis-

tant Vice-President of Student

Services at Cal State Long Beach.

''Studies make generalizations

about the Asian communities.**

Asian American students, with

the exception of Pacific Islanders,

are not considered affirmative

action students because of their

high enrollment, retention and
graduation rates in higher educa-

tion.

Yet very few Asian Americans
from all backgrounds have reached
the graduate and professional

levels of education. For example,

Filipinos, a sub-set of Asian
Americans, have a 50 percent

retention rate at the undergraduate

level.

The bulk of Asian American
faculty are in the sciences. There is

little or no representation in the

Humanities and the Social Sci-

ences. The proposed study will

attempt to show these disparities.

The University of California

Student Association, a UC sys-

tem-wide student lobby in Sac-

ramento, will vote this weekend
whether to support the proposed

legislation.

Elaine Yamaguchi, the univer-

sity affairs advocate of UCSA. ir
optimis^tic about the proposed
study and "doesn*t see any reason

why (UCSA) wouldn't support the

proposed legislation/*

Still, some students questioned
how the study will be conducted
and what purposes it will serve. **A
lot of people want to focus on
Asian Americans because we
appear to be succeeding/* said

Nfark Pulido, Editor-in-Chief of
Pacific Ties. UCLA*s Asian
Pacific newsmagazine. "I hope the

study will cause some reform and
change in affirmative action,

because right now (affirmative

action) is serving the best in the

community and not those who
would most benefit from it.

«tT*.1*m glad that this study will be
conducted, but 1*11 wait to see the

results,** Pulido said.

The proposed bill is on a 30-day
waiting period before it will be
brought up before the stale
Assembly for a hearing.
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Washington
votes to kill

- - [T ilfC^^rf^ IRISH PUB ?
pesky weed p^ ^\^^^^^y^ ^

HUGE Selection'^
of PUB GRUB ^

The Associated Press

OLYMPIA. Wash.— Who will

speak for the purple loosestrife?

Nobody in his right mind, one
weed expert said Monday after the

state Senate approved a legislation

to kill the bushy garden flower

with herbicides and ban its sale or

use. The bill now goes to the

House.

*'It*s a nightmare spreading

across Washington,** Rick Johnson
said of the European weed, which
is choking wetlands across the

north^n United States. Johnson is

Thurston County *s noxious-weed
control coordinator

Each stalk of the pesky plant

contains maybe a million seeds,

800,000 of which are viable.

The bill provides $1 million tc

eradicate purple loosestrife. Other

states have banned or placed
restrictions on its sale.

State Rep. Marlin Appelwick
said he had some concerns about
the portion of the bill that would
make it illegal to sell or use purple

loosestrife plants or seeds. Viola-

tors could be fined $100, and that

includes backyard gardeners,

Senate staffers said.

**We*ll probably do more for the

imdefground purple loosestrife

market than anything,** Appelwick
said, imagining basements
crammed with grow lights and
rows of purple plants.

WOMEN
From page 3

women *s liberation mgvement in

America began to reclaim the

holiday, and International
_JWomen*s Day began to be cele-

brated across the nation once
again. Day-long celebrations took

place in several cities, but women
soon realized x)ne day was not

enough to commemorate the

achievements of women.
The day soon stretched to a

week of celebrations and in 1981

Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and
Rep. Barbara Mikulski (D-Mary-
land) co-sponsored the first Joint

Congressional Resolution for

National Women's History week.
Word spread across the nation

and educators seized the oppor-

tunities International Women *s

Day offered to promote equity in

the school curriculum. Women*s
history essay contests were held,

and thousands of schools and
communities sought to celebrate

the forgotten heritage of American
women.

Yet soon a week even seemed
too short to hold all the festivities,

and ^ many school districts

museums and libraries requested

that women's history week be

expanded to a month.

In 1987, March was officially

declared National Women *s His-

tory Month and has received

broad-based support in both the

House and the Senate.

Like many other holidays. Inter-

national Women's Day went from

being '*a sort of people* s holiday

and then it became institutional-

ized and became a government
holiday,** DuBois said. "It's

important to realize that because

, otherwise it seems like it*s bureau-

cratically imposed.**
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American
& Culture

Continuity and Creativity in
African-American Culture

Mervyn O. Alleyne

i98?:90 Langston Hughes Professor
Department of African-American Studies, The University
of Kansas; Professor of Sociolinguistics, The University

of the West Indies (Jamaica Campus)

Thursday, March 1
Noon- 1:00

CAAS Conference Room
158 Haines Hall

The Colloquium is cosponsored with UCLA's James S. Coleman
African Studies Center, Department ofAnthropology, Department of
Linguistics, Department of TESL &. Applied Linguistics, and with
Pomona College.

India Club of UCLA and
Department of Ethnomusicology & Systematic Musicology present

GEETHA AND FRANK BENNEH

Performing KARNATIC MUSIC from

SOUTH INDIA

Thursday March 1, 3-5 PM
Gamelan Room (1659 Schoenberg Hall)

Funding provided by SCA, CAC, and USAC
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Editorial

UCLA's diversity ciaim strilces out
When the camera pans to the sidelines

during any of UCLA's nationally televised

sporting events, what do the millions of

viewers see? Not evidence of our much-her-

alded commitment to diversity, but instead a

sea of players of different races coached
almost exclusively by whites.

UCLA's sports programs have put the

university in the national spotlight, and are

extremely important to our fundraising, but

are even more important to our image. That

image should reflect the diversity of the
* school, but sadly it does not.

The university recruits a high number of

African-American athletes: Out of 540
UCLA athletic scholarship students, 105 are

African-American. Yet, in the history of

UCLA, there have been only four African-

American coaches, land just one currently.

One reason for this disparity is that

African-Americans don't have the same
social "old-boy" networks as white players

-ixnki dJuL/ lie ft, orKx iaCK. ally Illdliit ICui

precedent for minority players becoming
coaches. Most coaches are fofmer players

who have risen up through the ranks, and
African-Americans aren't given the same
opportunity as other players to rise into the

leadership positions. \ ^ .

The treatment of African American
players verges on exploitation. The univer-

sity recruits African-Americans for athletic

programs, makes huge profits from the

winning teams of which they are a part, and

then sends them away. UCLA doesn't make
it a point to hire former African-American

players back as coaches.

The university's commitment to diversity

should extend beyond academia to include

athletics. Presently, there is no concrete

policy regarding the hiring of minority

coaches. There are set minimums for the

number of minority faculty to be hired, but

the athletic programs fall under NCAA
jurisdiction, so there is no university policy

regarding this matter.

The hiring of minority coaches should be

part of the university's regular hiring policy.

UCLA should actively recruit minority

coaches and give them a chance to come up
through the ranks. Just as there are

mms for the number of minority

faculty, there should be minimums for

minority coaches.

UCLA's commitment to diversity should

not stop in the classroom, but should extend

to include all aspects of the university,

including the playing field.

Reallu, folks l,Uoul() we be oot here in this malathion- spraued
Tield if uje thougkt it posed anu threat to homohS? Hwk'? Uoold we?

Commentary

The shame of the U.S/s
Central American |x>licy

It
was a dismal awakening,

Monday morning. I heard the

familiar Morning Edition

music on the radio, followed by the

announcement of the upset victory

of Violeta Chamorro over Daniel

Ortega in the Nicaraguan elec-

tions.

I sprang out of bed to put on
CNN: There was Daniel Ortega's

face, drawn and shocked. Whatev-
er he expected, it wasn't this

ignominious rout. I wasn't sur-

prised by the results of the Nicara-

guan election. I had half-heartedly

predicted it, hoping that my read-

ing of the signs was wrong.

The Sandinistas didn't lose the

election, they lost the war. The war
has been fought for the last 10

years against Nicaragua by the

United States, and now the United
States has won. Forgotten in the

anti-Sandinista election rhetoric

were the reasons for the revolu-

tion: the^utality of theU.S.-spon-
sored Somoza regime, the terrible

inequities in the distribution of

land, the common people living

without health care, without
adequate food, without education;

the grand scale theft, for the

Somozas even stole the money
intended for humanitarian relief

a'tcr the 1974 earthquake.

For all their faults, the Sandi-

nistas tried to improve the lives of

their people with Hteracy prog-

rams, redistribution of land, and
efforts to see that what little there

was to eat was distributed equitab-

ly.

But how do you fight a rapist

that is holding a gun to your head?
For that is what the United States

has been to Nicaragua. In the 10

years since the Sandinista revolu-

tion, our government has embar-
goed imports, mined the
Nicaraguan harbors, and financed

a guerilla war, steadily, inexorably

destroying the Nicaraguan eco-

nomy.

That task accomplished, the

administration self-righteously

described what happened as the

destruction of the economy by the

Sandinistas. Now that the U.S. has
spent millions of dollars to force

the Sandinistas out of power, it is

leuing it be known that there really

isn't any money for Nicaragua: It

has, after all, an agrarian economy.
Now that the "Communists" have
been vanquished, we cannot spare

much to help them — we must
attend to the needs of our own
people. Having had our way with

Nicaragua, we will go merrily on
our way, confident in our subjuga-

tion of yet another Central Ameri-
can country.

In addition to the economy, the

Sandinistas were accused of cen-

soring the press. That problem
might have been alleviated if the

U.S. had lifted its embargo five

years ago and if the Sandinistas

had ever felt that the state of siege

might come to an end. There is a

Rosemarie
Pegueros
longstanding precedent for
imposing censorship in democratic
countries during a time of war.
Now Baker and Bush are ecstatic

over a victory that destroyed the

Nicaraguan economy, killed the

flower of N icaraguan you th and
destroyed the only chance that

Nicaragua had for peace and
justice.

In these closely watched elec-

tions, what real choice did Nicar-
agua have? To choose the
Sandinistas would mean to lose

more sons and daughters to a
guerilla war. more shortages of
food and essential items, more
misery. To vote for Violeta Cha-
morro would mean that the rapist

might put down his gun: no more
war. no more embargoes, no more_
shortages for the upper classes in

any case. No guarantees, mind
you. but after 10 years of war. any
promise sounds good. — '^

Arc we so macho and fearful of
the power of a small country

whose ideology conflicts with ours

that we cannot conceive of living

in harmony with it?

Lest we delude ourselves into-

thinking that the defeat of the

Sandinistas had anything to do
with the political changes in

Eastern Europe, that the toppling

of statues of Lenin and Stalin in the

former Communist satellites had
anything to do with the defacing of
the Onega posters in Managua,
keep this firmly in mind. This
election was not about "democra-
cy." it was about survival. Even if

Europe had not changed one iota,

Chamorro would have won
because the Nicaraguan people

were beaten into submission.

As you watch the television

images of Baker and Bush hooting
over the results of the election, and
red and black Sandinista flags

being burned in the streets of
Managua, remember that this is not

a victory of ideology, it is merely
the footfall of an elephant on a

mouse. As a native-bom citizen of
the United States. I am deeply
ashamed.

Pegueros is a graduate student of
Latin American history.
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shouldn't kowtow to the wishes of CALPIRG
By Mark Jesse

I have watched and winced
for most of this school year as

our illustrious USAC represen-

tatives have consistently kow-

^ towed to the wishes of CAL-
PIRG at the expense of the

students of UCLA. Last year,

as a member of USAC, I,

along with my fellow mem-
bers» demanded accountability

from CALPIRG for roughly

$60,000 of supplemental stu-

dent government fees that wer^
going to them. CALPIRG
refused to submit the required

documentation required of them
by their contract with the

Undergraduate Student Associ-

aUon through ASUCLA. "

In following our obligation

to protect the interests of the

student body that elected us,

we voted to have the CAL-
PIRG contract terminated due
to CALPIRG *s consistent

breach of it. CALPIRG ini-

tiated legal action, but in

legally binding arbitration,

CALPIRG was found in breach

of its contract and not entitled

to the roughly $60,000 with-

held from it. CALPIRG was
taken off the registration pack-

et, and as part of the pre-arbi-

tration agreement, consented to

_j)ut theic negative check-off fee
on the ballot this s|xing for a

vote.

Well, this year's USAC
came into office, and CAL-
PIRG*s fortunes have changed.

The majority of this year's *

council is seemingly in CAL-
PIRG *s hip pocket Accounta-

bility and student interests have
gone out the window in favor

of ideological cronyism. First,

USAC tried to give CAIPIRG
the roughly $60,000 to which
CALPIRG was found legally

unentitled. Then they petitioned

the Chancellor successfully to

put the negative check-off fee

back on the registration packs
so that CALPIRG could

receive more money, even
though the contract had been

legally terminated last spring.

CALPIRG still was not meet-

ing the contract accountability

requirements of the previously

terminated contract when
USAC was voting to let them
take more money from the

students.

Now what does USAC want
to do? Some of USAC*s offic-

ers, in their oh-so-sincere

attempt to protect and serve

the interests of the student

body, want to eliminate a

bylaw of USAC*s that prevents

them from supporting a nega-

tive check-off. My fellow

council members and I passed

this bylaw last year to help

insure that the students of

UCLA would not be cheated

with the consent of their own
student representatives. They
slyly claim that they have to

jovertum JLialet the students

vote on CALPIRG. They are

simply claiming this so that

they can support the negative

check-off at the expense of the

student body.

There will be a student vote

on CALPIRG in the spring no
matter what. As I already

noted, this was already a fact

stemming from last years arbi-

tration. The real reason behind
this political game is that

USAC approves referendum
language when they vote to

place it on the ballot. In

eliminating the bylaw, they can
then endorse language that

manipulates the student body
by giving them a choice

between CALPIRG with a

negative check-off, or no Cal-

PIRG at all, thus denying them
the choice in between the two.

CALPIRG and its poliUcal

allies have always played this

game. When CALPIRG had its

first referendum, that year's

USAC purposely denied the

students the option of a posi-

tive check-off. So when CAL-
PIRG and its cohorts like

Financial Supports Commission-
er Sam Kaufman claim that

the student body wanted CAL-
PIRG with its negative check-
off because over two-thirds of
them voted for this in the

original referendum, and then

the one again in 1986, they

are shading the truth. Yes,

more than two-thirds of UCLA
students voted for CalPIRG,
but they were never given a

choice on the negative check-

off. They had to swallow it to

bring an organization on cam-
pus that they wanted.

UCLA students should not

be forced to accept the nega-

tive check-off. However, CAL-
PIRG and their allies refuse to

accept this. They fall back on
the mind-numbing argument
that the negative check-off is

CALPIRG's negative checkoff fee cheats the stu-

dent body, and those in USAC supporting it are

accomplices in this crime*

what the^ students wanted, and
that a positive check-off would
not bring in all the money
from the students that sup-

ported them. CALPIRG claims

they could not operate on a

positive check-off fee basis

because of this.

Some students, especially

freshmen, do not realize they

have the option to take CAL-
PIRG's $2 off their reg fees,

be it for sheer lack of noticing

the fee's existence, or for fear

of chancing their student status

with an underpaid fee. Other

students just completely forget

it's there and pay the extra $2.

Whichever way it happens,

CALPIRG has a major finan-

cial interest in cheating unwit-

ting students of their money,
and CALPIRG and its political

allies know this. CALPIRG, of

course, claims all these stu-

dents willingly donated this

money. If this were the case,

then CALPIRG should have no
problem with changing to a

positive check-off. But, they

don't support a positive check-

off^ and it doesn't take mucl
effort to figure out why. CAL-
PIRG's negative check-off fee

cheats the student body, and
those in USAC supporting it

are accomplices in this crime.

The Regents of the OC are

not discussing banning negative

check-offs state wide, and of

course our little activists in

USAC are up in arins about it.

They are screaming that it is

threatening student empower-
ment They are right, but it's

their own fault If they are

going to ignore their responsi-

bilities as elected officials by
not only watching, but sup-

porting students being cheated

of $2 per quarter, who is

going to protect the students

interests? If USAC can't do
their own jobs of looking out

for the students interests, than

thank God the Regents will at

least consider doing it for

them.

If CALPIRG cannot function

on this campus without a
negative check-off fee, then it

has lied to and cheated

UCLA's students. CALPIRG
claims it has student support,

so let its leaders prove it with

a positive check-off. It's time
CALPIRG existed on its real

support level, and it's time the

students of UCLA had a real

choice in how to fund them.
^ It's time this gear's USAC did
Its job by livmg up 'to its ^^

responsibilities. The majority

must stay out of CALPIRG 's

pocket and give the students of^
UCLA the choice they deserve.

Jesse is a senior majoring in

political science.
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FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

The Daily Pmjii

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 3/15/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Up Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $7^0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

$11.7a SPECIAL 1

I

I

I

Order any 2 12 inch original

pizzas with 1 topping for only
L$11.70

- Additional items extra. Tax included.
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Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where^ applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers
carry less than $20.00 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

$1.00 OFF
Any pizza from

-

DOMINO'S Pizza.

J

'.V

exp. 3/18/90

Valid at* participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary Customer
pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers
carry less than $20.00 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

IT^S TIME FOR DOMINOES PIZZA.
Call Us! 824-5000

Delivery areas limited to eruure safit driving. 0^^^^ Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Letters

School
Editor:

Vm a student teacher. Every
morning, from 7:45 to noon, I

work in a kindergarten class-

room at Corinne A. Seeds
University Elementary School.

This week, in the kindergarten

class where I teach, we are

going to be talking about

caring. I decided to teach some
lessons about caring after

reading the California State

Environmental Education Guide.

It says, "People who care

deeply for others and for the

world around them are moti-

vated to act in ways that

benefit people and the environ-

ment**

My goal in teaching these

lessons is to encourage the

children not only lo care, but

to take responsibility for the

people^ places and things that

they care about So, this week,
1 will ask the kindergartners at

UES what they care about, and
I will ask them what they do
to show their care. I will sit

with them on the rug, and I

will ask, "How should we treat

those things (or people or

places) which ar«i precious to

us?**

I don't know yet what they

will say.

But, this week, if the chil-

dren asked me those questions,

1 would say, "I care about

people and how they grow up
and how they learn, and I

show my care by going to

school and working very hard

to become a teacher."

What does my University

care about? It seems clear that

it*s not education.

One of the main reasons I

chose to attend UCLA was
because of Corinne A. Speds
University Elementary School. I

saw in the lab school, a

university which showed its

care for the education both of
children, and of future teach-

ers. Now, after 107 years,

there is a very real possibility

that the University will move
UES from the UCLA campus
location, on Sunset Blvd. and
Westwood Blvd., to a site in

Sania Monica. UCLA wants to

use the land to expand the

Anderson Graduate School of

Management. There has been a

lot of discussion about how
UES would be affected by the

move. No one can say for

sure, but the fact remains that

in uprooting the lab school in

order to make room for new
business school facilities,

UCLA is showing that its

priorities lay in what brings in

the most money.

Marci Hennes
Graduate Student

Education

High risk

Editor:

When summarizing the mes-
sage of Lorcna Gardea's pre-

scnlation during AIDS
Awareness Week, Tawn Nhan
("Women Icar tips on avoiding

aids,*' Bruin, Feb. 16) perpe-

tuated two myths about

homosexuality and AIDS. The
statement, "Homosexual males
have the highest risk of getting

AIDS, because they practice

anal sex ... ** implies, first,

that

anal sex is something all

homosexual men do. It is not.

Even more disturbing is the

message that only homosexual
anal sex is potentially harmful.

A person is not at risk

solely because he is homosexu-
al and practices anal sex. Any
person who practices anal sex

is at risk. As any review of

heterosexual erotica and porno-

graphy will show, anal sex is

certainly not an activity exclu-

sive to homosexual males, nor

are they the only ones at risk

of acquiring AIDS by doing it

There is no high-risk group,

just high-risk behavior.

Craig Johnson
Junior

English

Sterotype
Editor:

Blacks are not more likely

to get the AIDS virus as your
article suggests ("Blacks more
likely to get AIDS, statistics

show,** Bruin, Feb. 20). The
Daily Bruin made a generali-

zation on the entire Black race

based on the misfortunes of
those poor Blacks living in

urban areas where drug use is

rampant The actual focus of
the article is on poor urban

drug users and the heading

should have reflected this

target group rather than Black
people in general.

Individuals who share nee-

dles and engage in high risk

sexual behavior have a high

probability of contracting the

AIDS virus irrespective of their

racial origin. I hope that the

Bruin in the future will exer-

cise responsible journalism

rather than succumbing to sen-

sational headlines which are

misleading, inaccurate, and
destined to promote myths
about an entire race, i

Nwanneka Eke
Senior

Engineering

Recycling
Editor:

UCLA generates over 30
tons of gargbage daily, much
of which is high-quality office

and computer paper, newspap-
er, compostable landscape clip-

pings, bottles, and cans. All of
this garbage can be recycled.

Considering the huge success

of the ASUCLA recycling

program, isn*t it time the

university implement a cam-
pus-wide program of its own
that would serve university-

operated buildings, including

the residence halls? Currently

ASUCLA is burdened with

providing the only recycling

services on campus, and sadly

enough, the tremendous
response is costing ASUCLA
cxU"a money.

Installation of source-separa-

tion recycling facilities within

residence halls would provide

environmentally-conscious dotm
residents with a convenient

means to recycle their paper,

glass, and aluminum. I urge
residents to voice your support
for such a program by commu-
nicating to your Resident

Assistant your willingness to

participate.

H is the responsibility of this

university to use its position of
influence to protect our envi-

ronment by encouraging recy-

cling. Let*s follow the great

example set by ASUCLA and
create a university-wide recy-

cling program.

Andrew J. Sefkow
Junior

Computer Science
and Engineering
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Sexism
Editor:

In her otherwise noble
attempt to promote equality for

all people ("Women: We are

not only the rocks, but the

avalanche,** Bruin, Feb. 14),

Sondra Hale lends credence to

the popular fiction that the

blame for sexism and racism,

as well as homophobia, the

greenhouse effect and most
other social ills, can be laid on
a handful of Caucasian male
plutocrats.

It would be convenient if

good and evil were so easily

definable; it would hasten the

end of 5uch injustice. Unfortu-
nately, the roots of this prob-

lem are far more complex.
It is sad but true that there

is much prejudice outside of

Caucasian culture. While .

America abolished slavery 127
years ago, Arab militias con-
tinue, to this day, to kidnap
and sell African women into

slavery in Sudan and Maureta-
nia, while blatant racism is a

political liability here, Japanese
government officials have
openly dogmatized shameful
stereotypes of African-Ameri-

cans, without political repercus-

sions.

Most curious is Hales *s

attempt to link women*s rights

with the Arab world.' Perhaps
we should be impressed that

the male leadership of the

PLO has consigned its women
to the front lines of its guerilla

theater, when many of the

PLO*s patrons like Saudi
Arabia prohibit women from
driving cars and subject them
to myriad forms of Jim Crow
laws.

Israel is the only Middle
Eastern nation to have had a

woman run its government.
Forty-eight percent of Israel*

s

university students and fifty-

two percent of its civil ser-

vants are women. Basic goals

for which the American
women *s movement is still

struggling-equality of opportun-

ity. Maternity leave, child care

benefits, equal pay for equal

work have all been enshrined

in Israeli law for over thirty

years.

Women have full opportuni-

ties in all walks of Israeli life,

including the armed forces, and
are ten percent closer to wage
parity with men than An^eri-

cans, indeed, while there^are

two women in the U.S. Senate,

there arc seven in Israel's

Knesset. (Of course, such sta-

tistics have no meaning for

countries which have zero

democratically-elected legisla-

tors, male or female.)

The Arab League rejects

Zionism precisely because of

the liberal attitudes in Israel.

Some may feel that preju-

dice and foreign policy are

unrelated, separate topics, but

they are closely intertwined.

An article in The Wall Street

Journal documented how preju-

dice overseas (in places where
Hale would not be free to

express her justifiable outrage)

by foreign businesses against

American women and racial

minorities harms the career

opportunities of Americans,

liie Journal found the most
obvious example of such preju-

dice to be Saudi sexism. The
lesson seems clear: we who
want equality of opportunity

must choose allies carefully,

else the hand we bite may be

our own.

Mitchell Keiter
lini A 1 aw f^rhoQl

Famjiy feud
Editor:

I was shocked and horrified

to JTind yet another incident of
cultural stereotyping here on
campus

s The members of Sigma Pi

fraternity have given myself
and several other members of
our campus community unwar-
ranted labels. As a proud
bearer of the name McCoy I

have yet to find myself hold-

ing a shotgun, much less firing

a load of buckshot into some-
one*s back! I bear no animos-
ity towards anyone named
Hatfield, nor do I chew of a

stalk of wheat, wear overalls,

or enjoy the song "dueling

banjos**.

Perhaps next time, the mem-
bers of Sigma Pi will think

twice before they carelessly

defame the good name of their

fellow students.

Tom McCoy
Junior
History

Language
requirement
Editor:

When I read the recent

article ("Foreign language
departments cut back,** Bruin,

Feb. 12) on the difficulties

caused by the introduction of a
language requirement at UCLA,
I tried to be as understanding

as possible. After all. Chancel-
lor Young must have had a
reason for believing it was
acceptable for him to have
discussed the issue without

"considering the financial con-
sequences** (I believe those

were his words). How could I

reasonable expect a man in his

position to waste his time with
such petty details as how the

language departments were
going to accommodate a large

influx of students, who was
going to pay for the Teaching
assistants to teach them, where
were they to be taught, etc.? I

felt that, somehow, somewhere,
I was missing the point. He
couldn*t have meant they

didn*t realize there would be
financial consequences, could
he?

However, the story in the

Bruin on language department
cutbacks taught me that my
doubts concerning the Chancel-
lor*s office were misplaced.

Robert Martin, assistant dean
of humanities, informs us that

**...this (situation) has taken

everyone by surprise.** Now I

get it! All the administration

did was decide on a language
requirement for incoming stu-

dents, how could they know
that this would mean more
students would be studying

languages, and that this would
cost money? It*s so simple

those cunning students took

them by surprise by enrolling

for classes!

May I slightly amend Patrick

Dowdey*s comment: *The
whole situation has made me
question the university*s com-
mitment to teaching Chinese**

by simply removing the last

word from the sentence?

Colin R. Hall

Graduate Student
Germanic Languages

$15

Located
in

Westwood Village ^

I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 4/19/90
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In the name ofthose who died. .

.

In the name ofthose whofled...

In the name ofthose whofight...
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\^^ An afternoon ^'w^T

ofsongs and theater

commemorating ten years ofciril war
in El Salvador
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Music

Local girls and boys Mary's Danish will perform the Strand
this evening.

-^

LA.'s Mary Danish is

a rare gem to befiold
By Matt Ball

Contributor
'

'

^'

Mary's Danish/ appearing at the Strand Club this evening, is an

unexpected rare gem — the soit you might find idly wading through a

fxx)! of slime, symbolic of most of the contemporary LA club scene.

Their first album, There Goes the Wondertruck, is hale more than a

collection of demos put together over a few years, but it has sold over

50,000 copies, making it one ofChamelebh Records* best selling albums;

Although the sound of the album is a bit shaky, with drum tracks

sounding muffled and effects a bit too prominent, it does a good job

approximating tlie raw, exciting energy of this band's not-to-be missed
Uve performances.

Now, Mary's I>anish is in a somewhat peculiar position, poised on the

pinnacle of a precarious point in the career of a band. The group can now
shoot into mega-sales or sink into obscurity. ^

^
With kudos coming from every comer, such as Rolling Stone, and gigs

like playing the after party of the Grammies, the latter probability is

something any Las Vegas gambler would hesitate to put money on.

Their success would lead one to Ihlnlr that MaryVDanish would
follow a pattern similar to othei* baf^ds and bail out to a bigger, slicker

label that could promote them more effectively.

But their tendency not to follow other bands is exactly what makes
Mary's Danish such a treasure. .

Julie Ritter is a facet of the rare gem, and half of the vocal power of the

band. " ,^.^.

"We're not leaving Chameleon, we're probably bound to them for

life," Ritler said. "We get attention from them; we can call up the presi-

Tentative titles for songs off the new album?

"WeVe thinking of *Shrimp Cries Groupie/ like

Hendrix's *Wind Cries Mary/ We are aiming for

something similar to Mary's Danish^ In fact, the

album may wind up being an inside joke," Ritter

said.

dent and just ask for things."

Ritter also said that the original contract with Chameled^called for

two albums, and there is an option for several more.

Sometimes success can shake up a band as well, with tension^ and new
situations causing the membership to rotate. But Mary's Danisl\appears

solid.

"Michael Barbera plays live with us a lot, and tours with us, but he's

not a full-fledged member," Riuer said. "He plays with other bands, and
in his situation, all he has to do is come out and play, which he loves."

Many bands fear the Second Coming; that is, the coming of their sec-

ond album. A second album can make or break some bands; musical his-

' tory is full of bands that made a bad second album and vanished in the

mists of time or sunk into silliness.

Right now, Mary's Danish is in the studio recording demos for their

second album. They have 13 done, and will be doing ten more. With the

experience gained from Wondertruck, they arc more comfortable with
the studio.

"It sounds 80 percent better. The guitars are stronger, and the material

is much more diverse, although therc's the same sort of variety," Ritter

said.

Tentative titles? She seemed reluctant, but she mentioned one.

"We'rc thinking of 'Shrimp Cries Groupie,' like Hendrix's *Wind
Cries Mary.' We are aiming for something similar to Mary's Danish. In

fact, the album may wind up being an inside joke," Ritter said.

Many of the songs on Wondertruck fil this description. How many of

you arc curious as to just what a "Distorted Vaginal Bib" is?

"I don*t know. (Chris) Wagner (bassist) insists that it exists. A lot of

the stuff like that just happens," Ritter said.

Some examples she gave werc the Earl Schieb part in "Blue

Stockings" and the title of "Can I Have A Smoke, Dude?
This opens up another whole new can of worms.

t**

See DANISM, page 42
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Bombs and blPavaclo;*October* flaunts tension, poignany & lots of *real men*
By June Adelle Pinheiro

A&E Editor

RLM: The Hunt For Red Octot)er Written by Larry Ferguson & Donald Stewart.

Based on the novel by Tom Clancy. Directed by John McTiernan. Produced by
Mace Neufeld. A Paramount release starring Sean Connery Alec Baldwin & James
Earl Jones.

Those wondering what will constitute *real men' in the 90s can find the

definitive answer in The Hunt for Red October, Paramount*s latest big

budget slick flick.

Real men will be loving and nurturing fathers to their children and be

able to play chicken with nuclear weapons.

As extreme as it sounds. Red October makes it seem reasonable. The
hero of the film is Jack Ryan, a CIA analyst played by Alec Baldwin, who
leaves for work one rainy morning after promising to buy his young

daughter a teddy bear.

His 'work' is tracking down a missing Soviet submarine that turns out

to be the latest and most lethal piece of first strike stealth technology. The
sub, a.k.a. *Red October,* "can park hundreds of warheads off New York
or Washington and no one would even know."

The Russians iare desperately u^acking the missing sub so that they can

keep it from American hands. The Americans are eager to get their hands

on the sub so they can catch up on the technology. On the surface, the two

,

superpowers have to cooperate in the search since neither side can allow

L*ie other to put that many warships into action without responding.

Jack Ryan (a nice *manly* name) has three days to make contact with

the sub and prove that the sub*s commander (a hero of his though they're

on different sides since real men respect their adversaries) is trying to

defect to the States rather than attack it His *work' takes him to an aiP

craft carrier in the North Atlantic where he is dropped out of a helicopter

to be picked up by an American sub. Then he gets aboard the Russian sub,

and has toTight off attacks from both American and Russian ships and a

saboteur bent on stopping the sub*s transfer to American hands.

The story is part War Games, part Firefox (the Clint Eastwood vehicle

about a American agent who steals a plane from the Russians) and a seri-

ous version of the classic Dr. Strangelove.

Basically it*s nail-bitingly tense, darkly humorous (when the

diplomats get together and tell bold-faced lies) and structurally flawless.

The special effects look expensive (savQ a final scene done with rear

screen projection that looks ludicrously fake) and the overall ambiance of
the film takes a *you are there* approach to its story of 'world on the brink

of the apocalypse* that couldn*t be more effective.

The most outstanding feature of this movie, however, is testosterone.

All of the characters are male and all of the plot twists and levels revolve

around which character has the biggest, brassiest co/on^^.

Baldwin and Connery (playing the sub commander Marko Ramius)
give outstanding performances as men who play life-death-and-end-of-

the-world hunches with skill, style and a minimum of sweat. Although

they do love life deeply— Ramius mourns for a recently deceased wife

and Ryan has a heartwarming early scene with his young daughter —
they will only live it according to their own terms. For Ramius, that

means risking his life to maintain the balance of power since he doesn*t

trust either side with the responsibility that accompanies first strike

Sean Connery and Alec Baldwin play chicken with nuclear weapons in 'The Hunt For Red October.

'

capability. For Ryan, that means risking his life to help Ramius* just

cause.

Supporting work by Sam Ncill and Scott Glenn is remarkably poignant

and human in a hardware-heavy film. The other laudable aspect is the

inclusion of two major and heroic black characters l)eautifully portrayed

by James Earl Jones and Courtney B. Vance. It*s past time black actors

were used in roles that weren't specifically racial. What a concept —
black actors can portray powerful, heroic, employed people too!

Because it's Hollywood, everything naturally turns out sort of okay in

the end, but it will be interesting to see how a generation raised on nuclear

brinkn[ianship and 'the danger-adventure ethic* will handle their nuclear

responsibility.

On film, the cowboy named Jack Ryan rode out the danger, faced down
the enemy then returned home with new inner peace, confidence— and

the teddy bear he'd promised to buy for his daughter. Hopefully, things

will go as well for the cowboys and their children in real life.

Speaker . *.: V •' zi '^TT"-

Houston's issue:
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Making personal experiences strike universal chords
By Lisa Myers
Contributor

It's rough being a multiracial Asian writer, but poet/playwright/

screenwriter Velina Hasu Houston is making the most of it

In a speech entitled Multiracial Asian Identity in the Arts at the West
Los Angeles Buddhist Temple Tuesday night, Houston talked about the

personal difficulties and advantages of her own multiracial heritage and
how it shapes her life and her work.

Houston's mother is a native Japanese and her father was half

African-American and half Blackfoot Pikuni Indian. Her parents met in

post war Japan where her father was stationed with the Army.
Houston, who holds a Master of Fine Arts degree from UCLA, has

earned numerous awards for her plays. Her play *Tea*' was chosen one of
the 10 best plays of 1988 by Los Angeles Times theater critic Sylvie

Drake.

As a graduate student, she won the national first prize for the Lorraine

Hansberry Award and the David Library of the American Revolution
Play writing Award.

Houston's multiracial heritage has proved to be a virtually

inexhaustible source of material for her plays although she has

encountered her fair share of resistance from the mainstream. When she
first tried to write about her version of the Amerasian experience in gra-

duate school, her professors advised her to stick to "wider issues — like

roommate conflicts,** as did most of her peers. Instead, Houston wrote
about herr Japanese grandfather*s rejection of her parents* marriage. The
resulting play, "Asa Ga Kimashita**, eventually became her master*s

thesis and won the previously mentioned awards in the American College
Theater Festival. All of her professors except Theodore Apstcin, said

Houston, "couldn*t sec past a Eurocentric, phallocentric view" of worthy
subjects for plays.

Houston said her work *'makes her function as an artistic ambassador.**

Speaking in a quietly strong voice, she read some of her poetry, which
addressed her experiences as an Amerasian child and adult. "Green Tea
Girl in Orange Pekoe Country,** the first poem, contrasted her Amerasian
experience to the perceptions of monoracial Aniericans.

Houston believes that art should "enlighten** people and make them

see things differently. For this reason, it is important to her that she

records the Asian and Amerasian experience of people who have "been

too busy surviving** to write.

Houston's works also explore the "color-on-color racism** encoun-

tered by Amerasians as well as thru experienced by their parents. Her
plays have told the story of the adjustment of World War II "war brides**

CTca"), the hostile reaction of an African-American soldier's family to

his marriage to a Japanese war bride ("American Dreams") and parent-

child suicide (the in-progress "Kokoro Kara").

She also spoke about the feature film screenplay she is now working

on, based on a novel by Sawako Anyoshi. "Hishoku" deals with a native

Japanese woman artd her African-American husband*s struggle to deal

with his changed personality upon their return to America after World
War II. In Japan, "he gives her her dignity back** but in America "she

leaches him how to live with dignity in his own country" said Houston, in

spite of the "race war" i)e must fight in America.
Houston's dedication to living "as a multiracial** led her to create the

Amerasian League in 1984 with Philip Tajitsu Nash. Later joined by
writer Teresa Kay Williams in 1988, the organization *s purpose is to

See HOUSTON, page 43

Playwright Velina Hasu Houston lives and works as a
'multiracial person.
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Continuing

Edd Feniier

Kerckhoft Art Gallery thru Mar. 9

825-6564

Continuing

Recent Works by UCLA Photography
Graduate Students

GO Gallery, 1229F Dickson Hall

MUSIC ^;

The Films of John Cassavetes

"Shadows"

"Too Late Blues"

Melnitz Theater, 730 pm
$5, Students $3

206-FILM

Noon Concert & Food Fair

Nobuko _

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
825-6564

Graduate Composers
190 Royce Hall, 8 pm
825-4761

A N C E

Jazz at the Wadsworth
..Doug Cameron

Wadsworth Theater, 7 pm
825-9261

I L M

Israeli Dance Workshop
200 Dance Building, 7 pm & 8 pm
874-8535

FILM

The Films of John Cassavetes
"Faces"

"A Child Is Waiting"

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm
, $5, Students $3

^-FILM

SPEC I ALEVE N T

The New Italian Cinema
"The Handsome Priest"

Melnitz Theater, 5:30 pm
$3, Students $156 ^
"Schoolmates"

"The Boys of Panisperma Street"

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm
$5, Students $3

206-FILM

Chinese American Cultural Night

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 8-10 pm
825-7184

Noon Concert

Brass Ensemble

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

UCLA Percussion Ensemble
Schoenberg Auditorium, 8 pm
825-4761

MUSIC
Noon Concert ^
Symphonic Band

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

Junior Recitals

Eric Gortain, violin, 2 pm
Jennifer Spanks, flute

-:»

Lisa Baretta. saxaphone, 4 pm
Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

UCLAOpera Woritshop A
Symphony Orchestra

"The Medium"

"Gianni Schicchi" .

Schoenberg Auditorium. 8 pm —
$12, Students $7

825-9261

FILM

Opening

Undergraduate Design Exhibition

WiQht Art Gallery, thru March 18

125-9345 ^
*—

MUSIC
Noon Concert

Blackbird

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
825-1958

I L M

The Films of Percy Adion
"The Guardian and His Post"

"Five Last Days'

Melnitz Theater 8 pm
206-FILM

The Archhre Television Theater
Featuring Jackie Gleason

The Laughmaker"

"Uncle Ed and Circumstance"

Dickson Auditorium, 7.30 pm
206-FILM

FECI A L EVEN

Academy/Contemporary

Documentary Films

"Lei's Get Losf

Melnitz Theater. 3 pm
'

206-FILM
, T

'^candar
"^ 1/2 Weeks"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
825-1958

Showcase '90

Student Talent Show
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 8 pm
825-6564

Noon Concert

Jazz Ensemble

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

UCU wind Ensemble
Schoenberg Auditorium, 8 pm
$5

825-9261

I L M

Opening & Reception

Master Jalal Seusan-Abadi
International Student Center Gallery, 4-7 pm
2P8-4587

U S I C
UCU Opera Woriishep A
Symphony Orchestra

"The Medium"

"Gianni Schicchi"

Schoenberg Auditorium, 8 pm
$12, Students $7

825-9261

I L M
Animation Celebration

Ackerman Grand Ballroom 2 pm
$150

825-1958

"Scandar
•^ 1/2 Weeks"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
825-1958

The Archive Television Theater
Anthology Fantasy & Science Fiction:

"Homecoming'

"Death Wish"

"Read To Me, Herr Doktor"

"The Overnight Case"

Dickson Auditorium, 7 30 pm
206-FILM

Sneak Preview

"The Handmaid's Tale"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm
FREE CTO Tickets Required

206-FILM

All programs listed in this calendar are f/?ff unless otherwise stated For listings and comments call

206-8974

FILM AND TELEVISION ARCHIVE

Cassavetes at the Archive

March 3-18 Melnitz Theater

J ohn Cassavetes,

director, producer, screenwriter,

actor, is considered by many
to be the father of American
independent filmmaking. Before

Woody Allen. David Lynch or
Spike Lee, he served as me -

conscience and the provocateur
of American cinema. Ten of the

films Cassavetes made during
his extraordinary career will be
on view in Melnitz Theater over
ihenext three weekends.

From his /irst film

"Shadows," to his exceptional

work with his wife, Gena
Rowlands in films as diverse

as "Minnie and Moskowitz,"

"Woman Under the Influence,"

"Gloria" and "Love Streams," to

Ills own performances In his

films alongside such Cassavetes
regulars as Peter Falk and ^

Seymour Cassel. John
Cassavetes proves himself again

and again as an innovator both
in his approach and in his

themes.

The archive's series offers a

rare opportunity to see

Cassavetes' early films.

Including the jazz-themed "Too
Late Blues?' starring Bobby
Darrin and Stella Stevens
(screening Saturday, March 3

-HindJSunday, March 18); and
some of his rarely-screened

later films like "Minnie and
Moskowitz" (Saturday and
Sunday, March 10 and 11)
which plays like a strange

homage to Preston Sturges and
Howard Hawks.

See the calendar for this

weekend's schedule or call

(213) 206-FILM for other

schedule information.

STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
' I.

1 1 ^

Doug Cameron at the

Wadsworth This Sunday

Wadsworth Theater

Sunday, March 4 at 7 pm

E,ilectronic violinist

Doug Cameron will perform a

free concert this Sunday at

Jazz at the Wadsworth. He will

be accompanied by a band of

eight musicians.

Cameron is best known for

improvisational agility and his

diverse style which includes

jazz, pop and country rythms.

His latest album "Mil

Am ores," features thirty guest

musicians including Lee

Ritenour, Dann Huff, Vfnnie

Colaluta and Jimmy Jphnson.
While the album has a strong

contemporary jazz orientation it

also captures the romantic

influences of Latin music.

"I enjoy a lot of styles of

music" Cameron said, "although

I have a special fondness for

the sensual excitement of

Pleasantly puzzled over Paul Dieshers 'Power Failure
!,

By Matt Ball

Contributor

STAGE: Power Failure, peformed by the Paul
Oresher Ensemble at the Wadswom Theater,
Friday 23. 1900.

Last Friday night, our intrepid reporter

and a host of other people traveled to the

Wadsworth Theater to find out exactly what
this electric opera Avas all about.

Pleasantly puzzled is the best term to

describe the majority reaction to Power
Failure, the new multimedia work from the

Paul Dresher Ensemble.
The Wadsworth Theater was reasonably

cozy with the people you expect to see at

these things; older, white, and eduacated.

There were also young 'uns that probably

read the preview last week.
Green designs, screens, and pipes on the

stage fueled pre-show anticipation, and
computers hooked up to hordes of techno-
gadgets winked knowingly on the set. Large
florescent tubing gave the precedings
dramatic emphasis. All this gave the stage a
Buck Rogers sort of feel.

Paul Dresher. composer and musician,
occupied the stage, along with other
shadowy musicians, surrounded by high-
tech gear that the average garage band
scoffs at because they can't afford it.

With all the stuff, the music should have
been more striking. Dresher*s melodies
WCTe distinctly immemorable. However,
one trained with a (tin?) pop ear usually

doesn*t appreciate contemporary art music.

• The musicians were competent, though;

Drcsher*s bass lines proved very interest-

ing.

But the music was not meant to stand on
its own. Power Failure is an example of
interdiciplinary music theater, the sum of its

parts constructed to make a greater whole.
At this it definitely succeeded.

Power Failure is a scathing indictment of
the misuse of corporate power. The four
main characters are: Charies Smithson,
CEO of a powerful chemical company,
played by John Duykers, Ruth Lehmann, a
research scientist who has recently deve-
loped a miracle cure for disease, played by
Stephanie Friedman, Merle Townsend, a
security guard who has recently lost his

daughter as a result of the miracle cure.

played by Rinde Eckert, librettist fm the
production, and Judith Niles. biographer of
Charles, played by Thomasa Eckert.
Rinde Eckert's story line begins With a

power failure at Delta Chemical, trapping
the four characters in a basement Town-
send gets the characters to talk about their

motivations and dreamj, while gradually
revealing that his daughter died because
Smithson took a donor part that was meant
for her to build the miracle cure.

Duykers was compelling, both musically
and dramatically, as Smithson. His motiva-
tions were easily discerned and believable.

His was the best characterization.

The shadowy Merle Townsend was well

See PRESHER, page 43

'A Woman of influttOM' Qana Rowlands and Pei«r Faik wim jotin CassavctM

Spanish and Brazilian music."

The UCLA Student Committee
for the Arts presents Jazz at

the Wadsworth the first Sunday
of every month. Shows are

always free. The Wadsworth
Theater is located on Wllshire

Blvd., just west of the San
Diego (405) freeway. For more
information call 825-9261.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Student Sliowcase '90

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Friday, Mar. 2. at 8-pm

M,
/

.ore than just a
talent show, Showcase '90 will

allow student performers to act,

sing, tell jokes or dance for __
not"onfy the student populaTion

but also for some
representatives from the

entertainment industry. David
Spade, well known for his

comic antics on MTV and in

"Police Academy 4," will be the

host for this night of fun and
excitement. The event is free

and open to the public, for

more information, call

825-6564.

WIGHT ART GALLERY

UCLA's Grunwald Center

for tlie Graptiic Arts

uCLA's Grunwald

Center for the Graphic Arts

hosts a growing collection of

prints, drawings and

photographs from the 13th

through the 20th centuries. The
Grunwald Center, which is open
to the public, allows both
individuals and groups to study
a variety of works from many
different cultures.

Located on the upper level

of the Wight Art Gallery

building, the Center's collection

includes more than 35,000
works of art including Old
Master Prints and Drawings,
and the Frank Lloyd Wright
Collection of Japanese Prints.

Two of the Grunwald's own
^

exhibitions will open April 10th.

"Scenes and Sequences: Recent
Monotypes by Eric Fischl"

displays 58 works created by
Jischl Id 198a 4n relation to ^^

his recent multi-panelled

paintings. The second,
"Snuffing Out Boneyl
Napoleonic Caricatures from the

Richard Volger George
Cruikshank Collection," includes

25 colorful prints by George
Cruikshank, the great English
caricaturist of the 18th and
19th century.

The Grunwald Center is open
to the public by appointment
Tuesday through Friday from
9-5. For further information or
an appointment call 825-3783.
Exhibitions organized by the
Grunwald Center are on view in

the Wight Art Gallery and are
on view during regular Museum «

hours. For exhibition

information please call 825-
9345.

I
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Life after death for Midian mutants

meaningless in 'Nightbreed'

By Rob Winfield

ME Editor

RLM: Niahtbreed. Written and directed by Clive
Barker Based on his book Cabai Produced by
Gabhella MartinelK. A Morgan Creek Productkxi
with Craig Sheffer, Anne Bobt^, and DavkJ
Cronenberg.

Whatever could have been on CHve
Barker's meticulously creative mind when
he chose to adapt his novel Cabal into a
silver screen production titled Nightbreed!

After viewing the acclaimed British

horror novelist's second directorial effort, I

couldn't help but wonder if his latest

celluloid indulgence had any sense of focus,

any concern for the audience's comprehen-
sion of the plot elements, any reason (other

than the fact that it's a unique twist to

conventional terror) for being made.

Hot off the heels of his commercially, and
somewhat critically, successful Hellraiser

films. Barker ^eems to have suffered

confusion in the adaption of his more
engrossing, more decipherable supernatural

novel of psychopathic killers, the living

dead, hidden cities, and sympathetic mon-
sters.

See 'NiGHTBREED/ page 37 (from left) Craig Sheffer, David Cronenberg & Clive Barken

Didyou know tt)at ... women wtx) have been sexually assaulted sometimes do not seek
help and informatk)n for a tong time-even years?

Many servk:es for rape survivors are available on campus and in the community,
'

y regardless of when the assault occurred.

an educational worlcshop for students, staff, and faculty
*

TODAY
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

Tap In to the market

The UCLA population

spends an average of

$8,578,680
per month on groceries.

Data: Mailcet Opinion Researeli,

June 1989.
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iff THIS PRKE, IT SOUNDS
TOO0

Believe it. Al & Ed's brings you this

top of-the-line Kenwood CD ployer

ot rock -bottom price Just like we've

been bringing oudiophiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.

With top-notch stereo installation at

every Al & Ed's, ond soles advisors

who know their product inside ond out,

people hove come to know us os the

mobile electronics specialist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows oil. And

that's the honest truth.

II I TO BE TRUE.

KENWOOD AM/FM CD PUYER PULLOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With outomatK kxiding, 3

" CO yngle copability, optimum servo control,

direct trock occess, double oversompling, triple beam loser, rondom shuffle

ploy, trock scon, Pll synthesized tuner, 30 stotion presets, seek ond

monuol tuning, 7 color illuminotion, outomotK memory entry, locol/distont

switch, and lots more

REG. $749

*399
iMV?l

SONY 100MH AM/FM smfo CASSirn
A md pni^ii iNkuMf ?4Mm piewfs. oaionioiN mm sem*. KG $S04
pNMpoirtpiNv, kiyW, aM^iiMne. MOMrvwan. 4«ovMb. faaa

41% Mf

SONYAM/FM PUUOOT CASSiTH REaiVER
X tfli t«k Pll Ouort/ SrrtWys low. iSfM • 6AM pincf Wim% mKi RHi $310
iwiiqftliwtt(/lKwi*(h,<iitomolKtwwM(tiMiliM.MwMi AVJ^J^
^elKl^ boss M4MMi<««Nk. IMS oi«l^«i*iite(«il,ol.M^ 'I7Y
l( tm» I'jncrnii dnftoy Mt out onti iMt (htvM iI4M; M%OfP

EfUl
CAKAIARMWITN
TWOKMOn
TRANSMITTERS AND
UFETIMIKMRRANn
teotwn ? UHF remote

(ontid nm tronsmnvMo ^
ormMMim system. kmrtBd

MrtRw wononty. (hgirily

emoded modulotion aili AowM^s oi

d«)itol (ode (ombmotRNis. Moly keyjess

opmkM, floslmg lED ond mne

'Sa!?

CARAURM
iVTNE MAKERS
OF DIRRIN6ER

A* MpM(#i wimtv syMM Nm tiglwn

M79
UHMMy * Ml yw MROily ^274

DEFY AUTO TNin AT THE

fUSNOFAMITTON
indusfry ewJuswe ? boffon

ultio rtiin Itomimftn, fieU

profwiMwliii and rapio

flWMdW, mfhpoMfed

bfidfid outpul snen, «osy mounting

ShallMGwid' aloss biwk dUidot,

MJKliw SlmiMUNNd* /smor vdiibit

(KiMi Of ^siw omMif ond flNW

KG S539

>398

Al& Ed& Autosound
TNI SPEOAUSTS IN MOiOE ELECTRONICS.

WEST L.A.—
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213) 478-0091 I

MARINA DEL REY
2518 Lincoln Blvd.

(213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SA

NIGHTBREED'
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From page 36

Set against the backdrop of Alberta.

Canada, this bizarre tale concerns the
-adventures of Boone (Craig Sheffer) in his

lifc-afler-dcath experiences in Midian, a
hidden mythological refuge harboring an
array of creatures — the Nightbreed —
whoWc endured man's persecution for
centuries.

Suffering death at the hands of his

psychopathic psychologist Decker (a per-
fectly fitting David Cronenberg, relin-

quishing his directorial chores for his first

feature-length stab at acting), Boone ven-
tures to Midian, hoping to encounter an
afterlife of peace and tranquility.

However, being the madman he is.

Decker feels an undying urge to seek out
Boone*s mysterious reincarnation and put a
second conclusion to his life.

Making matters more complex, Boone's
girlfriend Lori (an unconvincing Anne
Bobby) refuses to let her lover walk the
earth, dead or not, without Her being at his

side.

Until this point, the story is fairly

intriguing, despite some choppy editing and
hokey matte-paintings to take away from
the surreal ambience.

Where the plot begins to lose cohesion is

with the introduction of Midian *s inhabit-

ants.

Although an interesting group of charac-
ters, both in appearance and personality, one
is never quite sure what to think of this

mysterious banding of creatures. Some can
transform into vapor, others have deadly
arms extending from their Bhudda-like
bellies, one just cracks morbid jokes while
half his skull remains visible for the

audience to gross out upon. Beyond that,

though, this ancient underground civiliza-

tion lacks any firm footing.

Too many unanswered questions result:

How did they survive the centuries? How
did they get there in the first place? Why
should we. the audience, feel compassion
towards them?
And that's where Barker supposedly has

drawn the bottom line to this confused

How did they survive the
centuries? How did they get

there in die first place? Why
should we, the aiidience, feel

compassion towards diem?

horror melodrama. With Decker still hot on
the heals of Boone's walking-dead trail and
Lori still exuding love for the deceased,
Midian becomes threatened by the discov-
ery of their peaceful habitat and must offer
some defense.

Now. that wouldn't be such an overbur-
dening effort on the part of the viewer if

such elements as soon-tobe-fulfill^ pro-
phesies, overtly-vengeful cops, less-than-
holy priests, and unexplainable Midian
figurehead gods didn't spontaneously pop
up out of nowhere and become dominant
elements in the story.

Believe it or not. all of this worics out
rather nicely in the book. But on film, at the
hands of the author himself, it falls into
narrative limbo, where the story progres-
sively becomes convoluted by an overdose
of horror elements.

Thus, an hour and a half later, at the
inevitable overblown, over-extended,
bloodbathed showdown between threatened
monsters and belligerent human beings, it's

difficult to find any sympathy for either
party involved. Rather, it would be more
satisfying to watch both sides kiU each other
off so we, the audience won't have to endure
the foreshadowed Nightbreed sequel.

REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. I.D. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUJOY*

/ft

GOOD ONLY AT:
11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA
—-^ 1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
''^•^-•'•HEXP. 3/8/9Q

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Ar^geles Commission on Assaults
Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, MARCH 10th
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now In 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co^sponsored by the Women's Resource Center oncf ttie Departmerrt of CommunJty Safety. .-<:>«MM«MM«Mgu«t^«^i;'.lii'.

.

TACOS AL CARBON

Try our

SPRING TIME
SPERRY

•^^ freshly charbroiled

wjJ'C taste treats!
1
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• with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get
another item of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

1 coupon per person. Exp 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer

Dine ln-Tal(e Out Onty

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

^" V - :^.

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(818)901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978
'

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. In TARZANA

(818) 34S4200

11106 W. aVMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA,

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3fd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at UUREL
(213) 6504666

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. In MARINA DEL REY
(213) 827-8993

LA'S Largest Selection of Styles
and Colors for Both Men and

Women
VWy.'^

">,̂
^l

V^j

/•.
r«^;^j>»

».* »T

[^T'^

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND MILS

(818) 3464144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

-;-LECTON

10938 Weyburn Ave., Westwood Village. 824-1090
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OPEN AUDITIONS
FOR CLASSES AT

THE COMEDY STORE
taught by founding member
of a Second City Touring

Company

Repertory Company to

Be Formed
All levels, non-actors

welcome (writers, directors.

designers encouraged to

participate)

MONDAY MARCH 5TH &
THURSDAY MARCH 8TH

11ann to 6pm
THE COMEDY STORE

8433 W. Sunset

Daily Bruin readers went to over 192^576

sporting events in the past year. Is there

an event that you would like to publicize?

{^^ /^
Advertise. 825-2161

Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989

Q
\

Tuxedo Warehouse 73

after Tuxedo
CJY Rental
^*^' with student ID

$40
ask about our special programs,-

3^^jiclucling group delivery - -

5594889jffirr

• 10546 West Pico Blvd.

2 blocks east of the Westside Pavillion

n

3

O

Music

Be^a~Cainp Counselor in Japan!
The Japan-America Society

UCLA students to work as

selected, you will travel to

counselor for Jr. High and
ties will include preparing

tion and American culture,

swimming, volleyball, and
and preparing skits.

of Miyakonojo is seeking bright, energetic

summer camp counselors in Japan. If

Japan (all expenses paid) to be a camp
High School students. Daily responsibili-

and teaching lessons in English conversa-

organizing recreational activities (hiking,

various American games), cooking meals.

Following Camp there will be a one-week home-
stay with a Japanese Family. Knowledge of the

Japanese language is helpful, but not required.

There is no salary offeied for the teaching posi-

tions. However, the JapW-Amerifca Society will

pay for all transportation, food, and lodging. This

includes the round trip flight between countries.

You will be well taken care of.

If you are interested, please attend one of the following meetings:

THURSDAY, MARCH 1. 1990 12:00 NOON
THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 1990 5:00 PM

MEETINGS ARE IN THE EXPO CENTER, A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

Applications can be picked up at the EXPO Center, If you have any

questions please stop by the EXPO Center (A-213 Ackerman Union)

or call Dario Bravo x50831. .

Sponsored by the UCLA EXPO Center/Japan America Society

The lyrics of The Ian Lowery Group have fallen under harsh
criticism in the past ,.

Loweiy wants audiences to

listen for deeper messages
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

"Well, thank god someone can read between the lines.'*

Apparently, British musician Ian Lowry has experienced a bit of

difficulty with the paying public iOKi its ability to interpret his lyrics.

Seen as the dark, dreary-eyed, depi|essionistic rocker who*s woven his

way in and out of bands for the past decade, Lowry has been criticized for

his bleak outlook towards his surrounding world.

Through such smaller, yet prominent, alternative acts like The Waif
and Ski Patrol— two thrash and bash punk-belters— to the "existenlial

grunge*' lacings of the Folk Devils and the more stylized King Blank, this

lone musician has undergone the gory gauntlet of predominant

pigeonhoUng.

Now, in his latest, most personal outing. The Ian Lowry Group (with

members Nigel Pulsford, Kris Jozajtis, Hugh Garrety and Alan Burgess),

he*s encountering it once again with the LP King Blank To.

The justification for such criticism . . . Well, let's just say a skindeep

reading of his intensified verse is enough to warrant any such morbid
outlook.

Tales of murder, mental self-destruction, wantonness, atheism and
what not inundate his sleaze-drenched musical tales of woe and dread.

Just one listen might make one wonder where Lowry spends his nights.

But, in this world of seemingly greater understanding, Lowry hopes

his listeners will listen a little deeper and give his music more than a sur-

face glance of passive examination.

"I write lyrics to say something," states Lowry. "I base it on my obser-

vations, things that Tve experienced, the feelings that have gone through

my head. I sec depressing things. That doesn't mean I'm a depressing"

person or I dwell in these dark and morbid worlds all the time."

He adds, "I think a lot of it does have to do with these people who take

the record, put it on for a couple of spins and then label it as such. It's a

problem I've seen with the British press, radio stations— all those sorts

of things."

In fact, Lowry looks upon his lyrics as a sort of healing process to the

non-fictional accounts of observation and interpretation. From the latest

King Blank To— a Ughthearted title showing the transition between his

former band and The Ian Lowry Group— the song "Wild Times" reflects

this medicinal approach to songwriting.

See LOWERY, page 44

53 AM — 99.9 Centurv Cable FM

UCLA RADIO
Yes! Once again it's Top 20 time at KLA. I'm sick as a dog, so for your

benefit & mine there won't be much talk, just music. Just a reminder to
check out the Zulu Nations show Friday, now two hours long from 8-10.
Our special guest will be Afrik^ Islam. There will be lots of give aways
and live performences at the station. If you can't pick us up at home drop
by the station for the show. Until next time ... See Ya! Steve Cordova—
Music Geek in Control
1. Stone Roses (pick up this LP now).
2. Peter Murphy (at the Wiltem. March 8, 9, 10 — sold out baby.
3. They Might Be Giants.

4. John Westly Harding
5. Red Hot Chili Peppers.

6. Public Enemy
7. I Love You
8. Ministry.

9. Jean Paul Satre Experience.

10. Midnight Oil (new album out now).
11. Young Gods (at Helter Skelter March 9th).

12. Wire.

13. 3rd Bass.

14. Smithereens.

15. Psychafunkapus (spelled just as it sounds).
16. Radio Tokyo Tapes IV.
17. Cramps.
18. Mission U.K.
19. Siglo XX.

^ ^
20. A Tribe Called Quest.
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The American dream of owning
a liome lias been replaced, for
many, by the hope of finding a

warm, dry, place to sleep
for one night.

THE TIME IS NOW...
TO END HOMELESSNESS

Call

March 8-11
at UCLA

(213) 206-5523/5547
Paid for by USAC

• FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES • INTERNSHIPS
• SUMMER JOBS •

I- 13th Annual Minority Recruitment
and Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14 • 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Give vour Resume a Shot of Energy
Before the Conference

^.

Free "Resume Doctor'' consultations available! No appointment required!
Lx)ok for the red balloons!

Pate

Thursday, March 1

Friday, March 2

Monday, March 5 V

Tuesday, March 6

Wednesday, March 7

Thursday, March 8

Friday, March 9

/

Time
Noon

f9 - 10
^ |.

Noon - 1

Noon - 1

3 - 4

Noon - 1

Noon - 1

2 - 3

9 - 10

Place

Bruin Walk

Between Math Sciences

& PCPC Building

Bruin Walk

North Campus Patio Area

Roycc Quad, outside Powell

Bruin Bear

North Campus Patio Area

Royce Quad, outside Powell

Between Math Sciences

& PCPC Building

Placement & Career Planning e;entei;

Film

Marianne Saegebrecht confesses all to her priest (Judge
Reinhold) in 'Rosalie Goes Shopping.'

Living in a material worid
with Rosalie Greenspace
By Jill L^er

;
.

Staff Writer

FILM: Rosalie Goes Shopping. Directed by Percy Adion. Written and produced by
Percy AdIon and Eleonore AdIon. A pelemele production witn Marianne
Saegebrecht, Brad Davis. Judge Reinhold.

No one laughed when Wall Street's Gordon Gekko said that greed is

good.

Despite his slicked back hair and genuine fondness for suspenders and
fine cigars, Gekko was supposed to be taken very seriously. Hey, if you
want to survive in diis wOTld. pal, you gotta take or be taken. Periods
An enlightened sort of Wall Street, Percy Adlon*s Rosalie Goes

Shopping gives Oliver Stone's dismal vision a friendly punch in the arm:
Come on, pal, lighten up!

Whereas Wall Street, in all its crinkled brow seriousness, wallowed in
the gloomy muck of America's greedy values, Adlon's piece soars high
above them, attaining an overhead view that puts them in their properly
humorous perspective.

As innovative, shrewd and satirical as a Rocky and Bullwinkle
, Rosalie stars Marianne Saegebrecht as a Bavarian "peace time

war bride*' living with her devoted crop-duster husband Ray (Brad Davis)
and their six children in rural Stuttgart, Arkansas.

Mid-morning finds Rosalie between creamy satin sheets carefully
untying dainty pink ribbons around her 37 credit cards of dubious origin.

Telephone in hand, she proceeds to argue with credit operators,

struggling to stretch limits and re-establish plummeting ratings.

See, she figures middle class families like hers buy all the goods, so she
deserves a certain percentage — legally or not.

But Rosalie's monetary aspirations don't stop there.

That afternoon, clever Rosalie pockets money from her childrens*
bank accounts and fiddles with Ray's paycheck, penning an additional
figure beside the modest amount

Her efforts, of course, are rewarded when she gets to spend her hefty
sums of swindled cash. And naturally, her purchases are often most
astonishing:

Bright kitchen gizmos.

An 18 pound catfish.

Three carts of groceries to help
prepare that dish,

'

Pers'nal computers and Seiko
'

time rings,
:
; ^

These are a few cf her favorite
^"^

^.

things. . .

The personal computer turns out to be a stellar purchase, significandy— once she's mastered it — easing Rosalie's credit angsL
But her PC 276 X has the potential to help Rosalie do more than just

organize her finances. The machine promises to facilitate her journey
towards mastery of the entire bureaucratic system.

Soon, Rosalie hopes she'll have a lot more than cash in the pocket of
her floral print dress.

Rosalie's best moments accompany Adlon's most aggressive jabs at
the material girl's values — such as when the family gathers in front of
the TV to delight in the joys of the shopping channel, zealously reciting
memorized commerciab and anxious to buy the scores of advertised
products.

"Why do y'all watch only the commercials?" asks April (Courtney
Kraus), a son's visiting girlfriend. In deadpan fashion, she is told "'Cause
they're the best."

Terrifically effective also are Rosalie's attempts to cancel her sins by
daily visits to her priest (Judge Reinhold). "Confess ypur sins," she
believes, "and they're not sins any more."
The quirky style of the Rosalie storyline (written by Adlon and his wife

Eleonore) is backed up by top performances particularly by Saegebrecht
and Davis.

Jean-Claude Pirqud's avant-garde editing (such as following a shot of
Rosalie spraying a puff of perfume with one of Ray's duster dropping
pesticide) also lends the film added texture.

Additionally noteworthy are Bob Telson's catchy soundtrack and
Bemd Heinl's highly interesting camera work (a shot of Rosalie on a
high-rise terrace, for example, gradually pulls back to show the entire,

enormous building, effectively illustrating the superhuman achieve-
ments of one Arkansas housewife).
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Black Crowe band members love their jobs.

Flyin' on wings of love;

Crowes throw hearts into craft
By Rob WInfield »

. _^_
A & E Editor

If getting to the heart of matters means letting matters take over the
heart, one might say Chris Robertson has become an amiable prisoner of
his own passions.

As the hardspoken vocalist for Atlanta's Black Crowes, he's allowed
music's engrossing power to evolve into something more significant than
a money-making career, pleasurable recreation or favorite pastime.

Robertson has thrown down his guard and opened his heart to making
music the end-all, be-all of his existence, living the sensations of rock 'n*

roll day-in and day-out, every month of the year, every year pf his life.

•That's the way it has to be, really. I eat, sleep, drink, and live this

band," admits the Crowes* firontman, calling from the Geffen Records
office in Hollywood.

"

"What can I say? There's nothing else," he openly explains. "No
matter if I'm having a drink at a bar, I'm out shopping, Tm at the library,

even the dentist— everything I do revolves around this band and what
this band can, and hopefully will, mean to people."

As perhaps many have not yet familiarized themselves with this

Atlanta five-piece, what Robertson describes is the backbone philosophy
that conceivably could place the Crowes at the '90s rock 'n' roll fore-

ironL -^
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Becausel)ynving the music, Robertson does more than just draw upon
past influences, rehashing what he has heard, as so many other
newcomers have done these days. He leads his band in an homage to the

history of music, drawing from all backgrounds, digging deeply to find

the roots of foundation.

It's a rather bold statement for a newcomer to make. But then apin,
with their debut Shake Your Moneymaker, the Black Crowes have
demonstrated that they're a bold band, willing to make bold statements

about what constitutes truly heartfelt music.

"I don't want to sound like a critic or appear like I'm patting myselfon
the back," says Robertson, "rm not here to draw those lines. But I take a
look around me, and I see a lot of bands who don*t really feel for what
they're doing.

"When you're talking about a lot of today's bands," he adds, "they're
drawing influences from five years ago. But look beyond that. The New
York Dolls were doing it a long time before that. Then, if you take that

into consideration, you've got to dig deeper still to find bands like the

Stooges and even the Chocolate Watch Band. So when I lake a look
around, it's like *C'mon you guys, do a little research if you're going to

make music*
"

In terms of research, listening to the Crowes might seem like a histori-

cal prospectus, distinctly outlined, meticulously organized and fashion-

ably presented. However, that's not necessarily the case.

When Robertson was growing up with his brother Rich— the guitarist

in the band— the household's musical tastes revolved around the likes of
the Stones, Otis Redding, the Allman Brothers and John Lee Hooker.

It was a natural environment, surrounded by the artists that influenced

the face of music as we know it today. But it was never a calculated move
on Robertson*s part to form a band that would reflect any of this. It just

happened.

"You know," says the vocalist, "you can have influences; there*s

nothing wrong with that But what really matters is how you interpret

those influences. Some bands seem like they hear a certain sound and
then subsequently base a career on that sound. Now that*s not going to

take you very far. When you've grown up with these influences, dug
deeply into its roots, and then continued to live it and love it, then you can
honestly say that you're making the music you care about."

As one can probably guess, the members of the Crowes are not a very

compromising band. There's a well-defined sense for what the band is

about, the music's about, and what every other band's music should be
about.

However, as one probably will not conclude, the rooted musical

ideologies of these Atlanta boys come from a five-piece who are all in

their early twenties. Besides Chris, 21, and his brother Rich, 20, the

remaining three members each reflect a youthful age: guitarist Jeff Cease
at 23, bassist Johnny Colt at 21 and drummer Steve Gorman at 24.

Now, these aren't exactly the ages one would expect for a band that

looks to Otis Redding or John Lee Hooker for inspiration.

"Yeah." admits Robinson. "A lot of people have been commenting on
that. The other day a woman came up to me all surprised. She thought I

would be in my late 30s or something. But 1 told her, what difference does

it make how old 1 am. Like Tve said before, I live this music and it's a

great part of me, as well as I'm a part of it. When that's the case, age

See 'ROSAUE,' page 44 See CROWES, page 42
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
TRAINING COURSE

LEARN WHAT YOU CAN DO IN LIFE THREATENING EMERGENCIES THAT
MAY AFFECT YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS, AND NEIGHBORS

IBAUMA.
• CPR
• Heart Attack
• Difficulty Breathing
• Unconscious States
• Overdoses, etc.

PRIMARY COURSE SCHEDULE
April 3 - June 13, 1990 Tuesday & Wednesday
April 3 - June 14. 1990 Tuesday & Thursday

June 18 - June 30, 1990 Monday - Saturday

July 16 - July 28, 1990 Monday - Saturday

August 6 - August 18, 1990 Monday - Saturday

RECERTIFICATION COURSE SCHEDULE

• Bleeding Control
• Auto Accidents
• Athletic injuries
• Fractures, Strains, Sprains
• Burns

6:00pm - 10:00pm

6:00pm - 10:00pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

April 27. 28, 29. May 5, 1990 Friday 6 :00pm - 10:00pm

July 6,7,8, & 14, 1990

Saturday

Sunday

Saturday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday '

Saturday

8:00am - 6:00pm

8:00am - 6:00pm

8:00am - 12:00pm

6:00pm - 10:00pm

8:00am - 6:00pm

8:00am - 6:00pm

^:00anT - 1 2:00pnr

For further details and information please call

206-0176

THIS
WILLGETYOUA
CHEAPD

Just flash this coupon on FViday night
and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's best sketch comedy artists do their thing.
It's the fomiat that spawned Saturday Night Live, SCTV and
the top comedic talent of the last three decades.

But the free stuff doesn't stop there. All ages are welcome
and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, because we want to make
your date as cheap as possible.

I W.y^m $1S. Vrrt impnu l^m; f^t prtin^ iHi i 6rm in 2nd 8t. Otf <w»dMwt; 214 S>nu Men -tvMilnd&arSatunUx-Spm A M.213^SK«21
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COMPACT Bi board
DISC COUNT .

Top 30

puf fiiost

discs

1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CO
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

mm
WE BUY

$1 OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD
SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

08

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. ^ 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

$29* ».. UNUMmD TAMING

No Additional Fees!

DANISH

Mon-Fri

8-10pm

Extended Offer!

477-9300 Sat 9-8pm
Sun ll-6pm

11672 Gateway Blvd.

At Barrington, 1 block So. of Pico
•first time clients w/coupon. Exp 3/15/90

63% of UCLA students read the Daily Bruin
now you know where to get our attention _^ /ccT\^^^'^'

(Data: Market Opinion Research. June 1989) kov
^t

IS^
COMPLETE
RELIANCE ON
GOD

* V.

POSSIBLE
IN
TODAY'S
WORLD?

A. ^' >

<--

*:.i_:.»'.^-Z:-x.' *!!.

ACKERMAN UNION
MARCH 1, 1990

ROOM 3530
7

12:30 p.m.

ALL ARE WELCOME!
»•

SPONSORED BY THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION AT UCLA

From page 32

''Never in my widest dreams did

I imagine people would be analyz-

ing something I did in the same
way I analyzed the works of other

people," Ritter said.

People have tried to analyze
everything from the song lyrics to

the cover of Wondertruck.

"It's just two horses/* Riaer
said, "The next album is more
conscious than Wondertruck.**

When one speaks with Ritter

one gets the idea that she is a bit

bowled over by the success of the

band. She has a complete lack of
"attitude."

The history of the band sort of
explains this.

Ritter and Gretchen Seager, the

other half of the vocals, were
students at UC Berkely when they

thought of the name Mary's
Danish. When they called their

friend David King, guitarist, in LA
they were laughing so hard they
could barely iell him.

Ritter and Seager transferred

down to UCLA, where King had
been trying for months to get a
band together. Ritter and Seager
sang over some tracks that had
been done, and it woilced. King
knew Wagner, and a drummer.
Mary's Danish was bom.
"What we're enjoying now

^asn't even a goal we had,
^^fecause it was too unrealistic,"

Ritter said.

Ritter has had tomake sacrifices

for the band, sacrifices that stu-

dents can identify with. Ritter was
working on a degree in French
Uterature until she dropped out 13
units shy of graduation to tour with
the band.

!1 would have regretted the
transfer if this had not happened,"
Ritter said. "I remember the band
was not going anywhere for a
while, and I was sacrificing my
grades for the band. I had a hard
time dealing with it."

In spite of everything, Ritter

insisted there would be no com-
promises in the future to attain that

much-sought-after gold album.
"I need validation, but a gold

album is not necessarily my
preferred measure. I want to keep
doing what I do," Ritter said.

"It'U Probably Make Me Cry,"
from Wondertruck, will be the next
video and single released. No
compromises will be necessary.

See this band before they
explode across the nation — you
won't regret it The band is one of
the most intense live acts around.
The shows at the Strand will

have both new and old material, an
it is a great place to see an act like

Mary's Danish.

Sec you there. •

CROWES
From page 41

makes no difference."

With that in mind, it would be
safe to say that whatever the future

holds for the Black Crowes, it

certainly won't taint the way the

band chooses to approach their

music.

*That's right," the vocalist

firmly states. "Our record deal —
that's just something that's cool. It

just means that hopefully a lot of

people will be able to hear what
we're doing. If not . . . Well, we'd
still be playing the shiuy little

clubs in the Southeast, knocking it

out, booking ourselves dates —
you know, ringing up huge bar tabs

that arc way more than what we're
supposed to get payed. But that's

the name of the game. If you love
what you're doing, you'll continue
no matter what the circum-

WA^uW
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HOUSTON
From page 32

educate society about "Amerasian
cultures, histories, and lifestyles"

and to provide "big brother/big

sister role models," according to a
flyer handed out after the lecture.

The League's first annual Forum
on Multiracial Asian Culture will

be held on March 17, 1990 here on
campus in Ackerman Union.

Houston is not alone in "insist-

ing on living her (entire multiracial

and multicultural) heritage" in her

personal life as well as in her

professional life. She cited numer-
ous examples of multiracial Asian
artists, including comedienne
Amy Hill, ice skater Tai Babilonia,

and actress Adrienne Telemaque.
These people all live as multiracial

Asians, she noted, and they all

want to contribute to the various

parts of their heritages. At the

same time, they refuse to be
labeled or **put in a box" that

denies part of their backgrounds.

According to Houston, even her

three-year-old son Kiyoshi knows
the importance of telling the truth

about (his) background.

"He calls himself a multiracial

person
»

DRESNER
From page 35

played by Rinde Eckert, but parts

of his character should have been
further emphasized. He was too

shadowy for too long; he could

have built tension more effective-

ly.

.

Ruth Lehmann's character was
for the most pan well developed
and well performed by Friedman.

However, her fundamentalist past

and its relation to her dreams and
motivations could have been
handled better. -, ..

.

,.

Thomasa Eckert possessed an

enchanting voice, but lacked suffi-

cient characterization. Judith Niles

failed to serve much purpose in the

work; this may be attributed to the

fact that her character was a late

addition; the play was rewritten

over the summer and her chararc-

ter added.

Flawed facets can come
together in interesting forms, how-
ever. The work was greater than
the sum of its parts. It was a
sensory experience that required a
taste for the odd and unexpected.

Power Failure was interesting,

and yes, even fun to watch.

This intrepid reporter, and odds
are a tot of other people there,

would see the Paul Dresher
Ensemble again.

W^]ai(ois Dmt^

The Best Mexicaun Food In Los Angeles
since 1973.

in Wcstwood!

10930 Lkdbrook Dr.

Comer of Wotwood
kUndbrook

(213)208-1455

HisiM'Fi9-7

SitfiU-S

Also In Siota MonlcA

1014 WlUkc BKd.
Between lOth. 1^ llth. S

013) 395^7n
flEEPAUONG

IN lEAR
Housi9aH.-^i30pM
Men. TlMn Srt.

SontUy \Q9m^-9pm

! 2 Beef Tacos !

I

I

I

and 12 oz. Soda for

$2.35
Valid only with coupon. Expires 3-31-90. '

I

I

I

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE &. MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIPAKIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CI\IL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BETWEEN L£ CONTE & WEYBURN)

advertise (v.)- l. to promote products or services in the mass
media order to generate interest . in those products or services and

thereby create income (see Daily Bruln, 825-2161

s s s $

d «^ «^ ^

ssss
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AT THE VVADSWORTH

JAZZ VIOLINIST

WITH AN EIGHT PIECE BAND
SUNDAY MARCH 4

7 PM
WADSWORTH THEATER

SPECIAL THANKS TO

FLY SOUTHWEST AIRLINES
DAVID L. ABELL YAMAHA PIANOS

CITY OF L.A. CULTURAL AFFAIRS DEPT.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 213-825-9261

SPONSORED BY UQJ\ STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS AND KKJZ
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MUFFIN OVEN
Buy ONE muffin gat th« SECOND one for

^

With this adi

1136 UIESTUJOOD BLUD.
lUJESTUIOOD • LinOBROOKl

I213I 206-2670

BEAN BAG FACTORY
OCJLA Student Discounts

:-J
v^<

•^ — .^^^

- A
iv yv

Large selection
of futons.

Factory Direct.

Large variety of
fabrics & colors

as low as

GET 'HIGH' IN THE
DESERT OVER
SPRING BREAK...
MAKE A SKYDIVE!!!

5011 W. Pico Blvd. L.A.
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00pm

Fri 9:30-4:00pm
• . Sun 10:30-3:00pm

CALL 818-999-2FLY!!

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL__ ^

j

I 3g? Roll^^"*^"
--—-After 3:00 pmlo dose|

{••Fried Rice w/1 free drink N>0-OU j

•Green Salad with coupon I

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET

J [JS^ ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
_^
L^ L__

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)'

1 1 orr^^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

MEDICAL ^^

BLUE CROSS
PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd. ^

(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

Daily Bruin readers spend $8,578,680 every montin
at the marl<et.

That's a lot of cabbage.
Advertise 825-2161

WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE SAM?
I

Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can
use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl.

459-0535
Call for appt.

Refunds Within 21 Days
Fax Service Available

'Validated Parking
New Practice-Reasonable Rates*"

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
10% Off With Ad Until Marcfi 31.

LOWERY
From page 38

Focusing on the emotional tur-

moil of a break-up he experienced,
Lowry recalls the coming to grips

with such testing circumstances.
"I still find that one very

difficult to sing because it's very
personal and very straightforward.

It was one of the most difficult

songs to write. But I think that by
putting something that hurts you
emotionally into a form such as a
lyric, you can at least do something
constructive with your feelings.

It*s either that or remaining stag-

nant in a room, brooding over your
misery."

Filled to the brim with disturb-

ing portraits. King Blank To is a
vivid analogy to Lowry avoiding
any such brooding. The album
derives its essence from a fictional

set of. characters Lowry has
witnessed in his true, everyday
surroundings.

Irrepressible vengeance domi-
nates "You're Gonna Pay." Heard
by the heroin addict, the call for the

last fix reverberates through "One
Last Blast" And "I Said Skin"
buckles down on the basic bare
essentials of human relationships.

All in all, it's not a pretty

picture; but, indeed, it's a memor-
ably powerful one. As Lowry puts
it, "It's the hard facts of life. You
don't want to look at them ... but
they're there and somebody has to

deal with them."

Deahng with them might be a bit

of an understatement, in terms of
the latest LP. In a nutshell,

Lowiy's no frills, straight-ahead

approach assumes the dirty-work
duties that the masses tend to

ignore. And, through a direct

treatment— and a little bit of work
on the part of the listener — he
conveys a rock 'n' roll elegy that is

sureJo remain imprinted in onc'a_
head long after the album haf

~

finished playing.

So here's looking to depression
as a means to enlightenment!

'ROSAUE'
From page 40

But Rosalie's decidedly comic,
idiosyncratic overtones house a
melancholy heart

Homesick for Bavaria, Rosalie
moreover shares uneasy relations

with her visiting parents. Her
consumer frenzies subsequently
seem fueled by a desire to fill these
voids within her soul.

At times, Rosalie seems as.

though she's on a treadmill, striv-

ing towards goals that can't be met— no matter how many Seiko time
rings she buys.

"Everything human is pathetic,"

wrote Mark Twain. *The secret
source of Humor itself is not joy
but sorrow." By laughing at Rosa-
lie, Adlon ultimately makes us cry,

too — thereby capturing a poig-
nancy that Stone, in all his grave
heavy-handcdness, missed.

Sorry, pal.

Did you know?

i

The Dally Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.
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Daily. 15 words or less $4.25
Daily, oach additional word $0.27
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Weekly, each additional word $1 .00

Display ads-student rate/ool.-inch $8.00
Display ads- local rale/col.-inch $9.45
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CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 1 2:30-5:OOpm.
DANA.

OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

'Vw Rnol SoluKon'
Monday noorvl pm

ACX 3520
|^tnday noovt pm

NPI C-»«60

FEMALE HAIR MODELS needed by profes-

sional hairstylist. Carlton Hair International

Westside Pavillion. Call 453-4369. Shari.

Miscellaneous 9

A NEW YOU. Better Grades more spending
rrK>ncy. Try our Personal Change Program.
FREE CASSETTE TAPE INCLUDED. Send
$10.00 cash, checit or money-order to: Suc-
cessful Endings, 2265 Westwood Blvd. Los
Angeles, CA 90024.

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut models.
Bobs only. Ask for Alia. (21 3)277.4230(w),
m3)654-31 24(h), .

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Personal 10

Order your personalized i^radiiiilion

announcenKMils now!

a^pus PHOTO snoio
150 Kerckhoff Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M-F 8:30 5:30

j^Portuoesc, Spanish. French. Italian. 3^-

T^ and English j^
Jf" Snfiall groups, individual attention. ^

translatk)n interpretatk)n. 'T
1321 Westwood LA 90024 ^

Call Prof. Da Silva T
j^ (213)839^27 or 477.8588 W

4
4

Concert Tickets

CHICKS DIG JUMPIN |EFF CIEDT BECAUSE,
HE IS THE DOCTOR OF CHEESE.

Concert Tickets

PHANTOM OF
THE OPERA
1 800 962 MASK

(^ualitv Ikkcts *^«-;S jnJ up

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experrencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptoms for at least 1 month and In relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order

to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be
paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

^^, LAKERS ^,^^,f.
^^\^3y/ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

mr UCLA ttrnttt. «..«»»* »M« qmtm mn ^,x m gtm mi m mU. iSm^mtw tTimmi

YIB^ wou
like to

Congratulate

Kindra Jo
Devaney

no of the

month.

Good Deals

*w4 tm «•< Mate mtd ^m«« M«« «v*«4
»M ma ymt Ikt mm\ Utmi •**• U (MM* «i
Man yam>* /»««• UOAH*

FAX # 2050829 (213)205-0838 Vi,.mC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd.. West Hollvwood

L

' AEROSMITH tickets, 3/3, lower level, $75 for

pair. (213)876-2694.

Good Deals
Good Deals

PROTECT YOURSELF: Stun guns. Legal,

-permitAraining not required. Non-lethal. Call

recorded meMan for free infornf>ation. Borel

Enterprise. (714)671-3180.

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Mel4fweorf Mmio Ami!«/ CwnfMMy
463-6569

For only $239. Includes exam.
Dr. Vogei in Westwood

208-3011

[«.«

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon DiiajMion, Thun Book Studv

Fri. Sl^) Study AU 3S2S 12:15 1:15

TuM. "3-7-ir HP\ C8177. WM OltcuMion

NPI CI638 12:10-1 «)
Forakohoki orMMdutli who hav« a

OMMnQ OmHrnn
(2ia)U74316

Ocvcnth LJzy Advcntist

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

For info call 391-6913

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

475-!

V.I.P.
Now you can join our private

practice. t)ecome a V.I.P. member
and receive all of your

dental needs at:

OFF
SpiBciar
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

The Feud is Back...

Once again Papa Hatfield & Papa McCoy have
gathered their clans on the banks of Sigma Pi.

^^^^^i : W their tempers flaring, rifles loaded,

And, of course, the Moonshine flowin'

, ^ Anything can happen...

Tomorrow Night @ 9:00

Sigma Pi Fraternity Presents

MOONSHINER r90
Supported By: Budweiser & LA Aquarium Co.

TONIGHT IS THE...

ALFGREEK EXCHANGE
at

:\£RTIGOX
'-f J'V.'*' ^

- - - Music by Feet First

_ ^^ 824-0398
V _ 9pm - 2am

Ticl<ets will be sold at the door

Buses leave from the corners of

Gayley & Strathmore
Hilgard & Westholme

Remember: today is the last day to donate blood at the UCLA Blood Donor Center
Check out Art Carved Class Rings in Ackerman 2410 from 2-5pm

OK^^ N

."> -^

.Hf

l^

STEAK
Rushees Welcome
Today 5:00

LADIES OF THETA
The men of AI<I> thank you for your

elegance and hospitality throughout

Greek Week. Working with you was

a pleasure and an honor.

AE<D - THETA

s*

Hatfields '90

McCOYS
CANT
READ

THIS

Kappa Delta congratulates
Mark Sasson

1990-91 Daggerman!

I I We love our court:W^ Daly o
Harchcll

Kyle Flowers r,/,^ Sfri.rl\,
Jamie Godoy

^'^^^ Kortkamp
•*a«*a«*M*^^tiM«* mm^^mmmtaamm^atmttm

MARCH 2

IK
We loved to

"woo*^ you all!

Thanks for a

great serenade.

JA<t>)

Lcve, A4)

ti\
Sheryl Smith

(AAA)
and

Greg Packard

(LOE)
Congratulations

on your

Engagement!!

CandL Moner &
Mel

(a.k.a. Fatties #2-4):

PQn^t forgoL
tonight is room 1

only private party

night! I can't wait!

Love, SQ (#!)

H

Alpha Chi
Omega

congratulates
Lisa Critton

and
All of PC '86

on her

promise to

Scott Pearson
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Greek Week Executive Committee
recognizes the following members as

ALL AROUND GREEKS
for their outstanding to

the Greel< System, UCU\. and the community.
Stephanie Coleman
Jenny Shimizu

Denise Lawrence
Cherie Hovelson

Cindy Bolinghoke

Andrea Areghini

Kim Ball

Anne Marie Kearney

Celeste Murphy

Jamie Billotte

Erica Hoegh
Kathy Whittaker

Elizabeth Pendo
Yaron Hassid

Brandon McKinney
Kevin Wittenberg

Ed Quigley

John Tanner

Tom Rafloff

Sherrick Murdoff

Michael Cutler

Bill Munday
Michael Bruno

Jonathan Schreiber

Rob Gonzales

Mark Harrington

Craig Johnson

Scott Campbell

Gary Bittner

Sal Saglimbeni

Rob Frey

Triangle Christopher Flask

These honored persons will be admitted to the All Greek
Excliange tonight.

Place a
Personal Ad
in Bruinlife
Yearbook
Put ypuT memories where they'll

last a lifetime. Surprise your

friends with special messages and
photos that are fun and personal.

Prices start at an aiffordable $25.

Deadline extended: March 2. Call

825-2640.
.:-*ii

ATTENTION
FRATERNITY & SORORITY

MEMBERS vs

This Saturday, March 3rd, 10am-3pm is the

ANNUAL GREEK LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Keynote Speaker: Ms. Mary Alice Sullivan-

Assistant Dean of Students of the

University of Virginia

All active members are encouraged to attend
m -

/

House presidents have the sign up lists

BRUIN BELLES

Thank you for all yur

help with the LA Open!

You're all awesome!

JOY

Alpha Epsilon Phi
proudly announces its...

1990

Winter Formal

'f^^
1

on Friday, March 2
at the

Sheraton at Redondo
cocktails 7:00 .

dinner 8:00

PRE-RUSH
HAPPY HOUR"!
TONIGHT 6:30^
ALL PROSPECTIVE RUSHEES
& LITTLE SISTERS INVITED

FOR MORE INFO CALL MARK OR JEFF 824-5664

Food Provided By Bij» Red Win^s

AAAs
WE are so proud of you!!

* 3.073 HOUSE G.P.A. (4th on the row!)*

* Mandi Smith IX Sweetheart Court

* Nicola Geneva 0S Court

Amy Staes 0E Court

* Judy Proko OKI Court

Julie Christiansen OKI Court

* Kammi Geneva 1990 Rush Counselors

Martha Nix

* Hayley Lutes - Accepted to study in Mexico
Amy Mickel - Accepted to study in France

* Martha Nix

Stephanie Siebrand *
T^, ^PP??*^ ^.?

Amy Staes
Night Court"

-r-r
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

r^' •'
*

IW. >

ALLUNIVERSITY PARTY
ZBT'S "AFFAIR"

TO BENEFIT THE
JUVENILE DIABETES FOUNDATION
SUNDAY MARCH 11th
MGM FILMLAND

FREE SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE PROVIDED FROM ZBT
SPONSORED BY:

^""- s3—=«»<

PIRATE RADIO,
MIDWAY HOSPITAL,
CONTEMPO CASUALS,
SUBWAY WESTWOOD,
PAUL JARDIN,
OLSON ENTERTAINMENT,
BY INVITATION ONLY,
HEADLINES,
&BUD\WEISER

INVITATION INFORMATION AVAILABLE THROUGH ZBT

AF says:

GREEK IS

GREAT!

Happy Greek Week

Julie Giers
Executive Director

1990 Special Olympics
Your day went perfectly!

You are the greatest and we are so
proud of you

Love, your TKb sisters

-f-r

The Brothers ofSigma Chi
Proudly announce our 1990-1991

Sweetheart

-NANCYr'-DUNN
And Our Sweetheart Court

». . .
••

LISA BENNISH GINGER GRIFFEN

CHELSEA BOND MOLLY SARBER

AAA
Trjsha Farber
Congratulations

on your

acceptance
to

Harvard Law
School !!

1

Happy B-day (AZO)
Brian and Sam! -

Dinner tonite! ''^y<t

^"Edle

Research Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, are

wanted to complete questionairet to ildHn
research examining how individuals adapt to
living with a chronic illness. Please call

KarynZukow (818)981-4415.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
VVHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 12 AND OLDER IN-
TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDl-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN=^
VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

^

Research Subjects -42

NTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

'Hyperactive Boys with attentions I problems,
7-1 1 years needed for LXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)«25-0392.*

g^^

The 'Brotfiers of

XI -

CongratuCate their 1990-91

(BLZTEsI^S COm^
?-" » lb*."?'* hf

a^coie (jcnova %athy %pthkT

Laura McCandkss My Staes Weniij Witlierspoon

RESEARCH VOLUUTEERS HEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL
•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Pi

Fire Up
for the

All Gr^ek
Exchange

(all proceeds
benefit the Center
for Terminally 111

Children) *

2X.

Thanks for an
awesome

Raid!

Theta

]|(sK9|cs|c3|(4e9|cs|(4cs|ei|c4ci|C]|c

JL

5 Kappa Delta

# thanks the

# UCLA International

1^ Students for

# conning to dinner.

1^
We really enjoyed

i the cultural

S exchange!

*
*

«
«

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Electrolysis
15% Student Discount

Pemiancnt hair removal by
London and California certlfled

electrologlsti. Latest method
Call (213)477-2119

NEED Subjects 1 8 and older yA\o have teeth

hyperiemitlve to heal, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will bt required to brush teeth 2X
daily with aiftigrwd commercialy available

dentifrice ar>d toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

M«ek period. Ont dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

Daily BfTjIrTCIassifled

Personal 10 PersoTKil 10 Personal

k THE BROTHERS OF
THETA CHI FRATERNITY

wouTd like to honor the foliowing ladies us members of the

1990-1991 RED CARNATION COURT
MARISSA BENNETT MICHELLE HOWARD

MEGAN DAVENPORT SANDRA LEE
CHRISTINE FUENTES
t

THE RED CARNATION BALL WILL BE
Saturday, March 3 m

@ THE DANA POINT BEACH RESORT

7%A'Tm3{i'vy
'present our annual

M the beautiful tDJ^LA^ (POI(h^

urcCat/j Marcfi 1990

ITTLE SISTER BACCHANALIA

SKIP THE lERTIGOON EXCHANGE
FESTIVITIES BEGIN AT 10:00 P.M.

Research Subjects 12 Wanted to Buy 16 Lost 17

MEN wanted: $400- 45-80 years old for 9 days
to test rww cholestoral lowering drug. Call

213-206-0369.

'Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

LICLA research project. Receive $20 vnd have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

receded for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects- will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful Jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have* received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint ir^jection which may
reduce pain arni rwise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECnON AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.'

YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)82(^6574.

WANTED Basketball, Baseball cards and other

sports memorabilia, collections any size. Cash
paid. (213)645-9708.

LOST passport #3317212, lost Jan 1990,
phone #(818)376-4006 reward if found. Rah-
mat Kanmi.

Lost 17

LADIES GOLD WATCH. Sentimental value.

Please return for reward. Call Lisa.

(213)208-7438.

Health Services 22

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY77
Speim donors needed for

medkal research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

>281-7484(213)!

Wonted 16

WANTED
p^opl<

Wa'N pay you to lose up to

in trm next 30 daysllbs

No 4ruM
No iHir^
Cai tM kM4» you Mw

(213)281-6680

Oootor r«e(snm«n((«tf
100% guaranlMd

University

Students & Faculty-"

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank Dis-

creet and Confidential

in Westwood Village

WeAccepiM;i Garefians i

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Si*ZmXL :Slvananda Ycx

TDGff
Develop
•trenglh,

flexibility. b«t-

lar concentni-

ivananda Yoga Center
eOOSnvMtelte Bl WLA (213)478-0202
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10 Salon 21 Help Wanted 30

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincai'e

.flTeOHAlRr

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure Pedicure
208-8193

1015 GAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman, Clinical

Piychologist,
eating disorder specialist. Individual
appointmenu available. (213)655-6730

Business Properties 25

OFFICE SPACE for rent. 450sq ft of prime
Brentwood office space in advertising agency.
Ideal for graphic artist, desktop publisher or
any other art/ communication related field.

Full service available: Merlin phone system,
FAX machine, computers, laser printer, Stat

camera, & tons of resources. (213)447-2964,
ask for Shawn.

Opportunities 26

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
f 0' nlorrT'aiion Cnrcer pa^cnis
{y.v\ Anna throughout LA bene'

•

8-8) 98^3 -^883 't- you' pa-- c Da? o'

4954 Van Nt/yt Blvd Shirman Oakt
Receivi • fret gift ml your pr« scrflen appt

HelpJ^anted m

$2,000 per 1,000 envelopes stuffed. Send $2
for shipping and harKlling to J.B. enterprise.

P.O.Box 560082 Charlotte North Caroliha

28256.

LrrERARY AGENTS ASSISTANT, full-time,

BH. Excellent clerical and phone skills, a
strong desire to be in the entertainment
industry Is a must. ExperierKe necessary.

(213)274-5999.

AIRLINES now hiringf flight attendants, many
other positions! $17,500-558,240. Call

(1)602 836-6885 ext. 8050.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellar>eous office duties. Must
have car, $.25/mile. $6/hr to start. Tu^H.
Call Gary (213)620-6701.

ASST. MGR Baskin Robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part tirT>e, days/nights/wcekends,

Westwood villiage and westslde locations,

Scott (213)208 8048.
'

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

S20Cyday. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-

semble products at home. Details
(602)638 8865 ext. w.8050.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,00(Vyr income potential. Details.

(1) 602-838-8865 Ext. T-6050.

ATTENTION: Excellent inconf>e for home as-

sembly work. Info Call 504-646-1700
dept.p695.

ATTENTION: Even OHKiey reading books!

$32,0O0/year income potential. Details
(602)838-8885. Ext Bk 8050.

s. LEARN waam
ENTERTAINMENT/^
MUSIC PUBLIC -^

^ RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great
opportunity to

learn & gain
experience.

Call Stephanie

(213) 659-6400

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!!

all ages ^n6 sizes

no prior experience necessary
work with the stars and make money, too!!

Come by Tues. thru Sat. 2pm-4pm
.-12001 Ventura Place

(east of Laurel Canyon, 3rd floor, green glass
building. Studio City)

MAKE IT HAPPEN TODAY!
CCA Quik-Cast
(818)760-7982

Great for College Students
Special Registration fee for UCLA Students

Call Now!

BRAZILIAN CONCERT next April. Producer/
Promoter looking for P/T or F/T offic^ produc
tion help. Own transportation needed. Mi-
leage, meals paid. Free tickets. No salary.

€>tcellent training. (818)768-9951.

BRIGHT ENERGETIC SECTY for fast paced
architectural firm. Must be team player. Flexi-

ble 65wpm. Proficient in word perfect soft-

ware. Front office appearance. Excellent bene-
fiU pkgs. Send resume to BTA Inc. 1001
Westwood Blvd LA, CA 90024, include salary

history.

BUSY BEVERLY HILLS DOCTOR- Requires
part-tinw office assistant. Call )udy or Sheila.

(213) 274-5286. Call between 10 am - 2 pm.

CASHIERA3lOaRY CLERK- F/T or P/T Even-
ings: 3pm-11.m. Days: to be arranged. (213)
477-3216.

CASH€R WANTED: Japanese fast (bod re-

staurant in WLA to work dav and evenings

.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)4792530 H (818)360-5994.

CHEVIOT HILLS recreation center seeks en-

thusiastic enerMlic people with a love of
children to staff it's summer sports, drama,
preschool, and day caMps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)837-5486

CLOTHING MERCHANDISER wanted full-

time. Call Jay at Helen's Cycles,
(2 13)829- 1836.

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* FbU A Pairt-Uine *

* Flexible Hours *

*Loto of Work*
Mcp, Women. Students, etc.

Cadi C213) 453-1817

COFFEE bartender: $6.0G^r ^ tips. Fast paced
downtown Euopean style coffee bars seeking
hard working experierxred staff. Part-time,

early am/afternoon shifts, M-F. Call
(213)487-4038. 10:30am- 2:30pm.

COMPANIES in Great Britain now hiring for

this summers tourist season. Earn up to $6,000
¥ this summer in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employment Directory includes $1 ,000
•f job descriptions, employer contacts and
application requirements over 9500 openings.

Send SI 2 95 + $2.75 P & H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 224-C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarentee.

COMPUTER CONSULTING neeeded. Exper
ierKed with Microsoft Word necessary. Quick
el 7 experience preferred. Julie
(213)459-5656.

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility,

wekkend and pm shifts. Valerie
(213)8.^6^5567

Jv
<eHftitf wt- -^rr**
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Salons 21 Salon 21 Salon

ANNIVERSARY SALES
ULTIMA BEAUTY CENT€R

The largest selection of
Hair & Beauty products

__ & Perfumes
at

15%-7o26 discount
Manicure
Fill

Full Set

$5
$13
$20

Haircut (ask for Rick) $10
Free Cellophanes

.

with Perm or highlights

Tel.: (213) 208-3500

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IBM mtt mmmt AEPftEssnTAUVE
Work a$ a Collocate R«i»fa$ematlve along

^
with WM pen^nrml to promote Ihe IBM

^ Pamotml Sy$tem/2 at UGIA.
Bmi Sisibiy ^d l)onus. Marketing and

prodfici ti^r^nigi proviaad, Uym^ hours arKi

free Lfise of an ISM PS/2, McNdal $02.
"

Mu$t be a luit^lNme studant, sophor»ora or

. a|)Qva< iiavra at iaast a B average; i>e

comfHJt^r famHiar, enthusiastic and creative.

Yw wHi i>$t employed Sa^y ^teinpower

Temporary Servicee, selling the IBM PSi^
on cam|HJS. To earn while you learn and
^n valuable maH^ei^ng/computer

e)q>erience, conSu^lr

Hatna t. Williams
IQtll tiarketins R^rasantartlve

|2t3) $21^5242

/^iiilipiS AND RECENT GRADS\
llpii ii^ to explore opportunities with one of
the countries largest and most successful mutual
fund and institutional investment management com*
panics. iXie to rapid expansion P/T and F/T positions^ pailable for day and evening students. We offer
lilglily competitive starting sSaries with bonus
potential and one ofthe best benefits packages in LA,
including an educational subsidy

«

Please call (213) 486-9260 or
Send resume to: Employment Recruiter, P.O Box

COUNSELOR, pA LandlortVTenant. M-F,
1 pm-5pn, S720/mo. Resume to: Westsidc Fair

Housing CoufKil: 10835 Santa Monica BL.

#203, LA, Ca 90025. Attn. S Knapik. EOC.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

DATA ENTRY- P/T. Talk to retailer and owner.
Must have professional telephone skills. Excel-

lent growth potential. WLA high profile. Dy-
namic Real Estate/Property Management Com-
pany. $7.5QAir. Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

DO you know Wordperfect, DBase, or Lotus
for IBMPC? Make good nrwney tutoring P/T.

Daniel, Ben. (818)575-0552.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
snr>oker, your car.$6.5Q^r + gas. Children's

afterschooi activities. Tue»-Thurs afternoorw,

Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(213)273^73.

DRIVER/MESSENCCR. P/T t, F/T positions.

(213) 837^5200.

EARN a FREF trtp to Europe! Now hiring <

campus represcnUtivt for unique sumn>er
trips. Send letter, fwumc/campus activities,

before March 15th to Four Seasons Travel

Services Inc 5825 Sunset Drive, suite #204,
South Miami, Florida. 33143.

Real Estate Developer
seeks Bookkeeper and

Personal Assistant

Great Pay and Career
opportunity

8.50-9.00/hr+bonus, D.O.E.
You must be organized,

detail -oriented Think and
act independently

Part time and/or Full time
Smalls quiet Century City

office

Muat h« lixnTMmriid enH

send resume to

The Spencer Compaily
428 S. Spalding Drive #B
Beverly HiUt. Ca. 90212
(213) 557231S - call

anytime

PUBLICATION ASSISTANT
National magizine w/offioet in

Brentwood SMks enthusiastic,

iMm-onented, non-smoker with

strong commtmications skills and 1

yr -f editorial/Mi^cations

background. Ratponiibiiities indude;

press release wrMng, coordination

n/mapt ad egendes, market

reseirch. mMmel admin, tasks.

PC/wordpmcaninQ skis essential

Unique, emry Itiwl position w/
tremendOMS opportunity for

advanoOTMnl cii Jitn at

(213) 447-8800.

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio tor

up-comIng photo assignments
Pro A Non-Pro Male Female

Call (818) 508-8680

Auto Rental Agency m airport

area seeks money motivated, sales-

onenled agents to work on a salary

and commission pay structure. No
experience necessary. Will frain right

applk:ant work arour)d school

schedule. Tom 67S^146.

•••^••af•••••••#•••#»

10918 Kinross Avenue

30 Help Wanted 30

EARN UP TO $5000 as our Campus Rep. 1 hr a
week. Recorded message reveals details. (809)
775-5069.

EDUCATION PROGRAM. Assistant II - Educa-
tion Graduate student to develop, but not teach

courses. Train and supervise Assistant
I's in creation of ed. material. Operate video
camera. P/T, $11 .49/hr. Call Irene Copes,
Radiology Personnel, ext. 55806.

ENDOCRINE SCIENCES- A leader-in-
homfK>ne analysis since 1972 is seeking a
highly skilled and n>otivated laboratoty techni-

cian to join our immunoassay development
team. Competitive salary and benefits. Call

Mark (818) 345-6503.
'

ERRAND-PERSON/INTERN- P/T Real Estate

Depl. WLA dynamic company. Must have car.

Excellent growth potential. $5Alr plus mileage.
Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

EXPERIENCED writer/director needs producer
to raise funds for short fim. Shorty Films Co,
P.O. Box 1 233, Venice CA 90294.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FLOWER SHOP in Beverly Hills requires

part-time help. Hours flexible, clean driving

license essential. (213)271-5030,

Friendly, Energetic HOSTESS NEEDED.
Cheesecake Factory, Beverly Hills. Apply in

penwn. M,Tu,Th,F 3-5pm. $6.50^ -f tips.

F/T casual senior typist clerk. Process insur-

ance claims forms, process patient financial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

GENERAL OFFICE, for filing and phones.
Contact Mrs. Sh'ulman.
(213)208-8219.

GRAPHIC ARTIST WANTED. Should be avail-

able on call. Creative, strong abilities in design
and some experience a must. X.O.N.G. Irttlus-

tries. (213)655-0979.

GROWING MANAGEMENT consulting firm

needs talented assistant to president. Small
office with room to grow. Need good phone,
word perfect, and filing skills. 15-20hrs.
$8/hr. (213)459-6191.

HANDYMAN/ PAINTERS, for Westwood area.

(213)467-5117.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. F/T or P/T,

$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin
(213)559-6823.

HOUSEKEEPER/ERRAND PERSON for family

with 3 older girls. 24-40 hn/wk, fiexible

hours, afternoons 2:00^^:00. Must be covered.
$7.00/hr. Must have car. Westwood,
474-5106.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Governnr^ent program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded rT>e»sage.

Please have pen ready.

Mid-Wilshire Law Firm
seeks intelligent, energe-
tic college student to as-
sist in all facets of )egal
office services i.e master
calendar, corresponding
with clients, court filings

etc. Make your own
schedule. Top salary.

Great beginning job.

Ask for Kelli (former
UCLA Bruin)937-1761.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(2i3) 829-2900

21 Help Wanted
I'M SEARCHING for creatively-talented wri-

ters for paperback novels, rton-fictlon books.

Magazine articles. (213)208-5128. Vernon.

LAW FIRM at 6500 Wilshire needs pA word
processing/secretarial help. $6.S0-8.0(yhr

doe. Call CInny (213)651-3333

LOOKING for ger^eral counselors riding in-

structors, water sports instructors. K-Arrow
Ranch Camp. Skyiake Ranch Canr>p. Pick-up
applicatfons at main office in Placement
Center.

MAKE BIG CASH!! Individuals wanted to sell

ad space in various L.A. publications. 20%
commission. Great Perks. P/T or F/T. Hours
flex. Brad (213)458-1171.

MEDIA PROJECT needs assistant to organize,
coordinate, and duplicate information. Must
be bright ar>d quick reader. Minimum 25hrs.

Light typing a plus. Good salary. PLease call

Ruth Sneider at (213)459-2422. Before noon.

MEDK:aL LAB- In West Valley has a part-time

opening for a general office clerk. Duties
Include data entry, filing, specimen entry,

mall, result reporting. CRT experience a must.
Science major preferred. Flexible hours, how-
ever, Saturday rotation required. Call Fay (818)

345-6503.

OFFKIE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environment.
20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, microsoft V8^B»rd on IBM PC preferred,

and general office duties. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME estmator needed to read blueprint

for painting company (213)876-4866.

PART-TIME positions-4 hrs/day-deliver and
place reports in files, $5.44^r. Call Suzanne
(213)825-5128.

PART-TIME permanent clerical, Fridays only.

Santa Monica. Phones, scheduling, and paper
work. $7/hr. Reliable. (213)394-1361.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Fluent in English.

Second language a plus; organizational skills,

familiarity with Macintosh basic programs.
(213)453-1211. Ask for Frank or John.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to management con-
sultant, flex hours, approx 12hrs/wk. S7/i^r.

Cameeded. Beverly (213)474-0959.

P/T Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hrs/wk, v/ork 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50A>r plus free

dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

P/T OFFICE CLERK needed in Westwood.
Work around your schedule. No weekends or

evenings. $5.50/hr, Kim or Mirna.
• (213)206-4941.

P/T OFFKTE CLERK in Century City. Work
around your schedule. $6A»r. Call Barbara
(213)282-8355.

PT or FT flexible hrs 8:30-5:00 close to school.

Study+answer phones $6/hr-K:ommission. Joel

(213)841-8827, eves.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT. PT/FT.

Small friendly office. 10 minutes to UCLA.
Good typing skills required. (213)216-9100.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL (or CPA firm on
Wilshire & Highland. Phones, typing, light

comp. work, filing. Must have own transporta-

tion. Flex, hours. (213)930-1040.

RECEPTIONIST/ GENERAL OFFICE. Part or

full-time. Small Century City. Entertainment
Law firm seeks responsible, organized self-

starter with outgoing personality. Light

typing.(21 3)552-1808, Gonja.

RESEARCH Assistant. Need people to get

articles in library. Flexible. $10/hr.
(213)820-5644.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTERdata entry,

minimum of 20 hr^¥vk. $aA>r Marina Del Rey.

Person with some engineering, technical ir

computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834.

RETAIL HELP! Cutomer service, sales, and
marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting.. Will train, flexible hours.

F/T,P/T. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALES, for swirmuit boutique, FT/PT. Friendly

personality, $6/hr, (213)394-2214.

SALESPERSON needed. Will train. Bondable.
Melrose Antique Mall. Tuesday, Friday 11-1;

Wednesday, Sunday 1:30-3:30. $7/hr. Call

11-6 (213)965-9424.

Donl Wart to Wort FuH Tim?

Get Facts now!

tiMuLDp$ for all consklerino

or alrwdy in the temporafv or

part time mM. (Recepton. seore-
tarial, Computon, Homemakars)
Stnd lor VthMbli info. EncloM

ntfiiMckMH A $6 10

Karin RuNtrtM P.O. BOX 40133

t to 30

Great hyp^ ; to
•

Please sefiu r^'^im^p

'GPA. availar

for interview'^ •

30 Help Wonted 30

20in tiO(

-ail

SANTAMONK> doctor's office needs clerical

assistant. Excellent opportunity for highly mo-
tivated person who likes challenges. Will
train. Part-time 12hrVwk, possible full-time.

Pam (213)828-2282

SECRETARIAL help P/T for small iTKjdical-legal

service. M-F, 9-2pm Please call
(213)854-0999.

SECRETARY/PERSONAL ASST. No experience
necessary. Must learn quickly, P/T or F/T, Must
leave message. z921 3)477-8490. Near UCLA.

SECRETARY, part-time, light typing, filing

phones for medical office. Call
(213)654-6556.

SECRETARY F/T, Century City: Fast learner:

Word Perfect knowledge, type 60 wpm. Call

Barbara. (213)282-6355.

SECRETARY, part-time, some computer back-
ground preferred. Nutrition company. Good
salary + light work. WLA. (213)479-1050.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 6, clean DMV, clean
cut. Call (213)267-1811. Ask for Joel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs
full-time help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2060/51

WORK IN EUROPE TH.o SUMMER!

"Summer Jobs Britain 1990
$12 95' or "1990 Directory of

Overseas Summer Jobs (41

Countries) $10 95" Each 240*
page book includes names,

addresses, phone numbers
Over 30.000 jobs. Send amount
plus $2 25 P&H for each book

to EUROCAL.
1900 S Sepulveda Blvd Suite

224-C, Los Angeles. CA 90025
14-ddy money back guarantee..

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

Cashier. Manager, or Asst.
Manager for Greg's Grill
Restaurant in Pacific

Palisades. Full or Part Time
available. Must be able to

work weekdays.
CaU Greg 459-0396

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience
managing a team of employes*, custonrwn,
arvi suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive managenwnt training. Av-
erage summer earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-42fr-6441 (or more
info.

TELECOMUNICATIOf^ OPERATOR for Ex-

ecutive Office Suites. Team player with good
communication skills, pleasant working en-
viornement. KrKJwIcdge of computers helpful.

Will train. Flexible hours necessary. )on
(213)622-1213.

TELEMARKETING. Pagenet/Burbank, a Na-
tional Paging Co. is seeking part-time tele-

marketers to set appts. for outside reps, $7.00
per hour, plus bonus ar>d commiuion. Call

Vicki at (818)845-1400.

TEMP COMPANION for older woman,
1-5pm, M-F, Brentwood. (213)273-6376.

UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY- For
brighj and energetic individuals. Call (213)
825 1386 or (805) 944-3753. Ask for Scott.

WAITERESS- Lunch/dinner. Mon Sat.

$4.25/hr. Crazy Fish Japanese Restaurant.

Beverly Hills. (213) 550-8547. ___^
WEEKEND CASHIER. Retail hardware. Brent-
wood location. Pleasant working conditions.
Call Mrs.Richards (213)476-2864

WESTWORLD ELECTRONK: GAME CENTER
HAS FULL TIME FLOOR MANANCER POSI-
TION AVAILABLE IN OUR WESTWOOD
VILLAGE LOCATION. STARTING HAHR If

YOU ARE MATURE RESPONSIBLE PERSON
SKILLED IN CUSrOMIR SERVICE, PLEASE
CALL DaVIO HtMnM-Hf?:
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Valet Parkers!!
To valet park at

private parties &
restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.
Clean DMV printout

required.

Earn TOP DOLLAR.
413-6997

•
•

•

•
•••••••••••••

•

•

•

•

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head
torso, and full phys»lorso. ana tuii pnysique.
High cx)mmisions! QU[CK
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

Hashers wanted for

Sorority House
Lunch or Dinner

Terrific Food
$5 an hour

Call (213) 208-4008

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, fikns A commordala.
M types, 1d-B0 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fuf} tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, F/T, International

Company near LAX. $7/hf. Contact Christina

(213)568^0888.

AD PERSON/BOOKKEEPING ASST. Friendly

WLA architectural firm seeks sharp personable
detail-oriented individual to help w/
bookkeeping. A/P, payroll, etc. Willing to

Irainnight person student or recent grad in

accounting or related program preferred. Must
be financially minded, good w/numbers, pro-

fessional. Computer literate. Excellent com-
pensation. Career potential. 24-40hrs/wk.
Non-smoking office. (213)4794873, Roy.

ATTENTION-HIRINC! Government jobs-your
area. $1 7,840-$69,4dS. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext R 8050.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/

interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferr^. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
ancVor legal experience dcsireable. $1 2-1 S^r.
Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

OPPORTUNITIES for responsible workers with
computer/ laboratory skills. Call
(213)825-9531 to send resume.

MATHEMATICS
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES
Do you enjoy malh? Unknown
to many career or job seekers

with math course-work is the

actuarial occupation. The
American Almanac of Jobs and
Salaries declares that actuaries

are the highest paid

professkxials in insurance. The
book Actuarial Opportunities

tells what's in it for you.

Whether you're actively seeking

or upgrading a career the

$7.95 investment could be the

best career decision that you

make. CheckyM.O. to Career

Insights. P.O. Box 11489, Ft.

Wayne, IN 46858. hk>t sokJ in

bookstores.

Internstiips 34

FILM PRODUCTION CO. needs student to

assist in office. No pay. Good experience. 2-3

day^eck, light typing, word perfect helpful.

(818)954-2976

TALENT AND LITERARY AGENCY- Beverly

Hills. Considering final applications for part-

time internship program. Clerical skills a

must.Call between 1-5 only. (213) 276-7070.

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now for summer or fati 1990. 1

or 2 semesters: dataes or intemsNps.

4 week summer program to the Great

Barrier Reef. For into, on the BEST
study abroad program in the worM call

Curtin University 1-800-245-2575.

Ctiiid Core Wanted 35

2:30-5:30, M-F, $9/hr. Must have car. Brent-

WDod (213)8255573.

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/

week. Must have car. S5/hr -f gas.

(213)477-0474 days, (213)472-3773

^

INTERNSHIP

Interested in Advertising

as a career?

The Daily Bruin Is seeking

energetic and dedicated

individuals interested in an

exciting internship during Spring

Quarter dealing primarily with

ad production and on-campus

advertising, rather than sales,

this position is a great

introduction to the world of

advertising and will provide

invaluable experience and long-

term benefits. .

Applications are available at

112 Kerckhoff hall and are due

Tuesday, March 6 at 4:00 pm

SHERMAN OAKS, adjacent penthouse type
1-bed newly remodled. Quiet, view, walk to

all. $575. (818)889-0483.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1695/nxi. (213)473-4272.

VAN NUYS--1 5-20 minutes to campus. Good
area. 2-bdmVl% bath. 2 story townhouse.
$710/mo. 2 weeks free. Security, gated park-

ing. (213)865-3801.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 move^in
allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. FurnisheeUunfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDIXTTION BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,

GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-6685.

WESTWOOD. $1200/nrK>. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, VC. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WLA. $1100/mo. 2.bedroom/1'A-bath
condo. Security, carport, shutters, frost-free

refrigerator, cable TV. 1323 ^armelina Ave.

(213)456-3829.

WLA. $n00/mo. Condo, 2-bdrnVlV. -bath.

Frost-free refrigerator, dishwasher, shutters,

cable, microwave, carport. 1323 Carmelina
Ave. (213)456-3829.

Across from
UCLA Dorms

535 Gayley
Large 1 becdroom
new carpet, (drapes

and appliances

$975
208-3818

VITALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator"dishwasher-
huge closet"

controlled entry-

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

Daily
Bruin Classified

IT WORKS!
25-2221

For more informatiorYr-

please call 825-2161

WestiATOod
Large 1 bdrm. Hardwood

floors, bay windows, porch,
stove, fridge. Garage.

Charming 5-plex. $950/mo.
(213)854-0146.

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

t

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

• ACROSS
•

Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49

BABYSITTER to care for two boys, ^cs S and 6.

Flexible schedule. Must have experience,

references. (213)821-3365, (213)471-0901

BABYSITTER/helper wanted by single father

with 2 children every other week. Thurs. nighl

through Sunday night. (213)472-4313.

BABYSITTER for two pre-schoolers. Fairfax

area. 30hrs/wk. Must have car & local refer-

ences. Speak English. Patty (21 3)653.0571(e).

BRENTWOOO, flexible hours, for 4-year-old

boy. $6-S7/hr. Mrs. Burkes. (213)451-5211.

COMPANION for 7-ycar-old boy. Mon, Tues,

Thurs afternoons (flexible). Brentwood. Call

Cookie after 7 p.m. (213)476-0198.

DRIVER/MOTHER HELPER- 2:00-4:30, 2
afternoonsAveek, $6/hr. Pick up 3 year old girl

from Special Ed. Encino School, return to

Westwood. (213) 471-2790.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Approx 20hrsAvk. In-

cluding summer and vacation. Hours and
salary negotiable. Must own car. Refercrxrcs

required. (243)475-52S3.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM apt. $95Q^th) including utilities

aixi ga^e. Fireplace and hardwood floors.

959 Gayley (213)208-7123.

3 BED -f 2 BATH upper la#«*. $liQQ New
paint. Cloce 405 freisway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BEL-AIR. 1 -bedroom furnished beautiful apart-

ment at the University of Judaism. Must be a

student and 21 or older. $75(Vmo. with $300
security deposit. Call Sherri (213)476-9777

ext. 259, Of (213)472-4400.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2 bath

f den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laur>dry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.

BH adjacent, renovated, 2-bedroom, 1-bath,

high ceiling, central air and heat, washer,

dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, cable
TV., garage. $1025. (818)980-2951.

BRENTWOOD. 2-bed/1Vi 4)ath. Large living

room, large kitchen. $99Q^nrH>. Available im-

mcdiately. (213)476-9695.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

(XLUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minute walking
from UCLA, full kitchen, A^, water paid,

parking, quiet building, available now. $825
and up. (213) 208-8881.

HOLLYWOOD:2-bdrm/2-bath apt. Fireplace,

security system, Jacuzzi, great view, on bus
line to UCLA. $104S/mo. (213)850-7290.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.

$795/nx). Must sec. (213) 206-6310.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO UCLA? The
Faculty housing office has 1 , 2, ar>d 3 bedroom
apartments available for UCLA faculty, visiting

scholars, and post-doctoral candidates (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

leg^. Prices range frohi $869 to $1165 per
moi^th. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(211)206-1947 or (213)206-3085 for ohmv
infcfmation.

^PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785
iPooJ, parking, laundry, appliances. Teri'y

«(2 11)454,4754. i v< ^
» . . 1 1

<PALMS. $825 and up. Quii*t upper
2-bdr./2-ba., balcony, large closets.

(213)839 8800.

PALMS. Single %550/mo and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$750/mo. Special first month rent

with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercise

room. Gas and water paid. Gated parking.

(213)036-3800.

A >

NORTHRIDQE $278 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadlity. Shared or

private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northrldge

Campus Resider^ce, 9500 zelzah.
NorthrMoe, CA 91325

(818)8M-1717

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477^0858
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6
10
14
15
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17
18
20
21
23
24
25
28
30
34
35
37
38
39

41
42
43
44
48
48
50
52
53
58
57
80
82

Apparent
Qolfir>0 aime
Hand tool

Arab or Turk
Molding
Isaac's son
Urged
Hash makings
Court
Covered
Tire parts

Money
Soft drink

Alaska area
Mischievous
Sedative
Opera prir>ce

Provoke
NATO. e.g.

N.Y. library

fourKler

Twist
Sooner than
Comer
Make mad
Chaff
Vakiables
Travel paper
Register

Sahara hill

Barrieboy
U
Not

~84 BC and AD
-45 Function
88 Enger>der
87 Painful

68 Looked over
69 Stumbled

DOWN
1 Ruminate
2 Company

insignia

3 So
4 Enzyme: suff.

5 RCMP offk:er

6 USSR ally

7 Ancient
8 Arbiter

9 Bout
10 Make known
11 Adrift

12 Carneiian
13 Feline

19 Claaa
22 Straight

24 Converse
25 State flower

28 Leo end John
"27 Asunder
28 Better

29 Methc unit

31 Saw sharperier

32 Peace
personified

33 Efts

38 Commend

PMCVKHJS PUZZLE SOLVED

A L C A N

1

F A T S
1

P A N S
L 1 A N A A L A 1 A L 1 T
A S P 1 C C O R R U G A T E
W A V E lIP^ E R R A
PMli D L E Dm N̂ T A M E D
F AlC 1 L E SIH E E nIHH^
A L N EHSIO L A R tJi mIe
ijQQ SQQQQ mmn

E N T L E MA NHS PRE
HIRE

APACE

E N C E

SHEETS
B O L I V A RHB E I N

L I N K S S T A

SEE NHU T E SMS TRAP

E VHU S S

O L DHR I A T A
L L E N

40 Spine
41 Pornography
43 Bis

45 Basic nature
47 Opposed
49 Slipped away

from
51 Qawk
53 March date

54 Nasty Roman
55 Blemish

56 Eraae
57 Cascade
58 Handle: Fr

59 Compulsion
81 Kind of bean
83 Rawer
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EVER LOOKED IN THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION FOR A SPECIFIC SERVICE.
PRODUCT. OR OPPORTUNITY. . .

ONLY TO FIND THAT IT ISN T THERE?

The DAILY BRUIN is here to serve
YOU, so when we aren't fulfilling your

needs, we need to know.

If you have any suggestions as to

what ads DAILY BRUIN Classified

should carry to better serve YOU,
our readers, then let us know by

filling out the form below and
dropping it off at the BRUIN office:

112 Kerckhoff Hall (or call 825-2221)

« A

Name

Phone (Optional)

In order to better serve my needs, the
DAILY BRUIN could provide the following

service, product, opportunity, etc.:
( please be specific)

THANKS! Please drop this form off at 112 Kerckhoff Hall
between 9am and 4pm. If you have any questions, please

CALL 825-2221

VVhdt'b black and white ancJ read all over?

DAILY BRG N

CLASSIFIEDS!

-r? CAEL 825-222!

f*-

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath
Roof top Jacuzzi

All security building

Dishwasher 4>lKis microwave
Walk-in closet/ fireplace

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

•^

Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace.

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

I

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
|«10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Bh^d.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Bfanagement

\M.A Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, lofr, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

Apartments Furnished 50

100 STEPS TO CAMPUS. Furnished, large

single. Utilities included. Up to 3 tennants.

Call Marianne (213)824-0319.
'

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$695, l-BDRM, 1242 Bany Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to marke^^us, off Wilshire.

395-2903. .

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700. Spa-
cious 2-be<VrA -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

V-, WLA. Large 2-bdrm/1V. bath, security, car-

pels, drapes, refrigerator, pool, patio,

laundry facilities, 2 car parking, no pets.

$1050. 1500 Purdue (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pels.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

Vocation Rentals 63

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rournied by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rales. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Shore 54

WESTWOOD. $375/mo. Female to share large

2-bdrm, 2-bath with 3 LXILA students. Parking,

top floor Jacuzzi, Westwood view. Lisa

(213)824-5751.

WESTWOOD. $350/mo. Male to share
2-bdrm in spacious apartment close to cam-
pus. Parking, Jacuzzi, BBQ. Lisa
(213)824-5751, (21 3)683-654W

WLA, $363, two professional females looking

for same to share 3-bedroom. 2-months'
security deposit required, +lyr. committment.
Available Immediately. (213)4740373.

WLA. $500/mo. including utilities.

2-bedroonV 1 -bath furnished apartment. Non-
smoking mature female seeking same. Fire-

place, hardwood floors, bright ranch style.

(213)204 4070, (213)473-2286.

House for Rent 56

House for Rent
4 Bedroom — 2 Bath

in Mar Vista
$1695 per month

includes 2-car garage
& appliances
452-1796
evenings

486-3439 day

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroom/

IV* bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.

Must »«t. $2200. (213)4440433.

BRENTWOOD HOME for leaM. $2900^mo.
3-bedroonrV 2-balh, family room, encfoMd
yard with gazebo. (213)472-5842.

CULVER CITY. 2-be<4n -bath. Stove, refrigera-

tor, front/rear yard. Pelso.k. Gardner included.
$1,050. (213)397-4525.

SM Huge 3+2, newly remodeled. Ideal for

professor or mature student family. Hardwood
floors, fireplace in master. 4 car garage. $2500
(213)394-2203.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse

.

$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facihties

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

House for Shore 57

BRENTWOOD 2bedroom house to share.

Hardwood floors, cottage-like on Barrington.

$55(ymo. Erin (213)207-1070

House for Sole 58

ATTENTION- government homes from $1

(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-
sions. Call 1-602-838-8885.

WLA- Bright family home with charm. Uni
htgh district, n«ar Ocean park area.
3bed/2bath. Formal dining room, fire place,

forced air heating, bonus room with sky light,

large backyard. $449,500. (213) 477-8291.
Catherine Parker or Charlotte Nobles. The
Pmdential Calif. Realty.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late April ihm
mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, DanieTa Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call |«ssica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Reol Estote 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
SKUrepair). Delinquent tax property. Repos-
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD family with 2 young daughters,

seeking babysitting help. Salary for weekend
work. Call (213)471-1970.

Room for Rent 64

$38S/MO. MALE preferred. Large bdrm.
% -bath in a beautiful home. (213)558-0551.

BEDROOM and bathroom. Private entrance.

No cooking, smoking. % mile from LXTLA.
$42S/mo Call (213)472-8897.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entrancsi^Mthroom. $375 w/utilities

(213)670-5668.

BRENTWOOD, $650/mo. -* light housekeep-
ing. Guest house/studio with lovely yard. No
smoking. (213)476-4588.

CHEAP place to live right across street from
campus. $275/mo. (213)208-0984.

FEMALE, own room, 3bed/2bath house. Near
Marina, private entrance, W/D, parking.

S460/mo. Call Kathryn. (213)306-7257.

LOVELY neighborhood, 2Vi miles from cam-
pus. Non-smoking environment. $37S/mo.
includes utilities. (213)274-0400 (day),

(213)837-6983 (evening).

NEARBY CANYON. Room with separate en-
trance, kitchen, bath. $550 includes utilities,

cable. (213)470-0272, after 6p.m.

ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 15 minutes from
UCLA available now. Kitchen w/all accesso^

riet, washer/dryer, livingroom w/real fire

place, courtyard. Call Mike (213)827-4282

WLA guesthouse, private entrance and bath-

room, light cooking and iarg^ room. Utilities

"iriwi uii mmmi

56 Room for Rent 64

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for corHiderate, resporwible female.

$470. (21 3)479-1601.

-- Roommotes 65

2 FEMALE roomates to share 2-bedroonV
2-bath on Veteran. Security, parking, pool.

ASAP. Tracy (714)952-3114.

BEAUTIFUL: New 2-bedroom; own master
bedroonr\/balhroom, by art museum. Operv
minded, $600 -f deppsits, furnished, security

etc. (213)935-5800.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: Own room in

Palms. $355/mo. Parking available. Call

Lauren (213)838-6351.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $225/mo for

furnished one bedroom apartment in West-
wood. Parking available.(81 8)790-21 85.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonV2-bath in Brentwood. $42(Vmo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

MALE/FEMALE roommate share
3-bedroonV2*A -bathroom/den apartment 20
min. from campus. Own room $330.
(818)990-2686.

PALMS. Young professional r>eeds responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

ROOMATE WANTED: OWN ROOM, park-
ing, $35C/mo., 3-miles from campus. Avail-

able March 10th. No smokers. (21 3)837-5949.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own room,
$330/mo. VA bus to UCLA easygoing room-
mates. (213)478-4769 ASAP.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Great Santa Monica
2-bed/1-bath security apartment with parking.

Available immediately. Female non-smoker
preferred. $500/mo. Karen. Day
(213)826-7474, evening (213)829-7906.

SANTA MONICX! Own room + utilities.

$420/mo. Female non-smoker.
(213)451-9442.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-lid/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished S270/n\o. share room.
$32Q^mo. Share Master. (213)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7.11pm.

WESTWOOD- Share large 2-bedroom apt. on
Wellworth. $347/monlh. Close to UCLA .

Security building. (213) 312-1432.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom with three others.

$406.25. Top floor, pool, Jacuzzi, gym.
(213)208-2649, Martin or John.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $40Q/person. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD. Female share 2-bedroom du-
plex. Parking. Near LXILA, transportation.

1385 Midvale. (213)4 7 7-4045,
(21 3)454-821 1 . (21 3)445-5345.

Sublet 66

CONSIDER TT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need hoLising for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

J

WANTED
WestskJe students & Apts. to

share. Ljw students need summer
housing various dates. Contact

Sharon Gates at

MITCHEU. SILBERBURQ A KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students
this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recrulting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

Summer

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.
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Sublet

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CJL£RKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartmei)^
& houses to rent froWi

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/
house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

t
^ McKenna, ,^

]^ Conner ft Cuneo ^.

)f seeks furnished

j^ sublets for its low

j^ students who r>eed

)^ housing during all,

3^ or port or the summer,

jj. Please Coil
^ (213) 687-6164

SIDLEY & AUSTIN i
LAW FIRM I

NEEDS SUMMER i
SUBLETS I

If you are interested in M
subletting your fumistied M
apartment or house from m
May-August to summer

associates from out of town. P
please contact: a
Brenda Thomas S
(213)556-6976

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

MAYER, BROWN
& PLATT

seeks summer
sublets for its

summer
associates.

Please call Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9655

66 Sublet

GOING OUT OF TOWN
TfflS SUMMER?

WANTED! -

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED, REASONABLY

• PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM

MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

P1«AM contact

Janette Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

i
66 Insurance

FEMALE ^asygoJng roomate needed. New,
security, share room. Closet to campus! Spring

quarter. $375 (213)208-6503. Suzanne.

VENICE BEACHSIDE, OcearVMtn. View large

studio penthouse. Utilities irKluded. April-

August. 1st A last. SeSO/mo. (213)392-7041.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartments needed for 2-3 nrwnths. Approx.
May 1 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202.

WESTWOOD bachelor: unfurnished, carport,

garbage paid. New carpet, blins, paint. First

and last. $725/mo (213)824-4003.

Sublets Needed
For Sumnfier Law

Clerks

Furnished Apartments
Wanteci

May —- August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-bath unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitchcrV bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)107-1637.

Flying/Parochuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further infomiation

1-800-526-9682.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE
MinifTHjm liability required

by \qv/.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; fenrKile

under 21, male urjder i5,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision/ and nrK>torcycles

Easy payment plan.
Ccrtl now (213) 477-7061

or 476-8356

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

ImrDediate Pfx>ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cost Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
UJ<fJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. ftx)m

UCLA

llralth (

Auto Insurance

Why pay morel...

For Auto/Motorcycles
NO Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

all 474-7283

AUTO INSURANCE low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

91 Tutoring Offered — 98 Typing 100

I HATE AUTO INSURANCl

uuuit I, .11;

. . ,818)342 151

^i.iTo irj9 inprj

•***W**^******:^)ir^^

QUALITY MATH TUTORING- At all evels by
retired math professor. Highly experienced.
Please call (213)474-3681.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,
essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,
leave message.

/lllslate
Auto/Home/Commerciai

Westwood/Wilshir3 Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 btks So ot Wilshire)

If

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-
Ii2lng in student moves. 24hr. (213)281-8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRVS nru>ving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263- BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum. 26ft. truck.

Attention torcign siiulcnis

and faculty!

MOVINCi OVF-RSIiAS'.^

Call WMS International

' Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Personal Service 95

JOHN RONGE, CPA. Income tax preparation.

See ad in body of paper. (213)459-0535.

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING COMPANY has
MAC SE available for rental. 25hr$ weekly.

$7Air. Laser prints, $.60/page. Culver City. CaTT

(213)836-5949.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubfect*. Thesea/DittertatioiM,

Piopotala and Books. Foreijpi Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 47D-6661

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
AileratiC's fo' rre'i and woren

Open 7 days

7;0C am- 9:30 pm
1874 WestAOOO Bl.

474-5233

INCOMB TAX
Preparation of Individual

and business tax returns
Personal servloe for UCLA

people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, OPA
478-7600

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a secor>d languagr or Spanish
lessons by experienced UCLA MA college

teacher. 478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

ITTALIAN letsont. By native Italian teacher 10
years experierKc: conversation, tutoring

Leave message for franco. (213)650-8471.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-
Anylhing. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping servicd. Close to campOs.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. eXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISCERTATONS AND
THESES PREPERATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Coacct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

tXXTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, WesUide.
(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years - profes-

sional expcrierKe with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free
pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rales. Call

(213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/laser printer. Reasonable
rates. Joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, temn papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Scpulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,
laser printer. $l.5(Vpage. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up ar^d delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type aqything,

anytime--especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

Travel 105

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm. b(j. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany, Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

AND
FACULTY

k A
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WORD PROCESSING. ResumesAemn papers

guaranteed 24hr service! Complete mailing

with personalized cover letter. $10.00 & up.

Call: Elisa (818)501-7050.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatior>s, trar>scriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

One Day Word Procetsing
and/or Editing

Over 25 year* experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problwni
and tutoring in English, History,

PhikMophy, »iui Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assls-

tarKe with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get resuKs. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel Tickets 106

ROUNDTRIP ticket to anywhere Northwest
flies in U.S. $350 Call Aaron at (21 3)479-5434.

Autos for Sale 109

1965 MBZ 190 classic. New: paint, interior,

tires, brakes. Clean car. $3250 Call days
(213)398-1818.

1973 VW BUG, needs paint and minor body
work, perfiect car for student. $950 obo. Call
Stuart (213)396-8995.

1977, PLYMOUTH Wagon, runs well; looks
good. $850/obo. (213)649-5239.

1982 BMW 3201. Silver/black, one owner,
immaculate. $6200. (2 1 3)384- 1 293

.

1988 VW JETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meti|^ulously maintained.
$7550/obo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

1989, TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, red w/gray
interior. Sunroof, am/fnVcassette, 1 7,000
miles, $11,500. New. (818)509-2689.

ATTENTION- Government seized vehicles
form $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus ffuyeri GuTder
1-602-838-8885. Ext. A 8050.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI-
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602 838-8685. Ext.A 8050.

DATSUN 200SX 1980, $160Q/obo. Red,
5-spd, air, very good condition, reliable trans-

portation. (213)277-0088.

DATSUN 210, 1981, $100(yobo. 88k miles.*

Extremely reliable, one owner. A^VFM cas-

sette. Minor body damage. Paul,
(213)828-0932.

DATSUN B210 1977. Clean, reliable transpor-

lation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$90(Vobo. Call (213)454-2769.

FORD MUSTANG LX convertible 1988.
$9500. Black, loaded, 4-cyl., 5-spd. Emmacu-
late, 18k/miles. (818)782-52 26,
(818)895-6222(eves.).

HONAD ACCORD- 80, 5 speed, AC/Stereo, •

power steering. $1 ,800 OBO Excellent condi- <

tion. Must see. (818) 843-3988.

HONDA CRX SI 1989. Red, mint condition,
low mileage, sunroof, A/C, 5-speed. $9900.
(213)649-6765.

MAZDA RX3 wagon, 1973, automatic. Good
transportation car. $350. (213)306-1282,
leave memgi.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $600(Vobo^ silver,

excellent condition, AM/FM, casMUl, A^,
i\arm. (213)474-1106.

i

MERCURY, Montego. 1969, one oJ^er, ail

new parts, safe car. $1 000. (21 3)393-7^. By
appointment.

MOVING OUT! MUST SELL: 81 Honda Civic
5-speed. Good condition. Runs great.
$1500/obo (21 3)4 75- 2908.

NEED to rent a car? Only 18? Don't have a
credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep.
(213)678-9146.

NISSAN 200 SX, 1984. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $5700.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like new,
$9,800.(21 3)556- 5823(lv messaj^).

NISSAN 300ZX TURBO, '85. Auto, 50m,
loaded, 8-sph stereo, one owner. Excellent
condition. $9200/obo. (818)784-5552

NISSAN- Stanza 1983, 63K miles, excellent
condition. $2,20(Voffer. Manual, 4-door, no
A/C. (213) 459-6579.

NOVA- 77, $750 OBO. Runs fine, beautiful
piM upholstery. Call Kathleen. (21 3)392-5462.

TOYOTA CELIC\ '78. 80k miles. Original
owner. Brand new tire^irakes. Good condi-
tion. $19S(yobo. (213)858^150.
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CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEl
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCIA Alum

Do you want

your business

to

Advertise.
825-2161

TIRED OF PLASTIC PIZZA DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR? WELL THEN!

>-iO

PIZZA & MORE

208-5070DELIVERY
HOTUNE

CDM. when home & office mean something special

D(JTOU SUFFER FROM

^ Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

V

DR. FRED KHALIU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

FOBTRON DISCOUNT

ELECTRONICS

XT TURBO
SYSTEM

. 10 MHz .512k RAM

. PARALLEL SERIAL AND
GAME PORTS

. CLOCK .360k FLOPPY

. COLOR MONO
GRAPHICS CARD

. HIGH RESOLUTION TTL
MONITORW
COMPLETE

286 AT COMPLETE $699

213/769-5677
213/769-5678

2102 W. ARTESIA BL.

mHwm

firsA GREATHEAD!'
I Ray loynd. LA Timtn

I "A BENT COMEDY...
l^^ REAL FUN.-

Mmnm C Dybtn. Fnttytt^tmrnmnt Toflmy

pinenitd tit

DON SAXON ROBERT R BLUME
JAN FOSTER JOEl OUARESMO

Writlen by

4/VM. S. LEWEN600B
Ottected by

LAUREN TEWES

TICKETS (800) 369-8367
OR AT BOXOfUCf

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose /We Los Angeles. CA

ThTs"week onIy!"

'"

Students 6 (w/I.D.)

Autos for Sole 109 Auto Repair 110 Scooters

TOYOTA Corolla 1982. 2-door liflback, auto-

matic, air, arVfm, runs well. $260(yobo

(213)206-3279.

VGLICSyVACEN )ETTA GLI, 1986, $7500. CD
player, alarm, sunroof, air conditioning, tin-

tedwindows, Fittapaldi wheels. 60,000 miles.

Excellent condition. (213)936-2410 eves.

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1968. Automatic Runs
good. Must sell. SlOOO/obo. (213)466-3690

VW BUG 1 974 $1 650. Orange, extra clean in

and out, runs well. AMA^M stereo cassette, new
tires, brakes, clutch, muffler. Great student

car.(21 3)271 -8622.

VW BUG, 1973, $195(yobo. Original owner,

73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master

cylinder (213)312-1200 exl. 441.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1 100, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic

condition. (213)824-3655.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, $650(Vobo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. 5-fpeed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm, perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937 9174.

VW RABBIT, 1980,
(213)209-2123.

$2000, automatic.

VW RABBIT- 1978, $1 100. 71 K miles ^fC, 4

speed. Very UDod condition (213) 82<070e

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

iWLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire BL
(213) 207 1811

Motorcycles for Sole 114

HONDA- 250XL, 82, low miles, runs strong

and clean $900 (213) 209-0357. Mark.

HONDA XL 100, low miles, good condition.

$400. (21 3)824 2575 Leave message for Pam

KAWASAKI, GPZ 550, 1983, with brand new
helmet. Good corniition. Registered )eff.

(213)208-1872.
I

- _ .
.. ^— -

YAMAHA 82 XT2S0, recent Ujr>ewup, very

retlMJie. $700.' CiM Srel (H 1)/4W--| rj^

1 986 HONDA ELITE 1 50, runs great. Call John
at (213)208-3048.

1986 SPREE, needs repair, $150/obo
(213)824-1858.

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition

$399 Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

3 HONDA ELITE 80*5, 1987, 1 SPREE, 1988
All run great. 1 Elite needs work
(213)824 4780.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1985 Great condition

with helmet $850. (213)471-5632. Leave
message.

HONDA ELITE 1985, 250 digital, freeway
helnnet, lock, runs great. Great deal! Invest

ment $595. (213) 824-2505.

HONDA ELITE, 1987 Only 600 miles. Excel
lent condition. $1200/obo. Call Glen at

(818)367 8476.

HONDA passport, 1983. 2-seater, ^^ry good
condition. $475/obo. (21 3)824- 7 149.

YAMAHA CA50 scooter, excellent condition,

viery tow miles. $475 with Kryptonite lock v\d
hclmet/obo Call (213)208-2397.

(TH£ PERFECT WAY) to nf>eet the perfect

person. Great ExptHations Video introduc-

tions VIP mentberihip. $800 Tirm. Over 50%
discount! Call Arrthorty, f21 3)990-2678.

Their task is as simple as

Schroedinger's equation
It's not a job that I would

want—regardless of ample pay
or other perks offered.

No, Tm not talking about
the chancellor spot, nor the

head usher at Pauley for that

matter—rather, Tm musing
about a spot on the NCAA
Basketball Selection Committee.
You know the people I'm

talking about, and if you don't,

come Sunday March 11th at

about 4 p.m., you'll certainly

know by then.

At 64 college campuses
these people will be deified,

statues will be planned, com-
memorative stamps even made
out in their honor.

On other walks of ivy,

sentiments will turn in the

other direction—bitter scorn

will rule the air, and tears, not

cheers, will pervade in the

local watering holes.

All the emotion is under-

stood when you realize that

this selection committee is

charged with the envious task

of compiling the invite list for

the biggest party in modem
sports history. As popular as

the $64,000 Question of yore

once became, the Selected 64
rise high and above in the

collectivjj conscious of the^

American psyche.

As you read this, entrepre-

nuering young investment anal-

ysts are preparing the annual

tournament pools, coaches and
players are sweating their fates,

and travel agents are playing

musical chairs with hotel reser-

vations.

The task is simple in com-
mand: select the 64 most
deserving teams to compete ia

a post-season tournament which
determines the Division I

Basketball championship.
The task is made somewhat

more efficient by the inclusion
of 30 teams as conference
champions—we'll opt to forget
the fact that some of these 30
teams don't belong amongst
the 100-best teams in America.
So, once those blanks are

filled in, that's where the
semblance of order ends.

The remaining spots go to

at-large squads, and this is

where things get real ugly, real

quickly. .5 ^ , : .

'

Supposedly, cornputer rank-

ings, such as those found in

the USA-Today, are the main '

tool used in determining those
terrific 34 from the 180-or-so
schools still left.

Out of the Pen

Chris
Koutures

So, in sum, it's up to the

Selection Committee.
They get to wade through

win-loss records, strength of
schedules, and other mitigating

factors to make such a deci-

sion. And in a year like this

when such hallowed halcyons

of hardwood such as UCLA,
Indiana, and North Carolina are

on the proverbial bubble, tradi-

tion has to rate a strong

glance.

I don't envy them.

Even more. I wonder how
they get through this next

week—the big post-season tour-

nament week that closes out

the season and offers more
headaches than previously

thought humanly possible. For
example, if U(XA makes the

Pac-10 final, which is played
two hours before the 64 teams
are announced, a spot will

probably have to be saved for •

them, in the event they win.

Nothing like waiting until the

last minute to make that deci-

sion, eh?

UnUl that time, do the

members of the Selection

Committee eschew daily activi-

ties such as work, family, and
breathing in deference to that

master of collegiate hoops

—

ESPN—to get the latest word
on potential invitees?

I don't know, I just don't

know, and to be honest. I

don't want to know.
I'll just let them do their

job, and come the time to see

who made it. I'll watch the

tube like everyone else and s

find out the decisions.

By then, all will be over
except for the screaming—and
the NIT officials picking up
the left-overs.

119 Furniture 1 26 Typewriter/Computer 1 34

2 COUCHES
(213)208-4030.

$75. Good condition,

CCHJCH $40; Fold-out chair $25; excercise

bike $50. (213)836-8672.

COLKZH, high back, dark brown leather look,

$120. DESK, office size, six drawer, $110.

(213)45a9518.

DELUXE wood bunk bed with drawers, shelves

and mini closet. $150.00 or best offer. Call

(213)208-3546.

FUTON BED Black cover with full sire hard-

wood frame converts from bed to couch. $1 80.

(213)208 3635.

LIQUIDATING highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;

chest, $85; others. (213)393-2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372 2337.

STOVE $25(Vobo. Refrigerator $75/obo. Both

in very gpod condition. (213)933-3242.

COMPAQ 386- Portab;e. 40Mb hard disc,

expansion chassis, 1,200 baud, internal

modem, tech. manuals, midi interface, carry-

ing ca»e. $4,250. Call Devin (213) 5457475.

MAC 512 BOOK external disk, keyboard,

Imagewriter II, mouse, software library, man-
uals. $115Q/obo. (213)824-7180.

MACINTOSH 512KE, external drive, carrying

bag, and accessories. Excellent condition.

$500. (213)824-9775. 7-1 2pm for Kent.

SUNTAC IBM-compatible with VGA nfK)nitor,

65 megabite hard drive, 1 .2 nnegabite floppy, 1

megabite rom. Brand new. Lots of software.

(818)509-2689.

Computirt
386/33 CACHE Mono $2200
388/25 4Mg Morx> Si 875

$1300368/20 IMg
64()K

Mono
288n2 Mono |700

$480XT 640K Mono
ISC Computsri

(818) 287-6213

Musical instruments 129

'88 RICKENBACKER QUITAR *A -neck with

case. Brand new. Muet sell by tpring $450.
Aaron (213)479-3434.

BMW 320t, 1977, $3750. ExceHwit, 76,000

miles. cutAom $1500 Alpine stereo,

(213)277-7664

VANEMBRICQS
From page 59

bricqs has stepped up her game
lately, scoring in double figures the
last six games, while averaging 16
points and shooting 58.5 percent
from the field during that span.

During her freshman year, Van-
Embricqs missed 12 games with a
knee injury and. as she said, "It

was kind of a slow season." In
addition, VanEmbricqs was a long
way from home, and the adjust-

ment was naturally difficult

"It was very hard at the begin-
ning. I've gotten more used to it;

sometimes it's still hard (to be so
far away)." she said. Assistant

coach Kathy Olivier said, "When
she first came in, she was very shy
and quiet and very homesick

—

now she's outspoken and she's

showing lots of leadership quali-

ties that we didn't know she had."
Homesickness really isn't a

problem for VanEmbricqs,
though, because she's very active.

"I'm pretty busy, so I don't really

think about it"

Standing at 6'3", VanEmbricqs
has played power forward and
center for head coach Billie Moore
at UCLA. VanEmbricqs sees her
role as a rebounding and tough
defensman. "When I'm active on
defense, it gets Our team going. But
I'm also supposed to contribute on
the offensive end of the floor."

Regarding this year's team,

VanEmbricqs said, "You know,
we only have had seven or eight

people, but we've done very well;

better than any GJCLA) team I've

been on," she said, adding that "it's

been more fun this year."

VanEmbricqs has been able to

learn and improve at UCLA, in

part due to Moore. "I've learned a
lot from Billie. She's taught me
how to be a better post player and
she's encouraged me to take better

-outside shots. She's also helped me
improve my ballhandling."

The UCLA women's basketball

program^ as a whole has failed to

recapture past glories since 1978,
when the Bniins won the national

championship. During VanEm-
bricqs' career, the team has had
three fourth-place Pac-10 finishes

in a row while posting a 49-37
record over that span. How has

VanEmbricqs handled the lack of

team success?

"It's always a disappointment
when you don't win. Everyone
who comes to UCLA is used to

winning, but there's a lot to learn

from losing and making mistakes,"

she said. "When you lose, you
know you're not perfect"

VanEmbricqs thinks she can
play better. "I don't think I've

played as well as I can yet I have

more responsibilities now than

I've ever had before, and that takes

away from certain things in my
game."

VanEmbricqs' future is some-
what uncertain, but "my first

priority is to finish my education.

After that, I would like to play

professional basketball in Eur-

ope—^probably Spain," she said.

"I don't know where I'm going

to live yet," she said. "If I decide to

live in Holland, one of the things I

would like to do is to translate the

movies, which are shown in

English, into Dutch."

But for right now, VanEmbricqs
will be in Westwood. translating

opponents* shots into blocks, pull-

ing down rebounds, and getting her

teammates fired up for the

remaining games of this season

and her career. '<

THINK HUNGRY AND
INDULGE

1275 Westwood Blvd
(1 1/2 Blocks S. of Wilshire)

478-2838
(not to be used w/ any other offer)

WEEKDAY
LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
(before 4pm)

Get an entree for

$4.95 or more
and receive

soup or salad

AND
fried rice or

steamed rice

LIABILITY INSURANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

GUT Autos
or Motorcycles
GT Scooters
GT Satisfy State Law
13^ Ph^^ip (Quotes

THE PdML iHSaR^l^lE AGinCY
10975 Santa Monka ^Ivcfe i3
Pest Los Angeies, <tk 90^025

(213) 473-1121
Comer erf Veteran Ir Sclnts Monica

i"' r

lessons
in

economics:

A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

SEPI'S

28%
OFF

Our Best Selling
Contact Lenses

You don't need

to bean
Economics Ms^or

to know
a Super Deal!

DAILY WEAR
rrr^^oo Softmata 'B'

B*uaoh 9 Lomb Sotepl
Cooparthln

EXTENDED WEAR

«49
• SoftmMa n

QQ • BaiMcharLombO'SMlM
• Ain«rloan'H7<lron Z«ro 4

RBO M • Dursaoft in

Tashion' EYEGLASSES
*Piioe Includes your
oholoe of a firame from
our 'Faahlon' Collection
with prescription lenses.

There is never an extra
charge for plastic, photo-
grey, oversize or tinted
lenses 'r~

'SINQLK VISION Non-Cataract LenMS

$39
Visit FOB BTBS OFTIGAL COMPANT.
Itml^tbe the mostImportantlessonyouleam todtyr.

Return of the $1.50 pitchers

4-8:00 pm daily

SEPI'S TURNS NUTS
FREE HAPPY HOUR PEANUTS

Cor Eves
KMping ValuM in Sight.

*"

Pricing Does Not Inoluds ^ye Exams.

«
LOS A*IQELeS-1927 Westwood Blvd

1 '/> BNis. So o( Santa IWMnica

(213) 47441822

TARZiMitA-ia724 Ventura Blvd.

3 Biks Watt of Reeeda
(tit) 7O».M20

PASAOCNA-FoothiH Rosemead Center
3619 E FoothW Blvd

(SIS) 3B1-«418

TOmUNCC-Meadow Pwti Plaza

22813 Hawthorne Blvd

(213)S784»42

•CopyrtgW IfMfbrEywQ^talCa

Subs t €ki^
WWWjWMM***

50

Pitcher {4t 02)

m
ii^Hif*$ttittHiitt^itt$tttH'tM#t*ititH***rrf#

***MM*MMMM*M*M**MMMMMi

Giant SepTsM
(Witt)

1 0968 Le Q&m Ave.

208-7171

tHT**(##fr?'T''T'T^'''!T'!'

6pm-Ciose

Special I

!

Small Sub A Sm Drink

VTrtf n

^1 T ^ r .

hf Jt^ff

Ti • *
1 a

.The Dally Bruin is looking for

^iVrt' energetic, dedicated people

,,»Vrt",
interested in advertising

t\%'rV/ experience and an exciting
,';V;*;/ internship for spring.

'"'-'''"iThis is a' position dealing

and on-compus advertising
rather than sales. .

Applications are available at
112 Kerckhoff Hall and
are due TUESDAY,
March 6 at 4 pm.

•
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Charlie Chan Printing
Up-lo-datc Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printirtg on Macintosh
• Computer Tinne Rental .

• Typesetting

•Fax Services — "

• Copies BM(/Whlte

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete FuN Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 17
Enlargements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon ^Q
WiUi this Ad only on I^Msr Color l!:ip 1/31/90

Plus its Special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc. I

mm
The cleanest, friendliest, and

most professional tanning salon.

1107
Gayley Ave.

(Between Kinross and Undbrook)

824-2826
Sunrise SF>eclal - Expires 5/1/90

l<*M

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUmCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by OCLA clinical faculty

TAKE A WOKX)
THE WILD SIDE
Fr

Lo

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
110921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

_

—

(corner -ofJVestwonrI RIvH
)

(213) 208-8T88

FIRST

WOK
Chinese Restaurant

10855 LINDBROOK
08-7785 or 208-7786
One Coupon per Order

I i6"%"6iT"
To UCLA students

I
with valid ID

I "(after 4pm)
" #10 Nlnknimi order
I Expires 6/30/90

vSwi

I

BRUINS

•The magnetic memo holder sports fans will love.

•Spxjrts Notes' sturdy magnetic strips keep notes
in sight and in place.

•Perfect for home, school or the office.

•Each 4" X 8" holder comes with a sports fan
memo pad and handy pencil.

Q Select yosr Spertf Notes Holder*
(includes SporU Fans and SporU Umpire* pad)

Qty: _B«ieb«ll _Footboll__Golf TcBaif_Baiketball
Q Obc for $4.00 plat $1.25 pottage aad haadllBg (ToUl $S.25).
Available in two Bruin L/Ogo designs.

Q Select 7*«r rcnil pad packt NOW I

(Each pack includet a Sportt Ruu and a Sportt Umpire pad)
Qty: __Baieball_Football_Goir_TcaBis_Basketball

O One pack of 2 pads for $1.10 plus .25# postage and handling (ToUl $1.35).
Available in two Bruin Logo designs.

•(CA. residents add Sales Taji) TOTAL:
Chock or Money Order No C.O.D.s wifl be acceplod {oTSmh^

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

cnv

APT #

"IF YOU NEED 10 WORK TO
GET THROUGH SCHOOL.
YOU HEED TO SEE UPS."

"I need.two things to get

through school: good
grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by
myself, and UPS is helping

me take care of the second.
They gave me a part-time '

job that rea//y pays.

"t make almost $10,000
a year for working about 4
hours a day, 5 days a week.

But get this, UPS has stu-

dan! loana that let me bgr-

row up to $25,000 a yaar
for college Compare that

anywhere else I also got my
choica of ach«dul«a, paid
holidaya and vacationa

as well as company-paid
medical inaurance

Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in

Accounting. Industrial Engineering. I.S. or Customer Service.

"No other company offers more to students than UPS. Talk to

them. Get what you need to get your diploma."

Openings exist at 1201 WmI Olympic Blvd., Loa Angalaa,
intarvlawa conducted Wadnaaday from 4-6 pm; or 3333
Downay Rd., Wmon, intarvlawa conducted Mondaya at 1 pm;
or 3000 Eaat Waahlngton Blvd., Loa Angelea, Intervlevva con-
ducted Mondaya from 1-3 pm. An equal opportunity employer.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

__^ STATE ___ ZP ,

mmu your ordor At poymont toi ZK Produdo

iipSj UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

15237 Sunaat Blvd.. Pacific Pailtados. CA 90272 (213)4S6 2094

The Dally Bnilint

yil^eMy on fun.
» ^ •• V •

Bruin Rec

It's time for
the final four
By Teiry White

Contributor

It ahl comes down to this: The
Final Four. Although the real Final

Four does not happen for weeks,
only four teams remain in the AA
Basketball Championship Tourna-
ment This week's games will send
the two victors to Championship
Night on March 9.

Last week's hoq)s action turned

the fmal eight into the remaining
four with the top teams dueling it

out for the title. With No. 1 seed
Lakey Lakes long gone from the

picture, look for No. 2 Old Timers
or No. 3 Jam Squad in the final

match. The two teams squared off

last night at Pauley. In the only
fairly close game of the week, Jam
Squad bumped off Quintet, 54-50.

The Old Timers rocked Sigma Chi
by a 46-35 margin. Kappa Sigma,
who upset Lakey Lakes in the first

round, ran out of gas last week as

they fell to Umbda Chi, 39-31.

Beta earned the remaining spot in

the Final Four by eliminating Hang
Time, 32-22, for the second conse-

cutive year.

The women's basketball league
will have its own Final Four
tonight at 7:45 in the Men's Gym.
In the first game, the two power-
houses of the league, Sproul Hall

and Supershot Nikkei, will play to

stay alive in the tourney. In the

second round, Sproul prevailed

over Chi Omega, 17-12, while
Supershot Nikkei worked Sigma
Kappa in a 22-10 game. Tonight's

game should provide some intense

hoops action. The Sharpshooters

breezed by Gravity Breakers, 31-

15, to make the Final Four.

Amazingly, the Air Mighty
Midgets wound up in the Final

Four without playing a single

post-season game, as their first two
opponents forfeited. The Midgets
will face their first tournament
opponents tonight as they take on
the Sharpshooters at 8:30.

Even if your team won't be
there, you can still compete on
Championship Night by entering

the IM Slam Dunk Contest. The
showdown will take place between
the final games on March 9.

Interested hoopsters must sign up
by March 6 (next Tuesday) to

participate.

Attention Bruin golfers: the

time and place of the IM Golf
Tournament has been changed.

The tourney will now take place at

the Knollwood Golf Course from
March 2-9. all week long. If you
plan to play and did not attend last

night's meeting, call the IM Sports

Office at 825-3701.

FRONT ROW
From page 59

Clark cut, or a Burt Blyleven
curveball. No more laughing at
the Cleveland Indians or hiss-

ing at George Steinbrenner.

No more Yankee pinstripes
in the House that Ruth built.

No more Yankecs-Redsox or
Giants-IXxIgers four-game
series in the dogdays of a
pennant race.

What usually is a daily

ritual in the summer, listening

proudly to the National
Anthem, will be no longer.

America's favorite piece of
summerwear, the baseball cap,
will become just another ordin-
ary hat.

No more 5-4-3 double plays,

hit-and-runs or two-hitters. No
more vigor in a little leaguer's

step. In fact, if there are no
big leaguers for a little leaguer
to emulate, imitate and fantas-

ize about, then there might as
will be no little leaguers.

No more give-away days at

the old ballpark. I have several

boxloads of cheap visors, caps,

sweatbands, batting gloves, sun-
glasses, etc. that I have accu-
mulated over the last 15 years
at every kind of give-away day
imaginable. It'd be a shame
not to have the 1990 season
represented in my baseball box.
Gone will be the crack of

the bat, the umpire bellowing,
•*Play Ball," the heckler behind
third base. Don't ever underes-
timate the value of a good
ballpark heckler.

In short, for the sake of
baseball fans, summer enthu-
siasts and American society in

general, let's hope that come
April, scores of grown men
dressed in pajama bottoms will

be chasing a little white ball

about stadiums nationwide. If

this is the case, the hot dog
will be forever grateful.

WAZZU
From page 64

nine minutes later. Bruin Gerald
Madkins hit a three-pointer to give

UCLA a 68-64 lead that held up
and completed an improbable
comeback.

In the last two years, the

Cougars have come within one
point, twice, of ending their futility

in Pauley Pavilion. Last season.

UCLA prevailed 56-55, and in

1987. the Bruins won, 61-60.

But unfortunately for Wazzu. it

may be facing a Bruin team that is

finally on its way back. Harrick

said that he was encouraged by his

squad's performance last weekend
in Oregon, despite UCLA's two
losses. Against Oregon, the Bruins

shot 52 percent from the floor,

their best mark since Feb. 8.

Against Oregon, their 99 points

was their highest total since Jan. 21

and they shot a season-high 89

percent from the foul line.

"We didn't play badly." Harrick

said. "I liked our effort"

Even WSU head coach Kelvin

Sampson knows never to count the

Bruins out, despite the losing

streak. **They are excellent players

and they put the fear of God in you

with their ability, and not only just

shooting, but transition, and
rebounding," Sampson said. "I

don't know what's going on there

and they're probably wondering

what's going on with us."

UCLA sophomore forward Don
MacLean seems to know what's

going on. On the Oregon trip,

MacLcan scored 63 points, making

23 of 38rshots. He was also 1? c f

18 from the line and grabbed 23

rebounds, including 16 against

Qoegon, which tied his career high.
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QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least ciit your consumption

in half Immediateiy.

HOW?' "SWITCH TO A PIPE."
Pipe smoking is neither addictive nor habit tomnioQ. A true

pipe smoker does not inhale, but rather smokes lortaste and

flavor.
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Sun 11^

^4^ "WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY* IN SANTA I^IONICA

Wa Offer Expert Pipe & Lighter Repair on Premises in 3 Days

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SAMTA MONICA 828-4511 • 828^512

$mtn Oil

YAKWIKU

TEMPINU

TEMYAIU

Ur?«

OffN DAILY

LUNCN
MON SAT 11 MAM 2PM

DINNER
MON THUR S-10:30 PM

FRI-$AT5-11PM
tUNS-lOPM

$fa foo4s r*1
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITEIVWAITRESSES

2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICA |^3-4848]

"Ain't 1^0 Thing Uke Our Chicken Wings" TM

ALL vol: can LAL WlNXiSl! SATLRDAVS 5pm-4rm

NOW ACCEPTING VISA. MASTER CARD.
AMERICAN EXPRESS, & CHECKS

I

I

I

I

RED BUCK
J

$2i» OfF WITH ORDER "

OF $U PLUS
I

OMB COUPON FER ORIXR

THE BIG i*" I
RED BUCK I

BUT 50 WI^4K3S AND
GET A DOZEN FREE

om (xiuroN vm oRxmL

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT
I

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTACT L£NSB

$49/pair
8^, W-J

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L, Ciba, CTL

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
mduda eye cnm. Oaaa tar dunoe or rc«»ng. <

Otm in^e^Mvi undsd ue ^m
or ftmx lowm luma tnm ou ipeo*

Meown. Frt Ov ^ «v> cyi

l»*——--*•*—— -•———————————•
SLEEP-IN SOFT LENSES

$89/pair''
BAL, W-J Cooper Hydrocuive

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

FOR EYEGUkSSES ONLY

WANNA MAKE YOUR
BROWN EYES BLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

$15900*
ALSO AVALABLE WimOUT RX

l«

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOI^ETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RK3HT PRICE IN CONTAa LENSES AND EYEWEAR

S/NNTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDKAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653^
260S uncotn BM Ar-r-cDTcrnk 1*21 Rotertvxi Ovd W-

Ooean Pfk m tne uxky Shopping Centefj AV_L-trlbU (I 1/2 bfc S o( Pta)| _
WE MAI AT OUR EVERYDAY .,^_,„.. , r-_. .-^-- I

VISA/MASTERCARD LOW. ICW PRICES
'Professional Services Extra

JI^ISS:

r'lf^MStflvANr SffiG

I -WITH rH€ ?URC»ASe

I Of fKTr( Bfi^<:^

294-1 MAW ST., SMHX MOMICA.CA. 90405-3%4TZ5

Kathleen
Brown
Democratic

Candidate

for California

State Treasurer

speaking about:

Women In Power
.lijm

Noon March 1st

North Campus Meeting Room

Sponsored by
Bruin • Democrats

Bruin NOW
and Women's Resource Center

*

K.r\* .W1W <>.uixj .T^^
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

nOVELTY ITEMS & QIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 SanU Monica Blvct J/UJLJK'.

(Close to UCLA)

(213) 207-4226 820-6631
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NEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday - Thursday
'til 12:00 PM
Sunday til 11 XX) PM

Five Master

Sushi Chefs

To Serve youll

Complimentairy appetizers

Monday-Friday. ^::>0^:30 PM
LUNCH • CCXJKTAILS* BK". SCREEN SATELLITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monicfi

828-8404

The President ol the Calilornia l^i^-.u: Coiiiniission,

Robert Pi(MT(\ will sjieak about tlu^ challcn.i^cs of

niarketiii.i^- c.i^^.ij^s to a cholcslcrol-conscioiis i)iil)lic.

' his classic problem should bo of interest to .^^
everyoiu^ p annni,^ on a niai'^etni.ii" career. So yon
belter scramble.

:

Date: TODAY
,

Time: xM) \m}
_^

lace: N. Campus Room!?'

lor more info: Saraii I I7-2SU)

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

SUMMER
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Summer Residential Counseling for the

College Preparation Program

•Assist 50 high school juniors enrolled in

summer session to have a full and successful

experience with higher education.

• Live and study on the Lake Michigan shores for
the summer of 1 990.

•Compensation: summer room and board,
salary and expenses, one course tuition

scholarship.

For complete job description and application

information, call Elaine Hirschhom at

1-800-FINDSNU.
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Coaches voice their ccmcems
AMcan American coaches curioiis about future
By David Gibson
^rts Editor

Editors note: This is the third and
final segment dealing with African
Anierican collegiate coaches.

Struggle. In just that one simple
word, the centuries of African
American history can be told.

At first they struggled for
freedom. Then for integration.

Equal rights soon followed. Now,
as the horizon of a new century
dawns upon us, the battle con-
tinues.

But while many devote their

energy to the struggle for equality
in the economic and political

senses, others believe that the
struggle of African Americans in

the sporting world is equally as
important. African Americans
make up a large portion of the AU-
Americans at the collegiate ranks,
often bring in millions of dollars to

the athletic programs, but still hold
a small number of coaching posi-

tions in the NCAA.

Walt Hazzard
DAILY BRUIN FILE

According to Harry Edwards, a
renown sociologist at Berkeley
who often focuses on the oppres-

sion of African Americans in

collegiate and professional sports,

there are just two African Ameri-
can Division I football coaches
(out of 105). and only 28 African

American basketball coaches out
of 283 positions.

The frightening thing, though, is

that according to many sports

experts, coaches and athletic

directors, that figure does not seem
to be increasing.

John Cheney, head coach of the

Temple basketball team since

1982, sees a long road ahead for

African Americans in the coaching
profession. "It doesn't seem as

though it*s changing.** Cheney
explained. "And it will continue to

be that way. A lot of young
(African American) coaches find

that there is no way that they can

get those positions.**

"The future is very dim.**

Edwards predicted.

"I don*t sec that (number of
African American coaches grow-
ing).** UCLA women's athletic

director Dr. Judith Holland
added—^**Unless you know some-
thing that I don't."

A UCLA sociologist has his

own theory on the reason for lack

of representation in the coaching
field. **Blacks are not pulled into

the social networks.*' Melvin Oliv-

er said. "(African Americans) are

often overlooked when it comes
dme to hiring coaches.**

Bob Kersee of the women's
track team is UCXA's only current

Afirican American head coach out
of 23 different teams. But that

should not be that shocking,
considering that U(XA-—an insti-

tution that supposedly ta^ pride

in being one of the most diverse

campuses in the world—has had
just four African American head
coaches since the school opened in

1918.

Walt Hazzard was fired as the

men's basketball coach in 1988
after four seasons. Larry Farmer,
who preceded Hazzard. lasted just

three years. Kenneth Washington
coached the women's basketball

team to an 18-4 record in 1974-75.
Many experts argue that if the

network of African American
assistant coaches were larger, then
more would be pushed into the

head-coaching vacancies. There
are just five full-time black assis-

tant coaches in the department
But according to some, the

blame of lack of representation

cannot be solely attributed to the

administration. "I think that one of
the things is that more people have
to want to get involved in coach-
ing.** UCLA associate athletic

director Michael Sondheimer
explained.**

~~ ~

Holland believes that **they*re

not a lot of them (African Ameri-
can coaches) out there.**

ButUCLA is not the only school

lacking African Americans in

coaching positions. Far from it

There are just three African
American head coaches in the

"money sports** in the Pac-10.

"I look at the situation here at

the University of California at

Berkeley.** Edwards said. *They
have never even interviewed a
black candidate for a football or
basketball (coaching) vacancy in

the 20 years that I've been here.**

Cal athletic director Dave Meg-
gard disagreed with Edwards'
remarks. "It depends on what you
consider interviewed,** Meggard
said. *There may not have been a

black coach that was a finalist but
there have been many that were
contacted. That (Edwards' com-
ments) simply is not the case."

Cheney doesn*t understand why
more African Aniiericans aren*t in

the head coaching positions.

*There are many, many black
coaches that are looking for a job,"
he argued.

But John Smith, the assistant

men's track coach at UCLA, sees a
lai^ge responsibility on the indivi-

dual African American coach who
does attain ajob. "I think that ifany
black gets into a position, they
have a responsibility to every
black person in this country to do
their best, and to do their thing.

They will be ridiculed by both
sides. But they'll be a pioneer."

Edwards, though, believes that

in order for things to change in the

future, African American athletes

will have to play a major role in the

transformation. "Ultimately it will

come down to blacks rewarding
the institutions that respect black

UCLA SPORTS INFO

John Walton Smith Jr.

people and punishing those insti-

tutions that do not," Edwards said.

^^nd I feel that any black parent

that allows their child to attend one
of these institutions (that don't

respect blacks) should be prose-

cuted for child abuse," he con-

tinued. "I don*t think they (African

American athletes) should ever go
to these schools for athletics."

Hazzard said that he is waiting

for the time when African Ameri-
cans will be judged by their

coaching credentials, and not by
the color of their skin. *The
opportunity for us will come when
the worid looks at coaches just as a

coach—not as a black coach."

Smith is also looking for that

brighter day that may lie ahead. "I

am making a decision (about

becoming a head coach) but I

happen to be black when I make
that decision," Smith explained.

Yay, Trojan icemen cometh
By Jeff imperato

Contributor

It's been a wild and unpredictable year for the

UCLA ice hockey squad (4-2-2 this quarter, 5-9-3

overall), but at least some things arc reliable. As
every fan knows, a showdown with USC will always
be memorable.

The two teams have met three times this year. The
first match was an easy Bruin victory which seemed
to continue UCLA's traditional hockey dominance of
Troy.

The second meeting, however, was a shocker. The
Trojans defeated a struggling Bruin squad in one of
the most raucous, violent games of the year.

This set the suge for the "rubber" match.
Hundreds of rowdy Bruin fans packed Culver City
Ice Rink to witness a physical (but much cleaner)
match against SC's icemen. The well-played game
ended in a 3-3 tie, leaving both teams to wait until

next time.

Now, "next time" has arrived. The arch rivals meet

for their final regular-seasoh match tomorrow night

at Culver City. Fittingly, the game will begin just

after the stroke of midnight (12:30 a.m.). Bruin
defenscman Kurt Zimmerman echoes the determi-
nation of his teammates when he talks about the

game: >x^,

"We've got something to prove, and I think SC
does too," said Zimmerman. "1 expect a solid, hard-

played game on both sides."

The Bruins will be aided in their efforts by the
scorching stick of team captain John Young. The
senior center is leading the Pacific Collegiate Hockey
Association (PCHA) in scoring. On February 17.
Young scored five goals against powerful Arizona
Slate in a non-league match.

"I think Young is the best offensive player in the

league," said Zimmerman, "and, like the rest of us, he
really wants to beat SC."

Fans interested in catching this final battle will

fmd the Culver City Rink on Sepulveda Boulevard,
just past Braddock Street.
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She's a Dutch treat at UCLA
Holland's VanEmbricqs has found success in hoops
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

Senior Sandra VanEmbricqs, a

four-year starter on the women's
basketball team, came to UCLA
from Soest the Netheriands. to

"combine an education with sports

at the highest level." While it

always hasn't been easy for Van-
Embricqs. she has certainly suc-

ceeded.

"In Holland, sports are not as

important. Coming to UCLA gave
me the chance to play more
basketball." VanEmbricqs said.

A member of the Holland
National team. VanEmbricqs has

traveled home the past two spring

quarters to play for the team. If the

team can qualify for the 1992

Olympics in Barcelona. VanEm-
bricqs would participate, some-
thing she's always wanted to do.

This spring quarter, however,
VanEmbricqs will stay at UCLA.
A French major, VanEmbricqs
would like to concentrate on her

studies so that she can graduate at

the end of winter quarter next year.

This year's edition of the UCLA
Bruins has been the most success-

ful one since VanEmbricqs' arri-

val in Westwood. "I hope my
greatest moment will be when we
make it to the NCAAs, if we make
it" she said.

One of the Pac-10*s leading

rebounders, VanEmbricqs cur-

rently is fourth on the all-time

Bruin list in that category with 775,
in the company of such greats as

Ann Meyers and Denise Curry.
During the current season, Van-
Embricqs has averaged over niiie

boards a game.

VanEmbricqs is also among the

all-time UCLA leaders in both

steals and blocked shots. She
currently has 246 steals, which is

the second-best UCLA mark ever,

and 91 blocks, which puts her third

in that category.

Offensive talent does not elude

VanEmbricqs' well-rounded
game, as she led the Bruins in

scoring last season with 13.5

points a game en route to being

named an All-Pac-10 performer.

With 1,120 career points, Van-
Embricqs only needs 14 more
points to pass Dianne FriersOn for

the nin th- bes t mark
in career scoring.

During her Bruin years, Van-
Embricqs has always started

slowly, and then come on strongly,

especially during the second half

of the Pac-10 season. This season
has been no exception, as VanEm-

See VANEIMBRICQS, page 55

STEPHANIE SPEARS

UCLA'S Sandra VanEmbricqs tias spent almost four years giving defenders problems.

Hot dog! Baseball lockout continues
What will the hot dog do?

If there is no baseball sea-

son this year—and the way
things are going that is a

distinct possibihty—the com-
mon ballpark hot dog will be
rendered obsolete. In fact an
entire line of frankfurters will

be put out of work: the

Colossal, the Smokey-Link, the

Bratwurst the Polish. This

doesn't even include all the

stale buns, mustard packs,

chopped onions, and sauerkraut

which will be kept locked up
in the darkness of ballpark

storerooms across the country.

If there is no baseball this

summer, more than just the hot

dogs will suffer from the

consequences. The fans will

agonize. Moreover, the very

heart of America will become
anemic with sadness. Baseball

is more than a sport. For

better or for worse, baseball is

the national pastime. Without

baseball, the nation becomes
past tense. If there is no joy

in Mudville. there will be no

joy in America.

Imagine what summer will

be like without baseball. The

smell of freshly cut grass will

no longer conjure up diamond

delusions. Thus, the lawnmower
will lose all significance. No
more lounging on the porch on

a hot summer's night hstening

to the sweet sounds of a

baseball radio broadcast Is

The Front Row

Richard
Marcus
there anything more satisfying

than listening to a tie ballgame
in the bottom of the ninth?

A summer without baseball

is like a barbecue without

charcoal. Speaking of B-B-Qs.
tailgating will go by the way-
side. A baseball stoppage will

halt the use of the Hibachi and
the mini-Weber. Summer's
going to feel just like winter,

only with warmer weather.

No wiffle-ball games. Damn,
and I was working on this

mean forkball last October

which I was planning to uiiveil

come April. Sure, my friends

and 1 can still play wiffie-ball,

over-the-line. hotbox and the

like, but what will those games

mean if there is no baseball?

Those fun and games, which
mean so much during baseball

season, will be meaningless.

Sports highlights? There are

no sports highlights in the

summer other than baseball.

Sportswriters and broadcasters

will be put out on the

Streets—with nary a pad or

pen. "Holy Cow" (there will

be no Harry (Tary), if there is

no baseball this summer,
American society will cease to

function as we know it

No mid-suioiner's classic.

That's right Nolan Ryan fuing
the heater past Eric Davis will

be a figment of the fans'

imagination. No All-Star game
means there will be no All-

Star balloting. The art of
punching a stack of 10 to 20
ballots with a fingernail or a
pencil-tip will fade into obliv-

ion.

No more endless arguments
on whether the National

League is tougher than the

American League. In addition,

the designated hitter debate

becomes a debacle without the

Boys of Summer to back it

up. Painstakingly examining the

top 10 league leaders in the

newspaper will no longer be a

panacea for all the days'

complexities.

No more admiration of a

Ricky Henderson steal, i^ Will

See FRONT ROW, page 57

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WTTH

HYPNOSIS
REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUq

(818) 545-1855 mca'isa accepted

ANTONIO'S EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTS

SPECIAL
SHAMPOO'CUT-STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES Z
Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more

479-9751 or 479-8767 JX-STAKei

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning ^^ Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Nwt V.^lid With Otlu-r Offers

txpircs 3/15/90

/ ; 9

SUMMER SE SSIGN
Spend summer 1990 at UCSD, one of the top

researct) universities in ttw country, interna-

tionally known tor its outstanding programs

In tfie sciences, engineering, computers,

oceanography, and the arts. The first session

is July 2-August 3 and the second session is

August 6'September 7. More than 200 un-

dergraduate courses are offered. The UCSD

campus is locatedjust minutes from the

channing coastal town ofLa Jolla and

some ofSouthem California's most beautiful

beaches For a free catalog (mailed In mid-

March), phone (619) 534-4346, X15 or mall

the form below

Xt5
Pha$9 putirmonftm mailing list Ao receive a fre9

UCSD Sunvrw Stolon caMog In MofcK

Or-

Mat ta UCSD SumnmSmtton,X-004,Unl¥9aitYotCalllbmla
San a^ga La JoMa CaUtomlo 92093-0(79

Il_1(

UNIVIRSITY OF CALIFORNIA. SAN OIlOO
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Hitting

tiie slopes
UCLA Alpine Ski Teams left

Weslwood for Heavenly Valley
Ski Resort. Lake Tahoe, with high
hopes last Friday, Even though
both men*s and women's teams
did not do as well as they had
hoped for. they were not disap-

poimcd.

UCLA, Women's Alpine Ski
Team finished in seventh place,

while the men took the eighth spot
out of ten schools in the regional

competitions.

Since only the top two teams in

the regional competitions and the

top individual who is not on those
two teams go on to the national

competition, no Bruins will be
represented on the national level of
competition. In fact, only one
person from the whole Southern
California Collegiate Ski Confer-
ence (SCCSC) will be represented,

as one member of the SDSU men's
team had the top individual finish

for non-qualifying teams.

"The teams from up north were
just too strong," said men's team
captain Rob Durazzo.

Individually, Mark Hegarty had
the best finish for UCLA in the

Giant Slalom race taking 23rd
place, while Arpad Molnar took
the top spot in the Slalom race with
a 15th-place finish.

The season has not gone for
naught yet for the ski teams
though, as the season is not even
half-over in SCCSC conference.

After two season meets, and with
three upcoming ones, both Bruin
teams are looking to improve their

conference standings. And both
teams are confident

The blue and gold men, who are
currently third in the conference,
will be looking to take the second
spot from UCSB. And the

currently second-place women
will be looking to out-ski UCSD to

the conference title. The com-
bined-team title will hkely go to

the Bruins, since no other school in

SCCSC has a better balance oil-

men's and women's teams.

To finish their season strong, the
men's team will look to team
leaders Arpad Molnar, Mark
Hegarty. and James Van Den^
Bogarde. The women's team will

be led by Jennifer Matnay, Erica
Donaldson, and team captain Jill

Mason.

Sutai Tsaowimonsiri
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Photos by

Charles Cooley

Team captain Rob Durazzo takes a gate in Saturday's slaiom in the NCSA California/Nevada Regional Championships

UCLA alpine ski team

Arpad Molnar, who finished 15th overall in
the slalom, preps his skis for the secondrun

Senior Mark Hegarty on nis way to a 23rd'place finish in Friday's Giant Sla-
lom.

,y

UCLA
UrviiviER SESSIONS

Registration Opens
Today!

Enrollment In most courses is guaranteed once you regis-

ter, though a few have limited enrollrnent and are offered
on a first-come, first-served basis. Every UCLA student ^
will be mailed a 1990 Summer Catalog next week. In the
meantime, a complete list of course offerings can be found
at the Office of Summer Sessions.^ —

—

100 DODD HALL

Arpad Molnar, team vice-president, goes through the course in his
mind before the race.

KAPPA ALPHA THET

A

WISHES TO THANK
THOSE WHO SPONSORED OUR 1990 PLEDGE ACTIVE...

wAmericaWfest
What we serve is yoa

Special thanks for sponsoring
roundtrlp airfare from any
Los Angeles airport to Las
Vegas for 3 days/2 nigiits in

Las Vegas Hotel.

CHART HOUSE

HEIDI'S YOGURT

BON APPETTTE

GOOD EARTH

DEE DEE DINER

HEADLINES

ED DEBEVICS

CHIN CHIN/BRENTWOOD

TACOS TACOS

BASKIN ROBBINS

KATE MANTILINI

GRANDE

RED LOBSTER

SAN FRANCISCO SALOON
ISLANDS

SHANES JEWELERS

DISNEYLAND

BEAR NECESSITIES

NATCO REALTY

VISAGE BEAUTE '

FOOTLOCKER

CAPELLI'S

SMmHERS

LE BEACH CLUB

LURIE AND HERTZBERG

BALLOON CELEBRATION

GREEK T.V./DOVETAIL

PRODUCTIONS

CHRISTINES NAILS

GREAT EARTH VFTAMINS

PENNY LANE RECORDS

UNICAL ^ .

THEODORE R. SEDAN

f
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' On shaky afternoon, UCLA rocks HaywanI

'V

^'
.

•*

•••

By Lauri Lappin
Sian Writer

Even the eaithqufike that liter-

ally shook the LATC wasn't
enough to stop the UCLA men*s

tennis squad (13-2) from demol-
ishing the Cal State Hayward
Pioneers. 9-0, in yesterday *s

meeting.

"After coming home from the
Indoor in Kentucky, this match

i»»<

>

ELLIS GHOOSIAN

Bill Behrens won in the No. 1 singles match, yesterday.

was a good opportunity for us to

fight back on the ground out-

doors.** UCLA head coach Glenn
Bassett said, refering to last

week's Rolex Indoor Champion-
ships.

Leading off the Bruin lineup

was sophomore Bill Behrens, who
crushed No. 1 Pioneer Bob Fenton,

6-0. 6-2. by consistently working
his way into the net

Likewise, freshman Fritz Bis-

sell dominated his opponent.
George Kong, with a 6-2. 6-2
victory, while teammate Jason
Sher overcame Hayward's No. 3
Jason Gilbert. 6-2. 6-L
Sophomore Dean Cohen didn't

seem to be challenged much either

at No. 4 singles, as he defeated

Pioneer Alex Hohendorf in a 6-0.

6-1 contest.

"I went out there to play and
there wasn't a lot of pressure on
me," Cohen explained.

Neither was there much pres-

sure on freshman Robbie Wendell,
as he downed his No. 5 opponent.
Aaron Downey, with a decisive 6-

2, 6-0 victory. At No. 6, Mark
Copeland appeared in his first

singles match of the season and
beat Pioneer Jason Wiuwer. 6-0,

6-3.

With a solid 6-0 score after

singles play, the Bruins felt that

much more confident going into

doubles action.

Behrens and Wendell, normally
the No. 3 UCLA duo, led the

squad's doubles lineup, beating

opponents Fenton and Wittwer, 6-

1. 6-1.

At No. 2 doubles. Sher and
Cohen teamed up to face Kong and
Gilbert, and won, 6-2. 6-1, while
Copeland and Matt Quinlan beat

Pioneers Hohendorf and Ruben
Omelas. 6-2, 6-2.

Baseball breaks
five-year hex,

beats LMU Lions
By Jeff Imperato

Contributor

It took five years, but the UCLA baseball teanfi (14-5) finally

broke the hex against Loyola Marymount Yesterday's 10-2 rout
over the Lions at George Page Stadium followed a string of nine
straight losses to LMU that dated back to 1985.

Three members of the Bruin pitching staff limited Loyola's
powerful offense to just two runs. Kris Schwengel (1-0) started for

the Bruins and picked up his first win. giving up one run in four
innings of work. Tony Dryden, making his first appearance since
the season-opening series in Hawaii, pitched two scoreless innings.

Zac Reeder finished things off, allowing one run on four hits in

three innings.

The prolific Bruin offense, which is averaging over seven runs
per game this season, again produced more than enough. The
scoring began in the third inning, when first baseman Ch^is
Pritchett extended his hitting streak to 16 games with a two-run
double. (Pritchett currently leads the Six-Pac in three categories,

including batting.) Two outs later, senior shortstop Mike Hankins
brought in two more runs with a base hit. Hankins has 14 RBI so far

this season. Hfs total for last year was 16.

UCLA then picked up two runs in the sixth, and three more in the
eighth. Hankins had a big day, going ihree-for-four with two RBI,
and scoring two runs. Bruin running back-turned center fielder

Shawn Wills also scored two runs. Although his batting average of
.178 is unimpressive, his ability to reach base and score runs keeps
him in the lineup. Yesterday, his speed forced errors on two routine
ground balls.

The Bruins* farewell run came in the ninth, when pinch-hitter

John Glantz bounced a double off the top of the centerfield wall.
Dave Ravitz came home on the play.

A somewhat meager-lookingLMU squad did its only scoring on
two solo home runs, by Tony Kounas in the fifth and Tim Byrne in

the ninth. Steve Surico (1-2) picked up the loss for the Lions.
The win brings UCLA's nonconference record to an impressive

12-1. but it's still trying to translate that into Six-Pac success. The
Bruins take their 2-4 conference record to Berkeley this weekend
for a three-game series with the Golden Bears.

> .
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A BENEFIT CONCERT FOR COOL AND UCLA COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS

featuring

cKell

with

Four Horsemen

and special guests

SATURDAY, MARCH 10 8 PM
Ackerman Grand Ballroom, UCLA

$12 UCLA, $14 general public
Tickets on sale at the Central Ticket Office. For information, contact CTO at 825-2101

Join these musicians to celebrate student involvement in the 1990's!

The concert benefits COOL and UCLA's community service programs
and is part of the 1990 COOL National Conference on Community
Service March 8-11 at UCLA.

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs

In cooperation witti the UCLA Center for Performing Arts
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Paul Ellis

Paul Ellis has been so hoi at the

plate this season, it's a good thing

wood bats aren't used in college.

They would probably burst into

flame every time he picked one up.

UCLA's junior catcher con-
tinued his power output this past

week, helping the Bruin baseball

team win three out of their six

tough games. They split a double-
header with Stanford on Monday,
crushed Long Beach State 15-5 on
Wednesday, and took one of three

games from Arizona State this

weekend in Tempc.
Ellis started the week off in fine

fashion, blasting two homers in the

second game of the twin bill with
the Cardinsfl. He then went three

for four against Long Beach St.,

with a tenth home run and four

RBIs. -
The Bruins then lost an 18-

inning heartbreaker to Arizona St.

on Friday, 6-5, but Ellis helped the

UCLA cause by cracking a dinger

and collecting three RBIs. They
avenged the loss on Saturday with

an 11-4 drubbing of the Sun
Devils. Ellis had yet another
monstrous day, going four for five,

with two homers, a double, a triple

and four RBIs.

Ellis has had an amazing year,

leading the country with 13 home
runs and 37 runs batted in, with a
Ruthian slugging percentage of
1.029. He has burst onto the scene
this season after having a relatively

quiet, though solid sophomore
season.

Kennedy Cosgrove

UCLA Soorts Information

Paul Ellis

Baseball Catcher Junior

Had six home runs and 14 RBIs

this week. "^

Leads the nation with 1 3 home
runs and 37 RBIs.

Hitting .382 this season.

Currently has 1.029 slugging

percentage.
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Sandra VanEmbricqs

Basketball Forward Senior

Had 22 points, 14 rebounds ^rtd

five steals against Oregon.

Scored 19 points and had 18

rebounds against Oregon State.

Averaging 13.4 points and 9.7

rebounds per game.

Leads the team with 77 steals and

28 blocks.

Sandra
VanEmbricc|s
With the UCLA Women's

Basketball team in the hunt for a

bid to the NCAA Tournament,
they needed to boost their chances
with victories this weekend over
the visiting schools from Oregon.
They won both games, largely

because of Sandra VanEmbricqs.
The senior forward had two of

her best games of the season;

leading the Bruins to wins over
Oregon, 79-65, on Friday and over
Oregon State, 74-55, on Sunday.
VanEmbricqs was a dominating

force in both games. Against
Oregon, she led the team with 22
points and also proved that she
does windows, cleaning the glass

to the tune of 14 rebounds. She
played fine defense as well, fin-

ishing with five steals.

In the contest against Oregon St.

she was again the hero, especially

in the first half, keeping the Bruins
close. She flnished with a game
high 19 points, mostly on layups.

Her 18 rebounds were also a key,

allowing the Beavers only one shot

each time down the court, and
opening up the fast break for the

Bruins. »"

Her performances in these
games arc typical of her consistent

play this season. She has been
excellent in all departments, aver-

aging 13.4 points (nr game, and
hauling down 9.7 rcbounds per

game as well. She also has shown
her versatility by leading the team
in both blocks and steals, with 28
and 77, respectively.

Kennedy Cosgrove

New Westwood Store Sells Officially Licensed UCLA Products

BEAR NECESSITIES
Bear Necessities,

llocated at 10904
Lindbrook Avenue in

Westwood, opened last

summer. It is a convenient

alternative to ASUCLA*s

Student Store, which is the

country's largest selling

student store.

Mark Levenson, the

owner ofBear Necessities,

has been in the business

for the past 15 years.

Among the 6 other stores

He has owned are "World

of Sports'* which
specialized in pro-style

products in LA and one

supporting UNLV.

"We have one of the

largest selections ofUCLA
merchandise in the

country that no one else

has. All of the items are

custom made for us.**

Bear Necessities offers

a 10 percent UCLA

student discount, with an

ID and reg card, at the

store on every item. There

has been a very positive

reaction as far as the

quality of the goods and

the designs are unique to

the store only.

All of Bear Necessities*

products are officially

licensed by UCLA Bear

Necessities features many

specialty items, over 150

different styles of

sweatshirts, over 40 styles

of hats, over 40 different

styles of jackets aijd a

large selection of T-shirts

and much more. Also, the

store will soon carry the

actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic

UCLA football jerseys. In

fact, the biggest seller at

Bear Necessities is the all-

wool authentic UCLA
baseball cap, which is the

same one that the Bruins*

baseball team wears.

Bear Necessities pays a

7.5 percent royalty fee to

all of the manufacturers

(from the wholesale price)

on every item it sells.

Levenson, an avid Bruin

fan, currently has 3 Bruin

students working for him.

Bear Necessities in the

future, would like to have

personal appearances,

such as getting an

autograph session with

John Wooden to sign his

book at the store.

Bear Necessities is

looking forward to

offering all UCLA students

and faculty a convenient

shopping experience by

keeping extended store

hours seven days a week:

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm, Fri

& Sat 10am-10pm, and Sun

ll:30am-6pm. 824-7115

Bear Necessities has

developed a good working

relationship with the

UCLA Athletic
Department, such as

helping them with

different activities and

events. The store has also

had great success wth the

television commercial

starring head basketball

coach Jim Harrick.

Bear Necessities is only

a few blocks from campus,

and parking is very

accessible, as there is

parking under the

building and across the

street

/,
jf*

Photo by ScoU Weersiag

B^ar Necessities features one of the largest selections oj

UCLA merchandise that cannot be found anywhere else.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 1 MONTH ONLY 25%-50% OFF SALE NOW!

^
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Cougs (1-15) in town—just in time
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

When Washington State comes
into Pauley Pavilion tonight for its

'7:30 game against the Bruins, you
immediately might think a few
things.

The Cougars (1-15 in the Pac-

10. 7-19 overall), the unenviable

holders of a school-record 15-

game losing streak, are pushovers,

you might think.

The Bruins (9-7, 16-9), losers of

five in a row themselves for the

first time since 1947-48, are

especially hungry for a win, you

Men*s Basketball

Who:
Where:
When:

UCLA vs. WSU
Pauley Pavilion

7:30 p.m. tonight

might think.

And considering that UCLA
probably needs wins against the

Washington schools this weekend
to placate the NCAA Tournament
Selection Committee, the Bruins

will be particularly fired up, you
might think.

"It*s a key weekend for us to get

back on track,*' UCLA head coach

Jim Harrick said. "There's no
more time left to not play well."

Washington State hasn't won in

Pauley in 23 tries, and remains the

only Pac-10 team winless in

Westwood, which really makes
you think this game is no contest

But that's what you thought

about Cal and Stanford, too.

Remember?
True, the Cougars arc

bad. . . very bad. When Harrick

was asked what was wrong with

Wazzu, if they were really that

bad, he paused. From his pursed

Ups came a long sigh, something

like the sound that Cougar fans

must be hearing this season as their

hopes are deflated.

"You'd think they could win
some at home," Harrick said. They
haven't won much at home (5-9).

They haven't won at all on the road

(0-8). They haven't won since

Dec. 29. 1988. when ihey beat

Ohio University, 72-69.

Strangely, though, the Cougars
have had at least near success

against the Bruins in the past. On
Dec. 2. 1989 in Pullman, WSU
held an 11 -point stranglehold on
UCLA with 9:48 left to play. But

See WAZZU, page 57

ALBERT SCK>NG/DaNy Bruin

Darrlck Martin and the
Bruins are leaning toward a
win over WSU.

Gunnin' Gauchos lose
shootout in Bruin-town
By Lauri Lappin

Trevor Schirman watches as his spike falls for a kill in last night's win over UCSB.

Women put their tourney
By Scott Brown
Staff Writer

The wonien*s basketball team will make its fmal

regular-seafon road trip this weekend to face the

Washington Stale Cougars and the No. 5 Washington
Huskies.

A split of the two games, combined with a home victory

over use next week, will give UCLA 18 wins, placing the

Bruins in solid .contention for one of the 48 NCAA
tournament bids which are to be dealt March 11th.

In their first meeting, UCLA defeated WSU, 84-74, to

snap a two-game losing streak. In that game, seniors Sandra

VanEmbricqs and Michele Wootlon scored season highs.

Tonight's game in Pullman should prove a little tougher on
the Bruins, as the home-court advantage is a strong

equahzer. But as long as UCLA doesn't look past the

Coupirs, the win seems like a safe bet.

In Saturday's contest, the Bruins will face a very strong

Washington team which handed Stanford its only toss of
the season a few weeks ago.

The Bruins (16-9,11-4) have been looking like a

legitimate tournament team lately, sweeping the Oregon
schools at home last weekend. The series saw the return of
center Sheri Bouldin to the Bruin lineup after she missed
eight games with a separated shoulder.

"Sheri helps us out a lot on the boards," head coach Billie

Moore said of her return. "It's definitely a plus for us to

have her back.*'

Staff Writer

Three's a charm.

Three games is all it took for the No. 2-ranked UCLA men's volleyball

team to shoot out the UC Santa Barbara Gunnin' Gauchos in a 15-10, 15-

10. 15-13 showdown—extending its record to 13-1 overall (8-1 WIVA)
this season.

"

"In our last meeting, (the Gauchos) seemed to be playing at a higher
level," Scates explained. "But after their match against us—the turning

point in their season—they lost five in a row."
The Bruins, on the other hand, have only improved their performance.

"It was good to win in three," UCLA head coach Al Scales said.

"We've really been practicing hard the last few days."

The Bruins preserved a consistent lead over the Gauchos throughout
the entire first game. UCLA jumped out to a quick 3-0 lead and never
looked back, increasing their point spread until Trevor Schirman hit a
spike off the block taking UCLA to 10-4.

But at 1 1-6, Santa Barbara began to fight back with a roof by middle
blocker David Leath—decreasing the margin to 1 1-9. The Bruins came
back with offensive blocking by Schirman, Rich Bland, and Mike
Whitcomb, along with a kill by Schirman and Oren Sher, to capture the

first game 15-10.

Game No. 2 went much like the first as theUCLA squad quickly pulled

ahead to 6-2 with a spike by senior Mike Garcia. UCSB played light with
the Bruins closing the gap at 6-5, but with some sloppy Gaucho offense

and some solid blocking by freshman setter Mike Sealy, the Bruins
carried the momentum to 11-5.

Aggressive play by both Leaih and Mike Diehl took the Bruins off

guard and after a few errors, the UCLA team finally put away Santa Bar-
bara (15-10) as Sher smacked a ball down the line. .

Game three was a touch and go contest as the Bruins took a running
start and were soon followed by the Gauchos. Things were tied up at 3-3,

6-6, 10-10, and finally 13-13, when Bruin Dan Landry stepped in to serve

it all out for UCLA in its ultimate 15-13 victory.

"Landry coming off the bench to put some balls away really sparked
us," Scates said. "I have a lot of confidence in his fast breaking serve and
he was able to respond well." ^ > .

Sher guided the Bruins with 19 kills followed by Garcia with 14, and
Landry with 14 (in game three).

s on the line up North
Bouldin's return, coupled with outstanding play by

VanEmbricqs over the second half of the season, has given

the surging Bruins a shot in the arm.

Meanwhile, sophomore standout Rehema Stephens has

been finding herself the center of attention over the last few
weeks, as opposing coaches have tried every defense under

the sun to keep her from scoring. As Stephens battles the

double teams and box-and-ones, the rest of the Bruins have

picked up the scoring load.

Reserve guard Rachelle Roulier has given the Bruins

another outside scoring threat, taking some of the pressure

off sophomore DeDe Mosman. Mosman has found it

difficult getting open in the backside of the Pac- 1 schedule

after hitting over 40 percent of her three-point tries during

the eariy conference schedule.

Baseball, lockouts . . .

. . .and hot dogs. Of all the sufferers from
baseball's labor dispute, there is one subject that

is being overlooked? What will become of the

millions of hot dogs lying in stadiums nation-

wide. Columnist Richard Marcus examines this

not-so-trivial question.

See page 59

Priority numbers
Priority numbers for student ticket holders for

tonight's basketball game in Pauley Pavilion will

be handed out at gates 10 and 15 beginning at

4:30 p.m. Students must then return to the gates at

6:15 p.m. to Une up for entrance to the arena

Netters to Madison
The No. 2-ranked UCLA women's tennis team

heads to Wisconsin to face a top-notch field in the

ITCA indoors. The top six teams in the nation

will battle it out in what looks to be a NCAA
sneak preview. Tomorrow's Daily Bruin will

provide you with more of this timely, stellar

coverage.

Vol. CXXX, No. 85
Circulation: 22,000
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parking lot

A UCLA employee collect-

ing money for parking at Struc-

ture 1 was robbed Thursday
morning by a man who simu-

lated a weapon and demanded
the money she was holding,

^lice said.

A white man described as a
"transient type" with brown
hair and blue eyes clad in a
brown jacket and khaki pants

approached Antoinette Loui3e
and mtimidated her into hand-

ing over the $ 1 5 she grasped for

change, said university police

Sgt. Jack Dahl.

The suspect was still at large

Thursday night, Dahl said.

Inside
Greeks discuss
social issues

UCLA fraternity and sorority

members participate in a prog-

ram designed to air social

issues.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Responses
to Ture
The radical leader's speech

^m campus last week provoked
varied reactions.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Music & dance
contributions
A & E examines some of the

diverse influences that have left

their mark on American music

dance culture.

See page 18

Sports

Curtain cpmes
down in Pauiey

Seniors Kevin Walker and

Trevor Wilson play their last

games before the Westwood
faithful on Sunday.

See page 36
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Parking fee increase rouses protests
Union leaders accuse UCLA
of manipulating parking funds

By Maha Youness
Staif Writer

The $24-a-year parking fee

increase proposal released to the

public on Thursday has triggered

another round of controversy.

Union leaders argue the prop-

osed fee hike is unfair, claiming

the university is placing the burden
of funding on employees and
students rather than finding alter-

native sources.

*They want us to pay the full

load. We're saying it*s their

problem, not ours," said Cliff

Fried, president of the local 3238

division of the American Federa-

tion of State, County, Municipal

Employees — commonly known
as AFSCME. "We*re not going to

be the scapegoat."

But transportation officials say

fees — together with bond issues

— are the "economical" way to

fund parking projects.

Last year, after parking fees

went up$% a year, AFSCME filed

an unfair labor practice charge

against the University of Califor-

nia, claiming the university can get

state funding and that the union

was not given proper notice of the

fee hike.

V Last year's lawsuit is still in

court, but Fried said they will

consider filing another charge
against the university on this

year's proposed increase.

The crux of the issue is how the

university funds its major parking

expenses such as building parking

lots. Fried said. ,

Parking expenses are funded
through a combination of fees and
the bond issuing, explained Mark
Stocki, administrator of UCLA's
Business and Transportation Ser-

vices Administration. "This is the

most economical way to do it," he
said, adding that projects such as

building new lots are so large they

cannot be financed with cash or by
private loans.

In 1986, UC issued a bond to

finance the building of new park-

ing structures and since then, the

Spell bound

Nobuko performs at a noon concert in Westwood Plaza on Thursday.

ELLIS GHODSIAN

Students may serve on state agency
Bill expresses need for student input

in postsecondary education commission
W. Kevin Leung commission currently servesBy W. Kevin Leung

Senior Staff Writer

A state Assembly bill intro-

duced this week, if passed, would
put students on a state commission
that advises the legislature on
higher education.

The bill, AB 3397, would place

two student representatives on the

California Postsecondary Educa-

tion Commission, an official fact-

gatherer of the legislature.

It would give college students a

much needed voice on the com-
mission, said an assistant to the

bill's author, Assemblyman Tom
Hayden, D-Los Angeles.

'*The basic reason (for the bill) is

that Hayden believes the commis-
sion can be made more effective in

serving students with student rep-

resentatives," the assistant, Christ-

opher Cabaldon, said.

Students should have voting

power in addition to the advisory

role a student committee to the

commission currently serves, he
said.

The legislature created the 15-

member commission in 1974 to act

as the "clearinghouse for postse-

condary education information

and as a primary source of infor-

mation for the legislature, the

governor and other agencies,"

according to state law.

The commission has regularly

published reports and made
recommendations to the legisla-

ture. One recent report says UC
does not need more campuses
despite university officials*

repeated appeal for three new
campuses in the next 15 years.

AB 3397 has already received

support from the UC Student
Association. The group may
include this bill in its annual
legislative conference, where hun-
dreds of students lobby lawmakers
in Sacramento to support their

causes, said group official Elaine

Yamaguchi.

Because Hayden introduced the

bill two days ago, Cabaldon said he

is unaware of any opix)sition.

If the bill becomes a law,

commissioner candidates would
be nominated by the UC student

group and its counterparts in the

California State University sys-

tem, community colleges, inde-

pendent colleges and other private

postsecondary schools. The gover-

nor would choose the commission-

ers.

The five student groups would
take turns in electing representa-

tives to the commission. Begin-

ning in 1991, students from Cal

State and the private schools

would serve first. The private

schools' representative would
serve one year, but all future

commissioners would serve two.

A UC student representative

would sit on the commission by
1992.

Besides adding students to the

commission, AB 3397 would also:

Change how students are

appointed to the state Student Aid

See INPUT, page 14

bulk of the increases in parking

fees has gone to support the

indebted bond. Fried said.

But university officials say
money coming from the increase

in fees goes to supporting seismic

renovation, campus express and
maintainance as well as financing

the debt on the bond, Stocki said.

More that 50 percent is going to

the debt and the rest goes to the

alternative programs, Stocki said.

'They're doing the same thing

over again," Fried said. But if the

union wins the unfair labor prac-

tice lawsuit, "UCLA will have to

negotiate with us," he said. *They-
'11 have to admit that they can get

funding from other sources," and
not students, staff and faculty.

But Stocki said "we are always

See PARKING, page 15

Southland

quake toll
By John Rogers
Associated Press

UPLAND, Calif. — Cities that

rode the Shockwaves of a jolting

earthquake counted the cost of
broken windows and fallen bricks

Thursday, with Pomona officials

saying there was at least $20
million damage to their town.

Safety inspectors in a two-
county region nestled against the

San Gabriel and San Bernardino

mountain ranges began checking
gas and water lines along with

older, unreinforced brick and
masonry buildings.

Wednesday's 3:43 p.m. quake
measured 5.5 on the Richtcr scale

and was centered three miles

northwest of Upland, located 40
miles casi of Los Angeles at the

county line shared by Los Angeles
and San Bernardino.

Dozens of aftershocks con-
tinued to rattle the area Thursday,
including a 3.0 shaker at 12:55
p.m.

Immediately after Wednesday's
jolt, there was a 5 percent chance
of a larger quake within three days,

based purely on historical statis-

tics, said seismologist Lucile Jones
of the U.S. Geological Survey in

Pasadena. But she said that by
Thursday, the chances dropped to

2 percent or 3 percent.

She said part of the reason the

state issued the advisory about the

larger quake was because the

number of aftershocks was higher

than normal.

Injuries appeared to be minor,
with cuts, bruises and a few broken
bones being the chief complaints,

officials said.

State Office of Emergency
Services officials said it appeared
that Upland, La Verne, Pomona,
Ontario and Claremont were most
affected by the quake, with Pomo-
na and Claremont each declaring

local states of emergency.
"We just had a nice little

aftershock," Claremont Assistant

City Manager Bridget D^^lrath
said early Thursday afternoon.

"We just get big eyes. They're
very short, they don't last long

See QUAKE, page 14
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TODAY. FRIDAY. MARCH 7
• Student Alumni Association would like to welcome

all parents to Parents' Day

^^SATURDAY. MARCH 3
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• Animation Festival
- $1.50 -^
- Starts at 2:00pm in.AGB

SUNDAY. MARCH A
• Association of Ctiinese Americans

- The First Annual Cultural Show
- 8:00 -10:00pm, AGB

MONDAY. MARCH 5
• New Israel Fund—— —

- "Another Face'
- 12:30pm, Royce 314

TUESDAY. MARCH 6
• UCLA Daily Bruin Advertising Internship

- Applications Due at 4:00pm in 112 Kerckhoff

• World Fest
- Applications Due in 120 Men's Gym
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Community Safety

- Emergency Medical Technician Training Courses
- April 3 -, August 6
- Recertification courses in April, May, and July
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2nd Annual World Fest

- March 31 - April 14

13th Annual Minority Recruitment
and Career Conference

- Wed., March 14
- 2:00-6:00pm, AGB

COOL Conference
- March 8-11
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Com grower says his

secret is a lot of bull
By Robert Lee Zimmer
Associated Press

CRESCENT CITY. III. —
Waller Hasselbring's secrets for

achieving the nation's highest Qom
yield are a lot of bull.

The national com king credits

his top-notch crop to generous

applications of the real thing from
his cattle and his buffalo herd,

Illinois' largest.

But he teases unsuspecting

visitors with another success sec-

ret, telling them he grew 296
bushels per acre last year by
serenading his com.

**I tell them plants respond to

music, so at crucial times I stroll

through my cornfields singing to

the plants and you can almost see

them grow," chuckled Hasselbr-

ing, who has grown the nation's

best-yielding com crop seven

times in the last 15 years.

The National Com Growers
Association sponsors the contest,

and 2,057 farmers entered during

the 1989 growing season. There

were seven divisions, depending

on the type of tillage, the area of

the country and whether irrigation

was used.

"Farmers compete not only to

see who can grow the most com
but also to coifie up with new
management ideas that could make
all farmers more efficient," said

John Campen of the St. Louis-

based association.

Hassenbring's yield was the

highest in the 1989 contest, said

Campen, and established a U.S.

record, topping his 1975 mark of

nearly 289 bushels per acre.

His winning yield was more
than twice the 138-bushel-per-acre

average in Iroquois County, where
Hasselbring farms 1,800 acres in

east-central Illinois with his two
sons.

. / i'

"You can do everything else

right, but if you don't get the rain,

you won't win," Hasselbring said

in an interview Wednesday.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) 825-9898.
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More women in office needed, poiitician says

«

-

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

The issues are changing, politi-

cal parties are topphng and more
and more women are taking office

as the once **powerless sex" flexes

its political and corporate muscle,
said Kathleen Brown, a Democra-
tic candidate for stale treasurer,

who spoke on campus Thursday to

kick off Women's History Month.
George Orwell predicted that in

1984 the era of "Big Brother*'

would begin, but Brown contended
that "the '80s ushered in an era of
big sisters, women who made it

Women who have the right stuff

. . . women who have gone further

than any of my generation
dreamed was possible.

*This is the time to ignore junk
food going into the kids and briefly

stop worrying about husbands who
want more attention. Whatever
stage we find ourselves in as
individuals, we must savor this

moment in women's history as
promising great opportunities and
enormous possibilities, not simply
for women in power, but for the

human race," she said.

Brown began her historical

approach to women in power with
Aristophanes' play Lysistrata,

written in 411 B.C., in which the

women of Athens take matters into

their own hands and end a war by
seizing the Acropolis and denying
sexual favors to their husbands and
lovers.

Today, women arc still

Westwood
architecture

recognized
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

Fifth District Councilman Zev
Yaroslavsky and about 60 mer-
chants and homeowners gathered

for an award presentation Thurs-
day for four local stores recog-

nized for their traditional and
contemporary design in architec-

ture and window displays.
*The concept was to encourage

and promote effective architectur-

al and window displays; and
honoring those who had done so,"

said Scott Regberg, executive
director of the Westwood Village

Merchants Association, ^ v

The association recognized clo-

thing store The Gap for "best

traditional window display" and
optometry center Optometrix for

"best contemporary window dis-

play."

The traditional architectural

design award went to the building

at 1072 Westwood Blvd.

The building, which houses
businesses like Contempo, is inter-

esting because of its dome,
Regbcrg said. "We think the

building was a significant contri-

bution towards the Village's

images that most of us are desirous

of regaining."

Kathleen Brown
expressing their dissatisfaction

with political events, said Brown,
citing recent power struggles in

Japan, where frustrated women
successfully rallied together to

topple the popular Liberal Demo-
cratic Party.d-DP)

"Recent events in Japan offer a

powerful example of the use and
manipulation of power by those

considered the powerless sex. The
so-called *madonna brigade,' pro-

voked by a monumental corruption

scandal and a tax reform imbroglio

unleashed their feminine fury to

SHAWN ELDER/Daily Bruin

topple the (LDP)," Brown said.

While these ^omen of Japan
declared boldly that "grave matters

of state can no longer be entrusted

to arrogant, prevaricating and
morally deficient men," Brown
said women as elected officials in

the U.S. "tend to be less bound by
old traditions, by the old way of
doing things.

**This should come as no big

suiprise — after all, (women)
haven't been part of the old way of
doing things. So, women elected

officials tend to be more innova-

OPTOMETRIX, located on Weyburn, won t)est contempor-
ary window display.

And men's store Paul Jardin

received the contemporary design

award.

The Gap's visual display coor-

dinator Brenda Miller said the

consistently colorful and simple
window display is appealing.

*The Gap is visually structured

to create the best color impact to

keep it very simple and clean and
let the items stand on it's own. It's

very pure and honest," she said. "It

still has a certain excitement to it

without using a lot of props and
gimmicks."

Regberg added that the store

lighting was inviting and flatter-

ing.

Optometrix Manager Martha
Downing said she was thrilled

about the award.

"(The designer) does very
unique things; he's very innova-

tive and unique," Downing said.

Regberg agreed about the

optometric store's creative
approach. "Optometrix won for

consistent creative approaches to

eye care ... which are traditional-

ly mundane."

See AWARD, page 13

tive, willing to test new ideas and
new approaches to problem sol-

ving," she added.

According to Brown, tfiis inno-

vativeness is most evident in the

different issues women have
almost singlehandedly brought
into the political arena and put on
the nation's agenda as they have

risen to positions of power.

"As women are represented in

greater numbers . . . they have

raised issues of child care and

abandoned homemakers and pay
equity and maternity leave. These
issues address the needs of women
and the changing nature of the

family. These are issues that 1

suggest to you would not have
been raised if women had not been
in public office raising them," she
said.

Brown is optimistic about the

future and believes the minimal
representation women have in

major corporate and political are-

nas will continue to increase. But
she hopes they will begin to

increase in larger numbers. "At the

current rate of progress "we will

catch up in 450 years. . .this is not
progress."

But below these high level

offices Brown warns there awaits a
"substantial number of women
elected officials. There is every
evidence that these women are

ready to move up through the

political ranks and that other
women are waiting to join them,
and there is a growing number of

women's organizations which are
ready to help them get there."

Brown linked worldwide trends

from the recent elections of Pakis-

tan's female Prime Minister Bena-
zar Bhuto and Nicaragua's new
leader Violetta Chammarro to this

country's historical milestones to

demonstrate that with the coming
of the 21st century, women are

truly emerging into a position of
power.

"Not that it means we have to be
a Sally Ride and orbit in space, or
Sandra Day O'Connor and be on
the Supreme Court, or Geraldine
Ferraro and be a vice-presidential

candidate, or Joan Benoit and be a
marathon runner. But these suc-

cessful women produce a tangible

change in the way we /eel about
ourselves. Yes, it is Ifcven more
exciting than Princess Di's and
Fergie's weddings because it is not
the stuff of which fairy tales are

made — it is real."

-The event was sponsored by
Bruin Democrats and Bruin NOW-
(National Organization for
Women) as part of the "Women in

Power" series.

Contempo's building won the traditional architectural design
award.

Designing tiie image of Westwood Village
Area merchants meet

to discuss aesthetics
By Kathy Lo

Scott Regberg

Staff Writer

From yearlong twinkle lights along the

boulevards to weekend street blockades, the

Westwood Village Merchants Association has
been shaping the local look and atmosphere
since 1982.

' Before the group was established, there was
no other entity that gave the Westwood
merchants an opportunity to speak to city

officials about issues that affected them, the

association's Executive Director Scott
Regberg said.

"The merchants felt it was important to

speak for their own destiny," he said. "There
was a whole host of issues that the merchants
were concerned about — city agencies
bulldozing the merchants to do as they chose."

Gaining-in popularity, "Westwood really has
evolved to be two different places. Westwood
Village by day has quickly accessible parking
and caters to business people in the area. By
night, fueled by a movie theater population, (it)

has become an entertainment center for
Southern California/' Regberg said.

He said the Village has become an area for

UCLA events like Mardi Gras and Homecom*
ing. "(Westwood's) proximity means UCLA
students and faculty are the main source of
consumer revenue and work force. So we're
exo^emely aware of UCLA . . . (they have)
been very cooperative." v

"All these different elements were each
taking its impact on the Village to protect and
preserve what the merchants believed their

Village was all about," Regbcrg said.

Now, for example, the association is

involved in parking and street zoning issues.

The association regularly deals with Fifth

See MERCHANTS, page 13
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Luxury hotel bums
in Cairo; 16 killed

CAIRO, Egypt — Fire broke out in a

luxury hotel's tent restaurant early Thurs-

day and wind-whipped flames leaped to

the main building, killing 16 people and
injuring about 70. At least one American
was among the dead.

Frantic guests at the six-story Heliopo-
hs Sheraton jumped out windows and^^
clambered down bedsheets that were tied

together. Many of the injuries were
broken bones suffered in falls.

U.S. Embassy spokeswoman Marcelle

Wahba said one American was killed, but

she refused lo release any information on
the victim. Three Americans were seri-

ously injured, said police Brig. Abdel-
Rehim el-Kenawy.

The blaze broke out at 1 a.m. and
burned for nine hours. By early afternoon,

after the last flames had been put out and
the smoke extinguished, guests were
returning to retrieve belongings.

E. Germany moves
toward privatization

EAST BERLIN ~ East Germany took
the first step Thursday toward privatizing

^tate industries but set conditions that

prevent a wholesale selloff of major
assets, apparently to prevent a buyout by
West Germans.

Also Thursday, the Foreign Ministry
called on West Germany to start talks to

coordinate a common German position to

present at the "two-plus-four** conference
later this year to steer a course for

unification.

The conversion to a more Western-
style of industrial management is set to

begin only three days before the elections,

and the parliament to be sealed by that

vote could choose to revise the plans.

The privatization plan addresses some
of the concerns of West Germans seeking
to merge the two economies, although it

stops short of the full-scale conversion to

market principles sought by West German
industriaHsts.

Nation

Compromise reached
on pollution control

WASHINGTON, D.c! — Senate lead-

ers and President Bush . compromised
Thursday on future air pollution controls

for automobiles, factories and electric

power plants, enhancing chances that a
clean air bill will pass this year.

The agreement, after more than three

weeks of closed-door negotiations, was
viewed as a middle ground hkely to attract

enough support to thwart continuing
regional opposition in the looming Senate
debate.

Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-
Maine, called the compromise a "sound
and comprehensive" agreement that will

substantially improve air quality over the

next decade. He planned to bring the

legislation to the Senate floor up on
Monday.

*>

Greyhound, union gird

for nationwide strike
DALLAS — Negotiators trying to

avoid a nationwide strike by 6,300
Greyhound bus drivers were millions of
dollars apart Thursday as a midnight

.

deadline loomed.

The company worked to ensure no
passengers would be stranded by a

walkout, and the union questioned Grey-
hound Lines Inc.*s willingness to reach a

Vttlement.

"We are more concerned than ever that

Greyhound management is simply not

prepared to negotiate in good faith, that

they are not interested in attaining a fair

and equitable contract,** said Jeffrey

Nelson, spokesman for the Amalgamated
Council of Greyhound Local Unions.
Greyhound Executive Vice President

P. Anthony Lannie, who is heading the

company*s negotiating committee, said,

"The company has acted in good faith

throughout the four months of bargaining

and has always assumed the union was
acting in good faith, too.'

State

Poll finds

for earlier primary
SAN FRANCISCO — Sixty-eight

percent of voters questioned in a Califor-

nia Poll favor moving up the state's

presidential primary to March, a step that

would give California one of the earliest

elections in the nation.

But pollster Mervin Field said voters

might balk at the idea of holding two
primaries — one for presidential candi-

dates and the other for stale and congres-

sional candidates — because of the

additional cost involved.

Ill

Assembly rejects

construction bill

SACRAMENTO — The Assembly
rejected an $800 million school construc-

tion bond issue Thursday because it would

ask school districts to hire more minority-

and women-owned builders.

The bill, SB 173 by Sen. Leroy Greene,
D-Sacramento, got a 43-3 vote, 1 1 short

of the two-thirds needed in the 80-mem-
ber house.

The Senate earlier voted 34-1 for the

bill, which is the product of a six-legisla-

tor conference report and a compromise
among legislative leaders and Gov.
George E>eukmejian.

The bill would place on the June ballot

a measure that, if approved by voters,

would authorize the state to sell $800
million in general obligation bonds to

provide construction money for school
districts.

The bill would also target $40 million

of the money for air conditioning for

year-round schools.

Local

Fox obtains right to
broadcast Emmys
The Fox network will carry the

Primetime Emmy Awards for the next
three years, the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences announced in Los
Angeles on Thursday.

Published reports have indicated that

Fox Broadcasting Co. will pay the

Academy around $9 million for the rights

to the show, which will be seen on 129
Fox affiliates.

The contract requires Fox to broadcast
the previously non-televised presentation
of Emmy awards for creative arts catego-
ries from 1990-92, it was announced.
The Primetime Emmys were first

carried by Fox in 1987.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Greeks hold woricshops on rape, drugs
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

^

As part of Greek Week, members of the
Greek community participated in Double
Vision on Wednesday, a co-educational
program to open the lines ofcommunication
between the sexes about social issues, such
as date-rape and substance abuse.
The Daily Bruin was not allowed to stay

at the Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority house,
where about 20 people participated in one of
the workshops, because it would have
hindered "free and open communication,*'
said sorority president Denise Lawrence.
The program was open to only the Greek
community, but the Bruin spoke to particip-

ants afterward.

"I believe (the goal of Double Vision) is

to raise awareness about issues that confront

everyone in everyday relationships, to open
the lines of communication and to dispel the

myths (males and females have about one
another),** Lawrence said.

"People's interest and support for such a
program has been increased as a response to
the letter in the (Jan. 25) Bruin (about a
women's personal account of rape), but it is

not the first time that Panhellenic has dealt
with these social issues,** said Ilisa Halpem,
Greek Week co-chair.

The national chapters of Lambda Chi
Alpha and Alpha Gamma Delta began
Double Vision to respond to social issues

confronting the Greek community. Wed-
nesday's program was the first time Double
Vision had been done at UCLA. Workshops
were held at several sororities, and fraterni-

ty members were invited.

At the start of the program, students filled

out questionaires "to get people thinking
about issues between males and females,**

Lawrence said. Questions inchided "how do
you show your interest in someone?** and
"does your behavior change when you are at

a party?**

"Nationally, there have been a lot of
problems with male/female communication
and a lot of negative problems arising out of
that (miscommunication),*' said Robert
Frackelton, president of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. This program was developed to

"quell** these problems.

Group discussions on specific topics such
as common gender stereotypes were also
held. One stereotype, for example, was that

girls only think about money and becoming
a wife — which is completely ridiculous,

Frackelton said.

Another group discussed drinking games

and their social purpose. "A lot of times

people use alcohol as a crutch or as an

excuse for their actions. (Participants) said

you cannot blame anyone else for getting

you drunk or use that as an excuse for what

you have done,** Frackelton said.

"I think that a lot of problems exist

because of misunderstanding and miscom-
munication. I would like to see an increased

awareness that these problems exist not only

in the Greek system but in society as a

whole,** Halpem said.

At the program, one point was made
clear, said Richard Shields of Sigma Phi

Epsilon. "If a girl says no to whether she

wants to (have sex) or not, you have to

stop.*'

*I think (Double Vision) was the best
thing Greek Week had to offer becaues it

was communicative ... this did a lot to

open people's eyes and to dispell ste-

reotypes among ourselves," said Laura
Jeremiah of Sigma Kappa.
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CALPIRG names worst polluters
Claims firms

produce toxic

waste materials
By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

Nine of California's worst toxic

dischargers in 1987 and 1988 are

located in Los Angeles, San
Bernardino and Orange counties

according to a CALPIRG report

released Thursday. j

*Thesc companies produce the

greatest volume of the 360 chemi-

cals the government considers life

threatening," said the environ-

ones
ewe ry

COMPANY WEST

mental and consumer lobby
group's Executive Director
Deborah Bruns.

The big local toxic polluters of
1988 include the Mobil Oil Corpo-
ration's Torrance Refinery, North-
rop Aircraft Division's East
Complex in Hawthorne and three

of Unpcal Chemicals Division's

plants.

The Bruin could not reach

Unocal in Los Angeles for com-
ments Thursday afternoon because
it was closed.

The California Public Interest

Research Group also identified

two companies that made success-

ful efforts to reduce toxic pollut-

ants.

For example, El Segundo Chev-

ron plant, which was listed as a top

10 toxic polluter in 1987, made
significant reductions in its output

and was not on the list in 1988.

Chevron recycled two dangerous

chemicals offsite to reduce their

output.

But none of the companies
implemented comprehensive
efforts to reduce their use of toxic

materials, the report stated.

The report was collected
through the federal Right to Know
Act, which requires companies to

report all hazardous chemical
waste utilized and produced in

their facilities each year.

CALPIRG recommended in the

See CALPIRQ, page 15

California's Top Toxic Dischargers
The graphic lists the ten largest dischargers of toxic chemicals In California

for 1987 and 1988 and the total pounds of toxics in millions of pounds.
The companies are listed alphabetically because they discharge different

chemicals with different degrees of hazard, source: calpirg

total lbs. EEEl^lMHHHBHHHI total lbs.1987
Chevron USA, Inc.

El Segundo

Filtrot Corp.
Vernon

Kerr-McGee
Trona

Louisiana-Pacific Corp.
Samoa

New United Motor Manuf., Inc.
Fremont

Northrop Aircraft
Hawthorne

Simpson Paper Co
Eureka

TOSCO Corp.
Martinez

Unocal Chemicals
Brea

Unocal Molycorp, Inc.
Mountain Pass

3.1 California Steel Industries, Inc. 2.5
Fontana

26.0 FittrolCorp. 23.5
Vernon

14.2 Louisiana-Pacific Corp. 5.0
Samoa

5.7 Mobil Oil Corp. 3.6
Torrance

3.5 Northrop Aircraft 2.7
Hawthorne

5.8 Simpson Paper Co.
Eureka

6.9 TOSCO Corporation
Martinez

2.6 Unocal Chemicals
Brea

6.9 Unocal Chemicals
Wilmington

4.6 Unocal Molycorp Inc.

Mountain Pass

5.8

3.4

8.4

2.9

6.0
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8 roundtrip airfareson
Northwesr Airlines.

Only forstudent American Express* Cardmembers.

1

I .

Apply for the American Express* Card
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Nonhwest-exclusively

for student Cardmertibers:
'

CKRTinCATHS VALID K)R Tm: PURCHASE
()FT>x'() $118 ROUNDTRIP TiCKKTS-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Nonhwest.
Each cenificate is good for a six month
period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card. Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still full time students*

^\

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT-with
your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Nonhwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

certificates and other cenificates,

'promotional or special status airfares.)

2.5(X) BONUS MILES Tt)\XARDS FTIEK TRAVFL-
when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks*
Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMHMBHR .

IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL
Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942-

AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your bankings

information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

Speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmembcr now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmem
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from
American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone Apply for

the Card. And stan packing!

-^^

Memherihtp Has Its Pnmlfges*

^ ^W^^' tf* \ 4^#VA . i^^pA^
NORTHWEST

AIRUNES
•If you •« ilrtady • Mudeni AniKhcan Express CirdfTKmbfr and hjvr J question aboui ihis Dfn«f»m nlM«*w.*iH ««iir «,««.« «..-^ i j .r^ . .

AnVScudem Mukeniu. Greensboro, NC 27425 Fare .s .or roundtr.p tivrl STS^^^ ASfS^-^^.^ L^ha^d^hT,J '^" °V°"' "'H^"'
'^ ""^ class schedule to American Express. PO Box 35029.

m>y be made after purcW Seiu ai this fare are limited and may ckk be nZ^^k^^cM^Z^n^Z or^ nTt.T .^? ' ""', '^'" T'J""*
''"^^ '"^"^ ^"<•'« "^ nonrefundable and no itinerary changes

be^ren cukts to which Northm^st does not have published rZ.^ C.rfSTurchlJ^rW^^ncrX^^ ifn^^lif '"^K'^ *"^'" ^*' '^'^ °^ "^^ ^''' T"^' ""'y ""' »>* »v»-'«ble

other tesmctK^ns may apply For complete offer de7^. cali 1 80a«&2 AMETcZT^Zinl^tL^^^^^^ ^"^'' '" ^' '"^ ^^"^' ^"•" '" ^» ^"'»'" ^•»^''«"' d«" '"^

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD KOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER

:)
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Why pay $4.00 fora drink?

Why everpay to dance?

MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

msvim

Our^^ Pitcher ^.99

I
tlS^ixWiixix-:;

Bod Li&hf

Oenuioe
Coors Liilff

m

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • L.A. • 820-1516

I

I

I

1_
I

I

TICKETS (800) 369-8367

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Awe. Los Angeles. CA

ThTs'week onLyF
"

$6Students (w/I.D.)

HEADSHOTS
Includes Hair/Make-up

36 Exposure-$99.00 (reg. $150)

with Haircut & Cellophane-$125.00 (reg. $200)

T -ai^ «i8r f

SASSOON SASSOON
925 N. BROXTON

(North ot Village Theater)

THE ONLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS 208-HAIR
208-WAVE
Walk-ins Accepted

•FREE Cellophane
with any Design Cut

from $18.

•Body,, Waves,
HiLights-Weaves

from $45.

Junior League of Los Angeles

RUMMAGE
SALE! -

•Collectibles! Bargains! Treasures!
.V Saturday, March 3rd, 9 am to 4 pm

^ Santa Monica Civic Auditorium
*
1855 Main Street, Santa Monica

Free Admission!
Bargain Prices for:

Celebrity collectibles, New and

used merchandise and clothing,

Sporting goods, Furniture/qffice

furniture, Household and kitchen

goods, Linens, china and glass-

ware. Books and records, TV and

stereo equipment. Plants, novelty

items. Designer items/Designer

boutique

Proceeds benefit community projects

of the Junior League of Los Angeles

Seabi I • k nuclear

plant gets license

Protesters

will appeal
By John Diamond
Associated Press

ROCKVILLE, Md. — The

Seabrook. N.H., nuclear power

plant won federal permission

Thursday to produce commercial

electricity after two decades of

protests and legal struggles that

made it a symbol of the national

anti-nuclear movement.

The Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission voted 3-0 to grant a license

for Seabrook to operate at full

power but delayed issuing it for

two weeks— to allow an expected

appeal in federal court.

Two of the commission's five

members abstained from the vote

because of involvement in Sea-

brook issues prior to becoming

commissioners.

Opponents have long main-

tained that people near the plant

would be trapped in a nuclear

emergency, and officials in Massa-

chusetts, with a border just two

miles from Seabrook, said they

would indeed take the case to U.S.

District Court in Washington.

Foes also claimed a broader

victory, contending that as a result

of the long fight against Seabrook,

no utility would be willing to risk

the monetary and other costs of

U^ing build and open another

nuclear plant.

The commission's ruling rati-

fied recommendations by its staff

and several lower-level boards that

the plant is safe and that evacua-

tion plans would work.

"1 would be happy to live within

two miles of this plant and I

wouldn't worry about it al all,"

said NRC Chairman Kenneth Carr.

However, Massachusetts Attor-

ney General James Shannon said,

"We will be in court in the next few

days . . . There has never been a

licensing issue which has been so

I

^^
'7R"-J""" . ^ $1 off $10 worth
Vl:

I
Savings Coupon of merchandise l^^^

,t]p ^ Junior League of Los Angeles |

oo

legally vulnerable."

Massachusetts officials along

with New Hampshire anti-nuclear

groups have coordinated the Sea-

brook opposition.

At the white-domed plant over-

looking the Atlantic ocean, 75

protesters sang and chanted slo-

gsfns, and 10 blocked the plant gate

by sitting down in the driveway.

When they refused to leave, they

were arrested. Another Seabrook

opponent was arrested when he

posted a sign that read "Shame"

over one posted by plant workers

reading "License Approved!"

At the NRC meeting, utility

executives hugged each other after

the ruling while Seabrook oppo-

nents said that their fight against

Seabrook had helped stall the

nuclear power industry.

"1 feel great, Tm delighted,"

said Ted Feigenbaum, chief oper-

ating officer of New Hampshire

Yankee, the company that operates

Seabrook. "We will be starting the

plant up as soon as the license is

received, no later than March 15."

He said it would take two to three

months for the 1,150 megawatt

plant to reach full power.

Feigenbaum said opposition to

Seabrook contributed to its current

$6.5 billion price tag, which will

be felt by ratepayers in the

Northeast.

"We're going to have to deal

with this long licensing process,"

Feigenbaum said. "It took too long

and all this litigation hasn't added

one iota to the safety of the plant."

While opporients had expected

Thursday's vote, they said the

losing battle over Seabrook should

help win a larger war against

nuclear power.

**The price paid to finally secure

Seabrook 's license has been so

great that no utility will ever again

. be willing to risk the high eco-

nomic costs, the bad public rela-

tions and the protracted political

fight necessary to bring a nuclear

power plant on line," said Ken
Bossong of Public Citizen, one of

several groups opposed to Sea-

brook.

Stock price increases

belie downbeat repc
By Joyce M. Rosenberg "

'

Associated Press

NEW YORK— Prices closed higher on Wall Street Thursday as the

stock market found a silver lining in a downbeat report on the economy.

The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials rose 8.34 to 2,635.59.

Advancing issues oumumbered decliners by about 4 to 3 in nationwide

U-ading of New York Stock Exchange-listed stocks, with 843 up, 633

down and 493 unchanged.

Volume on the floor of the Big Board came to a moderate 157.93 mil-

lion shares, down from 184.41 milhon in the previous session.

Nationwide, consolidated volume in NYSE-listed issues, including

trades in those stocks on regional exchanges and in the over-the-counter

market, totaled 185.31 million shares.

The monthly suri^ey by the National Association of Purchasing

Management indicated that the manufacturing economy declined in

February for the 10th consecutive month, but at the lowest rate since last

June.

The financial markets at first believed the report was unlikely to

prompt the Federal Reserve to nudge interest rates lower.

The bond market responded negatively, with the Treasury's

bellwether 30-year bond off about $6.87 for each $1 .000 in face value by

late afternoon. Wall Street initially took its cue from the reaction among

bond traders, but then began to move ahead on its own.

Analysts said Wall Street has begun to accept the fact that interest rates

aren't going to come down anytime soon, in part because U.S. rates must

stay high to remain competitive with yields in West Germany. Japan and

other countries. The market also realizes that higher rates arc necessary to

control inflation, the analysts said.

The market shrugged off another sharp loss on the Tokyo Stock

Exchange. The 225-issue Nikkei Stock Average fell 762.41 points, or

2.20 percent, Thursday, closing at 33.829.58. but there was no

pfrrrivahlr imparl in New York.

..^h^t"
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DRA.GON ^jciPi/?.£55
Chinese Fast Food

•.•;•.••• •.••.•••; '•!':• •.•.•..<•'.'^iiigiilii@>^:S;W^^^^

-*'*???^ with Combo Plate r

jgp;g:;;f;g;3 please show ad

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

, CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCY!!!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

Aa CARS • ALL DRIVERS - CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BU SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

* PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE &. MOPED ACCIDENTS-
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER CIVIL & CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CONTE & WEYBURN)

Daily Bruin News

^

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS. A ^M g\ QC
Lj\BOR. INSTALLATION & V //111 -'^
TUNE-UP INCLUDED. O # ^^ •
NO HIDDEN CHARGES. "^ ^ •

,
(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1 Tinc-up
2 Valve M
3 Vikm

Change
ilw AdT
Itch ^i.

4 Ol
5 Bmlw
6. Oulch
7. S«rvka Air Ooancr

95
8 Ctwck Batlny Walw
9. kwpKt Front End
10 CompmmkKx
11. (pNMM* TmI Cooing

Syilwn)

m « A «m «>w««^m. « ». -m.,.^^^ ^.^_. .. ^^ Inc. Pirti k L*or |G<i & Air Rhcr extra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J«P«ne.. cr.)
(6 cybnder: $20.00 Extra)

$74.

TOYOTA

BIJIIG

SaOHDiii $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

yt 1 ¥ I?V 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
I^MjMjWiM. 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

Leave
tfdur
mark..

the Daily Bruin

825-2161 J
JAPAN! JAPAN! JAPAN!!!

r

AEON is seeking enthusiastic, professionals to teach

conversational English in one of our 150 branch
schools located throughout Jq)an. Positions are

fully salaried with benefits and housing assistance.'

BA/BS degree required. ESL teaching experience

and/or Jq)anese language preferred, but not manda-
tory. To apply send resume and one page essay:

"Why I Want To Live And Work In Japan";

AEON Intercultural

Corporation

P.O. Box 92191

Los Angeles, CA
90009-0009

Phone (213) 645-5561

Fax (213) 645-5721

I—.

f:

MARCH 31 - APRIL 14

l^oontime Fairs

Cultural Performances
International Films
Speakers

C (•

Should |)i( k-u|) nil nppl'K cUioii now dt:
ItHfcH Attcnrs^.oninijssion. {()(> K<T(kh()tt ll,)ll

loi siu(l(MH Pro^nnniiiin-. l(,i K<'m khoti ii.ill

World Arts ,\\h\ ( uIiuk s ijo Mean's (,\iii

Feinstein

leads in

state poll

>» '^. _

Questions, Call 825-6564
Applications Due March 6th

The Associated Press

Former San Francisco Mayor
Dianne Feinslein has surged to a

double-digit lead over Democratic
gubernatorial rival John Van de
Kamp, the latest statewide poll

shows.

Feinstein, bolstered by a TV ad
campaign in Southern California,

leads the state attorney general by
41 percent to 27 percent, with 32
percent of Democratic voters
undecided, according to a poll by
Steve Teichner for his California

Intelligence Report.

The figures, published Thurs-
day in th^ San Francisco Examin-
er, confirm the stunning reversal in

Feinstein 's political fortunes indi-

cated 10 days earlier when Mervin
Field's California Poll showed her

leading Van de Kamp 42-38
percent, with 20 percent unde-
cided. A Field poll last fall showed
her 22 points behind.

The winner of the June primary
faces Republican Sen. Pete Wilson
in November.
"The way Feinstein has been

able to reverse these polls just with
political ads in the south is mind-
boggling to me," said University of
California-Berkeley political sci-

entist Bruce Cain, associate direc-

tor of its Institute of Governmental
Studies.

"Van de Kamp apparently is

repeating the (Michael) Dukakis
mistake of 1988 of getting a lead
over his opponent (George Bush),
going back to the business ofdoing
his job and giving over the

momentum of the campaign to

somebody else. Maybe the lesson
of modem politics we are learning

is that you can't take a rest at any
Ume."

Senate President pro tem David
Roberti, D-Los Angeles, repor-

tedly on the verge of endorsing
Feinstein, said the latest poll was
"outstanding for her."

"It shows a real base of support
that cannot be eroded, whereas
Van de Kamp has evaporated,"
Roberti said.

"Polls go up and down, but this

certainly says there is enormous
excitement and potential for Dian-
ne Feinstein *s campaign," said

Feinstein's media consultant.
Hank Morris.

Van de Kamp pollster Paul
Maslin said he was not surprised at

the latest poll.

"It's certainly within the range
of what we expected," Maslin said.

"Remember that the Field poll

only captured the beginning of
Feinstein *s movement, and the

Field poll itself created momentum
for her ... Their media had impact"

Feinstein spent $600,000 to

show one TV ad in Southern
California during a five-week
period that ended last week.
Teichner polled the slate just

before, halfway through, and at the

end of that campaign.
After trailing Van de Kamp in

the first poll, Feinstein jumped to a
41-27 lead in the third, which was
conducted between Feb. 22 and 25
among a sample of 610 Democra-
tic voters. The poll has a margin of
error of 4.1 percentage points in

either direction.

Moreover, Feinstein leads Van
de K^mp by eight points in his own
base of Lx)s Angeles County.

Among voters who called them-
selves extremely loyal Democrats
who follow news of the governor's

race closely, she held a lead of 62-

27 percent, with 11 percent unde-
cided.
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THANKS, MOM. THANKS, DAD.
»

We wouldn't be here if it weren't for you.
So we'd like to welcome you warmly to

Parents' Day at UCLA. ^

The Associated Students UCLA is committed to improving the
quality of student life, offering everything from a world-class book
selection to, quite literally, soup-to-nuts. _—

. • -' ' I* '

ASUCLA provides on-campus services and supplies, from pizzas to

notebooks to computers, employing approximately 2,500 students
in a variety of operations. In fact, since 1919, ASUCLA has been
"the students' slice of life" on campus. We hope you'll enjoy your
sample of our slice today.

We salute the moms and dads of UCLA students on Parents' Day at

UCLA. We're happy to have you here. And thanks — for having us!

PARENTS'
DAY AT
UCLA

ASUCLA:
STUDENTS HELPING

STUDENTS

T '
.

'..H - t-
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SUPERTEK

TRANSLATORS
Staff researchers, translators, and
Interpreters needed for L.A. design

company, with projects currently in

Korea. Applicants should be fluent in

reading, writing, and speaking both

English and Korean with a backround in

Korean-American studies. Full and
Part-time positions available.

Send resume to:

Supertek Productions Co., Inc.

2231 Colby Ave.

Los Angeles, California 90064

Attn: Gregory Van Horn

Project Director<j"

\y&^m^
DELIVERS FRI DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

$8.99

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89
Open

Fri. and Sal.
until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
'v"^'

11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10
(1 block Mist off Barrington)

According to Market Opinion Research, June 1989, 82% o/ 58,200 people

asked said the newspaper is the most useful source for entertainment
information.

'^ T ^ T

^f Ttf 1

kf'M'TT

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

V;VV/,1 energetic, dedicated people
Vy/jV interested in advertising

t%%v7' experience and an exciting

,»;Vr;J» Internship for spring.
*"'"'

This is a position dealing

and on-campus advertising
rather than sales.

Applications are available at
112 Kerckhoff Hall and
are due TUESDAY,

Rustic family

arrives in LA.
on wagon train

The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA — No Gold
Rush or promise of a homestead
lured the DeMarcos to California.

But like the pioneers who
poured into California in the 19th

century, the Ohio family was
convinced that the Golden Stale

.offered them a better life. And like

the pioneers, they made the eight-

month trek in a covered wagon.

Tom DeMarco, 38, his wife

Pam. 31, and their five children,

ages VA to 8, collapsed on the

shore of the Pacific Ocean Wed-
nesday after completing the trip

from their home state in a home-
made covered wagon.

"Oh God, that tastes good."

Tom DeMarco said Wednesday as

he kissed the sand and saltwater

near Santa Monica Pier. "IWe been

saying prayers lo thank God for his

protection. Tonight, TU drink

heavily and ask him for his

forgiveness."

In the rustic wooden wagon,
drawn by an old AUis-Chalmers
tractor nicknamed "Old Iron

Horse," they traveled at about 10
mph down back roads and the

shoulder of Interstate 10. They
passed through Indiana, Illinois,

Missouri, Oklahoma and the

Southwest
"We*ve come through the heart

of America, really," DeMarco said

Wednesday. "And it's a big heart.

And it crossed every color, as well

as rich and poor."

Out West, people opened their

hearts as well as their wallets to the

family. Ken Cooper, a disc jockey
at radio station KZLA, read about
the travelers in the paper Thursday
and went on the air with the story

and a gift of $1,000.

All day Thursday the radio

station was deluged with offers

from listeners.

"A shoe store offered shoes for

the children," said Renee Thomas,
the station's spokesperson. "One
woman offered them the use of her

apartment for few weeks."

Other well-wishers visited the

family at^ pier with gifts of
money.

DeMarco, a woodworker by
trade, used historical photos to

craft his wagon from floorboards

ripped from his house's attic. He
found the 90-year-old wheels in an
abandoned railway depot His wife

sewed the canvas covering.

"We had nothing to lose,"

DeMarco said of the family's

decision to leave their depressed

hometown of Kipton, Ohio, in

search of work. "We had our backs
against the wall, anyway.* And
when everything falls through, you
either give up or charge ahead.

This is my way of charging."

Many nights, the DeMarcos and
their children slept inside the

M^agon and cooked meals over a

fire using pots and pans hung from
the wagon's side.

Other nights, newfound friends

met along the way took the family

in.

Now in California, DeMarco
hopes to find an apartment and a

job "in any community that will

have us."

"I hope to enjoy my life and

finally do what I want," he said.

"For the first time in my life, I've

done what I want And it's worked
out"

The Daily

Bruin is

printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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AWARD
From page 3
Regberg said the Paul Jardin had

an effective use of glass that made
a striking statement

Cecil Strickland, chief execu-

tive officer for Paul Jardin, said the

contemporary design was meant to

capture today's attitude.

"We're proud of the award —
it's an acknowledgement to the

new prototype for Paul Jardin. It's

a design that we will be looking to

duplicate for new stores," he said.

Strickland attributed the award
to the local design review board.

"It was a team effort (with) the

Westwood Design Review Board.

They help you to build something
that is beautiful."

The design board reviews all

commercial and multi-residential

projects. The seven-member
board, including UCLA Com-
munity Relations Directcx* Carole

Magnuson, approves projects so

developers can qualify for building

permits from the city.

"I think they're doing a great

job. They're protecting the

architectural image of West-
wood," said WMA member Sandy
Brown.

Past winners of the award
include clothing stores Politix and
Ixiz.

IVIERCHANTS
From page 3
District City Councilman Zev
Yaroslavsky, the Los Angeles
Police Department UCLA, and
the Department of Transportation.

,
Lately, the merchants have been

concerned about the homeless.
"We're concerned about the

increased aggressiveness of vag-
rants who solicit money," Regberg
said.

The merchants spoke with
LAPD to discourage the illegal

solicitation of handouts through

reasonable law enforcement
The group has also collaborated

on the 23rd Olympic Games in

1984 and the Los Angeles Busi-

ness Council Art Shows, which
used to be held in the Village.

One of the merchant associa-

tion's biggest projects was to

lobby for remapping Broxton
Avenue in 1987. The street was
rezoned into a one-way street to

alleviate traffic congestion.

Parking was also changed from
parallel to diagonal for more spots,

Regberg said. *That's something
that couldn't have happened if we
didn't have the association."

Street barricades were also set

up to eliminate traffic. "Some
years ago the Village was 'just

besieged," Regberg said.

Thursday, the association lob-

bied to modify the times of street

closures. One merchant said that

customers arc discouraged from
entering his restaurant because of

the road blocks and limited park-

ing, association member Sandy
Brown said.

Now the city council discusses

the Village's future with the

association, Regberg said. For

example, the council consulted the

merchants about a group who
wanted to hold a motorcycle race

in the Village four years ago.

Undoubtedly, the merchants
refused, Regberg said.

Regberg said the merchants and

homeowners have agreed on a lot

of Westwood issues, like the

relocation of the Los Angeles
Business Council Art Show to

Wtfstwood Park.

The association comprises of

about 150 merchants who volun-

teer their time and money. "We're
working on a shoestring budget
We don't have a lot of things to

spend money on," said Regberg.

who heads a marketing and public

relations firm.

Optometry AVest
2035 Westwood Blvd

Tuesday is UCLA Day

Have You Been Putting Off Your

VISION EXAMINATION?
Every Tues. we augment our staff

with Dr. Jejfery Lieberman, a UC
Berkeley graduate with over 10

years experience in all aspects of

VISION CARE.

Preferential Appointments to
Accommodate Univ. Schedules

Dr. HARVEY R. TEMKIN
474-9551^

Most Insurcince Plans Accepted

4

ELECTIONS
be Endorseinent Torums:
for all "officially recognized
campus Groups

1. All student organizations wishing to take part in the endorsement process must register

with the Election Board no later than Friday, March 2, 1990, of 8th week (Winter
. Quarter). Groups must submit the names of three people who will be accountable for

their endorsements. Forms are available outside the Election Board Office, 404A
Kerckhoff. Return applications to the Election Board Box, Box 49, 3rd floor of
Kerckhoff.

2. Hearings will be held April 23-25, 1990, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday night.

a. Hearings will be held jointly. Organizations will be divided into groups determined
by lottery. Each group may attend three hearings.

b. The hearings will be divided by office:

l._President, Executive Vice President, and Second Vice President
Held Monday and Tuesday night

2. Commissioners: Academic Affairs, Campus Events, Cultural Affairs, Community
Service, Student Welfare, Financial Support, and Facilities,

Held Monday and Wednesday night

3. General Representatives and Referendums
Held Tuesday and Wednesday night /v s

c. Two hearings will be held each night, one week before the Primary Elections.
*

s

d. Hearings will be followed by a reception where students can ask more questions on a one to one
more personal basis.

e. The hearings and receptions will be open to all current UCLA students. Election
Board will be responsible for advertisement in the Bruin and the cost of flyers.

<,.

3. Organizations must submit their endorsements and a copy of their endorsement slip to the
Election Board Office no later than Friday, 11am. Failure to meet this deadline will result in

disqualification (i.e. the Election Board will not publish or recognize the groups'
endorsement).

4. Endorsement sHps must have the phrase "Certified Election Endorsement 1990" printed at
the bottom. The point size does not matter as long as it is legible. Endorsement Slips are
subject to the review of the Election Board and the Board must be made aware of any and
all changes. The Election Board may ask a group to revise their endorsement slip if they
feel that the language used is misleading.

5. The Election Board will determine the exact format to be used in the endorsement forums
to insure fairness for all included.

The changes in the Endorsement Process are designed to enhance the process by giving more students an
opportunity to me^t candidates, place candidates in an environment similar to Council where they must be
honest with students, and eliminating the idea that student organizations harass candidates during hearings.
Candidates will have the opportunity to meet students and their opponents face to face. Overall the process will
become more democratic, guarantee greater participation from the campus community, and legitimize the idea of
student sponsored endorsements.
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables

V i •A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

All First Quality Merchandise ^
i i

g GIGANTIC
r1

i

i

Size

i

SALE i

i

^ *ALL GARMENTS SIZE "MEDIUM" i

-k-k

i
only 510.00

reg. retail

prices

«25 — ^125
i

•DOES NOT INCLUDE S/S OR L/S SILKS, AXIS 'SIGNATURE
SHIRTS', AXIS SWEATS OR SARATOGA WARMUP/JOGGING SUITS

a
3

MENS SPORTSWEAR I
i

i SHIRTS - PANTS — SWEATERS — SPORTCOATS 3
^ SIZE M" ONLY SIZE 31 -32 ONLY SIZE "M" ONLY SIZE "M" ONLY ^

CJ

KHAKI POPLIN ONLY

i

FAMOUS
LABELS

g

INTI-JtM/ITMm/ll.

J¥AM
^^X I

n.

CJ

, 2 WEEKS ONLY
S FEBRUARY 21, 22, 23, & 24

FEBRUARY 28

MARCH 1, 2, & 3

g

MEDIA INDUSTRIES. INC.
1615 McGARRY AVE

DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

Free Parking

iw no

5

I
41

It

y i

HOURS: WED. THRU FRl. 10:00 - 4:00, SAT. 9:00 - 1:00 i

•PAYABLE BY CASH OR CHECK (WITH VALIDCA, LICENSE. MAIOR CREDIT CARD.
AND CHECK GUARANTEE CARD) i

* *No coupons or futher ditcountt accepted for this mIc d

oa, o/wc/w Liuv ojvaiv Gii q> nj\ cw catwpjv nj\. ctn, o/k G2/v caiWGAi. qjv. q/v g/v ^\ a/w. oj^

STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan/'

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

/

REMEMBER:YOUR
UCLA ID IS ALWAYS
GOOD FOR A 10%

DISCOUNT ON ANY
PURCHASE.

OCEAN PACIFIC RETAIL STORESCORNER OF BROXTON & WEYBURNWESTWOOD VILLAGE
°^**^

208-7398

INPUT
From page 1

Commission. Representatives
from the student groups will

alternate; the governor will no
longer select from a mixed pool.

Create two more governor posi-

tions, including one student, for

the state-run California Maritime
Academy's seven-member ruling

board.

Add a student member to Hast-

ing College of the Laws* 1 1-mem-
ber Board of Directors.

QUAKE
From page 1

enough to get under a table."

La Vcmc City Council members
on Thursday afternoon decided to

withdraw the state of emergency
declaration called the day before.

They learned damage was likely to

range only between $500,000 and

$750,000, said Mayor Pro Tern

Thomas R. Harvey.

'Things are much better than we
ever expected," Haryey said. The
state of emergency originally was
declared, he said, to help authori-

ties keep people out of damaged
buildings and to clear the way for

low-cost loans in case the damage
was greater than first thought
He said city officials received

reports of 62 damaged buildings.

Pomona Mayor E>onna Smith
made a preliminary damage esti-

mate of $20 million, said city fire

department Inspector Ron Gomez.
Pomona City Hall was closed as

workers shoveled out broken glass

and replaced it

The city of 1 13,000 is the largest

in the immediate vicinity of the
epicenter.

There were 120 structures

damaged throughout the city,

including the historic Phillips

Mansion built in 1875 that was the

home of one of the area's founding

families, said Smith. A chimney on
the mansion crumbled and crashed

through the roof.

Also in Pomona, brick and
concrete trimming from a wall of
the chapel of the Trinity United
Methodist Church tumbled
through a roof and into an unoc-
cupied Sunday school nursery

below. About 40 children in a day
care center in the building escaped
injury.

The city library, where books
flew off shelves, remained closed

for cleanup, the officials said. City

Hall, where a picture window
shattered, was open for business,

as were schools.

Officials in San Bernardino
County said it would lake several

days before they could attach a
dollar amount to the damage,
which appeared to be minimal.

"We're pretty much back to a

normal mode here. We came
through it pretty much unscathed,"

said Al Langworthy, emergency
preparedness planner for San
Bernardino County.

*The greatest concern we had
was the short failure of our 911
system and the total overload of

conventional phone lines," Lang-
worthy said.

Rock slides that blocked moun-
tain and canyon roads were cleared

by the California Highway Patrol.

The quake, five miles below the

surface, ruptured a fault running
from the northeast to the south-

west, said seismologist Kate Hut-
ton at the California Institute of

Technology. It followed a 3.6-

magnitude quake at 12:37 p.m.

The Richter scale is a measure
of ground motion as recorded on
seismographs. An earthquake of 5

can cause considerable damage
and 6 severe damage.
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Andy Rooney
will return to
'60 Minutes'
By Jay Sharbutt

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Humorist
Andy Rooney was reinstated

Thursday on CBS* "60 Minutes."
He said he'll be on Sunday's show
with a commentary on the issues

involved in his suspension on Feb.

8.
«*T>.Tm very pleased," said Roo-

ney, whom CBS News president

David Burke had suspended with-

out pay after a gay magazine
quoted him as saying blacks had
"watered down their genes," a
comment Rooney denies making.

PARKING
From page 1

trying to minimize our costs. In

fact, the reality is that (state) funds
are scarce." Stale funds are more
often allocated to academics rather

than parking, he said.

But finance for parking must
come from somewhere. "Who
should pay for it?" asked Stocki.

"It's very easy to say, *don*t

charge parking fees.'
"

Parking fee increases should
come from those who use the

parking facilities, he added. "We
have to provide a certain level of
fees to the users."

The proposal for a $24-a-year
parking fee increase is awaiting
approval by the vice chancellor of
administration, who is accumulat-
ing feedback from the UCLA
community first.

In an effcrt to get students,

faculty and staff more involved in

the parking process, the Transpor-
tation and Parking Advisory Com-
mittee was fonned last year, Stocki
said, 'This year we've had a wide
open process."

But Fried said he was not aware
of the proposal until he read it in

the Daily Bruin on Tuesday.
Undergraduate Student Govern-

ment Finanacial Supports Com-
missioner Sam Kaufman said
undergraduate government was
not officially informed of the

proposal either.

CAIPIRG
From page 7

report that two bills regarding
toxic waste be passed by the state

Assembly, stating that the federal

Right to Know Act is inadequate to

provide the necessary information

required to reduce toxic waste.

Bruns said the information
contained in the federal reports

were often inaccurate, and CAL-
PIRG conducted phone interviews

with the plant site managers to

obtain accurate information.

The report also states that some
companies that reported reduc-

tions in toxics use the same raw
data, recalculated to show a reduc-

tion where there was actually no
change.

One of the bills, the Toxics
Truth Act would require compa-
nies to report the amount of toxic

chemicals they use and create, in

order to keep track of pollution

reduction efforts by the compa-
nies.

The Toxics Use Reduction
Institute Act would establish a

program of research, education
and technical assistance to prom-
ote the reduction of toxic waste.

Bruns said the passage of these

bills in the Assembly would be a

significant step toward the future

reduction of toxic pollutants in

California.

ISRAEL
A Land

AiPeopU

An Opportunity

fi.

For more infonnation on all Israel Programs

call:

1-800-27-ISRAEL or 212-750-7773

or write: \

Israel Program Center/AZYF
515 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022

Tonight!
Miss USA Pageant
on CBS at 9PM PAGEANT
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is proud to announce
a new location.

1900 WESTWOOD BLVD.

Come in and meet our
highly qualified technicians
from around the world!!

(Europe; Far East;

No, So, Central America)

Our newly decorated salon
will feature a complete full

service schedule.

Cut, Wash & Style

Hi Tech Colore & Tints
Perms
Hennas
Weaves
Bleach & Toning
Scalp Treatment
European Facial

Body Wax (full & partial)

Full Make-up
Manicure
Sculptured Nails

Pedicures

SPECIAL
Permanent, Haircut & Blow Dry or Set

$45.00 reg. $75

long hair extra w/ coupon only
Walk-ins Welcome

Hours: Mon-Sat 8-7pm

475-3232 or 475-1989

AN OFFICIAL PRELIMINARY PAGEANT FOR
THE MISS CALIFORNIA PAGEANT IN

PALM SPRINGS.

May 31st 1990

For applications
please call (213) 858-8253

V- -.:. '

Ifu Streisand Center for Jeivish Cultured Arts

J^ U C L A !HdUl^
nJu T^pw Israel fund \

.
- *

'

^oudCy ^Present

"ANOTHER FACE"
Performed by

Tsa'ad/Hutwa
(ONE STEP)

Theater Troupe
Monday, March 5, 1990

12:30 P.M.
Royce Mall,

Humanities Conference Room 314

'Another Face*' is an
experimental Arab-Jewish theater
workshop in which the performers,
through their interacUons with one

another and with the
audience, explore issues

surrounding Jewish-Arab coexistence.

For InformaUon Call (213) 208-3081
Admission is Free

The Streisand Center is a program of the Los
Angeles HUlel CouncU

The New Israel fund is a philanthropic
partnership of Israelis & Americans that
supports projects working to strengthen
democracy and advance social Justice in

Israel.
Cosponsored by the von Grunebaum Center

for Near Eastern Studies. UCLA
Trie Committee for Jewish Studies, UCLA
The Jewish Student Union, and The Israel

Action Coalition.
With special thanks to

Irwin Levin and Sandy Weiner
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Viewpoint

Education must further advancement
By Brian Estwick

The current political agenda of Kwame Ture
is a hindrance, not a help, to African

Americans today. Let me just preface my
criticism of Ture's position with the assertion

that his role in Black lit)eration ha^ been
invaluable.

In the 1960s, such a revolutionist agenda ^

was a necessity in the face of blatant police

and public violence towards Africans. The
Black Panther Party was, and indeed should be

.

viewed (and taught) as heroes. They were
fighting brutal, overt, physical hostility from a
police force which was very selective in terms
of who it chose to "protect and serve".

Ture's call for a socialist revolution in the .

1960s can be seen as understandable given the

circumstances, but today such an agenda is

impractical. This is not to say that protest itself

is outdated; rather, it is as necessary as ever

so that they c^ find a role/position which they

want to play.

That is why school is of the utmost

importance. School is important not so much
because one can there receive an education,

(one which is watered down at best) but

because it can allow one the option to make
his or hers own career choices. Here is where
Africans should be directing a reactionist

agenda; against a government which refuses to

efficiently implement the billions of dollars

they throw at the badly-run educational system.

_ Now this argument is not an agenda for

"selling out"; indeed, the whole concept of

"selling out" has been manipulated and sub-

verted to the point where it has virtually no
meaning. "Selling out" should be seen as

giving up/ignoring one's own culture and
identity for the ideals of another.

Using the capitalist system to gain economic
strength for Africans seems to me to be the

Now tiiis argument is not an agenda for ^'selling out^^ indeed, the whole con-

cept of "selling out'' has been manipulated and subverted to the point where it

has virtually no meaning. "Selling out*' should be seen as giving up/ignoring

one's own culture and identity for the ideals of another.

for Africans. However any position which calls

for physical insurrection is of no help to the

African sU"uggle.

1 would prefer to use the name "individual-

ist" as opposed to "capitalist" to refer to the

dommant system, because I think that the latter

term, with its root in money has caused much
undue misunderstanding. This theory (and its is

as much of an ideal as any socialist theory)

allows for the equal access of all members of
a society into the economic system. This means
that I, as an African, should have equal access
(not opportunity) to open up a store as any
other racial or ethnic group.

Many will argue that this should be ihc case,

but African Americans, being the poorest group
in the United States could not possibly have
equal access. Nevertheless, the truth of this

assertion is irrelevant as to the validity of the

system itself. The problem would then be as to

how the system is implemented, and not

whether or not the system is valid.

I offer that what Africans need to do is

educate themselves as to how the system works

complete opposite. As a matter of fact, this

argument is a form of protest/struggle in itself.

Socialist tenets should be implemented only
to the extent that they allow individuals equal
access into the economic market. That for me
is the role of government. For example, if I

want to open up a clothing store, and a

landlord refuses me on racist or prejudicial

grounds, it is the role of government to step in

and cut the red tape. Now many would argue
that this doesn't always occur, and I would be
in complete agreement. However this is not to

me sufficient reason for the eradication of the

entire system.

If we were to incorporate socialism in its

entirety, as Ture seems to want, then we would
see how quickly we are swallowed up by
poverty. Anytime the government is allowed to

regulate everything, no one can make money.
And when no one can make money, no one
can make the choices/changes they need for

advancement.

Attack
Editor:

I wish to express my offense

at the beliuling remarks made
by Larry Pope, Director of

Patient Escort Services, in

regard to the vicious attack

made upon his employee,
Deborah Embry, by an ex-boy-

friend ("Woman attacked in

parking lot". Bruin, Feb. 23).

His flippant comment that

the attack was " ... jdlst a

lovers' quarrel, a misunder-

standing between sweethearts",

attempts to minimize ai^ act of

terrorism.

I'd like to point out to Pope
that women in this society are

at far greater risk for violent

attacks from interpersonal rela-

tionships than from strangers.

In addition to Pope's state-

ment, I was also disturbed at

the Daily Bruin's indelicate

placement and title of a photo-

graph underneath the article

describing Embry's attack. In

the photo, a woman is shown
playing hacky-sack and the

photo is entitled "Sack it to

me". The phrase's obvious
reference to physical attack and
its placement under the head-
hne "Woman attacked in park-
ing lot" showed poor editorial

judgement by the Bruin.

I trust that Pope's supervi-

sors reprimand hiiri for his

distasteful remarks. His attitude

is conducive neither to employ-
ee/employer relations nor the

functioning of the UCLA
medical community, which I

am a member.
In addition, I would like to

see Pope make a public apolo-

gy to Embry through the same
media in which he insulted

her, namely the Daily Bruin.

Kathryn Seybold
Graduate student

School of Public Health

Viewpoint

Unfair reporting of Ture's
presentation in Daily Bruin
By Glenn Brown

The article on Kwame Ture,("Black leader urges overthrow of
capitalism". Bruin, Feb. 22) was an example of irresponsible and
inaccurate journalism. The article was unjustifiably loaded with
inaccuracies which distorted much of Ture's message to his

audience. This article presented an unfair and disrespectful

account of Kwame Ture and the knowledge he shared with his

enraptured audience.

Prior to Ture's speech, it was emphasized in his introduction

that he is an organizer for the All African People's Revolution-
ary Party, and not a leader, as he is referred to in the article. It

is an incredibly inaccurate report of this event. The statement
"

... a group that raised controversy for arming itself against what
it called police brutality" shows an incredible lack of knowledge'^
of the racist social conditions which spawned the Black Panther
Party.

Why is it "controversial" for arming oneself against police

brutality? Has the reporter ever seen pictures of men, women,
and children being shot with fire hoses, bludgeoned with billy

clubs, and attacked with dogs because they were standing up for

their human rights?

To continue, Ture did not say that AIDS was an "example of
ihe imperialists* germ warfare on oppressed people." He stated
that he was almost convinced that the virus was manmade.
notmg that the technology exists to bioengineer viruses and that

germ warfare is a historical method of genocide.

Ture did not "praise** any group for robbing banks as a
solution to a problem. A statement was made concerning how
groups allow a lack of funding to deter their purpose, and the
point he made is that no obstacle is too great to stop or derail a
movement, if the people behind that movement are determined
enough. In the midst of a revolution against a racist system,
desperate conditions call for desperate actions. This was Ture's
point, not that we can end racism by robbing banks.

I greatly resent the statement "He switched to a more dialectic

6lack English speaking style ..." What ignorance and gall this

so-called "writer" displays! Can you define what is a more
dialectic Black English style of communication? How do Black
people communicate differently than any other people?

That fact that an editor let this comment ruri, much less this

entire shallow piece of trash article, shows a lack of sensitivity

and intelligence on the part of the Bruin, and is itself an exam-
ple of the type of mentality Kwame Ture and many, many
others will destroy through the impending revolution.

I challenge the Bruin to print this reaction to a poorly worded
and understood article that disrespected the inspired words of a

passionate and dedicated man.

yi

Estwick is a senior majoring in Art History. Brown is a senior majoring in History.
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On apartheid, liberation and otiier Soutliem African issues
This is the second part of an
interview with Nkululeko Sowazi,

an African National Congress
member and UCLA graduate stu-

dent.

Bruin: Considering

Mozambique, do you
believe South Africa still

supports ReNaMo (Resistance

National Mozambique)?
Sowazi: Yes! There is evi-

dence. Differences exist within

the South African army, with
the conservatives, or **securo-

crats** in the National Party

and the SADF (South African

Defense Force), and they assist

ReNaMo. ReNaMo was created

by the Rhodesian Secret Ser-

vice during the fight for liber-

ation in Zimbabwe. Now, the

South Africans have made
ReNaMo literally a wing of

the SADF. ReNaMo has no
political plan or ideology —
they are butchers.

Bruin: More than a million

people have been killed in the

wars in Angola and Mozam-
bique, and they rarely get any
press.

Sowazi: More have been
killed in Mozambique and
Angola, and we hear nothing

about it!

Bruin: Considering Angola,
how do South Africans feel

about UNUA (a U.S./South

Africa-backed rebel group)?

Sowazi: Oh, obviously they-

are hated everywhere. Their

main sponsor is South Africa.

UNITA got ammunition, sup-

plies, logistical support — even
air support from the South
African military.

Bruin: The MK-A (the

Marxist Popular Movement for

the Liberation of Angola — a

former rebel force that is now
the government) ignored the

Keith
Roberts
accords after they, with

UNITA, beat the Portuguese
colonists.

Sowazi: UNITA lost the

election.

Bruin: The West generally

denounced the elections as

unfair.

Sowazi: Oh, they would.
UNITA, overnight, claimed to

want democracy and capitalism

to get U.S. support They had
gotten Chinese support for

claiming (to want) socialism

before. And of course they

could count on U.S. and South
African support, because the

MPLA is Marxist-Leninist, and
gets Soviet support.

Bruin: The MPLA govern-

ment has been denounced for

human rights violations. They
haven't ruled well.

Sowazi: It's been war since

(they came to power). They've
had no chance to rule! You
cannot begin to organize an
election when half the popula-

tion is displaced! South Africa

has always been aggressors in

the southern African states —
against liberation.

Bruin: Returning to discus-

sion of South Africa, the West
is looking to Mandela for

leadership. For South Africans,

will he be a standby statesman

or at the head of the table?

Sowazi: Like Mandela said,

he's part of the team. When
his first few words wl^re, "I ^
come to you in -ihe name of »^

peace . . ._yoiir humble ser-

vant," he does not separate

himself from the people and
the ANC. He said if the ANC

.-fli

decides — and the ANC does

choose democratically — to

choose people to speak on
their behalf, then so be it.

Bruin: What role do you see

Winnie Mandela as playing?

Sowazi: I think she'll con-
tinue to concentrate on the

issues she's concerned with —
social issues, women's rights.

She has no constituency. She
is Mandela's wife. She does
not speak on behalf of the

ANC. The people will decide
who will lead. A person can-
not become a leader just

because they are somebody's
wife.

Bruin: Unless it's in the

Philippines.

Sowazi: Yes. Nobody should
have the illusion that anybody
is indispensable. With the con-
flict over the Mandela United
thing, the ANC showed Mrs.
Mandela that she is not indis-

pensable. Nobody is. There is

too much of a broad leadership

from all sectors to say that

one individual is indispensable

to die movement. And if

corruption arises, the {people

sill rise up against it We have
suffered too long to see

another system of injustice

come to power.

Bruin: Concerning the Man-
dela United alleged killing —

Sowazi: The media here

associated Winnie with that

killing. Investigations by the

UDF and everyone else

showed the South African gov-
ernment revealed that to be
false. The coach was a govern-
ment spy, and he was found
out. He fled. Infiltrators rigged
this disruption.

Bruin: What about Winnie's
Statement in 1986 about neck-
lacing?

Sowazi: The media here

focused on a few necklacings,
and never on the thousands
who the government killed.

They never showed the cause
of the anger that brings people
to do such things. The vio-

lence of the state causes this

reaction. The ANC had to

resort to the armed struggle,

because all legal means had
been stopped. They had to

protect the people from the

butchers of the SADF. The
"ANC had to submit to slavery

or fight

Bruin: What about necklac-
ing and civilian targets?

Sowazi: The ANC is against

necklacing by policy. It virtu-

ally stopped in 1986, when
ANC president Oliver Tambo
said "Comrades, stop it, we
understand why, but it must
stop." It was a rare occurrence
and nothing compared to what
the SADF has done to our
children. As for myself, I

cannot condemn necklacing, for

it is the violence of apartheid

that causes people to react

with such anger. Like the

guillotine in the French revolu-

tion-the poverty, the inhumanity
caused the reaction. Civilian

targets are against ANC policy,

but in war, there may be
accidents, however rare.

Bruin: Do you think the

American media iias focused
on the weaknesses of the

ANC, such as power struggles,

publicity seekers and other

problems common to any
underdog organization?

Sowazi: The American media
is a very sensational and dra-

matic media, so they want to

focus on catchy conflicts that

will sell. It is typical for them
to concentrate on such triviaU-

ties.

Bruin: What do you think of
England's reaction to apar-

theid?

Sowazi: You mean the Brit-

ish government? We make a
clear distinction between the

people of a country and their

government The anti-apartheid

movement in Britain is one of
the biggest in the world. But
Thatcher — not even after De
Klerk — is one of the most
hated persons to the majority
of South Africans. She has

been consistenUy not only an
apologist for racism and fasc-

ism in our country, but also a
supporter. We expect nothing

but Uiat from her. We want
the eradication of apartheid,

and she wants to lift sanctions!

Bruin: Do you have any
advice to people who want to

get involved with the anti-

apartheid movement?
Sowazi: Well, I tiiink every-

body needs to realize that they

are involved whether they
know it or not The winds of
change are sweeping the globe,

and j)eople are fed up with
oppression and greed. Freedom
is not attained until it is

universal. To learn about South
Africa, the University has some
good journals, such as the

Weekly Mail, to get more
accurate information. Organiza-
tions such as SAISCO (South
African International Student
Congress) on campus are great
The fascist government of
South Africa cannot continue
their exploitation. All people
who are interested in working
to destroy apartheid are wel-
comed to joining the struggle.

Roberts is a senior majoring in

English.

Viewpoint

Family housing rent iiilce may force students to quit sdiool
By Randal Allred

The graduate student with a

family is getting shafted. The
latest outrage is the rent hike

for Family Student Housing
(FSH) that Housing is con-

templating. The rent hike could

be as much as $193 over the

next two years for a one-bed-

room apartment, according to

Kevin Oldenburg, vice-president

of the Family Student Housing
Association, who calculated the

cost of the projected $15
million renovation and $35
million construction at FSH:
This is in addition to a
compulsory $165 per quarter

for health insurance, and a

nearly $50 per quarter hike in

fees and tuition this year.

On top of it all, there was
no cost-of-living raise for TA's
or RA's last January, although

there had been in the past

(minuscule as it always was).

Because of this, our real

income has declined by 131

percent. Most students who
live in Family Student Housing
(also called University Apart-

ments/South) arc TA's or

RA's. Most who are not are

international students, who rely

upon a fixed stipend from
hortie. How can UCLA know-
i;igly, significantly increase the

cost of going to school here,

and expect us to meet that

cost? We are angry; we may
have to quit school. I already

know of one friend who has,

due to the exorbitant costs. ^

The problem: Our rents arc

iHmiffWk'd hy UCLA Dusi i ii
' v^—

Enterprises (which includes

UCLA Housing), who has been

commissioned by the Universi-

ty, via the "Master Plan for

Housing, 1986-2000," to house

50 percent of all graduate

students by the year 2000.

Business Enterprises (BE) may
not receive funds from student

fees; it is self-supporting. The
only way for them to raise

funds to finance more housing

is to jack up our rents.

I might add that other stu-

dents are also getting shafted:

Hershey Hall suffered an 18

percent rent hike last year.

True, the $459 per month that

1 pay is cheap for Los
Angeles, but I don't have a

full-time job and I have chil-

dren to feed. Also, that rent

figure is $152 more per month
then when I moved here, and

my income has not materially

increased to keep pace with

this incredible rise. Now, how
many of you have an extra

$152 per month discretionary

income to throw around? Now,
imagine that you have children,

too. And imagine that someone
wants to jack up your rent.

The reason why the

Academic Senate is just now
getting concerned is that Busi-

ness Enterprises only answers

to Chancellor Young, who is

apparentiv more interested in

new buildings and new expan-

sion. The Chancellor is more
concerned with recruiting hot

new graduate students than

with mau-iculating the ones that

aro h#rOi

Another problem: real estate

and construction costs in Los
Angeles are skyrocketing.

Michael Foraker, director of
Housing, has made no secret

of the fact that he feels sooner
is better in the projected

expansion projects. It will be
better in the long run, or so

goes the logic. The "long run,"

however, doesn't mean much
to someone who has spent six

years in a graduate program,

and on the verge of finishing

is faced with having to drop
out
OK, so the rules say that

more housing is needed, and
that Business Enterprises must
be self-supporting. The rules

must be changed. Legislators

and Regents alike must face up
to the incredible absurdity of
attempting a major expansion
project by sucking lifeblood

from the students' withered

veins. We are among the

poorest socio-economic classes

in California. And, there is no
such thing as need-based hous-
ing at UCLA, nor can there

be, so savs the Financial Aid
Office. Maybe this idea needs
to change.

The "Master Plan" itself is

suspcci. It needs to be
reviewed and revised. It was
developed and imposed unfair-

ly. There were no public

hearings or forums on the

topic. The family student

population was neither con-
sulted nor informed. Business

Enteiprises may claim that one
roprosontotive from ISHA sm—

on the Master Plan committee.
This is bogus. One was
appointed (by BE, not by the

FSHA, which is the authorized

tenant voice), but he apparently

never attended nor participated

in any meaningful way.
We have been misled many

times. Last year, as FSHA
President, I signed a letter with

John Fitton, manager of Uni-

versity Apartments/South, that

announced a flat $15 per unit

per month surcharge each year,

in addition to an ordinary

inflationary increase. It was
supposed to continue until

2C00. It's ah-eady been trashed.

Some of us, especially single

parents and international stu-

dents, will have to leave

school. Worse, the programs
we belong to will not be abl0

to recruit quality prospects

with families who happen not

to be rich, and thus will

damage the prestige of the

programs of which we aspire

to be products.

Every student especially

those who live in University

Housing, will be hurt. I tell of

the married student's plight

who is more likely to be self-

supporting than not thus, they

arc hit harder. V/e must fight

this. Contact all of your pro-

fessors and department chairs

about this. Only when the

Academic Senate gets enraged

enough will anyone put a stop

to the system as it now works.

^Ina meeting I recently

attended, the Assistant Vice

unanwiior oi Busincssji!;;, suiii

Morabito, told us some of the

facts and figures and the real-

ities of trying to provide

Housing in Los Angeles's real

estate market. There are other

realities of which Morabito
either does not know, or

refuses to acknowledge: I am
in the dissertation stage of my
program, which has taken

nearly six years so far, and
will probably take seven. I

have had to extend my prog-

ram by at least one year,

maybe two, beyond what it

should have been, because I

have had to spend too much
extra time getting a livelihood.

As a result I have been in my
program so long that I have
run out of TAships. How am I

supposed to feed my family

with no job, while trying to

write my dissertation? My wife

cannot work more hours. 1 pay
$152 more per month for rent

than when I came here, and
tuition has skyrocketed, (and

will continue to do so), and T
have compulsory health insur-

ance to pay for.

I am faced with watching all

my hopes and dreams fall

apart just at the moment when
they are in sight I am 33
years old. I have three

children. I hope that Morabito
(and Chancellor Young) will

forgive me if I don't give a

damn about their realities.

Allred, a graduate student of
English, is a member of UA/S
Policy Review Board and a

Jdmdf h^HA rresidenl.
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Showcase
1990 -

r

Come see UCLA talent as It is

featured in as newly established

event, one that's sure to be a

yearly tradition. Enjoytheshow
with representatives of the

entertatnrnent industry. —
lune Pinheiro Tonight. 8 p.m. m Ackerman Grand

Ballroom. Admission is free.

The Hunt for

Red October
Alec baldwin and Sean Con-
ery star as^- American and
Russian hunks trying to get a

defecting Soviet sub to the

American government. The
movie lacks substance, but is

a slick nail-biter with lots of

cute men.

June Pinheiro

Rosalie Goes Shopping
The latent effort by German direaor Percy AdIon tells the story

of a woman obsessed with commercials and consumerism. It

stars Bagdad Cafe's Marianne Sagebrecht and Beverly Hills

Coffs Judge Relnhold.

Marjory Weese ^
,

Opens citywide today AMC Century 14 in Century City, 553^900

Opening nationwide today. Mann National

in Westwood, 2084366

The Medium & Gianni Scliicclii
The music department presents the UCLA opera workshop and
the university Symphony In Gianni Carlo Menottl's TheMedium
and Glaconro Puccini's C/anna 5c/7/cc/)/. .

Marjory Weese
Friday and Sturday. 8 p.m., Schoenberg Hail. Tix: art CTO and the door. $7 - 12

Season's
Reasons
This contemporary folk opera

focuses on a* man Imprisoned

durl ng the struggles of the '60s

who escapes and returns to his

hometown of the 1 980s.

Kristen Linden
UCLA Little Theater. March 2 - 10, except

Monday and Tuesady. 8 p.m. except for

Sunday at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Tiie improv
For an alternative to the

Westwood rut, try the Improv,

the best stand-up in town, now
offering dinner and dancing

Jason Stewart

321 Santa Monica BM. (213) 394 8664
Cover: $7 Sun^Thy/SlO Fr»-S«t with 2 dnnk

Resevations reconvnended for Friday.

iTsrrmi^m^

Dance

American Dancing:
From 'dancing darkies' to ballet, dance bears distinctive African influences
By Parrel Ramsey
Contributor

In an article that appeared Feb. 15, dance
contributions of African Americans were
chronicled from their arrival in the Ameri-
cas to the period of the Civil War,

Prior to the Civil War, the most visible

form of American entertainment was
Minstrelsy. Minstrels were men who per-

formed amusing vignettes that were a

collection of song, verse and dance (usually

a jig or a shuffle).

Dance educator Brenda Dixon-Stowell

said, "The minstrel show format of unre-

lated songs, skits, comedy routines and
dances became the format of vaudeville,

which, by the turn of the century, succeeded
minstrelsy as the most popular entertain-

ment until it was in turn displaced by the

talking film."

Before African-American participation.

Minstrelsy produced two of the most
negative stereotypes that continue to plague
African Americans in the performing arts

— the lazy and shuffling, dancing darkie

Jim Crow character and the gaudily dressed,

shifty, smart-talking Zip Coon.
It has been documented that the charac-

terization of Jim Crow was created by
Caucasian actor Thomas Dartmouth Rice.

In u^uth, the real Jim Crow was a lame
Negro stable hand. While in the south. Rice
saw this "lame*' man sing and dance while

executing his stable duties. Rice found the

stable hand's actions so amusing and
entertaining, he invented and soon pre-

miered his Jim Crow act in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania.

This performance of exaggerated jumps,
hops, distorted shuffling, coupled with a

fright wig, ragged clothing and blackface

make-up was a big success.

In some cases, Jim Crow was the first

visual contact many people in the northern

stales associated with Negros.

Soon afterwards, the quantity of Cauca-
sians performing supposedly "authentic"

Negro dance forms swelled thrice-fold.

New York Times dance critic Walter Terry

conr^mented "that in the 18lh and 19th

centuries the white man in blackface

oumumbered the real Negro (performers)."

The image of the "dancing darkie"

became so fixed in America's mind, that

African-American minstrels were later

required to don the abhorrent wig and
blackface make-up in order to be success-

fully accepted by predominately Caucasian

audiences.

The Minstrelsy profession, which did not

become integrated until after the Civil War,
was beneficial to African Americans in two
major respects. Many African-American

men were able to support themselves and
their families with their earned income, and
Minstrelsy aided in preserving some early

African-American dance forms.

Dances with sensational titles such as the

Congo Coconut Dance, Fling D' Ehiope,

Union Breakdown, Corn Shucking Jig and
the Miss Issippi Fling were falsely credited

with African-American origins. Only the

Walk-Around (the forebearer of the Cake
Walk) and The Essence (of Virginia) (the

forebearer of soft-shoe and tap) are

recorded as African-American dance con-

tributions to Minstrelsy

The Reconstruction Era is noted for

granting African Americans socio-eco-

nomic and political rights, but the actual

guarantee of many integrating laws went
unheeded in the South. Furthermore,

because of an increase in race-related

lynchings and the South 's disparate eco-

nomic conditions, African Americans
migrated to the northern states in record

numbers.

The year 1889 saw what was to be the

beginning of the decline of male-dominated

and racially inaccurate Minstirelsy. That

year. The Creole Show premiered in New
York.

Produced by Caucasian Sam T. Jack, The
Creole Show followed the standard Min-

See DANCE, page 22

Classical Talents:

Music
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Opera, jazz & orchestras benefit from efforts against bias, minority recruitment
By Marjory Weese

AHEHTTOON/D«lvBfuin

Contributor

Although black classical musicians tend to be a

minority within a minority, the influence of the

Afro-American music tradition on 20th century

music can be plainly heard. From slave songs,

ragtime, stride piano, bebop and today's avant-garde

black music, the African-American music tradition

has influenced the European classical forms with a
folk idiom recognized as being uniquely American.

The latest avant-garde black composers have been
integrating jazz improvisation techniques .with

European classical forms. A case example is the

opera X, written by jazz pianist and composer
Anthony Davis. Using his expertise in jazz improvi-

sation and his knowledge of Western harmonization

techniques, Davis created this opera based on the life

of Malcolm X whicfl was featured at the Philadel-

phia, American Music Festival and later performed

by the New York City Opera in its 1986 season.

Other noteworthy composers include T.J. Ander-
son, 60, chairman of the music department at Tufts

University who recently finished a large work for

orchcsU'a and a jazz quintet called From Earth Come
Iron which portrays the plight of black workers in

America's industrial cities.

Julius Hemphill, composer with the World
Saxophone Quartet and Tania Leon, composer/con-
dtirior wilh fh/» RmrUfiyn Philharmnnir rrwnhino

blues in their work that appeals to a diverse audience.

Composer in residence with the Atlanta Symphony,
Alvin Singleton, has contributed several works to the

Kronos Quartet, including his string quartet entitled,

"Secret Desire to Be Black."

Blacks are still underrepresented in major orche-

stras and in many aspects of classical music. There
are no black producer-directors regularly at work on
the international opera circuit. Among the top 13

major orchestras in the United Slates the number of

black musicians ranges bctwcert zero and three, the

Los Angeles Philharmonic having two.

In the past the problems for blacks in music was
that opera companies and orchestras made it known
that they weren't welcome. Now an effort is being

made to aid blacks who wish to go into classical

music. Alvin Singleton's program "Meet the

Composers" places composers with orchestras

around the country. Daniel Windham runs Music
Assistance Fund for black musicians out of his

offices at the New York Philharmonic and the Boston
Symphony has helped create a training program
called "Project Step," which identifies gifted

minority students early in life, supports them through

their musical education and helps to place them in

major American ensembles. They focus on 30 or 40
children at a time and by doing so they hope to create

role RKxlels and create a process that can renew itself
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NATIONAL TTw Hunt tar R»d Octobw (R)

10925 Undbrook 10:30-1:304:30-7:30-10:30

206-4366 'Fii 4 Sat Late Show 1:15 on
SPEOAL ENGAGEMENT

paMM ft group dsoounts aoosptod

fv shows b«fcr« 6PM only

VILLAQE
961 Broxton

206-6576

Hwd 10 KM (R)

12:15-2:45-6:154:00-10:30

11:45-2:35-5:10-7:45-10:25

Cinema Paradiao (NR)

10:40-1:25-4.1)5-7:00-9:45

BRUM
946 Broxton

208^996
11:00-1 :45-4:«^10:45 Cinama Paradiao (NR)

11:40-2:25-5:154:00-10:56

Subilad'

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytoy

206-7664

Tba Bood of Harooo (fO

(12:15H:15-«:15
Tromora (PO-13)

(2:15)4:15-10:15

Man Don't Leave(PG)
11:30-2:15-5:00-750-10:35

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

206-7664

Shirtty Valantine (R)

(12:00)-2:30-5:15-7:45-10:l5

The Time of Ifw Gypaiea (R)

10:30-1:20-4:20-7:30-10:30

WESTWOOD
1050 Gay«ey

206-7664

Kll Ma Again (R)

(12:30)-3:00-6:304:00-10:30

My Left Foot (R)

J2:20-3:00-5:30-820-10:45

WESTWOOD
1050 Gayley

206-7664

mianMi AIMra (R)

(1:15M:1 5-7:15-10:15

Stanley A Iria (R)

11:00-2:50-5:*5-8:10-10:4()

RoaaHa Goea Shopping (PG)
12:30-2:40-5:20-7:40-10:06

REGENT
1045 BroKton

206-3259

Man Don't laawa (PO-13)

(12:00-2:30)-5K)0-7:^10:36 (PG-13)

12:10-3:05-5.-56-8:30-10:50

PLAZA
1067 Qandcn
206-3097

Driving Mlaa DaiaWPG)
(12:30-3-00)4:30-8:00-10:30

Santa Monica

LANDMARK
THEATRES

MANN W1LSHIRE TWM
1314 Wishtrt Blvd.

451-4377

The Hunt for

Red October

(10:30)-115-4 15-7:15-10 15

SPEOAL ENGAGEMENT
passes & group activiiy discounts aooaptod

lor shows befve 6PM only

MANN WILSHIRE TWM Driving Miaa Oaiay (PG)
1314 WIshire BM. (12:30)-2:45-5:00-7:30-9:45

45M377

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL CanHla Oaudri
11523 S.M Blvd Daly 5:15430
477^5561 'Sat 6 Sun Malinee 200

Sat 12 Midhig^i Lobalar Man From Mva

MUSIC HALL Onama Pmdiao
9036 Wishir Daly 5.00-7:40-10:10

2744669 'Sat A So) Mafetee 2:15

Sun n:00am Common Thraada

RNE ARTS
8556 WIstwe
652-1330

West L.A.

NUART
1127? Sjvita Monica Bl. 520-7:30-9:40
478-6379 'Sat & Sun Malnees: 1:00-3: 10

Yaara Day
Daly 6004:00-1000

'Sat 6 Sun Mainee 2:00400
The Sidawak Molai

Sun 1:00pm

Admiuion: 1 can of lood

WESTSIDE PAVIUON
•*

QoMwvn The Rot Againat Hany
4754202 11:15-1:15-3:15-7:15

Goldwyn

475-02fc 11 00-1:40-420-7ofS40

QoMwyn
47542&

Omoalore Cowtwy
1:2O-520-7:3O-9:4S

Goldwyn
4754202

Crimea A Miadameanara
12:45-5:00-9.00

QoMwyn
475-0202

The Litda MarmaM
11:30-3:30-5:10

-Sat & Sun 11:00-11:30-3:304:10

QoMwyn
47542te

Dead Poets Society

300-715 9:50

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Santa Monica Westwood
MOMCA
1332 2nd St

394-9741

Enemiea, A Lova Slory

Daly 4:45-7:30-1000

'Salt Sun Mafewe 200
For Al MMikind

Sal A Sun 10:30 m

UA Coronet
10889 Welwodh
475-9441

70MM€l>y Slweo

Glory (5 Academy Nominalons)

1^10-2:40•5:20400-10:M

MOMCA EvartaaUng Sacral Family
1332 2nd SI Daiy 530400-10 1&
394 9741 'Sat A Sun Malnee 1:00-3:15

Super CNef
Sat A Sun 11 am

MOMCA MyaMry TrMn
1332 2nd St D^ 4:46-7:154:45
3944741 'Sal A Sun Maktee 2:15

Adam Ctaylon PoawN A Crack USA
'Sal A Sun 10:15am

MOMCA -PREIfERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Lmmnca Ollviar The BntorMner
3944741 Oaiy 5.00-7.45-10:15

. 'Sal A Sun Malinee 2:30

Sat A Sun 10am Shakespeare: Othallo

UA CORONETMy Left Foot (5 Academy Nominalons)
10889 Welwoflh 2:50-5:15-7:45-10:10

475-9441

UA COfKWET
10869 Welwor«i
475-9441

MMtiouaa
1200-1:50-3:45-5:45

w UA CORONET
10886 Welwonh
475-9441

Anoal T
12:20-1

Town
0:00

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

» AMC ,

THEATRES
Century City
Canlury aty 14

10250 SanH Monica Blvd

Cenliry City Shopping Ceniar

Free Partiing:

4 Hours Ree Vdktalw
Wit) PuchaM ol Theate Tkheti

(213) 5&34800

Westwood
AVCO aNEMA I

\Mlah al Westwood
4754711
SR/Ddby Slwee

The War Of The Roeea (R)'

12:15-2:36-5:00-7:30 10:00

AVCO CmEMA N Tha Fkbuloua Brimr Boya (R)
WHsh. al Westwood 12:15-2:45-5:15-7:50-10 lS
475-071

1

Doky SMreo/Beat AcNm Nominee

MwmMna On The Moan 01
10.25-1 :304:SO-725-1MI
'SPECIAL ENQAQEMENT

AVCO CMEMA «
waW). al Wetlwood
47S4711
THlOMiy Slaraa

VNmw Dw Heart la (Rl

1?:3MJI4J»-7:«-10:10

** *
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Zulu Nation works to promote peace through hip-hop culture
» N

By Dezi Ferguson
Contributor

The word Zulu conjures up images of an
African warrior, proud, defiant and insurm-

outable. If so, how can the Zulu Nation call

itselfan organization committed to the unity

of all people?

*To say that is to be ignorant." says

Abraham Fareed, organizer of the Zulu
Nation and one of the key persons behind

the KLA radio program 60 Minutes witl^the

Zulu Nation. '

\.

Fareed, Joey Handley. Dan Frakes, and
Bruce "B-Dub** Walker, a rhythm and blues

producer are creating a radio show for KLA
to promote awareness and the concerns of

the Zulu Nation.

The program airs biweekly on Fridays at

7 p.m. featuring hip-hop music, community
and world events. The hosts are Joey

Handley and Dan Frakes, also known as

Damn Good.
This week, featured guest is Afrika Islam,

essentially the leader of the Zulu Nation in

its present incarnation.

The program plans lo double its time slot

beginning next quarter and become a

weekly show.

The Zulu Nation is an organization

originally started by DJ and music artist

Afrika Bambaata in the seventies.

Fareed says that Bambaata was one of the

forefathers of the hip-hop music listened to

today.

Bambaata conceptualized the Zulu
Nation when he saw how the people,

especially the youth, responded to the

music form. He saw it as a unifying force

and a way to eradicate the violence and
other illnesses of poverty he saw in his

native uptown New York.

**Zulu nation is in a sense an outgrowth of

a lot of things that were going on at the

time,** says Fareed. "You can say it was
gang-related, but it wasn*t a gang.*'

"If nothing else, he (Bambaata) could get

to them and pull them in by their involve-

ment to stop all that fighting and all that

craziness and still continue to develop the

»
music.

Afrika Bambaata had asked Afrika Islam

to continue his mission of unity through

hip-hop, and Islam has currently ended an

international tour to promote and organize

the current Zulu Nation members, who, says

Fareed, number in the thousands.

Membership in the Nation is only

possible though nomination through one the

members, and status is earned thourgh

merit The Zulus wear medallions that are

colored to symbolize their particular status,

much like the belts in the martial arts.

"We only want positive people. We're a

See ZULU, page 24
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Ifyou i^^Wrieone yoW%now'''''''

has been raped ...
Rape can be terrifying arrd traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

tWeVe here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arise.

For more information, call the Women *s Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an KSC'
K

'

\,
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• FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES • INTERNSHIPS
• SUMMER JOBS •

13th Annual Minority Recruitment
and Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14 • 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Give your Resume a Shot of Energy
Before the Conference

Free **Resume Doctor"" consultations available! No appointment required!

Look for the red balloons!

Date '

Thursday, March 1

Friday, March 2 ,

Monday, March 5

Tuesday, March 6

Wednesday, March 7

Thursday, March 8

Friday, March 9

Time
Noon
9 - 10

Noon

Noon
3 - 4

Noon

Noon
2 - 3

9 - 10

1

1

1

1

1

Place

Bruin Walk

Between Math Sciences

& PCPC Building

Bruin Walk ^

North Campus Patio Area

Royce Quad, outside Powell

Bruin Bear

North Campus Patio Area

Royce Quad, outside Powell

Between Math Sciences

& PCPC Building

Placement & Career Planning Center

BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC ,

SCHOOL ^

FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

MR SUB'S
SANDWICHES & SALADS

YOUR CHOICE of ANY TURKEY SUB
with any 16 oz. Drink

only ^>^.%7^ !

FREE DELIVERY
within a 3 mile radius. $10 minimum (after using coupon)

F^l3.zsi \A/©st
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #11

(213) 826-7030 .

Not valid with any other offers. Expires 3/11/90

ALL MY CHILDREW'S TEETH
Palmer coaxed Opal to Bleach
her front teeth. Adam watched
over Dixie after she had Teeth
Removed. And Hina finally told
Cliff the truth about Michael's
Dental BridgeworkI

•TOOTH BOMDIMQ / CsthcUcs
•rix Chi(^;>ed, Stained, or
Broken Teeth
•nitrous Oxide / Laughing Qas
•Credit Cards, Checks,
Or Insurance Forms welcome
•Walking distance from UCLA

DCNTAI. 60AP
OPCRA GUIDC
COSMETIC and

QEMERAL DENTISTRY

. For Appointment
Call Dr. Ftiedman
(213) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAM, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Bl. (between Wlishlre fie Santa Monica)

(? /

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

1'
"d

x

A

S24-9941

)

f -
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UCLA Comedy Club jokes abc UCLA, TV & Santa
By Angela Shen V

Contributor

COMEDY: The UCLA Comedy Club performs bi-quarterly in the residence halls
plus other shows in the Coop and special functions. Next show: Sproul Hall. March
2nd. 8 p.m. FREE.

The UCLA Comedy Club is a student run organization in its tenth year
of development.

It has produced prominent writers in the funny business such as its first

president Ed Solomon (Laverne <Sl Shirley, The Gary Shandling Show,
Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure) and Shane Black (Lethal Weapon).

"I really believe that everybody's funny. They just have to cultivate the
talent, then it can come put," said club president Steve Callaghan.
The club does at least two«hows each quarter, usually in the residence

halls, but are also hired to play at fraternities and club functions. Each
show consists of new material, and preparation for the performance
requires peer-working workshops and an audition. The format for most
shows consists of seven to eight student comedians and one or two alum-
ni.

Possibly during spring break the club also intends to take a trip down to

UCI to put on a joint performance with them. **It*s nice that >^e can do
stuff. It widens our exposure," said Callaghan.

For next quarter Callaghan is trying to organize a tenth year reunion
with alumni members such as Solomon and Black as well as student per-

formances. Callaghan is trying to get an opening at Royce Hall or Acker-
man Grand Ballroom but details are still tentative.

In addition to shows in the dorms students try to venture out on their

own. Members of the club go lo "open mike" nights and perform at vari-

ous clubs around L.A.

The first dorm show of the quarter was last Friday at Rieber Hall. "I
thought it was great Even without a headliner I thought it was the best
Tve seen in three years," said Glen Peach.

The show was an opportunity for the amateur comedians to shine in the
limelight. For the most part, the performances were strong with a high
quality of laughter from the audience. The comedians were amusingly
dramatic and carried themselves well.

They drew their subjects from childhood, UCLA experiences, society,

television, and some touchy topics/issues. Such remarks which debased

See COMEDY CLUB, page 23
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SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM m
SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Downey 8556 Rrestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

3 RIVETING

READINGS FOR

119.50!

TICKETS
$8.00 each or all 3

readings for $19.50 ($6.50 each)

CHARGE IT! ^ CO! CCQQ

LOS ANGELES THEATRE CENTER
514 SOITH SPRING STREET (bet. 5th & 6th)

I
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chant cs

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
1-800-262-PREP

UCLA Department of Music and UCLA Center for the Performing Arts present

UCLA Opera Workshop and University Symphony

John Hall, Producer
Lucas RIchman, Conductor

V

Gian Carlo Menotti's

7^ "THccUuw^
-and-

Giacomo Puccini's

Gianni Schicchi
{in Italian)

ru-

LAST TWO PERFORMANCES
Fridays and Saturday, March 2 & 3, 1990

Schoenberg Hall • 8:00 p.m.

Tickets (reserved): $12 (general), $7 (students and seniors)

UCLA Central Ticket Office, (213) 825-2953
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THIS
WILLGETTOUA
CHEAPn

Just flash this coupon on FYiday night
and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's best sketch comedy artists do their thing.

It's the format that spawned Saturday Night Live, SCTV and
the top comedic talent of the last three decades.

But the free stuff doesn't stop there. All ages are welcome
and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, because we want to make
your date as cheap as possible.

Sundiy-7 30pm $11. FVee imoowftMl: IWiday-SaOpni $7, lUf iin(>mv lOpm. FViday^lpin A 10:30pm $11. Free improv IZtm:
S*tunky-8pfn A 10:30pm $15. Pite improv llMi: Tm ptrtdng alter 6pm in 2nd St. City itnictuits. 214 StnU Monica Blvd., between 2nd « 3rd. 213-451-0621

f>5
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Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

EUROPE » CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles, Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Spacial
Student/Taacher Tariff.

a RENTAL LEASE C PURCHASE

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
TRAINING COURSE

LEARN WHAT YOU CAN DO IN LIFE THREATENING EMERGENCIES THAT
MAY AFFECT YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS. AND NEIGHBORS

[HCIES EMERGEI
• CPR - _-^_
• Heart Attack
• Difficulty Breathing
• Unconscious States v

• Overdoses, etc.

PRIMARY COURSE SCHEDULE
April 3 - June 13, 1990 Tuesday & Wednesday
April 3 - June 14, 1990 Tuesday & Thursday

June 18 - June 30, 1990 Monday - Saturday

July 16 - July 28. 1990 Monday - Saturday

August 6 - August 18, 1990 Monday - Saturday

RECERTIFICATION COURSE SCHEDULE

Bleeding Control
Auto Accidents
Athletic injuries
Fractures, Strains, Sprains
Burns

6:00pm - 10:00pm

6:00pm - 10:00pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

7:30am - 4:30pm

April 27. 28. 29, May 5, 1990

July 6,7,8, & 14, 1990

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Saturday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Saturday

-rt

9*f--\-

6:00pm - 10:00pm

8:00am - 6;00pm

8:00am - 6:00pm

8:00am - 12:00pm

6:00pm - 10:00pm

8:00am - 6:00pm

8:00am - 6:00pm

8:00am - 12:00pm

For further details and information please call:

206-017G

•
Mia
OF SANTA MONICA
CiMsic Northern ltaU#n CuisirM

MHmtspnpand ftw* wMhaomH, ngarorpnmmttv^.
Urge s^ecthneftatntunimpmmi "Pritikki"Mth no oil).

TUC DAOTA Dll inCCTHc PASTA—DiLITIco
ARE ENDLESS

Crnti tiHi dfaftmryoii waritv^0^
ISMmmt pmm, mniMiUkmnmi^m.

Our patn »0rilefit tft to teffi. wtfiiifiiiitt ywil tebui^

g» to ^13^
FRESH S€/^00. SCAMPI. CHICKEN. STEAK

WHITE VEAl. ROAST DUCK, SWEET BREAD

All QifHWi incuiw mttnilid trips to our

exttnsrve salad and hMNhrrada touii bar.

2301 sifliiiMtn Hd., immm
(213) 463-5442

OMMtll I NM.1t l»MniMUM

^.^E^..

'Forsythia' will be one of the m^ny highlights of 'The Black
Choreographers Moving' festival

DANCE

•I

From page 18

-strelsy format This production was revolutionary in its use of non-
blackfaced performers, a cast of African-American men and women and
lastly, its introduction of The Cake Walk to the stage.

The show featured 16 dancing and singing chorus women along with
Dora Dean, the show's star who later teamed with performer Charles
Johnson.

Johnson and Dean became a stellar vaudeville act lasting until the
1930s.

Johnson and Dean*s well-dressed elegance and impressive personali-
ties aided in giving them the opportunity of performing on the white
vaudeville circuit— a feat shared only with Bill "Bojangles" Robinson
and Bert Williams.

The Cake Walk, owing its origins to slaves mimicking the dancing
airs" of their masters, became the closing piece in many African-Ameri-
can theatrical productions.

Historian Mark Sullivan said, 'The Cake Walk was truly a dance of
imitation, with the whites now imitating the blacks, who were already
satirizing the whites . . . head held high, chin up, elbows out. shoulders
thrown back, and — especially prominent — an exaggerated frontal
protuberance.**

The factors that aided in the national dissemination of African-Ameri-
can dance forms were the migration of southern African-Americans to
the north, the creation of Theatre Owners Booking Association
(T.O.B.A.) and the Harlem Renaissance.

In their migration, African-Americans look with them the elements
that had culturally nourished and sustained them — the jook joint, the
church and the sense of community.

Because the church did not allow dancing within its sanctum, the
"jook** (the Anglicized pronunciation of the Bambaran word "dzuku,**)
became a place for social meetings and dances in the southern
communities. A jook joint, which exemplified the song, dance and music
of the Depression Era. was featured in the movie. The Color Purple.

Popular dances such as the Black Bottom (Nashville), the Charleston
(New Orleans/Charlcston), Ballin' the Jack (Sea Islands, Georgia) and
Big Apple (Columbia, North Carolina) have their origins in thejookjoints
that proliferated in the backwoods of south.

Dixon-Stockwell said, "By the teens, blacks had moved from
minstrelsy to vaudeville, still working in segregated conditions ... It wa»
the first organized outlet for black performers.*' •

T.O.B.A, created by ex-vaudevillian and African-American Sherman
Dudley, booked black talent in both white- and black-owned theaters in
the South and the Midwest.

With the success of black musicals such as Shirffle Along (1921),
Runnin' Wild (1923). Chocolate Dandies (1924), the Blacklnrds revues
(1928. 1930) and the opening of the big Harlem ballrooms: the Savoy, the
Renaissance and the Alhambra. African-Americans became the
choreographers of the social dances that swept through the swank clubs
of New York and the nation.

The automobile, jazz, silent motion pictures, an the blossoming of the
women *s right movement contributed to the bubbling decade of the *20s.
Performers who rose to stellar status during this era included Adelaide
Hall. Bill Robinson, Josephine Baker. Florence Mills and Earl Tucker.
Many of us remember Bill Robinson from his character acting with

Shirley Temple, but he was in his '50s when he made his first motion pic-
ture. In fact, he performed in his first musical, The South Before the War
(1891), at the age of 12. He had top-billing status with T.O.B.A. as well as
with the white vaudeville circuit, and starred in other films including
Stormy Weather, (1943) opposite Lena Home.

American-expatriate Josephine Baker began her career in the chorus
line of Shiiffle Along and Chocolate Dandies. It was during the trans-
atlantic tour of Le Revue Negre (1925) that she first became (mutually)
enchanted with Paris and consequently, remained. With her comic appeal
and great beauty. Baker introduced Europe to the Charleston and the
Black Bottom.

In the '40s and '508, an African-American social dance, which
originated from the Harlem ballrooms of swing and was scattered around
the world via film, radio, and World War II American soldiers, was the
Undy Hop. Swing music is best associated with the big bands of Count
Basic. Lionel Hampton. Cab Calloway and Duke Ellington.

See DANCE, page 23
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TTFrom page 22
In time, the dancers of the Undy Hop divided themselves into two dis-

tinct styles. There were those who went acrobatic in adding Hips, aerial
parlnerings. and others concentrated on floor steps.
When the prevalent style of music changed from Swing to Rock and

Roll, so did thQLindy Hop. It didn't miss the pulse, and transfigured itself
to the Jitter Bug. Coupled with the Shimmy, the Bop, the Pony, the Twist
and \ht Madison, American Caucasian youth were doing the movements
of African dance much to their parents' dismay and many a city council's
protest.

When the '608 arrived, everyone was diggin' it to the groovy sounds of
Motown. Philly, Chi-town and the Chocolate City. James Brown did as
much for stylish improvisation and versatile freestyle dancing as Vaslav
Nijinsky did for the Ballet Russe in the ballet idiom.
To the hip sounds of Brown's Night Train and Papa's Gotta' Brand

New Bag, American youth continued to enjoy performing evolved
African dance forms, such as the Mashed Potato, the Frug, the Swim, the
Skate, the Monkey, Hully Gully and the Stroll.

In modem dance, both [Catherine Dunham and Peari Primus
commenced the documentation of African dances and their influence
upon African-Americans. Alvin Alley, a former UCLA language
student, created the Alvin Alley Dance Theatre. In 1970. his troop was
the first American modem dance company to perform in the Soviet
Union.

Also in 1970. Arthur Mitchell (New York City Ballet's first African-
American male principal) founded the world-reknown Dance Theatre of
Harlem.

The first African-American premiere danseuse of the Metropolitan
Opera House was Janet Collins. She held the position from 1951-54,
relinquishing to her cousin Carmen de Lavallade. It should be noted that
Collins, de Lavallade and Alley began their early training in Los Angeles
under the tutelage of Lester Horton.

Club President Steve Callaghan was incorrectly credited in

Wednesday's Bruin with performing at the Improv.

COMEDY CLUB
From page 21
the cherubic and good image of Santa Claus created moans frpm the
crowd.

On the other hand, Greg Niles was a success with his impressions. He
carried out his humor with a natural ease and his new, fresh ideas added a
light of originality to his act. ^

^

On a strange and unorthodox note was the performance of Blair Singer,
whose act included a blow-up doll. He seemed to be in a different realm
and dimension of thinking but his humor soon found its way to audience.

But the highlight of the night was Fred Talasciore whose perfomiance
was incredible. He used a cassette tape to supplement his act. The tape of
his subconscious voiced his true opinions and feelings as they bumbled
into his head. Talasciore played on the many facets of a party and utilized

such opportunities to keep the crowd laughing.

Alumni Steve Halls closed the show with a "classic" performance. His
act flowed with a continuous stream of jokes and his style showed his

experience.

The next show on March 2 will feature six to seven student performers
and headliner Paul Provenza (David Letterman, Johnny Carson).

In Spring quarter the club's performances will be held at Dykstra,

Sproul and the Cooperage.

Lie kUant to Knoui
If you could only select two audio-visual

works to solely represent all of

hunfianlty to a civilization of the distant

future, which would you pick and why?

Please bring all responses to the Daily

Bruin, 112 Kerckhoff Hall from February

20 to 27. Your response may be printed

In the Daily Bruin!

In oon|unc(ion with Dr. Lm Agn«iw and CED 107. All tubmiMions baoom* property of

th« Daily Bruin.

CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think, Sleep,
Be.

Sun - Wed 3 pm - 2 am
Thurs - Sat 3 pm - 4 am

11609 Spnta Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd )

(213) 473-5166

TtAUAMUlKCS SHOES ITAUAN LADIES SHOES ITAUAM LADIES SHOCSq

\
TOP SHOES

CLEARANCE SALE
30%-80% OFF

Alwoays The Best Prices In Weatwaod

<
t

IS

o

S Present This Ad & Well Pay The Sales Tax
2 EVERY SHOE ON SALE
^ NEW HOURS TOP SHOES
3 Mon-Sat 10:00-700 933 W««twood Blvd.
t Sunday 12:00^:00 Wcstwood Village
ITALIAN LADIES SHQES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES <•

Expires 3/09/90 E

208-6238 • i

t

Tired of Wondering How To Start A
Career In The Entertainment Industry?

Are You Interested In:

Commercials or Speaking Parts?

Find out what it takes to get your career off the ground and into
audition rooms
Pursue your career by working smarter not harderMi
Learn proven formulas to increase your call back response

• Now you can learn step by step how to get Interviews, auditions
and more call backs!

/ How to package yourself successfully
/ How not to get ripped off while breaking into the Industry
/ How to upgrade from an Extra to speaking parts

Even If You Have No Experience This Is Still The Place For You! ,

Attend this Free Workshop taught by
Marshall Ferguson

With 22 years experience as a Talent Agent and now Chairman of

International Film & Entertainment Network, Inc.

Saturday Febuary 24, 1990 10am-12noon

^ at UCLA room LS 2147

405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Applications will be accepted for membership into the

Bring picture and resume for review by Mr. Ferguson

to register call 213-551-5244
•

ANIMATIO]\ FESTIVAL
SATURDAY, MARCH 3

TOMORROW

Schedule of Events

2:00-"Milestones in Animation"(Disney)

2:45-Bugs Bunny and Friends

3:20-Student Animation

4:00-"Animation Celebration-The Movie"
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Here are al

the excuses you
need to eat out.

VAUD EVtRYDAY

SIRUON STEAK $5.99

r

I

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
Ik SALAD BAR

Served with cheese toast and choice of potato.
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

PARTYNOW THRU: 3-18-90

OUmr good only:
at Sizzler-WMtwood Village

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788w M MMH MM COUPONa M s

Sizzler

STEAK & HIBACHI
CHICKEN $6.99

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
ItSALADBAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTYNOW THRU: 3-1 8-90

Offer good only:
at Sizzler-Wectwood Village ;

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788— — — • — — • » .^ COUPON — —

Sizzler

TMC/TiC
1SUIJ<D6

C

WANT A
UN JOB
ON A

TROPICAL ISLAND?
Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Wind-
surj?Dance? Sing?Play a guitar or other
musical instrument? Not afraid to ux)rk
hard? Are you interested in an oppor-
tunity to learn Japanese? Or are youjust
a great personality who can entertain
others into having the time oftheir lives?If
you can do one or more ofthese activities,
we might have the Job for you.

PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB...
has beach resorts in Micronesia that
cater to guests who want to be enter-
tained andplay water sports and tennis.
We have openings for...

RECREATION
COORDINATORS
& ENTERTAINERS

Persons to organize and instruct water
and beach sports, direct games, arts &
crafts, and toperform in matinees, dinner
shows and pool-side skits. Applicants
should be high energy, extroverted out-
door types with recreation, sports or
theatrical experience. Japanese lan-
guage not essential but preferred. Wdl-
ingness to work hard and learn Japan-
ese is necessary. We provide housing,
meals and otherfringe benefits including
round-trip airfares.

We will be on campus March 5&6. There
will be3 information sessions on March 5
(10AM, 11AM & 1PM).

We will be conducting interviews
March 6. For more information, please go
to the Main Information Counter in the
Placement & Career Planning Center.
PIC remilrcs a 6 month commitment.
Pacific Islands Club Is an Equal Opportunity Employer and
all U.S. laws apply. Proof of eligibility to work In the U.S. is
required.

fCOLLEGE TOURS
presents

spring Break
IN

CANCaiS
4^ jTT'w/ Tf

8 DAYS FROM
7 NIGHTS

PRICE INCLUDES:
Hotel transfer* to and from the
Roundtrip airfare to Cancun.
Lx>dging (4 per room) in a
3 or 4 star note!.

Private coclttaii parties - FREE!
Exdusive COLLEGE TCKJRS
Cancun Spring Breal^ T-ShirL

airport • Discount coupons good for
complimentaiy drinKs, and special
deals at local restaurants and establishments,

• ExcUMive parties at Cancun 's

HOTTEST night clubs.
• Best tan contests for guys and girts.

• Special mid-week 3- hour 10 star party
with FREE drinks and food.

• Co-ed tournaments and beach events.

CONTACT: BILL - 824-7880 JOHN - 473-4057
JOHN C. - 208-0200 or 1-800-395-4896

THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT! We take Amex, MC and Visa

SPECIALS
Cigarettes

Domestic Brands

Kings & 100s $14.99 + tax per carton

Party Balis
$28.95 + tax

Absolute Vodka
$10.99 80 proof 750ml

Easy Parking Full Liquor

1400 WESTWOOD BLVD.
3 Blocks South of Wilshire

ID Required

Coupon Expires 3/9/90

's'^''^<
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Ji Production Ciinnpany is seeking
OH enthu^ia^iih inai^0u^ fprufU
upcoming event. If yoti p^t^y

interesUd iH:Me.^^t
earning $ $ jT $.;.

^

Call for more infoffmtion or submit
a photo of yOnrMlf:

Attn: Alisia Lee

LA., CA mm
(213) -8060

ZUUJ
From page 20
peace movemenL" says Walker.

*There is a world council of 100
members that approve your appli-

cation." says Walker. He also

mentions that there are Zulu
Nation Kings and Queens, a status

only achieved within the ranks of
the Nation.

Some members arc Kurtis
Blow, Bobby Brown, Queen Lati-

fah, and KRS-1, the producer and
organizer of the "Stop The Vio-
lence" movement.

"For all I know, Quincy (Jones)

could be a member!" laughs
Fareed.

The ultimate goaf of the Zulu
Nation is organization through the

love of hip-hop music and culture

(**Graffitti artists are a part of hip-

hop culture." says Fareed). The
Nation hopes to eventually form a
lobbying g^roup, (which, if the

numbers given by Walker and
Fareed are to be belived), would be
the largest in the world.

Says Fareed, "While we can
document 100 thousand Zulus
internationally, there are probably
millions out there who support the

music, the culture, the beliefs. We
just haven*t approahced them —
ycL"

CLASSICAL
From page 19

with following generations.

These institutions are important
since one of the problems for
African Americans in music is the

poor music training in inner-city

schools rather than the past prob-
lems of racial bias. Since the 1970s
screens have been used in the
audition process for major Ameri-
can orchestras to prevent bias.

Blacks are most highly repre-

sented in opera. Black singers such
as Jessye Norman, Leona Mitchell
and Kathleen Battle are genuine
divas. World-renown black
instrumentalists include violinist

Marcus Thompson, pianists Andre
Watts and Leon Bates, and trumpet
player Wynton Marsalis. Estab-
lished black conductors include

James De Preist of the Oregon
Symphony, Isaiah Jackson of the

Royal Ballet, Covent Garden,
Henry Lewis of the Nethcriands
Radio Orchestra and Denis de
Coteau of the San Francisco
Ballet.

The black musical tradition has
given America a unique sound that

has been imitated and integrated

into many forms of European
classical music. In many ways the

African-American music tradition

has guided the way for contempor-
ary composers.

The integration of black musi-
cians and composers has improved
in this country but without
improvement in the educational
system this process will never fully

develop.
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DAILY BRUIN Classified

1 12 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

INFO: (213) 825-2221 FAX: (213) 206-0528
Tht managtmMt rM«rvM th« continuing right to changt. rw:liioify. rtvito or

rtjod any claasHitd advortisomont not mooting tho standard* of tho Daily Bruin

CLASSIRED RATES
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
. ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptoms for at least 1 month and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order
to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Holfywocd Piano AMrtaf Ccmpmif
46a«569

Alpha Sigma Phi

ottr njuinal

Free 8

FEMALE HAIR MODELS needed by profes-

sional hairstylist. Carlton Hair International

Westside Pavillion. Call 453-4369. Shari.

BLACK"AND
WHITE-FORMAIj

Miscellaneous

Westwood Friends (Quakeis)

Meeting for WbrshIp

Sunday 10:30 AM.
574 HHgaid Ave.

Bibles - Book
Gifts.

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pm.-

Th-Sat 10 am - 1 1 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

A NEW YOU. Better Grades more spending
mof>ey. Try our Personal Change Program.
FREE CASSETTE TAPE INCLUDED. Send
$10.00 cash, check or money-order to: Suc-
cessful Endings, 2265 Westwood Blvd. Los
Angeles, CA 90024.

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut rrHxtels.

Bobs only. Ask for Alia. (213)277-4230(w),
(21 3)654-31 24(h).

Sheraton Santa Barbara

>r'-T

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Personal 10

Alooholics Anonytnous Meeting

Mon. Discussion, Thurs. Book Study

Fri. Slip Study AU 3S25 121S - 1:15

TuM. -3-7-11 ' NR C«177. WmI OiscusskM)

NPIC8538 12:10-1 X)0

For alcohcics' or indhrakali who havt a
drinJQno probiam >

(213) 387^16

OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

'*>• Rr/al SomNon*
Mondoy noon-1 pm

ACK SS20
lhi«day nooi>l pm

NPI C-««fiO

CHICICS DIG HJMPIN )EFF CIEOT BECAUSE,
HE IS THE DOCTOR OF CHEESE.
(213)206-2521.

SHELLY BAURLEY
(AAO)

Got 15 minutes???
We've got

4 Whoppers!!!

Love. Jinah and Lisa

PARTY TIME
Mobile Disc jockey available

for all parties and affairs.

Plays top 40*s and oldies.

(213) 301-0520.

sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets
AEn AEn

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
l-AIIACnO CUPPERS -

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
. B.B. King Stephanie Mills

fnmt Ma* mmrh
mhtm UwrH» Dtlitmy'i fkSmm^: Wt pimUt HtMB DtUVMm m mym m aua^* W» af^ kar4 tm fl Mate ai>^ fnt

to all VtSA i*i<«^ iM mud /harfk. /M tmwm mM» km mmi » H^r* m4 <*m •« k« mm i*« (um tk«<
wr VOA MmH at mV *• UmL ^mtm an JVk m gtm m a mU. Mmaimtw to mmmtlmt )«> /Na UOAUt

FAX * 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Vi8a/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

Cordially Welcome the Sisters

of AZ, Cal State LA

AEn

Premiere E
Tonight, 9pm

Concert Tickets 6 Good Deals

AEROSMITH tickets, 3/3, lower level, $75 for

pair. (213)676-2894.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyorw's prices

or don't wartt your butirwM. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, studer>t discourtts. Request

•Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or

(818)992-6966.

PROTECT YOURSELF: Stun guns. Legal,

permitAraining not required. Norvlethal. Call

recorded mtauat for free information. Borel

Enterprise. (71Wl -31 80.

cvccinc'tif

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

Free 8

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

aiiistant advanced haircut training program
(213)474-9176. Wed-Frl, 12:30 5:00pm.
DANA.

I Delta Zeta wouW like |
S to thank TKE, ATA,

FIJI, and Zn for a

S fantastic Greek Week. S

Deltas
their Moms!
1990

Mom's Day
11:30 .1

Sadlkn Restaurant

Marina Del Rey
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Personal 10 Personal 10 PersorKil 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

The wait is over.. in
Sigma Pi

presents

the 1 4th annual

.I

i
*,

'c

MOONSHINER '90
tonight at 9:00

\

Hatfields-vs
Country Attire Requested

.-^-S

Invitation Only

Special Thanks to:

Budweiser

LA Aquarium Co.

No Smoking

March 2
1;

--4.

».

'J

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma
proudly announce the ladies of

1990-1991 Black and Gold Court

Melissa Appleby
Stephanie Capitolo
Julie Christiansen

Lori Dorfman
Heather Drew
Lisa McArthur V

Judy Proko

The Black and Gold formal will take place
Saturday, March 3 at the Wyndmam Resort,

Palm Springs.

"Sig Eps

UlSTDER VER II

Mystery (DateWarty
<;

laMxtMtumMHimMtmitt/mimi

IaXQ TOB KZ 0X1
MM

« thank you for the
2|[

g winning combination |
IgREEK week '90^

the gentlemen of

m O A

Delta Zeta

woaU like to

cofl{iatalate its

new officers!

We're psyched

^ for a {reat year!

Friday, March 2n
8:00

Pre-paj*ty at Sig Ep
(Dates Revealed)

9:30
Walk/Stumble to Village Deli I

AAn Congratulates *

i DIANE TROSTLE |
# 1990-91 Rush Chairman $
4c3|is|i9|cs|ii|c9K9|c4i4i4ii|c3|t4e4e4i4(4c4ei|c4ta|c3|ci|i4ii|c4e4e4e

Alpha Chi Omega Presents

The Red Carnation
Ball

Friday March 2, 1990
at the Universal Sheraton
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Personal H) Research Subjects 12 Opportunities

Research Subjects 12

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)620-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-
TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-
VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

DENTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
will be provided for qualified patients.
Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2616.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1

1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.-

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

^IRT] TROt «Lt STUDY^
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

MEN wanted: $400- 45-80 years old for 9 days
to test new cholestoral lowering drug. Call

213-206-0369.

NEED Subjects 18 and older who hav« teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

cun^cnljy. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned comnr>erclaly available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-11 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or

arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
nfK>nths or mon and have received prior

unsuccessful treatment. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and nc^se. $100 received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFHCE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

Lost 17

LADIES COLD WATCH. Sentimental value.

Please return for reward. Call Lisa.

(213)206-7438.

LOST passport #3317212, lost Jan 1990,
phone #(818)376-4006 reward if found. Rah-

mat Karimi.

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty^
Sperm Donors Needed.

Earn $105.00/wk^
Private Sperni Bank Dis-

creet and Confidential

in Westwood Village

CWLIIOKNIA c:RVO
BANK

Health Services 22

Wonted 15

WANTED
8S people

We'll pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. In me next 30 days I

' No drug* * Ooetor r«canm«nd«d
' No hungw
' Eal ttt* loods you Wio

100% Q(Mir«ntMd

(213)281-6680

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman, Clinical

Psycholo^t,
eating diiorder speoalift Individual
appointmenu available. (213)653-6730

Sperm DorK>rs 19

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay vou to

lose weigtit.

Doctor recommended.
All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

f281-7484(213)!

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donon needed for

medical research In

Bcveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Can (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

e Accepi Ai! Vis:on Care Plans I

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
I O' ^nformaiion Cancer pa!ier's
Cnil Anna Ihroughou! I /•

'

H'8) 98(3 3883 from your pn

495< Van Ni/yi Blvd Sharman Oaks
Recaivi a trat gift «/ your pr« tcrven appt

Help Wanted 30

$2,000 per 1,000 envelopes stuffed. Send $2
for shipping and handling to J.B. enterprises.

P.O.Box 560082 Charlotte North Carolina

28256.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consurrier re-

search & advertising firm. P/T or FA- Exposure
to mariy industries. Will help set up focus

groups. Will train. WLA. 9:00am- 10:00pnn.

Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search and advertising firm. pA, fA- Exposure to

many industries. Will help set up focus groups.

Will train. WLA 9am- 10pm. Mrs. Rost

C21 3)391 -7232.

LITERARY AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time,

BH. Excellent clerical and phone skills, a

strong desire to be in the entertainment

industry is a must. Experience necessary.

(213)274-5999.

AIRLINES naxM hiring! Flight attendants, many
other positions! $1 7,500-$58,240. Call

(1)602-838-8685 ext. 8050.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.25/mile. $6/hr to start. TuTTH.
Call Gary (213)820-6701.

ASST. MGR Baskin Robbins yogurt and ice

cream, full/part time, days/nights/weekends,

Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

$200/day. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home as-

sembly work. Info Call 504-646-1700
dept.p695.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-

semble products at home. Details
(602)838-8885 ext. w.8050.

attention; Even money reading books!

$32,000/year income potential. Details

(602)838-8885. Ext Bk 8050.

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000/yr income potential. Details.

(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T-8050.

BRAZILIAN CONCERT next April. Producer/

ProPTHiter looking for P/T or F/T offic^ produc-
tion help. Own trartsportation r^eeded. Mi-
leage, n>eals paid. Free tickets. No salary.

Excellent training. (818)788-9951.

BRIGHT ENERGETIC SECTY for fast paced
architectural firm. Must be team player, flexi-

ble 65wpm. Proficier>t In word perfect soft-

ware. Front office appearance. Excellent bene-
fits pkg$. Send resume to BTA Inc. 1001
Westwood Blvd LA, CA 90024, include salary

history.

BUSY BEVERLY HILLS DOCTOR- Requires

part-time office assistarH. Call |udy or Sheila.

(213) 274-5286. Call between 10 am - 2 pm.

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

- - M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

CHOCOLATE
Rocky Mntn. Chocolate
Factory, looking for

P T workers ^^
824-7464. ^

LAW FIRM

nee(js motivated person

to (Jo challenging legal

^ and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

^v/GPA, available times

for interviews M other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

?Oth floor

CA 00067

.-#vv^.-./^^^^Vf(^.^ww.nrt/^
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^ired of Commuting in traffic? Tired of having NO MONEY?^

Why not be an ACCESS MONITOR &
live ON CAMPUS?

Applications are now being accepted for

the 1990 Summer Conference Season
and the 1990-91 academic year.

Positions available starting at

$5.44/hr. + .32/hr. shift differential

Still interested?

For more information and to pick up
your application

, come to an information meeting
Wed. Mar. 7 or Thurs. Mar. 8

4^
5:30 pm

Sproul Hall Entertainment Center
Refreshments served

CASHIER/GROCERY CLERK- F/T or P/T. Even-

ings: 3pm-11-m. Days: to be arrang^. (213)

477-3216.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evening^.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pm. B
(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHEVIOT HILLS recreation center seeks en-
thusiastic energetic people with a love of

children to staff it's summer sports, drama,
preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)837-5486.

CLOTHING MERCHANDISER wanted full-

lime. Call Jay at Helen's Cycles,
4213)829.1836.

COFFEE bartender: $6.0G^r - tips. Fast paced
downtown Euopean style coffee bars seeking

hard working experienced staff. Part-time,

early am/afternoon shifts, M-F. Call
(213)487-4038. 10:30am-2:30pm.

COMPANIES in Great Britain now hiring for

this summers tourist season. Earn up to $6,000

+ this summer in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employment Directory includes $1 ,000
-- job descriptions, employer contacts arni

application rcquirenr>ents over 9500 openings.

Send $1 2.95 -^ $2.75 P A H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 224-C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarentee.

COMPUTER CONSULTING neeeded. Exper-

ienced with Microsoft Word necessary. Quick
el 7 experience preferred. Julie
(213)459-5656.

COMPUTER TEACHER NEEDED. Wamer Ave
Elementary School. 4-6lh grade. Education

degree and experience with children helpful.

Hours 10:30-2:30 M—F thru June 22nd.
Knowledge of Apple 2E GS. PaUy Bean (213)

474-5719.

CONSTRLXTTKDN management firm in West-
wood has position available on campus.
Heavy xeroxing, filing. Light typing. Flexible

hours. Please call Cindy at Held/Jones
(213)825.9914.

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility,

wekkend and pm shifts. Valerie
(213)836-5567.

COUNTER PERSON TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. For sumn>er employment.
$300-$900/weekly. Guarenteed opening^.

Get the facts. 1-800-926-8447 ext. C1 110.

DATA ENTRY- PA. Talk to retailer and owner.
Must have professional telephone skills. Excel-

lent growth potential. WLA high profile. Dy-
namic Real Estat^roperty Management Com-
pany. $7.5Q/hr. Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

DO you know Wordperfect, DBase, or Lotus
for IBMPC? Make good money tutoring P/T.

Daniel, Ben (818)575-0552.

DRIVER/MESSENGER-
(213) 837-5200.

P/T & F/T positions.

DRIVERS NEEDED. M/F, Part/full time for LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus

tips -- neat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN a FREE trip to Europe! Now hiring

campus representative for unique summer
trips. Send letter, resume/campus activities,

before March 15th to Four Seasons Travel

Services Inc. 5825 Sunset Drive, suite #204,
South Miami, Florida, 33143.

EARN UP TO $5000 as our Campus Rep. 1 hr a

week. Recorded message reveals details. (809)
775-5069

ENDOCRINE SCIENCES- A leader-in-

hormone analysis since 1972 is seeking a
highly skilled and motivated laboraloty techni-

cian to join our immunoassay developnr>ent

team. Competitive salary and benefits. Call

Mark (818) 345-6503.

ERRAND PERSON/INTERN. PA Real Estate

Dcpt. WLA dynamic company. Must have car.

Excellent growth potential. $5!^r plus mileage.
Call LItty (213) 820-2061.

EXPERIENCED writer/director needs producer
to raise funds for short fim. Shorty Films Co,
P O. Box 1 233, Venice CA 90294.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercialt. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9an>.Spm Monday-
Friday only.

t Center ^
ed ^

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train. .you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

Real Estate Developer

seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & Career
opportunity

9.00/hr-t-bonLis. D.O.E.

Must be organized, detail

-

oriented Think and act

independently
Part time and/or Full time

20-40 hrs/wk
Small Century City office

Must ba experienced and

know Mflcintgah

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #B

Beverly Hills. Ca 90212
(213) 557-1843 - call anytime

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Santa Monica Properties

Firm has two entry level

positions available.

Phone research work
with large incentive

salary + bonus program
for successful, ambitious

candidates.

(213) 829-2900

FLOWER SHOP in Beverly Hills requires

part-time help. Hours flexible, clean driving

license essential. (213)271-5030.

FA casual senior typist clerk. Process insur-

ance claims forms, process patient finarKial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

GENERAL OFFICE, for filing and phones.
Contict Mrs. Shulman.
(213)208 8219. ^
GRAPHIC ARTIST WANTED. Should be avail-

able on call. Creative, strong abilities in design
and some experience a must. X.O.N.G. Indus-

tries. (213)655-0979.

HELP NEEDED to move boxes of medical
records and reorganize files. FA or PA,
$6.00/hr.. Culver City. Mrs. Griffin

(213)559-8823

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. PA Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

I'M SEARCHING for creatively-talented wri-

ters for paperback novels, non-fiction books.

Magazine articles. (213)206-5128. Vernon.

LIBRARY ASSISTANT. Century City law i\m\

has openning for a library assistant (Xitiei

include: shelving^ filing, light typing,

checking in mail, A misc. other duties. Prior

library exfierierKe perferred. $10^. Call

Oenise CrigU (213)351.9160.

zy
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Donl Wart to Wort Full Tim?

Get Facts now!

UtMuLUPi for all considenng
or alrsady in the temporary or

part time nekJ. (Reception, secre-

tarial, Computers, Homemakers)
Send for Valuable info. Enclose

name/addrass & $5 to:

Karin Ruttenberg PO. BOX 49633
LA CfA 90049

mi

••••••••••••••
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

••••••••••••••

•
if

Vaiet Parlcers!!

• To valet park at-

• private parties &
restaurants.

*
• Flexible hours. PT/FT.

Clean DMV printout

• required.

• Earn TOP DOLLAR.
• 413-6997

FHm Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films & commerdak.
AU types. 18^ yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun too! Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

Hashers wanted for

Sorority House
Lunch or Dinner

Terrific Food
$5 an hour

Call (213) 208-4008

Cashier. Manager, or Asst.
Manager for Greg's Grill
Restaurant in Pacific

Palisades. Full or Part Time
available. Must be able to

work weekdays.
CaU Greg 459-0396

LOOKING for gerwral counselors riding in-

structors, water sports instructors. K-Arrow
Rancfi Camp. Skylake Ranch Camp. Pick-up

applications at main office in Placement

Center.

MAKE BIG CASH!! individuals wanted to sell

ad space in various L.A. publications. 20%
commission, Great Perks. P/T or F/T. Hours
flex. Brad (213)458-1171.

MEDIA PROJECT needs assistant to organize,

coordinate, and duplicate information. Must
be bright arxi quick reader. Minimum 25hrs.

Light typing a plus. Good salary. PLease call

Ruth Sneider at (213)459-2422. Before noon.

MEOK>L LAB- In West Valley has a part-tinw

opening for a ger>eral office clerk. Duties

irKlude data entry, filing, specinf>en entry,

mail, result reporting. CRT experience a must.

Science major preferred. Flexible hours, how-
ever, Saturday rotation required. Call Fay (81 8)

345-6503.

OFFICE ASSISTANT foe architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environrr>ent.

20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, microsoft Word on IBM PC preferred,

and general office duties. (213)479-4873

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing, and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-20/wk.
(213)277-3507 Rick.

PART-TIME eslmator needed to read blueprint

for painting company (213)876-4866.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to management con-

sultant, flex hours, approx 12hrs/wk. S7A^r.

Cameeded Beverly (213)474-0959.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Fluent in English.

Secorxi language a plus; organizational skills,

familiarity with Macintosh basic programs.

(213)453-1211. Ask for Frank or John.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 30-40 hrs/wk, $8/hr.

Film maker r>eed$ mar\/or/gal-Friday for per-

sonal errands, light bookkeeping, etc.... Must
be bright, energetic, friendly, organized. Ask
fof lames (213) 399-9118.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS. Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9765.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT assistant. 5 hours

daily, $7^9A^r. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.

(213)939-1720

P/r Dry cleaning counter person. Will train, 20
hr^M^, work 2-3 afternoorn 3- 7pm. and 8
hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr plus free

dry cleaning (213)474-8525.

P/r OFFKIE CLERK, international freights for-

warder, near LAX, flexible schedule, 20hnA^,
$6.50^. (213)215-0500 Mary.

PA OFFKIE CLERK in Century City. Work
around your schedule. $Mv. Call Barbara

(213)282-6355.

RECE»>TIONIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible hours. $6-6/hr. Rose
(213)266-9765.

RECEPTONIST/OFFKTE ASSISTANT PT/FT

Small fricr>dly office. 10 minutes lo UCLA.
Good typing skills required. (213)216-9100.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physiaue.

High commisions! fiJj||CK
CASH!! Private session
tili 11pm (213)874-4656

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full A Part-Ume *

• Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
* Mep, Women, Students, etc.

*

Call (213) 453-1817

I Auto Rental Agency in airport •

• area seeks money motivated, sales- «
2 oriented agents to work on a salary •

and commission pay structure. No *
• expenence necessary. Will train right •
2 applk:ant, work around school •
! schedule. Tom 678-9146. T

RESEARCH Assistant. Need people to get

articles in library. Flexible. $10/hr.

(213)820-5644.

RESEARCH Assistant: Chemical Dependency
Treatment Center needs nwtivated individual

for Federally fur>ded research project. Compu-
ter skills preferred F/T w/ ber>efits. Contact

Mr. Hasson. (818)547-3650.

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTERdata entry,

minimum of 20 hr^wk. S8/\^r Marina Del Rey.

Person with some engir^eering, technical ir

computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834. ^__
RETAIL HELP! Cutomer service, sales, and

marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting. Will train, flexible hours.

F/T,P/T. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALES/ for swimsuit boutique, FT/PT. Frierxily

personality, $6/hr, (213)394-2214.

SALESPERSONS needed. Part-time for Wetside

Pavilion Mall WestvMX>d Village selling dcsig-

ner clothing. (805)296-0638.

SALES. Sunglass store. Santa Monica. Sales

experierx:e necessary. 23-27 hrsAvk. Hourly •»-

commission. (213)559-1182.

SANTAMONICA doctor's office needs clerical

assistant. Excellent opportunity (pr highly nf>o-

tivated person who likes challenges. Will

train. Part-time 12hrs/wk, possible full-time.

Pam (213)828-2282.

SECRETARY, part-time, light typing, filing,

phones llor medical office. Call
(213)654.6556.

SECRETARY F/T, Century City: Fast leamer:

Word Perfect knowledge, type 60 wpm. Call

Barbara. (213)282-8355.

SECRETARY, part-lime, some computer back-

ground preferred. Nutrition con^ny. Good
salary -^ light work. WLA. (213)479-1050.

SECRETARIAL help P/T for small medical-legal

service. M-F, 9-2pfn Please call

(213)854-0999. •"

SECRETARY/PERSONAL ASST. No experience

necessary. Must learn quickly, P/T or F/T, Must

leave nr^essage. z921 3)477-8490. Near UCLA.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seekir^ full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SMALL Santa Monica publishing firm needs

full-tin>e help to do clerical work. Please call

(213)452-9616.
'

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

arxJ suppliers. Successful applicants will

urviergo extensive management training. Av-

erage sumrr>er earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for nf>ore

info.

TELEMARKETING. Pagenet/Burbank, a Na-

tional Paging Co. is seeking part-time tele-

marketers to set appts. for outside reps, $7.00

per hour, plus bonus arid commission. Call

Vicki at (81 8)845- 1400.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, P/T, depen-

dent on skills-$7-$9/hr. Woodland Hills mark-

eting strategy firm r^eeds dependable people

with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have

excellent phorw manner ar>d good writing

skills. ConUct Carrie Cheney (616)346-7702.

TEMP. COMPANION for older woman,
1-5pm, M-F, Brentwood. (213)273-6376.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-

ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose

(213)266-9785.

UNIQUE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY- For

bright ar>d energetic ir>dividuals. Call (213)

825-1386 or (805) 944-3753. Ask for Scott.

WEEKEND CASHIER. Retail hardware. Brent-

wood location. Pleasant working cor>ditions.

Call Mrs.Richards (213)476-2864

Job Opportunities 32

AD PERSON/BOOKKEEPING ASST Friendly

WLA architectural firm seeks sharp personable

detail-oriented individual to help w/
bookkeeping. M*, payroll, etc. Willing to

trainnigKl person student or recent grad in

accounting or related program preferred. Must

be financially minded, good w/humbers, pro-

fessional. Computer literate. ExcellerH com-

pensation. Cveer potential. lA-AOhn/wk.

Non-smoktng office. (213)4794673, Roy.

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, FA. International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)566-0666.

ATTENTION-HIRING! Governn«nt jobs-your

area. $1 7,64a$69,465. Call 1 •602-838-8865.

Ext R 6050.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/

interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker

preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical

anchor legal experience desireable. $12-1 SA>r.

Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 556-3309.

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now lor summer or fait 1990. 1

or 2 semesters: classes or IntemsNps.

4 week sumnwr program to the Great

Barrier Reef. For irifo. on the BEST
study abroad program in the worki caN

Curtin University 1-800-24S-2S75.

Intemstilps 34

FILM PROOUCTK^N CO. needs student to

assist in office. fMo pay. Good experierKe. 2-3

dayVweek, light typing, word perfect helpful.

(818)954-2976

INTERNSHIP

Interested in Advertising

as a career?

"^

The daTfv gruin is seeking

energetic and dedicated

individuals Interested in an

exciting internship during Spring

Quarter dealing primarily with

ad procluctlon and on^ampus

advertlslngr rather than sales, -

this position Is a great

Introduction to the world of

advertising and will provide

invaluable experience and long-

term benefits.

Applications are available at

112 Kerckhoff hall and are due

Tuesday, March 6 at 4:00 pm

For more Information,

please call 825-2161
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Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM apt. $95(Vmo including utilities

and garage. Fireplace and hardwood floors.

959 Gayley (213)206-7123.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, single

$610, 1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6
monthlease okay. (213)477-7237.

3 BED -f 2 BATH upper large. $1 200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BEL-AIR. 1 -bedroom furnished beautiful apart-

ment at the University of Judaism. Must be a
student and 21 or older. $75G/mo. with $300
security deposit. Call Sherri (213)476-9777

ext. 259. or (213)472-4400.

Palms
$725 vp

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd * den. 1 bd * loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

2:30-5:30, M-F, $flAv. Must have car. Brent-

wood. (213)625-5573.

BABYSITTERA>elper wanted by single father

with 2 children every other week. Thurs. night

through Sunday night. (213)472-4313.

BABYSITTER to care for two boys, ages 5 and 6.

Flexible schedule. Must have experience,

references (213)821-3365, (213)471-0901

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/

week. Must have car. $5/br -f gas.

(213)4770474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings.

BRENTWOOD, flexible hours, for 4.year-old

boy. $6-$7^r. Mrs. Burkes. (213)451-5211.

CHILD needs transportation from WLA school

lo home in Sepulveda. Reliable car/driver

required. Mrs. Blake (213)393-0411 ext.

7232A2 13)637-2447. ^

DRIVER/MOTHER HELPER- 2:00-4:30, 2

aftennoon^veek, $^r. Pick up 3 year old girl

from Special Ed. Enc'ino School, return to

Westwood. (213) 471-2790.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Approx 20hrs/wk. In-

cluding iummer arnl vacation. Hours and

salary negotiable. Must own car. RefererKes

required. (213)475-5295

Apartments for Rent 49
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnistied 52

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 b(irm-2 1/2 bath

Roof top Jacuzzi

All security building

Dishwasher plus microwave

Walk-in closet/ fireplace

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

Bring
^.
t^

o"

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858
1

Advertise in the Daily Bruin

825-2221

V\fALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator'dishwasher-

huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Ogress
6 Vend
10 Chapeaux
14 Oote on
15 Disport

16 Mountain:
pref.

17 Abscesses
18 African fox

19 Broken
20 Enjoyments
22 Delight

23 Fur
24 Shakespeare

play

26 Cove
29 Distresses

31 "Bluff King
tt

32 Non-attender
34 Charm
38 Angers
39 Knock
41 Prong
42 Clan symbol
45 Sufferings

48 — de France
49 Plum
50 Period
51 Impressed
55 Schedule
57 Soft drinks

58 Semiliquid's

63 Tunnel

64 Midge's kin

65 Bestow
66 Alencon. e.g.

67 Bone: pref.

68 Honkers
69 Peepers
70 Escrow paper
71 German city

DOWN
1 Stinger
2 Heathen deity

3 Split

4 Choice part

5 Mercenary
6 Diamond
7 Instead

8 Rope
9 Caustk;
compound

10 Harmonize
11 Staggering
12 Of punishment
13 — voce
21 Component
22 Comparative

word
25 Article

26 Provoke

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

40 Unclean
43 Skiers'-

paradise
44 Born
46 Irritate

47 Dispatch
51 Ascend

54 Crass
-56 Flooring

,
59 Consort

^ 60 Spanish
cheers

61 Muzzle

62 UK gun
64 Deity

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit

student housing facility. Shared or

private. Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation

room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence, 9500 2elzah.
Northridge, CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Westv\rood
Large 1 bdrm. Hardwood

floors, bay windows, porch.
stove, fridge. Garage.

Charming 5-plex. $950/mo.
(213)854-0146.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-balh

t- den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.
^

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8968.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minute walking

from UCLA, full kitchen, MT, water paid,

parking, quiet building, available rniw. $825

and up. (213) 206-8881.

HC>LLYWOOD:2-bdrm/2-bath apt. Fireplace,

security system, Jacuzzi, great view, on bus

line to UCLA. $1045/mo. (213)850-7290.

Advertise
in the Bruin

it mal<es
cents

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Cayley

across UCLA Security Building Parking.

$795/mo. Must see. (213) 206-6310.

NEED HOUSING CLOSE TO UCLA? The
Faculty housing office ha^ 1 ] 2, and 3 bedroom
apartments available for UCLA faculty, visiting

scholars, arxi post-doctoral carviidates (with

approval from the appropriate school or col-

lege). Prices range from $869 to $1165 per

rTKXith. Call Tim Cabrera or Nancy Reynolds at

(213)206-1947 or (213)206-3085 for more
information.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.

Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single $55(Vmo. and up. 1-bdrm

$675/rT>o.-$750/mo. Special first month rent

with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercjse

room. Gas and water paid. Gated parking.

(213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,

attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, /s/C. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD - 2-bedroonV2-bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna, 2 exercise rooms, 2 laundry

rooms, parking, 555 Glenrock Ave.
(213)824-9691.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDUCTION. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,

GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pels, 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 move-in

allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD, $59G/mo., single. Walk to

UCLA and Village. Pool, parking, security.

10966 Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in

allowance. FurnishecVunfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WLA. $1100/mo. 2-bedroom/1V. -bath

condo. Security, carport, shutters, frost- free

refrigerator, cable TV. 1323 Carmelina Ave.

(213)456-3829.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, lofr, roof gardeti, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

Across from
GCLA Dorms

535 Gayley

Large 1 bedroom
new carpet, drapes

and appliances

$975 "^

208-3818

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
^ $895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Launclry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking
*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rcc room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

3,06(^789

$695, 1-BORM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA,'Nvalk to market/bus, off WiUhire.

395 2903

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1 500-$1 700. Spa-

cious 2-be(Vl'A -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer (213)839-1840.

WLA, new luxury, 2-becU2-bath. Laundry ir

unit. Wetbar, Fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

WESTWOOD. $375/rTW. Female to share large

2-bdrm, 2-bath with 3 UCLA students. Parking,

top floor Jacuzzi, Westwood view. Lisa

(213)824-5751.

WESTWOOD. $350/mo. Male lo share

2-bdrm in spacious apartment close to cam-

pus. Parking, Jacuzzi, BBQ. Lisa

(213)824-5751, (213)683-6546/

WLA, $363, two professional females looking

for same lo share 3-bedroom. 2-rTH>nlhs'

security deposit required, +1yr. committment.

Available immediately. (213)474-0373.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD HOME for lease. $2800/mo.

3-bedroorn/ 2-bath, family room, enclosed

yard with gazebo. (213)472-5842.

CULVER CITY. 2-bed/l-balh. Stove, refrigera-

tor, front/rear yard. Pets ok. Gardner included.

$1,050. (213)397-4525. ^^_
SM Huge 3-^2, newly remodeled. Ideal for

professor or mature student family. Hardwood
floors, fireplace in master. 4 car garage. $2500
(213)394-2203.

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroom/

1V« bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.

Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

House for Rent
4 Bedroom -— 2 Bath

in Mar Vista
$1695 per month

includes 2-car garage
& appliances
452-1796
evenings

486-3439 day

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
hlO-15 min. from

campus
1*6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom Kouie to share

Hardwood floors, cottage-like on Barrington.

$55(ynrH>. Erin (213)207-1070

Apartments Furnished 50 House for Sale 58

PALMS, l-bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.

(2135590467.

ATTENTION- goverrvnent homes from $1

(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-

sions. Call 1-602-636-8685

V_
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Mousing Needed
HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-6104, Daniela Dedona

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law

students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Real Estate 61

ATTENTION- government homes from
$1(tJ-repair). Delinquent tax property. Kepos-

scssions. Call 1-602-838-8885 ext.8050.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD family with 2 young daughters,

seeking babysitting help. Salary for weekend
work. Call (213)471-1970.

Room for Rent 64

$385/MO. MALE preferred. Large bdrm.
V. -bath in a beautiful home. (213)558-0551.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden

view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entranceA>alhroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668.

FEMALE, own room, 3be<V2bath house. Near
Marina, private entrance, WA3, parking.

$46Q/mo. Call Kathryn. (213)306-7257.

LOVELY neighborhoofi, 2'jtt' miles from cam-
pus. Non-smoking environment. $375/mo.

includes utilities. (213)274-0400 (day),

(213)837-6983 (evening).

ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 1 5 minutes from

LXILA available now. Kitchen w/all accesso-

ries, washer/dryer, livingroom w/real fire

place, courtyard. Call Mike (213)827-4282.

WESTWOOD near UCLA, Century City. Furn-

ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$365 incl. utilities. (213)474-0488.

WLA guesthouse, private entrance and bath-

room, light cooking and large room. Utilities

included $325. (213)937-9325.

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for corwiderate, responsible female.

$470. (213)479-1601.

WLA TOWNHOUSE. Own roorrVbath, $500.
Indoor laundry, parking. Near UCLA.
(818)288-8173, Dolly.

Roommates 65

2 FEMALE roomates to share 2-bedroorn/

2-bath on Veteran. Security, parking, pool.

ASAP. Tracy (714)952-3114.

BEAUTIFUL: New 2-bedroom; own master

bedroornA)athroom, by art museum. Open-
mir>ded, $600 -^ deposits, furnished, security

etc (213)935-5800.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful, large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

homelike atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share $300each. Sherry -1-9pm
<21 3)447-2505.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old home from CC
school to WLA. Answering machine
207-5381. Direct after 8:30pm

FEMALE, 5-minute walking. Bright, clean,

furnished 1 -bedroom. $335/mo. Begins 4/1.

Please call Joan. 824-1903, 206-1092.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $225/mo for

burnished one bedroom apartment in West-

wood. Parking availab!c.(81 8)790-2 185.

FEMALE roommate wanted to share
2-bedroonr\/2-bath in Brentwood. $42C/mo.
Call Lisa, Eva or Gina (213)447-1220.

MALE/FEMALE roommate share
3-bedroonV2Vi -bathroorrVden apartment 20
min. from campus. Own room $330.
(818)990-2686

PALMS, foung professional needs responsible

roommate Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548 (213)839 7104

ROOMATE WANTED: OWN ROOM, park-

ing, $35(Vmo , 3-miles from campus. Avail-

able March 10th No sn>okers. (213)837-5949.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own room,
$33(ymo VA bus to UCLA easygoing room-
mates (213)478-4769 ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED. Great Santa Monica
2-bed/1 -bath security apartment with parking.

Available immediately. Female rwn-smoker
preferred. $500/mo. Karen Day
(213)826-7474, evening (213)829-7906.

SANTA MONICA! Own room * utilities.

$42 0/ mo F.emale non-smoker.
(213)451-9442.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished $27Q/mo. share room.

$32Q^mo Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7-1 1pm.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment. Quiet street, sec-

urity bidg. Two watk^-in closets & own bath.

$369/person. 473-1751 or 478-6622.

WASHINGTON/VENICE- One-bedroom apt.

Brand new large quiet, 5 min. from Campus.
Parking, security, $450-500/monlh. Call Nicky

(213) 745-2101.

WESTWOOD, 2-bedroom with three others.

$406.25. Top floor, pool, Jacuzzi, gym.
(213)208-2649, Martin or John.

WESTWOOD 2-bdrm/2-bath Share with 3

girls $375/rTK}. No security deposit! Evenings
only (213)208-3073

WESTWOOD Share large 2-bedroom apt. on
Wcllworth. $347/monlh. Close to UCLA
Security building (213) 312-1432.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $40(yperson. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view^ weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WLA. Female, responsible, 2-be<Vl -balh . Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call

(213)479-7064. (leave metsaKe.)

60 Sublet

WANTED
Westside students & Apts to

share. Law students need summer
housino various dates. Contact

Sharon Gates at

MITCHELL. SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

moHm

SIDLEY & AUSTIN i
LAW FIRM I

NEEDS SUMMER |
SUBLETS I

If you are interested in ^
subletting your furnished I
apartment or house from g
May-August to summer B

associates from out of town, i!

please contact:
jj|

Brenda Thomas J|

(213)556-6976

Sublets Needed
For Summer Law

Clerks

Fumished Apartments
Wanted

May — August

KINDEL & ANDERSON
Contact Jay Wood

(213)680-2222/ext. 4522

* t
^ McKenna, ,^

]f Conner & Cuneo sf

seeks furnished

sublets for its law

students wt^o need
housing during oil.

jL or port or the summer.

t

Please Call

(213) 687-6164

WANTED FOR
VISITDVG LAW

CLERKS
Fumished 1, 2, & 3

bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a T-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please

call Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situation

please.

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

66 Sublet

FEMALE easygoing roomate needed. New,
security, share room. CJoset to campus! Spring

quarter. $375 (213)206-6503. Suzanne.

VENICE BEACHSIDE, OcearVMtn. View large

studio penthouse. Utilities included. Aprll-

August. 1st A last. $85(ymo. (213)392-7041.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom fumished

apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx.

May 1 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)456-1000, Ext.

202.

WESTWOOD bachelor: unfurnished, carport,

garbage paid. New carpet, blins, paint. First

and last. S725/mo (213)624-4003.

r MAYER, BROWN
8c PLATT

seeks summer
sublets for its

summer
ossocicrtes.

Please ccdl Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks shOrt-term

fumished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

C^ll PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM

MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact

Janette Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bec(/2-bath unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitcherV bath.

S279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -be^* + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $1^,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-163/

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Child Care 90

NANNY AVAILABLE M-F. To share in our Mar
Visla home. Under 1 yr. preferred.

(213)398 9976 after 6.

NANNY available to share form 9-5pm in

Westwood area. $9(Vweek. (213)453-3452,

Brenda.

Insurance 91

/lllstate
4

*

Aiito/Home/CommerciaJ
Westwood/Wilshiri Offic»

312-0202
1317 W«stwood Blvd
(2 biks So of Wilfthtre)

*
*

66 lnsurar)ce

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Neiiby Wcsl-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213)620-4839.

I HAlt AUrO INSURANCf
.lli do tlUt JUtO lilSUMIIi'

'"" '-^
!'v Ijv;' So foi .1

. LR QUOIt uill

1213)852-7175 (8181342-1510

BEST PRICE 4UT0 INS AnENC\

••••••••••••••^•^

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

ImrDediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

Low Cipst Auto Insurance

Excellent/Competitive

Service & Rates.

Ask For Johnny Suh
U.NJ. Insurance Agency

3350 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. 90010 • 20 min. from

UCLA

H()nu"Health('()TTini.M()t()rcvflHs

WVIl Couw TO Yor'"

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.

Example: ferrxale 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

urxJer 21, male under 26,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
1 jMI vnmumcMwatvK
mlfmtmn mm.m.mtaM

MmmnmrnvK

Movers 94

/Xliciuion torcign sludciiis

and faculty!

MOVING OVHRSHAS?

Call WMS Intemaiional

Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

91 Movers 94

Personal Service 95

WHY GIVE
EVERYTHING TO
UNCLE SAM>

•Refunds within 21 days

•Reasonable rates

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire 15th floor

(213)459-0535

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (213)261>6692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (21 3)391 -SSSZ.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Services Offered .J96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
AU subjects. Theses/Dissertations,

Proposals and Books. Foreign Studento
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhDr|il3) 470-6662

^ WESTWOOD CON LAUNDRY
AiiGraliOPS ^or men and women

Open 7 days

7;0C am- 9:30 pm

1874 Weslwood Bl.

474-5233

YOGA
Postures,
Breathing,
Relaxation

Zall :Slvananda Yoga Center
600 Sawtelk Bl wi> (213)478-0202

INCOME TAX
Preparation of Individual

and business tax returns

Personal service for UCLA
people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, CPA
478-7600

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a second languagr or Spanish

lessoru by experienced UCLA MA college

teacher. 478-7971.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

ITTALIAN lessons. By native Italian teacher 10

years experience: conversation, tutoring.

Leave message for FrarKO. (213)650-8471.

MATH TUTOR- all levels. Buisness woman,
graduate UCLA & Smith College. BA/MS.
(213)450-9111 X2371

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

QUALITY MATH TUTORING- At all levels by
retired math professor. Highly experierKed.

Please call (213)474-3681.

SPANISH lessons, native Argentinian turor

(MS) reasonable rates. Call Beatrice

(213)39a7690.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)859-2293,

leave message. -

1
TUTORING

All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.
and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb
od.IVY league gradi. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

Typing 100

•1 QUALirr dtiktop publishing and word
procMsing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDEHaw graduate with Macintosh/

Laserpxinler. Resunr>es ($20), papers, profM-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEQI Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(21 3)4 72-1 999 >

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends (213)312 4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE eXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISCERTATKDNS AND
THESES PREPERATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.
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NETTERS
From page 36

Indoor Championships at

Madison, Wisconsin.
The Bruins will now face

Cal. which defeated Brigh-
am Young, 5-2.

Mamie Ceniza and Kim
Po led the way at No. 2 and
No. 3 singles, blowing past

Susan Sabo and Susan Som-
merville, 6-1. 6-0 and 6-1,

6-1, respectively.

Iwalani McCalla, Kirsten

Dieyer, and Stella Sampras
also won their matches at

Nos. 4, 5 and 6, while Jessica

Emmons lost to Patti
O'Reilly, 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 at No.
1. —^Tien Lee

SOFTBALL
From page 35

sophomore from Culver City has

also added eight RBI. Other
sluggers include junior Kerry
Dienelt (.344), senior Shelly
Montgomery (.333). sophomore
Kelly Inouye (.316), and junior

Shanna Flynn, who has tallied a

.299 batting average while
accounting for a team-leading 23
hits.

UCLA opens up shop this

morning at 10:00 against San
Diego State, and follows that with

games against Northridge and
Southern Utah State. Saturday's

competition should also be chal-

lenging, as the Bruins face Utah
before entering the championship
brackets. The title game will be
played on Sunday. Look in Mon-
day's Daily Bruin for complete

results.

Typing

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethkal awistance witft writing problemt
and mioring in Enclish, History,

Philosaphy, and Pohticd Scimce.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747. -

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi^/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

FREELANCE clerical sen/lces offered. Free

pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rales. Call

(213)202-6961.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCA-aser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1 .SG/page. MonicV Santa Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, marHJScripts, sta-

tistical rcsun>es. SanU Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2888. ^____
WORD PROCESSING. ResumesAerm papers

guaranteed 24hr service! Complete mailing

with personalized cover letter. $10.00 & up.

Call: Elisa (818)501-7050.

933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

Includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
"complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*laughing gas available!!

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

PERFECT SKIN CARE
EXFOLIATION:
The new big word in skin care
• Deep Pore Cleaning
• Rejuvenation
• The Finest Natural Product

Wax (Hair Remover)

My tkin is much
clearer than when I

was seeing a der*
matologist. I highly
recommend her for
anyone with any
type of acne prob-
lem.

Evcryn Ballestcras

UCLA Studaal

I am satisfied with
the result, and I

recommend perfect
sldn to cveiyonc;
especially those
with oily sldn.
You'll notice the
difference!!

Terrie Shin
use Student

It really satisfied
me l>etter than any
treatment 1 used to

Kit. I'm so glad
at 1 found perfect

skin care.

I'd like to sugsest
it to anyone wno
has problem skin.

. Jackie Bencomo
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ACNE-A Treatable DRAMATIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTFFD

3810 Wilshire Bl. Suite 412 (Wilshire & Western)
(213) 380-6891 Open Tues-Sat

100 Resumes 104 Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sale
DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ret results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

109 Scooters

Travel 105

FOR EXCITING Trips going to Cancun. Call Jon

(213)949-9080 or 1 (800)47-PARTY.

STUDY ABROAD
- $1400 - $1600 one month.
Rm. bd. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany, Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

Travel Tickets 106

FOR SALE. 2 r.t. tickets lAX/SAN FRAN, Mar
9-11 $60 each (213)665-3241. Leave msg.

ROUNDTRIP ticket to anywhere Northwest
flies in U.S. $350 Call Aaron at (21 3)479-5434.

Autos for Sale 109

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154. .

STUDY the technique that 67 Grammy win-

ners have before you. Seth Riggs. Associates

Wendy Bernard. (213)271 5373.

VOICE. 40 years leaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

1965 MBZ 190 classic. New: paint, interior,

tires, brakes. Clean car. $3250 Call days
(213)398-1818.

1973 VW BUG, needs paint and minor body
work, perfect car for student. $950 obo. Call

Stuart (213)396-8995.

1977, PLYMOUTH Wagon, runs well; looks

good. $85(yobo. (213)649-5239.

1982 BMW 3201 SilverA>lack, one o%vner,

immaculate. $6200. (213)384-1293.

1987 TOYOTA 4x4 Pickup. Metallic grey,

30,000 miles, excellent condition. $750Qi^bo.
(213)455-2368.

1988 VW lETTA CL, blue, 5-spd., a/c. cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, inwnaculate

co|>dition. Meticulously maintained.
%7S5Qf6bo. (213)473-3137 Steve.

1989, TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, red w/gray
interlpr. Sunroof, anVfnVcassette, 17,000
miles, $11,500. New. (818)509-2689.

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI
CLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. SURPLUS BUYERS GUIDE.
1-602-838-8885. Ext.A 8050.

ATTENTION- Governnr^enl seized vehicles
form $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885. Ext. A 8050.

BMW 320i, 1977, $3750. Excellent, 78,000
miles, custom $1500 Atpine stereo, new
sheepskins. (213)277-7664.

BUKX LE SABRE 1968. All original good
condition in & out. Runs great. Must sell

SlOOCVobo. (213)657 8906.

DATSUN 200SX 1980. $1600/obo Red,
5-spd, air, very good condition, reliable trans-

portation. (213)277-0088.

DATSUN 210, 1981, SlOOCVobo. 88k miles.

Extremely reliable, one owner. AAVFM cas-
sette. Minor body damage. Paul,
(213)828-0932.

DATSUN B210 1977. Clean, reliable transpor-

tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$900/obo. Call (213)454-2769.

HONAD ACCORD- 80, 5 speed, AC/Stereo,
power steering. $1 ,800 OBO. Excellent condi-
lion. Must sec. (818) 843-3988.

HONDA CRX SI 1989. Red, mint condition,
low mileage, sunroof, A^, S-speed. $9900.
(213)649-6765.

MAZDA RX3 wagon, 1973, automatic. Good
transportation car. $350. (213)306-1282,
leave nr>essage.

MAZDA RX 7 GS 1985, $600(Vobo, silver,

excellent condition, AM/FM, cassette, A/C,
alarm. (213)474-1106. '

MERCURY, Montego, 1969, one owner, all

new parts, safe car. $1000. (21 3)393-7968. By
appointment.

NEED to rent a car? Only 18? Don't have a
credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep.
(213)678-9146.

NISSAN 200SX SE 1987, V6, like new,
$9,800.(21 3)556- 5823(lv message).

NISSAN 200 SX, 1984. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $5700.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN 300ZX TURBO, '85. Auto, 50m,
loaded, 8-sph stereo, one owner. Excellent
condition. $920Cyobo. (818)784-SSS2

NISSAN- Stanza 1983, 63K miles, excellent
condition. $2,20Q/ofrer. Manual, 4-door, no
AAI. (213) 459-6579.

NOVA- 77, $750 OBO. Runs fine, beautiful

plat upholstery Call Kathleen. (21 3)392-5462.

TOYOTA aLIC^ '78. 80k miles Original
owner. Brand new tlrc^xaket. Good condi-
tion. $195(yobo. (213)858-8150.

TOYOTA Corolla 1982. 2-door llltback, auto-
malic, air, anVfm, runs well. $260(Vobo.
(213)206-3279.

TOYOTA SUPR^ 1979, 5-speed, air, sunroof,

AM/FM stereo, pdwer steering, power wirv
dows, excellent conditiorv. $2,50<Vobo.
(213)204-1644.

119

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1968. Automatic. Runs
good. Must sell. SlOOO/obo. (213)466-3690.

VW BUG, 1973, $195Q/obo. Original o%vner,

73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master

cylinder. (213)312-1200 exi. 441.

VW BUG. 1970. Xcint cond. New paint, tires,

rbit engine, pull out stereo. $3350.
(213)642-4412.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1 100, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic

condition. (213)824-3655.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, %6S00/obo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. 5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm, perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT, 1980, $2000, automatic.
(213)209-2123.

VW RABBIT- 1978, $1100. 71 K miles. A^, 4
speed. Very good condition. (213) 825-0708.

YAMAHA CA50 scooter, excellent corxiition,

very low miles. $475 with Kryptonile lock and
helmet/obo. Call (213)208-2397.

(THE PERFECT WAY) to meet the perfect

person. Great Expectations Video introduc-

tions VIP membership. $800 firm. Over 50%
discount! Call Anthony, (213)390-2828.

Furniture 126

2 COUCHES $75. Good condition.
(213)208-4030.

COUCH, high back, dark brown leather look,

$120. DESK, office size, six drawer, $110.
(213)450-9518.

LK?UIDATINC highest quality, unused hide-a-

bed, $250; dinette $150; mattress set $150;
chest, $85; others. (213)393-2338.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337

STOVE $25(yobo. Refrigerator $75/obo. Both

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in very good condition. (213)933-3242.

Motorcycles for Sale 114 Musical Instruments 129

'88 RICKENBACKER QUITAR % -neck with
case. Brand new. Must sell by spring $450.
Aaron (213)479-5434. ,.

BASS PLAYER- To joir^brm barvJ. Influerxxs:

Beatles, )ohn Cougar, jazz. Practice room
ayaHable. Andy (213) 824-7852.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

VOLKL SLALOM •P9- Skis- 197cm with Tyr-

olia 590 bindings. $40Q/obo. Jennifer
(21 3)208-2446.

Typewriter/Computer 134

COMPAQ 386- P0ftab;e. 40Mb hard disc,

expansion chassis, 1,200 baud, internal
modem, tech. manuals, midi interface, carry-
Ing case. $4,250. Call Devin (213) 5457475.

MAC 512 800K external disk, keyboard,
Intagewritcr II, tnoute, software library, man-
uals. $115(yobo. (213)824-7180.

MACINTOSH 512KE, external drive, canying
bag, and accessories. Excellent condition.

$500. (213)824-9775. 7-1 2pm for Kent.

SUNTAC IBM-compatible with VGA monitor,
65 nr>egabite hard drive, 1 .2 nr>egabite floppy, 1

m^egabite rom. Brand new. Lots of software,

ifll 01509 260?,

HONDA- 250XL, 82, low miles, runs strong

and clean $900. (213) 209-0357 Mark.

' HONDA XL 100, low miles, good condition.

$400. (21 3)824-2575. Leave message for Pam

KAWASAKI, GPZ 550, 1983, with brand new
helmet. Good condition. Registered )eff.

(213)206-1872.

SUZUKI: 250, 1981, good 'condition. 2 hel-

mets, rack. Must sell $50(Vobo. Call Jim

(213)824 1626.
^

YAMAHA- 82 XT250, recent tune-up, very

reliable. $700. Call Bret (213) 208-1129.

Scooters 119

1 986HONDA ELITE 1 50, runs great. Call )ohn
at (213)208-3848.

1986 SPREE, needs repair, $150/obo,
(213)824-1858.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1985 Great condition,
with helmet $850. (213)471-5632. Leave
message.

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Only 600 miles. Excel-
lent condition. $1200/obo. Call Glen at

(818)367-8476.

HONDA ELITE- l685, 250 digital, freeway
heln>et, lock, runs great. Great deal! Invest-

ment $595. (213) 824-2505.

HONDA passport, 1983. 2seater. very g6od
condition. $475/obo. (213)824-7149.

HONDA SPREE SCOOTER, 1966. $350. Call

\ohn (213)2/5-5772.

HONDA SPREE 1985, $200 OBO. Moving.
Mum sell. (21.3) 206-5311. Kristen

Computtrt
386/33 CACHE Mono 12200

$1875386/25 4Mg Morx)
386/20

266/12

iMg
640k

Mono
Mono

SI 300
|700
$480XT 640K Mono

ISC Computers *>

(818) 287-6213

•y^^
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Super Burger
Meal Deal

Our BIG 1/3 lb.

burger, small salad

or trench fries,

with soft drink

& FREE refills

Just $3.99

UCLA students live in an off-campus

apartment, house, or co-op.

13.452
UCLA faculty live in a rented home
or apartment.

,
' ^

Find your ideal tenant...

Daily Bruin Classifieds

825-2221

Chicken Sandwieh
Meal Deal

100% "Broiled" boneless
chicken breast. Your
choice of terriyalg,

lenton pepper grilled

or deep fried Small

salad or fries with soft

drink & FREE refills.

Just £1.99

>lflr Bbottt our KMi
Jr. Mm/ wHh a now FREE

pirpri$9 uch month

,i.Ti<iyT.ti

2347 So. Sepylveda

Coner of Pi(o I Sepohreda

477-il405

Fax# 479-DINE
€xp. 3/16/90

Not Good MWt Oltwf ONeff Or Coupons

Good Fof Everyone In Caty • f4o SulKMuDons
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Amie Williams
MAAS Student. UCLA-

12:00 Noon to 1:00 p.m,
Friday, March 2, 1990
11382 Bunche HalP
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IntoThe Streets".rsome great
people will go!!!

Helping to end hunger, homlessness, substance abuse

and much more!!!!

If you'd like to help out

by being a: !~ G®®0»
Team Leader

Host

if you re interested in

attending the conference

Call or come by the ^i^ iL office

E at 203 Mens Gym

@@L ©©[TDfeirciOl]©

March 8-11

at UCLA
call (213) 206-5547/5523

paid torby usAC

Netters host Highlanders
By Laurf Lappln

Staff Writer

After stomping the Cal State

Hayward Pioneers on Wednesday,
the No. 3-ranked UCLA men*s
tennis squad (13-2) looks forward

to competition a step above, as it

hosts UC Riverside today.

The Highlanders, finishing 18-8

overall last year, are presently 6-3

overall and ninth among NCAA
Division II teams. Leading the

Riverside singles charge is sopho-
more Darin Pleasant, follov^ed by
seniors Chris Ev^ing and Greg
Skaggs, with Skaggs and Pleasant

also teaming up at the No. 1

doubles spot

Yes, the Highlanders should
provide the Bruins with a slightly

tougher challenge than the Pion-

eers were capable of. Nonetheless,

UCLA will be more than ready.

Freshmen Fritz Bissell (8-6).

Robbie Wendell (6-2), and Jason

Sher (9-0), along with sophomores
Dean Cohen (12-5). BUI Behrens

(13-5), Mark Quinney (7-2), and
Bill Barber (14-4) will most likely

fill the singles positions, while

junior Jason Netter and freshman
Mark Knowles may get another

day of R & R.

*'Even though the competition

isn*t that strong, it still gives us an
opportunity for good singles work
and match experience," UCLA
head coach Glenn Bassett said.

Today's events begin at 1:30 at

the LATC.

Unksters putt to San Jose
The UCLA women's golf team will venture north into the land of the

No. 1 team today as it tees off in the San Jose State Invitational.

The Bruins, who recently jumped one notch in this month's poll to No.
8 in the nation, will send four players ranked in the top 1(X) individually,

led by All-American Jean Zedlitz, who moved up to No. 5 nationally in

the recent rankings.

The tournament will be the Bruins' biggest test thus far this season, as

13 of the top 20 teams in the country, including nine of the top 10, will

compete.

Meanwhile, the UCLA men's golf team continued on the road towards
a national ranking as it placed fourth in the John A. Bums Invitational this

week in Hawaii.

Placing in the top.25 individually for the Bruins were Ken Tanigawa
(13th) and Steve Haynes (24th).

In finishing only behind No. 1-ranked Oklahoma State, No. 2 Arizona
State and No. 15 UNLV, the Bruins defeated five teams ranked in the top
20 nationally.

V —Gary Moreno

Re-LAX, here comes the Sun
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

For the UCLA lacrosse team,

it's time for a change.

After playing the second-ranked

team on the West Coast last

Sunday, the Bruins (2-3, 0-1 in the

WCLL) will have the pleasure of

hosting the team with the worst

record in the league—the 0-6

Arizona State Sun Devils.

The Sun Devils, who are 0-2 in

the Western Collegiate Lacrosse

League, were surprisingly ranked

10th in the preseason coaches*

poll, but have since fallen miser-

ably into the league's basement
The Bruins have had much

consistency thus far from their

goaltender, Lee Lin.

**Lee has been sort of a stabiliz-

ing force for us recently," claimed
team captain Jeff Stoddard.

Offensively, the blue and gold

has been led by midfielder Dave
Wolf, who is averaging over four

goals per contest.

Also leading the way are TJ.
Wilscam and Blake O'Neill, both

of whom had two goals last

weekend.

CHAMPIONSHIPS: Indoor's
From page 36

Madison. "
•

'

Headlining the top-25-only tournament (except host Wisconsin)

is four-time defending NCAA champion Stanford (9-0). followed

by No. 2-secdcd Florida (7-1). No. 3-seeded UCLA (9-0), No. 4
Georgia (6-1), No. 5 Pepperdine (7^) and No. 6 USC (8-0).

The Bruins faced No. 12 Duke University (6-1) yesterday in the

Hrst round (see related story this page).

Adding to the pressure will be the tournament's unusual format.

Due to the limited number of courts, teams will only be playing

three of six scheduled singles matches at any one time as opposed

to the normal entire six at once. Should the first three matches be

close, this would put extra pressure on the second group of three to

play well.

"A lot of what happens will depend on Kim Po." said Zaima,

who received word on Monday that Po's arm has healed

sufficiently to allow her to play.

Po is a two-time Junior U.S. Open doubles champion and this

season's winner of the prestigious Rolex Invitational. What
|X)sition she will play is anyone's guess, including Zaima's.

"I don't know yet" was his comment.
Zaima also has to deal with the problem of who will be bumped

from the present lineup to make room for Po—either freshman

Cammie Foley, who has been playing well of late, or All-American

Stella Sampras, who has been in a slump but has a history of play-

ing well in big matches.

UCLA, which has destroyed every team it has faced thus far in a

dual meet will be walking onto the indoor hardcourts of Madison
with its strongest team of the season.

That ought to be an unnerving prospect for its opponents,

considering UCLA reached the finals of the NCAAs last year with

what Zaima felt was a much weaker team. At the Indoors last year,

UCLA was seeded third and finished third, losing in the semi-

finals, 5-1, to lop-seeded and eventual winner Stanford.

UCLA will face Berkeley at 2:30 p.m. today Friday.

Men's gym hosts UCSB
By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

The UCLA men's gymnastics team hopes to rebound tonight as it hosts

No. 23 UC Santa Barbara at the John Wooden Center.

The fourth-ranked Bruins dropped in the rankings after a disappointing
274.95 performance at Palo Alto last weekend. Dropping its record to

10-2, UCLA lost to Stanford while defeating California in the tri-meet
"We're expecting our best meet of the year (against UCSB)," head

coach Art Shuriock said. "It's at home and we have had a chance to
regroup after the Stanford meet"
The Bruins have been plagued by inconsistencies. UCLA will look to

its three standouts to head it back in the right direction. Ranked fifth in the
nation, senior Chris Waller is among the national leaders on the pommel
horse, parallel bars and horizontal bars. In the Stanford meet Waller
finished first on the pommel horse and third on the rings en route to a
fourth-place finish in the all-arounds.

Sophomore ScoU Keswick led the Bruins in Palo Alto by placing third

in the all-arounds and first on the horizontal bars. Currently ninth in the

nation. Keswick holds top-20 rankings on the rings, parallel bars, and
horizontal bars.

Tracksters get in gear
Men at Drake for

meet with locals

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Saturday's double dual meet
against Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
and Cal State Los Angeles will

afford the UCLA men's track team
the opportunity to continue quite a
addition. __;;
Unbeaten in their last 44 meets

(43-0-1), the Bruins are seeking to

regain the Track and Field News
National Dual Meet Champion
designatkxi.

"It's a goal (to win the dual meet
honor) every year, every single

year," sakl weight coach Art Vene-
gas.

On Saturday, the hammer com-
petition begins at 10 a.m. over at

West Los Angeles College, with the

track and field events at Drake
starting at 2 pjn. and 1 pjn. respec-

tively.

UCLA had won three consecu-
tive Track and Field News designa-

tions leading up to last year, when
the Oregon Ducks slipped past the

Bruins for the hypothetical national

title.

The Pac-10 Championshipst last

season essentially boiled down to a

dual meet between Oregon and^^

UCLA, with the Bruin depth forg-

ing 158 points to Oregon's 1 18 for a

third-consecutive conference title.

"Winning the Pac-10 was a higher

priority for us last year," said head

coach Bob Larsen, "and I thought

we proved our point there that we
were the best dual meet team."

The Bruins got off to a strong

start this past weekend with a non-

scoring quadrangle meet at Occi-

dental College. UCLA had eight

conference meet qualifiers— all in

the fiekl events.

Women head
for San Diego
By Jay Ross
Contributor

The UCLA women's track team
travels to San Diego State on Satur-

day for the 12th Aztec Track and
FieW Classic.

Distaix:e coach Bob Messina said

that the team's season strategy is to

avoid early confrontations that

would leave UCLA winded and
vulnerable for the major meets.

"I'd love to clean house, but I'd

rather sit some runners out and pre-

pare for the conference and Nation-

al meets," Messina said. "We run a

progressive program here, and, by
design, we look to start peaking
around the time of the Mount SAC
Relays in April. I'd rather go into

the NCAAs on an upswing."

The Bruins, essentially, will use

the Aztec Invitational as a training

event. Messina will enter his run-

ners in races of greater distances
than their specialties.

Sprinters coach Gail Devers-
Roberts agrees that the eariy season

meets are part of the kxig-term pre-

paration strategy.

"The sprinters and hurdlers
haven't competed yet and are not in

the best of shape," Devers-Roberts
sakl. "What counts is the Nationals.

This meet will tell us where we
are."

Tracie Millett who has already

qualified for the NCAA Indoor and
Outdoor Finals in the shocput reiter-

ated that the eariy season meets are

low-key compared to the Pac-10
and NCAA meets. "In the early

meets the coaches look for consis-

tency," sakl Millett

The Aztec Invitational is the pre-

mier outdoor track event in the San
Diego area.

Fast times at Bruin high
By Linda Peters

Contributor

.\

Although the Bruin hivitational won't affect the UCLA women's
swim team's overall record or ranking, there should be some fast times
deUvered tomorrow.
The Bruin Invite pits UCLA against arch rival USC. but basically this

meet is geared to give those who have not yet quahfied for the NCAAs an
opportunity to do so.

So far, four Bruins have made their NCAA qualifications: sophomore
Kris Stoudt and freshmen Christy Richardson, Jeanne Gibbons, and
Becky Shelton.

Looking to make NCAA-qualifying times are seniors Missy Hemdon
and Sue Potrepka, juniors Sheri Smith and Melissa Skinner, sophomore
Chandra Gooding, and freshman Andrea Niedermeyer.

"If they qualify. I'm sure they can score (at Nationals). Everybody is

barely above the NCAA cuts." head coach Cyndi Gallagher said.

"Overall (the team) swam really well at the Pac-10 Championships.
Some girls are just tenths of seconds off (from qualification)," said
Gallagher.

Mindi Bach and Eva Lupi are two hoping to quahfy for the U.S. Nation-
als.
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TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

li

We ansiver

your way

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

BRUINS

ScHaumann
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

>m

•The magnetic memo holder sports fans will love

•Sports Notes' sturdy magnetic strips keep notes
in sight and in place.

•Perfect for home, school or the office.

•Each 4" X 8" holder comes with a sports fan
memo pad and handy pencil.

Q Select yoar Sporti Notes Holdcri
(includes a Sports Fans and a Sports Umpires pad)

Q«y: ^Baseball _rootball_Golf_Te«>ls_Baskelball
Q Obc tor $4.00 plus $1.25 postage aid havdliBg (Total $5.25).
Available in two Bruin Logo designs.

Q Select your renil pad packs NOW!
(Each pack includes a Sports Fans and a Sports Umpire pad)

Q«y: __Ba«ebali_Football_Golf_Te«Bii Basketball

Q One pack of 2 pads for $1.10 plus .25# postage and handling (Total $1.35).
Available in two Bruin Logo designs.

•(CA. residenu add Sales Tax) TOTAL:
Chock or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s wiU be accepted ^"d^alelJ^T

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

OTY

APT »

.STATE ZM>
MaB your order & paymamt to: ZK Producta

15237 Sunset Blvd.. Pacific felisadcs. CA 90272 (213)456 2094

V^aV^v^.
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
^^ Peat Marwick Main & Co.
UCLA Basketball vs. Washinoton

MARCH 4
ON AT BAXTER

•-»-

FREE PIZZA AFTER THE GAME AT SANTO PIETRO'S

SIGN UP AT SAS MEETING OR CALL CARRIE FISHER (824-0665)

E X P E R I E N C E'^—THE

. .
S H O T T F S T U N D E. F^ G P^ O U N D CLUB

EVERY SATURDAY • 10PM-3AM
r £ A T U R I N G

GO GO DANCERS • COMPLIMENTARY Bul-FET

GUEST DJ'S PLAYING HOUSE, FUNK HIP HOP

COVLR Se BEFORE 11PM • 2W I D REQUIRED

LIVE JAZZ BAND IN THE VIP ROOM
' :^?f '. f' r F N E n A ' c o " n f r o "^ o l y m p i c ^WEST LOS ANGELES
nn " MO T I I NL (818)898-9339
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Basetoll hits turning point at Cai
By Terry White

Contributor

This weekend marks a turning point for the UCLA
baseball team, as it travels to UC Berkeley for a
three-game series. Going into the series with a 2-4
Six-Pac record, the Bruins need at least two wins to
keep conference powerhouses USC and Stanford
within reach.

Even though the Bruins have rolled up an
impressive 14-5 overall record, they currently
occupy last place in the Six-Pac behind Cal (7-10
overall. 1-2 Six-Pac). But by taking two out of three
from Cal this weekend, the Bruins would put
themselves right back into the thick of the conference
race. On the other side of the coin, a sweep by Cal
would strike a serious blow to UCLA*s hopes for
their first Six-Pac tiUe since 1986.

^ Once again, the Bruins flexed their offensive
muscle Wednesday with a 10-2 blowout of No. 14
Loyola Marymount. The surprising shortstop Mike
Hankins. who knocked in only 16 runs all last year,
went three-for-four and now has 14 RBI. Chris
Pritcheu continues to roll, as he doubled Wednesday
to run his hitting streak to 16 games. Look for

Hankins and Prilchett to continue th^r prohfic
hitting in Berkeley. And as usual, count on NCAA
home run and RBI king Paul Ellis to light up the Cal
pitchers this weekend for key Bruin runs.

On the hill, the Bruins will go with their usual
weekend rotation against the Bears. This afternoon.
Tim Lindsay (2-1) will face Bear starter Rob Butler
(2-0) to kick off the series. Bruin Scott Schanz (3-0)
will do battle with Mark Auhas (1-1) on Saturday
while John Sutherland (4-2) starts on Sunday against
a Bear to be announced.

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily

MannieAdams and the Bruins will try to get in the way ofthe Cal Golden Bears this weekend.

Spikers continue tiieir mission
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

There comes a point in every

sport where each succeeding game
or match becomes the biggest

match of the season.

After putting away a tough
Santa Barbara team last night, the

No. 2-ranked UCLA men*s volley-

ball team has reached that point in

the season.

Ever since their tough loss at the

hands of Long Beach State some
three weeks ago. the Bruins have

Men's Volleyball

Who:

Where:

When:

UCl^ vs. USC
Pauley Pavilion

Tonight, 7:30 p.m.

been on a mission to regain their

perch atop the national polls.

Tonight. UCLA (13-1, 8-1 in

WIVA play) can come 'another

step closer to its goal, as it hosts a

surprisingly tough USC squad in

Pauley Pavilion at 7:30.

UCLA and USC are certainly

not strangers to each other, espe-

Mike Garcia hopes to help tip the game against USC In

UCLA's favor.

cially in volleyball. Between the

two cross-town rivals are 16 of the

20 NCAA titles— 13 for the
Bruins, three for USC, hi addition,

no rivalry matches that of the

Trojans and Bruins squaring off on
the volleyball court.

In the past decade, the NCAA
final match has come down to a
UCLA-USC showdown four
limes, with Al Scales and his team
winning three of those national

championship matches.

This season looks to be no
different, as both teams are at or
near the top of their respective
divisions within the Western Inter-

collegiate Volleyball Association.
The Bruins, with their 8-1

league record, are in first place of
the DeGroot Division, holding a
three-game lead over second-place
Pepperdine.

The Trojans, on the other hand,
held a share of the Wilson Division
lead with Stanford and Long
Beach before a five-game loss to

the 49ers put them a game back at

6-1.

Tonight, the match features a
strong UCLA defense, led by AU-
Amcrican Trevor Schirman. trying

to hold down one of the nation's

lop offenses led by junior Bryan
Ivie.

The Bruins lead the country in

blocking, averaging over four
blocks a game. Schirman. alone,

has more than half of those,

averaging 2.2 stuffs a game.
Ivie, similarly, has been shred-

ding WIVA opponents for a kill

percentage of over .430. averaging
6.9 kills a game in leading the No.
4 Trojans—who as a team lead the

conference with a .343 hiuing
average.

Said Scales. "It will be a battle

between our defense and blocking

against a very strong offense. I

don*t care how well a team does
against the rest of the league,

because our block will hold them
down to near .200 hitting."
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Softbail off and ranning to UNLV
By Garo Hovannisian
Contributor

With 20 of the UCLA softbail

team's first 22 games played on the

road this year, you would figure

that the Bruins would be setding

into their Westwood den for quite

some time to entertain a slew of
opponents. Instead. UCLA is off

and running again, as it competes
in the UNLV/Spuds MacKenzie
Spring Ring SoftbaU Classic in

Las Vegas this weekend.
According to co-head coach Sue

Enquist. however, the Bruins'

extended absence from their home
turf hasn't produced any ill effects.

"Playing on the road is always
tough, because it tests your endur-
ance and abihty." she said, "but
our teams have always played very
well on the road."

And considering that the
nation's top-ranked and 19-3

Bruins have thus far cruised
through their. Foad schedule, the

Spuds MacKenzie Classic should
pose no threat to UCLA's mighty
perch atop the rankings. In all, 1

1

teams will be competing for the

tournament title, with two pools of
competition. The first pool is

comprised of Oregon State, Cal
Poly Pomona, Utah Slate, South-
west Texas State, Sacramento
Slate and host UNLV. The Bruins
will be heading the second draw,
which houses Utah, Southern Utah
Slate, San Diego State and Cal
Slate Northridge.

Teams that the Bruins need to be
wary of, according to Enquist. are

Northridge and Sacramento State.

"Northridge should be pretty

strong. They just moved up to

Division I and are a good team,"

Enquist said. 'The other team to

watch for is Sacramento. They
have had some crucial wins, so it

will be interesting to see them
play."

Leading the way for the Bruins

is the triad of sensational pitchers,

including freshmen DeDe Weiman
(6-1. 0.65 ERA), and Heather

Compton (4-1, 0.72), along with

senior All-American Lisa Longak-
er, who has muzzled her opponents

with her 0.63 ERA while amassing
a perfect 8-0 clip.

On the offensive side, Yvonne
Gutierrez continues to wear away
the bats in compiling a team-lead-

ing .373 batting average. The

See SOFTBALL, page 31

>INCyDaily Bruin

Third baseman Lisa Fernandez and the Bruins head to Las
Vegas this weekend.

Iiyured Hamilton forces gymnasts to reoiganize for Huskies ^"

By Richard J, Marcus
Staff Writer

As unfortunate as injuries are,

they are an aspect of athletics

which is a fact of life. Nobody
knows this better than the UCLA
women's gymnastics team, which
hosts Washington at the John
Wooden Center Friday night at 7

p.m.

Last Saturday at the UCLA-
Times Invitational, senior Kim
Hamilton injured ligaments
between the big toe and index toe

of her left foot as she was warming
up for the floor exercise.

The injury was the third serious

one this season for the Bruins—an

abnormally high number.
"We still have a good chance to

win the national championship. It

sure isn't going to be easy,

though," head coach Jerry Tomlin-
son said.

Hamilton, one of the team
leaders who has been a solid pillar

for the Bruins all season, will be

out for at least four weeks and
quite possibly longer.

HaiTiilton, who has never suf-

fered a serious injury prior to this,

is optimistic that she will be back
in uniform and ready to go when
the four weeks go by. "I've been
doing a lot of conditioning. I'm
working hard on coming back. I

think a lot of people think that it

can't be done (returning to com-
petition by the end of the season),

but I'm going to go for it," she said.

Hamilton, who performs in all

four events, has the same injury

which senior Shawn McGinnis

sustained on opening night back in

mid-January, though it is not as

severe. McGinnis is out for the

season. Two weeks later, junior

Cathy Yoshino's season ended as

she injured her knee.

The comeback road will be a

Women's Gymnastics

Who:

Where:

When:

UCLA vs. Washington

Wooden Center

Tonight, 7:00 p.m.

tough one for Hamilton. "If it

works out. that's great, because
that is what I'm working for. If it

doesn't, I'll be disappointed but

not devastated," she said.

"Having Kim's score always

provided a comfort zone. We
definitely have the depth to keep

going. We are going to prepare

ourselves to win a national

championship without her so when
she comes back it will be that much
easier." Tomlinson said.

Replacement by committee will

be utilized to fill the void left by
Hamilton's absence. Freshman
Michelle Hunt will perform on the

floor, junior Jennifer Greenhut
will fill in on the balance beam,
and freshman Amy Thome will

substitute on the uneven bars.

There will be no replacement for

Hamilton on the vault—UCLA
will simply go with the minimum
number of participants in that

event In addition, the Bruins will

only enter two team members

—

senior Jill Andrews and freshman

Carol Ulrich—into the all-around

competition.

Tomlinson said that each mem-
ber of the team needs to strengthen
her score a bit to make up for the
loss of Hamilton.

"It is very important that we
perform well this weekend." he
said.

Tomlinson is hoping that the

adversity that his 1988 team
incurred during regionals will help
his current team weather the

unforeseen injuries. That year,

team leader Tanya Service went
down with an elbow injury and the

Bruins had to overcome the loss

quickly.

"We overcame then and we only
had two weeks to prepare for

Nationals. This time we have eight

weeks. We also have a better team
now than we did then." Tomlinson
said.
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Coupon

Rent One Video

Get One Free Rental!

Expires March 9, 1990

one coupon per visit.

Grand Opening
Celebration

Continues...

Drawing For

10 VCR's
2/per week -

Open 10 AM - Midnight
EVERYDAY!

HUGE INVENTORY!
I

3 Evening Rental

Nintendo Rental

Free Parking

Just Minutes From UCLA

1550 Westwood Blvd., Westwood
(Between Wilshirc & Santa Monica Blvds.

1 block north of Ross ; Next to Home Savings of America)

475-4717
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It wasn't pretty, but they'll sure take It
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

No longer will they have to

sneak into lectures late in order to

hide in the aisles. No longer will

they have to wear dark shades and
hang their head low and sulk their

way down Bruin walk. Now these

12 young men shall stand tall once
again . . . Finally.

And it couldn't have come at a

better time. After nearly playing its

way out of the NCAA toumey by
dropping five consecutive games,

UCLA (17-9 overall, 10-7 in the

Pac-10) got back on the winning

U^ck last night by dumping their

frustrations on last place
Washington State (7-20, 1-16),

%-89, in front of a quiet 7.267 at

Pauley Pavilion.

"It's been a long time coming

and it feels great," UCLA sopho-

more guard Gerald Madkins said.

"Now I can walk around campus
and hold my head up high and not

worry about people laughing and
frowning behind my back.

"All ofmy friends are back—let

me put it that way," he joked.

Indeed they are. And why
shouldn't they be, as Madkins rose

to the occasion by nailing five

treys en route to tying a career-

high 20 points. Not a bad way to

break out of a slump.

"I've talked to him for about a

month about shooting more,"
UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

said. "I think he went the whole
month of February without shoot-

ing."

Actually, Madkins and the

Bruins have been doing plenty of

shooting in February. The down

Bruins look to end on high note
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

Endings are always kind of
sentimental.

Sunday in Pauley Pavilion,

sentiment will flow like a river as

the 1989-90 ediuon of the UCLA
basketball will play Washington (1

p.m., ABC—TV), then take its

bows and depart from Pauley for

the last time until this fall.

For seniors Trevor Wilson and
Kevin Walker, however, this game
means something more. For the

last time, they'll hear the cheers of

the home crowd before the Bruins

move on to post-season play.

But between all the cheers, and
maybe even the tears, there's a

little matter to be taken care of:

Namely, the Washington Huskies
(5-11 in the Pac-10, 11-14 overall).

For the Bruins, however, any
sentiment will have to wait until

after the final buzzer.

This game may just determine

where UCLA (9-7 in the Pac-10,

16-9 overall before last night's

game with Washington State)

spends its next few weeks. All this

week, Harrick has been calling 18

a magic number, as in 18 wins is

what the Bruins need to make it to

the NCAA Tournament.
"I think 18-9 puts us in position

to be considered very highly,"

Harrick said. "It doesn't even put

us on the bubble."

So here come the Huskies, out to

burst the Bruins' bubble in the last

game for one of the Pac-lO's most
unheralded standout guards. UW
senior Eldridge Recasner, an All

Pac-10 selection the last two years.

Men's Basketball

Who: UCLA vs. Washington

Whero: Pauley Pavilion

When: Sunday. 1 :00 p.m.

Note: Game will be

televised live on ABC.

once again leads Washington in

scoring (16.3 ppg) and assists (3.2)

and continues to be a defensive

force.

The 6-2 Recasner, who scored

20 points in UCLA's 58-56 win
over the Huskies earlier this season

in Seattle, gets some help from 6-5

forward Dion Brown. The junior

out of Crenshaw High is averaging

11.6 points and 6.5 rebounds.

Joining those two in the starter

lineup are 6-8 junior forward Mike
Hayward (5.5, 2.8), 6-7 senior

center Mark West (7.9, 5.0) and 6-

3 junior guard Brent Merritt (7.3,

2.8)

Off the bench, Washington
boasts one of the conference's

most promising freshman. Guard
Quentin Youngblood, the North-

em California Co-Player of the

Year who was also recruited by
UCLA out of El Cenrito High last

year, is averaging 3.6 points.

Women fall to Wazzu
UCLA's hopes of advancing to

their first NCAA women's basket-

ball tournament in five years were
dealt a crushing blow last night

when the team lost at Washington
State, 84-72.

The Bruins three leading scor-

ers, guard Rehema Stephens and
senior forwards Michele Wootton
and Sandra VanEmbricqs each

picked up three fouls by halftime.

Despite this, UCLA (11-5 in the

Pac-10, 16-5 overall) and WSU
(6-9, 14-11) were tied at 52 early in

the second half before the Cougars
(6-9, 14-1 1) went on a 23-8 run to

take control of the game.

Junior forward Angie Miller led

WSU with 29 points, while Ste-

phens and VanEmbricqs each had

20 for the Bruins.

—Dov Tamler

side is, though, they just didn't hit

much. But that was all to change

last night, as UCLA scorched the

nets, shooting 60 percent from the

field their best since Feb. 3), and a

suiprisingly impressive 71.9 clip

from the line.

But Madkins wasn't the only

Bruin to wake up from a three-

week long nightmare, as UCLA
finished with three players topping

20 points. Beside Madkins, sopho-

more forward Don MacLean again

led the blue and gold attack,

scoring 26 points on 10 of 15

shooting and hauling in nine

SUZANNE STATES/DaMy Bruin

Things got a little ugly last night t>efore Tracy Murrayand the
Bruins ran over WSU, 96-89.

boards. Freshman center Tracy
Murray added 20 points and 12

boards.

But it wasn't all fun and games
throughout the contest Especially

in the opening stanza, when the

Cougars, the worst shooting team
in the conference, came out on fire.

Led by senior guard Darryl

Woods "^ 15 first half points, the

Cougs lit up the Pauley scoreboard

by shooting 57 percent from the

floor, and 67 percent from three-

point land. And lo and behold,

WSU, a team that had not won a

conference game in 1990 and lost

15 in a row, were down just two at

the half, 44-42.

It's a good thing for UCLA that

Madkins sunk four of his treys in

the opening stanza to keep the fans

from filing to the exits.

But after UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick held a "meeting of the

minds" in the lockerroom, the

Bruins stopped toying with their

opponents and put everything they

had into ending the losing skid.

After exchanging buckets with

the Cougs to start the second half,

MacLean injected WSU with a h

strong dose of reality to lead

UCLA on a convincing 19-8 run,

thus q)ening up a relieving 63-54

lead. MacLean capped off the

streak with eight consecutive

points, six of them coming on a

pair of three-point plays both

assisted by senior forward Trevor
Wilson.

After that, it got a little sloppy

for both teams. But unlike the last

five contests, UCLA hung on for

the easy victory, despite a couple

of desperation treys by Wazzu
down the stretch.

"It's good to finally get this

monkey off of our back," Mac-
Lean said.

Bruin Notes: Not all was good news, for

UCLA last night. Bruin reserve forward,

sophomore Darrin Dafney had to leave the

game at halftime with what UCLA team
physician Dr. Gerald Finerman believed

may be a bleeding ulcer.

Dafney was uken to the UCLA Medical
Center where he will undergo tests.

According to Harrick, Dafney was bothered

all day yesterday by severe stomach pains.
^

Dafney is averaging 1.2 poinu in three -
minutes per game this year.

On the brighter side, UCLA sophomore
point guard Darrick Martin tied a career-

high by dishing out 1 1 assists to go along

with 12 points.

Woods led the way for the Cougars with

27 points, while Brian Paine chipped in 20.

Freshman Bennie Seltzer contributed «
game-high 13 assiits.

Women netters in Madison for ITCA toumey
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

It*s time for a sneak preview.

Similar to the NCAAs in nearly every aspect except its name,

collegiate women's tennis' ITCA Team Indoor Championships

will showcase the nation's finest netters under a dome.

The No. 2-ranked Bruins will be taking on the best of the best

from today through Sunday at the University of Wisconsin in

See CHAMPIONSHIPS, page 32

Devils burned
UCLA defeated the Blue

Devils of Duke. 6-1, id

advance to the second round

of the ITCA National Team

Priority numbers
Priority numbers for student

ticket holders for Sunday's basket-

ball game against Washington in

Pauley Pavilion will be handed out

at gates 10 and 15 beginning at 10

a.m. Students must return to the

gates at 11:45 for entrance to the

arena.

^ College Basketball Preview
indicatM PAC-10 oonferanca tMum

AP rankingt shoivn in par»nth«M«

Oregon State* (17) at

Arizona* (21

)

Washington St.* at

use*
Missouri (1) at

Notre Dame
Georgetown (5) at

Syracuse (11)

Georgia Tech (8) at

Clemson (23)

Oregon* at

Arizona State*

Stanford* at

California*

Kansas (2) at

Iowa State

Connecticut (6) at

Boston College

Purdue (9) at

Michigan (7)
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Focusing on
drag addiction

The Student Welfare Com-
mission begins its first Drug
Awareness Week with a ^\K on
"Coping with Addictive* Beha-
vior** today at noon in 2408
Ackerman Union.

Although alcohol has l)een

the focus of awareness, educa-
tion about other drugs is impor-

tant, said Student Welfare
Commissioner Dean Poulaki-

das.

"We're living in Los Angeles
where there's drug warfare in

the streets and a lot of minority

communities are being brought
down by drugs that are infil-

trating their neighborhood/* he
said.

Inside
La Gente looks
at its 20 years
The first editor and current

editor of La Gente look at the

growth and development of the

newsmagazine.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Accepting
criticism

UCLA's fraternities need to

listen to criticism, not dismiss it

as "Greek-bashing.**

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

UCLAgrad
makes u I • I

Renown print artist, musi-

cian and record label owner
Bruce Licher makes art worth-

while.

See page 16

Sports

Celebration

in Pauley

Tracy Murray and the Bruins

closed out the home season in

style, downing the Washington

Huskie.

See page 32
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Aid recipients
Financial aid office plans to set

standards of 'minimum progress'

new requirement

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

Beginning in June 1991. all

UCLA financial aid recipients

must comply with federal regula-

tions requiring them to maintain

minimum academic progress or
else lose their flnancial aid.

Currently, the only academic
requirement for financial aid is

taking a minimum number of units

each quarter.

Students receiving aid will be

reviewed and evaluated annually

to ascertain that they are on
schedule to graduate within a'

specified period of time and with a

minimum grade point average.

Although the stipulations will

apply only to those students

receiving financial aid, some
UCLA officials are considering

the possibility of a minimum
progress requirement for all

UCLA students.

"I feel strongly that there should

be a policy dictated for all students

whether they receive financial aid

or not," said Lawrehce W. Burt,

director of the Financial Aid
Office (FAO).
The FAO is proceeding with a

plan for aid recipients in order to

meet federal deadlines^ whether or
not UCLA follows suit in estab-

lishing such a requirement for all

students.

The Financial Aid Policy Com-
mittee (FAPC) met Wednesday to

review a draft of a new policy and
get feedback from administrators
and students.

But all plans for a mini(num
progress requirement are tentative,

Burt stressed. "Even the most
recent policy proposal may not

LA. Marathon

TONY YACU2ZO

More than 20,000 runners take to the streets in Sunday's Los Angeles Marathon.

Feminist revolution continues
Many battles still

need to be fought,

experts conclude

By Jiil Jacobs
Staff Writer

Although women have made
great strides in the last three

decades, the work of the feminist

revolution remains unfinished,

experts say. Women have entered

the work force in large numbers,

but they are segregated in low-

paying jobs and the burden of child

care rests almost solely on their

shoulders.

"More women working is not

necessarily a great thing because

women are working in crummy,
low-paying jobs," UCLA sociolo-

gy professor Ruth Milkman said.

"It's no longer polite

to discriminate
against women, but in

a deeper way, the
barriers against
women's full partici^

pation in the ecp^
nomy still exist''

ENenDuBois

Equality between men and women
remains a distant goal, but the

failure to achieve equality is not

because the feminist movement
has failed but because inequality is

so deeply rooted in American
society, she said.

The changes in the last several

decades are many. In the 1950s,

women comprised 20 pprrpni of

college undergraduates compared
with 54 percent today. The per-

centage of women working has

risen from 34.8 percent in 1960 to

57.8 percent today. Yet working
women earn 66 cents to the male
dollar, a figure that has risen barely

ten cents in the last 30 years,

according to a Dec. 4, 1989
Newsweek article.

The main reason for this inequi-

ty is that women continue to be
**stuck in dead-end, low-paying
jobs,** said Milkman, who special-

5^ftft BATTLES, paqp 11

ever be implemented if (UCLA)
comes up with a campus-wide
plan. And frankly, I hope that

happens," he said.

According to the guidelines of
the proposed plan, undergraduates
must maintain the minimum GPA
required by their school or college
to meet the qualitative standard in

their course work, which is specif-

ic to each department.

To meet the quantitative stan-

dard, students need to complete at

least 24 units in each of their first

two academic years, and at least 36
units in each successive year.

Students are also required to have

See AID, page 13

Chalk ads
onghHind
raise many
questions
By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

After slogans like "90%
Straight** appeared on walkways
campus- wide, mocking sidewalk

announcements of TenPercent,
UCLA*s gay, lesbian and bisexual

magazine, TenPercent staff mem-
bers say although the incident was
unfortunate, it was probably for

the better.

"rm angered about it, but its a

good thing . .
.** TenPercent Editor

Adam Ross said. "Many people
say there is no more discrimination

against us, but I keep saying,

*you*re mistaken.*

'The chalk speaks for itself . . .

the phobia, the hatred speaks for

itself," Ross said. "It lets the

campus see the undercurrent of
hate and lets the aggression get out
in the open . . . they did a perfect

job at communicating what they

feel,** he said, adding that TenPer-
cent will continue publishing

despite anticipated repercussions.

The incident has given rise,

however, to a storm of questions

regarding the legitimacy of using
chalk on campus walkways as a

medium for communication for

which administrators admittedly
do not have concrete answers.

Last Monday night, an unknown
persgir or persons, anticipating the

scheduled distribution of TenPer-
cent made their objections to the

paper known by writing •*90%

Majority Rules," among other
slogans, in chalk on various walk-
ways.

But because of publishing
problems, TenPercent was distri-

buted on Wednesday morning, not
on Tuesday morning as scheduled.

Staff members of TenPercem
advertised the publication of the

new edition by writing "10% Out"
and "Read 10%" with colored

chalk all over campus Tuesday
night.

Apparently undaunted by the

mistake, the individual or indivi-

duals returned with fresh chalk to

cover the campus with even more
'*90% Majority Rules** slogans

Wednesday night.

Ross and TenPercent Fiction

Editor Craig Jonson said they were
nfK)stly concerned with the content
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TODAY. MONDAY. MARCH 5
• Drug Awareness Week: Coping with Addictive

Behavior -
- Speaker " - -

- 1 2:00-1 :OOpnn,Acl<ibrman 2408

TUESDAY. MARCH 6
• Campus Events Noon Concert: Blaclcbird
• Placement and Career Planning Center

- Resume Consultation ^

- 12:00-1 :00pnn. North Campus Patio Area
- 3:00-4:00pm. Royce Quad outside Powell

• UCLA Daily Bruin
-

' - Advertising Internship Applications Due
- 4:00pm, 112 Kerckhoff ^ V

• Women's Studies Program—
- Pratt Poetry Reading
- 7:30pm, Royce 314 V ^ ^

FRIDAY. MARCH 9
• Capriccio Ensemble .

- Free -

- 6:30pm. Powell Library Rotunda

Drug Awareness Week
~

- March 5 - 9 .
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13th Annual Recruitment and
Career Conference
- Wed., March 14
- 2:00-6:00pm, AGB
COOL - National Conference
- March 8-11
Bruin Kids
- Applications due March 12
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Rats given free rein

in San Carlos condo
The Associated Press

SAN CARLOS, Calif. — Four
animal control officers spent
almost five hours during the

weekend hauling hundreds of rats

from a condominium where they

apparently had free rein.

"The big ones were very nippy,

especially the one in the wall that

almost took my finger off," said

Chris DeVeaux, a Humane Society

reserve officer.

The operation on Friday and
Saturday bagged 295 rats that were
taken to the pound to be killed.

The officers couldn't get all of
them and an exterminator will be
called in to deal with the rest, said

police Sgt. Leonard Hoskins.

Hoskins said that some of the

rals were more than a foot long and
had chewed their way into the

walls of neighboring apartments

where horrified residents called

police.

Also removed were about 100

suckling infant rats that were kept

in padded cardboard cartons

stacked in the bedrooms.
The larger rats shared the bed

and furniture with the human
occupants, Clifford Fields, 36, and
his wife, Christine, 33.

The couple brought three pet

rals with them when they moved
into the condominium last Novem-
ber, said Hoskins, who pointed out

that rats have a 17-week gestation

period and their litters average 12.

Clarification:

In Friday's article, "Greeks hold workshop on rape, drugs," it was
unclear that similar workshops to the one cited were held throughout

sorority row.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) 825-9898.
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La Gente commemorates 20th anniversaiy
Past, pifesent editors trace its

history as a ^necessary voice*

By Tina Anima
'Senior Staff Writer

In 1971. a group of Chicano
students crowded into a tiny room
in Kinsey Hall, developing photos

shot from second-hand cameras
and typing articles for the first

issue of a new publication at

UCLA.
As the newsmagazine La Gente

celebrated its 20th anniversary

with an issue distributed last

Friday, the Hrst editor and the

present one reflected on the bi-

quarterly publication's history.

Although the first paper was
published in February 1971, the

process for getting approval from
the student publishing board began

in 1970, present Editor Mona
Rivera said, explaining why her

staff commemorated their 20th

anniversary in the March issue.

•The fact that La Gente is

celebrating its 20th anniversary is

a significant milestone,'* said Raul
Ruiz, a Chicano Studies professor

at California State University.

Northridge. Many publications
that began in the late 1960s and
early *70s have since stopped
publishing, he said.

Samuel Paz, the editor of La
Gente in 1971, said the publication

had about three staff members and
$3,000 from the student publishing
board to produce fiv.e issues. They
were not paid— "that was beyond
our wildest dreams"— and did not

receive advertising support as the

paper does now.
Now, La Gente has a staff of

about 40 volunteers, and two of its

staff members receive a stipend.

They have office space from the

Communications Board but rely

mainly on advertising to fund the

"It's warming and
reassuring that people

have had the same
vision diroug^out die

years*

Samuel Paz

rest of the expenses.

Paz said the idea for La Gente
came about because he and his

friends thought it was time to have
another voice on campus. **We just

felt isolated at this white universi-

ty. We didn't have a presence on
campus," he said.

Also, members of MEChA,
UCLA's Chicano/Latino student

group, had a "terrible time" trying

to get articles printed in the Daily

Bruin, Paz said, so they proposed a

new publication.

The African-American news-
magazine, Nommo, was created in

1968, so La Gente became
UCLA's second bi-quarterly

publication.

"None of us knew anything

about a paper," Paz said, adding

that he sought help from a Chicano
paper in Riverside to learn about
design and layout

La Gente, which is Spanish for

"the people," was one of about

three or four names that Paz and

Parents'

his staff considered. They were
going to call it "El Clamor
Publico" C*The Public Uproar)
but, "It didn't sound right." Paz
said.

In the early days of the publica-

tion, 10 MEChistas delivered
about 30,000 copies to local stores

and shopping centers, and about
10,000 papers went to the UCLA
community, Paz said.

Children also distributed the
paper, and Paz let them charge 10
cents a copy to make sure the

children did not just throw the

papers away before delivering

them.

Now, La Gente uses the United
Parcel Service to reach the outside

community, and distributes to

out-of-state colleges and universi-

ties, including ones in New York
and Arizona. It has grown from the

four-page newspaper in 1971 to a
40-page newsmagazine concen-
trating more on feature stories and
less on breaking news, Rivera said.

See ANNIVERSARY, page 11

Moms, dads visit campus

for taste of student living

Moms and dads prepare for Parents' Day activities.

THEODORE NICHOLAS

By Philip Ferrari

Contributor

"If I believed in reincarnation,

I'd want to come back as a UCLA
freshman."

Van Robbing, UCLA parent

These were the words of an
Orinda, Calif, man after taking part

in Friday's Student Alumni Asso-
ciation's 5th annual Parents' Day.

About 400 parents look part in

the program, described by SAA
Exec. Director Michael Eyerly as

"just a chance for the parents to

experience a slice of student life."

The parents sat in on classes,

toured the campus and heard

presentations on subjects ranging

from "Financing College" to

"Sports and Recreation."

One couple, the Kerstines, came
all the way from Cincinnati, Ohio
to participate in Parents Day. "I

had this meeting out here on
Sunday," said Richard Kerstine,

with Mona Kerstine interjecting,

but we're here because we love

our son so much." _

Smoking ban takes effect four years after first

ASUCLA forbids tobacco use,

sales in student union facilities

"We visited campus last year for

our son's orientation and this trip

has only reinforced our favorable

impressions (of UCLA)," Richard
Kerstine said.

"We came last year and I

suspect we'll be back next year

again," said Jerry Comeilson of
Riverside. "We're very impressed;

this (Parents' Day) is all very well

organized."

"I never attended a university,"

said Comeilson, "so I'm kind of
living my college life through my
son. At first we were worried about
sending him to such a large

campus. Now it's just, *Don't

worry Dad, just send money.'"

"(UCLA) is the best," Robbing
said. "I've got a kid in the Naval
Academy and let me tell you, this

is much beuer."

Also included in the parents'

itinerary was a luncheon at Acker-
man Grand Ballroom where
Chancellor Charles Young spoke.

He told the assembled parents,

"You have provided us with the

best and the brightest UCLA
stands ready to assume its role as

the university of the future.'

I •

»»

By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

When the first proposal was
made to ban smoking and tobacco

sales on campus four years ago. it

encountered much opposition.

Deborah Howard, former graduate

president and a member of the

student association's board of
directors said.

"What a change four years can
make as far as the climate against

smoking is concerned," she said.

Increased media attention about

the negative aspects of smoking
and the efforts of the surgeon
general's office have contributed

to widespread anti-smoking senti-

ments.

With the board's recently

passed ban on smoking and tobac-

co sales taking effect, the author

noted the positive response her

proposal received.

"We never anticipated the broad

support we got on the board and

from the campus community," said

April Smith, the graduate rep-

resentative on the board who
submitted the proposal. A survey

taken before the board's decision

revealed that a large majority of

students. 77 percent, supported

such a ban.

To kick off the tobacco ban,

which began on Saturday, mem-
bers of the student association's

Board of Directors officially

announced the policy change at a

press conference Friday.

Last month, the board decided

not only to ban smoking, but also to

discontinue the sale of tobacco in

its facilities.

SHAWN ELDER/Oirily Bruin

From left to right. Gary Rictiwald, Jason Reed and April

Smith.

Faculty representative Dr. Gary
Richwald said ASUCLA should be

commended for taking steps to

shoulder social responsibility for

the students it serves.

ASUCLA. which bejjan selling

condoms last year and promoting

safe sex pamphlets, has been at the

forefront of health policy. Rich-

wald said.

Dr. Richard Steckel. director of
the Jonsson Comprehensive
Cancer Center, commended the

student association for banning all

tobacco products, not just cigaret-

tes. Chewing tobacco and snuff arc

equally harmful, Steckel said.

Although ASUCLA is not the

first, it is the largest student

enterprise nationwide to discon-

tinue tobacco sales and ban smok-
ing in its facilities.

The ban on tobacco sales began
Saturday morning. Consumption
of tobacco in the association's

facilities, which include Acker-
man Union, Kerckhoff Hall. North
Campus and Lu Valle Commons,
will go into effect after the end of
final exams week, on March 24.

ASUCLA. a $80 million non-
profit student enterprise, will lose

about $87,000 it usually grosses

annually from tobacco product
sales.

Most of ASUCLA *s back stock

of tobacco has been sold and any
leftovers will be destroyed.
ASUCLA Executive Director
Jason Reed said.

1
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Philippine rebel troops

trap officials in hotel

MANILA. Philippines— Troops loyal

to a governor wanted for trying to topple

President Corazon Aquino surrounded a

hotel in a provincial capital before dawn
Sunday, trapping a Cabinet member and
taking a general captive, officials said.

V Military Chief of Staff Gen. Renato de

Villa placed the 160,000-member armed
forces on nationwide alert.

The Cabinet member, LxKal Govern-

ments Secretary Luis Santos, and Brig.

Gen. Oscar Florendo had gone to Tugue-

garao to negotiate the surrender of

suspended Gov. Rodolfo Aguinaldo.

Officials said no talks were under way
Sunday.

In a radio interview at the hotel,

Aguinaldo said he was a "victim of

injustice.

'

... I don't mind dying as a

villain."'

V -.

Endara nominates
canal administrator

PANAMA CITY — President Guiller-

mo Endara on Saturday nominated a 60-

year-old businessman to be the first

Panamanian serving ^as permanent admi-

nistrator of the Panama Canal.

Endara, in his third day of a hunger

strike to pressure the U.S. Congress for

aid to his country, said he was recom-

mending Gilberto Guardia Fabrega to the

U.S. government for approval.

"He was chosen among several honor-

able candidates because in Panama there

are many capable people, but he is the best

of all. He has great experience, great

honesty and civic and professional cre-

dentials," Endara said.

No details on Guardia were immedi-
ately available.

Under the 1977 Panama Canal Tr^t-
ies, the U.S. government must approve
Endara's nomination.

Ukraine legislature

closes nuclear plant

WASHINGTON. D.C. — The Ukrai-

nian government plans to phase out

operations at the Chernobyl nuclear

power plant over the next five years,

according to reports cited by The
Washington Post.

However, it is unclear whether the

Soviet republic's government has author-

ity over the Chernobyl plant, site of the

world's worst nuclear accident.

The Post, in its Sunday editions, said an

official government publication reported

the Ukrainian legislature recently passed

a resolution to close the power station.

In April 1986. at least 31 people were

killed and hundreds more sickened when
radiation was released after an explosion

and fire at the power plant in the western

Soviet republic.

Nation

LA. murder suspect
caught in New York
PARIS. N.Y. — A youth sought for

investigation of murder and attempted

murder in the shooting of two deaf

brothers during a street dispute in Los
Angeles was arrested in central New
York, authorities said Saturday.

Joey Bellinger. 16. of Long Beach,

Calif., was arrested Friday night in the

Oneida County town of Paris, about 40
miles east of Syracuse, said county
sheriff's SgL Phil Brockway.

Bellinger — who was described by
police as an associate of a West Los
Angeles-based skinhead gang — was
arraigned and held without bail Saturday

at the Oneida County Correctional Facili-

ty in Oriskany.

An arrest warrant had been issued for

murder and attempted murder in the Jan.

28 fatal shooting of Cesar Vieira. 30. a

carpenter, and wounding of his brother.

Edward, 25. a mechanic, who was shot in

the hip and shoulder.

RJR Tobacco begins
mark<sting 'Dakota'

WINSTON-SALEM. N.C. — The war
of the cigarettes is on the move as R.J.

Reynolds Tobacco Co. goes head-to-head
with its competition in Marlboro country
trying to sell its new Dakota in Texas and
Tennessee.

Dakota advertisements appeared in

Friday newspapers in areas around Hous-
ton and Nashville, said David B. Fishel, a

Reynolds spokesman. The cigarettes

should be on shelves within two to three

weeks, he said.

"We*re going head-to-hcad with Mari-
boro. so we had to go where Marlboro is."

Fishel said, describing thft test-market

regions as thick with Marlboro smokers.

Mariboro. made by Philip Morris USA, is

the nation's most popular brand with a 26
percent share of the cigarette market.

Referring to protests from anti-smok-
ing groups in Washington, Fishel told the

Winston-Salem Journal, "Smokers, not
anti-smokers, are going to make a
decision on Dakota.'

»

state

Space Shuttle ends
top-secret mission

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. — Space shuttle Atlantis landed
safely on a California desert runway
Sunday, completing a sfecret military

mission that included the launch of a $500
million spy sateUite.

Atlantis, carrying a crew of five

military men. plunged through the Earth's

atmosphere in a long fiery dive, flashed

over the California coastline north of Los
Angeles and then landed at Edwards Air
Force base at 10:09 a.m. PST.

Striking driver killed

while on vacation

REDDING — A picketing Greyhound
bus driver who was crushed to death by a

bus pulling out of a depot was on vacation,

getting set to retire and believed the strike

was fruitless, his wife says.

"It really wasn't even his strike," Dorie
Waterhouse said about her husband,
Robert, 59. "But he was in there in support

of his fellow drivers. He kept saying, "It's

a matter of self pride."

She said her husband was going to

retired in four months after 32 years with

the company.
"He just received his retirement papers

last week." said the widow. "He was
looking forward to just doing nothing."

Police said Waterhouse died when he
was pinned against a wall by a bus driven

by a tenvporary driver.

Compiled from the Associated Press

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp 3/19/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
i..ip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $:{0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

UNIVERSITY BICYCLES

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

SUPER BLOWOUT SALE !!!

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
BICYCLES...LOCKS...PARTS

ALL BELOW WHOLESALE !!!

ai UNIVERSITY BICYCLES
1714 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 block N. of Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 475-3370
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LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only ^7.

99 + 2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
must m«ntion coupon wh«n ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat toppir>g only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not rnciuded

STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

Delivered

AST & FREE
With student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

You are cordially invited

to a lecture by: '

,

Amnon Straschnov
Judge Advocate General of the Israeli Army

Oversees military justice in Israel, the West Bank,

I and Gaza Strip. He will speak on

"The Military Justice

System in the
Israeli Defense Forces"
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SAVIBUY ONE SLICE & GET ^
A FREE ITALIAN SALAD -.

dine-in only — must bring coupon — one coupon per customnr oxp 3/iq/9n
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TODAY!!!
3:00 - 5:00 P.M.

Bunche 9383

sponsored by Jewish Law Student* Association, Israel Action Coalition, and Hillel.
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gives
$50 million to

United Negro
College Rind
The Associated Press

RANCHO MIRij^E. Calif. —
Publishing tycoon Walter H.

Annenberg has pledged $50 mil-

lion to the United Negro College

Fund, saying he hoped the dona-

tion would raise the educational

aspirations of young black people.

The gift was scheduled to be

announced Sunday at Annenberg*s

estate, where President and Mrs.

Bush are weekend guests. It would
be the largest contribution ever to

black colleges.

Asked about the donation Satur-

day, Bush, who described himself

as a longtime supporter of the fund,

used his best-known label for

private charity in saying he hoped
the gift would inspire others to

donate.

**Our administration has stepped

up support for historically black

colleges and universities, the

endowment concept there. And I

think that generosity ... is a

challenge . . . that will bring on
well-deserved support from
others,** the president said. **It*s

most generous and one of the most
brilliant thousand points of light I

can think of.**

In a statement prepared for the

Sunday presentation, Annenberg
said blackncolleges are a **major

force for positive change ... As a

society, we cannot afford to waste

our most valuable resources— our

citizens.**

The gift by Annenberg, 82, a

former ambassador to Great Bri-

tain and former owner of TV
Guide, would be one of the largest

contributions to higher education

in this country.

"Unless young blacks are

brought into the mainstream of
economic life they will continue to

be on the curbstone. The key to this

problem is education,*' Annenberg
told the Los Angeles Times, which
reported the donation plans Satur-

day, as did The New York Times.

"Black colleges have got to be
supported,** Annenberg said. *The
entire country has to get behind
this. Foundations, corporations

and private citizens. We can't just

leave this for the government to

do.**

In a prepared statement, Christ-

opher Edley, president of the fund,

said, "Words cannot do justice to

my feelings of gratitude.**

Annenberg*s gift is the lead

contribution to the United Negro
College Fund*s fourth capital

drive, which seeks to raise $540
million for scholarships, capital

expenses and faculty develop-

menL President Bush is honorary

chairman of the drive.

Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493

Tt^etherfeatures photo essay
on International Women's Day
UCLA observes

day with campus

candlelight vigil

By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor •

The most recent issue of

Together, scheduled to come out

today, features a photo essay about

International Women*s Day,
which will be celebrated March 8.

That day will be a time to

recognize the different kinds of

women there are in the world and
the work that they do, said Theta

Pavis-Weil, editor-in-chief of

UCLA*s feminist newsmagazine.

International Women*s Day
originated in the ISOOs as an

opportunity for women to call for a

change in the conditions of their

lives, Pavis-Weil said.

"I don*t think people are aware
Of the history of the day. It was first

started by women coming together

to protest labor conditions and
basic human rights,** she said.

*There used to be really big

demonstrations. But you don*t get

them in Los Angeles. If you find

them, they are in New York and in

other countries,** she said.

International Women *s Day will

be celebrated at UCLA March 8 at

a candlelight vigil to promote
campus safety and raise awareness
about rape. The vigil will include a

rally followed by a march to the

residence halls, fraternity row and
Murphy Hall.

Together received mostly posi-

tive responses to its last issue,

which focused on rape on campus,
Pavis-Weil said.

Two films, "Rosie The Riveter**

and "Wild Women Don*t Have the

Blues,** which will screen this

week, are also announced in this

issue. ^

The "racism and feminism**

scries continues in this issue with a

look at the roots of racism within

the feminist movement, by the

early suffragettes. Also explored is

the involvement ofwomen of color

in feminism from a Chicana
perspective.

People's Court Judge to moderate forum
on citizen's concems over justice system
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

People's Court Judge Joseph Wapner and other

judges will be on hand in a free public forum on the

legal and court systems Tuesday at UCLA*s
Wadsworth Theater.

"Meet Your Judges — An Open Forum** will

acquaint citizens with the role of judges in the

judicial process. The public can question local judges

on concems such as landlord and tenant issues and
how to fight a traffic ticket

"The goal is for the citizens to demystify the role of

judges and to meet them on a face-to-face level in a

less formal seetting,** forum spokeswonuui Joanna
Brody said.

Wapner will moderate the forum, which features

Superior Court Judges Norman Epstein and David

Rothman. Rothman will discuss "Crisis in the

Courts** and Epstein will speak on the "Role of
Judges.^

TTie "Role of Judges** will examine "how a judge
gets to be in that position and how he decides a case
and what this function is in a justice system,** Brody
said.

Afterwards, people can take part in a question and
answer period with 30 other Superior and Municipal
Court Judges.

The forum, sponsored by the Beverly Hills Bar
Association, is one of numerous forums statewide,

Brody said. Bar associations from Westwood, Santa
Monica and Culver/Marina also are supporting the

event

The two-hour event will l)egin at 7 p.m. at the

theater located on the V.A. lot at the comer of
Wilshire and San Vicente boulevards in Westwood.

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I

After 3:00 pm to dose I

I
CHICKEN SPECIAL
•Teriyaki Chicken
•Egg Roll

I •F^ed^Rlce w/i free drink M>0-OU j

'Green Salad withi coupon I

» „ a

il I

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP_jL±-j^
1 1 21 Glendon Avenue (213)

1 1 nr^^ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

925 N. BROXTON
(N. of Village Theater)

Walk-ins Accepted

^stL

THE ONLY 3 MUMBERS YOU

^
NEED TO KNOW

r

208-SASS
208-HAIR
208-WAVE

SASSOON SASSOON
HEADSHOTS: B EXPERT Hi-Lite, DESIGN CUTS
make-up, hair style

& roll of 36 exp.

$99°' (reg.$l50)

weave (any color, match

or change) perms

from $40°°

^from $18
with free hot oil.

conditioner or

cellophane

our
.21st

year

FREE DELIVERY
nnlnlnnum order $6.00

820-7781
Sur^-Thur nam-lOprm * FrI & Sat llam-llpnn

"LARGE~16""pizZA"

/

>^.s

$ 95
plus tax

+ 2 FREE 16o2. BOHLE SODAS.
limited time offer. One coupon per customer, eo od'l topping $1.41

SAVE 10-16' pizza "box labels' and get a
FREE LARGE 16" PIZZAII

With or without glasses-

artistry for your eyes only

•DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
irK:lucles exam, ler^, care kit & follow up care

•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

All student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

W Weyburn
located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748
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Correspondence school faces investigations
By Michael Warren
Associated Press

POMPANO BEACH, Fla. — Thousands
of mostly poor young women took out

guaranteed student loans for a correspon-

dence school they thought would train them
for glamorous careers as travel agents.

But only 20 percent of the 60,000
students at the American Career Training

School graduated, and 90 percent were
saddled with hefty loan bills for classes

some said were nearly worthless, U.S.

Senate investigators have found.

The school, meanwhile, profited from

$150 million in loans and the owners

became overnight millionaires, said the

investigators, who this week accused ACT
of fraud in the first of a series of hearings o

7

problems in the federal student loan system.

"It*s just too much money being unac-

counted for," said Grace T. McPhearson,
investigator for the Senate Permanent
Investigations Subcommittee.
The school, which trains travel agents

and motel clerics through 20 home-study
lessons and a three-week residential prog-
ram, has built a recruiting network in 26
Slates. lis glossy pamphlets can be found in

welfare offices and its ads in more than 100
newspapers and magazines, school officials

said.

ACTs "campus" is a two-story brick

building, with classrooms full of computers,

on a highway of outlet stores and fast-food

restaurants a half-block from the Atlantic

Ocean in Pompano Beach.

Senate investigators say evidence shows

ACT altered documents so that ineligible

students could qualify for loans and to make
it appear that dropouts received the refunds

they demanded when in fact no money had
been returned.

The schooPs president and owner, Joseph
A. Calareso, repeatedly refused to answer
the subcommittee's questions Monday on
the grounds that he might incriminate

himself. Through his attorney, Eugene
Propper, he denied the allegations and
blasted the hearing as unfair.

Calareso, a board member of the National

Home Study Council, which accredited the

school in 1985, also took steps to pre-empt
further damaging publicity. He hired away
the study council's director of student

assistance, Phillip Rokicki, to solve his

financial aid problems and deal with the

media.

"Mr. Calareso has sent more than $1.25

million back to the agencies to correct the

errors," Rokicki said this week. "It was
never his intention to defraud the govern-

ment."

But the Department of Education's

enforcement office has begun a criminal

investigation into whether Calareso and his

brother James committed fraud as they

earned more than $1 2 million in salaries and
dividends from the school in four years.

Investigators with state loan guarantee

agencies in Florida, Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts are reviewing thousands of

students' files in hopes of collecting more
than $100 million in loans they backed for

ACT'S students.

Also, Florida's Education E>epartment is

considering revoking ACT's license, and
the National Home Study Council has put
on hold its renewal of the accreditation ACT
must have to qualify for federal loan money.
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8 roundtrip airfareson
Northwest Airlines.
^
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s not just a great price

t's a great experience.
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Only forstudent American Express* Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off In search of

adventure, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Noahwcst
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Northwest-cxclusively

for student Cardmembers:

c:i:rtim(.ati-s vai.ii) ioh thi: purcmask

Oh T\x'() $118 RoiiNDTRiPTK KHTS-^to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Northwest.

Each certificate is good for a six month
period, and they will arrive within six "

weeks after you receive the Card Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 certificates by March' 15, 1990

provided they are still full time students*

TRAVa
REIATHD
SERVICES

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT-with

your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and

Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

certificates and other cenificates,

promotional or special status airfares.)

2.500 BONUS MILES TC3\XARDS FREE TRAVEL -

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks*

Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBFR
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942

AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your

application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking

information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmember now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmem
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a worW of great

experiences. Pick up the phone Apply for

the Card. And stan packing!

Memhmhtp Hm Its PrtxnUgn*

®
AnamMaKi

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*ir you are already a student American Expnu Cardmember and have j question about this progrvn.pieaae send your wntten question a copv of vour student ID and class schedule to American Express, PO Box 3W29.
Attn Student Marketing. Greensboro. NC 2742S Fare is for roundtrip tnvri on Nonhwm Airlines Tickets must be purchased mithin 24 hours after making reservations Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase Seats at this fare arc limited and may not be availabk »hen vou call Travel mus( oriBinatc bv (rnifu ate expiration date and be completed within 60 davs of that date Travel may not be available
between cities to which Nonhwest does not have published routings City fuel surcharges not included m fare from Boston ($2 50l Chicago ($5 OOi Onver |S2 (K») and Honda cities ($2 00) Certain blackout dates and
ocher rrstiictions may apply For complete cjffer details, call I 80&942 AMEX CI990 Amencan Express Travel Related Services Company Inc

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER
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The Student Welfare Commission Presents

DRUG AWARENESS WEEK
March S-9, 1990

JUST DO]\'T IT!
Monday, March 5th
12:00-1:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 6th

10:00-11:00 a.m.

12:00-1:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 7th
10:00-11:00 a.m.

12:00-1:00 p.m.

3:00-4:00 p.m.
. I--" > .:.. il-«."

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 8th
10:00-11:00 a.m.

12:00-1:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

COPING WITH ADDICTIVE BEHAVIOR
SPEAKER: Dr. Clive Kennedy/Ackerman 2408

i «J

DRUGS AND THE DETERIORATION OF THE
FAMILY UNIT - AL-ANON/North Campus 22

DRUGS AND THEIR EFFECT ON STUDENT
PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER: Dr. Robert Coombs/
Ackerman 2408

PANEL ON DRUG ABUSE/Dykstra Fireside

Lounge

PRESCRIPTIVE AND OVER-THE-COUNTER
DRUG ABUSE
SPEAKER: Dr. Nardin Gottfried/

North Campus 20

DRUGS AND THE WORKPLACE
SPEAKER: Dr. Thomas Backer/
Ackerman 2408

DRUGS AND SEX 'V-
"'- ''^ •

:'

SPEAKER: Greg Cuson/Dodd 162

P.H.C. SOURCE OUTREACH/
Richer Fireside Lounge

PANEL ON DRUG ABUSE/
Rieber Fireside Lounge

TP:

DRUGS AND ADOLESCENCE/North Campus 20

TWELVE STEP PROGRAMS - THE ROAD
TO RECOVERY/Dodd 178 • '

DRUGS AND RAPE/Sproul Hall 5N Lounge

Residence hall visitors must be accompanied by a resident after 7 p.m.
PAID FOR BY USAC - YOUK STUDENT COVERNMKNT

t
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RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE -- COSMETICS

Clear Complexion System
7 can't believe the difference it makes."

All natural ingredients: a breakthrough in acne treatment
Call for a consultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Irtstitut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788. 473-2303

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
on Community Service

UCLA
FREE FOR UCLA STUDENTS^
- ; PRE-REGISTRATION

Call (213) 206«6523/5547
or come b the COOL office

203 Men's Gym

t:(i®®fu

MSsSH
\.

// ^^

INTO THE STREETS
Homelessness • Race Relations • Hunger

CULTURE FEST
Multicultural Dinner • Entertainment

LISTEN TO THE WORDS

MICHELLE SHOCKED
FOUR HORSEMAN
UCLA STUDENTS $12. PUBLIC $14.

MARCH
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Irish immigrants live

in fear of deportation
Undocumented
Irish exploited by

U-S. employers

By Hugh A. Mulligan

Associated Press

BOSTON — Call them the

illegal Irish, the undocumented
Irish, the out-of-status Irish, or the

just plain new Irish.

But call them if there's a job or
an apartment available, begs Sister

Veronica Dobson, who came here

30 years ago from County Carlow
to work among Mexicans crossing

the border into Texas and now runs

an outreach program for Irish

immigrants in Boston.

"And please call." she adds, "if

there's a stick of furniture avail-

able** for them to start a new life.

Nobody knows for sure how
many Irish between the ages of 17
and 30 have unlawfully overstayed

their visas in the United States in

the past eight or nine years since

the Irish economy went sour.

Estimates range from 60,000 to

150,000. They live haunted by the

fear, often exaggerated but real

enough, of being turned over to

immigration authorities.
/

But they're not always unwel-
come.

'

1

*They *re handy at carpentry and
bricklaying so landlords and the

neighbors like having them
around,** says the Rev. Gerard
Bums, whose bishop in Galway
sent him to the I>orchester section

of Boston with the "rather vague
assignment of visiting the bars, the

hurUng grounds and dance halls**

to minister to a runaway Irish

flock.

As it was in the flight from the

potato famine nearly a century and
a half ago, Boston or New York is

their first safe harbor, but an
underground railway of priests,

nuns, pub keepers, lawyers, even
congressmen and aldermen, is

helping them find refuge in ports

of call from Galveston, Texas, to

San Francisco.

A congressman from Dorches-
ter, Brian Donnelly, D-Mass., has
become a household word in

Ireland — "as well-known as the

pope or John F. Kennedy,*' says
Boston's Irish Consul General
Liam Canniffe — for sponsoring
the Donnelly visa which since

1986 has helped thousands immi-
grate from 36 mostly European
countries. Of the 15,000 Donnelly
visas granted last year on a lottery

'

basis, Ireland won an astounding
12,000.

Ust St. Patrick's Day, 900 Irish

men and women seeking legal

status attended a visa clinic in

Dorchester, and hundreds more
lined up for applications at a
ballroom in Woodside, N.Y.,
another haven for the new Irish.

The exodus of young people in

the past decade has so depopulated
parts of western Ireland, where the
unemployment rate is nearly 50
percent, that parish priests in rural

Mayo and Galway "can't put
together a dance," as Bums noted.
The Gaelic football team in Waicr-
ville disbanded for lack of a 15-

man starting lineup.

Meanwhile, bars like Cuchu-
lainns, the Emerald Isle, and the
Blarney Stone on Dorchester
Avenue and hundreds more from
Boston to Baltimore, import bands
such as "The Dingle Spike" and
*TF. Much" from Ireland for the

packed weekend dances. "Many
Young Men of 20 Said Goodbye,"
the theme song of the new wave of
immigration, dampens many an

eye.

*The newcomers gave the kiss

of life to Gaelic games in this

country," avows the Rev. Martin

Keaveny, who was the first priest

sent over by the Irish bishops to

work as a chaplain among the

illegals at the urging of Cardinal

John 0*Connor. Making the

rounds of their homes, playing

fields and bars along "the Irish

mile" in the Bainbridge section of
the Bronx, he often runs into young
people from his parish back in

Mayo.
Monday night, when video tapes

of Sunday *s hurling and football

matches are flown in from Ireland,

is prime time for pastoral pub
crawling.

*The big provincial champion-
ships and All-Ireland finals are

brought in live by satellite at 20 a
ticket," Keaveny says. "Sports and
the church are the two anchors
Unking them to home."

"1 could sit all day in St
Ambrose* s rectory across the
street and no one would call," says
Bums, sitting at a back table at

Cuchulainns near a poster
announcing "Irish daily and pro-
vincial newspapers on sale every
Tuesday" and a bulletin board
papered with pleas for jobs and
apartments. "You got to go where
the people are."

"And the bar is where they are,"

agrees innkeeper Kieran Staunton,
a legal emigrant from Mayo. *Thc
bar is their bank, their employment
agency, their apartment finder,

their social club, as well as the cure
for lonehness."

The "undocumented Irish," as
he prefers to call them, are
reluctant to open bank accounts for

fear of having their bogus Social

Security numbers exposed and
their funds confiscated by the

authorities.

*They pay cash for everything,

even tools or a used truck needed
on the job. They can't go into

business for themselves without a
credit rating. There's no building a
future not knowing from one day
to the next if you'll be deported.

See IMMIGRANTS, page 9

Young Irish

continue to

flock to U.S.
The Associated Press

BOSTON — While the Irish

economy is improving, officials

predict that a migration of young
people from the country will

continue throughout the 1990s.

Liam Canniffe, the Irish consul
general in Boston and a trained

economist, says, 'The exodus of
our young people to England,
Australia, Canada and the United
States will continue at least until

the year 2000.

"It's a matter of demographics.
Half our population is under 27
years old. We need to provide
30,000 jobs a year to keep them at

home. Even ifwe had a phenomen-
al growth like Taiwan or Korea,
we couldn't do it This year we'll

get 18.000 of those needed jobs, so
the amount having to go abroad
will be dramatically reduced, but
the problem won't go away."

Meanwhile, unemployment is

down in Ireland from 27 percent to

16 percent and inflation has been
cut to 2.1 percent, the lowest in 25
years.

|

^rr

IMMIGRANTS
From page 8

They can't even join a union,

which is shocking when you
consider that the secret organiza-

tions like the Molly Maguires built

the union movement in this coun-
try."

A century and a half ago Irish

laborers digging canals, laying

railroad tracks and working in the

coal fields banded together in

secret societies for protection

against ruthless contractors who
underpaid and overworked them in

hazardous conditions and often

absconded with the payroll.

Undocumented aliens are not

eligible for food stamps. Medicare,

or other federal programs.

"Very few apply for relief," says

Sister Veronica. * **They*re here to

succeed. Going from the Irish dole

to the welfare rolls here would be
an admission of defeat, a blow to

their pride.**

Thanks to a national education

system that makes higher educa-

tion available to anyone qualified,

this generation is the best educated
in Ireland's history and has the

world's highest rate of computer
literacy.

"Computer training comes early

in our education scheme," explains

consul Canniffe. "Wang, Digital

and most of the major software and
hardware firms have plants in

Ireland."

The new Irish compete with an
even larger influx of Asians and
Central Americans for jobs that

have become much scarcer since

the 1986 immigration reform act

made employers liable for stiff

fines for hiring illegals.

With Irish income taxes and
health taxes that can eat up 65
percent of a paycheck, architects

and engineers can make more herc

as construction workers. "Or
behind the counter in a Jewish
deli," says Bums. "And girls with

the highest accounting skills find

themselves six or seven years later

still minding children or looking

after old people."

Like their forebears, many work
longer hours for less pay, without

vacation or retirement benefits and

no compensation if hurt on the job.

They fall prey to greedy landlords,

loan sharks and unscrupulous

immigration lawyers.

*These shysters ask a down
payment of $1,000 and promise a

green card in two years," Staunton

says. "Four years later you're still

paying and no green card in sight"

The priest and the publican

swapped other recent examples of

exploitation: a house maid held in

virtual slavery by a Detroit couple
who had confiscated her passport;

a New Hampshire woman who
advertised in Irish newspapers for

domestics at $200 a week, but paid

two girls who came out only $50 a

week until they worked off their air

fare. All were hesitant to go to the

police. . ^

Timothy Whelan, deputy dis-

trict director of the U.S. Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service in

Boston, regrets that "despite the

immigration reform act, some
employers still resort to under-

the-table deals, accepting fraudu-

lent documents that wouldn*t fool

anybody else."
'

His agents recently moved in on
a South Shore nursing home
operator who hired 11 illegals as

orderlies and nursing aides

througfi ads in the DubUn papers

promising green cards.

"For openers, we confiscated

his Mercedes-Benz," says Whelan,
who is reconciled to being
regarded as "something of a

villain" by the Irish.

"But I have a responsibility

under the law, and I'm not insensi-

tive to their plight. My father came

from Cork. I made a trip there last

year. I play the bagpipes. Tears
come to my eyes when I hear the

Clancy Brothers sing Tour Green
Fields.'

"Sure, we nab three or four now
and then, but I don't wear my black

hat all the time. We could raid

those Irish bars every weekend and
pick them up by the hundreds, but

we have more important priorities.

Aliens involved in criminal activi-

ties, like the drug traffic, keep us

plenty busy."

Canniffe is relieved that so far

Irish illegals "haven't contributed

much to crime in Boston. But I

don't like to see them getting

involved in under-the-table jobs.

Living on the margin of society,

outside the law, is very dangerous.

Most want to be honest, but if they

find themselves treated as outlaws
they might be induced into more
serious illegal activities."

Bums also sees the danger: "To
be out of work in Ireland is no
disgrace. To be out of work in

Boston is devastating. They come
here figuring things couldn't be
any worse and don't know what
they're getting into. In Ireland you
never worry about getting sick or

growing old. Here they worry
about paying to send the kids to

parochial school."

Most of the new arrivals look

upon Boston, New York, Chicago
or wherever as a refueling stop on
the road to a better life.

**The pull for home is very

strong with them," says Sister

Veronica. *They plan to put a little

something aside for a house and a
car, and go home someday."
"Home, home," says tavern

keeper Staunton with just the trace

of a jeer and a sigh. *That*s all they

ever talk about around here. Some
are here up to eight years and still

dreaming about going home. It's

only a 7-hourjet ride, but I know of
several who wouldn't go back for

their mother's funeral for fear of
not getting back ia here."

-'-

Government,

private groups

give assistance

to imrtiigrants

The Associated Press

BOSTON — A new wave of
Irish immigrants is getting help

from both govemment agencies

and private groups, regardless of
their legal status.

Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn
has extended city health and legal

services to all immigrants, whether

they have green cards or not, and a

police department memo pledges

full assistance to aliens who have
been exploited or are crime victims

without fear of their being tumed
over to immigration authorities.

The Irish Immigration Reform
Movement, an advocacy group, is

pushing for amnesty for Irish

illegals and backing a new bill that

would make 75,000 more visas

available over the next five years.

Flynn also is a founder of
Boston-Ireland Ventures, a non-
profit organization attacking the

problem at the source by promot-
ing economic development in

Ireland. The group has financed

forestry development in the west
of Ireland and recently launched a

$100 million shopping center in

Dcrry expected to create 1.400
jobs.

The Irish-American Partner-

ship, another non-profit group
dedicated to improving Ireland's

economy, is generating 200 jobs

by restoring a seaport on Tralee

Bay in Ireland.
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PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

Hairstyling by a

Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

479-9325
473-0066

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM jisl

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr
DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Cebi • AO • UH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave.

Long Beach 2013 L 7th St

Downey . 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

DRAGON

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &

FREE EGG ROLL
Please show ad when ordering

208-4928 1147 Westwood

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission on Assaults
Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

-I . ,

^

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, MARCH 10th

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Sign up now in 2 Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

Co-sponsored by ttie Wonnen's Resource Center and me Department of Community Safety.
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Healthwatch

Drag abuse can start

with legal medications
By Laurel Eu
Student Health Service

The path to drug addiction does
not always t)egin with the abuse of
an illegal drug. The high could
come from a bottle of common,
over-the-counter cough medica^
tion, like Robitussin DM, or from a

fix from a common prescription

tranquilizer, like Valium.

Over-the-counter (OTC) and
prescription-medication abuse has

become increasingly common.
Unfortunately, because these

drugs are such an accepted part of

our culture, abuse may not be
discovered or resolved until seri-

ous dependency and harmful drug
side effects have occurred.

Growing concern about this

issue has prompted the Student

Welfare Commission to make
prescription and OTC drug abuse

one of the featured topics during

Drug Abuse Awareness Week,
according to Cori Goldberg, drug
use and addiction program director

for the commission.

Dr. Nardin Gottfried, a pharma-
cist at Student Health Service, said

people often abuse medications to

help deal with stress. The ability of
each medication to change one
physically, emotionally, behavior-

ally or perceptually is often used

by the abuser as a coping mechan-
ism, he said.

Gottfried cited almost 40 com-
jnonly abused OTC and prescrip-

tion medications. Alcohol,
nicotine and caffeine topped the

list Also popular were deconges-
tants, weight loss aids, antihista-

mines, pain killers, cough
suppressants, antidiarrheals and
antianxiety agents.

The temptation for abuse often

occurs betause of the drug's other

effects. For example, some anti-

histamines, which are intended to

relieve swollen nasal passages, can
also dull the senses and sedate or

depress the central nervous sys-

tem, Gottfried explained. Pain
killers, like aspirin, may contain

stimulants like caffeine, and cold

remedies may include alcohol.

People who want to lose weight
might Uim to medications con-

taining phelylpropanolamine
(PPA, Propadrine). This OTC drug
is a central nervous system stimul-

ant and will, at least temporarily,

suppress appetite.

Abusers may try to hide their

intentions behind an acceptable

drug. Robbie Wong, a pharmacist
at the Dnig Information Center,

said he receives calls from physi-

cians and nurses about patients

who have abused oral deconges-
tants for weight reduction.

Abusers may fear confrontation

by friends or family if they have a

lot of diet pills in their medicine
cabinets. Decongestants are more
acceptable and easily purchased.

and they also dull the appetite and
seem to bring on a burst of energy,

Wong said.

Dependency may begin when a

person stops using the deconges-

tant and may be faced with a lack

of energy and weight gain with

resulting depression. The tempta-

tion for more medication and long
term use may then be difficult to

resist

Most likely, the person who
continues to stop and start taking

diet pills and/or decongestants will

go through an unhealthy and self-

defeating cycle of weight loss and
weight gain, said Cece Freeman,
SHS substance abuse coordinator.

One should instead think about
lifestyle changes with proper diet

and exercise for a long term

solution. Freeman, said.

Wong said over a long period of
time, the loss of nutrients resulting

from the suppressed appetite could
be detrimental, leading to lowered
immunity and increased suscepti-

bihty to infection. She added that

vitamin supplements do not solve

the problem because vitamins need
to interact with real food.

Although it is more difficult to

abuse prescription drugs than

illegal drugs, Wong said prescrip-

tion antianxiety drugs like Valium
are fairly easy to obtain through
legal channels and are thus often

abused. Valium is usually pre-

scribed when people go through

some trauma and is intended for

short term use— for about two to

four weeks.

However, Wong said he has
seen cases where antianxiety

agents were taken every day for a
year or more.

It is hard to characterize some-
one addicted to antianxiety medi-
cations such as Valium, because
the symptoms come on gradually

and are not easily recognized.

Increased anxiety, headache and
confusion occur frequently, and
personality changes appear gradu-
ally and become incorporated over
time. Observers may come to

accept these effects as normal or

attribute them to stress, Wong said.

Wong added that the dangers of
overuse of tranquilizers include

mental confusion, psychotic beha-
vior and a loss of coordination.

Deliberate combination of Valium
with alcoholic beverages, a com*-
mon abuse practice, affects judge-
ment, coordination and reaction

time. > V * .

..Abuse and dependency is often

the beginning of addiction. People
must be warned that drugs are

powerful agents, and the consequ-
ences can be unexpected and very
negative. Freeman said.

For more information, call the

Drug Information Center at 825-

9755, SHS Pharmacy at 825-5497
or substance abuse coordinator at

825-7164.

Trains collide in Turkey,
leaving two dead, 60 hurt
The Associated Press

POLATLI, Turkey— Two passenger trains collided Sunday, killing at

least two people and injuring 60, the Anatolia news agency said.

Causes of the head-on crash in Polatli. 45 miles southwest of Ankara,
were not immediately clear.

A train from Ankara heading for Istanbul rammed into an Ankara-
bound train from the Aegean coastal city of Izmir, the news agency said.

Thirty-three of the injured passengers were hospitalized, four in

serious condition, said Anatolia.

The engineer of the Ankara-bound train died and rescue workers later

polled the body of a passenger from a derailed car, the agency said.

Anatolia quoted the engineer of the Istanbul-bound train as saying he
stepped on the brakes then jumped from the train just before impact.

Signal failure or error by one of the engineers may have caused the
' crash, said Birkan Erdal director of Turkey's railway authority.
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La Gente issue celebrates

first two decades in print
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

La Gente de Aztlan^ which has

provided a voice for the Latino and
Chicano community at UCLA for

two decades, came out with its

20th anniversary issue on Friday.

The issue features a discussion

by Saul Sarabin of how the current

six "alternative** student publica-

tions provide an important insight

of the lives, ideas and perspectives

of various cultures at UCLA,
which are lacking in the main-

stream media.

The 40-page issue of La Gente,

the largest ever according to its

editor Mona Rivera, also includes

an article about how the seven

female editors installed since the

newsmagazine was first published

ANNIVERSARY
From page 3

And in the 1980s, the publica-

tion also expanded to address

concerns of the Native American
population.

One problem the 197 1 La Gente
had was "constant pressure from
budding artists,** Paz said, laugh-

ing at the memory of having to turn

down poorly-written poetry
pieces.

The newsmagazine still gets a

lot of poetry submissions, but the

writers have improved, Rivera

said. And besides the poetry, a lot

has changed with the publication.

"I think that La Gente has

evolved into a newsmagazine
because it does feature stories on

certain issues,** Rivera said.

Paz said the original idea was to

have a newspaper for Chicanos

and Latinos, so the publication

covered stories like the killing of a

Chicano in a drug raid, and a march

BATTLES
From page 1

izes in women and work. One third

of all women work as clerical

workers and less than one percent

of women in the work force

occupy positions as doctors,

lawyers and college teachers, she

said.

In her book, I\4ore Equal Than
Others, Women and Men in Dual-
Career MarriageSy Rosanna Hertz

explains that women are more
likely to have "jobs** than
"careers.** Jobs "offer limited

opportunities for advancement,
opportunity and authority,** where-
as careers offer some "realistic

expectation of upward occupation-
al and financial mobility.**

Women gravitate toward low-

paying jobs because these jobs,

such as primary and secondary

school teaching and clerical work,

accommodate women*s child-care

responsibilities. Society assumes
women should "pay a price'* for

having children and that price is

"crummy jobs,'* Milkman said.

"One of the things the feminist

movement has not been able to

accomplish, which is a very seri-

ous problem in American society,

is the provision of good child

care,*' UCLA history professor

Ruth Bloch said. "I find many
women who arc anticipating hav-

ing c|iildFcn thinking in terms of

curtailing their professional ambi-

tions.**

"The question of who takes care

of your children ... is the biggest

problem working women have,"

UCLA history Professor Ellen

DuBois said. "Given that there's

no national child-care policy, there

has to be a class of ill-paid women

have improved the coverage of the

Latina population.

*There has been female editors

consistently in the last decade, on a

publication that was previously

dominated by males," Rivera said.

Discrimination against Chica-
nos and African Americans in the

criminal justice system is also

explored in this issue. They are

more likely to receive and serve

long prison sentences and less

likely to be granted probation, said

Grcgorio Garza in "The Face of
White Justice.**

Articles about student activism,

a look back at the l)eginning of
Chicano social protests in East Los
Angeles in the 1960s and the status

of Raza Women, a Latina student

group, are also addressed in this

issue.

from southern to northern Califor-

nia with leader Cesar Chavez.
"We are a newspaper for and

about our gente (people),'* the

editorial of the first issue stated.

"Now it looks more like a

magazine,** Rivera said, explain-

ing that design has changed and
that the publication includes fea-

tures about topics like the mothers
of East Los Angeles and Chicano
expression in art.

Chicanos, Latinos and Native
Americans may be a political

people, Rivera said, "but we*re
also people with a love of art'*

The publication has tried to

focus on the artistic as well as the

political aspects of the culture,

Rivera explained.

"La Gerue has been the only

form for Chicano expression on
campus that challenges. It*s the

only vehicle,** Rivera said.

"It's warming and reassuring

that people have had the same
vision throughout the years," Paz

said. "It*s always been a necessary

voice."

who take care of other women *s

children."

But "housekeepers are not the

solution to gender inequality,"

Milkman said. "Most women don*t

have the luxury of exploiting other

women to secure their own libera-

tion. Child care should be funded

by the government and available to

all women and men, not just rich

women."

Dubois, who specializes in

contemporary women's history,

agreed. Child care must be consid-

ered a social responsibility in the

same way as public education, she

said.

The problem of unequal pay
affects many areas of women *s

lives. "It*s a vicious circle,"

Milkman said. Because women
earn less than men, in a marriage

the woman usually is expected to

make sacrifices in her career,

either for her husband*s career or

for the sake of the children.

And since women are continu-

ally expected to make sacrifices in

their career, they remain in a "job

segregated ghetto," Milkman said.

"In a typical household, the man
earns more than the woman and it

makes him feel he has bought the

right to her domestic service . . .

Women still do the majority of

housework and childcare," she

said.

"It's no longer polite to discri-

minate against women, but in a

deeper way, the barriers against

women's full participation in the

economy still exist," DuBpis said.

"On a certain level it's still true

that women have to accommodate
themselves to a male world to have
access to its rewards.**

Do you want

your business

to

Advertise^
825-2161

TUT A LnTLE SPICE

IN YOUR LIFE!"

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

1001 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn

208-4766
On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less
and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
flood with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.
Offer expires 3/31/90.
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SERVING
FOR

Check Our Rafes

Guestrooms $6

Suites

"ft

4,

Complimentary Sh^M
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

Did you know that ... of college men whose acts meet the definition of rape,

84% do not recognize their behavior as rape?

Rape prevention education for both men and women can help stop violence

against women and develop positive sexual relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, andfaculty

TOMORROW
12.-00 - l.OO p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-sponsorod by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

I

GtASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, ViOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

opwamax DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price per Icns.Exam. training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.
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THE VILLAGE DELI
Presents:

ZBT*S "AFFAIR" KICK OFF
Monday March 5, 199

Join The Fun fi^ Win Great Prizes

9pm'2am

Come Directly From Meeting
Pitchers $1.75 jaegarmeister $2.00

10936 Lindbrook Dr. 208-6442
Please DON'T Drink and Drive

Gleefully Brings You^^
^Ul(Cli^lf(S'^'

MVSIC FOR PEOPLE WHO CAN TRULY APPRECIATE BASS GUITARS & DRUM MACHINES

O^

.^^.^^

CAMPUS EVENTS WOULD LIKE TO THANK GREG ISOLA & WISH HIM GOOD LUCKJN LIFE!

Minnie Bruce Pratt
T7 reading poetry

of Love and Struggle

Award winning lesbian poet and essayist, Pratt is former editor

of Feminary . Southern lesbian feminist literary journal and
author of iiig^Say Wp \nuo F^rh Othpr Mkl\ and Crime
Against Nature (199QV She is co-author with Ellie Bulkin and
Barbara Smith of Yours in j^tnioaler Three Feminist PersDerti\;es

on Anti-Semitism and Racism (1984).

Praise for Crime Aaainst Nature: Designated the 1989 Lamont Poetry^ Sefecdon by the
Academy of American Poets, Pratt's newest collection is a **stunning achievement."" In this
beautifully crafted sequence of poems, Pratt breathes new life into words such as lesbian,
poet, mother, and creates poems of despair, doubt, bliss, shame, exhilaration, rage, hope and
victory. She creates a world of passion, of power being realized, of wholeness.

Tuesday, March 6 7:30pm
Royce Hall 314

Sponsored by:

UCLA Women's Studies Program and Center for the Study of Women. Cultural and Recreational Affairs. ASUCLA Trade Books and GALA/CPC funded.

For further information, call 206-8101

No charge/parking is $4 Evaryonc welcome

\ Book signing and ntceptkxi to fallow

Pakl for by ASUCLA Board of DirvctonAiSAC Programming Committee

VANPAUSM
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of the comments.

**rm disappointed they found it

necessary," Jonson said.

Dean of Students Ray Golds-
tone said last week's **90% Major-

ity** campaign mocking
TenPercent is not classified as

harassment.

*The fact that ii,'s insensitive

doesn't make it a violation of the

harassment policy/* said Golds-
tone, although "I don*t approve. I

don't like gay bashing.**

The question of the legitimacy

of using chalk has also been raised.

While there are guidelines for

harassment, there are no well-

deflned rules specifically address-

ing the use of chalk on campus
walkways in university policies.

According to some university

administrators, writing on sidew-
alks with chalk is illegal for

everyone, no matter what it says.

Ken Heller, student affairs

officer in the Center for Student
Programming, said writing on
campus walkways "is not some-
thing the university approves of
and permission wouldn't be
granted** to any group to do so.

However, there is no rule that

specifically outlaws writing in

chalk, although university guide-
lines do forbid any activity that

defaces, converts, destroys or
damages university property,

Goldstone said.

The question of whether chalk
inflicts damage to university prop-
erty has not been brought to his

attention, said Goldstone, admit-

ting he did not know whether it

was legal or not.

The chalk on campus walkways
"has been a nuisance but it isn't as

bad as the spray painting that goes
on before the UCLA—USC foot-

ball game,** Jack Powazek, opera-

tions director of Facilities
Management, said.

As far as he knows, unless the

university notifies them otherwise,

(which has never happened), "we
have to assume that (the chalk) is

not supposed to be there,** Pow-
azek said. That means when
maintenance employees sec chalk,

it will be swept off the walkways,
he said.

The chalk used is "easily erased

and it doesn't harm anything," said

Karla Johnson, public relations

and promotions director of Nfardi

Gras *90. Johnson, who was
campus publicity director last

:

year, said the Homecoming com-
mittee as well as the Mardi Gras
committee did not ask permission

to use the chalk.

"It*s been an unspoken thing

Homecoming and Mardi Gras
have done,** Johnson said. "We
k)ve doing it and it*s been an
annual tradition,** she said.

Mardi Gras depends on the

chalk advertisements because "it's

additional advertising (to Daily
Bruin ads) that is firee and as big as

you can make it,** Johnson said.

Last year*s chalk campaign was
bigger and more widespread in the

past, she said.

But Johnson said if chalking up
walkways becomes a problem as

far as derogatory stat^ents and
harassment go, she would support

discontinuing chalking activity

altogether.

Chalking up walkways "might
well violate, if not in letter, the

spirit of the rules,** Goldstone said,

adding that if chalking up the

sidewalks becomes a "common
phenomenon, a rule would have to

be made ... (if there were no
guidelines) the campus would look
ridiculous.**

Continued and widespread use

of chalk would definitely "violate

the spirit of keeping the university

from turning into a circus,**

Gold^ionp said,
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Mild aftershock

rattles Upland
The Associated Press

UPLAND— A mild aftershock

from last week*s jolting earth-

quake rolled through here Sunday
morning, but no damage or injuries

were reported.

The aftershock, one of dozens
felt through the area 40 miles east

of Los Angeles since last Wednes-
day, measured 3.4 on the Richter

scale and struck at 8:45 a.m., said

spokesman Bob Finn of the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology in

Pasadena.

The Richter scale is a measure
of ground motion as recorded on
seismographs. An earthquake of 5

can cause considerable damage
and 6 severe damage.

The largest aftershock was
recorded Friday, when a 4.7 quake
caused mountain rock slides.

AID
From page 1

completed at least 180 units by the

end of 17 quarters, or the equiva-

lent of one quarter less than six

academic years, meaning students

who are not scheduled to graduate
within six years will no longer

qualify for financial aid.

Graduate students who receive

financial aid must maintain satis-

factory progress with at least a

cumulative 3.0 GPA in their

courses. The quantitative standard

will vary within each graduate

division.

Students who fail to meet the

requirements will lose their finan-

cial aid until they have made up for

their deficiencies.

Burt said he supposes the vast

majority of students who do not

maintain these standards will not

be re-enrolled partly because they

have other academic problems
holding them back as well.

'The requirements are fairly

generous — never are students

required to take more than 12 units

per quarter, when ideally they are

expected to take 16 units per

quarter," Burt said.

USAC'S Financial Supports
Commissioner Sam Kaufman said

he is concerned the new policy

may lower retention rates. He
referred to the "vicious cycle" that

affects students who are most in

need of financial aid.

Low income and underrepre-

sented students, who need to earn

money during the school year in

addition to their financial aid, may,
as a result, get behind in units. The
best time to catch up is during the

summer, but no fmancial aid is

given for summer sessions, Kauf-
man said.

Burt said he will meet soon with

members of the graduate and
undergraduate governments.
Academic Advancement Program,
student groups and the administra-

tion to discuss the proposal and
make the process of implementa-
tion "as painless as possible.**

The FAO is planning to inform

the UCLA community about the

policy changes by mail. As of now,
the FAO plans to send a copy of the

guidelines to all currently enrolled

students in April. From May
through October additional copies

will be sent specifically to finan-

cial aid recipients.

"Students will then have a full

summer session and academic year

to take care of any deficiencies,"

Burt said.

"A major part of what 1 try to do
is to enforce the rules, but not have

them be punitive. If students arc

properly informed and really

review what's being proposed,

they'll see that it's not punitive in

nature," Burt said
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• FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES • INTERNSHIPS

• SUMMER JOBS •

13th Annual Minority Recruitment
and Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14 • 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

ExploreA World Of Career Possibilities

The more you know about different kinds of jobs, the

better prepared you'll be to make a career decision

that's right for you! Company representatives will

answer your questions on what's expected on the job,

what they're looking forin entry-level employees, and

how you'd fit into the overall organization.

Get Started In Your Job Search

Recruiters from business and industry, government,

schools, and non-profit organizations will be available

to talk to you about entry-level professional, manage-

rial, and technical positions available in their organiza-

tions. You'll also have a chance to find out about intern-

ships and summer job opportunities!

Stop by the Placement & Career Planning Center and ask for

"Profiles of Employers Recruiting at the Career Conference, ft

Give Your Resume A Shot Of Energy

Free "Resume Etoctor" consultations available! No appointment required! Look for the red balloons!

Tuesday, March 6

Wednesday,March 7

Thursday. March 8
^ • • ' »

Friday, March 9

Monday, March 12

Tuesday, March 13

12-1
3-4
12-1
12-1
2-3
9-10
12-1
12-1
12-1

North Campus Patio Area

Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

Bruin Bear

North Campus Patio Area
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

Between Math Sciences & PCPC Building

Engineering Science Quad -

Bruin Walk
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

• Bring A Resume: Keep it short in length and long in

honesty, appearance, and organization. Cover the

basics: education, skills, and work experience. Typos

are taboo! See the PCPC "Resume Doctor" if you need

assistance.

• First Impressions Count Confidence rates high with

recruiters, cockiness doesn 't! Sell yourself by stressing
^

your skills, strengths, and interests. Be enthusiastic and

courteous.

• Explore All Options: y^^p an open mind! A high

technology company doesn't hire only engineering

majors... it may have openings in personnel, sales, and

management. Likewise, a department store or bank

may hire computer science majors.

• Be Realistic In Your Expectations: Don't expect an

on-the-spot job offer! You'll be "micro-interviewing" for

a short time with each recruiter. If there is mutual

interest, you'll be invited for an in-depth, follow-up

interview.

• Be Prepared With Questions: Use each discussion

with a recruiter to increase your knowledge of different

careers and what companies are looking for in new
hires. Nothing kills your chance quicker than not

having questions to ask.

• Check Yourself In The Mirron It's not mandatory

that you wear business attire. But recruiters do expect

good grooming. Is there anything about your appeal-;

ance that could distract an employer from your qualifi-

cations?

I

Placement & Career Planning Center
^^mm^^ ^•%W^«P^»*i^ iJL^
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Letters

f Veloway

UCLA quake plan must be publicized
When "The Big One" strikes UCLA, do

you want your professors to bolt for the

doors, or do you want them to calmly inform

you of the proper earthquake safety and
evacuation procedures?

UCLA has an earthquake plan, but no one
knows about it, and no one knows what to do
in the event of a major quake. Every

professor and TA should be trained in

earthquake safety procedures. Each
instructor should be provided with a

pamphlet outlining proper safety measures

and evacuation plans. In addition, a diagram

for action in emergency situations needs to

be posted in every UCLA building.

As well, ASUCLA needs to develop a

better evacuation plan for Kerckhoff,

Ackerman and other ASUCLA facilities

where there might not be a person instructed

in proper quake procedures present at all

times.

Since the massive October earthquake in

the Bay Area, there does not seem to have
been any increase in awareness of or

publicity about quake procedures. There is a

strong chance that a major quake will strike

UCLA some time in the next 25 years, and
the campus must be prepared.

The muddled reactions to our own recent

smaller quake highlight the need for a

greater awareness of UCLA's earthquake

plan.

Editor:

Recently the Veloway project

received about $100,000 for

engineering a bicycle freeway
from UCLA to the other side

of Weslwood. This is a big

step toward bringing into being

the world *s first bicycle free-

way. The UCLA-Westwood
neighborhood is the ideal place

for this because of: the large

number of cyclists tangling

with the heavy congestion;the

sunny chmate conducive to

year-round cycling; and the

spirit of innovation prevalent in

Southern California.

I urge the administration of

UCLA to welcome the VelQ^/
way and to perceive it as a '7

marvelous opportunity to pion-

eer a new kind of transporta-

tion alternative as well as to

make UCLA and Westwood
safer and more accessible.

C. Marguerite Dean
ESL Instructor

UCLA Extention

Caption
Editor:

This letter is regarding the

picture on the front page of
the Feb. 26 Daily Bruin. We
found it in poor taste that The
Bruin chose to classify Annie
Pederson as "mentally

retarded." We see no reason
for this unless The Bruin plans
on identifying everyone else as

"mentally normal."

^%
Devorah Nazarian

Junior
Biology

Commentary

Fraternities must drop defensiveness, aqcept criticism

Last month an elderly

woman was struck dead
by a hit-and-run driver

in New York's Times Square.

Pedestrians, however, continued

to walk past the body for

more than five minutes, while

one j)erson stopped only to

snatch the woman *s purse.

Similarly, several years ago a

New York woman fleeing an
attacker ran four blocks

through a residential neighbor-

hood, banging on doors and
screaming for help. She was
subsequently raped and mur-
dered, although two dozen or

so people later admitted having
heard her cries. None of them
had helped or even bothered to

call the police.

It is stories like these that

leave any decent person angry

and frustrated. Indeed, these

are the exact same emotions I

felt upon reading the letter

which an anonymous fraternity

member submitted to the Daily
Bruin on Jan. 31 in response
to a previous article, "Anatomy
of a Rape" (Jan. 25). The
unnamed fraternity member
detailed various sexist Greek
attitudes towards women,
including the use of Everclear

as a weapon of "prey." He
also discussed the frequency of

acquaintance rapes at fraternity

functions, apparently detesting

the self-inviting attitudes^ of
many "brothers." ' ]__
^ Yet, he really tells us

nothing new. In the letter, he
boldly claims, "I would rather

break away from the rotten

whole than bow to the intense

peer pressure to keep silent."

Although this individual should

be commended for often pull-

ing drunk giris away from his

bad-intentioned peers, he also

declares that because he is

leaving for law school, "it will

be up to newer students" 10

change attitudes within the

Lawrence
Lee
Greek system.

By expressing only a ^

guarded, restrained concern in

anonymity and then passing the

buck, this person is, in effect,

giving in to the peer pressure

he claims to abhor. This reac-

tion seems to epitomize the

Greek system's ability to

desensitize individuals and dis-

courage criticism.

The tool of desensitization

appears to be the "mob rule"

or "safety in numbers" mental-
ity, which the Greeks so

haughtily deem, "brotherhood"
and "sisterhood." In a fraterni-

ty, boys can be boys without

fear of consequence. It doesn't
take an honors student to

deduce that combining a bunch
of pubescent boys with alcohol

will only lead to trouble. Sure,

most individuals in the Greek
system are probably pretty nice

people, whatever that means. *

But all people behave diffe-

rently when in large groups,

and when intoxicated. Sudden-
ly, fears and inhibitions

become less prevalent as a

collective mindset takes over.

Certainly, rape is a problem
that plagues fraternities no
more than it does the rest of

society. Yet, in no other seg-

ment pf society can rapists so

openly commit their crimes

with such confidence that wit-

nesses will stand idly by.

Whether it be to continue

utilizing old tests and business

connections or simply to avoid

betraying the pledge of loyalty,

Greeks who silently witness

rapes are just as guilty as the

rapists. If jerks are indeed the

minority within the Greek sys-

tem, then the silent majority

must speak out and expose
them, rather than allowing

defensive Greek leaders to turn

a blind eye to serious problems
by continuously employing the

same stock responses to critic-

ism.

The most jkipular method of

deflecting criticism is to point

but the philanthropy undertaken

by the various fraternities and
sororities. This is simply

absurd. The purpose of charity

and volunteerism is not to

accumulate "positive image
points" to be spent later when
one errs. Helping to stage

Mardi Gras or Special Olymp-
ics does not give fraternities

the privilege to destroy palm
trees in Santa Monica or paint

sexual parts and lewd slogans

on Winnebagos.

When a motorist is pulled

over for speeding, he can talk

until he's blue in the face

about soup kitchens, homeless
shelters, and all the other ways

in which he is serving as one
of the Thousand Points of
Light But the officer would
not be dissuaded from issuing

a ticket, simply because phi-

lanthropy and misbehavior are

independent of one another.

Greeks, however, appear not to

understand this.

Another popular defense is

that non-Greeks tend to judge
all Greeks by the actions of a
few renegades. Although there

is probably some truth in this

claim, the situation would be
easily avoided if the Greek
system would simply take steps

to control these so-called rene-

gades.

See CRITICISM, page 15
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Viewpoint

When professors abuse
their power, position
Name WItheld

One day I went to see a professor to talk about my
classes and possibly a letter of recommendation. We talked.

Before I could leave my professor tells me, "I feel

awkward, you see, this is the first time in many years I

have felt attracted to an undergraduate."

**Oh/* I say, as reality slips away and the nightmare

begins.

My professor continues ... "I am confused because I

wonder if you invited these feelings."

I feel lost My responses are automatic, polite. But when
:my professor accuses me of inviting this appaUing
proposition, sense returns for a moment. My mind screams

no but I politely respond "No, I am a friendly person, you
must have misinterpreted my openness."

My books are in my hands — I am leaving.

"I hope we can still be friends — friends ?!?" my
professor says.

"Sure," I say sarcastically, **ril call you." I walk out.

For the first time in years I carry my books over my
chest. I feel dirty, revolted; shock settles in.

No, I did not ask you to be interested in my body. No,
I did not ask you to be my friend. I went to see you
under the time-honored tradition in which students share

their budding intellect with their professors. Office hours

are a place to go to find some humanity on a campus of

30,000 people.

You, a professor, not only can you not control your sex

drive, but you feel you must violate a sacred relationship

by telling me?
Why? Why destroy a student's trust? Again and again

we are invited to come and talk with our teachers, we are

to engage in discourse. We come to you with admiration

and respect and you cheapen it with your lust.

Professors occupy a powerful position. When they use

this position to emotionally harass their students, we have

the right to cry out Don't be afraid to let the world know
that these scum exist

To all those professors who have these feelings — do us

a favor, use your reputed intellect, and keep them to

yourselves.

Criticism
From page 14

Fearing all negative publici-

ty, Greek leaders dismiss cri-

ticism of individual Greeks by
labeling accusers as anti-Greek.

A prevalent attitude reflected

in GreekVresponses is that they

are treated much more harshly

simply because they wear

Greek letters.

The first problem with this

attitude is its elitism. That is,

Greeks sclf-justifyingly project

a false sense of envy or

antagonism among their critics,

thereby dodging f^cts and, in

their own minds, invalidating

any charges made against

them.

Secondly, although Greeks at

times do face bias, they greatly

exaggerate their victimization.

After the infamous water buck-
et incident two years ago,

wherein a pedestrian on Gayley
Avenue was drenched with a
bucket of water thrown from
the balcony of a fraternity

house, a fraternity spokesman
claimed that, had the incident

occurred at the residence halls,

there would have been no
repercussions. Actually, any
dorm resident caught throwing

objects from an upper-level

window is punished with at

least community service in the

dorm cafeterias and offices. A
repeat offender faces certain

eviction. It is simply amazing
how Greeks can always portray

themselves as victims.

Even Greeks who recognize

problems in the system arc

easily dismissed. In October
1988 a former fraternity rush

chairman wrote an expose on

the sexual politics of his

house's rush, which ran in the

Daily Bruin . As he

explained, potential members

^^Judged on the numbers and
types of women they attract at

a party in a given amount of
time. Moreover, he perceived a

general attitude among frater-

nity members that women
attending fraternity functions

just want sex and are therefore

"fair game." The article was
casually shrugged off as the

baseless tirade of a disgruntled

ex-Greek bent on revenge.

While non-Greek critics arc

attacked for condemning with-

out firsthand experience with

the Greek system, insiders are

similarly discredited as dis-

gruntled members with ques-

tionable intentions. Heads: they

win. Tails: you k)se. This

attitude, which preserves the

status quo, needs to be
changed. That is, some sort of

body must be established to

hear and investigate concerns

of Greeks, or perhaps also

non-Greeks, concerning their

system.

A peek into Bdird's Manual

of American College Fraterni-

ties reveals that the stated

purpose of the Greek system is

to establish a small-scale

democracy, modeled on U.S.

society, in which members
could bring out the best in

themselves. Philanthropy, social

functions, awards and scholar-

ships are mentioned as preva-

lent characteristics. Yet, an

organization which disregards

its internal and external critics

can hardly be called democra-

tic.

The Greek system has been
portrayed as elitist, sexist.

racist, and homophobic, among
other charges. The most visible

of these characteristics is sex-

ism. Where else in society can

a coed^ln her junior year serve

as the "little sister" of a

freshman? Moreover, the insti-

tutionalized condoning of rape

allows fraternity members to

continue treating women as sex

objects. Racism and homopho-
bia, though present, appear to

be less inherent in the Greek
system.

Although the names Rock-
efeller, Vanderbilt, du Pont,

and Kennedy grace the list of
ex-Greeks, it is unfair to label

all Greeks wealthy and elitist.

Yet, apparently there is some
basis behind the contention that

Greek attitudes generally reflect

those of our lawmakers.

Something on the order of 16 —
of the last 20 U.S. Presidents

have been ex-Greeks, dating

back to Chester Arthur who
took office in 1881. Moreover,
Baird's list of Greek alumni
reads like a Who's Who of
American legislators, military

leaders, and high court judges.

Thus, it may not be unrear-
sonable to think that changing
the attitudes of today's Greeks
towards rape as well as sexual

and racial equality will some-
how affect future legislation on
these matters. The "old-boy
network" begins on fraternity

row, and it's high time to

inject some fresh perspectives

therein.

Greeks must understand that

their critics do not necessarily

aim to tear down their institu-

tion.

Lee is a senior majoring in

economics and history.

UCLA
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Monday, March 5

Schoenberg Hall 8:00 p.m.

UCLA Percussion

Ensemble
Mitchell Peters, Director

Nancy Roth. Violin Soloist

Free Adm.

Music of Harrison, Gauger, Griswold

Wednesday, March 7

Schoenberg Hall 8:00 p.m.

UCLA
Wind Ensemble
Thomas Lee, Conductor-—

$5. $3

Gordon Henderson, Guest Conductor

Tunothy Mussard. Tenor Soloist

Mahler • Urn Mittemacht

Music by Hoist, Benson, Grainger

Friday, March 9

Schoenberg Hall 8:00 p.m.

UCLA Concert Choir
Los Angeles Baroque Orchestra

Donn Weiss, Conducting

Mozart - Requiem
Mozart • Ave Verum Corpus

Bruckner • Three Graduals

$5. $3

April Events

Apr. 9 - Timothy Mussard, Tenor

Apr. 20 - Bess Karp, Harpsichord

Apr. 27 > UCLA Madrigal Singers

hor rnori' inrormation, plcasi' call:

I (2LMS25-M26I

A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
4NTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY. MARINA DEL REY

(213) 474-6267BRUIN _
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL"
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING——- CLASSES -s-^

WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE SAM?
Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can

use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA
y

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl. •

459-0535
Call for appt.

Refunds Within 21 Days
Fax Service Available

Validated Parking ^

New Practice-Reasonable Rates

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A.M.-9 P.M
10% Off With Ad Until March 31.

5% DISCOUNT

Call for free pick-up

and delivery

Budget
rt\% m ear ^^ ^^ r^ ttLar Collection

Right now, during the months of February and March,
come into our Westwood location and receive 15% off

our regular rates.

(Customer must meet nomial qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.
474-994
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Column Music

Sex, drugs, rock n roll: Be all yOU Can bOI
I innerXinre Q mii<;ir-rpn<;or<;hin ^ ^Tipper Gore's music censorship

legacy continues irito the 1990s

In recent months, the music
industry has embroiled itself in the

controversies of offensive lyrics in

rock or rap songs. At the same
time, both state and national

legislators are trying to pass laws
which would require labeling of
records with strong sexual over-

tones. Some would go as far as

censoring offensive materials.

A song called *'—Tha Police"

by the rap group N.W.A. caught
the attention of the FBI. An FBI
spokesman argued that the song
encouraged attacks on "the entire

law enforcement community."
Hard rock group Guns *n

Roses 's song "One in a Million"

from their current multi-platinum

album contained lyrics which were
deemed to be racist, xenophobic
and homophobic. ("Police and
niggers, get out of my way . . .

immigrants and faggots, they make
no sense to me/they come to our
country to spread some diseases).

An owner of a Florida record

store was prosecuted for selling

albums by the rap group Two Live

Crew. The album was considered

"obscejie" by many conservative

legislators.

Professor Griff of Public Enemy
told the Washington Times that

Jews are the cause of "the great

majority of the wickedness that

goes on across the globe."

CBS TV commentator Andy
Rooncy was suspended for three

months for allegedly making the

racist comment ("Blacks have
watered down their genes") in a

magazine interview. Rooney was
also accused of making a homo-
phobic statement on his TV prog-

ram.

What's going on here? Are
musicians running out of creative

ideas that they must include four-

letter words and attack social and
ethnic minorities in their creative

products?

Or perhaps the pop music
industry is learning from the TV
and film indusu-ics that "sex and
violence sells?"

Advocates of free speech argue
that musicians should have the

right to express their opinions as it

is guaranteed in the First Amend-
ment. However, the real issue here

is social responsibility.

Musical artists and celebrities

must take extra precautions on
what they say and express in the

media. It is irresponsible for public

figures to express wrong and
narrow-minded ideas openly.

Many music fans idolize their

favorite groups or artists. If words
like "nigger, bitches, faggots" arc

used often on lyrics of popular
songs, musical artists are literally

telling millions of their fans that it

is all right to be profane or racist. A
lot of people are incapable of
making rational decisions. Wrong
opinions from reputable public

figures are often interpreted as
right by ignorant people. They
often incorporate information they

learned into action. Insensitive or
inaccurate comments only add to

the stereotypical images that many
people have. Worse yet, hate-moti-

vated violence toward minorities is

often aroused by the misrepresen-
tations in the media.

Minorities are not the only
victims of crimes as the direct or

indirect result of "hate songs."

Who can forget about the Night
Stalker who haunted everyone in

California a few years back? He
apparently was influenced by the

inflammatory lyrics by his favorite

heavy -metal group AC/DC.

The musical artists who sing of
nothing but sex often have no
artistic integrity whatsoever. They
unnecessarily expose minors to

degrading images of women and
explicit descriptions of sexual acts.

While there is no evidence to prove
that "obscene" songs can lead to

violent sexual crimes, they can
serve as cheap masturbation tools

for minors who aren*t old enough
to read sexual fantasies in Playboy^
magazines.

Record labeling and censorship

of lyrics are not the answers to the

Beats of Pop Music

problems. Record labeling some-
times even helps the sales as many
young buyers specifically want to

get the labeled recordings. Censor-
ship is against the fundamental

idea of free speech. Celebrities and
musical artists must assume the

social responsibility they have in

educating the public with the right

idea. Without getting carried away
with making big money, record

companies should put pressure on
artists to refrain from using irres-

ponsible lyrics.

It was too bad that the group
AC/DC was not named the

accomplice in the case of Night
Stalker murders.

L.A.'s Top- 10 Dance Tracks:

1. Lisa Stanfield "All Around
the World"

2. Janet Jackson "Escapade"
3. Madonna "Keep it Together"

4. Uila K. "Got to Get"
5. Technotronic "Get Up"
6. B-52S "Roam"
7. Erasure "Blue Survanah"
8. Anything Box "Living

Oblivion"

9. Roxetle "Dangerous"
10. Adam Ant "Room at the

Top"

Compiled by the Southern Califor-

nia DJ Association from Feb. 16—
28th.

artist, musician, record label owaer
By Steve Sherwood
ContributorContributor

"Always try and find something else that nobody else is doing because
if somebody else is doing it, there is no point in doing it again," smiles
Bruce Licher over lunch at downtown Gorky *s, after being asked what
his attitude towards his work is.

So what exactly does the affluent conservatism ofUCLA *s ivory tower
have in common with the vanguard of L.A.*s alternative music scene and
this guy in particular?

Well, the same UCLA that breeds all those shovel-headed corporate
lawyers and mellifluous MBA's is also responsible for producing the
above-quoted Licher (B.F.A., 1980): renown print artist, accomplished
musician, and owner of avant-garde Independent Project Records.
He flrst came to the attention of Los Angeles in the eariy '80s as a

founding member of Savage Republic, an alternative group formed by
four UCLA students while playing in the parking structures and the maze
of utility-tunnels underlying the campus. These guys clearly didn't take
the term "underground" lightly.

Out of these subterranean explorations came their first album, 1982's
Tragic Figures, a vibrant, saucy collection of songs marked by driving
bass, experimental guitars and creative percussion.

"We wanted every song to be different, to be unique. Every song has a
different feel," Licher said. "It was sort of an art project. You know, let's

see what we can create with this combination of sounds."
The group went on to become one of L.A.'s most innovative and

acclaimed alternative bands during the '80s. ^

Inspired by art Professor Chris Burden, Licher's initial stirrings

toward music came, unsurprisingly enough, as a student in Burden's
performance art class, where he'd first gotten the idea "to make a record
as fine art."

Taking an independentproject course, Licher did just that, producing a
7-inch record with some friends. Taking a silk-screening class at the time,
he also silk-screened his own label and sleeve.

Not only did he get an "A" but the record became the beginning of
probably the only label named after a class at UCLA: Independent
Project Records.

Later, Licher took a class in letterpress, wanting to find an interesting

way to make an insert or a postcard for the Tragic Figures album.
"So I took the class and enjoyed it a lot; and then I found that the press

was big enough to print a cover so I ended up printing Savage Republic's
first album cover on it . .

."

, UCLA graduate, Licher proves art pays^
See PROJECT, page 19

An alternative music group, Savage Republic was formed by four UCLA students who enjoyed playing in ttie parking
structures. Members include Ethan Port, Robert Loveless, Mark Erskine. Bruce Licher, Thom Fuhrmann and Greg Grunke.

Back from a year in Boston, 'Pussycat' is on the prowl
Racy heavy metal group

pounces on new influences

By Matt Ball

Contributor

You probably didn't miss them much, but Faster
Pussycat is back after more than a year spent in

Boston Limbo, that quasi -real place where bands
spend an inordinate amount of time planning a
follow-up album.

Faster Pussycat, for those of you out there

unfamiliar with the band, is an L.A.-based quintet

that can be categorized as Heavy Metal — they are

one of the few new Sunset Strip bands who can be
given that label without snickering.

Faster Pussycat counts their main influences to be
The Rolling Stones and Aerosmith. Truthfully, one
can hear these influences on their recently released

album titled Wake Me Up When It's Over.
Greg Steele— guitar, piano and backing vocals for

the band — turned out to be both punctual and
courteous, traits usually not present in the average
new rising heavy metal act.

Steele was groggy from sleep and Super Bowl
watching but managed to address issues important to

him and the band.

Perhaps the first thing that one notices about the

band is their Saturday-night-on-Sunset-Strip dress

code.

'The way we kx)k is the way we look, offstage and
on." Steele said. "It's really natural for us to look like

this."

Also catching the eye is the group's colorful name.
When asked about it. Steele simultaneously expels a

breath and a speech that has the quality of an over-

rehearsed door-U)-door salesman's pitch.

**It's the name of an old Russ Meyer movie called

From left to right, Faster Pussycat members Eric Stacy, Taime Downe, Brent Muscat, Mark
Michals, and Greg Steele.

Faster Pussycat, Kill Kill! that was sort of a racy,

psychotic B-movic." Steele said.

The raciness does not stop with the movie. Songs
like "Where There's a Whip There's a Way" and
"Slip of the Tongue" promise to draw the ever-
watchful, blind-only-to-lhc-First-Amendment eyes
of Tipper Gore and her PMRC

"We don't tailor our music lo anybody. We're not

blatantly sexist We have a realistic altitude," Steele

said. He also pointed to songs such as "Please Oear,"

which is dedicated to an ex-girlfriend of lead singer

Taime Downe. who was killed in an alcohol-related

car accident.

—Onr ofihc burning qucttiont for a band that madr

it playing heavy metal on the Strip is, or should b6,

how is the music going to branch out and develop?
Without change, today's Skid Row can hopefully
tread the path of a, oh let's say . . . Ratt.

Steele said that this is happening and that there is a
tremendous difference between the band's first and
second albums. New infhiences are constantly being
brought in by the band members, such as rap and The
Red Hot Chili Peppers.

Steele said that there is a possibility that Eric

Stacey's funk bass lines may be incorporated into
future Faster Pussycat songs.

The album title "Wake Me Up When It's Over"
refers to the band's VA years of Boston limbo
activities, such as a problem finding a producer and
drugs.

"All the producers we looked at before wc hooked
up with John Jansen cither didn't want to work with
us or vice versa," Steele said. "Some producers
wanted us to be formula and go platinum, others said

we were too dirty. Jansen was hungry to do an album
the way we wanted to do it."

Jansen's credits include Lou Reed as well as the

positively atrocious Britny Fox.

Problems with drugs also plagued the band. A now
ex-drummer was arrested for drug possession in

Nebraska.

In spite of this, Steele said there are no anti-drug

songs planned for the future.

"I'm sick of people being off drugs and preaching
about it," Steele said.

Steele cited examples of artists like Aerosmith and
Motley Crue who were successful on drugs as well as

off. and pointed out that this could send a mixed
message to some youths.

Steele also spoke of the love-hate relationship

some artists have with MTV. the '80s cultural icon
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•

Westwood

Century City
Cantury Qly 14

10260 Santa Monica Blvd

6mUy CHy Shopping Canlar

Fraa Parking:

4 Hours Raa Valdalon
WNh PwchaM of ThaaN Tkkati

(213) 663-8000

AVCO CINEMA I

\MWi. at Waskaood
475-071

1

SR/Ddby

Tha Wlar Of Tha Roaaa (R)

12:16-2:36-6:00-7:30-10:00

AVCO ONCMA I Tha Pibuloua BMiar Boya (R)

WMi. at WaakMood 1^16-2:46-6:16-7:50-10:16

47M711
Odhy Starao/Baat AckaM Nominaa

Mouniyna On Tha Moon (R)

tO:26-1;3M:30-7^10:»
'SPECIAL BIQAOEMENT

A\^CO CMCMA
WMm). at Waafewood

47S4711
THX/Doky Starao

Tha Haart la (R)

1^30-2:55-5;20-7:45 10:10
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Igby's, Laugh Factory's standHups stand out
By Tom Huiang

Staff Writer

CLUB: Igby's Comedy Cabaret. 11637
Tennessee Place, Los Angeles, CA
90064 (213)477-3553. Celebrity Com-
edy Workouts Sun., Tues.-Wed.. 8
p.m., shows Thurs. 8 p.m. and Fri.-Sat.

8 and 10:30 p.m All show covers
$6.50-$9 plus two-drink minimum. Tick-

et reservations up to two weeks ahead.

The Laugh Factory. 8001 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood, CA 90016. (213)656-1336.
Performances Sun.-Thurs. at 8 :30 p.m.

,

Fri. and Sat. at 8 and 10:30 p.m.
Saturdays at 8 p.m All shows various
cover prices plus two-drink minimum.
Features the taping of Comic Strip Live
on Fox TV.

The comedy clubs of today have

grown so big thai a lot of times they

forget their original purpose: dis-

playing original, creative stand-up

comedy, in an area where the

comedians can interact with the

audience. Two clubs that have

maintained an intimate setting for

stand-up without skyrocketing the

prices are Igby*s in West L.A. and
The Laugh Factory on Sunset

Blvd.

Igby*s, located right off Pico

near Westside Pavilion, is the

smaller of the two, but provides

some of the strongest stand-up in

Los Angeles. The set-up is quite

simple with a small stage and

tables for the audience pushed up

the edge.

Probably the best deals as far as

sheer volume of comedy goes are

the All-Siar/Pro Celebrity work-

outs, which happen on various

weekdays. This features a "dozen

top comics and celebrity drop-ins

working out," all for a $6.50-$7.50

cover plus the standard two drink

minimum. Thursdays and
weekends feature two to three

quality headliners who are diverse.

If you let any good comedian go on
for more than a half hour, you*re in

for a show.

The Laugh Factory is a little

See IQBY'S, page 2

_ STATES/Da»y Bruin

Igby's Comedy Cabaret located at 1 1637 Tennessee Place
in West L.A. features strong stand-ups.

Eyelash Perms
Special $35
Reg $55

FINALLY!!!
Natural Highlights

special $35
•or Reg $55

Men and Women!
New St. Tropez Method

Just Like The Sun

WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE

,

TO BE DRAB!
1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

Tuxedo Warehouse
after Tuxedo
CJY Rental
^''^*

. with student ID
$40

* ask about our special programs,

including group delivery

^ 559-4889

10546 West Pico Blvd.

2 blocks east of the Westside Pavillion

GET 'HIGH' IN THE
DESERT OVER
SPRING BREAK...
MAKE A SKYDIVE!!!

CALL 818-999-2FLY!!

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copici-s plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 11 x 17
Enlargements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIk/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Complete Binding Services etc.

Canon l Q^laser '"^
With Ihia Ad unly on I.«Mr Color |

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

Plus its special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

&it 11

:ri

M»t«'

Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE 'COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN 'REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Monnber <J Arrwrican D«nlal Assoc.
Memb»f cA Amorican Assoc. o( Or^hodonlics

ONLY \|#^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $23/6
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 /^^qv ^.^^ ^^^^
(1 Block east of Barrlngton) V-^"^/ OZD-/*iy4
•On approval of credit. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatmenf.
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From page 16

Not only did he find another way to make
Education further Art. Licher had also stumbled upon
a way to generate a regular income. He invested in a
couple of old printing presses and began to combine
design and printing into an artistic process where
each album cover became a piece of artwork.

Today, Licher's printing studio (Independent
Project Studios) is renown for its high quality, unique
productions. Two of his covers have been nominated
for Grammy awards. And he was cited by the LA.
Weekly last year as being the "Best Hot-Type Arts
Publisher" in its "Best of L.A." issue.

Although Savage Republic disbanded last year,
they made a significant impact on the L.A. scene

during their 8-ycar career (Spin magazine calls them
"shockingly underappreciated"). Licher's printing
revenues, meanwhile, enable him to keep the record
company going.

As if Licher's UCLA credentials weren't solid
enough, he also met his wife. Karen (an abstract
artist) during a drawing class they took here.

"My real satisfaction comes from doing what I

love to do. Being able to create for a living is a great
thing," Licher grins.

If you thought the only practical education at
UCLA was in law or business school. Bruce Licher is
solid evidence that an art education can pay, too: as
much in love as in money.

UJe UJant to Know
If you could only select two audio-visual works
to solely represent all of humanity to a
civilization of the distant future, which would
you pick and why?

Please bring all responses to the Daily Bruin,

112 Kerckhoff Hall from March 5 to 12. Your
response may be printed in the Daily Bruin!

In conjunction witti Dr. Lm Agntm and CEO 107. AJI submissions bscoms propsrty of

tho Daily Bnjin.

«).fu

—

MUFFIN OVEN
Buy ONE muffin get the SECOND one for

^ ^
(

With this adi

1136 UJESTUIOOD BLUD.
lUIESTUIOOD m LinOBROOKl

[213] 206-2670

mx\\\\\/j////////A

TacD Tuesday
6 pin -

I Op in

leci^"^^ /viaro^^
i-ras

TACOS 50(

]3eer

21 and OVER
9595 Wilshire Boulevard

Beverly Hills (213) 550-1599

\\\\\\\\\\V//////////

STUDYFOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited the Wash-

ington IntemaUonal Studies CouncU to recommend qualined
students to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower
Junior status Is required, and graduate study is available. Stu-
dents arc dirccUy enrolled In their colleges and receive transcripts
from their Oxford college: this Is NOT a program conducted by a
U.S. College In Oxford. 3.2 minimum Index In major required.

An altemaUve program which is sponsored bv a U.S. Univer-
sity Is available for students with minimum Indexes of 2.7 Stu-
dents win have social and athletic rights In an Oxford college, and
the^ees are substantially less.

Many educators believe that the tutorial system of Oxford
and Cambridge (in which one scholar teaches one or two stu-
dents very Intensively) provides a unique liberal aru educaUon
Evaluations (written or by telephone) from previous Oxford stu-
dents from your college, or In your field, can usually be arranged
Oy inrloC^.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON
Wise offers summer Internships with Congress, with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks. Govern-
ment and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level gov-
erT\ment officials, who arc also scholars, and by experienced
Journalists. Similar opportunities in public policv internships
are offered (with academic credit) in London (Fall. Spring and
Summer).

The Washlnfton Intematloiua Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Ave.. N.E.. Suite 450
Washington. DC. 20002 (202) 547-3275

EO/AA

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

General Manager
KLA Radio

JIJ;^!^."?™!.^*^"*"^"
radBo statton broadcast on 53 AM in the dorms and 99.9 Century Cable Hi throuoh-out Los Angeles from 8 am to 1 am seven days a week. AppUcants must be reoistcred UCLA^udenS TlJi

°^
CommunkiaUons Board will Inten^iew candidate^ Thursday. April 19 at aA pm^SSft

s^"d«nt». The

I
APPLICATIOn DEADLIWE; Tuesday. April 3 at 1 2 HooiT

m^lS5ifff°SS.?S'rin"/rSa^^^^^ -"^ • '^ '"•"•°" ^^"-"^ •" the PubUcatk,ns OfHce.

ASUCLA CommunlcaUons Board: Dally Bnjin. Summer Bruin. RLA. BnilnUfe. Al-Talib. Ha'Am ILa Qentc dc AzUan. nOMMO. Pacinc Ties TenPercent. Together.
|

iSh"?cSnul!I?vi*'o?A^ ?"r**^"' H 5^ !?"**'rfl *"** ""> » minimum of 8 units at the time of applteadon.

:21;b11s^XlS*ISe^^'u2.°,Si,r\'^^^^ '•^^^ 'PP'*""^ '""^ "«^ -'""""- "P-'*— requS^ments

^ ^'^'A A a'A'a'a

CAPRICCIO
E N S E M B L E ,

ca-prioci-o (ka pre' the 6, It. ka prct cho) a ynusicai composition or
trreffular rbrm.itsualiy lively and whimsical in spirit

Fridaiv, March 9th

6:30 p.m.
. -A-A-A-AWA--. *-A-A-AA-AA<*A-. A -.-A'*-^^ * ->-.A--k--.-^-^-^-*-^-^-^ ^•^•^•^

Powell
Library

Romnda

Free Admission
'.

,,,,, ,,,,,

Dvorak: Serenadefor Winds
Hindemith: Septet

Janacek: Mlddi Suite

Michael Arshagouni, condmtor
sponsored by the UCLi Student Committee for the Arts
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"ABORTION
FOR SURVIVAL"

A video about a woman's righi lo choose followed by a discussion
with Dr. Ruth Roemer, one of the leaders for reproduaive rights.

TUESDAY, MARCH 6th
^^-^ 12 noon

North Campus 20

sponsored by NOW, Baiin chapter

Discover what
Daily Bruin Advertising

can do for you!

Call 825-2161.

•^$s$$$$$$
kt $ $ $ $ $ $ $

w S $ S S S S 5

^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^

sss$s
^ «9 «^ ^ «9
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COLLEGE TOURS
presents

Spring Break
IN

CAncais
8 DAYS FROM
7 NIGHTS

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Hotel transfers to and fronn the airport • Discount coupons good for
• Roundtrip airfare to Cancun
• Lodging (4 per room) in a
3 or 4 star notel.

• Private cocktail parties - FT?EE!
• Exclusive COLLEGE TCXJRS
Cancun Sprir>g Break T- Shirt

connplimentai7 drinlu. and special
deals at local restaurants and establishments.

• Exclusive parties at Cancun's
HOTTEST night clubs.

• Best tan contests for guys and girls.

• Special mid-week 3-hour 10 star party
with FREE drinks and food.

• Co-ed tournaments and beach ev«nts.

CONTACT: BILL - 824-7880 JOHN - 473-4057
JOHN C. - 208-0200 or 1-800-395-4896

THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT! We take Amex. MC and visa

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENT^ INCLUDING;

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER C1\'1L »Si CRLMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208A")740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORliji^' AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACinC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCU CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CCHTE & WEYBURN)

DO YOU SUFFER FROSfl

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries
.

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

V

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

GET ONE FREE
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. i.D. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

3UBUJflY^
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
Exp. 3/12/90

It^^^ri^ '

^ T ^ T, T

^f Ttf 1

''^ n ^ T rj
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BRUIN ADVERTISING INTERrsfSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

energetic, dedicated people
interested in advertising

experience and ah exciting

internship for spring.

This is a position dealing
primarily with ad production

and on-camjous advertising

rather than soles.

Applications ore available at
112 Kerpkhoff Hall and
ore due TUESDAY,
March 6 at 4 pm.

^f T i. « • »._ _T
tv

PUSSYCAT
From page 17

for millions.

*^I don't want to make videos,

but we have to. The mystique of a
band went right out the window
because of MTV," Steele said,

although he concedes that Faster

Pussycat hasn't done any videos
that he is ashamed of.

Steele answered pointed ques-
tions about the band's image and
music, but when asked what he
would like to say to UCLA
students, he seemed slightly taken
aback.

"Drop out," said Steele, laugh-
ing. "Seriously, I'm glad I'm not
there. Actually, I'd love to go to

school. Maybe one day 1*11 pollute

the Campus.'
»

IGBY'S
From page 18

different but gives the same effect

The club, which helps light up
Sunset Boulevard with its promi-
nent neon and with its bi-level

facilities (floor and balcony seats),

holds quite a few more than Igby's.

However, it is still small enough
for the comedians to feel the crowd
and if the atmosphere is amiable.

Roaming around on weekdays
are comedian workouts much like

Igby's, plus a Tuesday "open
mike" night where amateur come-
dians can come up and try their

stuff.

Headliners are featured on the

weekends for an $8 cover plus

two-drink minimum, and on Satur-

days the Fox nationally televised

show Comic Strip Live tapes on
location at the Laugh Factory at 8

p.m.

The Laugh Factory has valet

parking, but it becomes a problem
after the show when everyone
rushes out to get their cars from the

valets. You may want to find

parking yourself.

In either case, the weekend
shows are the most fun but be sure

to make reservations and come
early because they fill up fast.

Bring a date!

HELP
SAVE

LIFE

Give
Blood!

~1
^

r
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencfng some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptoms for at least 1 month and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order
to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

•open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213) 475-5598
—^- ^24 fiQur emerqef>cy 8fvic»

v.l.p.
Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I.P. member
and receive all of your ^^

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

463-e569

Personal 10 Personal 10

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCU STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

arxj a blood donation to

help UCUK
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82SO860

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Modkal Contor

ASUCLA 8lud«il EnployMt foti^

4
*

^ STUDY PORTUGESE IN RIO4^ June 20-July 22 ^
5 unit credit program j

(LA Community College) ^f-
. Also add ^
3^ MOTHER LANGUAGE CENTER ^
]^ Portugese. Spanish. French. Italian. 3^
^ and English j^W Small groups. Individual attention. T^

translation interpretation. *t
1321 Westwood LA 90024 %.

Call Prof. Da Silva T
(213)830^27 or 477-8588 W

' ',M r^' \i'^
-^ ^- ^ ,

,

For only $239. Includes exam.
Or. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

j^MMM^-^¥-^^-¥^**t

4 hours pay or th«

HNvd both.

AloohoRcs Anonymous Meeting
Mon. OJicussion, Thun Book Study

Fri. Sl^) Stjdv AU 3S25 12:15 - 1:15

Tim. -S-MI" NPI C8177. WM Oitcuision

NPICaS38 12:10-1 tX)

For alcohoics or MMduali who have a
drinMno orabiMn

(21t) 387-8316

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyorve's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
"Bruin Plan*. (213)873-3303 or
(61 8)992-6966.

PROTECT YOURSELF: Stun guns. Legal,
permitAraining not required. Non-lethal. Call
recorded message for free information. Bore I

Enterprise. (714)671-3180.

(TH€ PERFECT WAY) to meet the perfect
person. Great Expectations Video introduc-
tions VIP membership. $800 firm. Over 50%
discount! Call Anthony, (213)390-2828.

Free 8

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:00pm
DANA.

0X
Coat and Tie Dinner

All prospective rushees welcome
on Monday March 5, 1990

5:00 Happy Hour >

6:00 Dinner

Any questions contact

Rush Chairmen

Daren Gold
208-3968

Theta Chi

Brut Kortkamp
208-0186

663 Gayley

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS CUPPERS -

face value

Billy Joel Torn Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

r>m OiliMnt PkMamf^: Nb jiiiMi FHMM OKUVtm to Myaw m mmfmt. Wi ^fkr *w4 «»fi< mM mtd aHm* Mm mmr*al
"

•*!
Jg3t/ifc<wH Am, Mtf ^md^. Atk MMM •**•*« MMtf at M»« mmd »m mil ttM ym ikt mm Sml ml^H U mmm mmr UCLA «tkml^ m tmf to *Mi Qntm an >k m glm m • mt.tw mimHlm ym>* /Na UtLAUt

FAX « 205-0829 (213)205'0838 Visa/MC accepted

^052^anta^Monic^3^

FEMALE HAIR MODELS needed by profes-
sional hairstylist. Carlton Hair International
Westside Pavillion. Call 453-4369. Sharl.

l_J»

Miscellaneous

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut models.
Bobs only Ask for Alia. (213)277-4230(w),
(213)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Shio. _15rLSawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Personal 10

JEFF CIEDT IS THE DOCTOR OF CHEESE, HE
KNOWS WHAT CHICKS WANT TO HEAR

PHANTOM OF
IHH OPHRA
1 SOO «)62 MASK

Good Deals

( )
.,'

GOING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL? I have
everything you need: Complete Stanley Kaplan
MCAT course, AMCAS application Info, plus
valuable inside info on many schools, how to

apply, and get interviews. (H got me 4 accep-
tances.) Make best offer. C^ry (21 3)656-8991

.

(UCLA 1988)

AF Seniors:

You're our
heroes!

We can't wait until Thursday!

^^ Love,

ur Delta Gamma
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ATTENTION! MEN OF UCLA!!

~ Prc-Rush Gathering -
Rush week is short, and Chi Phi has long

understood this. The oldest fraternity in history

will briefly open it's doors again soon.

Make the Effort for a one hour pre-rush gathering:
Tonight, Monday, Adcerman 2412 9 p.m. - 10 p.m.

RUSH XO

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12 Health Services 22

To Benefit The _^_
Juvenile Diabetes

Foundation

Sunday, March 1

1

SIGMA CHI
-PRE-RUSH BBQ

Thurs. 6:30 pm

All Prospective Rushees Welcome
X IX

FREE Bus Service Provided
From ZB"

KICK OFF PARTY TONIGHT
VILLAGE DELI

^«-^-..^— -

.;

mmm/r

AAA
Ladies of AAA, Thank you
for being such wonderful

hosts on a very
enlightening evening. We
at AE0 hope this will

create a better
understanding between

men and women.
Sincerely AZO

Welcome Home

(ZK)
^^^j^C

"^ ^^^^

We love you
and

We missed you

^-Your Sigma Kappa
Sisters

BUDWEISER, ^
PIRATE RADIO,

^

MIDWAY HOSPITAL,
SUBWAY WESTWOOD,
CONTEMPO CASUALS,

PAUL JARDIN,
&. HEADLINES

For Invitation Information
Call 824-1303

'MnamamiaitxaixiMSiiisiMxavaiK

ABO 8
is SO proud of our amazing sisters

Greek Week '90 Chairperson- llisa Halpern

Greek Week Exec Committee members-

^ I

Andra Berg

g Maria Itkin^ Cori Goldberg

Special Olympics Exec Committee members-

Lisa Ruben

Robyn Weisstein

and our very own Greek Week Chairs-

Reggie Montalvo

April Spitzer

You are ail tlie best and so was Greeic Weeic '90.

Thanic you also to Ben, axa, and TEO
...We had a great time!! %

Gamma Phi Beta

Welcomes our

professors

to

Scholarship Dinner

616 Hilgard

5:15 pm

OK^ and
AO

Get EXCITED
for tonight's

RAID!!!
J

Stac«y, David, Danny

—

Is there a way to guage
How much we can rage?

Life will gel better

Once finals are over

—

But for now.
Although things are back

to normal.

I had a blast at formall

Thanks for a stellar timel

^, Susie

•^^•'•••••^w^i

IK eS IK XO IK KZ I
^^ Congratulations to SIGMA
^^ KAPPA'S Greek Week

K eS IK XO IK

IK

XO Participants! You girls are great! ^~

A special thank you to the
^^ WONDERFUL gentlemen of Theta

^"^

^ Xi, Chi Phi. Kappa Sigma, and ^^
^^-^

Triangle.
^^

IK
^

IK

PARTY TIME
Mobile Disc jockey available

for all parties and affairs.

Plays top 40 's and oldies.

(213) 301-0520.

BE

IK

Love,

The ladies of Sigma Kappa
Ki iK/r\iK e£ IK XO IK es.-.^..^^Mi^^^^^t^^.^^^^----^-- .. .

IK

Congratulations

to

Marline Myers (A EO)
and

AlaTi Gorstein

(ATft Alum)

Q on your engagement
nl We are so

\9 excited for you!!

If LML. Your

t^J^^,^ AEO Sisters

7^ y^ 7^ 1^ -f^ ^ y^

TKe Brothers oj Theta Xi
ivouCd likje. to thank our ^
1989-90 £(ue Iris QuejEti

Ceri Stncutn
\

m

^congmtuUitc our 1990-91 BCue Iris Queen
^mvf Sines

and £Ctie Iris Court
'^ NicoCe aenovu, Xathi^ Xoehter ^
^ Laura :McCfinf(Cess, Vencit^ Vithers)7oon 5

*.
9** A

* • u

Research Subjects 12

DCNTISTRY- No cost screening. Dental work
will be provided for qualiHed patients.

Patients receiving specific dental work will be
paid. Call Tim (213)206-2816.

•Hyperactive Boys with atteniional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion (213)625-0392.'

MEN wanted: $400- 45-80 years old for 9 days
to test new cholestoral lowering drug. Call

213-206-0369.

NEED Subjects 18 arvi older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(21 3)825-0392.

'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Persistant,

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccessful treatn^ent. If accepted, subject
will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TM| x-ray required. Contact Mary,
Dental Clinical Research Center, 825-9792.

supports UCLA Drug Awareness Week
and are so impressed by the efforts of our sisters

Cori Goldbterg- drug use & programming director
Lrz Weiner- drug awareness project assistant

Congratulations also to

Roxanne Sanchez- Student Health Advocate 1990-91

Keep it up Phis

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951^

Dear Theta P.C. '89,

Thanks for the "KAG's" at the
Casino Night P.A.I You proved,

once again, you are the

J;
best Pledge Class on the Row!

Love,

The Actives

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

'Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

AAn CONGRATULATES
Denise Fizzilio - 2nd VP

and

Krista Karvasek - Community
Awareness Liason

on their Panhellenic offices r

AN ASTHMA STUDY. REStARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(21 3)620-6574.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

WANTtD: Subjects (21-55) experiencing
tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 months
who h^ve been treated urmx:cessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medi-
cal, symptom questionnaires and urxiergo jaw
examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected to

battery operated electrical stimulation device
which fSrovides slightly painful stimulation to

lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5 nights

to portable device recording EMC, ECG,
respiration. Paynf>ent $100.00. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)825-9792.

Lost 17

LOST passport #3317212, lost Jan 1990,
phone #(818)376-4006 reward if found. Rah-
mat Karimi.

Sperm Donors 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Salons 21

Wanted 15

AAA
Marilyn and Julie

. Thanks for the great job during

Greek Week

Congratulations

Jen Webb (roB)
on your pinning to

Andy Levlne (ATA).
ov© YLS. Kathy

Research Subjects 12

WANTED
8S poopio

We'll pay you to ioM up to 29
Iw. In tfw next 30 days!

' Ne*wM • Oeol
' Mo hiff^ - 1001
' iMtM toe* you Mm

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

WAffTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

Ail hatural.
100% guaranteed.
(213)281.7484

We Accept All Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Opportunities 26

SPRING FUND RAISER
$2;MNI return on $95i)0 DOWN

Fraternities * Sororities * Campus
Organizations

Perfect Spring Fund Raiser. Past iFC

Fundraising Chaimian will provide you
with everytt)ing you need.

FAST. INEXPENSIVE. 100%
PROTECTED

Designed to produce results. Plus

bonuses for your organization, T.V.s.

VCR's, Equipment!!!

For more info: CAPITAL NETWORK
1377 K Street. N.W. Dept 692,

Washington. O.C. 2000S

EARN up to

$150 per month

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

f 0' 'nforrraiion CcT^cer paven's
Cil Anna ih'O'jghou! I A benefit
^•" 986 3883 '-c- your pariicipat-op

4954 Van H\j\ft Blvd Snirman Oalit

"eceivi a fret gift / your pr« jcrBen appt

He(p Wanted 30

WORK IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER!

"Summer Jobs Britain 1990
$12.95" or "1990 Directory of

Overseas Summer Jobs (41

Countries) $10 95" Each 240+
page book includes names.
addresses, phone numbers

Over 30.000 jobs Send amount
plus $2 25 P&H for each book

to EUROCAL
1900 S. Sepulveda Blvd. Suite

224-C, Los Angeles, CA 90025
14-day money back guarantee

.

CHOCOLATE
Rocky Mntn. Chocolate
Factory, looking for

P'T workers
824-7464.

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure Pediau^ ^_,^S 208-8193 #1
101S GAYLEY AVJL. WBSTWOOO VILLAGB

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INaUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR

Lost 17

LADIES GOLD WATCH. SentimcnUl vajua.

PIcate return for reward. Call Lisa.

Help Wanted 30

$2,000 per 1,000 ertvelopes itufled. Send $2
for shipping and Kandlir^ to JB. enlerprieeft.

f O.BoK 560062 CharloOe North Cvolina
?a?S6

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search and advertising firm. pA. (A. Exposure to
many industries. Will help set up focus groups.
Will train. WLA 9am- 10pm. Mrs. Rost
(213)391-7232.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search & advertising firm. P/T or F/T. Exposure
to many industries. Will help set up focus
groups. Will train. WLA. 9.00am- 10:00pm.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232

LITERARY AGENT'S ASSISTANT, full-time.

BH. Excellent clerical and phone skills, a
strong desire to be In the entertainment
industry is a muA. Experience necessary.
(213)274-5999. /
AIRLINES now hiring! Flight attendants, many
other positions! $1 7,500-$58,240. Call
(1)602-83a-8ea5 ext 6050.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.2S/mile. $Mir to start. Tu/TH.
Call Gary (213)620-6701.

ASST. MGR Baskin Robbins yogurt and ice
cream, full/part time, days/nights/weekends,
Westwood villiag^ and westside locations,'

Scott (213)206-6046.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,
gymnastics background for video productions
$20(yday (714)636-0550.

ATTENTION: Even nxmey reading books!
$32,00(Vyear income potential. Details
(602)638-6665. Ext Bk 8050.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-
semble products at home. Details
(602)638-6665 ext. w.eOSO.

BOOKKEEPER- P/T, to audit medical FiIm,
need good math skills. (213) 276^443.

SECRETARY, BRIGHT ENERGETIC for fast

paced architectural firm. Must be team player.
Flexible 65wpm. Proficient in word perfoct
software. Front office appearance. Excellent
beneflte pkfls. Send resunw to BTA kx:. 1001
Westwood BKd LA. CA 90024, include salary
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BE A MOVIE EXTRA!!

$200-500 per day!
MMMMMMMMMMMMIMMM MMMM^MAMM^^^^M*

all ages and sizes

no prior experience necessary

work with the stars and make money, too!!

Come by Tues. thru Sat. Ipm-4pm
12001 Ventura Place

(east of Laurel Canyon, 3rd floor, green glass

building. Studio City)

MAKE IT HAPPEN TODAY! '

CCA Quik-Cast

(818)760-7982 or (213)661-7982

Great for College Students

Special Registration fee for UCLJ^ Students

Call Now!

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA corporate
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, eood for

student scnedule.

CaU 478-8238 ext. 201.

MODELS
wanted by ProfessiDnal

Photography Studio for

up-coming photo assignments.

Pro. & Non-Pro Mate Female

Call (818) 508-8680

LAW FIRM

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume ^
vy/GPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent inforiaation to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ij^jf^jjj^

CASHIER/GROCERY CLERK- F/T or PA Even-

ings : 3pm-11-m. Days: to be arranged. (213)

477-3216.

CASHIER WANTED: Japanese fast food re-

staurant in WLA to work day and evenings.

Little Japanese required. Call after 2pnn. B

(213)479-2530 H (818)360-5994.

CHEVIOT HILLS recreation center seeks en-

thusiastic energetic people with a love of

children to staff it's sumnier sports, drama,

preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)837-5466.

COFFEE bartender: $6.oa^r -k- tips. Fast paced

downtovvn Euopean style coffee bars seeking

hard working experierKed staff. Part-time,

early am/afternoon shifts, M-F. Call

(213)487-4038 10:30am 2:30pm.

BRITISH COMPANIES- now hiring for

this summers' tourist season. Earn up to $6,000

•f this summer in Europe. Complete 240 page

British Employrr^ent Directory includes 1 ,000

4- job descriptions, employer contacts ar>d

application requirements. Over 9500
open i ngs

.

Send $1 2 95 -f $2.75 P & H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd. Ste 224-C, LA, CA 90025. 30

day money back guarentee.

COMPUTER TEACHER NEEDED. Warner Ave
Elementary School. 4-6th grade. Education

degree and experierKe with children helpful.

Hburs 10:30-2:30 M—F thru June 22nd

Knowledge of Apple 2E CS. Patty Bean (21 3)

474-5719.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, D-base, 2

positions, contact Gene at Loren Data.

(213)475-1195.

COMPUTER OPCRATIOR- \t. programnr>er for

super minicomputer site. User support, prog-

ramming some data entry. Krx>wledge of

BASIC, LOTUS, and word perfect. Desired

hours: 5:30 pm to 2:30 pm. Upgrade to

mainfran^ in r>ear future. Pleasant people

oriented environment. Please call DATA Pro-

cessing manager. (213) 479-4411.

Real Estate Developer

seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & Career

opportunity
g.OO/hr-t-bonus. D.O.E.

Must be organized, delail-

oriented Think and act

independently

Part time and/or Full time
20-40 hrs/wk

Small Century City ofHce

Must be experienced and
know Macintosh

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #B

Beverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 557-1843 - call anytime

I Auto Rental Agency m airport •

• area tasks money motivated, sales- «
* oriented agents to work on a salary •

2 and commission pay structure. No *

• experience necessary. Will train right •
* applicant, work around school •

I schedule. Tom 678-9146. I
•••••••••••••••••••••••

Hashers wanted for

Sorority House
Lunch or Dinner

Terrific Food
$5 an hour

Call (213) 208-4008

COMPUTER CONSULTING neeeded. Exper-

ierKied with Microsoft Word necessary. Quick
e17 experience preferred. Julie
(213)459-5656.

CONSTRUCTION management firm In West-

wood has position available on campus.

Heavy xeroxing, filing. Light typing. Ftexible

hours. Please call Cindy at Held/Jones

(213)825-9914.

COUNSELORS needed. Mental health facility,

wekkend and pm shifts. Valerie
(213)836-5567.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. For summer employn>cnt.

$300-$900/weekly. Cuarenteed openings.

Get the facts. 1-800-926-8447 ext. CIIIO.

DATA ENTRY- P/T. Talk to retailer and owner.

Must have professional telephone skills. Excel-

lent growth potential. WLA high profile. Dy-

namic Real Estate/Property Management Com-
pany. $7.50/hr. Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

DO you know Wordperfect, DBase, or Lotus

for IBMPCf Make good money tutoring PA-
Daniel, Ben. (818)575-0552.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, hon-

smoker, your car. Hourly rate -f gas. Children's

afterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons.

Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.

(213)273-7573.

DRIVER- F/T, LA Art Studio. Sharp, responsi-

ble, personable! Clean driving records. Dirk

(213) 936-9009 Before 12:00 am.

DRIVER/MESSENGER P/T & F/T positions.

(213) 837-5200.

DRIVERS NEEDED M/F. Part/full time for LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus

tips " f>eat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN a FREE trip to Europe! Now hiring

campus representative for unique summer
trips. Send letter, resume/campus activities,

before March 1 5th to Four Seasor>s Travel

Services Inc. 5825 Sunset Drive, suite #204,

South Miami, Florida, 33143.

ENDOCRINE SCIENCES- A leader-in-

hormone analysis sir>ce 1972 is seeking a

highly skilled and motivated laboratoly techni-

cian to join our immunoassay development

team. Competitive salary and benefits. Call

Mark (818) 345-6503.

ERRAND-PERSON/INTERN- P/T Real Estate

Dept . WLA dynamic company. Must have car.

Excellent growth potential. $5/hr plus mileage.

Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

EXPERIENCED writer/director needs producer

to raise funds for short fim. Shorty Filnw Co,

P.O. Box 1233, Venice CA 90294.

EXTRAS r^eeded for film and comnr>ercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

EXTRAS WANTED IMMEDIATELY for t.v.

movie. Ages 18-25. Asians, Persians, and all

ethnics. TBS casting. (213)659-3090

FLOWER SHOP in Beverly Hills requires

part-time help. Hours flexible, clean driving

license essential. (213)271-5030.

FA casual senior typist clerk. Process insur-

ance claims forms, process patient financial

folderf. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

GENERAL OFFICE, for filing and phones.

Contact Mrs. Shulman.
(213)208-8219.

GENERAL OFFICE, PA. Imnr>ediate opening.

Duties to include Tiling, telephones, & typing.

Experience prefer:ed--will train.

(818)881 3063.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. PA Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.

Plea»e have pen ready.

I'M SEARCHING for creatively-talented wri-

ters for paperback novels, non-fiction books.

Magazine articles (213)208-5128. Wernon

INTERVIEWER, M,T,TH,Sat days. WLA Peo-

ple oriented person, good phone skills. $bA*r *

5% commission. (818)506-6546.

LIBRARY ASSISTANT Century City law fimn

has openning for a library assistant. Duties

include: shelving, filing, light typing,

checking in mail, & misc. other duties. Prior

library experience perferred. $10Air. Call

Dcnise Crig»t (213)551-9160.

LEARN ENTERTAINMENT/

MUSIC PUBLIC
—

RELATIONS
t

Intern at major P.R.

firm in Hollywood.

Great opportunity

to learn & gam
~"^

experience.

Class credit

lovailable.

Call Staci

(213) 659-6400

••••••••••••••
•
•

•

••••••••••••••

VALET PARKING I

ATTENDANTS NEEDED*
FULL OR PART TIME |

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physioue.
High commisionsi fiU|£K
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

EARN up to $8Air.
Housecleauiers
. • Full & Paj^t-Ume *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
* Mep, Women, Students, etc.

*

Call C213) 453-1817

•
it

Valet Parkers II

• To valet park at

• private parties &
*
A

restaurants.

Flexible hours. PT/FT.

Clean DMV printout

• required.

• Earn TOP DOLLAR.
• 413-6997
•

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS
OF THE STARS

TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL (213) 657-2420

M-F. 9AM-3PM

I

I

I

I

J.

Pont Wani to Worit FuH finie?

Get Fads now!

H*lDhil Ttpi for all considering

or already in the temporary or

part lime neid. (Recepton, secre-

tarial. Computers, Homemakers)
Send for Vakiabie info Enclose

namo/addrMS & $6 to:

Karin Runorbera PO. BOX 49633

LA. CA 90048

m

Cashier. Manager, or Asst.
Manager for Greg's Grill
Restaurant in Pacific

Palisades. Full or Part Time
available. Must be able to

work weekd^s.
Call Greg 459-0396

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.

We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

MAKE BIG CASH!! Individuals wanted to sell

ad space in various L.A. publications. 20%
conrimission, Great Perks. P/T or FA. Hours
flex. Brad (213)458-1171.

MEDICAL LAB- In West Valley has a part-tin>e

opening for a ger>eral office clerk. Duties

include data entry, filing, specimen entry,

mail, result reporting. CRT experierKX a rrujst.

Science major preferred. Flexible hours, how-
ever, Saturday rotation required. Call Fay (81 8)

345-6503.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for architectural firm in

WLA. Pleasant and professional environnrwnt.

20-30 hr/wk (flexible). Typing 60 wpm,
phones, microsoft Word on IBM PC preferred,

,and general office duties. (213)479-4873.

PART-TIME estmator needed to read blueprint

for painting company (213)876-4866.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing, and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-20/wk.
(213)277-3507 Rick.

'

PART-TIME assistant teachers in special edu-

cation. NPI Hospital school on campus. Assist

as teacher for 1 2 adolescents with emotional

and learning disorders. One position from 8 to

10:45am daily at $104 per week; phone Ms.

Kathy Canter at (213)825-3196. Second posi-

tion from 12:00 to 4:00pm daily at $160 per

week; phone Ms. Gabi Elsenberg at

(213)825-0546. First pc«ition to begin March
1, yitd secorHJ to bfegjn April 1.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 30-40 hrs/wk, $8/hr.

Film maker needs man/or/gal-Friday for per-

sonal errands, light bookkeeping, etc.... Must
be bright, energetic, friendly, organized. Ask

for James (213) 399-9118.

PERSONAL ASSIS9ANT. Fluent in English.

Second language a plus; organizational skills,

familiarity with Macintosh basic programs.

(213)453-1211. Ask for Frank or |ohn.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS. Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9785.

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-

side sublets for sumrr>er law clerks. May-Sept.

Contact Melinda. (213)687-5421.

PROOFREADER. P/T. Downtown law firm for

evening shift. Strong grammer and spelling

skills needed. Overtime opportunities. B.A.

required. $10.0G^r. Call or send resume to:

Recruiting Administrator, Riordan & McKin-
zie, 300 South Grand Avenue, 29th Floor, Los

Angeles, California 90071; (213)629-4824.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT assistant. 5 hours

daily, $7-€^r. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.

(213)939-1720.

CLEANING OFFICES pA, flexible day hours,

WLA, need car ar>d be energetic

(818)785-6336.

P/T OFFICE CLERK In Century City. Wod<
around your schedule. $€A)r. Call Barbara

(213)282-8355.

PA OFFKIE CLERK, international freights for-

warder, near LAX, flexible schedule, 20hnA^,
S6.5(yhr. (213)215-0500 Mary.

RECEPTONISTA3FFICE ASSISTANT. PT/FT.

Small frierwily office. 10 minutes to LJCLA.

Good typing skills required. (213)216-9100.

RECEPTK)NIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible hours. $6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286-9785.

RESEARCH Assistant: Chemical Dependency
Treatment Center needs motivated individual

for Federally funded research project. Compu-
ter skills preferred FA w/ bcrwfits. Contact

Mr. Hasson. (818)547-3650.

RESEARCH Assistant. Need people to get

articles in library. Flexible. $10/hr.

(213)820 5644. ^

RESTAURANT in Brentwood Village ne«ds

servers PA Call (213)472-3287

RESUME CLASSIFIER/COMPUTERdata entry,

minimum of 20 hri^wk. $M>r Marina Del Rey.

Person with some engineering, technical ir

computer education. Call Charles or Dave
(213)305-8834.

30 Help Wanted 30

Film Extras Needed
for T.V. thaw. Unit A commerdala.

M types. 18S0 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun loot Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

RETAIL HELP!- Customer servlve, sales, and

marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9,65 starting, will train, flexible hours, FA,

PA. Call 9-5 (818) 342-4085.

SALESPERSONS needed. Part-time for Wetside

Pavilion Mall Westwood Village selling desig-

ntf clothing. (805)296-0638.

SALES. Sunglass store. Santa Monica. Sales

experience necessary. 23-27 hn^^. Hourly -•

coTTWT^ission. (213)559-1182.

SANTA MONKIA doctor's office needs clerical

assistant. Excellent opportunity for highly mo-

tivated person who likes challenges. Will

train. Part-time 12hrs/wk, possible full-tinne.

Pawn (213)828-2282.

SECRETARY, part-time, some computer back-

ground preferred. Nutrition company. Good
salary light work. WLA. (213)479-1050.

SECRETARIAL help PA for small medical-legal

service. M-F, 9-2pm Please call

(213)854-0999.

SECRETARY/PERSONAL ASST. No experience

necessary. Must learn quickly, PA or FA, Must
leave message. z921 3)477-8490. Near UCLA.

SECRETARY FA, Century City: Fast learner:

Word Perfect krniwledge, type 60 wpm. Call

Barbara. (213)282-8355.

SECRETARY, part-time, light typing, filing,

phones for medical office. Call
(21 3)854-6556.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part tin^ attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive management training. Av-

erage summer earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for nrH>re

info.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, PA, dcperv

dent on skills-$7-S9/hr. Woodland Hills mark-

eting strategy firm needs dependable people

with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have

excellent phorw manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702.

TELEMARKETING. Pagenet/Burbank, a Na-

tional Paging Co. is seeking part-tinr>e tele-

marketers to set appts. for outside reps, $7.00

per hour, plus bonus and convDission. Call

Vicki at (818)845-1400.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-

ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose

(213)286-9785.

UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service $6.34A^r.

plus incentive ir>creases. No experierKe neces-

sary. We schedule around your classes. Come
by or call Martha at (213)825-7686.

WEEKEND CASHIER. Retail hardware. Brent-

woo<^|ocaLip(i; Pleasant working corxiitiorw.

Call m!Rtchards (213)476-2864

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, FA, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)568-0888.

MARKETING
• iDiiiKiiliw'riikY

WITH AT&T
1990 Fall Semester

ATAT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER

Sales-ooentcd student sought for

markeiing/pfomotion position Man-
agemeni responsibility lor campus
Qfoup Excellent pay and bonuses
'legible hours Ail work is on cam-
pus Musi bo available lull iinr>e i?
weeks prior to the start ol classes
and commit to 15 hours per week
until X-Mas break

ATAT ASSISTANT
STUDENT CAMPUS

MANAGER
Student with strong sales/leadership
ability needed lor seven day pro-
gram Fall 1990 Must be available i

week prior to the start ol classes

STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE/
CAMPUS GROUP

Outgoing, sales-oriented group/
individuals needed to represent
AT&T products and services on
cannpus Top pay and bonuses Must
be available 1 week prior to the start

ol classes

For more information, send resume
10 GDI AT4T Recruitment 2 10 West
Washir>gton Square. 1 1 1h floor Phila-

delphia. PA 19106. or call (800)
692-2121 Equal Doportuoiry Employer
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AD PERSON/BOOKKEEPING ASST. Friendly
WLA architectural firm seeks sharp personable
detail-oriented individual to help w/
bookkeeping. A/P, payroll, etc. Willing to

trainnight person student or recent grad in

accounting or related program preferred. Must
be tinancially minded, good w/numbers, pro-

fessional. Computer literate. Excellent com-
pensation. Career potential. 24-40hrs/wk.
Non-smoking office. (213)4794673, Roy.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desireable. $1 2-1 5/hr.

Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

Internstilps 34

Across from
aCLA Dorms

535 Gayley
Large 1 bedroom
new carpet, (drapes

and appliances

$975
208-3818

FILM PRODUCTION CO. needs student to

assist in office. No pay. Good experience. 2-3

days/week, light typing, word perfect helpful.

(618)954-2976

AUSTRAUA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now for summer or fall 1990. 1

or 2 temesteri: classes or internships.

4 week summer program to the Great

Barrier Reef. For iriio. on the BEST
st(^ abroad program in the worM call

Curtin Uraversiiy 1-800-245-2575.

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

2:30-5:30, M^, $Mir. Must have car. Brent-

wDod. (213)625-5573.

BABYSITTER, S-year old boy, 5 afternoons/

week. Must have car. $5/hr •»- gas.
(213)477-0474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings.

BABYSITTER^eiper wanted by single father

with 2 children ey/ery other week. Thurs. night

through Sunday night. (213)472-4313.

BABYSITTER to care for two boys, ages 5 and 6.

Flexible schedule. Must have experience,

references. (213)8213365, (213)471-0901

BRENTWOOD, flexible hours, for 4-year-old

boy. $6-$7/hr. Mrs. Burkes. (21 3)451 -$21 1

.

CHILD needs transportation from WLA school
to hon>e in Siepulveda. Reliable car/driver

required. Mrs. Blake (213)393-0411 ext.

7232A21 3)837-2447.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Approx 20hriM<. In-

cluding summer and vacation. Hours and
salary negotiable. Must own car. References
required. (213)475-5295.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive arKJ speak English. 4 & 7 year
old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

Apartments for Rent 49
WESTWOOD, $59(Vmo., single. Walk to

UCLA and Village. Pool, parking, security.

10966 Roebling Ave. (213)206-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,

Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pets. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, choice location. 5300 move-in

allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedroonf>s. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/1 -bath.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heal, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD duplex 2-bed/1 -bath. Yard, gar-

age with appliances. Close to campus.
(213)629-0385. Available now.

WLA. $1100/mo. 2-bedroom/lV.-bath
condo. Security, carport, shutters, frost-free

refriaerator, cable TV. 1323 Carmellna Ave.

(213H56-3829.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

VlfALK
UCLA

SPACIOUS ONE BDRM
ONE BATH : DOUBLE SINK

• refrigerator dishwasher-
huge Closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Gler^rock

(213) 208-4835

Palms
$72S up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd. 2 bd * den. 1 bd 4 loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-41 74 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 84&-9781

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

,, NORTHRIOGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facility. Shared or

private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.

Free brochure. Northridge
Campus Residence, 9500 zelzah,

Northridge, CA 91325
(818)886-1717

WLA $750. 2-»-2 be<Vbaths and patio between
Robertson & LaCienega on Cadillac Avenue.
(213)a38-9619.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, lofr, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
• Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath
• Roof top Jacuzzi
• All security building

• Dishwasher plus microwave
• Walk-in closet/ fireplace

• Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSi
^^

OORCLASSIFIEbfS

FOR YOU!
825-222

1

^$$SS$$SS$$$$$$$S$SS$S$S$$$$^

1 -BEDROOM apl. $9S(ynfH> including utilities

and garage. Fireplace and hardwood floors.

959 Gayley (213)208-7123

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, single

$610, 1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6
monthlease okay. (213)477-7237.

3 BED ^ 2 BATH upper large. $1 200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-b<V2.balh
•(- den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

eluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

BRENTWOOD. $700. Unfurnished. 1-bdrm,
deluxe upper. (213)550-1228.

DETROIT NEAR WILSHIRE- $555. utilities

paid, cheaper bedroom, airy, parking for small

car. (213) 939-8720.

ENCINO. $700 unfurnished. 2-(-2 deluxe,

large, air, pool. Gated. (213)550-1228.

HOLLYWOO0:2-bdmV2-bath apt. Fireplace,

security system, Jacuzzi, great view, on bus
line to UCLA. $^04S/mo. (213)850-7290.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.

$795/nrK>. Must see. (213) 208-6310.

PALMS. l4>edfoom $610, 2.bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single $55Q/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$750/mo. Special first nxjnth rent

with excel ler>t credit. Pool, sauna, excercise

room. Gas and water paid. Gated parking.

(213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA 3-becV3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, ^$1695/nf¥>. (213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, VC. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRia REDUCTION. BRIGHT.
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSEt SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,

GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685. _^
WESTWOOD - 2-bedroonV2-bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna, 2 exercise rooms, 2 laurxiry

rooms, parking, 555 Glenrock Ave.
(213)824-9691.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 nrnive-in

allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)20^-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaccs

*Laundry facilities

•Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Stiare 54

BEVERLY HILLS- $500/month. Large, fabul-

ous, 2-bedroom 1 V» bathroom, (own bed-
room). Near Wilshire. 1(213) 457-9555.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD HOME for lease. $2800/mo.
3-bedroonV 2-bath, family room, enclosed
yard with gazebo. (213)472-5S42.

SM Huge 3+2, newly remodeled, kieal for

professor or mature student family. Hardwood
floors, fireplace in master. 4 car garage. $2500
(213)394-2203.

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroom/
I'A bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.
Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

PALMS
Bnmd new
buildings

1

3 stoiy town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,

I

laundry, 2-car parking,

suhdecks
|*10-15 mln. from

campus
1*6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Shore 57

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroonn house to share.

Hardwood fioors, cottage-like on Barrington.

$55aATH}. Erin (213)207-1070

House for Sole 58

ATTENTION- govemmeni homes from $1

(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-

siorw. Call 1-602-838-8885.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(21 3)680-5080.

Room/Board for Help 62

BRENTWOOD family with 2 young daughters,

seeking babysitting help. Salary for weekend
work. Call (213)471-1970.

Apartments Furnished 50 Room for Rent 64
PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487,

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. CIom to

LXIA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

PALMS $895, new, uppar, 2-^2, all amenities
including skylight and fireplace. Gated park-

ing. Quiet street. Easy freeway access.

(213)39a5996.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE $1500-$! 700. Spa-

clous 2-bed/1 'A -bath, hardwood floors, flre-

place, yard, washcr/drycr (213)8.19 1840.

WLA, new luxury, 2-be<V2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pels.

$1395 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931.1160.

$385/MO. MALE preferred Large bdrm.
% bath in a beautiful home. (213)558-0551.

$550. Very Large Room. Completely separate

entrance, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Canyon
location (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entrance/bathroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668

FEMALE, own room, 3be(V2bath house. Near
Marina, private entrance, W/D, parking.

$46(ymo. Call Kathryn. (213)306-7257.

LOVELY neighborhood, 2Vi miles from cam-
pus. Non-smoking environn>ent. $37S/mo.
includes utilities. (213)274-0400 (day),

(213)8376983 (evening)

ROOM for rent in private house $325, includes

utilities, near UCLA, Mrs. Kosenbloom.
(213)560-7779, (213)583-7636.

ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 1 5 minutes from
LJCLA available now. Kitchen w/all accesso-
ries, washer/dryer, livingroom w/real fire

place, courtyard. Call Mike (213)627-4282.

WESTWOOD near LXILA, Century City. Furn-
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$365 irKl. utilities. (213)474-0488.

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for corwiderate, responsible female.

$470. (213)479-1601.

WLA TOWNHOUSE. Own roofTvl>ath, $500.
Indoor laundry, parking. Near UCLA.
(818)288-8173, Dolly.

Roommotes 65

2 FEMALE roomates to share 2-bedroom/
2-balh on Veteran. Security, parking, pool.

ASAP. Tracy (714)952-3114.

BEAUTIFUL: New 2-bedroom; own master

bedroon^athroom, by art museum. Open-
minded, $600 -f deposits, furnished, security

etc. (213)935-5800.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful, large apartment.

Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

homelike atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share $300each. Sherry 1-9pm
(213)447-2505.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old ho»Y>e from CC
school to WLA. Answering machine
207-5381. Direct after 8:30pm.

FEMALE, 5-minute walking. Bright, clean,

furnished 1 -bedroom. $335/mo. Begins 4/1.

Please call Joan. 824-1903, 206-1092.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $225/rTH) for

furnished one bedroom apartment in West-
wood. Parking available.(81 8)790-21 85.

MALE/FEMALE roommate share
3-bedroonV2Vt -bathroom/den apartment 20
min. from campus. Own room $330,
(818)990-2686.

MALE ROOMATE- Share 2-bed/2/bath. Very
close to campus. $35(ymonlh. Call (213)
824-3323.

NIFTY 2-bdrm in West Hollywood near Laurel

Canyon. Own room. SA25/mo. Call Dana
(213)874-6582. -

PALMS. Young professional needs responsible

roommate. Own room & bath. Non-smoker.
$548. (213)839-7104.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Great SanU Monica
2-be<Vl -bath security apartment with parking.

Available immediately. Female non.srT>oker

preferred. $500/mo. Karen. D^y
(213)826-7474, evening (213)829-7906.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Westwood. 5 min.
walk to campus. 2-bdmf>/2-bath. $35(Vmo.
(213)208-2646. Scott.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Own room.
$33(yfTH). VA bus to UCLA easygoing room-
mates. (213)478-4769 ASAP.

SANTA MONICA! Own room -»- utilities.

$420/mo. Female non-smoker.
(213)451-9442.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished $270/mo. share room.
S32eVnHj. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7-1 1pm.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment. Quiet street, sec-

urity bidg. Two walk-in closets & own bath.

S369/person. 473-1751 or 478-6622.

WASHINGTON/VENICE- One-bedroom apt

Brand new large quiet, 5 min. from Campus.
Parking, security, $450-500/nfK>nth. Call Nicky
(213) 745-2101

WESTWOOD 2-bdrm/2 bath. Share with 3
girls %375/mo. No security deposit! Evenings
only. (213)208-3073.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $40Q/person. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WLA. Female, responsible, 2-bed/l-bath. Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call
(213)479-7064. (leave message)

WLA, own room -f parking. $320/nx). -f $400
sec. Newly remodled. Non-smoker.
(818)595-8721 beeper, eve. (818)708-8539.

Sublet 66

FEMALE easygoing roomate needed. New,
security, share room. Closet to campus! Spring
quarter $375 (213)208-6503. Suzanne.

SUMMER HOUSING needed. Our Downtown
LA Law Firm is looking for furnished apart-

ments to house our law clerks this sumnr>er. We
prefer Wests ide sublets for various 6-1 2 week
periods between May and August. Please call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

UCSB sublet, shared apartment available.

April. $365. Near campus. Call
(818)905 1917 9:3O-5:30pm.

VENICE BEACHSIDE, OcearVMtn. View large

studio penthouse. Utilities included. April-

August 1st A last. SSSO/rTK). (213)392-7041.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom fumished
apartrr>enls needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please
contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000. Ext.

202.

WESTWOOD bachelor: unfurnished, carport,

garbage paid. New carpet, Wins, paint. First

and last S72Vmo (213)824-4003.

WANTED
Westside students & Apts to

stiare Law students need summer
tiousing various dates Contact

Stiaron Gates at

MITCHELL. SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203
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Sublet

SIDLEY & AUSTIN i
LAW FIRM I

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment or house ifrom

May-August to summer
associates from out of town,

please contact:

Brenda Thomas
(213)556-6976

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-
mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

LOEB & LOEB
• . SUMMER HOUSING

We are looking for

summer housing for our
; * ' summer associates

from June to August. If

'»
,

• you have a 1-2
' •

bedroom apartment/
' house to sublet, please

•

«

call Purlta at 688-3659.
] No roommate situation

please.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to August. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

jL. McKenna, j^

4 Conner & Cuneo jf

Ik-

seeks funished

sublets for Its low

students who need
housing during oil.

Of port or the summer.

Reese Coll

(213) 687-6164

*
*
*
^
*
-*

Sublets Needed
Downtown lavdirm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169^

r

Daily Bruin Classified

66 Sublet

^ CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

fof legal iAtems who
t\ted housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CUERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

/^
MAYER, BROWN

8c PLATT
seeks summer
sioblets for its

summer
associates.

Please call Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-balh unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitcherV bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

FOX HILLS, 1 -bed + den 1 -bath condo 1 5 min
to UCLA $160,000 spacious 1100 sq. ft.

(213)337-1637.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Child Care

NANNY AVAILABLE M-F. To share in our Mar
Vista home. LJnder 1 yr. preferred.

(213)398-9976 after 6.

NANNY available to share form 9-5pm in

Westwood area. $9(Vweek. (213)453-3452,

Brer>da.

Insurance 91

xjLkx:
I HATfc AUTO INSURANCE

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED?

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM

MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

.
-*** ''''^^

. Please contact

•Janiatte Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

;;•.' Jii tjij l.'ul jul!} iiiMiKJiii,.'

»> t"qi»ittif1 l)v la.;' So loi ,j

FREE LOWER QUOTE (..ill

(213,852-7175 (81S»342-1510

BE^^^ PRiCE ^UTO i^JS :^^RJ'-,

•••••••••••••••••^

?? Need Insurance ??
Call (213) 383-7821

t1 Low Coat Auto Insurance

T Excellent/Competitive
y' Service & Rates.

Ask l^or Johnny Suh
U^J. InMirance Afency

3360 Wilshire Blvd. STE 770

LA., CA. fiOOlO • 20 min. from

Hnmc llc.ilt f: V

w. •'
*

AUTO INSURANCE
Mlnhnum liability required

^' by law.

Example: fenrxsle 21 and
over $675/yr.; female

ur>der 21, male urxjer 26,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
<:olllslon, ar>d rriotorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 476-8365

66 Insurance

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West
wood A^rKy. Personal service. Call rxiw arKi

save nioney. (213)620-4839.

ku\o & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rotes For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Ptx^ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
OUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
SAVeON
IMMmANGI

)VC

Jf

4
*

/iilstaie
Auto/Home/Commerciai

Westwood/Wilshir3 Office

3t2-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 btks. So of Wiishire)

Movers 94

GREG'S rrnyving. We do all the moves. Specia-

llzlng in stixient moves. 24hr. (21 3)261 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short rK>tice ok. Student discount. FrierxJIy

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierxied, arxi reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (21 3)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many nxTves ur>der $125. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personol Service 95

lOHN RONCE, CPA. Income tax preparilion.

See ad in body of paper. (213)459-0335.

^ Services Offered 96

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subject*. Tlieaet/DiMertationa,

Ptopotab and Books. ForeiA) Stxadenu
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-6661

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
A !e'a! cs 'o' rg^ a'"t ACTe"

Cce" 7 cays

7:00 ail- 9:30 on
1874 V. • : Bi.

INCOME TAX
Preparation of indivklua]

and business tajc returns

Personal servloe for UCLA
people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, CPA
478-7600

STATISTICS
consultation

and
assistance

Statistical Information Sttrvioes

(818)346-0696

Tutoring Offered 98

TUTORING
All subjects pkjs LSAT.GMAT.

and GRE. Free 1 hour leuon with this

ad.IVY league grads. Stamford Prep
(213)271-5181.

91 Services Offered

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcorT>e. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc?.. Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)206-4353.

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON
Elementary to advanced. Charles
(816)584-1123.

EXPERIENCED Vy/RITER/EDITOR will aid you
in completing your writing project. Call Cor-

don (213)388-3035.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(2^3)473-5441.
[

GERMAN LESSONS/CONVERSATION- By na-

tive German student. Reasonable rates, flexi-

ble hours, groups welcome. Arnirea (213)

450-8382.

ITTALIAN lessons. By native Italian teacher 10

years experience: conversation, tutoring.

Leave message for Franco. (213)650-8471.

MATH TUTOR- all levels. Buisness woman,
graduate UCLA & Smith College. BA/MS.
(213)450-9111 X2371

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experiernie. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

SPANISH lessors, native Argentinian tutor

(MS) reasonable rates. Call Beatrice

(213)390-7690.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)859-2293,

leave message.

Typing

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Lawgraduate with Macintosh,

Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

•ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typlng-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 6am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)476-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPl,E & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. eXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISCERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPERATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4586.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most cor^scientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, (213)470-6164.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -f profes-

sional experierxx with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)276-0366.

FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free

pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rates. Call

(213)202-6961.

GREAT MARKS TYPING SERVICE- Prompt/
affordable. Call for midterrrVflnal pricing. Con-
tact Paula Marks (213) 935-3653.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tioTK, theses. IBM PCA.aser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793

IBM-PC Word processing, lemi papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0256. "

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer, Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up »nd delivery, 24
hour service. (213)626-6133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm -will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTSI Call Aj
(213)475-6902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatior>s, tramcriptions, mamiscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa MorSica (21 3)626-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2866.

WORD PROCESSING. Resume^rm papers

guaranteed 24hr service! Complete mailing

with personalized cover letter. $10.00 & up.

Call: Elisa (616)501-7050.

TYPING
• Located un campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

Reasonable Rales! ~
ASUCU Computer Rental Center in KerckhoH • 706-84'j4

One Day Word Procetsing

and/or Editing

Over 2S years axpcricnce. Also offer

•thical Mtlttanc* with writing problemi

and tulodng (n English, Hiitory,

PhiloMiphy, and Political Scianca.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

96 Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near uaA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

)ean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; lop supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tartce with college admissipn essays. Near
UCLA. (213)206-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get resulU. We Never Close. (213)267-2765.

IXI'IRI RKSUMIvS
l'.i\ * < >IIit)t
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Travel 105

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm, bd. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany. Austria. Portugal.

(805) S55-5566

100 Travel Tickets 106

ROUNDTRIP ticket to anywhere Northwest
flies in U^. $350 Call Aaron at (21 3)479-5434.

Autos for Sale 109

1965 MBZ 190 classic. New: paint, interior,

tires, brakes. Clean car. $3250 Call days'
(213)396-1618.

1973 VW BUG. needs paint and minor body
work, perfect car for student. $950 obo. Call

Stuart (213)396-6995.

1977, PLYMOUTH Wagon, runs well; looks

good. $850/obo. (213)649-5239.

1962 BMW 3201. Silver/black, one owner,
inwnaculate. $6200. (213)364-1293.

1967 TOYOTA 4x4 Pickup. Metallic grey,

30,000 miles, excellent condition. $750(Vobo.
(213)455-2366.

1988 VW JETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo. 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$755(yobo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

1989, TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, red w/gray
interior. Sunroof, anVfnVcassette, 1 7,000
rniles, $11,500. New. (818)509-2689.

ATTENTION- Governrr>ent seized vehicles

form $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602^38-8885. Ext. A 8050.

BMW 3201, 1977, $3750. Excellent, 78,000
miles, custom $1500 Alpine stereo, new
sheepskins. (213)277-7664.

BUICK LE SABRE 1966. All original good
coTMiition in & out. Runs great. Must sell

$100(yobo. (213)657-6906.

CHEVROLET CITATION, 1980 White, 50K
miles. Clean. $1250 as is. (213)650-6425.

DATSUN 200SX 1980, $1600/obo. Red,
5-spd, air, very good corvjition, reliable trans-

portation. (213)277-0086.

DATSUN 210, 1961, $100(Vobo. 66k miles.

Extrenrwly reliable, one owr>er. AKVTM cas-

sette. Minor body damage. Paul,
(213)626-0932.

DATSUN B210 1977. Clean, reliable transpor-

tation. New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$90Q^obo. Call (213)454-2769.

HONDA CIVIC- LX, four-door sedan, 1966,

$6, 750 OBO. 5 speed, 19k miles, immaculate,
fully loaded, n^etalic blue. Assumable. (616)

906-7093.

HONDA CRX SI 1969. Red, mint condition,

low mileage, sunroof, A/C, 5-speed. $9900.
(213)649-6765.

IS IT TRUE ...lEEPS for $44 through the Govern-
ment? Call for facts! 1-706-742-1142 Ext.

6147

MAZDA RX3 wagon, 1973, automatic. Good
transportation car. $350. (213)306-1282,
leave message. ^
MAZDA RX7- GS 62, $4,700., charcoal gray,

5-speed, A/C, cruis, sunroof, rebuilt transmls-
sion, still under warranty (213) 478-4115.

MERCURY. Montcgo, 1969, one owner, all

new paru, safe car. $1 000. (21 3)393-7966. By
appointment.

NEED to rent a car? Only 18? Don't have a
credit card? Call Renl-a Car Cheep
(213)678 9146.

NISSAN 200 SX. 1984. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $5700.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN 300ZX TURBO, '85. Auto, 50m,
loaded, 8 sph stereo, one owner. Excellent

condition $920(yobo (618)784-5552

NISSAN- Stanza 1983. 63K miles, excellent

condition $2,20(Voffer. Manual. 4-door. no
A/C (213) 459-6579

• •

From page 32

festivities and the NCAA tourney
talk stood the Huskies, a possible
spoiler in UCLA*s post-season
plans. Not on this day, though, as
for the first time since January,
UCLA came out of the gates fast,

running and gunning, and never
looked back.

With Wilson leading the charge,
the Bruins jumped out to a quick
six-to-zero run and the tone was set
for the rest of the day. The Bruin
forward swished an 18 footer to

open the scoring, and his team-
mates caught on quickly as UCLA
stretched its lead to seven with just
over nine minutes eclipsed.

The scrappy Huskies put
together a little run of their own to

pull within 17-16. but Bruin
freshman Tracy Murray, who
came off of the bench to replace
Walker, nailed a 20-footer from
the comer and fellow frosh Mitch-
ell Butler took a rebound coast-to-

coast for a layup.

After trading buckets with
Washington, the UCLA defense
picked up its intensity with a
couple of steals that were quickly
capped off by a pair of explosive
dunks by Butler to put the Bruins
up by 12 (34-22) a few minutes
before intermission.

In the second stanza, behind an
extremely balanced attack, UCLA
stretched its lead to 18 at times.

And whenever the Huskies
attempted to mount any sort of
rally. UCLA always answered
with something a little short of
spectacular.

Much to the delight of the Bruin
fans, freshman Tracy Murray
crammed home an alley-oop pass
from Gerald Madkins to send the

place into pandemonium and end
all of Washington's hopes of an
upset

The only suspense left was
whether Harrick would grant the

UCLA fans their request and re-

insert Walker back into the lineup.

The fans were given their wish
at the 4:11 mark, when Walker
replaced Keith Owens. Walker,
just like Wilson, left the game to a

slartding ovation a few minutes
later.

"It*s been fun, but I realize that

everything must end," Walker said

of his UCLA tenure. **I was happy
(about the start) but I felt that we
should have beaten them by more."

But after a cold three weeks
which saw the Bruins go winless.

Walker and Co. will probably take
anything they can get as long as it

falls in the win column.
Bruin Notes: According to Harrick.

Trevor Wilson's sprained right wrist,

which has been linked to UCLA's down-
fall, is almost 100 percent Hit 15 boards
were the second most of his career. He also

contributed four assists in 35 minutes.
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CACAO
Espresso Cafe

Read, Think, Sleep,

Sun - Wea 3 pnn - 2 om
^*^^.rs - So' 3 DT - 4 c^

11609 Santa Monica Blvd.
(Federal at Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 473-5166

All People have a
Right to Justice..

Even Criminals

(5000.
©@@0 0@iri)tf®[r®[rii(5@

March 8-1

1

at UCLA
Call (213)206-5547/5523

Paid for by USAC

^^mt!l^^^

HEW HOURS:
FULL MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday
Monday - Thursday
'til 12:C0 PM
Sunday til IIdOO PM

'^Pjkr.AfA
,v>

Five Master
Sushi Chefs

To Serve youlj

Compllmefitary appetizers

KAonday-Friday. 4:30-6:30 PM
LL^'CH • COCKTAILS • BIG SCREEN SATEUITE TV

2830 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

I

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Buy One
Get One
FREE

With this coupon, order any one of our

I

entrees, and get another entree of equal or
lesser value free. Valid for all members of
your party.

Valid Monday through Thursday.
Not valid for carry-outs or banquets,

Please present UCLA ID with coupon

Offer expires 3/31/90

1109 Glenddn Avenue
Westwood Village
^—208^3884 ™^

BRUIN KIDS '90 is looking for enthusiastic individuals
for our children's summer recreation program.

$10.98 per hour

Gymnastics Instructors .

Tennis Instructors

Aquatics Instructors

(must have WSI certification)

$8.23 per hour

Tennis Counselors

Soccer Counselors

$7.80 per hour

Maintenance

Applications are available in the Bruin Kids Office, John Wooden
Center 1st floor, Monday-Friday 9-4pm.
Deadline for submitting applications: MARCH 12

RECRUITMENT FOR ALL OTHER CAMP rOTTNSFT OR '

POSITIONS BEGINS IN APRIL!
WATCH THE DAILY BRUIN FOR DETAILS!

UCLA Cvhurml »M^ ft»crmmU0mml Attmin

Suntcr Canyon A*cr*«lk>n C»nlf

Autos for Sale 109 Autos for Sole

PONTIAC J2000LE, 1982, S)BO0/obo P/i,

p^, n/c, anVfm stereo cassette. Good condi-

tion. Clean. (213)654-3970.

TOYOTA CELICA, '78. 80k miles. Original

owner. BtMnd new tire^rakes. Good condi-

tlon. $195(yobo. (213)858-8150.

TOYOTA Corolla 1982. 2 door liftback, auto-

matic, air, aiT^m, runs well. $260G/obo.
(213)206-3279.

TOYOTA SUPR^ 1 979, 5-8peed, air, sunroof,

AM^M stereo, power steering, po¥^r win-
dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644.

URGENT- Moving out, 84 Ford Escort Wagon
(Merc. Lynx), 46K miles. Excellent cofKJition,

$1,900 OBO. (213) 206-5370.

VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET 1987. $1987
$9500. Black on Wack. Kenwood pullout

stereo. MM condition. (213)275-0343.

VW BUG. 1970. Xcint cOnd. New paint, tires,

rbit engine, pull out stereo. $3350.
(213)642-4412.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $1 100, 4-door,

black reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic

condition. (21.3)824-3655.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, $650(Vobo Red,
20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

Motorcycles for Sole 1 14 Scooters

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg white converti-

ble. S-spted, new clutch & tires, stereb,

alarm, perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)9379174.

119 Musical Instruments 129

Auto Repair 110

VW RABBIT, 1980,

(213)209-2123.
$2000, automatic.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOIMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile

12054 Wilshire BI

(213) 207-1811

Motorcycles for Sole 114

HONDA 750CBF, 1981 . Very good condition,

clean. Beautiful looking. Only $850.

(213)851-6206

HONDA XL 100, low mile*, good condition.

$400. (21 3)824-2575. Leave message for Pam.

KAWASAKI, CP2 550, 1983, with brand new
helmet. Good condition. Registered Jeff

(213)208-1872.

SUZUKI: 250, 1981, good 'condition. 2 hel-

mets, rack. Mu»t sell SSOO/obo. Call |im
(213)824-1626.

YAMAHA- 82 XT250, recent tune-up, very
reliable. $700. Call Bret (213) 208-1129.

Scooters 119

1 986 HONDA ELITE 1 50, runs great. Call John
at (213)208-3848.

1986 SPREE, needs repair, $150/obo,
(213)824 1858.

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition,

$399 Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1985 Great condition,
with helmet $850. (213)471-5632. Leave
message.

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Only 600 miles. Excel-

lent condition. $1200/obo. Call Glen at

(818)367 8476.

HONDA ELITE 1985, 250 digital, freeway
helnr>et, lock, runs great. Great deall Invest-

ment $595, (213) 824-2505

HONDA passport, 1983. 2-seater, very good
condition. $4r5/obo. (213)824-7149.

HONDA SPREE SCOOTER, 1986. $350. Call

John (213)275-5772.

HONDA SPREE- 1985, $200 OBO. Moving
Must sell. (213) 206-5311. Kristen.

HONDA SPREE 1986-good condition. 2k
miles, lock included. $200/obo. Please call

Tracy (213)824-0797.

HONDA SPREE, '86. Just tuned- good condi-

tion. $300. (213)471-1378, after 9pm.

YAMAHA CA50 scooter, excellent condition,

very low miles. $425/obo. Call
(213)208-2397.

Furniture 126

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

STOVE $25(Vobo. Refrigerator $7Vobo. Both
in very good condition. (213)933-3242.

Musical Instruments 129

'88 RICKENBACKER QUITAR V. -neck with

case. Brand new. Must sell by spring $450.

Aaron (21 3)4 79- 5434

BASS PLAYER- To joir^orm band. Influences:

Beatles, John Cougar, jazz. Pradice room
available. Andy (213) 824-7852.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

VOLKL SLALOM -P9- Skis- 197cm. with Tyr-

olia 590 bindings. $40Q/obo. Jennifer
(213)208-2446

Typewriter/Computer 134

MAC 512 80pK external disk, keyboard,
Imagewriter II, mouse, software library, man-
uais. $115(yobo. (213)824-7180.

MACINTOSH 51 2KE, external drive, carrying

bag, and accessories. Excellent condition.
$500. (213)824-9775. 7-1 2pm for Kent.

SUNTAC IBM-compatible with VGA monitor,
65MB hard drive, 1.2MB floppy, 1MB
ram Brand new. Lots of software. $2300.
(818)509-2689.

366/33

388/25

388/20

288^2
XT

Computtrt
CACHE Mono
4Mg
iMg
64()K
640K
ISC Coffiputsrs

(818) 287-6213

Mono
Mono
Mono
Morx>

$2200
|l875
$1300
$700
$480
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Located
in

Westwood Village

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
RELIEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 MCA/ISA ACCEPTED
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SPACE SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
The subject of this year's Rubey Colloquium^,
(Earth and Space Sciences 120, LD. # 29976) will

be the plasmas and the magnetic and electric fields

of the solar system. The course will cover the
origin of the solar wind, the interaction of the
solar wind with each of the planets, and, in the
case of the Earth, how the solar wind energy
enters the Earth's magnetosphere and powers the
aurora. The properties of different regions of space
will be illustrated using data from instruments on
past and -presently operating spacecraft. The
material will be presented at level appropriate
for upper division undergraduates with a
background in the physical sciences. Graduate
students with an interest in space plasma physics
are also encouraged to enroll.

The Colloquium lectures will be presented during
the Quarter break, March 26-30, 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. in Geology 3656. Instruction will be
provided by resident faculty and experts from other
institutions in the U.S. and abroad. Discussion
sections will follow weekly during the Spring
Quarter on Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m. in Geology
4677. Students interested in taking this course for

4 units of credit must attend both the Colloquium
and the discussion sections.

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

» Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

M
jTMt. Kenya Safari Co.

$149.00
each

1.

Fully Lined Leather Bag
Carry Backpack Style or Top Handle

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Call or Write for Free Brochure

Here are
the excuses you
need to eat out.

V i
,

Send Check or M.O. To:
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
P.O. Box 18926
Denver, CO 80218
(3031 832-9552
Mt. Kenya Safari Co.
940 Doviming Denver

VALID EVERYDAY

SIRUON STEAK $5.99

r
c
e

at

INCLUDES ALL-YGU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
ft SALAD BAR

Served with cheese toast and choice of potato.
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

PARTYNOW THRU: 3-18-90

Offer good only:
Sizzler-WMtwood Village

922 Goyley Are.
208-6788MM«« M COUPON. M «

Sizzler

STEAK A HIBACm
CHICKEN $6.99

I

^

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
ftSALADSAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IH
PARTY NOW THRU: 3-18-90

Offer aood only:
ot Sissler-WeetwoodVillage

822 Goyley Ave.

3pm.
Sizzler

COUPON

Swimmers
make NCs
By Linda Peters

Contributor

The Bruin Invitational on Satur-

day allowed two noticeably
relieved Bruin swimmers—^juniors

Sheri Smith and Melissa Skin-
ner—an opportunity to compete in

the NCAAs.
Although points were allotted,

the meet was basically provided so
that swimmers from UCLA and
use could qualify for the NCAAs,
leaving rankings unaffected.

Smith was the first to make her
NCAA cuts, qualifying in the

200-yard butterfly (2:00.94),
almost a full second below the

NCAA cut-off time (2:0 L88).
Either Smith likes to add a little

drama in her life, or else fatigue

and health-related problems were
factors preventing her from qual-

ifying last week at the Pac-10
Championships.

All Skinner needed was some
extra r^t and a little additional

mental preparation to reach her

NCAA qualifying times.

She qualified herself in the

2(X)-yard breaststroke with a time
of 2:18.83. The official qualifying

time is 2:19.30.

From page 29

they lost to those . . . TYojans. Led
by junior Bryan Ivic, a fired up
use squad shot down the soaring

Bruins in four games.

In the first game, the Bruins
charged out of the gate with a
vengeance, taking a comnumding
8-3 lead. Behind the solid play of
Mike Whitcomb, Trevor Schir-

man, and Mike Sealy, UCLA
steadily pushed the Trojans to a
14- 10 game point A stunning roof
by Mike Whitcomb sealed a 15-10
victory for UCLA.

Going up against the exception-

ally strong use offense, the

Bruins knew that their blocking

would play a key role in Friday

night's match.

After the Bruins impressively

prevailed in Game 1, the Trojans
took over and never looked back.
The spirited Trojans went into the

second game on fire after losing, as
they leaped out to an early lead

with three quick points. UCLA
answered with their own rally,

capped by a Schirman roof to make
it 2-3. But from then on, it was all

Troy. The Bruin squad seemed to

lose their rhythm as they watched
use roll up a commanding 11-2

lead. At 12-3. however, the Bruins
finally woke up and began to play
tough volleyball again.

In the third game, the Bruin fans

at Pauley, almost outnumbered by
the Trojan backers, could only
watch in silence as their team
skidded to 13-0 deficit

With their backs now against the

wall, the Bruins came back and
showed why they arc the No. 2
ranked team in the nation. Nobody
would have guessed that this very
team went down 15-1 just minutes
before. Matching the Trojans point
for point, UCLA regained the

intensity that they lost after Game
1. A Bruin kill to pull ahead 6-5

'sent the once dormant Pauley
crowd into hysteria. The Bruins
marched out to a 9-6 lead, but the

Trojans promptly responded with
three of their own to tie it at nine.

Mike Garcia landed an ace serve

to put the UCLA back in^ front 10-

1 9, but the rally ran out of gas at 1 1

.

use streaked past the Bruins
behind the dominant hitting of Ivie

to reach a 14-11 match point,

before going on to the 15-11 win.

\

No singing in tiie

rain for Bruin Nine
By Jay Ross
Contributor

BERKELEY—When it rains, it

pours. That is exactly what can be
said of the UCLA baseball team's
trip to Berkeley, this weekend, as
both Friday's and Sunday's games
were rained out To make matters
worse, the Bruins dropped the only
game played to Cal on Saturday,
4-1.

The two teams will make up
Friday's game today at 2 pm, while
yesterday's game will be made up
on April 9—when UCLA heads up
to Palo Alto to play Stanford.

But on Saturday, the Bruin Nine
came out sluggish on the wet
fields, and Cal pitcher Rob Butler
kept the UCLA bats at bay all day
long.

"We seemed pretty flat, basi-

cally, the whole game," said
catcher Paul Ellis. *Tim (Lindsay)
pitched well enough to win, but we
just didn't hit the ball . . . We
have to concentrate more
(because) we weren't executing. A
couple of hit-and-runs didn't
work ... In a low-scoring game
like this, you have to execute."

But it wasn't like that in the
early going. The Bruins opened the
scoring in the top of the first when
designated hitter Joel Wolfe
started the rally with a single to

center. The speedster raced to third

on a hit-and-run when centerfiel-

dCt:Dave Zancanaro bounced the
pitch over the Cal firstbaseman for
"an infield hit. Zancanaro then
advanced to second on an error by

secondbaseman Jason Evans,
leaving first base open.

Chris Pritchett who would go
O-for-3 and end his 16-game
hiuing streak, then struck out That
brought up the hot-hitting Ellis

(nation-leading 13 HR, 36 RBI) to

the plate.

Butler intentionally walked
Ellis to load the bases with one out
and then unintentionally walked
Ihirdbaseman Kevin Webb to put
UCLA up 1-0. However, that

would be the only Bruin score of
the afternoon.

Lindsay—who dropped to 2-
1—^pitched strongly for the first

seven innings, surrendering two
runs. The first came on a solo
homerun to Bear rightfielder Mike
Muhlelhaler and a sacrifice fly by
Troy Penix u. scored IB Jon
Zuler.

In the eighth, the Bears tagged
Lindsay, who had never gone past
seven inning in his career, for two
more runs, which sealed UCLA's
defeat.

The Bruins did not generate
much offense and never sent more
than four batters to the plate after

that first inning rally. Butler, who
remained undefeated as a starter

(3-0), scattered seven hits, only
five from the second inning on.
UCLA leftfielder Robbie Kat-

zaroff, who led the Six-Pac in

stolen bases last year, never
reached base, eliminating a Bruin
scoring threat. Also, theUCLA big
guns, Pritchett and Ellis, batting

.441 and .375 respectively, com-
bined for a l-for-6 afternoon.

Bniins can weight as
throwers lead track
By Chris Koutures '

Senior Staff Writer

UCLA's 110-42-30 triangular meet victory over Cal State Los
Angeles and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo was quite the throw-back to years
past

Once again, the Bruin depth was the deciding factor, and as usual, the
weight crew didn't waste much time in getting off to a strong start.

In the very first event—held over at West LA College—senior John
Knight broke his personal record in the hammer with a 212-8 second
effort that^th qualified him for the NCAA Meet and puts him second on
the all-time UCLA list

Over at Drake, freshman Erik Smith put on quite a show in the first

event there with a 222-5 best in the javelin throw. Smith set three personal
records in his five throws, culminating with the NCAA-provisional
qualifier on his second to last effort

In the rings, senior Brian Blutreich pulled of the impressive double that

qualified him for the NCAA meet in both the shot put and the discus.
Blutreich threw 60-10 in the shot put using a new glide technique, then
returned in the discus to post a 192-10 best after having only a 150-2
effort to show at the end of three rounds.

UCLA's field strength also showed in the triple jump, where Matt
Darby went 48-8 on his last leap for the win. The Bruins didn't win the

pole vault, but both Jay Borick and Jay Bellinger cleared 16-6 for second,
and Steve Slocum made 16-0 for the third spot.

On the track, Sven Haug and Beat Ammann gave the distance crew
something to cheer about with wins in the mile and two-mile
re;spectively. Haug ran a clean and tactical race amidst a laj*ge field to win
in 4: 15.54, then Ammann followed with a 9: 14.3 1 time that was climaxed
by a strong last pair of laps.

The sprints saw the return of senior Derek Knight in the 4(X) intermedi-

ate hurdles. Knight notched a 52.01 mark in his first race since a hamstr-
ing sidelined him late last season.

**We feel really good about this start," said head coach Bob Larsen.

"We have a lot of areas of strength, and a lot of areas where we need some
work, but now we have an idea of what kind of team we will have this

season."

use plays Bruins to
tune of 'Conquest'
By Terry White

Contributor

It was ugly. The nauseating

anthem "Conquest" echoed in the

rafters of Pauley Pavilion as the

demented zombies waved their

"V" as if in a trance.

Not only did the UCLA volley-

ball team lose last Friday night, but

See VOLLEYBALL, pageli

r
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Looking For The Key To Success?
JkTry Advertising fn the Daily Bruin.

^ 825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

ASUCLA COMMtJNICATIONS BOARD
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

Editor-In-Chief
BruinUfe Yearbook

BnilnLlfe is UCLA s yearbook. It is developed throughout the year, comprising of over 400 pages
reflecting student life at UCLA Applicants must be registered UCLA students. The Communica-
tions Board will interview candidates on Thursday, April 19 at 4 pm.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Tuesday, April 3 at 12 Noon.
Candidates should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a BruinLife
the Publications Offlce, 112 Kerckhoff Hall during regular business hours.

mission statement in

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin. KLA, BruinLife Al-Talib
Ha'Am. La Gente de Aztlan. NOMMO, Paclflc Ties, TenPercent. Together. n

Applicants must be a UCLA student in good standing and cany a minimum of 8 units at the time of applica-
tion with a cumulative GPA of 2 for undergraduates. Each applicant must meet minimum experience requirements established for the particular medium applied for.

^

f FRIEND—TO—FRIEND
BEFRIEND A COLLEGE-AGE JEWISH

EMIGRE FROM IRAN OR
THE SOVIET UNION

You can be a part of a language exchange program
(English/Russian, English/Farsi), sports league, or a folk

jam group.
v

-^

Anyone interested in participating in this project should contact the '

Mitzvah Project office for applications. - ^

Call Caty at (21^)208-0640

^ GLASNOST—C/4L/F0/?W/1 STYLES
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208-8671
(LIMITED AREA)

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOOD!
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$7.60 LARGE

TWO rOPF'INGS

208-8671
Offer good only witn this

coupon, one coupon oer

Not good tor Sicilian ityi*

Limii 3 pizzas oer ao(?ress

Exp. 3/12/90
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$7.60LAf^GE
PIZZA

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good onlv with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not good tor Sicilian style

L.mii 3 pizzas oer aoaress
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Exp. 3/12/90
I

$7.60 LARGE
PI77A

TWO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Noi good tor Scihan style

Limit 3 Qizzas per aciress
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Exp. 3/12/90
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Netters deflate another lesser foe
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

Facing their second straight Division II

opponent, the UCLA men's tennis team posted
another easy victory, as they defeated UC
Riverside, 9-0, last Friday.

Dropping only two sets all afternoon, the

Bruins (14-2) manhandled the Highlanders (6-

4) en route to the win.

The only match carrying any suspense was
at No. 1 doubles, where defending Pac-10
champions Bill Barber and Mark Quinney
received a scare from the Riverside duo of
Darin Pleasant and Greg Skaggs. After losing

the first set, 4-6, the Bruin sophomores roared

back to take the second, 6-1. And leading 6-5 in

the final set. Barber and Quinney broke serve to

take the match.

In other doubles action, the No. 2 team of
Bill Behrens and Robbie Wendell served up a
double bagel as they annihilated Chris Ewing
and Kevin Klabunde, 6-0, 6-0.

In singles, Mark Knowles and Bill Barber
had no trouble at the No. 1 and 2 spots as they

prevailed 6-2, 6-2. and 6-1, 6-4, respectively.

Sophomore Bill Behrens lost the first set at

the No. 3 slot, 3-6, but finished the match
strong in taking the final two sets, 6-0, 6-3.

Closing out the singles competition for the

Bruins with one-sided victories were Fritz

Bissell (6-2, 6-0), Jason Sher (6-3, 6-3), and
Mark Quinney (6-3, 6-0), at the fourth, fifth

and sixth positions, respectively.

Waller stralglitens out Bruins

TENNIS: Women lose in finals to Stanffoidy again
From page 32 " "

"

McCalla said later. '*It was the

most exciting comeback r*"ve

ever had."

McCalla sent theUCLA backers

into a cheering frenzy when she

pounded a forehand cross-court at

8-7 in the tie-breaker and watched

Lloyd's return sail wide.

For a while though, the match
looked as if it would bear more
resemblance to an old fisherman"s

tale: The One That Got Away.

McCalla seemed to have the

match in hand on several occa-

sions, including 3-1, 15-40 on
Lloyd's serve in the second set,

and a 3-0 lead in the third.

McCalla also had two match
points earlier, once at 5-4, 40-30
on her own serve in the second set,

and another in the third at 6-5, 30-

40 on Danforth *s serve.

But Lloyd fought them off as

McCalla drove two errant fore-

hands in to the net.

And as the tie-breaker for it all

began, McCalla's vow looked as
shaky as the Trumps* marriage.

Ahead 6- 1 , Lloyd went for some
winners and missed, including a
topspin lob which McCalla
watched go over her head but
landed a half-inch past the base-
line.

From there, Lloyd missed
another forehand wide to make it

6-5, and when McCalla smashed a
service winner on the next point to

even it up, the howling and
screaming was deafening. Lloyd
responded by hitting a clean
backhand winner to make it 7-6 in

her favor, but it was the last point
she would win as her shot flew
long after a long rally on the next
point and set the stage for McCalla

to complete her monumental com-
eback.

Emmons won twice as she
blasted Andrea Farley, 6-2, 6-2 at

No. 1 and teamed with Po at No. 2
doubles to defeat Holly Danforth
and Cathy Goodrich, 6-4. 6-L
The anticipated battle of the No.

2s—^Emmons was ranked No. 2
last year (No. 22 this year) and
Farley No. 2 this year—turned out
to be more like the U.S. vs.

Grenada.

Friday

It took five-and-a-half hours,

but UCLA came out on top of its

old rival Cal-Berkeley, 7-2.

Leading 4-2, UCLA swept the
doubles, headed by the clincher at

No. 1 as third ranked Ceniza/Sam-
pras rallied from a one set 0-2
deficit to edge Jean-Marie Lozano
and Lisa Albano, 4-6, 6-4. 6-4.

Chris Waller won his third

all-around title of the year.

By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

With only one meet left in their

regular season, the UCLA men*s
gymnastics team rebounded
strongly Friday night as they easily

defeated No. 23 UC Santa Barbara
by over 16 points.

Posting their best team score

since eariy February, the No. 4
Bruins increased their record to

11-2 with the 278.60-261.80 win.

"We're more consistent.** head
coach Art Shuriock said. "We had
a few breaks, but overall we
improved on a lot of routines.**

Capturing all six events. Bruin
gymnasts won each event, while
finishing one-two-three in three of
the six events.

Leading the Bruin romp was
senior Chris Waller, who won his

third All-Around tide of the season
with a strong 56.90. Waller also

captured first on the pommel horse

(9.65). high bar (9.80). and rings

(9.55). where he tied teammate
Chainey Umphrey, and finished

second on the floor (9.35) and third

on the vault (9.40).

Sophomore Umphrey captured
two titles of his own—the floor

(9.55) and vault (9.50)—and tied

Terry Notary for second on the

pommel horse (9.40).

With sophomore Scott Keswick
resting an ankle injury, three

Bruins stepped in to fill the void.

Notary had his best meet of the
season by placing third in the AU-
Around (55.40), behind UCSB*s
David Stow (55.70). Notary won
his first title of the season with a
solid 9.45 performance on the
parallel bars.

Sophomore Jon Lee also turned
in a solid performance of 55.10.

I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 4/19/90

CARLTON HAIR
INTERTIATIOHAL

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 CUT 6f BLOW
MUST snow UCLA SUDEm ID. We mervt iken^U r^ue ,avice to any

WITH COUFOn ^'^ "'^^ (•i^UtM » mMkoUe.

WESTWOOD WES1WOOD MARQULS
Wilshlre West Plaza HOTEL
1234 Westwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

r$11.70 SPECIAL

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

Serving UCLA for over 36 years -

At the Corrwr of Gayley & LeConte

Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

I

I

I

Order any 2 12 inch pizzas with
1 topping for only $1-1.70.

Additional items extra.

Tax included.

'f
,

. x:
ValW «t participating stores only. No< valid with «iy oth«r oHor. Prices may vary
Customar pays sales tax where applicable. Delive7 areas limited to ensure safe
driving. Our drivers carry less than S20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries.

J
$1.00 OFF

$1.00 off any pizza from
Domino's Pizza.

Expires: 3/18/90

Valid m participating stores only. Not valid wUh any other oHer. Prices may vary
Custorrw pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sj^
driving Our drh/ers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for t«l«
deliveries.

'Bniin lM?cedo
10970 LeConte Avenue

Westwood Village
Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208-8755 (213) 208-5275

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA!

Call Us! 824-5000
Delivery areas limtted to ensure safe drh^ng. e 1989 Dormnos Pizza. If>c.
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Bruin gymnasts roll up ancyther NCAA4ike effort
By Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writer

~"

Consistency has been what the UCLA women's
gyumastics team has been looking for all season.
Friday night at the John Wooden Center against
Washington, consistency is exactly what the Bruins
got.

UCLA defeated the Huskies 190.80 to 185.45. The
Bruins topped the 190 mark for the second
consecutive week.

"I think that the consistency is there and now we
are working at getting the little deductions out,"
junior Laura Neustedter said.

UCLA continued to exepute well, only falling

twice in 24 attempts on the uneven bars.

Even though the Bruins turned in a strong
performance on the bars and the beam, the floor and
the vault continue to be the Bruin forte.

"As always, UCLA is an extremely powerful team.
They just blew us away on the floor and vault,"

Washington coach Bob Ito said.

For this meet UCLA did not appear to miss the

services of injured senior Kim Hamilton, who is out
with a strained arch on her left foot.

"Without Kim, we knew that we had to put in the
extra effort." sophomore Gina Pesce said.

"It was fun," Hamilton said of playing cheerleader
from the sidelines. "I thought it would be hard, but it

wasn't."

The Ail-Around competition was won by Jill

Andrews—a feat which is becoming a weekly
routine for the UCLA senior. Andrews finished with
a total of 38.95. UCLA freshman Carol Ulrich
finished second with a 38.70. Washington sopho-
more Lisa Churchill placed third with a 37.15.

Ulrich had the best night of her young collegiate
career, setting personal bests in the vault, bars, floor,
and the AU-Around. Ulrich tied her career best in the
beam.

an amazing job tonight,""Carol Ulrich did
Andrews said.

' The Bruins are currently in a lull intensity-wise,
having just completed the UCLA-Times Invitational

and looking down the road to regionals.

Women's NCAA hopes dimmed up North

UCLA SPORTS INFO

Sandra VanEmbricqs

By Scott Brown
Contributor

The post season hopes of the

UCLA women's basketball team
took a sharp right cross to the chin
as the Bruin's fell to the No.4
Washington Huskies 83-68 in

Seattle, Saturday night
The loss drops the Bruins to 16-

11, 11-6 in the Pac-10.

To make matters worse, stand-

out freshman point guard Nicole
Anderson went down hard at the

end of the first half, spraining her
left knee. Anderson was examined
yesterday, but results were not
available at press time.

The Huskies came out in the
first half with a strong pressure

defense that seemed to cut off the

TACOS AL CARBON
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Try our

freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and aet
another item of eoual or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

1 coupon per person. Exp. 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(818) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TAR2ANA

(818) 343-8200

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

"8510 W 3rd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 650-6666

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) 827-8993

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HILLS

(818) 346-9144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

Bruins at every turn, causing 12
first half turnovers.

On the other end of the court,

Washington racked up the points,

hitting shots at a 61 percent clip.

As the Bruins struggled to find the

open shots, Washington refused to

buckle, and carried a 45-26 into the

lockerroom.

In the second half, the Huskies
remained tough, never letting the

Bruins catch a run.

Led by Karen Deden's 18

points, the Huskies had six players
reach double figures in the game.

The Bruins, led by senior

Michelle Wootton's 18 points, and
Sandra VanEmbricqs six
rebounds, were simply out played
by the conference leading Huskies.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Bruin

Paula Rasmussen led the Bruins in a win over Washington
this weekend.

AT THIS PRia IT SOUNDS
TOOG

Believe it. Al & Ed's brings you this

top-of-the-line Kenwood CD player

at a rock-bottom price. Just like we've

been bringing oudiophiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.

With top-notch stereo installation at

every Al & Ed's, and sales odvisors

who know their product inside and out,

people have come to know us as the

mobile electronics specialist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows all. And

that's the honest truth.
'

• • I TO BE TRUE.
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KENWOOD AM/FM CD PUYER PULLOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
Wirh Qufomolic loading, 3

" CD single capabilifv, optimum servo control,

direct trock occess, double oversompling, triple beom loser, rondom shuffle

ploy, tro(k scon, PU synthesized tuner, 30 stofion presets, seek and

monuol tuning, 2 color illuminotion, automotic memory entry, locol/distonf

switch, and lots more.

REG. $749

*399
47% Off

«0(v/»

CD CD QD

100 WAH AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
A ttfjt poMihuuse (Nfwmg 24 sfotion pfe^«^, outomotK mosn senvx, oin <.c.qa

(wpip output. Mbr IW. iMomtnt. nMnwry v wi. 4 «wy fodn, ^J%J^J^
sepotoff boss/fieble (onffols. TiquHi (fystol mulfi lunoion dtspjoy wifh MtWW

SONYAM/FW PUltOUT USSEHE RECEIVER

m S3 10

quoft/ kNk slolons ofHJ mofc mot' mAiui
41% Off

X Jol lock Pli Ouoft? V'thMtt Iwiet, 18fM 6AM preset tunmq with
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Lisa Longaker

HENDERSON, Nev.—Thc top-ranked UCLA soflball team captured
the championship of the Las Vegas Lady Rebel Classic late yesterday,
downing Cal Poly Pomona, 2-1, in the finals.

The Broncos jumped out to an early lead with a run in the bottom of the
second, but the Bruins battled back in the sixth. Sophomore catcher Kelly
Inouye tied the game with a base hit, then junior infielder Erica Ziencina
walked with the bases loaded to give UCLA a lead it would not relin-
quish.

It was the Bruins* third win a row over Pomona, after UCLA defeated
the Broncos in two regular-season games last week, 2-0 and 4-0.

All-American pitcher Lisa Longaker hurled her 10th win of the season
and her second of the tourney against Pomona, as head coach Sharron
Backus * crew improved its overall record to 25-4. In three days of tourna-
ment play. UCLA compiled a 6-1 mark.

Bruin pitcherAhird baseman Lisa Fernandez earned tournament MVP

honors while chalking up a 2-0 tournament mark that included a no-hitter.
Longaker, a senior, joined her teammate on the all-tournament team.
UCLA earned a berth in the finals by defeating Utah State, 3-1. yester-

day morning. Fernandez earned the win with a one-hilter, while junior
second baseman Missy Phillips provided the offense. Phillips broke up a
two-way no-hitter in the fifth with a two-run triple.

UCLA breezed through the tourney, dropping only a single game to
Utah, 3- 1. as freshman DeDe Weiman suffered her second loss of the sea-
son. On their way to the title, the Bruins defeated San Diego State 4-0. Cal
State Northridge 2-1. Southern Utah State 11-0, Sacramento State 2-0
and then Utah State and Cal Poly Pomona yesterday.
On deck for the Bruins is another tournament test, this time in the Lone

Star State. UCLA travels to the Texas-Arlington Tournament next
weekend.

—Garo Hovannisian

Seniors say bye to Pauley, hi to NCAAs?
By David Gibson .

Sports Editor >

A little over five years ago, two
high school seniors inked their

letter of intent with UCLA.
Yesterday, in the final game of

Pauley Pavilion's 25th Anniver-
sary season, the two Bruin seniors

gave their fond farewells to the

8,166 Bruin faithful in attendance.

But there would be no sad
goodbyes on this particular day, as

the UCLA basketball team sent

forward Trevor Wilson and center

Kevin Walker away in a mass
celebration, with the Washington
Huskies providing the main course
in a 74-61 victory.

Wilson, who has been penciled

into the UCLA starting lineup 67
consecutive times, capped off his

career as one of the best UCLA
forwards ever with 15 rebounds
and 13 points.

Walker, UCLA's all-time
three-point field goal leader, was
rewarded for his four years of hard
work by earning a spot in the

starting lineup for the first time
since early January. He had started

42 consecutive games before being
benched because of a prolonged
shooting slump. His start came
after not playing a second versus

Washington State last Thursday.
But the win not only capped off

stellar ca'-eers for the two Bruins, it

also all but secured UCLA (18-9,

1 1-7 in the Pac-10) a place among
the 64 elites in the upcoming
illustrious NCAA tourney.

Washington (11-16, 5-13), on
the other hand, had better cherish

every moment of this week's Pac-

10 Tournament in Tempe, because
the road to March Madness will

thereafter come to a sudden halt.

But after dropping five conse-
cutive games, UCLA almost
paddled itself into the ^ame creek
as the Huskies, and this weekend
series with the Washingtons sud-
denly became crucial. Before
Thursday night's victory over
Washington State, the chemistry
of the team was almost non-exis-
tent, and the local media was
crying NIT.

Despite this. Bruin head coach
Jim Harrick insisted that whenever
things hit rock bottom, and they
certainly did in UCLA's case, that

one thing can always be counted
on to bring the team back together.

"We had a big up, then a big
down," Harrick explained, "but
that's nothing that a couple of wins
wouldn't cure. These two wins are
very important for us.

"It's just what we need to get us
in the right frame of mind,"
Harrick continued. "You have to

play physically, mentally and
emotionally and a couple of wins
will help that."

Apparently it did. With 18 wins
under its belt, and the upcoming
conference tourney on the horizon,

UCLA can all but book their

NCAA tournament tickets.

"It would be a travesty if they
didn't make the tournament,"
Washington head coach Lynn
Nance said. 'To say that UCLA
isn't one of the top 64 teams in the

nation is preposterous."

But in between the senior

See NOOPS, page 27

SCOTT WEERSINGADaily Bruin

Eldridge Recasner and the Huskies weren't enough to overpower the likes of UCLA 's Tracy
Murray and Don Madean (42).

Stanford tennis takes care of business against UCLA
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

MADISON,' Wis.—Winner,
and still the undefeated champion
of the women's tennis world

—

Stanford.

I>espite a valiant effort, third-

seeded UCLA went down to top-

seeded Stanford, 5-2, yesterday in

the three-day ITCA National

Indoor Team Championship
finals.

The match ended when the No.
3-ranked doubles team of Stella

Sampras and Mamie Ceniza lost,

6-0, 6-1, to lop-ranked Meredith
McGrath and Teri Whitlinger.

"We couldn't get going and they

were very hot," Sampras said

afterward. "We were playing a

little tentative and they were just

blasting away."

UCLA won two hard fought

matches at Nos. 5 and 6, where
Kirsten Dryer defeated Lisa

Green, 7-6 (4), 6-4 and Cammie
Foley, defeated Heather Willens,

2-6, 6^, 6-2. %

In other results from the finals:

At No. 1 singles, Stanford's
Sandra Birch, the lop player in the

nation, defeated Jessica Emmons,
6-4, 6-1; At No. 2. McGrath
defeated Ceniza, 6-0, 6-0; At No.
3, Stanford's Debbie Graham
defeated Iwalani McCalla, 6-1, 6-

3; At No. 4, Whitlinger defeated
Kim Po, 6-0, 6-1; At No. 5.

UCLA's Kirsten Dryer defeated

Lisa Green 7-6 (4), 6-4; and at No.
6, UCLA's Cammie Foley
defeated Heather Williams.

Saturday

When most people are faced

with quintuple match point against

them in tennis, most people would
probably be ready to call it a day.

But then, most people aren't

Iwalani McCalla.
'

Trailing %J in the third and final

set tic-breaker, McCalla overcame
quintuple match point and six

match points in total to prevail, 6-

4, 6-7 (4). 7-6 (7) over Florida's
Holly Lloyd.

The two-and-a-half hour No. 4
singles thriller gave No. 3-seeded
UCLA a 5-1 victory over Florida.

"1 vowed U) myself never to lose
a 7-6 tie-breaker in the third (set),

«t

See TENNIS, page 30

^^ College Basketball Roundup 'MlwM IndlcatM PAC-10 oonf«r»nc« tMum
IMI WMk's AP rankings thown in paranthMM

Oregon State* 60
Arizona* 87

UNLV (2) 103
Cal St. FUilerton 85

Connecticut (4)

Boston College

95
74

Georgetown (7)

Syracuse (10)

87

89
Michigan St. (14) 75

Minnesota (17) 73
Iowa State 63
Kansas (1) 96

Washington St/ 75

use* 91

Missouri (3) 67
Notre Dame 98

Oklahoma (5)

Oklahoma St.

107

94
Michigan (8)

Purdue (9)

77

79

Clemson (20) 69
Georgia Tech (11) 85

Oregon 71

Arizona State 75

I
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Events slated for

Women's Week
A video screening, a panel

discussion and a poetry reading

are events scheduled for today
as part of UCLA*s Women's
Week.
A video and discussion on

"Abortion for Survival*' will

take place at noon in North
Campus 20. A panel discussion

on the "Chicana Historical

Experience" will take place at 4
p.m. in 152 Haines.

And a poetry reading by
Minnie Bruce Pratt on poems of
k)ve and struggle will take

place at 7:30 p.m. inRoyce 314.

Inside
Academic levels

may be hamiffiil

Placing children in levels

based on academic potential

could hinder the education
process, researchers said.

See page 5

Viewpoint

The dark side
of capitalism
Tim Strawn looks at the

racial inequalities inherent in

our capitalist society.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

Slud ougMa be
in pictures

Marianne Saegebrecht capti-

vates transatlantic audiences

with her luminous screen pre-

sence.

See page 18

Sports

Men's temris

UCLA mm'i ttm^i ifoad
faces some fes||eciM)te oo«n-

petidon Miy when it modii the

Weal Virginia leaai.

See page 36
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Negative ciiecic-<yff fee discussed
Students, administrators

try to reach compromise
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

With a decision on the future of
negative check-off fee policy on
UC campuses pending, student

leaders are meeting with university

officials in a last ditch effort to

reach some kind of agreement.

Student interest has been
mounting over the past few weeks
since UC President David Gardner
indicated he may decide lo elimi-

nate negative check-off fee poU-

cies — a system that has funded

the California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG) on
four UC campuses for several

years.

Students at UCLA vote every

four years on whether to maintain

the $2 voluntary fee on quarterly

registration statements.

*The president iS out of line for

disregarding the student vote. It is

absurd that the president*s office is

considering this change. It should

be up to the students to decide/'

said Lloyd Monserratt, vice presi-

dent of the UC Student Associa-
tion.

Monserratt and other student

representatives will be meeting
with several chancellors today to

voice support tor the fee system
which allows students who do not

wish to pay the voluntary fee to

initial a box and deduct the amount
from the total registration fee.

"Students assessed this fee on
themselves ... If (Gardner) wants
to do away with the negative

check-off fee, then he should put it

out to the students again,** said

undergraduate Executive Vice-
President Maria Rabuy.
Rabuy and several student body

presidents met with Gardner, who

has the power to eliminate the fee,

last weekend to discuss the issue of
negative check-off.

Although Gardner expressed his

concern over the fact that students

voted the fee into existence, in the

meeting he called the negative

check-off policy deceptive and
said students voted it into exis-

tence inadvertently.

Rabuy called this attitude

"paternalistic," explaining that

Gardner has taken it upon himself

to decide the future of the negative

check-off fee because he feels

students do not have the know-
ledge to make this decision for

themselves.

See CHECK-OFF, page 14

Research on black students criticized
Failures have

been stressed,

professor says

By Val P. Phillips

Staff Writer

Research on African-American
students and their academic deve-
lopment has focused too much on
academic failure rather than the

potential for success, a UCLA
education professor said.

Gordon Berry, co-editor of a

recently released book. Black
Students: Psychosocial Issues and
Academic Achievement, said more
attention must be paid to the

academic environment, which can
either foster or hinder academic
growth.

The book, which compiles
essays from several academicians,
examines the contributions of
psychological and social factors to

academic development
Most research on African-

American students has used what
Beiry called **the deficiency mod-
el,** which stresses what students

cannot do in terms of self-esteem

and academic achievement rather

Gordon Beriy

than their potential. Berry said.

"Il*S a powerful model,** he

explained. "Many strange notions

came out because of it, such as the

notion that certain people are

^culturally deprived,* You cannot

be culturally deprived unless

you* re dead.**

The book offers an alternative

model discussing the environ-

mental factors conducive to Afri-

can-American student
development. Berry said. "It is an

attempt to 'realistically assess* the

**Many strange
notions came out
because of (the defi-

ciency model) 9 such
as the notion that cer-

tain people are *cul^

turally deprived/ You
cannot be culturally

deprived unless
you're dead."

GordonBeny

research in light of some of the

latest thinking.**

Berry explained that many of
the false assumptions researchers

had about what African-American
students could and could not learn

were t)ased on instances where
they did not understand the culture.

*Take for. instance this silly

notion that inner city children are

not verbal,** he said, explaining

that such an assumption was
falsely based on the fact that many
inner city African Americans
speak a distinct dialect, sometimes
called black English. "Just because
a kid speaks in a dialect you can*t

understand doesn*t mean he's not

See BERRYy page 13

Berkeley students file complaint after clash
OfFicers stop

poetry reading;

5 hospitalized

By Eugene Ahn
Senior Staff Writer

A handful of UC Berkeley
students said Monday they arc

filing formal complaints and con-
sidering legal action against the

City of Berkeley in the wake of a

violent weekend clash between
sujdents and police at a controver-

sial housing facility near campus.
The students, some of whom

claim they were kicked and
clubbed^ repeatedly by officers

Friday liight for holding a poetry

reading, have responded by filing

grievances with the Berkeley
Police Department, consulting
with lawyers «! caUytng other
students to join protests against

police brutality.

*The poKce started the vio-

lence,** said sophomore Brad Jolly,

one of the first to be arrested: "All

we were doing was hanging out

U7ing to be mellow.**

The incident at Barrington Hall

began after the building*s security

guards decided the poetry reading

violated a recent injunction barring

any public gatherings there. About
40 people attended the poetry

reading, most of them guests of the

building*s 18 residents. Jolly said.

Police arrested 17 people in the

ensuing clash, which hospitalized

at least five students and injurcd 10

police officers and a firefighter,

according to Berkeley police Capt.

Bobby Miller.

There were conflicting accounts

of the incident. Miller said police

were outnumbered by 3-to-l and
decided to clear students from the

building only after several protes-

ters started pitching rocks and
bottles at autliorities. Students said

official police estimates of up to

400 protesters were misleading

because Ihey included spectators

who did not participate in the

\ I

melee.

In a statement released Monday,
a group of students **who werc
therc**^ said police went on a

rampage through the building,

breaking 6(Sbn, windows^ stereos

and one student's kneecap and

ALBERT POON/Omlf Bruin

shoukSer.

The fmp also claimed police

tripped fleeing students in siair-

w«As and clubbed them, and
fOfced oilier students to run past

taiti

See tpage 14
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TODAY, TUESDAY, MARCH 6th

•Women's Resource Center

'Aggression and Dating Relationships

Workshop
-12:00-1:00 pm. 2 Dodd Hall

•Campus Events

-Blackbird Noontlnne Concert

-Westwood Plaza

•Expo Center

-Study Abroad Info Meeting
-12:00 pnn. AU 3508 —

•Women's Studies Program

-UCLA Wonnen's Week:
-"Abortion for Survival"

-Chlcana Historical Experience

Panel Discussion

-Minnie Bruce Pratt Poetry Reading
•UCLA Daily Bruin

-Advertising Internship ^

Application Deadline

-4:00 pm. 112 Kerckhoff Hall

•Placement &. Career Planning Center

-Resume Doctor

-12:00-1:00 pm. NC Patio Arch .

3-4 Royce Quad
•Campus Events

-Flesh Festival

-"Scandal" - 7:00 pm
-"9 1/2 Weeks" - 9:00 pm
-AGB

•Peer Health Counselors
-New Counselors Meeting
-6:00-7:30 pm. Sunset Canyon
Rec Center (Buena Vista Room)

•Women's Resource Center
-"When No Is Not Enough"
-12:00-1:00 pm. 2 Dodd Hall

•Cultural Affairs

-World Fest Application Deadline

-306 Kerckhoff Hall/
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7th

•Campus Events

-Flesh Festival

-"9 1/2 Weeks" - 7:00 pm
-"Scandal" - 9:00 pm '

-AGB
•Melnitz Movies

-"The Handmaid's Tale"

-8:00 pm. Melnltz Theatre

FRIDAY, MARCH 9th
•Cool Conference

-"Into the Streets" and Culture Fest

•Melnltz Movies
-"Nuns on the Run"

"^ -8:00 pm. Melnltz Theatre

SATURDAY, MARCH lOth
•Cool Conference

-Listen to the Words Benefit Concert

SUNDAY, MARCH 11th
•Cool Conference

-Opportunities Fair
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•Drug Awareness Week \

-March 5th-9th

•Expo Center

-Info Meetings

-Tuesdays through Thursdays

•Women's Studies Program

-1990 UCLA Wonnen's Week
•Placement &. Career Planning Center

-Resume Doctor at Various Locations on ^

Campus All Week

• UCLA Student Skills Building Program
-Involvement Conference

-April 7. 9:00am-2:00pm
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

• Lxpo Center
-Internship Application Deadlines:

Fall 90: March 13 __
Winter '90: March 27

• UCLA Housing
-On-Campus Housing Application Due
-5:00pm. March 20
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The Dally Bniin
thanks all of our advertisers!

If you are interested in having your
on-campus organization's event
listed in this calendar, please call

206-0905 for more information.
Certain restrictions apply

Teens stage riot

at local school
The Associated Press

HAWTHORNE. Calif.— Ram-
paging teen-agers hurled bottles,

looted stores and vandalized cars

Monday during a two-mile march
to protest alleged racist hiring

practices at their high schools,

authorities said.

Scores of police officers in riot

gear were called in to quell the late

morning disturbance, but in the

end only six teen-agers were
arrested, said police Sgt. John
Beerling. One minor injury was
reported.

**During the march, the students

became unruly and began rioting,**

Beerling said. "They looted,

damaged automobiles and com-
mitted other acts of vandalism and
swarmed onto the campus."
Damage was confined to a few

broken windows and dented fen-

ders, he said.

Some 400 students from Leu-
zinger High School in Lawndale

left classes at about 10 a.m. for the

showdown at Hawthorne High

School, 15 miles southwest of

downtown Los Angeles.

Officers from the Hawthorne,

Lawndale, Inglewood, Gardena,

Torrance and Manhattan Beach
police departments and deputies

from the Los Angeles County
Sheriffs Department were dis-

patched to the school.

The protest came three months
after a heated election for the

Centinela Valley Board of Educa-

tion in which several candidates

lodged allegations of racist poli-

cies within the district I>etails of

those allegations weren't immedi-

ately available.

The students were angry over

what they claimed were racist

hiring policies at both schools, the

largest campuses within the Cen-
tinela Valley School District.

There are about 3,000 students on
each campus.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on
this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by
calling (213) 825-9898.
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UCLA holds 'historic' first Amputee Foram
Speaker overcame personal

problems after loss of arm
By Philip Ferrari

Contributor

Being less sometimes means being
more.

Dr. Jon Donlou

Dr. Jon Donlou, a speaker at

Saturday's UCLA Amputee For-
um, has proved this statement by
overcoming many of the great

obstacles set in his way.
In 1979, Donlou, an anesthe-

siologist and avid outdoorsman,
was descending Mt. Rainier after

climbing to a height of 14,000 feet.

At about the 13,000 feet mark, in a

moment he has never been able to

recall, a huge chunk of ice weigh-
ing several hundred pounds fell on
Donlou, crushing his right arm and
rendering him unconscious. Don-
lou survived, but lost his arm.

His climbing partners stuffed

Donlou into three sleeping bags,

secured him to the side of the

mountain and left to get help.

Donlou regained consciousness
and spent 10 hours looking straight

down a distance of about 4,000
feet. Lying there pinned to the

immense, snow covered mountain,
Donlou "felt like a bug on a
collector*s board that couldn't do
anything. This became symbolic of
all the 'couldn'is* that then entered
into my life."

The most important "couldn't,**

according to Donlou, was that "I

couldn*t love myself. After all, I

wasn*t a whole human."
Today Donlou considers the

psychological aspect paramount to

the amputee's recovery. **Once
we're psychologically healed, then
we can learn to adapt," Donlou
said. "There is an initial phase of
intense shame and other displea-

sureable feelings. The ordinary

person says, *that won't happen to"

me.' No one is prepared to deal
with it"

After being released from the

hospital, Donlou spent about six

months at his home, extremely
depressed. "I had to reach the point

past the anger, the rage, the

sadness. I had been so miserable."
His psychological recovery was

a gradual one, which began with
the decision to begin a new career

instead of being an anesthesiolo-

gist, a position he could no longer
have.

In 1980 Donlou came to UCLA
to study pyschiau^. He admits his

choice of study was strongly

affected by the experience of
losing his arm. "No one could
tolerate to hear what I felt. You
wear out the most receptive sup-
port system quickly," Donlou said.

'Therapy is one of the reasons I'm
standing here today."

His recovery continued in other
ways as well. One day an old
climbing buddy visted Donlou. His
friend sat down, wondered aloud
how someone with one arm tied

shoelaces, then bent over and
attempted it himself, successfully.
"1 was astonished," Donlou said,

adding that il was a sort of
revelation for him concerning the

possibilities of adaption.

Donlou started skiing and went
back to climbing, something he has

Once weVe psycho-
logically healed, then
we can leam to adapt
There is an initial

phase of intense
shame and other dis*

pleasureahle feelings.

The ordinary person
says, *that won^t hap-
pen to me/ No one is

prepared to deal with

i i

It

Dr. Jon Donlou

received national recognition for.

He has completed rock climbs with
high difficulty ratings, and was
even the subject of an article in the

March issue of People magazine
this year. "How do I climb?"
Donlou asked. "I do it the best I

can."

He also decided not to wear a

prosthesis, a somewhat controver-

sial alternative in the eyes of the

medical community and one which
he advocates as a possiblity for

amputees. "My prosthesis was a

part of my wanting my arm back,"
Donlou said. "Wearing it to me
was like being in a prison."

He stressed the importance of
people who have suffered imputa-
tions coming together to organize

as a group.

"People who have suffered a
great deal can appreciate life more
in ways you don't usually," Don-
lou said. "We all leam from losing.

You can never say this was worth
it. But losing my arm is an
im|x)rtant part of who I am today.

There is a different sense of
yourself. 1 do feel stronger.'

to

cover' needs,

says organizer

By Philip Ferrari

Contributor

In what was described as a

"historic" event by its organizer,

the first ever UCLA Amputee
Forum was held Saturday in the

Rehabilitation Center.

About 40 amputees, mostly
from the Southern California area,

attended the forum which featured

speakers covering topics ranging
from the psychological concerns
of amputees to advances in pros-

thetics to political concerns facing

amputees.

"Basically we're trying to pro-
vide amputees with information,"

said Timothy Staats, director of
Prosthetics -Orthotics Education
and Research and organizer of the

forum. "I've done surveys that

show that this (information) is the

amputee's greatest need. This
forum is designed to cover every-
thing from personal problems lo

global problems."

Although the turnout was less

than hoped for, Staats was encour-
aged and plans to hold more
amputee forums in the future.

"Disabled people don't come to

forums. The fact that they're here
is ground-breaking. It's historic."

Issues covered at the forum
included the choice of whether or

not to wear a prosthesis, the new
technology in prosthetics, sport

and recreation opportunities for

amputees, possible goals of an
organized political movement and

personal experiences of amputees.
Throughout the forum, speakers

and audience members addressed
the need for amputees to become
organized on a political level.

Doctors who perform amputations
seldom provide input for the

patients afterwards about acquir-

ing therapy and prosthetics.

Also, prosthetic prices are
becoming increasingly exorbitant.

Barry Klopfer, a triple amputee
and municipal judge, told the story

about his doctor trying to convince
him to purchase a new pair of legs,

valued at $14,000 each. Al Rappa-
port, a prosthetic practitioner

spoke of a new, high-tech electri-

cal arm which sold for $50,000.

*There are about r.5 million

amputees in America," said Dr.

James Malone of the University of
Arizona. "You are not a minority
group, you are a larger group."

Until the amputee community
lakes advantage of its political

power, he said, their concerns will

not be acted upon.

The amputees who attended the

forum were pleased with the

format of the day and hoped for

more of the same in the future. "I

think (tlie forum) is a good thing

because so many new amputees
need information," said amputee
Sarah Grossman, who at the same
lime lamented the small turnout.

"Il needs to get advertised so that

people can come and see that they

are not alone."

V "I have questions because to me,
these things are so very primitive",'*^!

said amputee Evelyn Pitre, refer-

ring to prosthetics. "You never
think (the loss of a limb) could
happen lo you. For years I'd wake
up and think it was just a bad
dream. I find it's helpful to hear the

experiences of other people."

Left, members of ttie Ctiin-

ese Folk Dance Association
perform ttie 'Love Scene'
dance depicting a couple
dancing and enjoying eacfi
other's company in ttie

evening ligtit. Above,
Dancers perform a silk rib-

bon dance — a dance ttiat

can be traced back more
ttian 200 years. Thiis was
part of the first annual Chin-
ese Cultural Show, spon-
sored by the Association ot

Chinese Americans.

Photos by
Dean Abramson
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Briefs
World

South Africa sends
troops into Cisicei

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa —
South Africa sent troops into the black
homeland of Ciskei on Monday to quell

widespread looting and arson following a
military coup that ousted the territory's

authoritarian president

Brig. Gen. Oupa Gqozo of the Ciskei
army, who seized power Sunday, told

cheering supporters the African National
Congress and other anti-apartheid groups
would be allowed to operate freely under
his new government.

South African Foreign Minister Pik
Botha said his government intervened at

the request of Gqozo, who led the

bloodless coup in the nominally indepen-
dent homeland on the Indian Ocean coast
More than 50 factories, many owned by

Israelis and Taiwanese, were set afire in a

second day of rioting and looting in

several parts of Ciskei, Witnesses said.

Two hotels and dozens of vehicles also
were burned, they said.

Lei>anese detained
with forged visas
BEIRUT, Lebanon — More than 360

Lebanese fleeing their war-battered
country have been detained at Rome and
Brussels airports with forged visas to the

Netherlands, aviation officials in Beirut

said Monday. —
,^.. - - —7^

More than 300 were being held at

Rome's Leonardo da Vinci Airport and 60
at Brussels' Zaveniem Airport after a

Dutch immigration officer ruled their

visas fake, preventing them from conti-

nuing to Amsterdam, the officials said.

The officials, who spoke on condition
of anonymity, said the detainees were
mostly young men and their families who
have lost hope that Lebanon's 15-year-old
civil war will end.

The latest round broke out Jan. 30, with
more than 750 people killed and thou-
sands wounded in the fight between
renegade army Gen. Michel Aoun and the

Lebanese Forces militia under Samir
Geagea for control of the Christian

enclave.

South Korea to buy
uranium from Soviets

SEOUL, South Korea — The govern-
ment on Monday approved a plan that

would allow the state-owned Korea
Electric Power Corp. to import enriched

uranium from the Soviet Union for

nuclear power plants, an official said.

Thedecision cleared the way for South
Korea and the Soviet Union, which have
no diplomatic relations, to begin coopera-

tion in nuclear power.

The power company will import 40
tons of uranium each year for 10 years.

Other details of the agreement have not

been worked out yet, but one power
company official, who spoke on condition

he not be identified, said the price of the

Soviet uranium would be set at between
$600 and $700 per ton, almost half of

what the company is paying now.

Nation

Jury selection starts

in Poindexter trial

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Twenty-one
people, including a lawyer who worked

I for the Bush presidential campaign, were

chosen prospective jurors Monday as the

selection process began for the Iran-Con-

tra trial of former National Security

Adviser John Poindexter.

Poindexter is charged with five felony

counts — one of conspiracy, two of
obstructing Congress and two of making
false statements to congressional com-
mittees— in connection with accusations

that he covered up Oliver North's secret

Contra resupply network and lied about a

1985 shipment of Hawk missiles to Iran.

Bush officials see no

pto&ess in Japan talks

WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S. Trade

Representative Carla Hills said Monday
the Japanese "risk having our market

closed or at least gravely limited** if they

fail to open trade barriers to American
exports.

Two key senators made similar com-
ments, suggesting a protectionist trade

war, as Bush administration negotiators

admitted making "little progress** so far in

cracking Japanese trade bars.

The negotiators said that it is too soon

to predict whether President Bush*s

weekend summit with Prime Minister

Toshiki Kaifu will produce results but that

the Japanese now "must move rapidly to

provide solutions.**

state

State scliools cliief

to seeic tliird term
SACRAMENTO — Bill Honig, sur-

prising nobody, 'announced Monday he
will seek a third term as state schools

superintendent, vowing to push for more

money to pay for less-crowded class-

rooms.

Honig, 52, first elected in 1982 when he

defeated incumbent Wilson Riles, told a

Capitol news conference that he planned

to launch what he described as a "smart
money** campaign to finance educational

reforms, targeting "strategic areas to

leverage the entire educational system.**

He said that new money from several

sources, including the voter-approved

Proposition 98 initiative that guaranteed
minimum funding for schools and a

potential "peace dividend*' from the

federal government, would be used on key
areas such as class-size reduction, teacher

training, strengthening mathematics and
science curriculums, and improving stu-

dents* computer literacy.

Local

FBI arrests man who
threatened actress

A Michigan man accused of sending
threatening letters to "Remington Steele**

actress Stephanie Zimbalist was arrested

in a San Fernando Valley hotel, the FBI
announced Monday.

Michael Lawrence Shields, 43, of
Plymouth, Mich., was arrested March 2 at

the Valley Hilton in the Sherman Oaks
area after allegedly sending 212 letters to

the 33-year-old actress, most of them
threatening, authorities said.

FBI agents found Shields because his

last letter to the actress said he would be
coming to Southern California and even
gave his flight number and the name of the
hotel, said FBI Special Agent Lawrence
Lawler.

Zimbalist played sleuth Laura Holt on
NBC*s "Remington Steele.**

Compiled from the Associated Press
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AiMiction, co-dependency focus of counselor's talk
Denial is addict's first hurdle

[innini

By Greg Miller

Contributor

Addictive behavior can involve

numerous activities, said a Student

Psychological Services counselor

who spoke Monday on ways to

cope with chemical dependency.
"You can get addicted to any-

thing/' said Dr. Clive Kennedy at

the presentation of "Coping with

Addictive Behaviors," the first in a

series of programs for the Student

Welfare Commission-sponsored
Drug Awareness Week.

"That includes love, sex, food or

drugs," Kennedy said.

Although he offered to speak on
any type of addictive behavior, his

discussion focused on the beha-

viors associated with chemical
dependencies and included per-

sonal accounts of overcoming
chemical addictions from the

audience.

"I am recovering from alcohol-

ism," said a student who reque;sted

anonymity. "And no one could
help me to get over it until I helped

myself."

This, Kennedy said, is the denial

that must be overcome before

treatment of the condition can
begin.

"Denial makes treating any
condition so much more difficult,"

he said. "If you do not believe that

you have a problem, you most
likely won't feel that you need
help."

"People were down on their

knees begging to help me in any
way they could," the anonymous
student confirmed. "But until I was
ready it just did not matter."

Kennedy advises being open
with one's feelings when someone
close has a dependency. "Use *!'

statements," he said. "Tell the

person *I am being hurl by your

actions. It hurts me to see you do
this to yourself.'

"

Kennedy warned students not to

become obsessed with helping the

dependent individual, as this could
lead to co-dependency, which is an
obsession with solving the indivi-

dual-in-need's problem.

"Get on with your life," he said.

"Alert them of the problem, help

them get treatment and do not

ttecome co-dependent."

Members of the Student Mental
Health Awareness Committee,
who aided Kennedy in the presen-

tation, said co-dependency can be
damaging.

"co-dependency is a self-

destructive obsession with
another's behavior," said commit-
tee member Tina LeVeque. *The
motive is personal gain for the

caretaker. They get a hit of
happiness."

To alleviate this obsession, the

caretaker must focus on them-
selves, "co-dependency can carry

over into the caretaker's other

relationships," said committee
member Emily Friedman.

THEO NICHOLAS

Dr. Clive Kennedy speaks on 'Coping with Addictive
Behaviors/ the first in a series of programs for Drug
Awareness Week.

Profs book criticizes state's liigh sdiool traddng' system
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Grouping junior and senior high

school students according to

academic ability may stunt educa-

tional growth, according to a

recently released book by a UCLA
education professor.

Most California schools operate

on a tracking system, where
students are placed according to

their perceived academic potential

into a particular educational prog-
ram and are then "tracked" in that

program throughout their
academic career.

In Getting the Bes^t Out of Our
Schools, co-authors UCLA profes-

sor Jeannie Oakes and her hus-

band, Calabasas High School
principal Michael Lipton, call the

"tracking" system used in Ameri-
can secondary schools a detriment

to student success.

"Intellectually, yes, there are

differences — between those

(children) currently succeeding
and those not," Lipton said. "Kids
are different, but the differences

we see in schools cannot be

explained by inherent intelli-

gence," he said.

Most junior high' and high

See TRACKING, page 15 Jeannie Oakes
SCOTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin
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Tizzas, trophies and road trips^our Volks>A/agens deliver/'

"•v: -:•

Andy and Liza Keene
Texas A&M University

Andy and Liza Keene. students at Texas
A&M, talk about their silver Volkswagen
GTI's.

"My husband Andy and I bought our first

(3TI in Texas and drove directly to Boston.
A few days later we turned around and
headed back to Texas, by way of Arizona.
That cross country trip was all it took. We
liked the car so much we decided to buy
a second one."

"Volkswagens have a unique feel that no
other cars have," explained Andy. And he
should know. Andy's been racing his GTI
on the Autocross circuit for years and he
has a shelf full of trophies to prove it. When
Andy isn't racing, he's delivering pizzas

to A&M students- "I don't know what's
more challenging— racing Autocross or
delivering those pizzas before they get cold."

Together, the Keenes' Volkswagens

have logged over 200,000 miles. They love
their GTI's parked side by side. But we
don't know how much longer they can
keep them together. Right after we took
this photo, Andy ran off to look at a new
1990JettaGLM6V

VOLKSWAGEN

s. ••
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state insurance czar unveils rate regulations
By Steve Geissinger

Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — The state

insurance commissioner Monday
proposed regulations that by fall

would boost auto insurance rates

nearly 5 percent in most of

California but cut premiums in Los
Angeles, Orange and San Francis-

co counties.

Commissioner Roxani Gillespie

said at a news briefing that the

rating system would smooth flaws
in voter-approved Proposition 103,

which otherwise would trigger

even greater rate hikes of up to 58
percent for drivers living outside

Los Angeles.

The author of Proposition 103,

which was aimed at cutting auto
jnsurance rales and basing pre-

miums largely on driving records

rather than where drivers live,

dismissed the commissioner's
proposed system as nonsense.

Harvey Resenfield said in a
telephone interview that Gillespie
was once again

*

'working for her
erstwhile employer, the insufance
companies.**

Industry spokesman David
Fountain said after Gillespie's

briefing that the rate proposal was
'^reasonably on point" and an
unavoidable action by the depart-

ment. But the representative of the

Personal Insurance Federation of
California added that several other

points in Proposition 103 still need

to be settled. '

The state Supreme Court last

year ruled that the proposition's 20
percent rate cut to 1987 levels

could be carried out only if it

allowed insurance companies a

fair profit.

**As rewritten by the court, it

(Proposition 103) would have

fueled staggering rate hikes for

many drivers outside Los Angeles

County" because it left intact

provisions that make rural drivers

subsidize urban drivers, Gillespie

said.

The commissioner said her
rating system, as required by
Proposition 103, allows insurance

companies to look at a driver's

record, the number of miles driven
annually, and the years of driving

experience in setting rates.

It also allows scrutiny of secqn-

dary factors, including population

and vehicle density, the frequency

of claims, the cost of claims and
litigation rates.
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WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUinCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by GCLA clinical faculty

physicians in priyate practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 909

(corner of Westwood Blvd.)

208-8188"^ (213) ^
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I
USE YOUR PHONE ^

I
FOR HUGE JAVBNQS I

CALL 213/976-TIPS

^

(8-4-7-7)

•FREE SUPER PRIZES

•CONCERTS, SPORTING

EVENT TICKETS

•CONSUMER PRODUCTS

•PLACES TO DINE

•SERVICES

.. CALL FOR INFORMATION
5 ON DISCOUNTS AND

I
FREE SUPER PRIZES

4» »2.00 PER CALL TOa CHAWGE. IF ANY S
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

a benefit concert

mlchelle shocked
four horseman

$12. UCLA students

^$14. public

visit the finale of a
weekend of exhibits

from hundreds of

campuses, local and
naf I organizations,

internships,

service

programs
& more

ffffBt
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^ on issue

of concern to
you for on all day

service project and site

visit in LA
AIDS • Homelessness •

Hunger
Race Relations •

Literary & more

enjoy ^
a
multicultural

dinner with

entertainment

SPONSORED BY
Western Bagels • DK's Donuts
Westside Donuts & Croissantsi

Primo Westdale Donuts
^ Butterfly Bakery
West Coast Foods

Donut Shop • Keeper
: Beat Foods
:
Bagel Nosh
Donut Inn

Call (213) 206-5523/5547 or drop by the COOL at 203 Men's Gym
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White House I I not expect hostage release soon
By Terence Hunt *

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
White House said Monday that

there are no grounds for expecting

the imminent release of American
hostages in Lebanon, though
*

'there is a lot happening'* in

behind-the-scenes efforts.

White House press . s^retary

MarUn Fitzwater said many people
— excluding U.S. government

officials— are involved in discus-

sions around the world on behalf of
the hostages.

The intermediaries include
businessmen, diplomats of other

countries, representatives of the

hostage families and their employ-
ers and people who have contacts

in Iran and Lebanon, he said.

Often, they represent them-
selves as representing the United
Slates, **but that is not the case,**

Fitzwater said.

**^'Many of them have had
contacts with the U.S. govern-

ment,** he said. **Thcy have told

us what they are doing, they have

asked us for advice.

**When all this comes out later, I

don't want it said they were
working for the U.S. government.

. . . They*ve gotten advice and
comments and so forth, so there is

a lot happening.

**I don't want to be discourag-

ing,** he said. **I want to be

encouraging. We want as many
people to be helping on this as

possible.*'

However, Fitzwater empha-
sized that the United States *'will

make no concessions in return for

the hostages* release.*'

* *We cannot say that there is any
movement,** he said. **We know
of no imminent release.**

Fitzwater underscored that the

United States is ready to talk

directly with Iran about the hos-

tages "whenever Iran is ready to

do so.**

So far, he said, Iran has not

shown any interest.

Iran is believed to exert consid-

erable influence over Hezbollah,

an umbrella group of Shiites

believed to hold some of the

Americans in Lebanon.

Fitzwater said that no U.S.

government officials were speak-

ing with Iran about the hostages.

OPEN AUDITIONS
FOR CLASSES AT

THE COMEDY STORE
taught by founding member
of a Second City Touring

Company

Repertory Company to

Be Formed
All levels, non-actors

welcome (writers, directors,

designers encouraged to

participate)

THURSDAY MARCH 8TH
11am to 6pnfi

THE COMEDY STORE
8433 W. Sunset

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
mmm TO THE UCLA COMMUNITY!! rg^

"Ain't No Thing Like Our Chicken Wings'' tm

LATE LLNCH ::00rMo:00P\t
') WINC^ /: OKPhK WOin-KhUA STICKS SOIT DRINK

WINGS
Real Buffalo (NY) Style WinRs

$4.22
Saucct to cltootr from:
MilJ or Barbrguc f<<r Ixciitixr*

Hm i\|vriiiK(.J i-iWtr» »nl\

Suicitlr buffalo iiiHixcv onlv
< &t ,1 Hic R<.J W lll|^

Sitk' SaUtk: niiiiur ^.il.iJ S1.40. 92.<>5

l><( it>> vil.kj, >>ik' >l.i\\, miKiirnni >4i)iKi S1.25

THINGS
Potato Skins

IvniwnuuL- ii ilhvmr iimin

(•t>lilvn Mo::an.-IU Sliclu

Frf«h Frkii ZiMchini
BrcaJcii Whotc MukhrtHtmi
Our Faint>iu "OnitHi Lttar*

Strak Fritm phiin

« nil I hiv«f iirul (srjivv

BIG RED SAMPLER

aui>liri«<in^, .uiJ |>iK.iii< ~liii

>/K4

Christina Aragon
Lynn Bagge
Marie Bahr

Julie Bass

Nina Batioco

Annabelle Bleza

Jason Bromberg
Kendra Chun
Joni Doherty

Linda Dote
Holly Ehret

Susannah Ehret

Michelle Evans
Arlene Fernandez

Karen Fu
Julie Giers

Raul Gorospe

Wendi Gosliner

Sari Guler

Susana-Rae Halili

Deanna Herson
Julia Hsu
Karen Ikemoto
Debi Klump
Josephine Lai

Ellen Lech

Shu-Fen Lee

Steven Lee

Timothy Leifer

Mona Li

Maria Liao
Erik Lindquist

Andrea MacKay
Ronald Mathiasen

Ketna Mistry

Cheryle Miyao
Kimberly Moffatt

Wm Moselle

Gina Naco
Thuy Nguyen
Ngozi Nwosu
Mary Okino
Jayana Patel

Laura Record
David Riley

Judith Rohde
Jennifer Taguchi

Elizabeth Talley

Summer Teruya

Portia Torres
Lien Tran

David Ulick

Payam Vahcdifar

Taz Varkey

Donna White

Lynn Yasui

.V'

Meeting for new counselors tonight 6-7:30pm Sunset Rec. Buena Vista Room

THANKS TO EVERYONE THAT APPLIED!
^Sponsored by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee

H
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FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS
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CLASSES
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CAMPUS

EVENTS

once again gives you a chance to bring
,^a little joy into your humdrum lives by* PI^ESENTING
lopcurr*

• • • « «.# »

TODAY
NOON

WESTWOOD PLAZA
FREE!

The Campus Events staff would like to thank
GREG ISOLA &. wish him good luck in life!

Psychwatch

Symptoms of Depression

Loss of pleasure in usual activities

Altered sleeping patterns

Low physical energy level

Feelings of inadequacy or low self-esteem

Decreased productivity in school or at work
Decreased attention or concentration

Social withdrawal

Loss of interest in or enjoyment of sex

Guilt over past activities

Feeling physically slowed down
Less talkative than usual

Pessimistic attitude toward the future

Tearfulness or crying

Depression must be
dealt with at its roots
By Leslie Jackson
and Suzanne O'Connell

Student Psych. Services

Students who may feel sad,

unhappy, tearful, confised or even
anxious do not always associate

these symptoms with depression.

Although an individual does not

have to have all of the depression

symptoms to be considered
depressed, most people will

experience a certain level of
depressed feelings at some time in

their lives.

Most often these normal feel-

ings of depression are triggered by
life events such as the death of a

loved one or the loss of a job, and
are not a cause for alarm.

• For students, normal feelings of

depression can be triggered by the

academic transition from high

school to college, family pres-

sures, unrealistic self-expecta-

tions, difficulties in social or

romantic relationships, feelings of

isolation and/or problems with

finances, housing or parking.

Depression can be called severe

when an individual experiences

many or all of the symptoms, when
the reactions are extreme, or when
the feelings persist for a long time.

People try to cope with depress-

ion in a variety of ways, but some
of these coping methods are not

effective and can cause further

damage. For example, they would

Psychological Help

ignore what is happening in their

lives and hope the problems will

just go away, drink heavily or

abuse substances, binge, isolate

themselves, give up on schoolwork
and/or show suicidal behavior.

Effective ways of coping with

depression include talking one*s

troubles over with a trusted person,

making efforts to correct the

causes ofone's depression (such as

changing jobs, repairing a friend-

ship) and trying to solve one
problem at a time.

Other effective methods to deal

with depression are making one's

expectarions more realisric,

becoming less self-critical,

expanding one's social life and
getting regular physical exercise.

The professional staff at the

UCLA Student Psychological Ser-

vices is trained specifically to help

students resolve crises. The ser-

vice is confidential and free to

UCLA students.

Those who wish to talk to

someone at ni^ht should call

Helpline, a peer-to-peer crisis

intervention and information hot-

line, at 825-HELP.

Jackson is a licensed psychologist

with a doctorate degree and
O'Connell is a licensed social

worker. Both are members of the

Student Psychological Services

staff.

Student Psychological Services
Two tocations:

South Campus: Room A3-062, Center for Health Sciences
825-7985

8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday through Friday

Mid-Campus: Room 4223, Math Sciences BuikJing

825-0768 or 825-4207

8 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday through Thursday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. FrkJay

Helpline: 825-HELP (4357)
5 p.m. to midnight, Monday through Friday

8 a.m. to midnight. Saturday and Sunday

CIVIA votes down resolution

banning maiatliion spraying
By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

ANAHEIM — The California

Medical Association (CMA)
refused Monday to call for a halt to

aerial spraying of malathion, say-

ing that scientific research does not

support banning the pesticide as a

health risk.

By a voice vote, 450 delegates

attending the CMA's annual con-
ference defeated a measure against

use of the pesticide in fighting the

crop-destroying Medfly.

"Our foremost responsibility is

to the health of the public," said

Dr. Richard Karlan, a Beverly

Hills surgeon.

The association, without debate,

also approved a resolution sup-

porting the use of the controversial

abortion pill RU 486 in clinical

investig'ations and possible clinical

practice.

Karlan and other physicians said

that by rejecting the anti-malathion

measure, the CMA sought to

reassure the public that the pesti-

cide does not threaten public

health.

Daily Bruin News

strike:
Greyhound^s striking union

wants to reopen negotiations
By John A. Bolt

Associated Press .

DALLAS — The union repre-

senting striking Greyhound bus
drivers on Monday asked the

company to return to the bargain-
ing table to end the 4-day-old
walkout against the United States'

only nationwide bus system.

V In another development, sour-

ces speaking on condition of
anonymity said Greyhound Lines
Inc. was losing some of the drivers

it had hired to replace strikers.

The strike has been marred by
violence and vandalism since

6,300 drivers and more than 3,000
office and maintenance workers
walked out cariy Friday. Shots
have been Ored at buses, and a
striking driver was killed Saturday
when he was crushed by a bus
backing up to get around a picket

line.

Union officials on Monday sent

a message to Greyhound Chairman
Fred G. Currey requesting a

meeting with him as soon as

possible.

The message asked Currey to

contact Ed Strait, president of the

Amalgamated Council of Grey-
hound Local Unions, or Jim La
Sala, international president of the

Amalgamated Transit Union.
Greyhound spokesman George

Gravley said the company tried but

failed to contact La Sala after

receiving the request Monday, and
is again awaiting word firom the

union.

There have been no formal
negotiations since talks broke off

early Friday. Strait met briefly

Friday night with P. Anthony
Lannie, Greyhound's executive
vice president and chief negotia-

tor.

At that point, Lannie said the

union had no new proposals.

Union spokesman Jeffrey Nelson
would not say Monday if the

drivers had a revised offer to make

to the company.
The two sides entered negotia-

tions last week far apart. The
company said it couldn't afford

more than the $63 million contract

it was offering. The union claimed
its offer was lower than manage-
ment's, but the company valued
that offer at more than $200
million.

The company has been operat-

ing with 700 replacement drivers

plus any union members who cross

picket lines.

Currey said 350 union drivers

are at work and the company is

providing about 29 percent of its

normal service. The union says
only 95 members have crossed
picket lines.

Sources close to the union
claimed Monday that some
replacement drivers have walked
off the job, including 32 in the

company's central region, which
stretches along the northern third

of the country from just west of
Pittsburgh to west of Denver.
An internal message sent to

some Greyhound officials says the

company is having to lower its

level of service in the region partly

due to the loss of newly hired

drivers.

Gravley said the change was
forced because not as many
replacements were hired for that

area as had been expected, and did

not reflect defections.

There have been several inci-

dents of strikers pounding the sides

of buses as they crossed picket

lines. In Chicago on Friday, shots

were flred at a departing bus.

On Sunday, charter bus drivers

in Spokane, Wash., found bus
electrical systems vandalized, and
a passenger in Philadelphia was
charged with spraying a striker

with Mace.
The AFL-CIO on Monday

asked its other member unions to

help striking drivers where possi-

ble.

Fast-food chains refuse
to provide nutrition info
By Jill Lawrence
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Four
large fast-food chains are breaking
an agreement to offer on-the-spot

nutritional information about their

menus and to make sure customers
know the brochures are available,

a consumer group said Monday.
"We are sorry to report . . i that,

after initial compliance, the vol-

untary program has broken down,"
the Qenter for Science in the Public

Interest said in letters to the

attorneys general of Texas, Cali-

fornia and New York.
The three state officials won

agreement from five chains in July

1986 to provide ingredient and
nutrition information at all outlets.

The consumer group said that the

companies were supposed to post
signs alerting diners to the availa-

bility of a brochure and that the

policies were supposed to apply
nationwide.

The'Washington-basedccnter, a

non-profit health advocacy organi-

zation with 200.000 members, said

only the Jack in the Box chain

remains in substantial compliance
with the agreement. BaScd on a

survey of outlets in eight states and
the District of Columbia, the

consumer group said. Burger

King, McDonald's, Wendy's and
Kentucky Fried Chicken have
slipped.

Michael Jacobson, the center's

executive director, said in a state-

ment that his organization had
"urged the attorneys general to

consider prosecuting the compa-
nies unless they resume full com-
pliance within 60 days."

Wendy Gersing, a spokesman
for New York attorney general

Robert Abrams, said the informa-

tion program was the result pf "an
informal, out-of-court agreement"
and said she did not know if there

were grounds to sue.

However, she said all three

attorneys general on Friday asked

officials from Burger King. Wen-
dy's and Kentucky Fried Chicken

to meet to discuss why they have

discontinued the program.

*This is something we'd like to

do without having to resort to

litigation," she said.

A spokesman for Kentucky
Fried Chicken said brochures are

sent to restaurants but they are not

required to give them out *The
deal was that the (1986) agreement

was voluntary," said Dick Detwil-

er, the company's director of

public affairs.

See FOOD^ page 11
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FOR
"We're taking a bath on this one"
Brina this coupon to the Penguin any
weekday between 3 pm and 7 pm.
Buy one deluxe platter dinner and as
a tnank you for coming to the "New
Penguin we will give you a second
entree of equal or lesser value Free,
h's two for the price of one! Bever-
age, tax and tip not included. Ck)u-

pon valkj through April 15, 1990.

PENGUI
RESTAURANT
1670 Lincoln Blvd.

(where Ihe 10 meets Lincoln)

Santa Monica,

(213) 399-9900

Eligibility Dates for

SPRING QUARTER:
March 10-April 30

Envelopes Collected:

March 10-May 11

LASTCHANCEFOR THE YEAR!

This is not a game and tiiere are no ginunicics.
The Book Bonus Progrann was developed by students

who know first-hand how difficult it can be to finance a
college education. In addition to your tuition and living

costs, you have the expense of textbooks, APS/Lecture

Notes, and any other general books, reference books,

and nnagazines you may want or need to purchase, marfwi^

To help you control these costs. ASUCLA has reserved a
fund of over $500,000 to be distributed an:»ong Book
Bonus participants. Anyone who rrvakes their books, APS/
Lecture Notes and nriagazine purchases durirrg the ^O
quarterly eligibility periods can participate in the Book
Bonus Progrann and receive a share of this money Th
amount you receive will be based on the suhi of your.«-,^^

purchases during the coming academic year, and the ^1
total number of peopie who participate in the Book Bonus
Program. Depending on the anrK)unt of your purchases,

you can receive as miiph as $100 00 or more at the end
of the year. Here's hgw you do it"

FOLLOW THESE

SIMPLE STEPS.

Aayone wfietavsMI kMi^s (not

luH texliook^, APSAectm Isles,

and/or Magazines Airtai any or aft of

the thras eNgbilitiiieriais is efifiliie

m a BMBs. SpecW calared recaiirt

tape fromteaMdiisgistan at llie

haplnnfai al aacli i|«ailar lait raartMl fau
that your puretaM am eligible far a Boass.

> Safe alHpar celofaAiacelpta iiatti yea aremm you
will be keeping ypur boaky a ^'^''''^-CB

lirUft^fngVibrliaeks,
elope baiaawa

n^Haaltb Science

'^
> Any receipts from Fall andVgpr quarters may be
turned In with your Spring recapTdaring envelope
acceptance dates: March 10-May 11.

A Your bonus for all three quarters will be mailed to

you at the end of the academic year (early June).

> Once you are sure

fill out a Book Bonus e
located at Ackerman, Lu

Stares), and drop it into

jHH

ASUCLA BOOK BONUS PROGRAM

>.H i

TV t
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BEFRIEND A ^OLLEGE-AGE JEWISH

EMIGRE FROM IRAN OR
THE SOVIET UNION

You can be a part of a language exchange program
(English/Russian, English/Farsi), sports league, or a folk

jam group.

Anyone interested in participating in this project should contact the

Mitzvah Project office for applicatiorts.

Call Caty at (213)208-0640

GLASNOST—CAL/FO/?A^M STYLEh——-^ J

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

Editor-In-Chief
BniinLife Yearbook

BruInLife is UCLA's yearbook. It is developed throughout the year, comprising of over 400 pages
reflecting student life at UCLA. Applicants must be registered UCLA students. The Communica-
tions Board will interview candidates on Thursday, April 19 at 4 pm.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Tuesday. April 3 at 12 Noon.
Candidates should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a BruinLife mission statement in
the Publications Office, 112 Kerckhoff Hall during regular busirless hours.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin, KLA, . BruinLife, Al-Talib,

Ha'Am, La Gente de Aztlan, NOMMO, Pacific Ties, TenPercent, Together.

Applicants must be a UCLA student in good standing and carry a minimum of 8 units at the time of applica-
tion, with a cumulative GPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. E^ch applicant must meet minimum^ experience require-
ments established for the particular medium applied for.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS . OPAQUE COLOR

*
*SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
'CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

I AQUA, HAZEL, VI3LET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

awucimx DR. MYLES ZAKKEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.^

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Priceperlens.Exam. training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE RLMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS

Celebrate
international Women's Day

and Women's History Montli!

"The Life and Times of

Rosie file Riveter"
* *

,

Join us for a look at five women who took jobs as factory workers during World War II,

replacing their male counterparts who went to fight the war. The film uses photos,

newsreel footage, and period music to illustrate the stories of these women who developed

valuable skills in nontraditional areas. This film offers a view of how the war affected

attitudes about working women and radically altered women's place in the labor force.

, Wednesday, March 7
12:00 -1:00 p.m.

Women's Resource Center 2 Ootid Hall

The Women's Resource Center it a lervice of the Division of Student Development and Health.

Part of North Carolina's

death penalty overtumeci
Ruling could invalidate most

death sentences in that state

By Richard Carelll

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Supreme Court overturned a key
portion of North Carolina's death

penalty law Monday in a ruling

that will invalidate the sentences of

most of the 85 death row inn[iates

in that state.

By a 6-3 vote, the court set aside

a murderer's death sentence
because his sentencing jury was
told not to consider any factor

suggesting a lesser sentence unless

all 12 jurors could agree on that

factor.

. The decision probably will not

affect any death row inmate
outside North Carolina.

"The system that was con-

demned is the system we've been

using since 1977 for sentencing

people to death," said Raleigh

lawyer Malcolm Hunter Jr., who
successfully challenged the North
Carolina law. He said Monday's
ruling "could have a very broad

impact" within the state.

A spokesman for North Caroli-

na Attorney General Lacy Thorn

-

burg said as many as 70 death rovf'

inmates qow must receive new
sentencing trials.

In a separate decision, the court

gave judges and prosecutors lee-

way in what they tell jurors

choosing life or death for murder-
ers, voting 5-4 to uphold a Califor-

nia man's death sentence.

And in a third death-penalty

ruling, the justices split 5-4 in

ruling that an Oklahoma murderer
is procedurally barred from con-

lending that a jury wrongly was
told to ignore "sympathy" before it

sentenced him to death.

The rulings in the California and
Oklahoma cases are not likely to

affect many of the some 2,200
death row inmates across the

nation.

In other matters Monday, the

court:

Agreed to decide whether
Louisiana officials are violating an
insane death row inmate's rights

by forcing him to take mind-alter-

ing drugs in an effort to make him
sane enough so he be executed.

ut back severely the right of
criminal defendants to attack their

prosecutions on constitutional

grounds after an initial set of

appeals in state courts. The 5-4

ruling upheld a South Carolina

murderer's death sentence.

uled, by a 5-4 vote in a

Michigan case, that even when

police questioning violates a

criminal defendant's right to legal

help the responses may be used to

contradict his trial testimony.

In the North Carolina death

penalty case, the court set aside the

death sentence of Dock McKoy Jr.,

convicted of the 1984 shooting

death of Anson County Deputy

Sheriff William Kress Home.
Relying on their 1988 decision

in a Maryland case, the justices

said the jury that sentenced

McKoy wrongly was limited in its

consideration of "mitigating evi-

dence." Jurors were told they had

to unanimously agree on the

existence of each mitigating fac-

tor.

Writing for the court. Justice

Thurgood Marshall said the unani-

mity requirement is unconstitu-

tional.

Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and Justices Antonin
Scalia and Sandra Day O'Connor
dissented.

The court upheld the California

death sentence of Richard Boyde,
who was convicted of the 1981
murder of Dick Gibson, a River-

side convenience store clerk.

Boyde* s sentencing jury was
read a list of specific mitigating

factors it could consider in choos-
ing his punishment. Jurors also

were told they could consider "any
other circumstance which extenu-

ates the gravity of the crime."

California courts no longer use that

instruction.

Rehnquist, writing for the court,

rejected arguments by Boyde's
lawyers that the instruction pre-

vented jurors from considering

factors regarding his background
and character that might be
deemed niitigating even if they did

not lessen the crime's gravity.

Justices Marshall, William J.

Brennan, Harry A. Blackmun and
John Paul Stevens dissented.

In the Oklahoma case, the court

never reached the merits of death

row inmate Robyn Leroy Parks'

challenge of an "anti-sympathy"

instruction his sentencing jury

received.

Instead, Justice Anthony M.
Kennedy wrote for the court that

Parks was procedurally barred

from raising that argument after

having exhausted his direct appe-
als in state courts.

Parks was convicted of the 1977
killing of Abdullah Ibrahim, a gas

station attendant in Oklahoma
City.

Decision may clear way for

Califomia capital punisliment

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A U.S.
Supreme Court decision giving

prosecutors more leeway with

instructions to jurors deciding

convicted murderers* penalties

was hailed Monday as helping to

clear the way for capital punish-

ment in Califomia.

Deputy Slate Auomey General

Frederick Millar said the 5-4 ruling

in the case of convicted killer

Richard Boyde "will remove a

substantial obstacle to the imposi-

tion of the death penalty" in more
than 100 cases that have been
pending since the 1981 case
reviewed by the high court.

The decision said instructions

given to Califomia jurors weigh-
ing aggravating and mitigating

factors in deciding the sentence in

the Boyde case were constitution-

ally valid.

Millar said that although
instructions have since been
amended "to make them even
clearer," Monday's court action

can be interpreted as also validat-

ing the amended instructions that

call on the jury to "bring to bear its

moral judgment as to the relative

weight of these factors."

*This will remove a substantial

obstacle to the imposition of the

death penalty because these two
issues have been raised in a . . .

number of Califomia cases," he
said.

Exorcism disclosure

surprises tlieoiogians

Catholic priest

says demonic

spirits not rare

By KIley Armstrong

Associated Press

NEW YORK — Theologians

expressed surprise Monday about

Cardinal John O'Connor's disclo-

sure that the rare rite of exorcism
has been performed twice in New
York in a year.

But other ceremonies dealing

with evil spirits, including a

baptismal prayer, are more com-
mon in the Roman Catholic

Church.

O'Connor mentioned the

exorcisms during a sermon Sunday
and to reporters afterward. He said

heavy metal music spiked with

Satanic lyrics created an atmo-
sphere conducive to devil-worship

and demonic possession.

The cardinal said the exorcisms

were approved by the archdio-

cese* s vicar general and appeared

to be successful, but gave no other

details. He also said the novel,

*The Exorcist," is a "gruesomely
authentic" portrayal of demonic
possession.

According to a story published

Dec. 12 in the San Francisco

Chronicle, Pope John Paul II

recently increased the number of

exorcists in Rome and in Turin,

where there are a reported 40,000
devil worshipers.

Last week, police in Indianapo-

lis asked an unidentified priest to

pray and sprinkle holy water in a

house after they saw a radio, a vase

and other objects inexplicably

move. They had been called to

investigate a possible burglary

after the resident came home and
found smashed dishes, windows, a

lamp and eggs. A 14-year-old

relative who had been staying

there was believed to have been
involved in devil worship, author-

ities said.

The Rev. Simon Harak, a

theology professor at Fairfield

University in Connecticut, said

that exorcism, recognized in the

church's book of rituals, is per-

formed for people under the

highest form of attack by an evil

spirit— people "who are no longer

in charge of their own will."

Exorcisms are confidential; no
figures are kept on the number
performed in the United States,

said Bill Ryan, spokesman for the

U.S. Catholic Conference in

Washington, D.C.

But channeling— the phenome-
non popularized by actress Shirley

MacLaine of speaking through

spirits — has similarities to

demonic possession. The spirits

that emerge in channeling, howev-
er, are supposed to be good, not

evil, according to the Rev. James
T. Burtchaell, theology professor

at Notre Dame University.

Exorcism existed before the

time of Christ, and Harak said it

may gain prevalence in limes or

places of Satanic worship.

"In the gospels, there's quite a

bit of reference to Jesus not only

healing people of diseases but

freeing them from diabolical pos-

session," said Burtchaell.

"Ever since then, there have
been outbreaks of similar beha-

vior," he said. "It was found that

when very holy priests were sent to

pray for and about these very

troubled people, there would be an
increase in the behavior, then

eventually a complete liberation

from it."

Exorcism is more common in

countries where Christianity is not

well established or where other

influences, such as voodoo, come
into play. Since the 1970s, exorc-

ism has been performed only by a

priest approved by a bishop,

archbishop or cardinal.
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Telephone calls to the other

companies were not immediately

retumed.

In his letter to the state officials,

Jacobson said consumers need to

know, for example, that McEto-

nald's and Burger King fry their

potatoes in beef fat, that McDo-
nald's Chicken McNuggets con-

tain ground-up chicken skin, that

Burger King's Whopper with

Cheese contains Tl 1 calories and

that milkshakes often contain

artificial colorings.

The consumer group surveyed

restaurants in Virginia, Louisiana,

Ohio, Wyoming, New Mexico,

Texas, Califomia and New York in

addition to Washington, D.C.
Jacobson said the center's

survey showed that:

Of 14 Burger King outlets

surveyed, none had signs and only

six had brochures. Customers who
requested information were told to

write or call corporate headquar-
ters.

Kentucky Fried Chicken is

creating a new brochure and not

distributing the old one, which

didn't contain ingredient informa-

tion anyway. Customers who
requested information were told to

contact corporate headquarters.

Stores were not required to keep
brochures on hand and only three

of 13 surveyed had any.

Detwiler, the company spokes-

man, said Monday that the new
brochure has been sent to outlets,

which may or may not distribute

them. Asked about ingredient

listings and signs, he said, "I'm not

aware that we ever agreed to

provide anything other than nutri-

tional information."

McDonald's has a policy that

all outlets are supposed to have
booklets and signs but the policy is

being ignored by many of their

stores. Only eight of 18 stores

surveyed had brochures.

Wendy's tells customers who
want information to write to

corporate headquarters. One Cali-

fomia Wendy's had a sign noting

ihc availability of product infor-

mation but had no brochures on

hand. None of 14 stores surveyed

had any.

cso
Evening -^^

Escort Service

825-1 493
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TOMORROW

SENIOR CLASS PHOTO
Perioff Quail - Free Sunilance Beverages

ASUCLA CONNUNICATIONS BOARD
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

General Manager
KLA Radio

KLA Is UCLA's student-run radio station broadcast on 53 AM In the dorms and 99.9 Century Cable m through-
out Los Angeles from 8 am to 1 am seven days a week. Applicants must be registered UCLA students. The
Communications Board will interview candidates Thursday, April 19 at a 4 pm meeting.

I
APPLICATIOPt DEAPLIWE; Tuesday, April 5 at 12 Ploon,

Candidates should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a KLA mission statement in the Publk:atlons Office.
1 12 Kerckhoff Hall during regular business hburs.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin, KLA, BruinLife. Al-Talib. Ha'Am.
La Qente de Aztlan. nOMMO. Pacific 'Hes, TenPercent. Together.

Applicants must be a UCLA student in good standing and carry a minimum of 8 units at the Omc of application,
with a cumulative QPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. Each applicant must meet minimum experience requirements
established for the particular medium applied for.

Did you know that ... of college men whose acts meet the definition of rape,

84% do not recognize their behavior as rape?

Rape prevention education for both men and women can help stop violence

against women and develop positive sexual relationships.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, andfaculty

TODAY
12,-00 - l.-OO p.m. ZDoddHall 206-8240

Co-Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
'l

20% OFF
ANY STYLE
TUXEDO

RENTAL IN STOCK
OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH

UCLA STUDENT LD.

PRICES START AT

$3950
w/ Discount

GROUP DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

Serving UCLA for over 36 years -

At the Comer of Gayley & LeConte

Offer Not Good on
SAME DAY SERVICE

(Bruin %?(edo
10970 LeConte Avenue

Westwood Village

Los Angeles, California 90024

(213) 208^8755 (213) 208^5275
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OUSING

ATTENTION
ON CAMPUS HOUSING

APPLICATION
Applications for students NOT currently residing in
the Residence Halls or the Residential Suites are now
available for the Fall Quarter 1990-1991. The deadline
for submission of the application is 5:00 P.M., March
20, 1990. ^
Applical&ons may be obtained by appearing in person
at the On Campus Housing Assignment Office,
Business Enterprise Building, 270 DeNeve Drive.
Please be advised that a non-refundable $20.00
application fee is required.

If you are currently residing on campus in the
Residence Halls or the Residential Suites, you will be
sent the appropriate application and information on
March 9, 1990. If you do not receive an application
by March 16, 1990 you may obtain one at the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office.

$30,000 BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

If you would like to earn up to $30,000 before you
graduate, and you're a top engineering, chemistry, science
or math major in at least your junior year, the Navy Nu-
clear Propulsion Officer Candidate Program could be for

you.
, . .-V

You must be able to meet these requirements:
• United States citizen. ;

• At least a junior, majoring in engineering, math,
physics or chemistry in a 4-year college

"*

or university.

• Minimum 3.0 GPA.
. • Have completed one year of calculus and

calculus-based physics.
• No more than 26 1/2 years old at time of

commissioning.
• Meet Navy's physical standards.

Entry standards are tough and positions are limited.
Check it out today.

To set up an informal interview,
call Lt. Jim Noble at

1-800-252-0538 or (213) 298-6672

^s-.

NAVY OFFICER You are Tomorrow.
You are the Navy.

California issues formal
earthquake advisories

State conducts

experirxient on
public safety

By Lee Siegel*

Associated Press

As jittery Southern Califomians

sweated out earthquake after-

shocks this past week, officials

took another step in a pioneering

effort to issue warnings when they

t)eheve stronger jolts might be on
the way.'*

"We*re trying to save lives and
property with whatever knowledge
the scientists can derive from their

instruments/* said Michael Guer-
in, spokesman for California's

Office of Emergency Services.

Researchers are still a long way
from being able to predict the exact

time and place of earthquakes. But
they are learning to use statistics

on historical quakes to estimate the

odds that one jolt might be

followed soon by a larger one.

So four hours after a moderate
quake measuring 5.5 on the Rich-

ter scale shook Southern CaHfor-

nia on Wednesday, the Office of

Emergency Services issued a

formal earthquake "advisory** to

four counties and the news media.

It said scientists believed an

equally powerful or stronger quake
could happen within three days.

The advisory— officials avoid-

ed calling it a warning or predic-

tion — expired Saturday night

without a bigger quake, although

dozens of smaller aftershocks

rattled the region.

It was only the fifth time since

1985 the state issued such an
advisory.

The other advisories, which also

expired harmlessly, were issued in

June 1984 after three magnitude-4

quakes in San Diego, in July 1986
after a 6.1 quake in the eastern

Sierra, and in June 1988 and
August 1989 following 5.0 and 5.2

temblors on the San Andreas Fault

south of San Francisco Bay.

The section of the San Andreas
involved in the 1988 and 1989
advisories finally ruptured mas-
sively on Oct 17, 1989, in the 7.1-

magnitude earthquake that killed

67 people in the San Francisco Bay
region. Officials have said the

advisories raised the level of
public preparedness for that disas-

ter.
'.

Because of differing scientific

opinions and a desire to avoid

public panic, the latpst advisory

was even more vaguely worded
than previous ones, Guerin said. It

neither cited a percentage likeli-

hood for a larger quake, nor said

how large that quake might be.

"Right now in this branch of
science, vague is state-of-the-art^'

Guerin said.

Al Langworthy, a San Bernardi-

no County emergency planner,

said the advisory didn't alter local

precautions undertaken after the

main quake.

Bridget Distelrath, Clarcmont*s

assistant city manager, said her

city didn*t receive' the advisory

until the morning after the quake.

State officials need to make sure

counties relay the advisories to

cities, and work with local officials

to train them "on what measures
they should take when they receive

an advisory,*' Guerin said. *This

process is still in its infancy."

Lt. Gary Schoeller of the Los
Angeles County sheriff's
Emergency Operations Bureau
said quake advisories can spur

authorities and citizens to take

safety precautions.

Examples include "taking fiie

trucks outside fu« stations (which
might collapse and crush them),

and alerting our people there may
be a need to call them to duty,"

Schoeller said.

Guerin said the state hopes
citizens heed advisories by avoid-

ing hazardous old buildings during

high-risk periods, moving home
furnishings that might topple,

making sure a wrench is available

to shut off gas lines, knowing the

whereabouts of relatives, and
stockpiling food, water, flash-

lights, radios and batteries.

There is about a 5 percent

chance a moderate quake in Cali-

fornia will be followed within

three days by an equal or bigger
jolt, according to research by U.S.
Geological Survey seismologists

Paul Reasenberg and Lucile Jones.

A large number of aftershocks

Wednesday made Jones concerned
the odds of a larger quake were
somewhat higher. That prompted a
flurry of long-distance calls and
closed-door meetings that
involved Geological Survey
director Dallas Peck and state

emergency officials. The advisory

was the result.

*The more information we give

people about earthquakes, the

better they will understand and
cope with earthquakes," Jones
said.

But the higher the potential for

disaster, the greater the caution by
officials. ' ,u- y

A magnitude-6.2 quake near the

California-Mexico border on Nov.
23, 1987, spurred an all-night vigil

by scientists and officials as

aftershocks migrated toward the

San Andreas Fault. They debated
whether to issue an advisory

saying the quake might be a
foreshock to the long-feared 8.3-

magnitude "big one" the govern-

ment has said might kill 14,000
people.

7.1 earthquake hits near
Vanuatu in south Pacific
The Associated Press

HONG KONG — An earth-

quake measuring 7.1 on the Rich-
ler scale struck near Vanuatu in the

south i^acific, the Hong Kong
Observatory said Tuesday. There
Were no immediate reports of
damage.

An observatory statement said

an initial reading of the quake,

which struck at 11:49 a.m. EST
Monday, revealed the epicenter to

be about 1,400 miles northeast of
Sydney, Ausyalia.

No further details were avail-

able on the quake, which matched
n \

in intensity the tremor that rattled

the San Francisco Bay area last

Oct. 17. That quake killed 67,

injured about 3,000 and caused an

estimated $7 billion in damage.

The Richter scale is a gauge of

the energy released by an earth-

quake, as measured by ground
motion recorded on a seismograph.

Every increase of one number
means that the ground motion is 10
times greater. A magnitude 6 can
cause severe damage on land Nvhile

a u-emor of magnitude 7 is cap/ablc

of causing widespread anjj heavy
damage.

*

Kohl asks guarantee
of Poland's border
Obstacles still stand between

reuniting East, West Gennany
By Terrence Petty

Associated Press

BONN, West Germany —
Chancellor Helmut Kohl on Mon-
day defended his demand that a
guarantee of Poland's border be
linked to Warsaw's renunciation

of war reparations, saying Poland
has been demanding compensation
for forced laborers used in the

Third Reich.

In East Berlin, meanwhile.
Communists and opposition par-

ties agreed to submit a broad social

charter to lawmakers in both
Germanys designed to protect East
Germans against social hardships
once the countries merge under a
capitalist system.

The charter, adopted at weekly
negotiations between the Com-
munists and 15 opposition groups,
demands that the right to work and
the right to accommodation be
enshrined in the constitution of a
united Germany.

It also calls for guarantees of
democratic and humane working
conditions, education and health

services for all, protection of
pensions, equality of the sexes, and
social integration for the disabled.

KohPs refusal to give Poland
guarantees about its border has led

to a widening split with Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher,
and the two met privately Monday
to discuss the issue. Results of the

meeting vwere not made public.

Genscher has been saying that

West Germany must make clear to

its neighbors that a unified Ger-
many would not be a threat

'

"This not only concerns
Poland's trust, but that of all

Europeans,** he told the ZDF
television network.

Kohl has said he has no designs
on land ceded to Poland after the

Third Reich's defeat — about a
third of modem-day Poland.

But he has insisted that only the

government of a united Germany
could have final say on the matter.

Kohl faces West German elections

in December and is apparently
concerned about losing the conser-

vative vole. ,-"

Polish Prime Minister Tadeusz

BERRY
II

From page 1

verbal."

The book traces educational

development from its earliest stage

with an examination of pre- and
post-natal care and its relationship

to cognition. "Much of a person's

cognitive skills are formed during

(the pre- and post-natal period),"

he explained, "and many African-

American women do not receive

appropriate care."

The black community faces

differences of opportunity—
social, educational and economic
— which do not affect white
Americans, he said. Berry is

hoping to illuminate the real roots

of African-American students'

educational disadvantages.

"American society is still not

prepared to provide equity and
equality as it applies to black
Apiericans," he said.^

That inequality is most visible at

the economic level, and stability

and a sense of well-being are

ft

LjdjJt'^cial to a student's psychologi

F7 ^'^^^^^vc^opn^enU Berry said.

Mazowiecki has called on both
Germanys to begin negotiations on
a treaty that would recognize the

Oder and Neisse rivers, which
currently form the border, as the

permanent boundary between
Poland and Germany.
On Friday, Kohl said such a

u-eaty would have to be tied ID

Poland's 1953 renunciation of war
reparations and of its pledge last

year to protect the ethnic rights of
its German minority.

Kohl's demands produced
astonishment in Warsaw and harsh
criticism from politicians at home.
The chancellor, trying to justify

his demands, said Monday that

since 1987, Poland has been
raising the topic of compensation
for Poles sent to Nazi labor camps
during World War II.

Kohl also said he would oppose
signing a peace treaty as a means
of settling the border issue. No
World War II peace treaty was
ever signed.

In East Berlin, opposition
minister Gerhard Poppe said the

new social charter, once adopted
by the East German parliament,

should serve as the basis for East
Germany's negotiations with its

capitalist neighbor on economic,
monetary and social union.

He said the charter also would
be presented to the West German
Bundestag for discussion.

According to the charter, unifi-

cation should be based on
"reforming of both German social

security systems, to perfect the

positive points of both."

Single parents, large families,

pensioners and the disabled should
receive special advantages, the

document said.

Delegates also urged guarantees

to protect East Germans' personal

property and savings.

The proposed social charter

comes less than two weeks before

East Germany's March 18 elec-

tions for a new pariiament

The conservative Alliance for

Germany, backed by Kohl's
Christian Democratic Union,
appealed to voters not to fear the

switch to capitalism.

It's the • economic situation

which frequently drives the edu-
cational situation," he said. "Pov-
erty is the major culprit here."

While schools tend to be most
competitive where they cater to

middle and upper class families,

and when blacks are members of
those schools they are as competi-
tive as anyone else, he explained.

There is a disproportionately

high number of blacks "at the

bottom" of the economic heap,
Benry said, crediting the federal

government with perpetuating the

situation. *The floor of social

services which would help un<^m-

ployed and underemployed
parents has been cut out of the

heart of the federal budget."

"Each of these issues combines
to cause a larger number of
problems specific to black Ameri-
cans— problems which reflect the

quality of life they live," Berry
said.

The book was co-edited by Joy
Keiko Asamen, one of Berry's
former students now teaching at

Pcppcrdine University.
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UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
22 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCLA INTERNS
Media... Business... Government... Public Relations...

and MUCH MORE

Washington D.C., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.
Attend an information meeting at EXPO:

Tuesdays, 4 pm
Wednesdays, 12 pm
Thursdays, 3 pm

Deadline for Application:
Fall '90 - April 13th

Winter '91 - April 27th

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831

1990 UCLA
WOMEN'S WEEK

To recognize National Women's History month and celebrate women's
roles in and contributions to cultures and societies worldwide —

•»«i ••»u»»«wl

»V5s ;!/)Tx^ 1

lOr'

TUESDAY MARCH ^
Video & discussion: **Abortion for
Survival**, Ruth Roemer
12:00. North Campus 20
Bruin NOW Chapter

Panel: Chicana Historical
Experience: Beatriz Pesquera,
Antonio CasteAeda
4:00, 152 Haines
Chicano Studies Research Center

Poetry Reading:
Minnie Bruce Pratt
Poema of Love and Struggle
7:30, Royce 314
WSP. CSW, GALA, & Cultural &
Rec. Affairs

WEDNESDAY MARCH 7
Film: Roie the Riviter
12:00, #2 Dodd Hall
Women's Resource Center

Forum: Clara Fraser
''Upheaval in the Soviet Bloc:

Impact on Women**
b:30, Dodd 146
Radical Women, 413-1350

THURSDAY MARPH «
Film: Wild Women Don*t Have the Blues
12:00, #2 Dodd Hall

Women's Resource Center

Panel: international Women Speak Out
4:00, Royce 314
WSP, CSW Reception to follow

VEGIU Protest Campus Sexual Assault
5:00 Rally, 6:00 March
Westwood Plaza (by the bear)
USAC Women's Coalition

FRIDAY MARCH Q
Lecture: Paula Giddings "Historical Role
of Black Women in America'*
12:00, Royce 314
CAAS, WSP, CSW, Omega Psi Phi

WATCH THE DAILY BRUIN AND
CAMPUS BULLETIN BOARDS FOR

DETAILS ON EVENTS

All are welcome/ Ever)ts are free/
Park'mg is $4

For information, call 206-8101

I]

I

I
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Minnie Bruce Pratt
reading poetry

of Love and Struggle
Award winning lesbian poet and essayist, Pratt is fonner editor
of Feminaru Southern lesbian feminist literary journal and

P author of We Say We love F^rh Othpr MQA?^ and Crime '

^ Against Nature (1990). She is co-author with Ellie Bulkin and
Barbara Smith of Yours in Stnioale: Three Fpmini«;t P^npectives
on Anti-Semitism and Rarism (1984^

Praise for CWmg AqQJnst NQtitm Designated the 1989 Lamont Poetry Se/ecdon by theAcademy of American Poets, Pratt's newest collection is a "^stunning achievement^ In this
beautifully crafted sequence of poems, Pratt breathes new life into words such as lesbian
poet, mother, and creates poems of despair, doubt, bliss, shame, exhilaration, rage, hope and
victory, bhe creates a world of passion, of power being realized, of wholeness.

>

Tuesday, March 6 7:30pm
Royce HaU 314

Sponsored by:
UCIA Women's Studies Program and Center for the Study of Women. Cultural and Recreational Affairs, ASUCLA Trade Books and GALA/CPC funded

For further information, call 206-8101

^ , No charge/parking is $4 Everyone welcome
'• Book signing and reception to follow

' ' "
Pai<J for by ASUCLA Board of DirectorsAJSAC Programming Committee

How are
.... •

you building

future?

r

Need something more out of your student life?

Does UCLA seem like a series of never-ending classes?

INVOLVEMENT IS THE ANSWER!

\

Involvement Conference

Saturday, April 7

9 am - 2 pm
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

This conference will offer workshops designed to help you
Identify your Interests and the many benefits of Involve-
ment and talk to over 30 representatives from a varletvof
campus organizations. "^~^

V

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment will be on
a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please return this form to Mia
Lathrop at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by March 16. 1990. For more
information, contact Deb Moriarty at 825-6690. Please print neatly.

NAME: PHONE:(

ADDRESS:

Clty state Zip

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program and the
' Inter Residence Hall Council.

gt»^^$t waste
m mix

, .

imttttidi m^gotiri
Is the
mimtK^r of
people
who never
acMeir# their

Get out
of that

Shift
into that
fast lane.
If you think
you can't,
you won't.
If you think
you can,
there's a::||i||||:

good chaliiiii|||
you will.

Even making
the effort
will make
you feel
like a new
person.
Reputations
are made
by searching
for things that
can't be done
and doing them
Aim low:
boring.
Aim high:
soaring* '^

United Technologies

CHECK-OFF
From page 1

"I think that someone over 18
who is going to college has enough
common sense to know that when
something says a fee is voluntary
and ihey can sign it off. they reaUze
ihey don't have to pay for it," she
said.

According to CALPIRG Cam-
pus Coordinator Julie Miles,
UCLA students alone have written

over 300 letters to Gardner
"expressing their support for the

CALPIRG program and the cur-
rent funding system and asking
him to maintain the status quo by
allowing students to make their

own decisions.**

Gardner has insisted repeatedly
that his stance against the negative
check-off is not an attack on
CALPIRG or the students, but
rather a move against a fee system
which is "deceptive.**

CALPIRG representatives at

last Saturday's UCSA meeting
said the organization is not trying
to be misleading, but if students do
not donate — CALPIRG cannot
exist.

Even though university officials

are meeting with student govern-
ments, Rabuy said Gardner is

"dead set** against the fee and she
expects him to make a decision
against it soon.

CALPIRG representatives are
slightly more optimistic. They
cited Gardner*s willingness to talk

to students and expressed their

hope that in the end he will listen to
them.

Gardner told CALPIRG he
would not make a decision before
his meeting with chancellors on
Wednesday. UC spokeswoman
Laurie Etow said the status of
Gardner*s decision is unclear.

BERKELEY
From page 1

ranks of baton-waving officers to

escape further beating.

Responding to the group*
claims, Capt. Miller said. "PoUce
officers did what they had to do to

clear the place. I'm not aware of
any doors being broken down.'*

Students maintained they were
on the defensive throughout the

incident and even exercised cau-

tion in their tactics. Freshman
Manuel Ponce said rock-throwing

students were reprimanded by
peers.

Other protesters. Ponce said,

voluntarily practiced restraint

when heaving furniture from sec-

ond and third floor windows to

feed a street bonfire. "Whenever
somebody threw plastic on the fire

people told them not to, because
they're environmentally conscious

and don't want to deplete the

ozone layer.*'

Residents and officials agreed
Monday that Harrington Hall,

located a quarter-mile from cam-
pus in a residential area of mostly
students, has often been mired in

controversy. Its owner, the Univer-
sity Students Cooperative Associ-
ation, closed the student-run
building last fall after problems
with a party in which the punch
was spiked with hallucinogens.

Eighteen students still live in the

180-room building because they
appealed the decision. Jolly said.

But the housing association
responded by hiring armed securi-

ty guards whose job is partially to

protect the building from its

residents.

The building is known as a home
for progressive students and was
one of the first student housing
facilities at Berkeley to accept
minority students.

"I like it, it's not like the dorms,**
Jolly said. "Here I can go grab a

bite to eat whenever I want.'*

TRACKING
From page 5

schools follow a four-track sys-

tem. The groups include "reme-
dial** for students who appear to

have learning problems, "average"
' for high school students not plan-

ning to attend college, "college

prei>aralory" for those planning to

attend junior colleges or state

universities and "honors** for stu-

dents planning to attend more
competitive universities, Oakes
said.

Oakes, a former high school

.
teacher, has done 10 years of
research on teaching and grouping
students according to academic
ability, and especially on the effect

of such groupings on lower-
income students. Her research has

found that schools which encour-

age all students to excel are

generally the most successful.

Drawing from three separate

studies, Lipton and Oakes con-

cluded that such tracking is

damaging lo students both psy-

chologically and academically.

"Some kids learn very young if

the school does not think they*re

smart.** Oakes said, adding how
this often leads to a lack of
motiva^n among such students.

"When you put together all the

kids who are really smart, there*s a
very different class atmosphere
than with kids who*ve been told

there*s not a lot of hope.** she said;

"(Such feelings) create a class-

room atmosphere where nobody
but the teacher is concerned about
learning.**

In the course of their study,

Lipton and Oakes found that all

students learn better when given

complex assignments. *The man-
ner of instruction can make an
enormous difference. What kind of
knowledge are these kids getting?

Are they being taken to see

Shakespeare plays or being given
work sheets? In science, the smart
kids get laboratories, everybody
else just reads.*'

^ Besides a difference in curricu-

lum, teaching quality may differ

from track to track.

"Of course the best teachers

teach in the top track," Oakes
added, arguing that teachers* atti-

tudes toward the students can also

influence the learning process.

Lipton said that as a principal,

he was reminded daily "of how all

these things get played out in a

middle-class, moderate to well-

to-do suburb."

Oakes and Lipton said a number
of California schools are trying to

dismantle tracking, and still others

are trying to reduce it

Those schools which have been
most successful without a tracking

system are much more flexible in

how they group children and use

team teaching in mixed groups,

Oakes said. She added that

cooperative group learning, which
encourages children to solve
problems together, has also been
instituted with productive results.

Such changes require a change
in the curriculum towards more
complex assignments rather than

reliance on "work sheets and
memorization," Oakes said.

Oakes and Lipton said they hope
to be "not just researchers but

reformers." Their primary moti-

vation for writing the book was to

make the most recent research on
secondary education available to

parents in a language they could

understand.

*The knowledge that we use at

the university rarely penetrates

public debates. Parents do not run
to the library and read journals,"

Oakes said.

Oakes said popular books and
magazines have not helped
improve th« educational system.
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Study
Abroad
in
Australia
England
Scotland

Carolyn Watson, representing the Butler University

Institute for Study Abroad, will meet with students
interested in 1990-91 programs for undergraduate
studies in Australia and Great Britain on Tuesday,
March 6 at 12 noon in 3508 Ackerman Union.

For further information, please contact the UCLA
Expo Center; telephone 825-0831.

Opportunities

Australia at eight universities

Great Britain at 22 universities .

& polytechnics; INSTEP,
Cambridge & London.

Sponsored by the Expo Center

$100 OFF
M ade from 35mm, disc, 110 or 126 color print film (C-41

process only). Offer valid only on 4" print orders. Offer

not valid with any other coupon or special. Coupon must
be attached to outside of blue order envelope. OFFER GOOD:
March 5-11, 199a

ON 4" COLOR PRINTS

3315

SINGLE DOUBLE SINGLE DOUBLE
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12 exp. roll . .

.
^2.69 . .
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Legal abortion prevents female tragedy
By Melissa Hilario

Dear Jack,

Much X)f what I have to write is most difficult ta

express. Is it fair to have children we can't feed
properly, can't keep decently warm, or give medical
attention to? Must I keep having children whether we
want them or not? Children are so wonderful. I think

only those should be born who will have afair chance
in life. I have made some decisions and that is why I

have wrinen all this to you. I ask for. your
understanding even though it may take some timefor
you to accept the needfor such a struggle on the part

ofyour special sister and all women in their struggle.

All my love always,

Eloise

This letter was written by a young woman
during the height of the Depression. She had
no home, two children, and an unemployed
husband. She died the next day of a botched,

illegal abortion.

Seventeen years ago, before the 1973 Roe v.

Wade decision, thousands of desperate Ameri-
can women died because they did not have
access to safe, legal abortion. These women
who died did not care whether it was legal or
illegal. They did not ask a judge, or a jury, or

a minister, or their state legislature if they

could terminate their pregnancy. Women were,

and still are, willing to risk their lives to

control when they have children.

In light of International Women's Day, we
remember the millions of women who died

because they had no choice. We also remember
that across the world our sisters are still dying
because they do not have the right to control

their own reproductive systems. In the Third
World, some 200,000 women die each year of

illegal abortions — one woman every three

minutes.

The medical establishment played a large

role in the legalization of abortion. The groups
supportive of Roe v. Wade include: the

American Medical Association, the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology, the

American Academy of Pediatrics, the American
Psychiatric Association, and the American
Public Health Association. Certainly, the medi-
cal experts know better than a few religious

groups what is best for the health care of
America.

Making abortion illegal will not decrease its

incidence, contrary to the proclamations of the

anM-choice movement. In Brazil, where abortion

is ille'^al, the abortion rate is more than three

times tliat of the U.S.

Worr.en will seek abortions whether they are

legal or not. Thus, the best way to decrease

the incidence of abortion is not by outlawing
it, but through better contraception accompanied
by sex education.

The Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden,
where effective contraception choices are easily

accessible and inexpensive, have a lower
abortion rate than the U.S., which has fewer
contraceptive options that are more expensive.

So, the question should be asked: Are anti-

abortion rights groups supportive of contracep-

tion? Ironically, the answer is no.

There is a broader undercurrent of the anti-

choice movement. Many of the these same
people are opposed to contraception, sexuality,

and sex education. Leaders of the anti-choice

movement have been very vocal about their

stance on contraception. Randall Terry, founder
of Operation Rescue has said, "I don't think

Christians should use birth control." Joseph
Schiedler, who heads the Pro-Life Action

League has been quoted as saying, **I think

contraception is disgusting, people using each
other for pleasure."

The anti-choice movement is trying to

impose their moral ethics on American society.

They imply that pro-choice persons arc immor-
al. As a Catholic, I find this most offensive.

True religion radiates from one's actions and
attitudes about life. It is not measured in

dogma, how many prayers are said, or how
many times one stands in front of a women's
clinic chanting slogans.

If anti-abortion groups genuinely cared about
women and children, they would use their

energies to lobby for parental care, improved
education, day care, etc. Members of these

groups who claim lo "love children" would
also adopt minority special needs children. This

would give credence to their "adoption, not

abortion" mouo.
My message is simple: taking away abortion

rights will have only disastrous effects on
American women. If abortion is illegal, women
will die.

Today at noon, Bruin NOW will be showing
a pro-choice video "Abortion for Survival."

Hilario is a senior majoring in pmitical science.

Termination of CALPIRG
limits student freedom
By Holly Carrington

It is hard to imagine a time when the need for committed,
effective action to save our natural world would be greater than
it is now. Califomians are cleaning hundreds of thousands of
gallons of crude oil from their southern beaches. Americans are
grappling with the problems of polluted air, fouled water, and
pesticide-tainted food. The world is preparing to celebrate the
twentieth anniversary of Earth Day.

It is unbelievable, then, to learn that the University of
California is contemplating action to eliminate the largest student
environmental group in the state — CALPIRG.

David P. Gardner, President of the nine-campus UC system, is

considering a change in the University's voluntary fee policy to
lake away from students at each campus the right to assess
themselves waivable, refundable fees. This action would wipe
out the funding for the CALPIRG program here at Los Angeles
and throughout the state.

Without, funding the CALPIRG program that UCLA has
enjoyed for so many years would disappear.

Students are constantly struggling to make their voices heard
in the state legislature, in the media, in the courts, and in Con-
gress. CALPIRG has long been one of the most effective and
articulate advocates on behalf of university students, providing the
professional staff, the research expertise, the administrative
assistance, and organizational support lo make a difference on
important public policy issues.

If the CALPIRG program is killed, if studenis are denied the
right to create, direct and fund our own organizations, we are
relegated to a status as second-class citizens without the means
for our opinions to be effectively presented.

CALPIRG has been a unique and valuable part of campus life

for nearly a decade. As an educational resource, the group has
presented speakers, hosted forums and discussions, screened
movies and videos, conducted research and surveys, and issued
reports to keep the university community informed of the latest

environmental, consumer, and social policy news. CALPIRG
interns and volunteers have devoted thousands of hours to
distributing informational newsletters and flyers to the campus
community, and have maintained an active educational outreach
program through classroom and group presentations.

Students involved with CALPIRG have also had the opportun-
ity to challenge themselves in going beyond the traditional

constraints of self-interest, engaging in face-to-face encounters
with "real worid" policy making, becoming personally involved in
the active creation of a better society. As volunteers, interns,

and paid campaign workers,thousands of UCLA studenis have
discovered CALPIRG to be a vital part of the extracurricular life

of this campus.

The termination of the CALHRG program would be the most
immediate impact of a decision to change the student fee policy,
but the implications extend well beyond the stu^ival of one
organization.

At the heart of the matter is the fundamental right of college
students to use the democratic process of petition and referendum
to create and fund our own associations and organizations. We
have enjoyed that right for over a decade. Securing that right
did not come easily, and it is outrageous to imagine that it could
be taken away from us with the stroke of a pen.
While students in China and Eastern Europe are leading the

'

fight against repression and totalitarianism, putting themselves at
great risk to secure the benefits of free expression and self-

determination, students in California are being deprived of those
same liberties. That is hardly the message that the University
should be sending to generation of leadership it is charged with
developing.

The decision of President Gardner is imminent, but we do still

have time to stay the hand that wields such a powerful pen. A
telephone call and/or personal letter to the President expressing
your support for CALPIRG and students' rights will have an
impact

Contact President Gardner at:

President Gardner
Office of the President,

Kaiser Building

300 Lakeside Drive

Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 987-0700

Carrington is a senior majoring in Geography Ecosystems. There
were 193 signatures attached to this letter.

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza .

Los Angeles, CA 90024
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Society must be built on liuman vaiues, not expioitaiion
'Black power is really people's
power . . . is giving power to

people who have not had power to

determine their destiny."

— Huey P. Newton, Minister of
Defense, Black Panther Party

The National Commission
to Prevent Infant Mor-
tality reports that black

infants bom in Jamaica are
more likely to live through
their first year of life than a
baby bom in our nation's

capital, Washington, D.C. Black
babies bom in this country are

more than twice as likely to

die before they see their first

birthday than arc while infants.

A federal government study
concludes that children bom to

families in below poverty line

income brackets during the

1980s have a 95 percent

chance of living their entire

lives below that poverty-line.

Also during the 80s, average
while income rose 15 percent,

while income for blacks,

already far below any other

ethnic groups earnings, fell by
some estimates as much as 20
percent to 30 percent.

The Los Angeles Times
recently reported that 23 per-

cent of black males between
the ages of 18 and 29 are

either in prison, on parole or
on probation, and that 40
percent of black males in this

same age group have been
arrested at least once for a
serious crime. While George
Bush in his war on drugs has
spent millions on more police,

more prisons, more judges and
prosecutors, not one cent has
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Tim
Strawn
been spent to increase funding
for public defenders to defend
the incarcerated poor.

The number of racist hate-

crimes is at an all-time high

and rising rapidly, and it

seems that all we, as a culture

wish to do is pretend that our
holy and inviolable capitalist

system will solve our problems
for us. Two viewpoints pub-
lished here last week demons-
trate just how deeply racism
has been ingrained in the

dominant culture of our socie-

ty. They illustrate the complete
bankruptcy of the mainstream,

white-dominated view of pre-

sent-day race relations, their

genesis, and possible cures. It

is a view that we hear par-

roted today, by intellectuals

and politicians of all colors —
that the path towards "equali-

ty** is predicated on the idea

of equal and unbiased access

to the economic "free-market.**

Then, as the thinking goes,
if everyone has the chance to

enter a university or stait a
business, we will all live

happily ever after in an equal
and non-racist society. Alan
Leahy, in his Feb. 26
viewpoint "Civil rights legisla-

tion needs to be revamped,**

wraps his arrogant and reac-

tionary view in the jargon of
current political science-major
mumbo jumbo, C*zero-sum
game**, "inter-ethnic market dis-

parities**). He suggests that

civil rights legislation be
"revamped** (read: removed)
because the laws as written

(Affirmative Action legislation,

the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Brown v. Board of Education— not to mention the entire

history of people's struggle for

human rights) are now prejudi-

cial towards whites.

Leahy*s focus on the human
potential for "marketability**

exposes the true perspective
behind the rhetoric: the human
spirit as commodity in the

"marketplace** of American
capitalism; in other w^rds, how
best an ethnic group is willing

to perform wage-slave labor to

keep the engines of capitalism
humming, and the predomin-
antly white captains of industry
at the helm and on course, full

speed ahead.

Next we hear from Brian
Estwick ("Education must
further advancement,** March
2), who in his complete confu-
sion regarding the culture he
lives in, suggests that there is

not now, nor has there ever
been "sufficient reason for the
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7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student
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(213) 271-5181

eradication of the entire sys-

tem** in order for black people
to achieve equality in this

country. He also believes that

sentiments like those of Huey
Newton, spoken 20 years ago,
have no relevance to our
predicament today.

I submit that it is impossible
to create a non-racist society

by providing everyone the

opportunity to participate in

our present system of economic
distribution. It is a requisite

characteristic of present-day

capitalism to ensure a racist,

discriminatory social system
that rewards the dominant
white culture while maintaining
a subservient, docile work-
force, largely composed of
people of color.

Capitalism requires us to

participate in an inhumane and
degrading system which defines
the worth of a human being
based on his or her place in

the economic pyramid. One has
value or worth if one is near
the top, or at least not too far

below and struggling for the

top, while those at the base of
the structure are essentially

worthless, except as wage-
slaves. Two hundred or more
years of U.S. history, starting

with the genocidal policies

toward the Native American
population and the economic
and military aggression in

South East Asia, Africa and
Latin America illustrate that

our "system** is capable of
merciless aggression toward
people of color based on that

sacrosanct and treasured value
Ave call the "profit motive.**

For black people, or for that

matter, anyone to aspire to

share in the repressive prero-
gatives of the dominant culture

is no solution to racism, nor is

it a legitimate pursuit of
human freedom or dignity. The
mainstream argument over the
solution to racism is simply a
way to cover up the inherent
inequality of our system and.
at the same time, encourage
people to eagerly participate in

the process of their own
exploitation. The prevailing

mood of confusion and ambi-
valence toward people of color,

the poor and the homeless, and
even our own roles as mem-
bers of the dominant group in

the society, stem from the

misguided idea that most
Americans see the opportunity
for exploitation as some sort of
god given "freedom** which
allows us to ignore the conse-
quences of our actions.

Social Darwinism with a
Happy Face, if you will. So
every February during Black
History month we agonize
about racism in our society,

and then essentially forget

about it Any real and effective
solution to racism will only
come when we act as the

people of Eastern Europe are
acting, to change the funda-
mental structure of our system,
and make the commitment to

build an authentically democra-
tic society based on human
values not on human exploita-

tion.

Strawn is a library staff mem-
ber.

IN CELEBRATION OF
WOMEN'S WEEK
"ABORTION

FOR SURVIVAL''
A video about a woman's right lo choose followed by a discussion,

with Dr. Ruth Roemcr, one of the leaders in the fight for

reproductive rights.

TUESDAY, MARCH 6th
12 noon
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Film

Over ihG rainbow! Marianne Saegebrecht finds stardom in die wonderful land of Hollywood
By Jill L6ger

Staff Writer
r -

Like Dorothy Gale, Bavarian actress Marianne Saegebrecht feels
she*s treading a mystical path, taking a spiritual junket that for the past
five years has taken her to different times and places and has acquainted
her with a host of intriguing and curious characters.

"I am on a journey/' said the Munich-based actress of her trip through
proverbial Hollywood. "But, I have to be careful selecting my journeys— what century, what country — because people back home are
following me. In Europe, the people are saying, 'We are with you. Come
back and tell us of your adventures/

"

But her doting European fans aren't the only ones captivated by the
film adventures of Marianne Saegebrecht.

Ebulliently peppering stereotypes of beauty and charm, Saegebrecht's
singular film performances — as a love-struck mortuary attendant in
Percy Adlon's Sugarbaby (1985), a German housewife stuck in the
middle of a California wasteland in Adlon's Bagdad Cafe (1987) and as a
credit-mad material girl in his newly released Rosalie Goes Shopping—
have garnered the attentions of American audiences as well.

"This is what I love most— when she just sits/'

said Saegebrecht's most frequent director, Percy
Adlon. ^When only her skin delivers. She is static

without being boring. She can tell stories widiout
opening her moudi." *

,

'• '

'''

Earlier this year, while on a whirlwind Rosalie publicity lour, and after

having just completed work on a Czechoslovakian film project called

Martha and /, Saegebrecht said she felt tired.

But like Miss Gale, Saegebrecht has amassed a number of friends on
her journey, and thanks to a certain spiritual companion, her strength last

month showed no signs of abating.

*Thank God Rosalie is with me now," she said. "She's much stronger
than I am. When I'm with her, I feel like she's on my side. She becomes
my sister."

Saegebrecht said she tries to create real people with all her film char-

acterizations. *To make a movie," she said, "is not just creating this char-
acter. These characters become alive. They are human beings, babies.

And at the cinema, you can see them, you can meet them."
One can also find them in Saegebrecht's heart. She said she feels close

to all her characters (she calls them her "sisters"), particularly because
each represents a laboriously uncovered piece of herself.

"Very often actors say *this has nothing to do with me,* " she said. "I

don*i like this. I find the parts in myself that are similar to my characters.

We all have so many personalities inside."

Saegebrecht said she found initial difficulty finding common ground
with Rosalie. "It was the hardest to accept that I'm like her," she said. "I

don't have to steal. Maybe I'm stealing time with my friends if I talk too

much, but I don't have to really steal. I don't lie."

But she added that she recognized and identified with Rosalie's canny
administrative instincts. "I wrote Rosalie a letter," she said. " 'Rosalie,' 1

said, *you make me frightened, you go on and on and on, but you are a

good girl. You will be a good boss. You will share the profits with your
workers. You will take the responsibility— though it's not easy being a

boss, handling the business.*
"

A bom leader herself, Saegebrecht (who as a child directed her friends

in makeshift productions amid stacks of abandoned furniture plopped in

the middle of the Bavarian countryside) spent years organizing theatrical

revues and cafe shows in hec home country.

In 1977, she intensified her efforts and initiated "Opera Curiosa," a

traveling cabaret that featured 180 performers from across Europe.

Though she acted on the side, her heart lay in her work engineering

such productions. "I wanted not only to work on stage," she said. "I

wanted to organize, direct, hang different paintings on the wall. I wanted
it all to come together; it's magic then. You should react like a child.

*What*s this? Where am I?* It*s still my dream."

But Saegebrecht never dreamed of American stardom. And after Percy
Adlon caught his first glimpse of Saegebrecht*s talent before an
audience, she was already well on her way.

Adlon first saw Saegebrecht onstage in the early '80s at the Munich
Studio Theater where she was playing a prostitute— victoriously against

the "angry, drunken" stereotype the show's director had preferred.

Her tender, warm interpretation charmed and fascinated Adlon, an
artistic stereotype bucker himself. He immediately asked the actress if

she*d care to collaborate with him on some upcoming projects.

She agreed, and Adlon fqund that Saegebrecht's onstage charm
multiplied before his film cameras — first evident in his German
television drama Herr Kischott, and later in the films of his self-deemed
'Trilogie Saegebrechtienne."

Film, he said, captures Saegebrecht's "stoic" qualities.

*This is what I love most— when she just sits,*' he said. "When only
her skin delivers. She is static without being boring. She can tell stories

without opening her mouth. There is a feeling that she can talk through
her skin.

"Marianne happened to me like a model could happen to a painter—
*Comc to my chair, and sit there forever.'

*•

But after completion of their third film together, Saegebrecht sensed
the time had come to rise from Adlon's chair. Since filming Rosalie, she
has worked with Czechoslovakian director Giri Weicss on Martha and I

and with Danny DcVito on War of the Roses.

Bavarian actress Marianne Saegebrecht has American moviegoers tlumber.

"For me it was feeling like these three characters (Sugarbaby, Bagdad
Cafe's Jasmin and Rosalie) can really come together. If there was to be a
fourth (Adlon) character, it wouldo't^ork. Now Percy and I have to go
on separate streets.**

Saegebrecht's street will soon lead her back home to Munich — to
continue theater work, to be witl^ her 22 year old daughter Danilea and to
reacquaint herself with her beloved "desert" dog, Baggi, whom she found
during the filming of Bagdad Cafe.

For Saegebrecht, there's no place like home. "I think it*s good for you

if there's a place waiting for you that*s warm, that*s light, where people
are waiting for you. It*s better than if you go to a little apartment and it's

cold."

Saegebrecht also said she needs a break from Hollywood, a chance to
recoup and prepare for her next journey.

"My life is adventurous as it has been since I was a child. Hopefully,
soon,I can get on with my journey, and I can do some very crazy things. I

don't know where my journey will take me. Where it will go, I have no
idea — thank God,"

Television Music

Fun & loathing— just another day at the Bundys
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

Here's the deal. You're a teenager, and
you live in California. All your life, your
parents have tried to give you a focus and
show you right from wrong. Then one day,

you get a job with the Fox television

network. They want you to take all those

sensible, responsible things you've been
doing all your life and forget *em.

Suddenly, you*re wearing ripped clothes,

using words that you never even knew how
to pronounce- let alone ever been allowed to

say out loud- and getting paid a whole heap
of money for your effort So, what's a cute

Cahfomian kid like you supposed to do?
If you're eighteen year old Christina

Applegate, who plays daughter Kelly
Bundy on Fox's Married With Children,

you distance yourself from your TV alter-

ego, a fair-haired wench who overdoses on
peroxide, red lipstick and thigh-high dres-

ses.

"1 don*t think (Kelly) is typical of most
teenagers at all; I think she*s kind of a

compilation of different kinds of personali-

ty quirks in all of us, especially people here

in Hollywood. I know a lot of girls who hang
around the music industry, and she's kind of
a character study of them," Applegate said.

This is not to say that Applegate isn't

oblivious to the stir she creates on the show.
**I don't know if girls relate to her or not, but

a kH of male viewers love her to death. It's

all that parading around in mini-skirts." A
*quirk', it seems, which Applegate is not

altogether comfortable with. "It's almost
like it's an exploitation of the female. But,

you know, she's having a good time, and
she's definitely not a slut,** she said.

However, if you're less of a philosopher

and more of a party-type of guy, you might
have the same kick-back attitude as David
Faustino, who plays the Bundy 's son on the

sh^. Bud. Having just turned sixteen last

Safffl%ii^*rve been waxing my car for the

past 3 months and I'm dying to drive it"),

Faustino doesn't analyze his character as

much as he has fun with him.

"I might hang out with someone like Bud

be a bit of a nerd**, he admires Bud*s acerbic

humour. "I like him because he's quick. He
has good answers anytime someone insults

him. I'm not as good as Bud is with
comebacks,** he mentioned.

And Faustino himself might be in need of
a good comeback now that Married With
Children has achieved a near-cult like

status. Having no pretensions as to why he is

approached by the show*s fans, he admits,

"all people ever say to me is *Where's
Christina Applegate? Where's Kelly?*"

Meanwhile, Applegate prefers to think

that her character*s popularity is based less

I might hang out with someone like Bud for awhile, just

because he's a Bundy. It would be cool to have a £amily like

the Bundys for awhile. TheyVe weird and diey^re pigs and
stuff, but they're kind of cool as well. If you were dieir kid

you codd do almost anything you wanted/' Faustino said*

for awhile, just because he's a Bundy. It

would be cool to have a family like the

Bundys for awhile. They're weird and
they're pigs and sttiff, but they're kind of
cool as well. If you were their kid you could
do almost anything you wanted,*' Faustino
said.

However he also noted that "it would be
bad to have parents like that because there*s

no food around the house. If I really lived

with the Bundys, the first thing I'd do is try

to eat."

While Faustino admits that Bud "might

on lust than on empathy. **A lot of people
relate to Kelly, and to the show, because
we're not afraid to say the things that they

<tie afraid to say,** she said.

"People like to watch the show because it

makes their lives seem important. They look

at the Bundys and they're able to say *Thank

God our lives aren't like that,'" Applegate
continued.

Both Applegate and Faustino were bom
and raised in California, and coincidentally,

started their acting careen at the age of three
months old. ApplegUte appeared at that age

with her actress mother in Days of Our
Lives, whereas Faustino made his debut as

Lily Tomlin's son on her show.

For Faustino, entering the entertainment
industry was inevitable: his entire family is

involved in it, including his brother and
sister, who act as well. "My whole family is

in this business," Faustino says, "but my
parents are still pretty strict. We're really

close, and we're not like the Bundys at alL I

mean, my mom cooksJ**

However, for those times when being a

promiscuous daughter and nightmarish son
become overwhelming. Applegate and
Faustino turn lo their non-acting outlets. For
Applegate. it*s dancing, which she
describes as "the love of my life. That*s my
poetry, that*s my gardening- you know, die

things that people do to clear their minds.
That*s what I do."

,

F^stino, on the other hand, has formed a

rap group called "The Outlaw Posse**, and
has recently signed an album deal with
Motown. "Hopefully it will be really big,"

he muses.

Although neither actor expects their

show to end soon, they arc each looking to

break away from comedy roles in the future,

with Applegate having recently completed a

movie called Streets, in which she plays a

homeless, heroin junkie.

"It*s all very intense, abstract, violent,

dark and depressing." she says, "and it did

Hghting an uphill battle

T
See BUNDY, page 24

Prcxlucer battles

for original music
By Steve Sherwood
Contributor

Second of two parts

There*s a certain stubbornness
in Bruce Licher*s tone.

"I started this label as an art

project,** says Licher. owner of
Independent Project Records, "it

wasn*t originally meant to be a
record label. I wanted to make a
record as fine art.**

Begun by Licher as a student at

UCLA a decade ago, his IPR label

has burgeoned into one of the few
alternatives to what has become an
oppressively standardized music
industry.

In an era when even "new
music" has become straight-jack-

eted into KROQ*s drum-
machine/syml\-pop format. IPR
recalls the raw, revolutionary fire

of the late '608 and *70s under-

ground movements.
It*s home to such young and

explosive groups as Indian Bingo.

For/Against, iSeception Bay and
the Psychological Warfare Branch
(as well as the older, but no less

revolutionary Savage Republic)

Buc^ Licher (center) and 'Savage Republic,

'

Which perhaps accounts for

Licher*s stubbornness. IPR has

become more than an art project:

it's become a mission against the

megalomaniacal, conformity-
inducing tentacles of the main-
stream music market

"I enjoy working with groups

starting out. because there's a lot

of creativity there . . . there's a

'genuine' feel to the music." says

Licher.

Operating out of a wonderful-

ly-seedy brick warehouse in

downtown L.A.. Licher has

remained faithful to his original

intent, that of "creating records as
an artistic medium."

After deciding which groups to

work with, Licher designs all of
the artwork for the albums released
on IPR. Each cover is a personal

creative project, culminating in

Licher printing them on high-

grade paper on his own studio

letter-press.

One of Licher's more unique
ideas is his series of "archival

See LICNEll, page 23
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City earns laughter with wit, sophistication
By Gita Amar
Contributor

I*

C\\}B: The Second City. Improvisational theater. Sony & Shares. 214 Santa
Ktonica BK/d.. Santa Monica. (213)934-9700. Shows Tues.. Fri.-Sun. Tickets are
$8-$15. Free improv Tues. 10 p.m., Sat. midnight. & Sun. 9 p.m.

If you want a comedic cxpcrinece full of wii and sophistication The
Second City is a delightful and hilarious experience. The Second City
located in the old Mayfair theater is an innovative comedic experience
from the beginning.

The classic Italian baroque architecture of the theater is the setting for
a comedic troupe that will entertain you with intelligent and sarcastic
humor.

While the humor is quick and hardhitting it is never too crude or offen-
sive. Unlike some comedians who believe that to entertain they must be
offensive, the performers at Second City are never this way. Rather, the
troupe has respect for the audience who they expdct to be quite aware of
political and social current events.

One can tell that the troupe here has great acting experience and are
very comfortable with each other. Unlike a comedy club offering stand-
up, the troupe performs various skits and plays games with the audience.
The troupe is in its third season which it calls Sony & Shares— a title of a
very physical skit that places Mr. Sony and Cher in a "battle" of power
over Hollywood.

One of the most hysterical routines was a skit about a couple who keep
their relationship alive by meeting at various rehabilitation cefiti^s. By

See IMPROV, page 23
Second City cast (from I) Bob Derkach, Robin Duke, Richard Kind, Andrea Martin, Ryan
Stiles, Chris Barnes.
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Books

Inexpensive resume guides give
direction to uncertain unemoloi
By Kristen Linden
Contributor

BOOK: The College Student's
Resume Guide. By Kim Marino. Pub-
lished by Tangenne Press. January
1990. Retail Price: $8.95.

BOOK: The Damn Good Resume
Guide. By Yana Parker. Published by
Ten Speed Press. October 1989. Retail
Price: $6.95.

It's that time. June is only a
couple of months away and you're
looking at graduation with terror in

your eyes. Everyone tells you to

smile, that this is the beginning of
the rest of your life. But you have
no job, no income, and only a
feeling of panic. Or perhaps it's

not quite as serious as all that —
maybe you're only looking for a
summer job to occupy your time
between beach trips. Whatever the
case, acquiring that perfect posi-
tion can be a confusing, time-con-
suming and frustrating experience.

But wait, don't stress yet! It is

precisely these feelings of uncer-
tainty and insecurity about your-

self and your talents that both Kim
Marino and Yana Parker prey on in

their new self-help books, The
College Student's Resume Guide
and The Damn Good Resume
Guide, respectively.

But don't get me wrong— these

books are not rip-offs. Rather, they
are helpful tools in assisting the

uncertain job seeker in making the

most of his talents and experi-

ences.

Both books begin with the
basics about writing an effective

resume and contain numerous
sample resumes for the reader to

follow as examples. They also
share advice on cover letters and a
list of action words to describe
different duties.

The books appear to be similar

on a quick glance-through but after

careful perusal the reader will

discover that looks can be deceiv-
ing.

The Cottege Student's Resume
Guide is just what it proclaims to

be — it is targeted directly at the
university student. Instead of
printing random, somewhat

generic resumes, eight of its 25
samples have scenarios describing

students with specific majors and
certain job positions in mind.

This book also places heavy
emphasis on two different types of
resume — the chronological
(timeline form) versus the func-

tional (groupings by skills perti-

nent to the position). Each type and
its merits is explained in detail.

On the other hand. The Damn
Good Resume Guide aims for a
much broader audience. It contains

sample resumes of everyone from
an older graduate competing
against younger people to a retired

gardener going back to work to a

recent grad seeking work.
Although this book is not specifi-

cally aimed at college students, I

would recommend it over The
College Student's Resume Guide.
Most prominently it is much more
detailed in its siep-by-step instruc-

tions. In addition, it contains the

bonus of answers to *Ten Tough
Questions About Resumes" and
interviews with different employ-
ers about their opinions of what is

THE
COLLEOE STUDENT'S
RESUME aUlOE

Writing Your Own
Professional Resume

By
Kkn Mstlno

Author of

SlartlngM

Founder of

JuslRssuf
Santa Barbara. CalHomia

The College Student's Resume Guide' is one of several
short publications out aimed at confused job seekers.

important in a resume.
In the end, however, it is up to

the job seeker to decide which
book meets his own particular

needs. For their inexpensive price.

either book is a good investment
and will give him tips on writing a

clear, concise resume and an
organized, presentable format to

follow.
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The cast of 'Season's Reasons' in a philosophical confrontation.

'Season' explores civil rights, opera
& understanding collective 'reasons
By Kristen Linden

'

Contributor

THEATER: Season's Reasons. Written by Ron Milner.
Music by Charles Mason. Directed by Beverly J. Robinson.
Musical direction by Janet M. Raines. Starring David Boyd,
Monica Doby, Guy A. Leemhuis and Natasha A. Morris.
Playing at the U(3LA Little Theater thropgh March 10.

Tired of the fanciful Phantom? Bored with
glittering Starlightl For an entertaining evening
complete with music and message, check out the
UCLA Theater Department's new contemporary
folk opera Season's Reasons.

This simple folk opera is quite unlike the lavish

musicals of Andrew Lloyd Weber which are
characterized by breathtaking sets and special
effects. All of the music in Season's Reasons is

provided by talented singers without accompaniment
and few special effects wow the audience. The
audience watches all the action on the same set

transfomied by such minor additions as chairs, a table
and a lighted portion of the backdrop.

However, for all its lack of glamour. Season's
Reasons is an enjoyable show which leaves the
audience asking what ever happened to the good old
days? While the particular issue here is what

happened to the civil rights movement of the 1960s— the fight for power and influence — the viewer
can personalize this question to his own particular

cause.

The plot focuses on R.B. (David Boyd), an African
American imprisoned in the *60s, who escapes from
jail to return to his hometown twenty years later.

Upon his return, R,B. is shocked when he discovers
all of his old revolutionary friend have changed
drastically. While his old girlfriend, Lois (Monica
Doby), still seems to remember their ideals of the
*60s, she jvams him that the others have changed.

R.B. discovers that people have sold out at both
ends of the spectrum. Camille (Natasha A. Monis)
has contented herself with political games and
running for office on an empty platform. At the

opposite extreme, three young women have buried
their heads in the sand and spend all their time,
learning the latest dance steps.

Throughout these scenes R.B. loiters in the
background hauntingly contrasting the shallowness
of the present with the past
As the second act opens, however, the viewer

learns that perhaps all is not as it seems and people
are not so disinterested in change as the audience was

See 'REASONS/ page 24

'Rage' explores desperate need
for honesty despite pain in tnitli
By Shalmali Pal

Contributor

THEATER: Rage Plays at the Santa Monica Playhouse,
121 1 Fourth St , Santa Monica. Tuesdays and Wednesdays
at 8 p.m. Fridays at 10:30 p.m Tickets are $15. Call
(213)394-9779 for information.

ttr*.
I'm sure this wasn't the lesson plan Ms.

Underwood had for today," deadpans Chariie Decker
after he kills his teacher and lakes the class hostage.
A psychological drama. Rage focuses on Charlie

Decker, a high school student venting a lifetime of
frustrations in the most extreme manner and his

relationship with his captive classmates. Based on the
novel by Stephen King, the story and the characters*
lives unfold as each, like Charlie, succumbs to his

own personal rage.

Initially, Charlie is considered dangerous and
deranged by his seemingly normal hostages — a
jock, an introvert, an intellectual, a slut and a goody
two shoes. As Charlie urges his classmates to "get it

on" and get to the truth, startling confessions are
made. The slut is actually a virgin and the goody two
shoes uses sex to bolster her self esteem. By the end,
practically all of them exhibit some of the same
disturbing tendencies that drove Charlie to the point
of no return.

What begins as an act of terror evolves into a
cathartic exercise for both Charlie and the others.

Intense and violent. Rage is a sort of shock treatment
for the characters as well as the audience. Despite his

psychotic behavior, Chariie frequently makes astute

observations about the repressive society that he
refuses to be a member of. Although Chariie says that
his actions stem from a need to discover the greater
u-uth behind the even greater lie that is life, his rage is,

rather frighteningly, the product of all the inconse-
quential moments that take place on an everyday
basis.

The intensely desperate atmosphere of Rage is

heightened by the small space of the Santa Monica
Playhouse. The directing team of DcCarlo-Rudie
utilize the space well by keeping the set sparse and
the action at a fast and frenzied pace with a series of
jolting intenuptions to establish differences in time
and space.

Two praiseworthy performances are turned in by
Madeline Till as Carol, the good girl gone bad and by
Daniel Parker as Charlie. Parker not only endows
Chariie with the necessary nervousness but also gives
him an ironic sense of humor and capacity for
observation.

An abundance of profanity and sexual references
makes Rage definitely not for the fainihearlcd.
Similarly, those who are uncomfortable with the idea
of watching people emotionally su^ipped will not
appreciate the violence with which the play's
characters unmask one another.

While Chariie Decker may be the one holding the
weapon of truth, he is not the only one willing to pull
the U-iggcr. Rage offers the viewer the opportunity to
step into one man's twisted fantasy and realize that it

is the product of the reality which all supposedly
ordinary people inhabit.

IMPROV
From page 20

watching the comedians in action
one can see that there are still good
comedy writers out there who
actually work for their laughter.

An added feature to the skits is

the back-up music which adds a lot

of flavor to some of the skits.

If you are hungry you can be
served a light dinner and various
desserts.

Tickets for The Second City are
well worth the $13.95 on Friday
and Saturday nights. Prices are
lower on weekdays.and Sunday. A
great feature of The Second City is

their 30 minutes of improvisation
at the end of the show based on
audience suggestions. This section
is always free and people are
welcome to walk in and watch.
Call The Second City to find out
times for the shows and the free

imporvisations at 451 -062L

UCHER
From page 19

releases." These are records by
such local groups as Human
Hands, Kommunity FK, or Ten
Foot Faces that Licher has pressed
and printed, even if the groups no
longer exist

*There were these great bands
out there and I didn't want them to

disappear without a record of their

existence. It's sort of like captur-
ing a moment in time . .

."

Most IPR releases, however, are
well ahead of their time. Listening
to any of these bands gives you the
sense that yoVre getting a glimpse
into the futuiewX>f music:

Indian Bingo's Scatological is

an elegant, guitar-pulsing exami-
nation of the darker edges of life;

Psychological Warfare Branch is a
two-man group from Scotland, and
their Pinkpopmobile is probably
what Bowie/Eno would have
sounded like if they played garage
punk; For!Against' s self-titled

album embodies the throbbing
energy of U2's better work with
the bite of R.E.M.'s melancholic
vision; and Woo is a British group
who mix synthesizers and other

instruments into a smoky, stimu-
lating wall of sound on It's Cozy
Inside.

In contrast to the massively-
financed and heavily-staffed cor-

porate record labels, Licher oper-
ates pretty much a one-man shop.
Being a small label confines him in

some ways: "I've wanted to put out
eight or ten records a year, and the

reality of the situation is that I can
only put out 2 or 3," he says. His
albums are currently distributed by
Chameleon Records, a somewhat
larger independent label.

You can generally hear IPR
groups on college stations like

KXLU or KSPC or find their

albums in specialty shops like

Delicious Vinyl on Melrose. The
best bet, however, is to write or call

directly for a copy of their catalog:

544 Mateo Street, L.A. 90013/
(213) 617-3294.

So check out an Independent
Project Record and do your part to
combat those nasty ol' tentacles of
mainstream music.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin is

printed on 100%
recycled paper.

.
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Want to Teach English Conversation

In Taiwan?
Liang Yu Languap.e Center

Save your time fi^ money

(213) 478-7940 Fax (818) 288-7583

CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14*

(wHh M« ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388
• INCLUDES DMV CERT1RCATE

(PARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your with 100%
unwanted hdir Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
^'^'''" ^^^''^ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••,,,„,,, 5 o

wllUVIUIIII aaaaeeaaaaeaaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaMVeaaaaeaaaa V O
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint „ $10
European Facials $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

MELNITZ MOVIES
A UCLA STUDENT FILM PROGRAM

presents

A New Film by Volker Schlondorff

Robert Duvall Faye Dunaway
Aidan Quinn Natasha Richardson

The Handmaid's Tale

^<:*

Wednesday, March 7
at 8:00 pm

at Melnitz Theatre

cto tickets required

Tickets are FREE to UCLA students and can be
obtained at the Central Ticket Office at 9:00 am at
Pauley Pavilion and at 10:30 am at the Melnitz
Theatre Box Office on the day of the screening
Please Note: A limited number of CTO tickets will be
available to UCLA students at Melnitz one hour before
the screening. This event was funded by the Graduate
Students Associatbn.

6R-I-1-L
m\m\mwm/

TacD Tuesdau
('>[)m I Opm

(jvlcH'B

ari^ 'Beer $.99

TACOS 500
21 and OVER

9595 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills (213) 550-1 599

^̂
^z/-

^9S
^

\\\\\\\\\\v//////////

Tuesday 7:00

Wednesday 9:00

Ackerman
Grand

Ballroom

#I'v

Tuesday 9:00

Wenesday 7:00
vlogo
>hotO paid for by USAC.your student gov't
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FAST REFUND
Tax Service

For StiiiSili''

NAHID From VIDAL SASSOON

SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

::•::<

MiQp) SCAN
ssss $ ssssssssssssssssssssssssss

INTERNSHIPS
^^

Haiicut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style $

Perm $

Straightening $

Tint & Style $

BY APPOINTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

$10

Free Conditioning

LONDOiSr
PARIS

The Arts • Finance/Economic Research/
Management • Human/Health Services
Politics • Advertising/PR/Marketing

Journalisnn/Broadcast/Film

Media • Public Relations • Business
Tourism • Fashion • The Arts • Government

WASHINGTON

Boston University

International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston, MA 02215
617 353 9888

Politics • Business/Economics • Prelaw
International Relations • Journalism/
Communications • Health Fields • The Arts

Each 14-week internship program includes:

16 Boston University semester-hour credits,

full-time internships, course work taught by
local faculty, centrally located housing, and
individualized placements for virtually every
academic interest. Programs in London and
Paris are offered during the spring, fall, and
summer. The Washington program is offered

during the fall and spring.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An equal opportunity,

affirmative action institution

A representative from Boston University will be on campus:

INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7 AT 4:00

ACKERMAN UNION 3517

Name

Address

City Stale Zip

College/University

Summer Fall Spring 19

. London Internship Programme
The Art!— Finance/Economic Research/
Management
Human/Health Services

.^_ Politics

Advertising/Pn/Marketirtg

k>urnalism/Broadcast/Film
Paris Internship Program
Washir>gton lnterr>sh«p Program

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

<o
O
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JUST IN CASE YOU
HAVENT FIGURED IT OUT YET...

REMEMBER!!!
INTERNSHIP APPLICATIONS

ARE DUE TODAY
4:00

112 KERCKHOFF HALL
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From page 22

led to believe.

The highlights of this play arc
the wonderful performances by
most of the actors and actresses

especially by Boyd and Doby. The
music, at times haunting and
moving, and at other times comical
and satirical, lends mood and
meaning to the show.
One major fault with Season's

Reasons, however, is with its

writing. Many of the scenes arc

meant to be parodies of the
shallowness of society. However,
for a time the viewer is unsure if it

is serious or if it is meant to be a
parody. It is only after several

scenes (which at times appear
quite racist) are piled on top of one
another, that the audience can
safely assume that they are paro-
dies.

Despite any faults, Season's
Reasons makes some important
points and sheds much needed
light on some very blurry issues.

For this rcason. Season's is a must
see.

BUNPY
From page 18

break me away from the mold of
the show.**

In her personal life, Applegate
strives to be as unactrcss-y as
possible. "I lead a very unglamor-
ous life. I live by myself. I don*t
hang out with a bunch of famous
actors or anything. I don*t even
know any," she said.

"My favorite thing to do would
be to rcnt a cabin in the mountains
and bring a lot of books and papers
and pens with me. I like reading
philosophy...and just finished
reading Siddhartha*' Applegate
said.

Faustino fails to mention any
similar mountain retreat or Hesse

.

novel, but is obviously an extre-

mely grounded person, neverthe-
less. **A lot ofpeople in Hollywood
really care about material stuff,

like what you drive, or what you
look like, which is a bad thing, I

think,** he said.

Planning to venture into morc
dramatic territory in the future,

Faustino said, "I want to do morc
serious roles. That*s not so much
of a problem, because beforc I got
the part of Bud, all I was doing was
serious roles.** Ultimately, he
would like to act and direct, and
h(^)es to study both crafts at

college once he graduates from
high school. "I think it would be
cool to be like, say, Ron Howaid.**

For two cute Califomian teens

who earn enough money and have
lived on the West coast long
enough to be incredibly Bundy-
likc. Christina Applegate and
David Faustino are just the oppo-
site. Rather, they are both surpris-

ingly humble and normal;
seemingly unaware that there are a
bunch of people out there who
know their names and buy t-shirts

and other assorted paraphernalia
with their faces on them. As
Applegate says, "No on in the
show has been affected by the
success (of Married With Chil-
dten). We always forget what we
are. 1 never remember that Tm on
TV every week.**

The cast of Married With Chil-
dren will be speaking at the AGS
on Tuesday 13th March.
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DRIVE UP.

DROP OF.

RECYCLE.
Bring your news-

papers and alumi-

num cans from

home this Sunday

to the first of

ASUCLA's special

one-day collections

of recyclables.

A S U C L A

WHEN: Sunday. March 11

11:00am-4:00pm

WHERE: Ackerman Union

Loading Dock* (Drive

or walk in from the bus

turnaround at

Westwood Plaza).

WHAT: Newspapen

Without string, wire,

mbber bands or sacks,

and no glossy maga-

zines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams

(most soft drinks),but

Please, no tin cans,

glass bottles or plastic

bottles, please.

* Special Recycling site

available for this day only.

Personalized

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

ASUCLA '8 Recycling Program saved over 500
trees in its first four months. For more
information about the drive, caH

206-7589—und choose to conserve!

Recycle this eewspaper.

GRADUATION
ANfNOUNCEMENTS

L79 Mmi W •

GOING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL? I have
everything you need: Complete Stanley Kaplan
MCAT course, AMCAS application info, plus

valuable inside info on many schools, how to

apply, and get interviews. (It got nf>e 4 accep-

tances.) Make best offer. Gary (21 3)656-8991

.

(UCLA 1988)

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

(THE PERFECT WAY) to meet the perfect

person. Great Expectations Video introduc-

tions VIP membership. $800 firm. Over 50%
discount! Call Anthony, (213)390-2828.

Free 8

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 1 2:30-5:00pm.
DANA.

FEMALE HAIR MODELS needed by profes-

sional hairstylist. Carlton Hair International

Westside Pavillion. Call 453-4369. Shari.

Order your personalized graduation

announccMiients now!

Miscellaneous

o^pus PHOTO snoio
ISO Kerckhoff Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M-F 8:30-5:30

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut nrH>dels.

Bobs only. Ask for Alia. (213)277-4230(w),

(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

Personal W
'(."Wk,'

)EFF CIEDT IS THE DOCTOR OF CHEESE; HE
KNOWS WHAT CHICKS WANT TO HEAR.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing sonne or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptonns for at least 1 nnonth and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order

to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be
paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (21 3) 854-4951

FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDENTS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O8S0

"A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medkal Contor

ASUCLA Studwit Employ— fom^
•fthar 4 hour* 4mw» with pay or th«

WIN A HAWAUAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

Campus organizations, dubs,
frats, soronBes caH CX)MC at

1(800) 932-0528/
1(800) 950-8472 ext 10.

The Lakers
couldnt do
itp but rOB
could...

Three-peat
V Melissa &

Rena

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Ticlcets

ruMi tiokal. W« cannot r6 both.

Good Dears 7 Good Deals

AI(X)holics Anonymoiis Meeting

Mon. Oimnion, i hurs Book Study

H. fUtp 9lidi AU 3S25 12:15 • IIS
TuM. "3-7-11- NR 06177, Wwl Oitcuiiion

NPI 08536 1210-1^)0

For Hooholci or Indlvtduali wt)o hava a

dhnMng probiam

(213) 367-6316

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

Holljfwood Mmm Itofitaf Ccmpanjf

4«a-2329 463-686t

or on exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

m-M a. %

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

,. . ^ LAKEFiS CUPPERS-
N^ \y/ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

l>9» IM<Nni> ^MmMV' "^ ^iwl* mat OaUVKKT to »>! m nm« m a0^ km4t»ml t^ md trim* Mm mmi^M

FAX # 205,0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

_^05^Santa^IogicaJ^^
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Thanks for the

killer raid!

We had a
great time!

The Brothers of ATQ
/y

A*A!
IS so Prou resent our

1990 Crescent Court
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PRE-RUSH BBQ
V

'

''"'\C':.'''

-''
"^^

Thurs. 6:30 pm

All Prospective Rushees Welcome
X 2X

Bngitte Alcantara

,
Kim Ball

JAnuschka Bermeo
Anne Blunden
Jen Elders
Cindy H^dt

Shannon Monigal

Thank you to all the girls

who participated.

Queen will be announced

this weekend at our Crescent

Formal on Catalina Island.

Special Activity Tonight

^ See you there!

Chi Omega
announces .< • •*•/»

BUILD YOUR OWN SUNDAE
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 7

Chi Omega
7:00-9:00 pm

708 Hllgard

1

OA0
PRE-RUSH

BBQ
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED

5:30
RUSH INFO: CALL GARY 208-7931

Woufd sincerefy (H^e to

_ for an

L- Alii Peek

Amy Reese

I Cindy Kelly

tftanii our 1989 Crescent

incrediSk year.

Melissa Bermeo
Kris Nockey
Amy Lagao

Court

We had a blast
last night.

Thanks for a
GREAT RAID!

Love,

Robin Kausch

^ET LUCKY EARLY
DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING

CALL 9-4, 825-2221

Superbowl? World Series? Wrestlemania?

Just Say No!
March 6

LITTLE SISTER

SIG EP MINI-GOLF
EXPERIENCE THE GREATEST
SPORTING EVENT OF THE YEAR

Pre-party at Sig Ep: 8 pm
.

"

Buses leave for Castle Golf: 9 pm
Dave 479-8315 Tom 824-3956

BEflCHFROnT BRR BLOUUOUT

)

SUNSETS BAR and CRILL^

mflnHflTTfin beach
ALL LADIES WELCOME

Busses ledve deid

TOmORROUU niCHT

Dont foiMct IDs!
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Little Sister &

mmm • '" «**~ -^liiliiniilii*' 11

Tonight 6: 15

Mi)moyama <St jL
I east From the East ji/^A^

"Affair"
'

Invites Availahle ^'%^

C.ill Rich for Info. 824-3452 T
WAMTED 100 PEOPLE

We wlH pay you to

los€ welgnt.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Research Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPCNDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnoied before age of 18, are

wanted to complete questionaires to aid ir>

research examining how individuals adapt to

living with a chronic illness. Please call Karyn
Zukow (81 8)981 -441 5.

Research Subjects 12

'Hyperactive Boys with attenlional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for IXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825 0392.'

MEN wanted: $400- 4 5 -80 years old for 9 days
to test new cholestoral lowering drug. Call

213-206-0369.

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brCish teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

LJCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.*

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED: Penistant.

painful jaw joint clicking, locking or
arthritis. Subject must have had problems 6
months or more and have received prior

unsuccesaful treatn^ent. If accepted, subject

will receive jaw joint injection which may
reduce pain and noise. $100 received upon
completion. TMJ x-ray required. Contact Mary,

Otmal Clinical .Retevch Center, 825-9792.

the Lovely of

CHI ALPHA DELTA
Thanks for

.changi
The brothe of

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Th

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME, FEARFUL
*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed ,

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Gall (213) 854-4951.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES fOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(213)820-6574.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

WANTED: Subjects (21-55) experiencing
tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medi-
cal, symptom questionnaires and undergo )aw
examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected to

battery operated electrical stimulation devi'Ce

which provides slightly painful stimulation to

lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5 nights

to portable device recording EMG, ECG,
respiration Payment $100.00. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)825-9792.

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty^

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:.\LllOR.\iA
CTxYO B.-Wk'

f-9941

Health Servlcet^ 22

Wanted

We Accep! All Vision Care Plans.

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

15
PMWHBWWWIW

WANTED
8S p^oplo

We'll pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. in me next 30 daysi

100% giMranlsad
No *W9«
No hun^Of
Eat tt* toedB you Nk*

(213)281-6680

Opportunities 26

Lost 17

LADIES GOLD WATCH. Sentimental value.

Please return for reward. Call Lisa.

(213)208-7438.

LOST passport #3317212, lost jan 1990,

phone #(818)376-4006 reward if found. Rah-

mat Karimi.

Donors 19

SPRING FUND RAISER
$2,000 RETURN ON $95.00 DOWN

Fraternities * Sororities * Campus
Organizations

Perfect Spring Fund Raiser Past IFC

Fundraising Chairman will provide you
with everything you need.

FAST. INEXPENSIVE. 100%
PROTECTED

Designed to produce results. Plus

bonuses for your organizition. T.V.s,

VCR's. Equipment!!!

For more Info: CAPITAL NETWORK
1377 K Street. N.W. OepL 692.

Washington. O.C. 2000S

NEED EASY MONEY7?
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info shi

Help Wanted 30

$2,000 per 1,000 envelopes sUjffed. Send $2
for shipping and har^ling to J.B. enterpriies.

P.O.Box 560062 Charlotte North Cvolina
282S6.

"te*'.
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EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHEf^S

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

I 0' inforrr^alion

CiM Anna
H'B) qar 3883

thfoughoui I A benelt'
tro"^ your parliCipaliO'^

4954 Van Njyt Blvd Shirman Oalis

Receivt i free girt «/ your prt scrten ippt

Help Wanted 30

Telephone
Operators

Nationwide recovery
program

WLA corporate;
offices, flexible hours,
great pay, £ood for
student scnedule.

CaU 478-8238 ext. 201.

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!!

$200-500 per day!
I r~-:T-TT~:7T.i..
>i*i!iiM*iitiffii!fflifc^^ MMMMMMMMU UMMM^MM

all ages and sizes ._,_
no prior experience necessary
work with the stars and make money, too!!

Come by Tues. thru Sat. lpm-4pm
12001 Ventura Place

(east of Laurel Canyon. 3rd floor, green glass
building. Studio City)

MAKE IT HAPPEN TODAY!
CCA Quik-Cast

(818)760-7982 or (213)661-7982

Great for College Students
Special Registration fee for UCLA Students

Call Now!
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search A advertising firm. P/F or F/T. Exposure
to many industries. Will help set up focus
groups. Will train. WLA. 9:00am- 10:00pm.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search and advertising firm. pA, W. Exposure to
many industries. Will help set up focus groups.
Will train. WLA 9am- 10pm. Mrs. Rost
(213)391-7232.

LITERARY AGENT'S ASSISTANT, kill-time,

BH. Excellent clerical and phone skills, a
strong desire to be in the entertainment
industry is a must. ExperierKe necessary.
(213)274-5999.

AIRLINES na>M hiring! Flight attendants, many
other positions! SI 7,500-$58,240. Call
(1)602-838-8885 ext. 8050.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.25/mile $6/hr to start. Tu/TH.
Call Gary (213)820-6701.

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communrcation skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

SOAK IN THE SUN!!
Earn

Spring Break Bucks

File Clerks*

*GiBneral Office/

Typist*

* Receptionist/

Switchboard*

-*Wordprocessors*
No experience

necessary. Just make
the call, we'll take

care of you.

ASST. MGR Baskin Robbins yogurt ar>d ice
cream, full/part time, days/nighlsAveekends,
Westwood villiage and westside locations,

Scott (213)208-8048.

ATHLETIC built females with chcerleading,
gymnastics background for video productions.
$20(yday. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION: Even mor>ey reading books!
$32,000/year income potential. Details
(602)838-8885. Ext Bk 8050.

ATTENTION. Easy work, excellent pay! As-
semble products at home. Details
(602)838-8685 ext w.8050.

BOOKKEEPER- PA, to audit medical files,

need good math skills. (213) 276-8443.

SECRETARY, BRIGHT ENERGETIC for fast

paced architectural firm. Must be team player.
Flexible 65wpm. Proficient in word perfect
software. Front office appearance. Excellent
benefits pkgs Send resume to BTA Inc. 1001
West%vood Blvd LA, CA 90024, include salary
history. "*

CACAO Gallery/Coffee house in West LA,
seeks part-time managers. Call Eric
(213)473-5166.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or Part time. Mornings
or afternoons. Apply at 11 26 Westwood Blvd.
(213)206-1902.

LAW FIRM
neeas motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field

Please send resume
w/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

f;::;

m

Remedy
I ^('P.ii

(213)826-5065

Real Estate Developer

seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & C^uer
opportunity

Q.OO/hr-fbonus. D.O.E.
Must be organized, detail

-

oriented Think and act

independently
Part time and/or Full time

20-40 hrs/wk
Small Century City ofHce

Muat htt BicperigncBd iinH

know Murintnah

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #B

Beverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 5571843 - call anytime

CASHIER/GROCERY CLERK- F/T or P/T. Even-
ings: 3pm-11-m. Days: to be arranged. (213)
477-3216. ^
CHEVKDT HILLS recreation center seeks en-
thusiastic energetic people with a love of
children to staff it's summer sports, drama,
preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.
Call for application (213)837-5486.

COFFEE bartender: $6.0(Vhr + tips. Fast paced
downtown Euopean style coffee bars seeking
hard working experienced staff. Part-time,
early am/afternoon shifts, M-F. Call
(213)487-4038. 10:30am-2:30pm.

COLLEGIATE Entertainment Magazine. Look-
ing for dedicated/motivated people willing to

go against all odds. Need: Account Executives,
Marketing, Writers, Photographers, and Artists.

Call Lemmy (213)743-6273. _^
BRITISH COMPANIES- now hiring for
this summers' tourist season. Earn up to $6,000
+ this summer in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employn^ent Directory includes 1 ,000
• job descriptions, employer contacts arxi

application requirements. Over 9500
openings.
Send SI 2.95 > $2.75 P & H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 224.C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarentee. ^^^
COMPUTER TEACHER NEEDED. Warner Ave
Elementary School. 4-6th grade. Education
degree and experience with children helpful.

Hours 10:30-2:30 M—F thm June 22nd.
Knowledge of Apple 2E CS. PaUy Bean (21 3)
474-5719.

COMPUTER OPERATIOR- Jr. programmer for

super minicomputer site. User support, prog-
ramming some dau entry. Knowledge of
bask:, LOTUS, and word perfect. Desired
hours: 5:30 pm to 2:30 pm. Upgrade to
mainframe in near future. Pleasant people
oriented environment. Please call DATA Pro-
cessing manager. (21 3) 479-441 1

.

CONSTRUCTKJN management firm in West-
wood has position available on campus.
Heavy xeroxing, filing. Light typing. Flexible
hours. Please call Cindy at Held/Jones
(213)825-9914.

COUNSELORS needed. MenUl health facility,

wekkend and pm shifts. Valerie
(213)836-5567.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

CREATIVE outgoing person with sales experi-
erKe. P/T in fun enviornment r^ear campus.
(213)474-7877. Judy/Jill.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. For summer employment.
$300-$900/weekly. Guarenteed opening.
Get the facts. 1-800-926-8447 ext. C1 110.

DATA ENTRY- P/T. Talk to retailer and owner.
Must have professional telephone skills. Excel-
lent growth potential. WLA high profile. Dy-
namic Real Estate/Property Management Com-
pany. $7.50^r. Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

DO you know Wordperfect, DBase, or Lotus
for IBMPC? Make good mor>ey tutoring Prf.
Daniel, Ben. (818)575-0552.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
smoker, your car. Hourly rate + gas. Children's
afterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons.
Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(213)273-7573. ^
DRIVER- F/T, LA Art Studio. Sharp, responsi-
ble, personable! Clean driving records. Dirk
(213) 9369009. Before 12:00 am.

DRIVER/MESSENGER- P/T & F/T positions
(213) 837-5200.

DRIVERS NEEDED. M/F, Part/full time for LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus
tips - neat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN a FREE trip to Europe! Now hiring

campus representative for unique sumn»er
trips. Send letter, resume/campus activities,

before March 15lh to Four Seasons Travel
Services Inc. 5825 Sunset Drive, suite #204,
South Miami, Florida, 33143 .

ENDOCRINE SCIENCES- A leader-in-
homx)ne analysis since 1972 is seeking a
highly skilled and motivated laboratoty techni-
cian to join our immurmassay developnr^ent
team Competitive salary and benefits. Call
Mark (818) 345-6503.

ERRAND-PERSON/INTERN- P/T Real Estate

Dept. WLA dynamic company. Must have car.

Excellent growth potential. $5/hr plus mileage.
Call Litty (213) 820-2061.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

EXTRAS WANTED IMMEDIATELY for t.v.

movie. Ages 18-25. Asians, Persians, and all

ethnics. TBS casting. (213)659-3090

F/T casual senior typist' clerk. Process insur-

ance claims forms, process patient financial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

GENERAL OFFICE, for filing and phones.
Contact Mrs. Shulman.
(213)208-8219.

30 Help Wanted 30

^ired of Commuting in traffic? Tired of having NO MONEY?^
J Why not be an ACCESS MONITOR &

i

live ON CAMPUS?
Applications are now being accepted for

the 1990 Summer Conference Season
and the 1990-91 academic year.

Positions available starting at

$5.44/hr. -I- .32/hr. shift differential

Still interested?

For more information and to pick up
your application

come to an information meeting
Wed. Mar. 7 or Thurs. Mar. 8

5:30 pm
Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

Refreshments served

I'M SEARCHING for creatively-talented wri-
ters for paperback novels, non-fiction books.
Magazine articles. (213)208-5128. Vernon.

INTERVIEWER, M,T,TH,Sat. days. WLA, Peo-
ple oriented person, good phone skills. $€^r -^

5% commission. (818)506-6546.

LIBRARY ASSISTANT. Century City law firm
has openning for a library assistant. Duties
include: shelving, filing, light typing,
checking in mail, & misc. other duties. Prior
library experience perferred. $10/hr. Call
Denise Grigst (213)551-9160.

^

MAKE BIG CASH!! Individuals wanted to sell

ad space in various L.A. publications. 20%
conrwnission. Great Perks. P/T or F/T. Hours
flex. Brad (213)458-1171.

MEDICAL LAB- In West Valley has a part-time
opening for a general office clerk. Duties
include data entry, filing, specin>en entry,

mail, result reporting. CRT experience a must.
Science major preferred. Flexible hours, how-
ever, Saturday roUtion required. Call Fay (81 8)
345-6503.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for video production/
distribution company. Good phone skills,

typing a must. P/T and F/t $8/hr.
(213)458-9795.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light
typing, filing, and basic en^ands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-20/wk.
(213)277-3507 Rick. .

PART-TIME assistant teachers in special edu-
cation. NPI Hospital school on campus. Assist

as teacher for 1 2 adolescents with emotional
and learning disorders. One position from 8 to

10:45am daily at $104 per week; phone Ms.
Kathy Canter at (213)825-3196. Second posi-

tion from 12:00 to 4:00pm daily at $160 per
week; phone Ms. Gabi Elsenberg at

(213)825-0546. First position to begin March
1, arKJ second to bdgin April 1.

PART-TIME estmator needed to read blueprint
for painting company (213)876-4866.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Fluent in English.

Second language a plus; organizational skills,

familiarity with Macintosh basic programs.
(213)453-1211. Ask for Frank or John.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 30-40 hrsAvk, $a/hr.
Film maker needs man/or/gal-Friday for per-
sonal errands, light bookkeeping, etc.... Must
be bright, energetic, friendly, organized. Ask
for James (213) 399-9118.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/
benefits. (213)208-3316.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS. Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9785. ^^^
PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-
side sublets for summer law clerks. May- Sept.

Contact Melinda. (213)687-5421.

PROOFREADER. P/T. Downtown law firm for

evening shift. Strong grammer and spelling
skills needed. Overtime opportunities. B.A.
required. S}0.0OA>r. Call or send resume to:

Recruiting Administrator, Riordan & McKin-
zie, 300 South Grand Avenue, 29th Floor, Los
Angeles, California 90071; (213)629-4824.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT assistant. 5 hours
daily, $7-«/hr. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typinn
(213)939-1720. ^ *

GENERAL OFFICE, P/T. Immediate opening
Duties to irKludc filing, telephones, & typing.

Experience prefe: ed--will train.
(818)881-3063.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292 9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

"TSal^models
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsi QUICK
CASUU Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

PA Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will
train. 20 hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3- 7pm,
and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6 $7.5(yhr
plus free dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

CLEANING OFFOS pA, fiexible day hours,
WLA, need car arvi be energetic ,-•

(818)785-6336.

P/T OFFKTE CLERK in Century City. Work
around your schedule. $6i/hr. Call Barbara
(213)282 8355.

P/T 0FFK:E clerk, international freights for-

warder, near LAX, flexible schedule, 20hrs/wk,
$6.5Q/hr. (213)215-0500 Mary.

P/T positions available in Beverly Hills market-
ing research firm. Must have professional and
attitude. Host/hostess duties and attitude. Host/
hostess duties with corporate client contact.
Very flexible with hours. Mornings »nd even-
ings Start $7/hr (213)285-0920.

RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica Insurance
agency needs bright, organized person to

handle heavy phor>es, some word processing,

and gpr^eral office. Strong communication
skills a must. P/T or F/T M-F. $7-8/hr. Parking
(213)452-2281.

RECEPTIONIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible hours. $6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286-9785.

RECEPTKJNIST. Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

time position, telephones, data entry, word
processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820-6511.

RECEPTIONIST, Doctor's office,
20.24hrs/Wk., salary, D.O.E., Cedars Sinai
Medical Towers. (213)654-5641.

RESEARCH Assistant: Chemical Dependency
Treatment Center needs ntotivated irxJividual

for Federally funded research project. Compu-
ter skills preferred F/T w/ benefiU. Contact
Mr. Ha«on. (818)547-3650.

RESTAURANT in Brentwood Village needs
servers P/T. Call (213)472-3267.

RETAIL HaP!- Customer servive, sales, and
marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting, will train, flexible hours, F/T,

Pn. Call 9-5 (818) 342-4065.

SALESPERSONS needed. Part-time for Wetside
Pavilion Mall Westwood Village selling desig-
ner clothing. (805)296-0638.

SALES. Sunglass store. Santa Monica. Sales
experience necessary. 23-27 hn/wk. Hourly +
commission. (213)559-1182.

SANTAmonk:A doctor's office needs clerical
assistant. Excellent opportunity for highly mo-
tivated person who likes challenges. Will
train. Part-time 12hrs/wk, possible full-time.

Pam (213)828-2282.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for busy female ex-
eculive. Permanent P/T, mature, must have
good phone, organizational, people skills.

MAC and PC experience. Own transportation.
Hollywood Hills. (213)874-0101.

SECRETARY F/T, Century City: Fast learner:
Word Perfect knowledge, type 60 wpm. Call
Barbara. (213)282-8355.

SECRETARY, part-time, some computer back-
ground preferred. Nutrition company. Good
salary + light work. WLA. (213)479-1050.

SECRETARY, P/T, must have experience with
Word Perfect/Word Star, be excellent typist.

Office near campus, fiexible hours. $5-10^.
Mr. Fisher (213)824-9993.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet
company seeking full/part tin>e attendenls.
flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean
cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SUMMER management internship interviews
now taking place. Gain valuable experience
managing a team of employess, customers,
and suppliers. Successful applicants will
undergo extensive management training. Av-
erage summer earnings . range to 10k Call
Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for more
info.

Film Extras Needed
For T.v. ahow. films A commerdab.
AH types. 18-80 yn. Earn extra money.

Fun tool Creatine Caathg

(213)466-7319

m ?>lrl@IN)i

Use your Mastercard

or visa. . .

Help Wanted 30 Internships 34

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT, M,W,F, 9am-3pm.
Co-op Nursery School in beautiful, rustic

setting. Must have some experience or classes

In early childhood development. $7Air.

(213)472-1566, Rose or Cathy.
'

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, P/T, depen-
dent on skills-$7-$9^r. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs dependable people
with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have
excellent phone manner and good writing
skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-
ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose
(213)286-9785.

UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service $6.34/hr.

plus incentive ir\creases. No experience neces-
sary. We schedule around your classes. Come
by or call Martha at (213)825-7686.

WEEKEND CASHIER. Retail hardware. Brent-

wood location. Pleasant working conditions.

Call Mrs.Richards (213)476-2864

••••••••••••••••••••••e
I Auto Rental Agency in airport •

• area seeks money motivated, sales- «
2 oriented agents to work on a salary •

and commi8sk)n pay structure. No *

• experience necessary. Will train right •
2 applk:ant work around school •
1 schedule. Tom 678-9146. I
•••••••••••••••••••••••

FILM PRODUCTON CO. needs student to

assist in office. No pay. Good experience. 2-3
days/week, light typing, word perfect helpful.

(818)954-2976

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now tor summer or fall 1990. 1

or 2 semesters: classes or internships.

4 week summer program to the Great

Barrier Reel. For info, on the BEST
study abroad program in the worM call

Curtin University 1-800-245-2575.

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housecleaners

* FUU A Part-time *

* Flexible Houra *

*Lot« of Work*
Mep. Women. Students, etc.

*

Call C213) 453-1817

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, F/T, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)568-0886.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing/writing skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desireable. $12-1 5^r.
Full benefits. CBL Medical (213) 556-3309.

Ctiild Care Wanted. 35

2:30-5:30, M-F, $Q/hr. Must have car. Brent-

wood. (213)825-5573.

BABYSITTER/helper wanted by single father

with 2 children every other week. Thurs. night
through Sunday night. (213)472-4313.

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/
week. Must have car. $5/hr -• gas.
(213)477-0474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings.

BRENTWOOD, flexible hours, for 4-year-old
boy. $6-$7/hr. Mrs. Burkes. (213)451-5211.

CHILD needs transportation from \A/LA school
to home in Sepulveda. Reliable car/driver

required. Mrs. Blake (213)393-0411 ext.

7232A21 3)637-2447.

F/T babysitter, 7:00am-4:00pm, M-F. Energie-

tic, experienced, own car, English speaking

environment. Some housecleanir^. Benedict

Canyon area. $350/wk. (213)275-4685.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year

old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

MOTHER'S HELPER. Approx 20hrs/wk. in-

cluding summer it\d vacation. Hours and
salary negotiable. Must own car. References

required. (213)475-5295.

Apartments for Rent 49

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd. 2 bd * den. 1 bd > loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 83S-9781

Internstiips 34 Internstiips 34

INTERNSHIP

Interested in Advertising

as a career?

The Daily Bruin is seeking

energetic and dedicated

individuals interested in an

exciting Internship during Spring

Quarter dealing primarily with

ad production and on-campus

advertising, rather than sales,

this position is a great

introduction to the world of

advertising and will provide

invaluable experience and long-

term benefits.

Applications are available at

112 Kerckhoff hall and are due

•Tuesday, March 6 at 4:00 pm

For more information,

please call 825-2161
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Find the Apartment of
Your Dreams.

••,•«.

.^v/j \;

Advertise in the Daily

Classified

825-2221

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Hodgepodge
5 Arrears
9 Ref. yr. wire
14 Shave
15 Revelry cry
16 Lecture
17 Seed cover
18 Outtake
19 Pan-fry

20 School
subject

22 Anrtoy
23 Crar>e pole
24 Bit

25 Front
28 Unliker>ess

32 Ammonia
compound

33 Trey
34 "Pshawl"
35 Value
36 Palm leaf

37 Prepare food
38 Grazed
39 Raises
40 Anon
41 Aloofness
43 Violent

44 Story oper>er
45 Bluefin

46 Flood
49 Duller

53 Inspirit

54 Damsel
55 —China

56 Peavey
57 Skin disease
58 School: abbr.
59 Pilots

60 Sediment
61 Epithet

DOWN .

1 Health clubs
2 Dropcioth
3 Indian

language
4 Sturdy
5 Concoct
6 Incident

7 Bell sound
8 Carbon —

:

clear>er

9 Ornament
10 Pencil part
11 Stiff

12 Imitation:

suff.

13 Smirk
21 Burden
22 Yearned
24 Forenoons
25 Electrical '

unit

26 Violin maker
27 Invokes
28 Stint

29 Diminish
30 Falcon '

31 Yonder
33 Small amount

PREVIOUt PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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36 Enclose
37 Munich

citizen

39 NHL team
40 USSR river

42 Promoted
43 Leathers
45 Threefold
46 Qlen
47 Gen. Robt.

48 Scoria

49 Fish

50 Peru native

51 Cheese

52 Teased

54 Evil: pref.

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

22

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 "
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32 33 34

35 B 36 37
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54

^^H

55

56 57 58

59 60 61
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Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM apt. $95(Vmo Including utilities

arKi garage. Fireplace and hardwood floors.

959 Cayley (213)208-7123.

1-MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, single

$610, 1-bdrm, $700. 1235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6
monthlease okay. (213)477-7237.

3 BED * 2 BATH upper large. $1 200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130. •

BACHELOR apt., patio, furnished/
unfurnished. Utilities inlc. No lease. Walk to
UCLA (213)478-2310, (213)473-7442,
(805)6868.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1 350, 2-b<V2-batH
•• den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BRENTWOOD. $700. Unfurnished. 1-bdrm,
deluxe upper. (213)550-1228.

BRENTWOOD. $850. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(21 3)476-8988. .

DETROIT NEAR WILSHIRE- $555. utilities

paid, cheaper bedrodhi, airy, parking for small
car. (213) 939 8720.

ENCINO. $700 unfurnished. 2-I-2 deluxe,
largp. air, pool. Gated. (213)550-1228.

GUESTHOUSE, Brentwood, Ocean-Mountain
view, nearby, $395 monthly ». 4 hours weekly
home maintenarKe, gardening. Foreigner wel-
comc. Mature person. (213)472-5726.

HOLLYWOOD:2-bdrm/2-bath apt. Fireplace,
security system, Jacuzzi, great view, on bus
line to UCLA. $1045/mo. (213)850-7290.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.
$795/mo. Must see. (213) 206-6310.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single $550/mo. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$750/itH). Special first month rent
with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercise
room. Gas ind water paid. Gated parking.
(213)836-3800. _^
SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhouse,
attached garage, n€W,.fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD $1400, 2bed/2bath, spacious,
Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no pels. 520
Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD; choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Furnishe<Vunfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to UCLA. A/c, pool,
elevator 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss A Co.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/1 -bath.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heal, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDUCTION. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,
GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685.

^^^_^_
WESTWOOD - 2-bedroonV2-bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna, 2 exercise rooms, 2 laundry
rooms, parking, 555 Glenrock Ave.
(213)824-9691

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A/C. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt <2 13)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 move-in
allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD, $59(ymo.. single Walk to
UCLA and Village. Pool, parking, security.

10966 Roebling Ave (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD duplex 2 bcd/1 -bath. Yard, gar-
age with appliances. Close to campus.
(213)629-0385. Available now.

WLA. SllOCVmo. 2-bedroonVl 'A bath. Sec-
urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frosl-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carn>elina.(21 3)456-3829.

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing facili^. Shared or
private. Pod. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
free brochure. Northridge

Campus Residence. 9500 *elzah.
Northridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

I.
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Apt. fbr Rent

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room
-

. /

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

'306-6789

Across from
aCLA Dorms

535 Gayley
Large 1 bedroom
new carpet, drapes
and appliances

$975
208-3818

VlfALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator"dishwasher-
huge closet"

controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Gler^rock

(213) 208-4835

WLA, $650. Large single wilh dinding/den
area. Spanish hardwood floors. Stove, refriger-

alor, drapes. (213)477-2777.

WLA $750. 2-»-2 bed/baths and patio between
Robertson & LaCier>ega on Cadillac Avenue.
(213)838-9619

Apartments Furnished 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

49 House for Rent 56 Roommates

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $695/rTHj. 1-bed-
room, exeptionally spacious, quiet, bright.

Appliances, carpets, garage. 5 miles to cam-
pus. Suitable for stafC'faculty members. Non-
smokers. (213)652-2699.

PALMS $895, new, upper, 2 2, all amenities
including skylight and fireplace. Gated park-
ing. Quiet street. Easy freeway access.
(213)390-5996

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry In

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

A $1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

^

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemile house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303

Apts. to Stiare 54

BEVERLY HILLS- $50(ymonth Large, fabul

ous, 2-bedroom 1 V, bathroom, (own bed-
room). Near Wilshire. 1(213) 457-9555.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in 3 bedroom
apartment. $46S/mo, includes parking
(213)207-1662. Ask for Rob or Jay

WESTWOOD Female roomale wanted to

share 2-bedA>ath apt. Furnished, security.

$3 75m (213)208-1810 ASAP.

BRENTWOOD HOME for lease. $2e0(ymo.
3-bedroonV 2-bath, family room, ericlosed
yard with gaiebo. (213)472-5842.

SM Huge 3-»-2, ne%vly remodeled. Ideal for

professor or mature student family. Hardwood
floors, fireplace in master. 4 car garage. $2500
(213)394-2203.

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

[3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

1
heat, security alarm,

laundry, 2-car parking.

sundecks

I*
10- 15 mln. from

campus
[•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice BWd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

House for Share 57

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom house to share.

Hardwood floors, cottage-like on Barrineton.

$55(ymo. Erin (213)207-1070

House tor Sale 58

ATTENTION- government homes from $1
(U-repair). Delinquent tax property. Reposses-
sions. Call 1-602-838-8865.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, DanieTa Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Room/Board tor Help 62

BRENTWOOD family with 2 young daughters,
seeking babysitting help. Salary for weekend
work. Call (213)471-1970.

Room tor Rent 64

$385/MO. MALE preferred. Large bdrm
V« -bath in a beautiful honr>e. (213)558-0551.

$550. Very Large Room. Completely separate
entrance, kitchen, bathroom. Nearfcry Canyon
location. (21 3)470-0272 after 6:30.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entranceA>athroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668.

FEMALE, own room, 3bed/2bath house. Near
Marina, private entrance, Vi//D, parking.
iA60/mo. Call Kathryn. (213)306-7257.

GORGEOUS Encino home. 7 miles from
campus. KitcherVlaundry priveleg^s, private

bath. $350 (818)501-6678

LOVELY neighborhood, 2% miles from cam-
pus. Non-smoking environment. $375/mo
includes utilities. (213)274-0400 (day)
(213)837-6983 (evening). '

ROOM for rent in private house $325, includes
utilities, near UCLA, Mrs. Rosenbloom.
(213)560-7779, (213)583-7636.

ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 15 minutes from
UCLA available now. Kitchen w/all accesso-
ries, washer/dryer, livingroom w/real tire

place, courtyard. Call Mike (213)827-4282.

WESTWOOD netr UCLA, Century City Furn
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available

$365 incl. utilities. (213)474-0488.

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for corniderate, responsible female
$470. (213)479-1601.

WLA TOWNHOUSE.Own roocrVbath, $500
Indoor laundry, parking. Near UCLA
(818)288-8173, Dolly.

2 FEMALE roomates to share 2-bedroorTV
2-bath on Veteran. Security, parking, pool.

ASAP. Tracy (714)952-3114.

BEAUTIFUL: New 2-bedroom; own master
bedroonr^athroom, by art museum. Open-
minded, $600 -f deposits, furnished, security

etc. (213)935-5800.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful, large apartment.
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

homelike atnwsphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share $300each. Sherry 1.9pm
(213)447-2505.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old home from CC
school to WLA. Answering machine
207-5381. Direct after 8:30pm.

FEMALE, 5-minute walking. Bright, clean,

fumished 1 -bedroom. $335/mo. Begins 4/1.

Please call Joan. 824-1903, 206-1092.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $225/mo for

fumished one bedroom apartment in West-
wood. Parking available.(81 8)790-21 85.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, $35(ymo. for

own room in 3-bedroom Santa Monica apt.

Call (213)458-1246.

MALE ROOMATE- Share 2-bed/2/bath. Very
close to campus. $350/month. Call (213)
824-3323.

NICE apartment. Closes to classes. Mature
male student wanted. $331/mo. No deposit.

(213)208-4548.

NIFTY 2-bdrm in West Hollywood near Laurel

Canyon. Own room. $425/mo. Call Dana
(213)874-6582.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Westwood. 5 min.
walk to campus. 2-bdrm/2-bath. $350/mo.
(213)208-2646. Scott.

ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hilli.

$400 (213)657-5320.

SANTA MONICA. $550. 1 7th & Idaho. Share
2-bdrnfV2-bath condo. Female, quiet, respon-
sible. Margaret (213)467-4151.

SEPULVEDA/SM, male, 2-bd/2-ba. Share
room. Furnished $27(ymo. share room.
$32(ymo. Share Master. (21 3)726-0900, Brian

9-6pm. (213)477-1414, 7-1 1pm.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdnn apartment. Quiet street, sec-
urity bidg. Two walk- in closets & own bath.

$369/p€rson. 473-1751 or 478-6622.

WASHINCTON/INCLEWOOD. M/F Own
room. 2-bedroom/2-bath townhouse, large,

balcony, fireplace, security, parking.
$450/mo. 7-min. from campus. Nicky
(213)745-2101.

WESTWOOD 2-bdrm/2-balh. Share with 3
girls $375/mo. No security deposit! Evenings
only. (213)208-3073.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $40(Vperson. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WLA - New townhouse, own roonVbath,
fireplace, security, parking. Near UCLA.
$547/month. Rich (213)444-7389.

WLA, own room + parking. $320/mo. + $400
sec. Newly remodled. Non-smoker.
(818)595-8721 beeper, eve. (818)708-8539.

Sublet 66

FEMALE easygoing roomate needed. New,
security, share room. Closet to campus! Spring
quartet $375 (213)208-6503. Suzanne.

SUBLEASE Furnished bachelor 1 % miles from
UCLA. Available fron> April to June 16th. $400
per month. Call (213)476-8740.

SUMMER HOUSING needed Our Downtown
LA Law Firm is looking for fumished apart-

ments to house our law clerks this sumn>er. We
prefer Westside sublets for various 6-1 2 week
periods between May and August. Please call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

UCSB sublet, shared apartment available.

April. $365. Near campus. Call
Cheryl at (818)905-1917 9:30-5:30pm.

VENICE BEACHSIDE, Ocean/Mtn View large

studio penthouse. Utilities included. April-

August. 1st & last. $850/n>o. (213)392-7041.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 «r 3 bedroom fumished
apartnf>ents needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 10 to the middle/ end of August. Please
contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202.

WESTWOOD bachelor: unfurnished, carport,

garbage paid. New carpet. Wins, paint. First

and last. $725/mo (213)824-4003.

WESTWOOD/Santa Monica. Extra large
1 -bedroom. 4-monlh plus. Security, balcony,
central heat/air, storage, parking. $900.
(213)470-9888

WANTED
Westside students & Apts to

share. Law students need summer
tiousing various dates ^^Contact

Stiaron Gates at

MITCHELL. SILBERBURQ & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

65 Sublet Sublet 66

SIDLEY a AUSTIN
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are inieresled in

subletting your fumished
apartment or house from
May-August to summer

associates from out of town,
please contact:

Brenda Thomas
(213)556-6976

t4>

^ McKenna, j^

4 Conner & Cgneo jf
seeks furnished

sublets for Its law

students who need
housing during oil,

or port or the summer.

Please Call

(213) 687-6164

4

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are tooking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/
house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED, REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact
Janette Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CJL£RKS
Fumished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt .

7866
Robyn

O'Melveny -^ Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

if you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-
nfier associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

MAYER, BROWN
& PLATT

seeks summer
sublets for its

summer
associcrtes.

Please cctll Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

nneeds i

dents I

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm

sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruitlng Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Finn seeks short-term
fumished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal intems who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-bath unit. Great
view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.

Flying/Parachuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

Child Care 90

NANNY AVAILABLE M-F. To share in our Mar
Vista home. Under 1 yr. preferred.
(213)398-9976 after 6.

NANNY available to share form 9-5pm in

Westwood area. $9CVWeek'. (213)453-3452,
Brer>da.

4nsurance

*
4
*

/lllstale
Auto/Home/Commercjal

Westwood/Wilshir3 Office
312-0202

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks So ot Wilshire)

4

Auto Insurance

Why more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers ' * ^^

Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ISAVE.ON
imuiANcai

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.
Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; ferrxale

under 21, male under 26,
$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and rriotorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 476-8355

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

ImrDedlate Ptx)ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Daily Bruin aasslfied Tuesday, March 6, 1990 -31

Insurance

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates Nearby West-
wood AgerKy. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)620-4839.

91 Tutoring Offered 98 Typing 100 Travel 105 Autos for Sole 109

I HAlt AUTO INSURANCt
ill (In Inil ,v

'

bbsl kR:^ * ^UIU IfJS ^(1t^
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Movers 94

GREG'S nrjovlng. We do alt the moves. Specia-
lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281-8692.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-6686. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S -moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $1 25. No
minimum, 26ft. truck.

Personal Service 95

BAD CREDIT? Learn exactly how to fix your
credit report. Get loans, credit cards, etc.

Amazing recorded message reveals details,

(213)470-1973.

WHY GIVE
EVERYTHING TO
UNCLE SAM?

•Refunds within 21 days

•Reasonable rates

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire 15th floor

(213)459-0535

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Rc-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

GOLF LESSONS - Have that extra edge in the

business world, or just for fun. Experienced,

professional teacher. $15/hr. Mike
(213)447-1970.

INCOME TAX
Preparation of indivklua]

and business tax returns
Personal service for UCLA

people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, OPA
478-7600

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All tubiectt. TheMs/Disaertation*,

PropoAAla and Books, hordjm Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. (213) 470-6661

.'.:STWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
"- ^or men and women

^ 7 days

/,0C a 0'-

1874 V. J Bl.

NOW AVAILABLE IN KERCKHOFF!
ASUCLA Crnphic Services in Kerchhoti IbO • 2060894

Tutoring Offered 98

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON
Elementary to advanced. Charles
(816)584-1123.

EXPERIEfQCED WRITEK/EDITOR will aid you
in completing your writing project. Call Gor-

don (213)388-3035.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced natiVe

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473 5441

CERK4AN LESSONS<:ONVERSATION- By na
tive German student. Reasonable rates, rlcxi-

blc hours, groups welcorrw. Andrea (213)

450.1362.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output
• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Ct.iphic Sprvich-. in Ketckhott 150 • 2060894

TUTORING
All subjects plus tSAT.GMAT.

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with thb
ad.IVY leaouo grcxte. Stamford Prep

(213)271-5181.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, (213)470-8184.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -- profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388

FREELANCE clerical services offered. Free
pick-up and delivery. Reasonable rales. Call

(213)202 6961.

GREAT M/^KS TYPING SERVICE- Prompt/
affordable. Call for midterm/final pricing. Con-
tact Paula Marks (213) 935-3853.

ITTALIAN lessons. By native Italian teacher 10
years experience: conversation, tutoring.

Leave message for Franco. (213)650-8471.

MATH TUTOR- all levels. Buisness woman,
graduate UCLA & Smith College. BA/MS.
(213)450-9111 X2371

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
commute, affordable rates (816)500-4021.

QUALITY MATH tutoring at all levels by
retired math professor. Highjy experienced.
Please call (213)474-3681.

SPANISH lessons, native Argentinian tutor

(MS) reasonable rates. Call Beatrice
(213)390-7690.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help wUh term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave message.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Temnpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,

anylime-especially SCRIPTS! Call A)
(213)475-8902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, trar^scriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORD PROCESSING. ResumesAerm papers
guaranteed 24hr service! Complete mailing
with personalized cover letter. $10.00 & up.
Call: Elisa (818)501-7050:

Typing ]QQ Music Lessons 102

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A- 1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anythlng. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. eXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISCERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPERATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
( 2 1 3)277-7012.
Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that gel
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tarKe wilh college admission essays. Nea^
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr sen/ice. Our clients

gel results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

I.XPI.RT KKSUME.S

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 years •xperience. Also offer

ethical aasittance with writing problems
and tutoring in Enelish, History,

PhiloMphy, and Politicai Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021
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Travel Tickets 106

TYPING
• Located on campus
• Fast turnaround, laser prints

• Reasonable Rates!
I

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerckhoff • 206-84b4

1 ROUNDTRIP TICKET. LA. to New Yori<.

March 17-24. $438. Marge Morris
(8l8)840-4570(day),
(81 8)766-0947(evening).

Travel 105

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm. bd. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose fronn France. Spain. Italy.

Germany. Austria, Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

for supporting the 1990 UCLA Travel Fair. It was our
largest ever with over 4,000 attendees. The

following people won prizes at the close of the fair.

BRfTRAIL: 2 first cla.ss roundtrip licket.s; Paul Chrisopoulos
CLIIB EIJROPA: 3 Travel Ccrificalcs; John Lee, iOm Nordmo,
SklarToy
FRENCHRAIL: M Day Flcxipa.vs; Pearl Barrett
HOTEL GROUP OF AMERICA: 3 day.s/2 ni^hLs in SFO; Dean
Mellcrstlg

STI: S $l(K) reduciions; T. de la Pela, Veronica Islander, Emil
Abdul, Emily Lerner, Linda Shively
AIA.SKA AIRLINES: 2 roundtrip tickets LAX-Seattle Tanya
Mlhaljevich

AMERICAN AIRLINES: 2 roundtrip tickets to San Francisco; Scott
Harvey
IISAIR: 2 roundtrip tickets in western region; Heidi Sommer
PAN AM AIRLINF^: 2 roundtrip tickets to London; Gina
Nakamura
AMERICAN AIRIJNF^: 2 roundtrip tickets to anywhere in the
world; Sophia Lin

Visityour on-campus travel agency this Springfor
special discounts/ Watch the Bruinfor details,

C__^ Travel Service
ASOCLA/^ A-Level Ackerman Union Mon-Fri «.v^«;

AND
FACULTY
AIRFARES

Roundtrip from Los Anseles
San Francisco
Mexico City

Honolulu
New York
London -

Paris

Athens
Tahiti

Tel Aviv
Cairo
Nairobi
Johannesburs
Restrictions apply. Fares subject to change

without notice and based on availability.

America's oldest and largest

$

$

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

82
250
298
338
489
549
629
679
738
739

$1070
$1360

student travel organization.

Travd
MOW OPiM SATURtUkYS

iO m,m*'9 p,m»
1093 Broxton Ave, Westwood
813-808-3551

LAX-PARIS, oneway/northwest 03/18 $295.
Write nafDe + tel

.
to 1 01 5 Gayley # 1 83 L .A. CA

90024.

ROUNDTRIP ticket to anywhere Northwest
fliesjnUjJ350Call Aaron at (21 3)479-5434.

Autos for Sale 109

1965 MB2 190 classic. New: paint, interior,

tires, brakes. Clean car. $3250 Call days
(213)398-1818.

1973 VW BUG, needs paint and minor body
work, perfect car for student. $950 obo. Call
Stuart (213)396-8995.

1982 BMW 3201. Silver/black, one owner,
immaculate. $6200. (213)384-1293.

1987 TOYOTA 4x4 Pickup. Metallic grey,
30,000 miles, excellent condition. $7500/obo.
(213)455-2368.

1988 VW JETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
S755(yobo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

ATTENTION- Government seized vehicles
form $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885. Ext. A 8050.

BMW 2002. 1975, sunroof, am/fm, cassette,

looks/runs great! $2950. (213)453-3212.

BMW 320i, 1977, $3750. Excellent, 78,000
miles, custom $1500 Alpine stereo, new
sheepskins (213)277-7664.

BUICK LE SA8RE 1968. All original good
condition in & out. Runs great. Must sell

SlOOQ/obo. (213)657-8906.

CHEVROLET CITATION, 1980. While, 50K
miles. Clean. $1250 as is. (213)650-6425 .

DATSUN 8210 1 977. Clean, reliable Iranspor-
lalion. New clutch, brakes, allemalor, tires.

$90(yobo. Call (213)454-2769.

HONDA CIVIC- LX. four-door sedan, 1988,
$8,750 080. 5 speed, 19k miles, immaculate,
fully loaded, rrwlalic blue Assumable. (818)
906-7093.

HONDA CRX SI 1989. Red, mint condition,
low mileage, sunroof, A/C, 5 speed. $990o!
(213)649-6765.

MAZDA RX3 wagon, 1973, automatic CiOod
transportation car. $350. (213)306-1282,
leave message.

MAZDA RX7- CS 82, $4,700 , charcoal gray,

5-spcedy A/C, cruis, sunroof, rebuilt transmis-

sion, still under wan^anly. (213) 478-4115.

MERCURY, Montego, 1969, of>e owner, all

new parts, safe car $1 000. (21 3)393-7968. By
appoinlmcnt.

NEED to renl a car? Only 18? Don't have a
credit card? Call Renl-a Car Cheep
(213)678-9146.

NISSAN 200 SX, 1984. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $5700.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN 30aZX TURBO, '85. Auto, 50m,
loaded, 8-sph stereo, one owner. Excellent

condition. $920(yobo. (818)784-5552

NISSAN- Stanza 1983, 63K miles, excellent

condition. $2,20(yoffer. Manual, 4-door, no
A/C. (213) 459-6579.

PONTIAC i2000lE, 1982, $150(yobo. P/S,

P/B, AAT, artVfm stereo cassette. Good condi-
tion Clean. (213)654-3970.

TOYOTA Celica 1981 Immaculate , automa-
tic, custom wheels, A/C, cruise control, anli-

theft system. $370(yobo. (213)206-3622.

TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, 1979. Excellent

condition, well-maintained. 5-spd.
$19S(Vobo (213)628-5303.

TOYOTA SUPRA 1979, 5-specd, air, sunroof,

AM/fM stereo, power steering, power win-

dows, excellent condition. $2,S0(Vobo.
(213)204-1644.

TOYOTA Corolla 1962. 2-door1iftback, auto-
matic, air, anVTm, runs well. $2600/obo.
(213)206-3279.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1982, automatic, 4-doof,
a/c, transmission replaced, good condition,

105,000 miles, $1800/obo (213)394-3606.

URGENT Moving out, 84 Ford Escort Wagpn
(Merc. Lynx), 46K miles. Excellent condition,

$1,900 OBO (213) 208-5370.

VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET 1987. $1967
$9500. Black on black. Kenwood pullout

stereo. Mint condition. (213)275-0343.

VW '84 Rabbit Wolfsburg Convertible. Blk^lk
5-spd, air-conditioning, pull-out stereo. Inv
peccable. Like new!! Loaded $5900
(213)824-2505.

VW BUG. 1970. Xcint cond. New paint, tires,

rblfr engine, pull out stereo. $3350.
(213)642-4412.

VW BUG, 1973, $1950/obo. Original owner,
73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master
cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW CABNRIOLET, 1986. $7700. Graphite
gray, 5-speed, air, alpine cassette, alarm,
x-Int condition, 52k miles. (213)393-5960.

VW DIESEL RABBIT LS, 1981, $11 00, 4-door,
bUck reliable, excellent gas mileage/aesthetic
condition. (213)824-3655.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, $6500/obo. Red,
20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW RABBIT 1984 Wolfsburg while converti-
ble. 5-speed, new clutch & tires, stereo,

alarm, perfect condition. $6250. Cash.
(213)937-9174.

VW RABBIT, 1980, $2000, automatic.
(213)209-2123.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

1985 KAWASKI NINJA 6P0R, Yoshi-compl-
exhaust, jetted carbs, race clutch, bra. Runs
perfect. $2000. (213)824-0759.

ELITE 150, 1984. New engine. Excellent
shape. $1000 with lock and helmet. Call
evening (213)475-3510.

HONDA 750 CBF, 1 981 . Very good condition,
clean. Beautiful looking. Only $850
(213)851-6206.

HONDA CM400T, 1980, $495. Great condi-
tion. Super deal because moving.
(213)447-7769.

HONDA ELITE 150 deluxe, digital display,

1986, red. $850 (21 3)836-9005. Ask for Gre^.

HONDA XL 100, low miles, good condition.
$400. (21 3)824-2575. Leave message for Pam.

SUZUKI: 250, 1981, good 'condition. 2 hel-

mets, rack. Must sell $50Q/obo. Call Jim
(213)824-1626.

Scooters 119

1986 SPREE, needs repair, $150/obo
(213)824-1858.

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, while, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (21 3)208 4280.

1987 HONDA Elite 80 2-seater, Runs perfect,

looks like new, $625. Best offer,
(213)824-2505.

'89 RIVA YAMAHA SCOOTER, 4 months old,

includes insurance and registration. Black/
black. (213)476 8620. $1000.

HONDA 150 ELITE 1985. Great condition,
wilh helmet $850. (213)471-5632. Leave
message.

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Only 600 miles. Excel-
lent condition. $1200/obo. Call Glen at

(818)367-8476.

HONDA passport, 1983. 2-sealer, very good
condition. $475/obo. (213)824-7149.

HONDA SPREE SCOOTER, 1986. $350. Call
)ohn (213)2755772.

HONDA SPREE, '86. Just tuned- good condi-
lion. $300. (213)471-1378, after 9pm.

HONDA SPREE- 1985, $200 OBO Moving
Musi sell. (213) 206-5311. Krislen.

HONDA SPREE 1986-good condition. 2k
miles, lock included. $200/obo. Please call

Tracy (21.3)824-0797. .

YAMAHA CA50 scooter, excellent condition,
very low miles. $425/obo. Call
(213)208-2397.

Furniture 126

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
king? $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order
(213)372-2337.

MODERN DESK/chair/maltress/box spring!
Good as new! Sell before spring break
Christie, (213)824 9845. Neg. $$.

STOVE $25Q/obo. Refrigerator $75/obo. Both
in^yery good condition. (213)933-3242

Musical instruments 129

'88 RICKENBACKER QUITAR *k -neck with
case. Brand new. Must sell by spring $450
Aaron (213)479-5434.

BASS PLAYER- To joirVform band. Influences:
Beatles, John Cougar, jazz. Practice room
available. Andy (213) 824-7852.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

VOLKL SLALOM -P9'' Skis -197cm. with Tyr-

jenniterolia 590 bindings.

(213)206-2446.
$40Q/obo

Typewriter/Computer 134

MAC 512 6aOK external fiisk, keyboard,
kna§Bwril«r II, nwuse, software library, man-
uals. $115CVobo. (213)824 7160.
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TOO FAT?
TOO THIN?

DO YOU GO ON SECRET UNCONTRaiABLE BINGES?
ARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING YOUR WEIGHT GO UP
AND DOWN?
OR ARE YOU JUST FED UP WITH GOING ON AND OFF
IMPOSSIBLE DIETS, NEVER ABLE TO KEEP THE
WEIGHT OFF?

"WE CAN HELP"
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

CENTER FOR EATING DISORDERS
1100 GLENDON AVE. #914

- * LOS ANGELES CA 90024
Insurance coverage accepted

(213) 208-7330

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95

complete w/parts.
u^or, installation &
tune-Up included.
NO hidden charges.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749
MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)

$74.»5
Tui»up 4. Ol Chmnoft
\Wm M 5 B«l« A4
Uhm 6. Oukii M

Ol _
5 B«l«

f. S«vtc« Ak CWfwr

8 Owck Ehltin' Watar
9. biKMCl Pionl End
10. CbnifMwrtxi
11.

Syakmi
TmI Codb«

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J.P«n~ cr.)
(6 cylndcr: $20.00 Extra)

he. Puts ft Ljbor (Gm ft Air Rlw ntr4

TOYOTA

BIJDG
ALLEY

$99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS -

lis IS AN HONEST GARAGE

<^

W^ ,% beat ijing'
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AnMBA degree
thatgivesyoua degree

ofexperience.
The Northeastern Co-opMBA program enables you to earn

your degree injust 21 months and still earn money for your
education—paid professional work experience is an integral
part of the curriculum.

Northeastern University, one of the country's leaders in
cooperative education, has offered this outstanding educa-
tional option to MBA candidates for over 20 yeare.

The Co-op MBA program be^ns in June and January.
Application deadlines are April 15 and November 1, respec-
tively For details, return the coupon below.

Yes, Id like to find out more about a Northeastern Co-op MBA degree. Send to
Graduate School of Business Administration. 205 Hayden Hall. Northeastern
University, 360 Huntington Ave. , Boston. MA 02115.

Name

.Address

City State Zip

IVm aAMVlC&fTE H.VP, Los ANGLES. CA..9oO»a • 8ao-lSi6

Nonhruiem I'nivprsnv is an Mjtui opportunity affimtativp aaion employer The Collefir of Business
Administrmtion h vrrrpdiied by the Amencmn Assembly of C^lefpaie Schools of Businen

Ql Northeastern University

LA 20

DAILY BRUIN ADVERTISING INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin is looking for

energetic; dedicated people
interested in advertising

;i//;Vr|experience and an exciting

tWJVJ internship for spring.

flThis is a position dealing
%VWJpnnnarily with ad production
;a^^^

and on-campus advertising
rather than soles.

Applications ore available at
112 Kerckhoff Hall and
ore due TODAY,
at 4 pm.

2 ^fNi^tr!

U V ''^

^^ V \^

,

^ ^ f ^ r fm 9^
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LACROSSE
From page 34

aged to score.

Leading 7-1 at the inter-

mi^ion. the Bruin laxers

continued to tear up the nets
in the third quarter by tally-

ing seven more goals,
including back-to-back
scores from attackman Luis
Cervantes that closed out the
period.

With a 14-1 score after

three stanzas, the only sus-
pense that remained was
whether or not Washburn,
who had already scored five

times, would set the team's
season-high mark for most
goals in a game.
The suspense ended at

3:25 into the fourth quarter,

however, as Washburn's
successful wrist shot gave
him the record sixth.

According to Stoddard,
the lopsided victory may be
just what the Bruins need, as
they head into an important
league game on Wednesday.

SOFTBALL
From page 35

Bruins belted SDSU, 4-0.

Longaker hurled a two-hitter
and struck out seven for the win.
while the offensive charge was
headed by Fernandez, who went
two-for-three with a run and an
RBI.

Things got a bit tougher in the
second game, however, as the
Bruins faced an up-and-coming
club from Cal Slate Northridge.
The Matadors had just come off an
impressive win over highly
regarded Utah, and were looking
to continue their success. Unfortu-
nately for CSUN. however, that

was not to be. as the Bruins eked
out a tough. 2-1 win.
The Bruins closed out competi-

tion on Friday under the lights, and
gave Southern Utah State a brutal

reception. UCLA erupted for 11
runs on as many hits while shutting
out the Bobcats.

The Lisa Fernandez Show was
the feature event of this duel, as the
freshman from Long Beach hurled
a no-hitter while producing three
hits of her own. The usual third

base tender. Fernandez had made
only two appearances on the
mound prior to this game, with one
of those a loss. Yet she looked like

a seasoned veteran against the

Bobcats, striking out 10 in. the
effort.

"I've been working with our
pitching coach and I feel that Tve
improved," added Fernandez. "I

feel really comfortable when I

pitch,"

HOCKEY
From page 34

use team. The resulting

skirmish forced officials to
end the match early.

*The referees tried to stop
it, but there was nothing
anybody could do" said
UCLA freshman Dimitri
Negroponte. a spccutor.

rhere were no rciK)rted
injuries.

Ttie Bruin players wcic

'••v.^j. oi iii<^ v^rowd.

*'The gam'' -v-- preuy
^^^rd foughi, 3diu ^^T *
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GATHERS: Death on court
From page 36

Pilots to 25-13. Gathers then
assumed his position in the Loyola
backcourt press when he suddenly
collapsed.

The 23-year-old senior
appeared to try to sit up but then
began to experience convulsions.
With Gathers unconscious and
apparently experiencing heart fai-

lure, paramedics rushed to mid-
court and worked on him for about
15 minutes.

Repeated CPR attempts by team
physician Benjamin Schaeffer and
paramedics were unsuccessful.

Dr. Mason Weiss, the attending
cardiologist at Daniel Freeman,
said Gathers suffered a sudden
drop in blood pressure that cut off
blood flow to the brain.

Ironically. Gathers fainted at the
four line in a match against UC
Santa Barbara on December 9, but
after extensive testing was given
the green light by doctors to

resume playing. He was put on
heart medication as a precaution-
ary measure.

But Gathers' play was sluggish
due to the medication, and he
succeeded in convincing the doc-
tors to cut back on the drugs.

Against SL Mary's last month.
Gathers returned to form, scoring
44 points.

The 6-foot-7. 210-pound center
from Philadelphia played high
school ball at Dobbins Tech. He
helped lead the school to two city

tides in three years.

Originally recruited by USC,
Gathers and teammate Bo Kimble
decided to u^nsfer to Loyola
Marymount after disputes with
then-new USC coach George
Raveling.

LMU coach Paul Westhead and
Gathers had a better relationship.

"Words are hard right now. This

is the hardest thing I've exper-
ienced. To be so close to a player
and see him fall and for it to be
over, I feci a deep hurt for his

family," Westhead said in a pre-

pared statement Sunday night
In a press conference yesterday,

Westhead added, "Hank repre-

sents the little kid in all of us,

because to Hank Gathers basket-

ball was play, and we all want to

play."

And play Gathers did. Last
season he led the NCAA in both
scoring and rebounding, one of
only two Division I players in the

history of the NCAA to lead both
categories in the same season.

This season. Gathers had been
' averaging 28.8 points and 11.2
rebounds per game.
Many NBA scouts had labeled

Gathers a certain first-round draft

pick. But pro scouts weren't the

only fans Gathers had. Kids great-

ly admired the star for his willing-

ness to remain after games to sign
autographs and joke with them.
Gathers was interning at

KTLA—^TV. Channel 5. and was
looking toward a broadcasting
career.

The Lions received the automa-
tic berth to the NCAA Tournament
after league officials cancelled

further play of the conference
tournament The Lions finished

atop the WCC this season.

Brian Quinn. Loyola's Athletic

Director, made the announcement
that Gathers was pronounced dead
at 6:55 p.m.

Said Quinn. "He was an out-
standing young man and athlete as

well as a human being. We're
going to miss him. He's done so
many good things for all of us and
we're all grateful to have been a
friend of his."

FRONT ROW: death a mystery
From page 36

Gathers collapsed on the court
and later died—I still don't

understand it.

I'm not quite sure what I

don't understand. What I am
sure of, however, is that death
is not meant to be understood.
The best a mortal can do is

accept death. But acceptance of
death is often too much for

one to handle. And in Gathers'
case, acceptance of his death is

impossible.

There are only questions to

be asked without rational

answers. How can an athlete in

such good shape be susceptible

to heart problems at such a

young age? Is there any expla-

nau'bn as to how Gathers can
be slamming the ball through

the hoop one minute, then

laying helplessly on the floor

the next? Do athletes die in

the heat of competition to

remind us 'that the games that

they play are just that—games?
The only thing which is

tangible in the death of
Gathers is sadness.

Although the causes and
circumstances of death are

different. Gathers' death leaves

the same empty feeling as the

passing of Maryland basketball

star Len Bias. Both young men
were headed^ for the stars—
their limits seemed virtually

limitless. Charismatic in char-

acter, and dominant on i_hc

court, both Bias and Gathers
left a nation in mourning,

wondering what had happened.

It must be remembered that

athletes are human beings, not

supercharged machines. Athletes

are susceptible to shormcss of

breath, chronic bad backs, and
irregular heartbeats.

Gathers is not the first

athlete to die a sudden and
stark death and he won't be

the last A few years ago,

former LSU and NBA star

Pistol Pete Maravich keeled

over and died while playing a

pickup basketball game. Mara-
vich was only 40. In 1983.

Miami Dolphin linebacker Lar-

ry Gordon. 28. collapsed while

jogging and died of a weak
heart. Maravich and Gordon,
like Gathers, were in fine

physical shape which made
their deaths much more of a

shocker.

On New Year's Day of

1973, Pittsburgh Pirate Roberto
Clemente died in a plane crash
on his way to Nicaragua on a

Peace Mission. Clemente per-

ished with 3.000 career base

hits. 1 was too young to

remember the agony of
Clemente 's death—that was for

my father to try to understand.

I don't think he ever did.

The visions of Gathers fall-

ing to the floor will never be
understood. They might never
be accepted. What will bt

remembered and accepted are

the visions of Gathers 'living

life—his smile, his jump slK)t

and his upbeat manner. That is

how vou should remember

Gathers, in life rather than in

death. -

Take it from a 12-year-old-

boy who won't ever release

the memory of a would-be
base stealer being thrown out

by Thurman Munson.
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BASEBMUBombers lead the charge but
From page 36

into the series leading the nation
with a .441 average, launched his

rocket in the first inning.

Cal pitcher Marie Juhas, who fell

to 1-2, started erratically, walking
DH Joel Wolfe and beaning Dave
Zancanaro. Pritcheu then stepped
to the plate and deposited a 370-
foot blast over the right field wall
to give the Bruins a 3-0 lead.

UCLA also ran into trouble in

the bottom of the first inning. Scott

Schanz had control problems and
walked the bases full with two
outs. Pitching coach Tip Lefebvre
visited the mound before Schanz
would face the dangerous Cal
designated hitter, Troy Penix
(.329, 4 HR, 17 RBI), who had one
RBI on Saturday. ScTianz regained

composure and promptly got Penix
10 fly out to left field.

day

Cal threatened again in the

second when third baseman Dan
Cholowsky reached third with a
walk, stolen base, and sacrifice.

But Schanz, who is the NCAA
leader in career losses with 19,

rose to the occasion and pitched his

way out of the jam.
The Bears finally broke through

in the third. The umpire awarded
first base to IB Jon Zuber on a

catcher's interference, and right

fielder Mike Muhlthaler sacrificed

him to second. Zuber then raced
home for Cal*s first run on a single

by catcher Mike Harrison.

UCLA, unlike in Saturday's
loss, stayed awake after their first

inning rally and scored another run
in the top of the fifth. Second
baseman Mannie Adams collected

his first hit of the series, a single

More hockey, more figPiting
By Jeff Imperado
Contributor

The UCLA hockey team
(5-2-2 this quarter, 9-11-5
overall) won its final regular-

season match against USC
Friday, but the fans nearly stole

the show. ^

Hundreds of very vocal
UCLA supporters packed
Culver City ice rink to watch an
inspired Bruin squad defeat

Troy, 3-0. But the game ended
with 1:15 left in the third period
when a fight broke out between
USC players and UCLA fans.

Several minutes after Bob
Ringo scored the Bruins' third

goal on an assist from team
captain John Young, several

members of the enormous
crowd exchanged heated words
and taunts with players from the

wfa

See NOCKEY, page 32

inside the first base line, and left

fielder Robbie Katzaroff sacrif-

iced him to second. Adams ran to

third on Wolfe's grounder and
came home when Juhas threw a
wild pitch.

In the bottom of the fifth, the

Bruins again thwarted a potential

Bear rally. Cal's Jon Zuber singled

and ran to second on a wild pitch

by Schanz. Reid Neumann then
walked, and Mike Harrison nailed

a pitch to the center field warning
track. Zuber tagged to third on the

drive to put runners on the comers.
Schanz had tossed close to 100

pitches at this point and appeared
to have tired. Coach Gary Adams
brought in left-handed Mike Lew-
is, who upped his record to 1-0, to

face Troy Penix. Cal tried a

delayed double steal, and Neu-
mann broke for second, hoping to

draw the throw. Zuber then took
off for home, but the Bruins were
not fooled. Pritcheu rifled a throw
bo Ellis which nailed Zuber at the

plate.

Control remained a problem for

Bruin pitchers, who walked 11

batters on the day. In the seventh,

Lewis walked the weak-hitting Cal
shortstop Chris Clapinski (.205),.

and Jason Evans blasted a pitch

over the left field power alley, his

second home run of the season, to

trim the Bruin lead to 4-3.

Adams replaced Lewis with
Adam Schulhofer, and UCLA
received another break to end the

seventh. Jon Zuber tried to tag

from second to third, but the

Bruins successfully appealed to

the umpire that he left too early.

Ellis seemingly broke the game
open in the eighth with a three-run

blast that brought in Wolfe and
Zancanaro. The blast traveled 400
feet, landing in the adjacent Cal
track stadium, and snapped a
three-game homeriess drought for

Ellis, who increased his NCAA-
leading totals to 14 HR's and 40
RBI's. Out of Ellis's six homers in

Pac-Six play, five have come in the
seventh inning or later, and the
other came during the sixth.

In the ninth inning, UCLA
survived a scare when the Bears
rallied for three runs, and Schul-
hofer symbolized the Bruin
struggle on the mound. He surren-

dered a single to Chris Clapinski
and walked Jason Evans and Mike
Muhlthaler. Reid Neumann deliv-

ered a one-out single to score the

first two, and Muhlthaler raced
home on a passed ball by the
catcher Ellis. Adams brought in

right-handed Kris Schwengel, who
got Cal catcher Mike Harrison to

fly out to Robbie Katzaroff in right

field.

Adams called on rehef ace
Zancanaro to face Penix with two
out in the bottom of the ninth, and
the lefty struck out Penix on four
pitches in dramatic fashion to

preserve the victory and earn his

third save.

Bruins give

ASU a tanning

By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

Playing in front of a
raucous home crowd Sun-
day, the UCLA lacrosse
team had no trouble with an
inexperienced Arizona State

club, as they slaughtered the
Sun Devils. 22-1
Led by Andy Washburn's

six goals and two assists, the

Bruins (3-3. 1-1 in the
WCLL) taught the winless
Devils a few lessons in

offensive weaponry.
"We're really pleased at

how well our offense played
against ASU," said Bruin
captain Jeff Stoddard.

The Bruin offense wasn't
the only bright spot on the

afternoon, however, as
goaltender Lee Lin allowed
just one goal in three quar-
ters of work. The blue and
gold were on the offensive
for virtually the entire con-
test

With two-goal contribu-

tions from Washburn. Brian
O'Neill and TJ. Wilscam.
the Bruins led. 7-0, midway
through the second period
before the Sun Devils man-

See LACROSSE, page 32
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THINK HUNGRY AND
INDULGE

1275 Westwood Blvd
(1 1/2 Blocks S. of Wilshire)

478-2838
(not to be used w/ any other offer)

: WEEKDAY
LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
(before 4pm)

Get an entree for

$4.95 or more
and receive

FREE
soup* or salad

AND
-1 fried rice or

steamed rice

Advertise

It Works.
Contact the UCLA Daily Bruin to

make the most of your organization

and your advertising dollar.

Advertise.
825-2161

Undergraduate . Student Association Council

Healthy people grow
up In healthy envi-

ronments
Domestic Violence

creates another type

of environment

Cool Conference
March 8-11

at UCLA
Call (213)206-5547/5523

March 6-March 12

General Representatives^ Offirp

Be a USAC intern! ...Call 825-2759 for details

The Organizational Tour continues...

Coming soon to IRHC & MEChA
To have your group added ^
to the tour call 825-2759

and ask for Lorraine

Campus Events

Tuesday, March 6-Westwood Plaza

-Noon Concert-"Blackbird" ^ '

- 7pm-Films-Scandal
- 9:30-9V2 Weeks

Wednesday, March 7 - Films-9 1/2 Weeks-7pm
-Scandal-9pm

ALL FILMS $1.50 PER NIGHT - AGB
Cultural Affairs

Thursday, March 8-Noon Concei*-

"Monkey Meet*"-Westwood Plaza

Friday, March 9-Noon Concert

-"Flaco Jimenez'^-WestwooH Plaza
-CAC Culturefest-4:00-6:45'-Westwood Plaza

Community gervtj; rf^^missJaa

Help with the COOL Conference....

Call 826-5523 for details

Paid for bv USAC-Your Student Gov t.

Weekly
•» •

Student Welfare Commission
^;

--'

DRUG AWARENESS WEEK . ;. / '
V ..

Tuesday, March 6th-10am-Drugs and the

Deterioration of the Family Unit
- AL-ANON-North Campus 22

• -Noon-Drugs & Their Effect on Student Performance
-Speaker: Dr. Robert Coombs-Ackerman 2408
-8pm-Panel on Drug Abuse-Dykstra Fireside Lounge

Wednesday, March 7th- 10am-
Prescriptive & Over-the-Counter Drug Abuse-
North Campus 20-Speaker: Dr. Nardin Gottfried

-Noon-Drugs & the Workplace-Speaker:
Dr. Thomas Backer-Ackerman 2408
-3pm-Drugs & Sex-Speaker: Greg Cuson-Dodd 162
-7pm-PHC Source Outreach-Rieber Fireside Lounge
-8pm-Panel on Drug Abuse-Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thursday, March 8th-10.am-Drugs & Adolescence-
North Campus 20

- -Noon-Twelve Step Programs-The Road to Recovery-

uoaa 170

-7pm-Drugs & Rape-Sproul Hall 5N Lounge

Residence hall visitors must be accompanied
by a resident after 7pm.

1

Sponsored by General
P'^regentatives' Office

Our BIG 1/3 lb.

burger, small salad

or trench fries,

with sott drink

& FREE retills

Just $3.99

Chicken Sandwich
Meal Deai

100% "Broiled" boneless C
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lemon pepper grilled \
or deep fried Small

salad or fries with soft

drink & FREE refills.

Just $3.M
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Bruin bats begin to awaicen in

this sleepy littie Nevada town

KrlstyHowardand the Bruins took theircuts at the Las Vegas
this weekend.

By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

HENDERSON, Ncv.—They
say that life is slow and deliberate

around here, but that certainly

wasn*t tnie for the UCLA softball

team, which used a fast and furious

assault to propel itself to the

championships of the UNLV Lady
Rebel Softball Classic.

In just three days of competi-

tion, the Bruins amassed six wins
while dropping only one decision,

improving their overall record to

25-4, and certainly tightening their

clamp on the nation's top ranking.

Sunday
With their berth in the champ-

ionship bracket of the tourney on
the line, the Bruins entered the

semi-finals against Utah State.

Early on, it looked as though
UCLA would be packing its bags
and leaving on the next plane out,

as the Bruins couldn't buy a run in

the first five innings while the

Aggies tallied a run of their own in

the third.

But the Bruins came to life in the

sixth frame when freshman Kristy

Howard singled and junior Kerry
Dienelt reached on an error. As
though UCLA was tired of toying

with the Aggies, junior Missy
Phillips belted a two-run triple to

put UCLA up for good. The final

score showed UCLA on top, 3-L
"I knew I had to drive in the

runs, so I was a little more focused
and also concentrated a bit more,"
said Phillips about her decisive

triple. "It was a job I needed to get

done."

And with that, the Bruins faced

Cal Poly Pomona for the tourna-

ment title. The final game was yet

another s'truggle, as Pomona
scored in the second to take a

single-run lead. But the Bruins dug
deep and found two runs remain-

ing in their repertoire, as they

ultimately beat the Broncos, 2-1,

claiming the tourney crown.
Pitching ace Lisa Longaker

picked up her second win of the

weekend, and in the process
earned All-Tournament honors,

while freshman Lisa Fernandez, to

no one's surprise, garnered the

tournament's Most Valuable Play-

er accolade.

And with that, the hustle and
bustle of the weekend came to an
end, enabling Henderson to revert

to its slow and sleepy pace.

Saturday
With the crest of momentum

building and confidence at a high,

the Bruins took the field on
Saturday to face the University of

Utah. UCLA had already met the

Utes at the Arizona Softball

Tournament two weeks ago and
had easily defeated them. The
conditions were ripe for an upset,

as it seemed as though the Bruins

would overtook the Utes. Indeed

they did, and sure enough, they

were upended, 3-1.

Freshman pitcher DeDe Wei-
man suffered the loss, due largely

to the dormant Bruin offense,

which had trouble connecting at

the plate.

Co-head coach Sue Eiiquist

attributed several factors for her

team's poor performance. "First of

all, we did a poor job of mental
preparation going into the game,"
said Enquist. "We also did a poor
job adjusting at the plate."

And they certainly did. as the

Bruins were only able to muster up
five hits the entire game, with
sophomore Kelly Inouye and Fer-

nandez accounting for two apiece.

"It's unfortunate that we weren't
giving Weiman any offensive
support," Enquist added.

The Bruins showed that they can
rebound from a tough loss as they
faced a strong Sacramento State

team for the rights to advance to

the tournament semi-finals. UCLA
again didn't hit the ball well, as it

had only four hits in the game, but
those four were crucial, enabling a
2-0 Bruin win.

The key for the Bruins was
Dienelt, who broke a two-way no-
hitter in the fifth inning with a
triple, and was sent home on an
RBI single by senior Shelly Mont-
gomery.

Freshman Heather Compton
notched her second win in as many
days, throwing a one-hitter and
fanning 10 batters.

Friday

The Bruins opened the tourney
on Friday with a match against San
Diego State. In a recent double-
header between the two squads,
UCLA swept the pair from the
Aztecs—and things weren't much
different this time around, as the

See SOFTBALL, page 32

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

We anszuer

your ivay

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

liMfdU StiM^ St^eciaJU

•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system •Transaxle
•Check steering & shocks

•Check and fill fluid levels on;

•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

•Battery

•Coolant

•Brake

•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

-i-tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Schmmam
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only. , '

Wq guarantee that your oil & filter change ^
$4^.95

+tax|

wiH be dona In 30 minutes from the time

your work order is written to the cashier, or

you won't pay! Call or come in today.

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

MIKEMILLER
9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed [ 10% Off any
j

•Inspect rear brakes « brake_j[epalr i

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover
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THERE ARE t}THER WAYS TO ADVERTISE...
BUT NONE ARE MORE EFFECTIVE. OR MORE

SUCCESSFUL AT REACHING THE UCLA
COMMUNITY THAN THE DAILY BRUIN.
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Ellis, Pritchett lead Bruin Bombers, again
By Jay Ross
Contributor

BERKELEY—Former Baltimore

manager Earl Weaver used lo say

that his Orioles would sit back and
wait for the three-run homer to

propel the club to five World
Series appearances during his

tenure.

UCLA would love to reach the

College World Series this season

and employed Weaver's strategy

efficiently on Monday in a 7-6

victory over the Cal Bears. The
Bruins' dynamic duo, catcher Paul

Ellis—who leads the nation in

home runs and runs-batted-in

—

and first baseman Chris Pritch-

ett—who is tops in batting aver-

age—each hit three-run blasts to

pace the team.

*Those two can hit the ball a

mile." said Head Coach Gary
Adams. **When Pritcheu and Ellis

come to the plate. Tm not going to

do much in terms of moving
runners around. With everyone
else, we'll keep playing aggressive

ball."

Already in 1990. UCLA Oias

accumulated 28 four-baggers in 21

games, an increase in productivity

from last year when the Bruins
only hit 34 over 59 games.
UCLA traveled north needing to

win at least two of three from Cal
to stay in contention in the Six-Pac.

the nation's toughest college divi-

sion. But the teams were rained out
on both Friday and Sunday.
Adams also said that the Bruins

were fortunate to come away as

victors yesterday. "You can't walk

11 guys and win many games,"
Adams said, "... our pitchers

didn't do a good job of making the

hitters put the ball into play.

Hopefully, this will be that last

time we see this."

The Bruins jumped on Cal
pitching early, like in Saturday's

4-1 defeat. Pritchett, who came

See BASEBALL, page 34

Netters to get respect

against West Viiginia
By Lauri Lappiti

Staff Writer

Riding on a 14-2 overall sea-

son's record, the No. 3-ranked

UCLA men's tennis squad looks

ahead to some respectable com-
petition as it meets the nation's No.

Men's Tennis
Who:

WherQ:

When:

UCLA vs. W. Virginia

LATO

Today, 1 :30 p.m.

24 West Virginia team today at

1:30 p.m. at the LATC.
Although the Mountaineers are

not even close to matching the

depth that is so apparent all the

way down the Bruin's lineup, they

do boast some of the country's

standouts. ^^

Leading the Eastern school's

singles ladder are seniors Joby

Foley and Paul Mancini. In the last

Volvo Tennis/Collegiaie Men's
Singles Rankings, West Virginia's

Foley held the No. 12 position

while teammate Mancini earned a

No. 28 ranking.

Bruins Jason Netter (13-6 over-

all) and Mark Knowles (18-6

overall) will have their hands full

with the two top ranking Mountai-

nefefs.

Sophomores Bill Behrens, Bill

Barber, Dean Cohen, and Mark
Quinney, along with freshmen
Fritz Bissell and Jason Sher will

most likely fill the remaining

singles spots.

In the doubles sphere, sopho-

mores Barber and Quinney will be

more than tested by the play of the

country's No. 10-ranked duo of

Mountaineers Foley and Brad
Kelly at the No. 1 spot

Freshmen Knowles and Bissell

(15-1 overall) will play at No. 2

doubles, while Behrens and Rob-
bie Wendell (7-2 overall) will

compose the Net. 3 tandem.

With two recent 9-0 blowouts

against Cal State Hayward and UC
Riverside, the Bruins are ready to

face West Virginia.

i

t ^^

ALBERT SOONGADaily Bruin

Bruin Mark Knowles will have his hands full against one of the top-ranking Mountaineers.

Tragedy strikes at local college basketball game
Death of an athlete is a

hard thing to understand

LMU's Gathers

is dead at 23
By Richard Strauss

Contributor

WESTCHESTER—Hank Gathers

had everything going for him. The
Loyola Marymount University star

basketball player was certainly

headed to the NBA and possibly to

a career in television broadcast-

ing.

Those dreams were shattered

Sunday night when Gathers col-

lapsed during a game at LMU and

was pronounced dead shortly after

at Daniel Freeman Marina Hospi-

tal.

Playing in the semifinals of the

West Coast Conference Tourna-

ment, Gathers had just completed a

dramatic slam dunk to increase the

Lions* lead over the Portland

I remember the day that

Thurman Munson died in a
plane crash. I was 12 years

old. I can't say that the

Yankee catcher was my hero,

but he was someone that I

looked up to.

I was a little league catcher.

Being a young boy, I fancied

myself to be the next Thurman
Munson. He wasn't graceful or

flashy, but he was solid. He
batted a quiet .292, he got the

job done.

When Munson died, I didn't

understand what had hap-

pened—I was too young.

Ten years later as a young
adult, I watched as Hank

Front Row

OAVD GIBSON

See GATHERS page 33 LMU basketball star Hank Gathers died on Sunday night , See FRONT ROW, page 33

Richard
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Softball wrap
Amid the glitter and the glanrM>ur of Sin City,

the UCLA Softball teim look care of a little

business across the stale line this weekend. The
Bruins returned from thi las Vegas Classic after

hitting the jackpot agaiM Mven other teams.

See page 35

BasebaH toniglit

The Bruin men's baseball team returns from

UC Berkeley to take on the men of Cal State

Pullerton tonight at 7 p.m. at Jackie Robinson
Stadium. After winning one and losing one on the

road this weekend, the Bruins hope to settle down
in home sweet home.

Pae-lOs
The 9-3 UCLA men*s swim team battled it out

with other conference teams, last night, on the

first evening of Pac-lOi in Long Beach. The
event wit! last through Wednesday. The Bniins

placed iecoKi a( the meat last year and are

ciifitntly rinke^ fourth in the nation. See

tomorrow's CUUty Bruin for results.

\ . '
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UCLA glinman
still sougM

Police have shifted their

focus to hospital employees but
have no primary suspect in the
search to capture the gunman
who killed a Medical Center
employee and wounded another
on Feb. 19, police said Tuesday.

^ "We have ruled out family
and disgruntled lovers as possi-

ble suspects," said Los Angeles
Homicide Det Steven Osti.

On Monday, police released
an unidentified man who had
been taken into custody as a
suspect after police learned he
was scheduled to be rep^-
manded and possibly fired on
the^y the shooting occurred.
He submitted to a lie detector
test and was later eliminated as

a suspect, Osti added.

Inside
'Stages of
drug addiction

By adopting a philosophy of
life, drug addicts can open the
door to a healthier lifestyle.

See page 7

Viewpoint

Religion and
politics

Religious groups cannot
expect government to assume
their task.

See page 19

Arts & Entertainment

Functional but
figurative

French professor discusses

the impact of design on society.

See page 20

Sports

S¥fimmers in

Pac-10 meet
The UCLA men's swim team

gathered top finishes at the

inference meet last night

See page 40
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AigUment ends SIG discussion

MEChA 's Alicia Molina joins debate over SIG definition.

By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

An altercation between some
meml)ers of the African Student
Union and undergraduate govern-
ment halted the council's discus-

sion Tuesday night on a proposal to

define student interest groups.

Thirty student representatives

emptied out of the council's last

meeting of the quarter when
Facilities Commissioner Judy Her-
nandez, Executive Vice President
Maria Rabuy and three members
of ASU began arguing outside the

council chamber.
*The abrupt end to the meeting

was a culmination of bad process.
It demonstrates that the groups are

not acting in a mature, sophisti-

cated manner and that Second Vice
President Alec Wynne is pushing
the issue and being insensitive to

the needs of the groups," said

Financial Support Commissioner
Sam Kaufman.

Up until the outburst, represen-

tatives from ASU, MEChA, the

Gay and Lesbian Association and
Raza >^^men asserted that prog-
ress had been made toward a
definition in informal meetings
where the proposal was debated.

After discussions turned to

argument last Tuesday, the council

decided to let the student groups
define themselves. Student group
representatives met on Thursday
and Monday nights, but did not

finalize a definition.

At Thursday's meeting, "ASU
and MEChA were insensitive and
degraded the needs of other
groups. Only their concerns were
addressed. Their procedural due
process was flagrantly biased,"

said Jewish Student Union (JSU)
President Charles Click.

"We were trying to compromise
and not belitde anyone. In fact,

JSU was trying to belittle the
American Indian students*
struggle. If (JSU) really cared and
tried, they could work with us,"

said Alicia Molina, internal coor-
dinator of MEChA, UCLA's Chi-
cano/Latino student group.

This type of dialogue culmi-
nated when sounds of confronta-

tion were heard from the
Kerckhoff hallway after General
Representative Brenton Wynn
asked Mark Christianson of ASU
to leave the meeting.

"Your mockery of council is

embarassing to me personally as a
student of color," Wynn said of
Christianson*s allegedly offensive

behavior.

After Christianson failed to

leave. Administrative Representa-
tive Lyle Timmerman asked if he
would comply with council's
wishes.

"I don't want this white male to

butt into an in-house problem,"
said Tony Miles, an ASU rep-

See DERNITION, page 16

USAC, fraternities resume informal talics
By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

After the undergraduate presi-

dent informed Interfraternity

Council members early this morn-
ing that their organization was
desponsored, representatives from
both groups informally discussed

ways to promote programs aimed
at educating fraternity members.

This discussion capped Tuesday
night's student council meeting,

where undergraduate government

planned to officially desponsor the

Interfraternity Council, said
undergraduate President John
Sarvey.

But because the undergraduate
council lost quorum at its meeting
which continued until shortly after

midnight, it could not address

several actions on the agenda,
including the desponsorship of
IFC.

Reacting to IPC's failure to

respond to charges that members
of a fraternity yelled homophobic

slurs and threw beer during a
football game at members of a
sorority founded by lesbians, stu-

dent government had voted on Jan.

30 to freeze IPC's funds for 30
days in which the two groups
might reach a compromise.

Because IFC did not come up
with a proposal for an educational
program for its constituents by last

week's deadline, the govemment's
desponsorship was imposed last

Friday.

However, this moming's con-

versation focused on the impor-
tance of undergraduate
government and IFC working
together to improve their relation-

ship and promote an educational
environment for fraternity mem-
bers.

"IFC is willing to work on the
education issue. But people arc
very stubborn in the fraternity

system," so the government needs
to take a stronger lead, Hobart said.

See IFC, page 16

AralhJewlsh group humanizes conflict
Skits reflect

actors' actual

experiences
By Jill Jacobs
Staff Writer

When Sa'ed Hisham was 16

years old, his Palestinian friends

told him to bum his Israeli pass-

port

Hisham, a Palestinian bom in

Jerusalem, often had difficulties

reconciling his Palestinian identity

with his Israeli citizenship.

Because he was an Israeli citizen,

his friends said he was a traitor to

his people.

"But I was bom with Israeli

citizenship," he said, and that

"doesn't change my Palestinian

patriotism.**

This conflict was one of the

many dramatized by Tsa'ad/Hut-

wa, an Arab-Jewish drama collec-

tive, which performed at UCLA
Monday.

Conflicts such as Hisham 's are

DAN MacME0A^4/0•Ny Bruin

Arab-Jewish drama is performed at Royce Hall on Monday

part of daily life in Israel and the

territories it occupies, but the

human side of the Israeli-Palesti-

nian conflict is rarely seen by
North American audiences.
Tsa'ad/Hutwa's performances
reflect the authentic experiences of
its actors, and the group is touring

North America attempting to shat-

ter the stereotypes which pervade

their lives.

During their UCLA perfor-

mance, the drama collective,

whose name means "one step" in

Hebrew and Arabic, acted out their

experiences in a series of skits for

an audience of about 50.

Their stories reflect a reality in

the Middle East few outsiders
know. An Israeli soldier, on

reserve duty in the Gaza Su-ip, sees

a friend over the heads of rioters.

Two women — one an Arab, the

other a Jew — demonstrate
together against the Israeli occu-
pation on a street comer in

Jerusalem.

During the forty-five minute
presentation, actors performed a
series of skits and through them,
revealed prejudices and fears they
all harbored.

"When I wa»a littie girl, 1 was
terrified of Arabs. I thought they

wanted to kill us all with knives."

one actress confessed.

A young Israeli man, just

returned from reserve duty in

Lebanon, revealed he could not

distinguish between Arabs relax-

ing on the beach and the Arabs he
had been fighting against "They
only looked like one thing to me—
my enemies." he said.

A Palestinian woman, relax-

ing in a cafe in Tel Aviv with her

Israeli friends, was uncomfortable
seeing an Arab worker from the

Gaza Strip. "I feel like a traitor."

she said. "I don't belong there with

See PWAMAy page 15
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TODAY. WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7
-» Placement and Career Planning Center
- Resume Dcx:tor

^

- 12:00-1:00 pm
- Bruin Bear a/

• Campus Events
- Flesh Festival

- "9 1/2 Weeks'* - 7:00pm
- "Scandal'* - 9:00pm
- AGR^
• Peer Health Counselors
- "Marijuana...A Matter of Choice" Discussion

7^ 7:00-8:00pm. Rieber Flresfde Lounge
• Student Alumni Aa^soclatlon

" Senior Class Photo
- Noon, Perloff Quad
• Women's Resource Center

'- "The Life &. Times of Rosle the Riveter"

- 12:00-1 :00pm, 2 Dodd Hall

THURSDAY, MARCH 8
• Student Committee for the Arts >

- Capriccio Ensemble
- 6:30pm, Powell Library Rotunda
• Hlllel

' "Contemporary Issues for Contemporary Jews"
- 7:45pm, Hlllel

• Graduate Students Association
- GSA Officer Nomination Forms Available
- 301 Kerckhoff Hall

• USAC
- COOL Conference
- March 8-11

• Expo Center
• Info. Meetings

::JL Tuesdays through Thursdays

K

• Placement and Career Planning Center
- 13th Annual Minority Recmitment Conference
- 2:00-6:00pm, AGB
• Graduate Students Association . ^^^

-*

- GSA Officer Application Deadline -a

- 5:00pm, April 6 '
--

• Institute on Qobal Conflict and Cooperation
- IGCC Application Deadline
- April 1
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Copeland's Sports

Caustic
face abuse diaige
By Rick Hampson
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Mile for mile, Vehbi Gunduz is probably the worst^

cab driver in town. He insults, bullies and threatens passengers,

dispatchers and inspectors. !

He overcharges riders, denies them receipts and refuses to take them

where they want to go. His cab is filthy, his trunk a mess, his hack license

as hard to fmd as a taxi on a rainy night.

On Thursday, the Taxi and Limousine Commission plans to ask a

judge to revoke license No. 411689.

Although the ranks of the city's 34,000 taxi drivers contain many
candidates for the unofficial title ofNew York's worst cabbie. Gunduz's

resume is five pages long. In recent years, he has been convicted of, or

admitted to. 119 rules violations.

"He's in a pickle." said attorney Michael Stone, who has represented

Gunduz. The best Stone can say about Gunduz's record? "He never has

attacked a member of the public."

Gunduz has dodged expulsion from the industry by never going too far.

He's the kind of driver who. according to commission staffer Bruce

Schaller. "consistently does a lot of fairly bad or pretty bad things, but

nothing really outrageous" that would lead to license revocation.

Corrections:

In Tuesday's article. "Prof's book criticizes state's high school
* tracking' system." there were several errors. The title of the book is

not "Getting the Best Out of Our Schools." it is "Making the Best of

Schools: a handbook for parents, teachers and poucymakers."

Oakes' husband first name is Martin, not Michael, and he is not the

Calabasas High School principal, he is an English teacher there who
has taught for 20 years. The Bruin regrets the errors.
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University considers ethnic and gender requirement
By Christine Hagstrom

Staff Writer

With demographics changing so

rapidly they can no longer be

denied, members of the UCLA
community are seeking to redefine the term

'liberal education'* by abandoning the old

"Eurocentric intellectual tradition** in favor

of inb-oducing this campus, for the Orst

time, to the reality which is diversity.

UCLA will soon unveil a proposal for an

ethnic and gender studies requirement

Activists face

problems with

commitment
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Faced with current issues vital to the

future of curriculum diversity, some
adminisu-ators, faculty and student

representatives are stepping forward and
taking decisive action, while other members
of the campus community have come under
fire of critics who say they are falling short

of their professed commitment to diversity.

"We are committed to creating and
maintaining a multicultural community
where diversity is respected and nurtured,**

Chancellor Charles Young stated in an
April 1989 letter to the UCLA community.

But diversity activists Professor Kather-

ine King and undergraduate officers Sam
Kaufman and Floric Aranovich have
encountered obstacles in their efforts to

make* diversity a reality on the UCLA
campus.

"We keep hearing about the chancellor's

commiunent to diversity, but when we had a

forum to discuss why students of color

aren*t graduating, he didn*t show up. He
hasn*t come through and we arc really

disappointed,** said Kaufman.
Kaufman was especially critical of

Young*s history of denying tenure to faculty

of color, such as Don Nakanishi, who was
told during his bid for tenure that his

research in the Asian-American community
was not relevant.

"Faculty of color is something that we
need. When the tenure process tells Naka-
nishi (his research is not relevant), as a

representative of the university. Chancellor

Young needs to take responsibility,** Kauf-
man said. Nakanishi did receive tenure in

1989 after a three-year quest
Kaufman and Academic Affairs Com-

missioner Florie Aranovich are the two
student representatives on the diversity task

force of the College of Letters and Science *s

Executive Committee, the group rcsponsi-

We for the development of the current

proposal for an ethnic and gender studies

requirement.

Rather than criticizing specific individu-

als, Aranovich blamed the university's

overall lack of economic commitment for

its failure to take a leadership role on an
issue that has not only been prevalent in the

nation as a whole, but is especially relevant

to this campus.

"UCLA is way behind the times, espe-

cially for a public institution . . . which
boasts the most diverse undergraduate

population.** she said. *The university sees

that it is very beneficial to talk about its

undergraduate diversity, but it doesn't put

its money where its mouth is.**

*The university is committing an enorm-
ous amount of resources.** countered Vice

Chancellor Raymund Parcdes. who chairs

the Chancellor*s Council on Diversity. "It is

certainly not true that we are not committing
a large amount of money to diversity. The
chancellor and the institution as a whole
have made the commitment*'

which will top off efforts to integrate overall

curriculum and serve as the foundation for

this new core of liberal education.

"Part of what it means to be liberally

educated is to be able to understand

different world views and perspectives,

because we don't live in a world as isolated

as one particular cultural or ethnic heritage.

A requirement would be part of this new
core of education," said English professor

Karen Rowe.
Rowe heads the Ford Ethnic Women's

Curriculum Transformation Project, a spi-

noff of the larger Curriculum Integration

Project (CIP). Chaired by College of Letters

& Science Dean Edward Alpcrs, CIP is

resi)onsible for transforming existing curri-

culum to reflect the rapidly changing

climate of the UCLA community.
"What constitutes the norm (in current

curriculum) is basically Euro-American,
male-dominated and middle class ... As it

stands now, someone could go through their

college education at UCLA and choose
never to take any courses outside this

Western-defined intellectual tradition,"

"It is not just the white,

blue-eyedy blond^haired
male. We are trying to rede-

fine that and show that the

American identity is not
unique.*'

SamKaufman

**rm not SO sure who's to

blame, but clearly we have
to improve these lines of

communication.''

Philip Curtis
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"You also need to have
faculty who may not repre-

sent a particular ethnic

group, but are re-educated

and able to teach courses as

well"

KaienRowe

"As it stands now, someone
could go through their col-

lege education at UCLA and
choose never to take any
courses outside this West-
ern-defined intellectual tradi-

tion.
»

Edward Alpers

Although Parcdes agreed diversity issues

may not be receiving all the funds they

request, he said this merely reflects a limited

campus budget, adding th^t because the

funding encompasses so many different

efforts, there was no single dollar estimate

available. ,__

In addition to criticisms of the chancel-

lor's commitment and diversity's priority in

the budget, Kaufman claimed the universi-

ty's apathy is further entrenched in a fairly

non-aggressive faculty.

"Basically, the problem is that the faculty

very much listens to the university admi-

nistration. They have historically been

really mild on this issue. When the

administration says they don't have the

money, the faculty says *okay* and looks for

other ways to handle it,** he said.

Onj^^ulty member that Kaufman feels

See COMMrrMENT, pag^ 12

Alpers explained.

Besides diversifying overall curriculum,

the debate over the purpose, advantages and
disadvantages of the current proposal for an

ethnic and gender studies requirement

continues.

. Alpers argued that a diversity require-

ment would serve the same general purpose

as current general education (GE) require-

ments in science and literature.

"If you want to be an English major we

See DiVERSrrY, page 10

uirement

created to be

groundbreaking
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

As the proposal f(irl an ethnic and
gender studies requirement comes
out of committees and faces the

campus community, those involved with its

construction discussed the pros and cons
they considered in their effort to bring

something truly "groundbreaking** to

UCLA.
"UCLA really ought to have a ground-

breaking requirement that takes advantage
of our wonderful population here and makes
something that is a model for the rest of the

country," said UCLA classics professor

Katherine King, who co-chaired the diver-

sity task force which drew up UCLA*s
current proposal.

In addition to joining the rank^of its

Santa Cruz, Berkeley, Irvine, Santa Barbara
and San Diego counterparts by instituting an
ethnic studies requirement, UCLA will be
setting a new standard by being the first to

include the issue of gender in thi^ require-

ment
**There is so much new research that it

seems unacceptable in a university where
over half of the entering population is

women and half is ethnic, not to provide an
education that reflects their experiences and
deals with some of the factors that influence

the Los Angeles and the California culture,"

explained English Professor Karen Rowe,
who heads the Ford Ethnic Women's
Curriculum Transformation Project.

In developing its proposal, the diversity

task force of the Letters and Sciences
Executive Committee paid particular atten-

tion to the much publicized Berkeley
American Cultures requirement

"I hope we can model ours something like

Berkeley *s." said Financial Supports Com-
missioner Sam Kaufman, one of two student

representatives on the task force. "I don't

want to model it completely after theirs, but

I would like to take their good elements of

which they have many."

One of the positive components of the

Berkeley requirement is its comparative

approach to the study of different commun-
ities; on the other hand, its inclusion of the

Euro-American experience as one of these

communities has given rise to some
problems. Kaufman said.

"We don't like that element of the

Berkeley requirement and a lot of students

of color are really agitated by it Because we
already have a European American history

requirement, our courses will focus solely

on the underrepresented communities." he

explained.

Kaufman cited the influence of Berkeley

faculty mentor Ling-chi Wang, who heads
that campus' ethnic studies department, as

extremely valuable in developing a require-

ment here at UCLA. "Wang is the real

activist for students . . . that UCLA doesn't

See CURmcuLUM, page 13
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Kohl backs down on
Polish border treaty

BONN. West Germany — Chancellor

Helmut Kohl dropped his demand for

Polish concessions on a border treaty and

moved closer Tuesday to guaranteeing a

united Germany would not claim land

ceded to. Poland after World War II.

His government proposed a par-

liamentary resolution, to be introduced

Thursday, saying a united Germany
should sign a treaty with Poland declaring

that the right of Poles "to live in secure

borders will not now or in the future be

questioned by us Germans."
After a Cabinet meeting, at which

ministers discussed disagreements over

the chancellor*s handling of the border

issue, Kohl said: "The things that bur-

dened us are cleared away."

Japan successfully

tests advanced rocket

TOKYO — Japan successfully tested

one of the world *s most advanced rocket

engines Tuesday and officials said the

engine will have the cajMbility to launch

large, sophisticated satellites.

The LE-7 engine "burned normally"

during a four-second firing test, the

National Space Development Agency
said. The sophisticated engine is to power

the first stage of a new Japanese rocket,

the H-2, on which Japan has pinned many
of its hopes for future space exploration.

The current mainstay of the Japanese

space program, the H-1 rocket, can lift

only 1,210 pounds into geostationary

orbit, making it incapable of launching

large, sophisticated communications

Briefs
satellites.

Development of the Japanese-designed

H-2 also will also free Japan from U.S.

veto power over commercial launches of

third-country satellites.

Nation

Bank explodes in

Coloracto, kills 3
CRESTED BUTTE, Colo. — An

explosion shattered a two-story bank

Tuesday, killing three people and injuring

12 others, officials said. Three people

were Usied in critical condition.

Firefighters and volunteers dug by

hand through the rubble of the Crested

But^ National Bank to pull out survivors,

witnesses said.

The cause of the downtown blast in this

ski resort was under investigation by local

and federal officials, authorities said.

Mayor Wes Light said three bodies

were pulled from the rubble, and all 15

people believed inside during the explo-

sion were pulled out.

The federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobac-

co and Firearms sent a 12-person response

team to the scene; and Gov. Roy Romer
made National Guard units available to

provide assistance if needed.

About 200 pMwple responded quickly to

the scene ai^d^started digging with their

hands. ^

• IIPost office

raising basic rates

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The gover-

nors of the U.S. Postal Service voted

Tuesday to raise rates, including a nickel

jump in the cost of mailing a first-class

leaer, but there could as much as a year of

skirmishing before any increase takes

effect.

"Even at 30 cents, postage is one of

America's best buys," said Postmaster

General Anthony M. Frank, noting that

U.S. postage remains the lowest in the

industrialized world.

The proposal calls for the cost of a

first-class letter to increase from a quarter

to 30 cents, with the price for each

additional ounce rising from 20 cents to

23 cents. Post cards would cost 20 cents,

also up a nickel, while Express Mail

would go from $8.75 to $9.75.

Overall, rates will increase by about 19

percent on all types of mail.

Nation's population

reaches 250 million

WASHINGTON. D.C. — There are

now a quarter-billion Americans.

This nation started hfe with just under 4

million people, about as many as now live

in metropolitan Boston.

On Tuesday it reached 250,000,000,

according to estimates by the Census

Bureau.

The 250 million estimate represents a

10.4 percent increase from the 226.5

million Americans counted in 1980.

state

Beikeley asks UC
to halt expansion
BERKELEY ^ The Berkeley City

Council voted unanimously Monday
night to ask the University of California to

reconsider plans for expansion further

into the community.

The city's Planning Commission had

found, after analyzing university expan-

sion plans, **The 3 million square feet, or

24 percent increase of university facilities

over the next 15 years, would have a

profound, adverse impact on the city of

Berkeley."

Local

Thousands mourn
star baske^ll player

Thousands of friends, family members
and schoolmates gave Loyola Marymount
University basketball star Hank Gathers a
final, thundering ovation Tuesday at the.

arena where he played the game he loved.
"Every time I pick up a basketball for

the rest ofmy life. Hank will be there with
me," Bo Kimble, a friend and teammate of
Gathers, said during a memorial and Mass
at the Catholic university.^

"I know Hank wou|d want to hear one
more cheer here in his liouse."

The 8,000 people at Loyola Mary-
mount's Albert Gersten Pavilion then rose

to their feet, cheered and applauded for

several minutes. Lucille Gathers, Hank
Gathers* mother, rushed to the front and
hugged Kimble.

Another aftershock
rattles Upland area
UPLAND — The Pomona Valley

quivered again Tuesday as the number of

measurable aftershocks of last week's

rumbling earthquake reached an esti-

mated 400 to 500.

The aftershock at 10:01 a.m. measured

3.1 on the Richter scale.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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GENERAL EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS

College of Letters and Science general education requirement courses will be offered in the following

subject areas during 1990 Summer Sessions: =

Anthropology ^ -^

Art History

Astronomy
Atmospheric Sciences

Biology

Chemistry and
Biochemistry

Classics

Communication
Studies V

East Asian Languages

and Cultures

Economics
English

Ethnomusicology and
Systematic Musicology

Film and Television

Folklore and Mythology

Geography
History

Italian

Linguistics

Mathematics
Microbiology

Music
Philosophy

Physics

Political Science

Psychology

Sociology

Theater

REGISTRATION OPEN 100 DODD HALL

^
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COOL CONFERENCE
UCLA

'
''•

1

1

r

FRl. MARCH 9
INTO THE STREETS

CULTURAL FEST

DIVERSITY DIALOGUE

SAT. MARCH 10

WORKSHOPS

STATE OF THE LEAGUE
ADDRESS

SUN. MARCH n
BUILDING THE MOVEMENT

OPPORTUNITIES FAIR

AND MUCH MORE

;- •*

michelle shocked • four horsemen
UCLA STUDENTS $12. PUBLIC $14.

1 9 9 OConference
Registration

Is free for UCIJ\
Students.

Pre registration

Required.

Call (213)206-5523/5547
Or stop bytl^e COOL office, 203 Men's Gym

U C L A
COMMON GROUNDCOMMON GOOE

MARC II .s- II

SPONSORED BY
Western Bagels Westside Donuts & Croissants

Keebler Bear Foods Butterfly Bakery

Primo Westdcle Donuts Donut Inn West Coast Foods

DK's Donuts
Bog^l Nosh

Donut Stop

-—1—

-
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Differential treatment study feasiliility ciuestiened
UCLA stxident says study would 'expose big problem,'

but official says UC is already aware of campus climate

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Students and administrators dis-

agree over whether it is possible to

conduct a study that accurately

measures the amount of differen-

tial treatment ethnic and gender
groups experience in higher edu-
cation. W'
UCLA student Lloyd Monser-

ratt said the study is feasible, but

that many universities, including

UCLA, oppose a differential treat-

ment study, because it would
expose "a big problem.**

However, UC representative

Julie Gordon said administrators

are aware of campus climate issues

and are working on ways to

respond to these problems. **I

happen to believe there is a good

faith effort many want to make on
behalf of their campuses— no one

benefits from a great deal of

unhappiness on a college campus.**

Gordon and Monserratt both

serve on an advisory council to the

California Post Secondary Educa-

tion Committee (CPEC), which is

currently conducting a study to

determine whether or not it is

possible 10 measure differential

U'eatmcnt in the campus commun-
ity.

"University administrators

know differential treatment in the

campus community is very bad,

but they don*t want to know the

degree. Although they believe they

are taking steps, they like to move
very slowly. What this study

would do is show a big problem
and start the push towards more

drastic measures to alleviate the

problem,*' Monserratt said.

Because CPEC*s survey would
be submitted to the state Legisla-

ture along with recommendations

10 deal with problems of differen-

tial treatment, Monserratt said

drastic measures might include

budget cuts if campuses fail to

respond.

The council picked the univer-

sities and colleges for the study by
asking each system which colleges

would want to participate.

"Because of the sensitivity of the

issue, a lot of campuses, including

UCLA, are afraid and don*t want
to deal with (the study). It was
something the UC did not even ask

UCLA because they know it did

not want (to be involved),*'

Monserratt said.

Gordon thinks administrators

"would like to see a combination
of efforts including such things as

surveys and talks with focus
groups ... a package of things to

help give a picture each campus
could use rather than a comparison
between UCLA and Cal Slate

Norihridge," Gordon said.

"UCLA should look at itself

because only then is information

useful in implementing the neces-

sary changes/' she explained.

But Monserratt insisted that

having campuses conduct their

own siirveys on differential treat-

ment would only allow the univer-

sity to interpret things the way they

want rather than having CPEC do
the study and present it to the

Legislature.

But betore statewide measures

can be taken, the advisory council

must decide if a survey measuring

differential treatment is possible.

"In May CPEC is going to put

out a report saying that this is

feasible; it is just taking us time

because the survey mechanism is

so hard to put together,** Monser-

ratt said.

He said the n^ain concern of the

council was to create some test of

viability which makes sure ques-

tions are clear and that the majority

of people understand the aim of the

survey and answer the questions

honestly.

But Gordon said the council will

find such a survey is not feasible.

Faculty and student populations

vary too widely from campus to

campus, she said.

The council is currently in the

initial stage of its survey, in which
it is compiling data from different

ethnic and gender communities on
university and college campuses
statewide, including UC's Davis

and Irvine. The CPEC staff must
determine which issues it will

^include when it compiles its survey

during the summer.

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD,
IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE^POSITION OF

x-f'

Editor-In-Chief
BruinLife Yearbook

BruinLife is UCLA's yearbook. It is developed throughout the year, comprising of over 400 pages
reflecting student life at UCLA. Applicants must be registered UCLA students. The Communica-
tions B<^rd will interview cauididates on Thursday, April 19 at 4 pm.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Tuesday. April 3 at 12 Noon.
Candidates should pick up applications, job descriptions, and a BruinLife mission statement in
the Publications Ofilce, 1 12 KerckhofT Hail during regular business hours.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Daily Bruin, Summer Bruin, KLA, BruinLife, AI-Talib,

HaAm, La Gente de Aztlan. NOMMO, Pacific Ties. TenPercent. Together.

Applicants must be a UCLA student in good standing and cany a minimum of 8 units at the time of applica-
tion, with a cumulative GPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. Each applicant must meet minimum expierience require-
ments established for the particular medium applied for.

GET 'HIGH' IN THE
DESERT OVER
SPRING BREAK...
MAKE A SKYDIVE!!!

lji^*S||w

CALL 818-999-2FLY!!

of drag addiction similar to careerlMiiiding
UCLA professor lectures about progressive steps,and the

^social processes* involved in becoming addicted to narcotics

/ don't get too high in victory and I don't

get too low in defeat and ! try to get ready to

play tomorrow."
Julius Irving

By Crissy Gonzalez
Contributor

By adopting this philosophy in life,

victims of drug abuse can open the door to a

healthier lifestyle, UCLA Professor Robert

Coombs said Tuesday.

Some people make a career out of drugs
— not from selling them, but from using

them. Coombs said at a Drug Awareness
Week presentation sponsored by the Stu-

dent Welfare Commission.
Coombs compared the progressive stages

of drug addiction to the steps one takes in

building a career. 'There are social proces-

ses of getting to be an addict,*" he said

Individuals are usually initiated to drug

use as an adolescent (ages 12 to 16). At this

stage, youths look to drugs as an expression

of independence, an adventurous experi-

ence or for peer approval. Coombs said.

"When you're an adolescent, you*re tired

of parents making decisions for you. What
an adolescent wants to do is say, *1 want to

do it my way,* ** he said.
^

"Drugs are really like an extension of

hide and seek. If the police chase you, this

makes it even more exciting,** he explained.

According to Coombs* research, most
addicts continue to use drugs and escalate

into full chemical dependency because
"they like the feeling.** They don*t get a
normal, healthy high from their daily life

because it is too barren, he said.

An important factor in this mental
attitude is the role parents play in an addict*s

life. Parents of youths who abstain from
drugs make what the behavioral expecta-

tions are at home clear to their children, he
said.

These parents also give sufficient praise

for good behavior, thereby giving their

children a "natural high,** he said. "Chemi-
cals provide an alternative high to a healthy

high. A healthy high comes from achieve-

ment**

Coombs cited one of his former patients

— a physician who was a former drug addict
— as a prime example of an individual who
did not experience a natural high from life.

"Here was a guy who worked for many
hours at the hospital each week, and on top

of that would help with translating files

(from Spanish to English). He never went
home. He had no social life.

"So I got him to start dating/* Coombs
said. The physician is now married and has

two children.

A recent definition of an addict. Coombs

"Drugs are really like an
extension of hide and seek*

If die police chase you, diis

makes it even more excit^

mg.
»

Robert Coombs

said, is one who continually fails to resist

impulses to use drugs, experiences tension

prior to initiation of the behavior, and feels

pleasure or relief upon taking drugs. This is

followed by a feeling of lack of control.

Coombs said the biggest disadvantage

when one becomes chemically dependent
is, "You stop growing emotionally. The
only way to grow emotionally is to struggle

. . . without a mask.**

If one becomes an addict. Coombs
suggested a spiritual reevaluation of his/her

life. Along with setting and monitoring
goals, the recognition of denial as part of the

problem is important in the effort to

discontinue drug use.
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ASUCLA COMMUniCATIOnS BOARP
IS SEEKiriQ APPLICAMTS FOR THE POSITIOM OF

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
OF THE DAILY BRUIN

The Dally 5niln b UCLA's dally student newspaper. The Dally Bruin is published Monday through rrlday by the
Communications Board under the direction of the appointed Cdltor-ln-Chlef and the Business Manager. Applicants
must be registered UCLA students. The Communications Board will Interview candidates Thursday, April 12 at a
4 pm meetuig.

APPLICATION DBADUNE: Tuesday, April 3 at 12 Noon.

Candidates should pick up applications. Job descriptions, and a UCLA Dally Bruin mission statement In the
Publications Office, 1 12 iCerauioff Hall during regular business houis.

ASIXXA Communications Board: Dalhr Bruin, Summer Bruin, KLA, Bnilnlife. AKTallb. Ha'Am,
La Qente de Aztlan, MOMMO, Pacific Ties, TenPercent, Together.

Applicants must be a UCLA student In good standing and carry a minimum of 8 units at the time of application,
wtoi a cumulative QPA of 2.0 for undergraduates. Each applicant rrmat meet minimum experience requn^ments
established for the partjknilar medium applied for. Applicants must have ¥ra>rfced a minimum of three quarters for
the DaOy Bruin at the time of application or show substantial demonstrated experience.
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"Destined To Become A Classic.
The kind of movie people will talk about for years." —

liunn.i I anutioKl. I Hs |< M)|( ) M I V\( )i{K

" 'COUPE DE VILLE' IS A HILARIOUS RIDE

LOADED WITH UUGHS!
//

It's charming, touching and heart-breaking.
• Charij Knipp, CLAMOUR MAGAZINE

A movie for everyone who's ever

struggled to love a brother .

.

Or strangle one.
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OPENS FRIDAY, MARCH 9'" l\ SELECT THEATRES.

INTERNSHIPS
^L^

LONDON
PARIS

The Arts • Finance/Economic Research/
Management • Human/Health Services

Politics • Advertising/PR/Marketing

Journalism/Broadcast/Fiinn

Media • Public Relations • Business
Tourism • Fashion • The Arts • Government

WASHINGTON
jt^^f\SS1^

''f^m

Boston University

international Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston. MA 02215
617 3539688

Politics • Business/Economics • Pre-Law
International Relations • Journalism/
Communications • Health Fields • The Arts

Each 14-week internship program includes:

16 Boston University semester-hour credits,

full-time internships, course work taught by

local faculty, centrally located housing, and
individualized placer^tents for virtually every

academic interest. Programs in London and
Paris are offered during the spring, fall, and
summer. The Washington program is offered

during the fall and spring.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An equal opportunity,

affirmative action inatitution

A representative from Boston University will be on campus:

INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7 AT 4:00

ACKERMAN UNION 3517

Name

Address

City State Zip

College/University

Summer Fall Spring 19

London Internship Programme
The Ana

_j.. Fin«nce/Ecor>omic Research/
Management
Human/Health Services

. Politics

Advertising/PR/Marketing

Journalism/Broadcast/Film
. Paris Internship Program
Washington Internship Program

UCIA ° IITE CEN1T.R FOR
IHE PERFORMING ARTS

Orchestre National
de France
Lorin Maazel,

Music Director/Conductor

Sun., March 1 1 at 7:00 p.m.

"Rich intensity, warmth and expressiveness"

(Washington Post),

Program Includes works by Messiaen, Berlioz,

Debussy and Roussel.

RoyceHall

$35, 30. 25; 8 (Students)

CenterStage pre-performance lecture 6:00-6:30 p.m.

For more Information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953

e
MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
tl1») HO MM '1714174

sutofadto . Htudent Mcliets

Sr. CMiens (NniNeo
noi sweMeMe s< TtehetMeslsr. Rush at
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Gold Futures

Save Up To^ On Gold. Invest In Your Future.

Buy an ArtCarved college ring. a Full Lifvtime Warranty.

It's a smart invest-

ment. Because

ArtCarved

gold rings

are crafted with

the kind of quality

you can put stock into.

Each ArtCarved

c611ege ring

comes with

And ArtCarved offers a

variety of men's and

women's styles with

lots of options. Choose a

college memento

that grows more

valuable with time.

Ask how you can

save on gold

accessories, too

/IRTQiRVED\ COLLEGE JEWELRY

iOUGU BsaiwsaHllalii Msis

ASUCU CaapsB Phata Stsdle-Xsrcldioff Hall

Tuesdaf Marcli »-Frlday March • • tOOsia <:00pi
Depo..iM>;iKd

Payment Plam AvMlabteW WP JK^

:tk
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ral judge rejects bid to halt malathion spraying
The Associated Press

SANTA ANA, Calif. — A federal judge

rejected a request to halt aerial pesticide

spraying in the war on the Medfly on

Tuesday, saying a legal aid group failed to

show how the spraying would intentionally

harm the homeless. ' .-
' .-

The ruling was the latest in a series of

setbacks for spraying opponents, who have

argued unsuccessfully that a syrup laced

with the pesticide malathion risks public

health.

U.S. District Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler

said the Legal Aid Society of Orange
County had to prove that spraying ordered

by agriculture officials risks "intentional

injuries and dangers."

Bob Cohen, a legal aid attorney, had filed

a request for an emergency court order after

^ rejects bid to iiait malatliK
Says legal aid attorneys have failed to prove that

pesticide spraying intentionally harms homeless

5d Orange County neich- a halt to the SDrayirie. including Loshelicopters sprayed Orange County neigh-

borhoods Jan. 25 as part of the continuing

eradication campaign.

Stotler denied Cohen's bid for an
emergency order and then scheduled Tues-
day's hearing to consider written arguments
in the case.

Another spraying for the area was set for

Tuesday night.

Residents throughout Orange and Los
Angeles counties have assailed the spraying
campaign, despite assurances from slate

agriculture officials that a 1981 study found

the malathion mixture to be safe.

Scores of elected officials have called for

a halt to the spraying, including Los
Angeles County Supervisor Ed Edelman,

whose resolution was introduced Tuesday.
A hearing on the measure would be held

next week, he said.

Cohen had argued that the malathion mist

posed a particular threat to Orange County's
vagrants, who sleep outside and are likely to

wear clothing sprayed by malathion for

days.

But Deputy Attorney General Charles W.
Geiz, who represents the California Depart-

ment of Food and Agriculture, said the state

was negotiating with local governments to

provide homeless shelters when sprayings

are scheduled.

Agriculture officials have ordered conti-
nual spraying of the pesticide mixture over
400 square miles in Southern California to
wipe out the Mediterranean fruit fly, an
imported pest threatening a multibillion-
dollar farm economy.
The Medfly lays its eggs in more than 260

varieties of fruit, vegetables and nuts.

A review of medical studies done after a

similar malathion sprayings campaign in

Northern California in 1981 found no
documented cases of malathion poisoning,

said Carl Winter, a University of California,

Riverside, toxicologist.

Spraying opponents have challenged

such conclusions, citing accounts from

people complaining of nausea, dizziness

and similar symptoms, which they attribute

to the aerial spraying.
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8 roundtrip airfareson
JNorthwest Airlines,

snotjust a great price.

;reat experience.

t/

»»><
t <

Only forStudent Annerican Express* Cardrtiembers.
Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off. In search of

adventure, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Nonhwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Nonhwcst-cxclusively
for student Cardmcmbcrs;

ChRTinCATKS VALID K)R THI! PURCHASE
OK T>xx) $118 ROUNDTRIP TiCKKTS- to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Nonhwest.
Each cenificate is good for a six month
period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card. Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 cenificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still full time studentsf

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with
your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and

Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

cenificates and other cenificates,

promotional or special status airfares.)

i.-kX) BONUS MILES TO\X'ARl)S FREE TRAVEL—
when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks*
Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBHR
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942-

AMEX, and talk to us. We'll lake your

application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking

information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TDPAY

1-800-942-AMEX

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmember now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmem-
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up'the phone. Apply for

the Card. And surt packing!

Memhmhtp Has In Pnxnlej^*

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

'AnTs'.I^mSlrl^.'ljGr^c^Z^ . copv of vour s.adcm ID .nd cl«s schedule u. Amrr.<,n Fxprcss PO Box i5029.

JS^lK^ .fir ^rc^^ '^'V.T .

•"" '""*' ^ P^''^"'? •"*"" ^^ ^'' '^'" '"''""« rr«rn„Hx,s F,rcs arc r>«nrrfur>dablr and rn, ...nerary char,«s

oihrr ,r«nct»on. may apply For compktt offer dcSSt. c«U I 80aA2 aSeX CI990 AmcrKan Exprcsl T^il^ ^,c« O^^^^
^"^' '" "^* "^ "°"**" '"*"* '" ^' ^""'" "•^''*'"' *^"" "^

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER
+r
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Ron Kovic decides against campaigning for Conglress
By Michael Fleeman
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Ron Kovic. the

disabled Vietnam veteran whose life was
chronicled in the film "Bom on the Fourth
ofJuly.- aifnounced Tuesday he has decided
against running for Congress.

Kovic gave no explanation for his

decision against challenging conservative

Republican Rep. Robert Ekiman of Garden
Grove, saying only in a statement released

by an assistant: "I've decided not to run."

Kovic, 43, nominated for an Oscar for

co-writing the screenplay for the Oliver
Stone fihn. was recruited by the Democrats
to run for the 38th Congressional District

seat

"I'm real disappointed.*" said Orange
County Democratic Chairman Michael
Balmages.

No explanation given for his sudden wididrawal;

planned to oppose Republican in Orange Comity
Balmages said that he would be talking to

two or three other possible candidates who
had been staying out of the running while
Kovic was a hopeful. Balmages would not
offer any names.

Kovic represented the Democrats' best

chances in years to unseat Doman. a
flamboyant politician whose strong support
of defense projects earned him the nick-

name **B-1 Bob.-
Tom Cruise, who played Kovic in "Bom

on the Fourth of July.** had intended to walk
the precincts if Kovic had chosen to run,

Kovic had said.

Doman. who once had Kovic as a guest
when Doman hosted a local TV talk show.

took the Kovic challenge seriously, sending
out 20.000 fund-raising letters that portray-

ed Kovic as a draft card-burning ultra-liber-

al.

*This guy would have made me raise at

least $1 million.** said Doman. in a
telephone interview from Washington.
*That*s money now I could spend some-
where else.**

Although Kovic is out of the running,

Doman said he would not "let up on Oliver

Stone.** whom he accused of "slandering his

own branch of the armed services, th#
Army, in *Tlatoon** and then slandered the

Marines in "Bom on the Fourth of July.**

"Now. I won*t have to spend so much

time campaigning on all the lies, untruths,

distortions and half-truths.** said Doman. "I

can concentrate on my district and maybe
help other people get elected.**

Doman had written in a mailing that

"Bom on the Fourth of July** offered a

number of reasons to vote against Kovic.

The fihn. based on a book by Kovic. traces

Kovk:*s life from being a strong supporter

of the Vietnam war to a disillusioned, anti-

war activist.

The first word t|iat Kovic was not running

came in a telephone call he made Tuesday
morning to Tim Carpenter, an organizer for

the group Peace Politics who helped with

Kovic *s exploratory campaign for the

Orange County congressional seat

"He said, *Vm sorry, but Tm not going to

do it,*
** Carpenter said. "I said, *I wish you

would. But I look forward to working with

you sometime in the future.*
**

he ASUCLA Computer Store

gives you low educational

prices — almost certainly the

lowest you'll find — on Apple
computers. And to help you take

advantage of these low prices

(available only to UCLA students,

faculty and staff), several special

financing programs are available.

Westwood Student
ederal Credit Union

Qualifying WSFCU members can get low-

interest computer loans that finance up to

75% of the purchase price if you have a co-

applicant or co-signer, and up to 50% without

(some restrictions apply). WSFCU membership is

available to UCLA students for a lifetime member-

I ?J
L J 1]]

A.

ship fee of $10 and
deposit of $25.

a minimum

1

•

i

other Financing

Several other financing pro- "

grams offer special computer
loans to members of the

ASUCLA community:

Apple Macintosh Financing

Program For Higher Education

(Available to Students only)

I Apple Credit Card (Available to

Students, Faculty and Staff)

University Credit Union (Available to Faculty

and Staff only)

Check with us for ftirther details — and find out
how easily you can afford to take a Macintosh home.

it* '

1 1 iiiijiiiiiiittVi'ii i' "'a
'
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Macintosh

ONLY $34.92
A MONTH*
Mac Pius
ASUCLA Price:*

$aS9.00 ••- tax - $959.68
UstPrict: $17M.OO Total Interest; $118.17

Amount Down: $239.92 Total Loan Pmt: $837.83

Amount of Loan: $719.76 Final Cost: $1077.85

ONLY $69.44
A MONTH*
Mac SE 20, With Regular

Keyboard
ASUCLA Price:*

$1788.00 ^ tax > $1908.69
$S7I9.00 Total Interest: $235.03

Total Loan Pmt: $1666.55

Final Cost: $2143.72

UstPriM:

Amount Down; $477.17

Amount of Loan: $1431.52

ONLY $250.3
A MONTH*
Mac iici 4/80, With Extended
Keyboard, Extended Video Card,
Color Monitor

ASUCLA Price:*

$6445 -•- tax » $6880.04
UstPrlca: $7019.00 Total Interest; $847.18

Amount Down; $1720.01 Total Loan Pmt: $6007.21

Amount of Loan: $5160.03 Rnal Cost: $7727.22

• Payment examples are based on loan terms through Westwood Student Federal Credit Union,

75% financing with Co-signer at 15% interest over 24 months.
FINANCING PROGRAMS: Borrower must qualify and some restrictions apply. PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's
check. University Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are qqI accepted ELIGIBILITY These pioducts are available to
full-time students, faculty, staff and departments only Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per
lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I. D. Faculty and Staff must show
a payroll number and Photo I.D. OTHER RESTRICTIONS Quantities are limited. Prices are current as of 3/5/90 and are subject to change without notice All sales are final.

i^'
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University of C a I i f o r n i a

BIGCC ¥-

InstitMtt on Global Conflict and Cooptration

The 1990 IGCC Summer Seminar on

Global Security:
The Challenge of Transition

Request for Applications

Tho University of Colifomio Institute on Globol Conflict

and Cooperation (IGCC) announces on intensive program
to interest and further inform faculty members and graduate
students on international security, peace, qno arms control

issues. The speofic purpose is to prepare participants to

teach in this subject oreo. Applicants may wish to extend or

enhance existing courses or create entirely new ones. Those
with institutional affiliations in the United States ore eligible

to apply, with the understanding that half of the expeaed 30
portidponts will come from within the University of Coiifornio

,and holf from other colleges and universities. Faculty and
graduate students in a// disciplines ore encourogea to apply.

The 1990 Summer Seminar will begin Monday, June
25, ond end the evening of Tuesday, July 3. Portidponts
will be expected to stay for the entire penoO and will be
required to live in the dormitory provided. Porticiponts will

receive free room and board ond travel expenses. Although
there is a limited number of spaces for spouses to stoy with

portidponts, a\ the participant's expense, there are no
facilities for children or pets. The site is the University of

California, Los Angeles. .

Visiting scholars and practitioners wiil oddress the

portiaponts on such topics as: what is security, new tech.

nologies and internotionol relations, the superpowers, lUt

integration/disintegration of Europe, the Germonys and the
future of Europe, conventional arms control, the Middle East,

economics and security, Jopon, non-proliferation, the
environment and new definitions of security, what's left for

the superpowers, and norms and institutions.

Applicants are asked to submit by April 1, 1990 a
recent brief currKuium vrtoe and a single sheet of paper
with the following informotion:

1 . Nome

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Address

Office and home telephone numbers

Academic title (graduate students must submit a letter

horn a faculty sponsor)

Academic aisdpline

Related courses already taught: When initiated? With

what freauency? Lecture or seminar? Under,
graduate or groduote? (graduate students: please list

ceifvont courses token)

Related courses you plon or intend to teach for

which the seminar would be relevant. When will it

be offered? Level? Frequency? Would the course
be part of your regular teaching load? What piece
would it hove m the curnculum?

Pleose send your application to:

Professor Steven L. Spiegel

Center for International and Strategic Affairs

University of California, Los Angeles
405 Hilgord Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1486

For further information coll Gerrj Harrington at

(213)825-0604.

The Jewish Student Union

conjunction with Hebrew Union College-
Jewish Institute of Religion, and Hillel

Present:

"Contemporary Issues

A lecture by Dr. Jonathan Sama

Professor of American Jewish History
and Director of the Center for the Study of the

American Jewish Experience
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion

Cincinnati

.Thursday, March 8th, 7:45
at HILLEL, 900 Hilgard
(Hilgard and I>eConte)

Refreshments will be provided

^*"=: sponsored by I 'SAC

p.m
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still require you to take science

courses because we don*t think it*s

important to begin to focus
(entirely) on your major. The
purpose of the undergraduate
education is to get a broad expo-

sure to a wide range of disciplines

so you arc an informed person," he

said.

A diversity task force of the

College of Letters & Science's

Executive Committee was
appointed last year to come up
with a proposal. The group is still

consulting faculty, student interest

groups and administrators in an
effort to incorporate a broad
spectrum of interests.

"We wanted it to be a campus
proposal, not coming out of a tiny

little task force,** explained class-

ics professor Katherine King, who
co-chaired the task force and
helped author the proposal.

In its most recent form, the

proposal is a two-course require-

ment The first class would com-
pare how different ethnic and
gender groups deal with one
another, including such topics as

racism and sexism. After com-
pleting this course, students would
choose a second class targeted at

the experiences of one specific

community.

Although the task force's prop-

osal is modeled loosely after

Berkeley*s American Cultures

requirement, Sam Kaufman, a

student representative to the task

force, said the UCLA courses will

focus solely on underrepresented

communities, rather than includ-

ing Euro-Americans, an option

chosen at Berkeley which sparked

much controversy.

Kaufman is especially optimis-

tic about the requirements that aim
at redefining the American identi-

ty. "It is not just the white, blue-

eyed, blond-haired male. We are

tiying to redefine that and show
that the American identity is not

unique. We also want to bring in

the experiences of exclusion that

so many persons of color have

experienced.**

Kaufman added that the UCLA
requirement has a "little innova-
tive idea*' in that it will be the first

UC to include issues of gender in

its ethnic studies requirement.

While many members of the

campus community are positive

about the requirement, the debate
is far from over. Raymond
Paredes, head of the Chancellor's

Counsel on Diversity, said that

although he is in favor of a

requirement, he is not convinced
this proposal is the one the campus
should be "ultimately wedded to."

One alternative he is consider-

ing would require students to be
proficient in a foreign language
and then take courses in the

language about that society's liter-

ature and culture.

*The approach we have and our
vision of the future is not just the

requirement. This would be just

part of a larger transformation that

needs to lake place . . . It's a bad
solution to have a one or two
course requirement. This may be a
step along the way but it is not a
solution to the problem,*' Paredes

4-

explained.

He believes the Curriculum
Integration Project is more impor-
tant because it brings the universi-

ty closer to what he considers to be
the "ultimate solution" .— diversi-

ty incorporated into current curri-

culum, faculty diversity and a

diverse student body. *These arc

more important than a single

course or even two courses which
are largely symbolic."

Kaufman thinks the requirement
is vital because it is so much morc
than a one or two course solution.

He believes a requirement will be
the first real focal point at UCLA
to which diversity activists can
point in their future efforts.

*The whole philosophy behind
it is that it is not an ethnic and
gender studies requirement to

sensitize students and make them
understand each other. That is the

superficial reason, what it seems
like the university wants, but the

students that are really interested

and involved with it are talking

about a lot more," he said.

Student activists, like Kaufman,
believe this requirement will

su-engthen pushes for further mea-
sures ranging from an ethnic

studies center and an undergradu-

ate major to hiring more faculty of
color.

"Basically, ninety percent of our
faculty are white males. When you
get that Eurocentric perspective all

the time you*re not reflecting the

entire population and you*re not

encouraging students to see part of
themselves reflected in the univer-

sity,** he said.

The push for a requirement is a

continuation of the 1960s move-
ment to create ethnic studies

centers, he said. *These are the

same issues of creating more
classes, encouraging students to

take ethnic and gender studies

classes and making (diversity) our
priority."

Although Paredes definitely

favors curriculum diversity and
agrees the university needs a more
diverse faculty, he is not in favor of
an ethnic studies department

because he believes it could be

easily marginalized and kept out of

the mainstream of education.

"English and history are not

isolated; if they offered a diverse

curriculum, it would be much more
likely that a larger percentage of

the students would take the course

that teaches them about diversity
»**

he said.

Although the Academic Senate

tends to be "out of touch with the

student body," Kaufman said the

vast majority of the faculty is very

supportive of this proposal and are

now focusing on the academic
quality of the courses and their

implementation amidst a slew of

other requirements.

One of the major academic
hurdles involves the ^'great issues

of gender and ethnicity, it*s really

hard to combine these two issues in

one course and that*s part of the

problem," he said.

Some administrators argue the

reason UCLA has not acted sooner

See DIVERSITY, page 1
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in developing a requirement, (it

will be the sixth UC to do so if the

proposal passes), is that it has been
very careful in molding the issues

of gender and diversity into

courses that are meaningful and
effective.

"We may not be in the forefront

in terms of having passed a

requirement but we are in the

forefront in terms of trying very
hard (to ensure) that when a

requirement comes into existence

it will be worthwhile ta the

students and taught responsibly

from a broad range of perspec-

tives,** Rowe said.

The university needs "a variety

of courses and faculty educated in

the process of transforming these

courses,** she said. Rowe feels

UCLA can meet this challenge

with the help of its research units

such as the women *s and ethnic

studies centers which have the

solid research basis and ready-

trained faculty necessary to

responsibly incorporate these sen-

sitive issues into effective courses.

"You also need to have faculty

who may not represent a particular

ethnic group, but are re-educated
and able to teach courses as well.

This kind of approach means it*s

not just the responsibility of our
very few ethnic faculty, but an
institutional responsibility to stu-

dents and curriculum," Rowe said.

According to Kaufman, the

majority of faculty and students

involved with the development of
the proposal are in fa^^r of turning

it into a graduation requirement
rather than a GE course, which
could be bypassed with a different

"It*s been thrown around as

*0h, we could just make it a GE*
where it can be bypassed with a

different GE and that is just not

acceptable to us. If you make it a
GE, then all students don*t have to

take it. We are looking for a

graduation requirement," he said.

King does not favor any addi-

tional requirements; rather, she

recommends the courses take the

place of existing GEs so as not to

be an extra burden on students

facing already strenuous require-

ments.

Among those who favor this

proposal, there still remains a

mixed sentiment over what a
strong requirement would accom-
plish.

*The perspective is that we need
to get our own communities
educated. We can*t worry about
the white community because we
have to worry about our own . .

.

The students of color, their reten-

tion rates are just terrible, figuring

out why that's happening and
doing something about is really

where the focused energy is

going," Kaufman said.

But Kaufman is quick to

einphasize that a requirement will

enable diversity activists to "have
a point to show the chancellor we
want more emphasis on ethnic and
gender issues.**

Most supporters of the proposal

do not take quite as radical a stance

as Kaufman. Many of them agree

with King when she explained that

**racism and sexism are enormous
problems on this campus. I don*t

think any one requirement would
solve this, but it would go a long

way toward creating a common
language and starting a new
community on this campus."

Libya chemical weafx^ns
fecility now operational
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Libya's chemical weapons plant

outside Tripoli is at an operational

Jevel. turning out limited quantities

of mustard gas and nerve agents,

U.S. officials say.

The development poses a chal-

lenge to the Bush administration's

campaign to halt the proliferation

of the dangerous weapons and to
' oonclude a treaty this year for an
international ban on production.

Secretary of State James A.
Baker III was expected to be
questioned about the development
dtuing his testimony before a
House Appropriations subcom-
mittee today. Baker, who attended

a White House dinner Tuesday
night, declined to discuss the

Libyan plant with reporters, say-

ing, *'It's classified."

National security adviser Brent

Scowcroft said, **I don't know
anything about it."

Chemical weapons are consid-

ered the poor nations' atom bomb
because they are relatively cheap
to produce and hard to detect
Libya is one of about two dozen
countries considered capable of or
actually producing poison gas,

which was used by Iran and Iraq in

the Persian Gulf war.

Even while seeking a treaty in a

joint drive with the Soviet Union,
the administration has vowed to

retain about 2 percent of the U.S.
stockpile as long as any of these

countries refuse to comply with the

ban.

U.S. officials announced then

that Libya had been halted before

achieving full production.

Wty is tills man smiHng?

tludah Ben Bmln Just told Idm that

the latest issue of Ha^Am is eomiiig.

Widen your sttnileS
PIek tip an issue

at a kiosk near you*
Thursday Nareh 8, 1990
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL-
FREE PARKING CUSHIONED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENING
CLASSES

UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
22 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCLA INTERNS
Media... Business... Government.. Public Relations...

and MUCH MORE
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Washington D.C, New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.
Attend an information meeting at EXPO:

Tuesdays, 4 pm
Wednesdays, 42 pm
Thursdays, 3 pm

Deadline for Application:

Fall '90 - April 13th
Winter '91 - April 27th

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831

I

- r

UCL
TTOUSING

i'%'

ON
ATTENTION

CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION

Applications for students NOT currently residing in
the Residence Halls or the Residential Suites are now
available for the Fall Quarter 1990-1991. The deadline
for submission of the application is 5:00 P.M., March
20, 1990.

Applications may be obtained by appearing in person
at the On Campus Housing Assignment O0ice,
Business Enterprise Building, 270 DeNeve Drive.
Please be advised that a non-refundable $20.00
application fee is required.

If you are currently residing on campus in the
Residence Halls or the Residential Suites, you will be
sent the appropriate application and information on
March 9, 1990. If vou ao not receive an application
by March 16, 1990 you may obtain one at the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office.

.:\
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TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY UNDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 2244754135.

JAPANESE FOOD sm.iMo<m-9m

f
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Menu
$3.15
GO $5 75

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00 •
•Delicious Teriyaki

^

•Beef and Chicken Bow
•Fresh variety Sashimi
•All types d Sushi ^ ^^ „^ ,^^^^
•PARTY PLATTERS^^ ''** "~p°"

•^ 1834 Watwood Blvd.

/QuK Soudi of Smta Monica Blvd.)

/ ChU 475^53

FREE PARKING^^SPECIAL offer expires 3/22/90

'

i
BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
LABOR^INSTAUAtlON &
tune-Up included,
no hidden charges.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.
95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)

$74.^52 VAriva M. 5. BmIw
3 Uhm 6. Oulch

7. S«viM Akr

QiMna
iiw Air

8 Owck BMIary Watv
9. kiKMCl Rom End
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MAINTENANCE SERVICE (•>•«— c™)
(6 cylnder: $20.00 Extra)

TOYOTA

BlllG

ia®H©A $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

yi ¥ Y V^/ 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
JMMjMjEi I 453-4652 829-7012 please mentioii this ad.

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE 9EF0RE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYfl!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CAU AND SAVEI

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

I
KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE. 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL. SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404
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UCLA COUPON
Made from 35mm. disc, 110 or 126 color print film (C-41

process only). Offer valid only on 4" print orders. Offer

not valid with any other coupon or special. Coupon must

be attached to outside of blue order envelope. OFFER GOOD:
March 5-11. 1990.

ON 4" COLOR PRINTS
12 exp. roll

.

15 exp. disc

SINGLE

nai
HSi (24 prints)

^5.39 (30 prints)

SINGLE DOUBLE

. ^5.79 . . . ^9.63 (36 prints)

. ^7.99. Mi75 (72 prints)
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Students' Store

B-Level
Ackerman

Health
Sciences
Store

Campus Photo
Studio
Kerckhotf Hall

North
Campus
Shop

Lu Valle

Commons
Students' Store
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would definitely not fall into this

apathetic category is classics pro-

fessor Katherine King, who co-

chairs the diversity task force with

Spanish and Portuguese professor

Guillermo Hernandez. King
recalled writing a letter for the

Executive Committee, urging

departments to diversify their

courses.

*The problem (the committee
had with my letter) was that I had

used the word *Eurocentric.* The
committee thought that it was too

strong a word so it was taken out.

Some argued that the campus was
not ready for siich a term and that it

would alienate people . . . Other
members felt that it was simply not

accurate/* she said.

While student activists are rare-

ly short on criticism of the

chancellor's diversity platform or

the university's economic commit-
ment to diversity, campus officials

are continually hesitant to com-
ment on specific allegations or

admit the existence of any admini-

strative controversy over the extre-

mely sensitive issue of diversity.

One accusation involved an
alleged attempt by members of the

Executive Committee to kill the

task force's proposal for a diversi-

ty requirement by prematurely
submitting it to the committee —
before it was , adequately deve-

loped and without authorization

from the task force.

*1 think this (accusation) is wide
of the mark. It was brought up by
me. but it was brought up in the

spirit of trying to make construc-

tive comments that would
strengthen it," said Executive
Committee Chairman Phillip Cur-
tis, who is at the center of this

controversy.

The task force had been plan-

ning to initiate a consultative

process with faculty. sUident inter-

est groups, and ethnic and
women's studies centers. They
planned to use their feedback to

incorporate a broader campus
perspective into their draft of the

proposal.

But right before these consulta-

tions were to begin, a member of

the task force showed the draft to

some administrators. Although

this was meant only as an informal

progress report, it somehow found

its way to the agenda of the

Executive Committee.
"When Curtis saw the draft, he

decided to put it on the agenda of

the . . . committee. It was put on

there with no explanation and the

(task force) was not invited to

come and talk about it, so it was a

very strange situation," King said.

While King refused to point any
fmgers, Kaufman thought that by
not inviting the task force to

defend the intent of this draft, the

proposal was misrepresented at a

crucial stage. It will suffer a

negative stigma of being political

and ideological rather than

academically sound when the

completed proposal is returned to

this same committee for ratifica-

tion, he said.

**By bringing it up at that point,

when it wasn't really developed

enough, it just looked kind of

shitty. It looked like it was not

really thought through, so there

was not much support from the

scholars on the committee," Kauf-

man said.

Curtis argued that "because the

faculty will be ultimately responsi-

ble for approving the requirement

an(^ putting it in place, it makes
some sense that the faculty ought

to make preliminary suggestions

as to how the thing may be

strengthened."

4-

COMMITIVIENT
From page 12

He claimed that putting the draft

before the committee did not have
a negative impact on the proposal,
adding that he felt the task force's

presence was not necessary at that

"preliminary juncture."

While faculty and administra-

tors refused to make any accusa-
tions, Kaufman remained
convinced that Curtis' intent was
not this innocent. "(Curtis) might
say that he just wanted to find out
what the committee thought about
it, but it's obvious because he is not
really working with the task force,

that it's not really in his issues. He
either brought it up without really

knowing oi* he brought it up to

fail."

The Executive Committee's
unexpected involvement also
interrupted task force plans to

distribute the proposal to campus
ethnic groups at the end of Octob-
er. King was asked to hold off on
these plans until the committee had
examined the drafL "I didn't get
this go ahead until the third week
of December, six weeks after I had
originally planned to send out the

proposal."

Although Curtis claimed he
could not recall the specifics of this

request, he said "there was cer-

tainly no communication (from the
task force) asking for some kind of
go ahead . . . What we said was
that it should be reviewed widely
when finally implemented, but we
tecommended that the General
Education (GE) and Executive
committees should look at it first

and make recommendations" so
revisions could be made before it

was seen by interest groups and
departments.

When asked if he knew anything
about these allegations, Paredes
said he had no knowledge of the
details because he had not attended
the early meetings of the task

force.

"Clearly there is a miscommuni-
cation between the task force and
the Executive and General Educa-
tion committees. I'm not so sure
who's to blame, but clearly we
have to improve these lines of
communication." he said.

In his own defense, Curtis, who
has not yet seen the revised version

of the proposal, said "I am in favor
of a well thought out, comprehen-
sive diversity requirement and that

is what I hope we will geL**

CURRICULUM
From page 3

have."

"I am extremely satisfied and
proud of what we have here,"

Wang said. "Berkeley has already

had 21 years of ethnic studies.

Among all the (ethnic) programs
. . . there are 150 courses offered

each year. So if any campus in the

U.S. is prepared for an ethnic

studies requirement — this is iL"

Berkeley's American Cultures

Requirement will be a new course
series which deals with "what
constitutes American culture,

traditions and identity," Wang
explained. "I feel very strongly

that the American society is very
distinctive in its racial diversity.

This is the only program that deals

with wh^t makes the American
experience unique."

Although people who' worked
on the UCLA requirement were
generally impressed with the

American Cultures Requirement,
many felt it had been watered
do^wn by the developmental pro-

cess.

.qftfl CQMMITMPMT, paga 1^^

"The Berkeley requirement

See CURRICULUM. oaoeU
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UCLA'S First Annual Festival
of the Flesh!!!

Tonight

\Vove stofV
tV»e«*^'^

vilage photo

$1.50

Ackerman
Grand

Ballroom
M

9:00pm

UCLA^EER HEALTH
COUNSELORS PRESENT

1^

Marijuana...
a matter of ctioice

lilF A National Collegiate Drug!
Awareness Week Presentation

•».

'

ir ..

X'' Peer Health Counselors will :

educate you on the truths of
marijuana usage and its effects.

We'll dispel the myths and discuss
the truths on how it may affect
your life.

Wednesday March 7
7-8pm RIEBER FIRESIDE

LOUNGE
Any questions call or visit 401 kerckhoff 825-8462 m-f 9-5pm

rr

Paid for by ASUCLA Board of Directors/USAC Programming Committee
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DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

X-Large (18")

2-Tppping Pizza

Only
,

$8. • !•^

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Jr--. "
• Only

$7.89
Open

*Fri. and Sat.
until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

How are

you building

your future?
Need something more out of your student life?

Does UCLA seem like a series of never-ending classes?

INVOLVEMENT IS THE ANSWER?

Involvement Conference

Saturday, April 7

9 am - 2 pm
Dykstra Fireside Lx)unge

This conference will offer workshops designed to help you
identify your Interests and the many benefits of involve-
ment and talk to over 30 representatives from a variety of
campus organizations.

fi'

^(^»BP"WW"i»i^

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment will be on
a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please return this form to Mia
Lathrop at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by March 16, 1990. For more
information, contact Deb Moriarty at 825-6690. Please print neatly.

NABfE:
•

PHONE:(

ADDRESS:

city State Zip

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program and the 1
Inter Residence Hall Council. I

-\

jgreiitest waste
of our

•is^Hie
iimmber of
people

lipiriio nevci

Ipptential.
Het out
of that
slow lane.
Shift
into that
fast lane.
If yoitt think
you can*t,

you won't.
If you think
you can,
there^s a
good chance
you will.

E)ven making
the effort
will make
you feel
like a new
person.
Reputations
are made
by searching
for things that
can't be done
and doing them.
iitni low:
boring.
Aim high:
soaring. '^

w >

^United Tecboologies
Cotp. »

•MM

CURRICUUJM j-4.'

From page 13

does not really address the histori-

cal oppression and what that

means in a society. It also fails to

address what racism and sexism
are and why they have existed in

this country for so many years."

said Academic Affairs Commis-
sioner Florie Aranovich. the other

student who sits on the task force.

Although Dean Edward Alpers,

who heads UCLA's Cun-iculum
Integration Project, admitted he
had not been following Berkeley's

requirement very closely, he said

"the way in which the course
evolved made you wonder how it

would be implemented.**

"You don't offer the thing to

solve social issues. A one- semes-
ter course will not take care of it,

but if you put that together with

curriculum integration, you can
gradually change what is taught to

a more broad perspective,** he
explained^

Wang argued that their require-

ment does promote ciuriculum
integration because any depart-

ment can produce a course which
will satisfy the requirement a& long
as it sticks to the guidelines of
being comparative in its approach
and incorporating at least three

different communities.

He added he did not believe the'

requirement had been watered
down, claiming the proposal had
nearly unanimous support among
faculty, administrators and stu-

dents.

Kaufman said XHthA should be
less critical of Berkeley, which he
believes has a foundation of
curriculum diversity this campus
can only dream of having at this

point.

"Berkeley has 150 ethnic stu-

dies courses. We don*t even come
close. They have a Ph.D., master's,

and undergraduate major in Ethnic

Studies. We don*t have any of that.

They have a Department of Ethnic

Studies. We have a bunch of
ghetloized centers that are not
really respected as disciplines.**

Most regarded the Berkeley
requirement as the strongest of the

UC proposals to date. Kaufman
explained that one predominant
reason many other campuses are

not satisfied with their require-

ments is because they lack faculty

members of color to teach them.

Kaufman is especially inter-

ested in what is occurring on the

UC San Diego campus^ where an
ethnic studies department is being

created at the same time they are

initiating their requirement. He is

optimistic this will allow the

department to grow with the

requirement as long as it does not

operate through the fledgling

ethnic studies department
"If the requirement went

through the ethnic studies depart-

ment, then you wouldn't really

have an effect on the other

departments and you wouldn't be
really encouraging them to diver-

sify their own courses," Kaufman
explained.

By running "it through all the

departments. Wang hopes the

different departments "will devc-

k)p new courses partly to help
fulfill this requirement, but also to

incorporate ethnicity into their

own disciplines and research.

Hopefully in this process, faculty

will begin to diversify as they look

for people in carrying out their

research and teaching."

It was UC Santa Cruz which set

the pace by initiating the first

ethnic studies requirement Often
referred to as the "anything goes
that's non-European" require-

ment, students are simply required

to take a course in a different

culture.

DRAMA
H» .MA.

From page 1

them."

Many of the actors said some of

their peers considered them "trai-

tors" for participating in the Arab-

Jewish drama group. "My mother

asked me, *Do I have to be proud of

you?*" said Dafna Karta-
Schwartz. an Israeli Jew. "Some-
times people. tell me I'm a traitor."

*There are people who think

that what I'm doing is treason,"

said Nabil Izhiman, a Palestinian

Jerusalemite who holds a Jorda-

nian passport. "But I'm not afraid

(to do) what I'm doing because I

know I have support."

Despite these negative pres-

sures, the actors said they felt

participating in the group was a

way of resolving the Israeli-Pales-

tinian conflict on a personal level.

Izhiman, a law student at the

Hebrew University of Jerusalem
said, "The only way to solve the

problem in my part of the world is

through communication. I felt a
need to know the enemy."

Eran Bohem. an Israeli Jew who
hves in Tel Aviv said. "This show
gives, me the opportunity to do
something I believe in . . . Maybe
it's only a small thing, but it*s

something."

The group was formed two
years ago when American Jewish
playwright Joyce Klein met Hir-

sham at an Arab-Jewish workshop
in Jerusalem, and the two discov-

ered their common interest in

theater.

They subsequently formed a
workshop that used drama tech-

niques as a way of encouraging
Arabs and Jews to speak to each
other. "We met in a cold basement
in Jerusalem . . . and tried to work
on the things that separate us and
the things we have in common,"
Klein said.

It was a difficult process, but

through that process stereotypes

were destroyed and lasting friend-

ships were made. "It used to hurt,

but in some cases, all that kind of
hurting broke down the walls and
barriers that eventually turned into

a friendship." Hisham said.

The drama group,"- in addition to

touring North America, plans to

return to Israel to perform there as
well.

One of the group*s goals is to

use the language of theater to

enforce communication between
Arabs and Jews. Another is to

discover what Arabs and Jews
share "in our search for a way to

live together," Klein said.

T$a*ad/Hutwa hopes to engage
their audience in these processes

through their performances.

The group is sponsored by the

New Israel Fund, a philanthropic

partnership of Israelis and North
Americans who support projects

working to strengthen democracy
and advance social justice in

Israel.

Monday's performance was
sponsored by the Streisand Center
for Jewish Cultural Arts and co-

sponsored by the Von Gruenbaum
Center for Near Eastern Studies,

the UCLA Committee for Jewish

Studies, the UCLA Jewish Student

Union, and the UCLA Israel

Action Committee.

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

• /
»
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Daity Bmin
readers spend

$4,068,180
on clothes

EVERY MONTH.

Couldnt your
business
flll a few
closets?

ADVERTISE
in the Pally Bruin.

825-2161

FREEFIUJS FREE FILMS FfXEFn.MS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FRES FILMS

Celebrate
international Women's Day

and Women's History Month!

"The Life and Times of

Rosie the Riveter"
Join us for a look at five women who tookjobs as factory workers during World War II.

replacing their male counterparts who went to fight the war. The film uses photos,

newsreel footage, and period music to illustrate the stories ofthese women who developed
valuable skills in nontraditional areas. This film offers a view of how the war affected

attitudes about working women and radically altered women's place in the labor force.

TODAY
12:00 -1:00 p.m.

Women's Resource Center 2DoildHall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

r
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YOU

P^rloff

Quad

^

HOW TO BE A SENIOR.
{vr^:. V » *'

siffi:
i\.

-~' \

•SiwndVmnn HDMI mHIIi 4Jim 1 yw clMtt IH-ilt fund ftmiteiirii Kmymmf^yn

•MNt It Noon li Parian Qni fw tlM SQMUU&fiimi (vvllli 1Sw^

•DoRl Rriaa tMa appaHvRlty ta iMni wnk tiN iMira GUKJILlffin
Bavaraiat).

»Gat yaup baautWul faca h ma vaaphaafc HianuJTaY HffL Na tricks! Ne gtaiinickt!
<

•Be a miiiieless lace in a imNlileiiIng crush of liwded spiiHteii Senior Bruins (drinidng

Sundance Beverages).

STffK

•Leek forward to Spring Quarter Senior activities, brougtit to you liy tlie Senior Class
Cabinet SiUL

mSOMEsmm CLAS8I

• I

SAAis a student organization
sponsored by

UCLAIumniAaaOCIATI«R

; ^
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^AAAXIN<^
HOT HAIR SALON

. 1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Exp 3/i4«o 208-1468

Lip/Chin Wax 54
Eyebrow $5
Underarm $7
Bikini Wax $8
Half Leg 510
Arm $12
Upper Leg & Bikini $15
Full Leg & Bikini ...$20

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208^3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

USE YOUR PHONE
FOR HUGE SAVINGS

CALL 213/976-TIPS
. (8-4-7-7)

•FREE SUPER PRIZES

•CONCERTS. SPORTING

EVENT TICKETS

•CONSUMER PRODUCTS

•PLACES TO DINE

•SERVICES

2 CALL FOR INFORMATION
t\ ON DISCOUNTS AND
|: FREE SUPER PRIZES
44 $2.00 PER CALL TOU CNARQE, IF ANY ' ^

IBM Personal Systein/2

ASUCLA Computer Store

Offering...

For a Limited Time Only!

!

,,_\.-._x—

Memory

Processor

Model 30-2S6

(8530.E21)*

1Mb

80286

(10 MHz)

3.5'* Diskette Drive

Fixed Disk Drive

MicroChannel

Architecture

Model 50Z
(8550-031)

Model 55SX
(8555-061)

1Mb
f^

80286

(10 MHz)

1.44 Mb

20 Mb

1.44 Mb

Display

Mouse

Software Pre-Loaded
on System

No

8513 Color

Yes

Warranty

Price

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/286

Word 5.0**

30 Mb

2Mb

Model 70-386

(8570-E61)

80386SX

(16 MHz)

1.44 Mb

4Mb

80386

(16 MHz)

1.44 Mb

60 Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

One Year On-Sile

Warfanly

$2^10

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/286

Word 5.0**

Excel 2.1**

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

One Year On-Sile

Warranty

$2310

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/386

Word 5.0**

Excel 2.1**

60 Ml)

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

One Year On-Site

Warranty

$3,500

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/386

Woixl 5.0**

Excel 2.1**

One Year On-Sitc

Warranty

$4,750

Printers
.•^•,»

Proprinter III with cable and one year on-site warranty
(4201-003)

$398

Proprinter X24E with cable and one year on-site warranty
(4207-002) • . .

,

$563

Proprinter XL24E with cable and one year on-site warranty
(4208-002)

$712

*Limilcd supply

•Academic Edition ^

NOTE: Loan for Learning Applications arc not valid with this offering.

Immediate delivery available on all models, except for the Model 70-386. which takes approximately two weeks.

Departmentjprders are to be placed through UCLA Purchasing!

These prodi*cts are available to full time UCLA Students. Faculty, and Staff only Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I.D.;

a!^^ ^?15^ """^^ ^^"^ ^ ^^''^' '^"'"*^^^ ''^^^ '^ ^^^' *° Instruction, for IBM PurchasM for proper payment and ordering proceduret.
Additonal fee will apply Prices are subject to change without notice All payments, excluding the ASUCLA processing fee. are to be made payable
to IBM These product are available at Education Product Coordinator (EPC) prices.

ASUCLA Computer Store • 308 Westwood Plaza • Los Angeles. CA 90024 • (213)825-6952

DEHNITION
From page 1

rescntative.

Shortly after Christianson left

the room, several council members
followed, and the confrontation

ensued.

The council meeting ended
because not enough officers

remained after the outburst.

Wynne returned to the meeting
and asked that some constructive

discussion take place among the

remaining officers, but President

John Sarvey said that such discus-

sion would do little good because
council could not take action.

*The whole issue built to this

confrontation. All of the progress

over the SIG issue was totally

destroyed by the outburts at this

meeting.** AISA representative

Stephen Lewis said.

The SIG definition has haimted
the office of the second vice

president for several years. This
year Wynne drafted a proposal to

categorize groups into underrepre-

sented student oi:ganizations and
council-sponsored groups for

funding purposes.

When the proposal was brought
to council two weeks ago student

groups expressed their dissatisfac-

tions over it and council discussion

of the matter was postponed.
A major proponent of the

postponement. Academic Affairs

Commissioner Florie Aranovich,

said Tuesday night she was dissa-

pointed with the lack of progress

made by the groups.

*The groups are looking only at

their own needs and not the

broader picture. We must take

responsibility for this issue as a

council and decide how to create

the defmition.** she said.

The ideas presented at the

meeting were not new said Student

Welfare Commissioner Dean
Poulakidas. "We are back to

square one. What progress have
we made? The groups hate each
other and are extremely embit^
lered."

The SIG defmition will not be
discussed by council until next
quarter.

IFC
From page 1

"We should move away from
stubbornness and defensiveness"

and concentrate on cooperation,

said Executive Vice President

Maria Rabuy.
Hobart said it was difficult for

him to execute an educational

program for IPC's mott than 2.000
members, but added that such
programs are more effective and
easier to accomplish on the indivi-

dual house level.

Undergraduate President John
Sarvey asked Hobart to submit a

written response to IFC*s despon-
sorship. including refutations to

charges made against the fraterni-

ties, what educational programs
IFC intends to plan, and how IFC
hopes the council will be involved.

The desponsorhip strips IFC of
about $5,000 in funds and its

Kerckhoff Hall office space.

CallCSO
825-1 493

i
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Windsurfing
maices inci(III

II arance
By David Crary

Associated Press

PARIS — To the roar of rock
music and the glare of spotlighUi,

ihe world's lop windsurfers have
moved indoors to prove they no
longer depend on nature's breezes.

Switch on the fans, and off they go.

Combining theatrical glitz,

engineering wizardry and high-

level sporting skills, organizers

lured 10,000 spectators Monday
night— at more than $20 a head—
to watch the world's first indoor
windsurfing competition on a
miniature ocean in Paris' largest

sports arena.

The sideboards and concrete
flooring that normally contain the

ice skating rink at Bercy arena
were lined with a bright blue
plastic sheet and filled with 5.55
million gallons of water.

Twenty massive circular fans,

weighing a ton each, were placed
along one side of the basin,

producing a wind of more than 20
knots that kept two large flags in

the facing grandstands flapping

vigorously.

The basin was 230 feet long, 98
feet wide and only 27 inches deep.

Judo mats under the Hning cush-
ioned the windsurfers when they
fell, which was often.

The competition, to conclude
today, includes both slalom races

and a jumping event, using a ramp
equipped with plastic rollers to

allow smooth passage for the

boards.

American star Robby Niash,
recipient of the loudest cheers
during the introductions, had said

following an afternoon practice

session that the jumping would be
a "bad joke" because the competi-
tors had only a small fraction of the

usual space they need to pick up
speed.

But Niash looked happier after

easily winning his first slalom heat
oyer three other racers, two of
whom promptly capsized when the

race began with a slide down four

side-by-side ramps.
The competitors — 10 women

and 24 men— came fr6m through-
out Western Europe, as well as

Canada, Acistralia and the United
States.

Plans for the event were fu-st

announced April 1 in a French
windsurfing magazine, and at the

time roused suspicions that it was
an April Fools hoax.

But skeptics underestimated the

persistence of chief organizer
Frederic Beauchene, whose earlier

exploits included a windsurf
across the English Channel and
later, in tandem with a partner, a
U'ans-Atlantic crossing.

Beauchene began contemplat-
ing the idea of indoor windsurfing
while running a weather-plagued
world championship in France in

1982.

"We had enough wind only one
day out of 10," he said. "The racers

are fmstratcd. the spectators also.

The sport is inconsiderate."

The indoor alternative not only
solves the wind problem, Beau-
chene notes, but facilitates televi-

sion coverage and makes the sport

accessible to people in inland cities

such as Paris. He hopes the Bercy
competition will lead to a full-

fledged international indoor circuit

that would include West Germany,
Holland. Japan and the United

States.

OPEN AUDITIONS
FOR CLASSES AT

THE COMEDY STORE
taught by founding member
of a Second City Touring

Company

Repertory Company to

Be Formed
All levels, non-actors

welcome (writers, directors,

designers encouraged to

participate)

TODAY!!!!
11am to 6pm

THE COMEDY STORE
8433 W. Sunset

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

senice from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

DOROTHY A- HARPER
ATTORNEYATLAW

PRACTICE LIMITED
TO IMMIGRATION LAW

691 S. Harvard Blvd. Suite B, Los Angeles, CA 90005

(213)381-0187 (213)381-1601

FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES INTERNSHIPS.
. SUMMER JOBS.

13th Annual Minority Recruitment
and Career Conference

Wednesday; March 14 • 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

ExploreA World Of Career Possibilities
The more you know about different kinds of jobs, the

better prepared you'll be to make a career decision

that's right for you! Company r€(presentatives wiU
answer your questions on what's expected on the job,

what they're looking for in entry-level employees, and
how you'd fit into the overall organization.

Get Started In Your Jab Search
Recruiters from business and industry, government,
schools, and non-profit organizations will be available

to talk to you about entry-level professional, manage-
rial, and technical positions available in their organiza-

tions. You'U also have a chance to find out about intern-

ships and summer job opportunities!

Stop by the Placement & Career Planning Center and ask for

"Profiles of Employers Recruiting at the Career Conference/*

Give Your Resume A Shot Of Energy

Free "Resume Doctor" consultations available! No appointment required! Look for the red balloons!

Tuesday, March 6

Wednesday,March 7
Thursday, March 8

Friday, March 9

Monday, March 12
Tuesday, March 13

- >*

12-1
3-4

12-1
12-1
2-3
9-10

12-1
12-1
12-1

North Campus Patio Area
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

Bruin Bear .

North Campus Patio Area
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

Between Math Sciences & PCPC Building

Engineering Science Quad
Bruin Walk ...
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

• Bring A Rggiumg! Keep it short in length and long in

honesty, appearance, and organization. Cover the

basics: education, skills, and work experience. Typos
are taboo! See the PCPC "Resume Doctor" if you need
assistance.

• First ImpreMtons Counh Confidence rates high with

recruiters, cockiness doesn 'il Sell yourself by stressing

your skills, strengths, and interests. Be enthusiastic and
courteous.

• Explore All OpHons: Keep an open mind! A high

technology company doesn't hire only engineering

majors... it may have openings in personnel, sales, and
management. Likewise, a department store or bank
may hire computer science majors.

• Be RealisHc Tn Your FxpPftaHonsr Don t expect an

on-the-spot job offer!' You'll be "micro-interviewing" for

a short time with each recruiter. If there is mutual
interest, you'll be invited for an in-depth, follow-up
interview.

• Bg Prepared With Questions; Use each discussion

with a recruiter to increase your knowledge of different

careers and what companies are looking for in new
hires. Nothing kills your chance quicker than not

having questions to ask. >

• Check Yourself In The Mirron It s not mandatory
that you wear business attire. But recruiters do expect

good grooming. Is there anything about your appear-

ance that could distract an employer from your qualifi-

cations? ,»
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Counterpoint

v..

ROtC does fulfill principles

of a broad, liberal education

-
I

yiNNgR

By Ronald Herzig

IM'VIMMM'IM'IM^^

I uant to visit Europe and buij some neu furniture, and

I'll use uihat's left over lO reneu m parkinc^ per mil at UCLfi.

This letter is in response to an article written by Peter Hein C*E)on*t

associate ROTC with liberal education principles," Bruin, Feb. 28).

Having read the article, it is obvious that Hein is an ignoramus. All his

article did was get across a brief picture of the complexity that dance
involves. However, he failed miserably to accurately portray a picture of
the UCLA ROTC programs.

Hein. have you ever bothered to think that military science, naval

science, and aerospace science are not majors. The students in ROTC
hav^ separate majors that include dance, music, engineering, political

science, sociology, history, biochemistry, and many others.

Before writing your article, did you bother to see how the classes for

ROTC are set up and the way in which the topics the classes cover are

presented? What is taught is not theory to "end the world" as you so elo-

quently put it, but instead, theory to improve life. In ROTC, history clas-

ses are a major scope. What is taught is what happened years ago so that

today the negative aspects of the past can be avoided and progression can
be made.

ROTC basically strives for peace, not war. Leadership is taught, as

well as law. To be in ROTC one must take additional classes in computer
science, history, math, and foreign language at UCLA.
The people in ROTC get commissioned as officers and enter our

nation's work force not as killing machines, but as people who will better
*

our world with their leadership ability and education. Unless of course,'

you do not consider doctors, engineers, physical therapists, lawyers,

electricians, computer programers, and politicians as contributing

members of society.

ROTC expands and broadens its student's horizons and minds. It also

puts hundreds of thousands of students through school— students who
cduld not have otherwise afforded it. Of course, adding more educated
people to this world doesn't improve it either because as you put it,

"ROTC graduates fuel the repressive and assimilative drives of Freudian
mutants."

So tell me. how has what I described go against your definition of a lib-

eral education? Let me remind you and fill in all the readers who are unfa-

miliar with that which I am writing about. Your definition went as

follows, "A liberal education is to enlighten students to the diversity of its

society. This applies to technology (science) which preserves and
improves the human condition and to history (arts and humanities)^

which reminds us of valuable traditions that give meaning to life."

What I described is an accurate image of whatROTC is. It fulfills your
criteria for a liberal education to the letter, and even goes further. ROTC
students are receiving a broad education that can't be received anywhere
else.

You should have stuck to your thesis of comparing ROTC and dance
only, instead of venturing into topics you obviously know nothing about

Herzig is a junior majoring in biochemistry.

Viewpoint

Ortega, not the U.S., brought democracy to Nicaragua
By Carlos Ochoa

In 1933, American military

forces left Nicaragua for the last

time, leaving behind a souvenir by
which the Nicaraguan people
could remember them: the Nation-

al Guard under the absolute control

of Anastasio Somoza. In 1936,

Somoza arbitrarily and violently

took over the presidency, and with

the indispensable help of the U.S..

he maintained the National Guard
and established a family dynasty

which ruled over Nicaragua —
much like a private fiefdom — for

43 years.

The atrocities and crimes per-

petrated by the Somoza dynasty

and the National Guard — includ-

ing rape, torture, extortion, mur-

der, and the massacre of peasants
^— is well-documented.

In 1977, however. The Wall

Street Journal called Nicaragua

"an investor's dream come true"

(May 31, 1977). As other main
stream newspapers like it, the

Journal claimed at that time that

Somoza, a believer of the "free

enterprise system." runs a "full-

time program of improvements in

the quality of life of the agricultur-

alist" and "maintains a calm,

secure political climate" with "free

elections".

As long as Nicaragua remained

a country that maintained the kind

of "stability" that suited U.S.

interests, the United States con-

tinued to give massive military

support 10 one of the most corrupt

regimes that this century has

witnessed.

International pressure and the

blood of thousands of Nicaraguans

finally convinced the United Stales

in the late 1970s lo cut its aid until

human rights violations stopped.

In the end, it was the people of

Nicaragua led by the Sandinista

Liberation Front, who on July 19,

1979, overthrew the hated dictator.

Since then, Nicaraguans have

had the opportunity to something

that many of us in the United States

lake for granted: the right to vote

and choose our own representa-

tives. In 1984, Daniel Ortega won
the first free election in Nicara-

Althoi^ the United
States prefers to deal

with puppets rather

than allies, Daniel
Ortega has now
forced Washington to

come to terms* Orte-

ga may have lost diis

election, but as in

1984, he won the
respect and admira-
tion of the entire
workL

gua's history, a fact that few
people in the United States are

aware of.

The militant policies of the

Reagan administration forced the

Sandinista government to spend

over 50 percent of its nati^al li

budget fightings^e c9imtcPfev^tL..^Av

lutionary, U.S.-supported contras,

as well as the C.I.A., which in late

1984, tried to destabilize the

Nicaraguan government by illeg-

ally bombing its harbors. When
Nicaragua took the United Stales

to the International Court of

Justice, the World Court decided

against the United States.

The Reagan administration,

however, refused to recognize the

court's jurisdiction. American
economic sanctions, and the con-

stant war between the Sandinistas

and the Contras, which claimed

the lives of thousands of innocent

people. The Nicaraguan economy
was weakened to such low levels

that many in the peasantry and the

middle-class abandoned Ortega
and ^he Sandinistas.

The newly elected president of

Nicaragua. Violeta Chamorro, is

the widow of editor of La Prensa,

Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, who was

(piled by Somoza's cronies in

^78; she certainly appreciates

fhsLt the Sandinistas brought to the

Nicaraguan people: democracy.
After all, if it had not been for

Ortega's willingness to have
another free election, she would
have never been elected.

Although the United Sta^s
prefers to deal with puppets rather

than allies, Daniel Ortega has now
forced Washington to come to

terms. Ortega may have lost this

election, but as in 1984, he won the

respect and admiration of the

entire world. His struggle for

democratic principles, for self-

determination, however, seems to

be absent from the pages of our

"objective" m^nstream newspap-
ers.

I want to thank Ortega for

bringing denux^racy lo a nation

that for over 43 years say nothing

else but violence and despotism.

Ochoa is a senior majoring in

political science.
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The interaction of religious values and public policy
By Rev. Robert M. Gary

"Religion is a quare thing.

Be itself it's all right. But
sprinkle a little pollyticks into

it and dinnymite is bran flour
compared with it. Alone it

prepares a man fr a better

life. Combined with pollyticks

it hurries him into it."

— Finley Peter Dunne's
J'Mr. Dooley"

Mr. Dooley *s comment on
the mix of religion and politics

may be exaggerated, but it

does reflect the sentiment of
many people toward this issue.

From those who advocate reli-

gious political parties lo others

who view any involvement of
religion in politics as violative

of constitutional principles, the

spectrum of opinion and feel-

ing is broad. The issue of
religion and politics was pre-

valent in the 1980s and will

be here in the 1990s, although
hopefully with a more thought-
ful perspective.

Terms and concepts them-
selves can create difficulty in

dealing with the issue. Religion
and pontics, church and state,

and morality and law are

neither inclusive nor exclusive
of each other. Rather, they

reflect a phenomenon of inter-

action between these realities.

It is the nature and degree of
this interaction that is the

subject of debate. The First

Amendment and judicial inter-

pretations thereof have limited

interaction that would lend to

establish or support a church
body or religion in general. At
the same time, the courts have
allowed government to accom-

modate religion in its free

exercise.

"Religion" is a broader con-
cept and reality than "church"
is. Religion, while difficult to

define so as to include all

possible expressions, generally
is characterized by a relation-

ship to the supernatural and a
relationship to the natural —
the physical world, but espe-
cially humans and human soci-

ety. It is this second
relationship that brings religion

into the public realm. Religion
involves the development and
expression of values for living

in society. Politics involves
forming consensus about values

and how they are incorporated
and protected in society — the

determination of public policy.

Thus, a better formulation of
the issue would be stated

religious values and public

policy.

The recent historical record

demonstrates the interaction of
religious values and public

policy. The civil rights move-
ment and war on poverty in

the *50s and •60s, war and
peace in the '70s, and abortion

in the *80s all involve a
definite influence, one way or
ihe other, of religious values in

determining public policy.

The 1990s and beyond will

require public policy for issues

such as medical technology,

the environment, human rights,

and greater community and
international interdependence.
Value questions will arise;

moral direction will be needed.
What criteria should guide the
interaction of religious values
and public policy? I propose
three encompassing principles:

Viewpoint

A voice for the environment
By Angela Hastings

Why have students historically supported fair and stable funding for
CALPIRG and why does that support remain to this day?

CALPIRG is one of the leading environmental groups in the state of
California today, and has built up to this stage through years of hard work
on the campus chapters and faithfulness on the part of CALPIRG*s staff
to not compromise on students* positions of making real and long-term
change in environmental pohcy.

CALPIRG is now sponsoring two Toxics Use Reduction bills in the
Slate legislature, as well as -working with State Senator Roberti on two
others. It is the only proactive environmental legislation moving through
the Stole capilol al this lime, .,

Presently there are only about 20 public interest lobbyists in the stale
Capitol, versus literally hundreds of industry-hired lobbyists with
practically unlimited funding. Two of those public interest lobbyists are
on the stoff of CALPIRG.
CALPIRG is the lead stole group on the issue of pesticides. Dave

Bunn, our environmentol policy analyst, is recognized stotewide as an
autliority on this issue.

CALPIRG is leading the way in signature gathering to put the
Environmentol Protection Initiative on the November stole ballot, thanks
to an energetic volunteer student base organized by CALPIRG.
The CALPIRG fee goes mainly to pay this professional stoffwho work

with fervency and dedication which the average corporate businessman
would find incredible and impossible to match: a 6-7 day work week, 9-

12 hour days, with salaries ranging from $12,000 to $30,000 tops per
year. The money goes lo the heart of the organization with the most
potential lo get things done. Costs are cut at every opportunity.

PIRGs from different stoles work together to have^nationwide
influence through USPIRG. The PIRGs, using USPIRG lobbyists as their

resource for information and communication with senators and
congressmen, are the leading environmentol group working on the Clean
Air Act across the nation.

The secret to our success is grassroots organizing. The ability to
overcome industry money and sophisticated campaign toctics is getting
back to the constituency, letting them know the truth, and urging them to

toke action. The PIRGs have a constant supply of creative, energetic and
idealistic students who are the backbone of this outreach. The students

who get involved often go on to become pan or full-time stoff as well

It is lime for students to realize what a powerful voice they have in ihis

country through CALPlRp, and it is time that students went out of their
way a little bit to make sure that this voice does not become silenced after

20 years of proactivism because of student indifference and ignorance.

1. Religiously based values

should not be ruled out of
order in the public sphere. The
constitutional principle of sepa-
ration of church and stole has

not and should not be so
interpreted. Almost all relig-

ions, as pan of their mission,

promote values for living. The
First Amendment right of free

exercise of religion means
being allowed to promote those

values in the public realm.

A well-informed public poli-

cy must weigh all values,

regardless of their soiux:e,Nas lo

their appropriateness and effica-

cy in promoting the common
good. Common good raises the

question of private morality vs.

public morality. This distinc-

tion, while helpful at times,

should not be decisive. Certoin

matters of "private morality"

are very importoni for the

common good, while some
questions of "public morality"

are more apt for private indivi-

duals and groups.

2. We live in a plurahstic

society with a wide spectrum
of values and forms of
expression for those values. A
religious group entering the

public debate must be willing,

without compromising the fun-

damentol nature of their values,

to express the values they seek
to promote in terminology
proper for the public debate. A
respect of and willingness to

appreciate the values of others

is also required.

Public policy requires con-
sensus, which means religious

groups must work toward
acceptoble compromises. Reli-

gious groups must be willing

to educate others to achieve a

consensus. Religious values

cannot be imposed in the

public realm. Religious values,

based in faith for one group,
must convince others on the

basis of inherent meriL
3. Both religious value

issues and public policy posi-

tions should be viewed for

their interrelationship — the

links between the issues. Those
links should be consistent, and
the values should not be held
in isolation. Public policy

should be evaluated as a whole
by religious groups; it should
be neither condemned nor
praised solely on the basis of
a particular component of the

policy.

The interaction of religious

values and public policy c^n
be a vitol force in our society.

The public sphere should wel-

come the input of religious

values, while continuing to

guard against the estoblishmeni
of any panicular expression of
ihem. Religion should be faith-

ful lo its obligation to the
common good of society. At
the same time, religion should
not expect government to

assume responsibility for what
is religion's task.

Fr. Cory, an attorney, curreru-
iy serves as Associate Director

of the University Catholic
Center.
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Viewpoint

A • • at the individual and society
By Monte Silverberg

America is the great melting pot, a place where so
many of us have come lo in pursuit of freedom and
individuality. I myself came here just two years ago.

' The concept of individuality didnH evolve in a day.
It developed over hundreds of years of breaking with
religion, searching for truth by observing the world,
overthrowing the feudal system, and applying the
theories of philosophers like Descartes. Locke and
Smith.

Until recently, individuahly was the sole reason
li^t determined whether some countries developed
and others didn*i. The West had the Protestont work
ethic, while the East was stuck in karma, tradition and
collectivism.

In the past few years I have had the opportunity to
observe the "great American individual," and I have
seen many of his dark sides, in which the entire
concept of society and community has disintegrated.
The individual and his rights is what America stonds

The "individiiar* has turned into
an egocetitric, egotistical person
with no desire to Took beyond him-
self or his needs.

Hastings is a junior mgjnring in Fnoh\h

for, yet this individual has turned into an egocentric,
egotistical person with no desire to look beyond
himself or his needs.

This has resulted in a self-centered, narrow-
minded person who has little concern for others, and
little interest in other life styles and world matters.
The American individual has nb concern for past or
future, instead living for the moment and forgetting
about the future generations.

These attitudes have resulted in such situations as
the extreme abuse of environment and resources, the
rise of the great American consumer, and the national
deficit. The American family has completely eroded.
Finding it hard lo share our lives, divorce rales have
skyrocketed. Caring for children comes after caring
for our own lives and careers. Children are neglected,
left to grow up lonely and abandoned. Television and
dn i fl addigUen bioome a walural mm» uf filling U ie

space which family and friendship should fill.

On the national level, we are witnessing a
breakdown of social values. Millions of homeless
and mentolly ill are left lo die on the streets. Budgets
for education, health, and welfare programs are all

cut Guns which kill thousands of people every year
can't be regulated, because the great individual has
ihe right to buy machine guns. Rapists, murderers and
drug lords are released because criminals have so
many rights that it is impossible to bring them to
justice.

These attitudes are epitomized in in sayings like

"Every man for himself." Sadly, the law of the jungle
does prevail.

Has U.S. -style capitolism proved more successful
than the systems of Germany and Japan, which have
far less crime, better social programs, and more equal
income distribution? Not in my opinion. It seems that
America has quite a bit to leam from these countries.

Shitfing from the macro to the micro, one looks at

UCLA, which is a little world in itself. In reading the
Bruin, one can*l help but see the term "diversity"
every second line. Although this is a multi-cultural
campus, each culture is engulfed in its own activities.

Each group has liule to do with anyone else, be it

through activities or newspapers, in combined efforts
in issues of mutual concern, or in attempts to project
their culture outside their own community.

Students from different backgrounds have a wide
variety of values which they are proud of, and which
make them unique. Among these are values that

emphasize family and community, all of which are
slightly lacking in this society. These differences
give us the opportunity make very significant,

positive changes on campus.
By working together in consu-uctive, positive

ways, we can promote "positive diversity," by
promoting the positive aspects of our differences. In

creating an aunosphere open to different cultures, we
will be more successful in displaying the best that our
cultures have to offer, and we will make it easier to
pursue our interests.

Let's enable our cultures lo be a source of unity
and cooperation, not division and fighting. There is

much to focus on together that can benefit us all.

Silverberg is a jumor majonng in economics.
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Milestone musings Design historian de Nobiet discusses tlie functional and tlie figurative

amidst Ve^s liype By Danielle Eubank

There are many milestones in

our lives which we strive to

achieve and forever change our
lives. The foremost of these is the

big first birthday, the big "0-1."

It*s hard to imagine that at some
point in everyone's career, we
gauged our age in months. Then
there was the move to double digit

teenageness of 10 years. And
everyone remembers their sweet

16-now-I-can-drive-and-be-cool,

and their 18 year old "now Tm
legal and responsible for sex, war,

' our government and lottery tick-

ets." Well, just last weekend was
my own little milestone on the

highway five ot life (IM say Tm at

about Bakersfield), yes, the 21st

(that's 261 months old), the big

marque in the capitalist world of
ages.

Being 21 is rather exciting, I

guess. Now I can go to bars, stand

around with divorced mothers,

acid washed singles, and lots of
leather fashions. Actually, I hate

trying to meet people in a situation

where everyone is picking up on
everyone else. ("Hi, what's your
name?" "Look, I'm waiting for

some other far more gorgeous and
muscled guy to come along and
talk to me, okay?" "Oh, sorry.")

I guess now that I'm 21 I can
rent a car. Not that I really have a

^ need to, except that for the price of

a Disneyland ticket, I can thrash an
Oldsmobile. Take it on the free-

way to 90 mph, and then throw it in

reverse; who cares? It's a rental.
' But I've already dqne that to my
car. so its no big deal.

What else is left? Of course,

there's gambling. In fact, I took the

. trip to Vegas last weekend to

celebrate. Before, whenever I tried

to gamble in Vegas, I had to put on
my glasses, grdw a weak scruff,

wear lots of chains, unbutton my
shirt halfway down, and sling a

Blackjack is relatively

easy as long as you
use common sense
and don't drink any
of the free house
drinks. Some guy in

a Hawaiian shirt next

to me was ahead
before downing three

Tequila Sunrises. He
then began doing
things like hitting a

twenty because he
could "feel an ace
coming on'' and even*

tually betting and
losing everything on a

thirteen.

camera around my neck . . .

instant Japanese tourist look. Any
time a security officer would ask

for an I.D. card. I'd nod and yell

"Blackjack!" really loud. Rather

than deal with me. they'd usually

leave me alone.

Las Vegas is one of those places

that's really exciting for about two

days, and then you realize how
cheesy everything is and want to

go home. Either that, or you*ve lost

all of your money so you have to go
home anyway. But while you're

there, the «|Xtravagant amount of
money thrown around, the flam-

boyant use of neon, and the

thought that, yes, you too can be

the $1,453,234.12 winner in nickel

slots is really quite fun. Actually,

slots are not my forte; whenever
my family and I traveled to Reno
or Vegas, the only person who
would win at slots would be my^

Please Relax

grandmother. I developed the

sense that blackjack was more my
breed of cat. and so when the

opportunity came last year that I

could actually play. I took it with

eager hands.

The first place I've ever played
blackjack for money was in *The
Imperial Palace" on the Strip in

Vegas. The theme of the hotel is an

ancient Asian Palace type of thing,

and all the waitresses walk around
dressed as very poor attempts at

Chinese princesses. I felt like I was
in a very bad Halloween party.

Blackjack is relatively easy as

long as you use common sense and
don't drink any of the free house
drinks. Some guy in a Hawaiian
shirt next to me was ahead before

downing three Tequila Sunrises.

He then began doing things like

hitting on a twenty because he

could "feel an ace coming on" and
eventually betting and losing

everything on a thirteen. Gambling
can do that to you. When you start

losing, any time you win. no matter

how little it is. seems like a huge
victory that is the beginning of

incredible riches. And then there

are those "feelings" of great cards

to come; "oh. I'll bet $10 here

because I can feel a winner coming
on. yessirec." Usually I end up
losing, and the "feeling" was
actually a mild stomach flu from
dinner.

Now that I'm 21. I guess my
next milestone will be thirtysome-

thing. when I'll have lots of money
and worry about my Volvo and my
friends' affairs with married peo-»

pic. and forty, when I'll be nearly

as old as my parents are now. Will I

be wearing brown polyester? Will

I videotape two TV shows a day
and never watch them? Will I ask

my children stupid questions like,

*Do you think money grows on
trees?* I dunno. Right now I'm

working on a fake I.D. that says

I'm sixty. This way I can get all of

those good deals at Denny's.

Thank you, and good night.

Contributor

LECTURE: [)esign for the Year 2000: Hopes and Fears.

Presented by the UCLA Design Department & the UCLA Art

Council. Sun. March 4 at Dickson Auditorium

In today's consumer oriented society, it is easy to

take technology and high style design for granted.

We never really have to think about where our .cars,

appliances and stereos come from or what direction

industrial design will take in the future.

In a speech entitled "Etesign for the Year 2000:

Hopes and Fears," eminent design historian, Jocelyn

de Nobiet enlightened an audience of nearly 300 with

his vast knowledge of contemporary design.

According to de Nobiet, "design was first

developed as an abstract way to communicate. . .and

is before anything else the language of material

culture." It lies somewhere between nature and

culture. For example, plans of buildings could be

visually communicated across culture and language

barriers.

With the aid of film clips and numerous slides, de

Nobiet explained that there are two design aesthetics:

functional and figurative. The former deals primarily

with the function of the object while the latter is

symbolic and is strongly influenced by the culture of

the client.

Japanese industry is an example of the mastery of

both levels of design according to de Nobiet. Thirty

years ago many designers thought motorcycles were
practically unnecessary due to automobile success.

The Japanese, however, understood the motorcycle

as a sex symbol and its appeal to the younger
generation. Marketed in this way. de Nobiet noted.

Japanese motorcycle design is by far the most
successful in the world.

At the beginning of this century, design was
greatly influenced by the machine, de Nobiet said as

he discussed the history of design. Homes and offices

became mechanized and everything (including

radios and cars— which were made to look fast even

if they weren't) was streamlined to convey the idea of

modernism, he said.

De Nobiet used clips from the films Metropolis

and Tron at the lecture to demonstrate the influence

of culture on ideas of the future. The influence of the

machine, he said, has given way to the influence of

the computer.

In the United States, which was formerly the

leader of design, enormous amounts of money is

spent on research but American design has fallen to

the Japanese who spend one third as much on
research. Instead, the Japanese concentrate on
incorporating research and development with manu-
facturing and because their researchers work with the

other two areas, they are able to get products out

quickly and thus are a step ahead of everyone else.

One way to improve U.S. design is to improve the

design schools. In the first ten years of school

students learn how to read, write, and count, but after

kindergarten they no longer learn how to communi-
cate and relate visually. There are no longer schools

like the Bauhaus where the instructors and students

share an ideal.

As far as design in the future is concerned, de

Nobiet sees a further development of high tech

design involving the evolution of the computer and

new plastics. Creating ways to protect our environ-

ment will become of utmost importance which de

Nobiet calls "intelligent design."

The key to having good design in the future is not

just having talented designers. There is no use of

having good designers if there isn't good design

managemenL Design needs to relate well with the

culture for which it is designed.

Jocelyn de Nobiet is a professor at both the School

of Fine Arts in Mctz and Ecole Nationale Superieure

des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. Director of the Centre de

Recherche pour la Culture Technique, de Nobiet is

also the founder and chief editor of the periodical

"Culture Technique."

He was educated at the Ecole du Louvre and has

written one of the most authoritative books on design

history of the Western World. This book is currently

being translated into Japanese, but unfortunately,

none of his books have yet been published in English.
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Resurrecting the Mission witli a future ''Carved'' in stone
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

When the Mission U.K.'s vocalist/guitarist Wayne
Hussey says, "I believe the world needs groups like

us," it's not too surprising to see a few mouths drop, a

chuckle here and there, or a dead-pan look of

disbelief arise from onlookers. h- :;^

Taking into account the mass mayhem that has

surrounded the British four-piece during their four-

year history, it would seem more likely for one to

state just the opposite.

Abuse of illegal substances, encounters with law

enforcement, destruction of hotel property, drunken-

ness on stage, rampant general rabble-rousing —
these are the notorious foundations that the Mission

have built for themselves with the press and the

public alike.

However, upon the release of their fourth album
Carved in Sand, these less than favorable impress-

ions might be experiencing a turnaround, presenting

Hussey with some justification for his seemingly up-

front thoughts of the band as more than just another

bad influence.

As an album that symbolizes that the past is the

past, and the present is a time for change, their

infamous history takes a cautious step back to their

newly realized expression of maturity and responsi-

bility.

Sitting behind a desk at the Lcvine/Schneider

office in Hollywood, Hussey offers a few enlighten-

ing thoughts on the transformation towards a socially

conscious Mission.

"Well," he says, "when we first started, we never

thought of the Mission as a long-term project. We
tho'jjh* we'd make a quick album, which became

God's OA^n Medicine, and a quick buck, ilicn get the

fuck out. But things happen and you change to the

circumstaiK.es."

After a twoyearriiatus, the Mission U.K. have returned wJitTCarve^ln^and^
decadent past behind them and moving ahead with socially consciously minds.

If anyone should understand that unexpected

"things happen," it would be the outspoken British

fronunan.

Having to endure insurmountable pigeonholing,

both in the U.K. and the States, of the band's illicit

activities, he's had quite a bit to sort out and

contemplate in his mind.
In '86. Hussey. in a drunken stupor, fell over a 20

foot barricade into the photo pit at the Reading Music

Festival. The incident made headlines and frontpage

/

photos in the British news magazines.

In '87, -after he and bassist Craig Adams had a

confrontation at the Palace in Hollywood, Adams got

drunk and violent and ended up being deported. The
tour ended up being delayed until a replacement

could be found and their reputation spread through-

out the West Coast, where they became "the band that

doesn't say no."

That same day, Hussey proceeded to get himself

arrested, only confirming lingering suspicions that

the Mission was a band with a knack for getting into

U'ouble.

It's definitely a colorful past; but not necessarily

one to write home about -.

"Well," says Hussey, "We definitely gave the fuel

for the fire. But with everything we've done, we've

grown. And now it's to the point where we don't feel

we have to qualify ourselves to anyone else,

anymore."

As the Mission's most heartfelt, emotionally

wrenching album to date. Carved in Sand provides a

strong reflection on the misdeeds of the past,

especially the events that transpired in L.A. that led to

a near dissolution of the band.

"Back then, it would have been easy to say. *Well,

let's all go out.' " explains Hussey. "But if we said

that was the end of the tour, it would've been the end

of the band. That was the first time I realized the

group meant an awful lot to us.**

"But," he adds, "you ne^ something like that to

kick you in the ass. It's like having a girlfriend. You
think everything's honky dory. Then something
happens and kicks you right up the ass. And you
think, 'God! I need this more than anything else in my
hfe.'

"

From that point onward, it was all uphill for the

lostoration of the Mission, drummer Mick Brown and
guitarist Simon Hinkler rounding out the quartet. A
compilation of unreleased material entitled The First

Chapter made its way onto record shelves, while the

band took a retreat to a Welsh convent to offer some
thought for what direction to pursue next.

The outcome was a sobering of the mind that lead

to the album Children, dedicated to a pursuit of
innocence. Things were definitely nrK)ving in the

right direction for the British four-piece.

And, after a two year hiatus, the Mission once

See THE MISSION U.K., page 24
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Film

Richardson's revival
fails to entertain
By Jason S. Stewart

SXali Writer

FILM: The Entertainer. Based on aplay
by John Osborne. Directed by Tony
Richardson. Starring LaurerK^e Olivier
and Joan Plowright. At the Laemmie
Monica 4-Plex through March 15.

Call me crazy, but despite

considerable effort, this movie-
goer could not find much to rehsh
in the Laemmle*s revival of Tony
Richardson's 1960 adaption of The
Entertainer.

Sure the film's star, Laurence
Olivier, is brilliant, as is most of
his supporting cast, but even great

performances cannot save this

dreadfully slow and hollow char-

acter study from terminal bore-
dom. In fact, the only thing this

film does succeed in doing (and
this is a considerable accomplish-

ment) is proving without a doubt
that there are no great parts, only

great actors — and that the best of
them can give soul to even the most
waxy figures.

The Entertainer is supposed to

be a penetrating look at the life of a

never-quilc-has-been comedian/
performer (Olivier) who finds his

only solace in the center of a gay
crowd — whether in an audience
or in a pub.

The problem is the movie never
really comes to an understanding

of the character it studies. Moreov-
er, it drags on for more than 90
minutes of undeveloping, uncli-

matic, unfeeling drivel to finally

achieve maybe 10 minutes of
decent film.

How can this movie achieve

anything short of boredom? It

The cast of 'Season's Rea-
sons' in a philosophical con-
frontation.

establishes only two loose deve-
lopments that hold together an
otherwise eventless plot
The first is the capture of

Archie's (Olivier) son during the

British fighting over the Suez
Canal in Egypt. The characters

never really feel the tension of this

event (except for one outburst and
a lot of drinking), so how can the

AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special college J^
student program to sharply lower

your present rates. Faculty and
others may also t)enefit. Call us In

Westwcod 208-3548

Insuraide Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd #221

EUROPE •"CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special
student/Teacher Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

ASUCLA COMNUINICATIONS BOARD
JS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION OF

V

General Manager
KLA

KLA is UCLA's student-nin radio station broadcast on
out Los Angeles from 8 am to 1 am seven days a we^k. Applicants must be registered UCLA students. TheCommunications Board wUl interview candidates Thursday. April 19 f '

^^ »^uu€;n«.

AM In the dorms and 99.9 Century Cable m through-

at a 4 pm meeting.

APPLICATIOPi DEAPLIPIE; Tuesday. April 3 at 1 2 Hoon.

??;'*£?,SfH^!?'JiS. ?lf!i
"PiPP.""?"*"?' Jo»>,<»«»crtptlons. and a KLA mission statement In the Publications Oflflce.

1 12 ivercKhofi nail during regular business hours.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Dally Bruin. Summer Bruin. KLA. BrulnUfe, Al-Tallb Ha'AmU Oente de Aatlan. nOMMO. Paclfk: Ties. TenPerccnt. Together.
Applicants mua^ be a UCLA student In good standing and cany a minimum of 8 units at the time of application.

7SL'!l^^:SZ^'S..'''p^J^r!^^^^ ^ -PP'*""^ '""^ "«^ '"»"»-"'" -P^'^"- requSSments

I

1 have lost the keys to my car. I lost them yesterday
along Bruin Walk by the Student Store. I lost them
at approximately 6:30 pm on 3/6/90. If you have
found them PLEASE turn them Into the police statioi

and give me a call at (213) 715-6500 and ask for

fames Whitby. It is one key on a leather key strap.

Thank You Very Much!!

-ii^L.

audience? Even the eventual out-

come fails to move or stir much
emotion.

The other lingering event is

Archie's plan to open a new show
in the fashionable Winter Garden.
Ifs hard to take this dream
seriously, though, and by the time
it has come remotely true, events
have degenerated so much that it's

to late to save the movie.
The final moments of this film,

however, are much more effective,

and had the film been released as a
short (with maybe 30 minutes
instead of 90 preceding the finale),

it might have fared considerably
better on emotional and interest

scales.

The worst crime associated with
this picture, though, is that such
fine performances could be
trapped into such a poor story. As
would be expected, Olivier is

exceptional. It is endlessly fasci-

nating to watch this legend of the

Shakespearean stage play the

comedian— and play it lo perfec-

tion. While Olivier's pertermance
cannot completely save this film, it

does grant some interest and
sympathy to a character and a role

that would have proven embar-
rassing to a lesser actor.

Joan Plowright heads up a list of
final supporting characters, who
only complement the efforts of
Olivier to make something of this

worthless script.

Plowright, at the very least,

keeps her character in perspective,

despite the script's effort to fruit-

lessly add a subplot around her.

Archie's father is the ex-big-time

comedian Billy Rice. He is, in fact,

the most sympathetic of the

movie's characters, and while the

tstory obviously lends to this fact, v

ihe performance dei^iands sym-
pathy from potentially si% lines.

The Entertainer might prove
fascinating for fans or students of
Olivier, or for film students in

general,but for pure entertainment
value. The Entertainer fails to live

up to its name.

CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock —

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes a
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

PPPP EGG ROLL (1)

(with every $6 purchase) COKE (12oz)

Not to be used with
Luncheon Special

THINK HUNGRY
AND INDULGE

1275 WESTWOOD BL
1 1/2 Blocks South of Wilshire

(213) 478-2838

We Want Our Teeth StraigM!

^%tit

Mi««'

Dr. N. DayanI
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing, in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN 'REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
M*mb»r iJ Amsrican Dttai Assoc.
M«mb*r of Armrioan Assoc, of Or«hodontios

ONLY \|#%#^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376
11645 WJIshire Blvd. #802 ,^^^. p^-. _^^.
(1 Block east of Barrlngton) \^^^) O^D-7494
'On approval of cradlt. Only for cases requiring 24 months of active treatment.
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Chamber concert features variety
By James R. MacCurdy
Contributor

CONCERT: Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra. Wiltern Theater Friday
Mardh 2

The Yamaha synthesizer looked
out-of-place when the strings and
woodwinds filed onto the Wiltern
stage but the Los Angeles Cham-
ber Orchestra's recent concert
successfully blended the centu-

ries-old and the new elements of
classical music.

The concert ran the chronologi-

cal and stylistic gamut from
Haydn's Nottumo #4 to Tchai-

kovsky, to the world premiere of

contemporary orchestral compos-
er Jacob Druckman's new work
"Nor Spell Nor Charm."
The Nottumo #4 is a classical

gem. The work of principal yiolist

Roland Kato was quite good and
the performance by the wood-
wincfe — especially the flute and
oboe — was outstanding through-
out.

Druckman's work — with the
synthesizer — was written to

commemorate deceased mezzo-
soprano Jan DeGaetani. It seemed,
by turns, sad, eerie, threatening
and somewhat urgent

Tchaikovsky's "Variations on a
Rococo Theme" featured a moving
performance by Scandinavian cel-

list Truls Mork. After Druckman's
work, Mork's vigor and panache
brought to mind Franz Liszt's

comment upon hearing this Tchai-
kovsky piece: "Here, at last, is

music again!"

The concert concluded with

Haydn's Symphony #45, the
"Farewell," with lona Brown
conducting from the concertmas-
ter's chair. This is one of the first

great symphonies, a musical form
that Haydn invented.

Although much — but by no
means all — of the symphony
seemed somewhat lacking in the

passion that can make this music
so magnificent, the final violin

Truls Morki

duet was a beautiful tribute to the

skill of BiDwn and Rene Mandel.
The Los Angeles Chamber

Orchestra will be appearing at

Royce Hall on Fri. March 16 and
Fri. May 1 1 with programs includ-

ing works by Haydn, Shostako-
vich, Mozart and Bach.

NU
Designer Clothing

at
Resale Prices

1516 Westwood Blvd
474-8006

B 10% off
a all UCLA

students, faculty,
& staff with I.D.

NEVER AN APPOINTMENT.
' NEVER EXPENSIVE.
NEVER A BAD HAIRCUT

•\- V

These are just three ofour fevorite reasons

why we believe anyone who appreciates

terrific i(X)king hair at a terrific price should

never consider going anywhere else.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1 558
M-F 9-9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HA\R BY

SUPOCUTS

FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS

Celebrate
International WomeriTDay

and Women's History Month!

"Wild women
Don 't Have the Blues

//

This powerful and upbeat film explores the lives of African-American female blues

aitists~Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith. Ida Cox. Alberta Hunter. Ethel Waters, and other

legendary women who made the blues a vital part of American culture. The fihn traces

the historical, social,and cultural origins of the bluesand looks athow the bluesand these

women's legacy continue today.

Thursday/March 8
12:00 -1:00 p.m.

women's Resource Center 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student I>evelopfnent and Health.

CAPRICCIO
ENS E*M B L E

ca«pric«ci-o (ko pre' che o. It. ka pttt cho) a musical composition of
' irregular formAtsiially lively and whimsical in spirit *

Friday, March 9th ; :^

6:30 p.m.
% A A A'a'^^'a'^^

Powell
Library

Rotninda

Free Admission
I M I M III I t • t I t I M Ml I II i Ml t I M M i • I I M I I I I I • I I I • • • t I I Mill I IMM M III • I I mil IIMIMI III! • t IMIIiMi I

T)vofak: Serenadefor Winds

Hindemith: Septet

Janacek: Mladi Suite

Michael Arshagouni, conductor
sponsored by the UCLA Student Committee fofkbe Arts

•H--
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DAY
ONLY!

THURSDAY, MAR 8

OFF ANY
TOTAL SKI
PURCHASE
PF 550-99»9

OFF ANY
TOTAL SKI
PURCHASE
OF hOO-199

OFF ANY
TOTAL SKI
PURCHASE
OVER $200

THIS DISCOUNT
IS GOOD FOR:

ALL
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ALL
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BINDINGS
ALL

ALL

SKIWEAR
ALL

ACCESSORIES
T
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Copeland^s Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

WestWOOd 208-6444
HOURS: Mon-Thurs 10-9,

Fri-sat 10-10. Sun io-7

V 4 « 11 « 1 ,1 •«! • iri III I, «I ^2bik * k 4B . t b .»

i-i-ri'n«

,' •;'. ^ V, . *;^;
Film
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EYEGLASSES
Get the look
you want

quickly and
courteously

from —
DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl
Westwood Village

208^3011 .

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
15% Off —

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Prices Not
Transferable

Not Valid w/Any
Other Discount

^

^^/ • CHICKEN

• SANDWICHES

• PASTA

SALAD

Saints

Pizza

Ihe Best Pizza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

1112 West Oiympic BoulevofO

West Los Angeies
^

I HB ^^^^ Menron Coupon!

^ 3.00 OFFi
^

Any X-Large I

Pizza I

^ << Lxpifes March 31, 1990 '

b = = = = = = s-J
I Must Mention Coupon I

I I

I MAGNIFICENT 4,
LARGE PIZZA I

I
(^ With ony 4 Toppings I

I
• Kpires Md'ch 31 W90

Mm Food Order for

,-J^^Q Delivery $7 00

Santa Monica four plex
brings Oscar nominated

unientaries to pulilic• •

By Dezi Ferguson __^
Contributor

~ ~"

Quality entertainment in West Los Angeles for under seven bucks?
Laemmle Theatres offer a unique opportunity for Lo^ Angeles to view
Oscar-nominated documentaries beginning March 3 and showing on
Saturdays and Sundays through March 25.
Four of the five films will be shown at the Monica 4-Plex Theatre in

Santa Monica while the fifth. Common Threads, continues at the Music
Hall, Beverly Hills, on Sunday mornings only.
Adam Clayton Powell, a controversial documentary about the U.S.

Congressman and inspirational minister who is a key leader in the fight
for racial equality, will show at the Monica 4-Plex Theatre in Santa
Monica.

Also showing will be Crack USA: County Under Siege, a profile of
Palm Beach County, Florida, where the police are reportedly losing the
war against the drug trade.

For All Mankind features narration by the 24 Apollo astronauts with
footage shot during NASA's nine lunar flights. It shows at the Monicas.
Super Chief: The Life and Legacy of Earl Warren also shows at the

Monicas. The film is about the activist Supreme Court Justice whose
politics created a torrent of turbulence during the cocoon reality of 1950s
America.

Common Threads: Storiesfrom the Quilt chronicles the lives of five
people who lost the batUc against AIDS. The tiUe comes from the
NAMES Project AIDS quilts.

Admission is $5 at the Monicas and $6 at the Music Hall. For further
information, call the Music Hall at (2 1 3)274-6869 or the Monica 4-Plex at
(213)394-9741.

THE MISSION U.K.
From page 21

again have resurfaced with Carved in Sand, an album which applies the
knowledge of acquired innocence with an awareness of the wrongdoings
that have become such prominent issues in today's society.
"With this record," says Hussey, "we actually sat back from what we

were domg, giving us the opportunity to re-appraise ourselves. To
validate what you're doing to yourself, you have to sit back and quesUon
It— question your motives. And for the first time since we started, we
had the chance to do so."

The results are stunning, to say the least
From the wrenching opener "Amelia," concerning a fan Hussey

learned was being abused by her father, to the intimate closing .track
"Lovely," presenting an optimistic portrait for those who have hit rock
bottom. Carved in Sand takes a socially conscious stance previously
unwitnessed in their four years together as a band.

"For the first lime," says the frontman, "we just felt like we were the
Mission. We didn't give a shit whatanybody else thought. We didn't give
a shit about our past. We knew what we wanted to do and what we wanted
to say. And we did it"
The initial reaction to the Mission's resurrection has been a positive

one. Both press and public alike have found the four-piece finally
realizing the potenUal that they gave, indication towards at the outset of
their career. With a clean slate to work from, the rowdy reputation they
had acquired has all but disappeared. And, having a stronger sense of
direction, the four members'now/ealizc the strong emotional bonds that
have allowed them to persevere through the rough times.
"You know," says Hussey, "one of the common questions we gel asked

is if wc weren't together,S;vho would we want to make records with'>
Well, I think I'd like to work with Prince. I'd like to work with Kate Bush
I'd like to work with Robert Smith. But when it comes down to it I'd
rather work with the people I'm worki/% with now. That's the truth. iVeel
comfortable with them. We love each other. And that's what's kept us
together." "^^ ^

UJe UJant to Know
If you could only select two audio-visual worfcs
to solely represent all of humanity to a
civilization of tfie distant future, which would
you pick and why?

Please t>rlng all responses to the Daily Bruin,
112 Kerckhoff Hall from March 5 to 12. Your
response may be printed in the Daily BruinI

In oonfufwiiofi with Or. Lm
ttwOaly Bruin.

I ceo 107. Afl MbmiMiarw

^ *•
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AioohoTics Anonymous Meeting
Mon. Oiicussion, Thurs. Book Study

FH. Sl^> StJ^ AU 3S25 12:15^5
Tues. "3-7-ir NPI C8177. Wsd. Discussion

NPI C8S38 12:10-1 DO
For alcohoics or indrnduaii who have a

drinUng problem

(213) 387-8316

Bibles - Book
Gifts.

M-W 10 am - 9:30 pnrv

Th-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
206-5432

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

symptoms for at least 1 month and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order
to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

WIN A HAWAUAN
VACATION OR BIG

SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,400

IN JUST 10 DAYS!

Objective: Fundraiser

Commitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

Campus Of]E^izalion8, dubs,
frats. sororities call OCMC at
1(800) 932-0528/

II1(800) 950-6472 ext 10.

Personalized

S BRUIN DEMOCRATS g
COME ONE. COME ALL

^
UST MEETING OF

^ WINTER QUARTER

S TONIGHT 7 PM

S ACKERMAN 2408

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951 I mmememfi

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

WHEN:

DROP OF.

RECYCLE.
Bring your news-

papers and alumi-

num cans from

home this Sunday

to the first of

ASUCLA*s special

one-day collections

of recyclables.

WHERE:

WHAT:

RiCYCLINO
PROO R AM

Sunday. March 1

1

11:00 am-4:00pm

Ackerman Union

Loading Dock* (Drive

or walk in from the bus

turnaround at

Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire,

rubber bands or sacks,

and no glossy maga-

zines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams

(most soft drinks).but

please. iiQ tin cans,

glass bottles or plastic

bottles, please.

* Special Recycling she

available for thk day only.

ASUCLA '$ Recycling Program sjn^ed over 500

treat In Hs lint four months. For more

information about the drive, call

206-7589—^nd chooae to coneervel

HBcyclB tHis newspapif.

Sports Tickets

JANET JACKSON CONCERT TICKET- Top
dollar paid in cash. (213) 209-2462. Steve.

(213)209-2159. Call any time.

OrchjF your personalized i^riuluation

aniiounciMiHMils now!

CAMPUSPHOTO STU3IO
150 Kcrclthoff Hall (Right next to Graphic Services). Open M-F 8:30-5:30

Good Deals
Good Deals

GOING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL? I have
everything you need: Complete Stanley Kaplan
MCAT course, AMCAS application info, plus

valuable inside info on many schools, how td

apply, and get interviews. (It got nr>e 4 accep-
tances J Make best offer. Cary (21 3)65641991

.

(UCLA 1988>

INSURANa WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices
or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tldceU, stuia^t discounU. Request
"Bruin PlanV (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

(THE PERFECT WAY) to meet the perfecT
person. Great Expectations Video introduc-
tions VIP membership. $800 firm. Over 50%
djynirtl rail Anthony f?1 l>39Q.2a2fl

7 Good Deals

. 4l<M*;isiiiiis»

(2i:t) ]t2l-l]t!n

SCHOLARSHIF^S AVAILABLE
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society is

awarding two $300 scholarships to qualified

applicants.

Applications are available at

the Dean of Students office,

1206 Murphy Hall.

Applications due April 5, 1990.
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FREE
LUNCH

FOR UCLA STUDEirrS
Your current reg. card

or photo ID

and a blood donation to

help UCLA
patients will entitle you to

an ASUCLA meal ticket.

Available only at:

UCLA BLOOD CENTER
82&O850

''A" Level, Room A2-260
UCLA Medical Center

ASUCLA Student Employ»a« receive

either 4 hours leave wKh pay or the

meal ticket. We cannot avward both.

Sports Tickets

AEO)
^e\cornes

the

MEN'S
RUGBY
TEAM

to dinner at

5:00
tonight...

ya then
^* *^

Pie-Riish BBQ
Wednesday at 6:30

' Gayley Ave
208-0843

5 Sports Tickets

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

J^^ LAKERS ^,^«
V\_\^ face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

FAX « 205-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd.. West Hollywood

Good Deals 7 Free 8

'\G: ^.1 T^^u\ r^:5 '0 i,^

only $239. includes exam.
Dr. Vogel in Westwood

208-3011

CARLTON HAIR rnieds willing rrnxiels for

assislanl advanced haircut training program
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-S:00pm
DANA.

Ŝ
&̂

\FC RUSH
Spring Quarter

^ Tuesday, April 3^ 1990

Miscellaneous

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoUjfwood Mmo Jltntal Comipanif

463-6569

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut rrKxiels.

Bobs only. Ask for Alia. (21 3)277.4230(w),
(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sa«wlellc. (213)312-0092.

<:̂P
fi>

•! * -».

Personal 10 Personal 10

Alpha Delta Pi
would like to thank their professors

for attending our Scholarship Dinner.
Also Congratulations to

KiUbi Recker
Michelle White

on their fall quarter

4.0 GPA'S!

Friday, April 6, 1990

Questions? Need More Information? Contact:

Office of Fraternity & Sorority Relations

1 1 8 Men's Gym (825-6322)

The Largest Rush of the
i^

Year!

EAE

10

PRESEI^TS A FINE:

PRE-RUSH DINNER

U

T09ilG'J{T 5:30

FEATURING THE WORLD FAMOUS

I N - N - O U T BURGER^
TIME: 6:00 QUESTIONS CALL RUSH CHAIRS
PLACE: OBVIOUS DAVE HENRY JAMES HARE
3/7/90 824-7909 208-3183

Ru.sh Chairmen:
Kik 2()8-Sl.}l

VVncIo 208-8433

Coat & Tie

Requested

I

Kappa Delta would like to thank
ZOE, TEO, ZAM, and TKE for an
AMAZING Greek Week 19901

ALPHA PHI
would like to thank

all Greeks for
participating

GREEK WEEK 1990!!! Jt

h*Jf Uh4v« ^ATAj

*JLyw» r<i>B ti44*4
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PARTY TIME
Mobile Disc jockey available

for all parties and affairs.

Plays top 40's and oldies.

(213) 301-0520.

BERCHFROriT BfiR BCdUUOUT
SUNSETS BAR aiirf GRILL

i mRn Rn BERGH
ALL LADIES WELCOME

Busses leave Betd

HAPPY 22nd
USA!

'Wishing you the
best on your
birthday AND
when you're in

NEW YORK!
^ Erynn, Roselie,

ind Angela

;•• j.,v.v-f.

^^^:^.

Junior
No bar-hoppin' or beer-

guzzlin' cause we're
short one, But hope you

realize I lov6 you -

Happy 211! ELK

Smoothness in the Beta tradition
Don't forget IDs'

AND YOU THOUGHT
DREAD2EPPEUN kAS
GOOP.,

^fTTK^

AMP Fftosr8CTw« uL.
s^sretis: WELCOME///

• *0

ni»*<» w*v-

PHI KAPPA SlCkMA

F^ATCeNtTY
. /0938 SfRATHHogg.

WEDMgSPAtHA^. 6

To the
Ladies of AF
Sorority:
Hie UCLA
Men^s
Medical

Assoc* loolcs
fornrard to
meeting you
aU tonight*
It should be

fun!

Use your Mastercard

or visa. . .

u

< #

Hey studly Greek Week Exec
The Greek Times rolled all

last week
Now it's our turn to rock

Celebration begins tonight
6:00 pm Olive Garden

See you there!

^A .. -y

A''i- —* '.
" ''."^.^'

-'*: w.

J=
f ^;:

i
• Kappa Alpha Theta
•Loves Their Hashers

You Guys are Terrific.

Thanks for everything
you do.

Love,
Theta

%

The Brothers of

SIGMA CHI
Welcome All

Prospective Rushees

Pre-Rush BBQ
Thurs. 6:30 pm

.^

ri—

:

,_.^.i^ — \
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^ Delta Gamma would J^
like to congratulate'^

EX Sweetheart Court:

Lisa Bennish ^
ZN White Rose Court:

Danica Katz

I'
E0E: Violet & Rose Court:

Emily Miller

0KI Black & Gold Court.

Heather Drew
Crescent Court:

Kim Ball

Ann Blunden
Cindy Hardt
Shannon Monigal

We're so proud ofyou!

%. Delta Gamma ^

Chi Omega
announces

BUILD YOUR OWN SUNDAE
Wednesday, March 7

7:00-9:00 PM

AXA
Mom's Saloon

Charthouse

ViUage Deli

/

sponsored by:

T.J. Cinnamons Capellis

Tower Records Le Beach Club
Blue and Gold Hair Salon Islands

Westwood Village Flower Garden

own

#

\

Come build your
sundae at \
Chi Omega! #

Toniglit at CW 7-9 PM J
Tickets at the door, raffle*

included

.

S

Research Subjects 12

CONGRATULATIONS

on your
Greek Week victory
THANKS TO - AEO,
KA, AXA, and EOE
for and incredible

week.
- TEO

a Delta Thanks
fessors and
who attended

Monday Night Dinner,
enjoyed your com\

\
A SIGMA KAPPA

THUMBS UP
TO OUR VERY OWN

NAOMI GOLDMAN
NEW ASSISTANT EDITOR

OF THE

GREEK CONNECTION

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, are
wanted to complete questionaires to aid in

research examining how individuals adapt to
living with a chronic illness. Please call Karyn
Zukow (618)981-4415.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-
TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDL .

CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-
VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
Bt PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

"Hyperactive Boys with attcntional problems,
7-1

1 years needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a (ree developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392."— ^
NEED Subjects 18 and older who hav« teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available
dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight
week period. One dental x-ray required.
Contact Mary, OenUl Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-825-9792.

•Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

LXILA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.* ^
NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

I A SINUS STUDY SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTEO IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OfFia VISITS IN WLA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR"'
TIME. (213)820-6574.

WANTED: Subjects (21-55) experiencing
tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 rTx>nths

who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medi-
cal, symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw
examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

•

tic appi iance fitted over teeth and connected to
battery operated electrical stinnjlation device
which provides slightly painful stimulation to
lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5 nights
to portable device recording EMC, ECC,
respiration. Payment $100.00. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)625-9792.

Wanted 15

WANTED: INFANT to adopt by Caucasian
family. WiH help with expenses. Call colled
(714)861-1142.

14th ANNUAL AFFAIR
,T .. r^ TO BENEFIT
JUVENILE DIABETES FOUNDATION

SUNDAY, MARCH 11th
MGM HLMLAND • PIRATE RADIO

EREE BUS SERVICE

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

California Shirtcry
Midway Hospital
Subway Westwood
Budweiser
Headlines

By Invitation Only,
Paul Jardin

Contempo Casuals
Olson Entertainment

ror TMorr tnformatiun call H241 iO i

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Lost 17

LADIES COLD WATCH. Sentimental value.
Please return for reward. Call Liia
(213)208-7438.

Dally
Bruin Classified

IT WORKS!
25-2221

Daily Bruin Classified

Researchi Subjects 12 ! Researcti Subjects 12 Help Wanted

Healthy young women age 18-39
years with very irregular menstrual
cycles longer than 45 days or with

previously diagnosed Polycystic Ovarian
.

Disease, are needecl for iDCLA
Research Study. All qualified subjects

will be paid $50.00 for complete
participation in the study.

Call 825-7755.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
« in order to determine eligibility. x

^All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

Sperm Donors 19 Opportunities 26

University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm Dotiors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and (JonfidenciaL

In Westwood Village.

c:aijiokma
cryo bank

^-9941

NEED EASY MONEY77
Speim donors needed for

medical research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Healtti Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Marie Bennan, Qinical
Piycholo^iat,

yeciaiiit

ailable. (21 3)6S5tf730
eating disorder spedalisL IndividBd

appointments avi

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.

100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

We Acceot All Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

Opportunities 26

SPRING FUND RAISER
$2,000 RETURN ON $05.00 DOWN

Fratsmlttat ' Sororities * Campus
Organizations

Pflffoct Spring Fund Raisar. Past IFC

Fundralslng Chairman will provide you

with everything you need.

FAST. INEXPENSIVE. 100%
PROTECTED

Designed to produce results. Plus

bonuses for your organization. T.V.s,

VCR's. Equlpmentfit

For more Info: CAPITAL NET^RK
1377 K Street. N.W. Oepl 692.

Washington. D.C. 20006

EARN up to

$150 per month

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

I c 'nlormation Cancer paiitn's

Call Anna th'o>ighout I A benei.i

(8'B) 986 '^883 'ro'- your panicpatror

4gb4 Van Njyt Blvd Shirman Oaks

Receivg i trei gift «/ your pre screen appI

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTANT PA". BanIc rec%, general led-

ger, accounu payable, other duties. Salary

negotiable. BeveHy Hills. (213)275-9015.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search & advertising firm. P/T or F/T. Exposure
to many industries. Will help set up focus
groups Will train. WLA. 9:00anv10«)pm.
Mrs. Rost (213)391-7232

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search and advertising firm. pA, iA. Exposure to

many industries. Will help set up focus groups.
Will train. WLA 9am- 10pm. Mrs. Rost
(213)391-7232.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm in Brentwood
lo run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellarwous office duties. Must
have car, S.25Anile. SMw to start. Ti^TH.
Call Gary (213)820-6701.

ASST. MCR Baskin Robbins yogurt arvJ ice

cream, full/part lime, days/nights/weeitends,

Westwood villiagf and westside locations,

Scott (213)206-8048.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,
gymnastics backgrourvi for video productions.

$20(yday. (714)638-0550.

ATTENTION: Even money reading books!

$32,OO0/year income potential. Details
(602)838-8885 Ext Bk 8050.

BE YOUR OWN boss, campus rep wanted to

solicit screen t-shirt and sweat orders.

(213)469-8631.

BOOKKEEPER- P/T, lo audit medical files,

need good math skills. (213) 276-8443.

BRITISH COMPANIES- now hiring for

this summers' tourist season. Earn up to $6,000
•f this sumnf>er in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employment Directory includes 1,000
+ job descriptions, employer contacts and
application requirements. Over 9500
openings.
Send $1 2.95 $2.75 P & H lo EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd Ste 224-C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day nwney back guarentee.

COMPUTER TEACHER NEEDED Warner Ave
Elementary School. 4-6th grade. Education

degree ind experierKe with children helpful.

Hours 10:30-2:30 M—F thru )une 22nd.

Knowledge of Apple 2E CS. Patty Bean (21 3)

474-5719
.

COMPUTER OPERATIOR- )r programmer for

super minicomputer site. User support, prog-

ramming some data entry. Krwwiedge of

bask:, LOTUS, and ¥Vord perfect. Desired

hours: 5:30 pm to 2:30 pm. Upgfade to

mainfrarT>e in r^ear future. Pleasant people

oriented environment. Please call DATA Pro-

cessing manager.M213) 479-4411.

CACAO Gallery/Coffec house in West LA,

seeks part-time managers. Call Eric

CHEVKDT HILLS recreation center seeks en-

thusiastic erierMtic people with a love of

children to stan it's summer sports, drama,

preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)837-5186.

COLLEGIATE Entertainment Magazine. Look-

ing for dedicatecVmotivated people willing to

go against all odds. Need: Account Executives,

Marketing, Writers, Photographers, and Artists.

Call Lemmy (213)292-6746.

CONSTRUCTION managennent firm in West-
wood has position available on campus.
Heavy xeroxing, filing. Light typing. Flexible

hours. Please call Cindy at Held/Jones
(213)825-9914.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP P.¥<. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

CREATIVE outgoing person with sales experi-

ence. P/T in fun enviornnf>ent near campus.
(213)474-7877. judy/Jill.

CRUISE SHIP K>BS. For sumnr^ employment.
$300-$900/weekly. Guarenteed openings.

Get the facts. 1-800-926-8447 ext. C1 110.

DATA ENTRY- WEDNESDAYS AND THURS-
DAYS, APPROXIMATELY 20 HRS/WEEK.
10-KEY EXPERIENCE PREFERRED. HOLLY-
WOOD. ROB (213) 461-4048.

DAY CAMP COUNSELOR. Plan organize 8t

conduct recreational activities for children

ages 5-11. $6.25/hr. minimum of 30hrsAvk.

Starting 6/25-8/31 . M-F, 1 0am-4pm. Call Steve

Vollmer or Cori Colbert 398-5982 for

interview.

DAY CAMP serving San Fernando and Conejo
Valley seeks energetic, fun, caring people for

SUMMER staff: Counselors. Horseback riding,

swimming, driving, arts & crafts, gym and
more. Call for brochure and appointrr>ent,

(818)706-8255.

DO you know Wordperfect, DBase, or Lotus
for IBMPC? Make good rTH>ney tutoring P/T.

Daniel, Ben. (818)575-0552.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
smoker, your car. Hourly rate -- gas. Children's

afterschool activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons,

Sat.10-4; Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(213)273-7573.

DRIVER- F/T, LA Art Studio. Sharp, responsi-

ble, personable! Clean driving records. Dirk

(213) 936-9009. Before 12:00 am.

DRIVER/MESSENGER- P/T & F/T positions.

(213) 837-5200.

DRIVERS NEEDED. M/?, Part/full time for LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus

tips - neat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN MONEY SELLING- (Commission), En-

vironmental quality products (no fcomprom-
ise). Home, buisiness and personal use. Call

(213) 215-3194. Exceptional exclusive
products!

EXTRAS needed for film and comnr>ercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

EXTRAS WANTED IMMEDIATELY for t.v.

movie. Ages 18-25. Asians, Persians, and all

ethnics. TBS casting. (213)659-3090

F/T casual senior typist clerk. Process ir»ur-

ance claims fornns, process patient finarKial

folders. Type, answer telephones.
(213)825-6202.

GENERAL OFFKIE, P/T. Immediate opening.

Du|tres to include filing, telephor^es, & typing.

Experience preferred-will train.
(818)881-3063.

GENERAL OFFKIE, for

Contact Mrs

.

(213)208-8219.

filing and phones.

Shu i m an

.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR lo teach stu-

dents ages 4-12 basic tumbling, gymnastics

techniques. Floor and mat activities empha-
sized. Experience required. $12.5G^r. Posi-

tion will start 4/2. Call Steve Volln>er 398-5982
for ir>terview.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded nnssage.

Please have pen ready.

I'M SEARCHING for creatively-talented wri-

ters for paperback novels, rK>n-fiction books.

Magazine articles. (213)208-5128. Vernon.

interviewer; M,T,TH,Sat. days. WLA. Peo-
ple oriented person, good phone skills. $6^r -»

5% commission. (818)506-6546.

LIBRARY ASSISTANT. Century City law firm

has openning for a library assistant. Duties

Include: shelving, filing, light typing,

checking in mail, & misc. other duties. Prior

library experience perferred. $10/hr. Call

Denise Grigst (213)551-9160.

MAKE BIG CASH!! Individuals wanted to sell

ad space in various L.A. publications. 20%
commission. Great Perks. PA or F/T. Hours
flex. Brad (213)458-1171.

OFFKTE ASSISTANT for video production/
distribution company. Good phone skills,

typing a must. P/T and F/t $8/hr
(213)458-9795.

PART TIME Gallery assistant. West Holly-

wood. Avout IShrsMt. Macintosh skills p(e-

ferrad. Call (213)826-3494.

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-
side sublets for summer law clerks. May- Sept
Contact Mclinda. (213)687-5421.

Film Extras Needed
For T.v. show, fUma A oommmtiaki.
At typm, 18-ao yn. Earn eurf/a mormy.

Fun tool Oreati¥§ CMMing

(213)466-7319
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PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing, and basic errands. Computer
experience preferred. $7/hr, 15-20/wk.
(213)277-3507 Rick.

PART-TIME assistant teachers in special edu-

cation. NPI Hospital school on campus. Assist

as teacher for 1 2 adolescents with emotionai

and teaming disorders. One position from 8 lo

10:45am daily at $104 per week; phone Ms.

Kalhy Canter at (213)825-3196. Second posi-

tion from 12:00 lo 4.00pm daily at $160 per

week; phone Ms. Gabi Elsenberg at

(213)825-0546. First position to begin March

1, and second to begin April 1

.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER needs (6)

attractive female modeis for greeting card

project. No nudity. Excellent pay. Photo/

phone to Rose/ Jem- 2 Productions, Suite 525,

8033 Sunset, LA, 90046.

EAR^ up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
• Full A Part-Unne *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
Map. Women, Students, etc.

*

Call (213) 453-1817

^ired of Commuti ing NO MONEY?^Tired of Commuting in traffic? Tired of having NO MONEY?

'J Why not be an ACCESS MONITOR &
^^ live ON CAMPUS?

Applications are now being accepted fdr

the 1990 Summer Conference Season
and the 1 990-91 academic year.

Positions available starting at

$5.44/hr. + .32/hr. shift differential

Still interested?

For more information and to pick up
your application

come to an information meeting
Wed. Mar. 7 or Thurs. Mar. 8

5:30 pm
Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

Refreshments served
\4.

BE A MOVIE EXTRA!!

$200-500 per day!
XiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

all ages and sizes

no prior experience necessary

work with the stars and make money, too!!

Come by Tues. thru Sat. 1 pm-4pm
12001 Ventura Place

(east of Laurel Canyon. 3rd floor, green glass

"^^-^...Jbuilding. Studio City)

MAKE IT HAPPEN TODAY!
CCA Quik-Cast

i818)760-7982 or (213)661-7982

Great for College Students
Special Registration fee for UCLA Students

Call Now!

^j

Real Estate Developer

seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & Career
opportunity

g.OO/hr^bonus. D.Q.E.
Must be organized, detail

-

oriented Think and act

independently
Part time and/or Full time

20-40 hrs/wk
Small Century City office

Must ba mcp^Hftti^^^
flp^j

know Mflcintoah

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #B

Beverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 557-1843 - call anytime

LAW Firm

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to fielu.

Please send resume
vv,GPA. available times

for mteivievvs and otl:_

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards -^

1925 Century Park East

^^ 20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing F>©ople.

UCLA ANNUAL
FUND

206-2060/51

PEER COUNSELOR AND CLASSROOM
ASSISTANT- Summer staff openings at Super
Camp, an exciting life skills/academic residen-

tial program for teens in CA, CO, WL, IL, and
WLA. Renee or Tricia. (800) 527-5321 for

details and training r<car you*

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 30-40 hrs/wk, $8/hr.

Film maker needs man/or/gal-Friday for per-

sonal errands, light bookkeeping, etc.... Must
be bright, energetic, friendly, organized. Ask
for l^mes (213) 399-9118.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Fluent ,in English.

Second language a plus; organizational skills,

familiarity with Macintosh basic programs.
(21.3)453-1211. Ask for Frank or John.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIIX Full-time West-
wood. Outstanding ^opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316.

POSITIONS OPEN immediately for energetic

salespeople. Instant nxxiey. Must be profes-

sional! Marketing experience preferred Call

TOgnTjnnnnjnsr—
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Help Wanted

PROJECT ASSISTANTS Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9785.

"* PROOFREADER. P/T. Downtown law firm for

evening shift. Strong grammer and spelling

skills needed. Overtime opportunities. B.A.

required. $10.00A)r. Call or send resume to:

Recruiting Administrator, Riordan & McKin-
2ie, 300 South Grand Avenue, 29th Floor, Los
Angeles, California 90071; (213)629-4824.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT assistant 5 hours
daily, $7-fi^r. WLA office. Experience re-

quired. Light bookkeeping, typing.
(213)939-1720.

Pn Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hrs/wk, work 2-3 afternoons 3-7pm,
and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.5(Vhr
plus free dry cleaning. (213)474-6525.

CLEANING OFFICES pA. flexible day hours,

WLA, r>eed car and be energetic

(818)785-6336.

PA OFFICE CLERK, international freights for-

warder, near LAX, flexible schedule, 20hrVM^,
$6.50/hr. (213)215-0500 Mary.

P/T OFFICE CLERK in Century City. Work
around your schedule, %6/^t. Call Barbara

(213)282-6355.

P/T positions available in Beverly Hills market-

ing research firm. Must have professional and
attitude. HostAK>stess duties and attitude. Host/

hostess duties with corporate client contact.

Wery flexible with hours. Momings and even-
ings. Start $7/hr (213)285-0920.

RECEPTIONIST, Doctor's office,

^ 20,24hrs/wk., sal«y, D.aE., Cedars Sinai,

^ Medical Towers. (213)854-5841.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL. PA- Half-days and
Saturdays. Optonrtetrist. $6/hr. Typing. Culver
City. (213)391-6311, available now.

RECEPTKDNIST. Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

tinr>e position, telephones, data entry^ word
processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820-8511.

RECEPTKDNIST/ yVORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible h'ours. $6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286-9785

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
comnriunication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

MALE MODELS
under 2S for hot head,
torso, and full physioue.
High commisionsi fiy|£K
CASH!! Private session
till 11pm (213)874>4656

CALTECN CONST. CO- In West LA, r>ear

Burxiy arxi Santa Monica Blvd. Needs P/T

clerck for; word processing, bookkeeping, and
telephones. (213) 820-3325.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or Part tirr^e. Mornings
or afternoons. Apply at 1 1 26 Westwood Blvd

(213)208-1902.

CASHIER/GROCERY CLERK- FA or P/T. Everv
ingj: 3pnf>-11-m. Days: to be arranged. (213)

477-3216.

CASHIER/SALES- FA. large retail store. Team
environnr»ent, fast paced, self-starter. Call Eric

(213) 653 6900.

CENTURY CITY Law office seeks perrr^aneni

PA assistant secretary. Good typing/ office

experience required. Will train legal proce-

dures Susan (213)556-2885.

RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica Insurance
agency needs bright, organized person to

handle heavy phor^es, some word processing,

and general office. Strong communication
skills a must. PA or FA M-F. $7-fl/hr. Parking
(213)452-2281.

RESEARCH Assistant: Chemical Dependency
Treatnf>ent Center needs motivated irvdividual

for Federally funded research project. Compu-
ter skills preferred FA w/ bcnefKs. Contact
Mr. Hasson. (816)547-3650.

RESTAURANT in Brentwood Village needs

servers PA. Cali (213)472-3287.

» »

30 Help Wanted

RETAIL HELP!- Customer servive, sales, and
marketing department, 25 positions available,
$9.65 starting, will train, flexible hours, FA,
PA. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALESPERSONS needed. Part-time for Wetside
Pavilion Mall Westwood Village selling de»ig-

ner clothing (805)296-0638.

SALESPERSON with artistic ability for sho-

wroom at P.D.C Friendly and outgoing Call

Sandra (213)657-0890

SALES. Sunglass store. Santa Monica. Sales

experience necessary. 23-27 hr^vk. Hourly +
commission. (213)559-1182.

SECRETARY TRAINEE, FA. needed to work at

small Santa Monica law firm. Duties irKlude,

word processing, tyiping, ar>d some telephor^e

work. Starting 3/26/90. Some training before-

hand. Knowledge of Wordperfect 5.1 a plus

but nd required. Salary commensurate with

ability Marcella, (213)451-9714.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for busy female ex-

ecutive. Permanent PA, mature, must have
good phone, Organizational, people skills.

MAC and PC experierKe. Own transportation.

Hollywood Hills. (213)874-0101.

SECRETARY, BRIGHT ENERGETIC for fast

paced architectural firm. Must be team player.

Flexible 65wpm. Proficient in word perfect
software. Front office appearance. Excellent
benefits pkgs. Send resume to BTA Inc 1001
Westwood Blvd LA, CA 90024, include salary

history.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST, FA available for

competent typist. Some computer work, heavy
phones, Santa Monica Asian art gallery/

auction house. Tom (21 3)828-8537.

SECRETARY, PA, must have experience with

Word Perfect/Word Star, be excellent typist.

Office near campus, flexible hours. $5-1GA^r.

Mr. Fisher (213)824-9993.

SECRETARY FA, Century City: Fast learner:

Word Perfect knowledge, type 60 wpm. Call

Barbara. (213)282-8355.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARJ. Valet

company seeking fulUpart time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for )oel.

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Cain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive management training. Av-
erage sumnrter earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6444 for more
info.

^

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT, M,W,F, 9am-3pm.
Co-op Nursery School in beautiful, rustic

setting. Must have some experieruie or classes

in early childhood development. $7Ayr.
(213)472-1566, Rose or Cathy.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, PA, depen-
dent on skills-$7-$9^r. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs dependable people
with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have
excellent phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-
ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose
(213)286-9785.

UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service $6.34Air.

,plus irKer>tive increases. No experiernie neces-

sary. We schedule around your classes. Corr>e

by or call Martha at (213)825-7686.

^ Child Care Wanted 35 Apartments fof Rent 49 House for Rent 56

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/

week. Must have car. $5/hr -f gas.

(213)477-0474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings.

BABYSITTER/helper wanted by single father

with 2 children every other week. Thurs. night

through Sunday night. (213)472-4313.

CHILD needs transportation from WLA school

to home in Sepulveda. Reliable car/driver

required. Mrs. Blake (213)393-0411 ext.

7232A21 3)837-2447.

FA babysitter, 7:00am-4.00pm, M-F. Energe-

tic, experienced, own car, English speaking

environrT>ent. Some housecleaning. Benedict

Canyon area. $35(ywk. (213)275-4885.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year

old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670. Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

Apartments for Rent 49

VlfALK
UCLA

SPACIOUS ONE BDRM
ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator dishwasher-

huge closet"
- " controlled entry" .

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-bath

+ den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laurvJry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(213)553-9490.

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, single

$61 0, 1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6
ownthlease okay. (213)477-7237.

3 BED -f 2 BATH upper large. $1200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BACHELOR apt., patio, furnished/
unfurnished. Utilities inlc. No lease. Walk to

UCLA. (213)478-2310, (213)4737442,
(805)6868.

Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32

1990 GRADS
ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING POSITIONS

Professior^al Northrldge computer sales & leasing
CO. is accepting resumes from recent graduates
with Bachelors degree (only). 3.0 GPA. In the
following:

• ACCOUNTING
• FINANCE

BUSINESS

MARKETING

L

For entry level soles & management training
programs. XInt compensation & benefit package.
Non-Smoking

. environment. Send resume to:

€L CAMINO RESOURCES. LTD,
8550 Balboa Blvd. Suite 140

Norhtridge. Ca. 91325 .,

Attn. Personnel

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, FA, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)568-0688.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN. Review records/

interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typing^iting skills. Medical
anchor legal experience dcsireable. $1 2-1 5/hr.

Full benefiu. CBL Medical (213) 558-3309.

WORD PROCESSOR/ANALYST- Full lime.

Rapidly growing Santa Monica Software deve-
loper. Sales person with experierKe in word
star 5.5 to work on system manual documenta-
tion. Detailed person with excellent organiza-

tional skills. Outstanding benifits. Call (213)
450-1452.

Apt. lor Rent 49

Internships 34

FILM PROfXJCTION CO. needs student to

assist in office. fMo pay. Good experierKe. 2-3

days/week, light typing, word perfect helpful.

(818)954-2976

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now for summer or tall 1990. 1

or 2 temMten: dastM or internships.

4 week summer program to the Great

Barrier Reef. For info, on the BEST
study abroad program in the workj call

Curtih University 1-800-245-2575.

MAJOR independent film producers seek
ctudent interns to learn development,
aquisition activities in office envlronnrwnt.(WLA)
no pay but great opportunity learn industry.

(213)473-6999 exl329.

Child Core Wanted 35

2:30-5:30, M-F, $8/hr. Must have car. Brent-

wood (213)825-5573.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, 1 -bedroom, upper,
sunny. Approximately 50 Iq. ft, carpet and
hardwood floors, $600. (213)829-0672.

BRENTWOOD. $850. l-bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

(XLUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available now.
$eO0-$9O0/month Call (213) 208-8881.

DETROIT NEAR WILSHIRE- $555. utilities

paid, cheaper bedroom, airy, parking for small
car. (213) 939-8720.

FAIRFAX/PICO. $635. Upper 1 -bedroom, bal-

cony, gated parking, stove, refrigerator, car-

peU,^apes. Near 10 FWY. (213)839-8800.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.
S795/mo Must see (213) 208-6310.

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS. 2-bdrfT>/1 -bath, newly
renevated, nice view. Central A^, heating,

washer/dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,
parking $950 (818)980-2951.

NFAR CAMPUS: 2 people for cozy 2-bdrm.
Bath, security, parking, pool. $30(Vperson.
(213)312-6813.

PALMS l-bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single $55(ynx). and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$750/nr>o. Special first month rent

with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercise
room. Gas and water paid. Gated parking.

(213)836 3800. ' '

SANTA MONICA 3-be<i/3-balh lownhouM,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $169SAt>o. (213)473-4272.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS 2-bed-
room apartment. Stove, refrigerator, parking.
(213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/l -bath.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heat, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, A^. 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD duplex 2- bed/1 -bath. Yard, gar-
age with appliances. Close to campus.
(213)829-0385. Available now.

WESTWOOD $875, 1 bedroom; $1400,
2bed/2bath, Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no
pets. 520 Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, prinr^e location, $300 fTH)ve-in

allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (21 3)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

'

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 rTK>ve-ln

allowance. Furnishe<Vunfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to LICLA. A/c, pool,
elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208^735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD - 2-bcdroorT>/2-bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna, 2 exercise roorm, 2 laundry
rooms, parking, 555 Glenrock Ave.
(213)824-9691.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS.
1 -bedroonVl -bath. Stove, refrigerator, park-
ing. (213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXLJRY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDUCTION. WUCHi;
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, V^tfeAl?.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,
GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE
(213)208-8685.

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath
•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

4770858

Single Furnished^

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Palms
)725ip

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 bd. 2 bd 4 den. 1 bd ^ loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgr.J
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

NORTHRIOQE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadli^. Shared or
private. Pool, jacu2zi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCUV.
Free brochure. Northndoe

Campus Residence. 9500 Zelzah.
NorthHdge. CA 91325

(810)886-1717

WESTWOOD, $59(ymo., single. Walk to

UCLA and Village. Pool, parking, lecurity.

10966 Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(21 3)824-2595.

WLA. SnoCVmo. 2-bedroonVl 'A bath. Sec-
urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA 1-bdr guesthouse %650/mo. Stove, re-

frigerator, microwave, drapes. Security gate.

No peU. (213)638-3554.

WLA. $450 furnished bachelor. Good area- 10
min. to UCLA. Available immediately. Call

(213)447-5812.

WLA, $650. Large single with dinding/den
area. Spanish hardwood floors. Stove, retriger-

ator, drapes. (213)477.2777.

WLA $750. 2-»-2 bed/baths and patio between
Robertson & LaCienega on Cadillac Avenue.
(213)838-9619.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fircplaces

*Launclry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Piaya Vista

Properties

306-6789

cso
825-1493

Escort
Service

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

[3 stoxy town homes
4 bedrooms pins

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,
aundiy, 2-car parking,

j

sundecks

I*
10- 15 mIn. fi-om

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave,
(north of Venice Bh^d.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssss.
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Find the Apartment of

Your Dreams,

«•*••
*!'••

.»»

y**

Apt. for Rent 49 Apts. to Shore

WLA Deluxe Tov^house. Furnished l-bed-
room, loft, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

Apartments Furnished 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

;^'(i \r:

Advertise in the Daily Bruin
Classified

825-2221

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $695/mo. 1 -bed-

room, exeptionally spacious, quiet, bright.

Appliances, carpels, garage. 5 miles to cam-
pus. Suitable for stafl^aculty members. Nk>n-

snfH>kers. (213)652-2699.

PALMS $895, new, upper, 2 - 2,,all anr>enitie$

including skylight and fireplace. Gated park-

ing. Quiet street. Eaf^r^freeway access.

(213)390-5996.

SHERMAN OAKS. Ventura/Woodman. 2+2,
pool, security, refrigerator, dishwasher,
cable,clean, large. $825. (818)994-1860.

WLA $650 1 -bdr. Carpet, refrigerator, drapes,

buitt-ins. No pets. Close to UCLA and bus line.

(213)476-7116.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laur>dry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

BEVERLY HILLS- $50(ymonlh. Large, fabul-

ous, 2-bcdroom 1 % bathroom, (own bcd-
room). Near Wilshire. 1(213) 457-9555.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in 3 bedroom
apartment. $465/mo. includes parking.

(21 3)207- 1662. Ask for Rob or Jay.

BRENTWOOD CONDO, furnished, female
only, own very large bed ar>d bath, $575.
Includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

WESTWOOD- Female, non-smoker, own
room, furnished. Veteran and Santa Monica.

$475 •»- deposit. Nice area. Karen (213)

478-6903.

WESTWOOD Female roomate wanted to

share 2-bedA>ath apt. Furnished, security.

$375m (213)208-1810 ASAP.

WESTWOOD. 2-females needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. $325/mo. Parking, security

bidg. Cathy or Cherise. (21 3)477-4435. Avail-

able rww.

WLA, $363, two professional females looking

for sanr>e to share 3-bedroom. 2-months'

security deposit required, -flyr. committment.
Available immediately. (213)474-0373.

House for Rent 56

Vocation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

BRENTWOOD Ca.EN. $2700, Famous au-

thors' tropical hideaway. Bright, spacious,

immaculate, 5 minutes from campus,
2-bdrm/l-'A-bath. (213)288-0639,
(213)595-8450.

BRENTWOOD HOME for lease. $280G/mo.
3-bedroonV 2-bath, family room, erKlosed
yard with gazebo. (213)472-5842.

SM Huge 3+2, newly renrnxleled. Meal for

professor or mature student family. Hardwood
floors, fireplace in master. 4 car garage. $2500
(213)394-2203.

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!

Over the 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readers,^

.

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:
Simply fill out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
508 Westwood Plaza
1 1 2 Kerckhofr Hall

Los Angeles. CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequerx^y and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)

r.

c

PHONE ORDERS/INFORMATION: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CLASSIFIEDS DEADUNES:
Lin« ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES

One Insertion (15 words or less) $4.25
each additional word 27^

Five Insertions (15 words or less) $15.00
each additional word $1.00

-s

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form
Fill out all the infomiatlon below:

Name (Last Frrst, Ml)

Addfess '.

(City^,DayPhone]L

ADToRsad:

DEADLINES: 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days in advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

Ad Start Date Nunnbercrdaystorun

FORM OF PAYMENT:

MC/VISA# Expiration:,

mall to:

UCLA Dally Bruin

CLASSinED ADVERTISIMQ
308 Westwood Plaza

112 Rcrchhoff Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

aRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line

PleaBB attach any
apeclal Inatruetlona

and/or artwork

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Daily Buin (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)

f^O^^ CDL# ^ Enter amount enciosed:$.
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54 House for Rent 56

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroom/
M* bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garagie.

Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

House for Shore 57

BRENTWOOD 2bedroom house to share.

Hardwood floors, cottage-like on Barrington.

SSSO/nw. Erin (213)207-1070

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

Room for Rent 64

$38VMO. MALE preferred. Large bdrm.
% -bath in a beautiful home. (213)558-0551

.

$550. Very Large Room. Completely separate

entrance, ititchen, bathroom. Nearfary Canyon
location. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

FEMALE, own room, 3bed/2bath house. Near
Marina, private entrance, W/D, parking.

$46Q/mo. Call Kathryn. (213)306-7257.

GORGEOUS EncirH) home. 7 miles from
campus. KitcherVlaurKiry priveleges, private

bath. $350. (818)501-6678.

LOVELY neighborhood, 2Vi miles from carrv

pus. Non-smoking environment. $37S/mo.
includes utilities. (213)837-6983.

ROOM for rent in private house $325, includes

utilities, near UCLA, Mrs. Rosenbloom.
(213)560-7779, (213)583-7636.

WESTWOOD near UCLA, Century City. Furn-
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

$365 incl. utilities. (213)474-0488.

WLA TOWNHOUSE. Own room/bath, $500.
Indoor laundry, parking. Near UCLA.
(818)288-8173, Dolly.

'

Roommates 65

2 FEMALE roomales lo share 2-bedroorrV
2-bath on Veteran. Security, parking, pool.

ASAP. Tracy (714)952-3114.

BEAUTIFUL: New 2-bedroom; own master

bedroonVbathroom, by art museum. Open-
miryied, $600 -f deposits, furnished, security

etc. (213)935-5800.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful, large apartment.
Cable ready, telephor>e hooked up, furnished,

homelike atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share $300each. Sherry 1-9pm
(213)447-2505.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old home from CC
school to WLA. Answering machine
207-5381. Direct after 8:30pm.

COMFORTABLE, cute apartment -looking for

reliable female roommate. 15 minutes lo

campus $335/mo, low deposit.
(818)780-5229.

FEMALE, 5-minute walking. Bright, clean,

furnished l-bedroom. $335/mo. Begins 4/1.

Please call Joan. 824-1903, 206-1092.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, $35(ymo for

own room in 3-bedroom Santa Monica apt.

Call (213)458-1246.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, $225/mo for

furnished one bedroom apartment in West-
wood. Parking available.(81 8)790-21 85.

MALE ROOMATE- Share 2-bed/2^alh. Very
close lo^^ampus. $35(Vmonth. Call (213).

824-3323

NEXT TO CAMPUS 2-bd/2-bth to share with
three girls. Needed for spring quarter.
$38Q^mo. (213)208-8611.

NICE apartment. Closes to classes. Mature
male student wanted. $331/mo. No deposit.

(213)208-4548.

NIFTY 2-bdrm in West Hollywood near Laurel

Canyon. Own room. $425/mo. Call Dana
(213)874-6582.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Westwood. 5 min.
walk to campus. 2-bdrm/2-bath. $35(Vmo.
(213)208-2646. Scott.

ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hills.

$400 (21 3)657-5320.

SANTA MONICA. $550. 1 7th & kJaho. Share
2-bdrnV2-bath condo. Female, quiet, respon-

sible. Margaret (213)467-4151.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment. Quiet street, sec-
urity bIdg. Two walk-in closets & own bath.

$369/pcrson. 473-1751 or 478-6622.

WALK to campus. 1 bedroom with loft.

Non-smoking, male. 2 spaces available.

$262.5(ymth. (213)208-6445.

WASHINCTON/INCLEWOOO. M/F. Own
room. 2-bedroonrV2-bath townhouse, large,

balcony, fireplace, security, parking.
$450/mo. 7-min. from campus. Nicky
(213)745-2101.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $40typerson. Pool, Ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and parking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD 2-bdrnV2 bath. Share with 3
girls $375/mo. No security deposit! Evenings
only. (213)208-3073.

WLA. Female, responsible, 2-bcd/1 bath. Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call
(213)479-7064 (leave messai^e.)

WLA - New townhouse. own roonVbath,
fireplace, security, parking. Near UCLA.
$547/month Rich (213)444 7389.

WLA, own room -f parking. $32Q/nx>. + $400
sec. Newly remodled. Non-smoker.
(818)595-8721 beeper, eve. (818)708-8539
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Sublet 66 Sublet 66 Sublet

MAYEK, BROWN
^.. & PLATT .

seeks summer
sublets for its

summer
- associates.

Please call Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

66 Movers

FEMALE easygoing roomate needed. New,
security, share roonri. Closet to campus! Spring

quartef. $375 (213)206-6503. Suzanne.

SUBLEASE Furnished bachelor 1 'A miles from
UCLA. Availablefrom April to June 1 6th. $400
per month. Call (213)476-8740.

SUMMER HOUSING needed. Our DoM^town
LA Law Firm is looking for furnished apart-

ments to house our law clerks this summer. We
prefer Westside sublets for various 6-1 2 week
periods between May and August. Please call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

WESTWOOD bachelor: unfurnished, carport,

garbage paid. New carpet, Wins, paint. First

and last. $725/mo (213)824-4003.

WESTWOOD/Santa Monica. Extra large

1 -bedroom. 4-month plus. Security, balcony,
central heat/air, storage, parking. $900.
(213)470-9888.

94 Tutoring Offered 98

;mcl l,Kuli\!

\i()\i\(, ()\i;rsi.\>

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021,.

QUALITY MATH tutoring at all levels by
retired math professor. Highly experiencect
Please call (213)474-3681.

Condos for Sole 67 I
^^ ^^^^^ International

* Small Shipment SpecialistsBRENTWOOD, large 2-bed^-balh unit. Great
view/ location. Skylights in kitcherV bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.UCSB sublet, shared apartment available.

April. $365. Near campus. Call
Cheryl at (818)905-191 7. '9:30-5:30pm. Flying/PorOCtlUtlng 76

^!(-

1. 1

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartn>ents needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 1 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202. r^:^'

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-172 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Personal Service

SPANISH lessons, native Argentinian tutor

(MS) reasonable rates. Call Beatrice
(213)390-7690.

WRITING TUTOR.\Vill help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (213)859-2293,
leave m^age.

Typing 100

95

I.

SIDLEY & AUSTIN
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment or house from

May-August to summer
associates from out of town.

please contact:

Brenda Thonrias

(213)556-6976

SUMMER

»•

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-
mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

^ McKenna,
)f

)f Conner & Cuneo )f
j^ seeks funjshed

)f sublets for its law

)^ stucients who need

y^ housing during all.

y^ or port or the summer.

jA. Please Call

(213) 687-6164

t

*

n-

Advertise
In the Bmin

It makes
cents

WANTED
Westside students & Apts. to

sfiare. Law students need sununer
tiousing various dates. Contact

Stiaron Gates at

MITCHEU. SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED, REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM
MED-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact

Janette Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

1

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for Our
summer associates

from June to Auoust. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

O'Melveny & Myers—4.aw Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to Auoust. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717. >

Child Care 90

NANNY AVAILABLE M-F. To share in our Mar
Vista home. Under 1 yr. preferred.

(213)396-9976 after 6.

NANNY available to share form 9-5pm in

Westwood area. S90^eek. (213)453-3452,

Brenda.

BAD CREDIT? Learn exactly how to fix your
credit report. Get loans, credit cards, etc.

Amazing recorded n^essage reveals details,

(213)470-1973.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820-4839.

HATf AUTO INSURANCE'

WHY GIVE
EVERYTHING TO
UNCLE SAM?

•Refunds within 21 days

•Reasonable rates

John R. Ilbnge CPA
10866 Wilshire 15th floor

(213)459-0535

PRICE AUTO

^•k-k-K-k-k-k-k-k-kW^^W^f^-A Services Offered 96

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 26,

$737Anr.
Good rates for comp. &

<:ollislon, and rTXJtorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 476-8355

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1690.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
searxh Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick
(213)206-4353.

GOLF LESSONS - Have that extra edge in the

busir»ess world, or just for fun. Experienced,
professional teacher. $15/hr. Mike
(213)447-1970.

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH PAPERS, loco's
of researchpapers on file. Custom research
also.(21 3)469-901 6.

3f

If

/lilstafe
Airto/Home/Commercial

Wostwood/Wiishira Offic*
312-0202

1317 Wostwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshre)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

ElilTING SERVICE
All subfects. TheMs/DiaMrtctioiM,

PiopoMb and Books. Fonim Students
l^elcpme. Shuon Bear, PhD. (113) 470-6eaL

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business
materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

Arl ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resunf>es ($20), papers, profes-

sional cdiiing by UCLA. (213)206-6951.
"^

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. eam-IOpm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)476-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4566. -

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, exr 1

perlenced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, (213)470-6164.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-

sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)276-0366.

GREAT MARKS TYPING SERVICE- Prompt/
affordable. Call for midt^rnVTtnal pricing. Con-
tact Paula Marks (213) 935-3653.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Temripap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)206-0040.-

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)626-6133, Angelica.

PLEASE'!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,
anytime -especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-6902.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatiorw, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2686.

WORD PROCESSOR: Scripts, term paper, etc.

$1 .75 double page. $2.25 single page. WLA
(213)447-5612.

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!.

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
Itft

I
SAveoN

One Day Word Procetsing
and/or Editing

Over 25 y^Mt •xpcftence. Abo offer

ethical a»|stsr>c» with writing problems
and Moring in English, Histoiy,

PhikMophy, and PoHtical SclMice.

Bill Deianey 207-5021

INCOME TAX
Preparation of indlvklual

and business tax returns
Personal service for UCLA

people by UCLA ^ad

Rick Sinolair, OPA
478-7600

TYPING
• Located un campus
• Fast turnaround, laser prints
• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerckhott • ?06-81L)4

Music Lessons 102

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance ^

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imrnedlate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santo Monica

Tutoring Offered 98

Movers 94

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON .

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(816)584.1123.

EXPERIENCED WRITER/EDITOR will aid you
in completing your writing project. Call Cor-
don (213)386-3035.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

GERMAN LESSONS/CONVERSATION- By na-

tive German student. Reasonable rates, flexi-

ble hours, groups welcon>e. Andrea (213)

450-8382.

MATH TUTOR- all levels. Buisness woman,
graduate UCLA & Smith College. BA/MS.
(213)450-9111 X2371

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

STUDY the technique that 67 Grammy win-
ners have before you. Seth Riggs. Associates
Wendy Bemard. (213)271-5373.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-7 01 2.

Resumes 104

1MM Rl
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GREG'S nrwving. We do all the moves. Specia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -6892

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Frier>dly

(213)285-8668. UCLA alumnus.
>

(ERRY'S nr^oving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, arid reli-

able, lerry (213)391-5657.

TUTORING
Al tubject* plus LSAT.GMAT.

and GRE. Fre» 1 hour lenon with 1

od.lW league grodi. Starnfofd Pi

(213)271-6181.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output
• Reasonable Rates!

ASUHLA Ci.iphic Srrvicrs in Keickhotl luO • ?UH Oa»1
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TENNIS
From page 40

,
No. 5 Quinney and No. 2 Barber
also entered ttiree-setters but
finally came up short against their

opponents Brad Kelly and the
nauon*s No. 28 Paul Mancini.
respectively.

At No. 6 singles. Dean Cohen
l)attled out Mountaineer Jacob 7-5,
6-3. while teammate Bissell over-
came his rival Patric Westoo with a
7-5, 6-2 score.

Finally, at No. 1 singles, Know-
les, leading the Bruin squad, fell to
the country's No. 12 Foley in a
tight 6-7, 5-7 match.

With literally no time to rest, the
Bruins enter a tough field of
competition in the 1990 Southern
California Intercollegiate Tourna-
ment

NETTERS
From page 38

use on the road Friday and
Saturday, respectively.

Scheduled to play today

are Jessica Emmons, who
defeated No. 2 Andrea Far-

ley of Florida last week, 6-2,

6-2, No. 10-ranked Kim Po,

^Who returned to action at

Madison after missing two
weeks with an arm injury,

and Kirsten Dreyer, who
was the only Bruin to go
through the tournament
undefeated and has yet to

lose a dual match this sea-

son.

AND
FACULTY
AIRFARES

Roundtrip frorrv Los Anscies

San Francisco $

Mexico City

Honolulu
New York
London

$ 850
$ 298
$ 338
$ 489
$ 549—^ $ 699

Tahiti V $ 679
Tel Aviv - ::^ $ 738
Cairo $ 739
Nairobi $1070
Jolianncsburs $1340
Restrictions apply. Fares subject to change
without notice and based on availability.

America's oldest snd Ismst
student travel or^arizatton.

Council Travd
MOWOHM SAWIi»AV$

i9m.m*'fp,m*
1093 Broxton Ave, Wcttwood

813-808-3551

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY. EXTENDED. CLEAR or

COLOrtED S40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) Sl09-set|
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

B4L • WJ • Crta • AO • BAH • flB.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans AveJ

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th SL

Downey 8556 Firestone Bh/d.l

FuHerton 2565 E. Chapman
Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

FRIEND-TO-FRIEND
BErRIEMD A COLLEQE-AQE JEWISH EMIQREE FROM

IRAM OR THE SOVIET UHIOn
CALL CATY AT THE MFTZVAH PROJECT-208-0640

QLASnOST-CALIPORNIA STYLEI

1 C- '^-'" \,-'''

r=^OFESSlONAL TESTilG CENTERS

#1 GUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT- GMAT- GRE- MOAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
AMY SECTION OR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSE FREE

CAU iaOO*777EXAM

Resumes 104 Autos for Sole

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resunnes that gel

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ret results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

SPRING BREAK JAMAKTA! Only $689 from

LAX including airfare, hotel, (8 datV7 nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much nriore! Sells out

every year so call NOW! 1.800-331-3136.

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm, bd. fees, airfare Inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany. Austria, Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

Travel Tickets 106

1 ROtlNDTRIP TICKET. L.A. to New York.

March 17-24. $438. Marge Morris
(818)840-4S70(day),
(818)766-0947(evening).

LAX-PARIS, oneway/northwest 03/18 $295.
Write name + lei. to 101 5 Gayleyil83 L.A. CA
SQQ2£

1973 VW BUG, needs paint ar>d minor body
work, perfect car for student. $950 obo. Call

Stuart (213)396-8995.

1976 DATSUN 280Z. Clean, cust. wheels. 4

new tires. Leaving country, considering any

offer. (213)472-9322 or (213)399-2542.

1980 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT, beauty! White
on blue, pull-out stereo, air, new dash. $2700.
(213)397-1375.

1986 TOYOTA VAN Automatic, low mileage,

excellent condition. AM/FM stereo, sunroof,

cuslomited. Good price. {213)208-2623.

1987 TOYOTA 4x4 Pickup. Metallic grey,

30,000 miles, excellent corKlition. $750tVobo.
121 3)455-2368.

1988 VW lETTA GL, blue, 5-spd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$755(yobo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

BMW 2002, 1975, sunroof, anVfm, cassette,

looks/runs great! $2950. (213)453-3212.

BMW 320i, 1977, $3750. Excellent, 78,000
miles, custom $1500 Alpine stereo, new
sheepskins. (213)277-7664.

BUKTK CENTURY- T type, 1983, $3,500.

Excellent condition, alpine stereo, or^ owner,
repair records. (213) 478-5657.

BUICK LE SABRE 1968. All original good
condition in & out. Runs great. Must sell

SlOOCVobo. (213)657-8906.

CHEVROLET CITATION, 1980. White, 50K
miles Clean $1250 as is. (213)650-6425.

DATSUN B210 1977. Clean, reliable transpor-

lation New clutch, brakes, alternator, tires.

$900/obo. Call (213)454-2769.

from March 1 - August 31, 1990

$779.00 for 4 people, $855.00 for 2 people

locludes roundtrip air from LAX to Auckland AND
Campervan including unlimited mileage for 6 days OR

6 day car rental and 6 nights Best Western

accommodations priced from just $890.

^(^-^v Pricts quotmiperpenon.

^— ^^ Travel Service
ASyjGiA/^ A-Level Ackerman Union M-F^i 8:30^. Sat 11-3

HONDA CIVIC- LX, four-door sedan, 1988,
$8,750080. 5 speed, 19k miles, immaculate,
fully loaded, metalic blue. Assumable. (818)
906-7093.

MAZDA 626, 1982. $1850/obo A/C, 4-door,
original owner, 5-spd, am/fm stereo,
(213)641-1445,

MAZDA RX7- GS 82, $4,700., charcoal gray.

5-speed, A/C, cruis, sunroof, rebuilt transmis-

sion. still under warranty. (213) 478-4115.

MERCURY, Monlego, 1969, one owner, all

new parts, safe car. $1000. (21 3)393-7968. By
appointnr>cnt.

NEED to rent a car? Only 1 8? Don't have a
credit cardf Call Rent-a Car Cheep.
(21 3)678-91 46. ^
NISSAN 200 SX. 1984. Deluxe. Sunroof, fully

loaded. 42k miles. Like new, $5700.
(213)473-2700.

NISSAN 300ZX TURBO. '85. Auto, 50m,
loaded, 8-»ph stereo, one ovvncr. Excellent
condition. $920(Vobo. (818)784-5552

i[
STANLEY H. KAPLAN

I Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-262-PREP

109 Auto Repair 110 Scooters 119

PONTIAC J2000LE, 1982, $150(yobo. P/S,

P/B, A/C, am/fm stereo cassette. Good condi-
tion. Clean . (213)654-3970.

TOYOTA Cclica 1981 . Immaculate , automa-
tic, custom wheels, A/C, cruise control, anti-

theft system. $370(yobo. (213)208-3622.

TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, 1979. Excellent

condition, well-maintained. 5-spd.
$195Q/obo (213)828-5303.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1979, 5-speed, air, sunroof,

A^^M stereo, power steering, power wirv
dows, excellent condition.- ' $2,50Gl/obo.
(213)204-1644.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1982, automatic, 4-door,

a/c, transmission replaced, good corxiition,

105,000 miles, $180(yobo. (213)394-3606.

URGENT- Moving out, 84 Ford Escort Wagon
(Merc. Lynx), 46K miles. Excellent condition,

$1,900 OBO. (213) 208-5370.

VOLKSWAGEN CABRK)LET 1987. $1987
$9500. Black on black. Kenwood pulloul

stereo. Mint condition. (213)275-0343.

VW '84 Rabbit Wolfsburg Convertible. BIk/blk

5-spd, air-conditioning, pull-out stereo. Im-

peccable. Like new!! Loaded $5900
(213)824-2505.

VW BUG. 1970. Xcint cond. New paint, tires,

rbit engine, pull out stereo. $3350.
(213)642-4412.

VW BUG, 1973, $1950/obo. Original owner,

73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master
cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext 441.

VW CABNRIOLET, 1986. $7700. Graphite
gray, 5-spced, air, alpine cassette, alarm,

xinl condition, 52k miles. (213)393-5960.

VW FOX CA SPORT, 1989, %bSQO/dbo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW RABBIT, 1980, $2000, automatic.

(213)209-2123

Motorcycles for Sole 114

ELITE 150, 1984 New engine. Excellent

shape. $1000 with lock and helnwt. Call

evening (21 3)4753510.

HONDA 730CBr, 198 V. Very good condition,

clean. Beautiful looking. Only $850.
(213)851-6206

HONDA CM400T. 1980. $495. Great condi-

tion. Super deal because moving.
(213)447-7769.

HONDA ELITE 1 50 deluxe, digital display,

1986, red $850 (21 3)836-9005. Ask for Greg.

HONDA XL 100, low miles, good condition.

$400. (21 3)824-2575. Leave message for Pam.

SUZUKI: 250. 1981. gpod 'condition. 2 hel-

mets, rack. Must sell $50(Vobo. Call Jim
(213)624-1626

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50. while, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

1987 HONDA El^e 8Q 2-sealer, Runs perfect,

looks like new, $625. Best offer,
(213)824-2505.

'89 RIVA YAMAHA SCOOTER, 4 months old,

includes insurance ir\6 registration Black/
black. (213)476-8620. $1000.

HONDA ELITE, 1987. Only 600 miles. Excel-

lent condition. $1200/obo. Call Glen at

(818)3»7-8476. ^ " -

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987 Great cofxiition.

Helmet, lock, basket included. Will sacrifice,

$850. (213)445-8630.

HONDA SPREE, '86. Just tuned good condi-
tion. $300. (21 3)^71- 1378, after 9pm.

HONDA SPREE- 1985, $200 OBO Moving.
Must sell. (213) 206-5311. Kristen.

HONDA SPREE 1986-good condition 2k
miles, lock included. $200/obo. Please call

Tracy (213)824-0797.

HONDA SPREE SCOOTER, 1986. $350 Call

lohn (213)275-5772.

This is the text of the ad that is being used for

derrK)nstration purposes.

Furniture 126

COLXTH- brown, high back, leather look,

excellent condition. $120; Desk- office

6drawer, $110. (213)450-9518.

DOUBLE BED. $50. (213)820-8416

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95 Deliveries, visit, or phone order
(213)372-2337.

MODERN DESK/chair/mattress/box spring!

Good as new! Sell before spring break.
Christie, (213)824-9845. Neg. $$.

STOVE $250/obo Refrigerator $75/obo. Both
m_very^ood condition. (213)933-3242.

Garage Soles 127

MOVING OUT SALE, folding bed, 2-chesU,
arm chair, Toshiba printer. Image Writer. Great
gflces. (213)208-5067.

Musical Instruments 129

BASS PLAYER- To joirVform band. Influence*:
Beatles, John Cougar, jazz. Practice room
available. Andy (213) 824-7852.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

VOLKL SLALOM •P9- Skis- 197cm with Tyr-

olia 590 bindings. $400/obo. Jennifer
(213)206-2446.

^

<
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I

To: Members of the Campus Community
I ' * "

,
' ''

This is In response to a grievance that was brought to
the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Relations against
Chi Alpha Delta, an Asian-oriented sorority on the
UCLA campus.

Historically. Chi Alpha Delta was organized as an Asian
service-oriented sorority. As part of several years of
Iradition, we have had a custom of auctioning off

J services for charity. Unfortunatety, we utilized highly
inappropriate terms for identitying this activity by
naming it a slave auction.

This organization is apologizing to any members of the
campus community which may have found this to be
offensive and insensitive. It was in no way intended
for the planned activity to arouse such feelings. This
group did not purposely aim to offend or degrade any
single person, organization, gender, race or ethnicity.
The proposed activity was immediately cancelled In

deference to public opinion once an objection to the
event was made.

Chi Alpha Delta

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

PROTEUS TECHNOLOGY
1232 15th ST. #B, Santa Monica
(213) 319-1985 FAX 319-1986

.- AT 80286 12MHz O-WAIT (SI- 15.6)

$689
1 MB RAM Memory On Board
12MHz AT Motherboard & 12MHz CPU
MCGP (mono/color/graphic/printer) card
1.2/1.44 MB Floppy Disc Drive
ATHFC Controller
Deluxe AT Case w/Turbo & Reset Buttons
200W Power Supply (UL)
101 Keyboard, Serial & Parallel Ports
Video Card & 12" Monochrome Monitor
Built-in Clock/Calendar (Battery Backup)
OS/2, DOS, UNIX, Network & IBM Compatible

Options:
AT 12MHZ+40 MBHD= $1029
AT 12MHZ+640K = $639
AT 16MHz+0-Wait = $779
Whole Sale:

Retail parts & systems

Special price for UCLA students & faculty with UCLA ID

ItM^ SUMfCt S^eciaU
•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil filter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system
•Check steering & shocks
•Check and fill fluid levels on
•Power steering

•Transmission

•Differential

•Transaxle

•Battery

•Coolant '' ^
.

•Brake

•Windshield washer

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$^A95
>tax

4x4 and diesel vehicies ackJItionai charge. Present coupon when order is written. Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS FREE!*

*7:30 AM-4 PM. Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change .

will be done in 30 minutes from the time S g^ il QC
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^T ^1
you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^T+taxI

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires ai/ai/eo

MIKEMILLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add fluid as needed
j T6%'ofr any •

•Inspect rear brakes • ^I§!55Liepa!r 1

Present coupon when oSerls "written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express.
Discover \ "-

Bruin Rec

• • Ifi finals

thisFHday
By Terry White
Contributor

Out of the multitude ofIM
teams entered at the begin-

ning of winter quarter, only a
lucky handful remain. The
post-season tournaments
have reached the finals and
semifmals at all levels and
the new champions will soon
lake reign.

*"

In AA basketball, the

stage is set for the champion-
ship game on Friday night at

Pauley. Last week's Final

Four produced the final

matchup for the title. Unde-
feated in the regular season,

the Old Timers spoiled Jam
Squad*s hopes for a repeat

AA title by handing them a
45-34 loss. Lambda Chi
continued toroll through the

toumey. as they defeated
Beta, 25-20. Be sure to catch
the final showdown between
Lambda Chi and Old Timers
at 8:15 p.m. Friday night at

Pauley Pavilion.

In addition to the champ-
ionship game, the best of the

worst will duke it out in the

consolation fmal to follow.

Team Hustle and Sigma Phi
Epsilon will compete for the

crown of the also-ians.

The women's basketball

league has also reached the

final two. Last week, Sproul
Hall eliminated Supershot
Nikkei, 21-17 to advance to

the final. The Air Mighty
Midgets, who wound up in

the Final Four by forfeit, ran
out of luck as the Sharps-
hooters showed up and shot
them down in a 40-23 rout
The Sharpshooters will take
aim at the ladies of Sproul
Hall on Friday night at 7:30
in Pauley for the champion-
ship.

In addition to all of the IM
hoops action on Champion-
ship Night on Friday, spec-
tators can also marvel at the

Slam Dunk Contest which
will take place between the

title games in Pauley.

OAN MaoMEDAN/Diyiy Bruin

Former UCLA center
Frank Cornish

• I

to quarters
On the IM field, the A League

soccer championship tournament
enters the quarter-finals this week.
Today's game pits the Tortfeasors
against the Bruins Elite at 4:30 on
Field 2. For more soccer action,

catch the A consolation final with
Sigma Phi Epsilon taking on Nine
Crazy Bruins at 3:45 on Field 2.

Also. Soles captured the C Soccer
Championship last Friday by
beating the Panamanian Nationals.

—Terry White

:<-'•;,
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In swim star taking It all in stride
By LiiKla Peters

Contributor

While many athletes may bo^
driven by a "win, win, win^
mencality. a certain Bruin AU-
American swimmer lakes her sport

a bit less obsessively.

It was partly due to the lack of
pressure, and the "reasonable"
level of intensity that played a part
in junior. Sheri Smith's decision to

commit to UCLA.
"I don*t say, *I wanna win. I

wanna win,*" Smith said. "If I win.
that's great. If not. oh well. I don't
need that kind oif pressure."

Smith is UCLA's three event
Ail-American, attaining eighth
place finishes in both the 200-yard
fly (1:58.96) and the 500-yard free

(4:44.73). and tenth in the 1650-
yard free (16:27.04)in last season
NCAA championships.

She holds the UCLA women's
top times in five events this year:

the 500-yard free (4:53.13), the

1000-yard free (9:57.64), the 200-
yard fly (2:02.44), the400-^ard IM
(4:29.51), and the 1650-yard free

(16:44.42). ,

"I didn't make it a challenge at

all for (former coach) Tom (Jahn).

I knew all along that I wanted to

come here. . . I like the (intensity)

level of the team. There was no
pressure here like at Stanford (the

currently No. 1-ranked team, and
defending national champs). I

didn't want to be part of something
like that," she said.

"Her life isn't swimming. On
the other hand, she's very com-
mitted, dedicated, and goal-
oriented," said head coach, Cyndi
Gallagher.

Her laid-back attitude seems to

dissolve in the chlorine, however.
Smith also currently holds three

UCLA records in the individual

events, and one in a relay. She
holds the record in the 500
freestyle (4:44.73), the 1000 free

(9:51.41), and the 200 butterfly

(1:58.96). Smith, with Kristin

Stoudt, Jenny Susser, and Missy

Re-lax with

fine Poets
By Tom Orewyler

Contributor

Sunday's blowout against

Arizona State may be just

the sort of confidence buil-

der the UCLA lacrosse team

needed, as it approaches its

biggest hurdle of the year

when it travels to face

Whittier College tonight.

The Poets (6-0. 2-0 in the

WCLL) have won the state

championship four of the

last five years, and are

returning every starter from

last season's title squad.

The Bruins (3-3, 1-1)

have relatively little playoff

experience, but a couple of

impressive wins, including

last weekend's 22-3 blowout

of ASU, have opened the

eyes of the seemingly invin-

cible Whittier club.

"We've been following

UCl-A's scores closely, and

we've been pretty impress-

ed," claimed Poet head

coach Doug Locker. "So we
can't look past the Bruins

becaiise we know they've

improved a great deal."

Top-ranked Whiuier has

remained unstoppable for

some time. "We know this

will be the toughest team

we'll face all year," said

Bruin captain Jeff Stoddard.

Hemdon also holds the record in

the 800 free medley (7:16.82).
All of these records were estab-

lished last season in 1989, and
Smith proclaims that this season
she is better than ever.

"I think this is my best season
(since being at UCLA). I've been
swimming fast and getting good
times. I've worked really hard and
haven't rested at all, so the best is

yet to come at the Pac-lOs and
NCAAs," Smith said.

If the best is yet to come, her

opponents should beware. In the

five dual meets that make up the

regular season. Smith accummu-
lated nine first place finishes in

individual events, three second
place finishes, and one third place.

She also helped pick up a first- and
second-place finish in the 8(X)-

yard free relay during the Pac-10
season.

"With Sheri. I expect more of
her than anyone else. With Kristin

Stoudt I have Jeanne Gibbons as

her back-up. With Christy
Richardson I have Melissa Skinner
as her back-up. But Sheri is our
only true distance swimmer."
Gallagher said.

"I always know she's going to

win in dual meets. For someone

else it'd be a kH of pressure. She's
the only one in the event (repre-

senting UCLA) half of the time so
she's pulling the team With
someone else they'd probably
freak out" Gallagher then wist-

fully added, "I wish she were a
freshman."

Smith's specialty is in the long
distance events such as the 500 or
1000 free. Last season she decided
to try something new, she tried the

200 fly at last season's Pac-10
Championships. She did surpris-

ingly well—well enough to swim
in that event over the 200 free at

the NCAAs.
"New doors were open for me

(by) having a new event It was
something to look forward
to. . . .The 200 fly supplemented
my other events, so I got excited
about the sport again," Smith said.

"Some people are consumed by
the desire to succeed, but there are
other things to life than swim-
ming," she said. "Eventually I'd
like to be an elementary school
teacher. . .maybe for handicapped
children. I'm not the kind ofperson
who just wants to make a lot of
money. That, would make me
happiest to be able to work
with kids."

SCCTT WEERSING/Daily Bruin

Althougti UCLA 's Sheri Smith is not one fora lot ofpressure,
her races have earned her UCLA's top times.

After long upiiiii gkrade,

cyclists join national elite
By Greg Jones
Contributor

Perhaps the best feeling for any
sports team is when it joins the

traditional elites of the sport after a
number of years of hard work.
The UCLA cycling club has

quickly reached this point in its

seventh year of existence, as it is

currently among the top five

squads in the Western C^ollegiate

Cycling Conference (WCCC),
which consists of 45 teams from
California.

*This team is the best team that

we have ever had since the club
was formed a number of years
ago," said Ian Land, president and
cyclist for the club.

Last weekend, the team went to

Santa Barbara to compete in an
important meet against teams from
both the northern and southern
sections of the conference.

Although the Bruin cyclists did
not perform as well as they would
have liked to, they still flnished

su-ong enough to maintain their

position in the standings.

In the criterium event, UCLA
came in fourth place overall. The
Bruins flnished behind Cal Poly
SLO, UC Berkely, and UCSB.
Results for the road race, which
was held on Sunday, will not be
available until next week, but Land
estimates that the team flnished in

the top five.

Despite this somewhat disap-

pointing performance, UCLA did

excel two weekends ago. The
Bruin cyclists flnished first out of
20 Southern California squads in

both the time trial and criterium
events at a league meet at UC
Irvine. .

^ , ; ^

Mick Lebens and Roger Hagen
were both in top form, as they each
came in first place in the time trials

in their respective divisions. In

addition, Jess Wilson, Sean
McCarthy and Mike Plumleigh all

contributed to the Bruins' success.

The women's team, regarded as

the best in the nation, was domin-
ant at the meet at Irvine. Lisa Best
led the team, as she won both the A
division time trial and criterium

event. Gabby also Hardman
performed admirably for the team
in the A division.

Although official league stand-

ings, are not available yet, the

Bruins are among the top five

teams in the conference, and plan
to compete in the Nationals, which
are to be held at Stanford in May.
The top five teams from the

conference will qualify for Nation-
als.

"We are now starting to shift

gears from focusing on *just doing
good' to training specifically for
the Nationals," said Terrance Ye.
vice president of the club.

This weekend, UCLA will go to

UC San Diego to compete in a
league match against schools from
the southern section of the
conference.
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ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Tennination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

ppp a choice

FamilyPlanmngAssociates

Medical Group

WINDSURF
CATAMARAN
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Ray lofnd. LA Timm

"A BEKT COMEDY...
REAL FUM.

DON SAXON ROBERT R BlUME
JAN FOSTER JOEL QWRESMO

Wrmen by

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD
Orecledby

LAUREN TEWES

UCLA
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

$5. $3

mAUVe

TKKETS (800) 36!Mi367
OR AT BOX OFFICE

Thurs. thru Sunt at 8p.m.

.

Tickets SI 2 • Fr^ Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Awe Los Angetes, CA

Wednesday, March 7

Scboenberg Hall 8:00 p.m.

UCLA
Wind Ensemble
Thomas Lee, Conductoi^

Gordon Henderson, Guest Conductor

Timothy Mussard, Tenor Soloist

Mahler • Urn M'atemacht

Music by Hoist, Benson, Grainger

Friday, MiKrch9
Scboenberg Hall 8:00 p.m.

UCLA Concert Choir
Los Angeles Baroque Orcbestra

Donn Weiss. Conducting

Mozart - Requiem
Mozart -Ave Verum Corpus
Bruckner - Three GraduaiSi

$5. $3

^'>.^^t"'^

ApAil\
t.'' -T

if

STUDENTS!
$9 (with I.D.) 1

ivents

Apr. 9 - Timothy Mussard, Tenor
Apr. 20 - Bess Karp, Haipsichord
Apr. 27 - UCLA Madrigal Singers

hor more infornuifion, pUase iail:

(213)825-9261

fCOLLEGE TOURS
presents

Spring Break
m

CANcari
$449^8 DAYS FROM

7 NIGHTS

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Hotel transfcf* to and from the airport • Discount coupons good for
• Roundtrip airfare to Cancun. complimentary drinks, and special
• Lodging (4 per room) in a deals at local restauranU and establishmenU.
3 or 4 star hotel. • Exduaive parties at Cancun's

• Private cocktail parties - FREEI HOTTEST night clubs.
• Exclusive COLLEGE TOURS • Best tan contesu for guys and girts.

Car>cun Spring Break T-Shiil. • Special mid-week 3- hour 10 star party
with FREE drinks and food.

" « Co-ed tournaments ar>d beach events.

CONTACT:^ILL - 824-7880 JOHN - 473-4057
JOHN C - 208-0200 or 1-800-395-4896

THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT! We take Amex. MC and Visa
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• • / TviUsave

tHy chiCdren
''

Isninh 49; 25)

Healing:
Children in God's Care''

Everyone is invited to this free
Christian Science lecture

given by Jon G. Harder, C.S.B.
A ini>nilN<r ortht> f'hristiiin Sjioiur Hojird of IxTlurfKhip

Thursday March 8, 1990 4- 8:00 P.M.

Twenty eighth Church of Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood Village

FREE PARKING CHILD CARE FREE ADMISSION

Can you trust (Jod's promise today?
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This walk-on is still making
ills ran at on-court success
As UCLA closes in on the final Pac-lO basketball tournament,
center Keith Owens' playing time is down, but his spirits are up
By Joey Ochoa
Contributor

Whoever it was that coined
the phrase. "Here today, gone
tomorrow/* must have had Keith
Owens in mind, because for

three games in the 1989-90
basketball season this junior

walk-on from Birmingham High
School was UCLA*s starting

center. But since then he has not

played in six of the last 13
games.

Owens made the team without
a scholarship and then earned
one through his hard work and
determination. At the beginning
of this season, Owens expected
to come off the bench all year,

but he said his future soon began
to look brighter.

^

*'At the beginning of the year I

was getting the amount of
playing time I thought Td be
getting coming into the season,**

said Owens. "But once I got the

starting job things looked good
for me.**

Owens* big break came after

the Louisville game, when head
coach Jim Harrick saw that the

starting lineup needed the defen-
sive skills that Owens had to

offer.

"Keith is probably our best

inside defensive basketball play-

er,** said Harrick. "We were
searching for the right combina-
tion this year and he got three

starts and did a nice job. (He) did
what I knew he could do.**

As a starter Owens averaged
1.3 points and 1.3 rebounds per
game and although he was
thrilled to start against Arizona
State, Arizona and Stanford, he
doesn't feel that those were his

best games.

"When Coach Harrick told me
V6 be starting I kind of down-
played ii,** said Owens. "That
night when I got home I tried not
10 think about it but I thought
about it anyway. Maybe I press-

ed too much because I wasn't
really playing my game and
perhaps that*s why 1 didn*t play
as well as I would have liked.**

Owens left the starting lineup

when Harrick decided to give 6-

8 freshman Tracy Murray the

start against Cal, a decision that

Harrick made in order to boost
the team's scoring ability.

"Tracy provides us offen-

sively with a lot of firepower,**

said Harrick. "Kevin Walker
was struggling shooting and
people were double-teaming
(Don) MacLean and triple-

teaming (Trevor) Wilson every
time they touched the ball. It got

to the point where we couldn*t

even score. We needed someone
to take that pressure off of
Wilson and MacLean so w'b went
to Murray (because) you can*t

leave him open at all.**

Owens respects his coach *s

decision to pull him from the

starting lineup but he is surprised

by the lack of playing time that

he has recently seen. Owens*
seven minutes on the floor

against Cal was the most time

he's seen since his 18 minutes
against Stanford.

"I guess I would have done the

same thing if I was the coach,**

said Owens, "because I hadn't

been producing and I guess

(Harrick) wanted to add a bit

more scoring into the starting

lineup. . . .1 kind of respect his

decision but I didn't think I was
going to go from being a starter

SCOTT WEERSINQ^aily Bruin

Keith Owens tiasn't been
'quiet on the bench.

to not playing at all.**

Despite the fact that Owens is

seeing very little playing time
these days Harrick still insists

that Owens is a valued member
of the team.

"I hope to use him (Owens)
again later in the season,** Har-
rick said. "We need to defend the

post and he*s the best guy we've
got that can do that and I can*t
forget that"

Owens could see some action
in the Pac-10 Tournament,
which begins Thursday and runs

through Sunday.
Owens* role on the team has

changed many times this season
and he has graciously accepted
these changes. "I knew the coach
was playing a hunch move by
putting me in the starting

lineup.** said Owens. "Now he*s

going with what he thinks works
well and if that's detrimental to

my playing time but best for the

team then that's Okay.
"I want to play more but it

wouldn't do me any good to

complain or mope about it I just

have to keep playing hard in

practice and be ready when they
call on me. because I still feel I

can help the team.**

Regardless of ability or play-

ing time, a player with Owens*
team-oriented attitude would be
desired by any coach—^Harrick

is no exception.

"You'd be in heaven if every
guy you coached had the mental
attitude and work ethic ofa Keith
Owens,** said Harrick. "He, in

my opinion, is what college

athletics is all about.**

CHARLES COOLEY/Dalty Bruin

After soaring earlier this year, Keith "The Condor"
Owens has been roosting lately.
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'JMSCirr LEATHER
AIR CUSHIONED

BASKETBAU SHOE
SUPPORTIVE

\
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COURT
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• Eton's Or

Big 5
Low Price

Fly aboard these airliners!

Sharp looking hi-top shoe,

on or off the court.

• Men's Or Women's
f AIR

LINER

RUNNING SHOE

35.99
Big 5 low Prk*

PRICES IN EFFECT THRU MARCH 13.

l-JVtfMfMPrORDMKB SAVE

62%

standard

RacMt

Width

'GRAPHITE
ED6E PLUS'

aiMPHITE C9MP0SITE
TENNIS RACKET « COVER

FULL-LEATHER
CROSS TRAINERS
LO-TOP OR NII0-HI6H
NIULTI-PURPOSE SHOE

29:99
REG. 77.95 \
TO 87.95 ^
• Men'$

r«gulor

129.99

Improved Accuracy & Greater Power

AVALON
LEATHER
DECK SHOE

19J99
r^gvlor 49.99

• Men's Or Women's

SAVE
$30

•^SPECIAL STUDENT
Discount COUPON

^

oi
OFF ANY

REeULAR PRICED
ITEM IN STOCK!

Good At All Big 5 Stores.

pUPON GOOD THRU MARCH 13.

8-FUNCTIDN
2-YEAR BATTERY

PULSEWATCH

24.99
rtgulor 64.95 mpiow

MS ORWOMEN'S

WARM-UPS

foriiMrly 48.00

Classic style 2-piece

suits in a choice of poly/

cotton & rayon blends,

or acrylic and cotton

blends. Elastic cuff or

open leg pants. •

NEAVYWENNT POLY/COTTON

FLEECE SWEATS

15.99r
#2207U

24.99

L

MEN'S CREW OR WOMEN'S
PER STYLE COURT SOCKS

ruMlii I.7S

A 3.501.99

HOURS SAT 9 9 SUN. 10-6 DAILY 10 9
MAU HOUKS
MAY VARY ^"r Jt^^ D./c»viR AUV^RllSfD ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAIIABU STOCK ON HANO I

"^"^'''^^'^f'SHiNG licenses
' I

-' All BIG b STORES

SANTA MONICA
3121 WILSHIRE BLVD.

MVIRLY MILU
6601 WILSHIRE BLVD.

EL MONTE

CULVIR CITY 'MciNo

4343 SEPULVEDA BLVD. Sa hills

INGLEWOOD

lAKEWOOO

LONG BEACH

LOS ANGELES

NORTHRIDGE

PASAPENA

PICO RIVERA ALHAMBRA

?i!!L^^>? CANOGA PARK
STUDIO CITY

TORRANCE
VAN NUYS

CARSON

CERRITOS

WEST COVINA DOWNEY
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UClAnetters
to host BC
By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

There's no tunc

UCLA's women iM^uers,

fresh off a gnieling four-day

tournament at Madison,
Wisconsin, will be taking on
Boston College today at 1 :30
p.m. on the Sunset courts.

No. 2-r8nked UCLA fin-

ished second last weekelid to

defending champion and No.
1-ranked Stanford (losing

5-2 in the finals) at the ITCA
National Team Indoor
Championships p^^hile
defeating No. 1 2 Di||te (6- 1),

No. 7 iCal-Berkeley/ (7-2)

and No. 3 Univ^ity of
Ftorida (5-2) to sd&dify its

ranking.

Unranked Boston Col-
lege, which features Jennifer

Lane as its No. 1 singles

player, will begin ^ret

another hettic week for the

Bruins. The Bruins also play
No. 7 Peppeidine and No. 6

See NETTCRSy page 33

Showdk>wn for spikers
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

EtonU look now. but look who just strolled into town . . . it's big. bad
Stanford.

The nation's top team in men's volleyball is making its first

appearance in Pauley Pavilion since falling to UCLA in the national
championship match last May.

This year, however, things are a little different
When the teams met on that occasion. UCLA was atop the polls, with

the Cardinal a close second. Tonight, the roles are somewhat reversed.
Stanford—at 7-1 (7-0 in WIVA play)—has a firm hold of the No. 1-

ranking and first place in the WIVA's Wilson Division, a game ahead of
both use and Long Beach.
UCLA, on the other hand, is coming off a disheartening loss at the

hands ofUSC last Friday. The Bruins' 1 3-2 record (8-2 in league) is good
enough to earn them a No. 4 ranking nationally, and first place in the
DeGroot Division, two games up on Pepperdine.
The two teams have already met once this season—in the

championship match of the UCSB Collegiate Invitational—with UCLA
pulling off a four-game win to take the title.

That match, though, was not an authentic representation of the kind of
talent both teams possess. The Cardinal was without its head coach, Fred
Sturm, and both squads were very tired after virtual round-the-clock
volleyball for two days.

Last Friday night, the Bruins received what head coach Al Scates
called "one of our worst losses in Pauley" when they fel^l in four games to
the Trojans. "Ifwe play like that tonight against Stanford, there is no way
we will be able to win," Scates said.

One change in the Bruin lineup will be Scales' insertion of junior Carl
Henkcl into the right side swing hiuing spot Henkel replaces senior Oren
Scher, who had held the spot for the past three weeks.

"Carl is able to give us that extra spark offensively," said Scates. "Plus,
he plays well against Stanford in particular."

HARRICK: Interesting week for UCLA
From page 40

against the Ducks, whom the

Bruins match up very well against.

Take Oregon out of Gill Coliseum
and put them on a neuU^l court,

and they are a con^pletely different

team. The Ducks have won just

three of nine games on the road.

If UCLA gets by Oregon in the

opener and Oregon State knocks
off the winner of the Washington
and host Arizona Slate matchup,
then the Beavers and the Bruins
will square off for a third time on
Saturday.

Again, as in the case with the

Ducks, the neutral site should play
a major role. The other key is OSU
point guard Gary Payton, the

Sports Illustrated Player of the

Year. But recently, Payton and the

Beavs have been slumping, and
last Saturday in Tucson, Payton
scored just five points in an 87-60
shellacking at the hands of the

WUdcats.

"We match up well with Oregon
State." Harrick said. "Of course,

containing Payton is the key. I

don't know why he didn't play
against Arizona. . .1 don't know
why."

Neither did his teammates, nor
anyone else for that matter. But

luckily for UCLA fans. Payton's
no-show keeps the Wildcats. Har-
rick's pre-toumey favorite, out of
UCLA's path until the finals.

And that complicated set of
possibilities leads to the most
important fact* If the Bruins do get

into the finals, then they would be
all but assured of an NCAA bid.

The winner of the tourney is

automatically qualified for the

tourney and bids and seedings

should be announced at about
halftime of the finals of the Pac-10
Tourney on Sunday. Thus, UCLA
would be in, and the Road to the

Final Four would run through
Westwood.

"It looks exciting," Harrick
added. "It's certainly a social event
and we would like to get in."

But Coach, let's not get ahead of
ourselves. "We need a win against

Oregon," Harrick stressed. "I

don't want to take our chances
without it."

Bruin Notes: UCLA freshman suiting
center Tracy Murray, who re-sprained his

right ankle against Washington on Sunday,
is recovering "just fine," according to

Harrick, and was expected to practice

yesterday. "He just rolled his ankle. (UCLA
team trainer) Tony Spino said that he can
play."
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your business

to

AcKertise.
825-2161
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REMEMBERiYOUR
.UCLA ID IS ALWAYS
GOOD FOR A 10%

DISCOUNT ON ANY

PURCHASE.
OCEAN PACIFIC RETAIL STORESCORNER OF BROXTON & NA^EYBURNWESTWOOD VILLAGE

°^*<^
208-7398

tWDEATTAL OFFER
* Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM, X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH THIS AD) REG. $91
(EXP. 4/30/90) ....

^ SmllcsPluscH) Specials* Reg Prke

POLISHING. ........y..!.... $0 $44
FILLING (Silver, one surface) $29 $60
WHITE FILLING (One surface) $49 $140
BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surface) $49 $125
BLEACHING (Per arch) $199 $500
PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN $259 $580

ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTfCS/IMPLANTS
'^ SMILE SPECIAL im mi hb Hi h
BRACES $1449* '

(Records and Retainers Additional) reg $3200 |

-CLEAR BRACES AND i

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE
|BB MB All Braces From $20 Per Month m aBi «b^ J

'These tm»» Available MnthSmllesPlut'K For A IMedett Fee. CDN PaMerH. Krittlna Thompson

CONSUMER
DENTAL
NETWORK.

1-800-5S7-001I EXT. 235

INSTANT CREDIT - Up to lA itinntH.

A

to pay: no down pl»n%: easy
approval!
YQUR.PENTAL INSURANCE. WITM
OUR PLAN, USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.
Dolta Dontal Pationts Walcoma
Senior Discount

Nitrous Oxide/Anesthesia/Pentothal/

Conscious Sedation Available

Hablamos Espaftol • Visa, MasterCard,

Discover Card
Mon ,Wed & Fri 9am 7pfn, Tues &• Thurs

9am-9pm. Sat. •aii»-4piii

24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTUNE

WEST LOS ANGELES 21
1 1 628 Santa Monica Blvd.

3-207-1 060
Dr. Tebbi

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-537-001 1 EXT. 23S
FOR ONE NEAR YOU! T66
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GeraM Madkins
The UCLA basketball team

finally got back to their winning
ways this weekend against the two
Washington schools, and Gerald
Madkins was a big reason for their

success.

The Bruins, in dire need ofsome
offense from their guards, got a ton

from Madkins on Thursday. The
6-3 sophomore poured in a career-

high twenty points, including five

three-pointers, as the Bruins beat

Washington State 96-89.

Coach Jim Harrick, for one, was
glad to see Madkins start firing up
some shots.

'*rve talked to him for about a

month about shooting more,** he
said. *'It seems like he went the

whole month of February without

shooting."

Besides filling it up from down-
town, Madkins also played his

usual fine defense against the

Cougars by containing star fresh-

man Benny Seltzer, and had two
assists.

He also had a solid game against

Washington on Sunday, with

seven points, three rebounds, six

assists and two steals. One of his

assists was particularly sweet, as

he threw a long alley-oop pass to

Tracy Murray for a thunderous

jam.

He again did the dirty work on
defense, shutting down All-Pac-10

guard Eldridge Recasner, holding

him to six-for-twenty shooting.

Kennedy Cosgrove

1i

V
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UCLA Sports Informetion

Gerald Madkins
Basketball Guard Sophomore

Scored 20 points against

Washington State.

Hit five out of eight three-point

shots against State.

Had seven points, six assists, and

two steals versus Washington.

Shooting 42.5% from the

three-point range.

UCLA Sports Information

Kirsten Dreyer

Tennis Sophomore

Won all four singles matches at the

ITCA Tournament.

Ranked number 38 in NCAA *^

singles play.

Is 12-0 this year in singles.

Defeated Lisa Green, three-time

NCAA semifinalist: 7-6. 6-4.

Kirsten Dreyer
Kirsten Dreyer enjoyed a per-

fect weekend in Madison, Wiscon-
sin, as the UCLA women's tennis

team had a fine showing at the

ITCA National Indoor Team
Championships, reaching the

finals.

Dreyer won every match she

played at the tourney, going 4-0 in

singles play and winning her only

doubles match.

Head coach Bill Zaima was
pleased with Dreyer's play.

"Kirsten played with a lot of

determination and a lot of poise.

We don't take her for granted, and
we appreciate her efforts," he said.

Dreyer started out well, defeat-

ing Katrina Greenman of 12th-

ranked Duke, 6-3, 6-0, in the first

round.

She then easily dispatched Tif-

fany Silveria of seventh-ranked

Berkeley in the second round, 6-1,

6-0. Dreyer also saw doubles

action against the Bears, as she and
Allegra Milholland bested the

team of Viqueira and Parks, 6-2,

7-5.

The Bruins then moved on to the

semifinals against the third-ranked

Florida Gators, with similar

results. Dreyer took care of busi-

ness by beating Jillian Alexander,

6-2, 6-3.

In the finals, Dreyer capped off

her weekend by defeating Lisa

Green, a three-time NCAA semi-

finalist, 7-6(4), 6-4, in what was
probably her best match of the

season. The Bruin team, however,

fell to the top-ranked Cardinal, 5-

2.

Kennedy Cosgrove

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHAUU
Ctiiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood. CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS ^OPAQUE COLOR

*SOFTMATEB
DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
*CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET. & GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

WTOMEimX DR.MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCU\)

'Priceperlens.Exam. training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.
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GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
Become a PAID GSA Officer for 1990-91

Nomination Forms are now available in the Graduate Students Association

Office, 301 Kerckhoff, for PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT - INTERNAL, and

VICE PRESIDENT - EXTERNAL for the 1990-91 academic year. Completed

applications and signatures are due April 6 at 5:00.

For more information call x68512.

And don't forget to vote in the GSA Spring Election, April 24 and 25.
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second on Pao-lO's second night
By Wendy Witherspoon

Mark Dean

Assistant Sports Editor

.-'-I- .•'',''•..'.- ,'•",
, .

After the second evening of competition at the Pac-10 Championship
meet in Long Beach last night, the UCLA men's swim team had staked
out second-place with 440 points. Trailing Stanford by just 186, the slick

group of Bruins were looking to make a run for the big prize.

After last night's competition, the Bruins were the proud companions
of two Pac-10 individual champions. UCLA's Andrea Cecchi, who
defended his tide in the 100-yard breast last night, bettered his winning
time from last year to 54.32—a lifetime best. UCLA's Brian Kurza also
had a title to defend, and with a lightening-quick 19.81 dash through the

pool Monday night, Kurza retained his title and swam his lifetime best by
just .01. Kurza also placed second in the 200-yard free.

Bruin Byron Davis, not far behind Kurza in the 50-yard free, touched
the wall in 20.03 (just .01 slower than his lifetime best) to take s^ond-
place honors.

The Bruins' 400-yard medley relay squad blew away the field with a
3: 14.80 finish Monday night, to claim the championship title in the event.
UCLA Diver Chris Dudka was the Pac-lO's highest point-scorer after

last night's events with 37 points. (The totals of two Pac-10
championship diving events held last week were included in last night's
score.)

UCLA dominated the 100-yard backstroke last night, with Mark
Thompson, Geoffry Cronin and Mike Kanner placing second, fourth and
sixth, respectively in the six-person final.

Cronin also took third and Dan Kutler took fifth in the 100-yard but-
terfly last night

Tennis peaks in doubies piay
to climb atop Mountaineers
By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

Serve aggressively, return con-
sistently, and attack the neL

If these are truly the three

cornerstones of effective doubles
play, then the No. 3-ranked UCLA
men's tennis squad certainly

showed its respectability against

the No. 24-ranked West Virginia

team in yesterday's match that was
decided in doubles action—with
an ultimate 6-3 Bruin victory and a
15-2 outlook on the season.

With things all tied up at 3-3

after singles, the Bruins came out
fired up to play doubles.

The No. 1 duo of Bill Barber and
Mark Quinney was first to lash out
at the Mountaineers with a 7-6(7-

5), 6-1 win over their No. 10-

ranked opponents Joby Foley and
Brad Kelley.

The Bruin tandem was unable to

break the West Virginia team, but

finally took the first set after

Barber hit a service winner and
Quinney punched a cross court
volley in the tiebreak. Lifting their

level of play, the UCLA pair

demolished their opponents in the

second set—breaking them twice.

"I knew Quinney was tired after

his singles match, so 1 tried to lift

my game and I think they (West

Virginia) let up a bit in the second
set," Barber said.

Mountaineers Paul Mancini and
Mark Booras never let up, but the

No. 2 tandem of Fritz Bissell and
Mark Knowles kept their heads in

the match to give the Bruins the 7-

5, 6-4 clincher.

Bissell and Knowles broke their

rivals straight out to take a quick

Men's Tennis
TEAM

West Virginia 3

UCLA 6

2-0 lead. But, after being broken
twice, theUCLA duo turned things

around, breaking the West Virgi-

nia pair and holding serve to earn a

7-5 first set.

In the second seC the Bruins
took control as they managed to

break—pulling ahead 4-3. At that

point the Bruins crushed their

opponents mentally indicated by a

primeaval scream by Mancini.
Knowles and then Bissell served

out two strong games to take the

second set 6-4.

"It's never hard adjusting to

play doubles and I think we all

came out ready to fight back in

doubles play,** Knowles said.

With sophomore Bill Behrens
out with a turned ankle, junior

Jason Neuer filled in the No. 3
doubles spot The duo of Netler
and Robbie Wendell came out
fighting as they finished off the

doubles sweep against Mountai-
neers Rick Jacob aned Ron Mer-
cer.

Netter, who made his doubles
debut this season, returned well

and pulled out with a nice win,'*

Bassett said.

The Bruin tandem broke their

opponents three times in their first

set to earn a 6-3 score and
continued to play well throughout
the second set.

Down a 2-4 deficit, Netter and
Wendell both had strong serving

games and an eventual break to tie

things up at 5-5. Neuer hit a solid

overhead to take the next game and
finished up the match with yet
another break—7-5.

*This match reminded me a lot

of our match against Clemson in

the Indoors," Bassett said. "We
struggled in singles and came out

strong to play good doubles."

"In addition to the doubles

matches, Jason Sher's match was
probably the highlight," Bassett

added.

Sher defeated Mercer at No. 4
singles in a 6-4, 3-6, 6-1 contest

See TENNIS, page 33
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Bill Barber lost in singles, but his doubles win—with Mark
Quinney—helped spark UCLA yesterday.
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So long February, here comes March Madness

Jim Harrick is all geeked up
about this weekend.

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

He strolled in kind of gingerly,

chewed the fat with the local press,

grabbed a sandwich and smiled.

Basically, everything was back
to normal with UCLA head basket-

ball coach Jim Harrick, yesterday,

as he entertained at the weekly
press luncheon.

As he said, "It wasn't anything

that a couple of wins wouldn't
cure."

And apparently, the Bruins
(18-9, 11-7 in the Pac-10) have
gotten everything all patched up,

and not at a better time, with the

Pac-10 and NCAA tournaments
looming on the horizon.

"We're ready to go," Harrick

Pac-10 Basketball
TEAM PAC-10 Overall

1 . Oregon State* 15-3 22-5

2. Arizona* 15-3 21-6

3. California 12-6 21-8

4. UCLA 11-7 18-9

5. Oregon 10-8 15-12

6. Stanford 9-9 17-10

7. Arizona State 6-12 13-14

8. use 6-12 11-16

9. Washington 5-13 11-16

10. Washington St 1-17 7-21

SOURCE; Rao- 10 Conference |

said about the tourneys. "We're
anxious, we're excited. . .It'll be
interesting, but the tourney is

always interesting."

Funny what a couple of wins

over the Washingtons will do to a

man's personality. Thursday's
victory over Wazzu put a halt to

UCLA's nasty five-game skid, and
Sunday's win over the Huskies
have the Bruins on the right track

to the post-season.

"It's a whole world of a differ-

ence," Harrick said of ending the

regular season on a high note, "ft's

s6 much better to go into this thing

winning.**

Of course, a few more wins this

weekend in Tcmpe, and Harrick-

will be doing a liule song and
dance.

But standing in the way of the

'Harrick Hustle' will be Oregon
(15-12, 10-8), which many say

tolds the key to UCLA's NCAA
tourney berth. Two weeks ago, a

surprisingly "geeked up" Oregon

squad knocked offUCLA. 105-99.
up at Eugene.

Don Monson, the Oregon head
coach, said yesterday that ifUCLA
loses on Friday to his team, then
the Bruins will be home in West-
wood for the NCAA tourney.

Harrick contemplated that "A
loss puts you at a dangerous level,"

he said. "But a win puts you over
the hump and two wins takes away
any questions.**

Those two wins that Harrick
mentioned should not be that far

out of reach, as UCLA, although
seeded fourth, has been placed in a
favorable bracket. The Bruins will

open Friday at 1 p.m. at the

University Activities Center

See HARRICK> page 38

Will he soar again?
After starting three games this season, reserve

center Keith Owens hasn't played in six of the

Bruins' last 13 games. But "The Condor" is

hoping to soar again as UCLA heads to Tempe,
Az. for the final Pac-10 basketball tournament,
beginning Thursday.

See page 36

Athletes of the Week
Both play on courts—one stays inside and the

other enjoys the sunshine—they've both spent

innumerable hours with a round ball and they've

both worn out incalculable pairs of sneakers. Oh
yeah, they're the Daily Bruin Athletes of the

Week. too.

See page 39

Baseball downs Titans
The Bruins brought their record to 16-6 with a

12-4 lashing of Cal State Fullerton last night at

JRS. Dave Zancanaro (pictured) was credited

with the win and third baseman Kevin Webb hit

his first homer of the season. See tomorrow's
Bruin for complete results.
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Power outage
inWestwood

Parts ofWestwood suffered a
deliberate half-hour blackout

Wednesday as work crews shut
off the power to repair under-
ground cables, authorities said.

Electricity was ''deliberately

de-energized" at 1:06 p.m..

affecting a patch of Westwood
boxed in by Cashmere Street,

Broxton Avenue, Wilshire
Boulevard and Veteran Boule-
vard, according to Department
of Water and Power spokeswo-
man Dorothy Jensen.

Inside
Gubernatorial

candidates
A look at the three candidates

for California governor and
their platforms regarding high-

er education.

See pages 6 & 7

Viewpoint

Campus must
address rape
The campus judicial system

must place a greater emphasis
on a rape victim's rights.

See page 24

Arts & Entertainment

Erasure heads
tackle F6rum t

Andy Bell & Vince Clarke

discuss their latest album and
upcoming date at the Forum.

See page 28

Sports

Splkers deal

with the Card

Last night. No. 1 Stanford

came into Pauley for the first

time since last May, for a

rematch of the NCAA title

finals.

See page 56

University of CaHfornia, Los Angeles
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Ex-task force chief surrenders
Former UCLA employee charged

with grand dieft of public funds
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

The former head of the city's

now defunct on-campus task force

for African trade surrendered to

police Wednesday and was
released on $10,000 bail after the

district attorney charged her hours
earlier with the theft of public

funds.

Juanita St. John will be
arraigned in Los Angeles Munici-
pal Court April 8 on the charges of
grand theft — along with three
counts of filing false income tax
returns — for illicit oversight of
the task force's fiinds. She had
been a UCLA employee for more
than two decades before her the
task force disbanded last summer
and her directorship ended.

The district attorney's office

said she misused $ 180,000 secured
for the task force primarily by St
John's friend and business associ-

ate, Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley. District Attorney Ira

Reiner's chaises were to be tested

in an arraignment Wednesday, but
it was postponed until April.

See CHARGES, page 19 Juanita St. John

When Joe met Sally Check-off

SUZANNE STATES/OaJly Btotn

Workers set up a giant billboard of Tom Hanks ('Big') and Meg Ryan ('When Harry
Met Sally') on top of the Bruin Theater for the Friday opening of 'Joe Versus the Vol-
cano.

'

Vigil set to condemn rapes
Will demand safer campus
By Auris Jarasunas
Contributor

Several UCLA groups are spon-
soring a candlelight vigil tonight to

respond to recent reports of alleged

rape and to demand increased

campus safety.

The vigil, which will begin at 5

p.m. in Westwood Plaza, aims to

demonstrate dissatisfaction and a

pervading behef that the admi-
nistration has acted insufficiently

to increase safety on campus.
The candlelight vigil "lets the

administration know that they are
not doing enough about safety/*

said Florie Aranovich, undergra-
duate academic affairs commis-
sioner.

The march also wishes to let

women who have been harassed
know "that they are not passive
victims/* Aranovich said.

Sexual harassment on campus
was given the spotlight in a letter to

removal
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

Sixty students rallied outside the

UC system-wide administration
building in Oakland as UC Presi-

dent David Gardner consulted with
the Council of Chancellors behind
closed doors to discuss the future

of the negative check-off fee
policy.

Tension has been mounting
during the past few weeks as
activists on tx)th sides of the issue

await a final decision by Gardner,
who has repeatedly called the fee

system "deceptive** and claimed
students voted for it out of "apathy
and inadvertence.**

"The chancellor*s meeting has
broken . . . now it is Gardner*s
decision on how to proceed,'* said

UC spokeswoman Laurie Etow,
after the consultative meeting
ended without any public com-
ment from Gardner. Although he
has called a staff meeting for early

today, it is unclear if he will be
announcing his decision at that

time.

Students on four UC campuses,
including UCLA, have voted the

optional $2 fee onto their registra-

tion statements in order to help
fund the California Public Interest

Research Group (CALPIRG). Stu-

dents can waive this amount from
their total bill by initialing a box on
their reg fee forms.

'This is a fundamental student

rights issue ... if he announces an
end to the negative check-off
policy it would be a travesty for the

environmental programs on cam-
pus and a serious slap to student *s

rights,** said Andre Delattre, a
CALPIRG campus coordinator.

UCLA CALPIRG campus coor-
dinator Holly Carrington criticized

the administration for its lack of
sensitivity to environmental issues

and student concern. "Here we are
in the year of the environment and
Earth Day is right around the

comer in April, and the chancel-
lors are considering ehminating
the students most important vehi-

cle for affecting the environment/'

But UCLA student activist Mike
Spence, who helped initiate the

controversy when he sent a letter to

UC Regents, agreed with Gard-
ner's assertions. "I was concerned
about CALPIRG *s access to fees

_^_____
through negative check-off I

See VIGIL, page 19 See CHECK-OFF, page 23

the Daily Bruin on Jan. 25. which
recounted an alleged rape at a
fraternity house last April.

The letter*s anonymous author
said two fraternity members raped
her at a party in an unnamed
fraternity *s house.

The vigil, which will coincide
with International Women*s Day,
will be similar to one held at

UCLA two years ago, when more
than 300 people demonstrated for

campus safety in a march from
Westwood jflaza to Murphy Hall.
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TQPAY. THUKSPAY. MARCH 8
• Women's Studies Program ~"

- International Women Speak Out
- 4pm. Royce 314
• Hfllel

- "Contemporary Issues for Contemporary Jews'
- 7:45pm. Hlllel

• Cultural Affairs

-Noon Concert: Monkey Meet *?*•

^ Westwood Plaza

• Women's Resource Center
- "Wild Women Don't Have the Blues"

- tZ'lpm. 2 Dodd Hall

• Placement and Career Planning Center
- Resume Doctor . s

- 12-1pm. North Campus Patio Area
- 2'3pm, Royce Quad
• Student Health Seivices
' SADD Meeting
' 7-8pm. GSM 4325B
• International Women's Day
- Qmdellght Gathering and March
- 5pm. Westwood Plaza .

fRlPAY, MARCH 9
• Melnitz^ovies
" "Nuns on the Run"

^

- 8pm. Melnltz Theatre .^
• The Network
- "The Zuni Man-Woman" Lecture

- 12:30'2:00pm. UCLA Faculty Center

Playa Room
• CCKM. Conference
- Into the Streets ;

SATURPAY, MARCH IQ
• COOL Conference ^

- Listen to the Words Benefit Concert
• Women's Resource Center
- Self-Defense Workshop
' 9am-tpm, 2 Dodd Hall

SUNDAY. MARCH 1

1

• COOL Conference
- Opportunities Fair

^

TUESDAY. MARCH 13
• Campus Events
- "Married With Children" Cast Appearance
- 7pm, AGB

• Student Welfare Commission
' Drug Awareness Week
• UCLA Aquatic Center
' Sail, Windsurf, and Catamaran
spaces available

(£®«aaKi(3 AiromA(£Tra®MS8
• Placement and Career Planning Center
- 13th Annual Minority Recruitment

and Career Conference
' 2-6pm, AGB
• Expo Center
' The British Parliamentary and Political

Internship l^ogram
' Deadline is April 10
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Everything for the UCLA Bruin Fan.

Chicken I • outbreak
worries SHS officials
From staff reports

Three UCLA sUidenis have been diagnosed with chicken pox at

Student Health Services this week.
Dr. Jo Ann Dawson of SHS said UCLA treats about three cases each

year, but since chicken pox is a very contagious disease, "even one case is

of concern.**

"rm always amazed that we have as many cases as we do,** she said,

adding tiiat the outbreaks usually come in late winter or early spring.

There is no vaccine for chicken pox for the general public, but if some-
one has had chicken pox they are immune, she said.

However, people with immune system abnormalities, like cancer, who
contract the disease should go to a doctor promptly to receive the appro-

priate vaccination.

People who have not had the disease or do ndt know if they have had it

should stay away from people who do to avoid catching it, Dawson
warned.

Students who think they may have chicken pox should go to SHS or see

a doctor immediately.

Dawson said since patients are contagious from before red bumps
appear on their skin until all the bumps have scabbed, it is crucial for

those infected to stay off campus and away from people.

Treatment for chicken pox is symptomatic, but Dawson said rest and
fluids are important. ^

Tylenol, not aspirin, should be used for aches, pains and fever, Dawson
said. She explained that some people who liave contracted Reye*s
syndrome, a condition in which the brain becomes swollen, seem to have
been exposed to aspirin.

Correction:

The quotation attributed to Professor Philip Curtis on Wednesday*

s

Page 3 was in fact said by Vice Chancellor Raymund Paredes.
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Sexual discrimination creates 'chilly climate'

wcx
l-H

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

Though the feminist movement has made
great strides, women are still not completely
free from sexual discrimination, even at

UCLA, where many students experience
daily what is commonly referred to as the

"chilly climate in the classroom.**

Campus Ombudsman, Donald Hartsock,

said that at least once a week a member of
the UCLA community comes to him with a
complaint aboiit sexual discrimination. And
Dean of Students Mclom Sundt said she
hears at least five grievances each quarter,

some which may overlap with those
reported to the Ombudsman.

"Sexual discrimination has no place in

the university. It is abhorrent,*' Hartsock
said.

In a letter to the Daily Bruin on March 5,

an undergraduate junior, whose name was
withheld, gave her account of an incident in

which a professor violated "the sacred

teacher-student relationship** by telling her
he was physically attracted to her.

Campus tries to deal with issue

men S as cases and criticisms crop up
By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

Some people at UCLA believe the campus has not distributed information effectively
about sexual discrimination and how to respond to it.

"We haven*t done a good job of targeting students directly. We put ads in the Daily Bruin
every quarter, but people don*t see things like that unless they are looking for them," said
Dean of Students Melora Sundt.

"We train resident assistants. Academic Advancement Program counselors, orientation
counselors. Academic Student Counselors (ASK), and teaching assistants; so hopefully if

the subject of sexual discrimination comes up, one of these people will be around to help
direct action,** Sundt said.

Currendy, a subcommittee of the Chancellor's Advisory Committee on the Status of
Women is gathering information about sexual discrimination on campus in order to make
recommendations about a more centralized approach for handling the issue.

For those who are sexually discriminated, however, there are different places on campus
where individual needs can be met, said Amy Goldner, chair of the Campus Climate sub-
committee.

Many people on campus have said they have never seen any publicity about how to
handle sexual discrimination. And victims have said if they had known where to go to report

**This is a situation that is not supposed to

happen to you. You*re here to engage in an
intellectual exchange and that's all there is

to it,** said the student, who again asked to

remain anonymous in a phone interview.

The "chilly climate" women experience
pervades all realms of society— the home,
the work place, the classroom and the

See DISCRIMINATION, page 22

media, said Susan Rose, executive director

of the Los Angeles City Commission on the

Status of Women.
"The nature of discrimination is

grounded in attitudes toward women, and
women not being seeii as equal in society. It

is a global problem,** said Kathy Rose-
Mockry, acting director of the Women's

Resource Centei- (WRC). "We see it on our
campus, but it is a reflection of society a^

large."

Sundt said sexual discrimination is a
problem connected to racism, homophobia
and classism.

"Many women thought that was the Way
it had to be — that male dominance was
something they had to bear, but women are

entitled to be free of harassment, and it's the

law," Rose said.

The WRC says sexual discrimination

occurs when a person in a position of power
verbally or physically:

subjects a subordinate to unwelcome
sexual attention

^

attempts to coerce a subordinate into a
sexual relationship

punishes or threatens to punish a
subordinate for refusal to comply

indicates that sexual favors are terms
or conditions for participation in a class or
work environment

indicates that sexual favors may be a
basis for the assigning of grades in a course
or may in any way enter intp performance
evaluation

engages in conduct which may inter-

fere with an individual's performance or
create an intimidating, hostile or offensive

working environment
In the classroom, sexual discrimination

can lake many forms. It may involve a
professor derogatorily labeling a woman as

a "chick" or a "broad," or the use of

A concrete perspective

k

DEAN ABrUkl§6Nyf>a;)y bruin

Karln Lee and Tiffany Mullen cross the walkway between Lot 5 and tfie new Fowler museum.

See HARASSMENT, page 20

student
aifested
for theft
From Staff reports

A UCLA student was arrested

Tuesday evening for attempting to

steal a scooter from a campus
parking structure, police records

show.

Sophomore James Kenneth
Ardell, 21, was caught in the newly
built parking structure beneath the

Sunset Recreation Center. A 1985
Honda Elite scooter was recov-
ered, police said.

He was transported to West
Hollywood Sheriff's station and
released after posting his $1,000
bail. West Hollywood jailer P.

Butch said.

Scooter theft on campus is

constantly rising, university police

Chief John Barber said. In 1989,
just under one hundred scooters

were nabbed. Barber added that

scooters arc very easily hotwired
and he suggested that riders invest

in locks to deter thieves.

Judge Wapner, others answer legal questions
Op
at Wadsworth
informs public
By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

The average citizen does not

understand the entire court system,

said *The People's Court" Judge

Joseph Wapner, who moderated an

open forum entitled "Meet Your
Judges" Tuesday night

Thirty one Superior and Munici-

pal Court Judges commented on
the state of the judicial system in

California and attempted to answer

questions citizens had about the

legal system.

Wapner, a former Municipal

and Superior Couh justice who
since 1981 has presided over the

I^N ELOER/Daily Bruin

Judge Josepti Wapner moderates an open forum Tuesday
nigtit

television show "The People's

Court", said "my purpose here

tonight is to help in the effort to

demystify the court process."

"What we have to try to import

to you is that the trial judges don't

make law. They are bound ^y the

decisions that come down fro>Ti the

intermediary and appellate courts

and the Supreme Court" said

Wapner, whose celebrity status,

according to Superior Court Judge

David Perez, has made him more
recognizable by three to one over
the Chief Justice of the United
Slates Supreme Court.

"If you don't like the system,
then you have to change it with the

legislature. The judge cannot
change the system. The judges

have to follow it," he explained.

Wapner commented on a com-
plaint he has heard charging that

certain judges are soft on crime by
saying "I don't know any judge
silting on the bench that isn't

against crime. If the facls arc such
that there was an illegal search or

seizure the judge has to throw that

case out."

After Wapner's introductory

remarks, each of the 31 justices

addressed the audience's written

questions, which covered topics

ranging from daily difficulties

such as landlord-tenant disputes to

more socially significant problems

such as the lack of minority

appointees on the bench and
treatment of the poor by the

system.

Perez said minority representa-

tion among judges is low because
"a majority of minorities in recent

times did not get the opportunity to

get the education" to become
qualified for positions on the

bench.

"I think in years to come you are

going to see representation
increase drastically and come
pretty close to what the population
ratio is," Perez said.

Wapner added that "if the

governor does not appoint minori-
ties, no matter if they're well

educated or practice law or what
they do, there are not going to be
any on the bench."

To a question asking if the legal

See WAPNER, page 21
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Briefs
World

Sandinista local forces

still pass out weapons
JINOTEGA, Nicaragua — Sandinista

leaders say they* 11 hand over the govern-

ment on April 25. but their local forces

don*t appear ready to hand over their

guns.

The army, a party organ, is delivering

truckloads of assault rifles to civilians in

Jinotega and Matagalpa provinces who
live in the poor neighborhoods the leftist

Sandinistas regard as their "social base."

"All the barrios have guns. They are all

defending their land," said Francisca

Castileblanco, a 52-year-old tortilla ven-

dor, showing off her new AK-47.
High-ranking Sandinista officials in

Jinotega and Matagalpa at first denied

civilians were being armed.

When confronted with evidence, the

officials asserted they were creating a

self-defense network to fend off possible

attacks by Contra forces that the Sandi-

nistas have been hauling for years.

Hostage-holcling group

denies near release

BEIRUT, Lebanon — A pro-Iranian

underground group holding two Ameri-
can hostages in Lebanon said Wednesday
it does not intend to release the captives,

and it urged attacks on U.S. targets.

The group also accused the United

Stales of planning a military operation to

free the 18 Western captives. -

The statement was released by the

Revolutionary Justice Organization just

hours after Iranian President Hashemi
Rafsanjani said he wants the issue of

Westerners held in Lebanon resolved. It

followed a flurry of news reports that had
raised hopes so^ne hostages might be
released.

"We tenaciously cling to keeping
Americans nose in the mud under our feet.

There is no intention to release hostages,"

Revolutionary Justice said in an Arabic-

language statement delivered to the

independent Beirut newspaper An-Nahar
and a Western news agency.

Gas explosion razes

German restaurant

FRANKFURT, West Germany — A
gas explosion and a fire in an Asian

restaurant in downtown Frankfurt killed

at least 1 1 people and injured six others

Wednesday evening, officials said.

Frankfurt fire brigade chief Guenter

Burbaum told reporters at the scene that

the blaze broke out about 8:40 p.m. and
gutted the "Koryo" Chinese-Korean
restaurant on the second floor of a five-

story building near Frankfurt's Cathedral.

Burbaum said a gas explosion in the

restaurant's kitchen was believed to have

uiggered the fire, which he said had left at

least 11 people dead and six others

injured.

Police and witnesses said the injured

included restaurant guests who tried to

escape the flames by jumping from

windows. Most of the victims appeared to

be restaurant guests, pohce said.

Nation

Libya plant must be
shut down, U.S. says

i

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The While
House said Wednesday that Libya has

renewed production of chemical wea-

pons, posing **a major threat" and
requiring "vigorous action" to shut down
the plant.

White House press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater refused to exclude the possibil-

ity of a military strike to knock out the

poison-gas plant

"We don*t rule out anything," he said.

However, Fitzwater also suggested the

plant could be closed if foreign suppliers

denied it the raw materials needed to

produce chemical weapons.
*The international community should

step up its efforts to deny Libya the ability

to continue operating the plant," he said.

Chemical weapons are considered the

poor nations' atom bomb because they are

relatively cheap to produce and hard to

detect.

Philadelphia subway
derails, three killed

PHILADELPHIA — A subway train

derailed and smashed into a support beam
during Wednesday morning's rush hour,

shearing one car "like a sardine can." The
crash killed three people, injured 130 and
left some trapped for hours.

Officials said it is the worst accident in

the 21 years the Southeastern Pennsylva-

nia Transportation Authority has operated

the regional commuter system.

Doctors amputated the right leg of one
woman to free her from the wreckage of

the six-car train. But the woman died four

hours later of complications from a

second broken leg and severe chest

injuries, said Hahnemann University

Hospital spokeswoman Linda Clossey.

Of the 130 people treated at hospitals,

five were in critical condition at the

University of Pennsylvania Hospital, and
35 were discharged by aXxemoon.

All three of the dead were among seven

passengers trapped in the wreckage,

authorities said.

state

Judge AgUilar called

iiar' by proseciitor

SAN FRANCISCO — A federal

prosecutor, winding up the trial of U.S.

District Judge Robert Aguilar, branded
him Wednesday as a liar who tried to use
his influence to sway criminal cases and
thwart criminal investigations.

Aguilar lied to the FBI, told a witness to

lie to the grand jury, and lied repeatedly as

a witness in his own defense, said Justice

Department lawyer William Keefer in a

one-hour closing statement to a U.S.
District Court jury.

His voice lowered to a near-whisper
when he referred to conspiracies, the

prosecutor said Aguilar made a "corrupt

endeavor" to influence two fellow judges
in criminal cases, falsely told a deputy
marshal he was unaware of a fugitive's

whereabouts "to impede the search for

her," and tried to manufacture a covenip
when the FBI closed in on him.

Mourners march for

slain bus operator

REDDING — Nearly 500 mourners,
half of them striking Greyhound drivers in

uniform, marched silently Wednesday in

memory of driver Robert Waterhouse,
who was crushed while picketing when a
bus driven by a replacement pinned him
against a wall.

Compiled from the Associated Press

NEITHER SQUARE-EDGED
SQUIRRELS NOR
STRETCHY STREETCARS:
Natural vs. Human Design

Illustrated lecture by Dr. Steven VoKcl, Duke University

A world authority on hiomechanics
f -r J

Learn why metal beams, hot air balloons, flat surfaces,

angles are so rare In nature; and why we make so little use
composite materials and liquid-filled cylinders.

and right

atomic structures,

4 p.m., Sunday, March 11, 1990

Natmri Wstory Museim of Los Angeles County
Jean DelacourAucilofkm
900 Exposition Blvd.

LosAngeles, CA 90007

z- •• • • li bnmedately folowving lectura

Admission FREE
Resentatlons a must. Call (213} 744-3342

Dr. Vogel is the winner of the first annual Irving and Jean Stone Prize for

science writing for his book life's Devices: The Physical World of Animals and
Plants, Jean Stone will present the award prior to the lecture. i

Lack of action

• ^I- • criticized

UCLA development

By Sarah Suk
Politics Editor

Some council members and student leaders are upset that undergradu-
ate government could not take action on at least two agenda items on
Tuesday at its last meeting of the quarter.

Gay and Lesbian Association (GALA) members were disappointed
the council could not pass a resolution condemning the discrimination
policy used by the Reserve Officer Training Corps on the basis of sexual
orientation.

After the U.S. Supreme Court last week refused to hear two cases con-
cerning gay rights in the military, GALA drafted a resolution sponsored
by nine of 13 undergraduate student officers.

But before council could get through all its agenda items, the meeting
ended at around midnight because the council lost quorum. .

*Tm very upset because it*s ironic that the issues (of ROTC*s
discrimination against homosexuals) couldn^t be dealt with because
council was involved in the student interest group definition," Financial
Supports Commissioner Sam Kaufman said.

The council and student group representatives have been mulling over
the definition for student interest groups since fall quarter, and the matter
was discussed with no resolution at council meetings for three weeks.

"I understand the pressure council is under with the SIG definition,"
said GALA member Steve Gonzalez. "But it should not have affected
(the issue of ROTC's discriminatory policies).

**Since we had first started looking at the matter (in December), we
were waiting to see if the matter would be dealt on the national level,"
Gonzalez said. "(Last week*s events are) a severe blow to our trust in the
national court system."

He saidGALA will start approaching the issue from a grassrxx)ts level.
The resolution, authored by Gonzalez and UCLA law student Rick
Villasenor, states that undergraduate govemment would call upon the
Academic Senate's Legislative Assembly "to responsibly consider the
matter and lake appropriate action."

Academic Affairs Commissioner Florie Aranovich said she will bring
the issue to the council at its first meeting next quarter. "Pm sure it will

pass. It*s an important issue the university has conveniently ignored
because of contracts it has with the military."

Although she could understand GALA*s frustrations, Aranovich said
discussion over the SIG definition among council members and student
representatives "got to a point where it was so personal that the tension
was too much to continue" with the meeting.

impact
By May Wong
University Editor

lie released

After months of discussion with
all sectors of the UCLA commun-
ity, planning officials are releasing

the 1990 Draft Long Range Deve-
lopment Plan (LRDP) and its Draft
Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) today.

The 1990 LRDP, mandated by
the UC Regents, addresses the

future development of the 411-
acre campus by serving as a land
use guide, stating physical plan-
ning objectives and giving esti-

mates of building capacity to the
year 2005.

The draft EIR, required under
Cahfomia state law, summarizes
the potential environmental conse-
quences of the 15-year plan and
outlines steps UCLA intends to

lake to minimize any negative

impacts.

With the underlying assumption
that the total UCLA population
will remain about the same, the

plan proposes development of
additional on-campus housing and
new facilities fo^ teaching,
research, health care and student

services, and will assist the Uni-
versity of California in determin-
ing enrollment capacity and the

need for new campuses, said Mark
Home, principal planner for Capi-
tal Programs. '-

But instead of giving short term
information on specific projects

such as the two previous LRDPs of
1963 and 1983, the 1990 LRDP
utilizes land use planning zones as

a framework to guide potential

growth. *The (1990) LRDP is not a
master plan," Home said. 'This
will provide us with a little more
fiexibility."

During some of Home's con-
sultations with community groups.

members of the student body,
faculty, staff and Westwood com-
munity raised several concems
over housing, transportation and
campus population size.

Some people think the universi-

ty is building too much. Home
said, and are concemed about the

amount of space allocation for

specific programs and projects.

But "it*s not a matter of someone
saying I don't have enough space
and someone else does," he said.

"It's a matter of how we manage
growth."

Home stressed how the plan
provides a conceptual space plan

and does not prioritize individual

program needs. "It attempts to

meet everybody's need," he said.

During the spring, community
meetings will take place to review
and discuss the documents being
released today before the final

versions will be completed.

Visiting iecturer arrested following
alleged attack in parking structure
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

A visiting lecturer at the UCLA
School of Dentistry was arrested

Wednesday moming for allegedly

beating up a man and a woman
who he claimed "stole his parking
spot" when they parked to visit the

woman's son in the hospital, police

said.

Pohce seized Tom Kalili, 35, in

the Center for Health Sciences

(CHS) parking strucure a few
levels away from where he
allegedly grabbed Hillary Stark,

40, threw her against an adjacent
car and repeatedly punched and
kicked Bobby Dooley, 43, said Ll
Jim Vandenberg of University

Police.

Kalili, however, said the inci-

dent was instigated by the couple
and denied touching Stark at all.

He said he was prepared to park in

a slot blocked by a stalled car, and
after he helped the driver push his

stalled car clear of the spot, the

couple "zipped" into the space.

Pohce, who reported the cou-
ple's version of the incident, said

^ See ARREST, page 23
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$25.00 will get you exposure

(No Raincoat Required.)

For a $25.00 fee your resume will
be included in a resume book seen by

prospective employers.
It

\<

Send $25.00 and resume to:

P.O. Box 659
Venice, CA 90294-0659
Or Call: (213) 396-1591
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Gubernatorial Candidates

Gubernatorial race yet to focus on higher education
Candidates have not given official platfonns for specific improvements
By Kathy Lo
Staff Writer

After several weeks of cam-
paigning, the three major candi-

dates running for the office of the

governor of California have not

announced official platforms
aimed at improving higher educa-

tion.

Although candidates Dianne
Feinstein and Sen. Pete Wilson
have voiced support for Proposi-

tion 111 — a measure which
would modify the state spending

limit and increase funding
revenues for higher education —
Attorney General John Van I>e

Kamp has said he is reluctant to

endorse the measure because he

does not want to reduce funding

for primary and secondary educa-

tion.

Proposition 111 is **political

football right now/' a spokesman
for Van De Kamp said.

**lt is still undergoing some
modification and he wants to see

where its going before he decides,"

press secretary Duane Peterson

said.

Feinstein and Wilson, however,

wholeheartedly support the prop-

osition.

"Wilson has come out four

square in favor of (Proposition

111)," Wilson's executive assis-

tant Larry Goldzband said.

Wilson believes the state's

infrastructure needs to be rebuilt.

"Without this money. California

will literally crumble," Goldzband
said.

Feinstein supports the proposi-

tion, formerly Senate Constitu-

tional Amendment 1, because the

government is involved in an
education gridlock. Without the

measure, UC officials have said

the university will be unable.

See EDUCATION, page 14

Wilson focuses on laws, education and environment
By Auris Jarasunas
Contributor

Although Sen. Pete Wilson
believes he currently holds the best

legislative job there is, he said he
would give it up to be governor of
California, a position that pays less

and "is more demanding and
difficult," but one that presents a

greater opportunity "to make a

difference where California most
needs it." .

-

Pete Wilson backs his bid to be
governor with a long resume. An
ex-Marine, Wilson started his

political career in 1966 as a state

assemblyman and then continued

as mayor of San Diego for 11

years.

In 1982 Wilson was elected lo

the United Slates Senate, and in

1988 he won his re-election by a

900,000-vote margin. His solid

credentials have discouraged any
substantial opponent from seeking

the Republican nomination, to be

determined in the June primary.

Wilson, who labels himself a

"compassionate conservative,"

has selected three issues around

which to focus his gubernatorial

campaign: law enforcement, edu-

cation, and the environment.

Wilson, who has said that crime
is California's biggest problem, is

chairman of the Crime Victims

See WILSON, page 14
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THINK HUNGRY AND

INDULGE
1275 Westwood Blvd

(1 1/2 Blocks S. of Wilshire)

478-2838
(not to be used w/ any other offer)

WEEKDAY
LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
(before 4pm)

Get an entree for

$4.95 or more
and receive

soup or salad

AND
fried rice or

steamed rice

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

i >^

1990 UCLA
WOMEN'S WEEK

To recognize National Women's History month and
celebrate women's roles in and contributions to

cultures and societies worldwide

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN SPEAK OUT

Dr. Norma Chinchilla - Women in Central America

Dr. Naugreh Tohidi - Women in The Middle East

Winifred Siqwana Ndulo - Women in South Africa

i.>

Today, Thursday March 8 4:00 p.m
in Royce 314

RECEPTION TO FOLLOW
For Information call Women's Studies Program 206-8101

"It is necessary to do
something about the

inexcusable delays in

California .. ;'

Pete Wilson

Paris

London
Rome
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We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Ikw\y
S^
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Dr. N. Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
specializing, in braces for adults & children

•INVISIBLE •COSMETIC PORCELAIN
•EUROPEAN •REMOVABLE •TRADITIONAL

•SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

NO DOWN PAYMENT
M«friber of Amarioan 0*nlal Astoo.
Umfkm of Anwrioan Assoc, of Orthodontic*

ONLY %^^^ per month for 24 months*

No Finance Charges. Your total fee is just $2376

(213) 826-7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 Block east of Barrington)
•On approval of credit. Only for caMt requiring 24 months of active treatment.
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Feinstein points to
S.F. mayor success
By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

I>emocratic gubernatorial can-

didate Dianne Feinstein is confi-

dent that if elected, she could

implement on a large scale the

same changes she brought to San
Francisco, where in 1987 she was
named the nation's most effective

mayor.

"(In San Francisco) we added
police and cut crime by 20 percent

. . . We forced developers to

provide day care, transportation

and affordable housing with every

large new building. And we
targeted millions in scarce funds

for San Francisco's schools, for

AIDS and for homeless programs.
Imagine what we can do together

for California," Feinstein said.

From 1978-88 Feinstein served

two terms as the mayor of San
Francisco, having captured 81
percent of the vote in her re-elec-

tion bid. Now at 56, she is the first

woman to seek the nomination of
either major political party for the

office of governor of California.

**My vision for the future (of

California) is not a complicated
one. It is people living in harmony,
without bias or discrimination. It is

job training and a job for everyone.

It is an affordable home for

everyone who works. It is a

civilization that cares about those

being left behind," Feinstein said.

In her campaign speeches and
numerous commercials, which
have been running since the end of

January, Feinstein has clarified her

stance on certain key issues, like

her strong support for the death

penalty.

She also takes a strong pro-

choice stand on abortion. If she is

elected, "Women can be sure that

their governor not only supports

the legal right to choose but

personally believes in it,** she said.

Educational reform is another

goal Feinstein plans to achieve, by
reducing class sizes and providing

merit pay for outstanding teachers.

She has also proposed a program

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
We Now Accept

HEALTHNET
PCS

MEDICAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Atfailable

1090 Westwood Blvd.
(in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Get One
FREE

With this coupon, order any one of our
entrees, and get another entree of equal or
lesser value free. Valid for all members of
your party.

Valid Monday through Thursday.
Not vahd for carry-outs or banquets.

. Please present UCLA ID with coupon. '

Offer expires 3/31/90 DB

1109 Glendon Avenue
Westwood Village

208^3884

Van de Kamp puts
' safety first

By Auris Jarasunas
Contributor

"My vision for the

future is not a com-
plicated one* It is peo-

ple Uving in harmony,
without bias or discri-

mination.'^

Dianne Feinstein

called "Cahfomia Jump Start,**

which would provide an early start

in education for all four-year-olds

in California. "Public education

will have every available dollar,**

Twenty four years in law enfor-

cement have taught Attorney Gen-
eral John Van de Kamp that the

safety of the people of California is

one of the most important duties of
its government. If elected Gover-
nor, Van de Kamp said he would
seek to keep Califomians safe

from the threats of crime, pollution

and corruption.

Van de Kamp served as Los
Angeles County District Attorney

from 1975 until 1983, when he was
elected Attorney General of Cali-

fornia. Van de Kamp has been the

state *s chief law officer for the past

seven years, but now is seeking the

Democratic nomination for gover-

nor.

Van de Kamp points to his

accomplishments as Attorney
General as a valid indication of his

capabilities to run the nation's

See FEINSTEIN, page 12 See VAN DE KAMP, page 17

"We can be creators

of opportunity, keep-

ers of justice, healers

of die sick, protectors

of the pootr
John Van de Kamp

CONTACT LENSES

Look and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
• Chicken
•Beef Stick

j
• Fried Rice

: • Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
' with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
Ji=i_l 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
I^^Westwood Village, CA 208-2002
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student speaker sought for gk^uation ceremony
By Jenn Gillon

Contributor

It*s never too late to get

involved at UCLA, even if it*s on
the day of graduation — applica-

tions are available now to be the

student speaker at the College of

Letters and Science Commence-
ment

Applications must be submitted

by April 13 and can be obtained

from the Honors and Undergradu-

ate Programs office at A3 16

Murphy Hall. Applicants must
have graduated from the College

of Letters and Science with a

bachelor's degree in arts or science

from fall quarter 1989 or winter

quarter 1990, be graduating spring

quarter 1990 or expect to complete
requirements during summer
1990.

The application must include a

faculty reference and a copy of the

intended speech, as well as a

statement explaining pergonal rea-

sons for wishing to speak at

graduation.

The Candidate's Speaker
Selection Commiuee will consist

of seven voting members, which
include the Dean of Honors and
Undergraduate Programs as chair-

person, an administrator, two
faculty members and three stu-

dents. The students chosen for this

year's committee arc John Sarvey.

undergraduate president; Lisa

Puccini, senior class cabinet

executive director, and Andrew
Baldenado. president of the Trans-

fer Student Association.

Having students on the com-
mittee helps in planning a more
meaningful program directed tow-

ard the student body, said Lucy
Blackmar, special projects director

of Honors and Undergraduate
Programs.

Conference to stress volunteerism on
Organizers say universities should prioritize community service

By May Wong
University Editor

More than 1,000 students and
administrators from as far as New
York, Canada and Hawaii will be
attending the sixth annual 1990
Campus Outreach Opportunity
League National Conference,
beginning at UCLA today.

The theme of the four-day-long

conference, "Breaking £>own the

Walls: Common Ground, Com-
mon Good," reflects the mission of
COOL, which is to bring students

together in their quest to challenge

universities to make community
service an integral part of univer-

sity life, organizers said.

"Community service is the

cdbimon ground for society to

attack its issues,** said Bill Hoog-
terp, national meetings director of

COOL.
"I think COOL is great because

it brings community organizations

together, and it's the one time in

the year where people across the

country can trade ideas," said

junior Alan Young, a ipember of

There arc two rounds of oral

competition for applicants selected

from the initial applicant review.

Gloria Lyles, administrative

assistant of Honors and Undergra-

duate Programs said 15 people

applied for commencement speak-

er last year. During the first round

of competition, 1 1 students were
evaluated. That number was nar-

rowed down to four students for

the second round and from that

group, two were chosen.

"We've always had one speaker

in the past," Blackmar said. "But
for the past two years, two candi-

campuses
the executive council of the COOL
National Conference.

The conference also allows

students and administrators
involved in community service to

"feel worthwhile," Young said.

The event will feature many
guest speakers, entertainers and
workshops.

One of the programs, "Into the

See RESEARCH, page 19

dates were outstanding and offered

a balance in the messages they

gave to the students."

To make the ceremony shorter,

however, the committee is plan-

ning to accept only one speaker for

the 1990 commencement

Applicants should consider the

diversity of the audience while

preparing their speech. Speeches

should capture s(knething of the

academic and social identity of

UCLA, have a specific focus and

include a personal perspective on
the students' experiences at

UCLA.

INTERNATIONAL COIFFURES
1419 WestwQod Blvd. Open 7 Ddvs_

Expires 3/31/9055 Spiral Perm & Cut
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^79-8625/478-9311

THIS
WILLGETTOUA
OffiAPD

Just flash this coupon on FViday night
and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's best sketch comedy artists do their thing.
It's the format that spawned Saturday Night Live, SCTV and
the top comedic talent of the last three decades.

But the free stuff doesn't stop there. All ages are welcome
and we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, because we want to make
your date as cheap as possible.

Sunday-7:30pm $11. Free impn)v Stem. TWsday-SuTOwn $7, Fnt iinpn.v l()pm, Fnday-Hpm & 10 30pm II 1 Kree improv IZam.
&Hurdav-Hpm & 10 "JOpm $15. FVte tmrmn 12am: Fkw parVinit after fipm *" 2nd S«. City »tnictum; 2U Santa Monica H|vd . brtMcen 2nd & ."W. 21.'V45I-0621

Next year in Jerusalem!
Spend a year/summer or more studying at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem.

Broad range of courses offered In English with emphasis
on Israel. The Middle East and Judaic Studies.

l' Give yourself an experience of a lifetime while receiving

transfer credit from a world accredited school.

Financial Aid is available.

For more information call Ava Herman at the

Hebrew University

(213) 855-0188

INFORMATION MEETING:
MARCH 8th. THURSDAY
12:00-1:00 p.m.

Sponsored

EXPO CENTER -

A-213 ACKERMAN UNION

LIABILITY INSGRANCE!
Regardless of Your driving Record

llpi^utps

fif Motorcycles
W Scooters
Gf Satisfy State JLaw
GST Phone Quotes

THE POHL INSURANCE AGENCY
10975 mm^ mmmmf4mm

Mm, West UM''Wng€^^'Wi'Wl(}^

(213) 473^1121
ran & Santa Monica

.i^^
^/J^ COLLEGE TOURS

presents

^ Spring Break
IN

CAPiCaiS
$4498 DAYS FROM

7 NIGHTS

PRICE INCLUDES:
Hotel transfer* to and fronn th«
Roundtjip airfare to Cancun.
Lodging (4 par room) in a
3 or 4 star hotel.

Private cocktail parties PREEI
Exduaiva COLLEGE TCXJRS
Cancun Spring Brealt T-Shlil.

airport • Diacount coupons aood for

comptlmenteiV drinks, and special
daala at local restaurants and esteblishmente.

• Exdualvc parties at Cancun's
HOTTEST night clubs.

• Beat ten coniaate for guys and girls.

• Spadal mid-wak 3-hour 10 ster party

wm PREE drinks and food.
• Co-ad toumanf>ents and beach evente.

CONTACT; BILL - 824-7880 JOHN - 473-4057
JOHN C - 208-0200 Of 1-800-395-4896

THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT! We take Amex. MC and Visa
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UCLA project to improve library service for etiinic glfoups
By Val P. Phillips

Staff Writer

A UCLA project to improve the

quality of public library service for

members of the Latino, Asian and
American Indian communities
began in January.

Traditionally, these three com-
munities — separated from the

mainstream by language and cul-

tural barriers— do liot rely on the

public library system for their

informational needs, said Cheryl
Duran, assistant dean of the UCLA
Graduate School of Library and
Information Science.

Duran will lead a year-long

investigation of how these groups
obtain the information they need
and what the state's libraries can
do to encourage them to use library

resources;

"We*rc looking to see if there

are differences in information-

seeking behavior (in these groups)

since cultural traditions are diffe-

rent We want to learn more about
how libraries might repool their

talen^ and resources,** state libra-

rian Gary Strong said.

The California State Library has

awarded more than $41,000 to

State provides funds for research on longtime problem
\-

UCLA's Graduate School of
Library and Information Science

for Duran *s research, a UCLA
spokeswoman announced last

week.

The state library, located in

Sacramento, provides funding for

support services in the state's

public libraries.

"(Duran 's research) fits into our
efforts to look into how people
seek information. It's very impor-

tant that we have this knowledge,"
Strong said.

In the past, researchers have
gone straight to the members of the

community to gather data, a

process which has proved costly in

terms of both time and finances,

Duran said. The limited success of
this approach has led her to explore

an alternative method of investi-

gation.

Her research team will work
with the information "gatekeep-

ers" in each society— people who
are consulted by other community
members when various kinds of
information are needed. Such
individuals may hold formal
offices, 4)ut many are simply

**Ultiinately we must
begin to build and
educate members of

these communities
about die importance
of information and
the fact that it's a
powerful, essential

resource for survi^

val."

Dr. Chefyl Duran

respected people in the communi-
ty.

Through extensive interviews

scheduled to begih this summer,
Duran and her research assistants

hope to learn how gatekeepers

acquire information and what
resources they utilize. They will

then, use that information to deter-

mirt^ how^lhe needs of these

gatekeepers can best be met by the

public library system.

"We are trying to create a model
for how beuer to serve the library

needs of these groups," Duran
said.

The interviews will last approxi-

mately 90-120 minutes and will be
conducted in the language of the

interviewee whenever possible.

Duran said she hopes to hire

assistants fluent in Korean, Japan-

ese, Chinese or Spanish, as well a^

English.

Interviewing American Indians

in their own languages could be

more difficult, she said, because

there are more than 300 federally

recognized American Indian lan-

guages.

Los Angeles County has the

largest urban American Indian

population in the United States,

said Duran, who is a member of the

Cherokee tribe. After World War
II, many American Indians moved
to Los Angeles under a Bureau of
Indian Affairs relocation plan.

To locate the American Indian

gatekeepers in Southern Califor-

nia, Duran will use the 1980 census
data— as well as preliminary 1990
census data — to determine the

tribal dispersion within the com-
munity.

While the project is aimed
primarily at improving the public

library system, Duran said her
research will inevitably impact the

university community as well.

Duran said she hoped the

research would ultimately be used
to increase community-wide usage
of libraries and information
resources. "Ultimately we must
begin to build and educate mem-
bers of these communities about
the importance of information and
the fact that it's a powerful,

essential resource for survival,"

Duran said.

ASUCLA COMMUniCATIOriS BOARD
IS SEEKIMQ APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITIOri OF

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
OF THE DAILY BRUIN

The Dally Bruin Is UCLA's dally student newspaper. The Dally Bruin Is published Monday throuflh rrlday by the
Communications Ek>ard under the direction of the appointed Editor-In-Chlef and the Business Manager. Applicants
must be registered UCLA students. The Communications Board will Interview candidates Thursday, April 12 at a
4 pm meeting.

APPLICATIOPt DEADLINE; Tuesday. April 3 at 12 Npon.
Candidates should pick up appBcaOons, Job descriptions, and a UCLA Dally Bruin mission statement In the
PublicaUons Ofnce. 1 12 Kcrduiofr Hall during regular business houis.

ASIXXA Communications Board: Dally Bruin. Summer Bruin. MA. BruInUfe. A^Tallb. Ha'U Qcnte de AzUan. nOMMO. Pacific Ties. TenPercent. Together.
Am.

I

Applicants must be a UCLA student In good standing and carry a minimum of 8 units at the time of application,
with a cumulath^e QPA of 2.0 for undeigraduates. Each applicant must meet minimum experience requirements
established for the particular medium applied for. Applicants must have worked a minimum of three quarters for
the DaDy Bruin at the time of applkratlon or show substantial demonstrated experience.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN

STYLISTSANTONIO'S
SPECIAL

SHAMPOO'CUT'STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES Z
Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more

479-9751 or 479-8767 Jf^^KTSrlvSSe)

FRIDAY - LAST DAY!

Gold Futures

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED .ACCIDENTS

- • SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTHER Cl\li. 6;: CRIMINAL MATTERS

FREE CONSULTATION

208-0740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
(JUST SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS BETWEEN LE CCNTE & WEYBURN)

Save Up To '80 On Gold. Invest In Your Future.

Buy an ArtCarved college ring. a Full Lifetime Warranty.

It's a smart invest

ment. Because

ArtCarved

gold rings

are crafted with

kind of quality

you can put stock into

Each ArtCarved

college ring

comes with

And ArtCarved offers a

^^xk: variety of men's and
-'^^^ ^1 women's styles with

lots of options. Choose a

college memento

that grows more

valuable with time.

Ask how you can

save on gold

accessories, too

RTQI
ASUCLA BearwnMlain Aisit

ASUCIA Campw Photo StHdlo-Konkhoff Hall

Tuesday Marali l-Frlday Marelit • MOaw <:00|wi
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Pharmacist says unwary could
cted to le^l drugs

By Greg Miller

Contributor
\

Society may tacitly condone
over-the-counter and prescription

drug abuse, a pharmacist warned
students at a Drug Awareness
Week presentation Wednesday.

"Society tells us that we must
look and feel great all the time/'

said Nardin Gottfried of Student
Health Services. **In trying to

maintain this image, some people
resort to drug use.*^

Gottfried linked the influences

of advertising and peer pressure to

creating a need for "perfect bodies

and perfect happiness/* a desire

which he claims encourages the

use of legalized drugs.

And young people today arc

liable to follow this drug-ridden

path to help them convey this

**perfect" image, he said.

Appetite suppressants and laxa-

tives are commonly ingested by
weight-conscious individuals and
those with eating disorders to

make themselves "acceptable" to

socie^.

"The message (in advertise-
ments) is that ihin. happy people
are socially acceptable/' Gottfried
said. "Naturally everyone wants to

perceive themselves with these
qualities, so they use drugs to

achieve what they believe is

acceptable — bony figures.**

Physicians also contribute to the
spreading acceptance of prescrip-

tion drugs, Gottfried said. Doctors
lake on their role as **players** in

substance abuse by maintaining

See ABUSE, page 18

Dr. Nathan Gottfried talks about drug abuse for Drug
Awareness Week,

UCLA employees' drug abuse sparks assistance proglram
Cameras, drug tests used in addition to consultation center

By Tawn Nhan
Staff Writer

As drug abuse enters the work-
place, employers are investing

more time in various security

devices and employee programs to

ensurc maximum productivity and
public safety, a UCLA professor

'said Wednesday.
Tom Backer, a professor of

medical psychology at UCLA*s
School of Medicine, said surveys

have rcvealed that as many as 10
percent of all employees have been

"high" at least once in the last 30
days and about 5 percent arc

seriously addicted to drugs.

Morc and morc employers arc
' utilizing employee assistance

programs and educational semi-

nars as well as drug tests, drug-

sniffing dogs, cameras, security

officers and private investigators

to combat the problem of drugs in

the workplace. Backer said at a

Drug Awarcness Week presenta-
i

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS
I
Exp 3/22/90

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

THE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
i..ip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $;{0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant

Destined To Become A Classic.
The kind of movie people will talk about for years/' ^S

KK

" 'COUPE DE VILLE' IS A HILARIOUS RIDE

LOADED WITH LAUGHS!
It's charming, touching and heart-breaking/'

ChMla Knipp, CLAMOUR MAGAZINE

A movie for everyone who's ever

struggled to love a brother. .

.

Or strangle one.

i

40[EOiH,-.[oii[jf\i['' mmm ^iCRO^i mms
\\\m{E mwm |Oi[PHBOLOG\.^ .^L.U«W\"i|l\|[i\[l\TO\HOlURD
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OPENS 1 RIDAV MARCH 9ih \\ SELECT THEATRES.

tion sponsored by the Student
Welfare Commission.
UCLA, which employs about

29.000 people, has established a

staff/faculty consultation center

that serves individuals who may
have drug problems.

The employee assistance prog-
ram at the center counsels employ-
ees about drug abuse and refers

them to appropriate treatment
centers. Clients* names are kept

confidential.

Backer said many employees do
not necessarily take drugs to get

high, but rather as "an effort to

moderate the stress (at work) so

they can cope."

Some use drugs because they

believe that they can become more
creative as a result, which Backer
said is untrue. The drugs only

See WORK, page 18
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UC alumni meet with
the state legislators
UC issues addressed at conference
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Hundreds of UC alumni con-

verged on the state capitol early

this week to lobby legislators.

Sponsored by the Alumni Asso-
ciation of the University of Cali-

fornia, the group of about 300
alumni met with state legislators to

prod such issues as Proposition

111, which could be a financial

windfall for the UC system if

passed in June.

The alumni also met with the

UC system*s lobbyists, who pro-

vided information packets on the

issues most pertinent to the univer-

sity's survival.

The lobby conference culmi-

nated Tuesday, when Gov. George
Deukmejian attended a breakfast

meeting, also attended by UC
President David Gardner and
Chancellor Charles Young.
Accommodations for those

"We got treated in a
real posh fashion, but

the alumni weren't
able to shape the

investigation against Repubiican
Representative Gingkricii
By Larry Margasak

issues*
99

EdPai

attending the conference were
very comfortable, said Ed Pai, a

UCLA alumnus who attended the

conference. But he complained
that the pet issues of UC officials

got the spodight
"We got treated in a real posh

fashion, but the alumni weren't
able to shape the issues.'* Pai said.

"It was all one way."
Conferees stayed at Sacramen-

to's Hyatt Regency hotel. Pai said.

Other issues discussed at the

conference, attended by about 130
UCLA alumni, included advanta-

geous bond issues and health care.

Associated Press-^

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The House ethics

committee decided Wednesday to drop its investiga-

tion of Republican Whip Newt Gingrich, but will

criticize his failure to disclose the purchase of a
home, the lawmaker who filed the complaint againsi
him said.

*Thc ethics committee has resolved the Gingrich
matter by deciding not to investigate further, but by
deciding to admonish Gingrich" for not reporting his

purchase of a home with his daughter, said Rep. Bill

Alexander, D-Aik.
A House source, speaking only on condition he not

be identified, provided the same information about
the committee decision on the Georgia Republican.
The panel — formally the Committee on

Standards of Official Conduct— met behind closed
doors Wednesday but made no announcement.

Gingrich's case has generated keen interest

because he filed the ethics complaint that triggered
the investigation — and eventual resignation last

year — of former Speaker Jim Wright.
A Chicago law firm hired to provide the committee

advice on the Gingrich case reportedly told the panel
late last year that there was insufficient evidence to

pursue the investigation.

• II

Alexander, who filed two separate complaints

against Gingrich, called the commiuee action "a

practical resolution of the Gingrich matter. Further

disciplinary actions against Mr. Gingrich are

therefore not needed at the present time."
Alexander triggered the Gingrich probe last April

with a complaint that the No. 2-ranking House
Republican violated House rules and federal cam-
paign finance laws in the operation of a limited

partnership created in 1984. The "COS Limited
Partnership" promoted "Window of Opportunity." a
book written by Gingrich and two others.

The partnership was made up of 21 individuals

who each put up $5,000 to promote the book.
Gingrich was not an investor, but his wifp. a co-

author, was paid more than $10,000.

The complaint contended the $105,000 raised by
the partnership could be considered income to

Gingrich, in violation of House limits on members'
outside earnings, or it could constitute a gift to

Gingrich, in violation of House rules that prohibit
members from accepting gifts worth more than $100
from anyone with a direct interest in legislation.

The complaint also contended that if the money
were considered to be campaign contributions,

Gingrich would be in violation of reporting
obligations and restrictions under campaign finance
laws.

MUFFIN OVEN
Buy ONE muffin gei the SECOND one for

With this adi

1136 UJESTUIOOD BLUD.
lUIESTUIOOD m LinDBROOKI

1213] 206-2670

HARVARD
SUMMER SCHOOL '90

June 25--August 17

Harvard Summer School offers open enrollment in hundreds ofday
and evening courses. The curriculum includes courses that fulfill

college degree requirements and programs designed forpersonal and
professional devek>pmenL

Our international student body has access to Harvard's outstanding
libraries, museums, laboratories, and culuiral activities.

We feature a college-level program for secondary school juniors and
seniors*, a Dance Center, and special programs in Drama, Writing,
Ukrainian Studies, and English as a h Second Language.

For more information return the coupon below or call (617) 495 2494
(24hour line). Please allow 3-4 weeksfor delivery. (*admissi<m requirtd)

D YES. pieaie send the 1990 Harvard Summer School calalogiM and/or an

application fomn for the following proframs:

BaglMi M BmmJ LaagMg* Q 8«WB4«ry ScIimI PHigraa D Dbm* CmIm-

Ad4r«M

City, SlaU. Zip

Harvard University Summer School

Dept. 591 , 20 Garden Street, Cambridge. MA 021 38 USA

I

Valid Sunday - Thursday
Exp. 4/26/90

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Student Special I

Must be presented to receptionist before services!
are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 CUT & BLOW I
MUST snow UCLA SUDEFIT ID. Wemervttktri^ U r4uH iovice 1,0^ |

WESTWOOD WES1WOOD MARQUIS I

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264
LeConte/Hilgard

208-4477

I

I
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13th Annual Minority Recruitment
& Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14 • 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Give Your Resume A Shot Of Energy!

Free ''Resume Doctor'' consultation available!
No appointment necessary! Look for the red balloons!

Thursday, March 8

Friday, March 9

Monday, March 12

Tuesday, March 13

12-1
2-3

9-10

12-1

12-1
12-1

North Campus Patio Area
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

Between Math Sciences & PCPC Bldg.

Engineeiing Science Quad

Bruin Walk
Royce Quad, outside Powell Libraiy

Placement & Career Planning Center
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FEINSTEIN
From page 7

she said.
,

As mayor of San Francisco,

Feinstein addressed environmental

issues by building a 1.3 billion

waste water management project,

she said. If elected governor,

Feinstein said she would continue

her environmental efforts. "I will

push to clean up toxics and for

stronger air quality standards. I

will fight hard to expand state

control over coastal waters from

the present three-mile limit to 12

miles. And I will just say *no* to

offshore drilling," Feinstein said.

Feinstein has also proposed the

establishment of a stale Growth
Management Commission which

would *'pfotect and enhance Cali-

fornia's quality of life.'* In an

attempt to achieve clean air and
water throughout the state, the

commission would aim to curb

growth through incentives and
legislation. The commission
would seek to create new parks,

encourage mass transit systems,

and conserve valuable natural

resources. "Responsible growth

management must be a top priority

of Slate government," Feinstein

said.

A Department of Ocean Resour-

ces would also be established to

handle issues like oil spills and

offshore drilling, Feinstein said.

Despite these proposals, Feins-

tein has not yet convinced certain

environmental groups of her com-
mitment to protect the environ-

ment "Feinstein is a mystery. She
really has not made clear her

environmental platform. She real-

ly has not said much about the

environment," said Mark Gold, a

scientist for the Santa Monica-
based organization Heal the Bay.

However, he added, **No matter

who is elected of the three (most
substantial candidates), the envi-

ronment will be better ofP* than it

has been under the current guber-

natorial administration.

Feinstein said the drug problem
which threatens California
requires a solution that attends to

the supply as well as the demand
side. "In a Feinstein Administra-

tion, we will care about and stress

rehabilitation. But we will not be

satisfied until we have a criminal

justice system that truly punishes

the guilty and protects the inno-

cent."

Feinstein also has expressed

concern for proper child care and

affordable housing. As San Fran-

cisco mayor, she signed a law

requiring some developers to

cither allocate room for child care

or contribute one dollar for each

square foot which would go to

city-administered child care.

Unused city land was offered to

developers for building low- and
middle-income housing.

Feinstein said she will not need
to raise taxes to pay for her

ambitious agenda of social prog-

rams, because the state only needs

to re-prioritize to obtain the neces-

sary funds. Feinstein also favors

bond sales.

Attorney General John Van de

Kamp, who Feinstein will face in

the June Democratic primary, has

accused Feinstein of being incap-

able of financial administration.

Van de Kamp has claimed that

Feinstein left San Francisco
crippled economically with a $180
million deficit at the end of her

temi as mayor.
According to Feinstein, San

Francisco in 1987 had the highest

start-up rate and lowest failure rate

in the nation for small new
businesses. --

Before the girbematorial race

began, many believed Feinstein *s

chances at winning the Democratic

nomination were slim. Recent
polls, however, have found Feins-

tein to be leading the race ahead of

both Van de Kamp and Republican

candidate Pete Wilson.
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he ASUCLA Computer Store

gives you low educational

prices — almost certainly the

lowest you'll find.— on Apple

computers. And to help you take

advantage of these low prices

(available only to UCLA students,

faculty and staff), several special

financing programs are available.

Westwood Student
Federal Credit Union

Qualifying WSFCU members can get low-

interest computer loans that finance up to

75% of the purchase price if you have a co-

applicant or co-signer, and up to 50% without

(some restrictions apply). WSFCU membership Is

available to UCLA students for a lifetime member-

ship fee of $10 and a minimum
deposit of $25.

Otiier Financing

Several other financing pro-

grams offer special computer
loans to members of the

ASUCLA community:

Apple Macintosh Financing

Program For Higher Education

(Available to Students only)

Apple Credit Card (Available to

Students, Faculty and Staff)

University Credit Union (Available to Faculty

and Staff only)

Check with us for further details — and find out
how easily you can afford to take a Macintosh home.

ONLY $34.92
A MONTH*
Mac Pius
ASUCLA Price:*

$899.00 ^ tax « $959.68
tlTHM Totallnterest: $118.17

Total Loan Pmt: $837.83

$1077.85

LMPricr
Amount Down: $239.92

Anrwunt of Loan: $719.76 Final Cost:

ONLY $69.44
A MONTH*
Mac SE 20, With Regular

Keyboard
ASUCLA Price:*

$1788.00 ^ tax - $1908.69
list Price: $S7il.M Totallnterest: $235.03

Total Loan Pmt: $1666.55

Final Cost: $2143.72

Amount Down: $477.17

Amount of Loan: $1431.52

ONLY $250.3
A MONTH*
Mac llci 4/80, With Extended
Keyboard, Extended Video Card,
Color Monitor

ASUCLA Price:*

$6445 4- tax m $6880.04
UttPriM: $7IM.I8 Totallnterest: $847.18

Amount Down: $1720.01 Total Loan Pmt: $6007.21

Amount of Loan: $5160.03 pjnal Cost: $7727.22

/
* Payment examples are based on loan terms through Westwood Student Federal Credit Union,

75% financing with Co-signer at 15% interest over 24 months.
FINANCING PROGRAMS: Borrower must qualify and some restrictions apply. PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashier's

check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are qqI accepted. ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to

full-tifDe students, faculty, staff and departments only Purchase must be for the personal, academk: or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per
lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I.D. Faculty and Staff must show
a payroll number and Photo ID OTHER RESTRICTIONS: Quantities are limited Prices are current as of 3/5/90 and are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.
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AN OPPORTUNITY TO
ADDRESS CHANGES WE
FACE AS A SOCIETY

Registration is free for UCLA students Pre-registration ^
Required Call (213)206-5523/5547 or stop by 203 Men's Gym

F R I . MARCH 9

into
SAT.

t h e s t r e e t s

MARCH 1

michelle shocked
UCLA students $

four horsemen
12. Public $14.
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r t u n i t i e s fair
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U C L A
SPONSORED BY

Western Bagels Westside Donuts & Croissants
DK's Donuts Keebler Bear Foods Butterfly

Bakery Bagel Nosh Primo Westdale Donuts
Donut Inn West Coast Foods Donut Stop
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Want to Teach English Conversation

in Taiwan?
Liang Yu Language Center

Save your time 8^ money

ijtABC^-tta^^^t

(213) 478-7940 Fax (818) 288-7583
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FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FIfMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS FREE FILMS

Celebrate
International Women's Day

and women's History Month!

"Wild women
Don't Have the Blues

//

This powerful and upbeat film explores the lives of African-American female blues

artists-Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Ida Cox, Alberta Hunter, Ethel Waters, and other

legendary women who made the blues a vital part of American culture. The film traces

the historical, social,and cultural origins ofthe bluesand looks athow the bluesand these

women's legacy continue today.

TODAY
12:00 '1:00 p.m.

women's Resource center 2 Dodd Hall

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student I>evelopment and Health.

Two New Reasons
T) FlockTo Our

Early Bird Dinners.

*Early Bird Dinners 2 : 30-5 :30 tr.sn. ( Monddy through Saturday only >

That's right We've added two more favorites to our Early Bird Menu. They are Chinese
Chicken Salad. Served with a special ginger sesame dressing and a fresh baked, ten grain

roll. And Country French Lasagna. Served with a fresh baked, ten grain roll. And of

course you can still enjoy any one of these other fresh dinners at the same incredible price.

Broiled Pacific Red Snapper. Served with choice of baked potato or brown rice pilaf.—^^—llBlB—i Fresh vegetables. And a fresh baked, ten grain roll.

^
[

^
1 y IJ' ^^>^ Almond Chiclcen Fried Rice. Served with a fresh

I I 1 I
~3-^^^ baked, ten grain roll Burger & High Protein Yogurt

Shake. Served with our own cole slaw And */i Good
Earth Sandwich & Soup or Salad. So fly into the

Good Earth tonight for our *$4.95 Early Bird Dinners

Because now there are two more ways to get off cheap.

'Not available for take out

GOOD
EARTH

Whyon earth eat anywhere else.
Westwood, 1002 Westwood Blvd.. (213) 208 8215

EDUCATION
From page 6

among other things, to build new
campuses to provide for the addi-

tional 67,000 students expected to

enroll at die University of Califor-

nia by 2005.

While spokespeople for Feins-

tein and Wilson did not know of

specific programs these candidates

were promoting for higher educa-

tion. Van De Kamp wrote a

proposal designed to encourage
college graduate? to become teach-

ers.

Through California Teacher
Core Fellowships, 20,000 juniors,*

seniors and first-year graduate

students would receive three years

of college in undergraduate and
graduate school free in exchange
for their commitment to teaching.

Peterson said.

Van De Kamp proposed the

fellowships because the state faces

a teacher shortage of as many as

40,000 in the next five years,

Peterson said. "(The fellowships)

will attract quality students into the

teaching profession over a five-

year period."

Feinstein has spoken broadly on
issues affecting higher education,

including the need for California

colleges and universities to equip

themselves to deal with new,
ethnically diverse student popula-ft

tions. She also said accomplish-

ments need to be made in

translating new research discove-

ries into useful products and
processes, but she named no
specific ways of addressing this.

WILSON
From page 6

Justice Reform Initiative, a bill on
the June ballot that proponents say

would shorten the time it takes for

criminal cases to reach trial. Also

known as Proposition 115, it is

backed by former crime victims

and their relatives.

"It is necessary if we are to do
something about the inexcusable

delays in California which not only

frustrate and endanger peace offic-

ers but also the citizens they are

sworn to protect," Wilson said.

Attorney General John Van de

Kamp does not support this parti-
^

cular initiative because he believes

that if the Roe v. Wade Supreme
Court decision that legalized abor-

tion were to be reversed, this

initiative coupled with laws
already existing in the books of

California might make it possible

to prosecute women who have

abortions performed on them as

criminals.

In the Senate, Wilson's efforts

in the drug war have included

writing provisions that increased

the military's role in drug interdic-

tion, restricting illegal trade of

chemicals used to manufacture

narcotics and making the murder
of police officers during drug-

related acts an offense punishable

by death.

If elected governor, Wilson said

he would continue the fight against

drugs by proposing that fu-st-time

driver's license applicants be

required to submit to a drug test

and be "subject to a random
mandatory drug testing at any time

within a year of the receipt of your

license," Wilson said.

*Twenty-two percent of auto

fatalities in the U.S. can be

attributed to drug-stoned drivers,"

Wilson said. To end this. Wilson

said young drivers need to be

reminded that "driving is not a

constitutional right; it is a legal

privilege."

Another of Wilson's priorities if

elected governor is to make sure

that each "California child is in a

safe school, healthy in mind and

body, motivated, stimulated, and

rewarded for learning."

Wilson's concept of educational

reform is unusual because it

stresses linking social services

with the school system. *The first

step in creating the optimum
environment for child develop-

ment is to create a healthy child,"

Wilson said. To accomplish this,

Wilson will seek to increase the

roll of county and local social and
child service agencies.

Wilson believes that since every
child needs a positive role model to

provide guidance, the state must
begin a mentor program which
would make sure that each young
student could receive such indivi-

dual care and attention.*

Wilson has also pledged to

increase the role of community
volunteers in the learning process

and introduce the concept of^
marketplace competition, which
would allow students to choose for

themselves the best school in the^

area.

To oversee all of these social

services, Wilson seeks to create a

cabinet-level position for an advo-
cate of child development and
services.

The environment would also be
a central concern of his admi-
nistration, Wilson said. The time

has come "to take charge of forces

which if unrestrained would
gravely threaten California's
physical environment," Wilson
said.

As senator, Wilson sought to

increase parklands and wilderness,

to preserve rivers and protect the

coastline from development

He also demonstrated that he
was a strong opponent to Occi-

dental Oil Company's proposed
drilling in the Pacific Palisades by
supporting Proposition P, which
diwarted such plans, said Mark
Gold of Heal the Bay, a Santa

Monica-based environmental
group.

One of his first acts as governor,

Wilson said, would be to create a

cabinet-level Environmental Pro-

tection Agency. "CAL-EPA
would be charged with assuring

the safety of all Califomians from
hazardous waste, pesticides and
other health-threatening pollut-

ants." Wilson said.

This agency would unite the

many "divisions of state govern-

ment responsible for protecting

public health and the environ-

ment" and make the state's hand-

ling of environmental issues more
efficient.

The Environmental Protection

Agency would not comment on
Wilson's proposal, although they

would like to see an increase in the

EPA's role by creatipg a national

cabinet level position for it,

spokesman Al Simsky said.

Wilson has thus far netted over

$8 million in campaign contrilHi-

tions. compared to Van de Kamp's
$4 million and Dianne Feinstein 's

$2 million. This could be a great

advantage to Wilson, but Feinstein

told voters to remember that "the

job we arc running for is governor
of our state, not to be Uie chief fund
raiser."

"It is not that I have held moit
offices ... or Uiat I offer far more
extensive both legislative and
executive experience than my
distinguished colleagues, which I

do. It is what (I) have done for the

office, it is performance that

counts." Wilson said.
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International Women's Day
March 8th

Candlelight Uigil and
March for Campus Safety

^crj ^^o,»^

UCIA rape survivor
tnake our campus s^

Westwood Plaza in UCLA '

Thursday, March 8th

*Survivor Testimonials
*Speakers from:

Rosa Parks Assault Center
. LAC.A.AW.

t Los Angeles Rape and Battery

and others

r
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'

t

I
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Hotline

At 6PM we will march across campus with lighted candles towards the
dorms, down frat row,

and then to Murphy Hall

Stand with us on International Women's Day and help us respond to

Administrative inaction

ii
t

t

t

Sponsored by:
Together

UCLA Womens Coalition

PHSA
USAC
GSA

Concerned Faculty

:i*i^

Endorsed by:
Santa Monica YWCA

N.O.W.
CARAL
WAVES

LA.C.A.A.W.
Rosa Parks Assault Center

East Los Angeles Rape and Battery Hotline
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Daily Bruin readers went to over 192,576

sporting events in the past year. Is there

an event that you would like to publicize?.

Advertise, 825-2161

Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989

THE ZUNI
MAN-WOMAN

A TRADITIONAL GAY ROLE

Slides and Lecture by Will Roscoe

--i

Among the Zuni of New Mexico, special roles existed for men
and women who pursued the skills and activities of the opposite sex--for

example, men who became potters or weavers and women who hunted.
Callea 'berdache' by anthropologists and Ihamana in Zuni, these indivi-

duals would today be consiaereo gay or lesbian.

This slide show is about the male Ihamana—i story told through
the actual life of one of the tribe's most famous members, the renowned
potter and weaver We-wha. This dress-wearing man spent six months in

Washinpbn, (XT in 1866 and met President Gevelana.

We-wha's story is followed by a discussion of the Zuni
philosophy of gender. What makes a man a man? What makes a woman
a woman/ Traditional Zuni wisdom has surprising answers to these

Questions and very different attitudes towaras women and gay men.
inally, the role of {hie berdache in myth and ritual is explored.

Over 100 slides include original photography of the Zuni area

and unpublished historical photographs.

.\

FRIDAY, MARCH 9, 1990, 12:30-2p
PLAYA ROOM, UCLA FACULTY CENTER

ENDORSED BY:
The Network; Cay and Lesbian Association;

Folklore and Mythology Center; American Indian Studies Center

\Miere WillYourInternational Career
TakeYouTwoYearsFromNow?

t may depend on where you are in two months.

DYou
could be in England - getting a head start on those you'll be competing

with for prestigious careers a year or two from now. If you're preparing for

a future in politics, international business orjournalism, we'd like to invite you to

apply for The British Parlimentary And Political Internship Program sponsored

by The International Access Corporation and The University of Hull, Leeds, England.

Today's students are increasingly challenged to become informed and

involved in the international economic and political community. The British

Parliamentary and Political Internship strives to enhance both the experience and leadership

capabilities of students who have already demonstrated a proven interest in global affairs.

Through the opportunity of working directly for a Member of the British or European

Parliament, local govement leaders or with a television, radio or newspaper journalist, the

student will gain valuable insight during a time ofdynamic and historical change in Europe.

Applications for the Summer Program are due no later than April 10th (Fall

FVogram due by May 31st). Programs are open to Juniors, Seniors and Graduate Students.

For complete information and application please check with Dario Bravo at the UCLA
Expo Center, A-213, Ackerman Union. Or call International Access at (702) 458-7210.

^ \
International Access, Inc

Prosecution rests in

Exxon sicipper's case
Doubts cast over

toxicology tests

By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

ANCHORAGE, Alaska — The
prosecution rested its case Wed-
nesday against Joseph Hazelwood
after a defense lawyer tried to poke

holes in an expert's testimony that

the skipper was drunk while in

command of the Exxon Valdez.

Toxicologisl Richard Prouty

acknowledged his method of cal-

culating backwards to determine

someone's prior level of intoxica-

tion is a subject of dispute among
experts. He also said his results

would have been different if he had

different facts about flazelwood's

liquor consumption before he

boarded the tanker.

Prouty said he was told by
prosecutors that Hazelwood drank

five shots of 100-proof vodka in a"

period seven hours before he

boarded the ship on the night it ran

aground.

Defense attorney Dick Madson
asked if Prouty *s conclusions

would be different if Hazelwood
had only two or three drinks of

vodka with a lower potency begin-

ning just four hours before board-

ing the ship. Witnesses gave
different accounts of Hazelwood's

drinking on that day.

Prouty said the figures would
definitely be different, and would
not reach the 0.14 percent blood

alcohol level he concluded Hazel-

wood had at the time of the

grounding.

Prouty was the state's 45lh and

final witness in 4V2 weeks of

testimony.

Superior Court Judge Karl

Johnstone told jurors they

shouldn't form any opinions

before hearing the defense witnes-

ses. "You haven't heard it all," he

said.

Hazelwood's lawyers contend

the defendant wasn't drunk when

thQ tanker rammed a reef March

24, setting off the nation's worst

oil spill.

Prouty, chief forensic toxicolo-

gist with the Oklahoma medical

examiner's office, said he used a

combination of figures to "calcu-

late backwards" from blood and

urine tests done on Hazelwood

IOV2 hours after the grounding.

He said Hazelwood's blood

alcohol level would haye been .14

percent at 12:05 a.m. when the

tanker ran aground in Prince

William Sound.

The legal limit in Alaska for

driving a car is .10 percent The
Coast Guard has a limit of .04 for

operating a commercial vessel, but

jurors weren't told of the regula-

tion because Hazelwood is

charged under slate law, not

federal.

Evidence on whether Hazel-

wood was drunk has been incon-

clusive, but the issue remains a key

factor in the prosecution's effort to

prove he was reckless.

Hazelwood, 43, of Huntington,

N.Y., is charged with criminal

mischief, reckless endangerment,

operating a vessel while intoxi-

cated and negligent discharge of'

oil. He could get up to TA years in

prison and $61,000 in fines.

The Exxon Valdez spilled near-

ly 11 million gallons of Alaska

crude into Prince William Sound,

killing countless birds, fish and

other wildlife and polluting hun-

dreds of miles of rocky shoreline

with black goo.

Public TV offers booklets

with environmeiital shows
By Jay Arnold

^

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Next time you haul out the trash, consider

this: That catsup bottle you're chucking away could still be around a mil-

lion years from now.
It'll take that long to disintegrate.

If there arc disposable diapers in your trash, you can figure they'll last

300 years to 500 years in a landfill.

Even your plastic trash bag will endure 30 years.

Those and other tidbits are contained in "Save It! Easy Environmental

Tips To Save the Earth," a 16-page booklet die Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB) and the Public Television Outreach Alliance have

produced as part of Operation Earth, public TV's yearlong focus on the

environment.

The booklet contains sections on air, water, land and energy. It has

brief explanations of key environmental problems and readers are guided

to make "positive environmental decisions," the CPB said.

A section on shopping explains how wise buying choices can help

protect the environment and provides 60 tips and activities for carrying

out environmental activities at home.
Among the suggestions:

Put plants in your home, office or classroom to help clean indoor air

by absorbing certain chemicals.

Put bugs outside, if you can, or swat them if you have to, but don't

use chemical sprays that will introduce long-lasting poisons into the

environment.

Buy plain white paper towels, napkins and toilet paper because dyes

used to color such materials can pollute ground water.

Make fewer trips by automobile for routine errands, and carpool,

walk or take public transportation to work or school.

Organize or join a river, stream or beach cleanup in your area.

Reuse the Sunday comics to wrap gifts, and save wrapping paper;

refuse bags when you buy something small and easy to carry; use the back
of junk mail to make shopping lists and notes; share magazines; look for

recycled paper products.

Turn off the tap water when you're brushing your teeth, shaving or

washing dishes. Letting it run can waste 10 gallons of ^ater each time.

The booklets and accompanying materials, including a sticker and
poster, are available to the public. Group-classroom kits cost $39.95 and
contain 35 lxx)klets, 35 stickers and one poster. One-hundred booklets

cost $54.95, and larger bulk discounts are available.
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Ford hoard:
Six CSU officiak accused

of buying themselves cars

The Associated Press

SAN JOSE, Calif.— California

State University officials, criti-

cized for quietly giving themselves

fat raises last year, now are under

fire for secretly buying themselves

cars with state funds.'

The university bought six Ford
Tauruses for vice chancellors,

apparently without public discus-

sion either l)efore the board of

trustees or the Legislature, the San
Jose Mercury News reported in

Wednesday's edition.

Keeping the price of the cars

under $100,000 allowed CSU's
headquarters in Long Beach to

handle the purchase without any-

one in Sacramento knowing about

it in advance.

The cars a total of $99,998.70,

just $1.30 below the threshold for

an automatic review by the stale

Department of Finance.

VAN DE KAMP

Lou Messner, the CSU budget

officer, told the Mercury News
that the price was a coincidence,

and Senior Vice Chancellor Her-

bert Carter called the cars a

prudent purchase.

But faculty leaders aren't buy-

ing it.

"It just goes to show how cut off

they are from any awareness of

public responsibility," said Patrick

Nichelson, president of the Cali-

fornia Faculty Association. "They
just operate in secrecy whenever
they think they can."

Faculty leaders and a media
coalition have been questioning

the way executive raises were
granted since learning of them in

December. Word of the cars

surfaced only in recent days,

although the vice chancellors have

been driving them since August.

From page 7

most populous state. Since Van de
Kamp assumed his post as the

state's chief prosecutor, he said the

crime rate in California has fallen

by 9 percent.

Van de Kamp takes credit for

the fact that California prisons

have been filled "because of a

tough-on-crime attitude that we
nurtured in Los Angeles County
and (I have continued) to nurture

as Attorney General," he said.

For the job he has done. Van de
Kamp was named 1989 outstand-

ing Attorney General by the

bipartisan National Association of

Attorneys General.

Van de Kamp said he believes

one of the biggest problems facing

the state is that "Califomians have

carelessly allowed our government

and politics to sink into a quick-

sand of special interest money."
Van de Kamp strongly backs the

passage of certain initiatives

designed to bring an end to the

ineffectiveness he sees in govern-

ment
Van de Kamp has proposed to

"bring ethics t)ack to the govern-

ment" in Sacramento via the Clean

Government Initiative which seeks

among other things "to put a lid on
outrageous campaign spending, to

offer an alternative to special

interest campaign funding and to

ban gifts and honoraria," Van de

Kamp said.

He wishes to prevent legislators

from "voting on issues when they

have a financial or material con-

flict of interest"

'To limit how long we politi-

cians can linger in the same
office," Van de Kamp said he has

added a provision to the Clean

Government Initiative calling for

limiting statewide officers,

including restricting the governor

to eight years in office and State

Assembly and Senate members to

12 years.

This part of the measure has

drawn firefrom high ranking state

officials, and some have even

dropped their support of Van de

Kamp because of it

Van de Kamp's Anti-Crime

Initiative proposes to batde the

drug problem by creating a $1.7

billion fund to pay for druR
enforcement, treatment and pre-

vention. "We are going to reform
the criminal justice system to

handle thousands of new drug

cases."

Van de Kamp said his initiative

would also call for the state to

"build low cost, no-frills new
prisons in the desert on surplus

military land to lock up the drug

offenders." According to Van de
Kamp, the proposal could increase

the number of prison beds by up to

36,000.

While he personally opposes the

death penalty. Van de Kamp said it

has not prevented him from pursu-

ing it as the maximum sentence in

appropriate criminal cases.

Van de Kamp said his personal

feelings on the matter are irrelev-

ant because he has sworn to uphold

the law and respect the will of the

majority of people in California,

who are for the death penalty.

During his term as Attorney

General, Van de Kamp's office has

won 62 death penalty decisions in

the state Supreme Court.

Feinstein has jabt)ed at Van de
Kamp for his stance on the death

penalty: "Cahfomia*s governor

has to be for what he is for and
against what he is against," she

said.

During his campaign Van de
Kamp is also avidly supporting the

Environmental Protection Initia-

tive that he says would aim to end
the use of pesticides that may
cause cancer and chemicals that

destroy atmospheric o2one, to

protect the California redwoods
and regulate ocean dumping.

The initiative is being backed by
environmental groups including

Heal the Bay and the California

Public Interest Research Group.
» CALPIRG said they have appealed

to all of the candidates for their

support on the measure, but Van de

Kamp is the only one who has

responded thus far.

Van de Kamp said he is a strong

supporter of a woman's personal

right to choose whether to have an

abortion. He has also come out in

favor of Medi-Cal funding of

abortions for poor women and
changing the current California

law that requircs minors to obtain

parental consent before an abor-

tion.

Van de Kamp is optimistic

about his vision for California:

"There is no limit to what we can

do in this state. We can be creators

of opportunity, keepers of justice,

healers of the sick, protectors of

the poor. We can accomplish all

this and more if we break the

special interest gridlock in Sac-

ramcnio.**

BLUE *N' GOLD HAIR SALON
Men s Cut

S5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

^O^/o Off Beauty Products
ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929

• CUTS. PERMS, COLORS • TANNING ROOM
• MANICURISTS. SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
• SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

Women s Cut
S5 off

UCIA
I tfCOWTEj

P nflvnuiTAiiu S

10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
WESTWOOD

VISA

5

WILSHIRE

1^

OUSING

ON
ATTENTION

CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION

Applications for students NOT currently residing in
the Residence Halls or the Residential Suites are now
available for the Fall Quarter 1990-1991. The deadline
for submission of the application is 5:00 P.M., March
20, 1990.

Applications may be obtained by appearing in person
at the On Campus Housing Assignment Office,
Business Enterprise Building, 270 DeNeve Drive.
Please be advised that a non-refundable $20.00
application fee is required.

If you are currently residing on campus in the
Residence Halls or the Residential Suites, you will be
sent the appropriate application and information on
March 9, 1990. If you do not receive an application
by March 16, 1990 you may obtain one at the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office.

I

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Come One!
Come All!

PURIM! PURIM!
PURIM!

*Megilah Reading
"^Hamantaschen &
*Live Music
*Dance

Refreshments

Free
Saturday, March 10, 7:30 P.M.

at Chabad House Westwood s^

741 Gayley Ave.
(213) 208-7511
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS.
LABOR, INSTALLMION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
OlOlMn

Oulch M^
2 VUv« M. 5.
3 Ubm 6. Oulch

7. S«vka« Air Oiwr
958 ChKk Batlan' Watar

9 kwpKl Rom End
10 Conyi—ton
11 (pmmuvTmI Codbta

Syrtwwt

. Inc. Pirti It Labor (Ga It Air RItcr extra)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE w-p-"-. c«)
(6 cylndcr: $20.00 Extra)

$74.

TOYOTA

BIJIJG

1H@!JBA $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

yt I YV^ 192^ BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
iMMjltKiM. 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Put it in inl<--Advertise in the Daily Bruin.

'..

Eyelash Perms
Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only

Exp. 3/21/90

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

JO
B-B

Create Your Own Chinese Barbecue For

/

t.'y. -,

Chicken • Pork • Beef • Lamb • Bell Pepp^ • Onions • Carrots • Broccoli!
Plus Much. Much Morel

COOKED FRESH FOR YOU IN MINUTES!
V

m.oo-OFw
^ «8i*J

BjbCJi^t $hOO OW Any, M^^lMian Bai|«i|ue Dinner Only

Expires 3/30/90;

1064 Ga^ky mm»9mm^mmm»m.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

^x<

(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS— OPAQUE COLOR

wz
•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT MATE EW 30 DAY

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN.

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPWMEJnX DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

'Price per tens.Exam. training, follow up care additional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

OWEN QOL0BLOOMA)«ily Bruin

Dr. Tom Backer, a professor ofmedicalpsychology at UCLA,
speaks on drugs in ttie workplace.

WORK
From page 10

make individuals feel like they are

more creative and after several

times, **most people fmd that

creative productivity goes down,"
he said.

Many employers, such as

UCLA, have drug policies and

some companies notify employ-

ees, when ttiey are hired, at)out

possible random drug tests or

searches of individuals* belong-

ings at woik for drugs.

Employees have a vested inter-

est in treating their employees who
are abusing drugs because they

lose productivity and money in

health insurance in the long run.

Backer said. About $75 billion is

lost annually due to drugs alone,

according to one research organi-

zation. Backer said.

Backer said about 30 percent of

America's companies have some
sort of drug abuse assistance

program. The number is relatively

low because many employers run

small businesses with less than 100

employees and cannot afford to

implement a drug testing program
or an employee assistance prog-

ram.

ABUSE
From page 10

the belief that patients will not

become addicted to drugs they arc

given, he said.

Nicotine, analx)lic steroids and
cough suppressants (which contain

25 percent alcohol) are also among
the legal chemicals frequently

abused, Gottfried said.

Students, however, contend that

these types of drugs are used in

greater frequency than illegal

substances.

"Most of the firiends I have that

use any drugs use dietary pills,**

said UCLA senior Tom Thrasher.

'*But no one notices it and that is

the problem.**

Because the use of over-the-

counter and prescription drugs is

often overlooked, abusers are able

to hide their addiction with ease.

"When you walk into your
friend's room and see Dexatrim,

you do not ask any questions

because you know it is legal,**

Thrasher said. "But when you see

cocaine you do. It is so easy to get

addicted (to legal drugs) without

anyone noticing."

• • INew
planned, official vows

d-labeling rules

By Deborah Mesce
Associated Press *

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Health Secretary Louis Sullivan said

Wednesday the government will propose a more informative food-label-

ing system to replace the *Tower of Babel" that shoppers now encounter.

The proposed changes would require disclosure of the fat, fiber and
cholesterol content of nearly all packaged foods and require that they

meet standardized definitions to be labelled "low fat" or "high fiber.**

*The grocery store has l)ecome a Tower of Babel, and consumers need
to be. linguists, scientists and mind readers to understand the many labels

they encounter,** Sullivan told a food policy conference.

"Some food labels are hard to read and understand. Vital information is

missing, and frankly some unfounded health claims are Ixjing made in the

marketplace,'* he said. "It's a real mess.*'

Sullivan said the Food and Drug Administration will propose a three-

phase change in food-labeling regulations. Final regulations would be in

place sometime in 1991, he said. ,,^
Once ttie proposals are printed in the Federal Register, the public is

given time to comment on them. After that, the department can put the

rules into effect

Two bills pending in Congress, sponsored by Rep. Henry Waxman,
D-Calif., and Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, would impose
requirements similar to those Sullivan discussed.

Consumer groups praised the intent of the proposal, but criticized the
FDA for moving too slowly to address a problem that has been building
for years.

r
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History of the Troubled Task Force

1982

19e&67

1 989

MARCi

Task Force for Africa/ Los Angeles
Relations formed.
Task force moves to UCLA; St. John
hired as director.

Money taken from task force coffers,
district attorney alleges.
Task force disbands.
City auditor and district attorney
investigate task force finances;
the city attorney files a $180,000 civil

suit against St. John.
St. John is charged with stealing
$180,000 in task force funds
by district attorney.

y GAIL MOOREHEAD/Daiiy Bruin

CHARGES
From page 1

St. John took out $41,000 of the

missing funds from a UCLA
account. That money is owed to the

university, along with thousands of

dollars in accumulating interest,

UCLA officials contend.

The charges, which could
amount to seven and a half years in

prison if St John is convicted,

followed a months-long investiga-

tion of her and the task force's

fmances by the district attorney's

office. Spokesman David Mark-
man said the office has found that

St John had written checks from
the city accounts to herself and
family members, which amounted
to the $180,000.

"The checks were used for

personal uses," Markman said.

"But I cannot discuss what was
written on the checks."

Victor Sherman, an attorney

recently added to St John*s two-

person legal team, said he could

not comment on the charges

because he has not yet reviewed St
John's case.

After the task force disbanded in

June 1989, St John became the

subject of a flurry of criminal and
civil investigations which
traversed from the search of bank
records in the boardroom to the

search for truth in the courtroom.

St John failed to appear in court

last Thursday to answer to City

Attorney James K. Hahn's charge

that she failed to provide the task

force's financial records to city

officials, who were attempting to

locate the missing task force funds.

The matter, a criminal trial, was
continued to March 30.

St. John is due in civil court as

well. A hearing is scheduled

March 29 in bankruptcy court

where the city will attempt to

recover the missing funds, city

attorney's office spokesman Mike
Quails said. St John filed for

protection from creditors under

bankruptcy law early in 1989.

The district attorney's office's

six-month investigation also

prompted the allegation that St
John embezzled $5,000 from
another non-profit organization.

Global Alert, for which she served

as treasurer. The office also

charged St. John with keeping the

embezzled funds off of her state

income tax returns, thus cheating

the state of tax revenue.

UCLA also launched its own
investigation — an audit released

last quarter which revealed that

$41,000 was missing from an
account the university set up for

the task force.

The task force was set up in

1982 and moved to UCLA in 1985,

when Mayor Bradley handpicked
St John as its director. Much of the
fraud the district attorney has

charged St. John with occurred
during her first three years at the

task force's helm, Markman said.

Both UCLA and city officials

charged with the oversight of St
John's activities have come under
fire for allowing the funds to go off

the books year after year.

UCLA housed the task force

free of charge from 1985 until its

contractual close in 1989 as a favor

to Mayor Bradley, who is a UCLA
alumnus. The task force was set up
to promote trade between Los
Angeles and Africa.

Before directing the task force,

St John worked for UCLA's
African Studies Center in various

capacities for more than 15 years.

VIGIL
From page 1 ,.

The event will feature on- and

off-campus speakers, including

UCLA law j>rofessors; a rape

survivor; Financial Supports Com-
missioner Sam Kaufman; Theta

Pavis-Weil, the editor of Together,

UCLA's feminist newsmagazine;

and officials from the Los Angeles

Commission on Assaults Against

Women and the Rosa Parks Sexual

Assault Crisis Center.

The vigil is sponsored by UCLA
Women's Coalition, Public Health

Students Association, Undergra-

duate Student Association Coun-
cil, Graduate Students Association

and Concerned Faculty, and is

endorsed by various off-campus
groups.

The Interfratemity Council has

also resolved to support the event

RESEARCH
From page 8

Streets," begins early Friday
morning, when teams of paiticip-

ants will meet with community
acitivists and carry out community
service projects at various sites

around the Los Angeles area.

A Culture Fest, featuring multi-

cultural dinner booths and enter-

tainment, will take place from 4
p.m. to 6:45 p.m. at Westwood
Plaza. This will be followed by a

panel discussion entitled "The
Diversity Dialogue."

Nearly 100 workshops will be

offered all day Saturday.
On Saturday evening, a benefit

concert, "Listen to the Words

1990" will feature Michelle
Shocked with Trulio Disgracious

(including members of Fishbone

and the Red Hot Chili Peppers) and
Four Horsemen.

On Sunday, an Opportunities

Fair in Ackerman Grand Ballroom
will offer information about non-
profit and social service organiza-

tions that offer internships, careers

and other student issues.

Students interested in partici-

pating can still register at the

second floor lounge in Ackerman
Union from 1 to 9 p.m. today. For

more information, call 206-5547.

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM ......J$15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • UH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

SpriBg Break Special

2 Weeks Unlimited Tanning

(No extra charges. No time restrictions)

The cleanest, friendliest, and

most professional tanning salon

1107
Gayley Ave.
(Between KinroM and Lindbrook)

824-2826
'23/90.

PURIM SERVICE
and

CELEBRATION

MEGILLAH READING
7 p.m. Saturday Night

March 10
Co-Sponsored by

HUlel and The Westwood Kehillah

Come in costume & bring your Graeger
SUNDAY MORNING

Megiilah Reading 7:30 a.m.

925 N. BROXTON
(N. of Vlllagp Theater)

Walk-ins Accepted

I

V. THE OMLY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS
208-HAIR
^208-WAVE

SASSOON SASSOON
HEADSHOTS EXPERT Hi-Lite DESIGN CUTS
make-up, hair style

& roll of 36 exp.

' (reg.$l50)

weave (any color, match
or change) perms

from ^Ji^ft""

from $18^
With free hot oil.

conditioner or

cellophane^— . PRODUCT SPECIAL •

BUY 1 GET 1/2 OFF of 2nd Produ
Buy 2 Products get 3rd FREE

uct or

"Everyone can be great because
everyone can serve.'*

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

PEACE CORPS SALUTES
AFRICANAMERICAN VOLUNTEERS WORLDWIDE

Join us in our celebration, featuring:
Film presentation * Panel discussion Cultural performance *Ariifacts display

FREE
Saturday, March 10

2 pm - 4 pm FREE

CALIFORNIA AFROAMERICAN MUSEUM
Multipurpose Room

6(X) Stale Drive, Exposition Park, Los Angeles

For nx)re information, call Peace Corps collect at (213)209-7444, ext. 474

PEACE CORPS
The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love

/

1^^
-^^^^^^SS^
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(213)479-4602
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SAT, SLN, & EVENINCi
CLASSES

Less than 5 minutes from campus...

Tablecloths... Napkins...W PIZZA too!
(RATED BEST BY A.M. LA (KAflC-TV)-OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

LUNCH MON.-FRI. -COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DINNER SPECIALSAU 5 CourM Ontmt Comptoto (witi Soup «)d Siriml B«vwag« ft DmcwQ

WEST LA.
Italian Restaurant ki a Light-Hemied Roman Style

10929 W. PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING

ask for
Don or Lesley

Expires 3/22/90

'f
Shampoo, blowdrv, curl $25.00

Shampoo, Diowdry, cut-curl $35.00
Press & curl $30.00
Color $20.00 & up

Cellophane $20.00 & up

HI Lites $25.00 & up

Curl perms. $60.00 & up

Relax $45.00
Relax & cut ..! $55.00
Meh's Cut $12.00
Men's Relax & cut $25.00

1095 Broxton
Westwood Village
(213) 208-4480

Leave
tjjour

mark,.

the Dally Bruin

825-2161

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Villase

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK

824-9941

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHAUU
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

Why pay $4.00 fora drink?

Whyey^pay to dance?
MOM'S ALWAYS SERVES:

(||||plf

OurJiit biglif

Cuervo
daniels

Smirnoff

J§6ermefsfer

iips99C
iltcher$4.99

Budweiser
Bud Light

Genuine Draft

Coors Light

$2.09

Corona/Amstet Li£ht/Molson

$2.49

NEVER EVER A COVER!
11777 SAN VICENTE BLVD. • l.A. • 820-1516

SHOWCASE WEST
Our CkjaBtyand PricesAn the Best in LAIAnd We Can Prove It!

Also:

• OAK
• TEAK
• PINE
• WALNUT
&

RLLOWS
COVERS

^^tl

FUTON
D

FRAME

WHh this ad only!

(UMTCO TO STOCK ON HAND)

Shown: ^^l 39^«'"LL8aE

2808 MAIN STREET. SANTA MONICA
213 •392 •9944

OPEN 7 DAYS • CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS

HARASSMENT
From page 3

centerfolds of naked women to

leach anatomy, Rose-Mockry said.

In addition, women are much
less visible in the classroom and
faculty tend to pay more attention

to male students. Men are called on
more often and interrupted less

often by professors or other stu-

dents, said Helen Astin, a profes-

sor at UCLA*s Graduate School of
Education, who has done extensive

research in the area of sexual

discrimination.

There are many professors who
may favor certain students una-

wares, and there are also profes-

sors who consciously discriminate

against women, Hartsock said.

Sexual discrimination against

women can affect victims in a

number of different ways. The
injuries can be physical and/or

psychological, the latter being
most common in incidents of
classroom discrimination, Hart-

sock said.

GuilL self-doubt, confusion,

humiliation, anxiety and physical

stress are some of the effects

specified by the WRC brochure.

The student who wrote the

March 5 letter said she went to talk

to her professor about classes and
possibly get a letter of recommen-
dation. During their meeting, she

wrote, her professor said he was
atU'acted to her and wondered if

she had invited similar feelings.

"I got a feeling of helplessness.

He tried to put the guilt on me and
he succeeded. For two whole days
I felt it was my faulL" she said. "He
had the power and I didn't. I

walked out of his office feeling

like shit and he just went on with
his life."

Power is the key ingredient in

cases of sexual harassment. Hart-

sock said. "If people feel disem-
powered, it*s my role to help them
deal with it, but only after they

grant me permission. I don*t want
to perpetuate feelings of vulnera-

bility and disempowermenL**
Apparently, sexual discrimina-

tion can cause lasting effects.

"I went in with no suspicion and
now I will never completely trust a

male professor again. I will always
have my guard up," said the

student who wrote the letter. "I

have a positive view of human
nature and it bothers me that now I

have to protect myself."

The number of sexual discrimi-

nation complaints on campus may
not even reflect the actual number
of incidents. Some cases go unre-

ported because victims are afraid

of the consequences.

Patricia Gori, a senior Spanish
major, felt she was subjected to

sexual discrimination by one of her
tenured professors. "I thought of
talking to the ombudsman, but the

people in the Spanish [>epanment
told me that nothing could be
done," she said.

"Many women are afraid to

speak out because they fear retali-

ation on grades or by review
committees. Students have to rely

on their mentors for recommenda-
tions," said Marcia Asbury, co-
chair of the Chancellor's Advisory
Committee on the Status of
Women."
"Most people I see are graduate

students — they arc much more
reliant on individual faculty mem-
bers. They often don't want to take

action because they don't want to

ruin their rapport (with profes-

sors). They need letters of recom-
mendation and they need to be
advanced to candidacy,** Sundt
said.

Gori said during a previous

quarter, her Spanish professor

wanted to discuss a difficult

homework assignment that

See HARASSMENT, page 21
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HARASSMENT
From page 20
**nobody in the class understood

"

She said when he called on her, she

explained to him she did not

understand the material and was
unable to do the assigmnenL
"He immediately started in on

me and publicly humiliated me in

front of the classroom by ques-

tioning my ability to be at UCLA.
He totally went off the handle and
made me feel like dirL"

Gori said she thinks this was a

case of sexual discrimination

because she had seen him behave
the same way toward other female

students, but never toward males.

Gori ended up dropping the

class during the sixth week of the

quarter, and as a result she will

have to postpone her graduation

date because the class is a require-

ment for the Spanish major.

"I don't think that women
should have to deal with this

problem. I think that every profes-

sor who (sexually discriminates)

should be kicked off campus," she

said.

The best way to eliminate sexual

discrimination on campus is to

engage in a campaign that educates

those at the top of the system, such
as administrators and professors.

Rose said.

WAPNER
From page 3
system favors the wealthy over the

poor, Los Angeles County Super-
ior Court Judge Jack Newman said

"the hallmark of the system is

*equal justice under law' and our
courts deliver on that promise once
you are there."

In criminal cases defefndants are

provided lawyers at public
expense if they cannot afford one
for themselves, and "the core of

public defenders and lawyers of

private practices who are
appointed to represent the defen-

dants are excellent," Newman
said.

However, in ci,vii cases **lhe

question is *how "do you afford a

lawyer?' '* Newman said. "It's a

problem our economic system
generates that those with more
money are able to afford a better

quality of service, but once you are

in the court, I am confident that

judges in our courts treat people

fairly, irrespective of their circum-

stances."

Los Angeles County Superior

Court Judge James Albracht
offered an explanation of why
certain cases lead to marathon
trials. Liberal legislation in the

past decade has created a "situa-

tion with a lot of slack and it is very

hard for a judge to clamp down on

lawyers," who arc very intelligent

and hard working, Albracht said.

Some controversy erupted when
Judge Wapner said he "respectful-

ly disagrees" with Albracht's

opinion. "I don*t think we have to

blame defense lawyers or prose-

cutors for long trials^ Judges are in

charge and need to take charge.

You cannot be afraid of a defense

attorney because he happens to be

smart. That is what he is paid to do.

That is his job," Wapner said.

The forum at the Wadsworih
Theater was part of Governor
George Deukmejian*s designated

"Meet Your Judges Week" during

which similar community forums

took place all over the state. The
program involved more than 70
forums this week with more than

7(X) judges and 14.(XX) citizens

across the state participating,

Perez said.

The program allows for judges

to "come out of the courthouse, not

wear our judicial robes . . . and see

what questions you had and try to

answer them to the best of our

ability," he added.

COUNSELING
A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY, MARINA DEL REY

24650 Calabasas Rd . Calabasas. CA 91302

R.J. MORRIS
Sales A Leasinq
"Your Student Dealer"

(818) 888-5555

THC YOUNG AND
THC TOOTm-CSS

Derek was found guilty of Dental

Negligence. Victor confided in

Brittany that he wears Dentures.

Carol and Skip are considering

Implants. Brad was caught practicing

Dentistry without a license. And will

Cassandra need a Bridge or Partial

Denture?

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics
• Fix Chipped, Stained,

or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks,

& Insurance Forms Welcome
• Walking Distance from UCLA

DENTAL SOAP
OPCRA GUlOe

COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman

(213) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN. D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)
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In Westwood:

10930 Llidbiook Dr.

Comer of Wotwood
I^Undbrook

(213)208-1455

HniM'Fi9-7
Sstill'5

Also ki Santa Monica

1014 WlUkt Bkd.

Between 10th. Il 11th. S

(213)3954777

FUEPAIUNG
IN REAR

ilOHISl9UB.'-9t30pM

Mon. Than Sat
Sunday 10ui.'9pB

! 2 Beef Tacos !

I

I

I

and 12 oz. Soda for

$2.35
Valid only with coupon. Expires 3-31-90.

I

I

I

SPECIAL CAMPUS OFFER !!

UCLAOPOLY — ONLY $19.98
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST !

MONOPOLY • DUNGEONS & DRAGONS • CHESS
DARTS • AVALON HILL • PUZZLES

GAMBLING SUPPLIES
BACKGAMMON

GO
10906 Le Conte phone : 824-1128

Westwood Open 1 am to 7 pm
9 pm Fri & Sat

INTERNSHIPS
\j^

:?"r\ ^^
LONDON
PARIS

The Arts • Finance/Economic Research/
Management • Human/Health Services
Politics • Advertising/PR/Marketing

Journalism/Broadcast/Film

Media • Public Relations • Business

Tourism • Fashion • The Arts • Government

WASHINGTON

CT^!
For program details complata
the coupon below and mail it to:

Boston Univertity

international Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston, MA 02215

617/353.S

Politics • Business/Economics • Pre-Law
International Relations • Journalism/
Communications • Health Fields • The Arts

Each 14-week internship program includes:

16 Boston University semester-hour credits,

full-time internships, course work taught by

local faculty, centrally located housing, and
individualized placements for virtually every

academic interest. Programs in London and
Paris are offered during the spring, fall, and
summer. The Washington program is offered

during the fall and spring.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

II

BRUINS

•The magnetic memo holder sports fans will love.

•Sports Notes' sturdy magnetic strips keep notes
in sight and in place.

•Perfect for home, school or the office.

•Each 4" X 8" holder comes with a sports fan
memo pad and handy pencil.

An equal opportunrty,

affirmative action institution

Name

Address

City State Zip

College/University

Summer FaN Spring 19

. LorHlon Internship Programme
The Arts

Fif>arKe/EcorK>mic Research/
Menagement
Human/Health Services

PolWcs
Advertising/PR/Mariteting

loumalism/Broadcast/Film

. Paris Internship Program

. Washir>gton Internship Program

Q Select year Sports Notes Holders
(includes • Sports Fans and Sports Umpires pad)
Qiy: _Basckall _Foolball_Golf_TeBels__Baslielball

n Dee for $4.0« pies $1.2S posUgc aed kaedllag (Total $5.25).
Avulable in two Bruin Logo designs.

Q Select year refill pad packs NOW!
(Each pack includes a Sports Fans and a Sports Umpire pad)
Qty: _Baseball__Foolball_Golf_Te»als_Baikelball
O One pack of 2 pads for $1.10 plus .25e postage and handling (Toul $1.35X
Available in two Bruin Logo designs.

•(CA. residents add Sales Tax) TOTAL:
Check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s will he accepted

Allo^w 4 vkweks
for dekwrv.

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

cnv

APT •

STATE
M«a your order Jk jp«ym«sir tot ZK Ptod

zr.
,..««^ r*"" VS"' oroer ek jMymesit tot 2K PVoducte
15237 Sunaet Blvd.. Pectfk: rtUiaedes. CA 90272 (213)456 2094
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The Student Welfare Commission
Presents ^

DRUG
AWARENESS

WEEK
March 7-9, 1990

JUST DONT DO IT!

\

Thursday, March 8th

OV® <^®

10:00-11:00 a.m.

DRUGS AND ADOLESCENCE/
North Campus 20

12:00-1:00 p.m.

TWELVE STEP PROGRAMS-THE ROAD
TO RECOVERY/Dodd 178

7:00 p.m.
••'s

DRUGS AND RAPE/Sproul Hall 5N Lounge

Residence hall visitors must be accompanied
by a resident after 7 p.m.

PAID FOR BY USAC - YOUR STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

SPRING
BREAK SPECIAL!

SAVE $3.00 off

the purchase of

any T-shirt with your
UCLA ID. Good
through 3/12.

OCEAN PACIFIC RETAIL STORESCORNER OF BROXTON & WEYBURNWESTWOOD VILLAGE
°^«'>'

208-7398
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DISCRIMINATION
From page 3

their cases, perhaps they would
have done so.

The student who wrote a March
5 letter to the Daily Bruin at)out an
incident of sexual discrimination

on campus said she had "never
seen anything at all" providing

support or information about sex-

ual discrimination on campus.
^ "I had no idea what I could do.

Two weeks after the incident I

wrote my letter to The Bruin to

bring it to the public eye and see if

anything could be done. There is a
tolerance out there for this situa-

tion, and Td like to see that

change,** she said.

UCLA Ombudsman Donald
Hartsock said his role is to hear
grievances and inform sexual

discrimination victims of their

options for action.

**The first thing (a victim) has

got to do is tell (the harasser) *no— cease and desist.* An effective

way to do this is by writing a letter

specifying the time and place of
the incident, how you felt, and
what you want to be done about it,**

he said. "Most people want an
apology, and they want to be in a
situation where they don't feel

threatened anymore.**

Victims, including students,

staff and faculty, who feel uncom-
fortable handling a situation alone
may grant Hartsock permission to

intervene on their behalf.

"I come in not as a judge, but as

a messenger,** Hartsock said. For
example, he has in the past
informed faculty members that

students feel discriminated
against. Sometimes, he said he
approaches a certain department
and requests they send out a letter

to all faculty members informing
them about issues of sexual discri-

mination.

Policy requires Hartsock to treat

all matters confidentially.

If informal communication
between both parties does not
resolve the situation, harassment
victims can file formal charges
with the Dean of Students, who
investigates charges against stu-

dents. If the harasser is a faculty oi

staff member, charges can be filed

with either the Academic Senate or
the Staff Affirmative Action
Office.

Students have access to the

Women *s Resource Center, which
offers printed information about
sexual discrimination and indivi-

dualized support, said its Acting
Director Kathy Rose-Mockry.

*it*s just been recently that

women have decided to come
forward on these issues and stu-

dents need to become aware of
different places on campus to learn

about the issue,** Rose-Mockry
said.

Members of the Campus Cli-

mate Subcommittee are requesting

that the chancellor consider the

possibility of a centralized indivi-

dual or department to handle the

issue and a more formal training

program to raise awareness within

the UCLA community about sex-

ual discrimination.
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CHECK4>FF
From page 1

had a problem with a system that

was deceptive and resulted in

hundreds of thousands of dollars

(for CALPIRG) over time.**

Spence was also skeptical of

claims that student opinion sided

with CALPIRG and the waivable

fee. "CALPIRG feeds on apathy

. . . any organization with a paid

staff can organize rallies and lobby

administrators.**

Carrington disagreed, citing the

UC Student Association*s support

and the resolutions it unanimously

passed in favor of the negative

check-off fee and CALPIRG.
"When they were considering

eliminating negative check-off,

they went to UCSA for input and

UCSA passed two resolutions in

support of CALPIRG and the

waivable fee. It plainly does not

look like Gardner is paying any

attention to these resolutions,*'

Carrington explained.

As the situation appears more
and more dismal for the environ-

mental and consumer lobby group,

Carrington vowed that a decision

against negative check-off would

not be the end of the battle. "We
won*t lie'^^down and die . .

.

students all over the state believe

in this organization and as long as

there is a chance the decision can

be reversed — we will keep

fighting.**

ARREST

11.

From page 5

immediately after the couple got

out of their car to visit Staik*s son

in the Medical Center, the suspect

ran to the driver's side and
"grabbed the woman *s breast,

twisted (it) and slammed her up
against a car,** Vandenberg said,

Dooley ran around from the

passenger side to help her and was
"karate-kicked** several times in

the face and chest, Vandenberg

said.

Kalili, on the other hand, said he

was talking with Stark when
Dooley ran around the car and tried

to punch him from behind. He
blocked the punch and the fi^ht

began.

After about a minute, the fisti-

cuffs ware broken up by an

unidentified man, he said, and the

two parties walked away from

each other.

But according to the couple*s

account, when Kalili drove away
in his red Porsche he looked back

and noticed Dooley was writing

down his license plate number. He
then stopped and threatened to kill

Dooley if he reported the incident

to the police, Vandenberg said.

In the battle. Stark was bruised

and Dooley suffered face lacera-

tions. Dooley was treated by

UCLA Emergency Medical Tech-

nicians in the Medical Center

lobby and was later released.

Kalili said the couple's story

was "totally fabricated** and that

the red marks on Stark* s breasts

could have easily been "created.**

He added that the man who broke

up the fight and the man with the

stalled car were not found to

confirm his story.

He said it is unfortunate the

incident which began with his

"good Samaritan" act of pushing

the Stalled car ended up with the

allegations against him.

Kalili was booked for assault

with intent to commit bodily harm

and taken to West Hollywood jail,

where he placed his $2,(XX) bail

and was released an hour later.

UCLA police will request that he

be charged with an additional

count of sexual battery for

allegedly grabbing Stark's breast,

Vandenberg said.
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Join the rally for campus safety
Campus response to recent testimonies of

rape survivors, published in The Bruin and
the newsmagazine Together, has culminated
in the planned Candlelight Vigil, which will

be held in Westwood Plaza tonight in

conjunction with International Women's
Day. V

The vigil is sponsored by campus groups
including USAC, the Women's Coalition,

GSA and the Public Health Students

Association, and has been endorsed by
numerous women's groups both on and off

campus. Planners of the vigil hope to

increase awareness of personal safety and
provoke an administrative response to what
has become a prevalent campus problem.

The fraternities, who have been unfairly

pinpointed as the sole perpetrators of

acquaintance rape on campus, have urged
their members to attend, and the Interfrater-

nity Council has passed a resolution in

support of the vigil. As well, last week's

Greek Week events included a much-
needed program, "Double Vision," which
was designed to open up communication
about issues that included date rape.

One fraternity. Phi Delta Theta, has gone
even further, hosting a rape prevention

seminar that included role-playing, speakers

and discussion. These kinds of events

demonstrate IPC's and the fraternities'

commitment to ameliorating the current

situation, and both the council and the

individual fraternities should be com-
mended for their efforts in this area. We
encourage them to continue.

The problem of rape on campus must be
addressed by all students and campus
organizations. The Bruin hopes that students

will support the vigil and its goals with a

strong attendance, letting the university

know that action must be taken now to better

protect the students.

R< • II ing the poor to finance the rich
The university must be prevented from

borrowing from its student families-^
finance its real estate investments. Its

proposal to raise the rents at its Family.
Student Housing units would cause hardship

for many hardworking students who also

bear the financial burden of raising a family.

UCLA proposes raising the rent in some
cases to nearly 50 percent of the renter's

salary, in order to help finance the universi-

ty's recent purchase of additional apartment
buildings. Any rent that takes up more that

30 percent of a monthly salary is considered

exorbitant. For this reason, the Family
Student Housing Association is proposing a
set rate for university housing that would
keep rates reasonable. The Bruin encour-

ages the university to adopt its proposal.

The Bruin believes that Family Student
Housing should be rented out on the basis on
financial need. If this is not the case, then

low-income students with families should

be exempt from unreasonable rent

increases.

The university should consider the needs
of its students, not its pocketbook, when it

meets next week to vote on the proposed rent

increases. It should not force its students to

endure economic hardship or to commute
from distant cities so it can enhance its real

estate portfolio. The concerns and the

welfare of the students should always come
V first, but sadly, they often do not.
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Commentary

Media partially at fault

in cases ofsexual assault
Today marks International

Women's Day. This

evening at 5 p.m. in

Westwood Plaza a "Candlelight
Vigil for Campus Safety" will

be held. The vigil was planned
in response to the recent testi-

monies of rape survivors pub-
lished in The Daily Bruin and
Together.

In the past. International

Women's Day has been used
by the feminist movement to

promote its causes, such as

abortion on demand and the

Equal Rights Amendment
The vigil is supported by

groups such as the California

Abortion Rights Action League
and the National Organization
of (Some) Women. The vigil

is, of course, sponsored by the

Undergraduate Students Associ-

ation Council, UCLA's
Women's Coalition and other

UCLA and community organi-

zations. Even though I do not
agree with the agendas of
some of the groups that are

supporting tonight's vigil, I do
support the goals of the vigil

and I will be in attendance.

Men and women from all

segments of the campus com-
munity should be there to

show support for efforts to

create a climate of safety for

everyone. Women, and for that

matter men, are not at greater

risk at UCLA than in other '

parts of Los Angeles. Howev-
er, "safer compared to" is not
the goal expressed by the vigil

— safety is.

The victimization of people
in the United States is a

reflection of the decay of the

role of values in our society.

One study done at the Univer-

sity of Arizona shows that

over 27 percent of college

women hav6 been victims of
rape or attempted rape. There
is a problem in our society.

Unfortunately, this problem
starts early through children's

socialization with media. It is

with more disgust than shock
that one reads studies that

show America's desensitization

toward violence and rape. A
study done in Rhode Island

last year reported that 25
percent of junior high age boys
and 16 percent of junior high
age girls felt it was OK to

rape a date if the boy had
spent money on her. Over 60
percent of the boys and almost
half of the girls also felt it

was all right to force sex on
someone if they had been
dating six months or more.

One cannot be surprised by
accounts of women and girls

being sexually assaulted, when
the images in pornography,

music and television (including

soap operas) all reinforce the

idea that women exist to satis-

fy sexual desires. Even worse,
the media show women who
enjoy being treated in this

Daily Bruin
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Several years ago, on the

immensely pq^ular soap opera
General Hospital, the charac-
ters Luke and Laura were
married in an episode that was
one of the highest rated day-
time programs of the *80s.

Before this, Luke had violently

raped Laura. The image of a
rape victim falling in love with

the rapist is preposterous. This
is one of the many examples
of the media creating or rein-

forcing images of women as

willing, loving victims.
*" The woman known as Linda
Lovelace of the pornographic
film Deep Throat described in

horrific detail to a congression-

al committee how she was
physically forced to **perform**

in obscene movies. One unfor-

tunate college age woman in

California was abducted, raped
and then murdered by other

teenagers wanting to make a

pornographic movie of her.

There are some things that

UCLA can do to sensitize

people to the violence and
harassment faced by women in

our society. UCLA should have
rape prevention education semi-
nars for all incoming students.

In addition, the University

should provide support for

maintaining these programs
throughout the year. Except for

the Student Welfare Commis-
sion's program this year, no ^

student-run comprehensive rape
prevention program has been
organized. This campus needs
more of these programs.

Alcohol and other substance
abuse must be addressed. In

over 50 percent of rapes, cither

the victim and/or the attacker

was under the influence.

Our society must begin to

put convicted rapists behind
bars for more than a few
years; we must not show
leniency to criminals. Our
criminal justice system must
place a greater emphasis on
victim's rights. Passage of
Prop. 115, the Crime Victims
Court Reform Initiative, will

help; so would passage of a

See VIGIL, page 27
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Women 's Day: What
Today I want to pay

tribute to all women
everywhere who struggle

against oppression. Because this

is International Women's Day,

I
and Women's History Month,

t. it seemed fitting for me to

write on "international women."
That does not entail writing

about "them" nor speaking for
"them."

As a North American anglo
feminist, my agenda is to read
about, interact with, and listen

Jo women in societies other
than my own, in order to

understand the lessons for our
movement(s) here. If the ways
in which those ideas are pro-
cessed here have a potential

for making a contribution to

women elsewhere, then that is

also significant.

My personal/political agenda,
as regular readers know, is the
emancipation of women, people
of color, and working class

people everywhere. But today I

focus on women, namely
*Third World" women.

There are many potential

difficulties when a Euroameri-
can feminist uses such terms
as "emancipation," "autonomy,"
"women's agendas," and
"equality," etc., and tries to

apply these cross-culturally.

These terms may not be so
easily translatable to all other
societies. This is not because
these concepts do not exist,

but because they mean diffe-

rent things at different times to

different people.

Also, many Euroamerican
feminists assume that men's
and women's interests are

L

^ necessarily in conflict. To
make matters worse, we tend
to think of ourselves as some
sort of standard, i.e., playing
an avant-garde role in the
world. This posture has at least
two effects: we learn less and
we alienate women of color
everywhere.

In thinking about writing on
this theme in one of my future
columns, I had decided to
discuss a group of women who
are often seen by many Eur-
oamerican feminists, and most
Euroamericans in general, as
the epitomy of "non-emanci-
pated" women (e.g., Arab or
Islamic women) and a group
seen as "emancipated" (e.g.,

Israeli women). I thought it

would be helpful to explore
some misconceptions of both
groups. But I got involved in
writing on other themes. Prob-
ably I was also dreading being
drawn into the-i(sual "Arab/
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Israeli" debates. Then I was
reminded of my task after

reading a letter-to-the-editor in

the Daily Bruin C*Sexism,"
Mar. 1) from Mitchell Keiier.

Keiter was responding to

less than a sentence in my
column ("Women: We Are not
only the Rocks . . .," Bruin,
Feb. 14) in which I merely
mention the significant role of
women in the Palestinian

uprising. In the name of deni-
grating the role of women in

the Muslim "Middle East", and
therefore, the "Arab world", he
extols the role of women in

Israel. A sample: "Women
have full opportunities in all

walks of Israeh life ..." v

Like many other people,
Keiter uses the participation of
women in the Isaraeli military
and the fact that Israel had a
woman prime minister (Golda
Meir) as indices of "emancipa-
tion." Then he gets to his true
agenda: 'The Arab League
rejects Zionism precisely

because of the liberal attitudes

in Israel."

I will leave the romanticiza-
tion of the role of Israeli

women for my Israeli feminist
friends to answer. Twill,
however, make just a couple
of points: Shulamit Aloni, one
of eight women in the 120-seat
Knesset was quoted as saying
that "It was never true that

women were equal in Israel, it

is not true now and it is

getting worse . . . The status

of women is going backward
in every respect ... the main
idea is that a woman should
be fruitful and multiply."

'emancipation'?
In an admittedly biased

publication, Palestine Focus
(November, 1983), Israeli

women against the occupation
were quoted as saying that

'The sexual division of Jewish
labor is clearly laid out: men
are drafted into the army to

kijl ... while women's wombs
are mobilized to produce more
soldiers."

A recent article in the Jeru-
salem Post asked the leading
question, "What is an *exemp-
lary* Israeli family?" The
answer, verified by the pre-
sence of Prime Minister Yitz-
hak Shamir to honor
monetarily such families, is

one which "has roughly 12-20
children who serve or will

serve in the IDF (Israeli

Defense Force)." Jhis is very
revealing.

Probably most Americans
share Keiter*s view that Israeli

women are emancipated and
Arab/Muslim "Middle Eastern"
women are noL I do not want
to enter into a debate about
who is and who is not, mainly
because I truly believe that, for

women, there are no "deve-
loped countries" (to borrow a
phrase from Seager and Olson).
As I said above, we all

have different notions about
what is meant by "emancipa-
tion." For Keiter and others
like him, it may mean a
woman with a gun and 20
children. For others with very
different views it might be a
veiled woman going about her
everyday life of wage labor
and family management

It*s possible that no social

movement in history, with the
probably exception of China,
raised as many questions about
the role of women as the 1978
Iranian Islamic revolution. In
my next column I will discuss
what we can make out of the
clashing icon of the veiled
woman with a gun, fighting

for the very culture which
seems to oppress her. Is she
being hoodwinked by her own
culture? Is the veil a symbol
of her subordination? Or, are
we seeing a different concep-
tion of "feminism" or of
"women's liberation'7 What
lessons are there for U.S.
women?

As a part of exploring our
possible misconceptions, I will

discuss Islam and the veil, a
religion and a mode of dress,

respectively, which most "wesc,
temers" associate with
women's subordination. I will

make the point that, even if

we understood Islam and
veiling, there is simply more
to Islamic and Middle Easter
women's lives than these two
features, namely, problems in

the material conditions of their

lives.

The umbrella theme of these
next few columns is that we
should never assume anything
about women's lives without •

*

asking women themselves. We
are not even at the stage of
knowing the best questions to

ask.

Hale is a professor of Anthro-
pology and Women's Studies.
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Viewpoint

Israel must unclench Its

iron fist in W. Bank, Gaza
By Fabriota Rizk

F6r years, supporters of Israel have focused on the status of Soviet
Jews as a rationale for continued American support of Israel, a nation
which denies even the most fundamental of human rights to Palestinians.

Abdelkarim and Sweet CTalestinians in West Bank are denied human
rights/' Bruin, Feb. 23) are correct in pointing out the dangers to peace
posed by the reluctance ofour government to prevent Israel from settling
Soviet Jewish Immigrants on the Occupied Territories.

Yaron Elad "Preserve the existence of the State of Israel." Bruin, Feb.
16) attempts to associate Palestinian objections to this further
colonizauon of Palestinian lands (with Soviet Jews) with traditional
European anti-Semiusm. Indeed, in one of history's ironies, Elad assigns
parual responsibility for HiUer*s annihilation of European Jewry to the
Arab nations, which, years after the conclusion of World War II
remained under the yoke of British and French colonial rule.

This su^tegy of "blaming the victims" involves much more than a
simple distortion of history. It effectively sidesteps the essence of the
impasse in the Middle East today— the ongoing tragedy represented by
the dispossession of the Palestinian people. For supporters of Israel,
Zionism will continue to evoke images of the courageous Israeli settler
active in transforming the "land without a people" into the "light unto the
nations." False images die hard.

For those whose lives have been plunged into the darkness of death,
exile, or a brutal military occupation. Zionism bears an entirely different
meaning — a meaning grounded on harsh realities, rather than on the
empty slogans espoused by Israeli apologists.

Since its inception in 1948, the state of Israel has systematically sought
to depnve Palestinians of essential rights cherished by all people in order
to artificially create this "land without a people." Tens of thousands of
Palestinian and Lebanese inhabitants have perished under the might of
the unrivalled Israeli military machine, while counUess others have
sustained serious injuries. In the summer of 1982 alone, an estimated
20,000 were slaughtered under the most devastating aerial bombard-
ments on civilian population centers ever witnessed by the Middle East
So much for the *^urily of arms doctrine." Hundreds of thousands of

people have been driven from their homes, often abandoning all of their
belongings and deserting entire villages. To this day, many of the initial

In the name of Zionism and cultural progress,
Israel has demolished hundreds of Palestinian
towns and vill^ps (Muslim and Christian), only to
establish Jewish setdements on diese sites. Israelis,

in proverbial Orwellian fashion, conveniently rele-

gate diese features of their history to die collective
*Wmory hole^^ cf Zionist history.

refugees, as well as their second and third generation descendants,
continue to rot away in overcrowded, unsanitary concentration camps!
fulfilling marginal existences as a forgotten people and condemned to a
legacy of despair and misery.

In the name of Zionism and under the banner of cultural progress,
Israel has demolished hundreds of Palestinian towns and villages
(Muslim and Christian), only to establish Jewish settlements on these
identical sites. As Israeli hero and late Minster of Defense Moshe Dayan
remarked, "You do not even know the names of these Arab villages, and I

do not blame you, because these geography books no longer exist; not
only do the books not exist, the Arab villages are not there either."

Israelis, in proverbial Orwellian fashion, conveniently relegate these
features of their history to the collective "memory hole" of Zionist
history. According to estimates, approximately 80 percent of the area of
present day Israel has been constructed on lands seized from Palestinians
expelled form their homes in 1948.

In direct defiance of international opinion, Israel has continued this
process of expropriation of lands occupied in 1967, amounting to. as
Abdelkarim and Sweet point out, in excess of 50 percent of the West
Bank and 33 percent of the Gaza Su-ip.

Meanwhile, the atrocities continue unabated. Demonstrators, young
and old, are summarily fired upon by Israeli troops, thousands are
arrested, and many moro subjected to systematic torture designed to
produce false confessions to bolster the facade of the Israeli "justice"
system. Town arrests, administrative detentions, deportations, beatings— all of these are confronted daily by the Palestinian civilian population.
Palestinians are bom under occupation, knowing Hale apart from
oppression and frustration. These are the realities which fuel today's
conflicL

The impetus for change must come from the Israelis. For Israel to con-
tinually demand assurances of the intentions of Palestinians while
denying them even basic human rights only serves to perpetuate the state
of injustice, which will inevitably lead to an escalation of resistance.

Israel could begin by dismanUing the "Iron Fist" policy it has
unleashed against the inhabitants of the Occupied Territories. It must
enter into sincere dialogue with the chosen representatives of the
Palestinians. Only when PalesUnians are accorded the same rights as all
other nations may a genuine peace develop, one based on justice and a
respect for human dignity.

Rizk is a sophomore majoring in Linguistics.
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From page 24

pro[tosed November initiative

that would allow prisoners to

work, with some of the money
going to the victim.

UCLA should speed up it

judicial process so victims of^

rape don't have to wait two
years for University disciplin-

ary action to take place.

We as a society must take
responsibility for combatting
the images in our media that

contribute to the idea that

violence and sexual assault are
all right. The American Family
Association is encouraging a
boycott of Clorox and Mennen
Products because they are "the
number one sponsors of televi-

sion sex and violence."

The campus community as

individuals must do our share
to combat the values that make
rape and violence a common
experience. We cannot sit idly

by. In the Bible, James writes,

"If a brother or a sister is

naked and destitute of daily

food, and one of you says to

them 'Depart in peace, be
warmed and filled,' but you do
not give them the things which
are needed for the body, what
does it profit?" We can not sit

idly by. or say that something
should be done as others are

becoming victims, of rape. It

will not profit our society.

This is why, despite my
objections to the beliefs and
causes expressed by some of
the sponsoring groups. Til be
there with a candle advocating
administrative changes for a
safer campus environment
The struggle continues.

Spence is a senior majoring in

political science.

Letters

ROTC
Editor:

I am a cadet in the ROTC
program at UCLA, and need-
less to say. I am disturbed by
a recent viewpoint article criti-

cizing the purpose of ROTC
("Don't Associate ROTC With
Liberal Education Principles,"

Bruin, Feb. 28). Hein classified

ROTC cadets and midshipmen
as prodigies of "our military

elites" with a narrow-minded
view of society. However,
nothing could be further from
the truth. As a UCLA student
I am exposed to many diverse
lifestyles and cultures. Addi-
tionally, as an ROTC cadet I

am exposed to the lifestyle

associated with a military

career.

I am deeply offended at

being labeled as a "Freudian
mutant" with "repressive and
assimilative drives." Such hate-
ful words are harmful and
counterproductive to the mis-
sion this University pursues of
developing relations of under-
standing and acceptance
between students and organiza-
tions.

Hein's warmonger description
of the ROTC program is com-
pletely unfounded. In the

words of General Douglas
MacArthur. *The soldier, above
all other people prays for

peace, for he must suffer and
bear the deepest wounds and
scars of war."

Tom Weir
Fr^shnnan
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Music

Synth popsters Andy Bell and Vince Clarke of Erasure are gazing into their Wild'-erness jungle stage setting. The duo will
perform two shows this Sunday and Monday, the fir^t sold-out while ticj<ets remain for the second.

Murphy romances
Former frontman's solo efforts

finally spark 'a bit of a buzz'

By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

Singer/songwriter Peter Murphy had a vision twelve years ago.
It was a poetic vision that involved innovation, experimentation,

striking realism and dark sensuality. '

And it was shared by three other musicians— Daniel Ash, David J. and
Kevin Haskins — who each possessed the same aesthetic: to create a
sound unlike any other.

The band was known as Bauhaus. And today, seven years since its dis-
banding, the foundation of music still trembles at the awesome influential
nature this creative force exerted.

When making reference to Murphy in his new solo artist robes, it*s dif-
ficult to discard the past that has persevered— and gained in strength—
since the band's dissolution.

As the former frontman to the force that presented modem music with
a basis for acceptance, he's had quite a reputation to follow in his quest to
establish himself post-Bauhaus.

It's a task that has amounted to four years of hard labor— but one that
finally is reaping the rewards of recognition with his third solo LP Deep
and a series of sold-out U.S. tour dates. Two performances have already
been filled at the Wiltem this Friday and Saturday, but tickets still remain
for a third show this evening.

"I'm really excited about all this," says Murphy, calling from his
British homeland. "This is only the sixth week or so that the album has
been out and the shows have been selling out pretty quickly. I'm thinking
that by the time this tour is half way through, we're going to have to
extend it. You know, after three albums and four years, at last I'm seeing
a bit of a buzz."

One might think that Murphy would have had an easier time getting his
solo career off the ground, considering the positive circumsunces that
surround the Bauhaus legacy.

For example, his dynamic physical presence led the band through four

See MURPHY, page 37

Former Bauhauser Peter Murphy has filled Wlltern perfor-
mances Fri, and Sat, but tIckBts are still available for
tonight's show.

Erasure Heads:
Andy Bell & Vince Clarke ride synth pop wave

Wild
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

Five years ago, the thought ofnow synth superstars Erasure playing the
Forum might have been perceived as a comic notion.

However, five years later, that thought is double the reality, as they
prepare to perform their Wild! album for two nights at the Inglewood ven-
ue. Sunday, the first night, is already sold out, with tickets going rapidly
for Monday, the second added performance.
Back in '85, when synthesized pop was still dominated by Depeche

Mode, the remnants of Yaz, and a handful of other European musicians
with an emulator in one hand and a bundle of floppy discs in the other, it

was believed that "real" music only came from a band that possessed the
traditional line-up of guitar, bass, and drums.

If an instrument had a keyboard, loaded with computer chips and other
electronic gadgetry, then it was a tool to be used sparsely. If a band was
centered around such modem technology, it was in line for a pigeon-hole
gauntlet of harsh criticism.

These were the conditions that synth maestro Vince Clarke, a founding
meiTiber of the two aforemenUoned bands, chose to begin his own pet
project— one which subsequently would play a major role in guiding the
art and craft synthesized music.

Auditioning singers, Clarke soon encountered the voice of Andy Bell,
a dynamic newcomer whom the veteran musician found to complement
his music rather nicely— to say the least. And not only could Bell bell out
a wide range of vocal harmonies; he had a knack for writing brilliant pop
music — the type that's oozing with sincerity, yet still as tough in the
loins as any bit of rock 'n roll that happened to grace the BiUboard charts.

Thus, Erasure was bom. ready to contribute their revolutionary ideas
to the synthesized music spectrum.
And after four original albums, the latest being Wild!, the duo is wit-

nessing success on a scale that they never would have envisioned.
Calling from his hotel in San Francisco, where Erasure is readying for

a performance. Bell is finding himself a bit overwhelmed by the massive
response they've been receiving on this tour.
•The live shows," he says, "that's one thing we've really been

surprised about The scale ofjust how the Hve thing has taken offand the
mass amounts of people coming out to see the show— I'm not sure what
it is yet. I'm not sure ifpeople are curious to see who we are, or if they've

heard by word of mouth from their friends, or they've heard a song on
college radio or what not. But it's really encouraging."
As Erasure has grown into one of the biggest British pop acts to hit the

states, rivalling Clarke's alma mater Depeche Mode, any one of Bell's
conclusions could be an extreme possibility.

But, most likely, the brunt of the popularity rests in the electrically-
charged, hip-hop music itself, the duo thrives on crafting tasty synth
melodies that make one want to get up and dance. Their songs pulsate
with rhythm, hooking one from the first beat, then driving one all the way
to the finish, exhausted, yet rejuvenated.

It's quite an accomplishment for two musicians armed with the
modem technology of emulators, computers, keyboards, and a drum
machine. However, Bell doesn't want people to think that this is all that
constitutes Erasure's music.
"A lot of people don't know about synthesized music," says the

vocahst "People think it's easy to do. It's a lot of hard work getting that
strong sense of melody in a song. And when we record a song, we like to
layer it, build it up with more and more things. We like to experiment,
changing things around, adding more vocal harmony, stuff like that."

"For example," he adds. "Vince is such an enthusiast that he'll work on
a sound for 18 hours, or whatever. He'll spend so much time working on a
sound that, when he's done, it do^n't sound cold. It doesn't sound syn-
thesized."

On each bit of material Erasure releases, this care towanls defining and
rounding out a sound is quite evident On any one of their singles, and
they have many, there's always some unusual, catchy melody that
remains with one long after the song is over.
From their first album Wonderland, there's the funky, groove-nailer

"Who Needs Love Like That" and the wispy, breezer "Oh L'Amour."
The follow-up LP The Circus spawned such likeable doo wop ditties as
"Sometimes." "It Doesn't Have to Be." and "VicUm of Love." As a third
release, The Innocents continued the tradition of dance trance numbers
with "Chains of Love" and "A LitUe Respect." They even took the sub-
dued direction with'a couple of effervescent charmers, the ballads "Ship
of Fools" and "When I Needed You."
As their latest release. Wild! demonstrates a more eclectic side to the

See ERASURE, page 31

Television

'Married' actress discusses sap-zapping Bundys
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

Some things are bigger deals than others. When Marcia Brady
snuck out of her house to post a letter that would ultimately win her
dad the Father of the Year Award, she got yelled at and grounded.
When Alex P. Keaton snuck out to go drinking with his friends on his
18th birthday, he also got yelled at and punished when he returned.
But when Kelly Bundy of Fox's I\4arried With Children spent the
night with a guy, she didn't have to sneak out of anyplace to do so.
Hell, her mom probably helped her go.
And no one did much of anything when she got back— except her

brother Bud, who remarked at how unwrinkled her dress had stayed,
considering it had been in the glove compartment of a car all evening.
So, when Christina Applegate, who plays Kelly, says "1 know there's
something in her that's me, even though she's a caricature and there's
not much reality about her," you kinda have to worry for this gal's
well-being. After all, what exactly has happened to our TV kids?

Sitcoms sure have cpme a long way. Or perhaps they've regressed,
depending on which way you look at them. For the last few decades,
situation-comedies have mainly adhered to the traditional formula:
The Brady Bunch, Family Ties, Growing Pains and The Cosby Show
each deal with Wisdom-Filled Parents and their Well-intentioned
Offspring who sometimes encounter Problems in the name of Puberty.
In these shows, teenage angit is never so terrible that it surpasses a
thirty minute episode, and nothing is so problematic that it cannot be
resolved neatly during thai time frame as well.

Lately, however, audiences have grown tired of these wholesome
famihes; they want to sec people whose images they can live up to. For
instance, geuing the entire Huxtable family to role-play the parts of
landlord, debt collector and hank so that Theo could see what it's like
in The Read World is not what normal families do.

Audiences no longer want escapist shows as much as they want to
sec how TV parents deal with genuine crap, like when household pets
throw up all over the new carpet. It is the antithesis to The American
Ideal, and it is what televisioi viewers have been embracing in shows

See BUNDYS, page 33
The cast of 'Married . . . With Children' will bring that
Bundy charm to AGB March 13.
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ART DANCE
Continuing

Edd Fmntr
Kerckhoft Art Gallery thru Mar. 9

825-6564

Continuing

Recent Worlcs by UCLA Photography

Gradvete Stvdents

GO Gallery, 1229F Dickson Hall

'

Continuing

Underiraduate Design Exhibition

Wight Art Gallery, thru March 18

825-9345 .

Continuing

Matter Jalai SoNsan-Abadi

Intern! Student Center Gallery, thru Mar;28

208-4587

UCLA Dance Cenpany
Royce Hall, 8 pm

$13. Students $8

825-9261 , . . .

I L M
The Films of John Cassavetes

"A Woman Under the Influence"

"Minnie and Moskowitz"

Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

11 Su^^ka^Y

U S I c U $ I c

Neen Concert

Monkey Meet

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
825-6564 '

Gradnate Composers

190 Royce Hall. 8 pm
825-4761

I L M
ineepeneenco romm
"The Cook, The Thief, His Wife. & Her Lover"

Melnitz Theater. 7;30 pm

$5. Students $3

206-FILM

UFA Final Recital

Les Golan. Soprano

Jan Popper Theater.Schoenl)erg Hall. 4 pm
825-4761

Drchestre Rational de France

Royce Hall, 7 pm

$35, 30, 25. Students $8

CenterStage Pre-performance Lecture.

250 Royce Hall. 6 pm
825-9261

F I L

THEATER
Continuing thru March 10

The Little Theater, Macgowan Hall. 8 pm

$6, Students $3

825-2581

9

The FItatt of John Cassavetes

"Minnie and Moskowitz"

"A Woman Under the Influence"

Melnitz Theater, 2 pm

$5, Students $3 .

"Husbands"

"Gloria"

Melnitz Theater. 7:30 pm •.

$5. Students $a

206-FILM

hiAjLxi 12
MUSIC Mci\A<Xij.

Neen Concert

Flaco Himenez

Westwood Plaza. 12 pm
825-6564

Noon Concert

University Chorus ^

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm

825-47^1 ,,. _

Jenler Recitals

Christopher Anderson, tut)a

Brenda Sue Stiver, French horn. 2 pm
Karen Sperry. oboe

Christina Economides. piano, 4 pm

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

825-4761

Capriccle EaeemMe
powell library Rotunda, 6:30 pm
825-3253

UCU Concert Choir

Mozart's "Requiem"

Schoenberg Auditorium. 8 pm

$5

825-9261

U S I c

Noon Concert

Canadian High School Band

Westwood Plaza. 12 pm
825-6564

Noon Concert

Men's Glee Club

Schoenberg Auditorium. 12 pm
825-4761

v.

Neen Concert

Persian New Year Concert

Westwood Plaza, 12 pm
825-6564

F i L

DANCE
UCLA Dance Company
Royce Hall, 8 pm

$13. Students $8

825-9261

Claseics aad Redisceveries

"On Dangerous Ground"

"The Scarf"

Melnitz Theater, 8 pm

$5, Students $3

206-FILM

F I L

F I L

The Archhre Television Theater

A Look at Wat I nee Theater ^

. "George Has a Birthday"

"Tall, Dark Stranger"

Dickson Auditorium. 7:30 pm

206-FILM

Sneak Preview

"Nuns on the Run"

Melnitz Theater, 7 30 pm

FREE CTO Tickets Required
•

206-FILM

SPECIAL EVENT
COOL Conference Calteral Shew
Westwood Plaza, 4-7 pm
825-6564

THEATER

Enthe Cast of "Married With Chiidron"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, 7 pm
825-1958

Contemporary Ensemble

Schoenberg Auditorium, 12 pm
825-4761

F i L

Opening thru Marchi

7

The Archhre Tolevisleo Theater

"Holiday Song"

"The World of Sholem Aleichem"

Dickson Auditorium, 7:30 pm
206-FILM.

Ralph Freud Theater. Macgowan Hall, 8 pm

$6, Students $3

825-2581

All pfograms listed in this calendar are f/?ff unless otherwise stated For listings and comments call

206-8974.

CFNTFR FOR THE PERFQRMIMG ARTS

It's Not Too Late to

Celebrate the French

Revolution with The

Orchestre National de

France

Royce Hall

Sunday, March 11 at 7 pm
Pre-performance Lecture

250 Royce Hall at 6 pm

T,his Sunday, March
11 at 7 p.m., the UCLA Center

for the Performing Arts

presents The Orchestre National

de France at Royce Hail.

Maicing its eighth tour of North

America, the Orchestre National

de France is recognized

internationally as one of the

leading orchestral ensembles in

the world. Lorin Maazel. one of

the world's most prestigious

conductors, will lead the

ensemble in a UCLA program
that commemorates the

bicentennial of the French

Revolution.

Don't miss this international

treasure! Good tickets for this

week's concert are still

available for $35, $30, and $25
at the Central Ticket Office and
at all TicketMasters outlets. $8
Student tickets are available

at CTO with valid iJI. For

more information call 825-9261.

FtlM AND TELFVISIQW ARCHIVE

Peter Greenaway Shocker

at Melnitz

Melnitz Theater

Thursday, March 8

at 7:30 p.m.

X he Cook, The

Thief, His Wife and Her Lover."

an extravagant melodrama
featuring eating of all kinds, a

restaurant in which the color of

your clothing depends on the

room you're standing in, a

gangster who takes evil to

never previously imagined

fimits, and a pair of lovers

whose passion knows no

bounds, will be previewed

tonight in a special screening

at the Film and Television

Archive's Melnitz Theater.

Definitely nol a film for the

faint of heart, tonight's

screening starts at 7:30,

admission is free.

The film stars Michael

Gambon (acclaimed for his

leading role in television's *'The

Singtng Detective") >»^he
"thief, a brute with pretensions

to style and taste who has

cowed his wife, played by

Helen Mirren, into a silent

submissiveness with years of

bullying, blackmail and sexual

cruelty. She takes up with a

fellow diner in the restaurant

where the thief ^nd his gang

spend much of their time,

under the watchful eye of the

"cook," an aesthete fascinated

March 8 to 14

OrchMtr* National Da Franoa

by the purity of their passion:

Their affair inspires the thief to

new heights of cruelty and

madness.

"The Cook. The Thief. His

Wife and Her Lover" has

earned extreme responses at

film festivals around the worid.

Tonight's screening, a Los

Angeles exclusive, will give

audiences here their first

chance to judge this

provocative, difficult new film.

CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Need a Little Irish Luck

for Finals?

Wadsworth Theater

Friday, March 16 at 8 p.m.

available for $17.50 and $14.50

at the Central Ticket Office and

all TicketMaster outlets.

Students can purchase $8
tickets at CTO with valid I.D.

For more information call

825-9261.

CENTER FOR THE PERFQRMINfi ARTS

Caprlccio Ensemble

Powell Library Rotunda

Friday, Mar. 9 at 6:30 pm

G

I,.f you're feeling a little

green around dead week and

finals week, the UCLA Center

for the Performing Arts has

just what you needl Celebrate

St. Patrick's Day with the

musical talents of The Furey

Brothers. Davey Arthur and The

Young Doubliners. These Irish

troubadours play rousing jigs

and reels on an assortment of

acoustic guitars, banjos,

accordians, fiddles, and tin

whistles. Come share in the

luck of the Irish (just in time

for finals!) at the Wadsworth
'Theater next Friday, March 16,

at 8 p.m. Good tickets are still

seated under the

auspices of the UCLA Student

Committee for the Arts (SCA),

the Capriccio Ensemble will be

making its debut performance

tomorrow night in the Powell

Library Rotunda. Admission is

free. Worics to be performed

on the chamber music concert

include: Antonin Dvorak's

Serenade for Winds, Paul

Hindelnith's Septet and Leos

Janacek's Mladi Suite. Founder

of Capriccio and SCA member
Derick Yih began the ensemble

to bring significant and

approachable chamber music to

the students of UCLA in a

relaxed atmosphere. As a

result, the ensemble consists of

both music performance and
non-music students, faculty/

alumni and community

members who have come
together to form this unique

musical collaboration.

Palar OraanaMiy Him: "Tha Cook. Tha TNal. Hl» WHa and Mar LomoT
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ERASURE
From page 28
duo. This fourth round, there's

more than just a hypnotic beat to

keep the hips moving. Radier, one
will find an album which Bell

compares to the type of music one
might find in a motion picture.

"As a whole, the album is really

quite rich.** he says. "It reminds me
of a film music type of thing really.

In fact, the first song on the album,

the instrumental *Piano Song'
originally was written for a Japan-
ese film. We just liked it so much

that we put it on as the first track.**

Taking this into consideration,

one might have a grasp for what
type of live performance to expect
this weekend. After nine months of
preparation and production, one
can expect a 'wildly' theatrical

atmosphere to the stage, as it will

be adorned in glowing colors

representing what Bell calls a

"space jungle.**

And with the duo bringing out
the numerous past hits, in addition
to their latest material, Erasure's
arena tour should prove to be no
laughing matter, as one might of

thought five years ago.

Now. the only question remain-
ing after four rather differentiated,

yet consistently exciting, albums
pertains to how far Bell and Clarke
can continue to generate original

synthesized music in the future.

"Hmm," ponders BeU. "I don't

know. Originally, I thought Era-

sure would be a one or two album
project. We're on our fourth

already. Our thoughts have been
leaning towards eight And we
already have plans for two more.
So who knows? We'll have to wait
and see.**

UJe UJant to Know
If you could only select two audio-visual
works to solely represent all of
humanity to a civilization of the distant
future, Which would you pick and why?

Please bring all responses to the Dally
Bruin, 112 Kerckhoft Hall from February
20 to 27. Your response may be printed
in the Daily Bruin!
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Music

Easy going Petty charms Forum crowd
By Shalmali Pal

Contributor

CONCERT: Tom Petty and the Heart-
breakers with Lenny kravitz. The For-

um. March 1. 1990*.

Understated energy. Something
of a contradiction in terms but the

best way to descrilje Tom Petty. At
Thursday night's show. Petty

came across as the quintessential

every man— taking pictures of the

crowd with his polaroid and
commenting that **when I go to

concerts, I always get shitty seats

way up there."

Opening with ''Running Down a

Dream" off the album Full Moon
Fever, Petty set the easygoing tone

for the evening. He and the

Heartbreakers proceeded to

smoothly run through a gamut of
both old and new material. Sing-

a-long type numbers such as *The
Waiting" and "Free FalUn*" went
over particularly well with the

audience. ^

The one exception to the even-
ing's laid back atmosphere was the

song "Don't Come Around Here
No More." Donning the same
black hat he wore in the crazy

psychedelic colors and patterns.

By the end of the song the strobe

lights were on as Petty was being

chased across the stage by a suit of

armor.

There wasn't a whole lot of talk,

but what he did say was in the same
mellow vein as the rest of the

show. Encouraging the audience to

visit the Greenpeace representa-

tives stationed outside the Forum,
Petty avoided any heavy-handed
moralizing. "If they destroy the

earth," he said, "it'll cut into our
Alice in Wonderland video, Petty

and the band were submerged in

music time."

The encore proved to be the

biggest surprise of the night when
Bob Dylan made a guest appear-

ance. He and Petty sang the sixties

classic "Everybody Must Get
Stoned" before they were joined

on stage by Bnice(or Bruuuuuuuce
as the people at the Forum said)

Springsteen. An additional thrill

was watching Jackson Browne and
Daryl Hannah engage in a touch-

ing display of public affection.

Somewhat of a less inspired

performance was turned in by
opening act Lenny Kravitz.

Accompanied by his four piece

band, Kravitz stumbled through a

half hour set made up of mostly

unintelligible songs. An exception

was "Let Love Rule" which
brought the nearly empty Forum to

its feet. Part of Kravitz *s problem
was that he seemed to be doing a
series of impersonations — Jimi
Hendrix, Prince, James Brown —
rather than giving an actual perfor-

mance of his own.

The same crowd that seemed so
indifferent to Kravitz was more
than attentive to Tom Petty and he,

in turn, delivered a solid show
deserving of their support. Petty 's

slightly self effacing persona made
him even more appealing as he
came across as just another aver-

age guy.
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Catch a Peak of Colorado Next Summer
University of (Colorado at Boulder

What will you be doing next

summer? The same old thing?

Or will you ...

Catch the chaUenga Attend the

1990 CUBoulder Summer Session

with over 500 courses, including

Intensive Beginning Japanese;

W3men in the Arts, and Rocky
Mountain Ecology, to name just

a few ^ 7
"ti..

GaD (303) 492-2456 or mail the
coupon for a CUBoulder 1990
Summer Session CatcUog, which
contains everything you need to

know about special courses,

registration, housing, tuition and
fees, financial aid, services, and
class schedules.

•AIRrnMtive Aodoa/Equal Opportunity Inadtutkm

Catch a baiigain. Summer tuition

at the Boulder campus is lower

than during the r^ilar academic
yean

Catch IJOOO peaks. Cok>fado has
more than IjOOO spectacular moun-
tains above lO^QOO feet and 53
peaks soaring over 14j000 feet Your
only obstacle will be deciding which
ones to' climb; hike; or bike up

Fbur terms to fit your schedule^
Classes for first term b^Cin ^^^
June 4, 1990. Q0f

--TV

Yet, tend me the free 1990 CUBoulder Summer Session Catalog.

Name

Mp.

DmtotBMk

Sooial Security Number*

Mad lb:

Office of Admftnkmt
Re#ent Adminittradvc Center 125
Cemput BoK 7

Univerrity of Colondo at Boulder

Bouldei; Colotado 80309^)007

25

<->

.V<^.
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BUNDYS: redefining sitcom humor & the family unit tiii^
From page 29
such as Roseanne and Married . . . With
Children.

In fact, by being a parody. Married . . .

With Children goes one step further, as
such, it is almost cartoon-like in its portrayal
of the nightmarish family of the *90s. In the
Bundy home, the mother touers about in^
high heels and a bouffant hairstyle, making'*
cracks at her husband's libido while he, in
turn, delivers diatribes on married life.

Their daughter is a promiscuous blonde
with a don't-care attitude, and the son is a
wise-assed, filthy-mouthed brat. Together,
they form the Nuclear Unit From Hell.

'

As neighbor Marcy Rhoades, actress
Amanda Bearse plays the family's yuppie
friend and takes the place of the supposed
*everyman* on the show. However, she
points out that despite' her character's

relative normalcy, "the show is set up so that
you root for the unlikeable, the underdogs,
which are the Bundys, not the Rhoades."

Although no one in the cast expected
Married.

. . m7/iC/i/7rfreH to be so popular,
Bearse can appreciate its appeal. 'The
bottom line is that it's funny, and people get
a kick out of it," she says. **The show lakes
you to a place where you don't expect
television characters to go each week." And
she recognizes that the show's following is

almost a backlash effect from an overdose
of Cosby-type perfection on the small
screen. **Cosby came along when people
were wanting something that was easy and
light, and the American public responded to
that. Our show came later on, when people
were more cynical, and it tapped into a
darker element. Both shows are on the air.

and I think there is room for each. I think
people get more of a gut-belly response
from Married, because it comes from a
stranger place than The Cosby Show, which
you kind of chuckle at and muse over.
We're not trying to make any social
messages. We just entertain."

Even so, Bearse has some reservations
about the message being communicated in
Married

. . . With Children, especially
since it is so negative about so many things.
**I certainly am concerned about that,

because the media can be very influential.

Our message is usually anti-something. I

would have to consider myself a feminist,
and our show is fairly anti-female. We have
a very strong audience of young men aged
between 18 and 34, and they keep hearing
the same anti-female things over and over

again, and that can't be really positive. But I

have to give people more credit and hope
they will look beyond all that But because
Marcy is either screaming 'I hate men' or Al
is screaming *I hate women,' it has given me
food for thought."

At this point. Married . . . With Children
has gained enough of an audience to
guarantee its survival on network television
for some time yet Whether it actually
reflects a changing attitude among TV
viewers or whether audiences have merely
wanted something new, has not fully been
determined.

Still, you'd be hard-pressed to find a TV
teen getting punished for entering their folks
mio Parent of the Year competitions on
Prime-Time these days. Marcia Brady, your
time is up. ^
Campus Events present the cast of

'Married . . .With Children' on Tuesday
March 13th at 7:00 pm in the AGS

COMPACT Billboard
PISCCOUNT Jop 30

per most
= discs

TRADE 1000's Of Used CD's

$roFFi
per tide

|

ANY NEW OR USED CD i

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED !

OS I

OFF
per tide

ANY NEW OR USED CO
[j

SALES ITEMS EXaUDED *

OS I

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 1221 WILSHIRE BLVD.WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSIDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCIIO)

Self-Defense Workshop
A 4-hour workshop led by the Los Angeles Commission onAssoults
Against Women designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon

SATURDAY, MARCH 10th
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sign up now in 2Dodd Hall, or call 825-3945.

price ofnone
Now, you and a friend can

each enjoy Californias most con-
venient checking free ofmonthly
service charges* for a year

Just come in and open any
new personal checking account,
then refer a friend who's new
to BofA. When your friend
ppens an account, you'll each
get your checking free.

If you already have a BofA
checking account, you can still

check free. Just send us a new
customer, and we'll give you
each free persc^nal checking for

a year Plus all the convenience
of Califomia's largest branch and
frjil-service ATM network.

Add it all up and you'll see
why now. more than ever, BofA
checking is checking worth
telling your friends about. For
more information, stop by any
l^nk of America branch.

m
Bank of AnMiIca

Doing thej(ib (qt nx^rc Calilbmians.

WesruxHKl \ illa«f hmm h. 1 101 WesrwixKl Wvd.. U)s An«eKCA<HX)24 (2n)2W-)04()
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QUIT CIGARETTE SMOKING
or at least cut your consumption

In half Immediately.
(§)

HOW?- "SWITCH TO A PIPE."
Pipe smoking is neither ^dciciive nor habit tofmioa. A true

pipe smoker does not inhale, but rather sQiokes for taste and
flavor.

wsm '•"
J-.
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iltie @ttUier lox
rWpiy Off

FrM ParWng
I (My 0:30-9

Sal 9:30«
Sun 11«4

-WILSKIRE SHOP ONLY" IN SANTA MONICA

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SANTA MONICA 828-4511 • 828-4512
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Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BMt/White -

• Cokx Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Cokx Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1/
Enlaroements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

ACIMICHWBOK

firsA GREATHEADV
I Rmy loynd. LA Timms

I "A BEMT COMEDY...

\ REAL FUN."

Vtitnlta Of

DON SAXON ROBERT R BLUME
JAN FOSTER JOEL OUAAESIMG

Written Dy

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD
Directed t>y

LAUREN TEWES

Pius its special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc. I

TICKETS (800) 369-8387
OR AT BOX Of f ICE

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Am Los Angetes. CA

STUDENfsr"
$Q9 (whh I.D.)

Ask not what vou can do for the Daily Bruin

but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

We Want You ...to advertise! can (213) 82S-2161

~.i

The Jewish Sludenl Unioiii

conjiinclion willi Hebrew Union College-
Jewish histitute of Relip^ion, and Hille

Present:

ama

E Professor of America ii Jewish History
\(ni(l Director of the Center for the Study of the
- America)! Jewish Experience
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion

Cincinnati

• 7:45 p.m
at HILLEL, 900 Hilgard
(Hilgard and LeConte)

Refresliinents will be provided

sponMiicd i)v rSAC

Film

Natasha Richardson is victimized by societai repression in

'Handmaid's Taie/

'HmidmaicI' ails:

Top cast, concept, combine
to fomi insipid, heartless film

By Jill L6ger
'

Staff Writer

FILM: The Handmaid's Tale. Produced by Cinecom Entertainment Group. Written
by Harold Pinter. Directed by Volker Schlondorff. Based on the novel by Margaret
Atwood. With Natasha Richardson, Robert Duvall. Faye Dunaway, Eliz^th
McGovern .

Novelist Margaret Atwood's Orwellian conception of political

comiption in the **recent future** has been customized for screen by
director Volker Schlondorff and screenwriter Harold Pinter

A cautionary cry against repression and excessive morality. The
Handmaid's Tale takes place in the Republic of Gilead. a newly
established Christian theocracy that has swooped to military measures to

insure the banishment of amorality.

The film opens as a couple and their small daughter are caught trying to

escape across Gilead*s border into Canada. The husband is fatally shot,

the young girl is left to wonder in the snow and the woman (Natasha
Richardson) is snatched up by officials who take her to a center where she
is forced to undergo an extensive physical examination.

After her body is thoroughly prodded, the woman finds herself among
a select of females capable of bearing children; toxic wastes, she learns,

have rendered 99 percent of Gilead females infertile.

Due to their biological possibilities, the woman and her fellow plum
specimens are told they are enormously lucky — they are able to serve
God and their country by bearing the children of sect leaders.

After an interval of indoctrination, the woman is sent to live with a
commander (excellently played by Robert Duvall) and his barren wife,

Serena Joy (Faye Dunaway).
Renamed Offred, she soon finds her survival to be hinging on her abil-

ity to reproduce— if she fails to become pregnant t)efore her slated date

Though the filmmakers admirably capture the
many dismal horrors of Gilead, they^re work lacks

plot; Handmaid feels like a beautifully set— but
empty— stage . . .We expect Offred to rise c^;ainst

her victimization, and when she is repeatedly hin-

dered, her powerlessness becomies frustrating.

of reassessment, she will be sent away to clean up nuclear wastes in the

dreaded colonies, which she hears are little more than "toxic dumps*'
ridden with dead bodies. ^^*

When Offred learns her predecessor wasn't able to conceive (a fate

that drove the young woman to suicide), she begins to suspect the com-
mander might be impotent But such suspicions can't be proven because,
as her doctor tells her, men are never subjected to physical examinations
that test for infertility. Warns her doctor, "You get the blame honey, if it

doesn't work.**
|

Like Offred *s attempts to become impregnated by the Commander,
Handmaid doesn*t quite "work,** either. And Schlondorff and Pinter are

to blame.

Though the filmmakers admirably capture the many dismal horrors of
Gilead, they*re work lacks plot; Handmaid feels like a beautifully set—
but empty — stage.

Though Schlondorff and Pinter incorporate a number of dramatic
elements — Offred's friendship with a nervy lesbian (Elizabeth

McGovem), her awareness of the commander's budding affections and
her subsequent fear his wife might send iter to the colonies, her painful

concern over her daughter's whereabouts and her romantic relations with
one of the commander's officials (Aidan Quinn)— they don't elaborate
upon any of them enough to create tension.

Like the introductory facts we learn about Gilead and the new
theocracy, they, too, seem to function as mere background information
preparing us for the action we sense is on the horizon.

We expect Offred to rise against her victimization, and when she is

repeatedly hindered, her powerlessness becomes frustrating.

But Atwood didn't intend for Kate to be an active character. Kate is a
somewhat passive victim, whose profoundly poignant perceptions of her
surrounding and experiences — told in the first person narrative— were
central to the novel. They provided the tension and intrigue by
themselves. And though Richardson is excellent, the film suffers because
we can't probe into her character's mind.

Schlondorff and Pinter may have done a fine job capturing the Aiwckxl
talc's essence, but given their chosen medium, they couldn't help but
neglect its heart.

SUZANNE STATES/OaMy Bruin

Lead singer^ Jerry Miiler of the Untouchables.

Untouchables exploit pop
music, wing-1
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

**Nicc shoes." I told Jerry Miller, lead singer of the fiery ska/R&B band
the Untouchables.

Miller grinned. 'Thanks.** he said, looking at the black and white
wing-tipped beauties. "I saw these at the Haight-Ashbury district in San
Francisco and I had to have them."

His shoes were dancing shoes, indicative of the style of the
Untouchables' music through the years. Miller and the band had just
played a raucous set at the yuppie-rock club, the Strand, to an enthusiastic
crowd of mostly So. Gal. college students, bringing the house down with
their traditional final rendition of the Monkee's "(I'm not your) Stepping
Stone."

Miller, who's not quite the same man who rocked out in 1983 to their
' first Live and Let Dance LP. still had his stuff for the show, dancing his
two-step and getting the crowd into the music. Talking to him and lead
guitarist Clyde Grimes after their show proved that the Untouchables are
still the band that stormed the Roxy back in the early eighties. Over the
years, they have achieved quite a cult following, and now are looking for
a little more.

"Basically, we*ve paid our dues," said the slick GrimeSi sporting some
minor muUon-chops on the sides of his head. "We're just looking for a
little radio airplay."

Their latest, the early 1989 release Agent Double 00 Soul showed an
attempt to reach a bigger audience than the habitual KROQ-funk
following they have already created.

"It (their album) is a little more R&B," explained Miller. "But it's still

the Untouchables. You can call us more mainstream if you like."

Miller smiled. "We've also been writing some new stuff, getting ready
for a contemporary album/' he joked.

"Really?" I asked. "Does this mean love ballads?" Miller chuckled.
"You know it. dude." he replied. "We're all in love ... at least I'm in

love all the time. Like tonight.** I asked him about his love life.

"My love life?** he said, frowning. "How big is your publication?"
After their debut Live and Let Dance, thei^'s been Wild Child, a hve/

remixed EP and Double 00 Soul. In between all of this have been minor
changes in personnel. "^

'There's just been a difference in direction and styles of music and
stuff," related Miller. "Sometimes you got to change numbers. But it's

always been a step up, as far as changes go. We're always writing new
songs, getting new ideas. We're forging ahead."
We were interrupted by two big-eyed blonde co-eds named Candice

and Nina who perhaps thought that I was holding a tape recorder in my
hand for show. They introduced themselves to us, not thinking once that
maybe an interview was happening.

"This man is from the Daily . . . Rolling Stoned' Miller told them.
"Really? Wow!" Candice said. Then she smiled sweetly at Clyde and

Jerry, and walked off. The Untouchable's intimacy with their crowd has
given them the reputation for pulling on one of the most energetic and
iHp-swaying club shows around. Though they like the small clubs,
they're still looking for something bigger.

"Small clubs are a lot more intimate." said Grimes, who actually has
worked at UCLA as a janitor and pharmacist. "We've always played
smaller venues, but right now we prefer to play bigger venues, because
we've gotten used to that kind of excitement. When we get back to a small
one, it feels like what we used to do. It's different."

Miller agreed. "Playing a club is more personal, and a lot more exciting
for the crowd, but there's nothing like playing a big venue.
"We just love to play live, basically. It's easy to get psyched up for the

See UNTOUCHABLES. paQe37
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SUPER BLOWOUT SALE !!!

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
BICYCLES...LOCKS...PARTS

ALL BELOW WHOLESALE !»

at UNIVERSITY BICYCLES;
» .. . 1714 Westwood Blvd.
\ft block N. of Santa Monica Blvd.

- (213) 475-3370 -
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Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900
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LUNCH
MON-SAT 11:31 AM-2PM

DINNER
MON-THUR 5-10:30 PM

FRI-$AT5-11P«I

SUN 5-10 PM
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITER/WAITR^ES
2031 WILSHIRE BLVD.- SANTA MONICAI^^mI

The Dally Bruin Is the primary source of
entertainment Information for 82% of Its readers.

^_^^ Advertise. 825-2161
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An Average Joe.

An Adventurous Comedy.
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TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
^ REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 mca/isa accepted

ADVERTISE

825-2161

UCLA'S
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
22 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT = 4,000 UCLA INTERNS
Media... Business... Government.. Public Relations...

and MUCH MORE

>.

Washington D.C., New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco and

Los Angeles.
Attend an information meeting at EXPO:

Tuesdays, 4 pm - , ; ; ;
,^

;

Wednesdays, 12 pm
Thursdays, 3 pi

Deadline for Application: ~

Fall '90 - April 13th
Winter '91 - April 27th

EXPO Center A-213 Ackerman
825-0831

.£•-.

BE THE

STUDENT

SPEAKER

UCLA'S
COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

COMMENCEMENT!

SUNDAY, JUNE 17, 1990, 9:30 A.M. IN DRAKE STADIUM

,

Applicant must be a Letters and Science graduate

with a B.A. or B.S. degree from fall or winter

quarters prior to the June 1990 Commencement, or

expect to complete your requirements at the end of

spring or summer, 1990.

Pick up an application form and guidelines in

Honors and Undergraduate Programs, A316
Murphy Hall beginning February 19, 1990.

'Bad Influence' video trio led by Lowe, James Spader & Lisa
Zane.

Rob sinks to new low (e)
with film version of video
By Joanne J. Choi

Contributor

FILM: Bad Influence. Starring Rob Lowe and James Spader. Produced by Steve
Tisch. Directed by Curtis Hanson. Released by Epic Productions Opens tomorrow

..-•n—^—Nightlife took a wicked turn on Tuesday night. It started out as a simple
review of Rob Lowe*s newest escapade and promised to be fun. I won-
dered ifA Current Affair or Geraldo would move fast enough to get him
to face the television camera instead of candid camera, v

The theater was overflowing with critics. The lights dimmed, and it

was a straight case of deja vu as the movie opened with an R-rated bed-,
room scene.

Then, the camera followed him as he emptied out the girPs apartment
of valuables.

The plot seemed simple and predictable enough. Alex, played with
psychotic relish by Lowe was the bad guy with all-stops-pulled-out. He
tutors Michael Boll (James Spader) through an intensive course on how
to be relentlessly evil. In the process, "Mick" (Spader) loses his yuppie
dream apartment, his perfect fiancee and almost his sanity.

Yes, despite my misgivings. I had to begrudge Lowe credit. He was
totally believable as the Jack the Ripper/Ted Bundy role model. Through
Lowe, I saw how twisted and dark human nature could be.

Disgusted and glued to my seat, I watched in horror as the baby-faced
"Michael/Mick" goes from running the corporate rat race to robbing
hamburger joints. ^

But their fun doesn't end there. Alex introduces Mick to the darkside of
Los Angeles. He completes their crime binge by taking Mick to an under-
world of drugs, alcohol and sex. (Guys. . .President Bush is gonna be
disappointed. . .) In each adventure, Alex has a new identity and accent,
while Mick just loses himself.

Up to this point, the only thing more interesting than Rob Lowe*s vari-
ous accents was watching James Spader's predictable fall from grace.
But, the film is exceptional as a psychological thriller.

Finally, when Mick decides that rearranging a colleague's face is

"slightly extreme," he kicks Alex out and gives the frightening Alex a
new purpose — to destroy his disciple.

Spader's redemption from Mick to Michael is long overdue. The
tension in the movie screams for a release. When the end does come, the
score between Alex and Michael is not evened and the characters' inner
lives and motivations remained muddy.

Despite superior acting turns by the principals, the film suffered from a
mediocre, overly long script and lugubrious quasi-but-not-quite film noir
direction.

When the film was over I left the movie with a migraine and dread of
the sequel — The Return of Rob Lowe.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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UNT0UCHAB1£S
From page 35

crowd, the adrenaline's flowing ... we love to son of show off."

"Most of our show is just a lot of traffic control," said Grimes. "We do
some steps, but usually we just let it go and see what happens."

Actually, the Untouchables will be releasing a live album from
Hollywood's own Roxy, where the band created its roots.

"We did everything on it," said Grimes. "A lot of old stuff, a lot of new
stuff, ska. It should be pretty good." Tunes that should show up on the
disc include the usual playlist of "Free Yourself," "Wild Child" and
"What's Gone Wrong?" among others. The Untouchables' mix of funk,
soul and modem rock has given them their own styleJSvhiph produces
covers of '60s soul tunes, high energy dance tracks and some reggae beats
of love.

"Wejust write music that pertains to our lives," said Miller. "Whatever
we go through we seem to write about. Sometimes it's happy, sometimes
it's social, sometimes it can be sad." ,

Look for the Untouchables' live album to come out this sunimer.

MURPHY '^H-- : :}:.i.

Sisterhood Bookstore
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(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90024

M-f 10-8. S&S 10-6
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NOON CONCERT
From page 28

original records, defining the genre of moody, atmospheric Gothic rock— a style that was to be repeated by numerous others in the subsequent
years. As a result, one couldn't mention Bauhaus without making note of
Murphy's eclectic exhibitionism as frontman.

When the four members chose to disband, Murphy took a couple of
years off to rethink his options as a musician. While he did so, the

remaining three took to their own projects meeting with both critical and
commercial success that was comparable to their previous band. Tones
on Tail and Love and Rockets, as well as three David J. solo efforts, were
the affirmation for the frontman that life after Bauhaus was indeed a pos-
sibility.

But when Murphy surfaced as a soloist in '86 with the debut album
Should the World Fail to Fall Apart, this wasn't to be the case.

Some Bauhaus faithfuls in America and the UK. latched on to his

return effort, but such interest didn't match the success his former
bandmates had experienced.

It wasn't until two years later, with the album Love Hysteria, that Mur-
phy managed to open any doors leading to a solidified standing. The sin-

gles "Indigo Eyes" and "All Night Long"— distinctly more commercial,
yet retaining experimental qualities — made a considerable dent on the

British cliarts, sparking optimism in the soloists mind.
But on the domestic front, while his former bandmates were making

considerable progress in record sales and live performances, barriers still

stood in Murphy's pathway to success. College radio and a few
commercially alternative stations understood what the former Bauhauser
was up to. But that still wasn't enough.

"It's hard to say why it's taken so long," says Murphy. "I think maybe
my first two records, musically speaking, aren't palatable to an American
audience. There are a few exceptions, such as the singles that were
released. But still .. . Also, I haven't toured that ihuch. My only yards-
tick has been Love and Rockets, iny old mates, who probably tour twice a
year, compared to my louring once a year. So it's probably down to that."

Two years later, with the release oiDeep, it would appear that Murphy
has established^ himself, receiving the popularity he's sought while not
sacrificing his creative methods towards writing and making music.

He's managed to fill concert venues without giving the album a chance
to gestate in the American public spectrum. He's broken through the
Hmited radio broadcasting of his material to more commercial markets,
without losing any of his faithful fanfare. And he's formally established
his long-time band called the Hundred Men (guitarist Peter Bonas,

See MURPHY, page 38

MONKEY MEET
Today 12 PM!!!

WESTWOOD PLAZA!!
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63 AM— 99.9 Centurv Cable FM

UCLA RADIO
Yes! It's Top 20 time at the O.K. Corral, otherwise known as KLA.

Don't miss Michelle Shocked at Ackerman this Sat. at 8 p.m. Coming
soon on KLA: interviews from Peter Murphy, the Mission, Ministry,

Nine Inch Nails, the Lorries, MC 9(X) Foot Jesus & D.J. Zero, and Mid-
night Oil. The Top 20 looks like an RCA wet dream. Until next lime see

ya! — Steven Cordova. KLA music director.

1. Stone Roses.

2. The Lorries (Playing Mar. 23rd at Helter Skelter).

3. Peter Murphy (tonight. Fri.. and Sat. at the Wiltem).
4. The Wedding Present

5. Young Gods (Tomorrow night at Helter Skelter).

6. MC 900 Foot Jesus & D.J. Zero(touring with Severed Heads.)
7. 3rd Bass.

8. Terminal City Ricochet (Jello Biafra/DOA collaboration).

9. They Might Be Giants (coming to the Wiltem).
10. John Wcstlcy Harding.

11. Red Hot Chili Peppers.

12. Scott McCaughey. «

13. Smithereens.

14. KMFDM.
15. Midnight Oil(on tour).

16. I Love You.
17. Mission U.K.(touring with Wonder Stuff in April).

18. Greater Than One.

19. Radio Tokyo Tapes IV.

20. Raging Slab.

S. A. D. D.

MEETING

THURSDAY,
MARCH 8, 1990

\

7:00-8:00 P.M.
GSM 4325 B

For more information
Call 825-7164
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FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun-Thur llam-lOpm * Fri & Sat llam-llpm

'LARGE"f6"'pIzZA'
^> I. •

$

«-

95
plus tax

dT + 2 FREE 16oz. BOHLE SODAS.
limited time offer. One coupon per customer, ea od'i topping SI.41

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and get a
FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA!!

AN OFFICIAL PRELIMINARY PAGEANl FOR
— THE MISS CALIFORNIA PAGEANT IN —

PALM SPRINGS.

May 31st 1990

For applications
please call (213) 858-8253

ATTENTION:

?- I.

UCLA Faculty
and Employees

BRUINCARE
MEDICAL PLAN
entitles you to receive

prompt, high quality medical

care by UCLA clinical faculty

physicians in private practice.

WESTWOOD PHYSICIANS GROUP
10921 Wllshire Blvd.. Suite 909

.
' (corner of Westwood Blvd.)

'^^ (213) 208-8188

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

J! SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTAQ l£h6ES

$49/pair
8^. WJ

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
B&L, Oba, C7I

EYEGLASSES & EXAM

$58
dUdB tjft ooRi. GlHB tar (Mjnoc or luiln^ r
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SLEEP-IN SCR LENSES

$89/pmr*
B&C 1¥J Coopf Hydmcutv

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

WANNA MAKE YOUR
BROWN EYES SLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

ALSO AVAIABLE ¥ffman RX

DRS. KUMMER & KUMMER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RK3HT PRICE IN CONITACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDKAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
260S uncom Ova Arrccrrcni '*2I Itobeftson BMd

(at Ocun M m the Uxty Shopping Centerl ALLbrlbU |l 1/2 bk S Of PkD)
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63% of UCLA students read th
now you know where to get our attention

(Data: Market Opinion Research, June 1989)

WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE
- .—— Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can

use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl.

459-0535
Call for appt.

'Refunds Within 21 Days •Validated Parking %^'
Fax Service Available 'New Practice-Reasonable Rates'*"

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
10% Off With Ad Until March 31.

MURPHY
From page 37

drummer Terl Bryant, bassist

Eddie Branch, and keyboardist/

guitarist Paul Stratham), which
displayed the talent of his former

bandmates.

But the recent surge of success

might not be as surprising as it

seems. Although it has taken four

years to generate the desired

audience response, it may not have
been as warrant^^wit(i ttte previ-

ous albums— as goodW they are

— as it is with the third release.

Bold, brash and beautiful. Deep
combines the best of his previous
releases — with a bit of Bauhaus
seasoning— to boost the album to

a pinnacle in Murphy's creative

talents. As the title suggests, this is

an LP that explores the farthest

depths of innovation, while still

remaining upon a level that's

comprehensible, yet complex,
accessible and unique.

"It's always been exciting and
important for me to be like that,

says Murphy, "This ixlioic fasci-

nation and insistence on eclectism

and mixture has always been there.

I don't know if I'd say that this

album contains the best elements
of the other two. I'm proud of those
records. But I wouldn't be sur-

prised to see it as a possibility."

He adds, "I think it just shows
that you can do anything and make
it work, as long as you do it with
passion. It doesn't bother me if this

track from this album sounds like

that track from that album. If a
song works, I allow it to play itself

out. I treat each song individually

without thinking in terms of an
album concept.

**Bauhaus did that to the extre-

me. And Tve carried that along
with me. I've actually learned a lot

from that — about freedom and
experimentation arttl just follow-
ing tracks of thought, letting them
lake you rather than you direct

them."

As Murphy's "tracks of
thought" have led him to craft his

most proline work to date, now
what remains to be seen is how far

his solo pursuits can travel. But
after four years in patient waiting,

one can only say that this is just the

beginning.

The Biomedical Library will

host a reception this Friday March
9 at 4 p.m. in Center for Health
Sciences 13-105 to celebrate the

opening of Standing on the Shoul-
ders of Giants, an art exhibit

commemorating the contributions

Afirican Americans have made to

healing, health and medicine. Call
825-9827 for info. ^ .

Public/Private Herstory is the
name of an art exhibit at the

Woman's Building in Los
Angeles. The exhibit opens with a
reception March 16 and runs until

April 27lh. It is free to the public.

The Power of Past Centuries,
a collage of oversized black and
white photographs and text is part
of the exhibit It is a merging of the

women-artists of the Russian
avant-garde with American artists

Susan Kerr and Dianne Malley.
Incantations, an intimate

dimensional collage of Renais-
sance women by Portland McCor-
mick is also featured. "The unity of
feminism," says McCormick, a
UCLA graduate, "results fix)m the
contextual interpretation of both
individual and collective histo-

ries."

Taking Stock, a 35-miQute
video by artist Cat Ashworth will

also be shown. It is an autobiogra-
phical examination on relation-

ships through the use of
performance art, video art, and
puppets. i

Call (213)221-6161 for inf<J.

Compiled by Dezi Ferguson

I
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will close next
THURSDAY

until March 28th...

don't miss out
ADVERTISE!!

GREEKZ!
RECOGNIZE:

- GRADGATIMG SEMIORS
- PINNINGS

"^'^
- FRIENDS

- GREAT MEMORIES
By Placing A Personal Statement In GLORY DAYS

THE GREEK YEARBOOK.
Give us a call and we'll do the rest!

Contact: Mark 208-2639

GOING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL? I have
everything you r>ecd: Complete Stanley iCaplan

MC^AT course, AMCAS application info, plus

valuable inside info on many schools, how to

apply, and get interviews. (It got me 4 accep-
tances.) Make best offer. Gary (21 3)656-8991

.

(UCLA 1988)

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request
•Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966,

(THE PERFECT WAY) to nrnset the perfect

person. Great Expectations Video introduc-

tions VIP fncmbership. $800 firm. Over 50%
discount! Call Anthony, (213)390-2828.

Free 8

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME.

FEARFUL w
.

>

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these
symptoms for at least 1 nrx)nth and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order

to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be
paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS CUPPERS-

face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
B.B. King Stephanie Mills

FAX « 206-0829 (213)205-0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd.. West Hollywood

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed-Fri, 12:30-5:00pm.
DANA.

MiscellQneous

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut models.
Bobs only. Ask for Alia. (213)277-4230(w),
(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

JANET JACKSON CONCERT TICKET- Top
dollar paid in cash. (213) 209-2462. Stev«.

(213)209-2159. Call any tinr>e.

Good Deals 7

Good Deals

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

noufwooQ inmuQ nwtmm i»0iii|MB|r

463-6869

^^^^3|c3ic:|c3ic9ic%%3ic:ic%:(c3|c^^3ic3|c:|c3ic^:|c:ic:ic%3|c3|c9|c)|c^c^

#

"If

NIONTaUt

a
SCRCNClUt

Palm springs
omdol PARTY HMiclquarccrs

invites you to SPRING BREAK 90
169 N Indian Avenue

Downtown Palm Sorings

(619) 525-2575
•X-

i2iu..\r::5 v^.^:

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogei in Westwood
208-301

1

RESUME KIT
After receipt of your marketing
tools t>y The Decision Maker:
we guarantee an inten/iew in 7

days or your money back.

Includes:

-28 key elements that a
resume must consider

J -marketing letter

-Resume Structure

-Mail Marketing Campaign
-And more

Send check or money order for

$9.95 -^ 6 1/4% tax * $2.25
shipping and handling to:

Sharp Press Publicatk>ns,

16478 Beach Blvd.. #600.
Westminster, CA 92683..

CATCH
THE?

L>AST

3 BRUINS
OF THE

QUARTER:
TOmORROW
mODDRY
RDD

DEXT THURSDR Y

CLASSIFIED 825-2221

5|C**5|cHc************3|C3|C*3|C3|C5|C*3|c:iC3|C******

!( '>
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/

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Oitcussion, Thun Book Study

Ffl Sisp StJdy AU 3S2S 12 15 1:1s

Tu«. "3-7-11' NPI C8177. Wad. Oito»tion

NPICS538 12:10-1 00
For alcohoics or individuals who havt a

drinking problam

(213) 367-6316

Ocvpnth Uay Advcntist

Youth Group Ftiday

Fellowship

For info call 391-6V13

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213)..475^598

V.i.P.
Now you can join our private

practi(». become a Vj.P. member
and receive all of your

(iental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"
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PRE RUSH BBQ
FRIDAY

All Little Sisters Invited

-r

*s

-k)

The Brothers of
*!^'

SIGMA CHI
Welcome All

Prospective Rushees
t '

**"

Pre-Rush BBQ
Thvirs. 6:30 pm

»*

9:00 pm Thurs. March 8

After the Pre-Rush BBQ

tl

Come party with the lame
duck officers...or you
must fight the bear!

END OF THE QUARTER

EXTRAVAGANZA

COME LISTEN TO OUR GUEST
i—- TT '

SPEAKER:

BILLLENIHA
ON 10 EASY STEPS ON
IMPROVING YOUR EGO

FESTIVITIES BEGIN AT 1 PM

The Brothers of

Delta Sigma Phi

jjjAdsh to extend their deepest congratulations

to our 1990 Dream Court

u-

Jody Suttles

Shannon Mclntee
Emily Garcia

Vicki Moreno
v

and especially

Maria Gutierrez
our Dream Girl

SIGMA NU
PRE-RUSH

GET A HEAD START ON
SPRING RUSH AND COME
AND MEET THE BROS I

TONIGHT^™'
ANY QUESTIONS, ^KJOR
ROB HENSLEY OR BO^Y

HATFIELD 208-9358

TKE
Well we made it in to Spring

Sing. What do wc do now?...

'

WIN
no

MM^rtMki
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Pre-Rush Dinner
BBQ

Thurs. March 8th 6:00 pm
Come by for burgers and "Dozer dogs."

Because ATQ is not just for breskfast anyrnore.

SIGMA PI
LUAU

Practice your Hrtibo and dust off

your grass skirts...

Tonight 7:00
The festivities begin...

All rushees welcome

The
Proudly announce our 1990-91

Purple Iris Queen
Maggie Swartz

' and our Purple Iris Court
^•;^t fs.

,

Tanya Van Herle

Ana Luzi

Holly Winans

Jennifer Dulmage

Hey, Delta Gamma check this out,

Even George Banta wishes he were here tonight,

this we don't doubt.

Right now the seniors are in utter shock,

Oh, they can't believe they'll be rockin' with you

when it reads nine on the clock.

Either you've chosen Eva Webb or Milli Vanilli,

or is it that long split sandwich filled with chili.>

So you'd rather be Mrs. Simpson with big blue hair.>

Sounds good to us, just be sure to make it,

cause we'll miss you if you're not there!

Buses leave from Hilgard and Gayiey at 9:00 p.m.

10 Personal 10 Personal

ALPHA PHI
presents

' WINTER
FORMAL
ms

Friday, March 9

9:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

at the

Universal Sheraton

SIGMA NU and TRIDELT

FIRE UP FOR TONIGHT'S
HEAD BANGING EXCHANGE

DRESS TO ROCK!!

PRE-PARTY AT VILLAGE
DELI AT 9:00 PM

PARTY STARTS AT 10:30 PM
BE THERE!

riBO would like tg congratulate

Sandra Lee
,

0X Red Carnation Court.

We're so happy for you.

no <Ly

0vp

II
I M

Grook Hook Wiiiiiors
Bark-tti-Ilark-to-Back

A >|UM»ial thanks to mir

IVatt^niit) pair-ups., aiul our

(irtM»k W rt'k (liairs:

Mariana Javincx and Cathy Hull

(J>A0 AEn

j^*f-\
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Wedding Exchange KAG
in us in Holy Matrimony
Courting Begins 9:30 -

Ceremony at 10:30
Reception Following

ZBT
LITTLE SISTER
PRE-RUSH

PRE "AFFAIR"
BLOWOUT

9:30 TONIGHT

GO KAPPA
• Megan Davenport ex Red Carnation

Queen

• Wendy Witherspoon es Court

• Lynn Healy

.

ZN Court
r

• Molly Sarber

• Kristen Brunson

• Jenny Elders

Sweetheart Court

Sig Eps Court

• Erica Hoegh
~~^

• Kelly Polynard

• Kappa Volleyball

AXA Court.
Rush Counselor

Running in the
L.A. Marathon

Rush Counselor

KA Tourney Champs
• 2nd GPA ON THE ROW!

THETA XI
Thanks for the honor!

Here's to a great year!

Love. Amy

Alpha Sigma Phi
presents

PRE-RUSH
IGHT BROOMBAI

Tonight

525 Landfair lOpm
In Sigdom riAITFfi

'Kappa 'DeCta announces its

Spring Open 9{ouse

Tuesday J^prU 3rd

MC interested rusfiees are zueCcome!

Questions? Catt Carrie at 824-7407

AO
Jill Sanchez, Marie Jacobson, and

Danna Troncatty

Congratulations on winning the

ZBT Boat Races

You girls are INCREDIBLE!

10 Personal 10

PARTY TIME
Mobile Disc jockey available
for all parties and affairs.

Plays top 40's and oldies.

(213) 301-0520.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-74a4

AAn P^iei€4st^:

SENIOR COCKTAIL

T/U^h/a^ tUuL 9 at 9:30 ^HK

5

Congratulations to AAA's %
Julie Christiansen

^

OKI '90 Queen
Judy Proko- OKZ Court member^ Amv Staes- ©E Blue Iris Queen ^

\ Nicole Genova- 0E Court member jT

KAPPA SIGMA PLEADS
INSANITY

HEAR THE VERDICT FRI 9PM

Amy Tomlin (AD
Congratulations

on your pinning to

Dean. We're

so happy for you!

Love,

Delta

Gamma

YAHOO!
Congratulations

to tiie

wr^glers of

AAA and ZOE
for maldng

Spring Sing '90

Sabrina Barakat

HAPPY 21st

BIRTHDAY!

You WILL have

fun tonight.

*? Love •

The Dear Girl

Xil i^very

^ proud of A
Michele

^^
Howard, a

lember of 0X's;

red carnation

court.

z

KA
We all had
such a lovely

evening. Thank
you for

everything!

xo

jAlanna KfeTnlf*

# Thanks for the *

j^ awesome job $
^ you did during #
# Greek Week.

|[

I Love, Pi Phi f
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\fC RUSH
Spring Quarter

fi>

<?)
s
ĉ^ Tuesday, April 3, 1990

«J#̂
fi>

Friday, April 6, 1990

Questions? Need More Information? Contact:

Office of Fraternity & Sorority Relations

118 Men's Gym (825-6322)

The Largest Rush of the

Year!

fZBT
14th Annual

To Benefit The
Juvenile Diabetes

Foundation

Sunday, March 11
MGM Filmland

FREE Bus Service Provided

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI FRATERNITY
would like to congratulate our
1 990-91 Red Carnatior\ Queen
MEGAN DAVENPORT

and Red Carnation Court
MARISSA BENNETT , MICHELLE HOWARD
CHRISTINE FUENTES , SANDRA LEE

and
wish to thank our

1989-90 Red Carnation Queen
^ JEN MANDULAY

and past Red Carnation Court

CHRIS CARTER SHERRI WILLIAMS
DANA LAMERT KELLEY GROVER

— "I—^.o

PARTY FROM DUSK TIL DAWNin
6:00 Pre-Rush Barbeque and kegs

9:00 DJ Blowout Party

All Prospective Rushees and Little Sisters invited

(Lil Sis Sweatshirts available - dues $35)

Theta Chi - 663 Gayley - First on the Row

Jen.

Congratulations on
Lambda Chi Court and

Rush Counselor.

We Love Ybu:
V Your Roomies

SPONSORED BY:

BUDWEISER
PIRATE RADIO
HEADLINES
PAULJARDIN

MIDWAY HOSPITAL
SUBWAY WESTWOOD
CONTEMPO CASUALS
BYINVITATIONONLY

OLSONENTERTAINMENT
CALIFORNIASHIRTERY

For Invitation li\formation Call 824-1303

AAA ZN
JOIN US DOWN IN

PARADISE CITY

HEAVY METAL EXCHANGE
TONIGHT!

VILLAGE DELI 9:00

SN 10:30

KKr
HEY NEIGHBORS!

It was fun

havinfi dinner

with you last

nifiht!

/iiA
; Love.

KA

jj
Congratulations

Cathy Hunt
(AD on your

promise.

We love you!

^ Ar

L
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Of]r0B 1$ proud
our neiv

Panhelleriic

Officers:

^ LISA SJONG
President

SHANNON
* MclNTEE
Row Relations

SHANNON WRIGHT
Publicity

Way to go, ro's

I

bai 111 IVllIsec .1111

.

XX

Thanks KA
For Pizza

Night.

Kappa

I.

»

•

\

Jen (r<I>B) and Andy
(ATA) met in class

Talk of pinning

surrounded them fast

First came denial

Finally came the PIN

But when will the

engagement ring come in.j

Congratulations

Alanna, Denise. Kara.

DavkJ

Research Subjects 12

xo .

We had a
great time
having you

over for dinner
Monday night!

Love,

Research Subjects 12

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, are

wanted lo complete questionaires to aid in

research examining how individuals adapt to

living with a chronic illness, it'lease call Karyn
Zukow (818)981-4415.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME, FEARFUL
•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health/

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

m

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

Healthy young women age 18-39
years with very irregular menstrual
cycles longer than 45 days or with

previously diagnosed Polycystic Ovarian
Disease, are needecl for UCLA

Research Study. All qualified subjects
will be paid $50.00 for complete

participation in the study.
Call 825-7755.

Electrolysis
15% Student Discount

Permanent hair remcval by
London and Cailfomia certlfled

electrdoglsts. Latest method.
Call (213)477-2119

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.
Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste
currently. Will be required lo brush teeth 2X
daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eighl

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
ter, 213-625-9792.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION ACES 18 AND OLDER INTER
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFia VISITS IN WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574.

WANTED: Subjects (21-55) experiencing
tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medi-
cal, symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw
examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliarKe fitted over teeth and connected to

battery operated electrical stimulation device
which provides slightly painful stimulation lo

lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5 nights

lo portable device recording EMC, ECC,
resplfMlon. Payment $100.00. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)825-9792.

Research Subjects

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS AGES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA ACES 12 AND OLDER IN-

T^ESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN
VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problems,
7-1 1 years needed for LXILA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392.''

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.*

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years
needed for audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392.

Wanted 15

WANTED: INFANT to adopt by Caucasian
family. Will help with expenses. Call collect

(714)861-1142.

Found 18

FOUND! Found a pair of reading glasses by
Dodd on Tuesday. If yours, call
(213)208-7434. ,

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00Avk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Coniidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:aliior.\ia
c:ryo bank

^'9941

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research In

Beverly Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services

We Accept Ail Vision Care Plans

Dr. Vogel In Westwood

208-301

1

22
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DEE'S HAIR SALON
*We don't just do supercuts...

we do better cuts!"

B^S^B^I^Bn

exp. 4-30-90

-5 ^experienced & top hair designers - 2 manicurists -

creative colors & perms - facials & waxing

473-7664 11052 Santa Monica Blvd.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Help Wanted 30

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Maiucure Pediaire
208-8193

1015 GAYLEY AVE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK
(Part-time. Flexible Hours)

We seek an Administrative

Clerk to work in our law

library. Responsibilities

include assisting with

checking-in/billing library

materials, filing, opening mail

and other clerical duties

when necessary. .

We require good oral and

written communication skills

and typing skills of 40 wpm.

Interest or experience in law

or librarianship preferred.

Interested candidates are

encouraged to submit

resumes, call, or apply in

person (Monday-Thursday,

8:30-11:30 am and 2-4 pm)

to:

Ticor Title Insurance

(213)852-6209

Employment Department

6300 Wilshire Boulevard

Suite 2095

Los Angeles, CA 90048

Equal Opportunity Employer

Opportunities 26

SPRING FUND RAISER
$2,000 RETURN ON $95.00 DOWN

Fraternities * Sororities * Campus
Organizations

Perfect Spring Fund Raiser. Past IFC

Fund raising Chairman will provide you
with everything you need.

FAST. INEXPENSIVE. 100%
PROTECTED

Designed to produce results. Plus

bonuses for your organization. T.V.s.

VCR's, Equipment! If

For more Info: CAPITAL NETWORK
1377 K Striet. N.W. DepL 602.

Washington. D.C. 20005

ACCOUNTING OFFICE aERK. Data entry,

filing, telephone, general office adn^inistra-

lion. Century City. P/T, flexible hours,
$6.50.7 (XVhr. (213)203-6665.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search & advertising firm. P/T or F/T. Exposure
to many industries. Will help set up focus

groups. Will train. WLA. 9:00am- 10:00pm.
Mrs. Rost (21 3)391- 7232

EARN up lo

$150 Der moiilh
BY HFLPING OTHFfiS

DONATE BLOOD
PI ATELETS SAf-ELY

f 1
' Ann.i

%0 5883
, ')j! I A

'0'" your pnf

49b4 Van Hijyi Blvd Shitman Oakt
Recaivi i frvi girt «/ your pn scr«en appt

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTANT P/T. Banit reci, general led-

ger, accounU payable, other duties. Stiary

negotiable. Beveriy Hills. (213)275-9015.

SOAK IN THESUN!!
Earn

Spring Break Bucks

*File Clerks*

General Office/

Typist*

* Receptionist/

Switchboard*

Wordprocessors*
No experience

necessary. Just mal<e
ttie call, well take

care of you.

Remedy

213)826-5065

Real Estate Developer
seeks Bookkeeper!
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & Career
opportunity

g.OO/hr-t-bonus. D.O.E.
Must be organized, detail

-

oriented Think and act

independently
Part time and/or Full time

20-40 hrs/wk
Small Century City office

Must be Bxperienrnd iinri

know Miirintn^h

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #B

Beverly Hills, Ca. 90212
(213) 557-1843 - call anytime

LAW FIRM :

needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and c encal tasks

Great Experience to field,

^lease send resume-^

^fGPA, available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to;

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physique.
High commisionsl QUICK
CASUU Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. ahom. nima A commercials.
All typea. 18-80 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun tool Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio tor

up-comIng photo assignments
Pro & Non-Pro Male Female

Call (818) 508-8680

EARN up to $8/hr.
Housecleaners

• FiiU A Part-Ume •

* Flexible Houra *

*Lott of Woik*
• Men. Women, Students, etc. •

Call C213) 453-1817

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable.
outgoing people.

UCLA ANNUAL
FUND

206-2050/51
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ANNIVERSARY SALES
ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER

The largest selection of
Hair & Beauty products

& Perfumes
at

157o-257o discount

Manicure $5
Fill $13
Full Set $20

Tel.: (213) 208-3500

Free Cellophanes
with Perm or highlights

Hair design, color, highlight, lowllght and perm by Max.
specialist from France, trained by Goldwell and Redi<en.

by appt.

10918 Kinross Avenue

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. for consumer re-

search and advertising firm. pA, ^. Exposure to

many industries. Will help set up focus groups.
Will train. WLA 9am. 10pm. Mrs. Rost
(213)391-7232.

ASSISTANT needed for taw firm in Brentwood
to run errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $,25/mile. $6^r to start. TuAVI.
Call Gary (213)820-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics background for video productions.

$200/day. (714)638-0550.

BE YCXJR OWN boss, campus rep wanted to

solicit screen t-shirt and sweat orders.

(213)469-8631.

BOOKKEEPER- PfT, to audit medical files,

need good math skills. (213) 276-8443.

SECRETARY, BRIGHT ENERCETKI for fast

paced architectural firm. Must be team player.

Flexible 6Swpm. Proficient In word perfect

software. Front office appearance. Excellent

benefits pkgs. Send resume to BTA Inc. 1001
Westwood Blvd LA, CA 90024, Include salary

history. -

BUSINESS ORIENTED assistant fashion indus-

try. General office duties. Pleasant surround-
ingj. Beveriy Hills. t^/Th afternoons. $€^r.

' Starting salary. Call Cam. (213)276-3641.

CALTECH CONST. CO- In West LA, near
Bundy and Santa Monica Blvd. Needs P/T
clerck for: word processing, bookkeeping, and
telephones. (213) 820-3325.

.

CASHIER/aERK. Full or Part time. Morning
or afternoons. Apply at 1 1 26 Westwood Blvd.

(213)206-1902.

CASHIER/SALES- F/T, large retail store. Team
environment, fast paced, self-starter. Call Eric

(213) 653-6900.

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hf. F/T, -(-parking. Call
(213)556-0660, Bryan ASAP.

aNTURY CITY Law office seeks permanent
P/r assistant secretary. Good typing/ office

experience required. Will train legal proce-

dures. Susan (213)556-2885.

CHEVKDT HILLS recreation center seeks en-

thusiastic er>erMtic people with a love of

children to staff it's summer sports, drama,
preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)637-5186.

COLLEGIATE Entertainment Magazir>e. Look-
ing for dedicate(VnfK>tivated people willing to

go against all odds. Need: Account Executives,

Marketing, Writers, Photographers, and Artists.

Call Lemmy (213)292-6746.

^SH COMPANIES, now hiring fbr
this summers' tourist season. Evn up to $6,000
-f this sumnf>er in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employment Directory includes 1,(XX)

4- job descriptiorts, employer contacts and
*application requirements. Over 9500
open ingt.
Send $1 2.95 $2.75 P & H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 224.C. LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarentec.

COMPUTER TEACHER NEEDED. Warner Ave
ElemerHary School. 4-6th grade. Education
degree and experience with children helpful.

Houra 10.3a2:30 A4—F thru tuna 22nd.
Knowledge of Apple 2E GS. Patty Bean (21 3)
474-5719.

COMPUTER OPERATIOR- |r. programmer for

super minkompuler site. User support, prog-

ramming some data entry. Knowledge of

BASIC, LOTUS, and vMord perfect. Desired
hours: 5:30 pm to 2:30 pm. Upgrade to

mainfranf>e in near future. Pleasant people
orier>ted erwirorwnerU. Ple«se call DATA Pro-

ling manager. (213) 479-4411.

PRO-CHOICE
ACTIVISTS
NEEDED

If you support the

right to safe, legal

abortion, now is the

time to act.

Call (213) 651-1000
to volunteer.

^ired of Commuting in traffic? Tired of having NO MONEY?^

J Why not be an ACCESS MONITOR & J
^A llvA ON nAMPIIc:9 V.

i

{

live ON CAMPUS?
Applications are now being accepted for

the 1990 Summer Conference Season
and the 1990-91 academic year.

Positions available starting at

$5.44/hr. -I- .32/hr. shift differential

Still interested?

For more information and to pick up
your application

come to an inTormation meeting
Wed. Mar. 7 or Thurs. Mar. 8

5:30 pm
Sproul Hall Entertainment Center

Refreshrnents served

CONSTRLXTION management firm in West-
wood has position available on campus.
Heavy xeroxing, filing. Light typing. Flexible

hours. Please call Cindy at Held/Jones
(213)825-9914.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

CREATIVE outgoing person with sales experi-

ence. P/T In fun enviomment near campus.
(213)474-7877. judy/lill.

CRUISE SHIP lOBS. For summer employment.
$3(X)-$900/weekly. Guarenteed openings.
Get the facts. 1-800-926-8447 ext. C1 110.

DATA ENTRY- WEDNESDAYS AND THURS-
DAYS, APPROXIMATELY 20 HRS/WEEK.
lO-KEY EXPERIENCE PREFERRED. HOLLY-
WDOD. ROB (213) 461-4048.

DAY CAMP COUNSELOR. Plan organize &
coryiuct recreational activities for children

ages 5-1 1 . $6.25^r. minimum of 30hr^wk.
Starting 6/25-8/31 . M-F, 10anv4pm. Call Steve

Vollmer or Cori Colbert 398-5982 for

interview.

DAY CAMP serving San FemarxJo and Conejo
Valley seeks energetic, fun, caring people for

SUMMER staff: Counselors. Horseback riding,

swimming, driving, arts & crafts, gym and
more. Call for brochure and appointnrient,

(818)706-6255.

DRIVER. Excellent record, references, non-
snnoker, your car. Houriy rate -»- gas. Children's

afterschooi activities. Tues-Thurs afternoons.

Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.
(213)273-7573.

DRIVER- F/T, LA Art Studio. Sharp, responsi-

ble, personable! Clean driving records. Dirk

(213) 936-9009. Before 12:00 am.

DRIVER/MESSENGER- P/T & F/T positions.

(213) 837-5200.

DRIVERS NEEDED. M/F, Part/full time fbr LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus

tips -• neat in appearance. (213)6720999.

EARN MONEY SELLING- (Commission), En-

vironmerHal quality products (no dfi»fY>prom-

ise). Home, bulsinest and personal use. Call

(213) 215-3194. Exceptional exclusive
producto!

EXTRAS needed for film and comnf>ercial$. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

^EXTRAS WANTED IMMEDIATELY for t.v.

movie. Ages 18-25. Asians, Persians, and all

ethnics. TBS casting. (213)659-3090

FILE CLERK P/T Westwood lawfirm seeb
bright individual with superb organizational
ikiRs lo work in fast paced enviorr>enr>ent. Hrs
flexible. However, some hours each day are
required (minimum 20 hrs/wk). Must be de-
pendable. Non-smoker preferred. Call Theda
Ray bftween 2.4pm. (213)478-2541.

FUN JOB! Use your marketing sales or man-
agenr>ent skills to make lots of money part-time

or full-time. $200(ymo or $300QAno Call no
(213)641-2060.

GENERAL OFFICE, P/T. Immediate opening.

Duties to include filing, telephones, & typing.

Experience preferred--wiM train.
(816)881-3063.

GENERAL OFFKTE & DELIVERY. P/T. Copying,

binding, arxi delivery transcripts for court

reporting company in Westchester. $7.2SA^r +
mileage. (213)410-4151.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR to teach stu-

derHs ages 4-12 basic tumbling, gymnastics
techniques. Floor and mat activities empha-
sized. Experience required. S12.5C^r. Posi-

tion will start 4/2. Call Steve Vollmer 398-5962
for interview.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refurxi policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.
Please have pen ready.

INTERVIEWER, M,T,TH,Sal. days. WLA. Peo-

ple oriented person, good phone skills. VJt« -^

5% commission. (618)506-^546.

LIBRARY ASSISTANT. Century City law Hrm
has openning for a library assistant. Duties

include: shelving. Tiling, light typing,

checking in mail, & misc. other duties. Prior

library experience perferred. SIOA^r. Call

Denise Oig^t (213)551-9160.

LOOKING for Student Organization that

would like to make $500-11000. Call Bode or

Becky at (800)592-2121.

MESSENGER/MAN. ROOM CLERK (permanent

position). Monday-Friday, 8:00am- 5:00pm, 1

hour lurxrh, nujst have own car/Insurance.

Duties entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPS^ED EXP mailing and errands. Please call

Arlene/Jim at Held/Jones Construction.

(213)825-9914 ($7AH)ur mileage).

OFFKIE ASSISTANT for video production/

distribution conrtpany. Good phone skills,

typing a must. P/T and FA $8/hr.

(213)458-9795.

-PART-TIME assistarrt teachers in special edu-

cation. NPI Hospital school on campus. Assist

aa teacher for 1 2 adolescents with tn>otional

and leaming disorders. Or>e position from 8 to

10:45am daily at $104 per week; phone Ms.

Kathy Canter at (213)825-3196. Second posi-

tion from 12:00 to 4:00pm daily at $160 per

week; phone Ms. Cabi Elsenberg at

(213)825-0546. First position to begin March

1, and second to begit^ April 1.

PART TIME Gallery assistant. West Holly-

wood. Avout 15hr^«vk. Macintosh skills pre-

ferred. Call (213)826-3494.

PART-TIME for small CPA practice. Light

typing, filing, ar>d basic errands. Computer

experience preferred. $7/hr, 1S.2(Vwk.

(213)277-3507 Rick.

PART-TIME Sales position at unique gift shop
in Village, flexible hours. Reliable, outgoing,

design experience helpful. (213)208-4107.

PART-TIME sales help needed for Bellini,

juvenile furniture in Brentwood. Salary and
commission. Call Margo or Susan
(213)447-5407. 10:30-6:00.

PEER COUNSELOR AND CLASSROOM
ASSISTANT- Summer staff openings at Super
Camp, an exciting life skills/academic residen-

tial program for teens in CA, CO, WL, IL, and
WLA. Renee or Tricia. (800) 527-5321 for

details and training near you!

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 30-40 hrs/wk, $6/hr.

Film maker needs man/or/gal-Friday for per-

sonal errands, light bookkeeping, etc.... Must
be bright, er>ergetic, frierxlly, organized. Ask
for lames (213) 399-9118.

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-
wood. Outstanding opportuniles. Salary/

benefits. (213)206-3316.

POSITKDNS OPEN immediately for energetic

salespeople. Instant money. Must be profes-

sional! Marketing exp>ericnce preferred. Call

Shawn (213)306-0155.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER needs (6)

attractive female nKKicIs for greeting card

project, isk) nudity. Excellent pay. Photo/
phone lo Rose/ jem-2 Productions, Suite 525,

8033 Sunset, LA, 90046.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS. Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9785.

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-
side sublets for summer law clerks. May- Sept.

Contact Melinda. (213)667-5421.

PROOFREADER. P/T. Downtown law firm for

evening shift. Strong grammer and spelling

skills needed. Overtime opportunities. B.A.

required. $10.0(Vhr. Call or send resume to:

Recruiting Administrator, Riordan & McKin-
zie, 300 South Grand Avenue, 29th Floor, Los

Angeles, California 90071; (213)629-4824.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT assistant. 5 hours

daily, %7-^hr. WLA office. Experience re-

quired^ Light bookkeeping, typing.
(21 3)939-1 720.

P/T Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hr^k, work 2-3 afternoons 3- 7pm,
and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.50/hr

plus free dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

CLEANING 0FFK:ES pA, flexible day hours,

WLA, need car and be energetic

(816)785-633^.
^

'

P/T OFFICE CLERK, international freights for-

warder, near LAX, flexible schedule, 20hrsAvk,

S6.5(yhr. (213)215-0500 Mary.
'

P/T positions available in Beverly Hills market-

ing research firm. Must have professional and
attitude. Host/hostess duties and attitude. Host/

hostess duties with corporate client contact.

Very flexible with hours. Mornings and even-

ings. Start %7l^x (213)285-0920.

RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica Insurance
agency needs bright, organized person to

haryile heavy phones, some word processing,

and general office. Strong communication
skills a must. P/T or F/T M-F. $7-8^. Parking
(213)452-2281.

REaPTKJNIST/CLERKIAL. P/T. Half-days and
Saturdays. Optometrist. $Mw. Typing. Culver
Gty. (213)391-6311, available now.

RECEPTIONIST. Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

tinf>e position, telephones, data entry, word
processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820-6511

RECEPTKJNIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. flexible hours. $6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286-9785.

RECEPTIONIST, Doctor's office,
2a24hr<M(., salary, DOE., Cedars Sinai

Medical Towers. (213)654-5641.

RESEARCH Assistant: Chemical Dependency
Treatnr>ent Center needs nrwtivated individual

for Federally funded research project. Compu-
ter skills prefierred F/T w/ benefits. Contact
Mr. Hasson. (818)547-3650.

RESTAURANT in Brentwood Village needs
servers P/T. Call (213)472-3287.

RETAIL HaP!- Customer servive, sales, and
marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting, will train, flexible hours, F/T,

P/T. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.

SALESPERSON with artistic ability for sho-
wroom at P.O.C. Friendly arxi outgoing. Call

Sandra (213)657-0690.

SALESPERSONS neednJ. Part-time (or Welside
Pavilion Mall Westwood Village selling desig-

ry^r clothing. (605)2964)636.

SALES. Sunglass store. Santa Monica. Sales

experience necessary. 23-27 hr^vk. Hourly -f

convnission. (213)559-1162.

SALES. We offer stores FREE directory ads.

Need 5 reps. Earn up to $2G^. Guaranteed
base and commission. No experierKe neces-
sary. P/T o.k. (213)841-4044.

SECRETARY, P/T. must have experience with
Word Perfect/Word Star, be excellent typist.

Office near campus, flexible hours. $5-10^.
Mr. Fisher (213)624-9993.

SECRETARY TRAINEE, F/f, needed to work at

small Santa Monica law firm. Duties include;

word processing, tyiping, and some telephone
work. Starting V26/K). Some training before-

har>d. Knowledge of Wordperfect 5.1 a plus
but not required. Salary commensurate with
ability. Marcella, (213)451-9714.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for busy female ex-

ecutive. Permanent P/T, mature, must have
good phone, organizational, people skills.

MAC and PC experience. Own transportation.

Hollywood Hills. (213)674-0101.

SECRETARY Venice architect seekf pA secret-

ary (213)392^55.

30 Help Wanted 30

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST, F/T available for

competent typist. Some computer work, heavy
phones, Santa Monica Asian art gallery/

auction house. Tom (213)828-8537.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part lime altendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1611. Ask for Joel.

SINCiLE senior citizen needs live-in full-time

care. Full room and board, plus private garage.

Security building available. Near Beverly Cen-
ter. FrerKh or Spanish language a plus.

(213)233-8888 (days), (213)271-6179
(evenings).

SUMMER management internship interviews

now taking place. Gain valuable experience

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Successful applicants will

undergo extensive management training. Av-

erage summer earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for more
info.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT, M,W,F, 9am-3pm.
Co-op Nursery School in beautiful, rustic

setting. Must have some experierKe or classes

in early childhood development. J7/hr.

(213)472-1566, Rose or Cathy.

TELEMARKETER WANTED, M-F, P/T, depen-
dent on skills-$7-$9^r. Woodland Hills mark-
eting strategy firm needs depen'Jable people
with good telemarketing skills. Computer/
peripherals knowledge helpful. Must have
excellent phone manner and good writing

skills. Contact Carrie Cheney (818)346-7702.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-
ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose
(213)286-9785.

TYPIST WANTED. MAC experience preferred.

Santa Monica dental office. %7te\x. Flexible

hours. (213)829-4496.

UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service $6.34/hr.

plus incentive increases/. No experience neces-

sary. We schedule around yoUr classes. Come
by or call Martha at (213)625-7666.

VETERINARY/KENNEL attendant. Animal hos-
pital LAX area. Flexible hrs. S6/hr.
(213)677-9187.

WANTED: Landscape designer/estimator for

larxlscape construction firm in SFV. Specialize

in custom testate residential. (616)705-3562.

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, F/T, International

Company near LAX. $7^. ConUct Christina

(213)566-0686.

FULL-TIME Production for booming graphic
company. ALL on Macintosh. Eye for details,

quick w/technology. Electric Pencil
(213)652-9665.

JOBS in entertainment updated weekly.
1-900-988-3636 ext. 22. $2.00 each
minut^3.00 first minute.

MARKETING/Sales Representative for rapidly

growing Macintosh-based graphics company.
Starting salary DOE. Electric Pencil
(213)852-9665.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/
interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker
preferred. Strong typin^writing skills. Medical
anchor legal experience desireable. $12-1 S^r.
Full benefits. CiL Medical (213) 556-3309.

RECEPTK5NIST F/T opportunity for growth in

Macintosh-based graphics computer company
elecUic pencil graphics (213)652-9665.

WORD PROCESSOR/ANALYST- Full time.

Rapidly growing Santa Monica Software deve-
loper. Sales person with experience in word
star 5.5 to work on system manual documerHa-
tion. Detailed person with excellent organiza-
tional skills. Outstanding benifits. Call (213)
450-1452.

Earn $1250 per week E-Z
from your domi between
$tudy tlnie or over spring

break. Start your own
credit repair business. E-2
2 fcfiam me report shows
you how. Fnee for 2 wks.
only. Send $2 postage &

handling lo:

Annerlcredit Publications
1300$, Robertson Blvd.

Suite 281 -U
Beverly Hills, CA 9003S

Child Core Wanted 35

CHILD needs transportation from WLA school
to Home in Sepulveda. Reliable car/driver

required. Mrs. Blake (213)393-0411 ext.

7232A21 3)637-2447.

^

<^>^'<'»^
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1990 GRADS
ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING POSITIONS

Professional Northridge computer soles & leosing
CO. Is accepting resumes from recent graduates
with Bachelors degree (only), 3.0 GPA, In the
following:

»

• ACCOUNTING
• FINANCE

BUSINESS

MARKETING

For entry level sales & management training
programs. XInt compensation & benefit package.
Non-Smoking environment. Send resume to:

EL CAMINO RESOURCES, LTD.
8550 Balboa Blvd. Suite 140

Norhtridge, Co. 91325
Attn. Personnel " - .^

How TO Reach the World's
Top Corporate Recruiters!
start by attracting allentjon! Get your name in the I990
RSA Guide of the top 1000 college graduates. The RSA
Guide s|)olliglits your strengths, giving you the distinclion
that lets employers see your value. It's an indispensable
reference for thousands of corporate recruiters. The RSA
Guide gets you more interviews than you ever dreamed
possible. All you have to do is call for an application.

Recruitment Science Associates
1 HOO 45 I -0.^03 oiiKAioK /y47

2 I 2 High St., I'alo Alto. C A i^^50\

FREE rcxjrrVboard + salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, exchange care for 3 year old girl.

Flexible afternoon, evening hours. References,

experience. (213)476-8649.

F/T babysitter, 7.00am-4 :00pm, M-F. Energe-
tic, experienced, own car, English speaking
environment. Some housccleaning. Benedict
Canyon area. $350/wk. (213)275-4885.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4 & 7 year
old active boys. References. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657-4670, Eve (213)935-5305. Ask
for Lauren.

Apartments for Rent 49

SANTA MONICA 3-bec|/3-bath lownhouse,
attached garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

SINGLE FOR RENT, WILSHIRE BLVD. $600.
(21 3)470-5952. Full kitchen and balh-walk to

UCLA.

VERY RESPONSIBLE, loving person sought for

some afternoorVcvcning babycare. Westwood
Village area. (213)208-1704.

Internships 34

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now for summer or faH 1990. 1

or 2 semesters: classes or internships.

4 week summer program to the Great
Barrier Reef. For info, on the BEST

study abroad program in the world caU
Curtin University 1-600-24S-2S7S.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -MILE to campus, Brentwood adjacent, single

$61 0, 1 -bdrm, $700. 1 235 Federal Ave. 5 or 6
nxwthleasc okay. (213)477-7237.

3 BED -f 2 BATH upper large. $1200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BACHELOR apt., patio, furnished/
unfurnished. Utilities ink. No lease. Walk to
UCLA. (213)4 78-2310, (213)473-7442,
(805)682-6868. ^
BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, 1 -bedroom, upper,
sunny. Approximately 50 sq. ft, carpet and
hardwood floors, $600. (213)829-0672.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-b<i/2-bath
¥ den. Modernized kitchen. Fireplace, laundry
facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.
(213)553-9490.

BRENTWOOD, $795/mo. 1-bdrm. huge apl,

prince location, 3-mln. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to
LXILA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-
urity building. Available now.
$800-S90(ymonth. Call (213) 208>8881.

DETROIT NEAR WILSHIRE- $555. Utilities

paid, cheaper 1 -bedroom, airy, parking for

small car. (213) 939-8720.

FAIRFAX/PICO. $635. Upper 1 -bedroom, bal-
cony, gatfed parking, stove, refrigerator, car-

pets, drapes. Near 10 FWY. (213)839-8800.

LARGE FURNISHED SINGLE— On Gayley
across UCLA Security Building Parking.
$795/mo. Must see. (213) 208-6310.

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS. 2-bdmVl -bath, newi^
renevated, nice view. Central A^, heating,

washer/dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,
parking. $950. (818)980-2951.

NEAR CAMPUS: 2 people for cozy 2-bdrm.
Bath, security, parking, pool. $30(Vperson.
(213)312-6813.

WESTWOOD, $59Q/mo., single. Walk to

UCLA and Village. Pool, parking, security.

10966 Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD, prinf>e location, $300 nrwve-in
allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/
unfurnished singles and 1-bedroonr», a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.
Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, M^. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 nr>ove-in

allowance. Furnishec^unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to LKTLA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Gayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Most A Co.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS.
1-bedroonV1-bath. Stove, refrigerator, park-

ing. (213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS. 2-bed-

room apartment. Stove, refrigerator, parking.

(213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bcVl -bath.

1 block from LICLA. A/C, heal, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

^

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRKTE REDLXITKDN. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,

GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD duplex 2-bed/1 -bath. Yard, gar-
age with appliances. Close to campus.
(213)829-0385. Available now.

WESTWOOD $875, 1 bedroom; $1400,
2bed/2bath, Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no
peto. 520 Kelton. (213)206^7483.

WESTWOOD. $720 and up. Singles and lofts

Furnished or unfurnished, built-ins. Walk to

UCLA. (213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD - 2-bedroonV2-bath, fireplace,

Jacuzzi, sauna, 2 exercise rooms, 2 laundry

rooms, parking, 555 Glenrock Ave.
(213)824 9691.

WLA. $110(Vmo. 2-bedroom/1 'A bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323
Carwwlina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA 1-bdr guesthouse SbSO/mo. Stove, re-

frigerator, microwave, drapes. Security gate.

No pets. (213)638-3554.

WLA. $450 furnished bachelor. Good area- 10
min. to UCLA. Available immediately. Call

(213)447-5612.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fireplaccs

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

660

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
Veteran 3) 2251

NORTHRIDGE $275 up. 500 Unit
student housing fadli^. Shared or
private., Pool. Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour,^rive to UCLA.
Free tvochure. Northrldoe

Campus Residence. 9500 Zelzah,
Northridge. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

VlfALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator•dishwasher-
huge closet"

•controlled entry*

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

Palms
$725 M

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 tMl. 2 bd ^ den, 1 bd 4 loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

WL\ $650. Large single with dinding/den
area. Spanish hardwood floors. Stove, refriger^

alof, drapes. (213)477-2777.

Vy/LA $750. 2-f2 bed/baths and patio between
Robertson & LaCier>ega on Cadillac Avenue.
(213)838-9619.

PALMS 1.bedroom $610, 2bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single SSSC/nw. and up. 1-bdrm
$675/mo.-$750/mo. Special first monih rent
with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercise
room. Gas and water paid. Gated parking.

(213)836-3800.

PICO-ROBERTSON (quiet area), spacious
2-bed/2 bath, $800. 1 -bcd/1 -bath,$625. Call
evening (213)273-8160.

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 bdnn-2 1/2 bath
Roof top Jacuzzi

All security building

Dishwasher plus microwave
Walk-in closet/ fireplace

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

^?^^fiimvri|nr^

652 Veteran ftVei

$675/1110. & up

singles and l-bedrpoms

Move^ln iMiihce

(am 709-4284

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1-bed-
—""^^^^^^^^^^

room, loft, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can HOUSe fOf Rent
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433. ---

Apartments Furnished 60

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,
pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to markel/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $695/mo. l-bed-
room, exeptionally spacious, quiet, bright.

Appliances, carpets, garage. 5 miles to cam-
pus. Suitable for staf^faculty members. Non-
smokers. (213)652-2699.

'

PALAIS $895, new, upper, 2 + 2, all amenities
including skylight and fireplace. Gated park-

ing. Quiet street. Easy freeway access.

(213)390-5996.

SHERMAN OAKS. Ventura/Woodman. 2+2,
pool, security, refrigerator, dishwasher,
cable,clean, large. $625. (818)994-1860.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$! 700. Spa-
cious 2-bed,TA -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WLA $650 1 -bdr. Carpet, refrigerator, drapes,

built-ins. No pets. Close to UCLA'^nd bus line.

(213)476-7116.

WLA. $675. Large 1 -bdrm. Easy bus to UCLA.
Pool, BBQ, laundry, no pets. 1621 Westgate.
(213)820-1121.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in
unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pels.
$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279
(213)931-1160.

Vaccrtion Rentals 63

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-
rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to
everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Share 64

BEVERLY HILLS- $500/monlh. Large, fabul-

ous, 2-bedroom 1 V* bathroom, (own bed-

room). Near Wilshire. 1(213) 457-9555.

BRENTWOOD CONDO, furnished, female

only, own very large bed and bath, $575.
Includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD. Own rSoftx in 3 bedroom
apartment. $465/mo. includes parking.

(213)207-1662. Ask for Rob Of |ay.

MARINA CITY CLUB. 2-bed/2-bath. All arpen-

ities. $125Q/mo. (213)305-7565.

NEED ROOMMATE for two bedroom furn-

ished University apartn^ent. $332/n>o. Walk-
ing distance to LICLA. (213)208-7085.

SENIOR girls need roommate, large 3-bed*
room, share master with bath. Own closet.

$32lVmo. (213)447.2227.

TWO bedroom apartnr>ent - Furnished - 540
Midvale — walking distance to UCLA -

Contact Dana, (21 3)31 21 790 or
(213)824-7056.

,

WESTWOOD- Female, non-smoker, own
room, furnished. Veteran and Santa Monica.
$475 + deposit. Nice area. Karen (213)
478-6903.

WESTWOOD. 2-females needed to share
2-bed/2-bath. $325/mo. Parking, security

bidg. Cathy or Cherlse. (21 3)477-4435. Avail-

abte now.

WESTWOOD Female roomate wanted to

share 2-be(Vbath apt. Furnished, security.

$375m (213)208-1810 ASAP.

WLA, $363, two professional females looking
for sanr^e to share 3-bedroom. 2-months'
security deposit required, +lyr. commillmenl.
Available immediately. (213)474-0373.

House for Rent 66

BRENTWOOD GLEN. $2700. Famous au-
thors' tropical hideaway. Bright, spacious,
immaculate, 5 minutes from campus,
2-bdrm/1.'A.bath. (213)288-0639,
(213)595-8450.

TARZANA. CloM-in, renxidled 2-bedroorTV
2-bath, all appliarKes, fenced yard, Tireplace,

tile floors kieal for small family. S95(Vmo.
(818)784-6376.

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroom/
1V« bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.
Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

Daily
Bruin Classified

IT WORKS!
25-222

PALMS
Brand new
bnildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/
heat, security alarm,
aundry, 2-car parking,

sundecks
[•10-15 mln. from

campus
•6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property

Management

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late Afxil thru
mid-August for law clerks visiting LA. WLA
preferred. (21 3)691 -81 04, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(2ia)68a5080.

Room/Board for Help 62

LIVE-IN with salary for babysitting and car-
pooling of two school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

Room for Rent 64

$550. Very Large Room. CuMnpletely separate
entrarxx, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Canyon
locatfon. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

GORGEOUS Endno home. 7 miles from
campus. KitcherVlaundry priveleges, private
bath. $350. (818)501-6678.

GUEST HOUSE for rent. Private entrance.
Semi-fumished. WLA area. (213)559^519
(between 7pm-9pm).

ROOM for rent in private house $325, includes
utilities, nt»T UCLA, Mrs. Rosenbloom.
(213)56a7779, (213)5837636.

WESTWOOD near UCLA, Century City. Furn-
ished, sunny private room, kitchen available.

t365 incl. utilities. (213)474-0466.

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for corwiderate, resporwible female.
S470. (213)479-1601.

WLA TOWNHOUSE. Own room/bath, $500.
Indoor laundry, parking. Near UCLA.
(816)266:81 73^ Dolly.

Roommotet 65

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful, large apartment.
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,
homelike atmosphere. 1-bed, 1-bath for 2 to

share S300each. Sherry 1.9pm
(213)447-2505.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old home from CC
school to WLA. Answering machine
207-5361. Direct after 8:30pm.

COMFORTABLE, cute apartment—looking for

reliable female roommate. 15 minutes to

campus S335/mo, low deposit.
(818)780-5229.

ffWf^^^^^i*

^

L.
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Roommates

FEMALE, 5-minute walking. Bright, clean,
furnished 1 -bedroom. $335/mo. Begins 4/1.
Please call loan. 624-1903, 206-1092.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, $35(ymo. for

own room in 3-bedroom Santa Monica apt
Call (213)458-1246.

FEMALE roommate. April/May. Own room
and bath In great SM apartment. $43(ymo
(213)829-0206.

FEMALE wanted to share 2-bedroonV 2-bath
apartment, walking distance to UCLA, sec-
urity, pool, $367.50. (213)824-9503.

MALE ROOMATE- Share 2-bcd/2/bath. Very
Close to campus. $35(ymonth. Call (213)
824-3323.

NEXT TO CAMPUS 2-bd/2-bth to share with
three girls. Needed for spring quarter
S38(ymo. (213)208-6611. '

NIFTY 2-bdrm in West Hollywood near Laurel
Canyon. Own room. $425/mo. Call Dana
(213)674-6562.

NON-NUEROTIC neat freak wanted to share
apartment with 2 others. Will have own room.
Bright, airy, overlooking park. Close to cam-
pus. (213)477-6411.

ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hills.

$400 (213)657-5320.

kOOMMATE WANTED: Westwood. 5 min.
walk to campus. 2-bdrm/2-bath. $35(Vmo.
(213)208-2646. Scott.

SANTA MONICA. $550. 1 7th & Waho. Share
2-bdrnV2-bath condo. Female, quiet, respon-
sible. Margaret (213)467-4151.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment. Quiet street, sec-

urity bIdg. Two walk-in ctqlets & own bath.

$369/pcrson. 473-1751 or 478-6622.

WALK to campus. 1 bedroom with loft.

Non-smoking, male. 2 spaces available.

$262.5(ymth. (21 3)206-6445.

WASHINGTON/INCLEWOOP. M/F. Own
room. 2-bedroonr\/2-bath townhouse, large,

balcony, fireplace, security, parking.
$450/mo. 7-min. from campus. Nicky
(213)745-2101.

'

WE NEED 1 or 2 roommates, no deposit, lease

until June. Parking available. 512 Veteran

(213)824-0758. Ask for Kara.

WESTWOOD Veteran and Ohio. 2bdr/2bth.

Parking, Security, pool, cable.
$375/mO"Share. $700/month own room.
(213)477-3009.

WALK TO CAMPUS, $40(Vperson. Poof, ja-

cuzzi, view, weight room and pvking. Ask for

Paul (213)824-1470.

WESTWOOD 2-bdr/2bth. 5 minutes walk to

campus. S32(ymo. (213)208-3447.

WESTWOOD 2-bdrnV2-bath. Share with 3

girls $375/mo. No security deposit! Evenings
only. (213)208-3073.

WLA - New townhouse, own roonVbath,

fireplace, security, parking. Near UCLA.
$547/month. Rich (213)444-7389.

WLA, own room -- parking. $320/mo. + $400
sec. Newly rcmodled. Non-smoker.
(818)595-8721 beeper, eve. (818)708-8539.?per.

Sublet 66

SUBLEASE Furnished bachelor 1 % miles from

UCLA. Available from April to June 16th. $400
per month. Call (213)476-6740.

t4^

]^ McKenna, j^

)f Conner & Cuneo ]f

If seeks fi/nlshed

)^ sublets for its low

If students who r^ed
I

If housing during oil,

^ or part or the summer.

^ Please Call

Z (213) 687-6164

I Sublets Needed

f Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

65 Sublet 66 Sublet 66 Sublet

WANTED FOR
VISITEVG LAW

CLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I,.

66 Sublet 66

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/
house to sublet, please
call Purita at 688-3659.
No roommate situation

please.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term
furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

SUMMERr>i

Jones Day seeking I

sublets for our suoi- I

mer associates. I

Contact Michelle I

Valdes I
(213) 253-4380.

SIDLEY & AUSTIN
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are inlerested in

subletting your furnished
apartment or house from
May-August to summer

associates from out of town.
please contact:

Brenda Thomas
(213)556-6976

0. J

WANTED
Westside students & Apts. to

share. Law students need summer
housing various dates. Contact

Sharon Gates at

MITCHEU.. SILBERBURQ ft KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact
Janette Zuckennan '

(213)312-4187

MAYER, BROWN
& PLATT

seeks suinmer
sublets for its

summer
associ(3tes.

Please call Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished
apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 10 to l\ye middle/ end of August. Please
contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202.
,

WESTWOOD/Santa Monica. Extra large
1 -bedroom. 4-monlh plus. Security, balcony,
central heat/air, storage, parking. S900.
(213)470-9888.

Condos for Sale 67

UCSB sublet, shared apartment available.

April. $365. Near campus. Call
Cheryl at (818)905-1917. 9:30-5:30pm.

SUMMER HOUSING needed. Our Downtown
'LA Law Firm is looking for furnished apart-

ments to house our law clerks this summer. We
prefer Westside sublets for various 6-1 2 week
periods between May and August. Please call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-bath unit. Great
view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451. ^
SPECTACULAR view of Century City and
Westwood. Luxury Westside unit. Pool, spa.

By owner. 5299,000. (213)452-5381.

Flying/Parachuting 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.
Student discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

DAILY.BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS
DON'T MISS OUT!

Over the. 1989-90 academic year, 22,000 Daily Bruins will appear
every day in over 110 kiosks throughout the UCLA Community,

Westwood and Brentwood.
Reach the Daily Bruin's over 55,000 readera. . .

PLACE A DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIED AD!

CLASSIFIEDS BY MAIL:
Simply fill out the ad form below and mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
308 Westwood Plaza
1 1 2 Kerckhoff Hall

^ Los Angeles, CA 90024

DISPLAY RATES

Local rate $9.45/column inch per day
(Frequency and Bulk rates are available upon signing

contract)
'^

PHOINE ORDERS/INFORMATION: (213)825-2221

REMEMBER CUkSSIFIEDS DEADUNES:
Lin« ads: 1 working day in advance by 12 Noon

Display ads: 2 working days in advance by 12 Noon

LINE RATES
One Insertion (15 words or less) $4.25

each additional word 27^
Rve insertions (15 words or less) $15.00

each additional word $1.00

«r>/

Daily Bruin Classified Ad Form
\

Fill out all the Infomiation below:

Mams (Last First. Ml)__
Adctws ,

(aiy2ip.Da/Phone)L

ADToFtet__

DEADLINES: 1 working Day in advance by 12 Noon ( Line Ads)

2 Working Days in advance by 12 Noon ( Classified Display Ads)

AdSlartDate Nurrberordaystorun

FORIVI OF PAYIMENT:

MCA/ISA# Expiration:.

mail to:

UCLA Daily Bruin

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISinO
308 Westwood Haza
112 KerckhofT Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90024

aRCLE THE TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:

Display (Box) Line i

PlBMSB mttach any
special InBtmctlona
and/or artwork

Make Checks Payable to ASUCLA Dally Buin (Students-put Reg. Card # on check)

^^^^*^*

—

C0L#
^ Enter amount enclosed:$.

i%"' " -
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Flying/Parachuting 76 Personal Service

LEARN TO FLY. For rcnl 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys lOHN RONCE, CPA. Income tax preparation

Airport. (818)344-0196. See ad in body of paper. (213)459 0535.

Child Care 90

NANNY AVAILABLE M-F. To share in our Mar
Vista hon^e. Under 1 yr. preferred.

(213)398-9976 after 6

NANNY available lo share form 9-5pm in

Westwood area. $90Avcck. (213)453-3452,

Brend a.

Insurance 91

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby Wqst-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now arvj

save money. (213)820-4839.

Tk
/lllstale

Auto/Home/Commerciai
Westwood/Wilshira Office

312-0202
1317 WestvvoGd Blvd
(2 biks. So ot Wilshire) 4

t±±k
HATE AUlO INSURANCE'
Wi' all cli) l.Mt .luto iiibiK.in.

Is leqiiifOfl l)v Ki'..'' So lot ,i

FREE LOWER QUOtE (.all

(213)852-7175 (818)342-1510
Rpc;> PRirf /^U70 \\\9^ inFrjr.'--

^^^•••••••••••••^Syk**.

AUTO INSURANCE
Mii^imum liability required

by kav^.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 26,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
<:ollislon, and rTK>torcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) '7-7051

or 476-os^66

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

m
Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
ItftI SAVeON
I
jSI mUBAMClSBSVK
IBM*MHtMNlnm l« ««

Movers 94

CRECS rhoving. We do all the moves Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr (21 3)281 -8692

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)265-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

tnovers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

Attention torciiin studcntN

and lacultyl

MOVINCi 0V[:RSI:AS.^

CaU WMS International

> Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• Customs Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Services Offered 96

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with

your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

scarch Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am- 5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

Statements, etcf Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.Ay journalism. Dick

(213)206-4353.

GOLF LESSONS • Have that extra edge in the

business world, or just for fun. Experienced,

professional teacher. $1S/hr. Mike
(213)447-1970.

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH PAPERS. 1000's

of rescarchpapcrs on file. Custom research

also.(21 3)469-9016.

SPORTS BODY SHOTS Special intro offer. Top
quality work. P.O. Box 50085, Long Beach, CA
90815. —^-^—^^^

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations,

PiopoMls and Books. Foreign Students
Welcome. Shsion Bear, PhD.^13) 470-6662

Personal Service 95

BAD CREDIT? Learn exactly how to fix your

credit report. Get loans, credit cards, etc.

Amazing recorded message reveals details,

(213)470-1973.

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
A :s'a: c"s *or n^e^ a-^d women

7:0C an- 9:30 pm
1874 Wes:/;ccc Bl.

474-5233

INCOME TAX
Preparation of Individual

and business tax returns

Personal service for UCLA
people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, CPA
478-7600

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING MADE SIMPLE! CPA 5 years/

MBA student. ExperierKcd accounting tutor.

Reasonable rates. (213)206-2423 Fred.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(61 8)584-1 123.

EXPERIENCED WRITER/EDITOR will aid you
in completing your writing project. Call Cor-

don (213)366-3035.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.
._^_

GERMAN LESSONS^ONVERSATION- By na-

tive German student. Reasonable rates, flexi-

ble hours, groups welconr>e. Andrea (213)

450-6362.

MATH TLITOR- all levels. Buisness woman,
graduate LICLA & Smith College. BA/MS
(213)450-9111 X2371

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, afjfordable rates (618)500-4021.

QUALITY MATH tutoring at all levels by
retired math professor. Highly experienced.

Please call (213)474-3661.

WRITING TUTOR. Will help with term papers,

essays, and study skills. Anne (21 3)659-2293,

leave message.

Typing 100

#1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
Lascrprintcr. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (213)208-6951.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999. '

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)476 6230 evenings and
weekends (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)39a4568.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most corwcientious, ex-

perierxred, reasonable. DissertatiorH, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, reseairch, rewrite. 20 yean * profes-

sional expericrKe with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)276-0388.

95 Travel 105 Travel

£rom March 1 - August 31, 1990

$779.00 for 4 people, $855.00 for 2 people
Includes roundtrip air from LAX to Auckland AND

Campervan including unlimited mileage for 6 days OR
6 day car rental and 6 nights Best Western

^,^ acconunodations priced firom just $890.

^/ ^^^^ Prices quotedperperson.

AOi lAi A 7i Travel Service
Ao\KJ\J\/^ A-Levcl Ackemian Union M-Fri 8:30-6, Sat 11-3

Typing 100

GREAT MARKS TYPING SERVICE- Prompt/

affordable. Call for midterrrVfinal pricing. Con-
tact Paula Marks (213) 935-3653.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates. )oy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertatior^s, tapes: Reasonable rates. Melissa

(213)459-0256.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-6133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm -will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call Aj
(213)475-8902.

.

' ';

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)628-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2886.

WORD PROCESSOR: Scripts, term paper, etc.

$1 .75 double pagej^2.25 single page. WLA
(213)447-5612.

^

WORDS WORTH WRITING. Help with pap-
ers, essays. Editing for clarity. Text develop-

ment, word processing. (213)271-1677.

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 25 yeart experience. Also offer

ethical atsistanc* with writing problems

and tutoring in Englifth, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021
^-'^

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tarKe with college admission essays. Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865!

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.
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Travel 105

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689 from

LAX irKluding airfare, hotel, (8 datV7 nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much more! Sells out

every year so call NOW! 1-800-331-3136.

4

^ STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO )f^ - June 20-July 22 ^
5 unit credit program 2'

(LA (immunity ColleQe) ^
Also at ^^

)f MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER T
)^ Portugese, Spanish. French, Italian.^

^ and English ^W Small groups, individual attention, ^
j£. translation interpretation. ^
T 1321 Westwood Suite 204 LA 90024 yLW Call Prof Da Silva 3.^ (213)839-8427 or 477-8588 ^

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm. M. fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy,

Germany. Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

Travel Tickets 106

1 ROUNDTRIP TICKET. L.A. to New York.

March 17-24. $438. Marge Morris
(818)8 40-4570(day),
(61 8)766-0947(evening).

LAX-PARIS, oneway/northwest 03/18 $295.
Write name -»- tel . to 1 01 5 Gayley # 1 83 L .A. CA
90024.

SPRING BREAK IN BOSTON! Must sell:

Roundtrip ticket LAX to Boston. Leave 3/20,

return 3/25. $280/obo. Call Janet
(213)479-5363.

Autos for Sale 109

1976 DATSUN 280Z. Clean, cust. wheels. 4
new tires. Leaying country, considering any
offer. (213)472-9322 or (213)399-2542.

1960 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT, beauty! While
on blue, pull-out stereo, air, new dash. $2700.
(213)397-1375.

1 986 TOYOTA VAN Automatic, low mileage,

excellent condition. AM/FM stereo, sunroof,

customized. Good price. (213)206-2623.

1967 TOYOTA 4x4 Pickup. Metallic grey,

30,000 miles, excellent condition. $750(Vobo.
(213)455-2366.

1988 VW jETTA CL, blue, 5-$pd., a/c, cd/
stereo, 30,000 miles, sunroof, immaculate
condition. Meticulously maintained.
$755Q/obo. (213)473-3137. Steve.

AMC GEEP EAGLE '73 4-wheel drive 75,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3500/obo.
(213)638-4922. Leave message.

BMW 2002, 1975, sunroof, anVfm, casseUe,

looks/mns great! $2950. (213)4533212.

BMW 320i, 1977, $3750. Excellent, 78,000
miles, custom $1500 Alpine stereo, new
sheepskins. (213)277-7664.

BUG LOVERS! Yellow/ white, '71 convertible.

$1750/obo. (213)486-6826.

BUKIK CENTURY- T type, 1983, $3,500.
Excellent condition, alpine stereo, one owner,
repair records. (213) 478-5657. ^
BUK:K le sabre 1968. AII original good
condition in & out. Runs great. Must sell

SlOOC/obo. (213)657-6906.

CHEVROLET CITATK)N, 1980. White, 50K
miles. Clean. $1250 as is. (213)650-6425.

CONVERTIBLE, 1984 Chrysler Le Baron. Very
clean. Runs perfect. $5,100/obo.
(213)3959676

HONDA CIVIC- LX, four-door sedan, 1968,
$6,750 OBO. 5 speed, 19k miles, immaculate,
fully loaded, n>etalic blue. Assumable. (818)
906 7093.

MAZDA 626, 1982, $185Q/obo. A/C, 4-door,

original owner, 5-spd, am/fm stereo,

(213)641-1445,

MAZDA RX7. GS 82, $4,700., charcoal gray,

5-spccd, VC, cruis, sunroof, rebuilt transmis-

sion, still under warranty. (213) 478-4115.

NEED to rent a car? Only 18f Don't have a

credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep.
(21 3)676-91 46.

PONTIAC i2000LE, 1982, $150(Vobo. P/S,

P/B, A/C, anVfm stereo cassette. Good corKJI-

tion. Clean. (213)654-3970.

TOYOTA Celica 1981. Immaculate , automa-
tic, custom wheels, A/C, cruise control, anti-

theft system. $370Q/obo. (213)208-3622.

TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, 1979 Excellent

condition, well-maintained. 5-spd.
$1950/obo. (213)628-5303.

TOYOTA SUPRA, 1979, 5-speed, air, sunroof,

AAi^M stereo, power steering, power win-
dows, excellent condition. $2,500/obo.
(213)204-1644.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1982, automatic, 4-door,

Vc, trammission replaced, good cor>dition,

105,000 miles, $ie0(yobo. (213)394-3606

URGENT- Moving out, 84 Ford Eicort Wafon
(Merc. Lynx), 46K miles. Excellent condition,

$1,900 OBO. (213) 206-5370.

Autos for Sole 109

VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET 1987. $1987
$9500. Black on black. Kenwood pullout

stereo. Mint corxiition. (213)275-0343.

VOLVO 242DL, 1979, $275(Vobo. 2-door,

automatic, AN0^M stereo, excellent coryiition.

New transmission, new tires. (213)390-2368.

VW '84 Rabbit Wolfsburg Convertible. Bik/blk

5-spd, air-conditioning, pull-out stereo. Im-

peccable. Like new!! Loaded $5900
(213)824-2505.

VW BUG. 1970. Xcint cond. New paint, tires,

rbit engine, pull out stereo. $3350.
(213)642-4412.

VW BUG, 1973, $195(yobo. Original owner,

73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master

cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW CABNRIOLET, 1986. $7700. Graphite

gray, 5-speed, air, alpine cassette, alamri,

x-Int condition, 52k miles. (213)393-5960.

VW FOX CL SPORT, 1989, $650C/obo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-6479.

VW lETTA 1963, $2300.
5-speed. Reliable, great

(818)893-6745.

Silver, turbo,

gas mileage.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

ELITE 150, 1964. New engine. Excellent

shape. $1000 with lock and helmet. Call

evening (213)475-3510.

HONDA 750 CBF, 1981 . Very good condition,

clean. Beautiful looking. Only $650.
(213)651-6206.

HONDA CM400T, 1980, $495. Great condi-

tion. Super deal because moving.
(213)447-7769.

HONDA ELITE 150 deluxe, digital display,

1966, red. $850 (21 3)836-9005. Ask for Greg.

SUZUKI: 250, 1961, good 'condition. 2 hel-

mets, rack. Must sell $500/obo. Call Jim

(213)624-1626.

Scooters 119

1985 HONDA SPREE. Rebuilt engine, good
condition, great for spring. $250/obo.
(213)208-1425, Anya.

1986 HONDA ELITE. Bright red, runs great,

good condition, basket included. $600/obo.
Call Scott (213)871-9075.

1966 HONDA Aero 50, white, mns great!

Must sell! $475/obo. Helmet-Lock. Jackie

(213)206-3095.

1966 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition,

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)208-4280.

'86 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Must sell. Gra-
duating. Runs great! $600/obo. Stacy.

392-5736.

'89 RIVA YAMAHA SCOOTER, 4 months old,

includes insurance and registration. Black/

black. (213)476-8620. $1000.

ELITE 60, 1986. White, only 3700 miles.

Asking $650. Call Mike at (213)471-5185.

HONDA ELITE 60, 1987 Great condition.

Helmet, lock, basket included. Will sacrifice,

$850. (213)445-6630.

HONDA SPREE 1965 Helmet and lock in-

cluded. $2O0/0bO Call Caria (213)824-0356.

HONDA SPREE- 1985, $200 OBO. Moving.
Must sell. (213) 206-5311. Kristen.

HONDA SPREE 1966-good condition. 2k
miles, lock included. $200/obo. Please call

Tracy (213)824-0797.

HONDA SPREE SCOOTER, 1986. $350. Call

John (213)275-5772.

HONDA SPREE, '86. Just tuned- good condi-

tiofj. $300. (213)471>1378, after 9pm.

Furniture 126

COUCH- brown, high back, leather look,

excellent condition. $120; Desk- office

6-drawer, $110. (213)450-9518.

DINETTE SET (wicker table with round glass

top, two wicker chairs and cushions); White
Halogen lamp; 16-inch oscillating fan. Best

offer. (213)824-5576.

[XXJBLE BED. $50. (213)620-6416.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $65,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

MODERN DESK/chair/mattress/box spring!

Good as new! Sell before spring break.

Christie, (213)624-9845. Neg. $$.

SOFA, loveseat, beige, slightly worn, $100; 2

partial sets of dishes, $10 each; 2 full sets

silverware $10 eacli; Coffee table, $10;

(213)207-2157.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING OUT SALE, folding bed, 2-chc5ts,

arm chair, Toshiba printer. Image Writer. Great
prices. (213)208-5067.

Musical Instruments 1

2

9

BASS PLAYER- To join/form band. Influences:

Beatles, John Cougar, jazz. Practice room
available. Andy (213) 624-7852.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

VOLKL SLALOM ''P9- Skis -197cm with Tyr-

olia 590 bindings. $400/obo. Jennifer
(213)206-2446.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM AT 16MHZ VGA. Color, compatible
system, 42 MB hard disk, 1MB RAM. 1.2 MB
Floppy. Under warranty. $1400.
(213)453-4876.

.^^

Zancanaro
does it all

in Bruin win
Terry White

Contributor

The UCLA baseball team (16-6,

3-5 Six-Pac) added Cal Sute
Fullerton to its list of victims by
routing the Titans, 12-4, on Tues-
day night at Jackie Robinson
Stadium. Hawaii remains the only
non-conference team to beat the

Bruins this year.

Dave Zancanaro turned in his

most outstanding performance of
the year, as he knocked in a
career-high five runs, and in the

seventh came in to throw three

scoreless innings in relief of Tim
Lindsay. Zancanaro*s five RBI
gave him nine for the season while

his pitching record imjM^oved to 3-

1 with the win.

The 12-4 blowout did not get off
the ground until the fifth, as

Fullerton ace Huck Flenan (3-1)

and Bruin Kris Schwengel locked
horns in a pitching duel. Neither

side got on the board early on, as

both starters came out of the gate

with their best stuff. Schwengel
handcuffed the Titan batters,

allowing only two hits and fanning
six batters in his three flawless

innings. Look for redshirt fresh-

man Schwengel to possibly break
into the weekend starting rotation.

For the Titans, Flenan baffled

the Bruin baaers and held them to

only four hits until the fifth inning.

Despite his strong early effort,

however, he struggled later and
wound up with the loss.

After CSUF went up 1-0 in the

fifth on a sacrifice fly, the Bruins

awoke as well. The once-dominant
Flenan looked like he had seen
better days, as his control and
speed began to fade. He walked
Manny Adams and Joel Wolfe, and
Shawn Wills reached first on an
error to load the sacks for Zanca-
naro. The DH promptly connected
for a double to right to put the

Bruins on lop, 3-1. The rally might
have continued had Zancanaro not

been thrown out at third trying to

stretch it to a triple.

Working against Tim Lindsay,

the Titans responded with their

own three-run rally in the sixth.

With two men on. Titan Rich
Gonzales singled in a run, fol-

lowed by a Matt Hattabaugh
sacrifice fly to tie it at three. Bruin
center fielder Shawn Wills made a

stellar catch to save a run and get

the out Then, Gonzales came in on
a short dribbler into no-man's land

in front of the plate, making it 4-3

Titans.

But that was all she wrote for the

Fullerton squad, as the Bruin bats

tore through the weak Titan reliev-

ersrKevin Webb picked up his first

dinger of the year with a sixth

inning solo shot to tie it up. Then,
the Bruins really got going. UCLA
enjoyed a three run seventh, as the

tiring Flenan finally left in a 6-4

hole. In the eighth, the Bruins put

the game safely out of reach with a

four run rally, running the final

tally to 12-4.

Left fielder Robbie Katzaroff

finally broke out of an O-for-13

slump against CSUF, as he went
4-for-5 with 2 RBI. Mannie
Adams also chipped in with 2 RBI,
and Dave Zancanaro had a career

high 5 RBI on the day.
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OET RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE ^- COSMETICS

Clear Complexion System
"/ can't believe the difference it makes. \

^

All nqtural ingredients: a breakthrough in acne trentmftnt
Call for a consultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Instrtut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788,473-2303

^$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1^ m

I USE YOUR PHONE f
FOR HUQE SAVINGS

CALL 213/976-TIPS
(8-4-7.7)

•FREE SUPER PRIZES

•CONCERTS. SPORTING

EVENT TICKETS

•CONSUMER PRODUCTS

•PLACES TO DINE

•SERVICES

CALL FOR INFORMATION I:

ON DISCOUNTS AND

I
FREE SUPER PRIZES |

«» Sa.OO PER CALL TOLL CHAflOe, IF ANY S
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Ask About

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
- 15% Off »
Regular Menu
j'rices Not

Prices Not
Transferable

Not Valid w/Any
Other Discount

, . , • PIZZA

\^/ • CHICKEN

' ^ / • SANDWICHES

• PASTA

N. . SALAD

// Saints'

Pizza

The Best Pizza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

1112 Wes^ Olympic Boulevard

West Los Angeles

I Mus? ^'",en•on Coupon I

I 3.00 off!
I Any X-Large I

I
~

' Pizza I

. . Expires Marc ""^ ^ "'
:>

I I

I
MAGNIFICENT 4,
LARGE PIZZA

I With ony 4 Toppings I

UptresMunih 31 1V*A1

Mm Tooa Order for

Tree Delivery $7 00

COMPLETE DENTAL
CLEANING $30 (Reg. $120)

includes oral exam, 4 x-rays, consultation and cleaning
*complete cosmetic dentistry, tooth bonding & porcelain

veneering
*crowns, bridges, root canals & dentures
*laughing gas available!!

»^ 933-7744
Evening Hours & Sundays

Dr. M. MAKHANI
6200 Wilshire Blvd. Ste. 1209
(corner of Fairfax & Wilshire)

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

^y--^ or SAKE
GET ONE

'° CALIFORNIA ROLL
FF^EE!

61QT0

nr^)r
'3:>

\ 1^ • #

5:00 p.m.- 7:00 p.m.

7 days (take out excluded)

Â AV^VAMA
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
J/Vestwood 208-778

Z^J

u .9
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UCLA
475-0780

1880 VVestwood Blvd.

1896 Westwood Blvd.

Low Prices

No Minimums
Overflow Contracts

Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copters

Volume Discounts
FAX Service ^
Kroy Lettenng*
Free Parking In Rear
Word Proccsing (and graphics)

Macintosh &: Typcwntcr Rentals

Pick-up & Delivery r-Tin

Canon Color Laser Copies

Bored with the
everyday?

A WOK
,^'^

WILD SIDE

ZtCHVAX
WOK

Chinese flesiaurani

^10855 LINDBROOK
~208-7785 or 208-7786

One Coupon per Order

i6"%"6iT""
To UCLA students

with valid ID

(after 4pm)
• 10 Nhihmum or&er

Expires 6/30/90
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When he^s dowrl, Trevor Wilson
seeks a little help from his friend
Before we get started, I'd

like to make a quick apology
to Amy, and anyone else who
may have noticed that guy with
the goofy glasses didn't quite

make it into last Thursday's
issue. You see, a few of my
friends deemed it necessary to

drop a safe on my head in

honor of my 22nd birthday last

Tuesday night. After a day and
a half I was able to function
as a human being again, but

alas, it was too late for the

12th Man. So, if it matters,

you can blame my absence on
Gary, Chris, Joel, Spuds, Alice,

Mindy, Lauri, Rich, Rodger,
Gordon, Christine, May, and
Mikee. And, oh yeah, who
could ever forget Kathy from
Mazatlan who showed me the

time of my life. The one-

armed-boy thanks you all.

Now, on witli the show. . .

I casually reclined in my
palatial Westwood chateau

contemplating the true meaning
of life. Actually, I was sitting

on my couch in my overpriced

apartment staring at a crack in

the plaster. Regardless, it

seemed a simple enough ques-

tion. "Why,** I asked myself,

"Why am I here?**

Suddenly, there was a sharp

knock at my door. I hopped
up from the couch, l)eing

careful to avoid the pointy

comer of 'the chipped coffee

table (you Icnow the kind that

always comes with a furnished

chateau), and peeked out the

window to see who it could
be.

To my surprise, I pulled
back the graying drapes to find

AU-Pac-lO forward Trevor WU-
son looking nervously over his

shoulder. He knocked again.

A bit nervous myself, I

opened the door and tried to

play it cool.

The 12th Man

»

"Hi, what can I do for

you?** I asked.

"Fve been watching you,'

Trevor answered. "Fve seen
you in the stands, and on
campus. I think you can help

me.
»»

I was in total shock! Trevor
Wilson, future NBA star, and
all-around good guy was com-
ing to me for help. All those

times I spotted him on campus
when I thought he never even
realized I existed, he was
watching me. When he would
go coast to coast for a monster
slam and tum to point to the

crowd, it was me he was
acknowledging.

"Sure, anything Trcv.**

•That*s Trevor, kid."

"Oh. of course. Sorry."

I invited him inside and
offered him a seat He stepped
over the coffee table and made
himself comfortable.

What did he want with me?
Possibly some personal advice?

Maybe he was looking for a
young hungry agent to ease

him through the draft

"I need some help with my

Optometry AVest
2035 W^estwood Blvd

Tuesday is UCLA Day

Have You Been Putting Off Your

VISION EXAMINATION?
Every Tues. we augment our staff

with Dr. Jejfery Lieberman, a UC
Berkeley graduate with over 10
years experience in all aspects of

VISION CARE.
»

Preferential Appointments to
Accommodate Univ. Scliedules

Dr. HARVEY R. TEMKIN
474-9551

Most Insurance Plans Accepted
Free throws haven't been easy for Trevor Wilson, but he's
got other problems to deal with.

game.** Trevor sort of

mumbled. "Fm kind of
embarrassed, and I don*t know
who else to tum toT
/ That*s it! The free throws.

He wanted me to coach him
on the finer points of the

charity stripe. After all, I used

to be a fairly decent hoopster

in my junior high days. And
now, tHe Trevor Wilson needed
my help!

Then it struck me like a ton

of bricks. This was my pur-

pose in life. I would help

Trevor with "his free throws, he
would be drafted into the

NBA, become a star and
ultimately, a role model for

thousands of youngsters across

the nation. I was about to

have a hand in shaping the

minds of potential senators,

congressmen, maybe even a
future President of the United
States!

I understood how difficult all

this was for him to talk about,

so I tried to make it easy for

him.

"No problem, I understand

completely.** He looked at me
somewhat puzzled. "We can
handle this right here."

I excused myself and headed
for the closet in my bedroom.
Standing to the side, I slid

open the door and prepared
myself for the potential ava-

lanche of old shoes, whiffle

balls, caps, gloves, bats, ace
bandages, and anything else I

managed to cram in the tiny

enclosed space.

"Help yourself to the

fridge,** I called out "FU only
be a second."

The fallout was fairly minor,
and I quickly rummaged
through the junk to find my
trusty old Nerf Hoop. The ball

was sort of crushed and fray-

ed, but it would do. I

untangled the net and straitened

the clamp.

I returned to the living

room/den/dining room to find

Trevor on the couch munching
on a hefty sandwich and
washing it down with a tall

glass of grape Kool-Aid.
"Here we go.** I sUd the

hoop over the door and tossed
him the ball.

"It*« not 10-feet high, and
the room isn*t quite 15-feet :

long, but we can wing it"

Trevor was in shock. Speech-
less, he was apparently scepti-

cal about my methods, but you
gotta wax a few cars and sand
a few floors before you enter

the ring with the big boys.

"I think the problem may be
in your release," I said as I

tried to demonstrate a more
wrist-action type shot. "Less
body, more wrist."

"Excuse me?**

"I know, your wrist is still

tender, but it will loosen up.**

"What are you talking

about?" He seemed a bit

annoyed.

"Your free throws, of
course. You want me to help

you with them, don*t you?"
"You must be kidding," he

chuckled. "How could a dopey
little sports writer help ME?"
"But you said you needed

my assistance."

"Yeah, I stepped in some
gum the other day, and ruined

my favorite shoes. 1 need them
cleaned for the tournament this

weekend.**

Hank Gathers' death still conjures up
sad images of an 'early-laurelled head'

«

I first read this poem as a
sophomore in high school.

After the events on Sunday, I

felt the time most appropriate

to call it from the archives

—

•To An Athlete Dying Young"
by A.E. Houseman.
The time you won your town

the race,

We chaired you through the

marketplace,

Man and boy stood cheering

by.

And home we brought you
shoulder-high.

Today, the road all runners

come, • 1

Shoulder-high we bring you
home.

And set you at your
threshold down,

Townsman of a stiller town.

So still was Gersten Pavilion

on Sunday around the 5:20

hour, for Hank Gathers, who
had soared shoulder-high to

complete an alley-oop dunk,

was no longer competing in

the race.

And yet even more still was
the auditorium on Tuesday,

when Gathers made his last

visit to his home court

Replacing the banners pro-

claiming the Lions as the West
Coast Conference Champions
were long, somber shrouds of
black.

Tears replaced the cheers,

and indeed, the Loyola campus
i s ^ a
stiller town this week.

Smart lad, to slip betimes

away,

From fields where glory

does not stay.

And earlier though the laurel

grows.

It withers quicker than the

rose.

Eyes the shady night has
shut.

Cannot see the record cut,

Out of the Pen

Chris
Koutures
And silence sounds no worse

than cheers,

After the earth has stopped
the ears.

Now you will not swell the

rout,

Of lads who wore their

honors out.

Runners whom renown out-

ran,
JAnd the name died before

the mm.
1

Hank Gathers was loved for

his athletic exploits, for the

way he could use his body in

a fashion few others could

emulate. We often look to the

sporting arena as a medium to

admire, to cherish, to dream.

Thus, when death hits this

arena, it hits with an impact
far more extreme than ima-
gined. Yet it hits athlet&s with

the same propensity as any
other human being.

Hank Gathers died of an

as-of-now unknown cardiac

arrest

Of all the deaths in the

United States in a given year,

over one half can be attributed

to heart ailments—to the same

killer that took Gathers.

The cause remains to be
determined.

What can be determined is

that a man is dead—and
already the vultures are on the

attack. However still Gersten
Pavilion lies now, it lies in

stark contrast to the storm
clouds abrewing outside.

Trying to attribute the

blame, even before Gathers has
been placed in his final resting

place.

Yes, the cause is an impor-
tant piece of information

—

perhaps with it future pain and
suffering can be alleviated.

But in attempting to pin

down causes now, the pain of
Gathers* family, teammates,
and friends is only extended.

Teamniate Bo Kimble chose
to remember the positive side

of Gathers, the side that

charmed so many.
Perhaps others should follow

that path.

And perhaps, in the midst of
the pain, the realization should
be made that Gathers fell

during an activity he so loved,

one in which he was so loved.

For Hank Gathers was
shoulder-high amongst his peers
before he fell, and in terms of
basketball annals, will always
be remembered in that manner.

So $et, before its echoes
fade,

The fleet foot on the sill of
shade.

And hold to the low lintel

up,

The still-defended challenge-

And round that early-

laurelled head.

Will flock to gaze the

strengthless 4ead.
And find unwithered on its

curls.

The garland briefer than a
girl's.

Water skiers find oasis in Barstow

*Oh, Gerald must have sent

you.

By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

UCLA*s best waterskiers
braved desert winds and winter
cold to train for their spring season
last weekend.
The team members were

selected from more than 50 skiers

who endured cold choppy water,

heavy winds and a sunless sky at

Lake Castaic for team trials two
weeks ago. The top 22 skiers were
chosen for the team.

The training weekend was held
at Horion Lakes, host to many
intercollegiate tournaments, in

Barstow.

*The cold didn*t bother me. I

think we should ski butt nakexl,"

team skier Mike 0*E)onnel said.

The weekend wasn*t completely
serious, as many team members
waiting to ski tanned under the

desert sun when the clouds finally

lifted.

All of the team skiers showed
tremendous improvement and
promise for the upcoming season,

according to team coach Lee
Abbott.

"It was necessary for us to train

on a tournament lake. This
weekend gave us an idea of where
we stand and where we need to

improve in a competitive situa-

tion." he said. "I am optimistic

about the upcoming season, we
have many talented skiers on the

team."

The Bruins will travel from

Chico to San Diego for six

tournaments this spring. They
compete with West Coast schools

such as San Diego State, Berkeley,

Sacramento State and Chico State.

The best teams come from the

southeast, where lop professional

skiers are offered scholarships.

The West Coast schools have only

recently become competitive.

UCLA*s team has been fortu-

nate to recently receive a boat to

use for training. The father of team

UCLA water skiers are on
their own wavelength. '

skier Mike 0*Donnel donated a

1988 Mastercraft for the team*s

use.

"We were so lucky to get this

boat But we are still hving off of

the charity of others or out of our

own pockets to support the team,**

said Abbot.

The problem is funding,
according to men*s captain Mark
Levey. "We get some money from
UCLA and we have gotten spon-

sorship from Sport LTD in Wood-
land Hills, but to run a team we will

need a lot more than that** said

Levey. "Luckily, most of our

skiers have their own equipment**
This quarter has been primarily

used for fund raising, said Jeff

Danielson. "We have earned as

much as I expected, but we still

need a 16t of outside support to

really get the money it takes to run

an expensive sport like water
skiing.**

"We are basically bogged down
by the bureaucracy right now,"
said Levey. "We are trying to show
what a big moneymaking sport this

can be for the school.**

Other colleges with private

lakes regularly bring in $100,000 a

year, Levey said. He added that a
locally established training site

would allow skiers to improve
tremendously and would add legi-

timacy to the team.

"•*Wc expect to show some
excellent results in the coming
season to show everyone we are a

serious team," Levey said.

TEAM OUTHTTER
CUSTOM T^HIRTS

riOVELTY ITEMS & QIFTS

OFFSIDE
11710 SanU Monica Blvd. WXJI

(Close to UCLA)

(213) 207-4226 820-663

LONDON
CLEANERS

°

Westwood*s Only
Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum ,

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

Not V<3lid VVitli Otlier Offers
Expires 3/22/90

'V..^

PCHOUSE
11275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los^Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 478-4136

80 DATA 12 MHz AT System
- IM Bytes Memory, Wait State

- FD/HD Controller w/1.2MB Dtive

- At Case w/ Speed Display a/u» 200W Power Supply
- 2 Serials, 1 Parallel and 1 Gaines Ports

- Video Card and Monitor

J

101 Click Keyboard

I

MONO $ 679.QQ EGA $965.^0 VGA$995.«o

80 DATA 386 SX System
- IM Bytes Memory, Wait State

- 1:1 Interleaved FD/HD Controller w/1.2 MP Dtive
- Mini case/Keylock/Reset /Speed Display

'2 Serials, 1 Parallel and 1 Games Potts

- Video Card and Monitor
- 101 Click Keyboard

MONO $950.°° EGA $1215.°° VGA $1245.°°

">

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman^ Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•ExcitiHg extended line of designer fashion
eyewear

•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,
including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) 208-3913
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UCLA netters roll into tourney with hi^
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By Lauri Lappin
Staff Writer

With a 15-2 overall season
record thus far. the UCLA men's
tennis squad looks ahead to some
solid competition in the main draw
of the 34th annual Southern Cali-
fornia Intercollegiate Champion-
ship Tournament hosted by
Pasadena's Valley Hunt Tennis
Club startirtg today and lasting

through the weekend.

In the qualifying draw, 64
players will compete for 16 avail-

able spots in the main draw of 32.
In the doubles sphere, the tourna-
ment will allow four qualifying
teams to enter, totaling eight duos
in the main draw.
UCLA players will look to

match their shots against rep-

resentatives from top-ranking
schools such as No. 11 -ranked
use, No. 18-ranked Pepperdine,
and No. 9-ranked UC Irvine.

UCLA's own Jason Netter is

seeded No. 1 in the tourney ahead
of use's Donni Isaacs and UCI's
Mike Roberts at No. 2 and 3,

respectively.

"The tournament will give
everyone a chance to show what
they can do and may make a
difference in the season's Iineup^*l.

UCLA head coach Glenn Bassett
explained.

"Players who aren't in the
present lineup can move in there.

while some guys can move up on
the ladder if they have a good
showing in the tournament," he
added.

Netter, Bill Barber, Mark
Knowles, and Bill Behrens have
already secured their spots in the
main draw, however Behrens,
having twisted his ankle recently,
is still questionable.

Several Bruins have promising
opportunities to do well this time
around.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

In 1988, Netter took it all the
way clinching the singles tide in
the tournament

Sophomore Bill Baiter man-
aged a respectable win over No. 7
seed Tomer Zimmerman of Pep-
perdine in a tough three setter.
From there, teammate Mark

Quinney took over. After over-
coming Barber, he met more than
his match as he finally fell to the
No. 1 seed, Mark Kaplan of Irvine,
in the quarter finals.

Women's tennis flat, but sweep BC anyway

Allegra Milholland

By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

If the UCLA women's tennis

team looked like it was playing in

fifth gear last week at the National
Team Indoor Championships, then

yesterday it looked like it was
playing in first.

"I think the team's very tired,"

head coach Bill Zaima observed
during the Bruins' dual meet
against the Eagles of Boston
College.

LARGE 16" PIZZA w/2 TOPPINGS
only ^7.99 + 2 FREE

16 OZ. SODAS
EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON! '

must mention coupon when ordering

208-4348
We deliver 'till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

after 5 pm only - one meat loppinQ only - Canadian
bacon extra -specialty pizzas not included

STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

I

I

I

BUY ONE SLICE & GET
A FREE ITALIAN SALAD

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

50c DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

SAVI

exp 3/19/90

STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
'7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan."

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

—

*

ybur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Inunediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fp(^ a choice

Family PlanningAssociates

Medical Group

AT IMS PRKE, IT SOUNDS
100G

Believe it. Al & Ed's brings you this

top-of-the-line Kenwood CD player

at a rock-bottom price. Just like we've

been bringing audiophiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.
'

With top-notch stereo instollation at

every Al & Ed's, and sales advisors

who know their product inside ond out,

people have come to know us as the

mobile electronics specialist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, AI& Ed's knows all. And

that's the honest truth.

• I I TO BE TRUE.

KENWOOD AM/FW CD PLAYER PULIOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With oufomotK looding, 3

" CD single (opobiiify, optimum servo (onfrol,

direct frock occess, double oversompling, triple beom loser, rondom shuffle

ploy, trock scon, PU synthesized tuner, 30 station presets, seek ond
monuol tuning, 2 color illumination, outomotic memory entry, locol/distont

switch, ond lots more. io(»?t

REG $749

*399
47% Off

._GD.Ci?

100 WAH AM/FM SHRIO aSSCTTE
* »eol powerfiovs* leoturmg ?4 slofw ptftets, ouIwiioIk hiusk sensoi epr ccn^
Pfwmp oolpuls, DoKiv NR oulo reverse, memofy «on 4 woy lode. tmLmkti^
sepofote boss/lreWe (oofioK, bqtM) (fysfol muhi lundion diiplov with *29V
Quo(t;lo(k?toiioo<,o«dmo(e i«/m/ .^r r

MfTAlUi
41% Off

SO^^YAM/FM POllOUT aSSEHI REGIVER

KEG S3)0

X lol (ml Pll Ouori/ Srnthevs lunet, l8fM • '6AM pteset tuning wrtti

'"onof'stefecJOK/lorswiKh, outomotKriw(ie(osieNede(k swUli #«^W
^toble boss ond treble contioh. »MS output wfti fodet control negotrve 'IQW
l( niuhi f'jiutioii dispioy sWe out onii ttieft (hossis ««os; •

^ ' m

34%tlV

:CU1
aRAURJNWrTN
TWO REMOTE
TRANSMIHERSAND
LIFETIME WARRANTY
f«otut« ? UHf remote

(onfrol mmi-trofismitters to ^
oim/disoffTi system, limited

lifetime woffonfy, dtgitoMy

emoded modulofion wifti fhousonds o(

digitol (ode (ombmofions, totirfly keyless

opeiotion, floshing IfO ond more

--

^

VV^'

179
KTMUi

^^jL STEAL) f>

URAURM
lY THE MAKERS
Of DERRINGER

An ifnp«(aWe swutity sysiini Hmi ieatutr

ultio itwi penonoly (odtd trans SAif
mner • lemoit ponv iwtMe ^m^mSim
• StMXMiguoid Gloss PiotRtnn 9O^A
•MM MSTAUED

DEFY AUTO TNEH AT THE
PUSHOFAMiTTON
Industry e«lu«ve 2 buftofi

ultro thin tronsmiftei, Wd "

piogiommoble ond rep»o

gtommoble, high poiwefed

bridged output siien, eosy moontmg

ShotterGooid * gloss breok detefor,

selective ShotterGoord* Aensot mhitnt,

ottive Of possive ormmg ond more

REG S539

<398
MfTAIUi

Al& Ed^ Autosound
THE SPECiAUSTS IN MOBILE ELEQRONICS.^ WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT

nfdfi
s

TACOS AL CARBON

Try our

freshly charbroiled

taste treats!

with this coupon . y * /,

Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get
another item of eciual or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

1 coupon per person Exp. 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer
Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:
Chips and Saisa from our Fresh Saisa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

($18) 901-1477

16330 VENTURA BLVD. n ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

U533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS
(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIOGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TAR2ANA

(818) 343-8200

11106 W. aYMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3fd STREET at LA CIENEGA

(213) 657-1002

11819 WILSHIRE BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL

(213) 650^66

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) 827-8993

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HLLS
(818) 346-9144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

Tecantx* really tough when youve^ a bad burger nabu. rou

findywrselfthinking abimt burgers all day long. You cant wail tillyou

get another burger fix'l But it aoesn t have to be that way! Ihere is a

Fresii Alternative. . .Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads

are made fresh beforeyour eyes. So get nd ofthat burger on your bock

Come to Subway Westwood Village for a quick recovery.

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK t ^T \> HOURS

^

YOUR ONLY BRUIN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

I

I

I

Any
Foot-Long

Sub or
Large SaladMMm Any

Foot-Long
Sub or
Large Salad

AT VOUR ONLY BRUIN
iSUBiunv*

WESTWOOD AT
DB

LINDBROOK

Still, UCLA*s first gear proved
to be more than Boston College

could handle as the No. 2-ranked
Bruins swept the Eagles, 9-0, and
improved their record to 13-1.

Clinching the meet at No. 6
singles was freshman Allegra
Milholland, a 4-6, 6-1, 6-1 winner
over Katie Sullivan.

"It was a relief to be able to get

out and win a match rather than

talking on the sidelines," said

Milholland, who did that most of
the time at the Indoors.

Taking the day off were No.
11 -ranked Jessica Emmons and
No. 19 Kim Po.

In Emmons place at No. 1 was
Athlete-of-the-Week Kirsten
Dreyer, who extended her perfect

dual match record to 13-0 with a
6-1, 6-0 shellacking of Jennifer

Lane.

At No. 2, Mamie Ceniza
triumphed over Pam Piorkowski,
6-4, 6-1, Cammie Foley was the

first one off the courts at No. 4 with
a 6-1. 6-1 win over Regina Pagan,

and Stella Sampras took care of
Megan Wilson, 6-4, 7-5 al No. 5.

Both Foley and Ceniza admitted
that "mentally, it's hard to get up
for (this meet)** but they had a
relative cakewalk compared to

Iwalani McCalla at No. 3.

McCalla was the q)itome of
exhaustion in her match against
Michelle Chua.
"Nothing felt right," said

McCalla, who'd played 13 sets in

four days at the Indoors.

Nothing went right either.
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See a winner, be a winner
By Michael Sondheimer
Contributor

Every person in attendance at the UCLA-USC women*s
basketball game tonight at 7 p.m. in Pauley Pavilion will be eligible
to participate in one of two halftime American Airlines shooting
contests.

There will be a half-court shooting contest where the first person
making the shot wins a prize package which includes a back pack
from Lincoln-Mercury, free Sundance Natural Juice Sparklers, an
Alpine Frames Poster Picture, an ASUCLA Cooperage pizza,
dinner for two at Acapulco*s in Westwood, dinner for two at
Burger King in Westwood, CBS Record CD*s & tapes, a Bear
Necessities clothing coupon and free movie passes.
The second contest being run at the same time is from the top of

the key. Anyone making this shot will win a combination of CBS
records, sun shades, pens & golf tees from Lincoln-Mercury,
Sundance Natural Juice Sparklers and Penguin's Frozen Yogurt
coupons.

H • II S
From page 56

points in the loss to the Huskies.

UCLA guard Rehema Stephens,

leading the Pac-10 in scoring, has

broken the conference record for

shot attempts in a season with a

mind-boggling 556 attempts
through last weekend. Averaging
20.1 points a night, Stephens has

shot only 40 percent from the field

for the season, and has slumped
recently, shooting 30 percent in her

last five games.
Earlier this season, the Bruins

were losing to the Trojans at the

half, but rebounded in the second
half to defeat the women of Troy,

The Trojans (8-18, 6-11 in the

Pac-10) are led by senior forward

Tammy Hammond. UCLA's Sandra VanEmbricqs D's up
ALBERT SOONGADaay Bruin
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GENERAL EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS

/*U'

College of Letters and Science general education requirement courses will be offered in the following
subject areas during 1990 Summer Sessions:

>.

Anthropology

Art History

Astronomy
Atmospheric Sciences

Biology

Chemistry and
Biochemistry

Classics

Communication
Studies

East Asian Languages
and Cultures

Economics

English

Ethnomusicology and
Systematic Musicology

Film and Television

Folklore and Mythology
Geography
History

REGISTRATION OPEN

Italian

Linguistics

Mathematics
Microbiology

Music
Philosophy

Physics/

Political Science

Psychology,

Sociology

Theater

DODD HALL
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1990 Pac-10 Basketball Tournament
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Arizona

V

smnrara

Television coverage on
KCBS with half hour delay.
Mountain times shown.

Gmm
MarchS

12 Arizona I
OVERALL: 21 -6

PAC-10: 15-3

STARTING UNEUP: §
F-Brian Williams

F-Judd Buechler i
C-Ed Stokes

G-Matt Muehlebach

G-MattOthick i

i3Califbmia
OVERALL: 21^

PAO10: 12-6

STARHNG UNEUP:

F-Roy Rsher

F-Bryant Walton

C-6rian Hendrick

G-Ryan Drew

G-Keith Smith

#4UCU
OVERALL: 18-9

PAC-10: 11-7

STARTING LINEUP:

F-Trevor Wilson

F-Don Maclean

C-Tracy Murray

G-Gerald Madkins

G-Darrick Martin

15 Oregon
OVERALL: 15-12

PAC-10: 10-8

STARTING UNEUP:

F-Keitti Reynolds

F-BobFife

C-Richard Lucas

G-Terrell Brandon

G-Kevin Mixon

16 Stanford
OVERAU.: 17-10

PAC-10: 9-9

STARTING UNEUP:

F-Andrew Vlaliov

F-Adam Keete

C-Derek Bruton

G-John Patrick

G-Kenny Ammann

f7USC
OVERALL: 11-15

PAC-10: 6-12

STARTING UNEUP:

F-Ronnie Coleman

F-Calvin Banks

C-Chris Munk

G-RobertPack

G-Han)ld Miner

f8ilrizaiaSt.ii9lllfas^
OVERALL: 21-6OVERALL: 21-6

PAC-10: 15-3

STARTING UNEUP:

F-Alex Austin

F-Mark Becker

C-lsaac Austin

G-Matt Anderson

G-Mike Redhair

PAC-10: 15-3

STARTING UNEUP:

F-Dion Brown

F-Mike Hayward

C-MarkWest

G-Brent Merritt

G-Eldridge Recasner

iiollltasli.SL

OVERALL: 7-21

PAC-10: 1-17

STARTING UNEUP:

F-Neil Evans

F-Brian Paine

C-Danyl Woods
'

G-David Sanders

G-Bennie Seltzer

TOM YUlMMly Bruio

New Westwood Store Sells Offidally Licensed UCLA Products

BEAR NECESSITIES
Bear Necessities,

llocated at 10904
jLindbrook Avenue in

IWestwood, opened last

summer. It is a convenient

alternative to ASUCLA's
Student Store, which is the

country's largest selling

student store.

Mark Levenson, the

owner ofBear Necessities,

has been in the business

I

for the past 15 years.

I

Among the 6 other stores

he has owned are *World

of Sports" which
specialized in pro-style

products in LA and one

supporting UNLV.
*We have one of the

largest selections ofUCLA
merchandise in the

country that no one else

has. All of the items are

custom made for us.*

Bear Necessities offers

a 10 percent UCLA

student discount, with an

ID and reg card, at the

store on every item. There

has been a very positive

reaction as far as the

quality of the goods and

the designs are unique to

the store only.

^ All of Bear Necessities*

products are officially

licensed by UCLA Bear

Necessities features many
specialty items, over 150

different styles of

sweatshirts, over 40 styles

of hats, over 40 different

styles of jackets and a

large selection of T-shirts

and much more. Also, the

store will soon carry the

actual UCLA basketball

warmups and authentic

UCLA football jerseys. In

fact, the biggest seller at

Bear Necessities is the all-

wool authentic UCLA
baseball cap» which is the

same one that the Bruins*

baseball team wears.

Bear Necessities pays a

7.5 percent royalty fee to

all of the manufacturers

(from the wholesale price)

on every item it sells.

Levenson, an avid Bruin

fan, currently has 3 Bruin

students working for him.

Bear Necessities in the

future, would like to have

personal appearances,

such as getting an

autograph session with

John Wooden to sign his

book at the store.

Bear Necessities is

looking forward to

offering all UCLA students

and faculty a convenient

shopping experience by

keeping extended store

hours seven days a week:

Mon-Thur 10am-9pm, Fri

& Sat lOam-lOpm, and Sun

ll:30am-6pm. 824-7115

Bear Necessities has

developed a good working

relationship with the

UCLA Athletic
Department, such as

helping them with

different activities and

events. The store has also

had great success with the

television commercial

starring head basketball

coach Jim Harrick.

Bear Necessities is only

a few blocks from campus,

and parking is very

accessible, as there is

parking under the

building and across the

street

Photo by Scott Weenif«

Bear Necessities features one of the largest selections oj

UCLA merchandise that cannot be found anywhere else.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 1 MONTH ONLY 25%-50% OFF SALE NOW!
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Swimmers have an 'almost' meet at Pao-lOs
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

LONG BEACH—After all was
said and done last night, the UCLA
men*s swim team had landed the

second spot in the Pac-IQ Champ-
ionship meet for the second year in

a row. Powerhouse Stanford
defended its tide and ran way with

the meet, beating UCLA by 281
points and claiming eight Pac-10
event titles.

With 643 points and four titles,

the Bruins had their best confer-

ence meet since 1982, when they
won the Pac-10 team title.

Although the Cardinal swam miles

ahead of the Pac, UCLA head
coach Ron Ballatore said, "We did
almost everything that we wanted
to accomplish."

But only "almost" because there

are still several swimmers who are
capable of qualifying for NCAAs
but haven*i as yet, according to

Ballatore. Although most qualify-
ing times arc made at the Pac-10
meet, if probable qualifiers Andy
O'Grady, Greg Schaffer, and Brad
Toothaker make cuts at this

weekend's Bruin Inviutional,
UCLA will tote 16 swimmers to

the national championships.
In last night's action. Bruin

Andrea Cecchi took his second

championship title of the meet
when he blazed to a 1:59.39 win in

the 200-yard breaststroke. Cecchi,

who had previously defended his

title in the 100-yard breast, was
fmally able to show the Pac-10
how he performed in the 200 breast

after being disqualified in the

event last year.

Brian Kurza, who won the 50-

yard free, Monday night, blazed
out ahead of the field for the Hrst

part of the 100-yard free last night,

only to be out-touched to the wall
by USC*s Erik Ran. Kurza placed
second in 43.73.

Although freshman Geoff Cro-

nin—the Bruins* top prospect in

the backstroke—was disqualified

in the prelims of the 200-yard
backstroke, yesterday, for not
touching the wall on a turn,

yesterday, Mark Thompson and
Giuseppe Tiano brought in points
in the event by finishing fourth and
sixth, respectively.

Another stroke of bad luck
befell the Bruins when they had to

enter in the 200-yard butterfly

event without the services of top
flyer Mark Dean—a U.S. national

team member in the event It was
discovered that Dean had suffered

a collapsed lung Monday, when he

had difficulty breathing after

swimming a 200 IM. Dean was
sent home and quickly hospital-

ized.

Nonetheless, Bruin flyer Matjaz
Kozelj filled in for the ailing Dean
and took second in the event
(1:45.51).

Stanford went out quickly in the
final event-the 400-yard frees-

tyle-but so did UCLA anchor
Byron Davis, who swam his
lifetime best in the 100-free split

(44.88). However, the tireless

Cardinal dominated slightly
throughout the race and came up
with a 2:55.66 win.

Bniin moxie shows,
No. 1 Stanford falls
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer ^ "^
Of the 1,100 spectators on hand at Pauley Pavilion last night, very few

would have been able to predict the outcome of the UCLA men*s volley-
ball match with Stanford.

After spotting the top-ranked Cardinal an early two games to none
advantage, die No. 4 Bruins stormed back to take the final three games to
win the match 2-15. 15-17, 15-7, 15-9. 15-12.

In what UCLA head coach called his team's "most intense and
emotional match of the year," the Bruins defeated Stanford for the third
straight time in moving their record to 14-2 (9-2 in league play).

The key to the entire match, according to Scates was the Bruins* ability

to lake everything the Stanford offense had to offer—and still come back
for more. In particular, senior Mike Garcia came up with a match-high
seven digs.. ,; _,

"I was really impressed with the way our defense played tonight."
commented Scates. "Especially Garcia, who was definitely the quickest
player out there. He dug nails, and came up with some balls that I thought
should have been kills."

All the Bruins' hard work paid off. as UCLA held a normally efficient

Stanford team to a .253 hitting percentage, while limiting All-American
Dan Hanan to a paltry 13 kills for a .233 average.

UCLA's own All-American. Trevor Schirman. led a spirited
comeback with a match-high 28 kills and seven blocks to hand Stanford
(now 7-2, 7-1 in WIVA play) its first WIVA loss.

"I felt really good out there." explained Schirman. "It took a total team
effort to pull this one out, and everyone came through when we needed
it."

The bench, most notably, stepped in to give the UCLA lineup a spark.
Freshman setter Albert Hanneman—who added three service aces

—

entered the match after the Bruins had fallen behind 4-1 in the second
game. He made an instant impact on the offense as he engineered the
UCLA comeback.

UCLA
By Dov Tamler

use
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M\Ke Garcia and the Bruins "dug nails" and came bacl< from two-games down to upset ttie
Cardinal last night

Hoops . . . A Journey to the Tourney
Contributor

The women's basketball team
(16-8, 1 1-6). still reeling from two
road losses in Washington and the

loss of standout point guard Nicole
Anderson, will tiy to rebound
tonight in the final game of the

regular season against USC.
A win would maintain the

Bruins' modest hopes of making
the NCAA tournament
"We have to execute well and

win tonight—the rest is up to tht

'selection committee," said head
coach Billie Moore. "Placing third

in the Pac-10, as strong as it is,

seems like we should have a pretty

good chance."

Already, the Bruins are assured
of their best Pac-10 finish ever,

having clinched third place in the

conference when fourth-place
Oregon was upset by Arizona.
Since the inception of Pac-10 play
in 1986-87. the Bruins have fin-

ished fourth all three seasons.

After a relatively consistent

conference season, the Washing-
ton trip marked the first time this

year thatUCLA has lost a weekend
set of Pac-10 games.

Tonight's contest at Pauley is

the final home game for seniors

Sandra VanEmbricqs, Michele

Women's Hoops Showdown

Who: UCLA (16-11) vs. USC (a-18)

Where: Pauley Pavilion

When: Tonight at 7.t)0 p.m.

Note: The Bruins are on the bubble

of qualifying for the NCAA

tourney and a win is

essential.

Wootton. and Sheri Bouldin.

The Bruins, who have not been
to the NCAAs since 1984-85. will

find out on March 1 1 if they are to

be part of the elite 48-team field. If

it is invited, UCLA would likely

have its first-round game on the

road.

Anderson, who sprained her left

knee in a spill underneath the

basket during the Washington
game, is not expected to play for

the Bruins tonight and may be lost

for the rest of the season.

If the Bruins are to compensate
for the loss of Anderson effective-

ly, they may need big games from
guards DeDe Mosman and
Rachelle Roulier. Mosman. when
on. owns a deadly perimeter game,
shooting 40 percent from three-

point land and has set a new UCLA
record with 33 treys this season.

Roulier, the team's best free-throw
shooter at 84.6 percent, is also a
threat from the outside.

Lately, the Bruins have been led
by their starting forwards, VanEm-
bricqs and Wootton. VanEmbricqs
has hit for double figures in her last

10 games, averaging 17.4 points

and 10.1 rebounds over that span.
She has also been red hot from the
field, shooting 57 percent during
the last 10 games.

Wootton, now averaging 10.6
points per game, has scored at least

10 points in eight of the last nine
games, and led the team with 18

See HOOPS, page 54

Pao-lO Tourney Pre
Thursday marks the opening round of the

final Pac-10 Basketball Postseason Tourna-
ment, and if you're really going to follow the

action in Tempe. Az., you need the Daily Bruin
Sports guide to the Tourney. Check out the
faster format

See page 55

Two columns in one
Look inside for special editions of two of Daily
Bruin Sports' most popular columns. Out of the
Pen takes a look at one of the most serious
events of the week, while The 1 2th Man tackles
something on the lighter side. There's some-
thing for everybody.

See pages 50 & 51

Taking tlie net
The UCLA women's tennis team rocked and

shocked Boston College's world yesterday at
LATC. The Bruin netters brought out their
brooms, but they could have been Salem's

\ mythical witches because they put the Eagles
tinder a nasty spell.

See page 53

Vol. CXXX, No. 90
arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Lecture focuses

women's roles

Paula Giddings, chairwoman
of Rutgers University
Women's Studies depaitment,
will speak at UCLA today on
the role of African American
women in American society.

EntiUed **The Historical Role
of Black Women in America,'

Giddings' lecture is co-spon-
sored by the Center for African
American Studies andthe<

ga Psi Phi sorority.

The event is open to the

public and will begin at noon in

314 Royce Hall.

Inside
Hre smolces out
Hieber students

A small Ore in Rieber Hall

caused the seven-story building

to be evacuated early Thursday
mortiing.

See page 5

Viewpoint

BKntzes
with Bush

Scott Greenberg meets up
with the Commander-in-Chief
for a chat over coffee and
breakfast

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

liove, glins

sex, psychosis
The psychological thriller

'Blue Steer starring Jamie Lee
Curtis explores the boundaries

of love and obsession.

See page 16

Sports

Can Bniins

pack bags?
Shed Bouldin and UCLA

may have secured an NCAA
tournament invitation last night

against USC.

See page 32
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Hundreds cali for safer campus
Rape education, more security

addressed at candlelight march

SUZANNE STATES/Daiiy Bruin

Junior Noa Katrin Tabackman and senior Marisa Avolio

prepare for Thursday night's march for campus safety.

By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

About 400 people marched
through campus to residence halls,

fraternities and Murphy Hall on
Thursday night to demand the

administration educate students

about rape and make the campus
safer.

Led by vigil organizers, they

urged the administration to hold
mandatory education programs at

orientations and fraternity rushes,

increase Community Service
Officers patrolling areas at night

and take other safety actions.

The protesters, carrying can-

dles, chanted **Students, unite!

Take back the night!" and other

slogans throughout the march.
They began at Westwood Plaza,

where speakers urged women and
n^n in the audience to pressure the

administration and educate them-
selves, their friends and families

about rape.

One speaker specifically
thanked the women who wrote to

the Daily Bruin and the campus
feminist newsmagazine about their

personal rape stories.

These stones gave organizers

the drive to hold the vigil, said the

speaker, Theta Pavis-Weil, editor

of the feminist newsmagazine
Together.

Another speaker gave the pro-

testers more reason to march when
she said she was raped during a
Christmas party last year.

The crowd went mute when the

speaker, not a UCLA student,

recounted in a broken voice how
last week she had a flashback of
the rape when her father uninten-

tionally wore the brand of cologne
her rapist used.

After the speeches, the four-

block line of candlelight headed up
Bruin Walk and then winded down
Gayley Avenue. It stopped traffic

for several minutes a few times as
marchers crossed the street.

The march ended at Murphy
Hall where organizers handed
Chancellor Charles Young's rep-

resentative. Assistant Chancellor

John Sandbrook, a list of demands
and piles of cards signed by the

marchers requesting administra-

tive action.

See IMARCH, page 9

Talks over negative check-off issue reopen
Administrators

opposed to fee;

students want it

By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

UC President David Gardner
and the Council of Chancellon
officially announced on Thursday
that they were ^^fundamentally at

odds with student governments**

on the issue of negative check-off.

But apparently bending to outside

pressure, they are re-entering

negotiations with student leaders.

'The chancellors of the four

campuses (with a negative check-

off policy) . . . will enter into

discussion with their student gov-

ernment representatives to consid-

er if a mutually agreeable
alternative can be found. I will take

no further action on this matter

"(We are) of the
opinion that negative

check-off..* is both an
inappropriate means
for the collection of

fees from students,

and an inappropriate

use of the student fee

registration canL^'

David Gaidner

until such discussions have
occurred,** Gardner said in a letter

to the chancellors.

Negative check-off, a system by
which students can waive an
optional fee fFpm their registration

statements by initiahng a box, has

turned into a major controversy in

recent months since Gardner
announced he may decide to

cancel the fee system — overrid-

ing a student vote on four'UC
campuses, including UCLA.

Historically, Gardner, who is

staunchly against the policy he

claims is "deceptive,** has dead-

locked with student governments
over the controversial fee system
which has been funding the Cali-

fornia Public Interest Group
(CALPIRG) for several years now.

In his letter, Gardner said he and

the chancellors had seriously con-
sidered the arguments of student

leaders who claimed sovereignty

of the student vote and showed
their support for the environmental

and consumer lobby group, whose
future would be in question if the

fee policy were cancelled, but he

said the administrative position

had not changed.

"Having given careful consider-

ation to these arguments, we
. nevertheless remain strongly of the

opinion that negative check-off

... is both an inappropriate means
for the collection of fees from
students, and an inappropriate use

of the student fee registration

card.**

Although it is not yet clear what
middle ground lies between the

arguments for and against negative

check-off, UCSA Vice President

Lloyd Monserratt said both sides

were taking steps forward and that

See page 12

Ex-task force head suspected in new scandal
Juanita St- John allegedly wrote

checks to herself totaling $4,700

By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

Almost $5,000 was allegedly

taken by former city employee
Juanita St. John from an anti-geno-

cide organization set up by a

UCLA professor in a scandal that

has shaken both Muiphy Hall and
aty Hall.

A spokesman for the district

attorney &aid Thursday that St
John is suspected of writing three

checks to herself totalling $4,700

on the account set up for Global
Alert, a non-profit organization for

which she served as treasurer.

Global Alert was set up by Leo
Kuper, a UCLA professor emeri-

tus of sociology, for whom St John
worked in the late 1960s, when he
was director of the university's

African Studies Center.

St. John is also suspected by the

district auomey of using $31,000
of city money to cover debts to

Mayor Tom Bradley and other

business associates, incurred in a

joint real estate venture.

The money. District Attorney

Ira Reiner charged Wednesday,
came from $180,000 St.^ohn took

from the city*s defunct on-campus
Africa-trade task force while she

was its director.

In various news reports, Bradley

said he did not know the money
had come from task force coffers.

St. John worked in various

capacities for more than two
decades for the African Studies

Center and was hand-picked by
Bradley for the task force's four-

year directorship.

After the task force disbanded in

1989. St John became the focus of,

numerous investigations and liti-

gation which came to a head
Wednesday, when District Attor-

ney Reiner charged her with two
counts of grand theft and three

counts of filing false income tax

returns in connection with the task

force and Global Alert.

District attorney spokesman
Mike Botula said $5,000 was
donated to a Global Alert account
from Shapell Industries. A district

attorney's office press release

stated that Kuper, the organiza-

tion's founder, was previously

unaware of the donation and that

St John allegedly misused the

money.

See ST. JOHN, page 11
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TODAY, FRIDAY. MARCH Q

•Mardi Gras

'Band Audition Tapes and Booth Packet Deadline
-4:00 pm
-129 Kerdchoff Hall

•UCLA Women's Studies Program
-The Historical Role of Black Women in America
-Noon
-314 Royce Hall

•Cultural AflFaIrs

'^ -Noon Concert: Flaco Jimenez
-Westwood Plaza

•Placement &. Career Planning Center
-Resume Doctor
-9:00-10:00 am
-Between Math Science and PCPC Building

•Cultural Affairs

-Culture Fest

-4:00-6:00 pm /_^^ •

-Westwood Plaza

SATURDAY MARCH 10

•Cool Conference
-Listen to the Words Concert
-8:00 pm
-AGB ~-r;-^~---r—--—^--

TUESDAY. MARCH 13

- 'Campus Events

-"Married...With Children" Cast Appearance
-7:00 pm
-AGB

WEDNESDAY. MARCH JA

t

r,

iUi^

•Placement &. Career Planning Center
-13th Annual Minority Recruitment &< Career
Conference

-2:00-6:00 pm
-AGB

(£®fiflaKi(S ^iriTiiii\€ira®iKi^3

•UCLA Housing

-On-Campus Housing Application Deadline
-5:00 pm
-March 20
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Museum to exhibit

liistoiy of fbigery
By Graham Heathcote

Associated Press

LONDON — Priests in ancient

Babylon faked an inscription to

make their temple seem older. A
modem Scottish museum had to

fake a fish with fur to satisfy public

demand.
These are among 600 objects in

a British Museum exhibition

opening Friday that displays 3,000

years of the forger's art and
suggests that fakes often reflect

what people want to believe.

The objects range from a faked

Roman chariot and photographs of

fairies to a forged Rembrandt
painting and a wi(ph*s wreath.

The exhibition "Fake? The Art

of Deception/* running through

Sept 2, contains fake jewels,

coins, sculptures, fossHs, furniture

and porcelain.

There's even a letter purporting

to have been written by Jesus

Christ.

"Most of the worst errors in this

exhibition are our own,** says

director Sir David M. Wilson.

"It's not surprising as we have

been collecting for a long time as

museums go, nearly 250 years.

The forgers had more than a head
start as they were busy in ancient

Babylon 3,000 years ago," he said.

Wilson admits: "There is a
horrid fascination about fakes.

Although we sweep them under

the carpet, we talk about them all

the time because we know we as

experts are falUble.'
»»

Thursday's headline, "UCLA employees' drug abuse sparks

assistance program" printed with the subheading, "Cameras, drug
tests used in addition to consultation center" was misleading.

UCLA's employee assistance program counsels employees on a

variety of matters including, but not exclusively, drug abuse. And
UCLA does not employ cameras or drug tests. The survey cited in

the story was taken of the entire workforce and not only of theUCLA
campus, as the story may have implied.
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sigkiatures

with lies
Students back

petition based on
misinfomiation

By Eugene Ahn
Senior Staff Writer

To the UCLA students who
signed a state pesticide regulation

initiative being circulated on cam-
pus this week, the man holding the

petition clipboards has a confes-

sion to make:
He lied.

The man, who identified him-
self only as Yitzhuk, admitted

Thursday that he misrepresented

his position to at least three

students when he told them hours

before he was a Sierra Club

• MATTHIAS OAUB/Oaily Bruin

Yitzhuk, right distributes petitions Thursday on Bruin Wall<.

member whose organization was
backing the initiative, officially

known as the Consumer Pesticide

Enforcement Act for Food, Water
and Worker Safety.

"Well, Tm not a member but I

send them money and stuff," he

explained later. "Listen, I believe

in the Sierra Club, I support them,

so I say I work for them.'*

Supporters of the pesticide

initiative said they were shocked

See UES, page 12

SCOTT WEERSir^G^^aily Bruih

L/CM Dance Company celebrates its 15th anniversary at Royce Hall.

Anniversary:
25th birthday ofUCLA Dance Company
to be commemorated with Royce concerts
By Leslie Shefton

Contributor

In celebration of its 25th anniversary, the UCLA
Dance Company will have a commemorative concert

at Royce Hall tonight and Saturday night.

Highlighting the company's continuing associa-

tion with noted choreographers, the concert will

feature four dance pieces performed by 29 undergra-

duate and graduate students.

The UCLA Dance Company was founded in 1%6
to meet the need of increasing growth of student

performance by providing the opportunity to study

under professional choreographers, said Alma
Hawkins, professor Emeritus of dance and one of the

company's principal founders.

"It's terribly important that in thi$ particular day,

when there's so much value placed on the material

aspects of life, that here (the dance students) get in

touch with their creative potentials and development
of expression," Hawkins said.

Dance was just another sport and degrees in dance
were nonexistent at American universities until

1953, when Hawkins pioneered the development of
the dance major at UCLA.
UCLA first offered a dance degree through the

physical education department in 1955, and the first

dance department in the country was established

under the newly formed College of Fine Arts in 1960.

Advanced degree programs in modern dance
performance and choreography were offered two
years later, said Hawkins, who hopes the next step

will be a Ph.D program.

Students must audition for a position with the

Dance Company, which holds one performance at

'

UCLA each year and tours like a professional

company every few years to places such as Mexico,
Taiwan and Finland.

"Brief Songs," one of the four pieces in tonight's

performance, was choreographed by founding and
current director of the company and Dance Depart-

ment Chair Carol Scothom. The five-minute-long

piece, which was first performed atUCLA in 1987, is

based on music by Joan LaBarbara, who will attend

the show.

This year's piece has been extended to about 10
minutes long with another musical work by
LaBarbara, Scothom said.

The largest piece of the program, Jose Limon's
classic "Missa Brevis," includes 19 dancers and is 35
minutes long. It was last staged at UCLA in 1970 by
the late Limon himself. This time the piece will be
directed by Limon Company dancer Risa Steinberg.

Also scheduled for the anniversary concert is a

preview of a new work by guest choreographer

Murray Louis and a restaging of 1989's "Family," by
guest artists Joanie Smith and Dapiel Shapiro.

According to Scothom, each piece is unique and

has a different flavor. "That's modem dance," she

said. "It's not one school but many styles and

different approaches. The context of modem dance is

the individual artist himself. It's not limited in its

vocabulary like some traditional forms of dance.

Basically, anything is possible."

Tickets for the concerts are $13 for the general

public and $10 for students and seniors and are

available at the Central Ticket Office. For more
information, call 825-2953 or 825-9261. Both shows
will begin at 8 p.m.

UCLA I • not predict V

more parking problems,
but EIR says otherwise

Young says 419-acre development

will not include parking spaces

By May Wong
University Editor

The thomy issue of parking and
heavy traffic at UCLA may inten-

sify as the university proposes to

develop significantly in the next 15
years — without adding more
parking spaces.

The 1990 Draft Long Range
Development Plan (LRDP)
released Thursday proposed
increases in on-campus housing

and academic and support ser-

vices, and Chancellor Charles

Young said he does not anticipate

increased parking and traffic

problems as a result.

But his prediction contradicts an
Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) that cites traffic as a "cumu-
lative" and "unavoidable" impact
of the proposed development. That
report was also released Thursday.

The LRDP, mandated by theUC
Regents, is a land-use plan
intended to guide development of

the 419-acre Westwood campus
through the year 2005. The plan

does not identify specific projects

but gives a broad framework for

future growth, stating planning

objectives and giving estimates of
building capacity.

The EIR, required under state

law, summarizes the potential

environmental consequences of
the LRDP and outlines steps

UCLA intends to take to minimize
any negative impacts.

"We've pledged to continue to

contribute to no traffic increases,"

Young said at a press conference

Thursday. *That can be done, and
we are prepared to live under that

condition." "^^ ^

Taking into account that the

university will not significantly

increase its student population of
about 35,000, the 15-year plan

calls for construction of 3.36

million square feet of building

space for improved academic and
support services and 1.1 million

square feet of new on-campus
housing to accommodate 2,300

graduate students and 400 faculty

and staff.

The proposed development pri-

marily involves correcting shor-

tages in existing space, upgrading
technologically obsole^ facilities

and creating room for new or

modified academic^and support

programs.

Under the proposal, most of
UCLA's academic programs
would remain concentrated in the

core part of the campus to foster

greater interaction between faculty

and students and to minimize the

impact of UCLA's activities on its

neighbors. Young said.

UCLA's continuing plan to

mitigate UCLA-generated traffic

and decrease parking demands is

one of the key elements of the plan

and provides the rationale behind

its proposed housing and academic
projects.

After the numerous parking

developments previously
approved are completed, the uiii-

versity "will not construct addi-

tional net parking spaces within

the time frame of the 1990 LRDP,"
the plan states. Completion of the

parking projects will bring the total

number of spaces from about
20.000 to 25.169.

"We're holding parking at a

constant level because we're try-

ing to control the traffic effects of
campus growth," said Mark
Home, assistant director of Cam-
pus and Environmental Planning.

**Giving permits to all 35,000
students ... is something the

streets around here just caimot
hold."

But members of the Westwood
Homeowners Association argue
that traffic will increase even with
the proposed developments.
"We're so impacted," said Sandy
Brown of the Westwood Homeow-
ners Association, "but to say that

you're building 4 million-plus

square feet and not bringing in any

.

new car trips is not reality."

Brown voiced concerns about
the traffic that the proposed Resi-

dential Conference Center would
bring. The center would house
academicians arul research meet-
ings.

"We are very much concemed
about the hotel aspect of the

conference center — within that

conference (center) sits a hotel,"

Brown said, referring to how
visitors will have housing accom-
modations on the site. ^

However, Young said that,

unlike a hotel, the center would
house only academicians who
would be group-transported from
airports to avoid increasing traffic.

*The planned Residential Confer-

ence Center — not hotel — will

hold academic and research meet-
ings only."

The university also proposed
development of graduate student

and faculty housing on Lot 32.

"Campus housing enhances the

scholarly environment It is a key
factor in recruitment . . .and a key
element in reducing the number of
trips (of traffic)," Young said.

Although homeowners agree
with "the long overdue and much
needed" housing proposed to

replace Lot 32, Brown said traffic

would still increase because stu-

dents and faculty will continue
using cars.

Other significant adverse
impacts cited in the EIR include

visual quality, land use, water
consumption and wastewater.

Both draft documents, amount-
ing to more than 600-pages, were
compiled after months of discus-

sions with faculty, staff, students

and Westwood community mem-
bers.

"A variety of opinion emerged
from community discussions, and
we made significant adjustments
in the plan as a result," Young said.

"We found great value in that

interchange."

The public can comment on the

drafts until April 23. The docu-
ments will be available at an
informal community meeting at 7
p.m. on March 22 in the Los
Angeles Tennis Center's club-

house on campus, and another

pubhc hearing will be lield for

formal testimony and comment on
the drafts next nKMith.

"UCLA has a strong commit-
ment to the quality of life in the

Westside, and we have pledged to

remain a good neighbor," Young
said

The university expects to pre-

sent final copies of the documents
aiKl public and UCLA responses to

the Regents in July.

With reports from Kathy Lo
'
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Parliament afffirms

1945 Polish bonier
BONN. West Germany — Parliament

agreed Thursday that a united Germany
should honor Poland*s western border,

and Chancellor Helmut Kohl tried to fend
off charges that he heightened interna-

tional fears about unification.

A lawmaker from the opposition Social

Democrats, Juergen Schmude, said dur-

ing a raucous debate that KohPs handling
of the border issue amounted to "political

arson in the European house/*

Parliament passed a resolution that said

the two Germanys should adopt twin
declarations that "the Polish people are

assured their right to live in secure borders

will not be questioned by us Germans
through territorial claims either now or in

the future/*

It says the future government of a

united Germany should sign a border
treaty on the basis of those declarations.

Mutineers purged in

Af^anistan coup
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — President

Najib of Afghanistan said Thursday that

the military has been purged of mutinous
soldiers, but the renegade general who led

a bloody coup attempt said from hiding he
would keep fighting.

Radio Kabul put the death toll at 56 and
said 200 people were injured in fighting

since Tuesday *s air raid over Kabul.
Some travelers who witnessed the attacks

said civilian casualties appeared low
considering the ferocity of the battles.

The normally bustling markets of the

capital opened again Thursday, and the

war-weary city was reported calm. Ques-

tions surfaced about the strength and
loyalty of the Afghan air force, the key

factor in Najib*s survival since the Soviet

Union pulled its troops out of Afghanistan

last year.

Nation

Bush accepts call

from phony official

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush was tricked into taking a call from a

man he thought was Iranian President

Hashemi Rafsanjani to talk about the

hostages but the caller turned out to be an
impostor, the White House confirmed
Thursday.

The call was first reported by CBS
News.

"*

Confirming the network*s account.

While House spokesman Steve Hart said a

call first came to a staff member of the

National Security Council "from a man
who claimed to be an Iranian official**

about a month ago.
• The caller said the Iranian president

wanted to speak to Bush, and "various

methods were used to check** the legiti-

macy of the call. Hart said.

Transportation plan

would cost travelers

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush announced a national transportation

policy Thursday that would cost travelers

more and increase local governments*

share in meeting air, land and .sea travel

needs into the next century.

Just as the Model T and the Wright
brothers* plane **prepared the way for

U)day*s millions of cars and thousands of
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passenger jets, so it is now our turn to

invest in America's future.** Bush said in

unveiling the policy with Transportation

Secretary Samuel Skinner.

Bush said it would help keep America
"the world leader in transportation.**

The 129-page plan. "Moving America
Into The 21st Century.** calls for more toll

roads, local gas taxes, user fees, private

investments, competition, deregulaton.

research into futuristic systems and
openness to foreign air carriers as well as

increased attention to safety and protec-

tion of the environment.

Poindexter called

a liar at trial opening
WASHINGTON. D.C. — John M.

Poindexter lied to Congress and ripped up
a key presidential document to ^'rewrite

the history of the Iran-Contra affair,** a

prosecutor declared Thursday in the

opening argument of Poindexter*s trial.

Prosecutor Dan Webb also told jurors

that Oliver North. Poindexter*s former
aide, will testify that **he lied and he lied

and he lied** to Congress on Poindexter*s

instructions.

As the proceedings got under way, U.S.

District Court Judge Harold Greene dealt

the defense a setback, ruling that the

prosecution could put North on the stand

and ask him about Poindexter destroying

the finding. The judge suggested that

North had changed his story on that

subject since his own trial last year.

Gene dev
attack AIDS virus

WASHINGTON. DC. — Researchers
working with live human cells in test

tubes have developed a genetic ambush of

the AIDS vims and say the experimental

technique could combat other types of

viruses.

Dr. John J. Rossi, a researcher at the

Bechman Research Institute of the City of

Hope in Duarte. Calif., said Thursday that

his laboratory has made a synthetic

ribozyme that is able to genetically

cripple the AIDS vims and prevent it from
reproducing in test tube experiments.

The ribozyme, said Rossie. "is inside

the cell and its waiting there like a soldier

waiting for the enemy to come.**

Although the technique is promising,

he said it is still far from being available

for treating patients.

state

Reiner to ran for

attorney general
SACRAMENTO — Declaring there

"are simply some people who don*t

deserve to live.** Los Angeles County
District Attorney Ira Reiner launched his

formal campaign for attorney general

Thursday promising to vigorously enfor-

ce the death penalty.

In a news conference on the front steps

of the state Capitol. Reiner said at attorney

general he would be "the people*s

lawyer** rather than "the state govern-

ment's lawyer.** which he said meant that

"judgments would have to be made** about
which cases he would defend for state

agencies and which he would not
Reiner said he would defend the intent

of laws protecting people rather than what
he described as loopholes that a state

agency might want to find. As ah
example, he said he would not defend a

cutoff of family planning money, such as

Gov. George Deukmejian made last year.

Compiled from the Associated Press
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Businesses with "vision advertise in

The Daily Bruin.

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

SUMMER
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
Summer Residential Counseling for the

College Preparation Proyam
M

Assist 50 high school juniors enrolled in

summer session to have a full and successful

experience with higher education.

Live and study on the Lake Michigan shores for
the summer of 1990,

Compensation: summer room and board,
salary and expenses, one course tuition

scholarship.

For complete job description and application

information, call Elaine Hirschhom at

1-800-FINDS NU.

DISCOUNT

Call for free pick-up
and delivery

Right now, during the months of Febaiary and March,
come into our Westwood location and receive 15% pff

our regular rates.
(Customer must meet nomnal qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.
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Small fire In RIeber Hall causes earlyinoming evacuation
Cause still unknown, but minimal

:,

damages and no injuries reported

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

A small fire erupted in the trash

chute of Rieber H^U early Thurs-

day morning, filhng the top four

floors with smoke and causing the

seven-story building to be eva-

cuated for over one Vi hours.

No injuries were reported, fire

officials said, and damage was
minimal.

Most residents wete awakened
by the fire alarm, which went off at
around 4:15 a.m. after smoke had

already spread through the hall-

ways of the top floors of Rieber'

s

north wing.

Six fire trucks were dispatched

to the scene at 4:22 a.m. By the

time the trucks arrived minutes

later, the entire building had been

evacuated.

*The sprinkler system in the

trash chute controlled the fire and
by the time we got there it was just

smoldering," said Capt. Gil Mahl-

meister of Fire Station 37.

The ftrefighters removed the

burnt trash from the chute to make

sure it was completely wet and
blew smoke out of the hallways

with large fans, Mahlmeister said.

Mahlmeister said he does not

know how the fire began, but that

someone probably carelessly

threw a burning cigarette down the

chute. The fire began somewhere
between the second floor and the

basement, he said.

"We were asleep when a guy
came around banging on our door
and yelling *Get up!* We were just

about to say som^ing rude to him
when we noticed all the smoke in

the hall and realized the impor-

tance of the situation. Then I went
over and pulled the fire alarm.*'

said Jeff Moore, Rieber*s com-
ptroller who lives on the fifth floor.

Tracy Fujimoto, Rieber*s vice

president and a fifth floor resident,

said she tried to go down the

stairwell that would have led her to

the front yard, but there was too

much smoke, so she had to use

another stairway that led out to the

basketball court
"My room still smells like

smoke,** Fujimoto said Thursday
afternoon.

*There was a lot ofsmoke on the

upper floors and it was hard to

breathe while we were getting out

of the building,** said front desk
worker and fifth floor resident

Shawnna Malonson. "But by the

time we went back in there the

smoke was gone,** she added.

Most students tried to make the

best of the situation.

"About five of us sang the entire

score from Animal House while we
were waiting to get back inside,**

said fifth floor resident Mike
Gebhardt, who is Rieber*s facili-

ties commissioner. "But it was
chilly out there. There were people

in bare feet who were just hating

life.**

"1 anticipate at least ivit more
fire drills before the quarter*

s

over,** Gebhardt said. "During
finals week people in the dorms
pull the alarms all the time.**

The trash chute was closed
Thursday morning to reset the

sprinkler system, but was opera-

tive later in the day, said Riel)er*s

Assistant Director Eric Rollerson.
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ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD ANNOUNCES
APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED

GENERAL MANAGER
VA- KLA RADIO VA-

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1990
INTERVIEW: 4PM ON MONDAY, MAY 7, 1990
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For further information please call 825^2787
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BOOTH PACKETS
ARE DUE

FRIDAY 3/9 IN KERCKHOFF 129 BY 4:00 P.M.
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AUDITION
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Marxist-feminist spealcs on women's roles
By Nancy Solomon
Contributor

Clara Frascr, a Marxisl-fcmin-

isu spoke Wednesday night about

the role of women in the Soviet

Union and Eastern Europe during

the current changes in that region

at a lectiu^ sponsored by Radical

Women, an international organi-

zation Eraser founded in 1967.

"Clara has had undying faith in

the workers of the world, espe-

cially women, and long ago pre-

dicted they would rise up against

Stalinism (to return to true social-

ism),** said Mary-Ann Curtis, who
heads the UCLA branch of Radical

Women.
"Soviet women are angry, mis-

erable, discontented and defiant,'*

Eraser said. *They say perestroika

(Soviet president Mikhail Gorba-

chev's policy of Soviet social and

economical reconstruction) is not

working . . . Women are demand-
ing better living standards.**

Eraser said the current revolu-

tions in the Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe and women's
emancipation are inseparable

movements. "As women move, so

will move the nations, the regions,

the continents and the world.**

'Tonight's forum is held in

recognition and celebration of

International Women*s day
(March 8) ... to salute women*s
aiUdacity, courage and resistance to

oppression,** Curtis said.

Seventy-three years after the

Russian revolution, "Gorbachev is

continuing Joseph Stalin's fiction

that women already have equality

or as much as they need or jvani,'*

Eraser said. "He is reinforcing

womens* role in the home because

he needs this unpaid domestic

labor.*'

Eraser said women in the Soviet

Union suffer the most. "Child care

is terrible. Women work long

hours at work and then spend long

hours in lines.

Also, "in the Soviet Union,

preghancy and delivery is a dirty,

unhygienic process (because of) a

dearth of drugs." Eraser said.

A housing crisis and a shortage

of milk and diapers aggravates the

plight of women, she added. "So,

we can see something about health

care and women's rights in the

Soviet Union.**

The condition of women in

Eastern Europe is equally deplor-

able. Eraser said. "In Poland, sex

education is illegal and contracep-

tive devices are very hard to get

. . . That is why there arc so many
illegal abortions.**

X

Paula Giddings
^ speaking on

The Historical Role
of

Black Women in America

Award winnin[
author of Whcn an^
llack Women oi

Search
the Challenge of the Black Sorority MOYCmcnt

(1988). She is currently holder of the' prestigious

Lurie Chair in Women's Studies, Rutgers University.

This lecture parallels^ IMi century and late 20th century Black women's leadership in
civil rights and women's rights movements.

Praise for Giddings
When & Where I Enter is **a labor of conunitment and love...a jarringly fresh

interpretation^-N^M; York Times and "the best interpretation of Black women and race
and sex that we hasie**-Women's Review of Books

In Search of Sisterhood "succeeds as a detailed study of an organization that
has touched the lives of some of the most prominent Black women in America.''-Z^5
Angeles Times Book Review

\ ''..'-." *

Friday, March 9 12:00 noon
Royce Hall 314

sponsored by: -
>

UCLA Women's Studies Program and Center for the Study of Women, Center for

Afro-American Studies and Omega Psi Phi
For further information, call 206-8101

No charge/parking is $4 Everyone welcome

UCLk
TTOUSING

ON
ATTENTION

CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION

Applications for students NOT currently residing in
the Residence Halls or the Residential Suites are now
available for the Fall Quarter 1990-1991. The deadline
for submission of the application is 5:00 P.M., March
20, 1990.

,f

Applications may be obtained by appearing in person
at the On Campus Housing Assignment Omce,
Business Enterprise Building, 270 DeNeve Drive.
Please be advised that a non-refundable $20.00
application fee is required.

If you are currently residing on campus in the
Residence Halls or the Residential Suites, you will be
sent the appropriate application and information on
March 9, 1990. If you ao not receive an application
by March 16, 1990 you may obtain one at the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office?
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Valued Einstein

movie iost in

move is found
The Associated Press

COLUMBIA. S.C. — Nearly

4,000 feet of irreplaceable film on
Albert Einstein that fell from a

delivery truck last week was found

and returned to the University of

South Carolina's film library.

The film was discovered by a

resident on a downtown street

RefeieiKlums placed on giradiiate ballot for April vote
By Dennis Romero
Stall Writer

The Graduate Students Associ-

ation is gearing up for April

elections by placing referendums
on the ballot including an 82-cent

raise of graduate government fees

and the repatriation of Indian

remains.

The OSA Forum voted Wednes-
day night to let graduate students

decide in April whether or not to

raise their so-called **student fees**

by 82 cents per student. The
referendum will also ask students

to authorize the forum to raise or

lower the quarterly $5.50 student

fee according to Los Angeles area

inflation, with a ceiling of a 10-

percent hike. ^.
They also placed a referendum

on the ballot opposing a proposed

rent hike for residents of Family

Student Housing. The referendum

also would support the efforts of

the Family Student Housing Asso-
ciation, which has been battling the

administration on the issue.

Also on the ballot will be a

referendum supporting the repatri-

ation of Indian remains. Students

will be asked if they favor the

university repatriating its Indian

remains and condemning any
further excavation of burial sites.

'^American Indians as peoples of

the United States of America
deserve the same burial protec-

tions the other peoples that consti-

tute our nation receive/* the

referendum states.

The Forum also voted to allow

candidates to spend $300 during

their campaign, instead of the

current $200 limit llie change is

intended to allow candidates to

purchase a $180 quarter-page

advertisement in the Daily Bruin

and still have some money left for

other campaigning.

«i

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUR CURRENT POUCYIIi
SUPER PREFERRED RATES • GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBI DRIVER

AU CARS - ALL DRIVERS CALL AND SAVE!

CALt FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL. SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404
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is proud to announce
a new location.

1900 WESTWOOD BLVD.

Come in and meet our
highly qualified technicians
from around the world!!

^

(Europe; Far East;

No, So, Central America)

Our ne\dy decorated salon

will feature a complete full

service schedide.^

Cut, Wash & Style

Hi Tech Colors & Tmts
Perms
Hennas
Weaves
Bleach & Toning
Scalp Treatment
European Facial

Body Wax (full & partial)

Full Make-up

Cuituiat f^l^ai^^ p/ieief\t4

NOON CONCERT
"GRAMMY AWARD WINNER"

FLACO JIMENEZ
I

12pm TODAY m WESTWOOD PLAZA!
n^

UttW^^MUUiiM »^i,jPMMiMiiiiiiiiiGiii
PaU f^ ty USAC yA^ 4iuUa ^e»i00»,#vH4

Manicure
Sculptured Nails

Pedicures

SPECIAL
Permanent, Haircut & Blow Dry or Set

$45.00 reg. $75

long hair extra w/ coupon only
Walk-ins Welcome

Hours: Mon-Sat 8-7pm

475-3232 or 475-1989

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
Come One!
Come M! K

PURIM! PURlM!
PURIM!

,\

*Megilah Reading
"^Hamantaschen &
*Iive Music
*Dance

Refreshments

^•4
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Free
Saturday, March 10, 7:30 P.M.

at Chabad House Westwood

741 Gayley Ave.
(213) 208-7511

/
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SHOWCASE WEST
Our CkiaStyand Prices Are the Best in LAIAnd We Can Prove ttl

Also:

• OAK
• TEAK
• PINE
• WALNUT

•*,.

PILLOWS
COVERS

<<

FUTON

FRAME

With this ad only!

(UMTTEO TO STOCK ON HAND)

. J

Shown: «•! 3999 FULL SIZE

2808 MAIN STREET, SANTA MONICA
213 • 392 • 9944 :

OPEN 7 DAYS • CALL FOR LATE HOURS & DIRECTIONS

Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flal<ey Jakes

$y9
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations
'

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northridge

Vlt Los Angeles

i
I
I
i
I
I
I
I

STEAKS Ct«CH£M M SALADS

Eipiiw April 3Ml, 1990
Not valid wrth other offers orr coupons

am Good for everyone in party • No substitutions ^

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD ANNOUNCES
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR:

EDITOR-IN-CHrEF
^- ALTALIB
iZiZ^ ASUCLA'S MOSLEM NEWSMAGAZINE ^ i^ it

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE MONDAY, MARCH 26, 1990
APPLICATION DEADLINE: TUESDAY, APRIL 3, f990
INTERVIEW: 4PM ON THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 1990

For further information please call 825-2787
ASUCLA Communaaxi8Boani:DaiyBnMi SummerBnjnt<UKBnmLt»,A/'T^

LaGertBdeAztlan, NOMMO, PadHc 7ws. Tennmotnt mrd Togtthtr.

iaiBaisaMaislEiuill2J^asi^^
unttMlh>>madappfcaKxi.w«hacumuteii^GPAofZOfarundtigriKfcMi>i Eaeh yiafci t muaimwt

mirwnunmexpenanoa
y
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SERVING
FOR

\ .

%
I ,

Check Our Rates

Guestrooms $6

Suites ^

C6mplimentary SH
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park
Full Kitchens, Heated

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, Wes^
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOTEL

New issue of Ha'am
now being distributed
Articles focus on interest groups,

environment and Eastern Europe
By Lisa Spangenberg
Contributor

The issue of Ha'Am, whose
distribution began Thursday, fea-

tures articles about the definition

of student interest groups, the

contribution Jewish groups are

making toward protecting the

environment and the effect of

changes in Eastern Europe on

Jews.

The process of undergraduate

government's attempts to define

such a group and the sponsorship

issue has caused divisiveness on
campus. Ha'Am editor Dan Schif-

rin»said.

*T think it strikes at the heart of

students' identity/* Schifrin said.

**Certain student groups arc telling

others who they are and who they

are not." ^

Another issue discussed is the

preservation of the environment

One of the ways the Jewish

community is helping to preserve

the environment is by participating

in the "Global Walk for a Livable

World."

Israel's environmental policies,

and local efforts to stop the

spraying of malathion and
UCLA's recycling plan are also

addressed.

The effects the recent changes in

Central and Eastern Europe are

having on Jews are also explored

in this issue of Ha'Am. Rising

nationalism within the Soviet

Union and restricted emigration of

Soviet Jews to Israel because of

political conflicts between Arabs
and Israelis in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip are discussed.

A fiction piece about an Israeli

soldier's experiences in the

occupied territories delves into the

emotions felt for his Arab counter-

parts and the prejudices Jews still

experience today.

Stories about the Campus Out-

reach Community League
(COOL) Conference currently

held at UCLA and the perpetuation

of racist stereotypes through ethnic

jokes are also featured.

Grants for writers have
anthobscenity gliidelines
By Leslie Dreyfous

Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. —
Grants arc godsends for writers

like Martha Colhns. but she still

had to think long and hard before

accepting a $20,000 fellowship

this year from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

The financial freedom was
tempting, but it came with a few
strings attached: Collins and 96
other writers nationwide had to

sign letters promising to comply
with federal guidelines, including

Congressional anti-obscenity and
anti-drug restrictions.

*T signed because I can live with
it. but I'm concerned by the tone

. . . concerned that things could get

worse instead of better." said

Collins, who also directs the

writing program at the University

of Massachusetts at Boston.

Many other artists are similarly

troubled by the NEA guidelines

that were imposed by Congress
after the uproar last summer over
exhibits of Robert Mapplethorpe's
homoerotic photography and
Andres Serrano's crucifix sub-
merged in a jar of urine— both of
which were federally funded.

Under the restrictions adopted
as part of the NEA appropriations

bill signed into law last year by
President Bush, the endowment
agreed to weed out grant recipients

whose art might be construed as

obscene.

ButNEA Chairman John Frohn-
mayer said Thursday he did not
endorse the legislation, though as a
federal official he was prohibited

from lobbying against it.

"I'm obligated to obey the law."

he said in a telephone interview

from Washington. **I do think that

the statute is unnecessary and I

hope that Congress in its wisdom
will not see fit to continue it"

Among the 1990 applicants, five

writers were singled out for closer

examination and all of the more
than 4,000 artists who eventually

were granted funds received a "

package containing the promissory
letter, the NEA said.

"Like a lot of writers, I was in a*;

financially desperate situatioo^^ ,{u^

so I signed, but not without a lot of

outrage," said Alison Demming. a

Provincetown poet. "The NEA is

giving us freedom from economic

stress, but they're saying ... we
can't exercise it freely."

That's not the perception the

NEA wants its writers to have, said

spokeswoman Virginia Falck.

"Our stand is *Don't let this

intimidate you . . . Feel free to

create as you wish."' she said.

"When you're funding creativity,

you've got to allow room for

people to do all kinds of things—
warts and all."

Grant recipients were asked to

swear off art that included, but was
not limited to. "depictions of

sadomasochism, homoeroticism.

the sexual exploitation of children

or individuals engaged in sex acts

and which, when taken as a whole,

do not have serious literary, artis«^

tic, political or scientific merit**

Some writers felt they were
staring down a potential pact with

the devil, opening the gates to

increased censorship and state

control of the arts. /

"It's ironic that we've spent all

these years reading about restric-

tions on artists in Eastern Europe
and just when they're gaining

freedom we're beginning to feel

resti-icted," Collins said.

The Cambridge-based poet also

objected to "sandwiching"
homoerotic art between images of
sadomasochism and sexually
exploited children. "Everyone I've

talked with feels it's alarming."
she said.

Other writers didn't take things

quite so hard.

Writer Ursula Hegi of Spokane,
Wash., said she signed without
hesitation because "it wa$ not in

any conflict with what I'm doing."

Mark Richard, a New York
novelist, said the devil may have
been dangling the money before

him, but that didn't much diminish

the temptation.

"I would never let anything

dictate my wort. Ever. But for 20
grand, I'd sign even if I were a

heroin addict,** said Richard, who
earned $7,000 last year. "Let them
come^^(l«^ufT>evfgr H.".
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Sexual safety bill will

bolster aid to victims

Students will
*

be guaranteed

crucial services

By W. Kevin Leung
Senior Staff Writer

California universities lieed to

guarantee that victims of sexual

assault on or near campus will

receive medical, academic and
legal aid, according to a new state

Assembly bill.

If passed, the bill, AB 3098,

would request the University of

California and require the Califor-

nia State University and private

colleges to adopt such a written

guarantee.

"Students need to know what to

do when these incidents occur,"

said Maria Ochoa. an assistant to

Assemblywoman Lucille Roybal-

Allard, D-Los Angeles, who intro-

duced the bill.

UC has no systemwide proce-

dures to deal with sexual assault

victims, said Pat Romero, an

officer of the UC president office.

But she said she believes individu-

al campuses have them.

Even if UC does not exactly

follow the guarantee worded in the

bill, "I have confidence in (campus
officials) in dealing with sexual

assault,** said Romero, an analyst

of student affairs and services who
will report the bill's effect to the

university.

UCLA already has a procedure

similar to the bill's, which Ochoa
praised.

Tina Oakland, a campus official

who helped develop UCLA's
procedure, praised the bill because

it affects other campuses and
universities as well.

In a survey Oakland conducted
in 1987, she found that only one of

the 25 universities studied had a

procedure. But that one was not as

extensive as the bill's, said Oak-
land, management assistant of the

student and campus life and former
director of the Women's Resource
Center.

The bill's version includes ask-

ing universities to develop written

procedures containing information

about:

The university's sexual assault

policy.

Personnel who should be noti-

fied with the consent of the victim.

Legal reporting requirements.

Medical services available to

victims and personnel responsible

for providing these services.

Procedures to deal with the

ongoing case, including informing

the victim of the case's status and
helping the victim deal with

academic problems.

Legal options including crimi-

nal prosecution, civil prosecution

and university disciphnary action.

Off-campus services.

The bill, introduced Feb. 21 and
now being distributed, has already

received support from the UC
Student Association. Lee Butter-

field, the associate director of

legislative affairs for the student

lobby, said the bill is extremely

impprtant for students.

UC itself has not taken a

position on the bill yet. Senior

Administrative Analyst Todd
GreensjMfl, an official of the

university's lobby office said. The
lobby office has not reviewed the

bill, one of hundreds introduced

last month and being sorted by the

office, he said.

MARCH
From page 1

The chant changed to "UCLA,
we see rape! Chancellor Young,
you can't escape!" when undergra-

duate Executive Vice President

Maria Rabuy read the demands.

The marchers urged the admi-

nistration to

Hold rape education prog-

rams at fraternity rushes, residence

halls and freshman and transfer

student orientations.

^ Put rape awareness pam-
phlets in quarterly registration

packets.

Add self-defense classes in

V the Recreation Center's program.

Deal with rape and sexual

harassment charges efficiently and

quickly.

Add more Community Ser-

vice Officers to patrol nightly

secluded areas, including the Uni-

versity Research Library stacks.

Assistant Vice Chancellor Allen

Yamell said the demands are

reasonable and his office will look

into them.

But he said orientations already

offer mandatory rape education

and the Recreation Center offers

no self-defense classes because the

administration does not believe

defending oneself against a rapist

is a recreational activity.

These classes are instead

offered by the Women's Resource

Center, Yamell said.

Senate rejects amendment
to tighten clean air l^slation
By H, Josef Hebert

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Senate, in its first major vote on a

compromise clean air bill, rejected

a proposal to tighten controls on

toxic air pollution Thursday night

after Senate leaders said it

threatened an agreement with the

.White House.

The vote to kill the amendment
was 65-33.

The amendment, one of a string

expected to be brought to the floor

aimed at tougher controls on air

pollution, would have required
^ additional controls on toxic emis-

sions from automobiles.

The vote was seen as an indica-

tor on the strength of support foril

compromise worked out by Senate

leaders and the Bush administra-

tion to ease Senate approval for the

first toughening of federal air

pollution controls in 13 years.

Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N J.,

called his amendment necessary to

protect citizens from cancer-caus-

ing chemicals, noting more than

half of such chemical releases

come from automobiles, trucks

and buses.

But the measure, opposed by the

Bush administration bqeause of its

reported $1.5 billion price tag, was

described by Sen. Max Baucus,

D-Mont, as a **deal breaker" —
meaning its passage would cause a

compromise agreement with the

Bush administration on clean air to

fall apart '--'^ ''
'> ^i'*'*'''''''

EUROPE >< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Lot Angeles, Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Spacial

Studant/Taachar Tariff.

a RENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 mc/visa accepted

f

mHwm

A CIMIC }l^9fm

firsA G8EATHEAD!
I

Rayloynd. LA Timms

I "A BiNT COMEDY...
1 REAL FUN."
\_ Mimm C Dffkm. EnktfUnrunont Todmy

DON SAXON ROBERT R BUM
JM FOSTER JOEL OUARESIMO

Written by

.WM. S. LEAVENGOOD
Directed by

LAUREN TEWES

TKXETS (800) 369-836r
OR AT BOX OF f ICE

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Ane Los Angeles, CA

STUDENTS!
$9 (with I.D.)

A Concertfor
the Incurably Romantic
The Los Angeles Philharmonic presents

Romeo

Story

Three Musical I

of the World's Gri
featuring ttie

Los Angeles i'liiiii

David Alan Miller, conductor

with special guests from Ballet Paciiica

SATURDAY, IMARCH 24, 8:00 RM.
Wiltern Theatre (clfrnef of Wilshire and Western)

Tchaikovsky: Overture-Fantasy, Romeo and Juliet

Prokofiev: Excerpts from the Ballet, Romeo and Juliet

Bernstein: Symphonic Dances from West Side Story

T\vo Fantastic Special Offers!

2 TICKETS FOR $5.00
Available at Philharmonic Music Center Box Office or Wittern Theatre Box Office.

(Individual Tictots also avaflabia for $5.00 •mch.)

or

GET A GROUP TOGETHER AND BUY 10 OR MORE
TICKETS FOR $2.00 EACH
Available at Philharnnor^ic Music Center Box Office or by calling the Philharmonic Group
Sales Office at (213) 850-2050.

All tickets are also availat>ie through mail order. Send recuest akyng with payment and
self-addressed, stamped envelope, to: L.A. Philharmonic Romao & Juliat Tlcliats,

135 North Grand AvacMM, Los Angelas, CA 90012.

INFORMATION: (213) 972-7211

t

»
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13th Annual Minority Recruitment
& Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14/ 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Ackennaii Grand Ballioom

Give Your Resume A Shot Of Energy!

^xee Resume Doctor'' consultation available!

No appointment necessary! Look for the red balloons!

^

Friday, March 9 9-10 Between Math Sciences & PCPC Bldg.

v^.

Monday, March 12

Tuesday, March 13

12-1

12-1
12-1

Engineering Science Quad

Bruin Walk
Royce Quad, outside Powell Library

PlaceincMit & CarocM* Planning Center
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Cigarettes...
Domestic Brands

Kings & 1 00s $ 1 4.99 + tax per carton

I^.Beer Party Balls...
$25.95 + tax \)^

Absolut Vodka... ^
/I $10.99 80 proof 750ml ^^^

1400 WESTWOOD BLVD.
3 Blocks South of Wilshire

. ID Required

Coupon Expires 3/14/90

^^^^^S^^;^)^

Optometiy "West
2035 AVestwood Blvd

Tuesday is UCLA Day

Have You Been Putting Off Your

VISION EXAMINATION?
Every Tues. we augment our staff

with Dr. Jeffery Lieberman, a UC
Berkeley graduate with over 10 ^

years experience in all aspects of

VISION CARE.

Preferential Appointments to
Accommodate Univ. Schedules

Dr. HARVEY R. TEMKIN
^ ^ 474-9551

Most Insurance Plans Accepted

(
•

UCLf\ StiMfU HealXk f\lvOcaUi

1990-91mStudent'Health
Advocates!

CO-DIRECTORS:

Program Coordinator
Recruitment Coordinator
Med-kit Coordinator
Pufaycity Coordinator

Sub-Group Coordinator
RicBet Sub-Group Coordinator
Sproul Subgroup Coordinator
Hedrick Sub-Group Coordinator
Co-op Sub-Group Coordinator
Fraternity Sub-Group Coordinator
Sorority Sub-Group Coordinators

«

Steplien Cliar£auros
Drew Greenl>erg
NeU Gulati
Effle Hubbard
Theresa Lin
Craig Lipkin
Kenji Shimabukuro
Vaufiline Glenne *

Sandy Nieto
Yolanda Collier
Brian Scholbrock
Gracie Hsu
Stacey Loy~

Cra^ Ruggles
David Weinstein
Barbara VanEechhout
Jim Ma
Sylvia Chen
Kelly Lawrence
Katherine Earhart
Barbara Eastwood
Stephanie Sullivan
Vanessa Kaleb
Roxanne Sanchez
Tamara Petrac
Matthew Cote
Steven Lantz
Michael Richmond
Chris Subject

Joannie Kesselring
Louie Lovato

Tonya Kwock
Jennifer Domingo
Colin Chang
Julie Kim
Dean Tomlin
Michael Tan
Tanya Nagai
Kevin Kaiser
Dinesh Ramde ,..

Hal Berman
Carolyn Parry
Rebecca Tabares

Dykstra Hall
I>ykstra Hall
Hedrick Hall
Saxon Suites ^ V'

Rieber Hall ^--^

Sproul Hall
Sproul Hall
Hedrick Hall
Sproul Hall
Hedrick Hall
Hedrick Hall
Rieber Hall
I>ykstra Hall
Riebcsr Hall
Rieber Hall
Hitch Suites

Co-ops
Alpha I>elta Pi
Kappa Alpha Theta
Alpha Phi
Deka Delta Delta
Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega
Alpha Epsik>n Phi
Gamma Phi Beta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Si^ma Pi
jjMii Kappa Sigma
Sigma Alpha Mu

C£T EXCrTED FOK ^ S^^^^V SeNSf\TIONf\L YEf^kl

Syrian ieader^

denounces
perestroika
By John Rice

Associated Press

DAMASCUS, Syria — Presi-

dent Hafez Assad on Thursday

bitterly decried the changes
sweeping Eastern Europe as a

boon to Israel and called for a holy

war *'as long as time** against the

Jewish state.

The Syrian leader also fiercely

denounced the recent wave of

Soviet Jewish emigration to Israel

in his first public comment on the

matter, saying migrating Jews
would force Palestinians from
their homeland.

"Let us now perceive that Israel

was the first beneficiary, among all

nations of the world, of the

international changes that have
taken place,** Assad told a youth

rally marking his socialist Baath

party *s 27th anniversary in power.

The 6,500 youths and party

activists gathered in a basketball

arena interrupted the president 61

times with applause or chanting

during his 95-minute speech.

Assad complained that in

socialist countries once resolutely

opposed to Israel, **Zionists are

now active everywhere.*'

Assad said pro-Israeli delega-

tions now often visit socialist

countries, an apparent reference to

Israeli delegations that have won
recognition for their country from
some Eastern European states.

Poland, Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia re-established relations

with Israel in the past six months.

All the Eastern European countries

except for Romania broke ties over
the 1%7 Arab-Israeli War.
The Zionist "influence has

become clear in the media, where
they have infiltrated in more than

one socialist country,** Assad
added.

He alleged that Zionists in those

countries went in "hot pursuit** of
their foes in a campaign ranging

from "attacking the ideas of their

opponents'* to "attack and assassi-

nation in the streets."

Assad, long a hard-line oppo-
nent of Israel, vowed to continue

his struggle, "bearing in mind that

the time is long and our Jihad (holy

war) should be as long as time is."

"We are just at the beginning of
this long time," he added. "It is not

we who have to ask *until when.*

Rather, the enemy is the one who
should ask this question."

Assad said Israel still seeks a

"greater Israel from the Nile to the

Euphrates," referring to a radical

version of Zionism that foresaw
Jewish rule from Egypt to Iraq.

He denounced an expected mass
migration of Soviet Jews to Israel

due to greater freedom in the

Soviet Union.

The equated this freedom with

aggression, calling it "the freedom
of occupying other people's territ-

ory and expelling them from their

land."

He said most Soviet Jews are not

even descended from the ancient

Hebrew tribes, but rather from the

Khazar people of what is now the

Soviet Union, who converted to

Judaism centuries ago.

"Beyond any doubt, tfie United

States played the major role in the

realization of Israeli desires,"

Assad said, adding that Washing-
ton should "bear some of its

responsibility, at least in the last

episode of the game."

The Soviet Union has given
Syria massive economic and mili-

tary aid, including combat jets,

taiiks and missiles. Syria repor-

^y owes thp Soviets $15'Nni6n
?or wfeaiidAt" '"

^'
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Non-union
Nordstrom
employees
stage rally
The Associated Press

COSTA MESA, CaUf. — Non-
union employees held a boisterous

rally in support of the Nordstrom
department store chain, which was
recently sued to force it to reim-

burse some workers for back pay
allegedly owed them.

*T've never been treated poorly

at Nordstrom," one worker, Laur-

ice Johnson, said during the 30-

minute demonstration Wednes-
day. "I don't like it when people

put words in my mouth and that's

what the union is doing. They
don't speak for me."

The United Food & Commercial
Workers union represents 2,000 of

the Seattle-based retailer's 30,000

employees. In Cahfomia, Nords-
trom employees work in non-

union stores.

The noisy rally at the South

Coa^t Plaza mall included a rap

song extolling Nordstrom, sung by
a salesman, and placards pro-

claiming "rm Here By Choice"

and "Fm Proud to Work At
Nordstrom.**

The union is seeking to recover

back pay for salesclerks who
worked on their own time. The
company, known for its elaborate

personal service to customers, has

denied wrongdoing but set aside

$15 million in a settlement

account

ST. JOHN
From page 1

St. John attempted to cover her

tracks of suspected embezzlement,

Botula said, by converting task

force and Global Alert money to

other forms of currency.^

For instance, to pay Mayor
Bradley and the business associ-

ates for her share of their joint

real-estate investment, St John is

suspected of cashing task force

checks, then buying cashier*s

checks which she wrote out to the

associates.

This suspected mini-laundering

operation of sorts also extended to

family members, district attorney

spokesman David Markman said.

*There were times when she
f.

wrote checks to herself, to cash

and to family members," Mark-

man contended. "She fiinneled

money from the task force account

into private accounts."

St. John was accused by UCLA
last quarter of taking $4 1 ,000 from

a university account set up lo pay
her salary as the task force director

and for task force office supplies.

Office space for the task force,

her salary and office supply funds

were supplied by the university as

a favor to Mayor Bradley — a

UCLA alumnus. UCLA admini-

strators admitted last fall that they

were lax in monitoring St John's

use of university funds.

City Hall came under fu^ this

week for being lax in oversight of

St John's management of city

funds after it was charged she took

money from task force accounts

for three successive years begin-

ning during 1985 — her first year

as task force director.

"Nobody at the city level had

any supervision of the task force,"

district attorney spokesman Botula

contended.

She was also slapped with three

counts of tax evasion for failing to

report ^al^gpdly stolen, money
as inco'nie to stale tax autl^qrit^cs.

.... ^'.iF !'./ .r.r*if**t^*V , * *«.'•<
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Listen to the Words 1990

/

A Benefit Concert for COOL and

UCLA Community Service

Programs.

featuring:

MicXe) It
with:

Trulio Disgracious

Hello Cliildren

Four Horsemen

Saturday, March 10 8pm

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, UCLA
$12 UCLA, $14 general public

;

TICKET CENTERS INCLUDE

rnay company • milSiCii*B
CALL-FOfl-TIX

If
; »,

•Tickets on sale at the Central Ticket Office,

for information, contact CTO at 825-2101

to tl ic:

I
ill Ackcnnaii Grand Hallioom
(Fiiclav- Salunlav, Sinulav)

Irani aUoiit:

•loral iK national coininnnily srf\irr caiMMM's i

•snnnnrr pro;i;iains - inlniisliips and sliidi(*s i

sponsored by Cultural Affairs

in cooperation with the UCLA Center for Performing Arts

rxploialions

abroad

.^^» I t.4 • < . .» I >— • I i 1-^ • '"^V • "^ 1-«A.» I I »' • • •- »<* !>'
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DEUVERS FREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

$8.99

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89
Open

Fri. and Sat.
until 2:00 AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block aast of Barrington)

LOSANGEUS
^

IffiMffiCEMER
presenti

^^627-5599
514 SOUTH SPRING STREET(Downtown)

MC
VISA

AMEX

200
people will

read the

Bruin
every day,

during this

Holiday

Season!

•u want
their

business,

Advertise,
825-2161

m •-«•m •'•;••#••••

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman m—

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line Of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables

' •A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
-^ Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

fine Vintage and classic a p pa re

•r^

"Rack" Hawaiian Shirts

$9.95
Good Through Summer

&
Ladles' SIdrts

50% off

THIS WEEK ONLY!

2349 Westwood Blvd.

1/2 blodc North of Pico

GRanlte 9-741

3

••••••••«•••••#••••••••••«••••• •••#•••••••'#1

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
Culturefest

Food Faire Odori and Taiko drumming

"Sayaw Ng Silangan"A Alex Wolton
-Filipino Dance -Acoustic guitar

Modem Dance , Hui O'lmiloa

-Hawaiian Dance

A KO Connection
-featuring rapper MCKO

^"

FRIDAY, MARCH 9th
4-6 pm

Westwood Plaza
Paid /or by USAC - your student government

\/

From page 3

by the admission, but environ-

mentalists who oppose the initia-

tive— the Sierra Club included—
were not.

*Their whole initiative is a lie

and it doesnU surprise me they're

lying to get it on the ballot,'* said

Sierra Club state director Mike
Paparian, who said he is consider-

ing legal action.

Environmental groups like the

Sierra Club, who maintain the

pesticide act is an industry-backed

effort to dull the effect of the

Environmental Protection Initia-

tive, claim Yitzhuk is one of a

growing number of "mercenary"

petitioners fanning across Los
Angeles County, capitalizing on
pro-environment sentiment and
anti-malathion hype with such
refrains as "Backed by the Siena
Club** and "Stop Malathion
Spraying.**

.
At issue are two initiatives

seeking a spot on the state ballot in

November. The initiatives need
about 370,000 valid signatures by
this spring to qualify for the ballot

Both would affect Califomia*s

stand on pesticide use, but only one
will pass by majority vote.

On one side is the Environmen-
tal Protection Initiative, a broad-

ranged measure that bans cancer-

causing pesticides and provides

$20 million to research alterna-

tives, said campaign manager Bob
Mulhoiland; Environmental coali-

tions. Attorney General John Van
de Kamp and Assemblyman Tom
Hayden, D-Santa Monica, support

the measure, which has been
circulating since December.
On the other side are pesticide

act supporters, who began circu-

lating the Consumer Pesticide

Enforcement Act last month under
backing from agricultural groups.

The initiative relies on studying

pesticide impact before approving

From page 1

a solution^ill probably depend on
how lenient each side is willing to

be.

"(The chancellors and Gardner)
recognize our concerns, rK)w we
will have to see how far each side

is willing to go. The students are

willing to compromise somewhat
and hopefully the university will

be willing to do so too. Our main
argument is the students already

decided and their decision should
be left alone,** Monserratt said.

He said this issue of the student

vote was crucial to negotiations-*

and he doubted students would
bend much in that area.

"If students decide to self-assess

a negative check-off fee on them-
selves, the university must listen to

what the students decided. They
must do this because on other

votes, like the mandatory health

insurance, they asked for a student

vole and listened to it because it

was convenient for them.**

Although Monserratt will not be
drawing up any proposals and he is

not sure which ones are being

considered, he said he would
support compromise proposals
returning the issue to th6 students'

for another vote or rewording the

explanation of negative check-off

and making other efforts to make
sure students understand their right

not to pay.

While there are no set dates for

negotiations between Chancellor

Young and student government
representatives, Young did meet
yesterday afternoon with Vice
Chancellor Winston Doby, who
will be assisting him with iht talks.
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Publisher gets
probation for

^liooting dog
The Associated Press

it

VENTURA, Calif. — News-
paper publisher Darrow "Duke**

Tully was convict^ Thursday of

cruelty to animals for shooting a

neighbor* s dog in the head with a

pellet gun, and was placed on six

months* probation.

Tully, publisher of the Ojai

^'alley News, is the former Phoe-
nix Gazette and Arizona Republic

publisher who resigned after

admitting he fabricated a heroic

military record that included ser-

vice in Korea and Vietnam.
He also was ordered to hand

over the pellet gun to be destroyed

and to repay the dog*s owner,
Mary Bishop, $240 she paid a

veterinarian to remove the pellet

UES
From page 12
bans and increasing the sterile

Medfly peculation, said David

Moore, president of the Western

Growers Association.

Pesticide act supporters have

been criticized by foes for promis-

ing voters their measure would halt

malathion spraying. Signature-

gatherer Yitzhuk (£aws students

by chiming "Stop Malathion
Spraying,** a call that has been

repeated at San Fernando Valley

shopping centers and the Los
Angeles Marathon, said Paul Van
Dyke, Los Angeles Regional
Director of Campaign California, a

backer of the environmental ini-

tiative.

Environmental groups said this

deceives voters. Pesticide act

advocate Moore agreed, saying the

pesticide act "would not necessar-

ily stop malathion spraying. It

would study any of the pesticides

and evaluate the ln^um.

*To say that it would stop it right

now with the scientific research

out there is wrong — neither

(initiative) would stop malathion,**

he said.

In addition, Moore said Yitzhuk

was wrong to claim he belonged to

the Sierra Club. *That*s not good
for us at all. Td be the first to

condemn something like that**

But the consequences of making
such claims is in question. Oliver

Cox, staff counsel for the Secret-

ary of State, said Califomia*s

elections code declares misrepre-

sentation is illegal, but that "it*s

tough to say what things cannot be

legal.**

"If it*s a lie and they know it's a

lie they*re as guilty as sin,** Cox
said. "But if a person is making
erroneous statements he or she

believes to be true, it*s a different

kind of hell the person belongs in.**

Co^Jias s^n misrepresentation

in petitioning "only ^ce in a

while. It is rare there would be any
kind of concerted group effort to

deceive the public.**

Other petitioners, however,
agreed questionable tactics give

signature-collection a bad reputa-

tion.

Steve Foster, who is paid per

signature to circulate the Environ-

mental Protection Act at UCLA,
said students don*t read the fine

print and don*t question sales

pitches.

"Students are in a hurry and they

don*t have time to look at what
they*re signing,** he said. "In the

end, it hurts the rest of us out there

trying to be honest.**

The consequences, however, are

slight, according to Cox. *The
worst thing that happens if people

get enough signatures is tliat

people will get to vote Qn it And
that's tuoiiSO b»(l/* ifiA
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Reagan's legacy creating

news for the globeIII

By John Cookston
»

With the recent toppling of

the Nicaraguan dictator Ortega,

despite his campaign financing

being twice as much as his

opposition's, the final chapter

in the Reagan presidency has

been written. After a year of

burgeoning freedom in Eastern

Europe and Central America,

the Freedom Fighters in Nicar-

agua finally won ... at the

ballot box. Kudos must go to

Onega for facilitating a more
or less fair election (there were

, some abuses by the opposition
' parties, and somewhat more t)|y

Ortega's, but the election was
about as fair as you can get in

that region).

The real hero, though, must
be deemed President Reagan.

Had he not doggedly supported

the Contras, had they unilater-

ally disbanded or not kept the

pressure up throughout his

presidency, there is little doubt
that Ortega would never have
been forced to hold the elec-

tions mandated by the Esque-

pulas Agreement. Nor is there

any doubt that he would still

be the Cuban-backed dictator

and still exporting totalitarian-

ism to neighboring democra-
cies. , -

There's even less doubt that

Reagan was ultimately respon-

sible for the hundreds of mil-

lions in Europe who now - —
enjoy freedom for the first

time since Russia took them
over — without a wartime
bullet being fired! (Is this not

unique in modem history?

Peace and freedom gained

without war!) And that result

can be almost directly traced

to Reagan's Star Wars initia-

tive — which American liber-

als and doubters and freezeniks

unanimously claimed would
cause war.

Few historians dispute that

SDI was the straw that broke

the back of the Russian will to

forcibly enslave. In trying to

answer SDI, Gorbachev simply

reached the end of his war
machine's ability to escalate

and still leave any money to

run the rest of his country.

The survival of the USSR
meant having to concede at the

arms table, and meant aban-

doning imperialist adventurism.

And the new unwillingness to

project power outside Russia

permitted European peoples to

free themselves. Some persons

credit Gorbachev and not the

true author of the circum-

stances that gave Gorbachev no
choice. But that's okay; the

good has been done.

And Reagan's domestic lega-

cy? Reaganomics was called

"voodoo" by Monday morning

quarterbacks. Not a week has

gone by since 1981 when the

Chicken Littles and Reagan-

haters haven't claimed we're

"just now" plunging into a

recession. The only problem
with their naysaying is the

economy. It continues to sus-

tain in the longest peacetime

prosperity ever. Can you ima-

gine if a tax-and-spend demo
like Dukakis had gotten hold

of it? The market plunged on
election eve just on fear of the

possibility.

And where are all those

now who complained about the

lack of domestic spending, now
that there's a mushrooming
peace dividend to spend on
their domestic programs? Had
we, as liberals, wished and not
spent militarily for the short

haul to break the Russian bear,

we would not be able now to

recoup major^ funds to spend
socially for the long haul.

Then there's more good
news internationally: Mandela
and Sisulu have been released,

as apartheid continues to be
dismantled. De Klerk, who
ordered the release, says that

American sanctions — opposed
by Reagan — delayed that

event inordinately, and that .

except for those sanctions,

which liberal armchair diplo-

mats voted in unthinkingly, de
Clerk could have convinced his

electorate to have done it

much earlier.

And how about the good

non-n&v/s: when was the last

time yoM can even remember '

an act of Shi-ite terrorism?

The much-maligned strike on
Libya may have killed one
terrorist's child, but it seems to

have saved thousands of inno-

cent civilian's lives ever since.

Now the so-called warmon-
gers of the Reagan administra-

tion have secured freedom and
prosperity and peace. And the

so-called progressives (Jimmy
Carter, Jesse Jackson, and
suchlike) only brought us hos-

tage-taking, unchecked dictator-

ships and continued cold war.

Bush himself fits in the no-

account part of the spectrum,

not having miich in the way of

direction, strength, or convic-

tions. He is merely the Oval
Office's fortunate occupant

when the last of trickle-down

of Reagan's convictions flow-

ered. Let's hope he is wise

enough to know so and learn.

The message seems clear. It

is time for knee-jerk liberal

Americans who think they

know what gets peace and
think they know what Central

American peoples want, and

think know all the rest ... it

is time for them to go the

way of their kindred souls

Neville Chamberlain and bow
to those who do know, and
graciously disappear. Not just

the extremist buffoons like Tim
Strawn; nobody takes them
seriously. But the fashionably

liberal "progressives," like the

Ted Kennedy's, the Elliot
.

Richardsons, the John Van de
Kamps.
And like the so-called

American "committees in soli-

darity with Central American
people." It is time to admit

that American liberals are not

in solidarity with what the

world or Central American -s

people keep saying at the

voting booth that they really

do want They want freedom.
Ninety-two percent of the

Panamanians wanted the oppo-
site of what these American
committees said they should

want Ninety percent of Salva-

dorans voted in the election

that kept out of office the

party that American committees
said they should want And
more than 90 percent of Nicar-

aguans have voted in the

election that rejected whom the

American liberals said these

people wanted. They wanted
and got freedom. And anti-

Western, anti-conservative

grousers must simply begin

acknowledging that

Despite rebuff after rebuff

delivered by world events

themselves, one still sees the

bankrupt effluvium of the

America-bashers whose work
regularly adorns the Bruin's

pages. Doubtless some such,

will respond to this article too,

hauling out ever more powerful

microscopes to find things they

can still fulminate against The
Bruin should, of course, con-

tinue to print such writings.

And I hope all who realize

with me the worldwide bless-

ings American has brought to

a recession-ravaged, war-torn,

captive globe in this decade
will join me in continuing to

take notice of those writings,

and will quietly laugh at them.

Cookston is a graduate student

in cybernetics.
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It's COOL to help your community
By Michelle Russo

In case you are wondering

what's COOL this year at

UCLA, I'd like to tell you.

COOL stands for Campus Out-

reach Opportunity League. It's

a national organization that

promotes community service on
college campuses.

On March 8-11, UCLA wiU
host the 6th National COOL
Conference which will be

attended by over 1,200 students

and administrators from col-

leges nationwide.

Today, the participants will

go "Into the Streets" of Los
Angeles and serve members of

our community according to

their interests. Some may visit

food banks for AIDS patients,

Schools for disabled youth, or

beaches to participate in envi-

ronment clean-up. Saturday will

spotlight workshops focused on
community service program-
ming and awareness; there will

also be a benefit concert in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Saturday night with Michelle

Shocked performing. Sunday,
there will be an C^)portunities

Fair which will feature groups

offering information for intern-

ships, summer programs and
post-graduate opportunities.

There are still plenty of
opportunities to get involved.

But it's almost dead week\ I

know, but COOL is important,

community service is important,

and helping those who are less

fortunate than we are is

important

It is so easy to forget and
ignore those who need us most
because sometimes seeing real-

ity creates a disturbing feehng.

After all, we are the "Me
Generation." COOL strives to

negate the present stereotype of

the self-centered, self-involved

college student and to emphas-
ize our good side.

COOL has helped me realize

that it is time for us to

become the "We Generation."

We need to help each other

and work together to help

others. If our concern is

genuine, then maybe people

will accept our help instead of

attributing it to "pity."

This year's conference is

being held at UCLA for a

reason: COOL wanted a

diverse campus. There's some-
one of every imaginable inter-

est and background here.

Students of all backgrounds
and socio-economic status will

combine to form a network of

helpers that will be sensitive to

all needs. The conference

won't change the world in one
day, but it may be an impetus

for change. Let's act now to

make a better world fdr our

children.

Russo is a junior majoring *in

communication studies.
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Breakfast at the 'Pap and Slap' takes an unexpected turn

I
would first like to apo-

logize to my regular read-

ers for the absence of my
column last week. I know it

was a gieat disappointment to

you both. The reason for my
truancy, however, is most over-

whelniing; I was having lunch

with the president.

Last week I traveled to

Washington D.C. to lobby for

the National Society for the

Prevention of Yoga (NSPY). I

never knew how exciting it

was to be part of the political

process. Capitol Hill seemed as

lively as a bee hive. Familiar

faces I knew I had seen in

Newsweek (I realize the topics

of my columns suggest I've

never read a news periodical

before, but just go with it)

were coming and going from
one meeting to another, shak-

ing hands and exchanging

salutations.

I struggled to not get intimi-

dated, and fought for my noble

cause. Nevertheless, I was
eaten up by the bureaucracy, .

and my efforts were futile.

Disheartened, I left the Hill

and walked aimlessly aU night

long. It was 8 a.m. before I

realized I had ventured all the

way to Baltimore, Maryland.

Tired and distraught, I decided

to stop and get a cup of
coffee at the Pap and Slap

Tavern.

I pushed the door to the

restaurant open, sounding the

bells that dangled from the

inside knob. I dragged my feet

to a stool at the counter, sat

down, and sank my face into

Scott
Greenberg
my folded arms.

**Coffec," I told the guy
behind the counter, without

kx)king up. I sighed, but was
then distracted from my
thoughts by the voice from the

next stool over.

"Rough night, huh?"
I lifted my head to acknow-

ledge the stranger and my eyes
nearly popped out of my foce

— it was the president, George
Bush.

"Yeah?** I responded ques-

tioningly, as though I needed
conformation that my answer
was appropriate for a president.

"Well let me buy you break-

fast They've got blintzes here

that are just the best"

As he ordered for me, I

splashed a glass of water onto

my face to see if I was
dreaming; I was shocked and
confused.

The blintzes came, and was

he right! They were huge and
covered with mounds of straw-

berries. They even put the

sugar on the side just the way
1 like it.

1 began to relax and was
more able to conduct a decent

conversation. We talked for

about 20 minutes or so. I told

him about my Yoga thing, but

then an incredible idea began
to emerge from my head. Why
not interview the president fcx*

the Daily Bruinl He agreed,

and the next few moments
went something like this:

Bruin: Mr. President, let's

start from the beginning. Tve
read that all through your
childhood your parents encour-

aged you to take an interest in

government, in hopes of your

pursuing a career in politics,

and even gave you the name
••George** after the father of
our country, George Washing-
ton. Is this true?

President Bush: No, actually

the name comes from the

monkey. Curious.

Bruin: I see.

President Bush: As for my
parents, my father was the

mayor of his small home town
in Texas. Before marrying my
mother, he employed her as

his secretary. The scandal

broke out about their relation-

ship, and my father lost his

chance to claim a high politi-

cal ofOce. I was their only

hope.

Bruin: What was the scan-

dal? Were they sleeping on the

job?

President Bush: No, on his

desk.

Bruin: Mmmmm. Well, why
don't we just skip to your
career. What was it like being

the director of the CIA?
Presideru Bush: I really

enjoyed that job in the begin-

ning, but after a while I got

tired of the constant secrets.

It's difficult not being able to

come home and tell your wife

about your day. Barbara and I

are very close.

Bruin: I've heard that How
is it for her as Hrst lady?

President BusH: I think she's

really grown into it It's been
hard, though, for her to fill

Nancy's shoes.

Bruin: I'll bet Mrs. Reagan
really made the role of first

lady a meaningful position.

President Bush: No, I mean
she has small feet and can't

fill Nancy's shoes.

Bruin: Sir?

Presideru Bush: When it

became clear that I would be
president, there was a lot of
animosity between Nancy and
Barbara.

Bruin: But the shoes?

Presideru Bush: Oh yes,

well, after the inauguration,

Nancy sent a Hallmark to

Barbara, apologizing for her

behavior, and invited her out

for a friendly game of one on
one basketball. They've been
playing every Sunday since,

and last w6ek, Barbara wore a

hole in the soul of one of her

Air Jordans. Nancy had to loan

her an extra pair.

Bruin: Fascinating. Are you
still in touch with President

Reagan? ^

President Bush: Not too

much. Occasionally he'll get

stumped on a crossword puzzle

and call for some help. Other

than that, we rarely speak.

Last week he asked me what a

4-letter word for air pollution

was.

Bruin: What did you say?

President Bush: That'o easy
— "abortion."

Bruin: Now that you have
had a chance to work with

Vice-President Quayle, what is

your opinion of him?
President Bush: He's a

shmuck.

At this point I thought it

best to stop, though I had

many more questions. The
president wanted more coffee,

and I could tell the last

question seemed to be touching

on a sensitive issue. "But
why?" I wondered. President

Bush has known Dan Quayle
for so long and has always
had faith in him. Why the

sudden change? I had to ask

the one last question.

Bruin: Mr. President, why
are you dissatisfied with Dan
Quayle?

President Bush: Because I

hate having to wait for another

cup of coffee.

At first his answer confused

me. But then I looked at the

sandy blond hair and vapid

facial expression on the man
behind the counter. Could it be
— no, it just couldn't

Greenberg is a sophomore
majoring in driver's education.
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1 need two things to get

through school: good
grades and money I can

take care of the first all by

myself, and UPS is helping

me take care of the second
They gave me a part-time

job that rea/Zy pays.
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Michelle Shocked
This renowned pop-folk per-

former wil I kick off her nation-

wide col lege tour as part of the

National COOL Conference.

The tour is part of a program to

raise awareness about campus
outreach organizations. The
Four Horsemen will also per-

form.

Jason $, Stewart

Saturday, call 206 5523 for place and
time. Tk: UCLA students: $12, guests $14.

V ,-

Opening nationwide tcxlay.

The Handmaid's
Tale
Faye Dunaway, Elizabeth

McGovern, and Robert Duval I

star in Margaret Atwood's
chilly projection of a future

society where women's roles

have been restriaed to sub-

servience as wives, servants,

or child-bearers.

Jason Stewart

Backstage at
Royce
This program will feature an

interview with John E.

Frohnmayer, the chair of the

National Endowment for the

Arts. A discussion with Gor-

don Davidson (Mark Taper

Forum), and Mark Anderson
(ARTS, Inc.) will follow.

Jason Stewart

Sunday, 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. on KKGO. 105.1
FM

-•X-

UCLA Uttle Theater. March 9 17. except

Monday and Tuesday. Performances begin

at 8 p.m. except on Sunday at 2 p.m. and
7:30 pjn.

Macbeth
UCLA's Theater Department
presents the c I assic taleofsome
of Shakespeare's most notori-

ous characters: Macbeth, a

murderous leader, and hiss^m-

bitious wife.

Jason Stewart

\

Field of Dreams
Kevin Costner and Amy Madi-
gan star in this Oscar rx>mi-

nated family fable about a man
struggi ing to reconcile with the

spirit ofhisdeceased father. "If

you build it, he wilt come."
June Finheiro

Now wttlttM it vMwntDCts

jQirfittd By: Imm 8.

Film

)

wUfOFIg SIS StGOl! Gutsy Curtis acts as decoy to psychotic killer in violent cop drama
By Rachelle Unreich

Staff Writer

FILM: Bfue Steel. Written by Kathryn Bigelow & Eric Reed
Bigelow. Produced by Edward R. Pressman and Olrver Stone
starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Ron Silver & Clancy Brown.

Jamie Lee Curtis stars as Officer Megan Turner, a rookie cop wtiose personal life and professional duties become twisted
wtien stie discovers tfiat tier boyfriend is the same man responsible for a string of brutal murders in the thriller 'Blue Steel.

'

If you were Jamie Lee Curtis, what would you do? Apart from wearing
figure^hugging, cleavage-revealing clothes? For a long time, you were
known only as Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh *s kid, and you struggled with

that. £>oing a string of B-grade horror flicks as a teenager didn't further

your acting credibility much, although your talent was obvious even then.

Later, when you started to be noticed, people were paying more attention

to your curves than to your ability as an actress. But finally, after years of
hard work, you became a runaway success in the blockbuster comedy A
Fish Called Wanda, and you've since scored a legion of fans on your hit

TV show Anything But Love. You're a smart gal; what's your next move?
Do you star in an action/thriller/suspense/drama called Blue Steel which,
despite its elegant cinematography, stylish direction and a name like

Oliver Stone behind it, is faintly reminiscent of the scary movies you did
so long ago? '

Apparently you do. The movie Blue Steel is somewhat of a turnaround
for Jamie Lee Curtis, who has recently established herself as a fine com-
edic actress. But in Blue Steel, she plays Megan Turner — a tough,

street-wise. New York cop, who has just graduated from the police

academy. Within hours of her entry into the force, the powers above her

decide that she's a httle too gutsy and trigger-happy for their liking, and
suspend her. They need her as a decoy, however, once it becomes clear

that she is being pursued by a psychotic killer (Ron Silver), who turns out
to be Megan's new boyfriend.

Blue Steel becomes increasingly disturbing as the boundaries between
love and obsession are crossed, and as Megan begins to realize what is

happening. While the film is full of suspense and tense moments, it some-
what compromises itself by using an inordinate amount of violence.

Although it holds up as a psychological thriller, the excess of bullets

taken and gunOre used turns it into a ^tty, Ramboesque film. It is almost

See 'BLUE STEEL,' page 18

Under his influence;

Cassavetes deftly created films to shake up
viewers; four will be shown tonight at Melnitz
By Jill L6ger

ALKRTPOOMSIrViK
^ '^?m9^^

staff Writer

RUil: The Films of John Cassavetes
series continues at Meinitz with Sat.

evening and Sun. afternoon screenings
of A Woman Under the Influence and
Minnie and Moskowitz and a Sunday
evenir^ screening of Hust>ands and
G/ona. bvening screenings at 7:30 pm,
Sun. matinee screening at 2 pm.
Tickets $5 aeneral, $3 students and
seniors. Call 206-FILM for info.

Original and brilliant, the late

John Cassavetes made films that

piqued as much irritation as admi-

ration.

But critics who attacked Cassa-

vetes' filmmaking for its indepen-

dent-minded, eccentric, often

technically rough edged approach,

overlooked the striking power of

his screen images, which under-

scored a singular ability to mesh
canny social commentary with

compassion.

His style ultimately cast film in

a new societal role. To Cassavetes,

who died a year ago at age 59, film

should not merely entertain — it

should, in his words, **confuse,

rock and disturb.**

The UCLA Film and Television

Archive will continue its tribute to

Cassavetes this weekend with a

quartet of his most highly
acclaimed films. The first nation-

ally touring retrospective ofCassa-
vetes films, the series will run

m^Airough March 18.

Saturday evening, the Archive
will screen A Woman Under the

Influence, which examines the

troubles of an insecure middle
American housewife dealing with

the abrasions of daily living as well

Television

Zooming through The Sitcom Zone:
Telling the "Good," "Bad"

witK fish, pizza, & humor

Gena Rowlands and Seymour Cassel share a mismatched,
wacky romance in 'Minnie and Moskowitz.'

By Rachelle Unreich

as a troubled marriage (to Peter

Falk). The film won Oscar nomi-

nations for both Cassavetes and
Rowlands.

Rowlands also stars in Minnie

and Moskowitz, an offbeat
romance between an eccentric,

Jewish parking lot attendant (Sey-

mour Cassel) and a beautiful

gentile museum worker that will

also screen Saturday.

Sunday evening the Archive
will present Gloria, a Manhattan
fairy tale starring Rowlands as a

lough and tired gang moll on the

run firom the mobsters with a

precocious Puerto Rican boy.

Buck Henry co-stars as the boy*s

mild-mannered book keeper

father.

Gloria will be followed by

Husbands, which tells the story of

three friends (Cassavetes, Falk and

Ben Gazzara) who meet at the

funeral of a mutual buddy. The trio

later take off together on a four day

weekend excursion upon which

they try to come (o terms with the

passing of their youth.

The series will continue next

weekend with Opening Night

(1978). Love Streams (1984),

Shadows (1958-9). Too Late

Blues. (1961). The Killing of A
Chinese Bookie (1978) and Mikey

and Nicky (1976).

Staff Writer

The students enrolled in the film school's class

178 have long since realized that they are traveUng

through another dimension; not only of sight and

sound, but of scripts and sets as well. They had

some inkling of it when they discovered that the

faculty advisor to the class was a Serling-type man
named Branko, who loomed in and out of the

(boom) shadows. At that moment, they should

have known they were entering . . . The Sitcom

Zone.

Not that surrealism is uncommon in Melnitz*

s

TV Studio 1, on any given taping day of UCLA*s
situation-comedy Good News, Bad News. Diu'ing

last episode, for instance, set designers had to find

a fish that was used as a wristwatch for one of the

show's spacier characters, whereas cast and crew

worked until an hour that was late enough to

convince them that the fish actually did tell digital

time. But having delusions about trout was a fair^

minor problem when you consider that the show's

head honchos were walking around trying to

determine who needed hepatitis shots, after one of

the actresses fell sick with the illness. **Have you

been near her?" was the question of the day, to

which actor Doug Shafferjokingly replied, "Other

than the 2 or 3 deep kisses we shared, I've never

touched her!" Hey, when the film school promises

to offer an exciting class, they don't screw around.

The sitcom itself revolves around a group of

college kids who work at their school newspaper.

The Daily CameL While the bulk of the cast is

made up of theater arts majors, the crcw hail from

different facets of UCLA, and are mainly

inexperienced in working in the area of motion

picture and television. In a matter of weeks, they

have learned how to operate everything from

cameras to lighting, not without the help of

occasional free pizza detiveries. to keep their

stamina up.

« V % « *
»yv!%v

One of the more coveted jobs for a crew

I
member to have is that of fioor manager, privately

referred to as "fioor bitch." As one student, Ann
Maceda, remarks, *The cast can get frustrated

with you if it's only your voice they hear that's

screaming all of the time. But mostly, everyone

has a lot of fun together. It would be incredibly

hard to do those 17 hour shoots if you weren't

working with good people who are able to work
well together and enjoy each other. And we all get

a lot of practical knowledge, especially since

everyone in the crew can direct their own 5 minute

exercise. But the best thing about the sitcom is the

wrap parties!"

While the actors* involvement with camera

equipment and setting up shots extends about'as

far as eating the take-out pizza, they too gain

experience that they may have otherwise missed.

Chris Lore, who plays Robert (of the fish-wearing

fame) on the show, says, "1 rarely get to do
comedy, and this is the fu^t time I've worked with

3 cameras. I think that somewhere along the line,

someone might be more apt to cast me over

another actor with comparable talent, because of

that experience."

He also admits that the setup of the sitcom is

conducive to a good performance, saying "It's

nice to work with a group of people who you trust

and feel easy with, and it's much less difficult to

<k) comedy that way. In comedy, you're so

vulnerable because you're making a fool of

yourself. So when you're working with a group of

people you know on a consistent basis, k's much
easier to let go and allow yourself to be silly."

While there are no set prerequisites needed for

entry into the class, students have to be flexible

with their hours on taping days, when shooting

may last well into the night But judging by the

anK)unt of laughter that is heard on the set, this is

no great toll on anyone. Even if there is a guy
standing on the sec, prodding everyone to chudde
after each gag. "We need a kH of *yuckers'." he
insists. Hell, stranger thii>gs have happened in . .

.

The Sitcom Zone.

An open screening ofan episode ofGoodNews,
Bad News will take place on Sunday March lith
at 7.-00 pm in 1420 MeebOtz,

Kuiylniiii
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Film

'Everybody's private life gets out of control,' says Lowe
T-'

By Bob Thomas
Associated Press

Rob Lowe docsn*t think anyone
had a worse summer than he did,

except maybe the Dodgers.

Lowe was trying to add light-

ness to a grim subject: his involve-

ment in a sex scandal and his

efforts to resume his film career.

"You have to have a sense of

humor about it,*' he said. "You
have to look at things in the long

run. I knew that when this movie
came out, people would be
reminded of who I am and what I

do. That is, that Tm an actor and I

do have a private life, and every-

body's private life gets out of

control at one time or another."

Every watcher of the scandal

sheets and their television counter-

parts knows what happened. While
attending the 1988 Democratic

National Convention, Lowe made
a videotape of sex involving

himself and two young women in

his Atlanta hotel room. Claims and
counterclaims rebounded, and
Lowe agreed to do 20 hours of

community service to avoid prose-

cution for allegedly seducing one
of the women, then a 16-year-old.

Her mother's suit against Lowe is

pending.

The scandal is returning to the

spotlight with the release of Low-
e's new movie. Bad Influence. He
portrays a charming drifter who
invites a humdrum businessman,

James Spader, into Los Angeles*

fast-lane life of drugs and lawless-

ness. Lowe videotapes Spader in a

sex episode, and Lowe is seen in

bed with two women.
"This is due to the totally

coincidental nature of life imitat-

ing art and art imitating life,"

declares Steve Tisch, the movie*s
producer. *'It's almost life and art

having a head-on coHision."

Bad Influence was in pre-pro-

duction when the Atlanta scandal

broke. Lowe was attending the

Cannes Film Festival and returned

immediately to confer with Tisch

about continuing with the film.

"We had to do the movie," he

said. "Everybody was committed.

It was still as viable a piece of

material as it was before.

•<<
*So I never looked back in that

sense. It only made us more
concerned that we couldn't let

what was going on in my personal

life affect my professional life

.... I know that the performance

would not be what it is without the

emotional ammunition I got in

going through such a tough sum-
mer."

Whether Bad Influence suc-

ceeds t)r not, it's likely that Rob
Lowe's persona, both on and off

screen, will never be the same.
During his brief film career, his

striking good looks often cast him
as a somewhat wimpish yuppy. In

his personal life, he was known as

a supporter of environmental and
liberal causes and companion of

such beauties as actress Melissa

Gilbert and Princess Stephanie of

Monaco.

'BUIE STEEL': Curtis furns cop for tense psychological cop dramaHI I

From page 17

as if it thes too hard to be a box-

office smash, and throws in those

graphic scenes for effect, rather

than necessity.

In the end, the movie is a classy

production, largely due to the

competent direction of Kathryn

Bigelow, whose last im)ject was
Near Dark. Here, she has made a

tight, taut drama, and has managed
to achieve a film-noir effect.

However, the plot of the Him is

filled with holes, and consequent-

ly, is not always believable. This is

partly saved by the acting of both

Curtis and Silver, who are not

always given the best scenarios or

most credible dialogue, but still

succeed in giving their characters

dimension and pace.

There's no doubt that this movie

is a step up from the mindless

Stallone cop films that seem to

appear in theaters at the rate of

about one every three weeks. But it

is an extremely disturbing film,

perhaps even more so psychologi-

cally than pictorially. If you were

Jamie Lee Curtis, you may have
wanted to stick with comedy,
instead of entering the dark reces-

ses of Blue Steel, Then again, this

film was made prior to the success

of Wanda, in the i»e-Richafd

Lewis days.
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Do you have an upcoming
event? meeting? iecture?

Be sure to reach the greater UCLA community

4i «fe s

Contact the "Internal" Department at x52161 or stop by 112 KH for more Information.

Tohmatsu Awoki (the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seeking entry-level ac(X)unts.

English and Japanese speakinc. ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co.

Touche Ross & Co.

1000 Wilshlre Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90017
ATTN: Steve Oto

ATohmatsu Awoki
ToucheRoss
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''The Pizza Alternative"
Try Big Red Wings for the delicious, Tiealthy

alternative to greasy, flattening pizza. We feature

Wings by the dozen, or try our Big Red or Little

Red Sampler. Big Red Wings delivers to your

door to lam (3am weekends).

NOW ACCEPTING
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3/9 THE BIG
RED BUCKm

$2.00 OFF WITH ORDER
OF $13 PLUS

ONE COUPON PER ORDER
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3/9 THE BIG
RED BUCK

J

BUY 50 WlfiGS AND
GET A DOZEN FREE'

one: coupon pkr order
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Danish provide tasty musical treat
By Matt Ball

Contributor

Mix two potent, exciting lead

singers; add a feverish, funkadelic

rhythm section, and stir in gripping

guitars. Bake this dish until red

hot, and lightly frost with cool

saxophone.

This is a recipe for Mary's
Danish, the tasty new band that is

almost single-handedly justifying

the existence of the L.A. club
scene.

Eight o'clock classes mean

nothing to the audience; they are

energized anyway, and even the

lemiinally self-conscious dance at

their shows.

But not much dancing went on at

the Strand last Thursday because
the club had pulled dinner tables

up to the edge of the stage. The
show was worse for it

Regardless, the energy level of
the show was beyond nuclear. >

Mary's Danish hit the stage with
"Blue Stockings" and worked
from there. Drums thumped along
with bass, guitars worked, saxo-

phone wailed, and Gretchen Sea-
ger and Julie Ritlcr, lead singers,

U'aded riffs with gusto.

By the surprised and pleased
smiles of some of the faces in the

comfortably close crowd, it was
easy to see that new converts were
made.

People rocked in their seats,

sang the lyrics, and danced at the

back of the club while others

leaned to their girlfriends or
boyfriends and thanked them for

bringing them.

"I hate it when I go to shows and

the band doesn't play anything I

know," Ritter had said in an earher
interview.

There Goes the Wondertruck,
the only album Mary's Danish has
yet released was therefore well

represented. "Shanty Pig," "What
To Do," "Mary Had A Bar," and
the two singles, "Don't Crash the

Car Tonight," and "It'll Probably
Make Me Cry," were the cuts from
Wondertruck.

All the tunes were infused with
far more energy than is present on
the album, a collection of demos

;^^-;f'

made over a few years. They were
nearly perfect, with only a couple
of muddy transitions that were
caught and corrected for.

Each time the band got ready to

play the new songs, the True Fans
who could see the setlist from their

seats (a rather limited category,

true, but there were at least two>
waited with nervous anticipation.

The new material was not as raw
as that from Wondertruck, but it

was very well done.

See DANISH, page 21

CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

-..Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports -

^ Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock
i 12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes m
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

Sprieg Break Special

2 Weeks Unlimited Tanning

(No extra charges. No time restrictions)

The cleanest, friendliest, and
most professional tanning salon

1107
Gayley Ave.
(Between KinroM and Lindbrook)

824-2826
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EDUCATION FOR WORK:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Frederick Kintzer
Professor Emeritus,

Graduate School of Education, UCLX

12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
TODAY, March 9, 1990
11382 Bunche HaU

ASUCLA COMMUniCATIONS BOARD
IS SEEKinQ APPLICAnXS FOR THE POSmOM OF

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
>* THE DAILY BRUIN

The Daily Bruin Is UCLA's dally student newspaper. The Dally Bruin is published Monday throuoh Friday by the

S?.T!yj*^!S2!lLH°S?. i*"^!. ^t "^"^^ °^ *f appointed Edltor-ln^ief and the Business Manager. Applicantsmust be r^tered UCLA students. The Communications Board wiU Interview candidates Thursday AprU 12 at a

APPHCATIOW DEADLINE: Tuesday, April 3 at 12 Noon.

SSSSfK?.^.^ ^\% "J" K"^'!?J°J* descriptions, and a UCLA Dally Bruin mission statement In the
rublicationa Office, 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall during regular business hours.

ASUCLA Communications Board: Dalhr Bruin. Summer Bruin. RLA. BruinUfe. A^Tallb Ha'AmU Oente de AzUan. HOMMO. Pacific Ties. TenPercent. Together.

AppUcants mua* be a UCLA student In good standing and cany a minimum of 8 units at the time of application

J2SkTi.h1T^S ^'^^2.^ ?° fo>\"n<»e'Braduates. Bach applicant must meet minimum experience requSSrnenta
Sl^^Jl*2 ^^ 0»«P«^ul»r medium applied for. Applicants must have woriied a minimum of three quarters forthe Daily Bruin at the time of application or show suba^tial demonstrated experience.

Idi^
OF SANTA MONICA
CiMsic Northsrn Italifn Cuisina

THE PASTA-BIUTIES
ARE ENDLESS

Create the dinner you wantwitii over

15 different pastas, and 40 diffeiiiit sauces.

All dinners include

extensive salad ar le-made soup bar.

2301 Santa Monica Blvd. Santi Momci

(213) 453-5442
LU>ieM11 AMMNMH

X !
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Dancers, Singers, Instrumentalists and Technicians
(stage managers^ sound, lights, wardrobe, stage bands)

MINIMUM AGE 18

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
^ V D

LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE

ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS-
PROGRAM

C The Walt Disney Company

SUNDAY,
MARCH 18 at 10:00am

Entertainment Arts Complex (Student Center)

Long Beach City College,

4901 E. Carson St., Long Beach

INFORMATION:
(213)420-4051, 9:00am - 12:30pm, M-F
Training on weekends will begin March 27, 1990

BENEFITS
opportunities for paid rehearsals

and performances after training

Workshops with top professionals

in the entertainment industry

Advanced training in theatre, stage voice, movement,

dance, singing and instrumental technique
.

."3

—

• '— 4r
'

College credit
, --- - ^ . - --- •• « • ^

Chance for a professional career

•' T v;

A PSYCHOSEXUAL MOVIE SHOCKER
...COOL EROTICISM, INTELLIGENCE AND INTENSITY."

- Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY

"A TRULY TERRIFYING THRILLER...
EXCITING, COMPaUNG. MY THROAT WAS TIGHT WITH SUSPOISL'

- Shoi GiTMgv, AMEIICAN MOVK OASSia

'^E IT AS SOON AS YOU aN...
TAUT, CHILUNG.'

'MESMERIZING...A FASCINATING VISION.
ROBOT DUVAU GTVES AN INCREMBU PERKMUNANa:

-NmHom^WNCNIADK)

ii^

"RICHARDSON, DUVALL AND
DUNAWAY ARE SUPERB."

In* D. JolMMm, MACLEANS MAGAZINE

"GRIPPING, PROVOCATIVE
AND unusual:'

no undilroM, WfWvTY

"HIGHLY IMAGINATIVE,

INTELUGENT AND SCARY."
-Jod Gomir, GANNEH NEWS SEIVia

THE
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Stage

X

Daddy's gfris explore roots

of relationshiiis in new play
By Emily Skopov '

Contributor

THEATER:My Heart Belongs To
Daddy. Written by Nelsie Spencer &
Laury Marker, utrected by Dorothy
Lyman. Performances Thurs. through

Sun. at the Lex Theater in Hollywood.

Student rush available. Call 263-6363
for info.

*The woman is the pleasure

center."

"Honey, Tve got a very nice

lawyer for you to meet — in the

meantime, here's one hundred

dollars. Buy yourself something

nice.**

Obviously these are two very

different approaches to raising

daughters, so the product of these

upbringings probably wouldn't
have anything in common, and

even less to say to one another.

Then again, maybe there are one

or two things that could spark a

friendship. For example, there's

that common female frustration

with the size of one's thighs— or

the quality/quantity of available

men. There's the sheer joy of

sharing troubles over a pint of ice

cream— and the requisite exercise

to ward off the attendant calories.

It may not seem like much, but for

Shari and Claire, the central

characters ofM> Heart Belongs To
Daddy now running at the Lex, it

means that a daddy's girl from
Long Island and the only daughter

of a bell-bottom wearing, Califor-

nia beach bum can become best

friends.

Nelsie Spencer (Claire) and
Laury Marker (Shari), who
together also wrote this two
woman show, make it perfectly

clear that the differences between

these best friends are actually two
halves that together make them
whole. Their mutual love and

admiration, and their ability to

balance each other out in times of

crisis, will make any viewer wish

they had a friendship like the one

explored in this two-act dramedy.

Without question, the dialogue

is witty and entertaining, as is the

inside view of "girl talk" and
purely female activity. In the

play's opening, Shari and Claire

discuss a variety of things (men
and more men, food and exerdl^^r

while the former perpetiptes hair

removal on her bikini area and the

latter performs leg lifts and butt

tucks in an effort to further firm her

already lithe figure. Their amus-
ing banter more than makes you

laugh — it also reveals how well

these two know each other and

how comfortable they are in each

other's company.
This is notjust another cynically

comedic look at young singles in

the trendy jungle of New York
City. As we are swept towards the

end of the first act, it becomes
apparent that the very different

foundations on which each woman
is built, as well as the seemingly

sturdy base of these two as a unit,

will be put to a grueling test

As individuals, Claire and Shari

are forced to confront more than

just where they come from, but

who they come from. Now adults,

the two best of pals must examine
the differences between them that

are causing them problems in

dealing with life, and each other.

Their exploration must go deeper
than Shari 's use of Yiddish and her

insatiable need to shop, or Claire's

loss of virginity at fifteen and her

incessant wisecracking at even the

most serious of situations.

In searching for answers to

some of life's toughest questions,

they go to the most fundamental

roots of their respective origins —

Daddy. Picking up tremendous

momentum in the second act,

Claire and Shari are forced to

understand the tremendous and

different influences their fathers

have had on their Uves, and what

this mysterious parental bond
means in terms of who they are and

who they are becoming.

My Heart Belongs to Daddy was
bom after the two actresses spent

several years performing and
decided to try their hands at the

writing craft Through a process

that involved staged readings,

Spencer and Marker discovered

that they had a lot more to learn

about vmting in addition to what

they had observed as actresses. As
Nelsie explained, "It's much easier

to be kind of shocking and cute and

flippant— but to be able to really

put the feelings out there took

longer."

In addition to the technical

aspects of the project itself, the

new status of the two women as an

artistic team demanded different

Shari and Claire dis^

cuss a variety of
diings (men and more
men^ food and exer"

cise) ^vhile the former

perpetrates hair
removal on her bikini

area and the latter

performs leg lifts and
butt tucks.

things of them than had their less

complex relationship as friends.

Occasionally they found them-
selves considering the idea of

quitting. "We love each other but.

boy, we can fight. The thing about

working on this material and being

under a lot of pressure, is that it's

very easy to have one person

freaking out while the other person

may not be sensitive to it . . . there

were times when we thought that if

it's betwen the play and the

friendship, we've got to choose the

friendship."

'^'^
Iferttilfately for theatre-goers,

neither their friendship nor their

work was sacrificed. Watching
Marker and Spencer give tremend-

ous amounts of insight and energy

to their characters makes it hard for

one to imagine that Daddy
required a half a decade's efforts

before making it to the state of

excellence one witnesses in its

Hollywood run. But the two stars

know the reality.

Tackling such issues as father-

daughter relationships and a fear of

expressing dependency and vul-

nerability even to one's best friend

proved a challenge for the inex-

perienced writers.

Drawing from their own lives

gave the material great potential

for believability . . . and as Daddy
moves from light hearted fun into

the darker, more complex founda-

tions that make such comfortable

banter possible, Spencer and
Marker reveal the pain and beauty

of friendship.

On a larger scale, their work
also show's man's dependency on
others for survival, happiness, and
self-awareness. Just as Shari 's

family tragedy forces Claire to

confront her own relationships, so

this wonderful culmination of five

years' work demands that the

audience do more than watch, but

feel and think. And that is all that

anyone can 2^1^.pf .4rts

t
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DANISH
From page 19

"Louisiana" was especially

good, sort of a cajun danish if you
will. Probably most people
wdpldn't eat that, but it was fme to

listen to.

There was also a soulful acous-

tic ballad reminiscent of "Well
Well (Home Is Where the Heart-

break Is)" but different

"Julie's Blanket" was one of the

last new songs. Actually, it wasn't

new, it just doesn't appear on
Wondertruck.

Seager introduced the song by
saying, "You know how some-
times you look at a blanket in the

dark and it looks like a face or

something?"

Nobody really knew what she

was talking about, so the band
went back to what they are best at,

kicking ass.

Of course, a lot more ass could,

have been kicked if there were no
dinner tables or chairs.

**Can I Have a Smoke, Dude?"
closed the show, with an awesome
slap bass solo by Chris Wagner.
This has to be one of the most
energetic songs of all time, and it

brought the crowd to their feet,

yelling for an encore.

The encore was many favorite

cover tunes strung together. This

was impressive, as it is extremely

hard to do a medley without

sounding like some Vegas act or

the Sweeny sisters. ,

They meshed together Hen-
drix's "Manic Depression" and
Led Zeppelin's "Moby Dick"
along with a snippet of the almost

forgotten "Rock and Roll Ain't

Noise Pollution" by AC/DC.
So check out M^ry*s Danish,

especially live. They have an
informal style born from the

absence of need to impress labels

and get signed.

How often do you find a band
that just wants to get up and play

rock and roll without piddling with

their hair and planting large, wet,

smooching kisses on the butts of

record execs that consider only

two symbols in musical notation, $
and Pt (platinum for you north

campus people).

Take a bite of Mary's Danish. It

tastes good.

--i

winiour A

CSC
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
^ii^iiji

Two smart
ways to
pay for

college.
The Army Reserve has

two smart ways to pav for

college expenses.

1 First, vou may
be eligible for the

Montgomery
GI Bill which

could provide you with up to

$5,040 for college or approved

Vo/lech training.

1 Second , if you
have—or obtain—

a

qualified student

loan not in default,

you could get it paid off at the

rate of 15% per year or $500,

whichever is greater-up to a

maximum of $10,000.

This money could be

yours for serving in a nearby

Army Reserve unit. Follow-

ing Basic Training and an
Army skill training school,

you'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks a year. And vou'll earn

over $80 per weekend to start.

Think smart. Gi\'e us

a call:

(213) 837-4477

kauiovcanh:

ARMY RESERVE

DAII Y BRUIN
READERS

SPEND OVER
$6,317,610

PER QUARTER
ON HAIR SALONS,
BARBER SHOPS,
AND PERSONAL
GROOMING ITEMS

IT REALLY
PAYS
TO

ADVERTISE.
825-2161

im-^: vteria Ul?4i^P Ko^wrch^ Jujy; IVW

-3r«r

„ *
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WILLGETWUA
CHEAPD

Just flash this coupon on Friday night

and wham, your date is in for bee. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's best sketch comedy artists do their thing.

It's the format that spawned Saturday Night live, SCTV and
the top comedic talent of the last three decades.

But the free stuff doesn't stop there. All ages are welcome
cind we don't hit you up for a drink minimum. So cut this puppy
out and pop on down to The Second City, because we want to maJce

your date as cheap as possible.
,

Sun<by-7:30pm $11, FVee impn>v 9pm; Ibesday-^raOpm $7. P^ impniv lOpm; Riday-Spm & 10:30pm $11. FVte improv IZam;
Saturday-8pfn & 10:30pfn $15. F\rce improv 12am; FVee parking after 6pm in 2nd S(. City stmctuics; 214 Santa Monica Blvd. bet>Meen 2nd & 3rd. 213451-0621

TOM HANKS MEG RYAN

-_3i^fcf % ilt* i^!^^*

An Average Joe.

An Adventurous Comedy.

JOE VERSUS THE

VOLCANO

I'C; PARfNTAi nitinANrf '^iir.r.f^^Tfn
\\V'.1I\

STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 9th

?
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Campus Happenings 1

Campus Services 2

Church Services 3
Concert Tickets 6
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Free 8

Good Deals 7

Lost 17

Miscellaneous | 9
Personal . 10

Political 1

1

Research Subjects 12

Sports Tickets 5

Trade In / Swap 14

Vacation Service 4

Wanted 15

Wanted to buy 16
- k

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Health Services 22

Pregnancy 20

Sak>ns

Sperm Donors
21

19

BUSilESS OPPORTUMTIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities

EMPLOYMENT
Chikj Care Wanted
Domestic Help Wanted
Help Wanted
Internships

Job Agencies

Job Opportunities

Jobs Wanted

ENTERTAMMENT
Club Guide
Dining Guide
Restaurants

Social Events

Theatre Guide

26

35
36
30
34
31

32
33

40
41

46
45
47

HOUSING
Apartnfients for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50
Apartments to Share 54

Apartments Unfurnished 52
Condos for Rent 69
Condos for Sale 67
Condos to Share 68
House Exchange 59

House for Rent 56
House for Sale 58
House to Share 57
Housing Needed 60
Housing Servk^ 55
Real Estate 61

Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Room for Rent 64
Roommates 65
Sublet 66
Tenant Information 51

Vacation Rentals 53

RECREATION ACTIVITES

Dance / Physical Fitness 82
Flying/Parachuting 76

Health Clubs 81

Horseback Riding 77
Running .75

Sailing 78

Skiing 79
Tennis 80
Weight Lifting 83

RENTAL A6ENCIES
Misc. Rentals 87
Photo Service 89
Skis 85
Televisions 86

SERVICES
Child Care 90
For Rent 101

GRE/GMATPrep 103

Insurance

Legal Advice

Money to Loan
Movers
Music Lessons
Personal Service

Resumes
Servk^s Offered

Shipping Agents
Tutoring Offered

Tutoring Needed
Typing

TRAVEL
Resorts / Hotels

Travel

Travel Tkjkets for Sale

91

92
93
94
102
95
104

96
97
98
99
100

107
105
106

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109

Auto Repair 110

Autos Wanted 118

Bicycles for Sale 1 13

Mopeds 119

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Rkies Offered 115

Rkies Wanted 116

I

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125

Furniture 1 26

Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 1 28

Musical Instruments 129

OfficeEquipment 133

Pets 130

Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132

Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1
' Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets 5 Personal 10

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

synrptoms for at least 1 nnonth and in relatively good

health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order

to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
I Al^FPQ LA KINGS
l-Alf\l_nC> CUPPERS -

face value

Billy Joel Tom Petty Aerosmith Rush
' B.B, King Stephanie Mills

Mr UCLA aUtM^M mHi f *Mt 4)inm an h*. - gtm mu mU. Hamtmkm f rnarnUm ymtt ^fm UOAIH

FAX # 205-0829 (213)205'0838 Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor reconnmended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

* Congratulations to J
J Nicole Miskinnis J
)^ XQ of the month J^.

Free 8 Personal 10

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

assistant advanced haircut training program.

(213)474-9176. Wed-Frl, 12:30-5:00pm.

DANA.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Discuttion. Thurs Book Study

Fri. Step Sludy AU 3525 12:15 - 1:15

lues -3-7-11' NR C8177. Wed Discussion

NPIC8538 1210-10)

For alcohoics or individuals who have a

dhnldng problem ->

(213) 387-8316

OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS

"lh« Rnal SotjHon'
MorvKiy noorvl pm

MX. 3S20
Ihindoy nooivl pm

NPi c-^^ao

*
Jf

*
*

Miscellaneous

Westwood Friends (Quakeis)

Meeting for Worship

SiMKlay 10-30 AJVl.

574 HUgaid Ave

A FREE GIFT |UST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE

UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student

groups, frats and sororities r>eeded for market-

ing project on campus. For details plus your

FREE GIFT. Group officers call

1-800-765-8472 Ext SO.

CARLTON HAIR looking for haircut nrnxiels.

Bobs only Ask for Alia. (213)277-4230(w),

(21 3)654-31 24(h).

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,

Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

CONGRATULATIONS!
To the winners of the kappa Delta Volleyball

Tournament
Men's: Sigma Chi
Women's: Kappa Kappa Gamma
Co-ed: Tau Kappa Epsilon

THANK YOU TO ALL THE PARTICIPANTS!

We appreciate your support.

Personal 10

Good Deals

Church Service

ST. JUOE'S NOVENA: May the

Sacred Heart of Jesus be

adorned, oionfied. loved and pre-

served throuQhout the world now
and forever. Sacred Heart of Je-

sus, pray for us. St. Jude,

worker of miracles, pray for us.

Help of the hopeless, pray for

us. Say this prayer 9 times a

day. by the Sth day your prayer

will be answered. It has never

been known to fail. Publication

must be promised. Thank you
St Jude for gnnting my peti-

tion. Mari.

Sports Tickets

WANTED )ANET JACKSON CONCERT
TICKETS-top dollar paid in cash. (213)

209-2462. Steve. (213)209-2159. Call any

time,

Good Deals

RESUME Krr
After receipt of your marketing

tools by The Decision Maker:

we guarantee an interview in 7

days or your moriey back.

Includes:

-28 key elements that a
resume must conskier

-marketing letter

-Resume Structure

-Mail Marketing Campaign
-And more

Send check or money order tor

$9 95 -^ 6 1/4% tax > $2.25

shipplr)g and handling to:

Sharp Press Publk:atk>ns.

16478 Beach Blvd.. #600.

Westminster. CA 92683.

uHM^Ou "wwl 2i'jih\ VZq I J out i;:

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

; f

EX LITFLE SISTERS!
DON'T MISS TODA Y'S

ALL DAY
ALL NIGHT PARTY

?

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyorw's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

-Bruin Plan-. (213)873-3303 or

(61 8)992-6966.

(THE PERFECT WAY) to meet the perfect

person. Cntk ExpectatiorH Video introduc-

tions VIP memt>ership. $800 firm. Over 50%
discoudi! ^hAitttef^ {2ismo4B2fi ^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

lMH|fWOes MWIO n9Mai CtHHpaH^

^b««db^ ^^MRdl

BEGINS AT NOON...NEVER ENDSl

BAR-B-QUE AT 6
FOLLOWED BY

PARTY
9)4
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^^ AZ
Thanks for
coining for

J
dessert.

I We had a
i great time.

I Love, AXQ.

respective rushees & little sisters welcome

PRE-RUSH BBQ 6:30 pm

For guest list info,

^ 208-9407

Phi Gamma Delta

533 Landfair

Gamma Beta chapter of

Chi Omega
cordially invites its members and
guests to the 1990 Winter Formal

Saturday, March 10 at the

Embassy Suites in Ventura

THETA XI

PRE-RUSH
BBQ BASH

ALL LITTLE SISTERS INVITED

- _ 5:00 Poolside

Sigma Pi Fraternity Congratulates
Its New Executive Council

Scot KawanO' President

Tom Smith' Treasurer

Mike Liskey- Alumni Rep.

Steve ScbuUZ' Herald "Eki'.'-j

Herman Quispe- Vice President

Dave Hudson- Secretary

Jim Ballard' Social Chair

Rob GonzaleS' Pledge Father

And warm thanks to the past EC: Jejf, Bryony Matty

Adrian^ Arty Roby and Becket

Thank you to all of the merchants who
helped sponsor the Kappa Delta
Volleyball Tournament.

• Baxter's Westwood
• Buiiger King Westwood
• Acapulco's
• Chsuthouse
• Warehouse • - ;

• Bear Necessities * . / i^

The National Conunittee for the
prevention of child abuse thanks you.

TKE, BRUIN BELLES
and the big O present

The second annual

BROOM BALL FEST
Be at 626 Landfair by 10:00

tonight for drinks and taping

Katy Sanders
(AXQ) "

Good luck on
your dance
performance
tonight. Your
sisters are

proud of you!
oeoeooooooooaeoi

AEO
Thank you for the wonderful i

dinner. We had a blast!

Love,

The Gentlemen of

UCLA RUGBY

STELLAR A Ml 'S

t k «..»„' i •I \ j€ i

»^ ^ u .«v •"•> «

Thanks, Dovid Koplon,

for such a great job with

Special Olympics.
KAPPA SIGMA

wir^VJM mpip

ex Court

OKL Court
Ma> Dream Girl

Greek Week Rep
Exec Ccmm

LA Mdothon 4:06
Violet Award
Scholarship

Marissa Bennett
Christine Fuentes
Lisa McArlhur
Maria Gutierrez

Lisa Derby
Anne Robie
Jinah Yun
Debbie Mignola
Jenny Schimizu
Johanna FIJednKxn ^
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The Ladies of Si^fma Kappa
Cordially invite our dates

to attend our

1990 Violet Ball

Saturday, March 10

at the Westin

Bonaventure Hotel

Cocktails at 7 pm

V".

5^-

Congratulations to

AXflt's new Jr. Executive Board!

VP Fraternity Relations-Jen Neiman
House Corp. Rep.-Stephanie Hammond
Philanthropy-Jen Petree

Song Chair-Emily Morgan
Fundraising Chair-lnja McGehee
Asst. Treasurer Receipts-Karen Howard
Cultural Chair-Kristine Jun

Personal Development-Michelle Gilman

Asst. Treasurer Purchase-Kathleen Gugler

Asst. Pledge Education-Jen Ayres

Recording Secretary-Gina Lee

Public Relations-Vanessa Kuhl

Alumnae Chair-Katie Astarita

Publications-Kristin Mascio

Class Agent-Jill Deinhard
'

Social Chair-Oede Dunevant

Historian-Laurie Azine

Activities-Gay Meixel

Chaplain-Betsy Woods
Parents' Club-Betsy Woods
Asst Social-Lissa Lingo

Warden-Liz Mack
House Manager-Kim Oughtoni

Pledge Committee:

Wendy Chin

Jill Cannon
Stephanie Kuehler

Tricia Jacobsen
Stacey Lasko
Marcia Graham
Kim Williams

Tina Freitas

reaitil

Find the

Apartment

^ of Your

.Dreams. . .

in the Daily Bruin

825-2221

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experierx^ing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms

for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

^Volunteers will receive a brief exam,

in order to determine eligibility.

*AII qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

1

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good

hfealth. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) ^-4.?51.

Ik-

Alpha Chi Omega
Congratulates

Jennifer Baer

—

(Panhellenic 1st Vice-President)

&
Stephanie Coleman

(Panhellenic 2nd Vice-President)

We're so proud of you.
Love, AXn

•J'

rk-

yk-

DENISE-AEO
HAPPY 21ST! U R

THE GREATEST!
MARTINE-

CONGRATS ON
YOUR

ENGAGEMENT!
I LOVE YOU BOTH-
THNX FOR YOUR
SUPPORT THIS

WEEK. LML, CORI

Delta Zeta

thanks AXQ.

for a fantastic

movie night.

Thanks for the

hospitality!

Thanks for

H the great
exchange last

night! We'll
party with you

any tinne.

SAM,
HAPPY 21ST B-DAY

REMEMBER ONE OF

MY PROMISES.

MEET ME AT LOT 6

TURNAROUND AT

12:15 TODAY
**143; ROD

nBO
congratulates

Stephanie

Sullivan

Our new
Student Health

Advocate

Research Subjects 12

WANTED. Subjects (21-55) experiencing

tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by

conventional methods. Will complete medi-

cal, symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw

examination. Qualifying subjects receive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected to

battery operated electrical stimulation device

which provides slightly painful stimulation to

lip upon clenching. Subject attached 5 nights

to portable device recording EMG, ECC,

respiration. Payment $100.00. Contact Mary.

Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)825-9792.

Health Services 22

We Acceot All Vision Care Plans

Sperm DorK>rs 19

Research Subjects 12
Wanted 15

ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,

M/ho were diagrxMed before age of 18, are

wanted to complete questionaires to aid in

research examining how ir^dividuals adapt to

living with a chronic illness. Please call Karyn

Zukow (818)981-4415. ._

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 12 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

[

'

"Hyperactive ,Boys with attentional problems,

7-1 1 years needed for LXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion. (213)825-0392.'

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitive to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X

daily with assigned commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon

completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-

ter, 213-825-9792. u

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-11 years needed for

tXLA research project. Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392.'

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed fbr audiovisual research at UCLA.
Subjects will be paid. (213)825-0392

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATEP FPf(,YQgg,,
TIME (^|;»)P20-6574. , „ ,^., , . ..

WANTED: INFANT to adopt by Caucasian

family. Will help with expenses. Call collect

(714)861-1142. ^
WANTED

W«'li pay you to lose up to 29
lbs. in Vf next 30 days!

' No dhM* ' Dootor rwonifMiM
' No humr ' 100% gufnf^d
' eat tM toodi you Wk»

University

Students & Faculty*

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $l05.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and (JonfidentiaL

In Westwood Village.

( .\LIIOIv\i.\

CKYO h.W'K

^'9941

Found 18

FOUND! Found a pair of reading glasses by

Dodd on Tuesday. If yours, call

(213)208-7434.

Sperm Donon 19

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

medical research ln»

Bcveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

University Students
& Faculty

Sperm Donors Needed* Earn

$105-00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village-

CAI.llOKNl.'X CKYO iVANK^

824-9941
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Opportunities

EARN up lo

$150 per month
BY HELf^ING OTHEf^S

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

or nformatiO" Cnncer pniicnr

49b4 Van Noyt Bivd Shtrman Oakt

Receivi a trei gin »/ your pre screen appt

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTANT P/T. Bank recs, general led-

ger, accounts payable, other duties. Salary

negotiable. Beverly Hills. (213)275-9015.

ACCCXJNTINC OFFICE CLERK. DaU entry,

filing, telephone, general office administra-

tion. Century City. P/T, flexible hours,

$6.5O-7.0(Vhr. (213)203-8665.

ASSISTANT rweded for law firm in Brentwood
to run errarwls, light photo copying, answer

phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.2S/mile. $6^r to start. Ti^TH.

Call Gary (213)820-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gymnastics backgrourxl for video productions.

$20Q^day. (714)638-0550.

BE YOUR OWN boss, campus rep wanted to

solicit screen t-shirt and sweat orders.

(213)469-8631.

BOOKKEEPER- PfT, to audit medical files,

need good math skills. (213) 276-8443.

BUSINESS ORIENTED assistant fashion indus-

try. General office duties. Pleasant surround-

ing>. Beverly Hills. M-Th afternoons. $6^.
Starting salary. Call Carri. (213)276-3841.

CALTECH CONST. CO- In West LA, near

Bundy and Santa Monica Blvd. Needs PfT

cierck for: word processing, bookkeeping, and
telephones. (213) 820-3325.

CASHIER/CLERK. Full or Part time. Mornings

or afternoons. Apply at 1 1 26 Westwood Blvd.

(213)208-1902.

CASHIER/SALES- FA, large retail store. Team
environment, fast paced, self-starter. Call Eric

(213) 653-6900.

CENTURY CITY rinarxie company needs re-

ceptionist. S8/hr. f/J, -t-parking. Call

(213)556-0660, Bryan ASAP.

.CEfiiTURYChY Law office seeks permanent
P/T assistant secretary. Good typing/ office

experience required. Will train legal proce-

dures. Susan (213)556-2885.

CHEVIOT HILLS recreation center seeks en-

thusiastic er>ergetic people with a love of

children to staff it's summer sports, drama,

preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)837-5186.

CHILDREN'S BOOKSHOP SALES: F/T, must

be available Saturday's must have knowledge
and intrest in children's books. WLA
(213)559-2665.

CHILDREN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR - Terrific

opportunity! College degree required. Experi-

erKe with children's gymnastics preferred.

F/PT (213)479-0514.

COLLEGIATE Entertainment Magazine. Look-

ing for dedicated/motivated people willing to

go against ail odds. Need: Account Executives,

Marketing, Writers, Photographers, arxj Artists.

Call Lemmy (213)292-6746.

BRITISH COMPANIES- now hiring for

this summers' tourist season. Earn up to 56,000
•f this summer in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employment Directory irKludes 1 ,000

f job descriptior^, employer contacts arKi

application requirements. Over 9500
open ings.
Send $1 2.95 + $2.75 P & H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd. Ste. 224-C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarentee.

PRO-CHOICE
ACTIVISTS
NEEDED

If you support the

right to safe, legal

abortion, now is the

time to act.

Call (213) 651-1000
to volunteer.

LAW MRM
needs motivated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

uieat Experience to field.

Please send lesume

•.v/GPA, available times

tor interviews and cttier

nt information to.

RiCk bdvyaids

'925 Century Park Last

?(]V' floor

CA 90067

26 Help Wanted

COMPUTER OPERATIOR- Ir. programmer for

super minicomputer site. User support, prog-

ramming some data entry. Krxiwledge of

bask:, LOTUS, and word perfect. Desired

hours: 5:30 pm to 2:30 pm. Upgrade to

mainframe in near future. Pleasant people

oriented environment. Please call DATA Pro-

cessing manager. (213) 479-4411.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED.
(213)473-7604.

CREATIVE outgoing person with sales experi-

ence. P/T in fun enviomment near campus.
(213)474-7877. Judy/)ill.

DATA ENTRY- WEDNESDAYS AND THURS-
DAYS, APPROXIMATELY 20 HRS/WEEK.
10-KEY EJCPERIENCE PREFERRED. HOLLY-
WOOD. ROB (213) 461-4048.

DAY CAMP COUNSELOR. Plan organize &
cofviuct recreational activities for children

ages 5-11. $6.25Air. minimum of 30hrsAvk.

Starting 6^25-^1 . M-F, 10am-4pm. Call Steve

Vollmer or Cori Colbert 398-5982 for

interview.

Wanted
Ten agressive

entrepreneurs interested

in earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pnn

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

Real Estate Developer

seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & Career

opportunity
9.00/hr-i-bonus. D.O.E.

Must be organized, detail

-

oriented Think and act

independently
Part time and/or Full time

20-40 brs/wk
Small Century City office

Must be gxperianced and
know Macintosh

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #B

Beverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 557-1843 - call anytime

DAY CAMP serving San Femarxio arxi Conejo

Valley seeks energetic, fun, caring people for

SUMMER staff: Counselors. Horseback riding,

swimming, driving, arts & crafts, gym and

mor«. Call for brochure aixi appoirHment,

(818)706-8255.

DRIVER. Exceller^ record, refererxres, r>on-

smoker, your car. Hourly rate * gas. Children's

afierschool activities. Tues-Thurs afterrnxms.

Sat. 10-4. Beverly Hills. Call eves.

(213)273-7573.

DRIVER- F/r, LA Art Studio. Sharp, responsi-

ble, personable! Clean driving records. Dirk

(213) 936-9009. Before 121» am.

DRIVERS NEEDED. M/F, Part/full time for LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus

tips - neat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN MONEY SELLING- (Commission), En-

vironmental quality products (no comprom-
ise). Home, buisirtess and personal use. Call

(213) 215-3194. Exceptional exclusive

products!

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

EXTRAS VS/ANTED IMMEDIATELY for t.v.

movie. Ages 18-25. Asians, Persians, and all

ethnics. TBS casting. (213)659-3090

FILE CLERK P/T Westwood lawfirm seeks

bright individual with superb organizational

skills to work in fast paced enviomement. Hrs

flexible. However, iocnt hours each day are

required (minimum 20 hnM(). Must be de-

pendable. Non-smoker preferred. Call Theda

Ray biwien 2-4pm. (213)478 2541.

FUN )OB! Use your marketing sales or man-

agement skills to make lots of money part-time

or full-time. $200(Vmo or S3000/mo Call no

(213)841 2060.

GENERAL OFFICE l> DELIVERY. PA. Copying,

binding, and delivery transcripts for court

reporting company in WnUihtOf. %7.25/hr

30 Help Wanted

GENERAL OFFICE, P/T. Immediate opening.

Duties to include Hling, telephor>es, & typing.

Experience preferred--will train.

(818)881-3063.

GENERAL OFFICE. P/T, TV celeb, author

needs reliable person to assist w/office help

and run errands. Call between 9am-
noon.(21 3)205-0226.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR to teach stu

dents ages 4-12 basic tumbling, gymnastics

techniques. Floor and mat activities empha-

sized. Experiente required. $12.5(Vhr. Posi-

tion will start 4/2. Call Steve Vollmer 398-5982

for interview.

HUNDREDS WEEKLY. P/T. Completing MIP
refund policies. US Government program. Call

(713)292-9131, 24 hours, recorded message.

Please have pen ready.

INTERVIEWER, M,T,TH,Sat. days. WLA. Peo-

ple oriented person, good phone skills. $6^r -f

5% commission. (818)506-6546.

LIFEGUARDS and swim instrucyors r>eeded.

Water aerobics, parent/infant, swim lessons.

ALS, CPR, First aid needed, WSI for teaching.

S6-$8/hr, Beverly Hills YMCA. 553-0731.

LOOKING for a summer job? Call the Ameri-

can job Club. l-900-654-jOBS(5627). Open
24-hrs, 7-days/week. Hiring: janatorial, main-

tenance, security guards, general office help,

landscaping, a variety of hotel positions, and

much more. $8.00 phone fee.

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (permanent

position). Monday-Friday, 8:(X)am-5:00pm, 1

hour lunch, must have own car/insurance.

Duties entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPS/FED EXP mailing and errands. Please call

Arlene/jim at Held/Jones Construction.

(213)825-9914 ($7^our + mileage).

OFFICE ASSISTANT for video production/

distribution company. Good phone skills,

typing a must. P/T and F/t S8/hr.

(213)458-9795.

OFFICE services clerk needed for WLA law

firm. F/T position. Good pay, excellent

benifits. Free health club membership.

Call Mark Dorn. (213)312-4102.

PART-TIME Sales position at unique gift shop

in Village, flexible hours. Reliable, outgoing,

design experience helpful. (213)208-4107.

FOR WESTWOOD

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.

We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
availabte.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
Strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

PART-TIME sales help needed for Bellini,

juvenile furniture in Brentwood. Salary arxi

commission. Call Margo or Susan
(213)447-5407. 10:30-6:00.

PART TIME Gallery assistant. West Holly-

wood. Avout IShrsA^- Macintosh skills pre-

fen^ed. Call (213)826-3494.

PART-TIME assistant teachers in special edu-

cation. NPI Hospital school on campus. Assist

as teacher for 1 2 adolescents with emotional

and learning disorders. One position from 8 to

10:45am daily at $104 per week; phor>e Ms.

Kathy Canter at (213)825-3196. Second posi-

tion from 12:00 to 4:00pni daily at $160 per

week; p)Yone Ms. CabH Elsenberg at

(213)825-0546. First position to begin March

1, and secof>d to begin April 1.

PEER COUNSELOR AND CLASSROOM
ASSISTANT- Summer staff openings at Super

Camp, an exciting life skills/academic residen-

tial program for teerw in CA, CO, WL, IL, arwl

WLA. Renee or Tricia. (800) 527-5321 for

details and training r>ear you!

PHYSKIAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-time. West-

wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)208-3316.

POSITKDNS OPEN immediately for energetic

salespeople. Instant money. Must be profes-

sional! Marketing experience preferred. Call

Shawn (213)306-0155.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER needs (6)

attractive female models for greeting card

project. No nudity. Excellent pay. Photo/

phor^e to Rose/ )em-2 Productions, Suite 525,

8033 Sunset, LA, 90046.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS. Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9785.

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-

side sublets for summer law clerks. May-Sept.

Contact Melinda. (213)687-5421.

PROOFREADER. P/T Downtown law finn lor

evening shift. Strong grammer ar>d spelling

ikillt needed. Overtime opportunities. B.A.

required. $10.0(]^r. Call or send resume to:

Recruiting Administrator, Riordan & McKin-

zie, 300 South Grar>d Avenue, 29lh Floor, Los

Angeles, California 90071; (213)629-4824.

P/T Dry cleanir^g COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hr«M(, work 2-3 afterr>oora 3-7pm.

and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start Sft-^^.SQfhr

plus free dry cleaning. (2l3)474-ik5i5'. *''^''

30 Help Wanted

CLEANING OFFICES fVt, flexible day hours,

WLA, r>eed car and be er>ergetic

(818)785-6336.

PA PERSON FRIDAY. Light typing, phone
relief, filing, etc. Tuesday/Thursday 1 -5:30pm

(minimum). $7/hr. Genevieve Brash.

(213)272-7272.

P/T positior>s available in Beverly Hills market-

ing research firm. Must have professional and

attitude. Host/hostess duties and altitude. Host/

hostess duties with corporate client contact.

Very flexible with hours. Mornings and even-

ings. _St£t_$7Avj2U)285-09^

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ASST. Counseling center in

Santa Monica needs admin, asst. for public

info, arxj fund raising projects. Excellent opp.

for student with interest in psych, or public

relations. Light typing preferred, but not

req'd. Must have car w/ insurance. PA, flexible

day hours thru 6/90. FA, days 7/1 -lQ/1 . $a/hr.

Call Linda, (213)319-4503, 9-4.

RECEPTIONIST, Doctor's office,

20-24hrs/wk., salary, D.O.E., Cedars Sinai

Medical Towers. (213)854-5841.

RECEPTIONIST Brentwood Art Gallery. Full

time position, telephones, data entry, word
processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820-8511.

RECEPTIONIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible hours. $6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286-9785.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERK:aL pa. Half-days and

Saturdays. Optometrist. $6/hr. Typing. Culver

City. (213)391-6311, available now.

RECEFHTlONIST. Santa Monica Insurance

agency r^eeds bright, organized person to

handle heavy phones, some word processing,

and general office. Strong communication

skills a must. PA or FA M-F. $7-8/hr. Parking

(213)452-2281.

RESTAURANT in Brentwood Village needs

servers PA- Call (213)472-3287.
' ii

RETAIL HELP!- Customer servive, sales, and

marketing department, 25 positiorw available,

$9.65 starting, will train, flexible hours, FA,

PA. Call 9-5 (818)342-2612.
^^^^^^—1^^^—^—^1 IIW—^^^^^i^w^—^—^wi*

SALESPERSON with artistic ability for sho-

wroom at P.D.C. FrierKJIy and outgoing. Call

Sandra (213)657-0890.

SALES TO ART GALLERIES- Phone from your

home. 3-4 hrVday. Easy sale, top commission.

Will train enthusiastic articulate people.

$300-$60G^vk average. Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115.

SALES. We offer stores FREE directory ads.

Need 5 reps. Earn up to $2CVhr. Guaranteed

base and commission. No experience neces-

sary. PA o.k. (213)841-4044.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for busy female ex-

ecutive. Permarwnt PA, niature, must have

good phor>e, organizational, people skills.

MAC and PC experience. Own trasportation.

Hollywood Hills. (213)874-0101.

SECRETARY/RECEPTKDNIST, FA available fbr

competent typist. Some computer work, heavy

phones, Santa Monica Asian art gallery/

auction house. Tom (213)828-8537.

SECRETARY TRAINEE, FA, needed to work at

small Santa Monica law firm. Duties irKlude;

word processing, tyiping, and some telephone

work. Starting 3/2^90. Some training before-

hand. Knowledge of Wordperfect 5.1 a plus

but rx>t required. Salary commensurate with

ability. Marcella, (213)451-9714.

SECRETARY. Venice architect seeks pA secret-

ary (213)392-8355.

SECRETARY, PA, must have experience with

Word Perfect/Word Star, be excellent typist.

Office near campus, flexible hours. $5-1QA>r.

Mr. Fisher (213)824-9993.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time atter>dents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SINGLE senior citizen needs live-in full-time

care. Full room and board, plus private garage.

Security building available. Near Beverly Cen-

ter. French or Spanish languagje a plus.

(213)233 8888 (days), (213)271-6179
(evenings).

"TJlA^SoDEL^
under 28 for hot head,
torso, and full physiaue.

High commisionsi fiU|CK
CASH ft Private session
till 11pm (213)874-4656

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Rill A Part-time •

* Flexible Hours *

•Lots of Work*
' Mep, Women. Students, etc.

CaU C213) 453-1817

Film B(tras Needed
For T.V. ahow. films A commercMB.
At typm, 18-SO yrs. Ernn uxtn nwnty.

Fun tool Cread¥B Catling

(213)466-7319

Male Models
No experience necesBarv

Typei: Auilete, surfer, tudent/
Clean shaven for printwork

Day-evening-weekend Apis. $$

Malibu Paeifle (818)7»6-7879

X Help Wanted 30

SUK4MER management internship interviews

rKMV taking place. Gain valuable experierKX

managing a team of employess, customers,

and suppliers. Successful applicants will

urniergo extensive management training. Av-

erage summer earnings range to 10k Call

Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for more
info.

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT, M,W,F, 9am-3pm.
Co-op Nursery School in beautiful, rustic

setting. Must have some experience or classes

in early childhood development. $7Air.

(213)472-1566, Rose or Cathy.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-
ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose

(213)286-9785.

TYPIST WANTED. MAC experience preferred.

Santa Monica dental office. $7A^r. Flexible

hours. (213)829-4496.

UCLA STUDENTS! Make money and friends-

work at Hershey Hall Food Service $6.34^.
plus incentive increases. NoexperierKe r>eces-

sary. We schedule arourxi your classes. Come
by Of call Martha at (213)825-7686.

VETERINARY/ KENNEL attendant. Animal hos-

pital LAX area. Flexible hrs. $6/hr.

(213)677-9187.

WANTED: Lar>dscape designer/estimator for

landscape construction firm in SFV. Specialize

in custom estate residential. (818)705-3562.

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, F/T, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)568-0888.

FULL-TIME Production for booming graphics

company. ALL on Macintosh. Eye for details,

quick w/technology. Electric Pencil
(213)852-9665.

JOBS in entertainment updated weekly.

1-900-988-3636 ext. 22. $2.00 each
minute/$3.00 first minute.

MARKETING/Sales Representative for rapidly

growing Macintosh-based graphics company.
Staging salary O.O.E. Electric Pencil

(213)852-9665.

RECEPTIONIST F/T opportunity for growth in

Macintosh-based graphics computer company
electric pencil graphics (213)852-9665.

WORD PROCESSOR/ANALYST- Full time.

Rapidly growing Santa Monica Software deve-

loper. Sales person with cxpcrierKe in word
star 5.5 to work on system manual documenta-
tion. Detailed person with excellent organiza-

tional skills. Outstanding benifits. Call (213)

450-1452.

lU Dl I LNSL M\IMM\(,
ACiLNCY <nM\'
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PHYSICAL SCOmST OR
AERONAUnCAL MFORMATION SPECUUST

GfOOfUMIT COMMTOI
OCOLOOV FOUfSTirr HrOMOlOOV
OfOMVtlCS PMYtCAL OCCAMOOIUMtV PNVtICS
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Earn $125Q per week E-Z
from your dorm between
$tudy time or over spring

break. Start your own
credit repair business. E-Z

2 learn free report shows
you how. Free for 2 wks.

orily; Send $2 postage St

handling lo:

Annericredit Publications

1800 $. Robertson Blvd.

Suite 281 -U
Beverly Hills, CA 90O3S

CtilJd Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/

week. Must have car. $S/hr ¥ gas.

(213)477-0474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings.

FAMILY HELPER: supervise easy 11 -year old

girl and prepare simple dinner for family.

2.3(V6:30 M-F. Must have car. Begins 4/2^.
$6/hr Days (213)559 2665 (SHARON). Even-

ings (213)452-2427.

FREE roorr^mard -f salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, exchange care for 3 year old girl.

Flexible afternoon, evenir^ hours. References,

experience. (213)476-8649.

F/T babysitter, 7K)0sm-4:00pm, M-F. Enerfi.

tic, experiefx:ed, own car, English speakir^

erwironment. Some houseclcaninf. Benedid
Canyon area. $35(ywk. (213)275-4861.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 4-5 days/week. MWF
2-6. Must drive and speak English. 4*7 year

old active boys. Refsrsnces. Salary open. Call

Day (213)657 4670, Fve (213)935-530$. Aik
|

V-
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1990 GRADS
ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING POSITIONS

Professional Northrldge computer soles & leoslng

CO. Is accepting resumes from recent graduates
with Bachelors degree (only), 3.0 GPA. In the

following: ,^-,

ACCOUNTING
FINANCE

BUSINESS

MARKETING

For entry level sales & Tnonogement training

programs. XInt compensation & benefit package.
Non-Smoking environment. Send resume to:

EL CAMINO RESOURCES, LTD.

8550 Balboa Blvd. Suite 140 -^
'

Norhtridge, Co. 91325
Attn. Personnel

mn

651 Veteran Ave.

10. & up

Move-in alMSe
(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Child Core Wanted 35

VERY RESPONSIBLE, loving person sought for

some afternoorVevening babycare. Westwood
Village area. (213)208-1704.

Apartments for Rent 49

3 BED -»- 2 BATH upper large. $1 200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130.

BACHELOR apt., patio, furjjished/

unfurnished. Utilities ink. No lease. Walk to

UCLA. (213)478-2310, (213)473-7442,
(805)682-6868.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, 1 -bedroom, upper,

sunny. Approximately 50 sq. ft, carpet and

hardwood floors, $600. (213)829-0672.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $1350, 2-bd/2-bath

+ den. Modernized kitchen, fireplace, laurtdry

facilities, private sundeck, 2 parking.

(21 3)553-9490.

BRENTWOOD. $775. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

BRENTWOOD, $795/mo. 1-bdrm. huge apt,

prime location, 3-min. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available now.
$800-$900/month. Call (213) 208-8881.

DETROIT NEAR WILSHIRE- $555. Utilities

paid, cheaper 1 -bedroom, airy, parking for

small car. (213) 939-8720.

FAIRFAX/PICO. $635. Upper 1 -bedroom, bal-

cony, gated parking, stove, refrigerator, car-

pels, drapes. Near 10 FWY. (213)839-8800.

Apartments for Rent 49

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking

660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury J

• Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath
• Roof top Jacuzzi
• All security building

• Dishwasher plus microwave
• Walk-in closet/ fireplace

• Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

I \Sralk To
TJCLA

Spacious 2-bdrm IV^ath
$1500 - 1700

•Hardwood Floors

•Fireplace

•Appliances,

Washer/Dryer
•Dining Room
•Yard Upper Unit

CALL SUSAN (213)839-1840

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath

•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator

•Will allow 4 students

Open 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd. 2 bd, 2 bd ^ den, 1 bd 4 loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj

or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

VU'ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator* dishwasher-

huge closet"

•controlled entry"

7 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

Large Newly
Remodeled
1,2,&3 bdrm

apartments in

Beverly Wood Area

$600-$950 per month

Call 657-8756

NEAR BEVERLY HiLLS. 2-bdrnVl -bath, ne^^y

renevaled, nice view. Central ^C, heating,

washer/dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,

parl<ing. $950. (818)980-2951.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.

Pool, parking, laundry, appliar^ces. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. Single $55(VrTK>. and up. 1-bdrm

$675/nr>o.-$750/mo. Special first month rent

with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercise

room. Gas and water paid. Gated parking.

(213)836-3800.

PICO-ROBERTSON (quiet area), spacious

2-bcd/2 bath, $800. 1 -bed/1 -bath,$625. Call

evening (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONICA 3-bed/3-bath townhousc,

attached garage, r>ew, fireplace, washer/dryer,

quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

SINGLE FOR RENT, WILSHIRE BLVD. $600.

(21 3)470-5952. Full kitchen and bath -walk to

UCLA.

WESTWOOD duplex 2-bed/1 -bath. Yard, gar-

age with appliances. Close to campus.
(213)829-0385. Available now.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS.
1-bedroonVl-bath. Stove, refrigerator, park-

ing. (213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD. $1200/n>o. Large 2-bdrm/
2-bath. Top floor. Dishwasher, AC. 2 balco-

nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in

allowance. Furnished/unfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to IXIA. A/c, pool,

elevator. 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. LARGE LUXURY 1

BEDROOM. PRICE REDUCTION. BRIGHT,
DISHWASHER, REFRIDGERATOR, WET BAR.
EXTRA CLOSET SPACE, CENTRAL AIR,

GATED PARKING. 433 KELTON AVE.
(213)208-8685.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS. 2-bed-

room apartment. Stove, refrigerator, parking.

(213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD, $850. New luxury 1 -bd/l -bath.

1 block from UCLA. A/C, heat, parking. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD. $720 and up. Singles and lofts.

Furnished or unfurnished, built-ins. Walk to

UCLA. (213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD $875, 1 bedroom; $1400,
2bed/2bath, Jacuzzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no
pets. 520 Kelton. (213)208-7483.

WESTWOOD, prime location, $300 nfK>ve-ln

allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles arvJ 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WLA. $110(Viir>o. 2-bedroom/1 *A bath.

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1323

Cafmelina.(21 3)456-3829.

WLA 1-bdr guesthouse $65(VnrK>. Stove, re-

frigerator, microwave, drapes. Security gate.

No pets. (213)838-3554.

WLA. $450 furnished bachelor. Good area- 1

min. to UCLA. Available immediately. Call

(213)447-5812.

WLA, $650. Large single with dinding/dcn

area. Spanish hardwood floors. Stove, refriger-

ator, drapes. (213)477-2777.

WLA $750. 2-1^2 bed/baths and patio between

Robertson & LaCienega on Cadillac Avenue.

(213)838-9619.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, loft, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can

sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

WLA. Large, very nice 1 Bedroom Apt for rent.

Furnished or unfurnished, $745-(unfurnishcd),

upper, balcony. (213)479-8399.

Apartments Furnished 50

PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.

(213)559-1487. _^
WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.

11070 Strathmore. (213)208-3328.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnistied 52

$695, 1-BDRM, 1242 Burry Av. Close to

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

3952903.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, $695/mo 1 bed-

room, exeptionally spacious, quiet, bright.

Appliances, carpets, garage. 5 miles to cam-

pus. Suitable for staf{^faculty nf>embers. Non-

smokers. (213)652-2699.

PALMS. $775. Large 2 bdrm, upper. Built-ins

refrig., carpets, drapes, patio. No pets.

(213)476-6532.

SHERMAN OAKS. Ventura/Woodman. 2+2,

pool, security, refrigerator, dishwasher,

cable,clean, large $825. (818)994-1860.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE $1500-$1700. Spa-

cious 2-bed,1'A -bath, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WLA $650 1 -bdr. Carpet, refrigerator, drapes,

built-ins. No pets. Close to LICLA and bus line.

(213)476-7116.

WLA. $675. Large 1 -bdrm. Easy bus to UCLA.

Pool, BBQ, laundry, no pets. 1621 Westgate.

(213)820-1121.

WLA, new luxury, 2-becV2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. <21 3)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentais 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303

Apts. to Stiare 54

TWO bedroom apartment - Furnished • 540
Midvale — walking distance to UCLA -

Contact Dana, (213)312-1790 or

(21 3)824-7056.

WESTWOOD- Female, non-smoker, own
room, furnifhcd. Veteran and Santa Monica.

$475 -f deposit. Nice area. Karen (213)

478-6903.

WESTWOOD. 2-females needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. $325/mo. Parking, security

bidg. Cathy or Cheritc. (21 3)4774435. Avail-

ibte now.

WESTWOOD Female roomate wanted to

share 2-b«Vbath apt. Furnished, security.

$3750) (213)206-1810 ASAP.

BEVERLY HILLS- $50(Vmonth Large, fabul-

ous, 2-bedroom 1 Va bathroom, (own bed-

room). Near Wilshire. 1(213) 457-9555.

BRENTWOOD CONDO, furnished, female

only, own very large bed and bath, $575.

Includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in 3 bedroom
apartment. $465/mo. includes parking.

(213)207-1662. Ask for Rob or jay.

MARINA CITY CLUB. 2-bed/2-bath. All amen-
Ities. $125(ymo. (213)305-7565.

NEED ROOMMATE for two bedroom furn-

ished University apartment. $332/mo. Walk-

ing distance to UCLA. (213)206-7085.

PALMS/CULVER CITY, 2+2, $475/mo. Parking

and laundry. (213)558-0941 eves.

(213)473-2951 days.

SENIOR girls r^eed roommate, large 3-bed-

room, share master with bath. Own closet.

$32fi/mo. (213)447-2227.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD GLEN. $2700. Famous au-

thors' tropical hideaway. Bright, spacious,

immaculate, 5 minutes from campus,
2.bdrm/1-%.bath. (213)288-0639,
(213)595-8450.

TARZANA. Close-in, remodled 2-bedroonV

2-bath, all appliances, fenced yard, fireplace,

tile floors. Meal for small family. $95(Vmo.

(818)784-6376.

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies

*Fircplaces

*Laundry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft, ^-^

$1795
Includes sttove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

laundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
|*10-15 min. from

campus
1*6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.

(north of Venice Blvd.)

Can for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Pls]rs ^sta
Property

Ifanagement
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House for Rent

WLA Modem 3-sU>ry house. 3-bedroom/
1% bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage-

Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-August for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-6104, Daniela Dedona.

HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-state summer
law clerks from approximately May thru Au-

gust. Please contact Diane Rand.
(213)892-4331.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law

students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5060.

Real Estate 61

ENCINO 5380 sq. ft. honf>e. 4-bdrm, 4Vi -bth,

formal dining, family room, pub room. Asking

$925,000. For information, Terry-agent,

(618)666-7872.

THREE HOMES- For lease from
$1 ,400/nK>-$2,200/mo. Northridge, Chats-

worth, West Hills. Available now. For informa-

tion: Terry-Agent (818) 866-7827.

THREE HOMES for lease from
$1400-$2200/mo. Northridge, Chalsworlh,

West Hills. Available now. For information,

Terry^agenM818)888-7872^^^^^^^

Room/Board for Help 62

t LIVE-IN with salary for babysitting and car-

^ pooling of two school-age children. Must have

car. (213)939-6242.

Room for Rent 64

$550. Very Large Room. Completely separate

entrarKe, kitchen, bathroom. Nearby Canyon
location. (213)470-0272 after 6:30.

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden

view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entranceA>athroom. $375 w/utilities.

(213)870-5668.

BREBTWOOD- Very quiet area, two graduate

students looking for 3d (quiet) person to share

3-bdr. apt. $415. (213) 826-4332.

GORGEOUS Encino home. 7 miles from

campus. KitcherVlaundry priveleges, private

bath. $350. (618)501-6676.

(3UEST HOUSE for rent. Private entrance.

Semi-fumished. WLA area. (213)559-6519

(between 7pm-9pm).

ROOM for rent in private house $325, includes

utilities, near UCLA, Mrs. Rosenbloom.
(213)560-7779, (213)583-7636.

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for considerate, responsible female.

$470. (213)479-1601.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD: Female to share room. 2-story,

2-bdrm/2Vi -bath. Security, parking, micro-

wave, dishwasher. Available 3/25. $315/mo.

(213)447-0484.

BRENTWOOD. Own room, bath in a spacious

3-bdrm apartment. Walk-in closet, vanity,

fireplace. Available April 1. $675/mo.
(213)826-9119.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old hon>c from CC
st:hool to WLA. Answering machine
207-5381. Direct after 6:30pm.

COMFORTABLE, cute apartment-looking for

reliable female roommate. 1 5 minutes to

campus $335/mo, low deposit.
(618)780-5229.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, $35(Vmo. for

own room in 3-bedroom Santa Monica apt.

Call (213)458-1246.

FEMALE roommate. April/May. Own room
and bath in great SM apartment. $43(VnrH>.

(213)629-0206.

FEMALE wanted to share 2-bedroonr\/ 2-bath

apartment, walking distance to UCLA, sec-

urity, pool, $367.50. (213)624-9503.

MALE ROOMATE- Share 2-bed/2/bath. Very

close to campus. $35(Vmonth. Call (213)

624-3323.

M/F, share 2-bdrnV2-ba. Security parking

$462.5(Vmo -t-'A util. Master bdrm. Avail

immeadiatly. 3625 S. Glendon. Rick
(213)559-2460.

NEAR CAMPUS: 2 people to share for cozy
2-bdrm. Bath, security, parking, pool.

$300/person. (213)312-6613.

NEXT TO CAMPUS 2-bd/2-bth to share with

three girls. Needed for spring quarter.

$36(VnfK>. (213)208-8611.
'

V

NIFTY 2-bdrm in West Hollywood near Laurel

Canyon. Own room. $425/mo. Call Dana
(213)674-6582.

NON-NUEROTIC neat freak wanted to share

apartment with 2 others. Will have own room.

Bright, airy, overlooking park. Close to cam-

pus. (213)471-8411, contact Linda.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Westwood. 5 min.

walk to campus. 2-bdrm/2-bath. $3S(Vmo.

(213)206-2646. Scott.

ROOMMATE for 2-bed apt in Beverly Hills.

$400 (213)657 5320.

SANTA MONICA. $550. 1 7th & Waho. Share

2-bdrnV2-bath condo. Female, quiet, respon-

sible. Margaret (213)467-4151.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment. Quiet street, sec-

urity bIdg. Two walk-in closets St own bath.

$369/person. (21 3)473-1 751 or

(213)476-6622.

WALK to campus

in

1 bedroom with

jj

loft.

Ic.

56 Roommates

WE NEED 1 or 2 roommates, no deposit, lease

until June. Parking available. 512 Veteran

(213)824-0758. Ask for Kara.

WESTWOOD Veteran and Ohio. 2bdr/2bth.

Parking, Security, pool, cable.
$375/mo-share. $700/month own room.
(213)477-3009.

WESTWOOD 2-bdr/2bth. 5 minutes walk to

campus. $32Q/mo. (213)208-3447.
.

WESTWOOD. Share 1 -bedroom + den. Across

street from campus. $295/mo + $330 security

deposit. (213)206-521.

WLA. Female, responsible, 2-bed/1-bath. Ex-

cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call

(213)479-7064. (leave nr>essage.)

WLA - New townhouse, own roorrVbath,

fireplace, security, parking. Near UCLA.
$547/month. Rich (213)444-7389.

WLA, own room + parking. $320/mo. + $400
sec. Newly remodled. Non-smoker.
(618)595-6721 beeper, eve. (618)708-6539.

WLA. Responsible, female wanted to share

2-bedroom. Pool, security. Great location,

across from VA. $248.75 first/last month rent.

Call (213)478-4403, after 6.00pm.

Sublet 66

SUBLEASE Furnished bachelor 1 'A miles from

UCLA. Available from April to June 1 6th. $400
per month. Call (213)476-8740.

SUMMER HOUSING needed. Our Downtown
LA Law Firm is looking for furnished apart-

ments to house our law clerks this summer. We
prefer Westside sublets for various 6-1 2 week
periods between May and August. Please call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

UCSB sublet, shared apartment available.

April. $365. Near campus. Call

Cheryl at (818)905-1917. 9:30-5:30pm.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx.

May 1 to the middle/ end of August. Please

contact Elaine L. Effler at (21 3)456-1000, Ext.

202.

WANTED
WestskJe students & Apts. to

share. Law students need summer
housing various dates. Contact

Sharon Gates at

MITCHELL. SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are Interested In

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from

May to AuQust. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

jeffer, mangels,
butler & marmaro
^jcentury city

LAW FIRM
SUBLETS NEEDED

WE NEED FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

FOR OUR SUMMER
ASSOCIATES

FROM MAY-SEPTEMBER
PLEASE CALL

BRENT BELLON AT
(213) 203-8080, EXT 658

SIDLEY & AUSTIN i
LAW FIRM I

NEEDS SUMMER i
SUBLETS

I
if you are interested In sji

subletting your furnished {[

apartment or house from

May-Atjgust to sunnmer
associates from out of town,

please contact;

Brenda Thomas
(213)556-6976

GOING OUT OF TOWN
TfflS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8 12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM

MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact

janette Zuckerman

^
(213)312-4187

65 Sublet 66 Condos for Sale

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

nfier associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bec(/2-bath unit. Great

view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

S279k. (213)207-5451.

SPECTACULAR view of Century City and
Westwood. Luxury Westside unit. Pool, spa.

By owner. $299,000. (213)452-5381.

Flylng/Poractiuting 76

LEARN TO FLY. For rent 5 c-1 72 Van Nuys
Airport. (818)344-0196.

SKY DIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-fiOO- 526-9682.

Insurance 91

Sublets Needed

Downtown lawflrm needs

sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

AUTO INSURANCE, low rates. Nearby West-

wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and

save money. (213)820-4839.

3f /lllstate
Auto/Home/Commercial

WestwoodAViishira Office

312-0202 -

1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So of Wilshir*)

1^ McKenno, ^^

]f Conner & Cuneo J^.

HATE AUTO INSURANCE'
ill l\u i.'ul jllU; iiibiilJIif

qiiii»?f1 1)7 Ki'..'' So for .i

FREE LOWER QUOTE uili

^'13)852-7175 (818)342-1510

BEST PRICE 4UT0 INS ^nEMu

•••••••••••••••*••

j^ seeks furnished

]^ sublets for its law

j^ students who need

y^ housing during all,

jA, or port or the surrimer.

jT Please Call

^ (213) 687-6164

4

Ik-

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/

or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, <& 3

bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are tooking for

summer housing for our

summer associates

from June to Auoust. If

you have a T-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please

call Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situation

please.

^ MAYER, BROWN
& PLATT

seeks summer
sublets for its

surruner
associates.

Please call Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

WESTWOOQ/Santa Monica. Extra large

l-bcdroom. 4-month plus. Security, balcony,

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25,

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
-collision, and rrnDtorcycles

Easy payment plan.

Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate PtK>ne Quotes

392-4181 392-9621

2030 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
DUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
IdSlSAVEON
I
jMJ imii»ANCi«avic»

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

liting in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able, lerry (213)391-5657.

Personal Service 95

WHY GIVE
EVERYTHING TO
UNCLE SAM?

•Refunds within 21 days

•Reasonable rates

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire 15th floor

67 Personal Service 95

BAD CREDIT? Learn exactly how to fix your

credit report. Get loar>s, credit cards, etc.

Amazing recorded message reveals details,

(213)470-1973

Services Offered 96

ANA^J^ESEARCHE^aruJcl^S^vilh
^ur dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITiNG, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-

search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRLJSTRATED developing/ editing grad school

statements, etc? Professional help from

consultant/ author. M.A^ journalism. Dick

(213)208-4353.

GOLF LESSONS - Have that extra edge in the

busir>ess world, or just for fun. Experienced,

professional teacher. $15/hr. Mike
<21 3)447-1 970.

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH PAPERS. lOOO's

of researchpapcrs on file. Custom research

also.(21 3)469-901 6.

SPORTS BODY SHOTS Special inlro offer. Top
quality work. P.O. Box 50085, Long Beach, CA
90815.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subjects. Theses/Disscrtstions,

Proposals and Books. Foreum StudenU
Welcome. Shaion Bear, PhD. (213) 470-6661

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Alterations for men and women

7:00 am- 9:30 pm

1874 Westvvooa Bl.^-

474-5233

INCOME TAX
Preparation of Individual

and business tax returns

Personal service for UCLA
people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, CPA
478-7600

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING MADE SIMPLE! CPA 5 years/

MBA student. Experienced accounting tutor.

Reasonable rates. (213)208-2423 Fred

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON
Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

EXPERIENCED WRITER/EDITOR will aid you

in completing your writing project. Call Cor-

don (213)388-3035.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

GERMAN LESSONS/CONVERSATION- By na-

tive German student. Reasonable rates, flexi-

ble hours, groups welcome. Ar>drea (213)

450-8382.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.

Expert all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

QUALITY MATH tutoring at all levels by
retired math professor. Highly experienced.

Please call (213)474-3681.

TUTORING
All subjects plus LSAT.GMAT,

arxJ Gf?E. Free 1 hour lesson with this

ad.IVY league grads. Stamfofd Prep
(213)271-6181.

Typing 100

•1 QUALITY desktop publishing and word
processing. Papers, typeset resumes, business

materials. Laser printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,

LaserprirUer. Resunr>es ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)208-6951

.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, later

printer. Near campus. Sam-IOpm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lorl (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 x105, 9-5:30 M-F.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH. APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4568.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Thetes,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, gfammar.
Edith (213)9331747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -f profes-

sional experierKe with University papers.

Fluent French also Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GREAT MARKS TYPING SERVICE- Prompt/

j«V

sw
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SANDWICHES & SALADS
YOUR CHOICE of ANY TURKEY SUB

with any 16 oz. Drink

only $^.9%7!
FREE DELIVERY

within a 3 mile radius. $10 minimum (after using coupon)
Pl3.za. W©st

11628 Santa Monica Blvd #11
(213) 826-7030

Not valid wKh any other offers. Expires 3/11/90

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

Typing 100 Resumes

One Day Word Processing

and/or Editing

Over 2S years experience. Also offer

ethkal asslstartce with writing problems

and tutoring tn English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PCAaser printer. Reasonable

rates. )oy (21 3)933-1 793.

IBM-I^ Word processing, term papers, disser-

talions, thesis, scripts. Lazer printer. National/

Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-

ers, Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/

Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up arnj delivery, 24

hour service. (213)828-6133, Angelica.

PLE/^E!!!
I
type lOOvvpm -will type anything,

anytime-especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ

(213)475-8902

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,

Hollywood (213)466-2886.

WORD PROCESSOR: Scripts, term paper, etc

$1.75 double page. $2.25 single^'page. WLA
(213)447-5812.

WORDS WORTH WRITING. Help with pap
ers, essays. Editing for clarity. Text develop-

ment, word processing. (213)271-1677.

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689 from

LAX including airfare, hotel, (8 datV7 nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much rnore! Sells out

every year so call NOW! 1-800-331-3136.

WANTED Airline bumps for U.S. will pay

$20(Veach. Days (213)832-5779 x349. Nights

(21 3)747-6555, Billy.

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm. bd, fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany. Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

Travel Tickets 106

1 ROUNDTRIP TICKET. LA. to New York.

March 17-24. $438. Marge Morris
(818)840-4570(day),
(81 6) 766-094 7(evening).

LAX-PARIS, oneway/northwest 03/18 $295.

Write name -f tel . to 1 01 5 Gayiey « 1 83 L .A. CA
90024

^

SPRING BREAi^ IN BOSTON! Must sell:

Roundtrip ticket LAX to Boston. Leave 3/20,

return 3/25. $280/obo. Call Janet

(213)479-5363.

Music Lessons

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154. ^
VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)277-7012.

^^2 Autos for Sale 109

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career coumelor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near

UCLA. (213)208-1865.

IXIMKI Ri:sL.Mi;s

r.i\ 1 < 'iii|M Hint' |>i 1' < I'M
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1976 DATSUN 280Z. Clean, cust. wheels. 4

new tires. Leaving country, considering any

offer. (213)472-9322 or (213)399-2542.

1980 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT, beauty! White

on blue, pull-outsterco, air, new dash. $2700.

(213)397-1375.

1986 TOYOTA VAN Automatic, low mileage,

excellent cor>dition. AMA^M stereo, sunroof,

customized Good price. (213)208-2623.

'65 VW Bug, 1600 motor, new paint, radial

tires, stero. Runs great. $1500/obo.
(816)366-8229.

AMC GEEP EAGLE '73 4-wheel drive 75,000

miles. Excellent" condition. $3500/obo.

(213)636-4922 Leave message

BMW 2002, 1975, sunroof, anVfm, cassette,

looks/runs great! $2950. (213)453-3212.

BUG LOVERS! Yellow/ white, '71 convertible.

$175(yobo (213)486-8826.

BUK:K century- T type, 1983, $3,500.

Excellent condition, alpir>e stereo, one owner,

repair records. (213) 478-5657.

CHEVROLET CITATKJN, 1980. White. 50K
miles Clean. $1250 as is. (2J 3)650-6425.

Daily Bruin Sports

^$$$$$$$$$$$$$u$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$^

I USE YOUR PHONE

I
FOR HUGE SAVINGS

I CALL 213/976-TIPS
(8-4-7-7)

•FREE SUPER PRIZES

•CONCERTS. SPORTING

EVENT TICKETS

•CONSUMER PRODUCTS

•PLACES TO DINE

•SERVICES

CALL FOR INFORMATION
ON DISCOUNTS AND
FREE SUPER PRIZES

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT

%«» $2.00 PER CALL ^ TOLL CHAROC, IF ANY

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

SOFT CONTACTS IVITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set

CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

B«L • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

LA. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th Si

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt.*'Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

JAPAN! JAPAN! JAPAN!!!

AEON is seeking enthusiastic, professionals to teach

conversational English in one of our 150 branch

schools located throughout Japan. Positions are

fiilly salaried with benefits and housing assistance.

BA/BS degree required. ESL teaching experience

and/orJapanese language preferred, but notmanda-

tory. To apply send resume and one page essay:

"Why I Want To Live And Work In J^an":

AEON Intercultural

Corporation

P.O. Box 92191

Los Angeles, CA
90009-0009

Phone (213) 645-5561

Fax (213) 645-5721

104 Autos for Sole 109 Autos for Sale

CONVERTIBLE, 1984 Chrysler Le Baron. Very

clean. Runs perfect. $5,100/obo.
(213)395-9676.

HONDA ACCORD 1985 2.door. Auto «/c,

53mi. Excellent condition. $56Q0
(213)397-1039.

HONDA CIVIC- LX, four-door sedan, 1988,

$8,750 OBO. S speed, 1 9k miles, innmaculate,

fully loaded, metalic blue. Assumable. (818)

906-7093.

MAZDA 626, 1982, $185(Vobo. NC, 4-door,

original owner, 5-spd, am/fm stereo,

(213)641-1445,

MAZDA RX7- CS 82, $4,700.. charcoal gray,

5-speed, ^C, cruise, sunroof, rebuilt transmis-

sion, still under warranty. (213) 478-4115.

NEED to rent a car? Only 18f Don't have a

credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep.
(213)678-9146.

'

PONTIAC )2000LE, 1982, $1500/obo. P/S,

P/B, A/C, anVfm stereo cassette. Good condi-

tion. Clean. (213)654-3970.

TOYOTA CELICA CT 1980. 5 spd,* sunroof,

stereo. Excellent condition $1550
(213)397-1039.

TOYOTA Celica 1981 . Imn^aculate , automa-

tic, custom wheels. A/C, cruise control, anti-

theft system. $3700/obo. (213)208-3622.

TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, 1979. Excellent

condition, well-maintained. 5-spd.
$1950/obo. (213)828-5303.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1982. automatic. 4-door,

a/c, transmission replaced, good condition,

105.000 miles, $1800/obo. (213)394-3606.

URGENT- Moving out. 84 Ford Escort Wagon
(Merc. Lynx). 46K miles. Excellent condition,

$1,900 OBO. (213) 208-5370.

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on

1 00% recycled

paper.

VOLKSWAGEN CABRIOLET 1987. $9500.

Black on black. Kenwood pullout stereo. Mint

condition. (213)275-0343.

VOLVO 242DL, 1979, $275(yobo. 2.doof,

automatic, AM/FM stereo, excellent condition.

New transmission, new tires. (213)390-2368.

VW '84 Rabbit Wolfsburg Convertible. BlkA>lk

5-spd, air-conditioning, pull-out stereo. Im-

peccable. Like new!! Loaded $5900
(213)824-2505. -

VW BUG, 1973, $1950/obo. Original owner.

73.000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master

cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW CABNRIOLET. 1986. $7700. Graphite

gray, 5-speed, air, alpine cassette, alarm,

x-Int condition, 52k miles. (213)393-5960.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, $6500/obo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW lETTA 1983, $2300. Silver, turbo,

5-speed. Reliable, great gas mileage.

(818)893-8745.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

1986 HONDA Nighthawk S. Great condition.

$1900. 700CC. (213)209-0418.

ELITE 150. 1984. New engine. Excellent

shape. $1000 with lock and helmet. Call

evening (213)475-3510.

HONDA 750 CBF, 1 981 . Very good condition,

clean. Beautiful looking. Only $850.
(213)851-6206.

HONDA CM400T. 1980, $495. ^reat condi-

tion. Super deal because moving.
(213)447-7769.

HONDA ELITE 150 deluxe, digital display,

1986. red. $850 (21 3)636 9005 Ask for Greg.

YAMAHA XT 250 1 981 . Trail bike, street legal.

Many new parts. Low miles, runs great.

$475/obo. (213)822-6372.

Scooters 119

1985 HONDA SPREE. Rebuilt engine, good
condition, great for spring. $250/obo.
(213)208^1425, Anya.

1 986 HONDA AreoSO. great condition $5(X).

Call Linda (213)474-0058.

1986 HONDA ELITE. Bright red, runs great,

good condition, basket included. $60(Vobo.
Call Scott (213)871-9075.

1986 HONDA Aero 50, white, mns greiati

Must sell! $475/obo. Helmet-Lock. Jackie

(213)208-3095.

1 986 YAMAHA CA 50, white, good condition.

$399. Please call Andrea. (213)2084280.

'86 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Must sell. Gra-

duating. Runs great! $600/obo. Stacy.

392 5738

'68YAMAHA YSR 50. Excellent condition. 800
miles. $1000. (818)703-8650.

Gymnasts at

JWC Invite
By Jane Huang
Stan Writer

The UCLA men's gymnastics

team will conclude its regular

season as it hosts the John Wooden
Center Invitational tomorrow
afternoon at 2 p.m.

Currently 12-2, the No. 5 Bruins

will compete against fourth-

ranked Cal State Fullerton. No. 7

Stanford, and No. 23 UC Santa

Barbara.

The Bruins* toughest competi-

tion may come from the Cardinal.

Only one of two teams to defeat

UCLA this year, Stanford, 14-0,

won the previous meeting against

the Bruins up in Palo Alto. Conrad
Voorsanger and Charles Loop,

who finished one-two in the last

meeting, will provide the bulk of

the Cardinal's strength.

Last weekend, three Bruins

stepped in to fill the void left by an

injured Scott Keswick. Junior

Terry Notary, sophomore Jon Lee,

and freshman Isidro Ibarrando all

recorded several personal bests at

the meet.

Along with a healthy Keswick,

who is expected to return to action

this week, UCLA will also exj)ect

strong performances from senior

Chris Waller and sophomore Chai-

ney Umphrey. With his all-around

title last weekend. Waller is ranked

No. 4 in the nation. Waller also

holds top- 10 rankings on the

pommel horse, parallel bars, and
horizontal bar.

As the nation's top-ranked gym-
nast on the rings, Umphrey won
the floor, rings, and vault titles last

weekend against UCSB.

109 Scooters 119

'89 RIVA YAMAHA SCOOTER, 4 months old,

includes insurance and registration. Black/

black. (213)476-8620. $1000.

ELITE 80, 1986. White, only 3700 miles.

Asking $650. Call Mike at (213)471-5185.

HONDA ELITE 150 deluxe. Low miles, great

condition. $750. HONDA ELITE 80, $650.

(213)453-8439.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987 Great condition.

Helmet, lock, basket included. Will sacrifice,

$850. (213)445-8630.

HONDA ELITE 250 1 985. Runs great. Freeway

legal. $110Cyobo with helmet. 278-3901.

HONDA PASSPORT 1983. 70cc, only 3000
miles. Runs great. $375/obo. (213)622-6327.

HONDA SPREE 1986-good condition. 2k

miles, lock included. $200/obo. Please call

Tracy (213)824-0797.

HONDA SPREE 1985 Helmet and lock in-

eluded. $20QA)bO Call Carl a (213)824-0356.

HONDA SPREE, '86. )ust tuned- good condi-

tion. $300. (213)471-1376, after 9pm.

Furniture 126

COLXIH- brown, high back, leather look,

excellent condition. $120; Desk- office

6-drawer, $110. (213)450-9518.

DINETTE SET (wicker table with round glass

top. two wicker chairs and cushions); White

Halogen lamp; 16-inch oscillating fan. Best

offer. (213)824-5576.

DOUBLE BED. $50. (213)820-8416.

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition.

$75/obo. (213)204-1644.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,

kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

MODERN DESK/chair/mattress/box spring!

Good as new! Sell before spring break.

Christie. (213)824-9845. Neg. $$.

MOVING: Sofa $35. double bed $50, assorted

chairs $1 each, bookcase $1 5, baby furniture.

(213)965-0306.
'

SOFA, loveseat, beige, slightly worn. $100; 2

partial sets of dishes, $10 each; 2 full sets

silverware $10 each; Coffee table, $10; twin

bed, wooden frame, $20. (213)207-2157.

Garage Sales 127

MOVING OUT SALE, folding bed, 2-ch«ts,

arm chair. Toshiba printer. Image Writer. Great

prices. (213)208-5067.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM AT 16MHZ VGA. Color, compatible

system, 42 MB hard disk, 1MB RAM. 1 .2 MB
Floppy. Under warranty. $1400.
(213)453-4876.

Women dive
toward NCs
UCLA's women divers will

have their last chance to qualify for

the NCAA Championships as they

compete at the Z^ne E Champion-
ships tomorrow at Brigham Young
University.

Of seven Bruin divers, six are

eligible to compete in the zones.

They are senior Bria Williams,

sophomore Lisa Hecker, and
freshmen Kristen Walls, Nicole
Minor, Patricia Thompson, and
Kimberly LoffL

At zones, the four top finishers

of the one- and three-meter boards
will be competing at the NCAAs.

Walls has already qualified for

NCs in the one-meter due to her

strong showing at the Pac-10
championships, but she will

attempt to qualify in the three-

meter tomorrow.
' Both Williams and Thompson
will be competing in the one-

meter.

Hecker and Minor will be
competing in both the one- and
three-meter diving.

—^Linda Peters

VOLLEY
From page 31

leading by seven with 12 minutes
left. Payton had 23 points, includ-

ing the last 12 for OSU.
"We match up well with Oregon

State," Harrick said. "Certainly,

Payton is the key factor."

And certainly, OSU is beatable,

especially away from friendly Gill

Coliseum. So if all goes right for

the Bruins, they'll find themselves

in the championship game, slated

for Sunday at 1 p.m. (1:30 p.m. on
KCBS-TV).
Sometime near the end of that

contest, a group of blue-blazered

men from the NCAA Tournament
Selection Committee will reveal

the elite 64 which will be wel-

comed to March Madness.
And just maybe, Harrick and the

Bruins will call a timeout in the

final Pac- 10 tourney and takejust a

moment to celebrate.

TOURNEY
From page 32

were swing hitter Mark Tedsen

and middle blocker Scott Herd-

man.

Herdman, a sophomore from
Laguna Beach, has seen much
more playing time this season

compared to a year ago, and he has

responded well. Against the Cardi-

nal Herdman put away a season-

high 14 kills and five blocks.

Tedsen, normally a back row
defensive specialist^ came in after

the second game to give the Bruins

a much-needed spark offensively.

The Cougars' offense is headed

by the WIVA's second-leading

hitter in sophomore Gunnar
Lindstoel. The swing hitter from

Sweden is averaging 7.17 kills a

game. In addition to playing

BYU tonight, the Bruins will host

one of last year's Final Four teams,

Ball State.

The Volleycards come into the

Wooden Center fbr UCLA's only

afternoon game of the season.

Match time is scheduled for

highnoon.

Ball State is led by All-Ameri-

cans Chris Cooper and Chris

Beerman. UCLA and the Cardi-

nals have met once already this

year during the VVA VoUcyBowl
at American University.

The Bruins were victorious on

that occasion, winning in four

games.
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YOUN
Derek was found guilty of Dental

Negligence. Victor confided in

Brittany that he wears Dentures.

Carol and Skip are consklering

Implants. Brad was caught practicing

Dentistry without a lk:ense. And will

Cassandra need a Brklge or Partial

Denture?

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics
• Fix Chipped, Stained,

or BroKen Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards. Checks.

& Insurance Forms Welcome
• Walking Distance from UCLA

TOQTi4i,CCS

OCNTAL SOAP
OPffRA GUI07

COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friedman

(213) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Copeland^s Sports

DOORBUSTERS
BASKETBALL & HIKING

fl

BRUINS
fmim»»mtii»)mi>»» ' i ' > <""" i ii nn i ni

C

•

•The magnetic memo holder sports fans will love.

•Sports Notes' sturdy magnetic strips keep notes
in sight and in place.

•Perfect for home, school or the office.

•Each 4" X 8" holder comes with a sports fan
memo pad and handy pencil.

01 Select yoar Sports Notes Holders
(includes a Sporu Fans and a SporU Umpires pad) "^ :

'

Q«y: __B«seb«ll __Football_Goir__TepBls_Baskctball
Q Obc for $4.00 pivs $1.25 postacc M haBdllae (ToUl $5.25).
Available in two Bruin Logo designs.

Q Select 7oar refill pad packs NOW!
(Each pack includes a Sports Fans and a Sporu Umpire pod)
Qty: __Baseball_Football_Golf_TeBBls Basketball

Q Oie pack of 2 pads for $1.10 plus .25# postage md hndliag (Total $1 JS).
Available in two Bruia Logo designs.

KCA. residents add Sales Tax) TOTAL:
Check or Money Order. No C.OJ>.'s wiU be aecepted

AHow 4 wsaks
kx dalvery.

NAME PHONE

AOORESS

OTY

APT. #,

.STATE
_ Mafl yoair 9w4mr Jk payaasit tot 2X i^adwcta

1S237 Sunaat Blvd.. Pbctfk: i^leadaa. CA 90272 (213)456-2094

JtOH^S PRESENTS

V

30!MEE

BLOWOUT SPORTSWEAR FROM

OFF
EXERCISE • TENNIS

late.

109*

•^ ^ IS DONE /

11777 SAN VICENTE 6WIX, BRENTWX5D, CA 90049 • 820-1516

BOUIMSaNT
ATBUMVOUT

f19»»
„. 129»«

SKIWEAR & ACCESSORIES

NOtMMII

ALL Mil 212%

PMCIS GOOD TMN S/14/W

Copeland's Sports
1001 westwood Blvd

westwood 208-6444
HOURS:
Prl.Sat
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Women's track goes f6r 17th
By Jay Ross
Contributor . .

The UCLA women's track team puts a streak of 16 consecutive dual meet victories on

the line this Saturday at 1 1 a.m. when it hosts UC Berkeley, Cal State Northridge and

Azusa at Drake Stadium.

The Bruin coaches focus on experimentation during these early season meets, rather

than on winning, and do not taper their athletes. Tapering is a process where the coaches

rest their athletes the week before a meet in order to gel them to achieve their best marks.

This seemingly would leave UCLA vulnerable to an upset, but the extensive number of

quality athletes in all of the various events should offset any challenge by the three com-
petitors.

"We don*tpay much attention to the first few meets of the season,** distance coach Bob
Messina said. "We have too many good players and too much balance to lose to Cal. Other

teams have a few elite athletes in single events, but their whole team will be thin in the

other events. (The Bears) are thin in the throws and jumps and just don't have a lot of

(athletes).**

For the most part, head coach Bob Kersee has not unleashed the sprinters and hurdlers,

who score a majority of the team*s points. Janeene Vickers, NCAA 4(X)-meter hurdle

champ last year, did not compete in last weekend*s Aztec Invitational in San Diego, but

Messina said that Kersee may open her in the hurdles on Saturday.

The Bears perform best in the sprints and hurdles, while suffering in the throws. North-

ridge competes best in the jumps.

Men at Drake hoping to heal
By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

Even though his men's track and field team opened the season with a commanding
triangular meet win over both Cal State Los Angeles and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, head
coach Bob Larsen is a bit worried.

Azusa Pacific and Cal State Northridge come to Drake this weekend for a double dual

meet starting at 1:15 with field events. Yet that isn*t what has Larsen concerned.

Rather, he*s concerned with an injury bug that has already hit his team in the early

season.

"We still have a lot of work to do in most of our areas,** said Larsen. "We have a lot of
injuries, especially with our sprinters."

Larsen and the Bruins will happily greet the retiuns of jumper MacArthur Anderson
and sprinter Kevin Williams this weekend, but the likes of distance runner Jim Robbins,

sprinter Eric Bixler, sprinter I>errick Baker, sprinter Danial Dinkins, and thrower David
Bunevacz are all out for indefinite periods of time.

This weekend, the depth of the weight crew will also be diminished, but not by injury.

Rather, senior shot putter Brian Blutreich will be competing at the NCAA Indoor Track
and Field Championships in Indianapolis.

Conversely, the depth of the Azusa Pacific team has been enhanced by the indoor sea-

son. Last week, Azusa Pacific competed in the NAIA Indoor Meet at Kansas City and
placed second to Adams State.
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Northwest Airlines,

s notjust a great price

t's a great experience.

j^'^

J. V %^

V

Only forstudent American Express* Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off. In search of

adventure, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Northwest

Airlines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Noahwest-cxclusivcly

for sriident Cardmembers:

CKRTIUCATUS VALID FDR THK PURCHASK

(>f TWO $IIK RIHINDTRIP TICKHTS—fO many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 coniig^

uous United States served by Nonhwest.

Each certificate is good for a sixmonth
period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card. Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 cenificates by March 15, 1990

provided they are still full time students^

RBATED

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with

your own personalized discount card, valid

throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and

Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

cenificates and other cenificates,

promotional or special status airfares.
) ;^

2.^00 BONUS MILES TONX'ARDS FREE TRAVEL—

when you enroll in Northwest's WorkiPerks*

Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick up the phone, call 1 800 942
AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your

application and begin to process it

immediately. (If you have your banking

information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmember now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmem-
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you woukl expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for

the Card. And stan packing!

i' ,».-

AlemiferfhtpHm Its Pnvtitga*
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NORTHWEST
AIRUNES

Mf jmu Me almdy a smdrm Amcncan Eincu Ctrdmembcr and h*\r a qursiion about this profrun. pinsr jend vour wnttrn quntion. a cop> of vour vtudf nt ID and class schcduk to American Express. PO Box 3M)29.
Am SciNktM Markrtirtc. GrrriMboro. NC 27425 Fare is foe roundcnp nwH on htonhwKM AirUncs Tickrts must be purchased vnhin 24 hours after making reservations Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary chanfes
may be made after purchase Seats ai thi» hrc are bmiied and may nof be available »-hrn vou caO TrasrI must orwinaie bv cenifKaie expiration date and be completed within 60 davs of that date Travel may not be available

between cities to which Northwest does not have p«4>lished routings Qty fuel surcharies not included in fare from Boston iS2 W). Chicago iS^OOi. Denver (S2 OOi and Florida cities ($2 00| Cenain blackout dates and
other itstrictiom may apply For complete oiler details, call IJOa942 AMEX 1990 AmetKan Express Travel Rdated ServKes Companv. Inc /

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER
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Women want to bite

the Dawgs this time
By Richaixl Marcus
Staff Writer

The rematch is upon the

UCLA womeh*s gymnastics
team.

Saturday night in Athens,

Georgia, the Bruins will

perform against the fourth-

ranked Bulldogs.

The Dawg House, as it*s

known, was the very place

that UCLA 16st the national

championship last season to

hometown Georgia by .05 of
a point.

"We*re stiU a litUe salty

about what happened last

year. It*s a motivating factor.

We're just excited for it,**

senior Jill Andrews said.

But the Bruin coaches are

concentrating on doing well

as opposed to getting
revenge on the Bulldogs.

"Last year Georgia didn't

beat us, we beat ourselves.

We just want to go in there

and keep our focus and be
the best team in the nation,"

assistant coach Valorie Kon-
dos said.

In the 1987-88 season,
UCLA defeated the Bull-

dogs in Athens, snapping
Georgia's home winning
streak at 49 matches. The
sixth-ranked Bruins are
hoping to repeat their win-

ning ways on Saturday.

**Everybody has told me
that Georgia is equal to us. It

should be a dogfight," head
coach Jerry Tomlinson said.

UCLA is still without the

services of injured senior
Kim Hamilton, who is hop-
ing to return in three weeks.
Andrews and freshman Car-
ol Ulrich will be the Bruin
all-around duo.

The crowd at Georgia is

known for its boisterous and
partisan demeanor. Tomlin-
son said that other than some
nervous Bruin freshmen,
UCLA should be able to

handle Bulldog backers.

**The crowd will be a good
test for them," assistant
coach Steve Thompson said

of the freshmen.

Georgia is led by senior

All-American Corrinne
Wright.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daly Bnjin

Paula Rasmussen

Spiicers leery of weekend guests .•» .'

By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Having iww disposed of the

nation's toa volleyball team in

Stanford, (to UCLA men's team
has reacheST the pinnacle of its

season, and now has a downhill

ride to the WIVA tournament in

May.
Though the task in front of them

is a simple one, head coach Al

Scates and his team realize that

they cannot relax too soon and

allow an upset to knock them off

their high horse.

First up f(^ the fourth-ranked

Bruins will be the newest member
of the WIVA fraternity. BYU. The
Cougars come into tonight's 7:30

match m the Wooden Center
having won their first-ever league

match in a sweep of San Diego
State. Their 1-4 record (3-7 over-

all) has them in fourth place in the

DeGroot Division, one and one-

half games behind third-place

Pepperdine.

After a long, emotional match
two nights ago, Scates knows that

the tiitie is right for an upset *This

is the best time for a team
letdown," said Scates, who has the

dubious honor of having to get his

team up for a less-than-spectacular

BYU team.

'The Stanford match took a lot

out of the team emotionally," he
added. *1 really don't know how
well we are going to come out

tonight"

In the match against the Cardi-
nal, it took Scates three games to

finally put the right combination of
players on the court That lineup

included three reserve players who
finally were able to break onto the

first team.

Most notable of these reserves is

setter Albert Hanneman, who
called the plays during the UCLA
comeback.

**rve been able to keep a

positive attitude all season long,"

said Hanneman. **Hopefully this

change lasts for more than this

match."

Also playing well off the bench

See VOLLEY, page 29

Netters travel to the 'other' • •

By Tien Lee
Staff Writer

Since the UCLA women's ten-

nis team will be playing across

town at that other school tomor-
row, let's have a little fun with the

abbreviation of *USC.'
Besides possibly standing for

University of Second Choice or

University of Spoiled Children, it

might also stand for University of

Stupid Clones or University of
Social Conceitedness.

But no, we all know this isn't

true.

It's the official abbreviation for

the University of Southern Califor-

nia.

This Saturday the Bruins will be
journeying across town to renew
an old rivah7 as it faces USC at 1

p.m.

The Bruins appear to be the

clear favorite this year, bemg
ranked No. 2 to USC's No. 6.

But then again, rankings never

seem to matter when the Bruins

and Trojans meet in any sport

Last year, the Bruins were No. 3
and the Trojans No. 5 when they

met across town. Instead of the

anticipated battle both sides

expected, the Bruins were blown
out, 5-1, as USC won the first 18

games in a row and was never

threatened. UCLA recovered later

in the season to beat the Trojans

twice, but it was a lesson the

Bruins won't ever forget.

"We'll be up for them this year,"

said sophomore All-American
Mamie Ceniza.

The Bruins are humming along

this year, having compiled a 13-1

record thus far, and recently

placing second at the National

Team Indoor Championships at

Madison, Wisconsin.

USC has not exactly folded its

tent this year either, although it's

not as strong as it has been in the

past (USC won the NCAA title in

1983 and 1985). The Trojans had a
9-0 record going into the quarterfi-

nals of the Team Indoors before

being fried by Florida, 6-0. UCLA
subsequently defeated Florida in

the semi-finals, 5-2.

The Trojans finished 16-7 last

year (10- 1 this year), tied for No. 5

in the nation, and return No. 6-

ranked Trisha Laux at first singles.

No. 20 Stephanie London at No. 2
and No. 21 Anya Kochoff at No, 3.

UCLA will be countering with
No. 11 Jessica Emmons, No. 19
Kim Po and No. 38 Mamie Ceniza.

The Bruins match scheduled for

today at Pepperdine has been
postponed until April 10.
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TEXAS TECHNO-FREAKS STRIKE BACK...

11.99

6.99
"...WATCHTOWER could be the next Rush!"

- Meial Hammer
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•New" The Poplin CVO
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The road to March Madness begins in Tempe
By Matt Purdue
Assistant Sports Editor

When the UCLA basketball

team strolls up to the University

Activity Center in Tempe this

afternoon at 1 p.m. (KMPC 710
AM) for its opening Pac-10 Tour-

nament game against Oregon, the

Bruins will make a simple request

"Give me a win. Or on second

thought, make it a double."

Two wins in this, the last-ever

Pac-10 Tournament, will put to

rest any of those nagging NCAA
Tournament questions and quiet

the nay-sayers who say the Bruins

(18-9, 11-7 and fourth in the Pac-

10) are still on the bubble.

"A loss puis you on a dangerous

level," UCLA head coach Jim

Harrick said. "One win puts you
over the hump, and two wins takes

aijy question out of it."

The first bump in the road to

March Madness for the Bruins

comes in the form of Oregon (15-

12, 10-8, fifth), a team that split

with UCLA in the regular confer-

ence season. In Pauley Pavilion in

January, the Bruins dumped the

Ducks, 79-62, but two weeks ago,

Oregon returned the favor in

Eugene, upending UCLA, 105-99.

When you forget about every

one of those 105 points—the most
ever given up by UCLA in a

conference game—the Bruins

seem to outmatch the Ducks. Up
front, UCLA*s forward tandem of

6-8 senior Trevor Wilson (16.9

ppg, 9.0 rpg) and 6-10 sophomore

Don MacLean (20.8, 8.9) could go
Duck hunting again.

In the Bruins* January win over
Oregon, Wilson had 10 points anc.

1 1 boards and MacLean scored 20
with 1 1 rebounds over the Ducks*
frontline. UCLA 6-8 freshman

center Tracy Murray had 19.

mostly against a starting frontline

that averages 6-8 and 168 pounds.

In their backcourt, the Ducks do
have a standout in 5-1 1 sophomore
Terrell Brandon (18.1. 5.5 apg).

Stopping Brandon, though, will be
just the tough task that faces

UCLA's backcourt of starting

sophomores Darrick Martin and
Gerald Madkins, and first reserve,

freshman Mitchell Butler. Harrick

is counting on his guards to grow
up quickly in this tournament
"We're very young at guard,*'

Harrick said. "I hope our guards

step up and play the way they're

capable of playing."

One guard who's already

stepped up—and into the national

spotlight—is Oregon State's

Sports Illustrated Player of the

Year, point man Gary Payton. If

UCLA beats Oregon, they'll most
likely get another chance to watch
the Payton show tomorrow in the 1

p.m. semifmal game.
The Beavers (22-5, 15-3, tied

for first) play the winner of the

Washington-Arizona State contest

(yesterday) today at 3 p.m., and if

all things go as planned, UCLA
and OSU will meet tomorrow.

In the regular season, the Bruins

beat the Beavs in Pauley in late

January, 94-80, to grab a share of

first in the Pac-10. Payton scored

30, but only 12 in the second half.

Six conference losses later, UCLA
fell in Corvallis, 83-74, after

See TOURNEY, page 29

Women give Troy a hard time,

give tliemselves NCAA liopes
By Dov Tamler

Contributor

After playing in a daze for

30 minutes, the UCLA
women*s basketball team
woke up in the final 10

minutes to defeat their hated

archrivals, USC*s Women
of Troy, 76-72.

With the victory, the

Bruins (17-11, 12-6 in the

Pac-10) put themselves in

prime contention for a

coveted NCAA berth. Td
be very disappointed and
very surprised if we didn't

get in,** said a jubilant head
coach Billie Moore follow-

ing the game.
The Bruins couldn't hit

the side of a bam in the first

half, shooting only 28 per-

cent from the field on their

way to a 38-35 halftime

deficit at the hands of the

Trojans.

Midway through the sec-

ond half, use increased its

lead to seven \yhen guard
Joni Easterly hit a perimeter

shot to make the score 52-45.

However, the Bruins, con-

sistently pounding the ball

inside to Sandra VanEm-
bricqs and Sheri Bouldin,
worked their way back into

the game, knotting the score

at 62 on a Bouldin fi-ee throw

with six minutes left.

After another Bouldin
hoop gave UCLA a 64-62
lead, VanEmbricqs went
down on her ankle and had to

be helped off the court At
that point, VanEmbricqs
was the leading scorer in the

game with 22 points. Things
looked bad for the Bruins.

Down the stretch, though,

the Bruins, led by Bouldin
and Rehema Stephens,
simply denied USC the high

percentage shots that the

Women of Troy had been
geuing at will earlier in the
half.

Perhaps the biggest play

of the game came soon after,

when with 22 seconds

remaining, freshman Nicole
Young iced two free throws

to seal the game for UCLA.
The points were Young's
only points of the night, but

they couldn't have come at a

better time for the Bruins.

*Those were just two out-

standing clutch free throws,

especially for a freshman."

raved Moore.
**Tonight they had no

pressure on them. All the

pressure was on us, and
sometimes its hard to play

when you're carrying that

extra burden," said Moore,

adding, "They've learned

how to win. . .they're win-

ners and they want to win.**

LYNETTE TSAI/Daily Bruin

UCLA'S Rachelle Roulier and Michele Wootton helped

stifle the Trojans last night.

Crosstown rivalry heats up, this time on basepaths
1
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UCLA SPORTS INFO

UCLA'S Paul Ellis leads the

nation in homers and RBI.

By Jeff Imperato

Contributor

The "only series that really

matters** opens tonight at 7:00, as

the USC baseball team (12-7, 4-4

in Pac-10) invades Jaclcie Robin-

son stadium to meet the heavy-hit-

ting Bruins (16-6, 3-5).

The Trojans were ranked No. 1

by Baseball America before losing

three straight to Arizona last

weekend and dropping to seventh.

UCLA, coming off a 12-4 rout of

Cal State Fullerton, is currently

ranked 14th, and hopes to steal

some of SC*s fire.

Regardless of the rankings, the

Bruins have a big statistical

advantage in team offense. USC*s
10 team home runs are small

potatoes compared to UCLA's 29.

Bruin catcher Paul EUis alone has

more home runs this season (14)

than the entire USC team. His total

of 40 RBI is almost half of the

Trojan's combined 92. (UCLA has

a team total of 146 RBI). In run

production, too, the Bruins come
out ahead, averaging 9.3 runs per

game to USC*s 5.6. The teams
have similar overall batting aver-

ages (UCLA .285, USC .281).

Pitching-wise, the teams appear

more evenly matched. The Trojans

boast a 3.18 team ERA, and the

Bruins sport an almost-identical

mark of 3.19. SC ace Randy
Powers (3-0, 2.09 ERA) is

expected to start tonight against

the Bruins. He'll face righthander

Tim Lindsay (2-1. 3.16 ERA).

Powers has been especially tough

against Pac-10 opponents, posting

a 2-0 record and a 1.85 ERA.
The Bruins will send their

regular battery of standout perfor-

mers against Powers. Leading the

attack is Ellis (.370, 14 HR, 40
RBI), who leads the nation in home
runs and RBI. First baseman Chris

Pritchett (.383. 7 HR. 22 RBI)
provides more than his share of

offensive power. And, senior

shortstop Mike Hankins (.306, 1

HR. 14 RBI) and pitcher/desig-

nated hitter Dave Zancanaro (.288,

2 HR, 14 RBI) also add punch to

the lineup.

use's top offensive perfoimer

is, ironically, a pitcher. Junior Jeff

Cirillo (.318, 2 HR, 14 RBI) is well

known to the Bruin players and

fans who attended last year's final

meeting between the rivals. Cirillo

belted a grand slam and struck out

eight batters en route to a 12-5

USC victory. The win gave USC a

5-1 record against last year's

struggling Bruin squad.

Today, a far more dominant
UCLA team hopes to turn the

tables on Troy. The Bruins' 3-5

Pac- 10 record must be improved in

order to stay in conference conten-

tion, and a winning series against

the boys from SC is always a

matter of pride.

Tomorrow, the Bruins travel to

E>edeaux Field to meet the Trojans

on their own turf before returning

for the Sunday finale at JRS. Both

of those games begin at 1:(X).

College Basketball / Conference Tournament Preview

BIG
SEMIFINALS - Saturday

Connecticut / Seton Hall vs.

Georgetown / Providence

EAST Syracuse / Pittsburgh or Boston Coll. vs.

Saint John's / VillanovaMadison

Square Garden FINALS - Sunday. 2:30 p.m. EST

BIG
SEMIFINALS - Saturday :sx^a

New Mexico St. / Fresno St. vs.

CalState Long Beach / Utah St.

WEST UC Santa Barbara / Pacific vs.

UNLV / CalState FullertonLongB«ach,

Callfomia FINALS - Sunday. 4 p m PST

Charlotte,

North Carolina

SEMIFINALS - Saturday

Clemson / Wake Forest vs.

North Carolina / Virgipia

Duke / Maryland vs.

Georgia Tech / N. Carolina St.

FINALS Sunday. 1 p.m. EST

u.

UGLA's
Mission &
Institutional

Goals
The University ofCalifoania is di-

rected by the Master Plan for Higher

Education in California to provide in-

struction in the liberal arts and sci-

ences and in the professions, and is

assigned exclusive responsibility for

doctoral education in most disciplines,

and for professional education in Law,
Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, and
Dentistry. The Master Plan also des-

ignates the Universitykij^he primary

state-supported acad^n^ip agency for

research. v.^-^

UCLA's mission within this con-

text is to achieve preeminence in schol-

arship, educational leadership, and
technological advancement by pro-

viding the very highest quality

teaching and research, professional

preparation, and public service for the

vital and diverse population it serves.

With its mission and goals in mind
UCLA embarks on a long range devel-

opment plan to carry it into the next

century.

TheLRDP
The Long Range Development

Plan (LRDP) is a comprehensive land

use plan which guides the physical

development ofthe campus to 2005 in

response to the academic and research

.. mission of the University. It identi-

fies the program goals to be achieved

during the planning period, estimates

the net new building space required to

achieve the goals, articulates plan-

ning principles to guide the physical

planning process, and delineates

campus land use zones. )

The LRDP is accompanied by a

separate Environmental Impact Re-

port (EIR) in conformance with the

California Environmental QualityAct

(CEQA). The EIR contains a detailed

discussion of the existing environ-

mental setting ofUCLA, the potential

environmental impacts of the LRDP,
proposed mitigation measures, and

alternatives to the proposed LRDP.

A sensitivity to the environment

is an integral part of UCLA's plans

for the future. TheLRDP proposes the

designation of open space preserves,

and the preservation of historic build-

ings and landscape features. To fur-

ther the campus' academic goals and

improve its jobs/housing balance, the

LRDP proposes that student, faculty,

and staff housing be allocated a sub-

stantial portion ofcampus land. This

increase in on-campus housing, to-

gether with the aggressive expansion

of the existing Transportation De-

LONG RANGE
DEVELOPMENT

PLAN
~Ww-^-~

mand Management program and a

ceiling on the number of parking

spaces, will negate the trips gener-

aited by the campus growth proposed

in the LRDP.
The LRDP is tiot an implementa-

tion plan. Adoption ofthe LRDP does

not constitute a commitment to any
specific project, construction sched-

ule, or funding priority. Each major

building proposal must be approved

individually, by the Chancellor, after

consultation and review by the Aca-

demic Senate and other appropriate

segments of the campus community,

andby the Office ofthe President, and
The Regents as appropriate. Each
mfigor building proposal also requires

project-specific environmental re-

view. As a land use document, the

LRDP does not deal with remodeling,

renovating, upgrading, or maintain^

ing existing buildings.

In addition to serving as a guide to

UCLA's future land use, this LRDP
responds to the request by UC Presi-

dent Gardner that each campus up-

date its LRDP to assist in estimating

the total enrollment capacity of the

University for the year 2005.

ita -v

The Process
The LRDP is the result ofa multi-

part process of planning, analysis,

and consultation involving the fac-

ulty, students, and administration of

the campus as well as the neighboring

community, the Office of the Presi-

dent, and state and local agencies.

Program space needs projected for the

period ofthe LRDP are the result of a

campus-wide strategic planning proc-

ess begun in 1986. ^ *

Photo by Bob Wade

dential and support space totals ap-

proximately 10.4 million gross square

feet (GSF) of existing buildings, 2.3

million GSF under construction, and
668,000 GSF of previously approved

projects. UCLA parking inventory

currently includes 20,084 spaces, in-

cluding 1 ,588 off-campus spaces.

An academically and physically

mature institution, UCLA consists of

fourteen schools and colleges, 72 de-

partments, 24 organized research

units, eight articulated degree pro-

grams, and ten concurrent degree

programs.

In addition to its academic pro-

grams, UCLA serves the campus and
community with its Medical Center,

Dental Clinics, Neuropsychiatric

Hospital, the University Elementary

School, University Extension, librar-

ies, theaters, galleries and recrea-

tional facilities.

Campus population includes a

total 1989-90 enrollment of 34,674

graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents, 4,619 academic employees,

14,198 dtaff employees, and 10,335

others, including special program
students, affiliated medical faculty,

pre-school and elementary school

children, post doctoral scholars,

medical and dental patients, visitors

and volunteers.

The Plan

The Campus
in 1990

The campus consists of 419 acres

in the Westwood community of the

City of Los Angeles. On-campus aca-

demic, research, administrative, resi-

The 1990 LRDP is proposed to

accommodate a slight increase in stu-

dent enrollment, for a total of 35,202

students. Some reduction in the

number ofundergraduates and a con-

comitant increase in the number of

graduate students is planned.

The LRDP identifies eight Cam-
pus Planning Zones: Northwest,
Central, Core Campus, Campus Serv-

ices, Health Sciences, Botcmical Gar-

dens, Bridge, and Southwest, and
assigns a proposed level of develop-

ment to each zone. Campus-wide and
zone-specific planning principles and
assumptions will guide the physical

development ofthe campus to 2005.

While land is limited, over-all

campus density is moderate, and op-

INSIDE
Page

Zone Maps .•.••.•••••.••••2, 3

Transportation ....•••.•••••4

Housing 4

Pid>lic Revirvf «•*••«••..•••..4

Open Space Map ••••••.•..4

portunities for infill and redevelop-

ment are sufficient to meet antici-

pated space needs. In approaching

future development UCLA must con-

sider the utility and cost-effectiveness

ofaging facilities, the constraints ofa

densely developed urban environ^

ment, and the capacity limitations of

public roads and freeways.

Academic, ancillary and public

service programs propose a total of

approximately 3.36 million gross

square feet ofbuilding to address defi-

ciencies in the amount and type of

existing space, technological or func-

tional obsolescence of existing facili-

ties, and planned and unanticipated

program changes that may require

space. Housing proposals total 1.1

million GSF to provide additional on-

campus housing for graduate stu-

dents, faculty, ani staff. These space

proposals do not identify specific pro-

jects, but rather serve as capacity

envelopes sufficiently sized to en-

compass the current assessment of

potential needs.

Within the 15-year horizon ofthe

LRDP, the campus will examine the

viability of its urban design frame-

work to ensure that its building,

circulation, infi*astructure and open

space patterns are maintained or

renewed as necessary to promote and
support a vigorous intellectual

community.
Within this context, future

development decisions will be guided

by the campus' planning principles.

Among these are:

H Retain the human scale of the

campus while enhancing its

function as a mature university in

a dense urban environment.

Respect and reinforce the arch-

itectural and landscape traditions

that give the campus its unique

character.

Preserve and enhance historic

buildings and open spaces.

Site new building projects with

consideration for use ac^acencies,

accessibility, the defining ofopen
space, and the refinement of the

existing built environment.

Maintain the western, northern,

and eastern edges of the main
campus as a landscaped buffer

complementing the residential
' uses of the surrounding com-

munity. Developmenton the other
edges of the campus should
complement and enhance the

campus* interface with the
surrounding community.

Pttbltohcdft>rthc

UCLA CoflMDunlty by the

Office ofCommunity and
Governmental RcImHom
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NORTHWEST ZONE
1990 Existing, under
construction, and approved

2,766,000 GSF
(includes 426,000 GSF of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space

5,000 GSF
'. '.-

-ff X i .

CURRENT
The residential area of campus, undergraduate housing.

Also child care facilities, and open space.

Under construction: a 1200-bed residential complex

and international student center.

Approved: an additional 1400 beds.

PROPOSED
Expansion of child care facility.

ID
CAMPUS SERVICES

1990 Existing, under

construction, and approved 1,645,000GSF
(includes 1,322,000 GSF of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space 205,000 GSF

CURRENT
Principal land use consists of parking structures.

Also includes facilities, mail and messenger service,

fleet service, steam plant, campus police, and
community safety. * .

PROPOSED
Chiller plant.

"

SOUTHWEST ZONE
1990 Existing, under
construction, and approved

561,000GSF
(includes 256,000 GSF of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space

2,200,000 GSF

CURRENT
One-third of space is parking.

Warren Hall, the Rehabilitation Center, and various

support and administrative buildings.

PROPOSED
Housing village for 2700 graduate students, faculty,

and staff.

Support facilities: food service, child care, recreation,

and transportation.

Academic and administrative faciUties.

1990 CENTRAL ZONE
1990 Existing, under

construction, and approved

(includes 416,000 GSF of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space

14241,000GSF

150,000 GSF

CURRENT
Recreation, athletics, and student services.

PROPOSED
Additional recreation, athletic, and student-serving facilities on the

eastern and southern edges of the zone.

LRDP

Botanical
Gardens

ZONE

BOTANICAL GARDENS
1990 Existing, under construction,

and approved GSF
LRDP proposed additional space GSF

CURRENT
Mildred Mathias Botanical Gardens

PROPOSED
None. MAPS

CORE CAMPUS
1990 Existing, under
construction, and approved

8,261,000GSF
(includes 2,175,000 GSF
of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space

1,050,000GSF

V
^'•"

\' .
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CURRENT
Primary academic, research, and administrative area

of campus. Also includes galleries, museums,
theatres, and auditoriums.

PROPOSED
Additional classroom, laboratory, and office space.

HEALTH
SCIENCES

1990 Existing, under

construction, and approved

(includes 1,774,000 GSF of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space

5,074,000 GSF

7S0,000 GSF

CURRENT
Medical Center and Schools of Dentistry, Medicine,

Nursing, and Public Health.

PROPOSED
Modification, reorganization, and expansion of

facilities.

THE BRIDGE

1990 Existing, under construction,

and approved

(includes 11,000 GSF of parking)

LRDP proposed additional space

347,000 GSF

100,000GSF

CURRENT
Apartments, Extension Building, Ueberroth Building.

PROPOSED
Health Sciences facilities.
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The dramatic growth of the Los
Angeles region has been accompanied
by the use of the private automobile
as the primary means of trans-

portation. In addition, the traffic

generated by intense development of

the western part of Los Angeles in

recent years has strained the capacity

ofregional freeways and local streets,

and has contributed to the deter-

ioration of air quality.

In the past, UCLA responded to

the demands of automobile users by
increasing its inventory of parking
spaces. With fewer available building

sites and the demands of academic
and support programs for additional

space, it has become increasingly dif-

ficult to commit scarce lauid resources

to parking structures. It has become
evident that under the constraints of

limited land, highway, and air capac-

ity, UCLA should not continue to rely

on the private automobile as the pri-

mary means for its population to tra-

vel to campus.

In January 1984, the University

created the UCLA Ridesharing Office

to serve faculty, staff and students

through the facilitation of carpools,

vanpools, buspools and transit. [The
name has since been changed to the

Commuter Assistance - Ridesharing
(CAR) department.] Tfli¥tlepartment

provides personalized service to fac-

ulty, staff and students to facilitate

the formation of carpools, vanpools,

and buspools, and the utilization of

other transportation modes. In addi-

tion, CAR operates a buspool pro-

gram and provides campus com-
muters with assistance in matching
these services with their commuting
needs.

In 1987, the campus adopted a
Transportation Demand Manage-
ment Plan (TDM) that included a ma-
jor goal of reducing campus parking
demand by encouraging alternative

modes of transportation to campus.
As of Fall 1989, CAR has contributed

to the formation of over: 55 student

carpools, 120 faculty/ staff carpools,

70 van pools, and two buspools. Pro-

gram participation has been increas-

ing, and the campus expects to initiate

two additional buspool programs by
summer, 1 990. The increased number
of participants will also improve the

effectiveness of the programs, as a
larger pool of potential ridesharing

matches will be available.

In 1988, with the support of the

Mayor and City Council of Los Ange-
les, the successful campus TDM
program was extended, as the
Westwood Transportation Network
(WTN), to provide commuting
alternatives to non-UCLA employees
in Westwood Village, the high-rise

office buildings on nearby Wilshire

Boulevard, and the Veteran's
Administration. This organization has
been established by UCLA to

coordinate the ridesharing programs
of employers throughout Westwood.
Westwopd employers are able to join

the program by paying an annual fee.

This coordination program leads to a

larger base of participants, and
therefore better service, especially

among small employers, as chances of

good carpool and vanpool placements
increases as does the participant pool.

. Since the adoption of the campus
TDM program, the South Coast Air
Quality Management District enact-

ed Regulation XV which now requires

all employers with more than 100
employees, including UCLA, to

implement measures which will re-

duce traffic during peak hours by
increasing Average Vehicle Ridership
(AVR) to at least 1.5 occupants per
vehicle. The campus has been able to

comply with all Regulation XV
requirements by the aggressive
implementation of a broad range of

ride-sharing programs and by
significantly expanding on- and near-

campus shuttle/ transit services.

If not mitigated, the increase in

campus population that would result

if the LRDP were fully implemented
would increase the demand forcampus
parking and therefore traffic in the

vicinity. The LRDP proposes to

mitigate the traffic impacts of future

campus development by: '

completion of the previously-

approved 2,600-bed Northwest
campus undergraduate housing
development;

the provision of additional on-

campus housing for 2,700 grad-

uate students, faculty and staff;

no net increase in the campus
parking supply, beyond the
parking inventory increases
previously approved; and

aggressive expansion of the
existing Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) program.

Following the implementation of

these measures, vehicle trips gener-

ated by the campus population will

be maintained at 145,000 daily trips.

This daily trip level is equal to the

trips projected to occur following con-

struction of all UCLA-related projects

previously approved. The campus
will utilize policy, pricing, and other

feasible alternatives to the single-

occupancy automobile to ensure that

total daily and/or peak hour trips to

campus do not exceed this level.

riousiNG
The high cost ofreal-estate in Los

A ncreles, consistently among the high-

*.- V ^n the country, has resulted in

increased pressure on the University

to provide affordable and accessible

housing for students, faculty and staff.

In recent years, housing has become
an important factor in recruitment of

high quality graduate students and
faculty, and, increasingly, of support

and professional staff.

In addition, regional issues such

as traffic congestion, the number of

vehicle miles traveled by commuters,
and thejobs-housing balance call upon
the University to accompany its hous-

ing plans with programs and policies

that reduce private auto trips.

In 1987 the campus adopted a
goal, for the year 2000, of housing 50
percent of the student body in either

University-owned housing or in pri-

vate sector housing within a mile of

campus. The Student HousingMaster
Plan, was amended in 1989 to extend

its planning horizon to 2005. The
1990 on-campus housing base in-

cludes 4,278 existing spaces. Con-
struction of 1,256 beds of student

housing is currently underway in

Northwest Campus, where an
additional 1,400 beds have been
approved for development.

The 2005 UCLA housing goal for

students, faculty, and staff is a total

ofapproximately 19,000 beds ofwhich
approximately 9,600 beds will be pro-

vided on campus. In order to meet the

remaining on-campus housing need,

the development of a residential vil-

lage for approximately 2,700 graduate

students, faculty, and staff is proposed

in the Draft 1990 LRDP for the South-

west campus planning zone.

The proposed increases in on-

campus residential accomodations will

also reduce the number of long-dis-

tance commuters to Westwood, there-

by assisting the campus in meeting
identified traffic mitigation goals,

f^f.f^f. >v':»'»/v ^Cf/,Vjum »'^o ivi 'jvi^i /.;r<t:>. (i^^v>/

UCLA 1990
Long Range Development Plan

Open Space Preserves

B1

- Dickson Plaza
2 -JanasStapa
3 - Sculptura Qardan
4 • Botanical Qardana

Playing FieMs/Recreatlon

B5
• Sunaat Racraatlon Cantar

6 - Draka Stadium
7 - Intramural FlaMa
8 - SpaukJing Field

Horth

scatktFMt

m I I

900

Plazas or Other Open Spacaa
- DIckaon Court
-Bruin Plaza
- Court of Sclanoas
- Madlcal Cantar Courtyards

Pending Developments

Madk:al Plaza

,,h14 -Qataway
^15 - Northwaat Campus
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PUBOC
REVIEW
The campus has pre-

pared a Draft Environ-
mental Impact Report
(DEIR) to descrihe the po-

tential environmental ^ef-

fectsoftheproposedUCXA
1990 Long Range Develop-
ment Plan (LRDP). In ac-

cordance with the Califor-

nia Environmental Qual-

ity Act, the Plan and EIR
are being circulated lor a
45-day period for public

review and conuuent

On Thursday, March
22, 1990, an informational
workshop on the pro-
posed LRDP willbe held at

7:00 p.m. in the Clubhouse
of the Los Angeles Tennis
Center on the UCLA cam-
pus. The purpose of this

workshop meeting will be
to provide interested per-

sons with an opportunity
to ask questions regard-

ing the LRDP following a
presentation by campus
staff.

OnWednesday,April4,

1990, a public hearing will
be held^ 7:00 p.m. in the

Clubhouse of the Los An-
geles Tennis Center onthe
UCLA campus to accept
testimony on the poten-

tial environmental effects

of the proposed Draft
LRDP.

Cotnments in writing

may also be submitted to:

Mr. Mark Home
UCLA Capital Programs

2256 Murphy HaU
Los Angeles, CA
90024-1405

To be inchkled in the
record of comments re-

ceived during the review
period, all written com-
ments mustbe receivedno
later than 5:00 p.m., on
April 23, 1990.

CopiesoftheLRDPand
the DEIR are available for

review at the following
campus librariest Univer-

sity Research library. Bi-

omedical Library, Archi-

tecture and UrlMui Man-
ningLibrary,Management
library. Engineering and
Mat& Sdences library, and
the Law library. In addi-

tion, copies are available

for review at the West Los
Angeles Regional Branch
Library (11360 Santa
Monica Blvd.), the Brent-

wood Branch Library
(11S20 San Vkente Blvd.),

and the West Hollywood
CountyLibrary(715N. San
Vicente Blvd.).

For additional copies of this

publicaUon, contact tlie UCIA Office of
Community Relations at 213-206-1461
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Briefly

Internships

for minorities

Recruiters from business and

industry, government, schools

and non-profit organizations

will be on campus Wednesday
to discuss career and internship

possibilities for minority stu-

dents.

The Placement and Career

Planning Center will [M^esent

the 13th Annual Minority

Recruitment and Career Con-

ference from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

Those who wish to improve

their resumes may consult the

"Resume Doctors" today from

noon to 1 p.m. at the Engineer-

ing Science Quad and Tuesday

at the same hour both on Bruin

Walk and at Royce Quad.

Inside
IVIanaging time
and stress

As Hnals approach, many
students feel more than ever the

stress and pressure of college

hfe.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Eartliqiialce

safety
Details on UCLA*s disaster

preparedness plans.

See page 22

Arts & Entertainment

Sound &fury
atlMacgowan
The Theater Department's

production of Macbeth signi-

fies plenty of student talent and

attitude.

See page 26

Sports

Bad news,

good news
Trevor Wilson and the

Bruins lost in the Pac-lO Tour-

ney finals, but they're going to

the show.

See page 52

Monday
March 12, 1990

Conference celebrates diversity
By Mona Rivera

Contributor

A total of 1,300 students from

48 states and from as far away as

Canada, China, and Romania
assembled at UCLA this past

weekend to celebrate diversity's

role in community involvement at

the sixth annual Community Out-

reach Opportunities League
(COOL) Conference.

The first wave of students,

dressed in polka dot blouses, khald

pants, jeans and T-shirts with

political slogans and carrying

knapsacks, sleeping bags, Gucci

bags and straw handbags, arrived

Thursday morning at 10 a.m.

Throughout the day, a steady

stream of students filed into the

registration area in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom, anticipating the

four-day-long COOL Conference.

Throughout the weekend, stu-

dents followed a back-U)-back

schedule of activities. They moved
from workshop to>workshop. car-

See related stories, Page 3

pooled to service project sites from
Watts to Malibu, watched cultural

programs and interacted with

others involved in community
service.

COOL was founded in 1984 by

recent college graduates who
intended to make community
service an integral part of univer-

sity life. It serves a$ a national

resource for colleges and universi-

ties to exchange information and
develop new ideas regarding ser-

vice efforts. The conference is its

largest event

With the theme "Common
Ground, Common Good" in mind,

150 student volunteers, admini-

NEGROPONTE

The lead singer of Trulio Disgracious entertains the crowd during a Saturday benefit See COOL, page 14

Retention study at UC, CSU pi • IIsed
By Mona Rivera

Contributor

The UC Student Association is

proposing that the state conduct a

study scrutinizing the efforts of

academic departments to retain

students in the University of

Cahfomia and California State

University systems.

"UCSA wanted to prioritize

retention this year," said Elaine

Students who drop out Vaste

state's investment/ UCSA savJ

Yamaguchi, a representative from

UCSA, the UC student lobby. "We
decided to do this by looking at

successful and not so successful

academic departments in the

study."

UCSA Vice President Lloyd

Monserratt, said a report released

by the UCLA Student Affairs

Information Research Office is

evidence that departments need to

be made responsible for retention.

The dropout rate is decreasing

during the first two years for all

UCLA students, the report said.

But during the u^nsition to the

third and fourth years, there is a

167 percent increase in the dropout

rate of African Americans and a 50

percent increase in the dropout

rates of Chicano and Latino stu-

dents. For white students, the

See RETENTION, page 15

Ex4JCLA official iinlced in St. Jolin case
By Dennis Romero
Staff Writer

A former UCLA vice chancellor was a

partner in a real estate investment with Juanita

Sl John, a former UCLA employee who was

recently accused of paying off her paruiers for

her share of the venture with pubUc money.

City attorney spokesman Mike Quails said

Friday that C. V. Wilson, former vice

chancellor of student affairs, was indeed one of

the partners in a Riverside County real estate

deal with St John, Mayor Tom Bradley and •

others.

District Attorney \i2l Reiner has accused St.

John of using $31,000 in public funds secured

for a non-profit task force that Wilson helped

bring to campus, to pay off mayor Bradley and

the other real estate partners.

District Attorney spokesman Mike Botula

would not confirm or deny whether Wilson

actually received some of that money.

Wilson was a key player in bringing the

City's Africa trade lask force to campus in

1985, an organization Bradley helped form to

increase trade between Los Angles and Africa.

Bradley hand picked St John to direct the

task force, which disbanded in 1989 amid

allegations that she embezzled task force

money.

City Attorney Reiner charged St John with

two counts of grand theft on Wednesday in

connection with $180,000 in missing lask force

funds, from which the $31,000 worth of

investment money came, he said. She was also

charged with three counts of tax evasion for

keeping the allegedly stolen money off of her

tax reports.

Before dircctmg the non-profit task force,

St. John worked for UCLA's African Studies

Center in various capacities spanning three

She worked under Leo Kuper, a UCLA
professor emeritus of sociology when he

directed the center in, the late 1960s. The

district attorney accused St. John of embez-

zling most of the $5,000 budget of an anti-

genocide organization founded by Kuper, who
chose St. John to be its treasurer.

While St. John held the bank books of both

the task force and Global Alert, the anti-geno-

cide organization, she wrote checks to cash,

herself and family members amounting to

about $185,000. UCLA contends that $41,000

of that amount was taken from an account (he

university set up for the task force.

Wilson could not be located for comment.

The task force was given Kinsey Hall office

space in 1985 and was allotted money for St.

John's salary and office supplies as a favor to

Bradley, a UCLA alumnus.

Both the university and city have come
under fire for light supervision of St John.
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TODAY. MONDAY MARCH 12:

• UCLA CTO bej^s operating from their new
office, outside of lames West Center,

facing Pauley Pavilion.

TIIKDAY, MARCH 13s

• Cultural Affairs:

" Women Artists Reception

' 6-8 pm. Kerckhoff Gallery

• Campus Events:

- "Married...With Children" cast appearance
' 7 pm, AGB

• USAC/MMASS present: "Palestinians

in the Popular Imagination**

" 3-5 pm. AU 2408
• Cultural Affairs:

' Persian New Year Celebration!!

" Noon Concert
- Westwood Plaza

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14;

• Cultural Affairs presents: Grvpo Aymara

, MARCH 15:

• MEChA:
- C.L.A.S.S. Pre-Flnals study break

' 6-8 pm. Cooperage
• SCA:

- Information meeting for all Interested

In "Llve...On Stage!"

- 5 pm. B96 Royce

• UCLA Housing:
- On-Campus Housing application deadline

" 5 pm. March 20
• CSP/Student and Campus Life present:

Involvement Conference
' Sat. April 7
' 9 am ' 2 pm
' Dykstra Fireside Lounge
' enrollment form due by March 16

• Applications for Teacher Credential Program are

due by April 15

(SllKlllia^ILs -
:

"
""

• UCLA Aquatic Center:

" Sail, Windsurf, and Catamaran spaces available
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Daytona officials seek

'managed' spring break
By Ron Word
Associated Press

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Ah. spring: When young folks* fanci(C%

lightly turn to thoughts ot'SUds. sex. sunburn, loud music, wet T-shirt and'

belly flop contests at this. *Thc World's Most Famous Beach."

A local task force, hoping this year to minimize the bacchanalian

havoc wrought by 400.000 booze-guzzling collegians, is trying to slow

down the fast times with a campaign to "Party Smart" in Daytona.

*The theme means enjoy yourself, have a great time, be safe, go home

safe and having had a wonderful time, come back in 1991." said Ray

Eddy, chairman of the task force.

Beach Police ChiefJohn Kirvan said laws barring alcohol on the beach

will be strictly enforced, and his officers will take a "no-nonsense

approach to drinking and rowdyism."

Little else has changed in this year's student pilgrimage, which began

in early March and continues through mid-April.

Last year, some Daytonans grew tired of drunken excesses, property

destruction, under-age drinking, gridlocked traffic and public urination.

They urged officials to pull in the welcome mat.

Hoping to keep the economic boon that will put an estimated $120

million into the local economy this year, the Daytona Beach Spring Break

Festival Task Force was formed to make the partying more bearable for

the locals. ^

Correction:

In Friday's article, "Referendums Placed on Graduate Ballot for

April Vote," it was incorrectly reported that the Graduate Students

Association will put a referendum on its ballot supporting the efforts

of Family Student Housing with regard to opposing a proposed rent

hike. The GSA. in fact, approved a resolution supporting FSH's

efforts. The Bruin apologizes for the error.
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students discuss color of community service
By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

The public image of community
service as a bastion of white philan-

thropy is a distorted one and denies

the essential contributions of underrepre-

sented groups to the community, according

to student participants in last weekend's

1990 Campus Outreach Opportunity
League (COOL) conference held at UCLA.

In the workshop 'Topics in Diversity:

,
Mixing It Up,** more than 40 students from

campuses across the country discussed the

public image ofcommunity service, how far

that image is from reality, and what campus
community service programs can do to

change it.

The workshop is part of a COOL project

stemming from its concern that African-

American students do not appear active in

community service projects, according to

director Denise Beal, who moderated the

discussion. The project has since expanded

to address the participation of all people of

color, gays and lesbians, disabled persons

and women in community outreach.

Lack of diversity among participants

bothers CCXDL conference organizers
By Mona Rivera

Contributor

This weekend's national community outreach conference at UCLA aimed to offer

students exposure to Los Angeles' ethnic diversity and multicultural environment,

but in actuality there was little interaction between participants and UCLA's
students of color.

While the Community Outreach Opportunities League (COOL) had chosen UCLA as the

conference site because of its ethnic diversity, some UCLA organizers were concerned that

more students of color had not participated and been recruited.

From the onset, COOL 1990 was promoted as a conference focusing on race relations,

said Julia Scatliff, executive director of COOL.

Beal spent much of last summer and fall

investigating community outreach prog-

rams at predominantly black college cam-

puses. She found that, cqntnux^to popular

perception, African Americans are very

active in the community, particularly in

reaching out to other African Americans.

See CONFERENCE, page 15

She believes their efforts have gone largely

unnoticed because they do not fit the

traditional image of service volunteers.

**We looked at these community service

brochures which inevitably showed a

benevolent white hand reaching down to a

black hand," said Rice University student

Alex Byrd, who formerly worked with

COOL to increase community service

involvement among African Americans.

And, "Gays in community service are the

silent minority," said UCLA GALA intern

director Sergio Sandoval.

Heterosexism— a term which workshop
participants preferred to homophobia —
permeates all communities, Sandoval said,

and such feeUngs are often inadvertently

expressed.

Assumptions and presumptions have

hindered the development of outreach

programs in the Asian community, particip-

ants said. Part of the problem is that people

tend to view Asians as one homogeneous
community, rather than as a multitude of

communities with diverse values and needs,

said UCLA Community Service Commis-
sion member Pei-Chi Chang.

Chang said Asians suff^ from the

"model minority myth," which maintains

that all Asians "do really well in school and

come from traditional families." But there

ar§ many Asians which do not fit this

See CAREER, page 16

Students
offer aid

By Tawh Nhan
and Maha Youness
Staff Writers

In
a building as small as the

Kerckhoff Coffee House, a

group of needy people
crowded into a room. They were

all waiting to receive donated

food.

"Where's the butter? Are we out

of crackers?" shouted a student

from a back room, where five

student volunteers were stuffing

boxes with food to be distributed to

those waiting outside.

Meanwhile, five miles across

town, another group of volunteers

were picking up trash along a

stretch of Will Rogers Beach in

Mahbu.
Feeding poor families and

cleaning beaches were just a few of

many activities that about 800

students volunteered to do Friday

as they ventured "Into the Streets"

of Los Angeles.

Part of the four-day Campus
Outreach Opportunity League
(COOL) conference at UCLA this

past weekend, "Into the Streets"

was designed to give participants

direct experience with more than

80 community service organiza-

tions and programs.

The students departed from

Westwood Plaza Friday morning

ALBERT POOfsl/Daily Bru'n

Nilu Maboudi of the UCLA Hunger Project and Patti Eves of Palm Springs High Schoolpack food on Friday's COOL project

'Into the Streets.' ; /.
^ / v

"- ':

to explore an extensive area of Los

Angeles ranging from Watts to

Mahbu. The range of neighbor-

hoods the volunteer teams visited

were as varied as the community
service projects they took on.

At the Watts Branch Library,

students held a reading workshop

with neighborhood children.

Along Mulholland Drive, students

planted trees. At Step Up on

Second in Santa Monica, students

worked with people who are

mentally ill and homeless.

"We want to give emergency
relief, but 1 think there should also

be programs lo help people help

themselves," said Sheila McCar-
thy, a COOL conference particip-

ant from Fordham University in

New York, adding, "I want to learn

a lot here, so I can incorporate it in

the Bronx when I go back." -

The five students packing food

boxes were at Sova, an organiza-

tion which has been feeding the

See page 16

Woifcshop offers ways to link careers with service
By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

SomeCOOL Conference attendants on
Saturday morning tackled a personal

concern — how to balance financial

needs with their desire to participate in

community service after graduation.

"I have a tough decision to make," said

Fordham University student Tom Nealis.

"When I get out into the real worid, do I

make a lot of money to get my feet on the

ground or do I do what I want to do?"

"I don't feel that I am doing enough," said

Anita Bohn, a leader in community service

at the University of Michigan. "I feel guilty

for what I have. My goal is to win the lottery

so I don't have to support myself Then I can

spend time just volunteering," she said.

During one of nearly 100 workshops

offered during the conference, three discus-

sion leaders from UCLA, whe have made
community service a way of life, gave

students ideas and information on how to

integrate community involvement with

their own careers.

"What you have to do is find what your

passion is. There's a need for you to explore

and use your talents," said Pamela Cysner,

an administrative analyst for UCLA's
Community Resource Center. She works

with students on campus helping them to

make community service a larger part of

their lives.

Cysner advised students to work on

"short term" projects. "You can't do

everything full force," she said. "We all feel

guilty about not doing enough, but never

berate yourself for it."

Community service "fs going to con-

stantly challenge you from day to day and

week to week. There's a lot of stress

involved in being a person who wants to

give and you have to recognize that," said

Virginia Martinez of UCLA's Community
Resource Center.

Martinez is involved with Los Angeles

Partners in Learning, a project which

addresses literacy by matching UCLA
students with sixth graders. The program's

goal is to lower the increasingly high drop-

out rate of students going from elementary

school to junior high.

"You leam so much more from each

experience than you'll ever give. You leam

about yourself." Martinez said. "Once you

enter the work force you'll find other people

who are just as involved or more involved

than you have ever been and you'll think,

*O.K. I'm not crazy trying to run around and

do all these things.'
"

Martinez said there is a shortage of

money for funding community service

projects and she encouraged students to

study economics and gain marketing skills

to leam how to raise and organize funds.

"These disciplines are just as important as

your reasons for being there."

"You have to do some planning and ask

yourself— what is my vision? It's not bad

to make money. It's going to help the cause

that you feel important about. You're going

to experience more and more the lack of

resources," said Ramona Cortes Garza,

director of outreach programming for the

UCLA Alumni Association. **Get involved

with foundations in your area that are

funding the kind of projects that you care

about."

When students asked specific questions

about where to start looking for community

service careers, the discussion leaders

stressed the importance of networking and

doing research.

"You need to have an education, feehng,

commitment and sincerity to make a social

impact," Garza said. "And you need to be a

manager. You have to have decision-mak-

ing skills and leadership abilities."

"As a student . . . you will find people

really open to respond to you," Garza said.
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Briefs
World

Lithuania deciares

itself independent
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — The Lithuanian

parliament voted Sunday to break away
from the Soviet Union and regain the

independence the Baltic republic lost

when it was forcibly annexed by the

Kremlin 50 years ago.

Legislators joined hands, raised them
over their heads, and chanted
Xilhuania!" after the vote. It was 124-0.

Outside, a small crowd broke into wild

cheers. Earlier, the crowd ripped down a

metal Soviet crest from the outside door

of the legislative building and carted it

away. Some stamped on iL

*That*s the end of the Soviet regime,"

said a jubilant deputy looking on.

The move was not immediately recog-

nized or sanctioned by Moscow, and
legislators acknowledged that full inde-

pendence would only be won after long,

difficult negotiations with the Kremlin

leadership. ~ ^

Tehran papers accuse

U.S. of insinuatiiig iinlc

NICOSIA, Cypnis — Two radical

Iranian newspapers on Sunday accused

the United States of trying to undermine

President Hashemi Rafsanjani by insi-

nuating he wants to mend relations \vith

Washington.

The Persian-language Jomhuri Islami

also attacked ^'certain local mass media"
for their statements on Western hostages

in Lebanon.-

The newspaper did not elaborate, but it

appeared to be referring to the English-

language newspaper Tehran Times. That

newspaper recently called for the release

of the 18 Westerners held by pro-Iranian

factions.

Jomhuri Islami is aligned with the

radical faction in Tehran that opposes

Rafsanjani *s efforts to improve relations

with Western countries. Any contact with

the United States is anathema to the

radicals.

Nation

Insiders conducting

espionage review

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A panel of

Washington insiders armed with top-sec-

ret security clearances is conducting a

major, unannounced review of the

nation's espionage laws in a search for

better ways to catch and convict spies.

Recruited from the private sector by the

leaders of the Senate Intelligence Com-
mittee, the panel members have visited

the CIA, FBI. Pentagon and National

Security Agency, among others, over the

last nine months.

CIA Director William Webster, FBI
Director William Sessions and Attorney

General Dick Thomburgh all have met

with members of the group, according to

executive branch sources.

FBI and CIA spokesmen confirm their

agencies have offered information and

suggestions, but won't describe them. A
Justice source says the department has yet

to offer either formal or informal advice.

Gas prices plunge
more than one cent

Gasoline prices at the pump fell more
than one cent nationally over the past two
weeks, according to a survey released

Sunday.

The price drop was the third in a row for

the twice-a-month survey and the largest

in six weeks, according to the Lundberg
Survey of 13,000 retail stations.

Average prices as of March 9 were
111.15 cents a gallon, down 1.06 cents

from the previous figure. Previous drops

were .6 of a cent and .5 of a cent, said

Trilby Lundberg.

She said the price drop for March 9 was
not consistent Prices were higher on the

West Coast, where generally fair weather

has already increased driving and demand
for gasoline.

Here are the prices for gasoline at self-

service pumps, including taxes: regular

unleaded, 98.98 cents; premium
unleaded, 116.74, and regular leaded,

97.71.

Tour faiuses collide,

iiquring 3 tourists

RENO, Ncv.— Two Reno-bound tour

buses collided in a snowstorm Saturday

afternoon, seriously injuring three pas-

sengers and forcing the amputation of one
driver's leg, the California Highway
Patrol said.

Hospital officials said most of the 82
other passengers escaped with minor
injuries. About 10 passengers were still

being evaluated with unspecified injuries

late Saturday night

The accident occurred at 4:20 p.m. on
Interstate 80 two miles east of Truckee,

Calif., when a Reno Express bus originat-

ing from Hayward, Calif., slid out of

control in the snow, said CHP dispatcher

Dick Cunningham.
An Emie*s Tours bus from Daly City,

Calif., struck it headon, Cunningham said.

Two other vehicles also were involved but

their occupants escaped serious injury, he

added.

State

Space shuttle leaves

Califomia for Florida

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE —
Space shuttle Atlantis, strapped to the

back of a Boeing 747, left this Califomia

desert base Sunday for a return flight to

Kennedy Space Center in Florida.

The piggyback plane and shuttle took

off from Edwards, 60 miles north of

downtown Los Angeles, at 9:02 a.m. PST,

heading for Biggs Army Airfield in Fort

Bliss, Texas, for refueling.

A statement from the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration said

thunderstorms and rain showers across

the South will likely force officials to

keep the shuttle overnight at Biggs.

Local

sonanested
in slaying of parents
The second of two sons charged with*

killing their millionaire parents at the

family's Beverly Hills mansion last year

suiiendered to authorities early Sunday,
police said.

Erik Menendez, 19, surrendered to

detectives as he stepped off a plane at Los
Angeles International Airport

Menendez reportedly had been playing

in a tennis tournament in Israel. DiUard

said he did not know where the plane was
from and did not have any details of the

arrest shortly after 1 a.m. Sunday.

The young man's brother, Lyle, 22, was
arrested Thursday and held without bail

pending arraignment on Monday.

Compiled from the Associated Press

. K.

WEHAVEMOVED
into our new office

We are ready with our brand new expanded office to provide you with

all the ticketing services you need. Our new office is located on the out-

side of theJames West Center, facing Pauley Pavilion. --^ - '

We have moved from our temporary offices in Pauley Pavilion to the

West Center. Beginning today, Monday, March 12 , we will be operating

in our new area.

Come by and see us in our new facility. . . and watch our grand open-

ing celebration during the month of April. It will be fun and rewarding

for everyone.

hicano and atinoAcademic upport ystem

WhA's C.L.A.S.S. is built on the philosophy that

Chicanos and Latinos must give and receive from one

another if we are to create a closer community. We need

each other to-keep alive a sense of responsibility and
purpose that.gives mmmng to our education. This will

increase the number of graduating Chicanos and Latinos,

Pre-Finals

Thursday: March 15, 1990
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

The Cooperage
A-Level Ackerman Union

Come by and relax with friends before Finals.

Have some pizza and sign-up for the Mentor^Program.

(Please fill out, cut out and drop off at STUDY BREAK on March 15. 1990 at the Cooperage or at MEChA's Office 407 KerckhofQ

oy

Mentor Program Sign-up Slip

Namft!

Campus Address:

Campus Phone:_
Major: Year:

Male/Female

Career Goal:

Graduate School? Y / N

Age:

Entered as First year / Transfer

TSP / FSP / Orientation

If yes, what School?

Ever lived in a dorm? Y / N Apartment? Y / N Commuted? Y / N
Extracurricular interests:

What would you like most from your participation in the Mentor Program?

p«n>«^ai«a«H>anH ^^rv^w^B^
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UCiA histoiy professor hosts 52-part television series
i:

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer

A UCLA history professor and
endowed chair has been working a

little overtime lately, or at least it

seems that way.
Every Monday through Friday

from 2:30 p.m. to 3 p.m., Eugen
Weber can be heard and seen on
KCET channel 28, narrating a
documentary he wrote about West-
em society, and one which he says

"endows our society with common
reference.**

"There *s a desire to show
viewers that history is not just

about Idngs and queens, although
they were important because they

were powerful. (History) is about
ordinary people.** Weber said.

"The important
things to remember
are the people* There
are a lot of names—
Shakespeare, Napo-
leon, Caesar. Many
people live out their

lives without know-
ing who Aristotle or

Alexander were.*'

Eugen W^ber

The Western Tradition, a 52-

part series which began airing on
Feb. 6 and will run through Apr.

18, explores the political, social.

cultural, economic, philosophical

and religious events and ideas that

have shaped Western society from
the dawn of history to the present

Each half-hour segment focuses

on one specific topic, such as the

Hellenistic Age, the Dark Ages,

the Renaissance and the Age of

Discovery, the rise of the Middle

Class, the American Republic, the

First World War, the rise of

fascism, the Third World and the

technological revolution, just to

name a few.

"The important things to

remember are the people. There

are a lot of names— Shakespeare,

Napoleon, Caesar. Many people

hve out their lives without know-
ing who Aristotle or Alexander

were,** Weber said.

"It is also important to remem-
ber the actions — the French

Revolution, the Inquisition — and
the monuments that are pan of our

past, like the pyramids,** he said.

Weber began work on The
Western Tradition three years ago.

Most of the segments, which have
been shown already in more than

50 different cities, were filmed in

Royce Hall, Weber said.

The history professor noted one

"serious shortcoming** of the prog-

ram. "It came to an end before

what happened this winter — the

disintegration of the communist
world.**

Weber said he has received "lots

of letters and postcards telling

(him) exactly what an author wants

to hear — *it*s wonderful!
***

"It*s nice to have my students

come up and say, Twt seen you on
TV.* And I say, *I know, it happens

all the time,*** Weber chuckled.

UC plans to build academic center In nation's capital
By Auris Jarasunas

Contributor

The University of California recently

announced plans to build an academic
center in Washington D.C., which would
house UC students interested in studying or

holding government internships and faculty

members wishing to conduct research in the

nation's capital.

*The center is envisioned as a small

Oxford College and as such, residential

facilities for faculty and students will be

integral to the overall academic plan,** said

Paul Sweet, director of Federal Govern-
mental Relations for the University System
in Washington D.C.
The proposed center would also include

facilities for receptions, lectures, and panel

discussions "that we hope and expect would
include the involvement of the California

Congressional delegation,*' Sweet said.

The academic center would allow 30
students from each UC campus to spend an

academic quarter in Washington D.C.

studying and interning while receiving full

UC academic credit. Currently, there is no
way for students on internships in the

capitol to apply the work they do towards
credit for their university degree.

Sweet said the idea for the center arose

partially from actual interns who "through-

out the years expressed concern about
making the housing situation more conve-
nient th^n where they were working, in a
neighborhood more amenable to student

needs.**

The center will also contain the Univer-

sitywide Research Institute, which will

serve as a *'think tank'* for University of

California faculty who choose to condua
research in Washington D.C.

"While the focus of the Institute is likely

to highlight economics and political sci-

ence, the Institute also will encompass such

diverse areas of study as journalism, health

and health policy, American policy and
politics from a historical perspective,

agricultural issues, anthropological issues,

science policy, and arts and humanities,**

Sweet said.

Sporadic violence in walce of Haiti military niier's resignation
By Pierre Yves Glass

Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti —
Soldiers fuing from a speeding

truck killed five people Sunday in

sporadic violence that followed the

resignation of Haiti*s military

ruler, Ll Gen. Prosper Avril, radio

reports said.

Opposition politicians, mean-
while, sought guarantees from the

caretaker administration that there

would be a transition to democratic

rule, with" early elections for a
civilian government

It would be the first civilian

government since Haiti achieved

independence from France in

1804.

Maj. Oen. Herard Abraham, the

army chief of staff, assumed
control after Avril stepped down
Saturday. He promised to hand

power within 72 hours to a panel

led by a civilian president, which
would organize elections.

Avril, 52, was said to be
secluded at his suburban Port-au-

Prince home.

Eyelash Perms
Special $35
Reg $55

FINALLY! ! ! I rcHicKEN specTal

iNatural Highlights
special $35

«<» Reg $55
Men and Women!

V New St. -Tropez Method
^^ Just Like The Sun

WINTER HAIR DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE DRAB!

1736 WESTWOOD BLVD. (213) 475-8896

SAK'S TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

i6-&

I
-Terlyaki Chicken
€gg Roll

I •Gyoza

I
•Fried Rice w/1 free drink

I 'Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close|

$3.50 I

with coupon I

J I PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
.jbBMji— 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

rsi^

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

X
HLUC
Euimam
una «,»* »••' '^^'^ .

t PO CL tH> J <,/'''>

^
^-^^•^g- With or without glasses

-

'0 ^ ^j artistry for your eyes only

-5&^i •DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $150.00
Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up core

sQtV

it>

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTSi

All Student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME

FREE DELIVERY
nnlnlnnunn order $6.00

820-7781
Sun-Thur 11am-10pm • Fri & Sat 11 am-11pm

'LARGi"'f6""pizZA"
vV

••>•."•'•.'.

.V»V?*^::In

rV/r. ^:t;>.•.*.!.•.•;.•• Hi
•>y.: •••.V'

/

S""^

W \Vevburr<
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y.'.'.yf.

^:?(ViV
•*rT?.%.'7?.*

yfftrW m :<»y.'mmmm •••»•••••

fei^iAV^J >^<o^^
$

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

^

95
plus tax

•I- 2 FREE 16oz. BOHLE SODAS.
limited time offer. One coupon per customer, eo od'i topping $1.41

SAVE 10-16" pizza ''box labels" ar^d get a
FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA!!
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13th Annual Career Conference

Wednesday, March 14, 1990

Ackerman Student Union,

Grand Ballroom

2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
s V

Come talk with us.
Recruiter positions are available in our Human Resources

Department. We are looking for individuals with a BA/BS

degree, Business and/or Human Resources experience/exposure

and familiarity with microcomputer applications. _ ,•

We will also be interviewing on campus Friday, April 20,

1990 for full-time Recmiter positions. See your Career

Planning and Placement Office for more details.

!>

I .

We are an equal oppominity employer.
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Time management can pr^yeht academic pressure
Parent's expectations of student may add to stress
By Laurel Eu - '

•
• •

Student Health Service

Equating academic perfor-

mance with self-worth may lead to

panic and an overwhelming con-
cern to do well, according to Dr.

Wilham Parham of Student Psy-
chological Services. During finals,

this tendency can exacerbate the

pressure and stress students
experience.

Time pressure and stress were
among the top 10 problems identi-

fied in a recent survey of UCLA
students. The Student Affairs

Information and Research Office

surveyed more than 2,500 under-

graduates and 1,400 graduate
students at UCLA. More than 90
percent of the respondents selected

lime pressure, and more than 70
percent named stress, depression

and anxiety as moderate or major
problems they faced in the 1988-

1989 school year.

Incoming students are increas-

ingly well prepared academically,

having higher SAT scores and
grade point averages, according to

the Office of Undergraduate
Admissions and Relations with

Schools. The students* excellent

preparation, however, may also

generate more stress.

Many UCLA students did very

well in high school, Parham said.

When they come here, they are

faced, maybe for the first lime,

with the possibility of not doing
well and no longer being at the top

because of the competition.

Ray Lin, a fourth-year student

and Peer Health Counselor stress

management coordinator, said it

took him two to three years of
floundering before he adjusted to

the UCLA workload.

"During my frcsliman year, I

was unaware of the demands of
both the academic and social life,**

Lin said. "I didn't know how much
time and effort to spend in study-

ing for an exam. X )voi4ld pnocraitj-

nate. I planned my time on a piece

of scratch paper. It wasn't very

effective. I ended up cramming
and found I just wasn't getting

things done.

"It was difficult even when 1 did

try to sit down and do my work,
because of the social goings-on in

my residence hall. It was only
later, when I got PHC training in

stress and time management —
how &'set priorilies and break

down tasks — that I got things

under control," he said.

Parham said that besides exams,
family concerns, living arrange-
ments, jobs, relationships,
filMdiCes and personal health can
also affect the amoiiit of stress

suffered. There are also less

obvious stressers, such as noise,

crowds, commuting to and from
school and parking, which also
contribute to student stress.

Family pressures usually origi-

nate during childhood. Family
members may either give direct

messages by saying **We want you

See STRESS, page 18

Campus services lielp students deai witli disalniities
By Laurei Eu
Student Health Service \

Those facing the pressures of

finals week would probably not

welcome an accident or injury, and
may not understand what is

involved in taking a class where a

hand injury or hearing impairment
makes it difficult to take notes.

However, these challenges are real

for many students on campus.

These students meet these chal-

lenges by making use of available

services. They also learn the

importance of planning their time

and keeping their stress at manage-
able levels. Graduate student

Sheila Clark tore some cartilage in

her knee one quarter. She said the

Office for Students with Disabih-

ties (OSD) was fantastic, and she

used the OSD's van services

extensively.

"1 wish students who have
temporary disabilities would real-

ize how open and available the

OSD is for them," Clark said.

Time management is especially

important for Linda Mona, a senior

in psychology who uses an electric

wheelchair. Linda said she man-
ages her workload by carefully

mapping out her whole day. "For
me, I have to ask 'who is going lo

open the door?' When I get to the

class, I may need someone to get

the handouts, which often are in

inaccessible places.

*The library is a hassle because

it's difficult to pull heavy abstracts

off the shelf and open the book, the

library computers are not that easy
for me to use. I have to wait for the

librarian to get my listings, wait for

people to help me get the books
from the stacks, and wait for them
to copy the material. I depend on

See SERVICES, page 17

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD ANNOUNCES
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR:

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ALTALIB

iii^i^ ASUCLAS Moslem newsmagazine ^^i^
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE MONDAY, MARCH 26, 1990
APPLICATION DEADLINE: TUESDAY, APRIL 3, f990
INTERVIEW: 4PM ON THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 1990

For further information oleasa call 825-2787
ASiKXACcyrimunksaonsBoantDaiyBnjin,SummQrBnm,taABnjr^

UG9nlBdBAzlknNOMMO,Psdkrm,TtnRmomtwdTogtlher.

unibatttwlim«dapplcaiKxxv«^acumutati^GPAof2Oferund0i^^ EachapplicwtmuMmMt
mnrTHjnmexperianoa raquremarts I

Sales SCOOTER
=TECH=

Service

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!
(Within 3 Miles of Campus!) $40 Minimum Repair Required

Honda And Yamaha Re(>air Spedaitst

[ii^iii
|:;:'>:v:':;:Wii>x::;:;:::::::;:;:;::;;:::::;|

lii:;:;:::;:;il!5iiili

» .^iy:w|mw.wj|i!iwiiww:^^« "^W^V,^W^^^^^^B^^ri^^r^W^^^K^

pjiKiiiiiiiji^ ^iiiiiiiiijliiii^^ [iiliiiiiiiiiii; jiiiiiiiiiii^iiiil

plllilllilili ;g|i||;;:||::|ii:; :||i|iliiii| IliiiiiliiSSiii;

k^litttilikliwWEdittt'tfM'lii&tfk «'4*M*tt'tfliWMll!|!l«k'ili»tt(iark'a •'M^WMMlt^^AlivttMil'

OPEN

Mon-Fri

9 A.IL • 6 P.li

• 47(M745 •

Accessories

::{ liliiigiiipi^

Factory Trained Mechanics
Rm Damagt EMtmmtt ImiiratM Cov«ag« AoMptid

WE NOW OFFER A COMPLETE UNE OF USED

HONDA & YAMAHA SCOOTERS

10422 Smta Monica BMAms Than 2 MIm Rom Campus

OPEN

Mon-Fri

9A.M.v6P.li
• 47(M74S •

Parts

TI4C YOUNG AND
THC TQQTi4l-CgS

Derel( was found guilty of Dental

Negligence. Victor confided in

Brittany that he wears Dentures.

Carol and Skip are considering

Implants. Brad was caught practicing

Dentistry without a license. And will

Cassanara need a Bridge or Partial

Denture?

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics

• Fix Chipped, Stained,

or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards. Checks.

& Insurance Forms Welcome
• Walking Distance from UCLA

OCNTAL SOAP
OPffRA GUIDP

COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment ^ ^

Call Dr. Friedman

(213) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

SERVING
fOR

Check Our Rates
Guestrooms $6'

Suites

• • ' T

Complimentary SW
Complimentary Co]
Complimentary Par]

Full Kitchens, Heated' A.XloloT t.V.s

10587 Wilshire Boulevard, West^
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOTiL
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TODAY!
• 2 RM. TO 6 RM. •

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
13th ANNUAL MINORITYRECRUITMENT& CAREER CONFERENCE

Meet recruiters from over 90 companies and government organizations who are seeking candidates for

full-time positions, internships and simimer jobs!

CQRPORATIQNS;
Aen^ ^

Allstate Insurance Company
American Honda
Andersen Consulting
AT&T
The Broadway
Bullock's Department Store

Camp Dresserk McKee Inc.

'

CBSInc.

OCNA Insurance

City National Bank
Davis, Ball k Colombatto Advertising, Inc.

Douglas Aircraft

The Earth Technology Corporation

Farmers Insurance Group
First Interstate Bank
Ford Motor Comjxmy
.Grumman Aircraft Systems

Health Net
Host International/Marriott Hotels

Hyatt Hotels & Resorts

IBM Corporation

rVAC Corporation

Kaiser Permanente Medical Care Program
Kemper National Insurance Companies
KTLA Inc

LCXIKHEED Aeronautical Systems Company
The Long Term Credit Bank of Japan, Ltd.

The Los Angeles Times
McMaster-Carr

Microsoft Corporation

.Moore Business Forms

Special Libraries Association

Voter Revolt

Watts Health Foundation/United Health Plan

Sumitomo Bank of California

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Teledyne Systems Company, Inc.

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation

20th Century Insurance

Unisys Corporation

United Parcel Service (UPS)

Mesa (Arizona) Police Department
Peace Corps

Sduth Coast Air Quality Management District

U.S. Department of Agriculture

VS. Marine Corps —*"

U.S. Office of Personnel Management
UNUM Life Insurance Company
Pacific Bell

Quotron
Paramount Pictures

Payless Drug Stores

Pepsi-Cola Company
The RAND Corporation

Rockwell International

Santa Barbara Research Center

SheU Oil Company & Subsidiaries

Southern California Gas Company
State Farm Insurance

Varian Corporation

Wafher Brothers

Wells Fargo Bank
William M. Mercer Medinger Hansen, Inc.

NON-PROFrrORGANIZATTQNSr
Angeles Girl Scout Council

Associated Students UCLA
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
KCET-TV

EDUCATION;

CONFERENCEDONORS

Los Angeles Conununity College District

Los Angeles Unified School District

Lynwood Unified School District

Montebello Unified School District

Mt. View School District

UCLA Staff Employment
Whittier Union High School District

GOVERNMENT:
California I>epartment of Developmental Services

California Department of Mental Health
California Department of Transportation

CALTTRANS
Metropolitan State Hospital

California Department of Social Services

Disability Evaluation Division

California Highway Patrol

California Dept. of Corrections, Parole Division

Edwards Air Force Base
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Glendale Police Department
Qty of Long Beach
City of Los Angeles

Los Angeles County - Chief Administrative Office

Management Programs
Los Angeles County Dept. of Health Services
Los Angeles County Probation Department

,

Los Angeles Police Department

Special appreciation goes to these Affirmative Action employers who, by their generous support, have made possible the

13th Annual Minority Recruitment & Career Conference.

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY

CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Disability Evaluation Division

CALIFORNIA DEPT, OF TRANSPORTATION
CALTRANS

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL

,\
«-,•.- '-•

HEALTHNET
> ...... '

IBM CORPORATION
"

IVAC Corporation

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CARE
PROGRAM

KCET-TV

KEMPER INSURANCE

LOS ANGELES COMMUNFTY COLLEGE DISTRICT

LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOS ANGELES UNIHED SCHOOL DISTRICT

.V

{ -

LYNWOOD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

MESA POLICE DEPARTMENT

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS &c SYSTEMS
DIVISION

MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORF,

PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY

'STATE FARM INSURANCE

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

UNISYS CORPORATION

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

VARIAN ASSOCIATES, INC

WARNER BROS.

Todays Conference is set up in an "open house" format to make it easy to meet with a diverse group of potential

employers. Come and spend as much time as your class schedule permits!

Placement Career Planning Center

i^m^imimmt^
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Israel
By Nicolas B. Tatro

xl^ision cibout peace negotiations
Daily Bruin News
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Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Israel's Cabinet again

failed to decide on a response to U.S. peace

proposals Sunday, and Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir blamed the United States

for upsetting peace efforts with recent

comments about the status of Jerusalem.

An angry Vice Premier Shimon Peres left

the nearly three-hour session of the 12-

member Inner Cabinet after Shamir refused

10 call a vote and announced that a few more
days of debate were needed.

Peres, head of the center-left Labor Party,

said he would seek a free hand from his

party to break up the coalition govemm-
ment. Shamir, leader of the right-wing

Likud bloc, indicated he was open to

compromise and vowed to do all he could to

save the government.

.Prime minister Blam^ \],$. for delay because of

recent comments about the status ofJemsalem
After nearly six months of dicussing U.S.

proposals, the Labor leader said he viewed

the lack of a decision as a rejection.

"What happened in the Cabinet today, no

doubt, put an end to the possibility of

conducting the peace process ... and put an

end to the reason behind the National Unity

Government,** Peres said after the session.

His actions made it almost impossible for

the 15-month-old coahtion government to

continue without deciding soon whether to

accept U.S.-sponsored peace talks with

Palestinians.

Prominent Palestinians also expressed

exasperation at Israeli leaders who, for the

second week in a row, failed to come to a

decision on whether to start a peace

dialogue.

Faisal Husseini, a prominent Palestinian

who has been mentioned as a possible

negotiator, said: "When they decide, yes or

no, we would have something to talk about.

But a government that cannot decide

anything is just blocking the way."

After caucusing with Labor Cabinet

ministers, Peres announced he would ask

the party *s l,3(X)-member central commit-
tee Monday to empower the 39 Labor

members of Parliament to "take the neces-

sary steps."

The wording indicated Peres was seeking

a flexible mandate that would give him
room to coordinate a joint policy with Likud

or vote in favor of a no-confidence motion

that Would Ningfdown the gdvoiunent.

I>cfcnse Mipister Yitzhak Rabin, a Labor
leader who has favored keeping the coali-

tion together, said the burden was now on
Likud to come up with an acceptable

solution.

Shamir saved his harshest criticism for

recent U.S. policy statements by President

Bush and other officials opposing the

settlement ofJews in ih&Ar»b sectof ojT c^^kj i //

Jerusalem, which Israel annexed' in 1967.

"I hear thfe'^voicies coming today from

Washington on the i^sue of Jerusalem,

things that enrage every Jew in Israel, and I

have to react, I have to consider it," said

Shamir.'

Shamir also said the Bush administration

was trying to involve the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization in negotiations. Israel

views the PLO as a terror organization.

Westwood police calm ciowd at
national delMit of 'House Party'
By Steve Macauley

»f!';l'

Staff Writer

Police rushed to Westwood* s Fox theater Friday

night when hoards ofoverzealous movie-goers began
pushing each other, surging toward the entrance to

see the national debut of House Party.

Eventually the eager crowd was quelled, and
police said there were no arrests.

*There was some unruliness in the line, some
pushing and shoving, but no fights or arrests were

made," said Los Angeles Police Ll A1 Moen.

Waiting for the 10:45 p.m. showing of Reginald

Hudlin's film, more than 300 anxious viewers

sparked an uproar that summoned 15 LAPD officers

and five U.CPD officers. They were momentarily

joined by an LAPD helicopter hovering overhead.

After about 25 minutes the crowd settled down and

entered the theater. There was no reported property

damage done to the theater or neighboring stores,

Moen added.

Police officers returned to the theater at the

movie* s conclusion to deter any further disturbances,

and the 1 a.m. scheduled showing was cancelled,

according to university police Sgt. Jack Dahl and
Moen.

The theater also cancelled Saturday's 1 a.m.

showing, and a manager, who would not give her

name, said any information about Friday's incident

can come only from the corporation's office when it

opens on Monday.

Sperm bank faces suit
Couple claims man's spenn was destroyed

^. _

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The sperm
bank accused in an alleged racial

mix-up faces a separate lawsuit by
a couple alleging it threw away the

sperm of a man about to undergo
treatment for testicular cancer,

according to a published rqx)rt.

Idaiit Laboratories was sued by
Gasper and Catherine Mastro-
buoni last year after the sperm was
thrown out because of a billing

mbt-up, the Daily News reported in

its Sunday editions.

"I was devastated when I found
oiu they destroyed my husband's
sperm," Mrs. Mastrobuoni told the

News. "It was our only chance for

having a child.**

Idaot is accused in another

lawsuit filed last week of provid-

ing the wrong semen to a white

woman who later bore a black

child. The woman's husband, also

white, had his sperm stored before

undergoing chemotherapy for

cancer.

Idant has denied fault in that

case.

The News said it was unable to

reach company officials for com-
ment on the Mastrobuoni claim. A
call placed by The Associated

Press to Idant's answering service

Saturday night wasn't returned. .

m..

18 roundtrip airfareson
jNbrthwest Airlines,

not just a great price.

,reat experience.
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Only forstudent American Express* Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off In search of

adventure, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Northwest

Airlines have arranged these extraordinary

travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively

for student Cardmembers:

C.LRTll K.ATI-S VALID FOR THI- PURCHASE

OK'nx'o $118 ROUNDTRIP TicKKTS—to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig

uous United States served by Nonhwest.

Each certificate is good for a six month

period, and they will arrive within six

weeks after you receive the Card Current

Cardmembers will automatically receive

their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990

provided they are still full time studentsf

TRAVa
RELATED
SERVICES

10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with

your own personalized discount card, valid

throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and

Nonhwest Airiink flights. (This discount

is not applicable to the $118 student

ccnificates and other certificates,

promotional or special status airfares.) ^ "

2.500 BONUS MILES TOVX'ARDS FTIEE TRAVEL—

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks*

Free Travel Program. ^

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL

Just pick Up the phone, call 1 800 942

AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your

application and begin to process it

immediately (If you have your banking

information handy, like your account

number and bank address, it will help

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

Speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmember now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmem-

ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for

the Card And surt packing!

Membership Has Its PnviUges*

NORTHWEST
AIRUNES

*lf ]POu are already a uudrra Amcncan EJiPtst Cardmember and have a question about iha program.jpleaae send your written question, a copy of vour student ID and class schedule to American Express. PO Box 3)029.

Attn Studrni Markrtinf . Greensboro. NC 2742) Fare is for roundtnp travel on Northwrsi Airiines Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary chanaes

may be made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and nuy not be available when vou call Tra\Tl must onsinaie by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date Travel mav not be availaMe

between cities (o which Nonhwest does not have published routings City fuel surcharges not included in fare ^om Boston ($2 SO). Chicago iS^OOl. Denver ($2 OOi and Florida cities ($2 00) Certain bbckout dates and

other icsthctKXU may apply For complete offer details, call 1 800942 AMEX O1990 AmerKan Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER

he ASUCLA Computer Store

gives you low educational

prices — almost certainly the

lowest you'll find — on Apple

computers. And to help you take

advantage of these low prices

(available only to UCLA students,

faculty and staff), several special

financing programs are available.

Westwood Student
Federal Credit Union
Qualifying WSFCU members can get low-

interest computer loans that finance up to

75% of the purchase price if you have a co-

applicant or co-signer, and up to 50% without

(some restrictions apply). WSFCU membership is

available to UCLA students for a lifetime member-

ship fee of $10 and a minimum
deposit of $25.

Otiier Financing

Several other financing pro-

grams offer special computer
loans to members of the

ASUCLA community:

Apple Macintosh Financing

Program For Higher Education

(Available to Students only)

Apple Credit Card (Available to

Students, Faculty and Staff)
.

University Credit Union (Available to Faculty

and Staff only)

Check with us for further details — and find out
how easily you can afford to take a Macintosh home.

ONLY $34.92
A MONTH*
Mac Pius
ASUCLA Price:*

$899.00 -I- tax « $959.68
UttPrict: $17M.n Totallnterest: $118.17

Amount Down: $239.92 Total Loan Pnil: $837.83

Amount of Loan: $719.76 Final Cost: $1077.86

ONLY $69.44
A MONTH*
Mac SE 20p With Regular

Keyboard
ASUCLA Price:*

$1788.00 -¥ tax - $1908.69
$3719.00 Total Interest: $235.03

Total Loan Pmt: $1666.55

Final Cost: $2143.72

UstPrict:

Amount Down: $477.17

Amount of Loan: $1431.52

ONLY $250.3
A MONTH*
Mac iici 4/80, With Extended
Keyboard, Extended Video Card,
Color Monitor

ASUCLA Price:*

$6446 -1^ tax » $6880.04
UttPrict: $7000.00 Totallnterest: $847.18

Amount Down: $1720.01 Total Loan Pmt: $6007.21

Amount of Loan: $5160.03 Final Cost: $7727.22

* Payment examples are based on loan terms through Westwood Student Federal Credit Union,

75% financing with Co-signer at 1 5% Interest over 24 months.
FINANCING PROGRAMS: Borrower must qualify and some restrictions apply PAYMENT: These low prices are ASUCLA cash prices and require payment made by currency, cashiers
check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are dqI accepted ELIGIBILITY: These products are available to
full-time students, faculty, staff and departments only. Purchase must be for the personal, academic or research use of the eligible person. Purchases are restricted to one per person per
lifetime. Exceptions are available to regular faculty and staff, please inquire. IDENTIFICATION: Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo I.D. Faculty and Staff must show
a payroll number and Photo I.D. OTHER RESTRICTIONS; Quantities are limited. Prices are current as of 3/5/90 and are subject to change without notice All sales are final.
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Environmentalists say diaper industry needs a ciiange
Bv Kav Bartlett ^l- ^ ctn^Am n . * c. j -^^ - ^^^m^. \x,w^ i^ w^,.^ .u^..„u. .u„. ^i *... ^: t._r ...- .._._._By Kay Bartlett

Associated Press

NEW YORK — It was test marketed in

1961 in, where else, Peoria, 111.

And, oh, how it played.

The disposable diaper. In the years since,

it has been improved: elasticized legs, gels,

super absorbency, the anatomically more
efficient his and hers versions. .. .

^

It has become a $3.5 billion-a-year

industry, with 85 percent of America's
mothers using them.

^

But the disposable diaper has become a
prime target of angry environmentalists

who consider it the very symbol of the ills of
a throwaway society. The problem is what
to do with it once it has done its job.

Throwaway diapers clog up the waste

stream.

The way a mother covers her baby's
bottom has become a subject of hot debate
in statehouses and city halls. It has
generated piles of studies, reports and

pamphlets. Who would have thought ihat

the manufacturers of disposable diapers

would have to go to such lengths to defend
such a wonder product?

Bills either to ban, restrict or tax

States legislatures debate proposed bills that

would tax or ban the use of disposable diapers

The Associated Press

NEW YORK— Bills to discourage the use of disposable diapers are being debated in the
legislatures of a dozen states, with an outright ban proposed in Vermont ^

But most of the proposed legislation is given little hope of becoming law, at least this

year. In Florida, a bill was withdrawn for more study.

Most of the proposals call for putting a tax on throwaway diapers, except in corn-growing

See BILLS, page 21

disposable diapers are before the legisla-

tures of about a dozen states.

On the other hand, the controversy has

breathed new life into the diaper service

business, and could prove a boon to com
farmers.

The rub is, although disposable diapers

account for only 2 percent of the nation's

trash, they will last 500 years in a landfill.

One proposed solution is the more expen-
sive, biodegradable diaper, and that's where
the com farmers come in.

Jeanne Wiika, a solid-waste reduction

expert with the Environmental Action
Foundation, says the disposable diaper is

the largest single one-use product for which
there is a readily available alternative —

See DIAPERS, page 21

Why ASUCLA's
Buildings Will

Be Smolce-Free

After March 23

The ASUCIA Board of Directors is committed

to providing a smoke-free environment in all

buildings operated and maintained by
ASUCLA. After March 23, 1 990, smoking will

not be permitted inside Ackerman Union,

Kerckhoff Hall, the North Campus Student

ente^ or Lu Valle Commons. This policy is

designed to provide a healthier and more
comfortable environment both for our

empbyees and for the members of the campus
ccupnunify we serve.

Comments and questions about our

Sfioke-Free Policy may be addressed to the

ASUCLA Board of Directors, Office of the

ipxecutive Director, Kerckhoff Hall 332,

Campus Mail Code 1 64006.

t ASUCLA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
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African lead^ question commuiiist patii
Economic failures push Africa

to look at East Europe's changes
By John Ediin

Associated Press

HARARE. Zimbabwe— In the

face of their own failures and the

success of the democracy move-
ment in Eastern Europe, many
African leaders are turning away
from the communist economic
theories with which they greeted

independence.

But if they have accepted the

need to embrace capitalism, fewei

seem willing to renounce the type

of autocratic rule until recently

practiced by the Eastern European
and Soviet heirs of Marx and
Lenin.

Peres (roika, or change, has

come to Africa. The openness of

glasnost trails well behind.

Most African nations gained

their independence from colonial

rule during the height of the Cold
War, their struggles for freedom
against Western powers some-
times openly abeued and always

cheered by the Soviet Union and

its allies.

Scarred by their colonial experi-

ence under Britain, France, Por-

tugal, Spain and, until the end of

World War II, Italy and Germany,
Africans new nations generally

opted for the social and economic
models they found in Moscow,
Warsaw and East Berlin.

Today, most of the sub-Saharan

African nations — South Africa

being an exception, along with

Senegal, Mauritius, Zimbabwe,
Botswana and newly free Namibia
— are under military, dictatorial or

one-party rule marked by author-

itarianism, a sharp intolerance of

opposition and presidential terms

of office Hmited only by death or

revolution.

Many are avowedly socialist.

But while showing little inch-

nation to relax their grip on power,
even some of the most Marxist-

oriented governments are moving
toward economic liberalization in

af transformation encouraged by
one simple fact: Most aid, advice

and investment in recent years has

come not from the crumbling

Soviet empire, but from the West.

And that aid — totaling more
than $11 billion in 1987 — is in

many cases all that has kept the

wolf from the door in a region of

45Q million ^Deople whose com-
bined gross domestic product of

$135 billion barely equals that of

Belgium, with a population of only

10 million.

In the pan decade, some 30
African countries have adopted—
to a greater or lesser degree —
economic reform programs under
the guidance of those twin pillars

of capitalism, the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund.
**We*rc seeing significant

changes for the better throughout

the continent," says John San-

gueme, chief executive -of the

Zimbabwe National Chamber of
Commerce. Recent events in East-

em Europe have certainly helped
bring them about, even though the

See AFRICA, page 20
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strators. and staff from UCLA
began organizing the conference
last October.

"Never has there been in the

history ofCOOL a national confer-

ence tha,t has discussed race

relations. Diversity is not just a

theme for COOL, but a constant

commitment," said Julia Scatliff,

COOL'S executive director.

The conference aimed to "make
more students aware of communi-
ty service and bring together a
more diverse group of students—
students of color and white middle
class students/* said Chuck
Supple, executive director of
UCLA*s Community Resource
Center and of California Campus
Compact, a coalition of university

presidents and chancellors prom-
oting community service.

Scatliff agreed with the need to

diversify. "We*ve got to continue

to become a more diverse organi-

zation because different perspec-

tives mirror our societies' realities

and bring the organization a
certain legitimacy."

In the past. COOL has worked
with East Coast schools in plan-

ning their annual conference. This
is the second time the conference

has been held on the West Coast.

The 1988 conference at Stanford

University had only 300 particip-

ants.

"One of COOL'S goals was to

strengthen our West Coast consti-

tuency . . . But we were scared

since the Stanford conference had
such a low turnout," Scatliff said.

"UCLA has been the most hospit-

able campus we've ever worked
with. People have put in their

passion and have actively been
engaged in the activities."

Frank Acosta, director of
UCLA's Community Programs
Office (CPO). believes the
"COOL Conference came to
UCLA because the students' com-
munity service programming,
which is done primarily by Third
World students, is light years
ahead. Other students can learn

from our programs and our stu-

dents' sophistication in fulfilling

the needs of their community."
Hands-on experience with com-

munity projects in the Los Angeles
area for COOL participants began
Friday morning. Almost 800 stu-

dents went "Into the Streets" and
partook in about 80 community
service projects.

At the same time, the nearly 100
workshops offered throughout the

weekend were underway. The
workshops discussed the "nuts and
bolts" of community service and
dealt with political and social

issues.

Amy Corbin, a junior at Miami
University in Ohio, spent Friday
working with the Tree People
planting trees along MulhoUand
Drive. "We learned all different

aspects of the environment and of
the particular problem of pollution
in the city of Los Angeles." she
said.

Liz Caravaza. a sophomore at

Ohlone University in Fremont,
California, said of her experience
out in the streets. "I became aware
that issues of race relations, sub-
stance abuse, AIDS, and education
are all interrelated. If we had a

better environment, it would affect

everything else."

Later that evening, conference
participants attended the Culture

Fesl in Westwood Plaza. While
cultural dances were performed on
the Plaza stage, participants

sampled an airay of ethnic foods
ranging from came asada to

Filipino adobo chicken and rice

sold by underrepresented student

organizations on campus.
Immediately afterwards, at the

"Diversity Dialogue." representa-

tives from the business, education,

and health care fields led a panel
discussion, opened by UCLA
students Lloyd Monserratt, Ramie
Dare, -"and Amy Nemko with
information on the changing
demographics in society and its

implications.

A distressed silence gripped the

500-member audience when
Monserratt said "the change in

demographics is not an L.A. issue,

its effects will be felt throughout
the U.S.. but most of all the change
in demographics affects you."
"We are richer now than we

were a decade ago. but unfortu-

nately the good times have passed
too many of us." said Paul Ong. an
assistant professor at the Graduate
School of Architecture and Urban
Planning. *The path has been
widened between the have and the

have-nots."

But "people are afraid of
change." said Fernando Oaxaca.
Founder and President of Corona-
do Communications. "All the

people who are afraid don't realize

that the people they fear will

rebuild our future."

Dr. Hector Flores. a panelist

from the ChicanoA-atino Medical
Association of California, stressed

that "we all need to work together,

but what is the solution?— no one
knows right now. It is up to us who
(go) to the communities in crisis to

come up with the solutions."

On Satiirday evening, a benefit

concert entitled "Listen to the

Words 1990." featured Michelle
Shocked, the Four Horsemen and
Trulio Disgracious. The concert
raised more than $6,000.

Throughout the conference, stu-

dents eagerly shared their experi-

ences with each other.

"I came to the COOL Confer-
ence because \ wanted to share my
ideas with other students and
discover mutual problems and
mutual solutions." said Scott
Bcveridgc. a senior from North-
western University.

"It is incredible when you get to

speak to other students across the
nation doing the same thing." said
JoAnn Walton, a senior at Bates
College.

Miami University's Corbin
added, "I come from a conserva-
tive university and it's invigorat-

ing to hear what other people
think.-

JoAnn Bunch, a student at

Community College of Philadel-

phia and a first time COOL
conference participant, summed
up her weekend experience and
said, *'It*s been very educational

and gives me hope that college

students care about this world
again.**

Did you know?

The Daily Bruin
is printed on
100% recycled

paper.
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"The community of Los
Angeles is an excellent site for

students to discuss the future of

youth service and to explore issues

this multi-cultural city faces as we
approach the year 2000." Chuck
Supple wrote in a letter to Scatliff.

Supple, who directs UCLA*s
Community Resource Center and
is executive director of California

Compact, a coalition of university

presidents and chancellors, said

the conference aimed to bring

students of color and white middle
class students together.

.UCLA undergraduate President

John Sarvey said this year's

conference marked the first

attempt at diversification of
COOL, an organization created in

1984 by predominantly white
males.

**COOL was asking how would
we get students of color to partici-

pate so that both sides could
benefit," said John Sarvey, UCLA
undergraduate President and a

COOL 1990 board member.
Sarvey, who attended a COOL

planning session last year with

UCLA*s Community Service

Commissioner Jeannie Kim said,

"Out of 100 students, there were
only 6 Latinos, 20 African Ameri-
cans, and — counting myself and
Jeannie — 3 Asian Americans."

Scatliff recognized COOL*s
need to diversify, explaining that a

more ethnically mixed group
would add a "certain legitimacy"

to the organization.

Individual students of color at

UCLA, particularly those working
out of UCLA*s Community Prog-

rams Office (CPO), hesitated,

RETENTION

however, to join efforts to organize

COOL with UCLA's Community
Resource Center (UCRC) and the

California Compact, because they

were not included in the planning

from the very beginning.

CPO, which has housed com-
munity service projects for over 10

years, was not mentioned by
Supple in the section of UCLA's
bid to host COOL 1990 that

described UCLA's community
service projects.

Still, "minority students (have)

built the community service prog-

rams that service their communi-
ties. The strongest of these

programs are at CPO because a

solid foundation has been built,"

said Supple at the conference.

Frank Acosta, director of

UCLA's Community Programs

Office (CPO). agreed, explaining

that the conference came to UCLA
because of the leading role

UCLA's students of color play in

community service.

But Acosta said he was disap-

pointed that CPO projects directed

by students of color were not
actively recruited to participate.

At the conference, workshops
focusing on diversity and race

relations were attended predomin-

antly by white students. The
number of students of color were
minimal at each session.

*There's been some disappoint-

ment that outreach hasn't suc-

ceeded in drawing more students

of color— this is partly due to our

being so busy." Sarvey said.

"More participation would have

been ideal."

From page 1

dropout rate has been decreasing

by 80 percent during this same
period.

Students are leaving because

they do not have mentors and the

curriculum does not meet their

needs, Monserratt said.

The state is wasting its invest-

ment when students do not com-
plete their degrees, according to

UCSA representatives.

California spends $11,592 per

year for each student attending the

University of California and
$7,005 per year for each Cal Stale

student

The proposed study, which
would be conducted by the Cali-

fornia Postsecondary Education

Commission (CPEC), would
include three parts. The first would
look at the cost to the state when a

student leaves the UC or CSU
without receiving a baccalaureate

degree, taking into consideration

programmatic costs of outreach/

recruitit^ent and advising/counsel-

ing services, departmental reten-

tion and incentive systems.

The second part would identify

the departments which make prog-

ress in retaining and graduating

women and people of color, in

order to set up a data base so that

these efforts continue and multiply

campus- and system-wide.

The last part of the study would
develop an incentive system for

the academic departments to

improve their rates of retention,

recruitment and advancement of

graduate students and faculty

members.

The incentives would include

increased departmental space
allounents, budget increases for

programs and increased funding

for teaching and research assis^nt

positions.

UCSA decided to focus on
academic departments because
they say the student's life revolves

around the academic department

they have chosen.

"The academic departments
lack a sufficient number of

counselors for the students need-

ing help," Monserratt said. "For
example, in the political science

department there is only one
counselor for over 150 students.

Add this to the lack of mentoring

and diversification of faculty and
curriculum— the student encoun-
ters a department that is not

fulfilling their needs."

California and the nation will

face a drastic shortage in faculty in

the coming decade, and the num-
ber of students enrolling in gradu-

ate programs is not sufficient to

suj^ly the need.

"With CPEC conducting (the

study) there will be institutional-

ized reform and retention," Yama-
guchi said.

CPEC has indicated it will

probably conduct a retention study

every four years.

And Sen. Art Torres. D-Los
Angeles, said he will sponsor the

resolution as a senate bill.

The bill will be introduced

within a month, after which it will

be referred to a policy committee
before reaching the Senate fioor.

said Peter Blockshaw, a spokes-

man for Torres.

UCSA plans to present a report

in Sacramento at a legislative

conference on April 21 concerning

the issue. The group also plans to

present the study findings at a

retention conference next year.
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GET RID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE — COSMETICS

SARI
Clear ComplMion System

7 can't believe the difference it makes.
All r>atMral inaredier^ts: a breakthrouph in acne treatment

Call for a consultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Instrtut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (2 1 3)477- 1 788, 473-2303
31

Eligibility Dates for

SPRING QUARTER:
March 10-April 30

Envelopes Collected:

March 10-May 11

LAST CHANCE FOR THE YEAR!

This is not a game and there are no gimmicks.
The Book Bonus Program was developed by students

who know first-hand how difficult it can be to finance a

college education. In addition to your tuition and living

costs, you have the expense of textbooks, APS/Lecture

Notes, and any other general books, reference books,

and nnagazines you may want or need to purchase^

To help you control these costs,

fund of over $500,000 tobe disti^b

Bonus participants. Any^

Lecture Notes and maj

quarterly eligibility per]

Bonus Program anj

amount you r<

purchas^i^hPVl!7 tl

total

Progrnir ho
ypycap rec

iis^jtiTifru^

an(

Boi

iind ng o

as thi

o'^k./i'Gi^'' J^e'^Q^s how you

FOLLOW THESE

SIMPLE STEPS.

(not!

Mil

|ap«

that

i> Save allVour colored rtcel

i> Once you are surefeuwll

fill oat a Book Bonus eni^Mlaavetii
located at Ackerman, Lu

Stores), and drop it into the

Slum
Science

v> Any recei|its from Fall and l^^ppBRers may be
turned in with your Spring receipHHring envelope

acceptance dates: March 10-May 11.

^ Your bonus for all three quarters will be mailed to

you at the end of the academic year (early Jnum).

ASUCLA BOOK BONUS PROGRAM
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tWDENTAL OFFER
* Applicable to patients without Dental Insurance

OFFER INCLUDES: EXAM, X-RAYS, DIAGNOSIS &
CONSULTATION (WITH THIS AD) -REG. $91
(EXP. 4/30/90)

SmilesPlus® Specials*

POLISHING $0
FILLING (Silver, one surface) $29
WHITE FILUNG <One surface) $49
BONDING (Whitens teeth, per surface) $49
BLEACHING (Per arch) .... ...$199

PORCELAIN CAP/CROWN $259
ORAL SURGERY/PERIODONTICS/IMPLANTS^ SMILE SPECIAL ^ ih im mb

BRACES $1449* .
(Records and Retainers Additional) reg.$3200 |

CLEAR BRACES AND i

MINI BRACES AVAILABLE !

I a^ All Braces From $20 Per Month m hb^ aiB^ aJ

Reg. Price

$44

$60
$140
$125
$500
$580

*THmf F«M AvailaMe WHhSmHesWm® For A Modest Fao. CON Patient Krtstina Thompson

r

W^ ^iia.

CONSUMER
DENTAL ~

NETWORK
1-S00-SS7.OO11 EXT. 23S

INSTAWT CREDIT Up to 36
to pay; no down plans; oasy

YOUR.PENTAL INSUWAWCE. WITH
OUR PLAN, USUALLY COVERS ALL
COSTS.
Delta Dental Patients Welcome

• Senior Discount
• Nitrous Oxide/Anesthesia/Pentothal/

Conscious Sedation Ava»lat><e

• HablaiDos Esparto! Visa, MasterCard,

Discover Card
• Mon.,Wed & Fri 9am-7pm, Tues. & Tburs.

9am-9pm. Sat. tarn 4piii

- 24 HOUR EMERGENCY HOTUNE

r\

WEST LOS ANGELES...
1 1 628 Santa Monica Blvd.

213-207-1060
Dr. Tebbi

24 LOCATIONS - CALL 1-800-537-001 1 EXT. 235
FOR ONE NEAR YOU! T66

208-8671
(LIMITED AR£A)

NOW OPEN
TILL 11:30

LOWEST PRICES
IN WESTWOODI
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$7.60 LAi^<

^^H PIZZA
I WO TOPPINGS

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per
pizza.

Not «wd lor SldHw) ttyla

Limii 3 ptuas per address

Exp. 3/19/9Q
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$7.60 Af?®f

I wo TOPPING:

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza
Not flood lor SWMii^
LimK 3 p«z2as par addrasi
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208-8671 B
Offer good on|y with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
Not Qood for aiollon tiyto

Lwmt 3 ptzzas per address
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**It*s important to think about
how to impact your own commun-
ity/' agreed Michelle Martinez, a
UCLA undergraduate. Martinez is

active in Latinas Guiding Latinas,

a UCLA-based organization
through which UCLA women
serve as mentors to high school
Latinas.

"I am a member of the inner city

environment, and if someone had
not been there for me, I would not
be where I am today." Beal said,

adding that her personal growth
was enriched by having such role

models from the African Ameri-
can community.
COOL Executive Director Julia

Scatliff said the commitment of
community service activists is

essential if their work is to have a
long-lasting social impact. "All
this talk needs to be balanced by
action/* she said.

Such action can be translated

into intercultural dialogue and
efforts to get together with **people

who are not like you,** Beal said.

•There is a need for service to \x

geared towards social change, and
with social change comes con-

flict,** she said. People need to be

willing to gp out of their **comfort

zones.** the cultural environment

in which they feel most secure,

stereotype and need assistance,

particularly Pacific Islanders and
Southeast Asians.

At UCLA, a Pilipino recruit-

ment and retention program and an
outreach program to Vietnamese
communities are trying to address

these needs, Chang said.

Despite publicity which ignores

much community service done by
underrepresented groups, their

activities have served to empower
their communities, participants

agreed.

••(Service) can be a form of
activism, empowering the com-
munity to control their environ-

ment and their kids* environment,**

Beal said.

From page 3
city*s needy and helping them get

back on their feet during the past

six years. Sova— a Hebrew term

meaning ••satisfied** or ••fulfilled,**

— provides food for 600 people a

week as part of a Jewish Com-
munity Centers Association prog-

ram.

Although individuals are only

allowed to receive food firom Sova
twice a year, ••we never refuse

anyone who comes in,** said Marc
Horowitz, director of Sova. Visi-

tors are given enough food to feed

their families for four days, he

said.

But ••sometimes the food lasts

for one week and sometimes two,**

said a visitor who wished to be
identified only by her first name,
Jaquelyn.

Student participants who
cleaned the Will Rogers Beach
commented that by serving; the

community, people can believe

they can make a difference. Mak-
ing an impact on the environment
may be a first step to solving other

social problems, said Jennifer

Scullion, a junior at Boston Uni-

versity.

Once people realize they can

have an impact, perhaps they will

pursue solutions for other social

problems such as homelessness
and poverty, she said.

••Everybody has to realize what
b^h does to the environment,**

said Tiffany Clayton, a junior at

UCLA and team leader of the

beach clean-up crew. ••(Trash)

harms birds that swallow plastic

bags and also get caught in six-

pack rings. That*s ugly,** she said.

A student who traveled from the

Univenity of Bucharest in Roma-
nia to be a part of the conference
saw his experience as a means to

establish contact with international

students and create awareness of
Romania*s political problems.

But Romania*s problems extend
beyond politics which are making
the headlines now, Cuetcumel Jon
said. ••Such problems as homeless-
ness and poverty will be inevit-

able** when Romania establishes a
free market economy, he said.

•The impact (of the conference)

has been greater than the issues

themselves,** said Melinda Marrin

of Arizona, who has returned to

college after first raising a family

of three. She said she was impress-

ed with •*the diversity of people
^coming together to solve the same
problems.**

Marrin recalled her peers in the

1960s and compared their com-
munity service efforts then with

the efforts made today. **The *60s

pulled away from traditional val-

ues and made an arc into the

exU'eme. Now I see them as doing

things that work,** said Marrin, a

student at Phoenix College.

••J don*t think that this genera-

tion is as much of a •me* genera-

tion as people say. The kids are

kids. I'm really impressed with

people who are involved in the

issues,** Marrin said about the

COOL conference.

Greyhound resumes bus
service to 120 communities
By Evan Ramstad
Associated Press Writer

DALLAS — Greyhound Lines Inc. said buses were again running
Sunday to 120 communities that hadn't been served since drivers walked
off their jobs at the only nationwide bus line.

The company was able to add routes to spots in the Southeast and
Southwest Sunday after a new class of drivers graduated from training
courses, said Greyhound spokeswoman Elizabeth Hale.
On Saturday. Greyhound carried 38 percent of the number of

passengers it did on the same Saturday a year ago and operated one-third
of the number of departing buses, Ms. Hale said. Figures for Sunday
would reflect the larger number of routes, but were unavailable until

Monday, she said.

The 120 communities had been without service since the Amalga-
mated Council of Greyhound Local Unions, which represents 6,300
drivers and more than 3,000 office and maintenance workers, went on
suike March 2.

Officials at the union's headquarters in Phoenix, and at offices in
Dallas and Washington. D.C.. didn't respond to telephone calls Sunday.

Big cities had been served by Greyhound virtually since the strike
began. The additions Sunday included smaller cities and small towns

+
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Robbers like Columbus
City's banks have

been robbed 42

times this year
By Bethf XaTBce

Associatea.Pri^s

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Brash

and sometimes bumbling crimi-

Wls have staged a rash of bank
robberies in Ohio's capital city and
its suburbs.

The Columbus area, with a

population of about L2 million,

has had 42 bank robberies this

year, more than Chicago, Detroit,

Pittsburgh and Cleveland com-
bined.

••Why are there so many bank

robberies? Frankly, right now we
don't have a clue," said FBI agent

Douglass Ogden. ••Ifwe knew that,

we'd stop them.**

Authorities suspect many of the

robbers are down-and-out drug

addicts looking for quick cash.

That theory was borne out with

the arrest Friday of a man who
admitted to robbing eight banks

since Feb. 7, claiming he used the

money to support a $900-a-day

crack habit.

The man, named Jesse "James"

Dalton Jr. although authorities say

he is no relation to the outlaw Jesse

James or the Dalton brothers,

confessed to the robberies after

being shown photos taken by bank
cameras.

A man who robbed a bank

Tuesday lost his fake beard and
looked directly at the bank camera

before fleeing, police said.

••These are not real sophisti-

cates,** said Capt. Frank Phillips,

head of the police detective

bureau. ••They*re not getting much
during the robbery, and most of

them aren*t getting away, either.**

Ogden said the robberies have

involved small amounts — gener-

ally no more than $1,000. He
would not release specific figures.

There have been 2 1 arrests in the

42 robberies. All of the defendants

are awaiting trial.

One man was arrested while

counting his booty in his getaway

vehicle -^ a city bus — March 5

after he allegedly robbed the same
Bank One branch for the third time

in a week. Police charged him in.

six bank heists.

Ed Billman, vice president of

Banc One Corp., which owns Bank
One, said security has been
increased at the branch. He said

more plainclothes security guards

would be stationed at his banks and

that police have agreed to stop in

peri6diailly.

••I think there's a combination of

bravery and stupidity at work
here," said Phillips. ••I mean, most
of these people are walking into

the banks with no gun and, in most
cases, no disguise, and they're

looking right at the camera. This

isn't Bonnie and Clyde we're

dealing with."

But authorities aren't taking the

trend lightly.

On March 2, five banks were hit,

prompting Mayor Dana Rinehart

to call for more bank security and

more FBI presence.

••So far, nobody has been hurt

These people come into the bank,

get the money and leave," Rinehart

said. **But sooner or later, some-

body will get hurt . . . this will all

end when one of these robbers gets

shot with a .45 in the chest It's a

heck of a way to terminate the

problem, but it sure gels the word
out."

Ogden said the FBI, police and

bank security officials have met to

determine the best way to stop the

robberies. He would not give

details, but he indicated security

would be increased inside and

outside bank branches in Franklin

County, which includes Colum-
bus.

He also hopes to increase his

number of agents. He would not

say how nuuiy agents afe assigned

bo the Columbus office, which
oversees 12 counties.

Ogden said his office is ••quite

overwhelmed" by the robberies in

Columbus this year. Last year,

bank robberies were down 50
percent from 1988, when 98 were

reported, a record for the Colum-
bus area.

FBI figures show that Chicago
has had 10 bank robberies so far

this year, Detroit has had nine,

Pittsburgh four and metropolitan

Cleveland three. Los Angeles, in

contrast, has had 110.

SERVICES
From page 8

these people because I can't

always plan to have someone with

me.

••i deal with all this by being

highly organized. Disability is a

job. It's always a hassle. I carry a

planner around everywhere and

every moment is budgeted. Of
course there are unanticipated

occurrences, like the times I was

stuck in a lift for an hour, or when
an elevator broke down. I cope

because the stress of dealing with

my disability has become a normal

part of life. Also, I mak'e sure I get

a lot of rest"

William Hunt, a senior who has

a learning disability, said he feels a

lot of stress during finals. But he

maintains three classes a quarter

and **just deals with it" Hunt uses

the OSD services of notetaking

and test proctoring extensively.

••Because of my disability, I

can't spell even common, every-

day words and need someone to

write my exams," Hunt said.

'Tests are really a long process.

First, 1 talk to the professor and

explain my problem. Sometimes,

Linda Stolt at the Office for

Students with Disabilities (OSD)
has to write a letter for me if the

professor wants something in

writing.

••When 1 get to the class, I take

the test and go to the test room in

Powell. Then I write the exam.

Next, I read it to the proctor who
writes the exam in the book. The
proctor reads the exam back to me.

In cases where the proctor gets

mixed up or does not hear me
correctly, the proctor rewrites that

exam portion."

••I handle the stress by playing

basketball," said Hunt, who is

going to law school next year. I

arrange sports activities around my
program and after exams. During

evenings, I wateh movies on my
VCR to relax. Dyslexia (the

reading disorder Hunt has) makes
my eyes tired, so when I can't read

anymore I rest my eyes by wateh-

ing movies."

Linda Stolt a student affairs

officer at OSD who coordinates

the notetaking and test proctoring

services, said finals week is an

especially busy time. Scheduling

has to be coordinated for the

testing facility (in the Blind Read-

ing Room in Powell Library), and
proctors, notetakers, readers and

equipment have to be arranged.

For more information, call the

Office for Students with Disabili-

ties at 825-1501 or the Disabled
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EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angelts. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special

8tud«nt/T«ach«r Tariff.

a KENTAL a LEASE C PURCHASE

**^-«^

.CV*
fB>'
** %***
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Located
in

Westwood Village

$15

i.\*

iL^ %
i:

Tohmatsu Awoki (the largest

accounting firm in Japan)/Touche

Ross is seeking entry-level ac(X)unts.

English and Japanese speakinQ; ability

preferred but not mandatory.

Send resume to:

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co.

louche Ross & Go.

1000 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90017

ATTN: Steve Oto

ATohmatsu Awoki
loucheRoss
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FULL-TIME CAREER OPPORTUNITIES • INTERNSHIPS •

• SUMMER JOBS > ^^
13th Annual Minority Recruitment

and Career Conference
Wednesday, March 14 • 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Explore A World Of Career Possibilities

The more you know about different kinds of jobs, the
'

better prepared youll be to make a career decision

that's right for you! Company representatives will

answer your questions on what's expected on the job,

what they're looking for in entry-level employees, and
how you'd fit into the overall organization.

Get Started In Your lob Search

Recruiters from business and industry, the govern-

ment, schools, and non-profit organization will be

available to talk to you about entry-level professional,

managerial, and technical positions available in their

organizations. You'll also have a chance to find out

about internships and summer job opportimities!

All UCLA Students And Recent Graduates Welcome!

I
Mkjng routes oeiween meirQf)outin areas. Ms. Hale said.

Computing Center at 825-7408.
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Placement and Career Planning Center
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Want to Teach English Conversation

in Taiwan?
Llanq Yu Laneuaee Center

555885S8J58C85S8888858W

>—"»>'

Save your time &. money

i^tABC^-t^^^^

(213) 478-7940 Fax (818) 288-7583
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H-ucla:
OUSING

ON
ATTENTION

CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION

Applications for students NOT currently residing in
the Residence Halls or the Residential Suites are now
available for the Fall Quarter 1990-1991. The deadline
for submission of the application is 5:00 P.M., March
20, 1990. .

Applications may be obtained by appearing in person
at the On Campus Housing Assignment Offtce,

Business Enterprise Building, 270 DeNeve Drive.
Please be advised that a non-refundable $20.00
application fee is required.

If you are currently residing on campus in the
Residence Halls or the Residential Suites, you will be
sent the appropriate application and information on
March 9, 1990. If you do not receive an application
by March 16, 1990 you may obtain one at the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office.

TH^ MAY
PROGRAM

THE
YOU

UCLA Masters/Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education
Is pleased to announce a program to be offered during 1990-91 In which
students may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching
Credential In four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to earn a teaching credential only, the applica-
tion period for the 1990-91 Teacher Credential Program is also now open.

Interested senior and graduate students are invited to submit applications
for either the Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Program
before the April 15, 1990 deadline.

For more information and to receive on oppricotion form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326
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10 get As,'* or indirectly communi-
cate this expectation by modeling
super-achiever behavior. Because
of its long history, there is no quick
way to fix this problem. Parham
said.

There are many resources for

individuals experiencing stress.

Student Psychological Services

offer several stress clinic groups.

Topics covered include reducing

academic and performance anxie-

ty for students, reducing bodily

symptoms of excessive tension

and stress and managing stress

through self-hypnosis, positive

self-talk and biofeedback.

A variety of techniques for

improving conOdence, awareness,

concentration and setting realistic

expectations are taught in these

groups. Also, for students seeking

help from a peer. Peer Health

Counselors offer stress manage-
ment guidelines and relaxation tips

on campus and in the residence

halls.

**ln helping students to cope
with stress, I fall back upon the

ABCs; that is, I teach students how
to identify the affective, behavior-

al and cognitive components of
their stress experience," Parham
said.

" *A* stands for affective or

emotional. In a stress experience, it

is important to identify your
feelings regarding the situation

and seek some support by talking

to friends or visiting SPS. Some-
times feelings can become quite

overwhelming, but there are strate-

gies which can help students deal

with the feelings of being out of

control, limited and stuck."

The B of stress management is

behavior, Parham said. **It is

important to t)ehave in ways that

will decrease the amount of stress

one experiences. Doing nothing

exacerbates the stressful situation.

Rel^tedly, we teach students to

anticipate stressful situations." For

example, if a student must com-
mute to and from school, we help

them to anticipate and plan for

heavy traffic times. Or, if students

start getting bogged down with

their course material, we encour-

age them to seek support or help

from their teachers.

Sheila Clark, a graduate student

in anthropology, has learned to

assess her workload at the begin-

ning of the quarter and set up
deadlines. During finals, she also

sets deadlines, like doing some
work during eighth week if every-

thing seems due during 10th week.

Clark encourages students to

take advantage of review sessions

and seek help from teaching

assistants. Also, professors can be

helpful when unanticipated stress

occurs.

**During midterms one quarter,

my daughter had to have emergen-
cy surgery," Clark said. "I took my
books to the hospital, but also

talked to my professors who
agreed to reschedule some
exams."

The B also includes maintaining

some balance, even in the worst of

times, Parham added. "In Umes of

stress, you still need to attend to

your health and exercise, nutrition,

leisure activities and sleep. Per-

haps you may need to cut back a

little on these activities. However,
if you skip a meal, skip sleep, don't

talk to any friends and stop all

exercise and leisure activities you
end up really feeling stressed."

Clark has found this advice

helpful in sticking to and complet-

ing tasks. **After two hours of

study, I call a friend and chat, go
for a walk or get a cold drink. I use

these as rewards."

Besides behavior, cognition or

the C of dealing with stress should

be practiced ta help students gain

coiifidence and the sense that they

can succeed at accomplishing the

large tasks they face.

"Identify negative self-chatter,

such as *rm stupid' or *I can't get

going,' " Parham said. "Change
this self-talk to positive statements

like *I can get the help I need,' 'I

can get organized,' *I can plan my
time.' Then you can take action."

For more information about
managing stress, contact Student

Psychological Services at 825-

0768 or the Peer Health Counse-
lors at 825-8462.

• Ill

We're looking for a
fewg(

photographers
The Daily Bruin Photo Department Is now

offering spring quarter internships for shutter

bugs in the UCLA community.

Applications are

available from the

receptionist at

112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Daily Bruin
Photography

An orientation meeting

for those interested

will be held at

the Daily Bruin office

7pm, Thursday. April 5.
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First census of the
r

homeless pkmn^
Idea yields varied reactions from

historically excluded population
By Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C, — An
army of federal workers is about to

try to make thousands of nearly

invisible people part of America.
The occasion is the first census

of the homeless.

Often in sight — if not always
seen — these people do not exist

for purposes of federal aid and
representation unless they can be
counted.

How many are there? Where do
they live? What kind of help to

they need?

To many of the homeless,
though, being counted seems like-

ly to make little difference in their

hves.

**I don*t see nothing I stand to

lose or gain," said Spencer Cox, a

homeless New Yorker. "It's just

useless. What's the point?"

A homeless man in Stamford,

Conn., echoed Cox*s view. "What
good would it do (to cooperate)?*'

asked the man, who would identify

himself only as Bob.

Estimates of the number of

homeless nationwide have ranged
from 250,000 to 3 million in recent

years.

Counting them — a task some
consider impossible — will be

attempted on the night of March
20-21, less than two weeks before

the Census Bureau's official

counting day for the rest of the

nation.

"It's the first time we've gone
out in the street" to count people,

said Cynthia M. Taeuber, who is

directing the effort.

Advocates for the homeless,

local governments and other orga-

nizations have been enlisted to

help, and most are cooperating, she

said.

In some cases that assistance is

being given "grudgingly," howev-
er, since the groups have concerns

about whether there will be a

complete and accurate count.

*The Bush people are not into

taking care of people who need

help," said Karl Kirman, contacted

at the Columbus House shelter in

New Haven, Conn. "And they

don't want to know why we need

help." But Kirman said he would
answer the census questions any-

way.

Simone Baxter, 29, of Hartford,

Conn., who said she has been

homeless for four months, believes

it is important to be counted.

"I don't think the government

realizes how many homeless peo-

ple there are," she said.

William Barrios, who lives in a
shelter for veterans in New York,
said people in shelters will be
cooperative. "They get a census
every night when they check in,"

he said.

. *The homeless people on the

streets, they're not going to coop-
erate. They're druggies and alco-

holics looking for their next fix,"

Barrios added.

In Washington, Mitch Snyder of
the Center for Creative Non-Vio-
lence is urging the homeless to

snub the Census Bureau.

"You can't count all the Deoole
in the streets. Experience quickly

teaches the homeless that to be
identified as such is to risk

harassment . . . and abuse," Snyd-
er said.

In Detroit, Toylce Cheatham is

worried about talking to govern-
ment officials, even though the

Census Bureau promises to keep
the answers secret.

'They'll tell you it's confiden-
tial. But you can get cut off if you
say the wrong thing," said the 24-

year-old Cheatham, who was
staying at the Salvation Army's
Booth Center.

And she wasn't convinced that

getting the homeless counted
would result in more shelters or
other aid anyway. "That's what
they're been going to do. But
they're been saying that for ump-
teen years."

In Chicago, officials of the

Pacific Garden Mission said they

will aid census-takers. "Whether
they're aware of it or not, they're

being counted," said Boyd
Sylvester, assistant superintendent

of the mission.

Because of problems in finding

all the homeless, and concerns
about worker safety, Taeuber
admits that she expects the tally to

be conservative.

A decade ago census takers

went to shelters but did not try and
count people living in alleys, under
bridges and in parks and similar

locations.

In the end it won't announce any
specific number of homeless, since

officials decline to try to define

that term. Instead, the bureau

simply will report that its special

count found so many people in

shelters, so many in missions, so

many in flophouses, so many
walking or sleeping on the streets,

and so forth.

Graduate schools ranked
By Robert Greene
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C.— Harvard has the nation's top medical school

and Stanford offers the best training in business, according to a magazine
survey that ranks U.S. graduate education.

Yale has the top law school, and Massachusetts Institute of

Technology is the best place to go for a graduate degree in engineering,

U.S. News & World Report said in its March 19 issue, released Monday.

The magazine said a school's emulation among educators and in the

outside world was a major subjective factor in the evaluation, and it

emphasized that the institutions receiving top ranking in the survey "do

not exercise a monopoly on quality education.

"Nevertheless, institutional reputations matter; in some professions,

they may be crucial," the magazine said. "Fairly or unfairly, the value of a

degree from that institution depends in part upon those perceptions."

Four professional programs were surveyed — business, engineering,

law and medicine. Harvard and Stanford placed in the top five in three of

those categories, more than any other institutions. "^

Besides being tops in medicine, Harvard ranked second in business

and fifth in law. Stanford ranked second in engineering and third among
law schools in addition to its top rating for business.

ThePaly aruin

Frances Susan Hasso
ON WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS

Ms. Hasso spent six months in the Occupied Territories during 1989. She

worked as a project analyst for the Women's Action Committees in Jerusalem.

and

Mr. Jeffrey D. Dillman^
ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

Mr. Dillman is employed by the United Nations High Commission on

Refugees in Washington, D.C. His scholarly work has focussed on the

question of water rights and international law.

Palestinians in the Popular
Imagination

MMASS intends to stimulate a balanced and extended discussion on the

popular perceptions of the Palestinian people, their social and international

situation, and sources of those perceptions.

DATE: Tuesday, March 13, 1990
TIME: 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
PLACE: Ackerman Union 2408

SPONSOR: MASS MEDIA ANALYSIS AND STUDY SOCIETY
FUNDED BY THE ASUCLA Board of Directors

v-.tl

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION
PRESENTS

9 WOMEN ARTISTS
Gino DeVera
Jill Bowers
Lovina Pannmit
Tess Nonato
Michelle Weinman
Stephanie Szasz
Natalie Friedman
Rochelle Santiago
Gilma Garcia

MARCH 12-23, 1990
RECEPTION TUES. MARCH 13 6-8PM

«

KERCKHOFF GALLERY
PAID FOR BY USAC
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Pi{07£(/5 TECHNOLOGY
1232 15th ST. #B, Santa Monica
(213) 319-1985 FAX 319-1986

AT COMPUTER 80286 12MHz O-WAIT (SI- 15.6)

1 MB RAM Memory On Board
12MHz AT Motherboard & 12MHz CPU
MCGP (mono/color/graphic/printer) card
1.2/1.44 MB Floppy Disc Drive
ATHFC Controller
Deluxe AT Case w/Turbo & Reset Buttons
200W Power Supply (UL)

101 Keyboard, Serial & Parallel Ports
Video Card & 12" Monochrome Monitor
Built-in Clock/Calendar (Battery Backup)
OS/2, DOS, UNIX, Network & IBM Compatible

Options:
AT 12MHZ+40 MBHD= $1029
AT 12MHZ+640K = $639
AT 16MHz+0-Wait = $779

Wholesale & Retail

parts & systems

Special price for UCLA students & faculty with UCLA ID

i

How are

you building

your future?
-•fl^-

Need something more out of your student life?

Does UCLA seem like a series of never-ending classes?

INVOLVEMENT IS THE ANSWER!

Involvement Conference

Saturday, April 7

9 am - 2 pm
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

This conference will offer workshops designed to help you
identify your Interests and the many benefits of involve-

ment and talk to over 30 representatives from a variety of

campus organizations.

^

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment will be on
a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please return this form to Mia
Lathrop at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by Bftarch 16, 1990. For more
information, contact Deb Moriarty at 825-6690. Please print neatly.

NAME: PHONE:(

ADDRESS:

city state Zip

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program and the
Inter Residence Hall Council.
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achicT^ their
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Get out
of that
lalow lane.

yM-
y.-v.-v.

:-:«

liBt lane.
If you think
you caii^t*

won't*
ipiiilhink

ll|piii.a
iharice

ipitl making
the effort
will make
you feel

like a hew
person,
Riptitations
are made^ searching
for things that
can't be done
and doing them.
iilni low:
boring.
Aim high:
soaring.'^

United Technologic*
Cotp.

From page 13

process here in Africa is not nearly

as dninnatic.**

Still, Africa's slowness to adopt

democratic political reforms along

with economic changes has been

widely lamented both from within

and without the continent.

The U.N. Economic Commis-
sion for Africa in a report last year

said:

*The political context for prom-
oting healthy human development

has been marred for more than two
decades by instability, war,

intolerance, restrictions on the

freedom of individuals and groups

as well as overconcentratipns of

power."

More recently, Jacques Pelle-

tier, the French development
minister, said Africa's nations

would remain among the world's

poorest unless they followed East-

em Europe's lead in embracing
democracy along with free-market

economies.

Added the Southern African

Economist, a semi-monthly maga-
zine published by the seven-nation

South Afirica I>evelopment Coor-
dination Conference, in a January

editorial:

"If the Cold War is really

ending, that can only help to

concentrate African minds by
exposing the irrelevance of much
current ideology."

Some leaders are getting the

hint

In the tiny, bankrupt West
Afirican nation of Benin, the ruling

People's Revolutionary Party

renounced communism in Decem-
ber and promised constitutional

reforms this year.

Sao Tome e Principe, a tiny

island nation off the West Coast of
Africa, is permitting opposition

parties to function for the first time

this year.

On Feb. 18, the ruling party in

Cape Verde, another former Portu-

guese isl^d off the West Coast,

decided to give up its monopoly on
power and switch to multiparty

democracy in elections slated for

November.
The next day. President

Mathieu Kerekou of Benin
instructed a conference of govern-
ment, ruling party and opposition

leaders to draw up a plan for the

democratization of the country,

ruined by more than a decade of

Marxist-Leninist economics.

In January, the ruling Work-
er's Party of the Congo said it was
creating a commission to consider

democratic changes and would
decide on its future course in June.

It has ruled as a Marxist, one-party

government since 1979.

Mozambique, caught in a cruel

civil war with right-wing rebels,

dumped Marxism as its official

policy last July and announced
plans for multiparty elections this

year.

They, however, are but a frac-

tion of sub-Sahara Africa's 45
countries and the more dominant
view is expressed by presidents

such as Zimbabwe's Robert
Mugabe and Gabon's Omar Bon-
go.

Bongo said in January he didn't

think most African countries

would follow Eastern Europe's

example and move toward multi-

party democracies.

Just days later, as if to prove
Bongo right, Mugabe's ruling

party voted to move 2:imbabwe
toward a one-party Marxist state.

And in Kenya, when a Presbyte-
rian minister suggested from the

pulpit that African leaders shouki
take a cue from Eastern Europe,
the chairman of the country's
single party termed his suggestion
"sheer madness and folly" and
called on the church to defrock
him.

w^m^mtm T
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DIAPERS
From page 12

cloth diapers.

But the convenience factor is

extraordinary. Many day care

centers, for example, will not

accept youngsters in cloth diapers.

And if everyone switched to

cloth tomorrow, there would be
chaos. There are not enough cloth

diapers nor cloth diaper services in

the country to accommodate them.

In environmentally hip Washing-
ton, D.C., 400 people are on the

waiting list for the one diaper

service in town.

The National Association of
Diaper Services, aft^r years of
decline, reports a 38 percent
increase in business last year and a

13 percent rise the year before. The
disposable diaper giants, however,
say they see no blip yet on their

sales screen.

The debate has produced
strange bedfellows. The six most
active environmental groups and
Procter & Gamble Co. and Kim-
berly-Clark Corp., the disposable

diaper manufacturers who control

75 percent of the market, agree that

bicxlegradable diapers are not the

answer.

The environmentalists called for

a boycott of degradable diapers in

mid-December, saying their use
only assuages the conscience of
consumers who use them. Even
biodegradable diapers don't
decompose in landfills, they say,

because there is not enough mois-

ture or oxygen.

So far, the only state to enact any
legislation has been Nebraska,
which passed a law last session
requiring the use of biodegrad-
ables by 1993. Nebraska, it might
be noted, is the nation's third-

largest com producing state.

BILLS
From page 12

states where biodegradable diap-

ers are being pushed because com
is used in their manufacture.

In Colorado, for instance, a bill

that would have taxed disposables

one-fourth of one cent per diaper

was sent off to three committees,

usually the kiss of death.

*That baby's going to go down
like a burning kite, if I know the

Colorado legislature," commented
one veteran reporter.

He knew his legislature. The bill

was killed in its first day of
hearings.

A bill in New Hampshire, co-

sponsored by Deborah Amie
Amesen. a I>emocrat from Orford,

would put a 10-cent-per-diaper tax

on the disposables. And, no, she

doesn't think it's going through

this time.

*This is a very industrial state,"

says the mother of four. "Procter &
Gamble could come in here and
run for governor and win. We
don't even have a bottle law. It

would be almost irrational for

something to pass the first time

around. There isn't enough time to

assess the situation/*

"It's poUtics." she says. "You
ask for the sun, the moon and the

stars, and then you compromise
down.

"When it gets to the point that a

family may save $15 a week by
using a diaper service, and when
some good marketers come in

here, then maybe people will start

to use cloth diapers at least part of

the time.'
»

Ms. Amesen says she would be
the first to fight against a statewide

ban.

Other states which have or are

considering legislation, include

New York, Connecticut, Oregon.

Iowa, Pennsylvania, Washington,

Hawaii, Ohio and Kentucky.

LAB TECH ASSISTANTS
PART TIME

PART-TIME ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER RESEARCH BIOLOGY

LABORATORY

Duties to include literature searches, administrative tasks, maintaining order
and cleanliness of research areas as well as ensuring adequate stock of

laboratory supplies.

Send resume or apply in person to:

Robin H. Epstein - CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
Employee Relations Dept.

8700 Beverly Blvd.

Brown Bldg., 1st Floor

Los Angeles, Ca. 90048
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Editorial

Vigil's message must lie heeded
V Last Thursday night's candlelight vigil

can be declared a success on all accounts:

nearly 500 people attended, the speakers

were excellent and the administration got

the message that it is time to take action to

increase rape education and improve cam-
pus safety. In addition, at least three local

news stations covered the event, demon-
strating that the importance of rape and
safety education extends beyond the bound-
aries of the UCLA campus.
The vigil's organizers addressed the

administration with several specihc
demands: hold rape education programs at

fraternity rushes, residence halls and fresh-

man and transfer student orientations; put
rape awareness pamphlets in quarterly

registration packets; add self-defense clas-

ses in the Recreation Center's program; deal

with rape and sexual harassment charges

efficiently and quickly, and add more
Community Service Officers to patrol

nightly secluded areas, including the Uni-

versity Research Library stacks.

These reasonable demands must be met
by the University if it is truly concerned with

the needs of its students.

While the vigil attracted many supporters,

it seemed as if the speakers were preaching

to the converted. The crowd consisted

mostly of women's groups and their usual

supporters; however, support from the

general student population seemed lacking,

with the exception of members from a few
fraternities and sororities.

The Bruin commends the organizers of

last Thursday's candlelight vigil for a job
well done, and hopes that the message will

reach an even wider audience, most espe-

cially the administration.

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza .

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-9898

Editorial Board
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Viewpoint

Details of University's

qualce safety progtfams
By Roni Gordon

The Daily Bruin is absolutely correct in reminding the campus
community that ev^ypne must be aware of emergency proce-
dures. That is why I was especially grateful that the City Editor
published the UCLA Earthquake Safety Information flyer

immediately following Wednesday's moderate temblor.

The Bruin is also correct in asserting that all UCLA
instructors should know what to do in an earthquake. With this

in mind, a set of classroom earthquake guidelines was developed
several months ago, and it will be circulated to all UCLA
departments shortly.

I am writing this letter to explain that these guidelines are but
a small part of a comprehensive earthquake program that not
only grew from, but predated, last October's disastrous earth-

quake in northern California. Some readers may remember that

the earthquake planning program was detailed twice last year in

the Daily Bruin, and also highlighted in articles in UCLA Today,
and the UCLA Magazine,

Nevertheless, emergency information must be repeated regular-
ly. That is why, in die last year alone, the University distributed

over 50,000 earthquake information pieces to students, faculty
and staff, including the following:

L Earthquake brochures distributed on Bruin Walk, and by the
Libraries, die Residence Halls, the Dean of Students, the
Fraternities and Sororities and student/staff orientation programs.

2. UCLA Earthquake Safety Information flyers sent to
departments, posted on every campus bulletin board and
published in the Daily Bruin,

3. Earthquake Information wallet cards mailed with empk)yee
paychecks and distributed in Ackerman Union.

4. Earthquake guidelines listed in the campus telephone
directories. (A Disaster Evacuation Map will be printed in the
next printing of the directories).

To reinforce the printed safety information, the Department of
Community Safety gave over 100 earthquake safety presentations
last year to campus departments and organizations. AJso, an
Earthquake Safety Expo was held in Ackerman Union to display
earthquake information and products.

All of these education efforts are part of a strong campus
emergency planning program. A Disaster Plan has been written
to coordinate resources from a central Emergency Operations

We all have an obli^;ation to always be ready for

earthquakes* One of the main lessons from the
October earthquake was that preparedness defi^

nitely saves lives.

Center in the Community Safety Building. Major campus units
(for example: ASUCLA, the Residence Halls, Libraries, Medical
Center. Student Psychological Services, Staff and Faculty Service
Center, and Facilities Management) are devek)ping department
procedures to provide emergency services and to support the
operations of the plan.

All students, faculty and staff should also know that UCLA
has a network of 552 trained volunteers who have agreed to
provide local on-site assistance in campus buildings after a «

disaster. After last week's quake, these volunteers checked their
buildings and reported back to Community Safety.

After a disastrous quake, these emergency volunteers will be
identified by their red vests and armbands. It is absolutely
critical tiiat everyone takes direction from these volunteers and
supports their efforts to restore calm. The emergency volunteers
will have the flrst available building safety and evacuation
information direcUy from the Emergency Operations Center.

Finally, everyone must recognize that the most critical link in

the UCLA Disaster Plan, as in any emergency plan, is the

individual him/herself. As residents of southern California, we all

have an obligation to always be ready for earthquakes. One of
the main lessons from the October earthquake was that

preparedness definitely saves lives.

It is particulariy difTicult to reach students with earthquake
safety presentations and information because individual schedules
are so variable. Therefore, I am using this public forum to
publicize the Disaster Plan, and renew our requests for support
and assistance from all student organizations and from individu-
als. Please call me at 206-8611 for further information.

Gordon is the UCLA Disaster Preparedness Coordinator.
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The We generation' must share their time, iove with others
Never doubt that a small

group of Uioughtful,

committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it*s

the only thing that ever has.**

When Margaret Mead utterpd

those insightful words, she

captured the essence of a
thriving force in America
today: community service and
volunleerism. Every once in a
while an individual has a

profound impact on history,

and occasionally a mass move-
ment changes society in some
way, but most of the time life

passes through gradual muta-
tions brought about by small,

caring groups working behind '

the scenes.

We, as individuals or a

group, can change the massive
world we live in today by
changing even one person's

world. We do this every day
to some degree through our
various human interactions, but
I am talking about the type of
interactions that direcUy tackle

the problems of today.

Most of these problems stem
from people, the way we abuse
our surroundings, and our victi-

mization of and by other

people. We can begin to solve
resulting social ills by learning

about their origins and trying

to mend human pain through
volunteer community service.

By "volunteer community
service" I mean hands-on inter-

action and experience. I work-
ed as an organizer for the

national COOL (Campus Out-
reach OppcMtunity League)
Conference which was held at

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

l^e answer

your zvay

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY

PROFESSIONALLY

Schmmmn
Communications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

Susan
Rinderle

UCLA this past weekend. A
major part of this four-day

convention was "Into the

Streets** Day on Friday. We
took over 600 students, educa-
tors, and community leaders

into L.A. for a day of service.

We tutored youths in housing
projects, took menully hand-
icapped individuals out to

lunch, befriended juvenile

delinquents and AIDS patients,

helped in soup kitchens for the

homeless, and cleaned up
beaches, among other things.

This is the type of service

that teaches us about AIDS,
gangs, domestic violence, and
homelessness — not sitting at

a desk in a Wilshire Blvd.

office, researching in the

Ubrary, or attending seminars.

The opportunity to learn is

open to all of us, and it is

imperative that we take advan-
tage of it. Our planet and its

inhabitants are in a serious

state of disrepair, and we must
make a joint effort to nurse

ourselves back to health, or at

least stabilize our condition.

As future leaders of this

nation, we at UCLA have an
added duty to educate

ourselves about the "real**

world that exists right outside

our beautiful campus. As mem-
bers of the "We generation,**

an era created by necessity, we
must pay the debt incurred by
the "Me generation** and their

predecessors.

We also need to realize that

we are participants in the

destruction of our world, and
not that far from being home-
less, hungry, or rejected

ourselves. In Rachel and her
Children, Jonathan Kozol exa-
mines firsthand die plight of
the homeless. Most are not
criminals or mentally ill, at

least not at first, but victims

of the system who lost their

jobs, cannot not obtain aid due
to red tape, and simply cannot
make a downpayment on a
decent apartment. Kozol
describes destitute ex-members
of all economic classes and
college graduates alike.

I strongly feel that everyone
should do some volunteer com-
munity service for a substantial

amount of time at some point
in their lives. We need to

focus more on othcr^people,

instead of continually on
ourselves. Indeed, perhaps die

only characteristic that truly

"separates** us from the rest of
the animal kingdom is pure

altruism; our willingness to

expend energy on odier indivi-

duals with no benefit to

ourselves. This energy, when
donated as time and sweat, is

the purest form of altruism,

and an aspect of humanity that

we have been neglecting.

Donated time is priceless, and
ha^ a much more lasting and
profound effect than donated
money.

Of course no one said the

sweat had to be sour! Com-

Community service

can be rewarding
when an abused child

smiles; a young
felony offender finally

learns to read, dianks
to you; or a once lit-

tered beach is clean

and a once graffiti-

scarred wall sports a
colorful mural

munity service can be reward-
ing when an abused child

smiles; a young felony offender
finally learns to read, thanks to

you; or a once littered beach
is clean and a once graffiti-

scarred wall sports a colorful

mural
This high can be addicting,

but we tend to do volunteer

service for the wrong reasons.

We often serve our communi-
ties as a punishment, as some-
thing to give ourselves personal

brownie points or a drop-dead

resume, or as a way of

enhghtening the masses, so

privileged to have our help.

Of course, altruism, human
interest, and volunteerism are '

not everyone*s passion or even
slight interest However, each
of us has a responsibility to

give it a good shot. Not all of
us will pursue careers in social

work, but all of us would do
well to carry healthy, educated
attitudes, gained through per-

sonal experience, toward social

problems to our professions

and future positions of power.
There is no excuse not to

get involved now. We don*t

have time, but will we ever?
We must make time for what
is important. People are

important, and there are numer-
ous wonderful projects and
jM-ograms at UCLA alone,

through the Community Service

Commission, the Community
Resource Center, the Commun-
ity Programs Office, and Uni-

.

Camp.
Members of the "We gener-

ation**: we can change the
world! The responsibility and
privilege lies wiUi us as indivi-

duals.

And, the next time you see
one of the homeless "regulars**

in Westwood on a Saturday
night, don't just toss him your
spare change, buy him some-
thing to eat and try talking to

him or her for a while. You
might be amazed . . .

Rinderle is an undeclared
sophomore.
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•Lubrication

•Change oil

•Change oil fitter

•Adjust brakes

•Rotate tires

•Check tire pressure

6 MONTH SERVICE SPECIAL
EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 5,000 MILES

•Check exhaust system •Transaxle
•Check steering & shocks •Battery ^
•Check and fill fluki levels on: •Coolant
•Power steering ^Brake
•TransmisskHi •WindshiekJ washer
•Differential

INCLUDES
FREE GIFT!

REGULAR $65.00

$^A95
>tax

4x4 and diesel vehicles additional charge. Present coupon when order Is written. Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Oil & Filter Change in 30 MINUTES OR ITS F.REE!*

V:30 AM-4 PM, Mon-Fri only.

We guarantee that your oil & filter change .

will be done in 30 minutes from the time C^ M OR
your work order is written to the cashier, or ^ | m^ i 1

you won't pay! Call or come in today. I ^w+tax|

Present coupon when order is written. "^

.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

MIKEM/LLER
TOYOTA

9077 Washington Blvd., Culver City

(213) 559-3777

BRAKE INSPECTION AND SERVICE
•Inspect front brakes

•Inspect front brake rotors, calipers and lines

•Test brake hydraulic and mechanical system

•Add Huid as needed
j To%"otf'"any •

•Inspect rear brakes
\ ^I§!5?.I?PA'L !

Present coupon when order is written.

Toyota only. Expires 3/31/90

Hours

M-F 7am-6pm
Sat 8am-4pm
by appt. only

Free Local Shuttle
We honor:

Visa
Mastercard

American Express
Discover

—
-1

5% DISCOUNT

Call for free pick-up

and delivery

Flight now, during the months of Febaiary and March,
come in<"0 our Westwood location and receive 15% off

our regular rates.
(Customer must meet nomial qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.

[
'•Ml«««r

Car Cottection

^rthMnaMh^^^MM^^^-dU^AML^^^^^^ i4UMM->'>i*-^ •^^^^^kii^t^M^ita^
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AUTO INSURANCE
TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others
may also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc. - 1 081 WestWOOd Blvd. #221
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London
Rome
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Cultural^

^

UCLA
AQUATIC
CENTER

SAIL

WINDSURF
CATAMARAN

Spaces Still Available
in Spring Break Classes

CALL NOW!
(213) 823-0048

UCLA AQUATIC CENTER
Marina del Rey

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM 415

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $10d-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Ceba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A.

Hawthorne

Long Beach

Downey

Fullerton

Pasadena

Med.

9035

3300

2013

8556

2565

33

Mgmt.

Venice Blvd.

Rosecrans Ave.

E. 7th SI

Firestone Blvd.

E. Chapnuin

E. Walnut

Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
15% Off

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Prices Not
Transferable

Not Valid w/Any
Other Discount

J

PIZZA

^/^ • CHICKEN

' ^ / • SANDWICHES

• PASTA

\^^ • SALAD

^ // Saints'
/^ ^Izza

The Best Pizza

Vou Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

1112 West Olympic Boulevard^ West Los Angeles
^

I B^^ Must Monton Coupon!

^^ 3.00 OFFi
Any X-Large I

. \ Pizza I

// Empires March 31. 19V0

I Must Monfion Coujx^' I

i I

I MAGNIFICENT 4.

: VETO'S I

Mm Food Order for

Free Delivery $7.00

Viewpoint

ASUCLA shouldn't treat

students like chllcben
By Al#x Todorovic

It is the little things in life that give me the highest pleasure:

enjoying a cup of coffee wkh a cigarette, and a good book is as

close to eudaimonia or nirvana that I will ever come. My ability

to enjoy this favorite pasttime has just been made more difficult

by the recent ASUCLA Board of Directors* decision to ban the

sale of tobacco products on' campus because, in their words,

"ASUCLA hopes that this action will provide support to those

who are trying to quit smoking, and encourage non-smokers —
especially young adults — to avoid the use of tobacco.** (Well

gee, thanks, mom and dad.)

Banning smoking from all facilities is a reasonable request

because it protects the air of other students, but the prohibition

of cigarette sales reflects the complete ignorance and self-righie-

ousness of a tyrannical majority, who believe that all people

should be fresh, rosy-cheeked, smiling, right-thinking young
people. If one of these unfortunate "young adults** has had the

lamentable fate of falling into the clutches of "the smokers,**

surely they should be trying to quit, because all right-thinking

people have quit smoking, and everyone knows that people start

smoking through peer pressure anyway, so ASUCLA might as

well make it easier, and ban cigarettes for these "young adults.**

Well, I have a bit of news for the self deluded ASUCLA
Board of Directors: you are going to die — with or without

cigarettes! Make no mistake about it, you are headed for the

grave even as you read.

It is this type of thinking that motivates my actions, and I feel

quite comfortable with the idea that I do something everyday
that may hasten my already inevitable trip to the grave. If I get

some wretched disease that forces me to live with a tube down
my throat, I may blow my head off, but that is my thing. It is

Why not ban styrofoam, cars, CFC's, plastics and
other such non biodegradable matter? How can
ASUCLA sell gum, n^eup, jdlo, Doritos, candy,

tampons> diet pills, coffee, coca cola, ice cream and
Chapstick, but refuse to sell me cigarettes? The
cancly has artificial flavor and cdor, die soups and
Cheetos are full of MSG, tampons can cause toxic

shock syndrome, caffeine and diet pills are addic^

tive, ma|ceup clogs your pores and does disgusting

diir^ to your sldn, Walkmans destroy your heart-

ing, and g^ue can get you hig^

a perfectly justifiable position. I like smoking. I enjoy it. Pretty
hard to believe, eh? Sometimes I like it so much I smoke two
at a time, and when I get worked up into a frenzy, Tve even
been known to light three.

Tm perfectly aware that it is extremely detrimental to my
health, but I do it anyway. Every time people give me a dis-

gusted look while Tm smoking, I am reminded that most people
find it unattractive. Sometimes I come home and smell the bitter

stench of tobacco smoke all over my hair and clothes, but I

simply smile to myself.

TTie ASUCLA decision is a complete infringement on my right

as a human being to do whatever I see fit with my body. I will

be inconvenienced to go to Westwood when I want a pack pf
cigarettes, because some Board of Directors is encouraging ;'

someone who is trying to quit. Does this Board of Directors
seriously believe that someone will quit because they banned
cigarette sales on campus? When will "young adults** become
simply "adults** in the parental eyes of ASUCLA? I do not need
discouraging by any Board of Directors, thank you anyway.
Why not ban styrofoam, cars. CFC*s. plastics and other such

non biodegradable matter? How can ASUCLA sell gum, makeup,
jello, Doritos, candy, tampons, diet pills, coffee, coca cola, ice

cream, and Chapstick, but refuse to sell me cigarettes? I feel

nauseated when I see someone walk out of Kerckoff with three
scoops of ice cream topped with fudge and that stupid little red
cherry on top. but 1 certainly don*t think that little red cherry
should be banned.

All of the deodorants at the Studcnt*s Store have Aluminum-
Zirconium or some such similar ingredient, which has been
linked to Alzheimer* s disease. The candy has artificial flavor and
color (as does the stupid little cherry), the soups and Cheetos are
full of MSG, tampons can cause toxic shock syndrome (albeit

only, if they are used impropcriy), caffeine and diet pills are
addictive, makeup clogs your pores and does disgusting things to

your skin, Walkmans destroy your hearing, and glue can get you
high. Give me my cigarettes back you hypocrites!

The Student's Store is for students, and I should be able to

buy cigarettes, being the student that I am. This Board of
Directors is capriciously blowing the horn of public opinion
without regard for reality. People still smoke, and those who do
are aware of the dangers. We are big boys and girls now and
can walk without ASUCLA holding our hands.

Todorovic is a senior majoring in Slavic languages and
literature.

LETTERS POLICY; For letters, viewpoints or counterpoints to be con-

siderecl for publication in the Dttily Bruin, they must be typed or handwrit-
ten legibly. They should also include the student's full name, major, year,

home/work phone number, and registration number.
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Abuse is

not just a
lover's c|uanel

By Corella Payne

Flippant and offhand remarks

can often belie some real

truths. Such comments can also

reinforce some assumptions and
beliefs perpetuating stereotypes,

some of which can seriously

hurt people.

According to the UCLA
Daily Bruin on Feb. 23 a

woman was attcked in a park-

ing lot by "a man said to be
her disgruntled ex-boyfriend."

This man told this woman,
"You're going to die, bitch*',

attempted to run her down in

his car, and then said to her,

"You can run, but you can*t

hide.**

The woman *s boss, in

response to the attack, said "It

was just a lover*s quarrel, a

misunderstanding between
sweethearts.** His statement

casually and absolutely under-

mines the fact that the

woman *s ex-boyfriend was try-

ing to kill her. Women are

assaulted every single day, and

there is little doubt that many
of the attacks started out being

**just a lover*s quarrel** or

"sweetheart*s misunderstand-

ing**.

Trivializing the attempted

murder of any woman by
calUng it "just a lover*s quar-

rel** is a mere slap on the

wnst to men who batter, rape,

and abuse women, and minim-

izes the real and constant

danger of physical assault to

the lives of thousands of

women.
According to 1989 statistics

from the LPs Angeles Commis-
sion on Assaults against

Women, battery is the single

major cause of injury to

women, exceeding rapes, mug-
ging, and even auto accidents.

Ninety-five percent of the vic-

tims of spousal abuse are

women. Forty percent of

women homicide victims are

killed by their male partners.

Every 18 seconds in the

United States a woman is

beaten by her parmer. Accord-

ing to the FBI, 2,000 women
are raped every single day.

They admit the figure is likely

to be 10 times higher since so

few rapes are reported.

Previous Surgeon General

Everett Koop stated that

"Domestic violence is an over-

whelming moral, economic and

public health burden that our

society can no longer bear. In

this country, no man has a

license to beat and get away
with it, and no woman is

obliged to accept a beating and

suffer because of it.**

Women need to confront

their abusers in the way safest

for them, and be assured of

legal, economic, and social

support. Those men who
assault women need to under-

stand and re-examine the

political, legal, educational

institutions, social systems, and

attitudes that says women are

chattel and sex objects. We
don't need to keep repeating

incidents where anonymous

women arc attacked daily and

nothing is done.

Women *s lives, concerns, or

fights must not be diminished,

marginalized, or excused.

Payne is a graduate student in

the School of Public Health.
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PARI HAIR SALON

OPEN SUNDAYS
1435 Westwood Bl.

Halrstyiing by
Vidal Sasson Academy Graduate

Cut & Perm $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
European Facials $25

473-0066
479-9325

T

GET 'HIGH' IN THE
DESERT OVER
SPRING BREAK...

^

MAKE A SKYDIVE!!!

JT

•

CALL 818-999-2FLY!!

te^'^-
IBM Personal Systein/2

ASUCLA Computer Store

Offering...

For a Limited Time .Only!!

^.a-.

Memory

Processor

3.5** Diskette Drive

Fixed Disk Drive

MicroChannel

Architecture

Display

Mouse

Software Pre-Loaded

on System

Warranty

Price

Model 30-286

(8530-E21)*

1Mb

80286

(IQ MHz)

1.44 Mb

20 Mb

No

8513 Color

Yes

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/2^
Word 5.0**

One Year On-Site

Warranty

Model 50Z
(8550-031)

1Mb

80286

(10 MHz)

1.44 Mb

30 Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/286

Word 5.0**

Excel 2.1**

One Year On-Site

Warranty

$2,210 $2310

Model 55SX
(8555-061)

2Mb

80386SX

(16 MHz)

1.44 Mb

60 Mb

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/386

Word 5.0**

Excel 2.1**

One Year On-Site

Warranty

$3,500

Model 70-386

(8570-E61)

4Mb

80386

(16 MHz)

1.44 Mb

60 M^

Yes

8513 Color

Yes

DOS 4.0

Microsoft

Windows/386

Word 5.0**

Excel 2.1**

One Year On-Site

Warranty

$4,750

Printers

Proprinter in with cable and one year on-site warranty

(4201-003)

$398

Proprinter X24E with cable and one year on-site warranty

(4207-002)

$563

Proprinter XL24E with cable and one year on-site warranty

(4208-002)

$712

*Limited supply

Academic Edition * ^
NOTE: Loan for Learning Applications are not valid with this offering.

Immediate delivery available on all models, except for the Model 70-386. which takes approximately two weeks.

Department orders are to be placed through UCLA Purchasing!

These products are available to full time UCLA Students, Faculty, arxl Staff only. Students must show a current Registration Card and Photo ID.;

Faculty and Staff must show a payroH numt>er and Photo ID. Refer to Instructions for IBM Purchssss for proper payment and ordering procedures.

AdditionallM will apply. Prices are subject to change without notice All payments, excluding the ASUCLA processing fee, are to be made payable

to IBM These product are available at Education Product Coordinator (EPC) prices.

ASUCLA Computer Store • 308 Westwood Plaza • Los Angeles, CA 90024 • (213)825-6952

ASUCLA STUDENTS'
CMNNiltr Mmw/ l-UNtt (Mm/ ttM162/ MTI 7;4» 7:at: f 7:4M; SM 1t*S. SlM ItS
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Walking shadows: Theater Department mounts ^concept'
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

THEATER: Macbeth. Transcribed from a play by William Shakespeare. Directed
by Carl R Mueller PrcxJuoed by the UCLA Department of Theater in coOperafibn
with the Committee of Fine Arts Productions. Starring Chadd Nyerges, Tamra
Naggar.and Marc Saint-Pierre. At Macgowan Hall through March 17.

The UCLA Theater I>epaitment's production of The Tragedy of
Macbeth (which they have abbreviated to Macbeth for superstitious

reasons) is a play screaming with concept
As if Shakespeare's timeless words were not enough to sustain the

audience, this production inserted a twist at every turn, occasionally
complementing, but all too often deiracting from the quality of the great
tragedy itself.

One such concept (though hardly new or radical) is to almost
completely forego the use of a set. Not including costume pieces and
hand-held props (such as swords), this adaptation is completely devoid of
any^ stage dressings. The only possible exception being the hardly
disguised use of a large door at the rear of the stage (which, ironically,

leads to the set construction area).

The problem, though, is that this conception's greatest benefit— to
allow the power of Shakespeare's brilliant prose to set the tone— is con-
stantly lessened by most of the show's other peculiarities. The result is

that this production neither contains charm or the sheer power to fully

utilizes the benefits of a modem stage.

Macbeth is a tragic and violent story of greed and ambition set in

medieval Scotland. The plot revolves around the corruption, rise and fall

of Macbeth (Chadd Nyerges) from the rank of general to king, via the

assassination of his former monarch, and a trail of other bloody murders.
Much more important than the story, however, are Shakespeare's

fascinating characters. There is, of course, Macbeth, whose ambition is

su-engthened by three prophetic witches who tell him he is to be king. At
first quite uncertain of his ability to murder his king, Macbeth later

becomes deranged, willing to kill anyone who would stand in his way, as
he has already committed his soul to hell.

Then there is Macbeth's other half— Lady Macbeth (Tamra Naggar),
who is truly the most powerful female character the Bard ever created.

Though the dialogue is quite sexist by today's standards, Macbeth might
never have gone through with his initial murder were it not for the cold
encouragement of his devoted wife, who desired his rise as much as he.

At first qyite uncertain of his ability to murda* his

king, Macbeth later becomes deranged, willing to

kill anyone who would stand in his way, as he has
already committed his soul to hell. Then there is

Macbeth's other half— Lady Macbedi (Tamra
Naggar), who is truly the most powerful female
character the Bard ever created.

Even after the murder, as Macbeth wailed his guilt, it was his wife who
remained composed and disguised his blame in the crime.

Ultimately, though, Macbeth deteriorates to a violent, murderous man
while Lady Macbeth becomes obsessed with the guilt of her crimes.
Though Macbeth fights 'til the last. Lady Macbeth succumbs to suicide to
find peace.

Unfortunately, much of Macbeth's finer points are lost in UCLA's
current production. For various reasons, this Macbeth often makes it

difficult for the audience to either follow or fully believe the course of
events.

First of all, while the concept of leaving a scrim curtain between the
audience and the players for the entire show established a certain amount
of atmosphere and allows for a few snazzy effects, over the course of lime
it proved annoying, as well as preventing the crowd from really feeling
involved with or intimidated by the characters.

Also annoying was the slight abridgement of the play. While most of
the cuts or changes were not crucially important, they were all

unnecessary. Further, by showing Macbeth confronting the apparition of
a murdered friend in private, it makes the suspicion of his fellow nobles
all the less plausible.

Another detraction (and a particularly important one when performing
Shakespeare) was the occasional incoherence of the dialogue. This was
usually true of the modified voices of the witches, but it was also true

whenever Macbeth reached his most emotional points, where slight

overacting deterred from an otherwise fine performance.

Naggar's performance as Lady Macbeth led a list of generally good to

great performances, proving, in the end. to be one of the finest points of
the production.

My Ltft Foot (R)

11:05-2:0(M:45-720-10:15

Bod brihionco (R)

12:10-2:50-5:40-«:15-1050

Men Don't Loove (PG-13)

10:30-1:30-4:1S-7;00-9:50

A Hondmoid'o Talo (R)

11:30-2:OS-5:06-7:45-10:30

SNEAK PREVIEW
Nuno on Iho Run (93 min)

Fri A Sot only

LANDMARK
THEATRES

Music
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mix maStOI*: From record salesman to Madonna producer, Shep Pettibone is the stars* favorite remixer

^tiep Pettibone did a remix version of Depectie Mode's 'Betiind ttie Wheei.

By Jason Lin

Contributor .

What do superstars like Madon-
na, Janet Jackson, B-52s, Pet Shop
Boys, Elton John, Erasure, Duran
Duran, George Michael, Whitney
Houston, Prince and Depeche
Mode all have in common?

All of them have many of their

chart-topping hits remixed by the

New York-based DJ/Remixcr/
Producer named Shep Pettibone.

Not bad for someone who started

out his musical career as a sales-

man in a record store at the age of
18.

Shep Pettibone got his start as a

DJ at various Manhattan clubs. At
age 20. he began to do special

musical edits for radio stations

like WBLS and KISS. These
radio-only edits combined the best
of available dance versions off 12
inch dance records, thereby giving
the station that unique sound
exclusively.

Working the airwaves of New
York got Pettibone a chance to do
an actual remix in 1983. He has
done his remix. Sinnamon*s
•Thanks to You.** not knowing
how to operate all the "faders and
knobs** in a recording studio.

The Pet Shop Boys was the first

mainstream band to ask Pettibone

to do their remixes. The first song
which Shep remixed was "West
End Girls** which topped the pop
chart in 1984.

Since then, there have been over

500 songs with the famous credit.

"Remixed and Additional Produc-

tion By Shep Pettibone for Master-

mix Production** on the LP jackets.

At the lender age of 30, Pettibone

is the most sought-after remixer by
record artists of every musical

style wanting that special **Shep

Pettibone MU** dance sound.

Out of anywhere from five to

twenty weekly remix offers Petti-

bone gets, he carefully selects only

one or two songs that have the most
potential of becoming hits. A few
years ago. Pettibone was working
as nuiny as four songs a week,
leaving no time to sleep.

Remixing is a time-consuming
process which often involves

MANN ML8HIRE TWM TKo Hunt for
1314 Whhira Btvd. Roi Odobor
«1"*377 (10a0»-115-4:15-7:15-t0:15

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT
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•1-4377
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Flocky Horror PiclM Show

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverfy Hills

ROYAL
11523 S.M. BM
477-6581
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MUSIC HALL
9036 WisNr*
274-6860

Dailv 5:15-8:30

'Sot 8 Sun IMmo 2:00

Dai[y 5:00-7:40-10:10

'Sal 8 Sun MriinM 2:15
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8556 Wl<^ir• Dtfy 6MV^OO-10:00
652-1330 'Sat 8 Sun Malnoo 2KXM:00

Sun I.^Wpm TTm SMmmIi MoW
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Santa Monica
MOMCA EnowMo. A Lowo Story
1332 2nd St Orty 4:45-7:30-10.00

3944741 -SolA Sun Maiwo 2«0
Sat 8 Sun 10:30 am For Al MMkM
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OoMwM Modhouw
47S-<ete 2:30*30

'No itam Sunday

QOMWM
475-(»02 1100-1:40-4:20-7!o^40

GoMmi
475^0202

Onigatoro Cowboy
1:20-520-7:30-9:45

Qoidwyn
475^to

wMOOO Mtooomoonaro
12:10-450-7:10

'Sunday only 12:10-2:30-450-7:10-9(30

47S^0e
f^ Tlw UtSo MvMoid

11:30-1.00-3:30-5:30

*Sat 8 Son ltDO-1 1:30-1 00-3:30-5:30

QoMwyn
475-02^

Dood Pooto Sodow
~ 3.00-7:15-9:50

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

New Order's 'True Faith' Is one of over 500 songs that Shep Pettibona. has remixed.

Shep Pettibone has done remixes for such superstars^ as
Madonna, Janet Jacl(son, Erasure and Depeche Mode.

reproducing instrumental arrange-

ments. Sometimes the only ele-

ment remaining firom the original

production is the vocal.

It Ukes about 30 to 40 hours or

three days of working time to

complete the remix for a single

song. Before it is mastered and
edited into several versions, the

raw remix can last from 30 minutes
lo two hours — all for a song
lasting less than five minutes in its

original fonn.

Five yean ago> 12 inch dance

records used to contain just one or

two remixed versions. Nowadays
it is not uncommon to find 12

inches containing more than five

versions. According to Pettibone,

multiple versions are needed for

the diversity of club tastes. Diffe-

rent clubs may prefer different

mixes like "house.** "street,** or the

more traditional "extended ver-

sions.*'

"I wish that club DJ*s could just

lilce the song for what it is. and not
always want special mixes made
for their clubs.** complained Petti-

bone.

Producers and artists alike must
give Pettibone complete creative

£riBdom. **I don*t want artists

riling me what lo do during the

lonixing y.tskmi,** liirt Priiihrmr

"I would prefer that they listen to

my work after it has been com-
pleted.**

As the veteran in remixing,

artists and producers usually like

what Shep Pettibone has done to

their songs. *The results are often

so good that they want me to do
their future projects.** explained

Pettibone.

In the beginning, it used to be

the record company that gave
Pettibone the remixing projects.

Now nuiny artists are specifically

asking for him after hearing his

work done for the previous singles

or songs by other artists.

Recording artists from Paul

McCartney to Psychedelic Furs

have benefited from Shep*s magic

rnni¥f.t Thf. typra nf wng% hr, has

done included R&B, pop, rock,

alternative, rap and even ballads.

"I don*t segregate the works I do
with the category of music. I

segregate them with the songs
themselves and remix them
according to what I think the artists

like to hear.** said the remixer.

In remixing ballads. Pettibone

simply adds whatever it takes to

enhance the song. Usually he does
not add disco beats to ballads.

Kfadonna and Pettibone like

each other's work. Pettibone has

so far mixed eight Madonna songs
with most of them topping the club

and pop charts.

Madonna liked Pettibone*s

work so much that she strucuired

MOMCA
1332 2nd Si
394-9741

Sal 8 Sun 11am

Tho HMdMaM'o TMt
Daly 5:15-8:00-10:15

Sol 8 Sun Maktao 2:30
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10860 Wolwort) 12:30-250^:15-7:46-10:10
47S-9441
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Unique jewelry peddled to UCLA students

rn Bnifil Walk

By Kristen Linden

Contributor

Imagine leaving the security of
your family and homeland behind
to follow a dream. This is exactly

what Amit Orcn and Vered
Michaeli did less than six months
ago and today they are here in

America making a profitable liv-

ing.

You*ve probably seen the pair

sitting in the sun on Bruin Walk
selling their hand-made jewelry.

What you probably didn't know,
however, is that Lx)s Angeles is just

the first stop on these Israelis*

itinerary.

Oren, 22, and Michaeli, 1 8, plan
to sell their jewelry for as long as it

takes to raise enough money for a
van and savings to travel through
Central and South America. At this

point, Oren has been here four

months and Michaeli only two.

They hope to be traveling by the

summer. - >

"(Central and South) America
are much more primitive than Old
Europe and North America. The
people arc not so into material

things, I hope. I want to go there

because we can learn a lot,'* Oren
mused.

In Israel men must serve in the

army for three years and the

women for two when they turn 18.

Oren has completed his obligation

while Michaeli, on the other hand,
chose to leave Israel rather than

enlist

"I ran away. The women do
mostly secretarial jobs. Sometimes

they have interesting stuff, but

nothing special. Usually you make
coffee. My future in the army was
not good. I didn't have very good
prospects," Michaeli said.

After all of the stress in the army
it is common for people to travel

for a couple of months or years.

Orcn's family accepted his coming
to America while Michaeli 's

parents thought she was a little

young. "My parents miss me," she
said.

Much erf their jewelry

has special meaning
and no two pieces are

alike. For example^
one pair of earrings,

has me Middle East"

ern symbol of good
fortune worked into

it Odier jewelry has

treasures such as
shells and spine of sea

urchins from the Red
Sea as essential parts.

Eventually they plan to return to

Israel where Michaeli wants to

become a psychologist. Oren just

wants to be "very big."

Meanwhile, however, they are

enjoying America. "We*ve met
very wonderful people. It*s so
different It's so great you can
meet so many kinds of people. It's

a great country; ypu are free to do
whatever you like," Orcn said.

Oren learned to make jewelry in

Jerusalem when he was 16. **In the

evenings in Jerusalem there are big

streets where there are often more
jewelry venders than walkers,"

Oren said. "Everyone who has

grown up in Jerusalem knows how
to make jewelry," Michaeli added.

They have brought many beads

and shells from the Middle East
and use brass, copper, nickel silver

and silver wires to make their art

Much of their jewelry has
special meaning and no two pieces

are alike. For example, one pair of
earrings has the Middle Eastern

symbol of good fortune worked
into it. Other jewelry has treasures

such as shells and spine of sea

urchins from the Red Sea as

essential parts.

In addition to using unique
adornments, Oren and Michaeh
get many of their materials at

garage sales and small shops for

beads. "If you look around, you
can find a lot of good stuff," said

Michaeli.

This bargain hunting allows

them to sell their jewelry at much
cheaper prices than regular stores.

For example, a bracelet which they

would charge $9 for would cost

$20 in a store.

They find that people often buy
the larger, funkier jewelry rather

than thfe beautiful jewelry v^ich
they spend several hours making.
Overall, though, it just depends on
the person's style, Orcn con-
cluded.

Arr)it Oren displays his
daily on Bruin Walk.

TONY YACUZZO

hand-made jewelry which he sells
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THERE ARE OTHER WAYS TO ADVERTISE..;
BUT NONE ARE MORE EFfECTIVE. OR MORE

SUCCESSFUL AT REACHING THE UCLA
COMMUNITY THAN THE DAILY BRUIN.

ADVERTISE. 825-2161

DREAMS WILL BECOME A

STuocNrrr budget
EDUCATORS' BUDQCT
LOW FUNDS FOR EDUCAi
LOWERED APPRECUTION Vf
MPORTANCEOF EDUCATION
NEED FOR MORE DIVERSITY
HOMELESSNESS
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
NEGATIVE EARLY LIFE EXPERKNCE8
SUiaDE
DRUG ABUSE
EDUCATJONAUSCTENTWC RESEARCH
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Underglfads transfonn the mundane into revolutionary desigh at Wight
By Danielle Eubank
Contributor

^j-, ,-. -. '*:^i-

Ma^4-18^^
^'^^''^"^^ Srudenf Design ExNbHion. Wight Art GalJery.

UCLA students continuously study for exams only realizing their
•'

success after they graduate. Have you ever wondered how your fellow
'

classmates will change our world when they have Oie chance? Don't wait
five or ten years to witness the ideas of your peers. The current Design
Exhibition at Wight Art Gallery displays today's designs by tomorrow's
designers.

. Experience designs in photography, glass, metal, paper, couon
ceramics, xerography and paint Study the fascinating photos of
juxtaposed objects such as the photo of a woman listening to the photo of
a watch. Or entertain yourself by watching video computer animation
featuring music as up to date as Lenny Kravitz's This Garden,
When first entering the upstain of the museum, the pyramid stacked

inodules of colored paper cubes are most striking. Scattered throughout
the show, however, are ceramic sculptures. Along with emotional
portrayals of the human figure are prehistoric styled vessels and a
plethora of other subjects.

Every wall is packed with intriguing, professional looking posters,
drawings and advertisements. Some are emotionally moving, comment-
mg on subjects ranging from cancer to the 1992 Olympics.

Murals made out of dyed, si^screened and woven strips of fabric add
playful color spots. Patterned silkscreen cottons provide a glimpse of
what tomorrow's fabrics may look like.

Say goodbye to the boring "L" shaped bookends found in studies and
hbranes. Industrial design students have created bookends so intriguing
that books need only be bought to fiU the gaps between them.

Also included in the Design Exhibition are an architectural model, a
bmp, a table, handmade books, graphite drawings, caidboaid and
foamcore sculpuires among other things. Let your mundane stereotypes
of current material objects be liberated by experiencing the designs by
UCLA's undergraduate design students.

( I;

r
•

Protest by Matt Doolin and 'Voice Activated Faucet' by Semuil Sin, two of the wor/cs in ttie
student design exhibit

Do you want

your business

to

Advertise.
825-2161

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE W/PARTS, ^ ^ A £\ Qti
lj\BOR. INSTALLATION & V //LM ^*^
tune-Up included. O # *T Zr •NO hidden charges. ^ • ^ •

___^ (wrm rebwldable core)

1. 1\nMB
2. VUw M.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)

$74.»'*6. duich ._
7. Savloa Air

8. Okck Batliqr \Nbtar
9. ImpKt Fnnl End

.11. fciwiit Tt Cbctog

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL

MAINTENANCE SERVICE <->>p»«<r<:»>
(6 cylnkr: $20.00 Extr^

hcPMiftUborlGatMrRlvaN

TOYOTA

BIUG
ALLEY

$99,
DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HOI^Sr GARAGE

BUY ONE LARGE BEER
or SAKE

get one
'' CALIFORNIA roll

I

500 pm 7 00p m
7 days (lake out excluded)

AKVMOIglAM
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

911 Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

UCLA and the Daily Bruin are taking a break. We will

1990.
will be Thursday, Marchj:9, 1 990.
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OAKLEYS
HAIR SALON

"THANKS TO YOG"
WE ARE NUMBER ONE!

SERVING MEN & WOMEN ^

FOR 60 YEARS
1061 Gayley Ave. • Westwood Village

(across from Baxter's)

208-9681 • 208-6559 ^
"P.S.: Open Sam for Early Birds!"

m

tvERy

tan 3iAKvicBrreBD<PvLoSAK(=g£S,(:A>.eoc>»a»8^^

If

—zr Prepare yourself for an

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER

A

STUDY IN CHINA
MAINLAND AND TAIWAN

1990 SUMMER PROGRAMS
Trade and Law:
Taipei and Shanghai

^
• Tm) wMto of intomatonal irede and law aeminflrt and lectuTM in

Taipai. capital Of tha RapuMc of China on Tatvvwi (June 1 1 -June 22).
• Six waato of laduraa in Shanghai axamming tfw aconomic ratom) in

China and tha poldaa. ragullioni. and oonditiont allacting foreign

trade in tha PRC (June 25-Auguet 3).

• Ledurae given by Chineee government ofUdale. acadamice. w)d
tKjaineei executtvee ae wal ae foreign bueineeeman an

• Raid tripe to important trade inetMlona and diecueetona with'

Language and Culture:

-Shanghai, Nanjing, Changchun
• imeneive eight waeltoouraeequivaleni to one academic yew
(June2S-Auguetl7).

• Beginning Mandarin training in Shanghai. N«i^. and Changchun.

^^ • Intomwdlato and advanced Mandarin couraae in Shanghai.^ • Highfy mottvatod naMve Mandarin epeeldng toachera axpartanoed in

language inatruclion.

• Overnight excurnone and cuHural acaviiee.

eend me ir#ormaiion and eppficalion matoriali on:

n Trade and Law Program
a Language and Culture Program

City, sum, ap.

I
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Film ^^W-,^

Tom and Meg float into danger and romance with expensive luggage in 'Joe versus the
volcano.'

Volcanic battle:

Tom Hanks & Meg Ryan star in adult fairy tale detailing

an average Joe's comedic fight for better life, love, luggage

By Richard Cando Jr.

Contributor
nr

FILM: Joe Versus the Volcano. Written arxJ directed by
John Patrick Shanley. Produced by Teri Schwartz. A Warner
Bros, release stamng Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan.

You know that a modem day movie which beginis

with "Once upon a time . .
/' and ends with "and they

lived happily ever after** is not going to be a serious

drama. Joe Versus the Volcano, about a man who
learns to appreciate his life when confronted with
death, includes these familiar phrases but fails to live

up to them. The film never really rises above being
more than a silly fairy tale.

The movie stars Tom Hanks (Turner and Hooch)
as Joe Banks, an ex-fireman working as an
advertising librarian for a company that makes rectal

probes and petroleum jelly. Neither Joe nor the other
employees like working for the prison-like company.
The building looks like it was designed by Big
Brother himself.

Joe, a chronic hyjxx:hondriac, receives a diagnosis
from his doctor that he is in perfect health except that

he has a "brain cloud/' an uncopfimon disease which
gives him only six more months to live.

The unfortunate news gives Joe the desire to
change his life, to get in touch with his own feelings,

and to enjoy his last months. He quits his job and
simultaneously chews out his boss for creating such a
negative work experience.

He even asks out the ditzy office secretary DeDe,
played by Meg Ryan (When Harry Met Sally), who
he didn't have the courage to ask out before.
However, his moments of happiness end when he
tells his date of his disease and she rejects him in fear
of catching it. Joe loses the only love he had.
The next morning, Joe receives an unexpected

visit from Graynamore, the millionaire owner of a
superconductor company. Graynamore, played by
Lloyd Bridges, explains that he needs someone to
jump in a volcano on a South Pacific island. The
sacrifice would appease the natives on the island and
allow Graynamore access to a mineral found on the
island which fuels his superconductors. The penni-
less Joe. with few other options in his life, agrees.

In return, Graynamore gives Joe all of his credit

cards to pay for his travel expenses. Joe rents a
hmousine, and with the help of the chauffeur,
charmingly played by Ossie Davis from Do The
Right Thing, travels around New York to buy
expensive clothes, travel accessories, and top-of-
the-line luggage.

Joe then flies to Los Angeles and meets two of
Graynamore *s daughters, both played by Ryan. The
snobby and insecure daughter Angelica escorts him
to the yacht intended for the overseas voyage. At the
dock, he meets Angelica's strong-willed half-sister.

Patricia. Once at sea, Joe and Patricia see the need
they have for each other and they fall in love.

However, the yacht sails into a typhoon during the
trip and lightning thrashes it into pieces. Joe and
Patricia survive the wreck and they barely reach the
island by floating on the durable luggage he bought

The couple is greeted by the natives, called
Wiponis. who have a certain fetish for orange soda
(their traditional tribal attire is ridiculously decorated
with aluminum orange soda cans). Joe and Patricia
are given a traditional Wiponis makeover and they
are escorted to the volcano where Joe contemplates
love and his purpose in life as he decides whether or
not to jump in the volcano.

The movie's simple theme of self-realization is

obfuscated rather than enhanced by the silly fairy tale

setting and juvenile approach to resolving the story's

conflicts. Action and plot unravel very slowly and
are more than a little confused by supporting
characters who appear and disappear with little or no
justification for their presence in the film.

Its hard to predict who the studio's intended
audience is for Joe Versus the Volcano. Kids would
enjoy the cartoonish humor of the film, but the adult

themes would go over their heads. Adults will

appreciate most of the jokes but be less than thrilled

with paying seven plus dollars for a live action

cartoon.

The general silliness of the movie is entertaining
despite inconsistent humor but overall it will

probably leave audiences dissatisfied and without
any 'happily ever after.' ^

^

PErriBONE
From page 27

her live version of "Into the Groove" the same way
the remix was done for her LP on the last tour.
Pettibone was also appointed to do all of Madonna's
dance singles from her current Like a Prayer album.
The house version of Madonna's "Express

Yourseir is one of Pettibone's all-time favorite
remixes. His version was favored over the original
album version as the soundtrack to the actual video.

Pettibone hinted, **Madonna will be doing my
remixed versions of the songs from her cuirent
album.- Madonna fans can therefore expect to hear
some live 'liouse music" from her upcoming Blond
Ambition World Tour starting in Japan later this
month.

The first Madonna song Pettibone remixed Was
*True Blue- in 1987. The remixer produced and co-
wrote Madonna's latest project called "Vogue." It

will be Madonna's next single and a song off her
soundtrack to the movie Dick Tracy. For the first
time. Madonna will be doing rapping and talking in
addition to her singing. The video accompanying the
song has already premiered in major night clubs
across the country.

A rumor is spreading in the music industry that
Madonna may ask Pettibone to produce her next
album. The remixer declined to comment on that
rumor but said, *Tt would be nice if it is true. But I can
tell you that she has not started to work on the new
album yet-

In addition to her music, Shep Pettibone admires
Madonna's talents and personality. "She has proven
to everyone that she isn't just a disco singer."
Pettibone revealed that Madonna takes vocal and
dance lessons all the time to improve her voice and
dancing skills. She also tries to keep in shape by
constant exercising.

Furthennore, he pointed out that Madonna is one
of the few artists who does not use drugs even under
the pressure of superstardom.

Asked if the Material Girl has disliked anydiing
that Pettibone has done for her. the remixer chuckled,
"Not yed-

Janet Jackson has also asked Pettibone to remix all
four sii^gles on her Rhythm Nation album. Inciden-
tally, the remixer feels thatJanet Jackson projects are
one of the most difficult ones he has done.
"Each of Janet's songs has 18 vocal tracks. It was

hard to concentrate on all of them along with the
complex arrangement of the original instrumenta-
tion.- explained Pettibone. "Phxhicers Jimmy Jam
and Teny Lewis have done very intricate productions
on Janet's recoids.-

hnonically. a few DJ's have complained that many
of Pettibone's Jackson remixes sounded alike. Shq)
pointed out that many of Janet's song sounded the
same to start with. There is only a limited amount of
variations that he can come up with within the tight
schedule of the two-day woridng period. Pettibone
admitted that while the house mixes of "Miss You
Much- and •'Rhythm Nation- are similar, the main
extended versions have their own distinct character-
istks.

Perhaps the only superstar of the rock era whom
Pettibone did not work on is Michael Jackson. "I
didn't really want to do anything with the last album.
But what I would like is to produce the Gloved One
from scratch,- indicated Pettibone.

. Daily Bruin A & E

Pettit)one hinted that Madonna will perform
his remixes from her current 'Like a Prayer'
album on her upcoming 'Blond Ambition
World Tour'

As many house mUes as Shep has done, he is
personally "sick and tired" of house music. Pettibone
toved it when it came out in the mid-1980s. "House
music has become so generic now that everybody is
ripping off the styles of other artists. Everything is
sounding too much alike and getting boring,"
complained Pettibone. Club DJs compounded the
problem by overplaying the insttiimental house
versions of non-house songs. "It's very hard to walk
into a club nowadays to hear some real songs."

Despite Pettibone's personal feeling about house
musk:, he must still create house versions on virtually
every song he remixes. *The record companies want
them. They feel a remix without house versions
cannot succeed commerciaUy," said Pettibone. He
predicted that house musk: will be the fad of the '90s
in the years ahead.

The remixer also has sttong feelings about the
predicted demise of vinyl records. "I know it is so
much easier to mix with records and DJs can do more
tricks with them," said the former DJ-tumed remixer.
"Some smaller clubs can hardly afford the turntables,
let alone buying the right and expensive CD players
for DJs to work with."

Pettibone thinks the unique qualities that he
possesses are the helpful hints he can give to young
remixer-wanna-be's: "Come in with something new,
be an innovator instead of a follower." It was the
combination of his musical talent, innovation and
luck which put Pettibone at the top of the remixing
business."

In the coming weeks. Pettibone will be doing three
house remixes for Paula Abdul's upcoming remix
album. He would also like to get into more writing
and producing original studio albums while continu-
ing to expand his tolent in the art of remixing.

A' • •.,•
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tro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures, Inc.
^dlally invites you and a guest to a

screening of

starring Jamie Lee Curtis

Monday, March 12, 1990 at 8K)0 PM
atthe

MANN VniAGE THEATRE
961 Braxton, Westwood

Free tickets arc avallabk at the Daily Bruin office, 112 KerckhoffHali,on a
first-come, first-serve basis. Each ticket aUows you and a guest to attend this

fi>ce screening; seating Is limited so please obtain your tickets early fix>m
the Bruin.
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FAST REFUNDl

'!^^r First Tax Surv.c+j

for Students"

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS'^

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Buy One
Get One
FREE

With this coupon, order any one of our
entrees, and get another entree of equal or
lesser value free. Valid for all members of
your party.

Valid Monday through Thursday.
Not valid for carry-outs or banquets.

Please present UCLA ID with coupon.

Offer expires 3/31/90

1109 Glendon Avenue
Westwood Village

208^3884

LICLA^THE CENTER EOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS
Oniy Los Anoeles appearance!

^rfor

T-r-

6 performances!

kod5

Tues.-Sat., March 27-31 at 8:00 p.m.
Sun., April 1 at 2:00 p.m.

The demon drummers of Sado Island retum to UCLA.
"Thrilling, magical, mind-blowing experience"

{Boston Herald).

Royce Hall

$23, 19, 16; 8 (Students)
CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat, March 31 7-7:30 p m

and Sun., Aprtll 1-1:30 p.m.

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953
^

MAY COMPANY A MUSIC PLUS
(tmm 1111 .(714174

pftoM«A|Mtloehwi9». Shidwii HdMii not it TklwtMMtor. RuahM
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STUDENT WELFARE
COMMISSION

The Drug Use
and Addiction

project of
Student

Welfare

Commission
would like to thank the

following people for their

participation in

establishing the First

Annual Drug Awareness
Week.

Cece Freeman '

<t-- .-It:.Dr. Clive Kennedy

Dr. Thomas Backer f
Dr. Nardin Gottfried

rDr. Robert Coombs

Greg Cason

Dr. J. Thomas Ungerleider

PHC Source Counselors

Student Welfare Commission

SPACE SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
The subject of this year's Rubey Colloquium
(Earth and Space Sciences 120, I.D. # 29976) will

be the plasmas and the magnetic and electric fields

of the solar system. The course will cover the

origin of the solar wind, the interaction of the

solar wind with each of the planets, and, in the

case of the Earth, how the solar wind energy

enters the Earth's magnetosphere and powers the

aurora. The properties of different regions of space

will be illustrated using data from instruments on
past and presently operating spacecraft. The
material will be presented at level appropriate

for upper division undergraduates with a

background in the physical sciences. Graduate
students with an interest in space plasma physics

are also encouraged to enroll.

The Colloquium lectures will be presented during

the Quarter break, March 26-30, 8:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. in Geology 3656. Instruction will be
provided by resident faculty and experts from other

institutions in the U.S. and abroad. Discussion

sections will follow weekly during the Spring

Quarter on Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m. in Geology
4677. Students interested in taking this course for

4 units of credit must attend both the Colloquium
and the discussion sections.

UCLA Helpline Student Mental
Health Awareness Committee

All those speakers whose
names shall remain
anonymous

PAID FOR BY ASUCLA Board of Directors/

USAC Programming Committee

Perform LIVE...ON STAGE!
a" ' '

During 7th week of Spring Quarter, Student Committee for

the Arts (SCA) will present "L1VE...ON STAGE!", a series

showcasing student-written and produced one-act plays and
performance art pieces. A short informational meeting for

ALL STUDENTS interested in participating will be held:

V

This Thursday, March 15
5 pm

B96 Royce Hall
%

Questions? Call Amy or Lawrence at 825-3253

Video

SeKHielp
videotape
makes taxes
less taxing
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer

VIDEO:ManK Happy Tax Returns.
Written by Herbert Appel and William
Tishman. Hosted by Bill Tishman.
Available for 1040 or 1040A/1040EX
forms for $19.95. Spanish lanauage
versions also available. At selected
vendors, or by delivery by calling (800)
888-1618.

What's the one recurring thing

potentially more dreaded by col-

lege students than flnals? Come
April, the answer is taxes!

For those who have already

experienced this paper hell many
times before, all you can do is grin

and bear it. But for those first

timers who are either conquering

the form for the Orst time or are

moving up to the long iatm (the

1040), there just might be some-
thing to ease the pain. Better still

— it*s cheap, convenient, and you
can use it as much as you like at no
extra charge!

Many Happy Tax Returns is a

one hour video (75 minutes for the

long form) developed as an inex-

pensive and relatively painless

self-help tour of your tax foims
and the Federal tax system.

While Returns obviously lacks

the benefit of personal advice on
speciHc issues unique to your

taxes, it does provide many helpful

suggestions on how to best prepare

for, organize, and complete your
tax forms. Additionally, Returns

constantly reminds you of the

Returns obviously
lacks the benefit of

personal advice on
specific issues unique
to your taxeS) it does
provide many helpful

si^gestions on how to

best prepare for,

organize, and com^
plete your tax forms
ontime.

necessary due dates and other

services or phone numbers you can
use if you need further assistance.

\<f\\aX Returns is not, however, is

a guide to loopholes, shortcuts, or

any other advanced tax proce-

dures. Essentially this video is a
beginner's guide to tax forms for

those who are either not familiar
,

with them or never seem to do
them right

Furthermore, Returns has very

little to say that cannot be logically

deduced or found in the forms the

government sends. Therefore, this

video is not for very organized

people who have no problem
reading and understanding direc-

tions.

On the other hand, since many
of us are not well organized, do not

like reading directions, and would
rather have someone else do all the

hard stuff and just tell us what to

do,it*s nice to know there is a video

for us.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493
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Letters

Idiocy ver$us
moral hypo^sy

Jason Lin*s "sex, drugs, rock 'n

roir (Mon. March 5) article

contains more idiotic and irrational

gibberish than I have ever seen in

my entire life.

Consider, for example, Mr.
Lin's incredible accusation that the

band ACyDC is in some way
responsible for the Night Stalker

murders. . . How can anyone
become a mass murderer by
listening to AC/DC! . . . How can
a band that sold millions of records
be responsible for one crazy fan?
Obviously they did not cause him
to become mentally ill. Statements
like. . .too bad Ihit AC7DC was
not named the accomplice in the

case . . . show that Mr. Lin is just

as blind and stupid as Tipper Gore.
Mr. Lin*s claims that record

labelling is censorship, but ...
pressure for artists to use only
•*responsible lyrics'* isn't, is con-
tradictory. He asserts that musi-
cians can be socially responsible
only if they "educate the public
with the right idea**— but whose
idea is rightl Iam sure that by your
standards, no heavy-metal song
can have that so called right idea.

Social responsibility by your
standards is hypocrisy by mine. So
go ahead, listen to yourpop music,
but don't tell others which lyrics

they may write, because everyone
has their own right idea.

Max KIsllk, Computer Sci-
ertce & Engineering senior

Obscenity vs
censorship
Mr. Jason Lin, I have a few

bones to pick with you. First of all,

instead of highlighting the alleged

^iiegative" activities that some
rappers and heavy metal artists

have engaged in, why not highlight
some of the positive things like

Boogie Down Productions' Stop
the Violence movement and Rock-
ers Against Drugs. It is conserva-

tives like you that would k)ve to

blame everything from Anorexia
Nervosa to Xenophobia on rock 'n

roll, and ... try to pass off the

whole industry as "racist" and
"sexisL"

Granted, some racism and sex-

ism does exist in the music
industry, but show me where it

does not I am not condoning or

encouraging (these things), all I

am saying is . . . everyone is

.entitled to their opinion, •'right" or
"wrong" . . . and it is not fair to

pass judgement on rock 'n roll by
the actions ofa few people, nor is it

fair to ignore the artists who do
convey positive messages and
attitudes. ^,

Secondly, even though you talk

about social responsibility, what in

essence you are talking about is

... the music industry playing

•baby-sitter' for parents who
(neglect to) monitor what their

kids are listening to. Worst of all,

you are saying . . . ••you cannot
listen to this because you do not

have the capacity to think for

yourself, so we (the PMRC) will

think for you."

Let the parents do the censoring:

but don't tell me 1 cannot listen to

(something) because some conser-

vatives deem it "obscene."

Social responsibility starts in the

home and with the individual.

Thirdly, as for the Night Stalker

being influenced by AC/DC, all I

have to say is: get real! If Richard
Ramirez said his murderous ram-
page was caused by listening to too
much Air Supply, nobody woukl
have believed him. But, since he

Soe OMCEm, page 34

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist ^
•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily Wear,
Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.
(corner of LeConte) . . 208-3913

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL!

$10 OFF
any mens or womens
swimsuit with UCLA ID
Good through 3/18.

OCEAN PACIFIC RETAIL STORES
CORNER OF BROXTON & WEYBURN
WESTNA/OOD VILLAGE
208-7398 I

CVCLE PRODUCTS UUEST
21st Anniversary

Serving UCLA Since 1969

FREE
Pick-up
is Back

By Popular
Demand

Call for

Details
477-0997
473-7996

11900 W.
Pico Blvd.

Between
Barrington and

Bundy

FREE INSTALLATION
OF ANY TIRE

QHAIN OR BATTERY
WE SELL
WHILE
"U"
WAIT

FREE INSURANCE
ESTIMATES ON
ALL MAKES &
MODELS OF
SCOOTERS &^

MOTORCYCLE^^^ 0/y^^

cycle
products

'OPEN
TUES.-FRI.

9:00A.M.-6:00P.M.
SAT.

10:00A.M.-5:00P.M.

CLOSED SUN. & MON
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PUBLI
verb /peb-le-sTz/

1

: to

value to gain pub!

ith a news
support

If you rept^eiseiiit an an caj||Li>^ organization

you need to Plu6Zicil^pin order to

Reach other d^epcirtm^n^ and members.
To timiimiiii ii|^ vs. cost Utilize

Daily Bruil^ Advertising.

For more information, please contact the "'IntemaF

Department at 825-2161 or stop by 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

<•«<
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Deloitte & Tbuche

Management Consulting
is recruiting at UCLA for

Consulting Assistants
s

If you have an excellent academic

record, a penchant for proWem
solving and an interest in working

on consulting teams serving

the full spectrum of Southern

California industry, we would

lilffi to talk with you.

7

\

Please submit your resume to the

Vacancy Management Group at the

Placement and Career Planning

Center by Friday March 16.

OBSCENE
From page 33

was supposedly "set off* by
listening to too much heavy metal,

everyone goes. "Oh of course.**

IsnH it interesting that . . .

people (were prepared to) believe

. . . that heavy metal was the true

culprit . . . and dverlook things

like his screwed-up childhood or
less than perfect family life. You
yourself said that we are not

dealing with rational people here,

so should we . . .sane, rational rap
and heavy metal listeners have to

pay the price for their psychosis?

Censorship treats the symptoms,
not the illness, and society's

problems go much deeper than
rock *n roll.

Fourthly, concerning the use of
sexually explicit song lyrics as

"cheap masturbation tools,** I have
never personally heard of this

practice . . .but then again, maybe
you know something I don*t.

Finally, with regards to "edu-
cating the public with the *right

idea,* I am curious, what exactly is

thgl;*right idea?** Is it teaching the

dominant ideology . . . which, by
the way, emphasizes homogeneity,
rewards conformity, and punishes

dissension. Or perhaps it is singing

about unrequited love?
Not surprisingly, rock, rap and

metal are often viewed as "rebelli-

ous** or "anti-social** exactly

because they refuse to conform to

the antiseptic, squeaky clegri world
of *pop culture.*

Any way you look at it, teaching

*lhe right idea* sets the stage for

those in power to force their ideas

and opinions down our throats, and
punish us for disagreeing. Any
way you look at it, Mr. Lin,

censorship equals fascism via

self-appointed thought police. And
this, Mr. Lin, I find truly obscene.

Abel Tomatis, Sophomore

Symphonic
SoundOff
By Arda Melkonian

Contributor

.

The UCLA Symphonic Band
opened their winter concert with

the melodic Fairest of the Fair by
John Philip Sousa, the "March
King.**

The inspiration for this lively

march by Sousa came from th^

sight of a pretty girl. The band
succeeded in performing this piece

with spirit and excellent express-

ion. ;. -

Andrew Lloyd Webber*s Star-

light Express was performed with
contrasts in dynamics and ranged
from playful and dance-like to

lyrical. Both the audience and
performers seemed to enjoy this

fun piece.

The Finale from Symphony No.
4 in F minor by Peter Tschaikovs-

ky, the most demanding selection

in the program, proved to be a

disappointment as the overpower-

ing brass section drowned out the

other insuiiments. The band lost its

sense of balance in the fury of this

piece.

A concerto by Gregson featured

tuba soloist Ross Kallen. This
piece was rather monotonous and
predictable, with a simple theme
recurring with little variation.

The 63 member Symphonic
Band, under the direction of
Conductor Gordon Henderson, is

composed of music and non-music
majors. The noon concert took
place Friday, March 2 in Schoen-
berg Hall.
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campus Happenings
1

Campus Happenings i Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings i Campus Happenings

Cal State Fullerton/UCLA

The International Association of Students in Economics and Business Management
presents

as HUNGARY FOROM 1990
"Goulash Capitalism"

Saturday March 17, 1990

aCLA INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER

Covering: The revolution of 1989 International

Education Business/Joint Ventureships

Hungarian and Polish student leaders will present the

dramatic changes as interpreted by college youth.

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS, .

ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,
FEARFUL

You must be age 18 or older experiencing these
symptoms for at least 1 nrx)nth and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order
to detemiine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

To reserve space
please contact AIESEC-UCLA
Expo Center, A-level Ackenman,
825-3351.

Funded by
the Council on
Programming (COP)

SPEND A QUARTER IN ENSENADA, MEXICO
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS UNIVERSITARIOS XOCHICALCO

is an accredited Mexican University offering an intensive 8
week "quarter" program form April 16 to Jurte 8, 1990 arKi

summer courses. Classes are offered both in English and
Spanish, focusing upon the UC core and transfer curriculum

Courses include: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. SPANISH,
SOCIOLOGY. ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY. US HISTORY.
BIOLOGY. ZOOLOGY. BOTANY, MICROBIOLOGY. ANATOMY,

PHYSIOLOGY. CHEMISTRY, PREMED/MEDICAL
PROGRAMS, SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL,
MEXICAN ARTS HISTORY AND CULTURE-

Alcx)holics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Oitcussion, fhurs Book Study

Fri. Slop Sudy AU 3S2S 1215 - 1:15

Tutt. -3-M1' Nn C6177. mi. Oscuision

NPI C8S38 12:10-1 XX)

For alcohoks or indlviduali who have a

dfinMnQ probiom

(213) 367-8316

UNGUKTICS 1 Spring '90

OPEN TO AU
Because of a- printing error,

the Spring Schedule of
Classes erroneously printed
"INSTR. COygENT" besides

Linguistic* 1, Lect. 1.

Sports Tickets 5 Concert Tickets

FOR NFORMATION WRFTE'
PO BOX 4032 IRVINE, CA 92716

OR LEAVE MESSAGE AT (714) 455-3135

^So:>:x ;>\vX\

A FREE GIFT |UST FOR CALLING PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student
groups, fraU and Kxorities r>eeded for market-
ing project on campus. For details plus your
FREE GIFT. Croup officers call
1-800>765-a472 Ext 50.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your business. Sports cars,

multiple tickets, student discounts. Request

"Bruin Plan". . (2

1

3)873-3303 or
(818)992-6966.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS
LAKERS CUPPERS-

face valuo

Billy Joel Janet Jackson Phil Collins
B,B. King Rush New Kids The Cult

at tolja M* aMK AaTalM

'Si: 4c :|c )|c :|c 9ie 3ic 4c )|c 9|c :|e :ic :|c :ic 9ic :|c )ic^jHic^*^^

JL /'^^ jut NIOMTattt ^

MIKNClUt

Palm springs
OffIdol PARTY HMNlqoiirMrs

invites YOU to SPRING BREAK 90
169 N inoian Avenue

Downtown Palm sorinqs

(619) S2S 2375

FAX * i(^0829 (213)205-0838 Vi.«/MC accepted

^^052^anta_Mo2ic^

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

HoOifwood Mmm Rmital Companf
462-2329 463-6569

WANTED JANET JACKSON CONCERT
TICKETS-top dollar paid in cash. (213)
209-2462. Steve. (213)209-2159. Call any
time.

MiscellQneous

Good Deals

.3k ^k ^fe ^k ^k ^^ ^k ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^j^ ^^ ^^ -|tp ^1^ ^ft^ ^^ -jp ^^ -||^ *||^ -j|- ^^ -J)- ^ft^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^t. ^jiip^* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 0^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^K ^K ^K ^K ^K ^R ^K ^fc ^^ ^^ 'S^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^K ^K ^K^^

JET TO EUROPE- Any time tor $269. or less

with Airhitech. For details call 458-1006. 7-1

am.

Free 8

CARLTON HAIR needs willing models for

astistam advanced haircut training program.
(213)474-9176. Wed.Fri, 12:30.5:00pm.
DANA.

MODELS WANTED. STUDENTS WELCOME
Sebastian International is looking for crea-
tive,opcn individuals ready to change their

hairstyle, as models for our fall video, in house
seminars, and workshops. Pay may be in-

volved. If you have great hair and are ready
forthe 90*5, please conf>e to Sebastian Interna-
tional, 6160 Variel Avenue, Woodland Hilb,
on Saturday, March 1 7 at noon. For further

information call (818)999-5112 and ask for

Danielle, Kim, or Tara .

POSTAL AIR mail boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 SawtpJIc. (213)312-0092.
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RESUME KIT
After receipt of your marketir>g

tools by The Decision Maker:
we guarantee an interview in 7

days or your money back.

Includes:

-28 key elements that a
resunje must conskJer

^ -marketing letter ^

f -Resume Structure

'-Mail Marketing Campaign
* -And more

SerKJ check or money order for

$9 95 -^ 6 1/4% tax -f $2.25
shipping and handling to:

Sharp Press Publications,

16478 Biach Blvd.. #600.
-'<;;s^ Westminster. CA 92683..

Miscellaneous 9

NEED RIDE; Palo Alto, San Francisco, or San

lose. Can Leave anytime. $20/1 -way,

$40/both- ways . i Regina
(21 3)558-9371 ,(21 3)838-1 758,(818)246-658

mTERNATIONAL
^ PARTY
Expand your
horizons!

Meet men and women
from Japan and other

Asian countries at our

dance party. Mar. 17th.

CALL OMA Production.

(213) 324-6929

Why Hassle Looking For An Apartment?
The Answer To Your Housing Problem Is

Just Over The Hill!
YouVe just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either

too small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive
twelve minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other
UCLA students living at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

• Spacious, modern, air conditioned rooms • Centrally located laundry and vending
• Private bathtub and shower machines y
• Never more than two students per room • Separate study and TV lounges
• Safe, quiet environment • Complete student meal plan
• Dances, parties, movies and escape trips • Plenty of free parking

.
...

.

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlook-
ing the San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away
from UCLA!
Don't hassle with aparment hunting. Relax at the UJ — the an-
swer to your housing problem!

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
(213) 476-9777, eit 259

/ata;

roB
We're looking
forward to
meeting you
all! See you
tonight!

Love Xa

cso
825-1 493

Escort
Service

JL

Personal 10

WE WILL PAY YOU
TO LOSE UP TO 29 LBS
IN DAYSHE NEXT 3
100% Natural
Doctor Recommended
'Call Jil (213) 285-9492

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight
Doctor recommended.

All Natural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

onsnsirii^B!! iFimingisisinw

515 Landfair Ave
For more info caUi

Scott: 839-0340 or Lars: 208-2993

Hey Phis
Wednesday night,
let's make a date
7:00-10:30 for a
study break
Its Mud Pie Night
OH what a sight!!

See you there
For some fun we will share
Wednesday night at the Charthouse.

Pi-Phis Study Hard
After all 'we are the

"Society For
Educated Women"

P.S. Good luck arrowmen!

Hey Tridelt!

Good luck on finals and
have an awesome

Spring Break.

Love, ADPi

Research Subjects 12

Happy Birthday
Brian Wilcox!

i

We love our

to

awesome
Anchor Man!

. Delta Gamma

Leanne (KA@)
P,C. *S9 Social Chairman
Thanks for coordinating a

great P,A,

IjOve9
P.C. '89

• • ^

Ar Hashers
The best on the row!
Thanks for all that

you do.

Delta Gamma
t
—mnid9itm— fi

e«ni)Y^'' H*^^ r»Hi vaa (r.fs)

Highest QPA on the row!
Way to go Phis!!!!

Jf^^^^^^^^^^^^r^r^r^r^r^r^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^R|fc

* KAPPA DELTAS start Dead t
«. Week off right! Meet for pizza at the
# Coop- 5pm TONIGHT!

4i4i4(4ii|i4i4n|n|t4i>|ii|ti|ti|iilii|i]|ii|i4ii|ii|i)|i4i4ti|i4i4^
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ADULT INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETICS,
who were diagnosed before age of 18, are

wanted to complete questionaires to aid in

research examining how individuals adapt to

living with a chronic illness. Please call Karyn
Zukow (818)981-4415.

A HIVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 1 2 AND OLDER IN-

TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
(213)820-6574.

"Hyperactive Boys with attentional problenw,
7-1 1 years needed for IXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental evalua-

tion (213)825-0392."

NEED Subjects 18 and older who have teeth

hypersensitKw to heat, cold, air, and touch.

Cannot be using a tartar control toothpaste

currently. Will be required to brush teeth 2X
daily with assigrwd commercialy available

dentifrice and toothbrush. $35.00 paid upon
completion of four evaluations during an eight

week period. One dental x-ray required.

Contact Mary, Dental Clinical Research Cen-
tcr, 213-825-9792.

NORMAL MALE VOLUNTEERS- 20-40
yrs.old. Wanted for research study on brain

metbolism. Contact Dr. SwarU (213)
824-4303.

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have

a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

ntwkd for audiovisual reseacch at UCLA.
Subjects w\\\ be paid. (213)825-0392.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SU^US
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-

ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG. INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WIA.
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (21 3)820-6574.

TWO WORK STUDY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE- 15 hrs/wk. One clerical (word

processing, library), one technical (video,

electronics). With Dr. B. Swartz. Contact Work
Study Office (213) 206 446.

•

!
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RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARWPAWN AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

•You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

•Volunteers will receive a brief exam,
in order to determine eligibility.

•All qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

. PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951
>

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages^l8-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and
may earn up to $225.

. Call (213) 854-4951.

WANTED: Subjects (21-55) experiencing
tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medi-
cal, symptom questionnaires and urxiergo jaw
examination.Qufdifying subjects receh^ plas-

tic appliance fitted over teeth and connected to

battery operated electrical stimulation device
which provides slightly painful stimulation to
lip upon denching. Subject attached 5 nights
to portable device recording EMC, ECQ
respiration. Payment $100.00. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)825-9792.

Wanted 15
^k Accec! All Vision Ca^e Plafis

WANTED: INFANT to adopt by Caucasian
family. Will help with expenses. Call collect
(714tfiA1.11A7

Dr. In Westwood

208-3011

Opportunities 26

Found 18

FOUND! FourKi a pair of reading glasses by
Dodd on Tuesday. If yours, call
(213)206-7434.

Sperm Donors 19

EARN up to

$150 per month
BY HELPING OTHEF?S

DONATE BLOOD
PLATELETS SAFELY

f or .mforrralion C

49b4 Van Ni/yt Blvd S^irman Qm
Hece »• • fret gift »/ ycDf pr? screen appi

University

Students & Faculty'

Sperm Ddnors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c Al.lK^KMA

Help Wanted 30

ACCOUNTANT P/T. Bank recs, general led-

ger, accounts payable, other duties. Salary

negotiable. Beverly Hills. (213)275-9015.

Salon 21

WED EASY MONEY??
Spctm donors needed for

medkal research In

Beveriy HHIs, Excellent pay.
Can (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Saloru 21

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Permanent Hair Removal
European Facials Waxing

Manicure P^icure
208-8193

1015 GAYLSY AVK^ WESTWOOD VIUAGB

DEE'S HAIR SALON
"We don't just do supercuts...

we do better cuts!"

$10.00 Hair cut spetaalj

eip. 4-30W

S experienced & top hair destgners - 2 manicurists -

creative colors & perms - fKials & waxing

473.7fifil 1in.'i2 Santa Monica Blvd

pporlunHIt

SCRIPTS
Ind. production company

looking for:

quality feature scripts.

Preferred stories would be
set on the west coast,

1960*s to present, romantic
comedies, human interest

dramas.
Not interested in scripts

that depend on gratuitous
sex and/or

violer)ce, major special
effects, or car crasnes that
involve more then three

cars
Send WGA registered

scripts to:

STEP FORWARD
PRDUCnONS

5724 W. 3rd Street #500
Los Angeles. CA. 90036

lelp Wanted 30

Don'l \'lm to I'/ork Full Time'

Nglpful Ti ps

Healtti Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Made Bennan. Oimcal
PtyctKiopgt,

eating diMnder neaalisL Individual
appointmeati available. ai3)6S5-«730

ACCOUNTING OFFICE aERK. OaU entry,

filing, telephone, general office administra-
tion. Century City. P/T, flexible hours,
%6.5O-7J0Ofhr. (213)203-6665.

ASSISTANT needed for law firm hn Brentwood
to Tvn errands, light photo copying, answer
phones, miscellaneous office duties. Must
have car, $.2SAnlle. $Mv to start. Ti/FH.
Call Gary (213)620-6701.

ATHLETIC built females with cheerleading,

gynmastics background lor video productions.
S20(yday. (714)638-0550.

BE YOUR OWN boss, campus rep wanted to

solicit screen t-shirt and sweat orders^,
(213)469-8631.

' LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/

m MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

Hollywood
No pay but great
opportunity to

leoi^n & gain
experience.;

Call Stephanie
_ >

(213) 659-6400

Wanted
Ten agressive

entrepreneurs interested
In earning

$2-5,000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
[213) 841-2060.

26 Help Wonfed 30 Help Wanted 30

BOOKKEEPING/CLERK, Westwood
1S-20hr«M(. SS.SC^. Flexible, immediate,
number skills needed. Call Carta
(213)624-5234.

BOOKKEEPER- P/T, to audit medical files,

need good math skills. (213) 276-8443.

BUSINESS ORIENTED assistant fashion indus-
try. General office duties. Pleasant surround-
ings. BeveHy Hills. M-Th afternoons. $Mw.
SUrting salary. Call Carri. (213)276-3641.

CALTECH CONST. CO- In West LA, near
Bundy and Santa Monica Blvd. Needs P/T
clerck for: word processing, bookkeeping, and
telephones. (213) 620-3325

CASHIER/OERK. Full or Part time. Morning
or afternoons. Apply at 1 1 26 Westwood Blvd.

(213)206-1902.

CASHIER/SALES- F/f, large reUil store. Team
environment, fait paced, iclf-startv. Call Eric

(213) 653-6900.

aNTURY Cmr Law office SMks permanent^ iMliUnt s«:nitary. Good typlrW office

SuMn (|13m4-li«9.

BANKING
Litton Federal Credit Union, a major Credit Union In the
United States with a nation-wide branch network system,
has immediate openings in the following key positk>ns:

At our Northwest San Fernando Valley Corporate Offk:e:

AUDITING OFFICER
Strong knowledge of GAAP and GAAS and a Bachetor's
degree in Accounting/Finance required. Excellent written,

verbal and publk: contact skills. Minimum one year auditing
experience with a financial institution required.

TRAINING MANAGER
Responsible for planning, directing, organizing and

implementing an annual training plan through the use of line
trainers. Primary responsibility includes installing a "quality
e'riven sales culture.* Reports directly to the Vice President
of Human Resources, and assists in staff and management

development. Completed course work in Personnel
Management required.

TRANSACTION PROCESSOR
Hours: 3:00 pm to 9:00 pm. flexibility necessary.

Operate IBM Document Processor to verify transit items,
inclearing and remittance items. CRT experience desirable.
Basic mathematical skills and 10-key experience required.

Knowledge of financial industry services preferred.
At our Santa Monica Branch Office:

TELLER
8:00 am to 5:00 pm

Qualified candidates will possess a minimum of 6 months
cashiering and publk: contact experience with a financial
institutbn, preferrably a credit unton. New accounts and

financial products cross-selling experience desirable.
We are a progressive and growing financial institution

offering a competitive salary and fringe benefits package.
For consWeratfon, please send resume or call the Human

Resources Department, at (818)772r4019.

Litton Federal Credit Union
20001 Prarie Street

jhggwgrjhj^^913^^^^^^^

CENTURY CITV finance company needs re-

ceplionisl. $8/hr. F/T, sparking. Call
(213)556-0660, Bryan ASAP.

CHEVK3T HILLS recreation center seeks en-
thusiastic energetic people with a love of
children to sta^ ifs summer sports, drama,
preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary.

Call for application (213)837-5186.

CHILDREN'S BOOKSHOP SALES: F/T, must
be available Saturday's must have knov^edgp
and intrest in children's books. WLA
(213)559-2665.

CHILDREN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR - Terrific

opportunity! College degree required. Experi-
erKe with children's gymnastics preferred.

f/Pl (213)479-0514.

aERK- P/T, needed to work T,Th, + Fri. for

busy Century City Law Firm. Call Rose for appt.

(213) 557-0444.

COLLEGIATE Entertainment Magazine. Look-
ing for dedicaled/Wwtivaled people willing to

go against all odds. Need: Account Executives,
Marketing, Writers, Photographers, and Artists.

Call Lemmy (213)292-6746.

BRITISH COMPANIES- now hiring for

this summers' tourist season. Earn up to $6,000
•» this sunrvner in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employn^ent Directory includes 1,000
•f job de$criptior>s, employer contacts arid

application requirements. Over 9500
ope n i ngs .

Send SI 2.95 + $2.75 P & H to EUROCAL, S.

Sepulveda Blvd Ste. 224-C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarer>tee.

COUNTER PERSON. TOP PAY. P/T. PHOTO-
GRAPHY KNOWLEDGE PREFERRED."^
(213)473-7604.

CREATIVE outgoing person with sales experi-
cfKe. P/T in fun enviomment r>ear canwus
(213)474.7877. ludy/lill.

DATA ENTRY- NA^ONESDAYS AND THURS-
DAYS, APPROXIMATELY 20 HRS/WEEK
lO-KEY EXPERIENCE PREFERRED. HOLLY-
WOOD. ROB (213) 461-4048.

DAY CAMP C(XJNSELOR. Plan organize &
conduct recreational activities for children
ages 5-11. $6.25A^r. minimum of 30hrs/wk.
Starting ^25-<V31 . M-F, 10am-4pm. Call Steve
Vollmer or Cor I Colbert 396-5982 for

interview.

DAY CAMP serving San Fernando and Conejo
Valley seeks energetic, fun, caring people for

SUMMER suff: Counselors. Horseback riding,

swimming driving, arts & crafts, gym and
more. Call for brochure and appointment,
(818)706-8255.

DOCTOR'S OFFICE receptionist P/T-F/T.
Cuh^r City. $7/hr. Call (213)559-4237, after

7pm.

DRIVERS NEEDED. iWF, Part/full time for LAX
valet senrice. Good driving record. Salary plus
tips - neat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN MONEY SELLING- (Commission), En-
vironmental quality products (no compronv
ise). Home, buisiness and personal use. Call

(213) 215-3194. Exceptional exclusive
products!

EASY WORK! Excellent pay! Assemble pro-
ducts at home. Call for information.
(504)641 8003 ext. 8737.

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call
(213)850-1640 between 9am-5pm Monday-
Friday only.

FILE CLERK P/T Westwood la%vfirm seeks
bright ifxJividual with superb organizational
skills to work in fast paced enviomement. Hrs
flexible. However, some hours each day are
required (minimum 20 hrs/wk). Must be de-
pendable. Non-smoker preferred. Call Theda
Ray between 2-4pm. (213)476-2541.

FUN JOB! Use your marketing sales or marv
agement skills to make lots of money part-time
or full-time. $200(Vmo or $3000/mo Call no
(213)841-2060.

Real Estate Developer
seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & Career
opportunity

O.OO/hr^bonus. D.O.E.
Must be organized, detail

-

oriented Think and act

independently
Pait time and/or Full time

20-40 hrs/wk
Small Century Qty office

Muat ha aTOri^nriKi .n^
know Marinl««},

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #8

Baverly Hills. Ca. 90212
(213) 557-1843 call anytime

GENERAL OFFKTE. PA, TV celeb, author
needs reliable person to assist w/office help *

and run errands. Call between 9am-
noon.(21 3)205-0226.

GENERAL OFFKTE & DELIVERY. P/T Copying,
binding, and delivery transcripts for court
reporting company in Westchester. $7.25^r +
mileage. (213)410-4151.

GREAT SUMMER JOB! 8-week beach oriented
day program, 2-week High Siena campout.
Minimum age 21, by |une. Need experience
with children, watersports, camping.
$275A<yeekly. (213)826-7000.

GYMNASTKIS INSTRUCTOR to teach stu-

dents ages 4-12 basic tumbling, gymnastics
techniques. Floor and mat activities empha-
sized. Experience required SU.SG^r. Posi-
tion will start 4/2. Call Steve Vollmer 398-5982
for interview.

LFEGUARDS and swim instrucyors needed.
Water aerobics, parent/infant, swim leuont.
ALS, CPR, First aid needed, WSI for teaching.
$6-$6Air, Beverly Hills YMCA. 553-0731.

SALBS TO
ART

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. WIU
train enthusiastic.
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Lorn Angeles

BIS) wf iiSy
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Help Wanted

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (permanent

position). Monday-Friday, 8:00anf>-5:00pm, 1

Hour lunch, must have own car/insurance.

Duties entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPS/FED EXP mailing and errands. Please call

Arlene/lim at Held/Jones Construction.

(213)625-9914 ($7AH)ur mileage).

OFFICE ASSISTANT for video production/

distribution company. Good phone skills,

typing a must. P/T and FA $8/hr.
(213)458-9795.

OFFICE ASSISTANT- Need organized accurate

dependable individual for light bookkeeping
filing. ib/Ur. Will train. (213) 472-1944.

OFFICE services clerk r>eeded for WLA law
firm. F/T position. Good pay, excellent

benifits. Free health club membership.
Call Mark Porn. (213)312-4102.

PART TIME Gallery assistant. West Holly-

wood. Avout 1 5hr^^. Macintosh skills pre-

ferred. Call (213)826-3494.

PART-TIME sales help needed for Bellini.

Juvehile furniture in Brentwood. Salary and
commission. Call Margo or Susan
(213)447-5407. 10:30-6:00.

PART-TIME Sales position at unique gift shop
in Village, flexible hours. Reliable, outgoing,

design experience helpful. (213)208-4107.

PEER COUNSELOR AND CLASSROOM
ASSISTANT- Summer staff openings at Super

Camp, an exciting life skillVacademic residen-

tial program for teenijf) CA, CO, WL, IL, and
WLA. Renee or Tricia. (800) 527-5321 for

details ind training near you!

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. Full-tinr>e. West-
wood. Outstanding opportunites. Salary/

benefits. (213)208-3316.

30 Help Wonted

POSITIONS OPEN imnr^diately for energetic

salespeople. Instant money. Must be profes-

sional! Marketing experience preferred. Call

Shawn (213)306-0155.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER needs <6)

attractive female nxxlels for greeting card

project. No nudity. Excelled pay. Photo/

phone to Rose/ jem-2 Productions, Suit^ 525,

8033 Sunset, LA, 90046.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS. Project work assisting

paralegals with documents. Rose
(213)286-9785. •

PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks West-

side sublets for sumrr>er law clerks. May-Sept.
Contact Melinda. (213)687-5421.

P/T Dry cleaning COUNTER PERSON. Will

train. 20 hnAvk, work 2-3 afterrxKxu 3- 7pm,
and 8 hours on Saturdays. Start $6-$7.5C)^r

plus free dry cleaning. (213)474-8525.

P/T PERSON FRIDAY. Light typing, phone
relief, filing, etc. Tuesday/Thursday 1 -5:30pm
(minimum). $7/hr. Genevieve Brash.
(213)272-7272.

PA positioru available in Beverly Hills market-

ing research firm. Must have professional ir\6

attitude. Host/hostess duties and attitude. Host/

hostess duties with corporate client contact.

Very flexible with hours. Mornings and even-

ings. Start $7/hr (213)285-0920.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ASST. Counseling center In

Santa Monica r>eeds admin, asst. for public

info, and furxi raising projects. Excellent opp.

for student with interest in psych, or public

relations. Light typing preferred, but not

req'd. Must have car w/ insurance. P/T, flexible

day hours thru 6/90. F/T, days 7/1 -10/1. SS/hr.

Call Linda. (213)319-4503, 9-4.

GRADUATING?
Do You Have~a Strong Desire

to Succeed? ^

Are You Looking For A
Career With High Income

Potential?

If so, you owe it to yourself to
investigate the exceptional earning
power offered by a career as a

stockbroker. The work is hard, the
hours are long, aind the pressure can
be intense. The rewards, however, are
commensurate with your effort. Stuart
James is a successful national OTC
investment banking firm. Call now for

information on our personalized
training program.

CALL William Kennington at
(213)477-4047 or 800-284-4155.

STUART-JAMES
Investment Bankers

11845 W. Olympic Blvd.
Suite 950

Los Angeles, CA 90064
Members Miciwest Stock Exchange»NASD»SIPC

RECEPTKDNIST/CLERICAL PA* Half-days and
Saturdays. Optometrist. $6A>r. Typing. Culver

City. (213)391-6311, available now.

RECEPTIONIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible hours. $6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286 9785.

RECEPTIONIST. Santa Monica Insurance

agency r^eeds bright, organized person to

harnile heavy phones, sorne word processing,

and general office. Strong communicatior^

skills a must. PA or FA M-F. ST-B/hr. Parking

(213)452-2281.

RECEPTIONIST- PA, punctual, accurate, per-

sonable. For WLA Pediatrician. Thursday AM,
Friday PM (213) 479-1233.

RECEPTIONIST, Doctor's office,
20-24hrs/wk., salary, D.O.E., Cedars Sinai

Medical Towers. (213)854-5841.

RECEPTIONIST. Brentwood Art Gallery Full

tinne position, telephor>es, data entry, word
processing. Great opportunity.
(213)820-6511

RETAIL HELP!- CustorT>er servive, sales, and
marketing department, 25 positions available,

$9.65 starting, will train, flexible hours, FA,

PA. Call 95 (816)342-2612.

SALESPERSON with artistic ability for sho-

wroom at P.D.C. Friendly and outgoing. Call

Sandra (213)657-0890.

SALES. We offer Mores FREE directory ads.

Need 5 reps. Earn up to S20/^r. Guaranteed

base ar>d commission. No experience neces-

sary PfT o.k. (213)841-4044

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST, FA available for

competent typist. Some computer work, heavy

phones, Santa Monica Asian art gallery/

Mxam mam. ism {i \ 3wnw!&STr

SECRETARY. Venice architect seeks p/t secret-

ary (213)392-6355.

SALESf^eOPLt NEEDED
FOR WESTWOOD

BENETTON

208-1954

MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio tor

uf>-comlng ptioto assignments.

Pro & Non-Pro Male Female
Call (818) 508-8680

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, has positk>ns

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun. fresh, and lively team

and help to nfvka our first of nrutny

"Dole' Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

PiMM ctN Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(g13)g24-1500
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1990 GRADS
ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING POSITIONS

Professional Northridge computer soles & leasing

CO. Is accepting resumes from recent graduates
with Bachelors degree (only), 3.0 GPA, In the
following:

• ACCOUNTING
• FINANCE

BUSINESS

MARKETING

For entry level soles & management training

programs. XInt compensation & benefit package.
Non-Smoking environment. Send resume to:

EL CAMINO RESOURCES, LTD.

^ 8550 Balboa Blvd. Suite 140
Norhtridge, Co. 91326

Attn. Personnel

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-

ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose

(213)286-9785.

TYPIST WANTED. MAC experience preferred.

Santa Monica dental ofHce. $7j\}r. Flexible

hours (213)829-4496.

UCLA Staff Personnel seeking part-time recep-

tionist, monday, Wednesday and friday

1pm-5:30pm and Tuesday, Thursday
8am-1pm. Requires excellent communication
skills. $e.63Air. to apply call (213)825-0674.

VETERINARY/ KENNEL attendant. Animal ho^
pital LAX area. Flexible hrs. $6/hr.

(213)677-9187.

WANTED: Landscape designer/estimator for

landscape construction firm in SFV. Specialize

in tustom estate residential. (818)705-3562.
mmmBssssaamaoBmaMmmmmmmm

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films A oommerdMb.
At types, 18^ yrs. Emn sKtm money.

Fun tool Cremive Casting

(213)466-7319

Theatre script wanted
For production by
young actors
usixilg young writers

All scripts & types consklcrcd
Rich Crooks

1 123 Pacific St.. SM 90405

SECRETARY TRAINEE, F/T, needed to work at

small Santa Monica law firm. Duties iru:lude;

word processing, tyiping, and some telephone

work. Starting 3/26/90. Sonr>e training before-

hand. Knowledge of Wordperfect 5.1 a plus

but not rec^uired. Salary commensurate with

ability. Marcell^, (213)451-9714.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for busy female ex-

ecutive. Permanent P/T, mature, must have
good p^y>ne, organizational, people skills.

MAC and.PC experience. Own transportation.

Hollywood Hills. (213)874-0101.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Valet

company seeking full/part time attendents.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SINGLE senior citizen needs live-in full-time

care. Full room and board, plus private garage.

Security building available. Near Beverly Cen-
ter. French or Spanish language a plus.

(213)233-8888 (days), (213)271-6179
(evenings).

SUMMER managenf>ent internship interviews.

HIRING DATE ENDS 3/16. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employess,

customers, ar>d suppliers. Successful applic-

ants will undergo exter^sive management train-

ing. Average summer earnings range to 10k
Call Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for

more info.

Tlie Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train...you gain.

Day & evening hours
available.

Sharpen your
comnrxjnlcation skills &
strengthen your resunrie.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECRUITER POSITION
9-12pm or 12-3pnn

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bonus
Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

PHOTOGRAPHERS
NEEDED

for

Multi-Media
Presentation

Students preferred.

Cash for color

photos/slides. Call

(213)275-2260. Ask
for Roger or Lisa.

MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physiaue.
High commisk)ns! Qu|CK
CASHl! Private session*
till 11pm (213)874-4656

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

EARN up to $8/hr.

Housecleaners
* Fiill A Part-time *

* Flexible Hours *

•Lou of Work*
Mep. Women. Students, etc.

*

Call )^13) 453-1817

1 VALE^PARK!NG I
:AnENDANTS NEEDED"
I FULL OR PART TIME |

TEACHER'S ASSISTANT, M,W,F, 9am.3pm.
Co-op Nursery School in beautiful, rustic

setting. Must have some experience or classes

in early childhood development. S7A^r.

(213)472-1566, Rose of Cathy.

THRIFT AND LOAN. Seeking a full time

reception IstAe Her. Typing skills a must,

35-40WPM. General office skills, heavy
phones and some cash experience. Please call

for interview at (21 3) 824-221 5. Cindy Ames.

LAW FIRM

needs motiwated person

to do challenging legal

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w/GPA, available times

for interviews and ether

pertinent information to;

Rick Ed^vards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

i

I

I

I

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS
OF THE STARS

TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL (213) 657-2420

M-F, 9AM-3PM

I

I

I

I

M
EXTRA INCOME

You can earn It with us! Top
nat'l CO. expanding. Needs you

weekdays or weekends to

speak with the publk: at trade
shows. Car necessary. Sal +
commission. Call Ms. Light

(818) 988-0050.

Job Opportunities 32

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, F/T, International

Company near LAX. $7/hr. Contact Christina

(213)568-0868.

FULL-TIME Prodtxlion for booming graphics

company. ALL on Macintosh. Eye for details,

quick w/technoLpgy. Electric Pencil
(213)852-9665. ^

Help Wanted 30
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Telemarkelinji Reps
$6.50 hr. (o slart

Wednesday, March 14, 1990

5:30pin - 7:30pm
Corporate Service Center

19850 Plummer Street

Chatsworth, California

PtumnMr St.

Prairi«St.

Great Western, one of the nation's leading finan-

cial institutions, has 30 openings for full and part-

time Ifelemarketing Reps. These positions are tem-

porary, (lasting up to 9 months), and are available

7 days per week between the hoursof 5:00-1 1 :30pm.

\bu11 respond to customer inquiries and cross sell

related Great Western pioducts and services. In ad-

dition to good pay, youll receive complete training.

lb take advantage of one of these opportunities,

come to our Employment Interview Evening on
Wednesday, March 14. For more information or

to sciiedule an interview appointment, please call

(S18) 775-4134, Sunday-Wednesday, from
!h00am-4:00pm. Equal Opportunity Employer.

(,kl \l \\l SI KN E
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AMC THEATRES IS LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS WHO LOVE
MOVIES. ENJOY PEOPLE. AND WANT A REWARDING CAREER

StL OlSJt or OIJK /VIAMACttKS FOR AN t/VlPLOY/VIENT APPLICATION

""^^ GENERAL MANAGER • **'§ MANAGEMENT TEAM
' "^^s TICKET TAKERS • CONCESSION ATTENDANTS /^TnnYS

USHERS • CASHIERS • MAINTENANCE
^^^^"^^
THEATRES

'i '\

••>•—» i • . 1 1 _<i-.i- rrr*-

*7Ae^ie

•fH^.'^:»i \ * iM^atk

Now Hiring for AI\AC Santa Monica 7
Pick up an application at

1316 3rd Street Promenade
Santa Monica, CA 90401

or call (213)394-7234

Job Opportunities OpportunitfM Opportunities 32 Ctiild CcNre Wanted 35

Looking For a Summer Job?
Call the American Job Club

l-900.654^OBS (5627)

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days a week
Hiring Maintenance, Landscaping, Janitorial, Security

Guards, General Office Help, a variety of Hotel positions

and more (some will train). $8 phone fee.

MARKETINC/Salet Representative for rapidly

flowing Maclntosh.ba»ed graphics company.
Starting salary D.O.E. Electric Pencil
(213)652-9665.

WORD PROCESSOR/ANALYST- Full time.
Rapidly growing Santa Monica Software deve-
loper. Seeks person with experience in word
star 5.5 to work on system manual documenta-
tion. Detailed person with excellent organiza-
tional skills. Outstanding benifits. CalT(213)
45a U52.

Internships '34

AFTER SCHOOL CARE- For active 6 yr. old
boy. M-F, 2:30^:30 plus occasional nights.

$6mr. "f gas. Own car/insurance. Sherman
Oaks (81 a) 905-6964.

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/
week. Must have car. $5/hr gas.
(213)477-0474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings.

FAMILY HaPER: supervise easy 1 1 -year old
girl and prtptn simple dinner for family.

2:30-6:30 M-F. Must have car. B^im 4/2^0.
$6/hr. Days (21 3)559-2665 (SHARON). Even-
ings (213)452-2427.

)OBS in enterUinment updated weekly.
1-900-968.3636 ext. 22. S2.00 each
minul^3.00 flrrt minute.

RECEPTIONIST P/T opportunity for growth in

Madntoah-based graphics computer company
•learic pendl iraphlo (2imiat6i5.

AUSTRAUA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now lor tummtc or !! 1800. 1

or 2 MmMlMi: dMMt or inltmthipi.

WMk Mmmor program to tt« QimI
Barrior Roof

.puidy 8bro8d

Curtin

prooram to

For kilo, on Iha BEST
Md praonm in tha \iioild oil
UnivwOy 1^800-246-2575.

i.AAr.1 ^ n \ 1 r r^^ »^ f ^. »

FREE roomAMard -f salary. BeaUiful Brent-
wood home, exchar^ care for 3 year old girl.

Flexible aftemyon, evening houra. References,
experience. (213)47^6649.

F/T babysitter, 7:0Oam-4.-OOpm, M-F. Energe-
tic, experienced, own car, Er^ish speaking
environment. Some houMcleanif^ Benedict
Canyon area. IJSQMi. (213)275-4865.

VERY RESPONSIBLE, loving person sought for

some aftemoon^evening b«bycare. Westwood
Village area. (213)206-1704.

WANTED- Babysitter with car. Fairfax area,
M-For any 4 days from 3-7 pm. 8 year old girl.

$6/hr plus gas. (213) 939-2363.'

Apartments for Rent 49

3 BED + 2 BATH upper large. $1 200. New
paint. Close 405 freeway and Venice. 3842
Prospect, CC (213)215-3130. _^^
BACHELOR apt., patio, furnished/
unfurnished. Utilities inlc. No lease. Walk to
UCLA. (213)478-2310, (213)473-7442,
(805)682-6868.

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, 1 -bedroom, upper,
sunny. Approximately 50 sq. ft, carpet and
hardwood floors, $600. (213)829-0672.

BRENTWOOD, $795/mo. 1-bdrm. huge apt,
prime location, 3-min. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

/ MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

*Balconies
*Fireplaces

*Laun(lry facilities

*Security alarms
*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

BRENTWOOD. $775. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-
able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, dean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit buildinc.
(213)476-8968.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to
UCLA, full Kitchen, A^, parking, quiet, sec-
urity building. Available now
$800-S90(ymonlh. Call (213) 208-8881

Deluxe 2 Bdrm.- 2 Bath
•All Secure Building

•Central Air/Heat

•Wet Bar/Fire Place

•Walk in Closets

•Elevator » ^ -

•Will allow 4 students

Ppen 12/15 '89

11701 Texas Ave.

477-0858

FAKFAX/PICO. $635. Upper 1 -bedroom, bal-
cony, gated parking, stove, refrigerator, car-
pets, drapes. Near 10 FWY. (213)839-8800.

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS. 2-bdrm/1 -bath, newly
renevated, nice view. Central A/C, heating,
washei/dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishw«her,
parking. $950. (818)980-2951.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry
(213)454-4754. '

PALMS. $695 & 795. Lg. 1ft2 bdrms. David
(213)383-8098 days, 271-2191 evesAwknds.

PALMS. Single SSSCVhw. and up. 1-bdrm
$675Ano.-$75Q/mo. Special first month rent
with excellent credit. Pool, sauna, excercise
room. Gas and water paid. Gated parkinc
(213)836-3800. *

PICO-ROBERTSON (quiet area), spacious
2-be<V2 bath, $800. 1-bedn-bath,$625. Call
evening (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONICA 3-fa«V3-bath townhouss,
aiuched garace, new, fireplace, washer^ryir.
quiet, $1695Ano. (213)473-4272.

SINGLE FOR RENT, WILSHIRE BLVD $600
(21 3)470-5952. Full kitchen and bath-walk to

STUOO APT AVAILABLE April 1 . S-minute
walk to campus. Call now: 824-2938.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS, l-bed-
room apartment. Stove, refrigirator, parkins.
(213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD. $120(ymo. Large 2-bdrn>/
2-balh. Top floor. Dishwasher, MI. 2 baico-

'ww'^ '^Pifl wtM i^er* *"iw*»ft'j<jrrrr>'>w*V f?»r.

f^H'^ :h. f^^ I »4»i >
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

$7,00 -h commission and bonus

Looking for a fun part-time or full-lime posilion?

TeleTecti Telecommunications is looidng foryoull

If you are enthusiastic, full of energy, interested in learning how
to sell, and need to have some experience toshowonyour

resume, then give us a call. You may even qualify for our

tuition aid program. We have openings from 3p.m. to 9p.m.

Monday through Friday and Saturdays between 8a.m. and 2p.m.

7@Q@7@@lt) ©mm
•Daily Weekly Monthly cash bonuses •Raid Training

• Flexible Schedules •Great Team Support

• Free Paridng • Opportunity for Growth

Conveniently located near the Shennan Oaks Galeria where

the 101 and 405 meet

Call our recruiting department 7 days a week, 24 hours a day

TELETECH COMMUNICATIONS ^X
15335 MORRISON STREET

SHERMAN OAKS. CA 91403

(818) 501-4000 EXT 4000

TsleTech

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

t.

m^""!"!^"^WW^»^ ^^"^^f^^T

652 Veteran Ave.

. Bi up

M0V0# aHmrance \ %

J

WLA. SnaVmo. 2-bedroorTVl 'A bath. Sec-

urity building, lovely courtyard, shutters,

frost-free refrigerator, cable, stove. 1 323
Carmelina.(21 3)456-3829. -

WLA. SnoO/mo. 2-bedroom/l 'A -bath
coodo. Security, carport, shutters, frost-free

refrigerator, cable TV. 1323 Carmelina Ave.
(213)456-3829.

WLA 1-bdr guesthouse $65(ymo. Stove, re-

frigerator, microwave, drapes. Security gale.

No pets. (213)838-3554.

WESTWOOD, choice location. $300 move-in
allowance. Fumishec^nfurnished singles, 1

and 2 bedrooms. Walk to IXIA. A/c, pool,
elevator 415 Cayley. (213)208-6735. Man-
aged by Moss & Co.

WESTWOOD $875, 1 bedroom; $1400,
2bed/2bath, jacurzi, gym, walk to UCLA, no
pets. 520 Kelton. (21 3)206-7483.

WESTWOOD. $720 and up. Singles and lofts.

Furnished or unfurnished, bui It-ins. Walk to

LX:LA. (213)208-4934.

Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

()r(h»r your |)(»rs()n.ili/(»(l i^fc'Hiiinlion

cninouiH (inuMits now!

CAMiPus PHOTO siyjyo
150 KcrckhoffHall (Right next to Graphic Services) Open M F 8:30 5:30

30 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 House for Rent 66

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath
Roof top Jacuzzi

All security building

Dishwasher plus microwave
Walk-in closet/ fireplace <

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

Single Furnished,

Unfurnished $730
All amenities,

security bidg., parking
660 Veteran (213) 208-2251

Apts. Unfumistied

Palms
$725 up

newer sec. gated bidgs.

1 bd, 2 bd, 2 bd > den, 1 bd * loft

pets OK. Open house everyday

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
or 24 hr. recorded message 838-9781

LiSrge Newly
Remodeled
1,2,&3 bdrm

apartments in

Beverly Wood Area

$600-$950 per month

Call 657-8756

Walk To
TJCLA

Spacious 2-bdrm 1%-bath

$1500 - 1700

•Hardwood Floors

•Fireplace

•Appliances',

Washer/Dryer
•Dining Room
•Yard Upper Unit

CALL SUSAN (213)839-18401

\A/ESTWOOD, prime locaUon, $300 move-in
allowance. Walk to UCLA, furnished/

unfurnished singles and 1 -bedrooms, a/c,

pool, elevator. 555 Levering. (213)208-7634.

Managed by Moss and Co.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS.
1 -bedroonVl -bath. Stove, refrigerator, park-

inR. (213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WLA. $450 furnished bachelor. Good area- 1

min. to UCLA. Available immediately. Call

(213)447-5812.

WLA, $650. Large single with dinding/den

area. Spanish harokvood floors. Stove, refriger-

ator, drapes. (213)477-2777.

WLA $750. 2-t-2 bed/baths and patio between
Robertson & LaCienega on Cadillac Avenue.
(213)838-9619.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, loft, roof garden, fireplace, more. Can
sleep 4. $1800 (213)444-0433.

WLA. Large, very nice 1 Bedroom Apt for rent.

Furnished or unfurnished, $745-(unfurnished),

upper, balcony. (213)479-8399.

Apoftments Furnished 50

EXTRA LARGE SINGLE, 100 steps to \XX\
available now. Utilities included. Mary Anne,
(313)824-0319. ^^^
PALMS. 1 -bedroom. $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking. Midvale Ave.
(213)559-1487.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2-btocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Strathmore. (213)206-3328.

Apts. Unfurnished 62

PALMS. $775. Large 2 bdrm, upper. Built-ins

refrig., carpets, drapes, patio. No peu.
(213)476-6532.

SHERMAN OAKS Ventura/Woodman. 2-I-2,

pool, security, refrigerator, dishwasher,
cable,clean, large. $825. (818)994-1860.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. $1500-$1700 Spa-

cious 2-bed,rA bath, hardwood floors, fire

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY. Large
1 -bedroom. HardvMX>d floors, bay windows
Garage. Lovely 5-plex. $950. (213)854-0146.

WLA $650 1 -bdr Carpet, refrigerator, drapes,

built-ins. No peU. Close to LXTLA and bus line

(213)476-7116.

52

WLA. $675. Large 1 -bdrm. Easy bus to IXILA.
Pool, BBQ, laundry, no pets. 1621 Westgate.
(213)820-1121.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bed/2-bath. Laundry in

unit. Wetbar, fireplace, security, no pets.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.

(213)931-1160.

Vaccstion Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yosemite house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close to

everything, reasonable rates. (213)206-0303.

Apts. to Share 54

BRENTWOOD. Own room in 3 bedroom
apartment. $465/mo. Includes parking.
(213)207-1662. Ask for Rob or Jay.

BRENTWOOD CONDO, furnished, female

only, own very large bed and bath, $575.
Includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

HAVE OWN HUGE BEDROOM. 30'xll'.

Hardwood floors, laundry facilities available.

$35(ynfK). Beth 3984)783.

MARINA CITY CLUB. 2-bed/2-bath. AH amen-
ities. $}250/mo. (213)305-7565.

NEED ROOMMATE for two bedroom furn-

ished University aparUnent. $332/mo. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA. (213)208-7085.

PALMS/CULVER CITY, 2+2, $475/Wh>. Parking

and laundry. (213)558-0941 eves.
(213)473-2951 days.

SENIOR girls need roommate, large 3-bed-

room, share master with bath. Own closet.

$32afyno. (213)4472227.

TWO bedroom apartnr>ent - Furnished - 540
Midvale — walking distance to UCLA.-
Contact Dana, (213)312-1790 or
(213)824-7056.

'

WESTWOOD. 2-females needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. $325/mo. Parking, security

bidg. Cathy or Cherise. (21 3)477-4435. Avail-

able now.

WESTWOOD Female roomate wanted to

share 2-be(Vbath apt. Furnished, security.

$375m (213)208-1810 ASAP.

WESTWOOD- Female, non-snwker, own
room, furnished. Veteran and Santa Monica.
$475 -t- deposit. Nice area. Karen (213)
478-6903.

House for Rent 56

PALMS
Brand new
buildings

3 stoiy townhomes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stov^

dishwasher, fireplace,

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,
aundiy, 2-car parking,

sundecks
[•10-15 min. from

campus
1*6 models to choose

from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Can for open house

hours or

appointment

306-6789
Plays Vista
Property

Management

BRENTWOOD $2300. 4-BEDROOM/
2-BATH, dining,large fenced yard, 2 car gv-
<H. (213)820-7154, (818)597-9916.

BRENTWOOD GLEN. $2700. Famous au-
thors' tropical hideaway. Bright, spacious.

Immaculate, 5 minutes from campus,
2-bdrm/1.*A-bath. (213)288-0639,
(213)595-8450.

TARZANA. Close-in, renrKxiled 2-bedroofTV
2-bath, all appliartces, fenced yard, fireplace,

tile floors, kieal for small family, %950/mo.
(818)784-6376.

WLA between Palms and Chamock. Safe area,

3-bed, 1-bath, fireplace, big living room, 2
story, parking. (213)839-0568 or
(213)838-6361.

WLA Modem 3-story house. 3-bedroom/
1%, bath,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.

Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

House for Sole 68

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes to UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, laqje rooms, per-

fect home-office. $499,000. (818)990-1300
and (818)906-7269.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-state summer
law clerks from approximately May thru Au-
gust. Please contact Diane Rand.
(213)892-4331.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avaios
(213)680-5080.

Real Estate 61

ENCINO 5380 sq. fl. home. 44idrm, 4% -blh,

formal dining, family room, pub room. Asking
$925,000. For information, Terry-agent,

(818)888-7872.

THREE HOMES for lease from
$1400-$2200lAno. Northridge, Chatsworth,
West Hills. Available now. For information,

Terry-agent. (818)888-7872.

THREE HOMES- For lease from
$1,400Ano-$2,200Ano. Northridge, Chats-
worth, West Hills. Available now. For informa-

tion: Terry-Agent (818) 888-7827.

Room/Board for Help 62

FURNISHED SINGLE- across from UaA on
Gayley. Security Building. Parking. 3-nK>nth
lease avail. $aOO/vno. (213)824-7935.

LIVE-IN with salary for babysitting and car-

pooling of t«M> schod-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

Room for Rent 64

BEVERLYWOOD. Lovely furnished garden
view room. Perfect for female grad student.

Private entranceA>athroom. $375 futilities.

(213)870-5668.

BREBTWOOD- Very quiet area, t«M> graduate
students looking for 3d (quieO person to share

3-bdr. apt. $415. (213) 826-4332.

GORGEOUS Encino home. 7 miles from
campus. KitcherVlaundry priveleg^, private

bath. $350. (818)501-6678.

GUEST HOUSE for rent. Private entrance.

Semi-fumished. WLA area. (213)559-6519
(between 7pnrv9pm).

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for considerate, responsible female.

$470. (213)479-1601.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD: Female to share room. 2-story,

2-bdmV2Vi -bath. Security, parking, micro-
wave, dishwasher. Available 3/25. $315Atio.
(213)447 0484.

BRENTWOOD, own room in 3-bedroorTV
1-bath apartment, a/c, backyard, washer/
dryer, female non-smoker, available April,

$400, (213M71-7853.

BRENTWOOD. Own room, bath in a spacious
3-bdrm apartn^ent. Walk-in closet, vanity,

fireplace. Available April 1. $67S/mo.
(213)826-9119.

CARING PERSON drive Syr old home from CC
school to WLA. Answering machine
207-5381. Direct after 8:30pm.

COMFORTABLE, cute apartment—looking (or

reliable female roommate. 15 mirujtcs to
campus $335/mo, low deposit.
(818)780-5229.

CULVER CITY. 1 -roommate for large 3-bedrm.
$39(Vmo. Great location. Near 405 to UCLA.
(213)568-8966.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
2-bcd. 2-bath on Veteran. Start rent 4/1 . No
deposit. Kristi (213)208-5900.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, $35(Vmo. for

own room in 3-bedroom SanU Monica apt.

Call (213)458-1246.

FEMALE roommate. April/May. Own room
and bath in great SM apartment. $43(:^tk>.

(213)829-0206.

FEMALE wanted to share 2-bedroonV 2-bath
apartnf>ent, walking distance to UCLA, s«c-
urity, pool, $367.50. (213)824-9503.

M/f, share 2-bdrnV2-ba. Security parking

$462.5Q^mo VA util. Master bdrm. Avail

immeadiatly. 3625 S. Glendon. Rick
(213)559-2480

NEAR CAMPUS: 2 people to share for coiy
2-bdrm. Bath, security, parking, pool.
$30(yperson. (213)312-6813.

^"1

^
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Roommates
NEXT TO CAMPUi 2-bd/2-bth to share with
three girls. Needed for spring quarter.
$38(ymo. (213)208-8611^

NON-NUEROTIC neat freak wanted to share
apartHMsnt with 2 others. Will have own room.
Bright, airy, overlooking park. Close to cam-
pus. (213)471-8411, contact Linda.

SANTA MONICA. $550. 1 7th 8, klaho. Share
2-bdrnV2-bath condo. Female, quiet, respon-
sible. Margaret (213)467-4151.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment. Quiet street, sec-
urity bldg. Two walk-in closets & own bath.

$369/person. (21 3)473-1 751 or
(213)478-6622. .

WALK to campus. 1 bedroom with loft.

Non-smoking, male. 2 spaces available.

$262.5Q/rnth. (213)208-6445.

WE NEED 1 or 2 roommates, no deposit, lease
until June. Parking available. 512 Veteran
(213)824-0758. Ask for Kara.

WESTWOOD. Share 1 -bedroom - den. Across
street from campus. $295/mo + $330 security
deposit. (213)208-521. .

WESTWOOD Veteran and Ohio. 2bdr/2bth.
Parking, Security, pool, cable.
$375Ano-share. $70(Vmonth own room.
(213)477-3009.

WESTWOOD 2-bdr/2bth. 5 minutes walk to

campus. %320/mo. (213)208-3447.

WESTWOOD. FEMALE SHARE 2-bed duplex.
Parking. $355/mo. 1 385 Midvale, near UCLA.
(213)477-4045, (213)44 5-5 345,
(213)454-8211. •-

WLA. Female, responsible, 2-be<Vl-bath. Ex-
cellent location UCLA. $355/mo. Call
(213)479-7064. (leave messaee.)— V

i i
, I

WLA - New townhouse, own room/bath,
fireplace, security, parking. Near UCLA.
$547/month. Rich (213)444-7389.

WLA. Resporuible, female wanted to share
2-bedroom. Pool, security. Great location,

across from VA. $248.75 first/last month rent.

Call (213)478-4403, ^fter 6:00pm.

Sublet 66

SIDLEY & AUSTIN i
LAW FIRM

NEEDS SUMMER
SUBLETS

If you are interested In

subletting your furnished
apartment or house from
May-August to summer

associates from out of town.
please contact:

Brenda Thomas
(213)556-6976

}^ McKenno, ^
4 Conner & Cuneo

]f

3f seeks funished

)f sublets for its low

y^ students wtio need

^ housing during oil,

j^ or port or \he summer.

a. Please Coll

(213) 687-6164

t

f

Jf

Jf

Jf

*
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Sublets Needed
Downtown lawflrm needs
sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
We are iooi<ing for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to Auoust. if

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please

caii Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situation

please.

65 Sublet 66 Sublet

SUBLEASE Furnished bachelor 1 % miles from
UCLA. Available from April to Jurw 1 6th. $400
per month. Call (213)476-8740.

SUMMER HOUSING needed. Our Oowntown
LA Law Firm is looking for furnished apart-

ments to house our law clerks this summer. We
prefer Westside sublets for various 6-12 week
periods between May and August. Please call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 A 3 bedroom furnished
apartments needwi for 2-3 months. Approx.
May 1 to the middle/ end of August. Please
contact Elaine L. Effler at (213)458-1000, Ext.

202.

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

if you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to August. Our law

students will be needing
housing. Please call:

Annalyn McConnack
669-6717.

66 Insurance 91 Tutoring Offered 98

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Pleaae contact
Janette Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

AUTO INSUR^CE, low rales. Nearby West- QUALITY MATH tutoring at all levels by
wood '^8^'^ Pf^«« «e^«ce. Call now and ..tired math professor. Highly experienced
save money. (213)820-4839. p,.^ ^^j (213H74-3681

Movers 94 Tutoring Needed 99

GRECS moving. We do all the moves. Specia-
lizing in student moves. 24hr. (21 3)281 -8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

nnivers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our
Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum. 26ft. truck.

JAPANESE TUTOK needed near campus.
Good pay. S10-Sl4^r. (213)478-5330.

JAPANESE TUTOR needed near campus.
Good pay. $10.514^. (213)478-5330.

Typing 100

Personal Service 95

WANTED
WestskJe students & Apts. to

stiare. Law students need summer
tiousing various dates. Contact

Stiaron Gates at

MITCHELL. SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

BAD CREDIT? Learn exactly how to fix your
credit report. Get loans, credit cards, etc.

Amazing recorded message reveals details
(213)470-1973. _^
JOHN RONGE, CPA. Income tax preparation.
See ad in body of paper. (213)459-0535.

Services Offered 96

CONSIDER rr
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

MAYER, BROWN
& PLATT

seeks summer
sublets for its

summer
associates.

Please call Lynne
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

SUMMER

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes

(213) 253-4380.

JEFFER, MANGELS,
BUTLER & MARMARO

CENTURY CITY
LAW FIRM

SUBLETS NEEDED
WE NEED FURNISHED

APARTMENTS
FOR OUR SUMMER

ASSOCIATES
FROM MAY-SEPTEMBER

PLEASE CALL
BRENT BELLON AT

(213) 203-SOSO, EXT 65S

WANTED FOR
VISmNG LAW

CIERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

LEAVING TOWN?
Evans Relocation Service seeks furnished or unfurnished

sublets and/or roomate situations for legal interns for all or

part of summer (May-September). Call Judy Handler.

Daytlmt (213)826-5559, •vening (213)541-2663.

WESTWOOD/Santa Monica. Extra large
1 -bedroom. 4-monlh plus. Security, balcony,
central heat/air, storage, parking. $900.
(213)470-9688.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bed/2-bath unit. Great
vievf/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.
$279k. (213)207-5451. >

SPECTACULAR view of Century City and
Westwood. Luxury Westside unit. Pool, spa.

By_ownerJ299,000. (213)452-^381.

Flying/Parachuting 76

SKYDIVE TODAY at skydiving adventures.
Studerit discounts. For further information
1-800-526-9682.

insurarKe 91

±JLft±tl
I HATE AUTO INSURANCE'

' •' l;Jt Jlllo iMSllMlli •

' h; Ll.V' S(> lot .1

FREE LOWER QUOTE t..ill

--7175 (81SI342-1510

f

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you with
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (213)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call Re-
search Inc. (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am- 5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing/ editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

GOLF LESSONS - Have that extra edge in the

business world, or just for fun. Experienced,
professional teacher. $15/hr. Mike
(213)447-1970.

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH PAPERS. lOOCs
of researchpapers on file. Custom research

also.(21 3)469-901 6.

SPORTS BODY SHOTS Special inlro offer. Top
quality work. P.O. Box 50085, Long Beach, CA
90815.

RESUMES
• Located on campus
• Magazine quality output
• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Graphic Services in Kerckhoff 150 • 206 08M

***i*5Rfif**itt*-

/Hlstate®
Auto/Home/Commerciai
Westwood/Wilshiri Offwe

312-0202
1317 Westwood Blvd
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by low.
Example: feiTKile 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21, male under 25,

$737M.
Good rates for comp. &

-collision, and rriotorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-6355

ESIWOCD COIN LAUNDRY
A :e'a: c-s '1 rtcrei

-.^A -^_ n.-^f^ ^„

'874 WesVAccc B

4-5233

r
BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

ElilTING SERVICE
All subfccts. Theaei^TKMerUtiofM,

PropoMb and Books. FordAi Students
yftlctnnt. Sksion Bear, PhD. (213) A70^66€l^

mm

«1 QUAimr doktop publishing M\d word
processing. Papers, typcawt resunies, busincM
nrMteriais. Lasef printed 391-0942.

A-1 ATTITUDErLavv graduate with Macintosh,
Laserprinter. Resumes ($20), p^^re, proles-

sional edIUng by UCLA. (21 3)206-6951

.

ABSOLUraV proofed! Speedy typing-

Anything. Editing available. Computer, \Mer
printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-f

.

ACURATE FAST WORD PROCESSING- L»er
printed, free campus pick ufVdelivery. Term
papers (APA), dissertation, resume. (213)
475-4057.

All typing I do. Free pick-up and delivery.

$1.75/page. (818)708-09 10 and
(213)274-5229.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing. Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,
Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years + profes-
sional experience with University papers.
Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. La^er printer. National/
Sepulveda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,
dissertations, tapes. Reasonable rates. Melissa
(213)459-0258.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Termpap-
ers, Dissertations, Resumes,.APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellcheck, storage, Le Conte/
Tiverton. (213)208-0040.

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services.

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service. (213)828-8133, Angelica.

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm-will type anything,
anytime-especlally SCRIPTS! Call Aj
(213)475-8902.

ryPISTAAOlD PROCESSOR- NEAT, FAST,
RELIABLE, AFFORDABLE. PRICES VARY DE- -

'ENDING ON )OB REQUIREMENTS. CALL
CHRIS (213) 393-6104.

WORD PROCESSOR: Scripts, term paper, etc.

$1.75 double page. $2.25 single page. WLA
(213)447-5812.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcriptions, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466-2888.

WORDS WORTH WRITING. Help with pap.
ers, essays. Editing for clarity. Text develop*
ment, word processinK. (213)271-1677.

Auto & Motorcycle
Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Immediate Phone Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Bh/d. Santa Monica

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

Over 25 yMri experience. Abo offer

ethical aoiifwce wfth «vrMng problems
and tutoring in English, History,

PhikMophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

INCOME TAX
Preparation of Individual
and business tax returns
Personal service for UCLA

people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, CPA
478-7600

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
lean (213)476-4154.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON(213)2 77-7012.

P
Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For AutQ/Motorcycios
NO InsuranceA^ncelled
Muttlple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wtieel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283

||^^«^^^

Tutoring Offered 9a

ACCOUNTING MADE SIMPLE! CPA 5 years/
MBA student. Experienced accounting tutor.

Reasonable rates (213)208-2423 Fred.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced Charles
(818)584-1123.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher featured on television. Call Christian at

(213)473-5441.

PROFESSIONAL Math tutor, UCLA graduate.
Expert all levels teaching experience. Will
commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get
results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by licensed career counselor. /Vssis-

laiKe with college admission essays Near
UCLA. (213)208-1865.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

B8t resulU. We Never Clote. (213)267-2785.

ixiM Ki Ri:siMi:s

^l^^i '.Hl7 !(,>_'

Travel 105

WANTED Airilne bumps for US. will pay
$20Q^ach Days (213)832-5779 x349, Nights
(213)747-6555, Billy.

^
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DOWNTOWN PALM SPRINGS
$129* per room, per night

The Desert Inn puis you within steps of Palm Springs*

Downtown Strip with its multitude of nightclubs, sidewalk

cafes, restaurants & boutiques.

Large Courtyard Pool and Spa

Poolside Refreshments and Beverages

Hank's Cafe Americain Restaurant & Bar

Live Entertainment & Dancing

THE DESERT INN
A full-service resort hotel

155 S. Belardo. Palm Springs, CA 92262

(800) 622-9451 (619) 325-1301

* Single or double occupancy. When reserving please asd for— -_^ . _„_^ ^jjg Bruin's Special.

TRACK; Mixed day for men
From page 49

Another Bruin who is happy to

be off to a good start is hurdler
Derek Knight. Hampered by a
series of injuries that prematurely
ended his season last year, the

senior is excited to be racing
anybody but the practice clock.

"It just feels great to be back and
raciilg. Every week I am getting

beuer." said Knight, "and next
week Vm going to try to qualify for

the national meet I felt a lot better

this week than last."

Knight looked better in the 400
Intermediate Hurdles, cleanly
clearing the first seven en route to a
51 .32 finish. Knight started his day
in the 110 Highs, and won those

easily in 14.13.

However long Larsen must
ponder the sprint depth, he can rest

assured that for the rest of the

squad, depth is the key operative.

In the weights, even without
senior Brian Blutreich— who
threw 61-8 3/4 in the NCAA
Indoor Meet- and freshman Erik
Smith the Bruins had quite the

productive day.^
Darren NeUis won the javehn in

194-1 for a seasonal best, while
John Knight placed first in the

hammer with a 206-11 best mark.
Azusa Pacific's Ade Olokoju,

the NAIA Champion in the shot

and discus, proved his worth with

wins in both events. Olokoju threw
61-9 3/4 to win the discus, then
exploded on his fifth discus throw
to register a 208-9, perhaps the best

throw in the nation this year.

While Azusa and UCLA split

the first place honors in the throws,

thejumps were owned by the home
squad.

For the second time in his brief

UCLA career, sophomore Jay
Hettinger cleared the 17 foot
barrier on a cold day not usually
conducive to good early season
marks. Jay Borick was second with
a 16-6 best effort. UCLA also
swept the high jump, with Ed
Cogan first at 6-8.

Over on the other runways,
MacArthur Anderson showed no
ill effects from a week off, first

winning the long jump in a solid
24-2 1^ before placing second in

the triplejump at 48-1 1 3/4. On his

last jump, Tim Prince surpassed
Anderson in the triple with a 50-10
3/4 leap that is only four inches
short of his lifetime best

In terms of sheer competition

—

lacking in the jumps—the distance

provided the most interesting races
on the afternoon.

BUI Meyer, UCLA's resident

dean of the 1500, used a strong last

lap in surging toward a 3:58.24
finish in a tactical race. Mike
Wisnovsky, known more for his

800 prowess, finished second in

3:59.39.

Even wiUiout Wisnovsky, the
Bruins had a winner in the 800
thanks to Chris Vincent, who
literally cruised to a 1:55.14
clocking over Gerardo Vaca of
NorUiridge (1:56.89).

The 2-mile finally saw a North-
ridge victory, as Sasha Vijic edged
Victor Santamaria at the tape
9:05.4 to 9:06.1. Santamaria took
the lead at the mile mark, with
Vijic deftly on his shoulder the_
next three laps before he bolted^
ahead for the win.

"After a slow first mile, Victor
really pushed the pace well and ran
a good race,** said Larsen.

Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos for Sale 109 Motorcycles for Sale 1 14 Scooters 119
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STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO )f

*
*

June 20-July 22
5 unit credit program

(LA Community College)

- Al80 at^ MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
|l.Portuge8e. Spanish. French. Italian.-

^ and English jL,^ Small groups, individual attention. ^yL translation interpretation. 'T
^1321 Westwood Suite 204 LA 9002AjL^ Call Prof. Oa Silva T
J^ (213)839-8427 or 477-8588 ^

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689 from
LAX including airfare, hotel, (8 dals/7 nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much more! Sells out
every year so call NOW! 1-800-331-3136.

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm, bd. fees, airfare Inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Germany, Austria. Portugal.

(805) 655-5566

RIDE OFFERED to New Orleans, leave L.A
March 1 5th. Return on March 22nd. Share gas.

(213)825-6075 (work); (213)208-2407,
(213)478-2955 (evenings).

Travel Tickets 106

<

AND
FACULTY
AIRFARES

1 ROUNDTRIP TICKET. LA. to New York.

March 17-24. $438. Marge Morris
(818)840-4570(day),
(818)766-0947(evening).

LAX-PARIS, oneway/northwest 03/18 $295.
Write nanr^ ^ tel . to 1 01 5 Gayley # 1 83 L .A CA
90024

SPRING BREAK IN BOSTON! Must sell:

Roundlrip ticket LAX to Boston. Leave 3/20,

return 3/25. $280/obo. Call Janet
(213)479-5363.

HONDA ACCORb 1985 2-door. Auto a/c,

53mi. Excellent condition. $5600
(213)397-1039.

IS IT TRUE...JEEPS for $44 through the Govern-
ment? Call for facts! 1-708-742-1142 Ext.

8147

MAZDA 626, 1982, $1850/obo. A^, 4-door,
original owner, 5-spd, am/fm stereo,
(213)641-1445,

MERaDES 230C, 1975. Cla»ic. Original
equipment, excellent condition, clean. SIhrer,

93k, $6,950. (213)391-5500.

MUSTANG- '82 blue, P-S, A/C, radio, good
condition, $1,50Q/obo. Must sell. Call
(21 3)301 -8348-Emmanuel.

'

NEED to rent a car? Only 18? Don't have a
Cftdll CifdrntrRenl-a Car Cheep.
(213)678-9146.

1986 HONDA Nighthawk S. Great condition.
SI 900. 700cc. (213)209-0418.

ELITE 150, 1984. New engine. Excellent
shape. $1000 with lock and helmet. Call

evening (213)475-3510.

HONDA CM400T, 1980, $495. Great condi-
tion. Super deal because moving.
(213)447-7769.

HONDA ELITE 150 deluxe, digital display,

1 986, red. $850 (21 3)836-9005. Ask for Greg.

YAMAHA XT 250 1 981 . Trail bike, street legal.

Many new parts. Low miles, runs great.

$47Vobo. (213)822-6372.

LOOKING for safe, reliable person to share
driving and expenses to Boston, beginning of
April. (213)445-5611, Judy.

HONDA ELITE '80, white, good condition,

2800 miles with lock,, basket, and helmet.
$850. (213)478-6273.

HONDA ELITE 250 1985. Runs great. Freeway
legal. $110(yobo. with helnr>et. 278-3901.

HONDA PASSPORT 1983. 70cc, only 3000
miles. Runs great. $375/obo. (213)822-6327.

NEED NOW, $80 or more per month for

parking. As close to campus as possible. Dan,
(213)209-0488.

Furniture 126

Autos for Sale 109

Roundtrip from Los Ansclcs
San Francbco $
Mexico CHy $ 850
Honolulu $ n%
New York $ 3M
London $ 4tf
Paris $ S49
Athens $ 4ef
Tahiti $ e7f
TelAiriv $ 73t
Cairo $ 73f
Nairobi $^070
Johannesburg $1340
Restrictions apply. Farss subject to Changs
withoiA notics and bassd on avalabilly.

Ametics'M otdea and lanett

Council Travd
MOWOHM SAnna^n

1093 troxton Ave, Westwood

t«-«01.11S1

1976 DATSUN 280Z. Clean, cust. wheels. 4
new tires. Leaving country, considering any
offer. (213)472-9322 or (213)399-2542.

1980 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT, beauty! White
on blue, pull-out stereo, air, new dash. $2700.
(213)397-1375.

1986 TOYOTA VAN Automatic, low mileage,

excellent condition. AMA^M stereo, sunroof,

customized. Good price. (213)208-2623.

'65 VW Bug, 1600 motor, new paint, radial

tires, stero. Runs great. $1500/obo.
(818)366-8229.

88 TOYOTA Tercel EZ. In excellent condition,

AM/FM Cassttc. $2,800/obo. Call
(818)545-7699.

AMC CEEP EAGLE '73 4.wheel drive 75,000
miles. Excellent condition. S3500/obo.
(213)838-4922. Leave message.

BMW 2002, 1975, sunroof, anVfm, CMMtte,
looks/runs great! S2950. (213)453-3212.

BUG LOVERS! Yellow/ white, '71 convertible.

>17S(yobo (213)466-8826.

BUICK CENTURY- T type, 1983, $3,500.
Excellent cor>dition, alpine stereo, one owner,
repair records (213) 478-5657.

^

CONVERTIBLE, 1984 Chrysler Le Baron Very
clean. Runs perfect. $5,100/obo.
(213)395-9676.

FORD MUSTANG- 1987, 2-door, new tires,

new clulch, new radiator. $1,600. (213)

470-0594.

SUBARU GL 1986, $4300, 4^door, good
coTKiition, cruise control, AM/fhA stereo cas-

sette, AC. (213)202-1631.

TOYOTA CELICA GT 1980, 5 spd, sunroof,

stereo. Excellent condition $1550
(213)397-1039.

TOYOTA Celica 1981. Immaculate , automa-
tic, custom wheels, A/C, cruise control, anli-

theft system. S3700/6bo. (213)208-36^2.

TOYOTA COROLLA 1977. $95(yobo. Reli-

able transportation, new tires, shocks, and
tune-up. (21 3)82S-6075(work),
(21 3)208- 2407(evening).

TOYOTA COROLLA SR5, 1979. Excellent

condition, well-maintained. 5-spd.
$1950/obo. (213)828-5303.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1982, automatic, 4-door,

i/c, transmission replaced, good condition,

105,000 miles, SIBOO/obo (213)394.3606.

VOLKSWAGON BUG 1974 $2590, Black,
excellent condition, new tires, new brakes,

new upholstery. (213)208-6475.

VOLVO 242DL, 1979, $2750/obo. 2-door,

automatic, AMA^M stereo, excellent condition.
New transmission, new tires. (21 3)390-2368.

VW BUG, 1973, $195G/obo. Original owner,

73,000 miles. New brakes, clutch, master

cylinder. (213)312-1200 ext. 441.

VW CABNRKXET, 1986. $7700. Graphite

gray, 5-speed, air, alpine cassette, alarm,

x-Int condition, 52k miles. (213)393-5960.

VW CABRIOLET, 1985, red, a/c, pull-out

stereo, Clifford alarm, automatic, $7,500.

(213)824-4743, jodi.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, $6500/obo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW lETTA 1983, $2300. Silver, turbo,

5-speed. Reliable, great gas mileage.
(818)893-8745.

VW '84 Rabbit Wolfsburg Convertible. BlkA>(k

5-spd, air-conditioning, pull-out stereo. Im-

peccable. Like new! I Loaded $5900
(213)824.2505.

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
- ana Wilshire
10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile
12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207 1811

Scooters 119

1985 HONDA SPREE Rebuilt engine, good
condition, great for spring. $250/obo.
(213)208-1425, Anya.

1986 HONDA Aero 50, white, runs great!

Must sell! $475/obo. Helmet-Lock, iackie

(213)208-3095.

1986 HONDA AreoSO, great condition. $500.
Call Linda (213)474-0058.

COLXTH- brown, high back, leather look,

excellent condition. $120; Desk- office

6-drawer, $110. (213)450-9518.

DINETTE SET (wicker table with round glass

lop, two wicker chairs and cushions); White
Halogen lamp; 16-inch oscillating fan. Best
offer. (213)824-5576.

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$75/obo. (213)204-1644.

MATRESSSETS, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kingj $95. Deliveries, visit, or phor>e order
(213)372-2337.

MATTRESS seU, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kings $95. Deliveries, visit, or phone order.

(213)372-2337.

MODERN DESK/chair/maltress/box spring!
Good as new! Sell before spring break.
Christie, (213)824-9845. Neg. $$.

MOVING: Sofa $35, double bed $50, assorted
chairs $10 each, bookcase $1 5, baby furniture.

(213)965-0306.

SOFA loveseat, beige, slightly worn, $100; 2
partial sets of dishes, $10 each; 2 full seU
silven«^are $10 each; Coffee table, $10; twin
bed, wooden frame, $20. (213)207-2157.,

Garage Sales 127

1986 HONDA ELITE. Bright red, runs great,

good condition, basket included. $60GA)bo.
Call Scott (213)871-9075.

'86 HONDA ELITE 80. Red. Must sell Gra-
duating. Runs grtati $600/obo. Stacy.
392-5738.

'88 YAMAHA YSR50. Excellent condition. 800
miles. $1000. (818)703-8650.

'89 RIVA YAMAHA SCOOTER, 4 months old,

includes insurance and registration. Black/
black. (213)476-8620 $1000.

ELITE 80, 1986. White, only 3700 miles

Asking $650. Call Mike at (213)4715185.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1987 Oeal condition
Helmet, lock, basket included. Will sacrifice,

$850. (213)445-8630.

7-HOUR annual super sale. New/used bar-
gains. Furniture, jewlery, clothing, books etc.

Sunday March 18 Bam-3pm. Windward
school, corner Palms/Sawtelle blvd.

MOVING OUT SALE, folding bed, 2-chesU,
arm chair, Toshiba printer. Image Writer. Great
prices. (213)208-5067.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

VOLKL SLALOM -P9- Skis- 197cm with Tyr-

olia 590 bindings. $40Q/obo. Jenmfer
(21 3)208-2446.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM At 16MH2VC^Color^ompalib!e
system, 42 MB hard disk, 1MB RAM. 1 .2 MB
Floppy. Under warranty. $1,400.
(213)453-4876. '

'

MAC SE/20- with ton^ of software A fonts Best
offer. We'll give partial credit for Mac Plus
trede in. (213)447-5913.

^ ;»

i
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BASEBAU
From page 48
not before USC pulled ahead
7-6.

The Bruins responded at

once with three straight

singles. With the sacks full

and nobody out, Chris
Pritcheu hit into a fielder's

choice to tie it at seven. But
the Bruins could only muster
one run, as they left three on
base for the third time in the

game.

The crowd thinned out

considerably as the game
went into extra innings

locked at seven.

In the eleventh, Mike
Hankins redeemed himself

for his eighth inning throw-
ing error by crushing a two
run homer to give the Bruins

a 9-7 victory.

Michael Vdovkin (1-0)

relieved Lindsay in the ninth

and pitched three innings of
one hit ball for his Orst

career win. Tim Quintanella

(1-1) got the loss for USC.
On Friday and Saturday,

everything seemed to go
USC*s way. Coach Gary
Adams reflected on the

losses, "We played good ball

(on Friday and Saturday),

but it just hasn't worked for

us".

Saturday, the Bruins fell

to the Trojans 5-4 before a

hostile crowd at USC*s
Dedeaux Field. The
Bruins must have left the

land of, Troy shaking their

heads, as they virtually gave
the Trojans a victory with

the last two nms. Scott
Schanz made two costly
throwing errors to set up
USC runs on sacrifice flies.

A record setting crowd of
2,142 (for the moment) at

JRS watched USC roU over
UCLA. 7-5.

WOMEN
From page 52

aggressive and push the ball up
the floor for UCLA to enjoy
success against the Razofbacks.
On the more positive side, the

re-emcjufcfice of standout senior
Sandra VanEmbricqs in the s^-_
ondlialfofthe conference season
has added the spark the Bruins
have desperately needed.

Rehema Stephens, who set a
Pac-10 record this season for

most shot attempts from the field,

has carried the Bruins at times
this season but has also hurt the
team on occasions with question-
able shot selections. ImprovoEi
consistency from Stephens will

be i big factor.

The Bruins face a quite for-

midable foe in Arkansas, a team
that has been in and out of the

Associated Press rankings fXi

season.

Co-champions of the South-

western Conference (SWO with

Texas, the Razorbacks were
upset in the ftrst round of the

SWC confeieoce tournament On
the season, the Razorbacks have

compiled an impressive 22-4

record.

While UCLA failed lo finish

the regular season with the 18

wins coach Moore believed were
necessary to make the tourna-

ment, their third place finish in

the Pac-10 coupled with one of

the toughest non-conference
schedules in the country were

Egh
to persuade the selection

n111

AUTO INSURANCE*IS
• STILL •

A PAIN llSf THE
NECKI

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

«..«^*-L^i£«^X!IFS?^I°" ^^^^ YO"" CURRENT POUCYlIf8UP« PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLBi DRIVER
AU CARS • Aa DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451-4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MONICA BL, SANTA MOMCA, CA 90404

THINK HUNGRY AND
INDULGE

1275 Westwood Blvd
(1 1/2 Blocks S. of Wilshire)

478-2838
(not to be used w/ any other oHer)
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WEEKDAY
LUNCHEON
SPECIAL
(before 4pm)

Get an entree for

$4.95 or more
and receive

FREE
soup or salad

AND
fried rice or

steamed rice

'^

G-R-l-l-L

TacD Tuesdau
(ip\\\

I Op in

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest.

The Canon Color Laser Copier

<j^ai"B'

(Beer

50^

9595

TACOS
21 and OVER
Wilshire Boulevard

Beverly Hills (21 3) 550-

\\\\\\\\\\V//////////

• Cannon Color Laser Copier
• Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

• Fax Services

• Copies BIK/White

• Color Copies Xerox
• Complete Full Color Printing

• Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length
• Complete Binding Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood. CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 17
Enlargements to 400%;
Reouctions to 50%;

Canon ^ Q
Willi ihis Ad only on l^SMr CoJor Exp. S/31/90

||

Plus its Special features:
Color Creations.

Image Compositions.
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

WHY GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE
Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can

use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl.

459-0535
Call for appt.

Refunds Within 21 Days
Fax Service Available

•Validated Parking
•New Practice-Reasonable Rates

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A,M.-9 P.M
40% Off With Ad Until March Sir t

FINAL WEEK OF HIRING
GET A SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPI

ff

KmiUii
LC In-iiH LC. Riximidf

luatin CnsMold
HAMuifc^ L*u School

Mm n»\tn

L«m- l-Ui<MHH-otKl

LC. Ri\«rMdv
Chn« Ai¥t*m

\\ Mrton Scnool
at BuMne*"

\Urv Vlondor
C«l Pi'lx

Mn Luis Otntpo

lanul Pilccr

CaI PoI\
San Lui« ObiHH>

ASK THESE CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHAT THEY DID LAST SUMMER
When you do, they will tell you of Long Hours and Hard Work; of the most
Stressful Experience of their lives; of earning $8,000 to $30,000 in one
summer; and of the Greatest Training and Learning Experience of their lives!

Call our Head Office at 1-(800)42&-6441 for an application or to put you in
touch with other Callfomia Students who didn't get a summer lob. but got a
Summer Management Internship!

student
painters

Inc.®
lie llftMiiii
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FREE DELIVERY!!
Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

\

$8.
• !•^

Opan
Fri. and SaL
unlU 2H» AM
Waakday*

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

,(1 block east of Barrington)

Advertise
in the Bruin

it mal<es
cents

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Student Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$18 CUT ee BLOW
to mtf

I
valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 4/26/90

MVSr SHOW UCLA SUDEm ID,

mm couFon

WESTWOOD WE5S1WOOD MARQiri.€S
Wilshire West Plaza HOTEL X
1234 Wcstwood Blvd. LeConte/Hilgard

475-3264 208-4477

ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD ANNOUNCES
APPLICATION

GENERAL MANAGER
VA- KLA RADIO -WV

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 13. 1990
INTERVIEW: 4PM ON MONDAY, MAY 7, 1990

~^

For furthar Information

ASUCU Oonnm iumiuiw Boawt Dal^Bnjin.SunfYTwrBnjirviaABriiriLI«.>^Tflt)kHi^
LaGaf<gdeAzllaaNOMMO,Ptrifc Tim, TcnP^iosrt. and Together.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(In most cases)

SOFT LENS

EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS OPAQUE COLOR

•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

*S0FTIVlATEE;V30DAy

EXTENDED WEAR LENS
•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE. GREEN.

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

opWUEiax DR. MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

OR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN* WESTWOOD VILLAGE* 208-1384
(2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCLA)

•Priceperlens.Eiam. training, follow up care additional. Pay only for triatcrialsS services needed,

r

VOLLEYBALL UCLA takes two
From page 48

liead coach Al Scales.
'

"Wc like the spaA Tedsen gives us off the bench. He is able to come
into a match and lift the team emotionally. The past two matches we
wanted to see if he could do the same thing from the opening moments of
the match,** Scates said.

Against Ball State. Tedsen did exactly that, as he put away the kills
which broke the Cardinals back in the first game, allowing the Bruins to
pull away in an opening game that never saw either team lead by more
than four points at any time.

In the next game, it was evident that with the sun shining outside on a
beautiful Sunday afternoon, neither team really wanted to be inside
playing volleyball.

Nobody except the 150 Bruin faithful in attendance wanted tt) watch it

either.

Ball Slatejumped out to a short-lived 4-0 lead behind the strong hitting
of Ail-American outside hitter Chris Beerman. The senior from Fort
Wayne. In. recorded three kills in the stretch, en route to eight for the
game and a team-high 15 for the match.

In addition to Tedsen. the Bruins had a-host of hitters in double figure
kills for the match. Among the many were Rich Bland and Mike Whit-
comb who each had 13 kills. Whitcomb also added Three blocks.

Also seeing his first action of the year was technique player J.B. Saun-
ders. The junior from Pacific Palisades came in late in the third game to
put away his first two kills of the year.

Friday

Friday night in the Wooden Center, the Bruins continued their
dominance of the WIVA*s Burt DeGrool division with a three-game
sweep of BYU.
The win improved UCLA*s WIVA record to 10-2 (15-2 overaU) which

keeps it two games ahead of second place Northridge, which beat
Pepperdine on Saturday.

Again, it was a very balanced Bruin attack which defeated the Coucars
15-9. 15-10. 15-8.

At the head of the charge was Ail-American Trevor Schirman, whose
13 kiUs led all Bruins. The senior middle blocker also added five block
assists to lead all players.

Said Scates about the match, "We played extremely well tonight
(Friday). Our quick hitters really got the job done.**

What impressed Scates the most was the blocking of both Schirman
and fellow blocker Scott Herdman. "We are by far the best blocking team
in the nation, but tonight I thought we could have been a little better,**

Scates added about his squad, which totalled 12 team blocks.
There was never a question as to which was the better team on this

night, as the Bruins never trailed in the three games. On the night. UCLA
compiled an impressive .531 team hitting percentage, with no Bruin
committing more than three hitting errors.

Even setter Albert Hanneman contributed to the offense, recording
four kills in four tries in addition to setting for Uie first two games.
The Cougars were led by junior Gunnar Linstoel. who alone accounted

for half BYU*s kiUs. His 31 kills led aU players.

Netter shines, but rain

wins tlie day in tennis
By Lauii Lappin

Staff Writer

Entering the 34th Annual South-
em California Intercollegiate Ten-
nis Championships. No. 1 seeded
Jason Netter went back to the

Valley Hum Chib to reclaim the
singles tide taken from him last

year.

Only challenged by fellow
Bruin Fritz Bissell in the quarterfi-

nals. Netter gained a berth in the

finals, yesterday.

On a rain-soaked afternoon.

Netter and his opponent, USC*s
Donnie Isaak. found no luck at the

end of a rainbow that touched
down near the courts.

Netter, who noted that he is

playing his best tennis since

December this weekend, won the
first set, 6-3. then lost the setond.

5-7. before play was halted due to

the wet conditions. The match will

be resumed this morining.

Freshman Mark Knowles made
his way through the field of
competition, but when the Bruin
met USC*s Donnie Isaak in the

semis, he found himself in a real

pressure-cooker.

Breaking the Trojan early in the
first set. Knowles moved his way
to a 4-2 lead. However, his

apparent control in the match was
quickly tiiwarted as Issak returned

the favor—breaking Knowles
twice and taking the first set 6-4.

But, Knowles hit with consis-

tency and authority as he entered

the second set. With a sprinkling of
aces and constant effective return-

ing, die Bruin was able to control

the pace, break Uic Trojan twice,

and take the set 6-2.

It all came down to a third set

tiebreaker in which Knowles took
an eariy 2-0 lead over Isaak. But,
coming from nowhere. Isaak hit a
winning volley and two passing
shots. TTiat, together witii a few
errors by Knowles, gave the
Trojan the breaker (7-3) and Uie

match.

Entering doubles competition.
Barber and (}uinney expected to

fare much better against tiieir

opponents. Barber had also lost to

Isaak in singles play 7-5, 6-1.

But when they reached their

quarterfinal round match against
last year's victors. No. 1 seeds
Carsten Hoffman and Mike
Roberts of UCI, tiiey were unable
to find the momejptum they
needed.

The Bruins came up short 4-6 in

the opening set. But after Quinney
was broken in the first game of die

second set, the Bruin tandem
returned effectively to break back
against Hoffman to tie things up.

In the end Barber and Quinney
broke at 6-5 against Robert's serve

and took the set.

The Anteaters didn't let up,

however, as they continued to

attack die net And die Bruins
didn*t have the consistency on
their returns—they were ultimate-

ly defeated 6-2 in die third.

The U(XA men's tennis team,
15-2 overall, looks ahead to its

fiercest competition thus far

against die USC Trojans on die

burgundy and gold courts of Troy
on Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
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Umphrey leads Brains
in JWCInvfte victoiy ^

By Jane Huanp
Staff Writer

^l ^^^rL"^^^
gymnastics team concloded its regular season with a

»^oijg^280.80 performance at die John Wooden Center Invitational op

The Bruiiis successfully defended die Invite by disposing of fourth-

^« oJ*?J^ ^k".*''^"
^^^•^>' S^^^^^ <277.40). and UC Santa

BarDara (264.35) whde mcreasing dieir season-high team score by ova-
one pomt ^

"It shows that we're progressing." UCLA head coach Art Shurlock
saia. we stul had lots of mistakes diat we can't afford"
Sophomore Chainey Umphrey capuired his firet All-Around tide ofs^on widi a collegiate best 57.45. Umphrey also finished first on die

m Ex^^3 ^^"'^ ^^'"^^^^ ^^^ *"^^^^ collegiate best on die high bar
(y.85). Along widi die four top place finishes, Umphrey placed diird on
die pommel horse (9.55), and fifdi on die floor (9.45).

"Starting die season widi a injury was rocky." Umphrey said "I
couldn t put m die effort I wanted to but I'm getting back on die road
IKJiV.

K.J^^^^o^'^^"^^ ""^ ^^"« ^^ '^^ dirough die first two rotations
before CSF took over die lead after die diird rotation. 139 30-139 55
Widi a solid performance on die fourth rotation, however. UCLA \odk.

die lead back 187.85-185.85. Widi die lowest score being a 9 50 dieBrums scored a team high 48.55 on die high bar while finishing one-
two-diree.

'^

Chris Waller, who finished fourth in die All-Around (56.75) tied
Umphrey for first (9.85). Junior Terry Notary finished a close third widi
a collegiate best 9.75.

The Bruins never looked back as diey increased dieir lead dirough die
next two rotations.

^

"We're looking good." Umphrey said. *The last meet (against UCSB)
was a good meet because we rebounded (from a loss suffered to Stan-
ford). In diis meet we improved our total by diree points. We got to feel
good about it There were a lot of sparks."
One was die reuim of sophomore Scott Keswick to die lineup. Sitting

out last week widi a sprained ankle. Keswick performed on four of die

Ud^lv?9*5m
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ rings (9.65) and diird on die para-

Sophomore Jon Lee also continued to shine last weekend widi a diird
place finish on die floor (9.55).

*This (team performance) is going to help us for die Pac-lOs**
Shurlock said, "and to get solid for die Regionals."

OIMITRI NEGROPON._

UCLA'S Chris Waller performs on the p-bars at the JWC
Invite.

'*»t.

OREGON; Sitting Dudes
From page 50

That bucket would get the

Bruins' ball rolling as diey would
go on to outscore the Sun Devils
18-3 widi BuUer scoring eight of
diose points. He capped off die run
widi a one-handed jam after a

pretty full-court pass from team-
mate Ti^cy Murray.

And with Buder playing the

catalyst, UCLA would never look
back in building an insurmount-
able lead. The U(XA frosh had
already tallied a career high in

points at halftime.

Despite Butler's awesome first

half, Oregon might have played
diemselves out of the game,
shooting a dismal 23.5 percent

from die floor in the opening
stanza.

"You can kick die ball up diere

and shoot 23 percent," Oregon
head coach Don Monson said.

Maybe diey should have tried it,

because nothing else was working.
The E>uck guards, Terry Brandon
and Kevin Mixon, who lit the

Bruins up a couple of weeks ago in

Eugene, were taken out of the

game early by an aggressive

UCLA defense and were never a

force. Brandon sank only five-of-

20 shots, while Mixon was just

two-of-seven. Keith Reynolds was
die only Duck to keep Oregon
close, as he finished with 20
points.

MacLean again led die team
with 25 points and 11 boards.

Butler finished widi 16 points, five

rebounds, five assists, diree steals

and two blocks.

Buder. diough. wasn't die only
reserve to rise to die occasion. The
UCLA bench outscored Oregon's
36-14. widi Keith Owens banging
in 10 points on a perfect five of five
shooting. He also had six boards
and a pair of monstrous dunks.

**l diought we played awfully
well." Harrick said. "We really

had some guys come off of the

bench and play well It looked
like die UCXA team we used to

be."

-30-
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readeis spend
$4,068,180
on clotiies

EVERY MONIH

.

Couldnt your
business
nil a few
closets?

ADVERTISE
in tlie Dallv Bfiiin.|

825-2161

VALID EVERYDAY

SIRUON 8TEJU $5.99
INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAif-EAT FRESH FRUIT

aSALADSAR
Served with cheese toa«t and choice of potato.

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE Of
PARTYWOW THRU: 3-31 -80

Ofiergood only:
ot Siiitor-WeetwoodVillage

922 GknrleT Ave.
208-6788

Sizzler

STEAK & HIBACBI
CmCKEN $6.99

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
aSALADBAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTYNOW THRU: 3^31 -00

Oliergood only:
8 at Sluler-Weetwood Village
* 922 Gayley Ave.

s

Sizzler
COUPON'

4' '4'' w
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The James S. Coleman African Studies Center

Update on Angola:
Repercussions of war on Health Care and Education

Dr. Teresa Cohen dos Santos —
Head, Department of Public Health

Faculty of Medicine. University of Angola

Monday, March 12
3:00 to 4:00 p.m.
11377 Bunche Hall

Dr. Cohen dos Santos will also lecture at 12:00 noon on the same day in 16-059 CHS. The lecture topic will be:
Toward People's Health in War-Torn Angola."

rrrTHE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax
Lip Wax

$8
$4

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp. 3/19/901

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

S30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $r^0

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

%,

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant t-—r .

—

URGE

»7
I EVEN WITHOUT A COUPON!
I mutt mention coupon when ofdei»ig

208-4348
We deliver till 1 AM
on weekends and
12PM on weekdays

99+2 FREE
16 OZ. SODAS

after 5 pm only - one meat toppino only - Canadian

I

I

I

STILL

THE BEST
DEAL

only - one meat topping only - Canadian -
bacon extra -specialty pTzzas not included I

Delivered

FAST & FREE
with student ID

(limited area only, no checks)

SOc DISCOUNT FOR PICKUP

'
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CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

Your Record Store For 12" Dance Imports
Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock

12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes
Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

UCLA D/MLT BRUIN

**
S25-24e4

;m\

BUY
REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB

I'

GET ONE FREE
OF ECXJAL OR LESSER VALUE W/PURCHASE OF MEDIUM DRINK

OR

SHOW U.C.L.A. I.D. AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

3UBiyfly*
GOOD ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
CORNER OF SAWTELLE & SANTA MONICA

1 BLOCK WEST OF 405

477-9987
Exp. 3/19/90

Optometry AVest
2035 Westwood Blvd

Tuesday is UCLA Day

Have You Been Putting Off Your

VISION EXAMINATION?

Every Tues. we augment our staff

with Dr. Jeffery Lieberman, a UC
Berkeley gradi^ate with over 10
years experience in all aspects of
VISION CARE.

r'9'

^Preferential Appointments to
Accommodate Univ, Schedules

Dr. HARVEY R. TEMKIN
474-9551

Most hisurancc IMans Arrcpfcd

Daily Bruin Sports

FAREWELL- PaolO tourney

9S,M)C UCIA STIJDENYS, rACULTy I

ND STAFr WILL SEE 4ogi,gigis|

/HOVICS fniS /HONTH. |

CAPYURC TOUR AUDIENCE
O -.^L ADVEKYISEIN
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From page 52
director Peter Dalis. who person-
ally had a hand in dismantling the
tournament, argued from both
educational and economic stand-
points. In addition, they felt that it

hindered a team's ablitiy to play -

or play well - in the more important
NCAA tournament
The tournaments proponents,

however, have said that for some
Pac-10 teams, such as UCLA this

year, getting wins in the tourna-
ment is the only way for them to

play their way off of the bubble
and into the NCAA tournament. In

addition, some players, such as
UCLA's Trevor Wilson, felt that it

not only raised the level of
competition, but it has also been a
good preparation for NCAAs.

"I think the tournament is good
for teams - like Arizona State, for

example - that have no chance to

go to the post-season tourney,**

said Wilson "I think it**s a great
opportunity for teams who shp up
down the road in conference play
to make it to some kind of
tournament**

To be sure, ASU found the best
play of their season at the tourna-
ment which they hosted this

weekend. The No. 8-seeded Sun
Devils entered the tournament
with a 14-14 record and really

nothing to lose. And when they
defeated No. 1-seeded OSU, 83-

75, in the quarterfinals, marking
the biggest upset in terms of seed
differential in tournament history,

they had no place to look but up.
Even after losing to UCLA by just

one point in the semifinals (79-78),
the Devils could hardly hang their

heads.

"I think the level of play is a lot

higher than it is during regular
conference,** said Wilson.
Although the tournament

marked the highest point in the Sun
Devils* season, head coach Bill

Frieder doesn't mind that he won't
have the chance to play in a
tournament next season, *Tm not
worried about it** he said.

Even for UCLA, the tournament
was not inconsequential. Ending
the regular season 18-9. the Bruins
needed one more win to assure
themselves a bid to the NCAA
tournament "We realized that we
needed one win - that was our
feeling as a team,*' said forward
Don MacLcan.

Although the Bruins got that

win in their first-round, 94-76
victory over Oregon, Friday, ath-

letic director Dalis still believes

that the Pac-10 tournament is not
necessary. "I would argue that if

we didn't have the tournament
then we would have played some-
one that we would have beaten in

season, and (would have gotten)

the 19 victories anyway," Dalis
said.

Both Dalis and Muldoon said
that concern for the athletes'

studies was the main reason the

tournament was discontinued.
'*Wc felt it was very important to

try to minimize the lost class time."
said Dalis. Because the tourna-

ment is played just before finals

week for most schools, players
usually miss valuable class and
study time due to the tournament

According to Dalis, it puts the

student-athlete in an "academic
crunch . . . particularly for those
schools that proceed on to the

NCAA tournament (the next
week).**

Muldoon said that dropping the
tournament is just one part of a
larger reform movement that is

sweeping the country. "If you look
at the NCAA convention this past
January when they cut back the
number of baskett)all games (there
will only be 25 games instead of28
in 1991-92) and cut back the length
of spring practice for football,
there are similar (reasons for)

dropping a tournament- they're all

reducing time constraints on ath-
letes in their sports. I think you're
going to see more of that." he said.

However, some of the sttident-

athletes think they can handle the
crunch. When asked if he thinks
that education suffers because of
the tourney Wilson said, "It's

tough, but I don't think that's their

biggest concern."

So what is their biggest con-
cern? Could it be economics?
"Yeah, but that's nothing new,"
said Wilson.

Although Dalis admitted that

economics played a major role in

dropping the tournament, Mul-
doon said that money was not the
entire reason.

"For schools like UCLA, Arizo-
na, and I believe Oregon and
perhaps Oregon State, we actually
lost money because of the tourna-
ment and that was because we had
to give up an in-season game in

order to accommodate the tourna-
ment," said Dalis. (Teams can play
28 games without the tournament
but only 27 games with it).

**That game, traditionally, that

UCLA gave up was a game we
didn't have to return to an oppo-
nent." said Dalis. So it was a game

we played in Pauley and we
maximized the net revenues from
the sale of that particular game -

which is higher than the amount
that we have netted out of the Pac-
10 tournament," he saidL

But Muldoon said that since the

tournament did make a profit,

"economics were not really the

reason it was droppdU." The
tournament made about $774,000
net profit last year that was divided

among the schools, according to

Muldoon. *That*s like walking
down the street and finding
(money)," he said. However, he
agreed with Dalis that some teams
can make that amount up in a
regular season game.
More important than economics

for Muldoon was the fact that

dropping the tournament "will
allow us to begin conference
games in January and not Decem-
ber or sometimes as early as
November."

Moreover, Dalis said that the

advantages that the tournament's
initiators in 1985 felt would
materialize from having a confer-
ence tourney never did. "They felt

it would make teams more touma-
ment-competetive in the NCAAs -

I don't think that was ever realized.

They felt they would get more
teams to the NCAA tournament -

that was never realized. And they
felt that it would be a significant

financial boom to the Conference -

that clearly was never realized."

But some of the players see the

tournament as important in itself.

"We weren't playing just to get
into the NCAA tournament, we
were here to win the . . .thing.*'

said Wilson.

But even if they did win.
everyone knows the title "Confer-
ence Champion" doesn't mean all

that much. "Hey. Conference
Champion doesn't mean any-
thing," said Harrick. "No one wiU
remember. . . Did you gel in it (the

NCAA tourney) - You have to get
in it," he said.

Even Arizona head coach Lute
Olson, whose team dominated
both conference play and the
tournament this year, is opposed to
the tournament "We play 18 tough
games during the year - why do we
need to come back and put these
players through three tough days?"

But regardless of the various"
reasons for and against the Pac-10
conference tournament, it will be
an event that will be missed. "From
a personal standpoint, Tm going to
miss the tourney,'* said Muldoon.

So much for socializing, so
much for the anything-goes atti-

tude of championship week and
Frightening Friday, the Pac-10
toumament belongs to the days of
yore. And now we can only read
about it in history books.

ARIZONA ST.: Too close
From page 50
four-point play.

But Madkins covered Austin
like a blanket As lime wound
down, the ball ended up in the
hands of Matt Anderson, last

year's Pac-10 three-point shooting
leader.

Temporarily open. Anderson
fired. "I was praying the ball didn't

go in," Wilson said. "It looked
good."

Somebody heard his prayers aiyl

the ball hit back iron. Alex Austin
then apparently had the rebound,
but UCLA guard Darrick Martin
slapped it out of his hands and
quickly threw it to Wilson as the

game expired.

The Bruins had been playing
their best basketball since the first

half of the season. Behind Martin's
best overall game (18 points seven

assists), the Bruins conttt)lled the
tempo. After trailing eariy, UCLA
went on a 19-2 run, with 15 of
those points on fast breaks. The
last six came on back-to-back treys

by UCLA freshman Tracy Murray.
ASU, however, was able to

erode the Bruins lead during an
extended run very late in the

second half.

That would set up some more of
Wilson's heroics. With 1:30 left in

the game Becker fouled Wilson to

set up a one-and-one. With the

arena rocking with
"Trevor. . .Trevor. . .Trevor"
Wilson calmly sank both ends to
put UCLA up by three.

But that lead would disappear
quickly, as with 43 Seconds left,

Alex Austin who was covered by
Madkins like a blanket, gave his

defender a head fake. Madkins fell

for it and went for the ball. Austin
then pulled up as Madkins fouled
him. The ball sailed to the hoop
and in. Four point play.

And the celebration began.
Unfortunately for the ASU fans,

though, it was a bit premature.
Bruin Notes: Wilson was cofrfieUnt about
taking the last second shot, despite missing
one and costing his team a game versus
Stanford last month. "If there was any
doubt, I wouldn't have taken it," he said.
"In times like that I revert back to the
playground. I've made a few of those shot\
at Sherman Oaks playground. . .probably
nine out often times it's worked. . the only
question was whether was I was going to
bank it or shoot it straight on."

"I want to go out ofthe gym with Wilson
or MacLean taking the last shot Then I can
hold my head up high" Harrick said.

Murray leda balancedUCLA attack with
19 points and JO rebounds. He hit three of
four three pointers.

Daiy Bruin Sports

HNAi^; UCU still celeiirates after
i-rom page 52 """^

zone defense to try and compen-
sate for the lack of size on his club.
But no matter what the Bruins
threw at Arizona, it wouldn't have
mattered because the Cats are
peaking at the right time.

But Arizona didn't only beat the
Bruins in the paint with aggressive

^ offensive rebounding and numer-
ous second and third effort shots.

Much like in Tucson last month,
UCLA pulled its own noose with a
dismal shooting effort horn the
floor. The Bruins shot just 34.5
percent from the floor, and only 3

1

percent in the first half when the
Cats made their run.

A key move by Arizona head
coach Lute Olson was to instate a
box-in-one defense against UCLA
leading scorer Don MacLean. UA
forward Jud Buechler completely
shut down MacLean in the first

half, limiting him tojust two points
and one shot from the field.

*They did a nice job in contain-
ing MacLean in the first half."

Harrick said.

Olson agreed. "We came out
and played the box all the way.
That was a key early. MacLean is

such a vital player to their offense,

if you take him out, it forces their

other players to do more," Olson
explained. "We lacked out Fortu-

nately Tiracy Murray missed a
few."

But Murray was just one of the
Bruins who came out cold. UCLA
missed 1 5 of its first 20 shots, with
five airfoalls included in that spaa

Harrick believed that the Arizo-
na big men played a big factor in

altering the Bruin players shots.

With MacLean being denied the
ball by Buechler. the other Arizona
towers loomed heavily over
UCLA's fix)nt line. Murray missed
his fint five attempts and UCLA
guard Gerald Madkins was off on
four in a row.

UCLA point guard Darrick
Martin, who hit four of his first six

shots, had a theory for UCLA's
cold shooting. *They (Arizona)
cause you to rush your shots. You
tend to force your shots. I think in

the first half, we were too pumped
up. We had too much adrenaline,

rushed our shots and had a couple
of airballs."

But whether it was the fact they

had to shoot ball over the Arizona
"irig men or that they were too

excited. UCLA's shooting defi-

nitely proved to be their downfall.

You can't win if you can't score.

And the more UCLA missed,
the more the Cats ran, with Matt
Muehlebach and Matt Othick
leading the charge. The two
Wildcat guards scored a combined
19 points in the first half, and
dished out seven assists.

Muehlebach, who recorded just

the third triple-double in Pac-10
history on Friday night added four

steals in the first half, all which led

Sean Rooks and the 'Cats
sprung on UCLA early and
never let up.

to UA buckets. Othick finished

with a game-high 12 assists and
three three-pointers.

"I thought they (Muehlebach
and Othk:k) did a greatjob in doing
what they need to do," Olson
explained. *They know what dieir

job is. These guards kiK)w how to

get the ball to the right people in

the right spot."

And everybody in attendance
knew who the "right people" were.

How couldn't you notice them. UA
rotated a core of 6-11 giants who
continuously crashed the boards
and tallied second-effort buckets.

And because of Arizona's ability

to pierce the UCLA zone defense
and get the ball into the paint, they
shot 54 percent from the floor.

But the onslaught began from
the outside. Up by just two points

with 13:15 remaining in the first

half, Buechler got the Wildcat baU
rolling by sinkirig a trey. Murray
tried to answer with three of his

own, but the ball didn't find the

rim. After a Trevor Wilson airball.

Muehlebach countered with
another three-pointer and the Cats

were up by eight.

UCLA came back strong with

Wilson leading the attack en route

to his best game (27 points, 17
rebounds) since he sprained his

wrist over a month ago. But after

oading buckets with the Bniins,

UA got serious again with Othick
connecting from three-point land
and then driving and scooping to

the hoop the next time down the
floor.

And with the Arizona guards
hitting all net from the outside.

Martin and Madkins were forced
to play tighter, thereby opening up
the inside for Arizona big men
Sean Rooks, Ed Stokes. Buechler
and Brian Williams. And when
that started happening, it was all

but over.

Additionally, even when Arizo-
na did miss a shot, it seemed like

diere was always another big body
cleaning die pas& for the follow
through or tip in. **Sometimes their

missed shot is their best play.

Harrick joked.

But no matter the play Arizona
was too strong and too deep.
Olson's rotation of goliaths tired

the weary Bruin firondine. which
couldn't really make any serious
threats for the rest of the game.
Whenever UCLA mustered a field

goal. UA answered with at least

one of its own.
But UCLA's loss should not be

a big shocker to anyone. Arizona is

playing at the top of theirgame and
had rolled over its last 6 confer-

ence opponents but at least 20
points. And after dropping its first

conference games in Oregon,
Arizona hasn't lost outside of
Pauley Pavilion.

"They were awfully young early
(in the season)." Harrick said. "But
now they've developed. They're
good.*"

Wilson voiced the same senti-

ments. "I knew it was going to take
an outstanding effort on every-
one's part," he said.

But Wilson, Harrick and the rest

of the Bruins shouldn't be down.
The Mad, Mad March to die

Tourney is over.

BRUIN NOTES: Buechler and
Muehletach were named the co-MVPft
of the tourney. Abo making the all-UNir-
ttej team were Wilson^ Alex Attain
(Arizona SUte) and Adam KecTe (Stan-
ford).

Wilson's 17 boards marked a career-
high. Eleven of those 17 came on the
ofTenslve end of the court

TOURNEY: Bruins fiace UAB, maybe Kansas
From page 52

this week, UAB was defeated in

the semifinals, 61-57, by the
University of North Carolina,

Charlotte.

To bring it closer to home, UAB
defeated Oregon, 79-69, in Bir-

mingham on December 5. UCLA
has defeated Oregon twice (79-62
in Pauley Pavilion and 94-76 in

Arizona this weekend), and lost to

the Ducks once (99-105 in Eugene
last month).

The Bruins hope that they won't
follow in the footsteps of the 1989

Pac-10 tournament's second-place

finisher, Stanford. Last year, Stan-

ford lost to Arizona in the champ-
ionship game of the Pac-10
tourney (73-51) as UCLA did

yesterday. The Cardinal then went
on to lose to Siena in the first round

of the NCAA toumament.
But Harrick doesn't think that

the Bruins will fall like the tt^es

just because of the loss to Arizona.
"1 don't think that this (Arizona)

game will affect us," he said.

And according to Harrick, the

Bruins will definitely not be down
from the loss because now, it's

Freshman Tracy Murray is

alreadyheaded for the show.

tourney time. "We don't get
down," he said.

And one player who will defi-

nitely need to be up will be UCLA

forward Trevor Wilson, a member
of die 1990 Pac-10 All-Tourna-
ment squad. Wilson led the team
widi 28 points and 17 rebounds
gainst die Wildcats—showing his

"big game" nature despite the loss.

"It seems that the way Trevor
Wilson performs is the way our
team performs." said Harrick
about the senior who faces his last

NCAA toumament

"I would like to be successful."

said Wilson. "Hopefully, Uiis team
can advance a couple of rounds

—

or maybe more," he said.

If UCXA should win its first

round game against UAB, it will

likely have to play die East's No. 2
seed, die Kansas Jayhawks. In its

first round game. Kansas will
likely beat No. 15 seed Robert
Morris to advance to die secon^.
round.

"I've never watched diem play a
whole game," said Harrick about
Kansas. "But diey're a good team,
too. At one time diey were the
team," he said about die previously
No. l-ranked team in die Asso-
ciated Press Poll.
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Cinema and
French 138

Literature
:^'-

m Contemporary France
^^ ? -^ ^ Spiihg 1990

COIfSI

FAtTHt
BlOODy t^AnSMlSI
CLJiSS OPPHSSStOW

FEUDAL
FLI]^X

modems imagine the middle ages (taught in english)!!!

reality in plato's cave (tues-diun, 3:30-5:30 pm)!!!
modem theory on medieval movies (prof: peter haidu)!!!
flick ont and learn!!!

"For the firat and perhaps the final time,

ladies and gendemen, step up,

laugh, weep« try to understand!!!"

ybur Decision.

Your Choice.
ms^!^.

• Free Pk«gnancy TMilig

• Low Cost Early

Pregrumcy Test

• Immediate Test Resitlts

Pregnancy Termination

• (General or Local

Anesthesia

• AffbrdaUe
Birth Control

• Student Oiscoimt

Ihe College Line

824-1449

achokx

RmlyPlammigAssociates

MedicuQvi^

B STANLEY H. KAPLAN
dta Take Kaplan OrTake Your ChaiKcs

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-2S2-PREP
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They weren't pretty,

but spikers take two
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

For the true volleyball aficionado, this past weekend's matches
involving the UCLA men*s team were not the prettiest in town, but it got
the job done.

Besides, if you win you don*t have to be pretty.

Against the Ball State VolleyCards yesterday afternoon in a non-
league match, the Bruins used all but one player in uniform in winning
their third-straight match. A final look at the scoreboard showed UCXA
on top with a 15-12, 15-12. 15-6, thus pushing its record to 16-2.

Leading a very balanced UCLA offense was senior Mark Tedsen

—

starting in his second match of the year. The swing hitter from Santa Cruz
came through with a match-high 16 kills.

A back-row specialist for His previous three years at UCLA, TdSsen
this season has received much more playing time at the hitting spots for

See VOLLEYBALL, page 44

' CHARLES COOLEY/DaHy Bruin

UCLA'S f^anny Adams got tangled up with Jeff Cirillo and ttie Trojans this weekend.

By Ti&rry White

Contributor

watch them tangle
£y

;^^-

This weekend will leave

the Bruins wondering, as

they dropped two out of
three games to the USC
baseball team.

On the bright side, record

crowds showed up to cheer
on the Bruins (17-8, 4-7

Six-Pac) at Jackie Robinson
Stadium on Friday and Sun-
day. Friday's attendance of
2,142 set an all-time JRS

record, only to be broken

two davs later as 2,511

watched the Bruins beat the

Trojans 9-7 in 11 innings.

The Bruins had a 6-2 lead

after seven innings. But in

the eighth, UCLA watched
as the four run lead crumbled

into a one-run deficit Relief

pitcher Dave Zancanaro
walked three and gave up a

double. With the lead cut to

6-4 and the bases loaded, Ian

Calip came in to put out the

fire. Making his college

debut, Calip promptly
walked Trojan Mark Smith

to force in another run.

Adams then sent Tim Lind-

say out to the mound to

replace the rookie Calip.

With the bases still

loaded, a Mike Hankins
throwing error
on a routine ground ball

allowed another two Trojan

runs to score. Tim Lindsay
- retired the next batter, but

See BASEBALL, page 43

OIMITRI NEGROPONTE

Albert Hanneman (right) and Scott Herdman paired up as
UCLA won a pair this weekend.

AT THB PRkX, IT SOUNDS
1000

Believe it. Al & Ed's brings you this

top-of-the-line Kenwood CD player

at a rock-bottom price. Just like we'v^

been bringing audiopbiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.

With top-notch stereo installation at

every Al & Ed's, and sales odvisgrs

who know their product inside and out,

people have come to know us as the

mobile electronics speciotist. Whether

it's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows all. And

that's the honest truth.

II TO BE TRW.

KENWOOD AM/FM CD PUYER PUUOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With QutomotK looding, 3" CD single copobilify, optimum servo control,

direct trock occess, double oversompling, triple beom laser, rondom shuffle

ploy, trock scon, PU synthesized tuner, 30 stotion presets, seek ond

monuol tuning, 2 cok)r illumination, outomotK memory entry, locol/distont

switch, and bts more, tocvt

REG. $749

»399
47%tlf

100 WAH AM/FM SHREO aSSHTE
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({[(; ^594
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4isofr

SOMYAM/FM PUllOUT CASSETTE RECEIVER
X lol iMk Pll Ooort/ Srofhesis luoet, IBFM 6AM ptnet tuning with RHi $310
mono/sieieo I OK/kx swiKh, outomotK remse (ossette dwk, swrtth #J^#^
se(t(toble boss omi neMe (ontiols. RMS output with fodn (ontiol, nefotNc 'iVV
l( multi l-jiKtiwi dispjoy. slide out ontt Ihefi (hossis mos; 9 W m

*-^
aRAlARMWITN
TWO REMOTE
TRANSMIHERSAND
LIFETIME IKMRRANTY
Feofufes 7 UHf temofe

(ontiol from tiommittBR to V

Oftn/disorm sysfetn, limited

lifetime worronty, dtgitoUy SAil
encoded modulotion Mntti thousonds of # fmg^
dtgtrol (odt conibtiotions, fotoffy keyless * |/"

I opefotion, floshmg UO ond nme

^^ STEAL)H
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lY THE MAKERS
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tseuMly syMm ihoi ImIims

^>t

Si^te^^^ fiku Pta^vteM
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DEFY AUTO THEH AT THE

niSHOFAMITTON
Indusfty exclusive ? button

ultra thin tionvniftet, fNh)

piogrommoble ond rapro-

giommoble, high poweied ^
bridged output yren, eosy (TMunlmg

ShottefGuord' gloss breok detectoi.
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Al& Ed^ Aidosound
TNE SfEOAUSTS IN MOMU ElECTRONKS.

^^ WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY
2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd

(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

OPEN 9AM to 6PI\/! MON-SAT

TACOS AL CARBOfM

^

Try our

•^^ freshly charbroiled

fcojv taste treats!

with ttiis coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get
another item of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

« 1 coupon per person. Exp. 3/31/90
Not valid with any other offer

Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(81^ 901'Un

16330 VENTURA BLVD. in ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9064 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHR€GE
(81^ 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TARZANA

(818) 34^8200

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD al SEPULVEDA,

(21^47^4322

8510 W 3fd STREET H U OENEGA
(21^ $57-1002

11819 WISHRE BLVD. al GRANVUE
(21^ 479-SOOS

7962 SUNSET BLVD. at LAUREL
(2iS) 6504666

42S0 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARMA Da REY

(213) 827-8093

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HUS
(8191)3464144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
4|
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•»^' Track & Field

Men tune-up for next weekend with quad viGtoiy

ERT SOONQ^aly Bruin

John Henry Johnson threw for a personal-best 1dd'9" in the
javelin Saturday.

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Writer

With 113 points, the UCLA
men*s track team vanquished Cal
State Northridge (39) and Azusa
Pacific (36) Saturday in I>rake.

That was the easy pan.
Now, with Texas and Fresno

State on next week's horizon, the

hard part begins.

Again, the Bruin depth Saturday

was the deciding factor on an
afternoon when several top ath-

letes didn't compete due to injuries

or the proverbial *meet off.

And it is the injury part of that

equation which has head coach

Bob Larsen worried. With sprinter

Bert Emmanual pulhng up at the

end of the 100, and fellow speed-

ster Kevin Williams also sidelined,

UCLA*s block crew is down in

numbers with the sprint-oriented

Longhoms coming to town.

*Thafs sad. really sad." said

Larsen— but in reality, not all of
the sprint news Saturday was of the

dour emotion.

Sophomore Mike Stevenson
had his most prolific day as a
Bruin, first anchoring the 4x100 to

a 41.1 clocking that is impressive

in light of the fact the neither

Azusa nor Northridge finished the

race due to botched passes in the

last exchange zone.

Then. Stevenson fmished sec-

ond in the 400 to Azusa' s Felix

Sandy but set a 46.5 personal best

in the process. Stevenson and
Sandy also dueled in the 4x400
relay to end the meet, and though

Sandy got the best of the two again.

Stevenson made the race quite

competitive.

*'Mike had an outstanding day."

said Larsen. **He anchored two
relays and though he couldn't quite

overcome Sandy, a 46.2 split on
the last leg was really good. Mike's
really off to a good start'

w

See TRACK, page 42

Women win in Dralce and get good news from indy
By Chris Koutures
Senior Staff Writer

Though UCLA's women's track team opened their home
season with an impressive quadrangle victory Saturday in

Drake, the biggest news was due to a resultant thud all the
way from Indianapolis, Indiana.

As the women scored 72 points to defeat Cal (55),
Northridge (38) and Azusa Pacific (9), they were greeted
by a joyous bit of news from the NCAA Indoor
Championships.

Junior Tracie Millet came up with a throw of 51-11 to
win the Indoor shot put title, and to set a UCXA school
record in the process.

'That's great for Tracie and great for this team," said

head coach Bob Kersee. "(Weight coach) Art Venegas told

me that if lYacie had her head together, he wanted to take
her to the national meet, and you can't do any better than a
national tide and a school record."

"It's good for this team," added Kersee, "because we
knew with the class we recruited thre^^years ago—includ-
ing Tracie—^we could have the talent towtirthe-(outdoor)
national title. This just shows what this talent now can do."

While Millet shined in Indianapolis, a couple of Kersee's

more recent recruits lit up the sprint lane at Drake.
Freshmen Andrea Lee and Angela Burham opened the

meet by running the first two legs on the 4x100 relay team
that won in 45.23. Lee and Burham gave UCLA a solid

lead, one that Tonya Sedwick and Caryl Smith could all but
extend with the final two legs.

Burham and Lee returned to place 1-2 in the 400, with
Burham's 55.23 edging out Lee's 55.73. They weren't
quite done yet.

Burham won the 200 in 24.15 with a quick burst around
the turn, while Lee also ran victorious in the 400
Intermediate Hurdles with a time of 64.43.

Finally, as if those events weren't sufficient, Burham and
Lee teamed with Smith and Janeen Vickers to forge a
3:49.5 4x400 relay team that closed the meet on winning
note.

•This was my opener," said Kersee, "and I told Angela
and Andrea to pack a lunch- and even dinner—because
they were going to run quite a bit today."

•T was very pleased, especially with our depth on the

relays. We ran a good 4x100 without Janeen (Vickers) and
the 4x4(X) without Tanya Sedwick, so that makes me
happy."

While not in the short relay, Vickers was busy in the 100

hurdles with a convincing win in 13.8 seconds. The 1989
NCAA 400 hurldles champion, Vickers cleared every
barrier consistently in the shorter race.

Along with the multi-event people in the weights and
sprints, Kersee sgcs the distance crew as a needed
component in the run for a national title. On Saturday, he
was pleased with what he saw.

In the 3000, even though Cal's Sabrina Han

—

2l national

caliber distance runner—won the race in 9:49.63, she was
able to pull two Bruins to excellent early season times of
their own. Jennifer Ash finished second in 9:57.21, with
Nicole Nugent coming in at 10:06.85.

Then in the 800, Andrea DellaMonica overcame an early
lead by

Cal's Andreen Alvarenga to post a 2:15.30 winning
mark. i

Christy Ward second in 46-6 3/4.

All in all, UCLA extended its record to 3-0 on the
afternoon, and added the first of what Kersee expects to be
several championships accrued this season.

"We're off to a great start, and we have started the march
toward the Pac-10 Meet and the national championships."
he said.
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SPRING TIME IS
-

SPERRY TIME!
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Lets face it. a ikiily diet of tasteless (Jo /o/ thf rx^l nlternatav! Get a

burmrs itt .vAn/rjani bdxes can tarn fresh, dikiims Siibuxiy sandwich or

sui into u dull person sabd /i »r u chun^ Y(Hi 7/ fcx-e it.
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i-^\ WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK /jJ^'i

\.,r^ VOUR ONLY BRUIN v^j!-^
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE

$1.00 OFF
Any Foot-Long Sub of Large Salad

WESTWOOD AT LINDBROOK

CLASSIC CVO CANVAS
Available in a wide range of colors
for botli men and women. RECEIVE
A FREE PAIR OF BEACH THONGS
WITH ANY "SPERRY" PURCHASE!

Limit 1

per customer
^UBUjnv^ Not valid with k

any other offer
10938 Weyburn Avenue. Westwood CA, 824-1090
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Road to the Pao-lO finals had its Iximps for Brains
}*

ASU be-deviled UCLA in a naiUbiter
By David Gibson
Sports Editor

TEMPE. Az.—All net
UCLA senior forward TYcvor

Wilson didn't even hesitate. Neith-

er did Jim Harrick, who called the

play. No problem, ball in, game
over. UCLA advances to the finals

of the Pac-10 Tournament with a

79-78 victory over Arizona State.

Simple, right?

Wrong. With 33 seconds left on
the clock on Saturday, the UCLA
Bruins, behind an unbelievable

sequence of events, suddenly
found themselves gasping for air in

front of 10,989 fans at the Univer-

sity Activity Center.

UCLA head coach Harrick had
helplessly wimessed a fired-up

Sun Devil squad resurrect itself

from six feet under and turn a

Bruin 20-point lead into a 78-77
advantage of their own.
Now, with a major upset on the

horizon, Harrick had lo decide
who to call the final play for. He
chose the senior.

But why Wilson in this instance.

He had only made three of his first

nine shots, his wrist was still sore,

and Harrick said that his touch was
not back yet Additionally, Wilson
is the worst free throw shooter on
the team, in case ASU decided to

foul him.

But ASU head coach Bill

Frieder elected not to foul Wilson,

and took his chances with Mark
Becker, who would have the

dubious honor of guarding the

smaller, quicker Wilson.

Frieder *s decision would be
costly. Wilson look the inbounds

pass from MacLean. Harrick had
his team stacked on the near

sideline, thereby opening up a

clear lane for Wilson. After

receiving the ball, Wilson quickly

drove to the far end of the court

with only Becker in-between him
and the Tournament finals.

"When I saw Becker on me, I

got really excited,** Wilson
explained. "They had a one-on-

one coverage on me. I was
surprised. He (Becker) had no
help." V

Wilson went by Becker like he

wasn't there, and as he was fading

out of bounds, Wilson lofted a soft,

high-arcing shot that hit nothing

but the bottom of the bucket No
problem. "I knew it felt good.**

Wilson said.

"I wanted him to drive in and
either shoot a layup or a dunk,**

Harrick explained.

But it wasn*t over yet, because

ASU simply didn't know the

meaning of the word die. Just off a

83-75 win over the No. 1 seed

Oregon State, the biggest upset in

the four-year history of the tour-

ney, ASU suddenly thought they

could beat anyone.

After a timeout, the Sun Devils

still had 15 seconds left, and more
importantly, they had Alex Austin

on the court. Austin had capped off

the ASU run by hitting a controv-

ersial three-pointer which should

have only counted for two. In

addition, UCLA guard Gerald

Madkins had fouled him on the

play, enabling him to finish a rare

See ARIZONA ST., page 46

Oregon sure played like sitting Ducks

SCOTT WEERSINQ/Dtfy Bruin

Keith Owens jammed vs.

Oil, Don MacLean watched.

By David Gibson
Sports Editor

TEMPE, Az.—The Tcmpe police

are onthe lookout for a man who
has committed an assault But
everyone who was at the scene of
the crime knows that there is no
need to question any suspects.

Everyone knew who was giiilty.

The Butier did it And he did it

again, and again.

When the UCLA basketball

team needed a spark off of the

bench in its first-round game with
Oregon, it looked no further than to

freshman off-guard Mitchell But-
ler, who scored a career-high 14
points in the first half alone of the

Bruins* 94-76 victory over the

Ducks.

"I just got into the flow early.**

Butler said. **I felt that I had a

chance to put some points on the

board earUer in the year, but I felt

that 1 could score today.**

And he did, and often. With the

Bruins up 14-12 with 12:44
remaining the first half. UCLA
guard Gerald Madkins picked up
his second foul. But UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick didn*t shed a
tear, as he looked down the bench
to Butler, who came in and made
his presence felt immediately.

With UCLA forward Don Mac-
Lean shooting his second of two
free throws. Butler prepared him-
self for a possible rebound. When
Maclean hit back iron, Butler

slipped in through the block and
tipqpled the ball back into the hole.

See OREGON, page 45

1990 Pac-10 Basketball Tournament Results

TOM YUN/Oaly Bruin

925 N. BROXTON
(N. of Village Theater)

Walk-ins Accepted

THE 0!\i'LY 3 NUMBERS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

208-SASS
208-HAIR
" 208-WAVE

SASSOON SASSOON
HEADSHOTS
make-up, hair style

& roll of 36 exp.
00

(reg.$i50)

EXPERT Hi-Lite DESIGN CUTS
weave (any color, match

or change) perms

from $40°°

from $18
with tree tiot oi!

conditioner or

cellophane

BUY 1 G
Buy

• PRODUCT SPECIAL •

ET 1/2 OFF of 2nd Product
2 Products get 3rd FREE

or

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHALILI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

- - ^ t, <

DRAGON
EXPRESS

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 & '

FREE EGG ROLL
Please show ad when order!ng

208-4928 1147 Westwood

PERSONAL INJURY LAW
ALL NATURE OF ACCIDENTS INCLUDING:

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• MOTORCYCLE & MOPED ACCIDENTS
• SLIP/TRIP & FALL
• PRODUCT INJURIES

OTIILK CIN'lL >Si CRLMINAL NLATTLRS

FREE CONSULTATION

20SA)740

MARTIN P. WENIZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
924 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 200

SECURITY PACIHC BANK BUILDING
OUST SOUTH OF UOA CAMPUS BETWEEN IE CONTE & WEYBURN)
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Bruins battle for the Big Show
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UCLA'S Trevor Wilson and Kevin Walker battle Arizona's Wayne Womack for a rebound in the first half
^

;>

Head coach Jim Har-
rick makes a point in

the Oregon game,
while (right) Kevin
Walker swats away a
Duck shot

i-

Photos by

Scott Weersing

Bnjin Mitchell Butler and ASU's Mike Redhair follow the bouncing ball.
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'Zona rejects Bruins, but NCAA loves LA.
'Cats win another

tournament title

By David Gibson ,

Sports Editor

TEMPE, Az.—WeU, there*s some
good news for UCLA basketball

fans and some bad news. But, since

it's dead week, we'll start of with

the good stuff.

No more hype. No more specu-
latiDn. No more second guessing,

ifs.'^ginds or buts. It's official, the

Road to the Final Four has
UCLA's name written all over it

At 6:30 eastern time yesterday, the

Bruins were named the No. 7 seed
in the eastern bracket. UCLA will

now get set to play Alabama
Birmingham (22-8) next week in

Atlanta. Former UCLA head
coach Gene Bartow, who replaced

the legendary John Wooden heads
UAB.

But not everything was a sweet
as a Georgia peach for UCLA.
Before the Bruins ran to the locker

room to check out the seedings,

there was some unfinished busi-

ness to take care of. Namely, the

Arizona Wildcats and the Pac-10
Tournament finale.

Both teams came in streaking,

with the Cats owning a 13-game
conference winning streak and the

Bruins boasting a modest four

game streak of their own. But
something had to give yesterday at

the University Activity Center,

and when it did, it gave fast and
hard and UCLA was lucky to

escape with a 94-78 loss to the Cats
in front of 8,037.

'They're a very, very good
basketball team." UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick said. **A very

good basketball team. They are

very big and very strong."

And that size and strength

proved costly once again for the

smaller Bruin (20-10) team, as the

C^ls (23-6) made their presence

felt all game long in the inside.

Like in UCLA's victory over
UA at Pauley in late January,

Harrick had his team come out in a

See FINALS, page 47

SCOTT WEERSING/Paily Bruin

UCLA and Trevor Wilson were stopped by Sean Rooks and 'Zona, but are tournament-
bound.

Curtain falls on PaolO Tournament
By Wendy Witherspoon .

Assistant Sports Editor

TEMPE, Az.—Sometimes it's sad
when a species becomes extinct,

but other times it's just a matter of
evolution.

the most recent victim of

natural selection has been the Pac-

lO's post-season tournament,
which gave its flnal hurrah this

weekend in Tempe. The Universi-

ty of Arizona went down in history

as the last team to hold the Pac-10

tournament title, with its 94-78

victory over UCLA, yesterday.

But when our posterity reads

about this history, they will likely

lack reverence for its importance

because at the young age of five,

the tourney sadly has become a

remnant of the past
•The decision to eliminate the

tournament was primarily made by
the (college) presidents and
chancellors," said Pac-10 Assis-

tant Commissionetr Jim Muldoon.
And like any d^ision handed
down from above in the world of

athletics, it has met with much
controversy.
^ Most of the tournaments' oppo-

nents, such as UCLA athletic

See FAREWELL, page 46

UCLA heads for

the tournament
By Wendy Witherspoon
Assistant Sports Editor

TEWE—That's it. The results are

in. And may we have the envelope

please?

At 4:30 pm (MST). yesterday, a
group of eager Pac-10 sportswri-

ters huddled around a television set

in the University Athletic Center
of ASU, where Arizona had just

won the Pac-10 Conference title

with a 94-78 win over UCLA.
And everyone wanted to know

what was going to happen next
"Next" was the NCAA tourna-

ment—"the greatest show on
Earth," according to UCLA head
coach Jim Harrick. And when the

seedings were broadcast, yester-

day evening, Harrick learned that

he would be bringing his No. 7-

seeded team to Atlanta, Friday, to

battle the No. 10 seed, the Univer-
sity of Alabama, Birmingham.
Who?
"I don't know anything (about

UAB)." said Harrick. "(Except) I

know (UAB head coach) Gene
Bartow," he said. As well he
should.

Bartow was a predecessor of
Harrick 's, coaching at UCLA for

two years, from 1975-1977, and
leading UCLA to 28-4 and 24-5

seasons, respectively. Maybe Barr
tow left UCLA because he
couldn't quite fit into the big shoes
that were left to him. After all,

Bartow's predecessor, the original

Wizzard of Westwood, John
Wooden, wore very big Nike's.

*The irony of Gene Bartow,"
said Harrick with a smile. **They

probably snickered in the commit-
tee when they made that decision

(to pair UCLA and UAB)," he
said.

At the helm of UAB, this year,

the former Bruin coach has led his

team to a 22-8 overall record and
first place in the Sunbelt Confer-

ence after league play (12-2). In

the fight for the Conference title

See TOURNEYp page 47

Women, too, tourney-bound for first time since '84-'85
By Scott Brown and
Dov Tamler

Staff Writers

March Madness is here!

The UCLA women's basket-

ball team opens NCAA Tourna-

ment play, Wednesday, against

the Univcnity of Afl»iisis at

Fayetteville. The contest marks

the Hrst appearance for the

Bruins in the tourney since the

1984-85 season.

The Bniins are the tenth see4

in the West region behind power-

houses such as No. 1 Stanford and
No.2 Geoi^gia. If the Bniins get

past the No.7 Razorbacks, they

will face the Bulldogs on their

home court next weekend for a

spot in the western regional.

Seen on CBS television.

UCLA Senior Associate Athletic

Director Dr. Judith Holland, a
member of the sdection com-
mittee, expressed some difficulty

in the selection process.

*This year, more than any
other year, we had trouble pick-

ing the top eight," Holland

explained. "We're looking for-

ward to a great final."

UCLA, led by Pac-10 scoring

champ Rehema Stephens, fm-
ished their season strongly,

defeating USC last Thursday
night to cap off a 12-6 Pac-10
season.

The Bruins have been
strengthened in recent weeks by
the return of center Sheri Boul-

din, and guard Rachelle Roulier.

Against the Trojans. Bouldin

registered^ her second double
double of the season in what

turned out to be a key come from
behind win(for the tourney bid).

The senior's return gives UCLA
the depth that they had been
sorely lacking, having carried as

few as s^ven healthy players at

times this season.

The keys to success against

Arkansas will be rebounding and
guard play. UCLA is cuircntly

very thin at the point guard
position, having lost Nicole
Anderson in a collision during a

game against the Washington
Huskies.

The Bruins will look to junior

Rachelle Roulier off the bench to

help fill the void left by Ander-

son. Roulier is at her best on the

perimeter, but can also help head

coach Billie Moore's transition

game.

In Anderson's absence, sopho-

more Del>e Mosman will have to

assume control of the reins and

lead the Bruins down the flocM'.

Mosman, known for her perime-

ter shoodng. may need to be more

5^f^e wmmm, page 43

I« College Basketball / Conferenc^^ Tournament Wrapup
ACQ 1

1
Big East

Georgia Tech Connecticut

Atlantic-10 Big Sky

Temple Idaho

Metro 1
1
MidwesternH^H

Louisville Dayton

Metro Atlantic Missouri Valley

La Salle Illinois Stata

North Atlantic 3^ 1
1
Southerns^"—

'

Boston University E. Tennessee State

Pacific-10 i^^±iA£ Sun Belt

Arizona South Florida

These schools receive automatic

bids to the NCAA Toornament

WCAC

Loyola Marymount

Western

U. Of Texas, Ei Paso
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Memorial to be
held for student

Memorial services will be

held on Saturday for Dana
Renee James, 20, who died

Tuesday of pneumonia.

James, a third year UCLA
student of sociology, was an

active member of the African

Education Project. She was the

AEP*s representative on the

Harambe Council, a council

comprised of all African stu-

dent organizations on campus.

Services will be held at 1:00

p.m. at Angelus Funeral Home
on 3875 S. Crenshaw Blvd. in

Los Angeles.

Inside
Campus store

debates ban
A campus convenient store is

debating whether to honor
ASUCLA*s tobacco sales ban.

See page 5

Viewpoint

Native American
remains

Should Native American
remains be retained for anthro-

pological study or returned for

reburial?

See page 31

Arts & Entertainment

Baby, you'll

be a star!

The newly created Student

Talent Network plans to help

students get their big breaks.

See page 32

Sports

The eyes

of March
Things are looking up for

Mitchell Butler and the Bruins,

who travel to Atlanta for the

first-round of the NCAA Tour-

nament.

Sftp pagp M
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UC's tie to two labs condemned
Laboratories test U.S. nuclear arsenal
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

In a nearly unanimous vote, the

UCLA Academic Senate passed a

resolution condemning the Uni-

versity of California's manage-
ment of the two laboratories

responsible for all development

and testing of the U.S. nuclear

arsenal.

The senate's resolution Tuesday
was the latest move in a string of

state-wide activism advocating

university divestment from the

Lawrence Livermore and Los

Proposed
rent hike
protested
By Christine Hagstrom
Staff Writer

More than 60 members of the

campus community protested out-

side the UCLA Faculty Center on
Tuesday and then marched
through Murphy Hall to the

Chancellor's Office, demonstrat-

ing against proposed rent hikes in

family student housing.

"(The proposed increase)

amounts to a 60 percent rent

increase over the next two or three

years . . . What that means is my
rent which is $459 now, by 1993 or

1994 will be $865 (a month). But it

also means that a lot of us just are

not going to be able to afford it,"

said Randy AUred, a protester

whose wife is pregnant with their

fourth child.

The protesters advocated alter-

native sources of funding to

subsidize rent increases and keep

stress off of student family incom-

es.

The issue, however, is compli-

cated by the fact that Business

Enterprises, which owns all on-

campus housing, is a self-suffi-

cient organization and can only

generate revenue by increasing

rents in the buildings it owns.

*These are the rules Business

Enterprises runs by. We are saying

that you need to change these rules

and get other funds to go toward

housing . . . We are not arguing

that the university does not need

Alamos laboratories. The issue is

expected to heat up in the next few

months as the university's contract

with' the laboratories comes up for

renewal in September.

**The university serves as a seal

of social approval. If we were to

divest, it would make! a huge

statement to students, faculty and
the world that we can not condone
the destruction of this planet. If the

university pulled out, society

would have to take a much more
serious look at nuclear weapons,"
said Ehzabeth Haapanen, a UC
Santa Barbara student.

Haapanen is the head of Lab-

watch — the system-wide student

group which authored a prominent
resolution urging an end to the UC
Board ©f Regents managerial role

in the two labs. This resolution has

been endorsed by the student

governments and faculty senates

of several UC campuses and is

slated for the spring ballot at

others.

Controversy began last Novem-
ber when a UC faculty advisory

committee, after two years of

deliberation, delivered the Jendre-

sen Report — which recom-

mended that the university "phase

out its responsibility" for operating

the two Department of Energy
(DOE) labs.

The report emphasized that the

university's research relationship

with the lab would not be harmed
by taking the recommended action.

Divestment would simply mean
the Regents would terminate their

managerial responsibilities —
which the committee delt^rmined

were in violation of the mission of
the university and not relevant to

its public service function.

The UC Academic Council
created the committee to provide a

See lABS, page 16

ELLIS GHOOSiAN

A child fields up a sign protesting a proposed rent hiike in family student fiousing.

more housing, what we are saying

is that you cannot fund it by raising

the rents of those who are least able

to pay it," Allred said.

Business Enterprises is raising

on-campus rent in order to meet a

university request that 50 percent

of students be housed on campus
by the year 2(XX), Allred explained.

He said this system of self-suffi-'

ciency must change because stu-

dents with families are not a

resource capable of funding this

kind of large-scale project.

"You can't expect graduate

students, particularly graduate stu-

dents with families, to buy real

estate in Los Angeles which is

basically what we are doing. Wc
arc subsidizing a major develop-

ment project and (Business Enter-

prises) is doing it by raising our

rents, ' he said.

Although the current decision

ion rent hikes will only affect

student family housing, Alan Izu-

ma, who organized the protest,

said the larger issue of outside

funding will become increasingly

important to everyone as rent

on- and off- campus con-Amocs

See PROTEST, page 15

Remains in Haines sparic controversy
American Indians want their

ancestors' skeletons returned
By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

Skeletal remains of more than

1,000 American Indians housed in

a UCLA museum have sparked

controversy between archaeolo-

gists who want the bones for study

and people who want them
returned to their respective tribes.

The collection, ranging from a

finger bone to complete skeletons,

is in the Museum of Cultural

History in Haines Hall. Scholars

and archaeologists study the

rp.mains fnr riissrnaiinns and mhri

projects, said Christopher Donnan,

the museum's director.

Academic arguments have
clashed with emotional issues as

archaeologists emphasized the

scientific value of the collection,

while American Indians concen-

u^te on spiritual and religious

reasons to rebury their ancestors'

bones.

*The university should volun-

tarily return these remains before

they are mandated to do so (by a

law)," said James Riding In, an

American Indian graduate student.

A <:tatp hill if apprnvpil, may

force institutions like UCLA to

return the remains. They could be

denied state funds and even face

fines if they do not comply.

The bill, proposed by Assemb-
lyman Richard Katz, D-Sepulve-

da, passed its first step toward

becoming a law Tuesday when a

subcommittee of the assembly
approved it 10 to 0.

American Indians like Riding In

and John Redhorse, director of the

American Indian Studies Center,

said the remains housed in Haines

and museums across the nation

pose spiritual and religious prob-

lems. ^*

**Wc feel as if these remains

have a human spirit to them,"

Riding In said "To us thpy

»»•

represent human life.'

While the religious issues vary

from tribe to tribe. Riding In said

some American Indians believe

the remains are in a state of limbo

when they leave the burial

grounds. Others, he said, think of

them as being desecrated in the

name of science.

But anthropology professors

emphasized the need to keep the

collection for Ongoing research,

which they say actually helps the

American Indian community.

"We've given (hem their his-

tory," said Clem Meighan, an

anthropology professor whose
excavation work is part of the

Rftft REMAINS, pagpIiZ.
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[OnAY, THUP^HAY. MARCH 15

• Graduate School of Education
- UCLA Masters/Credential Program Application Deadline

- 201 Moore Hall

• Campus Events
- "^Lord of the Files" Sneak Preview

- 8:00pm
' AGB

• USAC
, - Zev Yaroslavsky

' t2:30pm
- North Campus Room 22

tfRlHAY. MARCH 16

• Center for Near Eastern Studies

- Perspectives on the Palestinian Uprising

- 2:00pm
- California Room, Faculty Center

• Student and Campus Life

' Involvement Conference Enrollment Form Deadline

^« Campus Evepite
^- "Red Balloon" at 8:00pm

' "Repo Man" at 9:00pm
' AGB

y^ffc^HAY. MARCH 20
• UCLA Housing

- On-Campus Housing Application Deadline

' 5:00pm

• UCLA Aquatic Center
' Sailing. Windsurfing, and Catamaran Spaces Available

• USAC
- Teach for America Interviews

' March 19-21

• UCLA Israeli Dance Association
' Israeli Dance Marathon

^ .
•

- March 31, 8:00pm through April 1, 8:00am

- UCLA Dance Building

• Student &. Campus Life

- Involvement Conference

' April 7, 9:00am-2:00pm
- Dykstra Fireside Lounge

• UCLA Scliool of Dentistiy

- Dental Applicants Day
" April 7. 8:00arT)-4:00pm

j^yTT^rr^^Trf^^^^^^^^^^^^y^Tr^^iMT
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Gas tanks explode,

closing 1-10 freeway
The Associated Press

SANTA MONICA — Exploding oxygen and propane lanks on a

flatbed truck closed the Santa Monica Freeway Wednesday afternoon,

snarling Westside traffic on California's two busiest highways,

authorities said.

The injured truck driver was taken to a nearby hospital by an off-duty

policeman, but his condition wasn't immediately known, said a Santa

Monica fire department dispatcher.

"It's a mess. It's a major, major problem," said Officer Lydia Martinez

of the California Highway Patrol.

Firefighters extinguished the blaze and stabilized the remaining tanks

within an hour of the accident.

The westbound truck was on fire before rolling to a slop at 2:15 p.m.

and erupting in flames at Cloverfield Boulevard just west of the San

Diego Freeway, about 12 miles west of downtown Los Angeles,

Martinez said.

*The driverjumped out of the truck and trees and brush started on fire.

The tanks were exploding," she said.

All lanes on both sides of the Santa Monica Freeway were closed.

Eastbound traffic was being taken off the freeway at Cloverfield and

westbound motorists were led off the freeway at Bundy Drive.

The closure was already having an effect on the nearby San Diego

Freeway, where traffic was bumper-to-bumper approaching the Santa

Monica Freeway interchange.

Interstate 10, known as the Santa Monica Freeway, is the busiest

highway in the stale with an average 328,000 daily commuters, said Pat

Reid of the California E)epartment of Transportation.

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them promptly on

this page. Errors may be brought to the attention of the editors by

calling (213) 825-9898.
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Student pushes plan aimed
at curbing illegal drug use
By Eugene Ahn
Senior Staff Writer

Mike Spence used to do drugs.

They weren't hard drugs, he says,

but they were enough to convince
him he needed to quit and get

sU'aight with God. Since then, he*s

been definitely anti-drugs.

T|ie UCLA political science

senior and student activist says

he*s had some powerful influences

in his life. Like God. And like

federal drug czar William Bennett,

who at a conference in December
told Spence — personally — that

colleges ought to take a tough

formal stance against students who
abuse drugs.

Now, Spence is emerging as the

university's guiding force behind a

hard-line drug policy proposal

aimed at reducing illegal drug use

among UCLA students. The Uni-

versity Policies Commission, on
which Spence serves as a student

member, is backing a "careful

review" of the proposal. And soon,

Spence says, policy-makers will

be seeking student input with help

from the undergraduate presi-

dent's office.

Under the proposal, students

caught repeatedly using drugs

would be dismissed from school,

and UCLA also would provide—
and in some cases require —
student offenders to enroll in a

university-sponsored drug abuse

rehabilitation program.

While similar proposals have

been inU'oduced for schools in

Nebraska, Wisconsin and Mis-

souri, Spence' s plan was inspired

by the Drug-Free Schools and

Communities Act Amendments of

1989. The new federal legislation

requires universities to bring their

anti-drug programs up to federal

standards and report compliance

by Oct. 1 or lose funding eligibili-

ty-

That's one reason why Spence

says his proposal makes sense.

*This is the law. This is reality, and
we're dealing with reality in this

proposal," he said in an interview.

**Right now, I think it's a problem
on campus that's not being

addressed by the university."

But Spence's plan meets some
strong objections. Ray Goldstone,

a non-voting member of the

commission and UCLA's dean of

students who handles student

disciplinary cases, said in an

interview that university policy on
drug abuse already exists under a

blanket provision concerning all

illegal activities.

Goldstone said a draft of the

proposal — which provides edu-

cational programs for UCLA staff,

anonymous counseling for non-

offenders and strict sanctions

ranging from random drug testing

10 parental notification for offen-

ders— imposes rigid punishments

that project a stand on drugs

UCLA may not be committed to.

*Sure, I don't think people.
**<

Mike Spence
V

including students, should be sell-

ing or using dope on campus," said

Goldstone, a former criminal

defense attorney. "But frankly, I

haven't seen a lot of ripped

students in my office. And frankly,

1 can tell."

Spence, however, disagrees.

"I've seen the toll it's taken on

college students," he said. "I was
one of them."

rie said he started having prob-

LYNETTE TSAI/Daily Bniin

lems with drugs after using them

"casually" at parties throughout

high school and in his first year at

UCLA. /

"I was on a path of self

desoiiction," Spence said, declin-

ing to specify what kind of drugs

he used and how often he used

them. "I ended up just not caring

about anything but myself."

See DRUGS, page 21

The Bundy bunch No chalk ads for

Homecoming,
organizers say
By Tawn Hhan

MICHAEL HiriSH

Ed O'Neill and Katey Sagal from TV's 'Married with Children' share a laugh in AGB on Tuesday.

Staff Writer

The Homecoming Committee said it will no longer

advertise its events using chalk on campus walkways
after recent incidents which questioned the legitima-

cy of chalking university property.

Although the university does not have a policy

determining the legitimacy of chalking, the commit-
tee— which has made chalk advertisements a part of
their publicity campaign for two years, will suspend

chalk "runs" on campus, commiticc Executive

Director Cameron Darweesh said.

The committee will not reconsider doing chalk

runs until the university develops a policy because

"we don't want to be on bad terms with the

university," Darweesh said.

"Hopefully, (our decision) won't jeopardize the

number (of people who come to Homecoming),"
Darweesh said, explaining tliat the decision was
made in response to the growing concern thai chalk

activity might escalate.

See CHALK, page 17

Chicana women feel feminists skirt racism
Sexual and racial prejudice face Chicanas

WO'Iien's
l-^l3^-c>l=*^r
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By Jill Jacobs

Staff Writer

Many Chicana women,
oppressed because of race, sex and

class, are struggling on many
fronts and are finding both the

feminist and Chicano-rights move-
ment inadequate.

Because of their unique posi-

tion, Chicana women often feel

they are peripheral to the agendas

of both the feminist and Chicano-

rights movements. Consequently,

they may feel isolated from their

own identities.

, Chicana feminists feel "on the

border" of both movements. They
feel a part of both movements but

also feel they have to choose

4)etwcen them, said Camille Loya,

an activist and principal clerk at

UCLA's Women's Studies Center.

"Being a Chicana feminist is

often alienating because wherever

you're choosing to be active —
fighting against the oppression of

women or fighting against racism

— feminists or men of color

question your loyalty (to their

movement) because you're bring-

ing other issues into it," Loya said.

"It is very much a burden to

always be the one who raises her

hand and says, 'well, we need to

include women of color,* " she

said.

The mainstream feminist move-

ment, a movement founded by and

comprised mainly of white,

middle-class women, often tends

to focus on issues particular to that

group and consequently Chicanas*

needs as women are ignored, Loya

said.

Chicana women arc concerned

with the patriarchy prevalent in

their culture and with having their

voices heard, she said.

Although the feminist move-

ment may address racism on an

ideological level, Chicana women
must confront racism every day,

Loya said. ^O
She noted that while white

feminists in the university may
face sexism, Chicanas have an

added burden of belonging to an

underrepresented ethnic group.

"UCLA is a racist place. I hope

nobody would say anything diffe-

rent. There is a sense on the part of

white men especially, walking

around with a sense of entitlement,

that they belong here. . .

"There is an assumption at

UCLA that everyone is the same
and on the same level. That

assumption is a big lie," she said.

Students of color are disadvan-

taged educationally and economi-

cally, but because everyone
assumes they are on the same level,

students of color are left behind.

"Aside from issues of racism,

Chicana women confront issues

that neither the feminist movement
nor the Chicano-rights movement
adequately address. While white

women are concerned about

climbing the corporate ladder,

Chicana women are concerned

with finding a job and trying to

e," said Angelina Veyna,

Chicana/Latina studies

e coordinatoTr-^ —'—

In the Chicano-rights move-

ment, women's issues are subordi-
,

nated to other causes deemed more
important by the leaders of the

movement, who are mostly men,

Veyna said. In the earlier years of

the movement, men were saying,

"We have to fight for ourselves as

aa ethnic group and deal with the

women's issues later," she said.

"Women's issues fell by the

wayside because men established

the (Chicano) agenda and
excluded women's issues."

"Because racist, sexist and
economic oppression are all hap-

pening at the same time, it is

impossible to deal with these

oppressions one at a time in

isolation from the other without

feeling that you are disconnected

from yourself," Loya said.

Out of these concerns a Chicana
feminist movement evolved in the

early 1970s which attempts to

bridge the gap between the two
movements.

"Chicana feminism feels

responsible for confronting racism

in the feminist movement and

^^Chicana^feminism
teels responsIHe^Tor
^confronting racism in

the feminist move^
ment and bringing up
the issue of sexism in

the Chicano move*
mehtff

Camille Loya

bringing up the issue of sexism in

the Chicano movement," Loya
said.

"Chicana feminism is a state of

mind," Veyna said. "It is a recog-

nition of ourselves as women in

conjunction with our culture, and
at the same time making sure that

our voices are heard by both the

Anglo community and Chicano
male society." "Chicana
feminism, as well as African-

American feminism and Asian-

American feminism, is concerned
with racism on a daily basis. It is

linking concerns such as our
oppression as wonien and our

oppression as an ethnic minority,"

Loya said.

ft
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World

Soviet Conglress OKs
Gorbachev presidency

MOSCX)W — The Soviet Congress

decided Wednesday that the only possible

candidate for the new, powerful presiden-

cy in a time of impending civil war is

Mikhail S. Gorbachev. Within hours, it

then rushed to elect him.

^ After XA hours for proposing and

^ discussing nominees, deputies dropped
pink paper ballots bearing Gorbachev's
name only into sealed wooden ballot

boxes in the ornate St George's Hall of

the Grand Kremlin Palace late Wednes-
day.

The official result was to be announced
Thursday morning, but Gorbachev could

lose only if more than half the deputies

abstained or crossed his name off the

ballot.

Tension lightened after Gorbachev
emerged as sole candidate. Premier
Nikolai Ryzhkov and Interior Minister

Vadim Bakatin were nominated but

refused to run.

The new president is expected to speak

about his plans after being sworn in

Thursday.

Peres, Shamir fight

for political futures

JERUSALEM — Hard-line Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir and liberal Vice
Premier Shimon Peres squared off Wed-
nesday for their biggest political battle, a

contest that could force one of the party

leaders into retirement

The showdown was set for 11 a.m.

Thursday in IsraePs 120-seat parliament,

and the issue was the direction of the

peace process.

Labor Party leader Peres said he had a

chance to win the no-confidence vote in

parliament and that a Labor-led govern-
ment would start peace lalks with Palesti-

nians. 1

**I think we have more than a fair

chance to continue and start a dialogue

with the Palestinians. This is the real topic

on the agenda," he said.

In a nationally broadcast speech to

leaders of his right-wing Likud bloc,

Shamir tried to rally his fractious Likud
bloc with a call to unity and accused Peres

of breaking his commitment to a national

unity government

Nation

Libya weapons plant

reportedly on fire

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A Libyan
chemical weaix)ns plant branded a major
threat by the United Slates was reported

on fire Wednesday, according to diplo-

matic sources quoted by the White House.

President Bush said the United States

had heard rumors that the plant was on
fire. However, Bush told reporters in a

hallway at the White House "we didn't

know" what had happened.

Unisured satellite

lost after its launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — An

uninsured $140 million communications
satelUie failed to separate from its launch

rocket Wednesday and orbited uselessly

around Earth, launch officials said.

^Efforts were under way to separate the

satellite and rocket with signals from
ground stations. While it is attached to the

big Titan 3 that boosted it into orbit, the

satellite cannot be fired into the 22,300-

mile-high orbit at which it must operate.

**Initial review of data suggest separa-

tion did not occur," Martin Marietta Corp.

said in a one-seijtence statement.

Martin Marietta, which conducted the

launch, earlier reported that the satellite

had separated, although the spacecraft

failed to sen0 any signals back to Earth

following the 6:52 a.m. launch.

Woman wins fourth

Iditarod sled race
NOME, Alaska — Grated by sirens

and shouts, Susan Butcher stormed into

this Gold Rush town Wednesday in sub-

zero weather and lecord time to rack up
her fourth victory in five years in the

1,158 mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race.

Butcher, 33, of Manley, became only

the second four-time winner of the 18-

year-old Anchorage-to-Nome marathon.

Butcher was running about two hours

ahead of defending champion Joe Runyan
of Nenana, a reversal of positions from the

1989 finish.

Runyan won that race with a one-hour,

five-minute cushion over Butcher.

Butcher finished with 1 1 dogs. During

her 1 1 days on the trail she had to drop

three veteran dogs that pulled her to her

previous victories. She credited her

unknown canines for the victory.

state

Bay traffic returns

to pre-quaice level

SAN FRANCISCO — Traffic on the

Bay Bridge has recently increased to

levels near the pre-earthquake days when

the span carried an average of 250,000
vehicles per day.

In the past two weeks, traffic on the

eight-mile span has shot up 15 percent,

resulting in jam-ups at the toll plaza.

"The heart of the morning peak,

U"affic-wise, is almost back to where it

was before the earthquake," said Jim

McCrank, chief of traffic operations for

the state Department of Transportation.

Damage caused by the 7.1 temblor on

Oct. 17, 1989, kept the bridge closed untiP

Nov. 17, and motorists were slow to

return.
'^

By December, said Toll Plaza CapL-
John Sant, bridge traffic was back to

225,000 vehicles per day.

Local

Beach clean, reopens^

36 days after oil spill

HUNTINGTON BEACH — The final

stretch of Orange County beach fouled by
the American Trader oil spill was
reopened Wednesday, 36 days after the

tanker spilled nearly 400,000 gallons of

crude offshore.

"It*s over," city marine safety officer

Bill Richardson said after surveying the

reopened 2/4 -mile stretch of beach. '*It

looks very good. They made the beach

look better than it has in years in some
areas."

It cost nearly $20 million to clean about

20 miles of beach coated with Alaskan
crude oil that spilled Feb. 7. The hull of

the 811 -foot ship was pierced when the

tanker apparently ran over its anchor

while mooring.

More than 300 shorebirds were jelled

by the oil, which was owned by British

Petroleum America.
"

Compiled from the Associated Press
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UCLA to host UC Regents meeting today and tomorrow
Items discussed will include subsidies, seismic renovation

By Christine Hagstronfi

Staff Writer

The UCLA campus will host a

UC Regents meeting today and
tommorrow, where items related

to UCLA will include a research

grant, medical subsidies and allo-

cations for seismic renovation of

university-owned buildings.

While business as usual goes on
inside the James West Center, gay
rights activists are expected to

protest the university's non-discri-

minatory ix)licy, which has failed

to confront army ROTC regula-

tions forbidding the participation

of gays and lesbians in their

programs.

And the UC Student Associa-

tion is holding a press conference

today at noon to discuss Proposi-

tion 111, which if passed would
increase available funding for

higher education in California.

UCSA has come out strongly in

favor of the proposition.

Highlighting UCLA business at

the meeting will be discussion of

the $16.9 million the campus is

slated to receive for the structural

overhaul of Moore and Bunche
Halls, Math-Sciences and the

School of Public Health.

All of these buildings received

poor and very-poor ratings in a

1978 university-wide seismic
safety survey. These ratings mean
the buildings provide a "life-

threatening risk" to their occupants

in the event of an earthquake.

Although seven of the nine UC

campuses are expected to receive

funds, UCLA will receive more
than twice as much as UC Berke-

iley, the campus with the next

highest allocation. UC San Fran-

cisco and UC Santa Cruz are not

scheduled to receive any funds.

UCLA will also be allotted

$230,000 for nonstructural cor-

rections such as securing movable
equipment and bracing potentially

hazardous items such as light

fixtures and steam pipes.

The Regents are also expected

to vote on a proposed $ 1 1 .5 million

research grant to fund the creation

of a Dual Undulator-Bending

Magnet Beam Line. This research

would be carried out over a four-

year period by UCLA Professor of

Chemistry R. Stanley Williams

and a team of 1 5 graduate students.

If successful, this equipment

would produciei controllable high-
energy light pulses.

The UCLA Medical Center is

expected to receive its fmal allo-

cation of $1.5 million, which will

be used for relieving the financial

strain placed on the center by the

oustanding bills of 13 patients.

Boelter store debates
honoring smoking ban

r

By Debra L. Picker

Staff Writer
H

The management of a campus
convenience store not affiliated

with the Associated Students
UCLA, which recently banned the

sales of tobacco products, is

debating whether to honor such a

ban.

The manager of Cafe by the

SEAS, a lounge and convenience
store located at 3563 Boelter Hall,

conducted a survey last week —
following ASUCLA*s tobacco
sales ban which went into effect

March 2 — to determine whether
fiis customers thought the cafe

should follow suit in banning
cigarette sales.

Of the 400 people surveyed,

most of whom were faculty and
students who frequent the Cafe, a

liule more than half said the Cafe
should no longer sell cigarettes.

Eighty percent of tfte-s^^urvey

participants were yilon-sniolccrs;

said managdcBpb^lount, a senior

engineering major.

"I don*t disagree with the policy

of non-smoking, but I do disagree

with stopping the sale of cigaret-

tes. There's a lot of controversy

about whether ASUCLA should

do it or not, and we're looking at

the possibility of discontinuing

sales," Blount said.

The Cafe by the SEAS, run by a

group of about 300 students who
comprise the Engineering Society,

has existed for "at least 25 years,"

said Sylvia Abrams, accounting

officer for the School of Engi-

neering and Applied Science
(SEAS).

"It is a convenient place for

faculty and students in (SEAS) to

come for a quick snack.' Blount SCOTT WEERSING/Da.ly Bruin

Cafe by the SEAS, at 3563 Boelter Hall, is under no obligation to stop selling cigarettes

See CAFE, page 14 following ttie ASUCLA ban, but may do so anyway.
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'Pizzas, trophies and road trips—our NAdlkswdgens deliver.''
«w
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Andy and Liza Keene
Texas A&M University

V.

Andy and Liza Keene. students at Texas
A&M, talk about their silver Volkswagen
GTI's.

"My husband Andy and I bought our first

GTI in Texas and drove directly to Boston.
A few days later we turned around and
headed back to Texas, by way of Arizona.

That cross country trip was all it took. We
liked the car so nnuch we decided to buy
a second one."

"Volkswagens have a unique feel that no
other cars have." explained Andy. And he
should know. Andy's been racing his GTI
on the Autocross circuit for years and he
has a shelf full of trophies to prove it. When
Andy isn't racing, he's delivering pizzas

to A&M students. "I don't know what's
more challenging—raCttig Autocross or

delivering those pizzas before they get cold."
Together, the Keenes' Volkswagens

have logged over 200.000 miles. They love

their GTI's parked side by side. But we
don't know how much longer they can
keep them together. Right after we took
this photo, Andy ran off to look at a new
1990JettaGLI 16V.

VOLKSWAGEN
If you driv* a Volkswagen, you might be aalacted to appaar in an ad Mca tha one above Send your atory and a photo to Volkswagen leatimonials • 187 S Woodward. Suite 200 • Birmingham. Ml 48009

^
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University elementary scliool's future still undecided
UES's inclusion in long-tenn report deemed irrelevant

By Tina Anima
Senior Staff Writer

UCLA*s recently released
long-range development report

mentions plans for its 108-year-old

elementary school, but "that has

nothing to do with" the decision to

move it, a UCLA official said

Thursday.

Executive Vice Chancellor

Murray Schwartz said the univer-

sity will continue negotiating with

the Santa Monica/Malibu School

District about moving the laborat-

ory school to a site five miles away
from its present location on the

northern edge of campus.

Last week, officials released a

plan of UCLA's development for

the next 15 years, and UES was
included in the package as an

existing campus building and also

mentioned as a building needing

more research space.

Heidi Brandt, president of the

parents' group opposed to moving

the school, said the development

plan shows UCLA will keep the

school if the Santa Monica move

does not work out.

"It indicates (UCLA) hasn't

really made up its mind yet," UES
Director Richard Williams said.

UES is listed in the long-range

plan "because it's there," Schwartz
said, adding that there are no plans

right now for the land if UES does
move. *

And the university's decision to

move the school is still pending

negotiations with Santa Monica/

Malibu School District. Issues

such as the length of the school day
and making sure UES maintains its

independence from the public

school district could influence

UCLA's decision.

Officials have said repeatedly

that they want to make sure the

^
school would remain independent.

Under the current proposal, the

university would control the staff

while the district would provide

the land.

"Instead of council

members deferrii^ to

the groups every
time, I want the
groups to be able to

speak of their own
choice."

AlecWynne

Council continues to girapple witli

student interest giroup definition

ARTIE LECHTMAN

V

By Greg Hayes
Staff Writer

After almost two quarters of

unsuccessful attempts to defme a

student interest group (SIG), many
undergraduate council members
agree they must take the lead to

compromise on the issue.

Second Vice President Alec

Wynne has brought the matter to

council for discussion and possible

action, but the council has post-

poned the agenda item for the past

three meetings.

The definition will come to the

council's attention again early next

quarter when, most council mem-
bers agree, a compromise will be

the only way to create a successful

working definition.

Wynne's current proposal

divides the groups into underrepre-

sented student organizations

(USDs) and council-sponsored s
groups, which would both receive

budgets and office space from

undergraduate government.

Another category, council-

affiliated groups, is recognized by
the government but groups in that

category would not receive any
resources from council.

Budgeting will be allotted for

each group by averaging the

group's previous five years' fund-

ing to determine a base, which
cannot be changed by more than 10

percent at any year.

While council n^iUSt ultimately

See DEnNiTlON, page 19
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW
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• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
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Delivered
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School for homeless kids provides stable environment
I

i%i

UCLA professor says they have hope for a better future

By Val D. Phillips

Staff Writer

Homeless children face many
personal and educational obstacles

but have the ability to cope with

and fight such hardships. This

"resiliency,** coupled with suffi-

cient social, psychological and

academic assistance, may secure

them a better future, a UCLA
i''

alumnus in educational psycholo-

gy said Monday.
"I have a great feeling that the

prognosis is not as dismal as we
thought, if we can provide kids

with the mental and academic help

they need,*' said Cruz Castinon,

who received his master's degree
in educational psychology from
UCLA in 1^7 and is planning to

continue his research at the doctor-

al level.

Cast^on is working with the

Coeur d*Alene Elementary School
in Venice, which has one of the

largest populations of homeless
students in the Los Angeles Uni-
fied School District.

Although the figures change
daily, school officials estimate that

between one-fourth and one-third

of Coeur d*Alene*s 300 students

are homeless. Some students stay

as little as two days while others

may be there for three months or

longer. Most live in the nearby

Bible Tabernacle shelter, one of

the largest private shelters in the

county.

Coeur d* Alene is trying to

address the particular needs of

homeless students through The
Connection Project, a special

program which went into effect

earlier this year. The project.

funded by a $70,000 grant from the

Greater Los Angeles Partnership

for the Homeless, has allowed

Coeur d*Alene to increase its

nursing, psychological, social and

tutorial services.

"We've got to do as much as we
can in the few moments we have

these kids in our hands, so that we
don*t end up with another genera-

tion in the same situation,** said

See HOMELESS, page 15

Student's half-price scooter purchase leads to his arrest
By Steve Macauley
Staff Writer

A crucial part of good consumerism is

shopping around for the best product at the

lowest price, but sometimes "a steal-of-a-

deal"— when taken literally— can lead to

jail time, according to a UCLA student.

Sophomore James Ardell and his room-
mate bought a scooter at half price that

turned out to be stolen and led to his arrest

by the university police department.

Ardell was arrested on March 6 in the

parking structure beneath the Sunset Recre-
ation Center on suspicion of having stolen

the scooter. The case is pending now, but
after seeing his sales receipts police say the

incident may eventually be erased from
Ardell 's record.

*The investigation is continuing," said

DeL Chuck Bumham. "And it may lead to

the possibility that charges will be reduced
and/or dropped."

After a few games of tennis, Ardell and
three of his Alpha Tau Omega fraternity

brothers walked back to the structure and
saw two officers examining his scooter. He
told the officers that the scooter was his, and
they handcuffed him.

University police Sgt Jack Dahl said the

officers noticed the scooter did not have a

license plate. After caUing in its vehicle

identification number, they found it had
been stolen on May 15, 1985 in Berkeley.

"I told them I bought it and didn*t know it

was stolen . . . and u1ey were nice to me
because they knew I was innocent. They
didn't treat me like a criminal," Ardell said.

The scooter was unregistered and did not

have plates because he and his roommate,
whose name could not be obtained by press

time, planned on selling it after the

roommate fell while riding it.

He admitted that buying an $800 scooter

for only $400 should have sparked his

suspicions, but it never crossed his mind that

the scooter might be stolen.

"I guess you could call me gullible . . .

I'm oblivious to being (cautious about what
I buy)," he said. "I trust everyone, that's just

my natur6."

'He and his roommate bought the 1985
Honda Elite from an unnamed woman in

West Hollywood who told them she had to

sell it cheap because she was moving and
did not want to be burdened with it.

"I don't think she was aware that it was
stolen," he said. "She was moving and she

gave me her new address so it didn't seem
suspicious."

Bumham would not disclose whether he

contacted the woman, but Arciell said he

gave her address and phone number to the

police.

Ardell said because he is innocent, he was
never really frightened in jail and that the

incident has become the source of much
humor.

SAKS TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

*"
happy"plate
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• Beef Stick
• Fried Rice
• Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close

$3.20
with coupon
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J.I |_«»s_
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For further information please call 825-2787
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Van de Kamp asks California to iicense, test abortion piii UCLA tries new laser technique instead of heart suigery

- (

By Michaei Fleeman
Associated Press

Attorney General John Van de Kamp, a

Democratic hopeful for governor of CaH-
fomia, called on the state Wednesday to

license and test a French pill that induces
abortion.

Van de Kamp, who has said he is

personally opposed to abortion, declared
that women nonetheless have the right to

choose whether to use the drug RU 486,
taken by more than 40,000 French women.
Studies show the pill is safe.

**1 realize full well that this will be a

controversial proposal. I have to say there is

nothing more personal, more private than
the decision a woman takes to give birth to a

child," Van de Kamp said.

The attorney general is trailing former
San Francisco mayor Dianne Feinslcin in

Attorney General, personally opposed to abortion,

nevertheless advocates women's right to choose

the Democratic primary, according to early

polls.

Feinstein took the lead in the Democratic

gubernatorial race with an aggressive

television campaign and by strongly assert-

ing her pro-choice stance on abortion and

her support of capital punishment
Van de' Kamp said the state Department

of Health Services has the sole power to

license and test the drug on a statewide

basis, and that state action would pressure

the federal government to follow suit.

This was the case, he said, with an AIDS
vaccine developed by Dr. Jonas Salk. The

vaccine was approved first in California,

then by the U.S. Food and Drug Admi-

nistration.

Available in France since 1988, the

abortion pill is not a contraceptive, but a

compound that induces early abortion. The
drug works in the first few weeks after

conception.

Groupe Roussel-Uclaf, a major pharma-
ceutical firm, developed the pill lafter

extensive clinical testing. It has been iised in

Western Europe and is being distributed

widely in China.

Delegates to the California Medical
Association last week unanimously voted to

make the pill available for clinical investi-

gation and use in the state.

But no pharmaceutical company has

applied for federal approval to conduct

clinical trials in this country. The drug faces

major political opposition from anti-abor-

tion groups in the United States.

Officials from Operation Rescue, the

militant anti-abortion group that blockades

women's clinics, strongly objected to Van
de Kamp*s call to test RU 486 in California.

"RU 486 is wrong, and it*s absurd to even
consider making it legal," said Operation^

Rescue spokeswoman Susan Finn.

Van de Kamp said he has contacted

Roussel-Uclaf, which indicated to him that

it would consider his proposal to bring the

drug to California. Van de Kamp said the

company needs the incentive from Califor-

nia officials.

*They are guarded,** he said. "But here
we have a manufacturer that says, *We will

certainly consider this.***

By Sandra Hernandez
Contributor

The UCLA Medical Center has started

using a laser treatment technique instead of

surgery to treat patients with heart prob-

lems.

The new research technique — "smart

laser** — is expected to reduce the risk of

making a hole through the artery during

surgery, said Todd Sherman, assistant

clinical professor of Medicine and Cardiol-

ogy.

The laser is controlled by a computer
programmed to distinguish between normal
and abnormal tissue.

"We rely on the computer to make the

decision, to fire or not fire; the computer has

been 99.9 percent accurate nationwide,**

said Lawrence Yeatman, associate profes-

sor of Medicine and Cardiology.

The "smart laser** is expected to remove
and lessen the recurrence of abnormal tissue

in patients, Sherman said.

The laser treaunent is composed of two
lasers. The diagnostic laser detects the

plaque or diseased tissue that blocks the

fiow of blood into the arteries and causes a

heart attack. The treatment laser will fire to

remove plaque or diseased tissue by turning

it into a gas which is absorbed into the

bloodstream and excreted through urine.

The actual removal of the plaque occurs

in "a matter of minutes** if the plaque is

small, said Laura Hall, director of UCLA
Medical Center*s Cardiovascular Laser

Center. "Nothing will be left of the diseased

tissue.**

For the past year, laser treatment has been

used to detect plaque in peripheral arteries

in the legs. Treating heart disease patients

with the laser is not widely practiced. At
UCLAionly one laser procedure has been

conduoed so far, and in the United States

and France, 140 heart procedures have been

conducted, Yeatman said.

"We don*t know the long-term results. I

must emphasize that it is research,'* said

Antoinette Gomes, associate professor of

radiology and cardiology.

Ballon angioplasty is a common proce-

dure used to treat patients with heart

problems caused by blocked arteries. An
artery is stretched and made bigger to allow

blood to flow through the arteries, Hall said.

However, the ballon angioplasty tends to

push the diseased tissue aside while the

"smart laser** is expected to cut through

plaque and remove it completely, Sherman
said.

UCLA*s work will focus on small

blocked segments, although plaques can

extend from 2 cm to 17 cm long. Yeatman
said. The procedure will take two to four

hours and the patient will be awake but

under sedation. Hall explained.

Patients who are treated with the laser

may be able to avoid bypass surgery. Hall

said. Bypass surgery requires an incision

from the neck to the belly which in essence

stops the heart and places the patient on a

cardio-pulmonary machine. Hall said. Use
of the laser does not require open-heart

surgery and although patients will generally

receive a sedative, they will have the option

of being awake throughout the procedure.
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Apply for the American Express* Card.

Then get ready to take off. In search of

adventure, action-or just simply to escape

American Express and Nonhwcst
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
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IO%T)FF ANY NORTHWHST FLIGHT—with
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Free Travel Program.
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AMEX, and talk to us We'll take your

application and begin to process it

immediately ( If you have your banking

information handy like your account

number and bank address, it wiU help

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic

Acceptance Program makes it easier for

you to become a Cardmembcr now, as a

student, than it will ever be again.

And remember that as a Cardmem-
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits

and personal service you would expect from

American Express.

So don't miss out on a world of great

experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for

the Card And stan packing!
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Why ASUClA's
Buildings Will

Be Smoke-Free
After March 23

The ASUCLA Board of Directory is committed

to providing a smoke-free environment in all

buildings operated and maintained by

ASUCLA. After March 23, 1 990, smoking v/ill

not be permitted inside Ackerman Union,

Kerckhoff Hall, the North Campus Student

Center^ or Lu Valle Commons. This policy is

designed to provide a healthier and more

comfortable environment both for our

employees and for the members of the campus

community we serve.

Comments and questions about our

Smoke-Free Policy may be addressed to the

ASUCLA Board of Directors, Office of the

Executive Director, Kerckhoff Hall 332,

Campus Mail Code 1 64006.

ASUCLA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
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Comm Board selects new Bruin ad manager
By Lisa Spangenberg

Contributor

In a meeting closed to the public, the sitrdent

media publishing board on Monday selected

the Daily Bruin's 1990-91 business manager,
who will oversee the newspaper's advertising

deparuneni.

Slaci Leuschner, the current classified

manager, will take over as business manager at

the end of spring quarter, beginning with the

production of the Summer Bruin.

Leuschner's goals for next year include

increasing short-term sales projects focusing

on seasonal themes, improving the creativity of

promotional ideas and bettering relations with

the Greek system, whose members purchase,

many classified ads.
, _ . *

Leuschner vied for the position with current

advertising account executive Carrie Conn.

**In my opinion, both candidates showed that

they had thought about the position and had a

su-ong interest in student pubhcations," said

Greg White, ASUCLA Communications
Board chairman. White emphasized that his

opinion does not reflect those of the board or

other board members.
"I was particularly impressed with Siaci's

management style. She involves other sUiff

members' input in decision-making. She also

showed she's capable of growing and learning

from mistakes," White said.

"I'm very happy with the choice," said

current business manager Tiley Chao, who has

held the position* for almost two years.

"(Leuschner has) had experience and is willing

to spend all hours here. She has earned staff

support and respect."

Leuschner started working for the advertis-

ing department three years ago as a freshman.

She first worked as an hourly staff employee,
then moved into production and became
assistant classified manager in her sophomore
year.

"1 knew I wanted to be a part of the Daily

Bruin, and I found a position that was geared to

my personality." Leuschner said.

.As classified manager, Leuschner imple-
mented a call-back renewal program in which
her staff phones customers to find out what
type of response their advertisements received.

This is one way in which she has tried to

improve customer service within her depart-

ment, she said.

She also initiated a classified display

internship program as well as the production of

the holiday ads insertion issue and another

special ads issue due out at the end of spring

quarter. •

"I knew I wanted to

be a part of the Doih)

^ruirx^ and I found a

position that was
geared to my person-

aHty."

Stad Leuschner

hicano and atino Academic upport ystem

MEChA's C.L.A.SiS. is built on the philosophy that

Chicanos and Wttinos must give and receive from one
another if we are to create a closer community. We need
each other to keep alive a sense of responsibility and
mrpQ^e that giws meaning to our education. This will

inctedse the number of graduating Chicanos and Latinos.

Finals

TEACH FOR AMERICA
V.

A New National Teaching Corps seeking graduating seniors

in all majors ^ .

^^^^^^^^^ /
Teach tor 2irears^lTT Innerclty^nd rwal public schools
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persistent teacher shortages
• Attend^ an all-expense paid 8-week training institute in Los
Angeles during summer of 1990

• Respond to the greatest threat to your country: A Failing

Educational System

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS MONDAY-WEDNESDAY
March 19-21

Applications and Interview Sign-ups in the Office of the Undergraduate President

Thursday: March 1990
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

The Cooperage
A-Level Ackerman Union

Come by and relax with friends before Finals.

Have some pizza and sign-up for the Mentor Program.
ft «

(Please fill out, cut out and drop off at STUDY BREAK on March 15, 1990 at the Cooperage or at MEChA's Office 407 Kerckhoff)

304 Kerckhoff Hall 825-7068
s:

Mentor Program Sign-up Slip
Name:
Campus Address:

Campus Phone:_
Major: Year:

Male/Female

Career Goal:

Graduate School? Y / N

Age:

Entered as First year / Transfer

TSP / FSP / Orientation

If yes, what School?

Ever lived in a dorm? Y / N Apartment? Y / N Commuted? Y / N
Extracurricular interests: .

What would you like most from your participation in the Mentor Program?
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AIDS lab to be created at UCLA to study infected children
lation donates $200,000 in effort to create

cures for newborns and children in future

Pediatric AIDS Found;

effective therapies and

By Sandra Hernandez
Contributor .

The reconstruction of an exist-

ing laboratory at UCLA will

enable researchers to focus on
newborns and children with AIDS.
The Pediatric AIDS Foundation

gave $200,000 to the UCLA
School of Medicine and the Los
Angeles Pediatric AIDS Consor-

tium to establish an infection-con-

trolled lab in the Department of

Pediatrics to study pediatric AIDS.
This award brings the total dona-
tions to $500,000.

In the last five years, about 55
children have been diagnosed at

UCLA as having Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome,
while 260 children were diagnosed

as having AIDS in Los Angeles

County, said Leslie Springs, study

coordinator at UCLA.
"Our goal is to create a future

that will offer effective therapies

and possible cures for children and

newborns with AIDS," said Eli-

zabeth Glaser, co-founder and co-

director of the Pediatric AIDS
Foundation

The new lab will enable

researchers to conduct studies on

children rather than rely on results

from adult studies, said Richard

Stiehm, professor of pediatrics and

chief of pediatric allergy and

immunology at UCLA. "Children

have an immature immune system

and respond very differently to

specific drugs and dosages than

adults."

The award will also provide new
equipment such as microscopes

and incubators.

Researchers expect to diagnose

AIDS at an earlier age in new-
boms, determine how cells in a

child*s brain are affected by the

AIDS virus and how transmission
of the virus may be prevented from
a pregnant mother to her unborn
child, Stiehm said.

About 2,000 children have been
diagnosed with AIDS in the United
Slates since 1981. But experts

estimate that two or three times
this amount are infected with
AIDS. Prior to 1985, many chil-

dren contracted the virus from
blood transfusions before blood
products were screened for the

human immunodeficiency virus

(HIV), Springs said.

Today most children Contract

AIDS from an infected mother
during prenatal development.
Springs said. The incidence of

infected babies is expected to

increase as a greater number of

expectant mothers become
infected with the AIDS virus.

The research and treatment for

children with AIDS will be a

collaborative effort between the

UCLA Medical Center and the Los
Angeles Consortium— a group of

hospitals and research institutions

in the Los Angeles area.

Other participating institutions

include Cedars-Sinai Medical

Center, Children's Hospital of Los
Angeles, USC/County Medical

Center, Huntington Memorial
Hospital, Martin Luther King, Jr./

Drew Medical Center and the

network of Kaiser-Permanente
medical centers.

HOUR SPECIAL
BUY ONE LARGE BEER

or SAKE
GET ONE
CALIFORNIA ROLL

I

Discover what
Daily Bruin Advertising

can do for you!

Call 825-2161.
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5:00 p.m.- 7:00 p.m.

7 days (take out excluded)

//QAtOj^iM^
FLOATING SUSHI BAR

9Tf Broxton Ave.
Westwood 208-778

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY UNDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 2244754135.

California Graduate Institute
Spring 1 990 Class Schedule (Tentative)

Classes Begin April 2 3. 1990

9K»-12:00n

9«)-l 2:00pm

ll:00-2:00pm
'

200-5.O0pin

B2.00-5.-OOpmlOO-SrOOpm

5:00^:00pin

5:00-8:00pm

5:00-8:00pm

8:00-ll:00pm

8K)0-1 1:00pm

C-191-3

.

Qinlcal Practkum I, II; III

423 MFCC Practicum

C-163 Human Sexuality

812 Bioreedback Therapy

324 Advanced Object Relations

409 Child Therapy

B-103 Physiological Psychology

C-161 Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

706 I'hil. & Psychology of Creativity

C-191-3 Clinical Practicum 1, 11, 111

423 MFCC Practicum

(OC)

(OC)

3 CHonvPhD
3 C Horn, PhD
3 C Morgan, PhD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 D. Cliffoid, MD
3 R. Goltra, PhD
3 T. Oleson, PhD
3 R. Benilez, DSW/G. Bloch, MD
3 D. Clifford, MD
3 R. Phillips, PhD (OC)

3 R. Phillips, PhD (OC)

10:00-1 KX)pm

ll:00-2KX)pm

2.'00-5:00pm

2.O0-5:00pm

5:00^:00pm

5:00-«:00pm

5:0(^8:00pm

6:0a-9:00pm

8:00-1 lK)Opm

C-152

C-131

B-105

C-194B

B-lOO

403

C-191

C-154

407

Psychological Assessment II

Ethics & Laws for Psychologists

Research Methods

Beh. Med. Clinical Practicum

Statistics

3

S

3

3

Applied Techniques of MPCC . 3

Qinical Practicum I J.

Psychological Assessment IV 3

Psychopathology & Fam. Dynamics 3

A. Panofisky, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD
C. Kenoyer, PhD
T. Moss, PhD
C Kenoyer, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD
L Weisbender, PhD
L Silverton, PhD
M. Gerson, PhD

I0:00-l:00pm

2:00-5:00pm

2:00-5:00pm

5c00-8:00pm

5:00-8K)0pm

5:00-««)pm

5c00-8:00pm

ftOO-1 1:00pm

8:00-1 1:00pm

C-183 Proposal Research III 3

B-104 Learning and Cognition 3

C-182 Proposal Research II 3

B-102 Developmental Psychology 3

C-143 l^ychopathok>gy II 3

B-103 Physiological Psychology 3

4S2 Couples Therapy: Assess. & Interv. 3

C-192 Qinical Practicum II 3

C-193 Qinical PracUcum III 3

R. Hunter, PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
M. Kark>vac, PhD
M. Karkyvac, PhD
A. Panajian, PhD
A. Williams, PhD
S. Glewon, PhD
A. Panajian, PhD
R. Gruener, MD

(OQ

ll:00-2:00pm

ll.OO-lOOpm

2.-00^:00pm

2.-00-5:00pm

5:00-8:00pm

5«)^:00pm

5:00-8:00pm

5.-00-8.-00pm

C-151

401

B-106

C-162

C-141

C-181-3

C-181

C-153

Psychological Assessment I

Theories of MFCC
Research Methods

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

Theories of Personality

PropoMil RsMaich I, II, III

Proposal RcBcaich I

Psychok>gkal Assessment III

3 D. Piatt, PhD (OC)

3 A. Akarez, PhD
3 R. Hunter, PhD (OC)

3 L Singer, PhD
3 Staff

3 R. Hunter, PhD (OC)

3 L Weisbender, PhD
3 A. Panobky, PhD

For information or a catalog, please call or write :

llOOGlendon Ave. 11th Floor
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)206-4240 / (213)879-1533
OR

1122 E Lincoln Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92665

(714) 637-5404 pC)

The First Independent Graduate School ofPsychology in the Nation

( ESTABUSHED 1968 )

Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory

Current Cofitinuing Education

CGI is approved by the American Psychological Association to offer Category I Continuing
Education for Psychologists. The APA Approved Sponsor is responsible for the program.

Sat. l:00-6:00pin 846
Sun. ^0a6:00pm

Fri. 6c00-llK)0pm 821
Sat. 9:00-6:00pm

Thur. 8.-00-10:00pm P.399

Society and Chemkal Dependency
(Za4;yi7-18;yi7-18)

Qinical Hypnosb
(:^6-17 ; ia-i ; V16-17)

Prim it. States of Mind: Bulimia & O. Disord.

(3A ; 3/8; 3/15; 3/22, 3/29; V5)

3 R. Goltra,PhD and
guest speakers

3 T Moss, PhD

1 D. Shulman, PhD

(PQ

Special Seminar March 11,1 990

Co-sponsored by

CGI. APA ( sec. DA^. 39 ). and LACPA

Psychoanalytic Beginnings : The Opening Phase^
Prominent psychoanalysts discuss their views and experience with the opening phase of
treatment. Issues pertinent to engaging the patient in the therapeutic relationship at the
early stages of treatment will be adareascd.

Held at the MIramar Sheraton Hotel, Santa Monica

Friday Evening Clinical Meetings
y

February 9 &00pm Self Riychok>gical Perspective in Clinkal Work R. Spias, MD

March 23 &00pm Emergence of the Transference Storm in Psychoanalytk
Treatment : Cve lllustratk>ns

W. Young, PhD

April 6 8:00pm Case Presentatkm with Discussk>n B. MaUq, MD

2^3-4 Sat. l:00-6:00pm
Sun. ^00-6:00pm

2^7-18 Sat. 9K)O^:0Opm
Sun 9K)0-2:00pm

aa-3

SP-«95 SteStepfamily Therapy : AnOb^ 1 C Dilk>n, PhD
Relatk>n8 Approach

SP-«96 ^^|*P^5|^«* on Primary 1 A Pinajian, PhD

PQ

Fri 6c00-ll:00pm SP-4M9 Chinese and Behavtoral Medicine : 1 L Singer, PhD
Sat. 9:00-6:00pm An Integrated Approach

3/13-74 Fri. 6K)0-llK)0pm SP-S70 PSA Perspective on ChUd &
Sat. 9:00^:00pm

3m-4n Sat. 9:00-6:00pm^
Sun. ft00-2:00pm

V7S Sat. ^00-5:00pm
Sun. 9:00-l:00pm

Adolasctnt Therapy t

SP-'897 Casa Confer. In Neuropsychol.:
Data CoUectk>n and InteipreUtidn

SC-164 Drug Use and Abuse

1 M. Gerson, PhD

1 A.Purtoch,PhD ODQ

1 R. D. Ponath, MD (OQ
). J. Ponath, PhD

California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, State of California, Education Code 94310 (b) to award MA and PhD
degreei in Paychology and MFCC, and a PhD degree in Plsychoanalyab.

CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure

in California.

East German elections spark hopes of east-west unification
1

By Kevin Costelloe

Associated Press

^
EAST BERLIN — Forged by the pro-

democracy movements that shook the

Soviet bloc last year. East Germany's
historic weekend elections will help set the

pace of reunification with West Germany.
What started with thousands of pro-

democracy activists taking to the streets of
Leipzig in September has led to Sunday's
nationwide balloting for a 400-member
Parliament

Voters in the nation's first free elections

are being presented with 24 slates of
candidates, ranging from conservatives to

radical leftists. In one region, the new Beer
Drinkers' Party is running candidates.

The once-hardline Communists, strug-

gling for a strong opposition role, have

West German leaders growing in popularity

among East German population, polls show
changed their name, lightened their image
and tried to wipe out the memories of the

regime that killed "would-be escapees and
crushed dissent.

But polls show the Communists with 18
percent support or less, despite the popular-
ity of Communist Premier Hans Modrow.
"Now we're out in the open dueling with

swords," said Jens Reich, a co-founder of
the New Forum opposition movement that

led the fall- protests. "Before it was a
slaughter with clubs behind closed doors."
"What we have accomplished is a more

open, democratic process," said Reich, the
top candidate forNew Forum. 'This process

cannot be reversed."

Very few East Germans have tasted true

democratic government. Forty years of
iron-fisted Communist rule replaced the

Nazi dictatorship, which followed the chaos
of the Weimar Republic.

Soon after the Berlin Wall was opened
Nov. 9, the Leipzig protesters again took the

lead, this time with tens of thousands
chanting "Germany United Fatherland" and
waving West German flags.

Almost overnight, the West German
conservatives' dream of reunification
loomed as a reality for Chancellor Helmut
Kohl. <^^< . 1

Both Kohl and his detente-minded
foreign minister, Hans-Dietrich Genscher,
now routinely attract huge crowds at East
German election rallies.

International concerns over West Ger-
many's possible claims to part of Poland
may slow down the reunification process.

But another main signal will come from the

ballots cast by the 12.3 million eligible

voters.

Virtually everyone in East Germany
agrees that historical forces, a common
language and the ties of kinship make
German reunification inevitable.

Communist leader Gregor Gysi, an
affable, 42-year-old lawyer, is tiding to

block the leftist Social Democrats and the

conservatives from getting a two-thirds
majority coalition. That would allow them
to vote for quick reunification.

f -•

Advertise

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161.

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(Inmost cases)

SOFT LENS
EYE EXAMINATIONS
SLEEP IN LENS ^ OPAQUE COLOR

^LA.

FOR
"We're taking a bath on this one"
Bring this coupon to the Penguin any
weekday between 3 pm and 7 pm.
Buy one deluxe platter dinner and as
a thank you for coming to the "New
Penguin" we will give you a second
entree of equal or lesser value Free.
It's two for the price of one! Bever-
age, tax and tip not included. Cou-
pon valid through April 15, 1990.

PENGUIN
RESTAURANT
1670 Lincoln Blvd.
(where Ihe 10 meets Lincoln)

Santa Monica,

(213) 399-9900

*SOFTIVIATEB

DAILY WEAR SOFT LENS

•SOFT JVIATE EVi 30 DAY
EXTENDED WEAR LENS

•CHANGE BROWN EYES TO BLUE, GREEN,

AQUA, HAZEL, VIOLET,& GRAY

VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMEjmX OR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.O.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, 0.0. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-1384^^ (2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF UCU)

Price per lens.Exam. training, follow up care addifional. Pay only for materials & services needed.

I INTERNATIONAL MALE

FULL-BLOWN

STYLE
Loosen up with the silhouette

of the season! The full-

legged pull-on pant pulls it

all together this summer: the

print throws caution to

—T

—

the wind, the colors are

footloose. And when it comes

to the fabric, our breezy,

lightweight rayon will blow

you away! Hey, shake a leg,

'cause they're moving fast at

only $44. Imported. Print.

Waist sizes 28 thru 34,

36 and 38.

NEW SAN DIEGO
3964 5TH AVE., HILLCREST

619/294-8600

ESCONDIDO
NORTH COUNTY FAIR

619/746-2537

WEST HOLLYWOOD
9000 SANTA MONTICA BLVD.

213/275-0285

^mmmmmL^mj^ i i > la Ml
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r.J.Cinn*imons
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TUT A LriTLE SPICE

IN YOUR LIFE!"

BUY ONE & GET ONE FREE!

1001 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

corner of Gayley & Weyburn.

208-4766
r-i-

On any fresh-baked bakery product with price of $1.75 or less

and receive another product of equal or lesser value free. Not
good with other offer. Offer good at Westwood store only.

Offer expires 3/31/90.

^$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$j

I USE YOUR PHONE

I
FOR HUQE SAVINGS

i CALL 213/976-TIPS I

*A

^
S

SI

(8-4-7-7)

•FREE SUPER PRIZES

•CONCERTS. SPORTING

EVENT TICKETS

•CONSUMER PRODUCTS

•PLACES TO DINE

•SERVICES

2 CALL FOR INFORMATION

3 ON DISCOUNTS AND

I FREE SUPER PRIZES
4A^ $2 00 PER CALL . TOU CHAf^GE. IE ANY «»

Buy one loaf - get one Iree.

With this coupon buy any loaf of

our fresh baked bread and get a

second loaf FREE (of equal or

lesser value).

Choose from... Sourdough •Rye

Honey Wheat Berry • French • Raisin

Nut • Nine Grain • Egg 'twist.

\bur neighborhood^^Daheryt

1122 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, 824-7671

Offer expires April 30, 1990. Not good with any other. Limit one per customer.

.11

.
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JOIN MERLIN NFaV

^PRE-STP1M)DY{«
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SEAS Cafe Cigarette Survey

This graph represents a

sun^ey of 400 patrons

asked about opinion

concerning the sale of

cigarettes in the SEAS
Cafe. Of the respondants,

80 percent were
non-smokers, and 20
percent were smokers.

4% undecided

SOURCE: Rob Blount/ Manager of Cafe by the SEAS

ALBERT POON/Daily Bruin

CAFE
From page 5

said. "These people may not have a

lot of time for a break. They can

spend all day in this building and
never leave until 10 p.m."

Although the Cafe has not been

asked to ban cigarette sales, Blount

decided to gather statistics for a

response in case his customers or

SEAS request the stoppage of

cigarette sales in the cafe.

Customers who were eating and

studying in the Cafe on Tuesday

had mixed emotions alx)ut the

issue.

"Smoking cigarettes in the

building should be banned, but it*s

OK to buy them here and smoke
out on the balcony," said Ruth Ann
Abrams, a senior majoring in

linguistics and psychology.

Another student agreed that a

sales ban is not necessary "because

whether to buy them or smoke
them should be the choice of the

people who frequent the Cafe by
the SEAS — it's a personal

freedom," said senior engineering

major Andrew Pham. "If they want

10 kill themselves, that's their

choice," he added.

"I'm against smoking because

it's bad for your health, so any-

thing done against it is fine with

me," said Joe Miro-Julia, a gradu-

ate student in computer science.

"I'm in favor of the ban, but the

reasons ASUCLA gave for it were
childish."

The ASUCLA Board of Direc-

tors decided to aan sales of tobacco

products — including cigarettes,

chewing tobacco and snuff —
based on research that proved

cigarette smoking is harmful to

people's health, said Denise
Andres, project manager for ASU-
CLA's executive director.

Cigarettes were the only product

ASUCLA carried that kills, she

said.

In addition, ASUCLA believes

that the availability of cigarettes

encourages smoking by people

who are not currently addicted or

people who have quit and may be

tempted to start up again, Andres
said.

"Basically, the (ASUCLA)
Board of Directors wants to prom-
ote (the idea) that non-smoking is

the norm," Andres said.

We're looking for a
few good

V

photographers
The Dally Bruin Photo Department Is now

offering spring quarter Internships for shutter

bugs In the UCLA community.

Applications are

available from the

roceptionist at

112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Daily Bruin
Photography

An orientation meeting

for those interested

will be held at

the Daily Bruin office

7pm, Thursday, April 5.

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1 493
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Deukmejian airs views
on state deatii fienalty
By Steve Lawrence
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Gov. George Deukmejian, the author of
legislation that restored California's death penalty, said Wednesday that

he will not be "going through the motions" in considering clemency for

condemned killer Roljert Harris.

"I am going to review whatever is presented (at Harris' clemency
hearing) in a fair and objective manner," the Republican governor said. "I

have to do that if I am going to keep faith with not only the law but with
myself. • - ^

"I am not just going through the motions; I am carrying out my respon-

sibilities under the law," I>eukmejian added when asked if Harris had a
chance to receive clemency given the governor's long record as a death

J)enalty advocate.

.

However, he refused to say what testimony someone in Harris'

position could present to receive clemency.
The governor has scheduled a March 27 clemency hearing at San

Quentin Prison for Harris, 37, who is scheduled to die April 3 in the gas
chamber for the 1978 deaths of two San Diego teen-agers.

He would be the first person to be executed in California since 1967.

Deukmejian, as a state senator, was the author of a 1977 bill that

restored the death penalty after it was struck down by the courts. Later, as

state attorney general, he contested Harris' appeals, the Harris letter said.

PROTEST
From page 1

tinue to climb over tie next few
years.

"Now. today, it is just affecting

a small number of people. But in

the future, most students are going

to have to live in university

aparunents because there is not

going to be affordable private

housing. When this occurs, there

will have to be some other

mechanism (for funding)," he said.

The students chanted "rent

increases — no recruitment" as

they expressed their concern that

the academic prestige of UCLA
will suffer as more and more
students choose lo attend schools

where they can afford to live.

"On campus housing is up 10.7

percent this year on lop of 18
percent last year. We are expecting

10 to 15 percent increases over the

next several years. What is going
to happen is the highly recruited

students ... are not going to come
here. They are going to go some-
where else where they can afford

to live." housing activist Bob

HOMELESS

Shore said.

The protesters ralhed outside

the Faculty Center while inside,

the Academic Senate discussed a

Graduate Council proposal to

place a moratorium on family

student housing rent increases.

Although the Senate did not vote

on the issue, they formed a

committee to look into the propos-

al and its alternatives.

"A lot of us are concerned that

the prestige of the programs we
want to be a part of will suffer

because they will not be able to

recruit the graduate students ... I

think professors are concerned
about this. Department chairs and
advisors all over the campus are

with us on this issue." Izuma said.

Because Chancellor Charles
Young was out of town. Assistant

Chancellor John Sandbrook
accepted the students' proposal on
his behalf. Young will make the

final decision regarding the rent

increases.

From page 7

school nurs^ Patricia Divine.

Castinon evaluates each child's

academic and psychological well-

being within five days of enrolling

in the school. Children who exhibit

"at-risk" behavior or low self-

esteem are placed into small

counseling groups, and those with

academic problems are placed in

group tutorials.

Most of the children show
considerable academic and psy-

chological potential, Castinon
said. "These kids appear to be

coping somehow. Many have an

average, or even above-average

sense of self-confidence." He
added that the children often take

the initiative to talk with him about

their problems.

Many of the children are very

bright, but they are achieving

below grade level because "they-

've been hopped around so much,"
project coordinator Melinda
DeVoe said.

"Children need consistency

more than anything else," agreed

social work intern Tanya Jackson.

"They need nurturing, a sense of

place and belonging."

But she added that every child

who comes through Coeur d'Alene
speaks with conviction that their

situation is only temporary. "They
are all hopeful that they will have a

home sometime soon."

Jackson, a USC social wortc

graduate student, works with

homeless children and their fami-

lies, often visiting parents at the

shelter or inviting them to the

school. She also conducted a

general parenting class at Coeur
d' Alene, although she said few

parents from the shelter partici-

pated.

"Sometimes it's hard for them to

think parenting skills are a priority

^when they're worried al)out get-

ting food and shelter," she said.

It is also difficult for parents to

address the medical needs of their

children while moving around so

much, according to Divine.

'Things we think are important—
getting shots, protecting medical

records, etc.— they don't. They're

trying to feed their children."

Divine added that t)ecause so

many of the children live in

crowded conditions in the shelter,

flu and respiratory problems
spread rapidly. Malnutrition is also

a problem, and many parents are

poorly educated atx)ut their chil-

dren's nutritional needs.

However, all of the parents have
been very supportive of Coeur
d'Alene's project, DeVoe said.

Some of the parents are quite

active in the school despite their

hardships, she said.

"Many of the parents are con-

cerned that their children will face

the same life they have led. They
tell their kids 'don't end up like

this. Get an education, study, work
hard,'" Jackson said.

i/^j
Jewelers

Four Day Sale Only

Everything

inthe Store

On Sale!
500 Jaz Watches

sugg. retail price: "t'"*^275

sacrificed
_ at...

ftjny in- Safe Ends Sunday!

\

Every Single

Seiko, Citizen, Breil

and Pulsar Watch,

along with

All Sterling Silver,

Gold and

Diamond Jewehy...

50
/o

OFF

Watch Battery

Change

Any size, any watch

Otter cxiiircs

Sun(l.i\--i l~ ')()

00
each

)ring in

or mention this coupon

n

Expert Watch & Jewelry Repairs on the premises.

• Batteries changed while you wait.

• Huge selection of watch bands to choose from.

*—WWOH »»I"WW

e MasterCard

Bury in- Sale Ends Sunday!

\.iKd\i\ at

yy^

10921 Weyburn Avenue

Westwood Village

213-824-3738
All offers good while supplies last. Sale ends March 17, 1990

>Xe Refuse to be Undersold!
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BLUE W GOLD HAIR SALON
Men s Cut
$5 off

& BEAUTY SUPPLY
FOR MEN & WOMEN

10% off Beauty Products

Women's Cut
$5 off

t .
.,

1^
^^

ESTABUSHED SINCE 1929
CUTS. PERMS. COLORS • TANNING ROOM
MANICURISTS. SCULPTURED NAILS • FACIALS
SEBASTIAN. REDKEN. NEXUS. KMS. TRI. MASTEY. PAUL MITCHELL

'O 10916 LE CONTE AVENUE
fO WESTWOOD

5

UCLA
LECOWTE

DOWNSTAIRS

WILSHIRE

«̂•

ji^

H-ucla:
OUSING

''\

ON
^

ATTENT^tON^^ —
CAMPUS HOUSING
APPLICATION

Applications for students NOT currently residing in
the Residence Halls or the Residential Suites are now
available for the Fall Quarter 1990-1991. The deadline
for submission of the application is 5:00 P.M., March
20, 1990.,

Applications may be obtained by appearing in person
at the On Campus Housing Assignment Office.
Biisiness Enterprise Building. 270 DeNeve Drive.
Please be advised that a non-refundable $20.00
application fee is required.

If you are currently residing on campus in the
Residence Halls or the Residential Suites, you will be
sent the appropriate application and information on
March 9, 1990. If you do not receive an application
by March 16, 1990 you may obtain one at the On
Campus Housing Assignment Office.

Approval of Anti-Lab Resolution
The checks in the below graphic depict support for a resolution to end
University of California management of the Lawrence Livermore and Los
Alamos laboratories. Those who have yet to vote are denoted by "?."

undergraduate graduate academic
student govt. student govt. senate

UCB

UCD

UCSC

UCSF

UCSB

UCLA

UCR

UCI

UCSD

SOURCE: Daily
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LABS
From page 1

"thoughtful and ii dependent eva-

luation" of the uni 'ersity*s role in

managing the labs. It planned to

use the report in forming an
advisory recommendation to the

Regents — action they have
refrained from taking when the

contract has-been up for renewal in

the past. -

Charging that free and open
exchange of information was
inhibited, that the university's

reputation was suffering and that

the contribution of the relationship

between the university and the labs

to human well-being was question-

able, the committee found the

Regents* management of the labs

in violation of the mission of the

University.

Proponents of the Jendresen

Report argue that Regent manage-
ment of the lab violates UC goals
and provides no tangible benefit

for the university. Opponents of
divestment, however, including
the two dissenting voters on the

recommendation to phase out
responsibility, said the university

should not turn its back on the

sizable amount of vital peace-time
research that occurs at the two
labs.

UC President Oavid Gardner,
who has historically supported the

university's relationship with the
labs, recently recognized these

arguments and staled in the Jendre-
sen Report that "there are no^
tangible benefits to the University
with the exception of the unallo-

cated portion of the management
fee and increased opportunities for

faculty and student collaboration.

"Costs include expenditures of
time, attention, energy, engage-
ment— mostly by upper levels of
management . . . criticism and
publicity have been harmful to the

reputation of the University and
have been sufficiently consequen-
tial that 1 must devote time lo (this

matter)," he said.

Despite that statement, UC
Student Association (UCSA)
Associate Director Lee Butterfield

predicted the Regents will vote
overwhelmingly to renew the
contract and maintain the relation-

ship it has held with the labs for

more than 40 years.

"If you listen to (the Regents),
they talk about doing the country a

great service. It is a prestigious

institution to be associated with
and ... the Regents like this

prestige that comes with being in

charge of the only facilities in the

country which conduct nuclear

weapons research," UCSA Presi-

dent Tracy Woodruff said.

She added that only a "grounds-
well" of activism on the part of
faculty and students would have
any chance of swaying the

Regents* opinion. "Students and
faculty may say we don't want it,

but we will not go to the floor for it

But if (students and faculty) made
a really big deal about it and really

made it a number one priority

issue, there is a chance that

university ties could be severed."

The most important point she

found in the Jendresen Report was
that UC's Vice-President of
Academic Affairs William Frazier

estimated he spends 20 percent of
his time dealing with management
issues concerning the two research

facilities.

There is also a philosophical

argument that Regent management
of the labs does not coincide with

free and open exchange of scien-

tific information, she explained.

*This is one of the missions of the

university . . . and the report really

questioned whether researchers in

this area are really free to speak up
as they have a right to do as

employees of the university."

A UCSA statewide delegation,

including UCLA lobby director

Bill Kysella, recently toured the

Livermore lab. Although the pre-

sentation included some of the

^efense projects underway, lab

representatives tried to emphasize
that a lot of non-nuclear research

took place there.

One of the most interesting

things he said he saw was a
computer that can perform simu-
lated earthquakes on computer
versions of university buildings in

order to determine how much
strain they can withstand.

**They were trying to show that

although some of their resources
are used fog weapons research,

there is a civilian application ... I

feel a lot of this research is

necessary, good, scientific
research, but there is another side
to what they are doing at these labs

and that is weapons research and
that is where the conuoversy lies,"

Kysella said.

The Regents first became
involved with the Livermore lab
during World War II, when Allied
forces were in a desperate race
with Nazi Germany to develop the
atomic bomb. Many say the
arrangement was put together
hurriedly in a time of great need,
but they say the UC; should no
longer be running these labs.

\
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House Democrats blast

colleague's budget plan
By Steven Komarow
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — House Democrats on Wednesday brushed
aside a budget proposal by one of their most powerful members and
expressed skepticism about White House motivations for publicizing it.

At a closed party caucus attended by more than 100 lawmakers.
Democrats said they debated spending priorities including how deeply to

cut Pentagon spending in their fiscal 1991 budget resolution.

They emphasized that the resolution, not the plan put forward last

weekend by Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski,
would be their party's position if President Bush wants to negotiate.

Rostenkowski, D-IU., proposed eliminating the federal deficit' by
freezing most domestic spending for a year, including Social Security;

cutting military spending, and raising income taxes and fees on gasoline

and alcoholic beverages.

Bush and his top staff seized on the Rostenkowski plan, telling

reporters the administration wants to negotiate even though officials

disagree with most of the specifics, such as raising taxes and freezing

Social Security's cost-of-living adjustments.

Democrats hailed the Rostenkowski plan for drawing attention to the

federal deficit, but made clear Wednesday they didn't think it was a win-

ner except as a political tool for the Republicans.

"Rostenkowski showed that there's some life in the Democratic
Party," said Rep. Bill Alexander, I>Ark.
Asked if Democrats were ready to embrace the plan, he said, "No, no,

no,"'adding, "What's the use?" if Bush would just use the plan to attack

Democrats.

Rep. Larry Smith, D-Fla., said the administration was hyping the

Rostenkowski plan "because it's good for them politically."

**The White House has been looking for these kind of things instead of

an honest debate on the issues," he said.

*They'd love to have that as the bargaining position" of the Democrats,
said House Budget Committee Chairman Leon Panetta, D-Calif.

"I think they feel they have something to gain by being nice to Danny.
... He might be nicer to them later about other things" in his committee,

said Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass. "I also think they don't mind having a

prominent Democrat talk about raising taxes. I think that fits into their

political agenda."

REIVIAINS
'. --i»*

From page 1

UCLA collection

"Without archaeology, (Ameri-

can Indians) would know abso-

lutely nothing about thfc people

who lived in the United States

prior to the coming of the Euro-

peans," he added, explaining the

American Indians did not keep
written histories.

Plus, the collections are irre-

placeable. Hill said.

UC Berkeley and UCLA are

working on policies about the

issue. Vice Chancellor of Research

Programming Al Barber appointed

a committee last quarter to deter-

mine the academic value of the

collection.

So far, the UCLA committee,

which is composed of five faculty

members, has met once this quar-

ter, Redhorse said.

Both Hill and Meighan said they

fear the current political spirit

rippling through the AmericaiL

Indian population will affect future

generations who could have bene-

fited from their work.

"In 50 years ... (American

lii3ians) are going to turn aroi^nd

and say *We want to know about

our heritage' and they'll say
*Where is it?' — and I hope they

don't blame us," Hill said.

Also, they fear scientific argu-

ments will not be heard. *These

things are moving so fast that

scientists really won't have a

chance to speak out and educate

people," Hill said.

And further down the line,

Meighan said academic courses,

such as the one he teaches on
California archaeology, may be

threatened as well. "If they kill the

collection, the next step would be

to kill the curriculum."

The American Indians and those

who favor returning the remains,

however, said they do not think of

the issue as destt'oying the collec-

tion.

"We are not computers. We are

human beings — a living culture.

Those remains are a part of that

belief system," Redhorse said.

Katz' bill, if passed, would
require institutions to identify the

American Indian group "most
likely descended from the skeleton

remains, if possible" by July 1,

1991.

But that may be moot because

finding out which tribes the

remains belong to would be "a

monumental research task. It

would be extremely time-con-

suming — in some instances

impossible," .Donnan said.

Catalogs from the museum do
not list the tribe and age of the

remains. Instead, they name the

region where the bones were
unearthed.

CHALK
From page 3

"Homecoming initiated (chalk

advertisement campaigns) two
years ago and we want to be the

first to end it," Darwcesh said.

Two weeks ago, an unidentified

person or group of persons covered

campus walkways with slogans

such as "90% Majority" and "90%
Majority Rule, apparently to

mock chalk ad\ rtisemcnts Of the

publication of TenPerceni that

read, "Read 10%" and "10% Out."

Staff members of the gay,

lesbian and bisexual newsmaga-
zine said they did not plan to take

action against the unidentified

pcrson(s) for the incident.

University administrators said

ihcy did not know if writing chalk

was within the boundaries of the

policy against university property

damage.

Because no policy specifically

outlawing the use of chalk is in the

university guidelines. Dean of

Students Ray Goldstonc said he

did not know if such activity was
illegal. The question had not been

brought to his attention, he said.

C^ET RIID OF YOUR AONE!
SKIN CARE COSMETICS

SARI
Clear Complexion System

"/ can't believe the difference it makes."

Wi ._l

All natural ingredients: a breakthrough in acne treatment , -:

Call for a consultation. 10% off all products with this ad!

Sari Institut de Beaute 1313 Westwood Blvd. (213)477-1788, 473-2303

V
( ''

l^>ii&
OF SANTA MONICA
Classic Northern itattan Cuisine

Allhems prffmrmi fnfsh wifh no «i/t sug^r orflNMrv$tives.

Large $efectiof^oimmm$ are prepared 'Pritikf^(wMi no oill

THE PASTA-BIUTIES
ARE ENDLESS

Create the dinner you wantwith ov«r

15 different pdgm, and 40 different mitm.

Our oa$ta oenwns are so iar^i, we ^tmamm you'N bt busttn^

3t ttif sstms or w« wMi Mfvs you snothsr poftwn frsti

•8«to*13"
FHESH SEAFOOD. SCAMPI, CHICKEN. STEAK.

WHITE VEAl. ROAST DUCK, SWEET BREAD

All dinners include unlimfted tiips to our

extensive sated and home-made soup bar.

im Santi INNiio 6M.. SaiiU Mosica

(213) 453^5442
LUmeN T1 AIHMMM MON>tAT
OiNimfl f ^M.ie PM TUf SUM

AMmJE m€C ^AUKIKIO • ALL MAJOR CftfOfT CARDS

t.
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HEY IT'S FINALS WEEK AGAIN AND
YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS --

FREE MOVIES SO YOU BETTER GET
TO AGB EARLY BECAUSE SEATING IS

LIMITED AND MAKE SURE YOU READ
THIS ENTIRE- AD BECAUSE THE TIMES
ON THE CALENDAR WERE WRONG
SO YOU CAN BE SURE TO MAKE IT

ON TIME AND YOU WONT MISS
SOME OF THE GREATEST
ENTERTAINMENT SINCE THE
INVENTION OF BREATHING (LONG
TIME AGO).
FRIDAY
RED BALLOON 8:00
REPO MAN 9:00

PAID FOR BY USAC YOUR STUDKNF GOVHRNMKNr
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TOMORROW
PERSPECTIVES ON THE PALESTINIAN

UPRISING (INTIFADA)
Friday, March 16 "",.

:

2 p.m.
'

;

California Room, Faculty Center -

EDUCATION UNDER THE UPRISING AND
THE UPRISING AS EDUCATION

Mahmood Ibrahim ' -

Department of History s .

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

IN THE UFE OF THE PALESTINIAN UPRI!
COPING WITH EXTREME STRESS

Diane Baxter
UCLA Department of Anthropology

V:

.. > r

THE IMPACT OF THE PALESTINIAN UPRISING IN THE
ARAB WORLD .i

Laurie Brand
School of International Relations
University of Southern California

T-.'
"^u.

Sponsored by tfit UCL!A Qusiavt *£. von Qmntbaum Center for
9{^r "Eastern Studies ^.

Chicken#

' Now at the Good Earth Restaurant and Bakery you can savor our five Chicken
dinners for just $6.95 each. Luscious Lemon Sesame Chicken. Succulent
Santa Fe Chicken with Southwestern herbs and spices. Chicken Marco Pblo
smothered in a delicate Dijon Mustard sauce, and topped with cheese, raisins and

coconut. Tantalizing Chicken Teriyaki. Delectable
California Chidcen. Grilled to a golden brown and
garnished with tomato, avocado and Munster cheese.

Each deliciously tender chicken dinner includes
your choice of a hearty cup of fresh soup or garden
salad. Rice pilaf with fresh vegetables. And piping hot
10-grain dinner rolls

Come to the Good Earth. And enjoy the freshest,

tastiest Super Chicken dinner for just $6 95.

Whyon earth eat anywhere else.

Ulbatwood. 1002 Westwood Blvd.
, (213) 208-8215

THE
GOOD
EARTH

i.

Billions of
morepr I I

liars

sedfor
day caro system
By Paul Recer

Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Say-

ing that **the future vitality of our
nation** depends on the quality of

child care, a National Research
Council committee on Wednesday
called for a $5 billion to $ 10 billion

boost ill government support for

America's day care system.

A 19-member NRC committee,
in a report entitled "Who Cares For
America's Children?" also recom-
mended that the government
establish strict national standards

for day care centers.

And, aiming to get parent-child

relationships off to a good start, it

said the federal government should

require companies to allow
unpaid, job-protected leave for

employed parents of infants up to

one year old.

The report said that more than

half of all American parents now
entrust their young children to the

care of others during part of the

day, and that by the year 2000
between 70 percent and 80 percent

of all American children will have

mothers in the work force.

"Every American child not only

deserves quality care, the future

vitality of our nation depends on
it," said the committee's chairman,

John L. Palmer, a professor at the

Maxwell School of Citizenship

and Public Affairs at Syracuse
University.

Quality of child care can affect

the well-being of virtually a

generation of American children,

the report said, because the nation

now depends on working mothers
as a permanent part of the eco-

nomic structure.

"Women in the work force are

here to stay," said Dr. Jack P.

Shonkoff, a professor of pediatrics

at the University of Massachusetts

Medical School and a member of
the commiuee. "We need them in

the work force. But we must make
sure that families have quality

child care available."

Shonkoff said careful study
showed no evidence that day care

in the first year of life is detrimen-

tal to children if the quality is good.
But poor quality care, he said, has

been shown to put children "at risk

of poor outcomes" in life, includ-

ing slow progress in school,

inappropriate aggression, a lack of

job skills and a greater tendency to

drop out of school.

"Of particular interest is the

finding that out-of-home quality

child care can offset to some extent

the detrimental effects on develop-

ment of a stressful, impoverished

home environment," said Palmer.

"The bottom line of this research is

that quality matters in child care."

The report called for a uniform

national standard for child care.

This could include minimum safe-

ty and health standards, along with

acceptable ranges for siaff-to-

child ratios, group size, caregiver

qualifications and physical space.

The committee repeatedly said

in its 347-page report that there is a

scarcity of quality child care in the

U.S., but committee member Bar-

bara Bowman of the Erikson
Institute in Chicago said there are

no comprehensive statistics on
this.

She said more than half of all

children of working parents are

cared for in facilities that are

unregulated, and as a result,

national data is lacking.

Research in limited areas

showed that only about 20 percent

of care arrangements "meet the

standards of good or better," but

this cannot be extended to the

nation as a whole, Ms. Bovmian
said.

Children from "disadvantaged"

families, the report said, are more
apt to be entrusted to low quality

child care because the higher

quality care is expensive.

Committee member Andrew
Cherlin, professor of sociology at

Johns Hopkins University in Balti-

more, said that although child care

legislation was passed in the

1980s, the federal help is in the

form of tax credits that benefit

middle and upper class families—
not the poor that need help the

most
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., called the NRC report

"right on the mark" and said it

shows that Congress should "break
the stalemate" by passing legisla-

tion to assure quality child care.

A bill was passed by the Senate

last fall, but a similar measure is

now stalled in the House.

state officials fined

by political agency
Ttie Associated Press

SACRAMENTO — Secretary of State March Fong Eu, California's

lop election official, was fined $8,000 Tuesday by the slate's political

watchdog agency for failing to properly disclose campaign donations.

The Fair Political Practices Commission also imposed fines on a state

Senate candidate, a Democratic Party committee, an Assembly
consultant and a former Moreno Valley City Council member.

The fines were imposed by the state Fair Political Practices
Commission for various campaign and conflict-of-interest reporting
violations.

Stephen Webb, a former member of the Moreno Valley City Council,

was fined the maximum $12,000 for six counts.

Five of the counts stemmed from 'Webb's votes in January and
February 1986 ip approve two development projects that were lilcely to
benefit a cable television firm in which Webb had an 8 percent ownership
interest.

The sixth count was failure of Webb and his committee to itemize four

$99 conu-ibutions received the same day in September 1985 from one
person.

Eu was fined $8,000 for failing to file required reports for 10 late con-
tributions totaling $10,450 during the final 16 days of the primary and
general elections in 1986.
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Bush may be setting

tax trap for Democrats
By Tom Raum
Associated Press

t

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The
Bush adminisuration may have

enhanced prospects for a

watershed budget accord in its

warm reaction to a plan by Rep.

Dan Rostenkowski. Or it may just

have set a trap for Democrats.

Either way, the White House
decision to sing praises of the

ambitious proposal by the Demo-
cratic chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee has con-

gressional Democrats in disarray.

By short-circuiting the budget

process and responding to a plan

DEHNmON

that no committee has yet voted

upon. Bush mischievously man-
aged to put Democrats on the

defensive and score points for a

willingness to negotiate.

In fact, there is nothing on the

table to negotiate at this time.

Furthermore, the administra-

tion's assertions of disagreement
with some elements of the package
— its advocacy of a Social

Security freeze and tax increases

— make it sound like Democrats in

general have embraced such prop-

osals.

In fact, Rostenkowski thus far

See BUDGET, page 26

From page 6

decide on a definition^ officers said

they want continued inf)ut from the

groups involved to create a fair

definition.

*This will have to be a council

decision because the groups will

never agree on one definition,"

Financial Supports Commissioner
Sam Kaufman said. "Council must
use the recommendations of
groups to make its decision."

Some student leaders, however,

think the groups should define

themselves and said Wynne is

trying simply to pass his proposal

regardless of its merits.

"Wynne complains that he has

been working on this for 19 weeks
and wants it passed. But we have
been working for more than five

years on this issue," African

Student Union Chairman Tracy
Grayson said.

The second vice president's

office was created in 1967 to serve

as a liaison between the first-rec-

ognized student interest group, the

African-American community,^
and council. Other' groups were
added to arrive at a current total of

14 SIGs, but an official undergra-

duate government definition was
never established.

Two years ago, undergraduate

President David Hoffman and
Second Vice President Armando
Azarloza came up with a definition

proposal, but Wynne believes it

never reached the council table.

Some group representatives arc

now concerned about the the way
the issue was handled as a whole.

After the council postponed the

issue for the second time on Feb.

27, ASU organized two meetings

exclusively among student group
representatives to work on a

definition on their own.
Several groups complained

these meetings were unfair and did

not represent the concerns of all

groups. "The ASU representatives

were patronizing and tried to tell us

who we are and what our concerns

should be," Jewish Student Union
President Charles Click said.

Both Click and Union for

Students with Disabilities Presi-

dent Leslye Sneider, who only

attended ASU's first meeting, said

ASU came with an already-formed

framework which was exclusive

and more divisive than Wynne's
proposal.

In addition, Sneider said ASU
was deceptive when it called its

meeting. An ASU member
announced at the council meeting
on Feb. 27 that only one represen-

tative from each student group
should attend the ASU meeting
scheduled for two days later, but

on the day of the meeting Sneider

received a memo from ASU saying

groups could invite as many
representatives as they want.

Although Sneider had reluc-

tantly decided to attend the meet-
ing alone, it was too late to call

other members of USD to join her.

But Gay and Lesbian Associa-

tion member Steve Gonzalez, who
attended the matting and said he

was dissatisfied with ASU's hand-

ling of the issue, also said he was
happy with the compromises made
during the second meeting which
ASU conducted March 5.

"Although certain groups still

need to have USO status, we
approved of the compromises and
the progress that was taking place

at the (ASU) meetings," Gonzalez
said.

Grayson believes Wynne
"needs to wipe the slate clean and
decide which groups are underre-

presented and why. Then his

definition will be valid. Now, he
only shuffled the existing groups

around to fit his proposal."

During spring break, the ASU
plans to drift a new proposal that

would clarify all of the history

behind the issue and express

ASU's position on it, Grayson
said.

"In the? spring we will be in the

perfect position to tell council how
we feel and answer any questions

they might have about it," he said.

After an argument between
some council members and student

leaders on March 6, Academic
Affairs Commissioner Florie Ara-

novich, who was originally in

favor of allowing the groups to

meet among themselves to work
on the issue, said it was time for

council to take the lead in the

definition. \ ^

"It is time for council to take

control and settle the issue,"

General Representative Scott Per-

ry said. "Last Tuesday's meeting

showed the need for that" The
discussion was extremely heated,

with group md council members
yelling at and among one another.

Some of those present even
stormed out of the meeting in

frusuation, including Executive

Vice President Maria Rabuy and
Facilities Commissioner Judy Her-

nandez.

To acheive a balance between
group and council concerns at

council meetings, Wynne said he

would Uke to see a modification in

the Robert's rules of order, under

which the council operates.

"Instead of council memt)ers
deferring to the groups every time,

I want the groups to be able to

speak of their own choice," he

said.

However, Asian Pacific Coali-

tion Director Joon Song believes

the definition probably will not be

finished in the near future. The
council needs to figure out a clear

purpose of defining the groups

first, and then things will fall into

order, he said.

LOS ANGELES
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

The fair's purpose will be to conduct semi
\nars and informational sessions on faculty,

administrative, and classified employment
opportunities within the LAACD for the

|7 1990-91 School Year.

Topics Include:

1. Affirmative Action

2. Entry Level Skills

3. Dressing for Success

4. Jobs for the 1990s and Beyond
And Much Much More!

SATURDAY, MARCH 31
9 A.M.-3 P.M.

At: LOS ANGELES TRADE-TEGHNICAL COLLEGE
Student Cafeteria

400 West Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90015
For questions please call 891-2115

A S U C L A

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MARCH MEETING •. vjf

NOON FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 1990, ACKERMAN 2408

i-f

ON THE AGENDA

The March agenda includes the

following action and information Items

and reports:

• Report from the KLA Ad Hoc
Committee

• Food Service Business Plan - ^^ -

• Recommendation to Increase the
^ Working Capital Allocation for ;

LAST MONTH

At the February 23, 1d90 regular

meeting, the Board of Directors took the

following actions in addition to receiving

reports on a'number of matters:

• Approved the Amendment to the .

Policy on Employee Discounts for

Student Volunteers in Student

- Government

^«

Amusement Game Acquisition

1 989 USA/GSA Board of Directors

Programming Committee

Allocations—FaM Quarter 1 989

Proposed Use of Existing Student

Union Fee

Ackerman Union Expansion Plan and
Related Finances

Kerckhoff Life Safety Financing Plan

1 989-90 Book Bonus Program
Report

Adoption of scrip Percentage for the

1990-91 Book Bonus Program

Recycling Update

Notice of Proposed By-Law Change
—Budget Committee Composition

Approved the Base Isolation Solution

to the Seismic Rehabilitation of

Kerckhoff Hall

Elected Standing Committee
Members

The Board of Directors is the student-maiority board that sets

policy for the Services and Enterprises of ASUCLA. including the

Students' Store and Food Service. All Board of Directors meetings

are open to the puMc, and members of the campus community

are invited to attend.

^*-iv

^ ^
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:
* Neck Pain & Stiffness

* Lower Back Pain

* Sports Injuries

DR. FRED KHAULI
Chiropractic Clinics

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA. 90024
(213) 478-6869 (818) 988-0110

NEED CASH?
Earn $105.00/wk

Students/Faculty

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet & Confidential

in Westwood Village

CALIFORNIA
CRYO BANK-

824-9941

We Want You ... to advertise!

Ask not what you can do for the Daily Bruin but what the Daily Bruin can do for you.

To advertise, call (21 3) 825-21 61

,

If *•

How are
%

you buildiiif^

your future?
Need something more out of your student life?

Does UCLA seem like a series of neyer-ending classes?

INVOLVEMENT IS THE ANSWER!

Involvement Conference

Saturday, April 7

9 am -.2 pm
Dykstra Fireside Lounge

This conference will offer workshops designed to help you
identify your interests and the many benefits of involve-

ment and talk to over 30 representatives from a variety of

campus organizations.

The conference is free and lunch is provided. The enrollment will be on
a first come, first serve basis. To enroll, please return this form to Mia
Lathrop at 161 Kerckhoff Hall by March 16, 1990. For more
information, contact Deb Moriarty at 825-6690. Please print neatly.

NAME: PHONB:(

ADDRESS:

City State Zip

liiiljitural resourcesii

Sponsored by the UCLA Student Skills Building Program and the
Inter Residence Hall Council.

fwho ncverllllll

liifiiiiiiiiliB^^

;;;Gct out;::::,::^-i"

slow lane.
Shift
into that
last lane. ^

If yon thinks/
you can*t,

;

you lis
ilf you think
you can.
Itiiere's a iiil

good chance
you will.

E^en making
the effort
wiU make
you feel

like a new
person.
Reputations
are made
by searching
for things that
can*t be done
and doing them.
Aim low:
boring.
Aim high:
soaring.*

United Tecbiiologies
Corp.

"w, ,' T*?

-"hfii an

Appeals court

reftisesstay

forSeabrook
By John Diamond
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The 'U.S.

Court of Appeals in Washington

refused to issue a stay Wednesday
to block licensing of the Seabroolc.

N.H., nuclear power plant.

The ruling by a three-judge

panel came without comment or

written opinion, according to Mary
Breslauer. a spokeswoman for

Massachusetts Attorney General
James Shannon. The court deci-

sion appeared to clear the final

obstacle facing the embattled
Seabrook plant

Shannon and several private

anti-Seabrook groups had sought a

court-ordered hold on the license,

arguing that evacuation plans for

Seabrook are inadequate and that

the federal Nuclear Regulatory

Commission violated its own
guidelines on March 1 when it

voted to award Seabrook a license

to generate commercial power.
Earlier Wednesday, congres-

sional, state and other critics of the

plant took thqir complaints to a

House panel looking into whether
the NRC rushed through its

approval of Seabrook.

At issue was th^ commission's
decision to grant the $6.5 billion

plant a full-power operating
license, which allows Seabrook to

operate commercially for the first

time in its 20-year history.

Opponents of the plant have
argued all along that the commis-
sion overlooked concerns about
the adequacy of evacuation plans

for the population around the plant.

Massachusetts, whose northern

border is two miles south of

Seabrook, has refused to partici-

pate in emergency planning for its

population living near the plant

*The bottom line is clear,** Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.,
told the investigations subcom-
mittee of the House Interior Com-
mittee. *Thc NRC has granted a

full-power operating license to a

nuclear power plant of uncertain

quality that lacks a state-sponsored

emergency response plan in Mas-
sachusetts.**

Kennedy said the NRC should

have considered chances that

Seabrook*s evacuation plan would
reduce radiation doses for neigh-

bors of the plant Gov. Michael

Dukakis, in testimony submitted to

the commit^e, made the same
point

"A lifeboat that won*t float is no

lifeboat as all just as emergency
plans which are not shown to be

effective cannot be adequate."

Dukakis said.

Congress has no power to

reverse the NRC decision. Sea-

brook foes said Wednesday's
hearing was aimed at persuading

Congress to change the laws

governing the NRC and to air

objections to Seabrook at a time

when public attention is focused

on the plant

'

"After 17 years of litigation, and

despite promise after promise, the

NRC has concluded that whether

the plans provide any meaningful

level of protection at Seabrook *is

simply irrelevant to licensing.*

This flatly contradicts the intent of

Congress and the NRC itself.'*

Seabrook spokesman Ron Sher
said before the appeals court

decision that plant operators "have
always taken the position that we
cannot discuss interpretation of
law regarding specific licensing

matters before the courts ... other

than through legal briefs to and
appearance before the courts.-

^

North on
the stand:
John Poindexter

praised his lies

By James Rowley
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Oliv-

er L. North testified Wednesday
that he didn't "feel good" after

lying to Congress to conceal secret

aid to the Nicaraguan Contras even
though he was praised by his boss,

John Poindexter.

North concluded 3/4 days of

testimony at Poindexter' s Iran-

Contra cover-up trial by insisting

that he violated no laws by lying

during the Aug. 6, 1986, meeting at

the White House with members of
House Permanent Select Commit-
tee on Intelligence.

But the former National Securi-

ty Council aide told prosecutor

Dan Webb that he didn't "recall

having any emotion" when he
received a note from Poindexter
after the meeting that said: "Well
done."

"When John Poindexter told

you 'well done,' did you expect he
had been happy you had carried the

water?" Webb asked. "Did you
think you did well?"

"No, I've told the world I don't

feel good about that," the retired

Marine lieutenant colonel said, his

voice cracking with emotion.

Poindexter, a retired Navy rear

admiral who was President Rea-
gan's national security adviser in

1986, is accused of obstructing

congressional inquiries into the

U.S.-Iran arms sales and the secret

operation set up to channel aid to

the Nicaraguan Contras.

In other testimony. North's
former secretary. Fawn Hall, testi-

fied she altered a series of docu-

ments to delete references to

covert assistance to the Contras.

Hall said she destroyed the

originals, which bore notations by
Poindexter or markings indicating

he had read them.

North insisted that his lies to

Congress were wrong, but not

illegal.

^*You thought you could go in

front of those 12 congressmen and
lie and lie and lie?" Webb asked,

raising his voice for the first time

while questioning North.

"I was not under oath, I have
never lied, it was an informal

meeting," North said.

"Did you think this was a lea

party going on over there in the

White House Situation Room?"
Webb asked.

"No, counsel, I knew it wasn't a
tea party," North said.

North, who was declared a

hostile witness when he began
testifying Friday, earlier said Poin-
dexter told him "you can handle it"

when he objected to going to the

meeting. But he balked at Webb's
suggestion that he was under
orders to lie.

"I never thought it was a good
idea to start the process of answer-

ing their questions," North said.

DRUGS
From page 3

Spence said he stopped using

drugs "with the help of my faith

and my friends." Now. he said, he

abstains from drugs, alcohol and
smoking.

"I don't blame anyone in parti-

cular for my past problems." he

said. "Pm an active guy, but now
I'm channelling my energy intc

productive things."

' \
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The Smart
Way to See
More and
^pendLess
Whether you're crossing the USA, touring

Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see

the most fascinating sites and get the

most from your dollar with tody's best-

selling budget travel series. LETS GO
Ukes you off the beaten path, "away from

the clutter and crowds " QJouston Post).

''\Uuc-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprthtnsiver —Los Angeles nmes

HARVARD STUDENT AGENaES. INC.

Eleven guides revised and updated every year!

USA • Earapc • Mciico • Iritaia ft Ireland

• VnuMC• Haljr• fircccc • braei ft Egypt
• Spaia, Piartagal ft NarMca• Califaraia ft

Hawaii • Ndflc IWrthwcst, IVettcra Caaada
ftAlaaiui

$12.95 each (USA and Europe, $13.95 each)

SX MAimi^ PRESS

DID YOU KNOW?
• You can attend a concert performance

in Budapest for as little as 50c

• One of the friendliest B & B's in Scotland
only costs £4.50 a night

• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas

• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon In

Honolulu for under $4

• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin

» There are untouristed, unspoiled

beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's

most popular resorts

...and much much more!

c
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTAQ IfrfiES

$49/pair
BSL, W-J

COLOR ENHANCERS
FOR LIGHT EYES

$89/pair
BAL, Gba, CTL

EYEGLASSES A EXAM

$58
mduda eye cum Quaes for duna or rexlng.

Qcv ingieMMn unosd ue gaa
or pax kna xxt rramet rrom ou ^ko*

ideOMn Frt dv ^ and cyi

nravanrxanrawmvnwni
SLEEP-IN son LENSES

$89/pair*
BAL, W-J Cooim Hydncunn

COMPLETE EYE EXAM

$25
FOR EYEGLASSES ONLY

WANNA MAKE YOUR
BROm EYES BLUE? GREEN?

HAZEL? OR AQUA?

$15900*
ALSO AVALABLE WflhlOUT RX

DRS. KUMIVIER & KUMIVIER
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

FOR THE RIGHT PRICE IN CONTACT LENSES AND EYEWEAR

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 MEDI-CAL BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
2605 uncom Bvd A/-r-iri:rrc-r\ '^21 Robertson BIs/d

|at OcMH Prtc m the Uxly Shopping Center) AVwL.tr I tU |l 1/2 tXk S of P»CO|

WE MAJL AT OUR EVEWDAY
VISA/MASTERCARD LOW. LOW PRICES

•Professional Services Extra

T-

\ ,

Announcing an offer

designed to save money
for peoi^ vAk) are,

\Mell,a bit long-winded

wiien itconies to,

you knowj talkingon
the phone,andwho^
quite understandahlx

don't want to tiawe

towait till atter11pm
togetadealon

^

long distance prices.

If you spend a lot of time on the phone, the ATTrl Reach Out America IHan could save you a lot on your

long dLstance bill. Aixl you don't have to stay up late to do it. Starting at 5 pm, the AT&I Reach Out'^ America

IHan takes an additional 25% off our alnt^tdy reduced evening pricx?s.

lb find out more, c^ll us at 1 800 REACH OUT, ext. 4093.

Anddon't worry well keep it brief. . ^ KW^TtT

Discx)urn applies to out of state calls direti dialed 5 10 pm, Sunday ftiday

This service may not be Mailable In all residence halLs
The right choice.

ii^^HtiHtW \ r-J

fc it ^mhA^Ml i

1
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u COMING NEXT QUARTER
EVENTS:

Day One • March 31,1 990
National Pan-Hellenic presents

"Black Greek Step Show" ^

u Noon - 5 p.m. Pauley Povillion - Tickets at CTO

Day One • March 31, 1990
Israeli Dance Assoc, presents the

8th Annual Israeli Dance MaratKon

8 p.m. (Sat.) - 8 a.m. (Sun)

Dance BIdg. Rooms 200 & 214

ARCH 31 APRIL 14 ,1990

Questions, Call 825-6564

V, r-
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rip through
heartland
By Roger Petterson

Associated Press

Tornadoes ground across Texas
on Wednesday in a renewed
assault of thunderstorms while

crews were still clearing the

wreckage of more than 100 homes
left by twisters that ripped six

states.

The thunderstorms also dumped
heavy rain and in Wisconsin a dam
burst on a pond after being battered

by ice.

And while untimely warm
weather plagued the Plains and
heated the East, heavy snow made
travel hazardous in parts of

Wyoming, North Dakota and
Moniana.

Two twisters in central Texas
flipped mobile homes, tore off

roofs and toppled utility poles

Wednesday, and wind in excess of

50 mph blew over trailers and
highway signs and downed power
lines across northern parts of the

state. No injuries were reported.

On Tuesday, tornadoes
damaged homes and other proper-

ty in Kansas, Illinois, Nebraska,

Iowa, Oklahoma and Texas. At
least two people were killed and 29
injured.

Record temperatures included

85 at Baltimore, 75 at Detroit, 76 at

Indianapolis, 80 at Rochester,
N.Y., and 86 at Washington's
National Airport. The high at

Indianapolis erased a record on the

books since 1875, the National

Weather Service said.

More than 4 inches of rain fell at

Lake Mexia, Texas with 1.50

inches in just one hour, and 2 to 3

inches fell in Henderson County.

Missouri also got heavy rain

Wednesday as several lines of
thunderstorms swept across the

state during the morning. Spring-

field had almost 2 inches by 6 a.m.,

flooding some intersections and
damaging underground telephone

cable.

Flooding also was a major
concern in Oklahoma. "The
ground is completely saturated

over much of the state, and flood-

prone areas are going to have a
problem," meteorologist Ken
Huckabee said.

IJeavv rain flooded rural roads

in soumwestern Wisconsin and a

dam on a creek that was pounded
by floating ice gave way Wednes-
day, causing a flood threat downs-
U"eam on the Trempealeau River at

the city of Arcadia, officials said.

The river already had been
rising about an inch every hour and
was about 12 to 14 inches from the

top of its banks as of 1 1:30 a.m..

Police Chief Patrick Grzad-
zielewski said.

In colder areas, ground bliz-

zards of fresh snow stirred up by
wind gusting to 50 mph forced the

Wyoming Highway Patrol to close

a 45-mile stretch of Interstate 80
between Cheyenne and Laramie.

Several jackknifed trucks also

contributed to Wednesday*s clo-

sure.

In Montana, the ski area jn the

Little Belt Mountains southeast of
Great Falls reported 20 inches of
new snow Wednesday morning,

but U.S. 89 in the area was
snowpacked and icy.

Schools remained open in snow-
bound Chouteau County, but the

county spelling bee was canceled

because 12 contestants from the

tiny town of Geraldine couldn't

make it to Fort Benton.

Pen pals:
East meets west

— intimately
By Hilary Appelman
Associated Press

PITTSFORD. N.Y. — Say
goodbye to the Cold War and say
hello to love, Soviet style.

With East-West differences
crumbling like the Berlin Wall, a
U.S. housewife is warming up
international relations with a dat-

ing service that links prospective

marriage partners from opposite
sides of the Iron Curtain.

Marie Helbog is the founder and
director of Scanna International, a

"correspondence and introduction

club" which she runs out of her
suburban Rochester home.

Helbog, a mother of four, started

Scanna in 1980, 20 years after she
and her husband moved to the

United States from Denmark. The
group's membership expanded
from Scandinavians and Ameri-
cans to other nationalities.

Following the rapid changes in

Eastern Europe, Scanna arranged

for its first Soviet representative

last fall.

Already. Helbog has about
1,000 members in the Soviet

Union, and airmail envelopes from
Russia with love pour in at a rate of
about 150 a week.

"All these Russians," she said

last week. "We're so over-
whelmed."

Scanna also has a large number
of Polish members and hopes to

begin placing ads and operating in

Hungary and Czechoslovakia
soon. Letters have begun trickling

in from would-be suitors in other

Eastern European countries who
have seen Scanna ads in American
magazines.

Scanna, which has about 3,000
members at any one time, also

matches pen pals, but most mem-
bers are marriage-minded, Helbog
said.

Members fill out a questionnaire

describing their interests and per-

sonality and explaining what they-

're looking for in a parmer. In

return, they receive photographs

and profiles of prospective match-

es.

Fees range from about $20 for a

choice of pen pals to about $90 for

a selection of marriage partners.

Scanna 's American members,
most of whom are men, have

shown great interest in Soviet and
Polish women, apparently consid-

ering them either more exotic or

more domestic, Helbog said.

"They're all checking that box
off," she said.

Olga K., a 28-year-old nutrition

specialist from Vladivostok, also

in the Soviet Union, describes

herself as elegant and refined,

looking for a strong-willed man
who is aristocratic in character and
soul.

"It is good of you if you
understand that attention, admira-

tion, care and compliments and
fiowers are of great importance for

women."
Helbog said recent changes

have made it easy for Soviets who
marry Americans to leave the

Soviet Union, something that a

decade ago would have meant
months or years of red tape.

She said she often receives

letters and Christmas cards from
correspondents who have decided

to tie the knot, but that it is too soon
to expect to hear from any East-

West couples taking the plunge.

Helbog employs one full-time

staff member and three or four

part-time helpers in the United

Slates. A bevy of agents and
affiliated group^^ run the overseas

operations.

t

Minority or disadvantaged students are encouraged to participate

The UCLA School of Dentistry

is holding its 5th Annual

Dental Applicant's
April 7, 1990
8:00 am to 4:00 pm
Students planning to pursue a career in Dentistry, particularly minority or disadvantaged students are
encouraged to participate. If you know a person or a group of people who may wish to attend,
please send or have them send their name, telephone nijmber and address to:

Valerie Watkins
Conference Coordinator
Office of Admissions, Recruitment
Center for Health Sciences, Rm. A3-042
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1762

Call 206-1718 for more information.

PRESENTS
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' n ...
a really good excuse for not studying tonight,.

FREE SNEAK!!!

TONIGHT

ACKERMAN
GRAND

BALLROOM

8:00 P.M.

SOLD OUT
there will be a "space permitting"

line for guests without tickets

NOW YOU DONT HAVE
TO READ THE BOOK!

•"*«
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(PARI BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your with 1 007o
unwanted hair Natural Wax

Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing S 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm \ $ 8
Arm $12
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10

European Facials...... $25
1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325

Open Sundays

Pcwis _
Londoi
Ronr

* ^i
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June 25 - August 17

Main Session

June 11 - August 17

Language Workshops
Writefbr uUalogue:

Summer Session

22 Whcclcr Hall

UC Berkeley

Berkeley, CA 94/20

(415)642-5611

Business * Languages *

Sciences • Literature •

Architecture •

Computer Science •

Education * Librarianship *

Psychology • English

as a Second Language *

Tuition is $ 186 plus $60 per

iinit. Tuition \% the same for

residents and non-residents of

the State of California. Some

courses have special fees.

University of California

jiQArs

JiPCICI4L I

LlHE»
11777 SAN VICENTE SIA/'Dm BKENTWOOD, CA 90(H9 • 820-1616

An Exclusive Night Club
presents

LADIES FLIGHTS

WEDNESDAY NITE

No Cover Charge

Fashion Freedom

Free-spirited Fun

Playful pursuit

429 Santa Moriica Wvd. Santa Montea. CA 90401

213-458-5966

More options

now available

By Larry Blasko

Associated Press

Portable computers, once a

series of compromises held
together by a high price tag, are

now real options for those who are

convinced they can*t function

without a thiolcer-thing always
handy.

The field of choices is large and
expanding. The March 13 issue of

PC Magazine reviews 73 IBM-PC
compatible portables, some cost-

ing more than $12,000 and some
less than $1,000. While the high-

end machines are based on Intel's

386 chip and offer almost all the

features of a well-equipped
desktop model, the low-end
machines based on the Intel 8086
chip— the original IBM PC brain

— offer enough to keep most of us

happy.

Issues to consider in selecting a

traveling computer:

WEIGHT. Some of the port-

ables, especially those featuring

high-power chips, can support

hard drives, external monitors,

expansion slots. The question is,

can you? Weight runs from 20 to

30 pounds. If dashing for the

airplane hauling the equivalent of
three one-gallon jugs of milk gives

you pause, look lower down the

weight (and features) scale.

KEYBOARD. Something has

to give to get a keyboard down-
sized enough for portability, but

the shrunken keys should be those

used for functions and cursor

control. Trying to type on a

keyboard with tighter-than-normal

letter-key spacing is a prescription

for frustration.

DISK DRIVES. The folks who
say a portable must have a hard

disk drive probably wouldn't con-

sider running to the store in

anything less powerful than a

Maserati or a Corvette. For the rest

of us, one 3.5-inch floppy drive,

maybe two, will do the job nicely.

MODEM AND EXPANSION
SLOTS. You should have a mod-
em so you can dial the office

computer and pump through
enough work to convince your

boss that the trip isn't a junkeL An
expansion slot can mean added
capabilities — and added weight

and power consumption. There are

also "home-base" units that allow

you to bring the portable home and
essentially tum it into a desktop-

type system.

POWER SUPPLY. It comes
three ways — batteries, transfor-

mers, and ordinary wall current.

Some of the batteries are recharge-

able and can be brought back to life

by the transformer unit. Others are

disposable. Your choice on the

road is lugging the transformer,

typically at least another couple of

pounds, hunting for new batteries

or hunting for an outlet If you're
planning to use it in flight, you
have to have a battery.

CHIP. Real power users— with

real power wallets — will want
Intel's 386 chip, with tremendous
number-crunching ability; others

will use Intel 286 chip, yesterday's

muscle machine. Anyone spending
his own money and using the

portable mostly for word process-

ing and simple math will use the

Intel 8086, which gets closer to the

$1,000 end of the scale.

For CompuBug's 170-page
book, "ABCs of Computing, a

Plain-English Guide." send $10 to

CompuBug, PO BOX 626. Sum-
mil. NJ 07901. Send questions and
comments to the same address.
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Therapy on
the rise for

Americans
By Elliott Minor

Associated Press

VALDOSTA. Ga. — Family
therapy will play an ever-larger

role in Americans' attempts to

cope with stress and maintain
loving relationships, according to

sociologist John Curtis.

"I think it's definitely a trend,"

says Curtis, who supervises a
special marriage and family ther-

apy program for graduate students

at Valdosta State College.

Curtis says he believes more and
more Americans will turn to

family therapists, rather than indi-

vidual counselors, to resolve
problems because "when you treat

people in isolation and they go
back to their family environment
that has never changed, it's hard
for them to change."

He says today's families are

unprepared for a life in which both
parents work.

"I think we cherish the idea of a

family and we want our families to

be quality families." he says.

"We've become so busy they

aren't, and we need help to re-

establish quality living."

Curtis says Valdosta State's

program, designed to meet the

standards of the American Associ-
ation of Marriage and Family
Therapists, is one of nine such
programs in thecouintry but the

only one in the South.

The 50-week course is open to

students who have a master's

degree in sociology with a con-
centration on counseling and fam-
ily therapy. Besides classroom
work, each student spends 12
hours a week in supervised contact

with clients from various social

services organizations.

Graduates of the program need
addidonal supervised field experi-

ence and to pass a state exam to

become licensed family therapists.

Louis Levy, head of the sociolo-

gy department, says many social

problems, such as drug abuse and
runaway children, are linked to the

family, and it's important to

consider the entire system rather

than just a troubled individual.

"Family therapy, some say, is

one of the most suitable treatment

models for many of the social

problems we face today," he says.

"It goes back to crime , . . . prob-

lems in school, problems with

developing peer relations. Some-
times you look back and find the

family relations haven't been that

good."

Curtis says the family should

fulfill a need for love and nourish-

ment, but instead it has become a

"fast-food dispensing center and a

place to get clean clothes.

"I think people are losing faith

in commitments and therefore we
have a higher divorce rate. We
have more separation. We have
more abandonment. I think some
people who are looking for alter-

natives are trying to find them in

the alcohol and drug world or the

*me-firsl' world where they care

more about themselves than any-

thing else."

Curtis says family therapists are

trained to help family members
feel loved and appreciated, no
matter the pressures.

"A good family." he says, "is

where you learn to share and care,

where you give and receive and

can be yourself."

Free Clear Cellophane
with Relaxer
Expires 3/29/90

Shampoo, blowdry, curl $25.00
Shampoo, blowdry, cut-curl S35.00
Press & curl $30.00

Color $20.00 & up

Cellophane $20.00 & up
Hi Litcs $25,00 4 up

Curl perms $60.00 & up
Relax $45.00
Relax & qjt $55.00
Men's Cut $12.00
Men's Rclffl( & cut $25.00

1093 Broxton
Westwood Village
(213) 208-4480
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IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO
GET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TO SEE UPS/'

"I need two things to get

through school: good
grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by
myself, and UPS is helping

me take care of the second.
They gave me a part-time

iob that rea/Zy pays

"I make almost $10,000
a year for working about 4
hours a day, 5 days a week.
But get this. UPS has stu-

dent loans that let me bor-

row up 16 $25,000 a year
for college. Compare that

anywhere else. I also got my
choice of schedules, paid
holidays and vacations
as well as company- paid
medical Insurance

Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in

Accounting. Industrial Engineering. I.S. or Customer Service

"No other company offers more to students than UPS. Talk to

them. Get what you need to get your diploma"

Openings exist at 1201 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,
interviews conducted Mondays from 1-3 pm; or 3333 Downey
Rd., Vernon, interviews conducted Mondays from 12-2pm; or
3000 East WisMngton B^d., Los Angeles, interviews con-
ducted Mondays from 1-3 pm. An equal opportunity employer

m
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DOniERS iDUCATIOli

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited the Wash-

ington International Studies Council to recommend qualified

students to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower
Junior status is required, and graduate study is available. Stu-
dents are directly enrolled in their colleges and receive transcripts
from their Oxford college: this is NOT a program conducted by a
U.S. College in Oxford. 3.2 minimum index in major required.

An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S. Univer-
sity is available for students with minimum indexes of 2.7. Stu-
dents will have social and athletic rights in an Oxford college, and
the fees are substantially less.

Written evaluations are available from Oxford students who
have previously studied mqst subjects at most leading U.S. col-

leges. Telephone talks with students from your college (or in your
field) can usually be arranged by WISC.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON. LONDON
WISC offers summer internships with Congress, with the

White House, with the media and with think tanks. Govern-
ment and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level gov-
ernment officials, who are also scholars, and by experienced
Journalists. Similar opportunMAes in public policy internships
are offered (with academic credit) in London (Fall. Spring and
Summer). /

The Washington International Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Ave.. N.E.. Suite 450
Washington. D.C. 20002 (202) 547-3275

EO/AA

GS>il9MA
OPEN DAILY

LUNCH
MON-SAT 11:30 AM-2PM

DINNER
MON THUR S-10:30 PM

FRI SAT S^ 11PM
SUN 5-10 PM

c

. Japanese i^uisine

$iMfri OfOMrt
YAKINIKU

TEMPURA

TERIYAKI

Sen foods r*^
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

AVAILABLE: WAITER/WAITRESSESI
2031 WILSHIRE BLVD- SANTA MONICA 453-4848

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina

Buy Cbe
Get One
FREE

With this coupon, order any one of our
entrees, and get another entree of equal or

lesser value free. Valid for all members of
your party. ^

Valid Moirday through Thursday.
Not valid for carry-outs or banquets.

Please present UCLA ID with coupon.

Offer expires 3/31/90 - DB

1109 Glendon Avenue
Westwood Village

208^3884

iieura

\4i ^^ii luui9^^ Jii^Jl ^^i.x^

K^VEK, EVER, A. Cafeft».i

11777 8AN VICENTE 6I^VD., BKENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Tf-rr
s
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SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL!

$10 OFF*
any mens or womens
swimsuit with UCLA ID,

Good through 3/18.

OC^AN PACIFIC RETAIL STORES
CORNER OF DROXTON & W^YBURN
WtSTWOOD VILLAGE
208-7398

NOW YOU CAN SAVE TIME
BY REQUESTING SRLF BOOKS

YOURSELF VIA ORION
A new ORION program allows y6u to initiate

a request for materials in the Southern
Regional Library Facility (SRLF) without the
assistance of a staff member. If you have a
valid UCLA Library card, you may use
ORION terminals in the libraries to request
that SRLF materials be delivered to any
UCLA Library for your use. You can also use
home or office computers to make such
requests, if you have established an account
with the Office of Academic Computing
(OAC).

For materials designated as non-circulating
on ORION ask for reference assistance.

To request materials: '

1. From the Ref6fence Display Screen,
type STATUS.

2., Type the desired item number on the
left side of the status screen.

3. Enter your library card number at the
prompt. It begins with 2 1158.

4. Enter your last name as it appears on
your library card.

5. You will be asked to confirm the
delivery destination or choose an
alternate destintion to where your
materials will be sent.

* If you change your mind, type XX and
you can cancel your request.

6. You will be asked to acknowledge your
request by pressing ENTER

Materials requested before noon. Mojiday
through Friday, will be available for pickup
after 6 p.m. 'on the SAME DAY! Requests
made after 12 noon may be picked up after
6 p.m. on the next working ^ay.

You may also request and pick up materials
at the SRLF reception desk.

SRLF Hours
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday

For further information about the SRLF.
please refer to the SRLF information
brochure.

THE VILLAGE DELI
Spoitsbar &. Restaurant

Presents:

ALL GREEK NIGHT
$1

Every Monday 8< Thursday Nights

($2.00 pitchers every other night w/ UCLA ID)
California Driver's License Required

10936 LINDBROOK DR. 208-6442

Phone sax:
Calls lessen as

novelty wears off

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — The
honeymoon's over for the *'dial-a-

pom" business: callers appear to

be losing interest.

Rich Parkhill, publisher of
InfoText, a trade magazine for the

pay-per-call industry, said the 976
sex lines were a novelty when they

were first offered in 1983. The
lines were met by parents angry

about their children's easy and
expensive access to sexually expli-

cit material over the phone.

"There was just an awful lot of

curiosity, but now, that curiosity

has (been) quelled," he said Tues-

day.

The pay-per-call industry has

increased from $450 million in

revenues in 1988 to $750 million

last year, Parkhill said. But, he
added, the overall pay-per-call

revenues have almost doubled,

while overall revenue has shrunk.

,

In January, just 355,000 calls

were made to Northern California

976 numbers, compared to

712,000 in January of 1989,
according to Pacific Bell.

TJiose calls generated $710,000
in revenue in January, half of the

$1.39 million logged in the same
month in 1989.

The company's product mana-
ger for the pay-per-call division,

John Schweizer, said the phone sex

lines hurt the telephone company's
image and the falling market is

"pretty good news.'"

BUDGET
From page 19

has mustered little Democratic
support for his plan. It is not before
the House and Senate budget
committees, which under law must
come up with their own deficit-

reduction plans by next month.
The administration's stance

enables it to claim credit for a

willingness to deal on tough
budget-deficit issues, while mak-
ing it appear that Democrats have
proposed what Republicans
always accused them of advocat-

ing: higher taxes and a desire to

tamper with Social Security.

"We're not trying to be cute on
this," insists Richard G. Darman,
Bush's wily budget director,

architect of this week's While
House maneuvering.

Darman says he wants the

administration's response to be
taken on its face: a hats off to

Rostenkowski for putting together

"the first serious proposal that has

been put in the public domain by
Democrats."

Darman concedes that Rostenk-

owski 's proposal is not a format

Democratic plan. But, he told

reporters Tuesday, the congres-

sional budget committees "are not

yet close lo being able to put

together a budget resolution and
it's important that there be some-
thing there to negotiate with."

Such a wide-based bipartisan

compromise might be the only way
that the administration could
eventually sign off on a measure
that included tax increases.

Bush seemed to point himself in

this direction at a news conference

Tuesday when he was asked if he
could assure Americans there

would be no tax increase this year
as part of a deficit-reduction

package. "I'm only one player." he
said.

Tom Raum covers the White House
for The Associated Press.

<:
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Photos
colored
by hand
Doug Fisher

Associated Press

WESTERLY, R.I. — Long
before Ted Turner or Hollywood
began colorizing black and white
movie classics, Margaret Spargo
was adding a blush to the cheeks or

a splash of color to the clothing in

her monochrome portraits.

Almost daily you can still find

her at a little red table near the

window of her storefront studio,

carefully coloring photographs by
hand. There's an old bellows
camera in the back, and shelves are

piled high with papers, photo-

graphs and tools of her trade.

Propped around her are exam-
ples of her handiwork, a technique

that is regaining popularity in art

schools. That makes little

impression on her.

Spargo is a woman of few
words, especially describing how
she learned her trade nearly 60
years ago.

"I just did it on my own," she

says. "Don't ask me how I learned.

I just did it."

Working from detailed notes,

Spargo skillfully transfers nearly

transparent oil paint from a piece

of cotton to the faces in a family

portrait.

She had just spent several

painstaking hours working with a

colored pencil and brush to tint the

woman's blue print dress.

*Thai was a Lulu. It's not quite

right, but it's close," she says,

admiring her work and wistfully

recalling the days when clothes

were plainer.

She works quickly, with wide-
ning circular strokes. If she strays,

the paint can be wiped away until it

fully dries in about a day. The
artistry comes in blending the

colors and highlighting the fea-

tures, so the boy's blue eyes have a

lifelike, almost impish sparkle.

A typical 8-by- 10-inch single

portrait costs $50 to tint, but if you
want heavier opaque oils that must
be brushed on, that's $200.

Hand coloring emerged in the

1840s, shortly after daguer-
reotypes, the first commercially

feasible photos taken on glass

plates, says David Gibney, nega-

tive archivist of the International

Museum of Photography in

Rochester, N.Y.

At first, a little blush was added
to the cheeks and a splash of color

to jewelry, he says. Fully tinted

photos became popular after the

turn of the century and remained so

until color photo materials

improved and became affordable

in the 1940s.

"I think a lot oLsins that the

camera's lens brings out can be
hidden with hand coloring," says

Gibney, "and you can enhance the

good things."

Hand coloring has made a

comeback in college fine arts

programs during the past 10 years

as a new art form, says E. Ken
White, a hand colorcr and chair-

man of fine art photography at the

Rochester Institute of Technology.

Even the best color print will

begin to age in five years. White
says, but hand-colored photos can
last 50 years without much deterio-

ration.

Spargo doesn't recall the spe-

cifics of when she got into the

business. She says it was sometime
in the 1930s, and she was 19 when
she wenjf to work for photographer
Fred Stiles at his downtown studio.

REALIZE YOUR POTENTIAL
AT THE ALL NEW

Health^Eiiness
e X P
March 23, 24, 25

The Shrine Auditorium

649, West Jefferson Blvd., lA

DijolinTliie

Siiz]fFiii([den,<i/k()[A(dii-FilKS

iOfiA'sjksipn}

KiiitW.Ma(li,FliD.,ii(llvr,lfffiiifl;

BemilFniilinde^DiC

* Natural Bodybuilding piesentation

•Magnetic Weight Training by CaptainV •

• San Diego Wiz iGds (Aerobic Perf(»niance)

Relax k Unwind after {he Finakl

General Admission

$6.00 50% OFF
FddaTOnh

StadcBtiirtiknliiLD.

Forlnfonnation

ExhibitOB (213)MM, Tickets k Registration (213) 821-7817, Cenerai (213) 301-6079

Healths Fitness Productions

1223 WilshireBlvd,Sfflte447,Santa Monica, CA«M3

SAIL

WINDSURF
CATAMARAN

spaces Still Available
in Spring Break Classes

CALL NOW!
(213) 823-0048

UCLA AQUATIC CENTER
Marina del Rey

LAB TECH ASSISTANTS
PART TIME

PART-TIME ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER RESEARCH BIOLOGY

LABORATORY

Duties to include literature searches, administrative tasks, maintaining order
and cleanliness of research areas as well as ensuring adequate stock of

laboratory supplies.

Send resume or apply in person to:

Robin H. Epstein - CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
Employee Relations Dept.

8700 Beverly Blvd.

Brown BIdg,, 1st Floor

Los Angeles, Ca. 90048

'!rr> ^ t.'
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CCCMAS- SINAI MCOCAlCtNTtf^'^i
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Viewpoint
Commentary

We want your opinion
on tiie deatii penalty

On April 3, 1990, the first man will be executed in the State of Cali-

fornia since the death penalty was reinstated in 1977. The Bruin's editorial

board was interested in publishing an editorial, but could not come to a
consensus opinion. Therefore we are interested in knowing what the stu-

dents, faculty and staff of the university feel about the gas chamber com-
ing into use in the near future. Please answer the question below and turn
it into the Bruin office by the beginning of the next quarter. Your input is

g^atly appreciated.

Do you t)elieve the death penalty should be legal? {Circle one):

(1 .) In all instances

(2.) Under no circumstances^

(3.) Under certain circumstances {Please list circumstances below)

k. '?^%nmw)

;;x

^yy
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lilVot is ikis^^Vot •f^omtl^e ricK and give totl>e poor" stu^H Listen Kere,

P\r. Hood, uoo uiorV. for FonwU Svvj(Je(^ Wojsma row. and U)eoo TnifNai cv little

cJ»nerent\u here

.
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Spy vs. Spy: George
Bush in CentralAmerica
1*m so glad I don*i look

like President George
Bush. Given the chief

executive's penchant for spy
intrigue, looking like him could

get you into a lot of trouble.

V Imagine: There you are, dis-

pensing steaming cups of

French Roast at LuValle or

standing at a blackboard in

front of a group of sleepy

undergraduates, not causing

anybody any trouble, when a

guy in a trench coat sidles up
to you and asks whether you'd
like

to do your patriotic duty. What
he means isn't clear; after all,

he may be asking you to do a

urine test or to chase a

recalcitrant dictator with a

boom box blaring *'I Fought
the Law and the Law Won,"
or confiscating all the Masa
Harina (commeal used to make
tortillas) in that fellow's pantry

because a government agent

thinks it's cocaine.

Soon he offers you a $500
suit and tells you that all yOu
have to do is take a ride with

him to Colombia in a helicop-

ter: a decoy helicopter. The
whole adventure will only take

a day or so and you won't get

shot at. Probably.

George Bush, that nervy,

macho kind of guy, played an

elaborate shell game with the

drug kingpins in Colombia.

Rosemarie
Pegueros
taken when Vice President Dan
Quayle was sent to Latin

America in the wake of the

U.S. invasion of Panama? One
would expect hostility there to

be high, considering that U.S.

troops had killed hundreds of
Panamanians while chasing the

deposed leader of Panama,
General Manuel Noriega.

Despite public comment about
Quayle's lack of intellectual

ability. Bush has assured us

that he will keep Quayle on
the ticket in 1992, but what if

something happens to Dan? Oh
gosh, bad luck. Tsk, tsk. If I

were Dan Quayle, I'd be pretty

nervous. He should take special

care not to wear that overcoat

"He should take special care not to wear that over*

coat the secret service gave him— you know the
'

one with the bullWye painted on the hack."

the Secret Service gave him —
you know, the one with the

bull's-eye painted on the back.

Actually, I've always rather

wondered how Bush got

labelled a wimp. He jokes

about being a nervy, macho
kind of guy but he's only

half-kidding. He thinks it's

neat to get down with the

good ole boys, chompin' down
the chili-soaked pork rinds and
racing around in his speed

boat.

Ronald Reagan was a TV
cowboy who couldn't distin-

guish reality from the movies.

About the most exciting thing

he ever did in real life was
jump to conclusions. On the

other hand. President Bush
has been a World War II

Navy fighter pilot, a wildcatter

in Texas, an ambassador to

China and head of the CIA.
I'm sure he enjoyed the comic
book hero risk-taking of the

Cartagena trip; he has, one
might say, a taste for adven-

ture.

One thing is certam. Being a

presidential look-alike may be
a risky business, but one per-

son I'm really glad I don't
look like is Salman Rushdie.

Accompanying the president to

the drug summit with Latin

American leaders in Cartagena

were decoy helicopters, that is

helicopters with presidential

look-alikes riding in them to

fool the drug lords staffing the

ground-to-air missiles. It might
seem at first glance that the

president would be safer stay-

ing in Washington for the

meeting, but the Latin Ameri-
can leaders had serious objec-

tions to meeting in a city

where the mayor was recently

indicted for cocaine use.

At least one drug lord

should have been invited to the

summit but wasn't: Jesse

Helms, United States senator

from West Virginia, the

champion of subsidies for the

tobacco farmers. Never mind
that 400,000 Americans die

annually from diseases related

to nicotine addiction, not to

mention the additional millions

of victims of cigarette-smoking

from around the globe. Then
there are the alcohol lords:

Perhaps they should just send

their most publicized represen-

tative, Joseph Hazelwood, skip-

per of the Exxon Valdcz.

Incidentally, did you notice

that while the security was
justifiably light for the trip,

similar precautions were not

Pegueros is a graduate student

of Latin American history.
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Inhumanity is not specific to Germany or to any country
By Wade Major

There are few things more
deplorable than bigotry, preju-

dice and willful ignorance,

except when such things are

disguised as thoughtful and
pensive cultural insight. The
unprecedented inanity of Steve
Sherwood's commentary ("Ger-

mans, Jews and trains: the

burden of memory," Bruin,

Feb. 27) is a perfect example
of the divisive and hypocritical

thinking that is not only hin-

dering the successful unifica-

tion of Germany, but

international relations around
the world as well.

Why did bliss turn to con-

cern when talk of democratiz-

tion in East Germany began to

focus on unification? The so-

called logic that gave birth to

this remarkable paranoia is

embodied in" Sherwood's
remark that "The blood of six

miUion Jews is on the hands
of Germans forever. The is a

Slain each one of you wears
because it is your culture,

regardless of when it hap-

pened."

To indict German culture for

the Holocaust is an insult to

Germans and Jews alike. Has
Sherwood forgotten that this is

the culture that gave the world
Bach, Beethoven and Mozart,

Luther and Gutenberg, Goethe
and Schiller?

Since my mother is German,
by Sherwood's reasoning she

bears the blood of the Holo-
caust, I should then infer that

it makes no difference that, as

a small girl during the war,

she was forced to flee her

home, abandon her possessions

and live like an animal hoping

to survive from one bombing
raid to the next. By Sher-

wood's reasoning, that's part of
the culture. And what of her

cousin, whose wife and child

were so brutally and repeatedly

raped by Soviet troops that

they asked to be killed out of
mercy?

It is a bigoted insult of the

first degree to imply that

because someone is German,
they bear the blood of the

Holocaust. Because I am part

German, do I bear the same
guilt? Because my great-grand-

father was a slave-owner, am I

stained with the blood of
slavery? If I need to supply an
answer to these questions to

anyone reading this, then I

suggest you reevaluate your
values and your humanity.

Sherwood's unique twist on
original sin would, no doubt,

make no allowances for the

fact that my great-grandfather's

one and only slave purchase
was motivated by the desire to

prevent the separation of a

young mother and her child on
the auction block. It's always
easy to make rash conclusions
from within the cozy confines

of North America, isn't it Mr.
Sherwood?
German "culture" is no more

responsible for the Holocaust
than American "culture" is

responsible for slavery or than
Turkish "culture" is responsible
for the Armenian genocide. To

isolate such atrocities and
handily explain them away in

cultural terms is the worst kind
of reckless rationalization. If

all we have learned from the

Holocaust is that Germans
killed Jews then we have
learned nothing.

The fact that the perpetrators

were German and the victims

were Jews is irrelevant. The
scenario has been played out a

thousand times in all comers
of the globe, and there is no
race, no people an no nation

that is unblemished by such
atrocities. We have seen it in

the United States during slav-

ery, in China under Mao and
again under the current Chin-
ese regime. We have seen ii^

under Stalin, Pol Pol, Idi

Am in, and Ceausescu. The
tragedy is that human beings

have committed atrocities tow-
ard other human beings.

Human rights are not Ger-
man rights or Jewish rights or
Russian rights or American
rights. They are human rights,

the violations of which must
be considered collectively. For
any nation, group or individual

to assume that it is above such
acts is dangerously naive. The
unspeakable acts committed by
Americans against Americans
at Andersonville during the

Civil War is evidence.

The flagrantly irresponsible

thinking that is at the root of

the paranoia over German
unification has created the

smokescreen that there's some-
thing about German culture

that must be controlled and

monitored because it is danger-
ous to worid peace. The truth

is that if German culture is to

blame for the rise of Nazism,
then the Allies bear an equal

share of the blame for permit-

ting revenge and hated to

supersede their desire to con-
structively democratize Ger-
many following Worid War I.

Few would deny that the

Treaty of Versailles was
intended to cripple, punish and
humiliate a once great nation,

rather than rehabilitate and
democratize it. The result was
an embittered people who were
more than ripe to follow a

leader like Hitler who prom-
ised to restore the glory of the

"Fatherland". Yes, Germany
was the stage where the ugly
deeds of Nazi hatred and anti-

Semitism were played out, but
it was the Allies that set that

stage.

Indeed, Hitler was less a

product of German culture than

the product of a divided and
destructively nationalistic worid.

Hitler and all like him are less

emblems of their respective

cultures, than emblems of man-
kind's errors and inhumanity to

man.

Unfortunately, the Allies

have not learned from past

mistakes as they are once
again meddling in the affairs

of Germany. The real reason

behind the paranoia is that

these "democratic" nations fear

a united Germany's economic
strength. Americans see a

Japan in the making, and are

determined to preserve Ameri-

can economic might. The
incentive for progress and true

capitalistic competition seems
to have gouen lost behind the
veil of economic protectionism.

But jingoism is still jingoism,
be it militarily or economically.
If American markets feel the

pain of international competi-
tion, so be it, for that is

essence of the capitalism that

America has tried so hard to

export the world over.

The unification of Germany
will be the real test as to

whether or not America and
her allies want democracy for

their own devices or because
they truly believe in it.

It is indeed sad that the

Steve Sherwoods of the world
continue to see the borders that

separate nations and continents
rather than the fragile globe
which they all share. Eariy in

the film Lawrence of Arabia,
Peter O'Toole tells Omar
Sharif that "So long as the

Arabs fight tribe against tribe,

so long will they be a little

people, a silly people, greedy,
barbarous and cruel."

Certainly, as long as ethnic-
ity and nationality continue to

supersede our humanity, so
long as we continue to ignore
our collective responsibility for
the actions of mankind and
refuse to confront our universal

vulnerability, we shall be a
little people, a silly people,
greedy, barbarous and cruel.

Major is a senior majoring in

Film and Television.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
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r , f REQUIREMENT
You can satisfy the College of Letters and Science language requirement during a single Summer
Sessions term! Language intensives offering instruction from beginning through level three in a

compressed period of time will be offered in the following languages:

Arabic

Chinese

Greek

Japanese

Korean

Latin

Portuguese

Quechua

Russian

Spanish

Swahili

Uzbek
<

100 Dodd Hall
.!*--«.
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Viewpoint

A sobering lesson that drinking and driving don't niix
By Stefanie Epstein

People know that drunk driving

is dangerous. We*vc had the

warnings and information shoved

down our throats for years. People

don*t really drink and drive any-

more. Right?

I returned home from a late

movie last Wednesday. I was
happy. There was a message from

a friend. I dialed.

"What*s up?"

"Brian is dead."

"What?"
"Brian was killed tonight by a

drunk driver."

"Oh my God..."

I cried and screamed in disbe-

lief, and then I became angry.

"Was the drunk driver killed?"

"No, not a scratch."

How unfair! Brian's life was
taken- by someone who had some-
thing to drink and then got into his

car anyway. Brian was twenty-one

and graduating from UCLA in

June. He was smart, ambitious,

fun, tall, and handsome. He had a

brother, a sister, a mother, a father,

and friends who love him very

much. Brian is gone. Dead.

We*ve all heard it a million

times: "E)on*t drink and drive,"

"Drinking and driving don't mix."

Well, they don't.

Saving the planet, curing horri-

ble diseases, stopping hatred, and

ending world hunger are japing to

be difficult and take years to solve.

Not driving drunk, it is so simple.

so simple

If you drink and drive and for

some reason a life must be taken,

then it is you who should die and
not the innocent, sober driver.

We cannot control earthquakes, droughts and
floods. But we can call a sober friend or a cab for a
ride home faxnabaroraparty.

Do not drive a car after drinking.

Do not get into a car with a driver

who has had even one beer. If you
want to drink, fine. I'm not asking

you not to drink, but I'm begging

you not to drive after drinking. It's

Why shorten a precious life that is

short to begin with? Life is a gift.

Most of-us are very lucky. Stop and

think about all of the great things

going on in your life.

Yes, horrible things happen in

the world and "bad things happen

to good people." Do not let drunk

driving be one of them. Protect

yourself and your friends. We
cannot control earthquakes,
droughts, and floods. But we can

call a sober friend or a cab for a

ride home from a bar or a party.

How many more Brians must die

before this stops? Are you going to

wait until your friend is killed on
Santa Monica Boulevard some
Wednesday night?

Stop drinking and driving for

you, for your parents and friends,

and for Brian. >

Epslien is a freshman majoring in

Theater.

SLAM-N-
GROOVE
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Gazzarri's
Cbtb

Call Gina Cafasso at (213) 477-6398 for DISCOUNT TICKETS
$14°° at the door -pre-sale price $5^

EYEGLASSES
Get the look

you want
quickly and
courteously

from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood Bl.

Westwood Village

208^3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

SOFT CONTACTS
CONTACT LENS EYE EXAM ^15

SOFT CONTACTS WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION

DAILY, EXTENDED, CLEAR or

COLORED $40 pr

DISPOSABLES (6 mos) $109-set
CHANGE BROWN EYES $135 pr

ML • WJ • Caba • AO • MH • etc.

WITH CONTACT LENS & EYE EXAM:

FREE CARE KIT

L.A. 9035 Venice Blvd.

Hawthorne 3300 Rosecrans Ave

Long Beach 2013 E. 7th St

Downey 8556 Firestone Blvd.

Fullerton 2565 E. Chapman

Pasadena 33 E. Walnut

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

(213) 838-8165 (800) 237-6235

5% DISCOUNT

Call for free pick-up
and delivery

Right now, during the months of February and March,
come into our Westwood location and receive 15% off

our regular rates.

(Customer must meet nomnal qualifications. No other offer applies)

2040 Westwood Blvd.
_474-9948

r*n( a car
Car Collection

t

WITH YOUR HELP, DREAMS WILL BECOME A

POSIT I U E H E A Lt
"•(»«'%*;

WE posmvriv%iroirTf 1 1
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«CAilTV %[nrH MOUPS IKE U.C.L.A. UMKAHP.
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KAOMA
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WTL tl*«r $14 95 $1199 19 72JI $0 15
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Counterpoint

v-» Reburial article full of inaccuracies
By Katherine D. Davidson

I guess because Mike Spence submiiied his

column on reburial of Native American remains
to the Viewpoint section ("UCLA should reium
Native American remains for proper burial,"

Bruin, Jan. 23), it was perfectly legitimate for

him to make whatever slanderous remarks he
liked. To the editor, Td like to suggest
applying a little quality control, as nearly every
article submitted to The Bruin in favor of
reburial has been full of misinformation. To
Mike Spence, I suggest he write on topics he
knows something about.

One point made in the article was that 159
Chumash skeletons currently housed in Haines
Hall come from "a Ventura burial site dating

to the 1800s," and that "Peoples* great-grandpa-
rents are being kept in Haines Hall." Appa-
rently it didn't occur to Spence to verify this

information by simply asking the curator of the

skeletal collections. The truth is that there are
no post-Spanish contact burials at UCLA. Most
date to 1000 A.D. or earlier. Many of the

remains date to 3000 B.C.

Spence also asked, "Why afe Native Ameri-
cans the only group so affected in the United
States?" This is another misconception that is

often cited in these articles and could have
easily been investigated^ The following are just

a few examples of collections representing

other groups: the Civil War collection at

Walter Reed Army Hospital contains around
,

10,000 Caucasian individuals; the Terry collec-

tion at the Smithsonian Institute includes

modem individuals of various groups (including

Caucasians); and a collection similar to the

Terry collection is housed at the University of
Tennessee. In many of these cases the individu-

als* names and precise descendants are known.
This is not true of the Indian remains; in most
of these cases it is impossible to even
determine what tribe of people the descendants
are.

Other atrocious statements found in this

article include, "No real scientific value has or

will be obtained" from the study of these

collections. Spence, did you consult even one
anthropologist or archaeologist when you wrote
this? By examining skeletons and associated »

grave goods we have learned and will continue

10 learn about social organization, disease and
nutrition, craft specialization and. social stratifi-

cation of prehistoric societies. Through the use
of isotope analysis we gain inlbrmation about
diet, climate, agriculture and toxins in the

environment. This docs not, of course, exhaust

the list of valuable information to be gained
form these studies.

I think another major point to be made here

'is that not all American Indians are in favor of

reburial, as many would like to learn more
about their heritage. There are osteologists in

California, for example, who are of American
Indian descent. In addition, the pan-Indian

belief that the spirit is eternally connected with

the body is a modem belief that has not been
continuous through space and time.

At European contact there were more than

300 rich and distinct cultures in North America
which represented a wide range of burial

practices and beliefs about the afteriife. Ethno-
graphic evidence has shown that in many cases
there was no concern about the eternal

connection between spirit and body.
Among Califomian groups, the prevalent

belief was that the spirit left the body a few
days after death. The Chumash, for example,
held the belief that the condition of the body
was of no consequence to the spirit beyond
five days following death. Archaeologically, we
often find human bone in the trash pits at sites

and have even found flutes made of human
bone. The dead that Spence and mothers say
they are representing did not necessarily hold
the beliefs they use to justify the cause of
reburial.

Is it appropriate for a fraction of modem
American Indians to decide for all parties

concerned, living or dead, what happens to this

valuable resource of information? It is a fact

that orice remains are reburied they arc out of
context and the knowledge they can provide is

forever lost for archaeologists, anthropologists,

and, most importantly, future generations of
American Indians.

Because some modem Indians are sincerely

horrified by the study of these remains, there

needs to be open dialogue between anthropolo-

gists and Indians. Name-calling, accusations and
lies will now pave the way for negotiations in

good faith between two groups who should be
natural allies. Contrary to much of what has

been said in many of the recent reburial

articles, studies are not done for the purpose of

demonstrating alleged inferiority of one r^roup

relative to another.

The most successful way to abolish racism is

through education. Learning about other cultures

is the first step in learning to abandon one's
ethnocentric ways, and anthropology has served
this purpose.

Davidson is a graduate student of anthropology.

Viewpoint

UCLA should relinquish reifiains
By Maria Williams

I am responding in favor of Mike Spence's
commentary ("UCLA should return Native
American remains for proper burial,*' Bruin,

Jan. 23) on the return of Native American
remains. Although I have not always agreed
with Spence*s views on other issues, in this

particular instance I am in full agreement. The
issue of repatriation is one of great concern to

me because I am a Native American.
The fact that many institutions, UCLA

included, have large collections of Native
American remains is greatly disturbing, but
what is even more upsetting is that these

institutes are unwilling to return these remains
to the proper tribe or group. This to me is

shocking and abhorrent. How can people feel

just in keeping what does not, and never has,

belonged to them? What gives people the right

to determine what's best "in the interest of
science," when what they should really be
asking is what is the best thing to do in the

name of humanity.

Burial grounds were desecrated in the name
of science. These remains were "excavated"
and taken away to be stored in boxes until

"scientific" experiments could be carried out.

Most of the research on these remains is in

relation to diet and disease, i.e. what types of
diet did the Indians have? What types of
disease did they have? For the most part, this

type of information can be garnered from other

sources, and I question the relevance of such

information in light of the moral argument.

If these remains belonged to any other ethnic

or cultural group this situation would not exist.

UCLA has the opportunity to make a noble
and honorable gesture by repau-iating the

remains of their "collection." If UCLA is really

sincere regarding their policies on diversity they
should relinquish these, remains. After all. how
can UCLA profess diversity while it is

violating the religious and human rights of a
specific group of people?

Williams is a graduate student of ethnomusicol-

ogy-
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Homemade with only the

freshest ingredients &
quality you've come to

expect from Flakey Jakes

$3
Burger

Meal Deal
1/3 lb. fresh ground

hamburger, french fries

or salad and soft drink

Good at these locations

Anaheim Stanton

Santa Ana Northrldge

W. Los Angeles
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firsA GREATHEAOr
I
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I
"A BENT COMEDY.

I REAL FUN."

ptmmi^o Ot

DON SAXON ROeERT R BlUME
JAN FOSTER JOEL OUARfSlMO

Written by

WM. S. LEAVENGOOD

TICKETS (800) 369-8367
OR AI BOX Of HCE

Thurs. thru Sun. at 8p.m.

Tickets S12 • Free Valet Parking

THE MATRIX THEATRE
7657 Melrose Ave Los Angeles. CA

LAST SHOW
SUNDAY!

,gAydeat5--!9.l!rl?lL'gil!

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

riOVELTY ITEMS ^ GIFTS

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W.L.A.
(Close to UCLA)

207-4226 820-663

\mCHOSDCUAL
MOVIE

SHOCKER
...COOL

EROriCISAL
INnUIGENCE

AND INTENSITY."
BriKe Wiliiomson, PLAYBOY

''A TRULY
TERRIFYING
THRILLER."

- Suson Granger,

AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSKS

"MESMERIZING
...ROBERT
DUYALL

GIVES AN
INCREDIBLE

PERFORMANCL"
- Neil Rosen, WNCN RADIO
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^OW PLAYING
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AMC Century 14 5534900
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5:40 8:20 10 56
4 hours kee voUoted portiing
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SANUMOMCA
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MON TnHU FHI:
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SAT A SUN 2 30
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Country CinerT\p

(818) Ml 9611
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804^2002
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(806)48fr«726
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GreaterTuna
This infamous and hilarious

satire on a tiny town in Texas

comes to Westwood for a

month with its original cast/

creators, following a command
performance for George, Bar-

bara, and the nation's gover-

nors at the White House.

Jason S. Stewart

The Rover

Tues.-Sat at 8 p.m. and Sun. at 3 p.m. and

7 p.m. at the Westwood Playhouse. 10886
Le Conte Ave. Tix: $17.50 - $25. For more
info call (213) 208-5454

The Firebrand Theater Company founded by UCLA grads

presents The Rover, written in the 1 7th century Europe by one
of the first female playwrights. .

June Pinheiro
Thru March 25 at the Hollywood Rec Center. For nrwre info caH (818) 786^30.

Written by Fatinna Meer. Available from

Harper & Row for $19.95.

HigherThan
Hope
This biography of Nelson
Mandela traces his life in a

detailed, intensely political ac-

count. The author not only

worked with him for four dec-

ades in the fight for civil rights,

but consulted with him in

prison to revise her text.

Kristen Linden

Depeche Mode
Violater- the new release from

the four masters of synth-pop,

continues Depeche Mode's
movement away from the

realm of alternative towards

mainstream music.

Jason Stewart Available from Reprise ip all formats later

this month.

-*V

Sun. - Mon.. March 18-19. from 9
11p.m. on NBC

The Phantom of
the Opera
Another Phantom?! This time

it's a two part TV mini-series.

Early word has been favorable

towards this new adaption by
playwright Arthur Kopit.

Jason Stewart

Pretty Woman
Richard Gere and Julia Roberts

star in this romantic comedy
about a relationship between
a rich corporate raider and a

Hollywood hooker.

Jason Stewart
Sneak, previews on March 16-17. optns
'nationwide on fri. March 23.

.

::ofTtpl»d By: Jion 8. mSmn

Stage

Advantageous liaison:

Student Talent Network links aspiring student stars to the show biz industry
By Jill Leger

Staff Writer

Devon Smith was working at the

John Wooden Center administra-

tion office when he received a call

from an agent making an arbitrary

talent search for a Kareem Abdal
Jabbar stand-in.

L.A. Gear's new ad campaign,
explained the agent, needs some-
one who is black, over six feet tall

and able to execute a perfect

skyhook. Any ideas, kid?

Smith, then a sophomore, was
puzzled. He wondered why an
agent would need to call the

Wooden Center for a lead. Didn't

UCLA, so close to the heart of the

entertainment industry, harbor

some sort of organization linking

student talent with the entertain-

ment business?

As a student who had come to

UCLA with acting ambitions.

Smith figured he was representa-

tive of hundreds. Why, he won-
dered, isn't there a venue to help

them Out?

Senior Smith, together with

junior Jean Claude Beriet and
sophomore Sandy Wang are cur-

rently developing such a venue.

Though still in its "foundation-

building" process, their newly-
created Student Talent Network is

striving to fill the gap between
student performers and the enter-

tainment business. *

Developed last fall, the campus
organization has the potential to

become a major student resource,

said Smith. Wang said STN would
ideally serve as the "eyes of the

industry" by scouting out talented

students and passing its flnds on to

agencies.

"We'd be a better lead over
calling the Wooden Center,

believe me," said Smith, who
noted that STN plans to both

develop relationships with various

entertainment companies and
organize data files on students.

Smith, Berlel and Wang said

their organization will also play an

even more direct role in connect-

MATTHIAS DAUB/Oaily Bruin

Dance groups Maestro and Get Busy were among ttie 12 acts ttiat performed t>efore an audience tfiat included scores of
industry professionals at 'Showcase '90.

' The March 2 student talent production was produced by Student Talent Network.
Picturedperformers (l-r): LA. Dave, Brian '8. Towne' Butler, Kerry 'Woo Baby' Gracia, Lil'Sean. Not pictured: Delvin 'Pooh
Bear' Grimes.

ing student talent to the industry by
inviting show biz professionals to

STN-developed student talent pro-

ductions.

Center for Student Program-
ming Director Kenn Heller said

that the need for such an organiza-

tion has always existed. "It's very

very difficult for individuals to try

to make it in the industry," he said.

"I think when students gel together

to try and create a venue for

student talent, it's wonderful.

There's always been that need."

STN's first such project came to

fruition March 2 on the AGB stage

in the form of Showcase '90. The
production consisted of 12 acts

featuring student dancers, vocal-

ists, musicians and comedians who

performed in front of an audience

that included scores of industry

professionals. Smith said STN's
guest list included scouts from the

Arsenio Hall Show, RCA and the

William Morris Agency.
To facilitate the creation of

industry/student "connections,"

STN had arranged for a reception

to follow the production, during

which agents and performers could

mingle.

Showcase student comedian
Suli McCullough said he was
approached by Panda Entertain-

ment Group agent Marshall Fergu-

son, as well as by several

independent comedy managers.

Showcase comedian Chris Spencer

and vocalist Seana Fisher also said

they made contacts with a number
of agents at the reception.

"I think it is a fabulous oppor-

tunity." said Fisher. "Obviously,
I'm trying to do this professional-

ly. Agents have such busy sche-

dules, ^nd we're just novices; it's

great mat they would take the lime

out tp come watch us."

STN garnered some connec-
tions of its own at the Showcase
reception. Smith said agents from
Star Search, Panda Entertainment

Group and Epic Records expressed

interest in forming relationships

with his organization.

Ferguson, who is president of
Panda's Entertainment division,

said that agencies ought to be
interested in all available talent

forums. "It's the responsibility of
people in the industry to go check
out talent on any level," he said.

"Whether it's on the college level,

high school or junior high levels.

New talent can be found any-
where."

Such industry interest doesn't

surprise Smith. "Everyone is able

to get stuff out of such a relation-

ship," he said. "Student performers

as well as our industry affiliates

will benefit if we pull together."

Tossing around ideas

Though Showcase '90 consti-

tuted STN's first project, the

student talent show's conception

preceded the organization's
December creation by several

months.

Last fall, by sheer coincidence.

Smith, Benet and Wang each

became interested in promoting
student talenL

As Smith and his roommate
tossed around the idea for a yearly

show spotlighting student talent

over an autumnal game of hoops,

Wang, director of New Projects at

Cultural Affairs, entertained her

own notions of a student talent

show— which she hoped could be

See TALENT, page 41

Brum audience underwhelmed by subdued 'Married' cast
By Rachelle Unreich

ALBERT POOWDaly Bruin

Staff Writer

Ten minutes before they were due to appear in

iionioidi Crowd— people had been camping outside

the AGB all afternoon.— of Bruin students, the cast

and production team of Married. . With Children

were relaxing backstage in one of UCLA's confer-

ence rooms. Kaley Sagal, also known as Peg Bundy,
was bravely sampling some unrecognizable campus
food, looking pretty unrecogniziible herself in a black

leather outfit and non-bouffant hair. "My character

was written to be much more dowdy, and I thought

there should be something more 'hot' about her," she

said with a smile. Ed O'Neill (Al Bundy), on the

other hand, was playing it safe by drinking bottled

water only, and looked fairly laid-back in his baseball

jacket. "I really am like Al in a lot of ways," he

admits. "My sense of humour is his. Actually, I have

to u-y not to have the same attitude as him as well,

because it would come naturally to me, to be as

sarcastic as him."

Meanwhile, Christina Applegate looked positively

un-Kelly like, donning a knee-length floral skirt and
blazer. "I try not to look like Kelly," she said, "But
when people talk to me, they realize I'm not a

moron." Amanda Bearsc, who plays neighbor Marcy

Rhoades, was just as conservatively dressed, while

David Faustino (Bud Bundy) played it casual in jeans

and a sweater. As soon as the cast stepped onto the

stage ih the AGB, it was clear that they weren't the

Bundys.
• Which may have been part of the problem. While
the audience cheered and shouted when clips of the iv

show were screened, they quieted down noticeably as

soon as the Married cast became real people. The
other problem may have been that the number of

speakers onstage came close to rivalling the amount
of people who had come to hear them. Including the

entire cast, and three members of the production
team, there were eight representatives of the show
altogether, which became somewhat overwhelming
by the end.

For the ensemble, it proved difficult to live up to

the raw humour that has become their show's
trademark. With a typical Kelly Bundy line lieing

"I'm afraid he's going to go for some other slut," and
Al Bundy saying comments like "The purpose of a

bra is to keep women's breasts off the plate when
they eat," it's no wonder that Bruins expected some
filth 'n' sleaze from the cast. Consequently,
Applegate was continually being asked leading

MICHAF.L MIRSCH

See MARRIED, page 42

Christina Applegate, aka Kelly Bundy of 'Married. . . With Children' cracked up the Bruin

AGB audience with a Freudian slip about her boyfriend's height.
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood

Mounliins On Tht Uooa (R)

10 25-1 20-4 20 7 30-10 40

KJ-
Roam 4 Me (R)

12:10-2.40-5:30-«X)S-10:25

NATIONAL
10925 Ijndbroak

208-4366

Tht Hunt for RH OclotMr (R)

1030-1:30-4:30-7:30-10:30

'Fri 4 Sat Lata Show 1 15 an
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

4 group discounts accepted
iw shows b«fae 6PM oniy

EmmiM, A LoM Story (R)

10:50-1:40-4:40-725-10:10

VILLAQE
961 Broxton

208-5576

HouM Pvty (R)

11:46-2:305:15-8.00-10:45

Starts Fri Biut Stod (R)

11:45-2:30-5:15-8:00-10:45

'Fri 4 Sai Late Show 1:15am

BRUIN
948 Broxton

208-8998

Passes

Joe Vcraut TTie Vokano (PQ)

12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10:15

'Fri 4 Sal Lato Show 12:30 an
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

arid group activity discounts arreplad

to shows before 6Pm only

WESTWOOD Inlamiri Alhirs (R)

1050 Gayley (1:15M 15-7:15-10:15

208-7664 Ttwiort (PQ-IS)

(2:1S>-«:1S.10:1S

Stwta Fri The Forbiddtn 0$nm (PG-13)

(12:00)-2:30-5.O0-7-30-10:00

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Hwd To Kill (R)

(12:45)-3:00-6:30-8:00-10 30

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Revenge (R)

(1:30)4:30-7:30-10:30

WESTWOOD
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Men Don't Leave (PQ-13)

(1:00-4:00)-7:00- 10:00

Starts Fri Driving Miee Doiey (PC)

(12:15-f45>-5:15-7:«-10l6

REGENT
1045 Bfoxlon

208-3259

Bed Influence (R)

(12:15-2:45)-5:15-7:45-10:30

PLAZA
1067 aandcn
208-3097

Driving Miss Dsisy (PG)

(12:30-3 00)5 30 8:00-10:30

Starts Fri Lord Of The Ries (R)

12:30-3 00-5 30-8 00-10 30

'Fri 4 Sat Late Show 12:45

Santa Monica
MANN WILSHIRE TYMN The Hunt for

1314 Wishire Blvd Red October
4514377 1:154:15-7:15-10:15

'Sat 4 Sun also at 10:30 am
SPEQAL ENGAGEMENT

passes 4 group acttvity discounts accepted

to shows tMtoe 6PM only

MANN WILSHIRE TWM
1314 Wishire BM
4514377

Driving Mtos Deiey (PG)

(12:30)-2:45-5:00-7:30-9 45

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills
ROYAL
11523 S.M Blvd.

477 5541

Sal 12 Mklra^t

CanMHe Ctaudei

Oaity 5:15-8:30

'Sal 4 Sun Matinee 2:00

Lototor Men FroM Mere

MUSIC HALL CinoiM Paradiso
9036 Wlshire Oaiy 5«O-7:4O-ie:10
274-6869 'Sal 4 Sun Matinee 2:15

Sun 11:00am Common Throade

HNE ARTS New Year'a Day
8556 Wishire Oaiy 600-8:00-10.00
662-1330 'Sat 4 Sun Matinee 2:004.00

Sun 12:30pm The Sidewak Motel
Admiaaion: 1 can of food

Santa Monica
MONICA Enemies, A Love Story (ends Thur

)

1332 2nd SI Oaiy 445-730 1000
394 9741 Starts Fri The Enlerliiner

Oaiy 5:00-745 10 15

'Sal 4 Sun Matinee 2 30

Sal 4 Sun 1030 am For Al Manliind

MONICA
1332 2nd St

394 9741

Sal 4 Sun 11am

T^e Handmaid's Tale

Daly 5 15-&00-10:15

'Sal 4 Sun Mainee 2:30

Super CMaf: Eari Warren

MONICA
1332 2nd SI

3949741
Sat/Sun 10:15am

Mystery Train

Oaiy 4:45-7 15 945
Sal 4 Sun Mainee 2 15

Adam Clayton PoweM/Oacfc USA

MONICA .PREMIERE SHOWCASE-
1332 2nd St Laurence OKviar The Entortainer

(Ends Tbur)
394-9741 Daly 5 00-7:45-10:15

Slarli Fii Veronico Cruz
4:45 7:30-10:00

'Sal 4 Sun Mainee 2:15

Sat 4 Sun 10am Shakaepeare: Julua Caoar

AlVIC

THEATRES
Century City
Century Qly 14

10250 Santa Monica Blvd

Century CHy Shappmg Cento
Free Parlung.

4 Hours Free Valdalon
With PurchsM of ThMte Tiolwit

(213) 553-8M0

Driving Miee Daiay (PG)

1150-2:30-5:25

Roatfe Goes Shopping (PG)
11:15-1 15-4:30-720-11:20

Stela (PG)

12:00-2:45-5:15-7:40-10:05

Cinema Paradiao (R)

10:45-125-405-6:50-9,40

Cinema Paradiao (R)

11:20-2:10-5:00-800-10:45

on another saeen 750-10:35

Men Don't Leave(PG-l3)

11:45-2:20-5:10

The Time of Ihe Gypeies (R)

11:00-1:55-4:35-7.35-10:40

Mv Left Foot (R)

11:05-2 00-4:45-720-10:15

Bed Influence (R)

12:10-2:50-5:40-8:15-10:50

Men Don t Leave (PG-13)

10:30-1:304:15-7:00 950

A Handmaide Tale (R)

ll:30-2:05-5.05-7:45-10:30

Nuns on the Run (93 min)

8.00-9:55

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART Sweetie
11272 Santa Monica Bl. 520 7 30-940

-478-6379 —~~ ^t ft Son i»lalnees:l-00-3:10

^) .
,
Fn . 1 2 am: Dr. Galigari

Sat 12 am: Rodiy Horror Picture Show

WESTSIDE PAVIUON

Gotdwyn
475-0202

'Fri 4

^ Madhouse
230930

SUts Fn Arika

11:30-2:00-4.30-7:00-930

Sat Late Show I2O0 am
No passes accepted

Goldwyn
475 0202 1100-1 40420- 7O0"l:40

GoMwyn Drugstore Cowtxw
475 0202 120 520-7 30 945

Starts Fn Enemies a Love Story

I:10-5:I0-7J0-9:S6

QoMwyn
475^)202

Crimea A Misdemeaners
(thur only) 12:10-4:50-7:10

Gddvryn
475-0202

Goldwyn
475-0202

The UOle Mermaid
11 30-1:00 3:30 5 30

'Sat 4 Sun 11:00-11 30 1:00 3:30 530

Poets Society

300-715-9:50

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronet
10889 Weiworlh
475-9441

TNX/Dolby Stereo

Qory (5 Academy Nominalons/

12:10-2 40 5 20 8:00 10 30

starts Fn Blind Fury

12:30-2:45-5:15- 7.45-10:06

UA CORONETMy Left Foot (5 Academy Nominalons
|

10889 Weiworlh (Thw) 12:30 2 50 5 15 7 45 10 10

475-9441 Starting Friday 12 50540 1.030

Starts Fn Glory (5 Aoidemy Nomtnaions)
3:00-800

UA CORONET
10669 Welworth
475 9441

THXyWlJy

Mountains Of The Moon
1:154:15 7.15-10 15

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
The Fabulous Baker Boys (R)

12 15245 5 15 750 10 15

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh al Westwood
475 0711 No 7 50 show Fn

SfVDct>y StoreoBesI Actress Nominee MicheMe Pleilter

SNEAK PREVIEW Pretty Woman (R)

Fnday 6:00 pm

Where The Heart la (R)

12:30 2:56-5 20 7 45-10 10

AVCO CINEMA I
Wilsh al waslMoed
475-0711

IHXIDdbf Stoeo^Sest Actress Nomnee
Starts Ffi Lambada (PG-13)

;I2:30 2 40 5 05 7 30 10 00
THV/notoy Stoeo 'Fri 4 Sal Lale Show 12:00am

AVCO CmCMA M
|AA^w ^ t*a- -*.- -^ --a

47S-0711

THX/Oot>y StMeo

Coupe Oa \mil (PG-13)

12:00-2 30^4:46 7 15^9:*
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'LxNPd of the
By Joanne J. Choi w

-

Contributor

FILM: Lord of the Flies Based on the
novel by Sir William Golding Directed
by Harry Hook. Written by Sara Schiff

Released by Columbia Pictures and
Castle Rock Entertainment in associa
tion with Nelson Entertainment With
Balthazar Getty and Chris Furrh. Rated
R. Opening tomorrow.

There's an eerie chilling quality

when a classic comes to life on
film.

I remember reading Lord of the

Flies in eighth grade, and not really

grasping its significance. But
watching Harry Hook's version of

the Sir William Golding novel, I

rediscovered its magic and age-

lessness.

Hook has combined the raw
energy of Peter Brook's 1963 film

version with a dash of dramatic

spice and suspense. The 1990
version lives and breathes subtle

messages about human darkness.

The filming took place in

Jamaica. But this Jamaica is not the

typical travel agency slice of

civilized retreats. It is Eden in all

its magnificence and dark poten-

tial. And unlike Brook's setting,

it's in color.

'ff

Daily Bruin A & E

Film

Golding classic to screen

Balthazar Getty (Ralph) arrives on the beach in 'Lord of the Flies/

Imagine filming in the middle of
Hurricane Gilbert. Most directors

— in fact most anyone — would
probably be crazy to attempt
anything during history's largest

natural disaster. But Hook did —
with highly effective results.

Before I saw his interpretation

of Lord of the Flies, I ihougbt-the

story couldn't get better. I was

wrong.

Combining creativity with a

taste for danger. Hook utilized a

cast of 24 children — the oldest

just barely in junior high and the

youngest still in elementary school
— each without any camera
experience. The result: an endear-
ing and unprecedented work that

Hook admitted "just fell short of

^TMl WMB ©MI©:

Featuring:

The LONGEST

Be CREATIVE!

HAPPY HOUR
4 pm to 8 pm

32 Item FREE Dinner Buffet

$1.50 DRINKS
(Draft beer, wine,

Cfjjy^ ^\^ well margaritas)

Nightly 8pm
to 2am

WET & WILD,

MAKE YOUR OWN
BIKINI CONTEST!

$1,000 in prizes!

(eg. bottle caps, sea shells, pasta, coins)

Semi-final March 23

Final March 24

ONLY at TiU K^Ji 0>#vuvK-Palm Dessert
Town Center Mall (Behind ice rink)— (619) 340-0029

violating California child labor

laws."

Instead of Golding*s 24 young
British lords and gents. Hook and
screenwriter Sara Schiff have
molded the tale around 24 Ameri-
can children on their way to

military academy. In the moder-
nized interpretation, the children

are also more ethnically inte-

grated.

Those familiar with Golding*s
work will most likely not be

disappointed. The characters of

Ralph, Jack and Piggy as well as

the dramatic setting have been
shrewdly updated; the children are

aware of international politics^ and
World War II has been replaced by
the Cold War and global wars of

national liberation.

Moreover, the boys, as a whole,

are more endearing than they were
in the novel. Their conversations

remind me of my little brother.

They even wrestle and frolic

carelessly in the warm Jamaican
sand.

And those who have seen
Brook*s film may also be pleased

with Hook and Schiffs more
expansive vision. The character of
Ralph, for example, is more
emotionally developed and mature
than Brook*s spineless pushover.

Balthazar Getty (great-grand-

son of J. Paul Getty) gives a

sensitive and inspiring poitrayal of
Ralph. Ralph is a mature natural

leader, yet still vulnerable and
touching.

See FLIES, page 44

Charlie Chan Printing
Up-to-date Copiers plus our latest,

The Canon Color Laser Copier

> Cannon Color Laser Copier
' Laser Printing on Macintosh
• Computer Time Rental
• Typesetting

> Fax Services

> Copies Bik/White ^

' Color Copies Xerox
' Complete Full Color Printing

Over Sizes Xerox 36" by any length

Complete Birujing Services etc.

1019 Gayley Avenue
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)824-0372

The Cannon Color Laser Copier
can do copies up to 1 1 x 1

7

Enlaraements to 400%;
Reductions to 50%;

Canon 1 Q^
WiUi this Ad only on I.«wer Color Exp. 5^1/90

Plus its Special features:
Color Creations,

Image Compositions,
Positive & Negative Slides & etc.

TWe YOUNG AND
THE TOOTMl-CSS

Derek was found guilty of Dental

Negligence. Victor confided in

Brittany that he wears Dentures.

Carol and Skip are considering

Implants. Brad was caught practicing

Dentistry without a license. And will

Cassancira need a Bridge or Partial

Denture?

• TOOTH BONDING / Esthetics
• Fix Chipped, Stained,

or Broken Teeth
• Nitrous Oxide / Laughing Gas
• Credit Cards, Checks^

& Insurance Forms Welcome
• Walking Distance from UCLA

rj^NTAL SOAP
OP^RA GUIO;?

COSMETIC and

GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment
Call Dr. Friednfian

(213) 478-0363

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN. D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

J^ UCLA Department of Music <p

• SPRING QUARTER ^

V JOIN f
^University Chorusl

J-

(^
open to all University students /3

<f MWF 1:00-1:50 p.m. ^

^ Call Stephanie Henry 825-8369 ^
J^

for audition information.
J^

^ (2 units of credit available) j^

. . W #^^^-iL^ L^ W^% » « • - »'M »4 t i t0.9 r
•J^_2jlLi^^l-i-ii
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Mass media conference looks towards a creativefuture
By Chip Phillips

Contributor

As wc move into the new
decade, original directions are

being forged in all aspects of
industry. As society advances and
new demands are presented,
industry must respond with tech-

nological advances to quell the

insatiable desire for change.

At the apex of this creative

change are the powerfully influen-

tial fields of television, music and
radio.

This past Sunday at UCLA*s
Dodd Hall, over 125 students from
over 30 college campuses, met
with a cast of respected profession-

als from the radio, television, and
music industries, for the Second
Annual West Coast Regional Con-
ference of College Broadcasters.

The event, sponsored by the

National Association of College

Broadcasters, proved to be an all

day affair, each minute occupied
by assorted panel discussions and

Participants In the panel for 'Programming in the 1990s: New Directions for the New
Decade.

'

seminars.

Ranging from the expansive
topic of "Programming in the

1990*s: New Directions for the

New Decade", to the more defined

issues of "Record Company Rela-

tions", "Producing TV Sitcoms",
and "Dynamic Sports Broadcasts",

students and professionals inter-

acted in open forums, attempting

to establish effective means of
meeting and overcoming the com-
mon difficulties that face their

respective industries in the near
future.

Among those noted profession-

als on hand were Garth Ancier,

President , Network Television

Production at Walt Disney Stu-

dios, and innovator of such hit TV
series as the "The Simpsons", and
"Married . . . with Children",

Sasha Emerson, Vice President of
Original Programming, HBO,
Mike Halloran, Music
Director,91X, and UCLA's own
Chip Catalano, Producer, Good
News Bad News, and Lew Hunter,

Professor, UCLA Department of
Film and Television.

In essence, these innovators

provided their professional's
insight into the changing structure

of the media industry, while
delving into what the 90s promise
for the next generation of industry

leaders. The message sent to their

audience, is that the future, howev-
er su*enuous, should not be viewed
with hesitation, but rather antici-

pation. As Garth Ancier said, 'The
excitement ahead, is the challenge

ahead."

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
95COMPLETE W/PARTS.

lABOR, INSTALLATION &
TUNE-UP INCLUDED.
NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

$749.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (VW Bug)
1. Timcijp
2. NMwaM
3. Uam

4 Ol
5. Bndw
6. Ckuch
7. Sarvica Ak Omtmr

ChMige
ill* /S4r
ilch a4.

95
8. Qmdi Baltary Water
9. kiHMCI Fionl End
10 efompi—Ion
11 (pmmtcTmI Codhg

Syslann)

he. Parts k Uaot |G« It Air Hkar mttnk

MAINTENANCE SERVICE (J.p.n~ cr.)
*^ ^

(6 cylnder: $20.00 Extra)

$74.

TOYOTA

BIJIJG

SKDKTBA $99.95

DATSUN USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - $30

THIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE

yt1 ¥ I?m^ 1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
I%MJMjEd I 453-4652 829-7012 please mention this ad.

kMr^YfrJHE HAIR SALON

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS Exp. 3/22/90

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow . i

Full Leg &
Bil(ini Wax

$8
$4
$5

$20

BODY WAVE & CUT
& CONDITIONER

S30

HILITE & CUT &
CONDITIONER

$30

CELLOPHANE
& CUT

>-.^

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant • •;

.•»j,;.s;.N;.;.;.»''-c-x*;';';<»>?'t»x*x»!*;';';«';<<*; !<•^!•c•^^;^^^;'^^t'^^^^'•^- 'I-I'X'X^N'!

' .<

IY\\^\
»"»^^^

^(mm I ',

Just flash this coupon on Friday ni^ht
and wham, your date is in for free. Then pull up a chair and
watch the world's best sketch comedy arti.sts do their tiling.

It'.s the tbmuit that .spawned Saturday Ni^ht Live. SC'IA' and <

IIk t(»p comedic talent ot the la.st three decades. I

Hut (he free stuff doesn't .stop there. All a^es are welcome
Jiid we don't hit you up for a drink mifiimum So cut this puppy
out jnd pop ( >n d( )wn ti » The Second City, hecau.se we want to make
voiir d.it». as clu'iip as possible

'^i;.VJ:^--ii^^i^'ii^r^
'

.K

=.va- '^;><'Mti*<
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Stage

SHAWN ELDER/Daily Bruin

(I to r)Robin Bartunek & Heidi Herzog of Menotti's 'The Medium' performed
at Schoenberg Hall. : ;.. Robin Bartunek in another scene from Menotti's Opera,

SHAWN tLDhR/Daily Brum

Check Our Rales

Guestrooms $6

Suites

Complimentary SK
Complimentary Co
Complimentary Park _^^
Full Kitchens, Heated^pjl/IZolor t.Vi

10587 Wilshire boulevard, West^Kd
213/474-3511 or 800/44-HOT

THIS MAY BE THE
PROGRAM FOR YOU

UCLA Masters/Credential Program

The Teacher Education Laboratory of the UCLA Graduate School of Education
is pleased to announce a program to be offered during 1990-91 in which
students may simultaneously earn a Masters Degree and a Teaching
Credential in four quarters of study.

For those students who wish to earn a teaching credential only, the applica-
tion period for the 1990-2_1 Teacher Credential Program is also now open.

Interested senior and graduate students are invited to submit applications
for either the Masters/Credential Program or the Teacher Credential Proarom
before the April 15, 1990 deadline.

For more information and to receive an appHcation form please contact

The Office of Student Services • 201 Moore Hall • (213) 825-8326

^a^'/^^fen^ fiml^

iilliiiiiiiiir~

In Wcstwood:

10930 Lindbrook Dr.

Comer of }Ntstwood
II Lindbrook

(213)208-1455

HnM'ri9'7

^ Also In Santa Monica

1014 WUshht Blvd.

Between 10th. &. 1 1th. St

(213)395-6777

FREE PARKING
IN REAR

Houni9un.^(30pBi
Mon. Than Sat.

Sunday 10am.'9pni

2 Beef Tacos !

-—and 1 2 oz. Soda for —
$2.35

Valid only with coupon. Expires 3-31-90.

I

I

I

UCLA '^THE CENTER FOR
: PERFORMING ARTS

Only Los Anaeles appearance!
6 performances!

KODO

Tues.-Sat., March 27-31 at 8:00 p.m.
Sun., April 1 at 2:00 p.m.

The demon drummers of Sado Island return to UCLA.
. •Thrilling, magical, mind-blowing experience"

{Boston Herald).

RoyceHall

$23, 19, 16; 8 (Students)
CenterStage pre-performance lecture Sat., March 31 7-7:30 p.m.

and Sun., April 1 1-1:30 p.m.

For more information/
Charge-by-Phone:

(213)825-2953
^

MAY COMPANY & MUSIC PLUS
ttltXeO 1131 '(714)

ttiTW and prtcM Mibi«et to cfMng*. 8lucl*nl Itclwtt not awiaiabt* al TklwtMMlar. Ruth at
hoiMim* for sludanta and 8r. Otlzant (Nmltod awailabWKy). /
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Music Stage

Wittem gets the best of The The
By Matt Bail

Contributor

CONCERT: The The, at the Wiltern Theater. Wednesday
March 7.

The The has had a very quiet career, spanning at

least three albums. Soul Mining. Infected, &. Mind
Bomb. Their repertoire is such that it seems as if MaU
Johnson, almost the entire creative force behind the
group, does not want to attain wide popularity.

Johnson*s sparse arrangements combined with
some schizophrenic changes, and dark, cynical,
angry lyrics are not everyone's cup of cafe au laii.

Johnson's music brings to mind dark, industrial

warehouses transformed into underground night-

spots, visited by denizens of Tom Petty 's "Zombie
Zoo."

Until recent personnel change, Johnson was the
sole musical personality in the group. Johnny Marr.
of Smiths fame has become lead axe; and the respect
Johnson receives in some circles of music does not
stop with mere fans. Mind Bomb*s "Kingdom of
Rain" is a duet with singer Sinead O'Connor.

The show began with dimmed lights and weird
music from Johnson's strange solo album inters-

persed with teasing riffs from various songs that

would be played later.

A prominent drumbeat brought the crowd to its

feet as mist poured from hidden sources and ihc band,
wearing black (what else) slipped into iheir nearly
two hour set.

The band's three albums were well represented but
the performance aspect of the show was lukewarm at

best. Johnson was clearly the focus of the show yet

his stage presence was not big enough to fill even the

small Wiltern Theater.

Although Johnson took an original approach to his

vocals — with one microphone for normal vocals,

and one connected to a digital processor that gave his

voice a decidedly eerie sound — his lyrics were
almost always unintelligible, which seriously
detracted from the music.

This is not to say that Johnson docs not have the

potential to be a powerful performer, he most
certainly does. He has many things going for him—
like a mysterious, dark stage presence that is

enhanced by his shaved widows' peak haircut.

Persian New Year marked
by Iranian culturai festival
By Joanne J. Choi
Contributor

STAGE: Persian New Year A Celebration of Persian New Year sponsored by the
Cultural Affairs Commission and the Iranian Student Group. Westwood Plaza
March 13. .

Happy New Year!! In March?!? Yes, the Persian calendar celebrates
the advent ofa new year with the spring solistice (March 21 at 1:30p.m.)
so the Iranian Student Group and Cultural Affairs recognized it with a
display of Persian culture and tradition in Westwood Plaza Tuesday.

Spectators were treated to Persian music and dance while nibbling on
Persian pastries. The centerpiece of the celebration was the New Year
table, decorated in famous Persian patterns and rugs. Additionally,
spectators were treated to Persian music and dance tradition combined
with poetry for a spiritural and mcdiatative show that crosses language
barriers.

Women bedecked in pink and silver costumes and headpieces danced
to the music. Their graceful gestures and dancing complimented the
festive Persian garb.

Cultural Affairs Student Organization Director. Azin Shahryarinejad,
coordinated the event.

COMPACT Bi board
DISC-COUNT

TopJO
per most

discs

TRADE 1000's Of Used CD's

OFF
per title

ANY NEW OR USED CD
SALES PfEMS EXCLUDED

DB

I

OFF
per title *

ANY NEW OR USED CD

SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED
DB

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122 451-4966
10741 W. PICO BLVD. 12?1 WILSHIRE BLVD.
WLA (ACROSS FROM WESTSlDE PAVILION) SM (NEXT TO POST OFFICE AT EUCLID)

DRAGON
EXPRESS

DIM SUM • DAILY SPECIALS

FULL CHINESE MENU • DELIVERY

AFFORDABLE PRICES

Purchase 1 COMBO PLATE
for only $4.35 &

FREE EGG ROLL
Please show ad when ordering

208-4928 1147 Westwood

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD.

IN THE TRADITION OF <A FISH CALUD WANDA
"THE FIRST MUST-SEE COMEDY OF THE YEAR...

...A BLOODY RIOT! IF YOU LIKE
BRIGHT, BAWDY, BIG LAUGHS,
RUN TO SEE 'NUNS ON THE RUN.'
THIS IS ONE VERY FUNNY MOVIE!"

ii I

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our IxMief. im why wo (^mp)oy stylists

$£^00 instead of hairrutters. And

^ why those who go to Sujxt

cuts end up ftvlingjust a little U'tter about

thems(*lves. No appointments necessary.

Men, wotnerj, ehildn-n welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(Between Santa Monica & Wilshire Blvd.)

470-1558
M—F 9-9 Sat 9-7 Sun 10-5

HAIR BY

SUPBtCUTS

^ —Joanna Langfield LBS I^BIO NETWORK

NUNS ON THE RUN' IS
RIOTOUSLY FUNNY!"

—Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK WfWfWS/WCBS RADIO

"A DIVINELY FUNNY FILM...FILLED
WITH LOTS OF LAUGHS. IT'S ERIC
IDLE'S BESTWORK SINCE 'MONTY
PYTHON.' 'NUNS ON THE RUN' IS
AN ALMIGHTY COMEDY!"

-Neil Rosen, WNCN-FM, NEW YORK CITY

Munt^. RUMV
THE STORY OF AN IMMACULATE DECEPTION,

HANDMADE FIIMS P-Psems A JONATHAN LYNN him ERIC IDIF ROBBIE COlTRANE
NUNS ON THE RUN JANET SUZMAN Mu»k by YELLO nod HIDDEN FACES C^r-oH.,,.- SIMON ROSANQUCT

fv)
*"•*"*'*• ''"^^'^ GEORGE HARRISON ornl DENIS O BRIEN fSodoted b) MICHAEL WHITE

IH'^'^'MSl !!?Ji.Tr!l!rri'!rri'"l
^"*^" *"^ Difec»*d by Jonathan lynn aD&>*^s]

>«MI««

STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 16

AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES.
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ASUCLA COMMUNICATIONS BOARD ANNOUNCES
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR:

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ALTALIB

i^irit AsucLA's Moslem newsmagazine i^irit

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE MONDAY, MARCH 26, 1990
APPLICATION DEADLINE: TUESDAY, APRIL 3, f990
INTERVIEW: 4PM ON THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 1990

For further information please call 825-2787
ASifCLA CoirinxMTicalDiis Boad: DeiyBum. SurrvmrBfun HLA. BrvhUe, Al-Taix HalAn,

LaGemedBAztfan. NOMMO, PacOc Ttes. TooRwosnt tnd Together.
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DOWNTOWN PALM SPRINGS
$129* per room, per night

The Desert Inn puts you within steps of Palm Springs'

Downtown Strip with its multitude of nightclubs, sidewalk

cafes, restaurants & boutiques.

Large Courtyard Pool and Spa

Poolside Refreshments and Beverages

Hank's Cafe Americain Restaurant & Bar

Live Entertainment & Dancing

THE DESERT INN
A full-service resort hotej

155 S. Belardo. Palm Springs. CA 92262

(800) 622-9451 (619) 3251301

• Single or double occupancy. When reserving please asd for

the Bruin's Special.

Music

Red Lorry Yellow Lorry will play Helter Skelter Stardust
Ballroom March 23.

Lorries undergo overhaul:

new sound, band & album
By R6b Winfield

A & E Editor

There once was a time when the

sound was brutal and hypnotic.

It was a time when the music
was an unnerving predator — to

the extent that it entranced the

listener with a captive gaze of
inescapable delirium.

Filtering through the aUno-
sphere was a tone that was
undeniably one of relentlessness,

buffeting the earlobe and injecting

raucous rhythms through the ori-

fice of audio sensations.

And, behind the masking caco-
phonous front, there lay the dark
lyrical auguries, foreshadowing a

blanketing cloud of fiendish ine-

vitability to the soul isolation of
illusions.

The year was *88 when the

U.K.'s Red Lorry Yellow Lorry

released its American debut
Nothing Wrong, QSLWsmg a bit of a

fuss over what axing esthetic these

Brit boys were grinding.

Were they manic depressants,

suffering from violent mood
swings that happened to occur
every time they got near a record-

ing studio? Or were they jolly good
lads who enjoyed putting overtime
into dark and depressing thoughts,

just to make listeners overtly

curious?

Well, besides what the album
had to offer, and a few press

insights, the answer has remained
rather vague for the last two years.

Besides Nothing Wrong, it

didn*t help matters to have two
previous LPs {Talk About the

Weather and Paint Your Wagon)
and a slew of 12 inches and EPs
{Cut Down and Crawling Mantra,
to name a few), each with similar

biting characteristics, on hard-lo-

find independent labels.

Neither did the fact that bureau-
cratic entanglements, leading to

the cancellation of a major label

supported tour, lend any optimism
to the Brit band's hopes of break-
ing ground on stateside soil.

And, although they've been to

the U.S. previously, under cult

status-type performances, one
could hardly recall their presence
being rightfully acknowledged.

But with this decade off to a

quick start, the Lorries (as their

devoted hardcore fanfare has
penned them) are coming out of

the woodwork to enter their first

major American tour after an
absence of three years.

They'll be performing the Bel-

ter Skelter Stardust Ballroom at the

end of finals week on the 23rd.

"It's been a long time," says

vocalist/songwriter Chris Reed,
during a U'ansatlantic phone call to

Leeds. "There's no doubt about
that. We haven't had the oppor-
tunity to get a proper start in the,

U.S. And because of it, I think

Uicre hav bew a lot of miauon

ceptions about what we're about"
With the aforementioned

descriptions taken into considera-

tion, it's not that far of a leap to

think one might gather a rather

varied set of opinions and beliefs.

However, with Blow slowly
picking up pace in American
record bins. Reed is hoping to

change some of that.

**I think a lot of people have
always considered our sound very,

very inaccessible," says the front-

man. "So we tried to experiment
with Blow, showing people that

buried beneath our massive caco-

phony of sound there are really

great songs."

The fourth overall Lorries
album demonstrates that the band
has found peace in the storm,

unearthing a hidden melody within

its music, which has remained
beneath a masking shadow of
rhythmic intensity for eight years.

Rather than launch their typical

garrison of grungy guitar riffs and
belligerent bass hnes accompanied
by massacring drum machine
tracks. Blow foregoes the harsher

elements for a tamer approach of
control and experimentation.

What one finds is a crafty

collage of constructive melody,
retaining the same back-stomping
beat while simultaneously explor-

ing a more accessible avenue.
"Well," says Reed, "the melody

is nothing new. It's always been
there. It's just that we decided to

bring it to the front. It was a risk we
felt we had to take. I think if we
continued to make a record exactly

the same as the other ones, we
would be criticized for slaying the

same.

"And I dare say," he adds, "the"

die-hard Lorries fans might not

like what we're doing now,
because it doesn't sound so aggres-
sive. But, to us as a band, it's a

necessary progression. And I think

that now this puts us in a position

where we can go anywhere.
Basically, we've shown two sides

to the band: a heavier more
aggressive side and a somewhat
lighter side."

As the music has become more
subdued and ueated with a finely

knit texture of melody, so have a

few of the technical aspects of the

band taken a turn around.

Such as their overall attitude:

"What we've done," says Reed,
"1 feel that it's a really positive

thing. And I think it's given us a

sense of optimism that shows
through on Blow— not only in the

music but in the lyrics."

With the Lorries' ideology on a

turnaround, it's significant to note
a recent line-up change of mem-
bers. No longer are long time
members guitarist Dave Wolfen-
den and bassist Leon Phillips a part

of the band.

Geo Lonmc

Erasure iHits in stellar

performance at Forum
By Jason Lin

Contributor

CONCERT: Erasure. Ai the forum.
Monday, March 12.

Two years ago. Erasure was the

little-known op)ening band for

Duran Duran at the Forum. Vocal-

ist Andy Bell's flamboyant stage

behavior stunned many of the

Duran Duran fans.

Two years later, Erasure is back
at the Forum performing two
sold-out shows on its own.

But Erasure's youthful audience
was hardly surprised this time
around; it just sang along with

Bell, hit after hit.

Taking the title from the group's
current album, the Erasure '89/'90

Wild World Tour lived up its name
and the fans' wildest expectations.

In the truly modem style of the

Erasure played the Forum
Monday.

'90s, Erasure performed on a huge
stage built to look like a space
jungle. During the first half of the

100-minute show, the group per-
formed virtually every song from
the Wild album. The fans, howev-
er, responded most enthusiastical-

ly to the live renditions of hit

singles like "A Little Respect,"
"Stop!" and "Chains of Love."

Backed by the one-man band of
Vincent Clark on synthesizer, two
male ballet dancers and two female
backup singers, the real star of the

show was Andy Bell.

The vocalist displayed his incre-

dible and versatile singing skills

with high-energy songs like

"Knocking on Your Door" and
ballads like "Ship of Fool." But
Bell's singing was just part of the

Erasure show.

"Welcome to the show, boys
and girls — and sissies,"
announced the campy singer in his

heavy British accent. The mostly-

heterosexual concert goers
responded favorably as Andy Bell

danced throughout the concert.

In between the songs, Andy also

performed segments of songs
ranging from "Over the Rainbow"
to Nancy Sinatra's "These Boots
are Made for Walking" without
help of Clark's instrument

Before launching into the chor-
us of "Hideway," from the group's
debut album. Bell sang a self-com-

posed tune about "coming out" to

his mother.

In explicit sexual language, Bell

introduced the audience to safe-

sex education as he held a blow-up

See ERASURE, page 43

Peter Murphy displays

enigmatic
talents
By Rob Winfield

A & E Editor

CONCERT: Peter Murphy at the
Wiltcm Theater, March 8. 1990..

Former Bauhaus vocalist/song-

writer Peter Murphy always has

possessed a certain enigmatic style

and charisma — like the kind one
finds roaming through the work of
a performance artist or a really

good method actor.

Unlike many of today's musi-

cians who supposedly perform in

concert, Murphy actually appears

as if he hves his music, down to the

last striking pose, glance or twist of

the hip.

At last Thursday's Wiltern
concert (the first of three sold out

shows), one almost felt as if the

frontman turned soloist would just

up and fly away, transformed by
the music into some mythical

winged creature.

He stalked the misty stage like a

hungry Sphinx. He slithered

among his fellow bandmates, as

would a slippery serpent. And he

soared through his 13 presented

songs much like a phoenix des-

tined for rejuvenation and rebirth

at the end of it all.

Undoubtedly, Murphy's unique
approach to the live performance
lends an atmosphere to the mysti-

cal, exotic world of melody, where
one might believe anything can
happen.

And, to put it bluntly, it did.

Accompanied by his band the

Hundred Men, the soloist pre-

sented 1 1 of his own tunes with a

copple of unexpected prehistoric

pleasures from his former Bauhaus
days. The gritty nerve-crincher

Peter Murphy mesmerized
his audience at the Wiltern.

"The I^ssion of Lovers" and the

anthem like "Spirit" made the

crossover to Murphy's latest ven-

ture with the greatest of ease,

retaining the same intense qualities

that made those old songs such a

rush to experience.

It's nice to see that Murphy
hasn't forgotten his past.

As anticipated, a majority of the

material came from his most recent

solo LP Deep, providing a some-
what streamlined collection of
songs. But what lent a striking note

to the material was the manner in

which he presented it.

A track like "Seven Veils" or

"Roll Call" maintained all the

album's commercial elements,

while sinnultaneously injecting a

certain spontaneity that appears

both wildly unrestrainable yet

somehow conU'olled with preci-

sion. When a track is already quite

sU'ong, and it becomes stronger on
stage, then it's definitely some-
thing to cheer.

And in keeping with the mood of

an evening full of surprises, Mur-

See MURPHY, page 43
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WESTWOOD

Eyelash Perms
Special $35

LOVE YOUR HAIR
We Give You What You Want

Fusion Extensions

DAMAGED HAIR REPAIRED
MIRACLE RECONSTRUCTER
With this ad you will receive

Highlights $35 Perms $35 Design Haircuts $15

New customers only

Exp. 4-1-90

Dancers, Singers, Instrumentalists and Teclinicians
(stage managers, sound, lights, wardrobe, stage bands)

MINIMUM AGE 18

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
— ——— \ \ 1) .—
LONG BEACH CITY COLLEGE

SUNDAY,
MARCH 18 at 10:00am

Entertainment Arts Complex (Student Center)

Long Beach City College,

4901 E. Carson St., Long Beach

INFORMATION:
(213)420-4051, 9:00am - 12:30pm, M-F
Training on weekends will Ixfgin March 27, 1S)90

BENEFITS

ENTERTAINMENT

•ARTS-
PROGRAM

© Tlu' Walt I>tsne> ConipariN

Opportimilies for paid rehearsals

and pertbniianccs after training

Workshops wiili top professionals

in the cnlenainnient industiy

Advanced training in theatre, stage voice, movement.
dance, singing and insiriimenial technique

College credit

Chance for a professional career •"

t-2'3-4

GO
COMBO!

featuring any large sandwich,
large fries, and large soft drink

McDonaKn
I®

Go for our COMBO and we'll

throw in the

LARGE DRINK
FREE!

1 1 18 Westwood Blvd.

Big Mac Q McDLT r\ Quarter

Combo /. Combo Pounder
Combo

Mc
Chicken
Combo

i **
.

'
. 1 .1 .1
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NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or .

Weaving & Style $30
Perm ' - - $25
Straightening $25
Tint & Style $20

BY APPOINTMENT
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Wcstwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024

From VIDAL SASSOON
VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and

timely service can

make from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL
Westwood Village

208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

SCULPTURED NAILS $20w/ ad (reg $35)

REFILL (FILL) / $15w/ ad (reg $18)

SILK WRAP V
; $20

FOR NAILS GALL 473-7090

GET A CLUE!

ANNOUNCING FAST AND FREE DELIVERY
TO THE UCLA COMMUNITY!! ^
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'Q ^ -^ artistry for your eyes only

•DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
SPECIAL $150.00

Includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

s
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•JOHNSON & JOHNSON DISPOSABLE CONTACTsI

All Student, faculty, employee
vision-plans WELCOME
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located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.
(213) 208-4748

Gere & Roberts star in 'Pretty Woman, ' about a business-
man who falls in love with a prostitute.

Gere and Roberts breath
new life into comic formuia
By Jason S. Stewart

Staff Writer
^

FILM: Pretty Woman. Written by J.F. Lawton. Directed by Garry Marshall.
Produced by Arnon Milchan ana Steven Reuther. Released by Touchstone
Pictures in association with Silver Screen Partners IV. With Richard Gere. Julia
Roberts and Hector Elizondo. Sneak previews this Fri. and Sat. March 16-17
Opens nationwide Fri. March 23.

If you could only see one film this spring— and you wanted to go away
smiling — then Pretty Woman is the movie for you!

Advertised simply as a romantic comedy, this movie somehow
manages to transcend that petty label, filling a formula story with new
and endearing material.

Starring Richard Gere and Academy Award nominee Julia Roberts
{Steel Magnolias)^ Pretty Woman follows the uncommon relationship
between a Wall Street corporate raider and a Hollywood hooker.

Tired of "impossible relationships," Edward (Gere) accidentally
encounters Vivian (Roberts) on Hollywood Boulevard and ends up
buying her companionship for the evening. Desiring company, but not
wanting another relationship, Edward rents Vivian for the week.

Naturally, the two gradually stray from their strictly business
relationship, only to become legitimately and hopelessly in love (or
not?). Along the way, of course, the story diverges for a series of not too
original, but infinitely funny stock scenes, including the infamous 'bad
table manners' routine.

While there may be very little that is new in this picture, every scene it

undertakes results in a funny, tender or sincere moment. So who says that
imitation can't be better?

Pretty Woman is a success on all fronts, starting with J.F. Lawton's sin-
cere and very thoughtful script. Not only do the events come across as
plausible (which is not too common), but great care is taken to demons-
trate as much of the gradual changes in characters as possible.

Also, Gere and Roberts lead a truly inspired cast. Roberts lives up to
her reputation, turning in a charming performance as a dental-hygiene
conscious call-girl who learns a valuable lesson in self-respect.
Overcoming any doubts that comedy might not be Gere's field, the

long-time dramatic sex-symbol turns in a delightful performance as the
cold, seemingly emotionless. Wall Street wizard (with graying hair).

Gere's performance is subtle, managing to relate Edward's pain, fears
and soul without menacing the camera. With the help of very effcaive
facial expressions, Gere is able to act, without acting like iL

Laura San Giacomo of sex, lies, and videotape fame makes several
appearances as Vivian's roommate in an effective performance of a
rather undeveloped character.

If Pretty Woman has any short comings, they are in the conclusion,
which is ovcriy sappy and tends to drift a bit too long.

But overall. Pretty Woman is a good experience. Even if you're not in
the mood for a happy movie, this one will probably win you over.

Fureys, fest bring international flair

By Jeff Krieger

Contributor

During the months of March and April, events sponsored by The
UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission and UCLA Center for the Arts will
bring an international flair to campus.
For the second year in a row, the Cultural Affairs Commission is put-

ting on World Fest '90, a two week long affair taking place from March
31 to April 14. The event was designed to enhance cultural awareness on
campus by unifying the various ethnic groups represented for a common
goal.

This year ASUCLA and IRHC have joined last year's sponsors,
Campus Events, Cultural Affairs, the Student Committee for the Arts and
the International Students Association in presenting this event
World Fest will commence with the Black Greek Step Show and the

Israeli Dance Association Marathon. Also planned are the American
Indian Students Association's Pow-Wow, a student night at Royce Hall
featuring Bobby McFerrin, a preview of an American Film Institute

feature film and noontime fairs and shows with food, crafts, historical
exhibits and performances in Westw(X)d Plaza.
And if you've always wanted to go to Ireland, instead of just drinking

the coffee. The UCLA Center for the Performing Arts will celebrate St.

Patrick's Day with the musical talents of The Furcy Brothers, Davcy
Arthur and The Young Dubliners at the Wadsworih Theater, Friday,
March 16, at 8 p.m.

In the true tradition of Irish Troubadours, the Furcys and Davcy Arthur
combine music, humor and travel to create the Irish experience.
The Young Dubliners, meanwhile, will present Irish music in a more

contemporary form and are an up-and-coming band in the Los Angeles
area.

Tickets for this event are $17.50, $14.50 for the general public and $8
lo students with valid I.D. Student tickets are available at the C.T.O.

TALENT
From page 32

kind of like Spring Si ng, but "more
cultural."

Meanwhile, Bertet, Cultural

Affairs' director of New Talent,

was getting ready to implement his

plans for a set of monthly produc-
tions at the Coop that would
expose student talent to the com-
munity.

Their ideas merged at^the first

Cultural Affairs meetirtg last

October where the trio met and
first began to exchange and deve-

lop the ideas that eventually

spawned Showcase '90.

Under the guidance and advise-

ment of Cultural Affairs commis-
sioner Ken Wada and Assistant

Director of the Center for Student

Programming Kenn Heller, Smith.

Bertet and Wang honed their

Showcase ideas.

As their production plans

became costlier. Smith, Bertet and
Wang realized their project would
need a sponsor. They approached
Cultural Affairs, but learned that

the Cultural Affairs budget could

only allot $10(X) for their project

— a figure that fell significantly

shy of Showcase's expected costs.

But Smith. Bertet and Wang soon
fQund that sufficient funding could

be attained from student govern-

ment if they formed a campus
organization to officially sponsor

Showcase, whereby the production

would be eligible for funding from
a host of campus groups.

By the end of fall quarter. STN
had become an official campus
organization, and Cultural Affairs

(STN's official sponsor), the Stu-

dent Committee for the Arts,

ASUCLA Board of Directors, the

Campus Programming Committee
and Academic Affairs had agreed
to foot the Showcase bill, which
Wang said exceeded $11,(X)0.

With financial difficulties out of
the way. the trio set to amassing a

Showcase core staff of eight to

organize the production and scout
out campus talent, which was
selected from Bertet' s monthly
talent shows at the Coop as well as

from an official Showcase audi-

tion, held February 8.

Sparked interest

Once Smith, Bertet and Wang
had embarked upon the develop-
ment of STN, they began to realize

that such an organization could
facilitate the development of
future projects similar to Showcase
'90. "Our interest was suddenly
sparked," said Wang.

Smith said STN is currently

mapping out the development of
such projects, which include orga-

nizing campus seminars led by
industry professionals, sponsoring
independent student productions
and establishing relationships with

performance-oriented campus
organizations such as the UCLA
Comedy Club.

But before such plans can be
carried out, he added, STN needs
to "get strong." Smith said he,

Bertet and W^ng will meet at the

beginning of next quarter to

organize STN's goals.

Soon, said Smith, STN will be

prepared to "meet everybody half

way. People who are serious can
seek us out. And we're serious,

too, so we'll be trying our best to

meet their needs."

UCLA's serious student perfor-

mers seem ready and willing to

utilize such services. "I don't
know what Student Talent Net-

work has planned for the future,"

said Showcase performer Seana
Fisher "but God, I'd love to be a

part of it." '
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free

(213)477-7300

1351 Westwood Bl^d..

Los Angeles. CA 90024

M-F 10-8. S&S 10-6

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN
STYLISTSANTONIO'S

SPECIAL
SHAMPOO'CUT.STYLE

MEN $14
w/ ad (reg $16)

WOMEN $18
w/ ad (reg $25)

20% OFF BEAUTY SUPPLIES ""^6

Paul Mitchell, Tri, Redken, and more
47Q-Q7m rir A70 A7ft7 ^267 Westwood Blvd.^/^ V^/tPl or 4/9-8767

(1 Block S. of Wilshlre)

HRUIN (213)474-6267
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LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This Coupon is Good for
$4 Off a Minimum

$10 Dry Cleaning Order

.Not VcilicJ With Other Oflers ^
Fxi^irt- 3/20/00 **

PCHOUSE
1 1275 Santa Monica Blvd.

W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 478-4136

80 DATA 12 MHz AT System
- IM Bytes Memofy, Wait State '

- FD/HD Controller w/1.2 MB Drive

' At Case iv/ Speed Display an9 200W Power Supply
' 2 Serials, I Parallel and I Games Ports

• Video Cardund Monitor
- 101 Click Kryl^i^ir^i

"A WINNER!" "Sf,1J^I

A Stanley Sheff Film

I

MONO $ 679.QQ EGA $ 965.^^ VGA $ 995.^^

80 DATA 386 SX System
- IM Bytes Memory, Wait State

- 1:1 Interleaved FD/HD Controller w/L2 MP Drive

- Mini case/Keylock/Reset /Speed Display
' 2 Serials, I Parallel and 1 Games Pons
' Video Card and Monitor

101 Click Keyboard

• PLUS *
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JUNGLE

MONO $950.°° EGA $1215.°° VGA $1245.°°
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Tony CURTIS as "Sheldrake"

Deborah FOREMAN * Patrick MACNEE
Billy BARTY * TommySLEDGE

and DR. DEMENTO as the Narrator

IT'S SCIENCE RCTIOm
IT'S SEAFOOD!
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SATURDAYS ATMIDNIGHT!
LAEMMLE'S ROYAL -477.5581

11 523 SANTA MONICA BL
PG|^

$$ VALUABLE COUPON!! $$
TWO FOR ONE ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!

BUY ONE TICKET - GET ONE FREE!

FREE DELIVERY
minimum order $6.00

820-7781
Sun-Thur 11 am- 10pm * Fri & Sat 11 am- 11pm

"LARGE"f6"" pizza'

Servina Higher Education for 15 Years

^t^^
P%r.^.<9^^*°»* $
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^

95
plus tax

+ 2 FREE 16oz. BOTTLE SODAS.
limited time offer. One coupon per customer. eS ad 'I topping SI.41

SAVE 10-16" pizza "box labels" and get a
FREE LARGE 16" PIZZA!!

UCLA
475-0780

1880 Westwood Blvd

1896 Westwood Blvd

open early

open late

open 7 days

Low PriccA

No Minimumi
Overflow Contraas
Fast Service

Binding

Self Service Copiers

Volume Discounts

FAX Service

Kroy Lertenng*

Free Parking In Rear

Word Proccsing (and graphics)

Macintosh & Typewriter Rentals

Pick-up & Delivery

Canon Color Laser Copies
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A NON-PROFIT AFFILIATE OF
ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON
* ABILITY TO PAY

(213) 827-4456

13274 FUl WAY. MARINA DEL REY

Want to Teach English Conversation

in Taiwan?
Liang Yu Language Center

Save your time &. money

.HIU^^^^^^I^B

(213) 478-7940 Fax (818) 288-7583

WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
' We Now Accept

HEALTH-NET
PCS

MEDICAL
BLUE CROSS

PAID PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
Fast Courteous Rx Service Available

1090 Westwood Blvd.
. N (in the village)

M-F 9am - 6:30pm Sat 9:30am - 1:30 pm
• 208-3701 •

HOT HAIR SALON
1007 BROXTON AVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Exp 3/22«0 208- 1 468

Up/Chin Wax .$4

Eyebrow ^
Underarm r$7

Bikini ^Wax $8
Half Leg 510

I
Arm $12
Upper Leg & Bikini $15

r^Full Leg & Bikini .$20

THE UCLA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER

PRESENTS

ELLEN BRAVO, MA "

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

9 TO 5 WORKING WOMEN .

WILL SPEAK ON:

'V^\.' ;V V- •'' -'.*'>' '"

*'

"TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE OFFICE:
»•' *!^ •?» . ,.jm

HEALTH EFFECTS Oii WORKERS"

FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1990

12:00 PM TO 1:00 PM

ROOM 13-105

CENTER FOR THE HEALTH SCIENCES

WESTWOOD OPTOMETRIC CENTER
Dr. Martin Hyman

Optometrist

•Complete eye exam for glasses and contacts
•Exciting extended line of designer fashion

eyewear
•All types of contacts, Daily^Wear,

Extended Wear, and Disposables
•A rainbow of new colors in contacts,

including light grey, chestnut, and violet

VISION INSURANCE PLANS WELCOME
• „_ Mon-Fri 10:00-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

918 Westwood Blvd.

(corner of LeConte) 208-3913

®i I
fine vintage and clasisic apparel

"Rack" Hawaiian Shirts

$9.95

Good through Spring Break

Ladies' sweaters

50% off

THIS WEEK ONLY!

2349 Westwood Blvd.
1/2 block North of Pico

«««»... . ivJfylf.y/WA ................

STAMFORD PREP INC.

If you're thinking about taking
Stanley Kaplan for preparation in

the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

THINK ABOUT THIS:
7 learned more in one hour

with Stamford Prep than I did
in eight weeks with Stanley Kaplan.

"

-Stephanie Berman UCLA Student

• Small Classes (3-5)

• Best Results
• Individual Attention

Call today for early enrollment discount of $100

STAMFORD PREP
(213) 271-5181

••••••**

MARRIED
From page 32

questions about her sex life, and
was greeted with knowing laughter

when she said *'I have a boyfriend
and he is very large.'' Fauslino, on
the other hand, explained that

while he has a girlfriend, "I'm
always Open to college girls."

And sure. Bruins learned some
legitimate facts about the show's
stars, but discovering that they like

watching reruns of Green Acres
wasn't particularly insightful as

far as personality analysis went.

Then again, none of the questions

raised were very insightful either,

and the cast were asked where they

wanted their characters to go at

least four times. 'To jail," said

Sagal.

The team of creators were less

jovial about the negative reaction

that some people have had to some
of the episodes, and became
quickly defensive about similar

questions. Executive producer
Michael Moye claims not to be
perturbed by the way men and
women are portrayed on Married
With Children, and said "We went
under the assumption that most of
America were intelligent enough
to know they were watching a

comedy. Anyone who looks to a

sitcom for a role model has to be a

sick, sick person."

In the end, the cast members
resorted to making one-liners that

were steadily in character, but
failed to be as humorous in the

process. Apart from O'Neill, who
said that "putting my hand down
my pants is an old habit of mine," a

lot of the cast's cracks fell flat.

None of them, it seemed, could
totally shake the image of their

show, and the audience was
equally disinterested in discover-

ing that they were any different

than the Bundys. Perhaps O'Neill
had some inkling of this, when,
before the talk he said "I don't
know that I trust the success of
Married With Children. I knew we
were okay in the past, when
everyone was still afraid of us. But
now I just don't know."

Funny Latins
Anonymous
By Jane Simoni
Contributor

THEATER: Latins Anonymous.
Directed by Miguel Delgado and Jose
Cruz Gonzalez. Presented by the
Latino Theater Lab of the Los Angeles
Theatre Center. 514 Spring Street
through April 1. Call (213)627-5599.

After one too many roles as

pregnant women, gang-affiliated

girlfriends and revolutionaries

named *Juan,* a group of young
Latino actors and actresses
decided to satirize the stereotypes

that have dogged them throughout
their collective career.

Exploiting the Anglo-centered
biases of Latins, they created what
has become the longest running
show in LATC's history, Latin

Anonymous, an enlightening, live-

ly look at their own Latinness.

Set at a "Latins Anonymous"
meeting (you know, Alcoholics

Anonymous, Overeaters Anonym-
ous, etc), the two act play is a series

of skits, sketches and skirmishes

that expose Latin denial, pinata

phobia, and the inexplicable
aiu-action to blue-eyed blondes.

The humor of "Latins Anonym-
ous" i^ directed primarily to the

Latin addicts in the audience but is

accessible as well to the partici-

pating "Anglo codcpcndenLs."
with the only noticeable difference

being the level of appreciation

between the two groups. The
Anglos laughed while the Latins

jtiifr.iwcd.
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ERASURE
From page 39
condom, which he called "my best

friend."

The band also had several

costume changes during the show.
Clark and Bell, along with their

backup singers and dancers, put on
space suits during the song "Super-

natural," a brilliant remake of the

classic song appearing on the B-
side of group's current U.K. 12"

single.

As the record sales for Erasure

have grown in exponential rates

over the last two years, the group's

live performance has also matured
and solidified to meet the demands
of its new-found fans.

British house music band Baby
Ford also performed before Era-

sure. It has two minor alternative

club hits — "Children of the

Revolution" and "Beach Bump."

MURPHY
From page 39

phy pulled a few unexpected
interactions with his supportive
audience. At one point, he ven-
tured into the crowd to sing a few
songs from a direct, one on one
perspective. At another, he even
went so far as to pull an admirer on
stage, allowing her to sit by the

drum kit while he offered another
song.

It's quite a way to begin three

sold out performances. But then

again. Murphy is not the typical

performer. Rather than just present

an entertaining evening, he pro-

vided a memorabl^^ one — one
whioh should boose his solo pur-

suits to the forefront in the years to

come.

Extension
Offering
Production designer Richard Syl-
bert, whose credits include the
upcoming Dick Tracy as well as
Reds, Chinatown and Shampoo,
will talk about his work through
UCLA Extension this Tuesday,
March 20.

The event will take place at the
NPI Auditorium at 7 p.m. Though
the evening will constitute a
special meeting of Extension's
winter quarter class "The Art of
Production Design for Motion
Pictures." all UCLA students with
ID arc invited to attend. Admission
will be free.

For further information, call the

UCLA Extension Department of
the Arts 825-9064.

M
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TEST TRAUMA?
ANXIOUS ABOUT PASSING EXAMS?

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
WITH

HYPNOSIS
« REUEVE ANXIETY RELATED STRESS

ACTIVATE MEMORY RECALL

CALL HYPNOTHERAPY GROUP NOW
FREE CONSULTATION ($75.00 VALUE)

(818) 545-1855 mca/isa accepted

CHEAP
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$14*

(wMi Ms ad)

(213) 463-2222 or (818) 718-0388
• INCLUDES OMV CERTIFICATE

Cinema and
French 138

Literature in

LOP£i

ADt^£NTMl£l

FAITHI
BCOOOy U^AHTAJlBi
CLASS OPPJlBSStONI

Contemporary France

Spring 1990

FEUDAL
FLIKX

modems imagine the middle ages (taught in cnglish)!!!

reality in plato's cave (lucs-thurs, 3:30-5:30 pm)!!!
modem theory on medieval movies (prof: peter haidu)!!!
flick out and learn!!!

"For the first and perhaps the final time,

ladies and i
laugh, weep, try to understand

ladies and gentlemen, step up,

!!!**
I

Japan's Challenge to U.S. Economic Hegemony
and the Impact on White Supremacy'

Conference
At the

University of California Santa Barbara
Pavillion Room at the UCen

April 20-22, 1990
Free-Registration

Papers by Frank Snowden. Winthrop Jordan, George Fredrickson,

Mary Young. Michael Weiner, and Carole Marks
SPONSORED BY: Department of Black Studies-U.C. Santa Barbara

(805) 961-3800

THE UNIVERSmr OF CALIFORNIA HUMANmES
RESEARCH INSTITUTE-(IRVINE) HAS TRA VEL FUNDS

AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE COSTS OF UC FACULTY
WHO WISH TO ATTEND THIS CONFERENCE.

PLEASE CALL (713) 856-8180.

SPACE SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM
The subject of this year's Rubey Colloquium
(Earth and Space Sciences 120, I.D. # 29976) will

be the plasmas and the magnetic and electric fields

pf the solar system. The course will cover the
origin of the solar wind, the interaction of the
solar wind with each of the planets, and, in the
case of the Earth, how the solar wind energy
enters the Earth's magnctosphere and powers the
aurora. The properties of different regions of space
will be illustrated using data from instruments on
past and presently operating spacecraft. The
material will be presented at level appropriate
for upper division imdergraduates with a
background in the physical sciences. Graduate
students with an interest in space plasma physics
are also encouraged to enroll.

The Colloquium lectures will be presented during
the Quarter break, March 26-30, 8:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. in Geology 3656. Instruction will be
provided by resident faculty and experts from other
institutions in the U.S. and abroad. Discussion
sections will follow weekly during the Spring
Quarter on Wednesdays at 3:00 p.m. in Geology
4677. Students interested in taking this course for

4 units of credit must attend both the Colloquium
and the discussion sections.

Here are al
the excuses you
need to eat out.

VALID EVERYDAY

SmUON STEAK $5.99

rc
e

INCLUDES ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
ft SALAD BAR

Served withcheeae toast and choice of potato.
OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN

PARTYNOW THRU: 3-31 -90

Offm* good only:
at Sisilar-WMtwoodVillam

922 GoyUy At«.
208-6788»» aa^ M M H M « COUPON. » «

Sizzler

STEAK & HIBACHI
GKICKEN $6.99

INCLUDES AU-YOU-CAN-EAT FRESH FRUIT
ftSALADBAR

OFFER GOOD FOR EVERYONE Of
PARTY NOW THRU: 3-31 -90

OHor good only:
at Sisiler-Wostwood Village

922 Goyley Av«.
208-6788• — — — — — — — "— COUPON — -

Sizzler
<f

ydur Decision.

Your Choice.
• Free Pregnancy Testing

• Low Cost Early

Pregnancy Test

• Immediate Test Results

• Pregnancy Termination

• General or Local

Anesthesia

• Affordable

Birth Control

• Student Discount

The College Line

824-1449

fpf^ a choice

Family Plarming Associates

Medical Group

"A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!''

People Magazine

^

mmn

"BRILUANT! AN EVENT NOTNEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISS!".

|jihn Krizanc, !-.
. Richard Ki>nc,

t.r.u..^ i«.fc,... Mos<s /u.iinuT ^<....••'^•>.lu.^r>l^w^rnc^ [Hkun ««i tkimc Wcxlc-r

IL VITTORALE 20^5 North Highland. Hollvwood

TAMARA HOTLINE (213)851 *9999
(Jroup Sale*: Ro»alie (818) 986-2908(Jroup Sale*

Tickets AUo Available at -n , MAY COMnurr AND MUSC Pt^S

Ml MM INMRMJ //O
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MASA-YA fiOH-fltl

ioiin.-9:iofn

JAPANESE FOOD ^ i^noon^pm

$315
u> $5 75

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00 •
•Delicious Tcriyaki

^

•Beef and
•Fresh varle

•All types , . ^^ ft- www- y j^y menu seleccion

•PARTY PLATTERS''^ "^^^ ^^
jf 1834 WcMCwood Blvd.
A^mx South of Smm Monka BM.)^ Cfcll 475-635$

FREE PARKING / special offer 'expires 3/31/90

1 cnyaKi y' q
Chicken Bowls >^ $ "i F
ie^ Sashimi / If
of Sushi / ^y ^^ ^^^^^

"([AUANLAIKCSSNOCS itAUAN UUMCS SHOES ITAUAN LADIES SNOiiq

I TOP SHOES
IS

uCLEARANCE SALE
30%-80% OFF

Mways The Best Prices In WestW€H>d
g Present This Ad & We'll Pay The Sales Tax

EVERY SHOE ON SALE
Expires 3/23/90

» 208-6238

S

5 NEW HOURS TOP SHOES
3 Mon-Sat 10:00-7:00 933 W«stwood Blvd
g Sunday 12:00-6:00 W«stwood Village
ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES ITALIAN LADIES SHOES <•

PROTEUS TECHi
1232 15th ST. #B, Santa Monica
f2J3j 319-1985 FAX 319-1986

AT COMPUTER 80286 12MHz O-WAIT (SU15.6)

y^

1 MB RAM Memory On Board
12MHz AT Motherboard & 12MHz CPU
MCGP (mono/color/graphic/printer) card
1.2/1.44 MB Floppy Disc Drive
ATHFC Controller

Deluxe AT Case w/Turbo & Reset Buttons
200W Power Supply (UL)

101 Keyboard. Serial & Parallel Ports
Video Card & 12" Monochrome Monitor
Built-in Clock/Calendar (Battery Backup)
OS/2. DOS. UNIX. Network & IBM Compatible

|

80386 FulTyloaded + 60mB
NEC Hard Drive
(RLL Mode, Western
Digital System)

$1449
80286 FuUy loaded + 40mB

NEC Hard Drive +
1.2 & $1.44 Floppy

$1149
80286 AT 12 Mz (BASIC) $569

Special price for UCLA students & faculty with UCLA ID
_-r

12-HOUR^

'^mmii

MARatmon!
JRDAY, 8 RM., MARCH 31 THROI
SUNDAY, 8 A.M., APRIL 1, 1990

YOUR HOST: EDY GREENBLATT
CO-HOSTED AND INVALUABLY ASSISTED BY:

DAVID KATZ
DORI LEVINE
DAVID WOLLNER
LUCY ALBERT
DALE ALPERT

SHLOMO BACHAR
TZIPI KOEHLER
MOSHANY SHEMESH
MOSHE ESKAYO
DAVID EDERY

LARRY DENENBERG
ISRAEL YAKOVEE
GARY FOX
DAVID PALETZ
EILEEN WEINSTOCK

YEHUDA SABAG
LISA GITTELMAN
DEBORAH ALPERT
KEN AVNER
AND OTHER GUESTS

• 12-hours of non-stop Israeli dancing • 1990 Commemorative T-shirts available
• Dance workshops in an adjacent studio • Music Shop and All-night Cafe
• Lots of space to dance on wooden floors • Volunteers needed (if you can do it, we need it)

IMPORTANT
• Only shoes with soft, non-black soles will be permitted at the marathon. No exceptions.Photography and videotaping by designated marathon staff only. Please do not bring your cameras.

FOR MORE INFORMATION. PLEASE CALL

(2 1 3)478-5968 (2 13)858-8958 (2 13)937-7545 (2 1 3)206- 1335
Eor Information or emergency calls during the marathon, call (213) 825-0166.

Sponsored by the UCLA Israeli Dance Association in cooperation with

•N...S ccniin^d „ pr«s .™.
WORLDFEST andJJCLA's Dance Department.

FUNDED IN PART BY: USAC, COUNCIL ON PROGRAMMING, GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION. AND HILLEL JEWISH CENTER
PAID FOR BY GSA

-
.
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LORmES
From page 38

After the release of Blow late

last year, the two were replaced by
Martin Scott and Gary Weight,
respectively. And. to provide an
element that hasn't been with the

band for four years, newcomer
Chill on drums puts their charac-

teristic preprogrammed drum
machine tracks in the background.

"Well." says Reed. "I think it*s

really opened up a lot of new ways
for us to go. In the past, as a band.
we*ve always just son of gone on
our instincts. You know, made the

records we felt like making at the

time. With all these changes. I

think there's a lot more scope for

what the Lorries are going to do in

the future."

"It's like we've broken down a

tjarrier within our own minds." he
adds. "It's like the Lorries really

have come to terms with some-
thing. And now everything feels

fresh. It feels like the band is

starting all over. It's like we're at

the very beginning again. And for

bands that have been going on as

long as we have, it's a great feeling

to have."

FUES
From page 34

Jack, played by Chris Furrh. is

simply a little bo^ away from rules

and regulations. He is portrayed as

a victim of his own fantasies as he
entraps himself in a savage fall

from grace.

Though Hook's adaptation is on
the whole very well done, some of
Golding's most pivotal scenes are

missing or dramatically under-
played. If you've never read Lord
of the Flies, you might miss some
of Hook's subtle suggestions. The
crucial dramatic action in Simon's
encounter with the Lord of the

Flies is missing. And Simon's
symbolic crucifixion, though pow-
erfully graphic, is ineffectual.

As for its R rating, trust me, this

film has a high degree of violence.

If you think that maybe your little

sister or brother won't understand
Golding's themes, they will defi-

nitely not have any trouble recog-
nizing this film's violence and
brutality.

But beyond Golding's themes of
anarchy and human darkness.
Hook tJeautifully paints a touching

tale about the loss of innocence.

Killer Shrimp
By Tom Huang
Staff Writer

DINING: Killer Shrimp. 623 Washing
ton St, Marina Del Rey. Open M-f.

'

serving lunch and dinner. Call 578-2293
for information.

For most things in life, simplic-
ity is good. Like blue jeans. Or a
pair of basketball shoes. Or
shrimp. Like the menu for "Killer

Shrimp", a small, quaint restaurant

off of Marina Del Rey's "Restaur-
ant Row."

All "Killer Shrimp" serves is

shrimp— all of which is cooked in

Killer Shrimp's own< blend of
herbs, spices, and garlic. The
people at Killer Shrimp call their

shrimp dressing "medium spicy,"

but you get so much of it in all three

of its main dishes that it becomes
"more spicy than medium".
The three dishes available are a

bowl of shrimp immersed in sauce
and a huge basket of sourdough
bread ($9.95), shelled shrimp and
thin pasta ($13.95). and shelled

shrimp and rice ($13.95). The
portions are generous, and filling

for the price.

It gets packed during weekends,
so go before 7:30 p.m. if you want
to avoid the 30-45 minute wait.

ai: iiHti. u^ ^. «.«..%!
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Campus Happenings i Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

Cal State Fullerton/UCLA

The International Association of Students in Econonnics and Business Management
presents

as HGNGARY FORUM 1990
"Goulash Capitalisnri"

Saturday March 17, 1990

aCLA IMTERNATIONAL STGDENT CENTER

Covering: The revolution of 1989 International

Education Business/Joint Ventureships
—

Hungarian and Polish student leaders will present the

dramatic changes as interpreted by college youth.

To reserve space
please contact AIESEC-UCLA
Expo Center, A-level Ackemnan,
825-3351.

SPEND A QUARTER IN ENSENADA, MEXICO
CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS UNIVERSITARIOS XOCHICALCO

is an accredited Mexican University offering an Intensive 8
week 'quarter' program fomri April 16 to June 8, 1990 and
sunnnner courses. Classes are offered both In English and

Spanish, focusing upon the UC core and transfer curriculunn

Courses Include: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, SPANISH.
SOCIOLOGY. ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY. US HISTORY.
BIOLOGY. ZOOLOGY. BOTANY. MICROBIOLOGY. ANATOMY.

PHYSIOLOGY. CHEMISTRY, PREMED/MEDICAL
PROGRAMS, SUMMER FIELD SCHOOL.
MEXICAN ARTS HISTORY AND CULTURE-

FOR INFORMATION WRITE
PO BOX 4032 IRVINE, CA 92716

OR LEAVE MESSAGE AT (714) 455-3135

Funded by
the Council on
Programming (COP)

Good Deals

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED PAID FOR

PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or all of the following:

NERVOUSNESS, RESTLESSNESS,
ANXIOUS MOOD, WORRISOME,

FEARFUL
You must be age 18 or older experiencing these

synrptoms for at least 1 month and in relatively good
health. Volunteers will receive a brief exam, in order
to determine eligibility. All qualified volunteers may be

paid up to $400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

In Memory of

^^^^;; ^^:s^^^Sc^^^<^^^^v<<^^^^:;•>:^^>N

i^cvcnth Uay i\dvcntist

Youth Group Friday

Fellowship

For info caU 391^6913

Al(X)holics Anonymous Meeting

Mon. Discussion, Thurs. Book Study

Fri. Step Study AU 3S2S 12:15 - 1:15

Tues. -3-7-11- NR C8177, Wed. Discussion

NPIC8S38 12:10-1 XX)

For aJcohoics or Individuals who \mn a

dhnldng probtom

(213) 387-B316

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student

groups, frats and sororities r>eeded for market-

ing project on campus. For details plus your
FREE GIFT. Group officers call
1-800-765-8472 Ext 50.

UCLA CAMPUS CHOIR for faculty, staff,

alumni, friends, EXCEPTING NEW MEMBERS.
Placement interviews at Schoenberg Rm.1 325;

Tuesday March 27th, 5-7pm. Call Director

Stephanie Henry for appointment,
(213)825-8369.

RESUME KIT
After receipt of your marketing

tools by The Dedsion Maker:
we guarantee an interview in 7

days or your money t>ack.

Indudes:
-28 key elements that a
resume must consider

-marketing letter

-Resume Structure

-Mail Marketing Campaign
-And more

SerKJ check or money order k>r

$9.95 -t- 6 1/4% tax -^ $2.25
shipping arxi har>dling to:

Sharp Press Publications.

16478 Beach Blvd.. #600.

Westminster, CA 92683..

'w'^.^^0. \^ji 3iutr\ lK

For only $239. Includes exam.

Dr. Vogel in Westwood
208-3011

DANA JAMES
All of your friends at
UCLA would like to say
Farewell and we will

miss you very much.

u

Miscellaneous 9 Personal 10

Miscellaneous

POSTAL AIR mall boxes, FAX, Microwave,
Vacuum repairs. Student Discount. Pack &
Ship. 1511 Sawtelle. (213)312-0092.

MODELS WANTED, STUDENTS WELCOME
Sebastian International is looking for crea-

tive.opcn individuals ready to change their

hairstyle, as models for our fall video, in house
seminars, and workshops. Pay may be in-

volved. If you have great hair and are ready
forlhe 90's, please come to Sebastian Interna-

tional, 6160 Variel Avenue, Woodland Hills.

on Saturday, March 17 at noon. For further

information call (818)999-5112 and ask for

Danielle, Kim, or Tara.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to

lose weight.
Doctor recomnnended.

Ail Matural.
100% guaranteed.

(213)281-7484

Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets 5 Sports Tickets

MODEL- Female, photographic book project,

mild erotic content. Must be fit, natural

looking. Good pay. (213) 208-3335.

Sports Tickets

WANTED JANET JACKSON CONCERT
TKTKETS-top dollar paid in cash. (213)

209-2462. Steve. (213)209-2159. Call any
time.

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR! We'll beat anyone's prices

or don't want your busir>css Sports cars,

multiple tickets, itudent discounts. Request

-Bruin Plan". (213)873-3303 or
(818)992 6966.

)ET TO EUROPE- Any time for $269. or less

with Alrhitech. For details call 458-1006. 7-1

am.

PROTECT YOURSELF: Stun guns. Legal,

permitArainIng not required. Non-lethal. Call

recorded mctMge for free Information. Borcl

Enterprise. (714)671 -3180.

FREE DELIVERY TICKETS

LAKERS LA KINGS
CLIPPERS -

face value

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates To Music

Students

4fta-8329

Billy Joel

B.B. King
Janet Jackson Phil Collins

Rush New Kids The Cult

Free Delivery's Philosophy: We provide FREE DELIVERY to anyone on campus. We offer hard-toget seats and prices
below market to all UCLA students, staff, and faculty. Ask anyone who has used us before and they will tell you the
same, that when it cornea to our UCLA clients, we can*t be beat. Quotes are free, so give us a call. Remember to
mention you're from UCLA!!!

(213)205-0838FAX * 205-0829 \^JLU/^lftfllOt^O Visa/MC accepted

9052 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood

wi|W*- t^
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Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals Personal 10 Personal 10

FAMILY DENTISTRY
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open days and evenings*

Complete Dental Exam,
Check Up, & Cleaning
(reg. $95) (2 x-rays included)

(213). 475-5598_A l^ 24 hour emerpencyservice

V.I.P.
Now you can join our private

practice, become a V.I.P. member
and receive ail of your

dental needs at:

35% OFF
"Patients Are Special"

^ CARL J. MILLER »
''You say ifs your birthday..." ^

^ Lots of love &^ phone tag,M Vangle ^

Miscellaneous ^ Personal Personal

• •

To Meej and Marisa:
Happy Birthday to the

two best roomies
around! We love you!

Jenny
Pam

STEPHANNY ,
Thanks to Vne greatest \m7'\

> co-ed Softball and footbal '
^

coacl^.
Loye. The team.
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

INTERNATIONAL
PARTY

EXPAND TOUR
HORIZONS!

Meet men and women
from Japan and other

Asian countries at our

dance party. Mar. 17th.

CALL OMA Production.

(213) 324-6929

\ ? .s\;\/; >.^ ^;

CHIP (ATQ)
You are the best big

bro!!

I'm going to miss
you!!

Congrats on
graduation and med.

schools!

LY(orphan)LS,
Butty (AAO)

NEED RIDE; Palo Alio, San Francisco, or San
lose. Can Leave anytime. $20/1 -way,
$40/bot h- ways . Regina
(213)558-9371,(213)838-1758,(818)246-658

Personal 10

$1 00 DOLLAR REWARD. SUBJECT FOR ANY-
ONE WITNESSING THE PARKING LOT
SCUFFLE WHICH TOOK PLACE AT THE
STREET LEVEL OF THE HOSPITAL PARKING
STRUCTURE LAST WEEK. IN PARTICULAR:
THE HISPANIC GENTLEMAN WITH THE
STALLED VEHICLE WHOM I, TOM KALILI,

ASSITED IN JUMP-STARTING, JUST PRIOR
TO ME BEING ATTACKED. IN ADDITION,
THE GENTLEMEN WHO RESOLVED OUR 1 5

MINUTE SCUFFLE. PURPOSE: FOR A WIT-
NESS TO ERADICATE TWO OPPOSING
VIEWS, (THE ALLEGED "ATTACKER" AND
THE ALLEGED "ATTACKEE"). IN A PRIOR
ARTICLE, 9 (NINE) PARAGRAPHS WERE
WRITTEN FROM THE COUPLE'S POINT OF
VIEW AND 1 (ONE) SENTENCE FROM MY-
SELF, WHICH MAY HAVE CONVEYED TO
THE READER THAT THERE W/ERE OTHER
WITNESSES. FACT: AS OF THE DATE OF THE
BRUIN ARTICLE, THE STORY WAS TOLO
FROM THE 2 SIDES ONLY. SO PLEASE STEP
FORTH. (213)273-9485. * ? T'"T

We are sorry for our crass and
untimely comments concerning

"Dozer". To make amends please

allow us to pay for the mounting
and stuffing fees.

XOXO ATQ
, P.S. Bring home those A'is

Darren and
Jason,

Thanx for a great

time at the

pajanna

party!!

Love,

Paola & Ann

CL2:
How old is 22??

"The Second Annual" will be
better than the First!

ILY.

CL1

Americans create 3.5 pounds of garbage per person, per day

You can help— by using the handy bins ASUCLA provides for white

paper, newspaper and aluminum cans. (By recycling paper, we've

already saved over 500 trees in our first 4 months!) You'll find them

throughout ASUCLA facilities. And watch for our specially-scheduled

one-day collections, and bring your recyclables from home.

ASUCLA
!

•v

RECYCLINO
PROGRAM

Please join ASUCLA in our efforts

to protect the environment— and

ctioose to conserve.

Recycle this newspaper.

if
LITTLE SISTER
STUDY BREAK

C^tKC^lAyCW

"1:10

^r>rrT'"^0''> Sv

> < :>»«

Sigma Nu
Pre-Rush
Sunday, April 5:30

' t

#*

JON DISHON
\ WENT DGTCH TO YOGR FORMAL?!
THANKS FOR INFORMING YOGR DATE,

YOG CHEAPSKATE!!!
WAY TO REPRESENT ZN . . .

^lnUfice4€ly>, SiiefuL of udua date,

aJcja. ncUm,

ir*. V

Happy Hour and BBQ
Party to Follow

w/ Rockin Jimmies

Any Questions, Call
Bobby Hatfield 824-1062 Robert Hensley 824-5815

What's black and white and read all over?

DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIFIEDS!

CALL 825.-222

1

^ #

Pre-Rush/Cure for the Dead Week Blues
BBQ

Today! 4:30
Sunset Canyon Rec Center

All prospective rushees invited

P.S. The "Magic Bus" is coming ETA 4/3/90

Congratulations to

Annuschka Bermeo:
AXA Crescent Court Queen

&
Kathy Koehler

Laura McCandles
05 Blue

Iris Court Members
We are so Proud of You!

KA0

DELTA ZETA wishes to thank

AX^ Xa KA0 HBO
AAn AAA KA ZK
AEO Ar KKT rOB

AO
Now that we have finished rushing this

quarter, we would like to thank each
sorority for all its support. We truly

appreciate all that you have done for us.

Sincerely, the sisters of Delta Zeta

Gamma Phi Beta announces its

Spring Open House on
Tuesday, April 3

We welcome all women
interested in Sorority Life!

616 Hilgard Ave.

Questions? Call Susie 824-7667

Gamma Phi Beta is

Proud to Announce
its 1990-1991

Executive Members:
President-Patricia Rogers

AEO &
GREEKWEEK EXEC
Thank you for all

your help, love, and
support.

Greekweek *90

wouldn't have existed

without you.
Good Luck on finals!

Love, nisa

0H,

\ . lUU

Jen Y.

(AD
Happy 21st
Birthday

(4 days late -

What else is new)
We Love You.
Nancy. Sue. &

Sharon

Ttahtmitnt
Scholankip

Standards

Ruth

Rtcording Stcrttary

TraciFritzUr

Katii Eacntt

Mtlista MeisHiim
Rena Bradham

Cathy Hull

NiMmk BifnmiMiM Rohyn Carrico

Tnasunr Muim Stthi

Route Manager Angela HaUings

Pledge Director Kate Kotutk

Publk Rektiont Laurie Bamhaum
PACE Kenya Clay

Social Off. Alkia Stemcker

Tom Treanor (SS),

Thanks for malting

Winter Formal so

much fun! Good luck

on finals!

^ Tour Mystery

DATE (A0)

CONGRATS Lisa (FOB)

Mission: 1) Hilgard y/
2) Qayley - TBA
^ YLS

10 Personal 10 PersorKil 10

Hey Delta Gammas,
Study hard and

haye a Wild Spring
11'

t^A»HUrtm

'"=^r Break!

Kappa Delta Congratulations to-

Erica Donaldson • #7 seed women's alpine ski team •

Kelly Hunter • Chosen as a Chapter Development Consultant •

Angela Knox • LA Alumnae PanheUtnic Scholarship •

Vuki Moreno • AI4> Sweetheart Court •

Kathryn McKinzie • Greek Week Executive Committee •

StephanieSharpe • Performancein theMedium& Gianni Skiki •

'Your KA Sisters are ^ proud of you!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

RESEARCH VOLUHTEERS NEEDED
PAID FOR PARTICIPATION AND MORE
Are you experiencing some or ail of the following:

NERVOUSNESS. RESTLESSNESS
ANXIOUS MOOD. WORRISOME. FEARFUL

*You must be age 18 or older experiencing these symptoms
for at least 1 month and in relatively good health.*

*Volunteers will receive a brief exam.
in order to determine eligibility.

*AII ^qualified volunteers may be paid up to

$400.00 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213) 854-4951

BIRTH CONTROL PILL STUDY
Research volunteers needed

Females (Ages 18-35) in relatively good
health. Qualified participants may receive

free physical exam, laboratory testing, and

may earn up to $225.

Call (213) 854-4951.

A HiVES STUDY. RESEARCH SUBJECTS ACES
1 2-65 WITH HIVES FOR THE PAST 6 WEEKS
WHO ARE .INTERESTED IN TRYING AN
INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG. INCLUDES OF-
FICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL BE PAID FOR
YOUR PARTICIPATION. (213)820-6574.

AN ASTHMA STUDY RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WITH ASTHMA AGES 1 2 AND OLDER IN-
TERESTED IN TRYING NEW ASTHMA MEDI-
CATION COMPARED TO PLACEBO. IN-

VOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WLA. YOU WILL
BE PAID FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
(2 13)820-6574.

,

"Hyperactive Boys with attcntional problems,
7-1 1 years r>ecded for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 ar>d a free developmental evalua-
tion. (213)825-0392."

NORMAL MALE VOLUNTEERS- 20-40
yrs.old. War^ted for research study on brain
metbolism. Contact Dr. Swart2 (213)
824-4303.

TWO WORK STUDY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE- 15 hrs/wk One clerical (word
processing, library), one technical (video,

electronics). With Dr. B. Swart2. Contact Work
Study Office (213) 206-446.

WANTED: Subjects (21-55) experiencing
tooth grinding during sleep for over 6 months
who have been treated unsuccessfully by
conventional methods. Will complete medi-
cal, symptom questionnaires and undergo jaw
examination. Qualifying subjects rcjceive plas-

tic appliance fitted over teclh and connected to

battery operated electrical stimulation device
which provides slightly painful stimulation to
lip upon clenching. Subject altacbcd 5 nights
to portable device recording EMG, ECG,
respiration. Payment $100.00. Contact Mary.
Dental Clinical Research Center,
(213)825-9792

"Normal Healthy Boys 3-1 1 years needed for

UCLA research project. Receive $20 and have
a scientific learning experience.
(213)825-0392."

NORMAL, healthy male adults, 18-22 years

needed for audiovisual research at UCLA,
SubjecU will be paid. (213)825-0392.

A SINUS STUDY. SUBJECTS WITH SINUS
INFECTION AGES 18 AND OLDER INTER-
ESTED IN TRYING AN INVESTIGATIONAL
DRUG INVOLVES OFFICE VISITS IN WIA
YOU WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR YOUR
TIME. (213)820-6574

Wanted 15
w
WANTED: INFANT to adopt by Caucasian ' ^
family. Will help with experwes. Call collect

(714)861-1142.

Electrolysis
15% Student Discount

Pemryinent hair removal by
London and CaHfomla certlfled

eiectrologbts. Latest method.
Call (2l3^77-2n9

Pregnancy 20

BOOKKEEPER assistant, part time, flexible

homt hours. Duties will include A/P payroll

and store auditing, lO-key touch required, 45
wpm, good ianguafe skills, computer skills

helpful, non-smokir^g office, S8/hr.
(213)306-4625.

^ 1

^^•«Jhaaa**4ha4i*Ma
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Found

FOUND! Found a pair of reading glasses by
Dodd on Tuesday. If yours, call
(213)208-7434

Sperm Donors 19

University

Students & Faculty-

Sperm Donors Needed.
Earn $105.00/wk

Private Sperm Bank
Discreet and Confidential.

In Westwood Village.

c:ALirORNlA
CRYO BANK

-9941

NEED EASY MONEY??
Sperm donors needed for

rhedlcal research In

Beveriy Hills. Excellent pay.

Call (213)273-2463 for Info sheet

Health Services 22

EATING DISORDER
THERAPY GROUPS
Limited openings available NOW

Dr. Mark Berman, Clinical

Psychologisl,

eating disorder specialist Individual
appointmcnu available. (213)655-6730

We Accept All Vision Care Plans,

Opportunities 26

EARN STHOUSANDS. We show you how lo

sell official NFL Rams and Raiders action

posters. Buy for65cents-relail for $5. Buy now
at special prc-season prices. Call (714)

543-0292. or write for more info. To start

making $'s now, send $97.50 for free Master

Sales Guide and initial supply of 1 50 posters to

Nantucket Premiums, 1530 East First Street

Suite 114, Santa Ana, CA 92701

EARN up lo
$150 per month

BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD

PLATELETS SAFELY
f 0'- informaiion Cancer pa:ienis
Call Anna ihroughout LA benelii
(8'8) 986 3883 Iron your par^ir Datmn

\\V//.

4954 Van Nuyt Blvd Shfrmm Oakt
Rictiw i ffw gift «/ your prs jcr«en appt

Help Wanted 30

$5/HR -- commission selling subscriptions to

executives for publishing company. 1 5 hrs/wk

(mornings) Maureen (213)641-9767.

$8-$13AHR Telephone surveys. No selling.

Convenient Brentwood location. Pleasant at-

mosphere. 12-3 pm. M-F. Call Mr. Aldrich.

(213)4447922.

ACCOUNTANT PA. Bank recs, general led-

ger, accounts payable, other duties. Salary

negotiable. Beverly Hills. (213)275-9015.

ACCOUNTING OFFICE CLERK. Data entry,

filing, telephone, ger>eral office administra-

tion. Century City. PA, flexible hours,

it6.50-7.00l/hr. (213)203-8665.

ACTORS and ACTRESSES casting for full

length motion pictures beginning April 1st.

^Scnd photo and resume to Connella Produc-

tions P.O. Box 15660 Long Beach CA
9081 5-0660.

LEARN
ENTERTAINMENT/
MUSIC PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Intern at major
P.R. firm in

- Hollywood
No pay but great

opportunity to

j

learn & gain
experience.

Call Steptionie

(213) 659-6400

18 Salon 21 Salon 21 Salons

ANNIVERSARY SALES / ->

ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER /fdB$^
The largest selection of

Hair & Beauty products
& Perfumes

at

157o-25% discount
-1

Manicure $5

Fill $13

Full Set $20

Tel.: (213) 208-3600

Free Cellophanes
with Perm or highlights

Hair design, color, highlight, lowlight and perm by Max.
specialist from France, trained by Goldwell and Redken.

by appt.'

10918 Kinross Avenue

^- DEE'S HAIR SALON
*We don't just do supercuts...

we do better cuts!**

;10.00 Hair cut special!

exp. 4-30-90

-5 experienced & top hair designers - 2 manicurists -

creative colors & perms - facials & waxing

473-7664 11052 Santa Monica Blvd.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

d
•*•*•*»•»-

Permanent Hair Removat
European Facials Waxing
^^ Manicure Pedicure -^^S 208-8193 Qi
1015 CAYLEY AVE., WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

BANKING
Litton Federal Credit Union, a major Credit Union in the United States with a
nation-wide branch network system, has immediate openings in the following key
positions:

At our IVorthwest San Fernando Valley Corporate Office:

AUDITING OFFICER
Strong knowledge of GAAP and GAAS and a Bachelor's degree in Accounting/
Finance required. Excellent written, verbal and public contact skills. Minimum on
year auditing experience with a financial institution required.

•, - ,^,

TRAINING MANAGER
Responsible for planning, directing, organizing and implementing an annual
training plan through the use of line trainers. Primary responsibility includes
installing a "quality driven sales culture." Reports directly to the Vice President of
Human Resources, and assists in staff and management development. Completed
course work in Personnel Management required.

At our Santa Monica Branch Office

TELLER
» 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Qualified candidates will possess a minimum 6 months cashiering and public
contact experience with a financial institution, prcferrably a credit union. New
accounts and financial products cross-selling

experience desirable. ^ ^ ^
^

\,
'

'
-''

' /''./'''
We are a progressive and growing financial institution offering a competitive salary and
fringe benefits package. For consideration, please send resume or call the Human
Resources Department, at (818)772-4019.

Litton Federal Credit Union
20001 Prairie Street

^ '

Chatsworth, CA 91311

IILITTONFEDERAL
^CREDIT UNION

HE YOUR OWN boss, camp^^js rep wanted to

solicit screen l-shirl and sweat orders.

(213)469 8631. .

HOOKKEEPEK, PT, WLA area. Call Irene.

(21 3)271 2950

IJOOKKEEPEK- PA, to audit medical files,

need good math skills. (213) 276-8443.

BUSINESS ORIENTED assistant fashion indus

try. GcrM^ral offkc duties. Pleasant surround

ings Beverly Hills. M-Th afternoons S6A^r,

Starting salary. Call Carri. (213)276-3841.

CALTECH CONST CO- In West LA, near

Bundy and Santa Monica Blvd Needs PA
clerck for: word processing, bookkeeping, and
telephones (213) 820-3325

CASHIER/DELIVERY PT, WLA pharmacy Ex

pencncc preferred. M-F , 4-6 30, Sal. 9-6. Call

Nelson (213)839-1158

CASHIER/SALES- FA, large retail store. Team
environment, fast paced, self-starter. Call Eric

(213) 653 6900

CENTURY CITY finance company needs re-

ceptionist. $8/hr. F/T, -fparking. Call

(213)556-0(>60, Bryan ASAI\

CENTURY CITY Law office seeks permanent
PA assistant secretary. Good typing/ office

experience required. Will train legal proce-

durcs Susan (213)556-2885.

CHEVIOT HILLS recreation center seeks en-

thusiastic energetic ftlcople with a love of

children lo staff it's summer sports, drama,
preschool, and day camps. Excellent salary

Call for application (213)037-5186

TALENT AGENCY
Receptioniat/typial. Full-time cnlry

level position. Heavy phones,

typing. Low pay/fun environment.

I^earn agency buaincaf.

Karen (213) 278-7222.

CHILDKFN'S GYM INSTRUCTOR - Terrific

opportunity! College degree required Experi-

ence with children's gymnastics preferred

I7PT (213)479-0514.

CHILDREN'S BOOKSHOP SALES: FA, must
be available Saturday's must have knowledge
and.inlrest in children's books. WLA
(213)559-2665.

BRITISH COMPANIES- now hiring for

this summers' tourist season Earn up to $6,000
+ this summer in Europe. Complete 240 page
British Employment Directory includes 1,000
f job descriptions, employer contacts and
application requirements. Over 9500
openings.
Send $1 2.95 + $2 75 P & H lo EUROCAL, S

Scpulvcda Blvd Ste 224 C, LA, CA 90025. 30
day money back guarcnlcc.

DATA ENTRY WEDNESDAYS AND THURS
DAYS, APPROXIMATELY 20 HRSAVEEK
10-KEY EXPERIENCE PREFERRED HOI LY
WOOD ROB (213) 461-4048

21 Help Wanted 30

MARKETINQ

WITHATaT
1990

B^€k'i0'S€h00l Promotion

ATAT STUDCNT
CAMPUS MANAGER

Sales-oriented student sought for

marketing/promotion positKXi. Man-
agement responsibility for campus
group. Excellent pay and txxiuses.

Flexible hours. All work is on campus.
Must be available full-time 1 -2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. Opportu-
nity to work as a Promotions Repre-
sentative on a project by proiect

basis.

ATAT ASSISTANT
STUDENT CAMPUS

MANAGER ^

Student with strong sales/leadership

ability needed for seven day pro-

gram. Fall 1 990. Must be available 1

week prior to the start of classes.

STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE/
CAMPUS GROUP

Outgoing, sales-oriented group/indi-

viduals needed to represent AT&T
products and services on campus.
Top pay and bonuses. Must be avail-

aote 1 week prior to the start of

classes.

For more information, send resume
to: GDI. AT&T Recruitment. 210West
Washington Square. 1 1th floor. Ftiila-

oelphia.PA. 19106. or call (800) 692-
2121. Equal Oppty. Employer.

DAY CAMP COUNSELOR. Plan organize &
conduct recreational activities for children

ages 5-11. $6.25A^r. minimum of 30hrs/wk.

Starting 6/25-8/31 . M-F, 10am-4pm. Call Steve

Vollmer or Cori Colbert 398-5982 for

interview.

DAY CAMP serving San Fernando and Conejo
Valley seeks energetic, fun, caring people for

SUMMER staff: Counselors. Horseback riding,

swimming, driving, arts & crafts, gym and
more. Call for brochure and appointment,

(818)706-8255.

DOCTOR'S OFFICE receptionist PA-FA-
Culver City. $7/hr. Call (213)559-4237, afler

7pm.

DRIVERS NEEDED. M/F, Part/full time for LAX
valet service. Good driving record. Salary plus

tips - neat in appearance. (213)672-0999.

EARN MONEY SELLING- (Commission), En-

vironmental quality products (no compronv
ise). Home, buisiness and personal use. Call

(213) 215-3194. Exceptional exclusive
products!

EXTRAS needed for film and commercials. Call

(213)85ai640 between 9am-5pm Monday.
Friday only.

FILE CLERK PA Westwood lawfirm seeks

bright individual with superb organizational

skills to work in fast paced enviornenrwnt. Hrs
flexible. However, some hours each day are

required (minimum 20 hrs/wk). Must be de-

pendable. Non-smoker preferred. Call Theda
Ray between 2-4pm. (213)478-2541.

FUN JOB! Use your marketing sales or man-
agement skills lo make lots of money part-time

or full-time. $2000/mo or $3000/mo Call no
(213)841-2060.

GENERAL OFFICE. PA, TV celeb, author

needs reliable person lo assist w/office help

and run errands. Call between 9am-
noon.(21 3)205-0226.

GENERAL OFFICE & DELIVERY. PA. Copying,
binding, and delivery transcripts for court

reporting company in Westchester. $7.25/hr -f

mileage. (213)410-4151.

GENERAL OFFICE HELP- Filing, organizing,

typing or computer experience a plus. $5/hr.

(213) 933-9122.

Wanted
Ten agressive

entrepreneurs interested
in earning

$2-5.000/mo
Part-time

or
$7,000-up
Full-time

Call now
(213) 841-2060.

PART TIME
SEC7/BKKR

Small WLA office needs

person with knowledge

of bookkeeping, typing

and word processing.

Approx 12 to 15 hrs/

wk.

<213) 552^9811
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IMPORTANT STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

The Sports Club Company is looking for qualified, success-minded people to
staff total fitness environfnent.s sernnd tn nc\nf

,.....j

The Sports Club Company is an aggres-

sive, fest-growing health and athletic club

company whose members enjoy luxurious

facilities and the personal attention ofa

staffwhose experience, professionalism and

personalized attentioii to their needs is

without equal.

Ifyou'd like to be part of the finest staff

at the finest sports and fitness complexes in

the country, we'd like to hear from you today

•n- %\

->..•^

H

Class Instructors

Aerobics

Low-Impact

Body Sculpting

Aqua Aerobics

Yoga

Family Affair

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Fitness Instructors I

Private Trainers i

F(xxl & ^everage Personnel I

Massage Therapists I

Facialists s I

Receptionists I

Clerical

Accounting

Child Care .*

Membership Sales

Maintenance/Housekeeping

Building Operations

Please call (213) 478-0799 or send resume to: The Sports Club Company
Personnel Department, 1900 S Sepulveda Blvd., 1st Floor, Los Angeles, California 90025.

THE S P O R T/S CLUB COMPANY

-^*- ]
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

GRADUATING?
If - ,

Do You Have a Strong Desire
to Succeed?

Are You Looking For A .

Career With HigfaT Income
Potential?

If so, you owe it to yourself to
investigate the exceptional earning
power offered by a career as a

stockbroker. The work is hard, the
hours are long, and the pressure can
be intense. The reward^, however, are
commensurate with your effort. Stuart
James is ja successful national OTC

investment banking firm. Call now for
information on our personalized

training program.
CALL William Kennington at

(213)477-4047 or 800-284-4155.

STVAKT-JAMES
Investment Bankers

11845 W. Olympic Blvd.
^

Suite 950
Los Angeles, CA 90064

Members Midwest Stock Exchange»NASD»SIPC

GREAT SUMMEK JOB 0-WEEK BEACH
ORIENTED DAY PROGRAM, 2-WEEK HIGH
SIERRA CAMPOUT. MINIMUM AGE 21 BY
JUNE. NEED EXPERIENa WITH CHILDREN,
WATER SPORTS CAMPING $275AA/EEKLY
(213)826-7000.

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR to leach stu-

denls ages 4-12 basic tumbling, gymnastics

techniques. Floor and mat activities empha-
sized. Experience required. $12.50/hr. Posf-

lion will start 4/2. Call Steve Vollmer 396-5982
for interview.

I'M SEARCHING for creatively-talented wri-

ters for paperback novels, non-fiction books.

Magazine articles. (213)208-5128. Vernon.

LICENSED PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT or nurse

practicioner for Beverly Hills dermatology
practice. Kexibic hrs. (213)550-7661.

LIFEGUARDS and swim inslrucyors needed
Water aerobics, parent/infant, swim lessons.

ALS, CPR, First aid needed, WSI for teaching.

$6-$a/hr, Beverly Hills YMCA. 553-0731.

LIFE GUARDS/SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS-
Wanled for Summer Day Camp in WLA.
Experienced With current WSI, ALA, CPR
certificates. Full-time summer, and or, part-

time. May 15 through June 25. (213)
472-7474.

LIFEGUARD SWIM LESSONS: Needs swim
instructors. Earn $12-$14 per houf. Call for

application (818)366-7818

LOOKING for Student Organization that

would like to make $500-51000 Call Bode or

Becky at (800)592-2121

MEDICAL OFFICE PROCEDURE ASSISTANT
Beverly Hills dermatology Flexible hours.

Salary ncgotioabic (213)550-7661

MESSENGER/MAIL ROOM CLERK (permanent

position) Monday-Friday, 8 :00am- 5 :00pm, 1

hour lunch, must have own car/insurance.

Duties entail heavy xeroxing, UCLA deliveries,

UPS/FED EXP mailing and errands. Please call

Arlene/Jim at Held/Jones Cohstruction.
(213)825-9914 (^7^our ^ mileage)

OFFICE ASSIST. FA, 9-5, high lech company.
Entreprcnurial working environment, PC exp.

required (213)^16-9100

OFFICE ASSISTANT- Need organized accurate

dependable individual for light, bookkeeping
filing. S6/hr Will train. (213) 472-1944.

OFFICE ASSISTANT Flexible hours. LAX
ARGA Macintosh/typing skills rquired.

Graphic design background a plus. S7'S9/hr.

(213)649-3591.

OFFICE services clerk needed for WLA law
firm. F/T position. Good pay, excellent

benifits. Free health club membership.
Call Mark Dorn. (213)312-4102.

PART TIME Gallery assistant. West Holly-

wood. Avout 15hrs/wk. Macintosh skills pre

ferred. Call (213)826-3494.

PART-TIME SALES PERSON. Work in fashion-

able exclusive Beverly Hills Center selling gift

items. Only Fridays or Saturdays from
10am-6pm. Please call Laura at

(213)476-6651.

PART-TIME Sales position at unique gifl shop
in Village, flexible hours. Reliable, outgoing,

design experience helpful. (21 3)20<^4107.

PART-TIME sales help needed for Bellini

Juvenile furniture in Brentwood. Salary and
commission. Call Margo or Susan
(213)447-5407. 10:30-6:00.

PEER COUNSELOR AND CLASSROOM
ASSISTANT- Summer staff openings al Super
Camp, an exciting life skill^acadcmic residen-

tial program for teens in CA, CO, WL, II., and
WLA. Renee or Tricia. (IMX)) 527-3321 lor

details and training near you!

LAW FIRM

nee(Js motivated person

to (Jo chaiiengmg iegai

and clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

vy/GPA. available times

for interviews and other

pertinent information to;

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Real Estate Developer

seeks Bookkeeper/
Personal Assistant

Great Pay & (^ocr
opportunity

9.00/hr+bonus. D.O.t:.

Must be organizcfi. deUiil-

orionted Think and act

independently
Part time and/or Full time

20-40 hrs/wk
Small Century City office

Must be experienced and
know Macintosh

send resume to

The Spencer Company
428 South Spalding Drive #U

Beverly Hills, Ca. 90212
(213) 557-1843 - call anytime

PAID INTERNSHIP
at

Small, creative

advertising agency
specializing in

music, t.v., (St

radio. A great

opportunity for

Student looking

for experience in

advertising.

15-20 hours/week.

Call (213) 695^9332

l»OSITIONS OPEN immcdialcly for cnerjiclit

salespeople, instant money. Must be profes-

sional! Marketing experience preferred. Call

Shawn (213)306-0155.

PROIESSIONAL PHOTOGKAPHEK needs (d)

attractive female models for grecln^g card

project. No nudity. Excellent pay. PholcV
phone to Rose/ Jem- 2 Productions, Suite 525,

8033 Sunset, LA, 90046.

PROJECT ASSISTANTS Project work assisting

paralegals with documents Rose
(213)286 9785.

H
PROMINENT downtown law firm seeks Wesl-

side sublets for summer law clerks. May-Sept
Contact Melinda. (213)(>87-5421

.

PSYCHOLOGY or SOCIOLOGY student pre-

ferred for full-time entry level position in ihrcai

assessment and management department ol

top public protection firm. More information,

call (818)505-1047.

PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIOLOGY STUDENT
PREFERRED- lor full-time entry level position

in threat assessment and management depart-

ment of top public figure protection firm. More
information call (818) 505-1047.

P/T OFFICE MANAGER/SECRETARY in doc-
tor's office in Westw(K)d Village. Experience in

bookkeeping, telephones, billing, AR/AP He-

ginning salary 59.0()-^ depending on expen-
ence. (213)208-3700, (21.3)208-6770.

P/T PERSON FRIDAY. Light typing, phone
relief, filing, etc. Tuesday/Thursday 1 -5:30pm
(minimum). S7/hr. Genevieve Brash.
(213)272-7272.

P/T (possible F/T) office assistant. Must know
MS word and Aldus pagemaker on Macintosh
SE. Tree People. (818)753-4620.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ASST. Counseling center in

Santa Monica needs admin, assl. for public

info, and fund raising projects. Excellent opp.

for student with interest in psych, or put)li<

relations. Light typing preferred, but not

req'd. Must have car w/ insurance P/T, flexible

day hours thru 6/90. f/T, days 7/1 -10/1 . S8/lv

Call Linda, (213)319-4503, 9-4.

RECEPTIONIST/ WORD PROCESSOR, WP
5.0. Flexible hours. S6-8/hr. Rose
(213)286-9785.

RECEPTIONIST/CLERICAL. PA. Half-days and
Saturdays. Optometrist. 56^r. Typing. Culver

City. (213)391-6311, available now.

DISCOVER THE DOLE CAFE.
THE FRESHEST NEW TASTE

IN WESTWOOD.
A new and exciting concept in

restaurants; The Dole Cafe, opening

soon in Westwood, has positions

available for Cashiers as well as for

an entire Food Preparation Staff.

Join our fun. fresh, and lively team
and help to make our first of nfiany

"Dole' Restaurants a great success.

Full and part time shifts, starting

from 5.00 per hour, are open.

Please call Mary Dawn Sandlin at

(213)824-1500

SALBS TO
ART

Phone from your
home. 3-4 hrs./day.

Easy Sale, top
commission. Will
train enthusiastic,
articulate people.

$300 to $600/wk. Avg.
Artworks Los Angeles

(213) 651-1115

IvLCli'TIONIST- pa, punctual, accurate, per-

sonable. For WLA Pediatrician Thursday AM,
Friday PM. (21.3) 479-1233. '

RECEPTION ISTAYPIST, FA Immediate open-
ing for dependable rij>hl person Husy plioncs,

office duties, word proccssinf;/lyping, j;ood

communication skills Front office apfHor-
ance. Computer knowledge helpful Wesi
wood area. Salary/k>encfils (ommenNUjiu
with experience. For appt. call (21 3)474 1()2«i

ask for Crystal.

RECEPTIONIST/Callcry Assl. FT. Great oppor
tunity in Brentwood Art Callary Word
processing, data entry, and phones Wages
negotiable. (213)020.tt.51 1

'' — '

RETAIL HELP!- Customer scrvive, sales, and
marketing department, 25 pt)silions avaiidble,

$9.65 starting, will train, flexible hours, \f\,m Call 9-5 (010)342-2612

SALESPERSON with artistic ability for sho
wroom at P.D.C. Friendly and outgoing Call

Sandra (213)657-0090

SALES We offer stores FREE directory ads

Need 5 reps. Earn up to $2(VHr. Guaranteed
base and connmission. No experience ncces-

sary. PA ok. (213)841-4044.

SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for busy female ex-

ecutive. Permanent PA, mature, must have
good phone, organizational, people skills

MAC and PC experience. Own transportation.

Hollywood Hills. (213)874-0101.

( MODELS
wanted by Professional

Photography Studio for

up-comIng photo assignments
Pro. & Non-Prg Male Female

Call (8 1 8) 508-8680

30 Help Wanted X Help Wanted 3&.

Professional photographer
seeks models 18 & older for

figure studies.
No experience needed. Models

receive prints for portfolio.

(213) 281-6067

OFFICE ASSISTAIVr
COMPUTER DESIGM FIRM
Santa Monica Computer Design firm needs

a general office asistant to organize lab and
correspondence files, and handle light phones
and errands. You will be assigned your own
PC to run business software.

We are looking for someone who is

energetic and self-motivated, w/ an xlnt

command of English. Must have car for

errands. Full-time preferred but there is some
flexibility to work around class schedules.

PleasM^ call Margo at
SYNERDYNE (213)453-0404 ext. 4

Principals Only.

SECivcVARY/RECEPTION 1ST, F/T available for

competent typist. Some computer work, heavy
phones, Santa Monica Asian art gallery/

auction house. Tom (213)828-8537.

SECRETARY TRAINEE, F/F, needed to work at

small Santa Monica law firm. Duties include;

word processing, tyiping, and some telephone
work. Starting 3/26/90. Some training before-
hand. Krnywledge of Wordperfect 5.1 a plus

but not required. Salary commensurate with
ability. Marcella, (213)451-9714.

SECRETARY/Person Friday, typing, filing, etc.

Half-time, flex, schedule, 15th & Montana,
Santa Monica. Start S7/hr. (213)394-3010.

SECRETARY. Venice architect seeks pA secret-

ary (213)392-8355.

SEE THE STARS, PARK THEIR CARS. Vafet

company seeking full/part time attendenls.

flexible hours, tips, over 1 8, clean DMV, clean

cut. Call (213)287-1811. Ask for Joel.

SINGLE senior citizen needs live-in full-time

care. Full room and board, plus private garage.

Security building available. Near Beverly Cen-
ter. Frernrh or Spanish language a plus.

(213)233-8888 (days), (213)271-6179
(evenings).

SUMMER management internship interviews.

HIRING DATE ENDS 3/16. Gain Valuable

experience managing a team of employess,
customers, and suppliers. Successful applic-

ants will urniergo extensive management train-

ing. Average summer earnings range to 10k
Call Student Painters 1-800-426-6441 for

more info.

TELEMARKETING, Fundraising for Homeless
Organizations, Veteran's Organizations, Crea-
tive Writing Organization. Also, Drivers.

(213)208-5128. (213)208-5081. Vernon.

TENNIS CLUB needs p/l court reservationist

and cashier. Days, evenings and weekends
available. (213)822-2255.

THRIFT AND LOAN- Seeking a full time
receptionistAeller. Typing skills a must,
35-40WPM. General office skills, heavy
phones and some cash experience. Please call

for interview at (21 3) 824-221 5. Cindy Ames.

TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIZERS. Proficient in

WordPerfect 5.0. Must have own IBM compat-
ible computer. Project work. Hourly rate. Rose
(213)286-9785.

TYPIST WANTED. MAC experience prefen^ed.

Santa Monica dental office. S7/hr. Flexible

hours. (21.3)829-4496.

UCLA Staff Personnel seeking part-tinr>e recep-
tionist, monday, Wednesday and friday

1pm-5:30pm and Tuesday, Thursday
8am- 1 pm. Requires excellent communication
skills. S8.63^r to apply call (213)825-0674.

UPSCALE MAGAZINE seeking telephone
salespeople. Salary plus commission. FT/PT.

Up to S3000/month. Patrick, (213)841-0182.

VETERINARY/ KENNEL attendant. Animal hos-

pital LAX area. Flexible hrs. $6/hr.
(213)677-9187.

WANTED: Landscape designer/estimator for

landscape construction firm in SFV. Specialize

in custom estate residential. (818)705-3562.

WE WANT YOU. Circulators needed immedi-
ately. Work 10 issues for November ballot.

Earn $20 per hour. For details call

(213)891-4810, ask for Larry.

WORD PROCESSOR needed. $6/hr, 10 hrs/

wk. Culver City. Need IBM PC MS DOS
experience. Maureen (21 3)641 -9767.

WORD PROCESSOR needed for Medical/
legal clinic. Experience w/word perfect pre-

ferred but not necessary. If learn job well up
to $1(Vhr. Flexible hours 10 minutes from
UCLA.(21 3)41 3-1 396.

SAtESPEOPLI NEEDED
FOR WESTWOOD

BENETTON

Film Extras Needed
For T.V. show, films & commercials.
All types, 18-80 yrs. Earn extra money.

Fun too! Creative Casting

(213)466-7319

The Best Campus Job.

Earn $7/hr. plus bonus.
We train. ..you gain.

Day & evening hours
.available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the
UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

RECRUITER POSITION
9- 12pm or 12-3pm

M-F
Earn $6/hr. + bor^us

Need personable,
outgoing people.
UCLA ANNUAL

FUND
206-2050/51

Theatre script wanted
For production by
young actors
using young writers

All scripts & types considered
RlcH Crooks

1123 Pacific St.. SM 90405

#*— — — — -"H
i valet parking i

'ahendants needed"
i full or part time |

I

I

I

I

MALE/FEMALE
PARK THE CARS
OF THE STARS

TOP PAY AND TIPS

CALL (213) 657-2420

M-F, 9AM-3PM

I

I

I

I

J.
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MALE MODELS
under 28 for hot head.
torso, and full physlquG.
High commisions! QU[CK
£ASU!1 Private session
till 1 1pm (213)874-4656

Job Opportunities 32

FULL-TIME Production for booming graphics
company ALL on Macintosh. Eye for details,

quick w/technology. Electric Pencil
(213)852 9665

INTERESTED in becoming a FLIGHT ATTEN
DANT? Send for the FLIGHT ATTENDANT
HANDBCXDK. Learn the effective way, where
to apply, and how you can be hired. Send S 1

check or money order to: FLIGHT ATTEN-
DANT HANDBOOK, P.O. Box 67A01, Los
Angeles, CA 90067. Allow 2 weeks - don't
delay.

1990 GRADS
ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING POSITIONS

Professional Northridge computer sales & leasing
CO. is accepting resumes from recent graduates
with Bachelors degree (only), 3.0 GPA, in the
following:

• ACCOUNTING
• FINANCE

BUSINESS

MARKETING

For entry level soles & management training

programs. Xlnt compensation & benefit package.
Non-Smoking environment. Send resume to:

EL CAMINO RESOURCES. LTD.
• 8550 Balboa Blvd. Suite 140

Norhtridge, Co. 91325
Attn. Personnel

PK*

Looking For a Summer Jotb?
Call the American Job Club

1-900-654.JOBS (5627)

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days a week
Hiring Maintenance, Landscaping, Janitorial, Security

Guards, General Office Help, a variety of Hotel positions

and more (some will train). $8 phone fee.

TALENT SEARCH
Seeking actors &

models for film, TV,
commercials, magazine,

and extra work.
Looking for new faces.

Will accept new talent.

Also full figure models
with great faces. Work

immediatelty.

(2U) 463-7214

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT, P/T, Interna-

tional Company near LAX. S7/hT. Contact
Christina (213)568-0886.

JOBS in entertainment updated weekly.
1-900-988-3636 ext. 22. $2.00 each
minute/$3.00 first minute.

MARKETING/Sales Representative for rapidly

growing Macintosh-based graphics company.
Starling salary D.O.E. Electric Pencil

(213)852-9665.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Review records/

interview patients. Bilingual Spanish speaker

preferred. Strong typin^writing skills. Medical

ADdJoT legaLexperience desireabJe^£iillJfairt

Child Care Wanted 35

CARING PERSON to drive Syr old home
fromm CC school to WLA. Answering machine
(213) 207-5381. Direct after 8;30pm.

CHILDCARE/LIGHT OFFICE One or more
weekday mornings. Convenient to campus.
(213470-0542.

CHILLXIARE wanted for lively eight year old

girl. Help with homework and activities. Need
car. $7/hr. 3:30pm-8:00pm. (213)413-1396.

FAMILY HELPER: supervise easy 11 -year old

girl and prepare simple dinner for faa>ily.

2:30-6:30 M-F. Must have car. Begins 4/2/90
$6/hr. Days (213)559-2665 (SHARON). Evcn-

ings (213)452-242 7.

FREE room/board + salary. Beautiful Brent-

wood home, exchange care for 3 year old girl

Flexible afternoon, evening hours. References,

experience. (213)476-8649.

LOVING PERSON NEEDED P/T for 21 month
old child. Experience/references required.

Room available. (213)395-3999.

MOTHER'S HELPER for 2 children.

4:30-8:30pm, M-F, some weekends; flexible.

SSVhr. (213)390-9118.

VERY RESPONSIBLE, loving person sought for

some afternoon/evening babycare. Weslwocxi
Village area. (213)208-1704.

ing provided, $12-15^r. Full benefits. CBL
Medical (213) 558-3309.

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPER has immediate

need for sharp individual with knowledge of

LOTUS, WORD PERFECT. Contact Jo

(213)208-0156 or FAX resume
(213)208-2332.

RECEPTIONIST F/T opportunity for growth in

Macintosh-based graphics computer company
electric pencil graphics (213)852-9665.

WORD PROCESSOR/ANALYST- Full time.

Rapidly growing Santa Monica Software deve-

loper. Seeks person with experience in word
star 5.5 to work on system manual documenta-

tion. Detailed person with excellent organiza-

tional skills. Outstanding benifits. Call (213)

450-1452.

WANTED- Babysitter with car. Fairfax area,

M-F or any 4 days from 3-7 pm. 8 year old girl.

$6/hr plus gas. (21.3) 939-2363.

Apt. for Rent 49

Internships 34

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now lor summer or fall 1990. 1

or 2 semesters; classes or internships.

^'^^ week Slimmer program to the Great

^ Barrier Reef. For inlo. on the BEST
study abroad program in the world call

Curtin University 1-800-245-2575.

Large Newly
Remodeled
1,2,&3 bdrm

apartments in

Beverly Wood Area

$600-$950 per month

Call 657-8756

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent, 1 -bedroom, upper,

sunny. Approximately 650 $q. ft, carpet and
hardwood floors, $600. (213)829-0672

BEVERLY HILLS adjacent. $420. Modern furn-

ished single. Refrigerator, stove, a/c, laun-

dry,parking. Available 4/1. (213)657-4764.

BRENTWOOD, $795/mo 1-bdrm. huge apt,

prime location, 3-min. to UCLA pool, partially

furnished. (213)472-0313.

BRENTWOOD. $775. 1 -bedroom apt. avail-

able. Hardwood floor, stove, refrigerator in-

cluded, clean, nice, quiet, in 10-unit building.

(213)476-8988.

DELUXE 1 -BEDROOM- 5 minutes walk to

UCLA, full Kitchen, A/C, parking, quiet, sec-

urity building. Available now.
Sn00-$900/month. Call (213) 208-8881.

FAIRFAX/PICO. $635. Upper 1 -bedroom, bal-

cony, gated parking, stove, refrigerator, car-

pets, drapes. Near 10 FWY. (213)839-8800.

FURNISHED bachelor, $595. Utilities in-

cluded. Unfurnished, large 2-bed/1 -bath.

Price negotiable. Walk to campus.
(213)395-2903.

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS. 2-bdrm/1-bath, newly
renevatcd, nice view. Central A/C, heating,

washer/dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher,
parking. $950. (818)980-2951.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $610, 2-bedroom $785.
Pool, parking, laundry, appliances. Terry

(213)454-4754.

PALMS. $425, single apartment, $625 one-
bedroom. Newly redecorated. Call
(213)837-9616.

PALMS. $695 & 795. Lg. 1&2 bdrms David
(213)383-8098 days, 271-2191 eves&wknds

Walk To
TJCLA

Spacious 2-bdnn IV^-bath

$1500 - 1700

•Hardwood Floors
•Fireplace

•Appliances,

Washer/Dryer
•Dining Room
•Yard Upper Unit

CALL SUSAN (213)839-1840

Thursday, March 15, 1990 51

Palms
$725 up

JiMer sec. gatedildgs.

1 bd. 2 bd. 2 bd + den. 1 bd loft

pets OK. Open house everydav

Call 558-4174 (res. mgrj
'

or 24 hr. recorded message 8j8-9781

Bruin Radio
530 AM

99.9 Century Cable FM

Child Care Wanted 35

AFTER SCHOOL CARE- For active 6 yr. old

boy. M-F, 2:30-6:30 plus occasional nights.

SbMr. -• gas. Own car/msuranrc Sherman
Oaks (818) 905-8964. ,

BABYSITTER, 5-year old boy, 5 afternoons/

week. Must have car, $5/hr gas.

(21.31477-0474 days, (213)472-3773
evenings'

652 Veteran Ave.

$675/fno. & up

singles and l-bedrooms

Move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

YO STAGE,
Daily Bruin Business
IManaget90-91...
Ssss. . .Congratuiations!
*you are to follow El Gran Dedo's path

'"^

M

Clare DeBriere
Carrie Conn
Tim Evans

Monica Fernandez
Leali Kilpatricic

Siiar Matsuhara

your dedication to the
Daily Bruin Advertising

Department will surely

be missed!!!

Apartmertf^ for Rertf 49^—Apt^ tor Rent 49^

WLA Hi-Tech Luxury Apts
Spacious 2 bdrm-2 1/2 bath
Roof top Jacuzzi

j

All security building

Dishwasher plus microwave
Walk-in closet/ fireplace

Award winning architect

11263 Mississippi Ave
477-6601 leave message

t

HOORAY! HOORAY!
"lOO"feTEPS TO

UCLA!
EXTRA LARGE

beautiful, furnished
single. Easily sleeps
three. Available now.
Call (213) 824-0319.
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Why Hassle Looking For An A
The Answer To Your Housing

. Just Over The Hill!
YouVe just looked at your sixth apartment of the day and it's either

too small, too far away or just too expensive. What do you do? Drive
twelve minutes north of UCLA and find out what one hundred other
UCLA students Hving at the UJ Residence Halls already know.

• Spacious, modern, air conditioned rooms
• Private bathtub and shower
• Never more than two students per room
• Safe, quiet environment
• Dances, parties, movie# and escape trips

* Centrally located laundry and vending
machines

» Separate study and TV lounges
» Complete student meal plan
» Plenty of free parking

All this in a beautiful setting in the Santa Monica Hills overlook-
ing the San Fernando Valley. And it's just a few minutes away
from UCLA!
Don't hassle vnth aparment hunting. Relax at the UJ -- the an-
swer to your housing problem!».,*.*-

The University of Judaism Residence Halls
Luxury Living At Student Prices!

Call Us For A Special Tour
(218) 476-9777, ext 259

Deluxe 2-bed/2-bath
• All secure building
• Central air/heat

• Wet bar/fireplace

• Walk-in closets

• Elevator

• Will allow 4 students
• Low move- in

$1200-$1300
11701 Texas Ave.

(213) 477-0858

Sherman Oaks
Adjacent

Penthouse Type
1 bedroom elegantly

remodeled new carpeting,

bevelled mirrors, near all.

$575.

(8181 889-0483

PICO-ROBERTSON (quiet area), spacious
2-be<i/2 bath, $800. 1 -bed/1 -balh,$625. Call

evening (213)273-8160.

SANTA MONICA 3- bed/3- bath k>wnhouse,
allachcd garage, new, fireplace, washer/dryer,
quiet, $1695/mo. (213)473-4272.

SINGLE FOR RENT, WILSHIRE BLVD. $600
(213)470-5952. Full kitchen and bath-walk to

UCLA

SM GUESTHOUSE- $900, U1. bright, airy,

spacious. Refrigerator, stove, dish washer,
washer/dryer. 7-blocks to beach, 1 bus to

UCLA. No pels. Open 2:30 pm, every day.

(213) 399-7160. Very quiet.

STUDIO APT AVAILABLE April 1 . 5-minute
walk to canr>pus. Call now: B24-2938.

WALK TO SCHOOL Private room, private

bath, share kitchen, large room. $45(ymo. 633
Gayley. (213)208-5920.

WESTWOOD $875, 1 bedroom; $14.00,
2bed/2bath, jacuzii, gym, walk to UCLA, no
pets 520 Kelton (213)206-7483.

WESTWOOD. $1200/mo. Large 2-bdrm/
2 bath Top floor Dishwasher, A^ 2 balco-
nies. 1601 Veteran. Matt (213)284-9044.

WESTWOOD DUPLEX, 2-bcdroom/ 1-balh,

stove, refrigerator. Private yard. Convenient
location. $1200. (213)829-0385.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS.
1 -bcdroonVl -bath. Stove, refrigerator, park-

ing. (21 3)932-1 85Tor (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD/WALK TO CAMPUS. 2-bed-

room apartnr>ent. Stove, refrigerator, parking.

(213)932-1857 or (213)471-4417.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- LARGE LUXURY
1 BEDROOM BRIGHT, DISHWASHER, RE-

FRIGERATOR, WET BAR. EXTRA CLOSET
SPACE, CENTRAL AIR, GATED PARKING. 433
KELTON AVE (213) 208 8665.

WESTWOOD. $720 and up. Singles and lofts

Furnished or unfurnished, built-ir^. Walk to

LXTLA (213)208-4934.

WLA. $1100/mo. 2-bedroom/1'A -bath
condo. Security, carport, shutters, frost- free

refrigerator, cable TV. 1323 Carmclina Ave.
(213)456-3829.

WLA 1-bdr guesthouse $650/mo. Stove, re-

frigerator, microwave, drapes. Security gate.

No pets (213)836-3554

WLA. $450 furnished bachelor. Good area- 10
min. to UCLA. Available imnrMidiately. Call

J211)447-5012. . ^

V\/ALK TO
SPACIOUS ONE BDRM

ONE BATH - DOUBLE SINK

refrigerator 'dishwasher-
huge closet"

controlled entry*

6 month Special
519 Glenrock

(213) 208-4835

MAR VISTA/
PALMS

2-bed/2-bath

townhouse
$895-$995

\

MOVING DURING QUARTER BREAK?

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE GRADUATE STUDENTS
SINGLE PARENT AND MARRIED STUDENTS

POST MD * POST DDS
POST DOCTORAL SCHOLARS

KEYSTONE/MENTONE APARTMENTS
3780 Keystone Avenue

(Just 5 Miles from the UCLA Campus)

1 BEDROOM $683
2 BEDROOM $814

For More Information Please Call:

837-1373

*Balconies

*Fireplaces

*Laun(lry facilities

*Security alarms

*2 Car parking

*Staircase to private

Bedrooms
*Some with Jacuzzi

& rec room

Low security

deposit to move in

Playa Vista

Properties

306-6789

WLA $750. 2^2 be€lA>alhs arxi patio between
Robertson & LaCier>e^ on Cadillac Avenue
(213)838-9619.

WLA Deluxe Townhouse. Furnished 1 -bed-

room, loft, roof garden, fireplace, nwre. Can
sleep 4 $1800 (213)444 0433.

WLA. Large, very nice 1 Bedroom Apt for rent.

Furnished or unfurnished, $745-(unfurnished),

upper, balcony. (213)479-8399.

WONDERFUL GARDEN GUEST HOUSE in

private canyon. Utilities & parking irKluded.

Prefer professional person. $1150/mo.
(213)472-2140, (213)207-3444.

Apartments Furnished 50

$535, BEVERLY HILLS WILSHIRE/
ROBERTSON, furnished 3-room and bath

(213)652-7576

EXTRA LARGE SINGLE, 100 steps lo UCLA,
available now. Utilities included. Mary Anne,
(213)824-0319.

PALMS. 1 -bedroom $685, utilities included,

pool, laundry, parking Midvalc Ave.
(2 13)559- 1487

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bachelor

$525/mo. utilities included. 944 Tiverton.

2 blocks from campus. (213)824-0181.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom furn-

ished. $775/mo. Pool, short walk to campus.
11070 Sirathmore. (213)208-3328.

Apts. Unfurnished 52

$695, 1 BDRM, 1242 Barry Av. Close lo

UCLA, walk to market/bus, off Wilshire.

395-2903.

MAR VISTA- Bachelor guesthouse. Refrigera-

tor, microwave, hot plate, washer/dryer, pool.

$550^mo. Available 4/1. (213) 641-4403.

PALMS. $775. Large 2 bdrm, upper. Buill-ins

refrig., carpets, drapes, 'p<vVio. No pets.

(213)476-6532.

SHERMAN OAKS. Ventura/Woodman. 2-»-2,

« pool, security, refrigerator, dishwasher,
cable,clean, large. $825. (818)994-1860.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE $1500-$! 700. Spa-

cious 2-bed,rA -balh, hardwood floors, fire-

place, yard, washer/dryer. (213)839-1840.

WESTWOOD NEAR CENTURY CITY. Large
i -bedroom. Hardwood floors, bay windows.
Garage. Lovely 5-plcx. $950. (213)854-0146.

WLA $650 1-bdr. Carpet, refrigerator, drapes,

built-ins. No pets. Close lo UCLA and bus line.

(213)476-7116.
^ -

WLA. $675. Large 1 -bdrm. Easy bus lo UCLA.
Pool, BBQ, laundry, no pels. 1621 Weslgale.
(213)620-1121.

WLA, new luxury, 2-bcd/2-balh. Laundry in

unit. Wclbar, fireplace, security, no pels.

$1395. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279.
(213)931-1160.

Vacation Rentals 53

BEAUTIFUL spacious Yoscmitc house sur-

rounded by pines. Fully equipped, close lo

cverylhinR, reasonable rales. (213)20(>-0.103.

Apts. to Share 54

BEVERLY HILLS, adjacent. Beautiful 2-bcd/
2-balh apartment. $550 includes utilities and
security parking. Non-smoker (213)657-1484.

BRENTWOOD. Own room in 3-bcdroom
apartment. Great localion. $460. Call:

Graeme, Naureet, or James. 820-3317 .

BRENTWOOD CONIK), furnished, female
only, own very large bed and balh, $575.
Includes utilities. (213)472-2647.

DUPLEX Laurel Canyon (near Sunset and
Crescent Heights). Top of Grandview moun-
tain, fantastic view. Secluded, quiet, small,

one-bedroom duplex, very bright, and clean.

Beautifully decorated. Share with female
writcr/producer/actress. (21 3)650-7429.

FEMALE roommate wanted lo share nice

spacious, new 2-bedroom apartment with own
bathroom in Palms area. $412/mo Available

4/1/90. Call Devi (213)839-9483.

HAVE OWN HUGE BEDROOM. 30'xl1'

Hardwood floors. Laundry facilities available.

$350/mo. Beth 398-0783.

MARINA CITY CLUB. 2-bcd/2-balh. All amcr^-

ities. $1250/mo. (213)305-7565.

House for Rent

PALMS

3 story town homes
4 bedrooms plus

loft.

$1795
Includes stove,

dishwasher, fireplace,

I

central air conditioning/

heat, security alarm,

aundry. 2-car parking,

sundecks
•10-15 min. from

campus
•6 models to choose

. from

3640 Westwood
Blvd.

3670 Midvale Ave.
(north of Venice Blvd.)

Call for open house

hours or ^

appointment

306-6789
Playa Vista
Property ^

Management

NEED ROOMMATE for Iwo bedroom furn-

ished University aparlmenl. $332/mo. Walk-
ing distance to UCLA. (213)208-7085

PALMS/CULVER CITY, 2-^2. $475/mo. Parking
and laundry. (213)558-0941 eves.
(213)473-2951 days.

SENIOR girls need roommate, large 3-bed-
room, share master with bath. Own closet.

$32a/mo. (213)447-2227.

TWO bedroom apartment - Furnished - 540
Midvalc — walking distance lo UCLA -

Contact Dana, (213)3 12-1790 or
(213)824-7056.

- -

WESTWOOD- Female, non-smoker, own
room, furnished. Veteran and Sania Monica.
$475 + deposit. Nice irea. Karen (21.3)

478-6903.

WESTWOOD. 2-females needed lo share
2-bed/2-bath. $325/mo. Parking, security
bidg. Cathy or Cherise. (21 3)477-4435. Avail-

able now.

House for Rent 56

BRENTWOOD $2300, 4-BEDROOM/
2-BATH, dining,large fenced yard, 2 car gar-

age. (213)820-7154, (818)597-9916.

BRENTWOOD GLEN. $2700. Famous au-
thors' tropical hideaway. Bright, spacious,

immaculate, 5 minutes from campus,
2-bdrm/1-V, -bath. (213)288-0639,
(213)595-8450.

MALIBU- 3-bed, lop half of duplex/sandy
beach! $2,50C/month. Fire place, dish washer,
washer dryer. Close in. (213) 456-9076.

TARZANA. Close-in, remodled 2-bedroonV
2-bath, all appliances, fenced yard, fireplace,

lile floors. Ideal for small family. $950/mo.
(818)784-6376.

WLA 2-BED/2-BATH- Quid neighborhood,
backyard, appliances. $l,25(Vmonlh. Garage,
good parking. (213) 316-9220.

WLA between Palms and Charnock. Safe area,

3-bed, 1-balh, fireplace, big living room, 2
story, parking. (213)839-0568 or
(213)838-6361.

WLA Modern 3-story house. 3-bedroom/
IV* balh,, loft, roof garden, fireplace, garage.
Must see. $2200. (213)444-0433.

House for Share 57

LIVE in large, one-bedroom with bath, in cute
furnished house. WLA. $500/mo.
(213)441-9190.

WESTWOOD. Beautiful 2-story townhome.
2-bed/2-balh. Wood floor, view. Non-
smoking female. $6O0/nfH). (213)280-3595.

House for Sale 58

NEW LISTING r\eiir Century City. Gorgeous
Spanish with three bedrooms, two balhs, and
family room in mint condition. Remodeled
kitchen. Light and airy. Wonderful yard with
roorh for pool. Great for entertaining.

$61 5,000. Sheri Weisbendcr, Fred Sands Real-
tors. (213)473-6156.

OPEN HOUSE, Sunday, 1-4p.m. 1716 Maple
St. Near beach in Santa Monica. Two bed-
rooms + detached bonus room in move- in

condition. Big yard. Nice street. Bright, airy.

Many upgrades. $449,000. Sheri Weisbender,
Fred Sands Realtors. (213)473-6156.

SHERMAN OAKS. 20 minutes lo UCLA.
2-BR/2-BA. Closets galore, large rooms, per-

fect home-office. $499,000. (818)990-1300
and (818)906-7269.

Housing Needed 60

HOUSING NEEDED for out-of-slale summer
law clerks from approximately May thru Au-

gust. Please contact Diane Rand.
(213)892-4331.

HOUSING NEEDED from late April thru

mid-Augusl for law clerks visiting L.A. WLA
preferred. (213)891-8104, Daniela Dedona.

LAW FIRM needs sublets for visiting law
students. Please call Jessica Avalos
(213)680-5080.

NEED A SUMMER SUBLEASER? Ohio grad
sludcni looking for place lo stay while on
inlernship. Call (614)594-6558, leave message
on machine, I will accept charges.

Real Estate 61

ENCINO 5380 sq. ft. honr>e. 4-bdrm, 4Vi -bth,

formal dining, family room, pub room. Asking
$925,000. For information, Terry-agent,
(818)888 7872.

THREE HOMES- For lease from
$1,400/mo-$2,20Q/mo. Norlhridge, Chals-
worih. West Hills. Available now. For informa-
lion: Terry-Agent (818) 888-7827.

THREE HOMES for lease from
$l400-$2200/mo. Northridge, Chalsworth,
West Hills. Available now. For information,
Terry-agent. (818)888-7872.

Room/Board for Help 62

FREE ROOM in exchange for help lo active

woman with MS. Must cook and own car.

Mature female preferred. Universal City area.

(213)876-3144.

FURNISHED SINGLE- across from UCLA on
Gayley Security Building. Parking. 3-monl(i

lease avail $800/mo. (213)824-7935.

LIVE-IN wilh salary for babysilling and car-

pooling of iwo school-age children. Must have
car. (213)939-6242.

WHY PAY RENT? Beat ihe high cost of living.

Room and Board in return for assistarKC.

(818)506 3316.
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Room for Rent

$325, MALE PREFERRED, large bedroom,
3/4-balh, in beautiful honnc in exchange for

light housctiold chores. Musi drive and type
(213)558-0551.

$535 BEVERLY HILLS WILSHIRE/
ROBERTSON, furnished. 3-room and balh.

Single employed non-smoker. (21 3)652-7576.

BREBTWOOD- Very quid area, Iwo graduate
students looking for 3d (quiet) person lo share

3-bdr. apt $415. (213) 826-4332.

GUEST HOUSE for rent. Private .entrance.

Semi -furnished. WLA area. (213)559-6519
(between 7pm-9pm).

LOVELY, bright, very clean furnished room
wilh balh. Near UCLA. $450/mo Non-smoker.
References please. (213)473-4480.

MAR VISTA $380/mo including ulililics.

(213)823-2717 eves.

ROOM for rem in private house $325, includes

ulililics, near UCLA, Mrs. Rosenbloom.
(213)560- 7779, (2 1 3)583- 7636.

ROOM IN HOME. Limited kitchen privileges.

Limited kitchen privileges. Near UCLA, ideal

for sludef]j^t^facully. Available now $47Q/mo.
(213)476-2088.

WESTWOOD. Very large room, seperale en-

trance in a beautiful new house. Own bath-

room, refrigerator. Close lo UCLA and shop-
ping center. $5.60/mo. Day lime
(213)826-8588, evening (213)470-3616. Da-
vid or Vida.

*

WLA near VA shuttle. Own room in beautiful

2-bdrm, for considerate, responsible female.

$470. (213)479-1601.

Roommates 65

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful large aparlmenl.
Cable ready, telephone hooked up, furnished,

home like atmosphere. 1-bcd, 1-balh. Share
$300. Sherry 1-9pm. (213)447-2505.

BRENTWOOD. Share 2-bcdroorTV2-balh.
Great Idbalion. Male or Female. $462/mo.
Gary (213)820-5492.

BRENTWOOD: Female to share room. 2-slory,

2-bdrm/2Vi -balh. Security, parking, micro-

wave, dishwasher. Available 3/25. $315/mo.
(213)447-0484.
**^^"^^"^~ "^BH^^^V^^^MB^^*—^^^^^-^^.^^^^1—•^^^^HWHi^.^^^H^

BRENTWOOO. own room in 3-bcdroorTV

1-balh aparlmenl, a/c, backyard, washer/
dryer, female non-smoker, available April,

$400, (213)471-7853.

BRENTWOOD. Own room, balh in a spacious

3-bdrm apartment. Walk-in closet, vanity,

fireplace. Available April 1. $675/mo.
(213)826-9119.

COMFORTABLE, cute aparlmenl -looking for

reliable female roommate. 15 minutes to

campus $335/mo, low deposit.
(818)780-5229.

CULVER CITY. 1 ,roommale for large 3-bcdrm.
$390/mo. Great localion. Near 405 lo UCLA.
(213)568-8966.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED lo share

2-bcd, 2-balh on Veteran. Start rent 4/1 . No
deposit. Krisli (213)208-5900.

FEMALE roommate. April/May. Own room
and balh in great SM apartment. $43(Vmo.
(213)829-0206.

FEMALE To share x-large townhouse.
Barringlon/Wilshire, Own large room, firp-

lace, quiet. Non-smoker. (213)473-2328.

FEMALE wanted lo share 2-bedroonV 2-balh

aparlmenl, walking distance lo UCLA, sec-

urily, pool, $367.50. (213)824-9503.

LARGE SPACIOUS 1 -bedroom apartment. 2

blocks from campus. $283/monlh, deposile

neg. (213)208-2740

M/F, shire 2-bdrm/2-ba. Security parking

$462.S0/mo VA ulil. Master bdrm Avail

immeadiatly. 3625 S. Glcndon. Kick
(213)559-2480.

-

NEAR CAMPUS: 2 people to share for cozy
2-bdrm. Balh, security, parking, pool.

$300/person. (213)479-7170.

NEXT TO CAMPUS 2-bd/2-blh lo share wilh

three girls. Needed for spring quarter.

$380/mo. (213)208-8611.

NK:E apartment, closest lo classes. Malurc,

male student. $331/mo. No deposit. Musi sec

(213)208-4548.

NON-NUEROTIC neal freak wanled lo share

aparlmenl wilh 2 others. Will have own room.
Bright, airy, overlooking park. Close lo cam-
pus. (213)471-8411, contact LThda.

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed lo share

great 1 -bdrnVl -balh aparlmenl. Security, pool.

$400. (21.3)824-5941.

ROOMATE WANTED- Own bcdr(M)m in

2-bed/2-balh apt. Federal Ave. Available April

1. $393. (213) 479-1036.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Greal Santa Monica
2-beGUl -bath security apartment wilh parking.

Available immediately. Female non-smoker
preferred. $500/mo. Karen. Day
(213)826-7474, evening (21 3)829-79W..

ROOMMATE WANTED lo share room in

2-bcdroom luxury apartment 100 feel from
campus, parking. $362.5()/month. Gall Craig

at (213)208 0358.

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED lo share bdrm in

luxury 2-bdrm apartment, (^uicl slrccl, sec-

urity bIdg. Two walk- in closets & own bath

$369/person.(2 1 3)473- 1 751 or
(21 3)478 (>622.

UCLA ADJACENT Share 1 bedr(K)m apart

ment. Parking, amenities $459/ca (ncgoli

able). One month deposit. Nonsmokcrs
(213)208-2975 ASAP
WALK lo campus. 1 bedroom wilh loft

Non-smoking, nralc. 2 spaces available.

S262.S(Vmth. (213)^08 6445

64 Sublet 66 Sublet

LEAVING TOWN?
Evans Relocation Service seeks furnished or unfurnished

sublets and/or roomate situations for legal interns for all or
part of summer (May-September). Call Judy Handler.

Daytime (213)826-5559, evening (213)541-2663.

Roommates 66

WE NEED 1 or 2 roommates, no deposit, lease

until June. Parking available. 512 Veteran

(213)824-0758. Ask for Kara.

WESTWOOD. Share 1 -bedroom + den Across
street from campus. $295/mo + S.tlO security

deposit. (213)20jB-521.

WESTWOOD. $100 for March S37.5/mo
thereafter. No security deposit Shjrf a

2-bd/2-blh. (213)20l>-307.i.

WESTWOOD. FEMALE SHARE 2-bed duplex
Parking. $355/mo. 1 385 Midvale, nn^r UCLA
(213)477-4045, (213)445-5345,
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD Veteran and Ohio. 2bdr/2blh

Parking, Security, pool, cable
$375/mO:-share. $700/month own room
(213)477-3009.

WESTWOOD 2-bdr/2blh. 5 minutes walk to

campus. $320/mo. (21 .3)2()H- 344

7

WLA APARTMENT: Male lo share room,
2-bdrm/2-bath plush apt. S340/mo
(213)477-4922.

WLA. Male or female wanled to share 4-bed
room. Own room, parking S3H5/mo
(213)826-2410.

WLA- Own room and balh in new 2-bed apt

non-smoker. Available ApriM . Female. (21.3)

390-7727. Virna.
.

WLA. Responsible, female wanled lo share

2-bcdroom. Pool, security. Great location,

across from VA. $248.75 first/last month rent

Call (213)478-4403, after 6:0()pm.

Sublet 66

FEMALE TO SHARE w/girls, S32()/mo for

2-bd/2-balh w/jaccuzii, security on Glenrock.

Begin 6/90-9/90. Call Kalhy (21.3)»24.49H)

SUMMER HOUSING needed. Our Downtown
LA Law Firm is looking for furnished apart-

ments lo house our law clerks this summer. We
prefer Weslside sublets for various (>-l 2 week
periods between May and August. Plea.se call

Sandy at (213)617-4233.

WESTSIDE. 1, 2 & 3 bedroom furnished

apartments needed for 2-3 months. Approx
May 10 lo the middle/ end of August. I'lea.se

contact Elaine L. Effler at (21 3)458- 1(K)0, Ext

202.

wmmmm

|prft«|ljgotw law firm Tx^i^^f^

llllliRTil^^ studio and"'--'------

1 i^ Jjedroom apartments for

sunnmer law clerks*

June through Mid-August.

F>lea6e call Camflle Manning

at Plilfeeiiil^^ Meeks^

(213) 201-8983.
ittttttm

O'Melveny & Myers
Law Firm

Needs Summer Sublets

If you are interested in

subletting your furnished

apartment any time from
May to Au9ust. Our law

students will be needing

housing. Please call:

Annalyn McCormack
669-6717.

LOEB & LOEB
SUMMER HOUSING
WlB are looking for

summer housing for our
summer associates

from June to August. If

you have a 1-2

bedroom apartment/

house to sublet, please

call Purita at 688-3659.

No roommate situation

please.

Sublets Needed

Downtown lawflrm needs

sublets for law students

this summer. WLA area

preferred. May—Aug.,
June—Aug.,

Please contact:

Recruiting Office at

Graham & James at

(213)689-5169

SIDLEY & AUSTIN i
LAW FIRM I

NEEDS SUMMER |
SUBLETS I

If you are interested in w
subletting your furnished I
apartment or house from ^
May-August to summer

associates from out of town ^
please Contact: a
Brenda Thomas '
(213)556-6976

WANTED FOR
VISITING LAW

CLERKS
Furnished 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apartments
& houses to rent from

May - August.

(213) 277-1010 xt

7866
Robyn

SUMMER
N

Jones Day seeking

sublets for our sum-

mer associates.

Contact Michelle

Valdes '

(213) 253-4380.

MAYER, BROWN
8c PLATT

seeks suinmer
siiblets for its

siommer
asscxnates.

Please call Lynn^
Traverse

(213) 229-9555

JEFFER, MANGELS.
BUTLER & MARMARO

CENTURY CITY
LAW FIRM

SUBLETS NEEDED
WE NEED FURNISHED
__ APARTMENTS
FOR OUR SUMMER

ASSOCIATES
FROM MAY-SEPTEMBER

PLEASE CALL
BRENT BELLON AT

(213) 203-8080, EXT 658

CONSIDER IT
RENTED

Firm seeks short-term

furnished sublets and/
or roommate situations

for legal interns who
need housing for all

or part of the summer.
(May - Sept.)

Call PRM now.
(818) 241-2900.

^ McKenna,
4 Conner & Cuneo

seeks funished

sublets for its low

students who need
housing during oil.

or port or the summer.

Please Call

(213) 687-6164

66 Sublet

GOING OUT OF TOWN
THIS SUMMER?

WANTED!

SUMMER SUBLETS/RENTALS

WEST LA LAW FIRM SEEKING
SHORT-TERM (8-12 WEEKS)
FURNISHED. REASONABLY

PRICED WESTSIDE
HOUSING FOR SUMMER

LAW CLERKS

FROM
MID-MAY THROUGH AUGUST

Please contact

Janelte Zuckerman

(213)312-4187

WANTED
Westside students & Apts. to

share. Law students need summer
tiousing various dates. Contact

Sharon Gates at

MITCHELL, SILBERBURG & KNUPP
(213) 312-3203

WESTWOOD/Santa Monica. Extra large
1 -bedroom. 4-month plus. Security, balcony,
central heat/air, storage, parking. $900.
(213)470-9888.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD, large 2-bec|/2-bath unit. Greal
view/ location. Skylights in kitchen/ bath.

$279k. (213)207-5451.^

SPECTACULAR view of Century City and
Westwood. Luxury Westside unit. Pool, spa.

By owner. $299,000. (213)452-5381.

Condos for Rent 69

PALMS area. 2;bedroom/2-bath, security

building, 2-car garage,. Jacuzzi, $950/mo.
(213)826-4928. J
WESTWOOD, large deluxe 2V» -balh condo,
refrig., washer, dryer, healer, a/c, garage,

jacuizi, exercise room, 'A mile from UCLA,
available immediately, $1500/mo. Lily'

(213)657-7210, (213)474-7255.

Flylng/gorochutlng 76

SKYDIVE today al skydiving adventures.

Student discounts. For further information

1-800-526-9682.

Insurance 91

^ /lllslate ^
T^L- AiJto/Home/Comnerciai T(L
. Westwood/Wilshir i Office ^

J^- 312-020? )^^ 1317 WestwooJ Blvd ^^^ (2 blk» So of Wil.«ihife) W

Auto Insurance

Why pay more!...

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled
Multiple Tickets/Accidents
QUI
4 Wheel Drivers
Exotic/Sports Cars
Scooters
Low. Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

Call 474-7283
IdSISAVeON
l^ni imuBAMcsMavicw

AUTO INSURANCE
Minimum liability required

by law.

Example: female 21 and
over $575/yr.; female

under 21 , male under 25.

$737/yr.

Good rates for comp. &
collision, and motorcycles

Easy payment plan.
Call now (213) 477-7051

or 475-8355

Au\o & Motorcycle
^^ Insurance

Low rates For
Good Drivers

Donaldson Insurance
Agency

Imnnedlate Ptx)r^ Quotes

392-4181 392-9621
2030 Lincoln Blvd. Sonfo Monica

66 Insurance 91

auto insurance, low rates. Nearby West-
wood Agency. Personal service. Call now and
save money. (213)820 4839.

HAfE AUTO INSURANCE

'I 1)7 l.iv;' So for ,i

CR QUOTE (ill

)2-71/'5 (818)342 V
:

' ^ ' ;jUTO IfJS - . .

^••••••••••••••••^

Movers 94

GREG'S moving. We do all the moves. Spccia-

lizing in student moves. 24hr. (213)281-8892.

HONEST MAN. Large pick-up, small jobs,

short notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657

MOVING call (213)263-BEST. Ask about our

Spring special. Many moves under $125. No
minimum, 26fl. truck.

Allcniie)!! torciiin slLidcnts

and tacultx
'

MOVING 0VI;R,S[:.\S.'

Call WMS Inlcniational

Small Shipment Specialists

• Low Prices

• CiLstoms Clearance

(213) 725-2500

Services Offered 96

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING AND

EDITING SERVICE
All subjects. Theses/DisserUtions,

PropodaLn and Books. Foreicn Students
Welcome. Sharon Bear, PhD. ^13) 47D-6661

• Locatetl on campus
Magazine quality output

Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Graphic Seniices in Kerckhoft 150 • 20608M

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
Miie'diions 'Or ren ara wcTen^^

^_- Open 7 cays

WM /'OC arr- 9:30 cm

^E 1874 Wesiwood a
mrnkm^m 4 /4A233 .""wm

TAXES
Froo piGk-up delivery

Fast turnaround

Reasnnahip Prnlps'sinnnl

[pn ?1 3 664-9660

INCOME TAX
Preparation of Individual

and business t^ax returns
Personal service for UCLA

people by UCLA grad

Rick Sinclair, CPA
478-7600

ANALYST RESEARCHER can help you wilh
your dissertation, theses, research project,

analyze your data. (313)559-1890.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing all levels, all

subjects foreign students welcome. Call R«.
search Inc (213)477-8226 M-F, 10am-5pm.

FRUSTRATED developing editing grad school
statements, etc? Professional help from
consultant/ author. M.AJ journalism. Dick
(213)208-4353.

PR6fESSIONAL RESEARCH PAPERS. lOOCs
of rcscarchpapers on file. Custom research
also.(21 3)469-901 6.

SPORTS BODY SHOTS Special intro offer. Top
quality work. P.O. Box 50085, Long Beach, CA
90815

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING MADE SIMPLE! CPA 5 years/
MBA student. Experienced accounting tutor.

Reasonable rates. (213)208 2423 Fred.

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE LESSON -

Elementary to advanced. Charles
(818)584-1123.

ENGLISH as a Secorni Language. Beginning,
intermediate English. Learn from an interna-

tionally experienced instructor.
(213)965-0059 Dr Bernard

>

^ I
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Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

TUTORING
AJI subjects plus LSAT.GMAT.

and GRE. Free 1 hour lesson with this

od.IVY league grads. Stamford Prep

(213)271-6181.

Professional Chinese Tutor

UCLA Graduate

Expert all levels.

Teaching Experience

Call Luke (213)474-7047

PROFESSIONAL Math tulor. UCLA graduate
Fxpcrl all levels teaching experience. Will

commute, affordable rates (818)500-4021.

Typist/Word
Processor

Neat, fast, reliable,

affordable.

Prices vary depending
on job requirements.

Call Chris.

393-6104

TYPING
Located on campus
Fast turnaround, laser prints

• Reasonable Rates!

ASUCLA Computer Rental Center in Kerckhotf • 206-8454

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE TUTOR needed near campus.
Good pay, $10-$14/hr. (213)478-5330.

JAPANESE TUTOR needed near campus
Good pay, $10-$14Air. (213)478-5330.

Typing 100

One Day Word Processing
and/or Editing

*^pver 25 yean experience. Also offer

ethical assistance with writing problems
and tutoring in English, History,

Philosophy, and Political Science.

Bill Delaney 207-5021

A-l ATTITUDE? Law graduate with Macintosh,
LaserprWer. Resumes ($20), papers, profes-

sional editing by UCLA. (21 3)208-6951 . <

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy lyping-

Anythlng. Editing available. Computer, laser

printer. Near campus. 8am-10pm
(213)472-1999.

ACCURATE, affordable & fast, word
processingAyping service. Close to campus.
Call Lori (213)478-6230 evenings and
weekends. (213)312-4000 xlOS, 9-5:30 M-F.

ACURATE FAST WORD PROCESSING- Laser

printed, Iree campus^^ick up/delivery. Term
papers (APA), dissertation, resume. (213)
475-4057.

All typing I do. Free pick-up ar>d delivery.

$1.75/page. <8 1 8) 708-09 1 and
(213)274.5229.

APPLE & I DISSERTATION SERVICE. EXPERT
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DISSERTATIONS AND
THESES PREPARATION.. (LASER, MAC)
(MATH, APA). BLANCHE (213)390-4588.

BEAUTIFUL Typing Most conscientious, ex-

perienced, reasonable. Dissertations, Theses,

Papers, Resumes. Correct spelling, grammar.
Edith (213)933-1747.
' '

I

EDITING, research, rewrite. 20 years -^ profes-

sional experience with University papers.

Fluent French also. Virginia, (213)278-0388.

GENERAL, transcription, term papers, disserta-

tions, theses. IBM PC/Laser printer. Reasonable
rates, joy (213)933-1793.

IBM-PC Word processing, term papers, disser-

tations, thesis, scripts. Lazcr printer. National/

Scpulvcda (213)397-9711.

IBM PC word processing. Term papers, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Re?.3onable rates. Melis&a

(213)4590256. \
IBM WORD PROCESSING- Fast, accurate,

laser printer. $1.5(Vpagc. Monica/ Santa Mo-
nica. (213) 392-3262.

IBM Wordprocessing, Laser Printer. Tcrmpap-
crs. Dissertations, Resumes, APA form. Fast,

accurate, spellchcck, storage, Lc Conte/
Ttvcnon (213)208 0040 '_

MODERN SECRETARIAL and graphic services

Discount to students, pick-up and delivery, 24
hour service^ (213)828-0133, Ansclica

PLEASE!!! I type lOOwpm -will type anything,

anytime-.especially SCRIPTS! Call AJ
(213)475-8902

TYPING - Fast and efficient; docurr^ents,

theses, term paplers, graphs, trar»parcrK:ies.

Macintosh/Laserprinter. Shari (213)391-2724

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR- NEAT, FAST,
RELIABLE, AFFORDABLE. PRICES VARY DE-
PENDING ON lOB REQUIREMENTS. CALL
CHRIS (213) 393-6104.

WORD PROCESSOR: Scripts, term paper, etc.

$1 .75 double pag^. $2.25 single page. WLA
(213)447-5812.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcriptiorK, manuscripts, sta-

tistical resurTMJS. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939,
Hollywood (213)466 2888

WORDS WORTH WRITING. Help with pap
ers, essays. Editing for clarity. Text develop-

ment, word processing. (213)271-1677.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.
' y ' I I- I !»..

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels^ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21 3)277-701 2

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Resumes that get

results. Expert writing. Computer typesetting.

Laser printing. (213)450-0133.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by licensed career counselor. Assis-

tance with college admission essays. Near
UCLA (213)208-1865

EXPERT RESUMES
Pa\ t oinj>tiiii\r piKc li)i

( omptiiiivf rcsijiric. Mobile si-rviK

(lali aiui Icaw a im>>a]i;i' toda)

(cSI8) 907-ir)SL>

Services Offered 96 Services Offered 96

Personalized
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW!

Dally Bruin Classified

100 Autos for Sole 109 Autos for Soie 109 Autos for Sole 109

Older your |)ers()nalized graduation

announcements now!

O^PUS PHOTO STUDIO
ISO KmkViofrHail (Right next to Cnpliic .Sinkcs). Open Ml 8:30 S:3()

SPECIAL HONDA PRICES
IjMimi

STUDENTS
AND

ALUMNI

CAIL
ANDY MONTOYA ONLY FOR APPOINTMENT

'Ay^

10645 STUDEBAKER ROAD. DOWNEY (213) 868-9931 (714) 521-9624

Resumes

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. We Never Close. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Only $689 from

LAX including airfare, hotel, (8 dats/7 nights),

REGGAE beach parties, much more! Sells out

every year so call NOW! 1-800-331-3136.

WANTED Airline bumps for U.S. will pay

$20Q^each. Days (21 3)832-5779 x349. Nights

(213)747-6555, Billy.

WANTED: Amex Northwest ticket voucher,

RT. Will pay cash. Paul, (213)397-3054.

STUDY ABROAD
$1400 - $1600 one month.

Rm, bd, fees, airfare inclusive.

Choose from France. Spain. Italy.

Gernnany. Austria. Portugal.

(805) 65S-5566

STUDY PORTUGUESE IN RIO

^ June 20-July 22
3^ 5 unit credit program

jL (LA Communfty College)

^ Also at

J^ MODERN LANGUAGE CENTER
j^ Portugese. Spanish, French. Italian,

^ and EnglishW Small groups. Individual attention.

jL translation Interpretation.

T 1321 Westwood Suite 204 LA 90024^ Call Prof. Da Silva

y^ (213)839-8427 or 477-8588

FACULTY
AIRFARES

Roundtrip from Los Anselcs

San Francisco S 82
Mexico City $ 250
Honolulu $ 298
New York
London
Paris

Athens
Tahiti

Tel Aviv
Cairo
Nairobi $1070
Johannesburs $1360
Restrictions apply. Fares subject to change
without notice and based on availability.

America's oldest and largest

student travel organization.

Council Travd
MOW OPiM SATURDAyS

10 m,m.-9 p.m*
1093 Broxton Ave, Westwood

913-908-3551

Travel Tickets 106

ONE (1) one-way LA-Boslon plane ticket on
March 24, non-stop. $150/obo.
(213)391-3855.

SPRING BREAK IN BOSTON! Must sell:

Roundtrip ticket LAX to Boston. Leave 3/20,

return 3/25. $280/obo. Call |anct
(213)479-5363.

104 Travel Tickets 106

LA to DENVER
One round-trip ticket.

Departs 3/21, returns 3/27.

Huge discount. $230.

(213) 444-4650. 478-5901

TICKET FOR SALE. LAX lo JFK. Leaves 3/22,
returns 4/1. $300. Call Marta at

(213)824-1511.

Autos for Sale 109

1976 DATSUN 280Z. Clean, cust. wheels. 4
new lires. Leaving cfeunlry, considering any
offer. (213)472-9322 or (213)399-2542.

1980 CONVERTIBLE RABBIT, beauty! White
on blue, pull-out stereo, air, new dash. $2700.
(213)397-1375.

1986 TOYOTA VAN Automatic, low mileage,

excellent condition. AM/FM stereo, sunroof,

customized. Good price. (213)208-2623.

'65 VW Bug, 1600 motor, new paint, radial

tires, stero. Runs great. $1500/obo.
(818)366-8229.

'72 VW BEETLE, new engine, clutch and tires.

Excellent condition! $1,500/obo. Call after

7pm. (213)470-1913.

88 TOYOTA Tercel E2. In excellent condition,

AM/FM Casstte. $2,800/obo. Call
(818)545-7699.

AMC GEEP EAGLE '73 4-wheel drive 75,000
miles. Excellent condition. $3500/obo.
(213)838-4922. Leave message.

BUG LOVERS! Yellow/ white, '71 convertible.

$175Q/obo. (213)486-8826.

BUICK CENTURY- T type, 1983, $3,500.
Excellent condition, alpine stereo, or\c owner,
repair records. (213) 478-5657.

CHEVRIOLET El Camino, 1966, $2500. 283
automatic. Runs great, clean, w/shell.
(2l3).399-8257.

CHEVROLET BLAZER, 1985. $7850/obo. 4x4,

5-speed. Very clean: New tires, black/black,

all options. (213)451-1320.

CONVERTIBLE, 1984 Chrysler Le Baron. Very
clean. Runs perfect. $5,100/obo.

! 13)395-9676.

DATSUN 280ZX, 1979, 55k original miles.

5-speed, air, excellent condition. $3600.
(213)277-7106.

rORD MUSTANG- 1987, 2-door, new tires,

new clutch, new radiator. $1,600. (213)

470-0594.

lORD T-BIRD 1984 Auto, A/C, P/W cassette,

cruise. Excellent condition. 67,000. $3875
Lloyd (21.3)826-2410.

HONDA ACCORD r985 2-door. Auto a/c,

53mi. Excellent condition. $5600
(213)397-1039. ^
HONDA ACCORD LX- 1981, $2,000
Sspeed, power steering, A/C, silver. (21 3)

824-1680.

HONDA CIVIC 1978, $400-Call Serena
(213)836-0502.

MAZDA 626, 1982, $1850/obo. A/C, 4-door,

original 'owner, 5-spd, am/fm stereo,

(213)641-1445,

MERCEDES 230C, 1975. Classic. Original

equipment, excellent condition, clean. Silver,

93k, $6,950. (213)391-5500.

MUSTANG- '82 blue, PS, A/C, radio, good
condition, $l,500/obo Must sell. Call
(21 3)301 •8346-Emmanuel

NEED to rent a car? Only 18? Don't have a

credit card? Call Rent-a Car Cheep
(213)678-9146

SUBARU CL 1986, $4300, 4-door, good
condition, cruise control, AM/FM stereo cas-

setle, AC. (213)202-1631.

TOYOTA CELICA GT, liftback, 1988,
$3000/obo. Automatic, Air, AnVFm ( a.ssette,

brwon. One owner. 125k miles, well main-
tained Complete service records, much new
equipment. (213)649 6480.

TOYOTA CELICA GT 1980, 5 spd, sunroof,

stereo. Excellent condition $1550
(213)397 1039

VOLKSWAGON BUG 1974 $2590, Black,

excellent condition, new tires, new brakes,

new upholstery. (213)208-6475.

VOLVO 242DL, 1979, $275Q/obo. 2-door,

automatic, AAVFM stereo, excellent corviition.

New transmission, new tires. (213)390-2368.

VW CABRIOLET, 1985, red, a/c, pull-out

stereo, Clifford alarm, automatic, $7,500.

(213)824-4743, Jodi.

VW FOX GL SPORT, 1989, $650(Vobo. Red,

20k. Laura (213)268-8479.

VW jETTA 1983, $2300. Silver, turbo,

5-speed. Reliable, great gas mileage.
(818)893-8745.

Auto Repair 110

TO SERVE YOUR

AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

Corner of Bundy
and Wilshire

10% Discount w/Ad

WLA Mobile

12054 Wilshire Bl

(213) 207-1811

Bicycles for Sale 113

NISHIKI, racing bike, Olympic 1 2-speed, great

shape, asking $200. Call David.
(21.3)856-6919.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

1986 HONDA Nighthawk S. Great condition.

$1900. 700CC. (213)209-0418.

1988 HONDA NX250, 6200 miles, like new,
excellent condition. $2200/obo.
(213)470-9420.

LOOKING for safe, reliable person to share

driving and expenses to Boston, beginning of

April. (213)445-5611, )udy.

Scooters 119

1985 HONDA SPREE. Rebuilt engine, good
condition, great for spring. $250/obo.
(213)206-1425, Anya.

1986 HONDA AreoSO, great condition. $500.

Call Linda (213)474-0058.

1986 HONDA ELITE. Bright red, runs great,

good condition, basket included. $()OC/obo.

Call Scott (213)871-9075.

1986 HONDA Aero 50, white, runs great!

Must sell! $475/obo. Helmet- Lock. Jackie

(213)208-3095.

'86 HONDA ELITE 60. Red. Must sell. Cra-
duating. Runs great! $600/obo. Stacy.

392-5738.

'88 YAMAHA YSR 50. Excellent condition. 800
miles. $1000. (816)703-8650.

ELITE 1 50 1 984. New engine. Excellent shape.
^ $900 with lock and helmet. Call evening.

(213)475-3510.

ELITE 80, 1986. White, only 3700 miles.

Asking $650. Call Mike at (213)471-5185.

HONDA ELITE 150 1985. Just tuned-good

condition. $750. (213)824-9819. Nikki-leave

message. ^
HONDA ELITE 250 1 985 Runs great. Freeway
legal. $1100/obo. with helmet. 278-3901.

HONDA ELITE 80, 1967 Great condition.

Helmet, lock, basket included. Will sacrifice,

$650. (21 .3)445-W>.30

HONDA ELITE LX 50, 1966 900 miles. Lock
and helmet if needed Excellent condition.

$1100. (213)394-3578

HONDA PASSPORT Great condition Low
mileage, just tuned New battery, tire. $350)eff

(213)208-6883.

YAMAHA 200Z 1987 3500 miles. Must sell.

Honda Elite 150 2,000 miles Rd good cindi-

tion (213)824-5311.

SWIMMERS
From page 59

and the Bruins hopi to be in

the thick of the race.

According to the most
recent College Swim Coach-
es of America Poll (taken
last month before Confer-
ence Championshps), the

University of Texas is

picked to take the team title

for the second consecutive
year.

UCLA, which finished in

second-place at the Pac-10
meet behind first-place

Stanford last week, are

ranked fourth going into

NCAAs—tied with fourth-

ranked Michigan. Ironically,

the Bruins finished fourth

last year at nationals, just

one-and-a-half points
behind third-place Michi-
gan.

One of the most important

factors in the Bruins*
chances will be the condition

of senior Olympian Mark
Dean, who leads the team in

the 200-yard fly. Although
he suffered a collapsed lung
at Pac-lOs, last week, and
had to be rushed to the

hospital. Dean is expected to

swim at NCAAs.
UCLA will rely on strong

performances from Pac-10
champions Brian Kurza in

the sprints and Andrea Cec-
chi in the breaststroke
events.

Kurza defended his 50-

yard free title at Pac-lOs last

week with a 19.81 perfor-

mance that tied former
UCLA star Robin Leamy's
Pac-10 meet record, set in

1982. Kurza will be looking

to keep up with Michigan
sprinter Brent Lang, who
won the event at nationals

last year.

Cecchi won both the 100-

yard and 200-yard breast

events at pac-lO's last week
and hopes to quicken those

times in his NCAA perfor-

mances. "I think if I improve
my times a liitle bit I will be
able to be in the race," he
said.

illifc* k i£^mm. m' <i iMHMMH kBMMfc. Jm

VOLIfYBALL
From page 61

' sen, Mike Garcia, Rich Bland, and
- the usual trio of quick hitters in

Mike Whitcomb, Scott Herdman,
and All-American Trevor Schir-

man. '.

This constant use of the bench
and reserves was the way Scates

engineered his 13th NCAA title a

year ago, and it looks as though

that's how he*s trying lo get title

No. 14, but it*s not how he would
like to go about things.

*These past two years have been
different for me, in that I generally

want to get my six best players out

there on the court and let them play

volleyball. But because there real-

ly hasn't been a clear-cut six

players to put out there, the

rotating of players has been work-
ing," explained Scates.

After the break for finals and
Spring Break, the WIVA season
hits the home stretch, with only
two league contests left—at Pep-
pcrdine and Hawaii—before the

conference playoffs.

Currently, including the Bruins*
win over Irvine, the magic number
for UtLA clinching the first-ever

DcGroot division title is two

—

meaning any combination of
UCLA wins or second-place
Norihridge losses would mathe-

.*maticalty eliminate the Matadors a
share of the title.
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A BRUIN TRADITION SINCE 1970

SEPI'S

We use pure olive oil which has been
found to reduce cholesterol, blood

pressure & blood sugar

Subs & Suds

Pitcher (48 oz)

Daily 4-8pm
±^

Giant S^'^ Sub

10968 Le Conte Ave.

l^on, Tgo$, Wed
6pm.-Qlos8 :>mAm:

Speelai lil
Small Sub & Small mm

$2.30

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
fe Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:

1-800-2e2-PREP

GIVE EVERYTHING TO UNCLE
Don't use an ordinary income tax service when you can

*

use a tax attorney who is an experienced CPA

John R. Ronge CPA
10866 Wilshire - 15th fl.

459-0535
Call for appt.

•Refunds Within 21 Days •Validated Parking ^ "

Fax Service Available " "New Practice-Reasonable Rates

OPEN 7 DAYS - 9 A.M.-9 P.M
1 0% Off With Ad Until March 31

.

Scooters 119 Furniture 126 Garage Sales

SUPER 8 SOUND. Rolici XLS camera Like

new, $395 and Bolex SMS projector

$450/obo. (213)285-9872.

Furniture 126

BED/DESK-pullout bed and wood desk,

$30ea. Good condilidn. (213)836-0502
Serena.

BEDROOM lURNITURE: King bed, 9-drawcr

dresser, 6-drawer chest, end tables, lamps.

Excellent condition. Inexpensive. Must sell.

(213)826-9811.

COUCH- brown, high back, leather look,

excellent condition. $120; Desk- office

6-drawer, $110. (213)450-9518.

DESIGNER f UTON, pastel colors, frame and

mattress. Exccllcnl condition. $350/obo.

(213)824-3774.

DINETTE SET (wicker table with round glass

top, Iwo wicker chairs and cushions), While

Halogen lamp; 16-inch oscillating fan. licsl

offer (213)824-5576.

LARGE WOODEN DESK, excellent condition,

$75/obo. (213)204-1644.

MATRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen S»5,

kings $95.^Deliveries, visit, or phone order

(213)372-2337.

MATTRESS sets, twin $45, full $55, queen $85,
kingst $95. Deliveries, visit, or phoi^c order.

(213)3 72.2337.

MOVING: Sofa $35, double bed $50, assorted

chairs $1 each, bookcase $1 5, baby furniture.

(213)965-0306.

SOFA, loveseat, beige, slightly worn, $100; 2

partial sets of dishes, $10 each; 2 full sets

silverware $10 each; Coffee table, $10; twin
bed, wooden frame, $30. (213)207-2157

STOVE $250, refrigerator $75. Both in very
good condition. (213)933-3242.

WHITE computer desk, 3-drawcrs, cxcclleni
condition $75/obo; Desk chair on coa.stcrs,

height control Almost new, S75/ob()
(213)824-3774

WHITE computer desk, 3-drawcrs, exccllcnl
cor>dilion $75/obo, desk chair on coaslcrs,
hcighl control. Almost new $75/ob<)
(213)824-3774.

MOVING SALE. Call before 3/17 or leave-

message after. Actual moving day is March 31

.

21 cubic foot refrigerator with frost- free

freezer. Answering machine. Huge desk, per-

fect for computer, exercise bike, single bed
with box springs, frame, and soft pad <ncver

used), electric typcwnier, large jewelry box,

30-cup coffee maker, humidifier, dish drainer,

therapeutic chair (great for bad backs). All

items in perfect or near perfect condition No
reasonable offer will be refused. Arlcne

;2 13)4 73-6490

[^ Stereos/TVs/Radios 13

1

Misc. For Sale 128

OLYMPIC license plates- 'NT SC"
$1000/obo. (213)519-8177 (day),
(714)846-7700 (after 6:00pm). Ask for Chris

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

Garage Sales 127

7-HOUR annual super sale. New/used bar
gains. Furniture, jcwjery, clothing, lxK)ks etc

Sunday March 18 8am- 3pm Windward
school, corner Palms/Sawlelle blvd.

MOVING OUT SALE, folding bed, 2.chests,

arm chair, Toshiba printer. Image Writer. Great
prices. (213)208-5(X>7

BIANCHI, hand built. SLX frame Almost new,
5.7cm. New record parts. Look pedals, GP #4
racing rims. $150Q/obo (213)826-2410

BRAND NEW adjustable flal incline weight

bench wilh iOOlbs. free weights wilh b^r. Best

offer. (213)475-5194 (days), (213)445-561 f

(evenings) |udy.

VOLKL SLALOM -P9'' Skis- 197cm. with.Tyr-

olia 590 bindings $400/obo Jennifer

(213)208 2446.

VOLKL ZEBRA S competition skis. 200-s. Used
for 3 days. $360 new, want $295. Bryan

(213)398-2573.

Office Equipment ..133

TWO DESKS, like new, wood, $120 & $85
Executive chair $99, low back $79.
(213)285 9872.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

APPLE IIGS -f IMAGEWRITER II PRINTER

-

Limited Edition Graphic computer comes wilh
Word Processing Program $1 500 0(V()b<) Ali-

son (213)450-7059.

IBM AT 16MHZ VGA. Color, compatible
system, 42 MB hard disk, 1MB RAM 1 .2 MB
Floppy. Under warranty. $1400.
(213)453-4876.

MACtf/20- with tons of software & fonts. Best

offer. We'll give partial credit for Mac Pli4$

trade in. (213)447-5913

PRINTER, loshiba, P321SL, 24-dot matrix.

IBM-Compatible, $250 (as new). Please con-
tact: Cofine Lensink, lei (21 3)821 -6424.

SHARP, portable, Inlelliwriler, model PA
1000, $150. Call David. (213)858-6919.

TOSHIBA T3100E Laptop 40 MBase.
$2200/obo. Brand new. Must sell!

(213)384-1760.
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CUTTING EDGE DANCE MUSIC

i

I

AUTO INSURANCE IS
STILL

A PAIN IN THE
NECK!

WE CAN HELP!!
REPRESENTING COMPETITIVE COMPANIES

CALL AND SAVE BEFORE YOU RENEW YOUP CURRENT POUCYIt!
SUPER PREFERRED RATES - GREAT RATES FOR THE PROBLEM DRIVER

ALL CARS • ALL DRIVERS • CALL AND SAVE!
»

CALL FOR A QUOTE
451 -4943

KEN DONALDSON INSURANCE, 1433 SANTA MOMCA BL, SANTA MOMCA. CA 90404

Your Record Store For 12" Dance imports

Club Music • Top 40 • Dance Rock
12" Singles • CDs • Cassettes

Open 7 Days • Discount With Student ID

7751 Melrose Ave • LA • CA • 90046 • (213) 651-0630

2 Weeks Unlimited Tanning

$29. ©dD
'

(No extra charges. No time restrictions)

The cleanest, friendliest, and

most professional tanning salon

1 107
Gayley Ave.
(BctMjKcn Kinross and Lindbrook)

824-2826
'23/90.

< t

(818) 908-9898

• Courteous uniformed and friendly drivers

• Comfortable new models, air conditioned

7 passenger vans
• Quoted fares provided over the phone anytime
• Group and charter rates available

'%

oEuvus ntt^4J|p|JJ^|('DEUVERS EREE

FREE DELIVERY!!

X-Large (18")

2-Topping Pizza

Only

$8.99

Large (16")

3-Topping Pizza

2-Cans Pepsi

Only

$7.89
Op*n

Fri. and Sat.

until 2KX> AM
Weekdays

until 12:00 AM 207-5900
Better Choice 11628 Santa Monica Blvd #10

(1 block east of Barrington)

>,
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mOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL MEMBER
ZEV YAROSLAVSKY

The Office of the President
Presents

Lunch witK
'

Zev Yaroslavsky

TODAY
March 15
12:30

'v

Room 22
North Campus
Dining Facility

Los Angeles City Council Member
Zev Yaroslavsky will be speaking and answerina

questions today on matters that directly influence U.C.L.A.

students. Topics will include the velloway and air

pollutk)n. Please come and bring a friend.

PakJ for by Board of DIrectors/USAC Programming Committee

r^
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NCAA TOURNEY
From page 64

After a rather tumultuous season

that saw his team rise as high as

13th in the national rankings, then

lose five in a row for the first time

in 42 years, UCLA head coach Jim
Harrick seems just glad to be
going. ''As Tve said before, il*s

how you end the season,** said

Harrick, whose Bruins have won
four of their last five, losing only to

Arizona in the Pac-10 Tournament
final Sunday.

"Get in this thing. That*s the

thing, to get in it and then see how
it goes.**

How it goes depends a lot on
how Alabama-Birmingham goes.

The Blazers, coached by former
UCLA head coach Gene Bartow,

pose an interesting first-round
puzzle for the Bruins. Up front, the

winners of the Sun Belt conference

start two big forwards and an even
bigger center.

Alan Ogg, who*s name goes
well with his 7-2, 225-pound
frame, anchors the middle for

UAB. All season, UCLA has had
its problems with big men—Louis-
ville's Felton Spencer, Notre
Dame's Ellis Robinson—but may-
be Ogg*s 10.6 points and 6.1

rebounds a game aren*t the Bruins*

biggest worry.

Senior Andy Kennedy, a 6-8

junior swingman, averages 17.2

points and 3.4 rebounds and
launches bombs from the perime-
ter. Kennedy has hit 88 three-

pointers this season (freshman
Tracy Murray*s 43 leads UCLA),
while shooting 43 percent behind
the stripe.

The Bruins will counter UAB's
big men with their own tremend-

ous tandem of senior Trevor
Wilson and sophomore Don Mac-
Lean. While MacLean leads the

team in scoring (20.5 ppg), Wilson
has recently been the one to watch.

After spraining his wrist in a

one-point loss at USC on Feb. 1,

Wilson (17.0, 9.1) is just now
regaining his form, evidenced by
his 28 points and 17 rebounds in

the Pac-10 fmal.

In the backcourt, the Blazers

start the pesky pair of senior guard
Barry Bearden (9.7 ppg, 5.0 apg,

1.5 steals) and junior pointman
Jack Kramer (9.9, 5.8, 1.5).

How UCLA counters UAB's
guards is a key to how the Bruins

do in the whole show, Harrick

indicated. Starters Darrick Martin
and Gerald Madkins, along with

first reserve Mitchell Butler, have
to share the k>ad for the Brains.-

The NCAA Tournament gives

UCLA a chance to show everyone
that despite this season's prob-

lems, all is right in Westwood.
Harrick, for one, knows his team

may be better than it looks on
paper. *Tn my heart and my soul 1

think we're a little bit better than a

20-10 team,** Harrick said.

Save
A

Life

GIVE

BLOOD

Champs go for
another title

By Jane Huang
Staff Writer

Closing its regular season with a
team score of 280.80, the UCLA
men's gymnastics team, 14-2,

heads into the Pac-10 Champion-
ships, March 30-31, in Tempe as
the odds-on favorite to defend its

tide.

Competing against UCLA will

be host Arizona State, Stanford,

California, UC Santa Barbara, and
San Jose State.

After defeating both Stanford
and UCSB soundly at the John
Wooden Center Invitational last

weekend, the Bruins look to

CQ^rtinuc their domination at the

Pac-lOs.

"We're getting better each day
and with each meet," head coach
Art Shurlock said."

For the Bruins tp repeat, UCLA
will look into itSf_^^epth, and in

particular its top three gymnasts.
Leading the Pac should be senior
Chris Waller and sophomores
Chainey Umphrey and Scott Kes-
wick.

At the JWC Invite, Waller tied

with Umphrey for the high bar title

with an impressive 9.85 and
finished second on the pommel
horse (9.6) and parallel bars (9.55).

^
Capturing his first all-around

title as a Bruin, Umphrey recorded
a personal best of 57.45 while
winning three other titles last

weekend. And seeing limited

action in the last two meets due to

an ankle injury, Keswick should be
completely healthy once the Pac-
10s roll in.

Bulldogs may
bark loudly
By Jay Ross
Contributor

This weekend, the women's
track team will face its toughest

competition to date when Fresno
State visits Drake Stadium. UCLA
handily beat Cal, Northridge, and
Azusa last weekend to begin the

season on a strong note, but the

Bruins will meet a stronger chal-

lenge from the Bulldogs.

"For a team outside the Pac-10,
Fresno State will probably be one
of our tougher meets," distance

coach Bob Messina said. "They,
along with the University o£
"Nevada, Las Vegas, are the team to

beat in the Big West (Conference).
They are solid in all areas of
competition but lack the athletes of
star quality."

In the victories last weekend,
freshmen Angela Bumham, the

Track and Field News and Gator-

ade High School Athlete of the

Year last year, and Andrea Lee
both discovered UCLA track in a
big way. Head coach Bob Kersee
quickly integrated the two new-
comers into the Bruin system by
running each of them in three

sprints.

"Bob (Kersee) may start spe-

cifying his athletes into their best

events," Messina said.

Tracie Milieu, fresh off her

first-place finish at the NCAA
Indoor Championships, will debut
in the javelin and hopes to qualify

for the NCAA outdoor meet in her

third weight event.
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Located
in

Westwood Village

$15
24650 Calabasas Rd . Calabasas. CA 91302

R.J. MORRIS
Sales & Leasinq
"Your Student Dealer"

(818) 888-5555

==iOPESSlONAL TESTING CENTERS

#1 GUARANTEE
#1 PRICE

LSAT- GMAT- GRE- MCAT
SCORE IN THE TOP 20% ON
ANY SiCTigHOR TAKE OUR

NEXT COURSE FREE

CAU 1-800-777EXAM

10'/:. Distouru w/a<J an^i SiuJcni FH
exp. 3/31/90

p^Ol/-* ^«^^'

Direct Import

250 diffennt h^^J)^

^hmldfr B^W^

Briefcases

Hackpach

travel Baj)^

'. Accessunes

linokbafl^

::anvaii H«,/?5

; Stiver JeM^eJery

VortfoUoi

SALEt

Il< orb:

^ Mon Wed 10 6
J huR 10 8

'
i Sat 10 6

Sun 1 S

Best Prices & Selection In Town!

PARTY BALLS
$25.95+ tax

12 Pack Domestic Beer
Coors»Mlller»Budwelser 12 Pack Bottle or Cans

$4.99 +tax + CRV

Jm hEi ^Ei mEiedi^Ei ^Ei^Ei^EiMm^^LJL JILw^ ^^ ^^ ^^^
I ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^

5 McGhttyls IRISH PUB •?

•f».oo^v^.^HUQ£ Selection*
of PUB GRUB A

f-•^ *

1400 Westwood Blvd.

3 Blocks South of Wilshire
ID Required

Coupon Expires 3/23/90

Including:

Inaian Cuisine, British

Specialties. Pizza & j^^
Amencan Favontes Wii

^DAILY BEER SPECIALsT
150 Impoaed & i^

^ Domestic Beers m^
16 Draught •^

^ENTERTAINMENT ^
A

j^«iD wiLbHIHfc BLVD., SANTA MONICA^
•T* 7 Days a week 11am-2am (213)828-9839 •?

•.VH. rMUHS<c":'J.iL-lN.:K4ClN)'jPM m MIONlOH I

• 5 Dart Boaras, arid Gameroom
SPORTS CHANNEL T. V. ON ALL OPEN HOLTIS

CVCLE PRODUCTS UUEST
21st Anniversary

.xJ»

'V
Serving UCLA Since 1969

FREE
Pick-up
is Back

By Popular
Demand

-Call for

Details
477-0997
473-7996

11900 W.
Pico Blvd.

Between
Barrington and

Bundy

FREE INSTALLATION
OF ANY TIRE

CHAIN OR BATTERY
WE SELL
WHILE
"U"
WAIT

^^%
FREE INSURANCE
ESTIMATES ON
ALL MAKES &
MODELS OF
SCOOTERS &

MOTORCYCLES/ j, , . ,^^

^PEN
TUES.-FRI.

9:00A.M.-6:00P.M.
SAT.WKT ISHBMW 10:00A.M.-5:00P.M.

CLOSED SUN. & MON

cycle
products

i*WI
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JUST A PEW EXAMPLKS
ATHLETIC SHOES

CUMINT

All Meits & Children's AJ^a/
Baseball Shoes extra ^VvO

O^ CUMKMT PIICIS

Special Croup . fltf^QQ
Athletic Shoes up to $40 24.99 19"
special Croup M9
Athletic Shoes uPTt>$4S 29.99 Z3
special Croup • iftV
Children's Shoes . . . up to $46 29.99 ^3
New Balance t95 $100 60.00

standard Iron iSMflZ.
Barbell Plates ixniA ZUVO

OPF cumnNTPmcK
Excel Brutus m tiflAQQ
incline Bench 149.99 119"
Ttik-eaded VOQ
Dumbeil Handle 9,99 #*^

Yamaha ' Vn99
Accurace Frame 49.99 3«f
Spedhil Croup
Tennis Racquets 29.99

OOif Bans EXTRA 20^^^
ATHLETICS & APPAREL

tawiffiet ULS NCAA 40SR
Synthetic Leather BasketbaH . . . 22.99 IV*
WNton CBA ^ iVOO
Rubber Basketball p. . . 9.99 7"
AM softbaN « 9MOiC
Baseball Apparel IXTRA ZUvO

OPP CUMMNT PVICIS

All Shorts* ^mk/^
T-shirts EXTRA ZUvO

SKI CLEARANCE
SKI BOUIPMBNT
SKI APPAREL &

EXTRA

OFF
PRICES

MAR 15 ONLY
BA RBAR. EM fEBBOPB tRE flERC wE VEMIEB 1

^

—

i

Copeland^s Sports'

1001 westwood Blvd
WeStWOOd 208-6444

COLD MEDAL SERVICE ITEMS WILL NOT
BE DISCOUNTED DURING THIS SALE

^

CONTACT LENSES

took and see your

best with same day

service from

DR. VOGEL
1132 Westwood BL.

Westwood Village

. 208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum

Ask About
Our

MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERS GET
15% Off

Regular Menu
Prices Not

Prices Not"
Transferable

Not Valid w/Any
Other Discount

PIZZA

^y • CHICKEN

\/ • SANDWICHES

PASTA^

SALAD

Saints*

Pizza

The Best Pizza

You Will Ever Taste

FREE DELIVERY

473-7660

11112 West Olympic Boulevard

West Los Angeles

I Must Mention CouponI

I 0/ 3.00 OFF I

I [/ AnyX-Large I

\ Pizza

// FxDires March 31 1990

*- ======= -J
I Must MiM^t.of". Coupon 1

I
> MAGNIFICENrr4,

: LARGE PIZZA

I ^ With ony 4 Toppings I

I . X$1095 !

I
f^xr;ires M(jff.h 31, IV'/")

Mm Food Order for

Free Delivery $7 00

Here come Texas and Fkesno,

things may get interesting

By Chris Koutures

Senior Staff Stiff

The UCLA men's track team
will host both Texas and Fresno

State this Saturday in Drake,

beginning at 1 p.m.

The Longhoms* field depth has

them ranked as one of the top

teams in the nation this season. In

fact, Texas has finished among the

top six dual meet teams in the

nation four years running now, and
was the NCAA Outdoor runner-up

in 1987 and 1988.

Now, UCLA is no slouch in the

field events, either, as the Bruins,

too, have been in the top six

—

make that the top two—dual meet
teams over the past four seasons.

And when Texas was twice hold-

ing the runner-up trophy at the

NCAA Meet, who was on the top

pedistal? That's right, UCLA.
Throw in Fresno State, Which

was undefeated last year in

duals—placing 10th in the coun-

try—^and things will be interesting

in Drake.

Texas comes at you with a bevy
of field points—four javelin

throwers on the Longhom media

guide cover must tell you some-
thing.

Sophomore Patrik Bodon was

the NCAA champ last year with a

269-11 best, while three other

throwers are over 220 feet. UCLA
freshman Erik Smith, with a 222-8

personal best, will get an early

indoctrination into competitive

collegiate javelin throwing this

weekend.

Smith and the rest of the weight

crew will have to score heavily to

offset a Longhorp advantage in the

jumps and sprints that is due to a

series of injuries to the Bruins.

With athletes like Derwin Hall

(fourth in NCAA Indoor 55

meters) and Warren Smith (10th,

pole vault, 17-7), Texas is solid in

its own right, but subtract a few

key Bruins, and the equation

becomes rather unbalanced in a^

hurry.

The irony among the UCLA
sprinters is that two of the walking

wounded hail from the Lone Star

Slate. Sophomore Kevin Williams
(Spring, TX) will most likely run

after missing last week due to a

hamstring injury, while Bert
Emmanual (Houston) will be
sidelined due to a hamstring strain

of his own. Add in the broken

kneecap of Derrick Baker, a noted
sprinter and jumper, and the depth

wanes even shallower.

Tennis heads into Brealc

Men just barely beat Trojans

By Lauri Lappin

Staff Writer

The UCLA men's tennis

team beat USC, yesterday, in a

tight, 5-4 struggle. Despite a

clean 4-2 advantage, UCLA
lost intesnsity and looked to its

No. 3 double duo to clinch the

win for the Bruins.

Sophmore Bill Behrens and
freshman Robbie Wendell ulti-

mately defeated Trojans Mehdi
Benyebka and Martin Dionne,

6-2, 7-6 (7-4).

A singles' highlight was in

the No. 1 game where Bruin

Jason Netter crushed opponent,

the nation's No. 7 Byron Black,

6-1, 6^.
Before they lake on tough

road competition over the

break, the Bruins will take on

No. 9-ranked UC

ing defeated the Anteaters last

year by a margin of 6-3, UCLA
hopes to avenge a subsequent
4-5 loss on the UCI courts.

Leading the "Eater Attack"
in singles is No. 25-ranked

senior Trevor Kronemann, who
will also pair up with teammate
Shige Kanroji—forming the

country's No. 25—ranked tan-

dem—in the doubles sphere.

Once the Bruins are past the

Anteaters, they will journey to

the desert to face the Arizona

schools^, where they will first

take on the No. 24-ranked
Wildcats, then visit the No. 23-

>

ranked Sun Devils.

Arizona State, downed by the

Bruins 6-0 earlier in the season,

will be attempting to earn its

first win over UCLA after

going 30 matches without a

Women bearing brooms
The Bruins' brooms have been busy all season in women's

tennis, and Tuesday they were brought out again to sweep Notre
Dame, 9-0.

The unranked Fighting Irish didn't put up much of a fight to pre-

vent No. 2-ranked UCLA from upping its record to 14-2. In

sweeping its fifth match of the season, UCLA won all its singles

matches in straight sets to tune up for No. 8-ranked University of

Texas today (1:30 p.m. at the Sunset courts).

Saturday, for the second year in a row, UCLA lost to fifth-ranked

arch-rival USC on the Trojans' home turf, 5-4, despite holding a

higher ranking.

The Bruins sent out a tough squad for their top five. But when
they were behind, 4-1, No. 6 Allegra Milholland saved the Bruins

by knocking off Julie Tullberg, 6-2, 6-4.

Then Stella Sampras/Mamie Ceniza pulled it off at No. 1

doubles, and Kirstin Dreyer/Iwalani McCalla won at No. 2, So the

dual meet came down to Camie Foley and Trisha Milholland vs.

Trisha Laux and Janice Lum at third doubles.

But the Bruin duo was unable to pull it out, losing 6-3, 7-5.

The Bruins will get a much-needed rest before starting up again

the last weekend of spring break, when they will host UNLV,
Arizona, and ASU.

Tien Lee

The Dally Bruin is printed

on 100% recycled paper.

Forget the Road to the Final Four,

Just bring back America's Pastime
I started filling out my 1990 ^^^iHHH
NCAA Basketball Tournament nilt i%§ tho Doil
bracket with a flourish until UUI III IIIC I ClI
reality hit me harder than a

surly linebacker on a cold

autumn afternoon.

No, I wasn't down on my
picks

—

I'm confident that Cop-
pin State has all the tools to

be this year's Cinderella Final

Four participant. Rather, my
problem is much deeper.

The tournament pools will

.

probably dominate the water

cooler conversations for the

next three weeks, but once the

final horn goes off in McNi-
chols Arena and Brent Musbur-
ger proclaims the 1990
Champion as the best thing in

America since sliced bread,

that temporary anesthesia will

wear off quickly.

And that roller coaster of

emotions, as the noted philoso-

pher Nolan Ryan so put it,

will begin on a downward
tangent once again.

Plain and simple, the prob-

lem is, I miss my rotisserie

league team. And even worse,

I'm not alone in my affliction.

Like the rest of America, I

became hooked on this fantasy

league baseball scenario just a

couple of years ago. There are

other Rotisserie sports

leagues— football and basket-

ball to name two, but baseball

rules the roost.

The story of my indoctrina-

tion, though, runs amok with

the very nostalgia that makes
baseball the storied institution

it is.

A good friend and I were
on the annual pilgrimage to

Palm Springs to see our

beloved Angels in spring train-

ing. After accruing the neces-

sary tan and yet another

California victory, we began
the drive home. That's when
we decided to find the Official

Rotisserie Handbook, and once
we had this manuscript in our

hands, life as we knew it had

changed.

Our conversation now had

meaning, we now challenged

each other with thought-pro-

voking questions—who was the

back-up catcher for the Indians,

when was Tommy John com-
ing off the disabled list, and
of course, why couldn't Gary
Pettis hit his body weight?

We saw ourselves in the

light of baseball's great mana-
gers—^John J. McGraw, Casey
Stengel, Doug Rader—and for

once, we were in their shoes,

organizing and running our
very own major league teams.

Wheeling and dealing our ways
through the spring, summer,
and fall months was our new
passion.

My delusions of grandeur

were short but sweet—my
teams finished so deep in the

standings that 1 needed a

shovel to find them— probably

confirms the fact that I heed

the old adage, "those who can

do, those vvho can't sports-

write." Yet it didn't matter, for

1 was consumed in the nectar

that is baseball, and I was a

better person for it.

Now, all that has changed.

Instoad of reading about all

the promising young rookies

that 1 should draft, instead of

hearing the call of ground-outs,

strike-outs and fly-ouLs, the

term lock-out dominates my
television screen on a daily

basis. And don't think I'd ever

entertain the thought of draft-

ing Donald Fehr on my team.

Instead of traveling south to

Chris
Koutures
Palm Springs to delight in the

right- field bleachers of Angel
Stadium, I'm having to fill the

void in my social calender.

Perhaps a trip to the Bay Area
in honor of the two World
Series participants will ease

part of the burden, maybe.
My notebooks lie quiet in

the closet, awaiting those

.

words to 'Play Ball'—if they

ever come. And as for my
friends, well, suffice it to say

that we're trying to get by on
normal conversations, as hard
as it hiay seem.

And all of those people who
thought our late-night reviews
of ESPN's Sportscenter were
ludicrous, and who found the

'rush to find the USA Today
on Tuesday or Wednesday for

complete statistics a bit on the

absurd side, well, they're prob-

ably having a field day. You
know them—the ones \vith that

smirk on their face.

But our day will come, the

Rotisserie Season is just around
the comer—as I tell myself

often after clicking my heels

thrice— and soon, baseball will

make a bigger comeback than

the Yankees in 1978.

Then, the gears will start

turning, the thoughts will start

flowing, and all the arm-chair

managers across the country

will be satisfied, once again.

Until then, though, only time

can be our pilot, guiding us

through the course of a Spring

Break devoid of Cactus and
Grapefruit League reports.

Oh boy. '

Swimmers have
hi^ NC hopes

By Wendy Witherspoon

Assistant Sports Editor

While March Madness
runs rampid on the long trail

to Denver for hoops teams,

an indoor pool in the Mid-

west will be the site of a

frenzied battle, next
weekend,,^ at the NCAA
Division I men's swimming
and diving championship.

The UCLA men's swim
team, who has been swim-
ming in the lane to NCAAs
all season long (9-4), will put

in its final kick at the

University of Indiana, at the

national championships.

It will be a weekend into

which all the excitement of

March Madness is packed.

Tlierc will be lighlnig times,

disqualifications, up

and maybe even some
national records broken—

See SWIMMERS, page 55

EUROPE X CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
9000 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069
Phone: (213) 272-0424

Mail this ad for Special

Student/Taacher Tariff.

a RENTAL G LEASE C PURCHASE

TELEPHONE
Answering

Service

We anszver

your loay

PLEASANTLY

PRECISELY,

PROFESSIONALLY

ScHaumann
Cotnitiunications

Telephone Answering

Service

(213) 473-7900

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA
SANTA CRUZ

SUMMER SESSION

SESSION I
•

JUNE 21 -JULY 25, 1990

SESSION II
•

JULY 26 • AUGUST 29. 1990

SUMMER LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE

JUNE 25 - AUGUST 17. 1990

CHINESE. FRENCH. GERM>^.
ITALIAN. SPANISH. RUSSI/J^.

JAPANESE

*
Earn transfsrabto UC credits

*
A years of foreign language in

8 weeks
*
Study amid towering redwoods

FOR A FREE CATALOG
Call: (408) 459-2524

Write: Summer Sessk3n

UCSC 1 07 Classroom Unit

Santa Cruz, CA 95064

ir.'»i

Iready. Finals again. Fortu-

nately ASUCLA understands

about all the late study hours

you'll be puttingin. FromMarch
12th to 22nd our Extended
Hours Program provides study

space, company and even free

coffee for all you night ow]

Ackerman and Kerckhofflounges will be open »

a.m., and free coffee will be provided at the fol

in^ locations from March 12th to 22nd.

1

V-

The Cooperage ., 9 p.m. to clo«

Jimmy's (Lu Valle) 9 p.m. to clo^

North Campus 4,..9 p.m. to clo

Kerckhoff Coffee House 11 p.m. to clo^

i >«.
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Andrews looks to lead the Pac
By Richard J. Marcus
Staff Writer

The UCLA women's gymnas-
tics team, 10-3, having performed

well in a loss to Georgia last

Saturday, is gearing up for the

Pac- 10 Championships this Satur-

day in Berkeley.

"We still have a lot of room for

improvement. But there is no
reason why we shouldn't win this

weekend," head coach Jerry Tom-
linson said.

This is the fourth annual Pac-10
Women's Gymnastics Champion-
ships. UCLA has won the previous

three. There are only seven teams

competing this weekend

—

Washington State, Oregon and
use do not field women's gym
teams.

Oregon State will be UCLA's
toughest competition at the

Championships. The Beavers
defeated the Bruins in January at

Corvallis.

*The kids want to win Pac- 10s.

They are hoping to put it together

to show Oregon State who the

better team is," Tomlinson said.

"We just want to go out and have

a good clean meet," junior Yolan-

de Mavity added.

Last week the No. 6 Bruins
performed well in Athens, Georgia

, against the No. 4 Mdogs. Geor-
gia's 192.55 bested UCLA's
191.35.

"Georgia had a good meet. They
had a lot of tricks in their bag,"

Tomlinson said.

UCLA senior Jill Andrews won
the all-around with a 39.05. Geor-

gia senior Corrinne Wright came
in second with a 38.80 and Bruin

freshman Carol Ulrich placed third

with a 38.65.

"Our beam performance was
very sharp, but our two power
events—the floor and the vault

—

were down," Tomlinson said.

UCLA went six for six on the

uneven bars. It was the first time
that the Bruins did not fall on the

bars in a meet.

The Georgia crowd, known for

its boisterousness, was not a big

factor.

Freshman Rhonda Faehn will

perform in the vault for the first

lime this season. The final vault

spot had been vacant for two
weeks because of senior Kim
Hamilton's injury. Hamilton is at

least two weeks away from
returning to action.

DEAN ABRAMSON/Daily Bri,.n

Jill Andrews and the Bruins look to flex their muscles at the Pac- 10 meet.

Hair Salon
Proudly Introduces :^ 'v^

FAMA
BEAUTY CENTER
Carrying top of the line

•Cosmetics
•KMS
•Nexxus
•Focus 21 /
•Paul Mitchell ' -

•Reitkin
•Full line of ethnic products
•etc...

NAILS
BY SALOME
(Fiberglass spec^list)

10% OFF
with this ad

956 Gayley Ave.
Westwood Village

NEW HOURS:
FUU. MENU TIL 1 AM
Friday and Saturday

Monday - Thurtday

II 12tX) PM
Sunday HI 11D0 PM

ATA
Five Master

SusN Chefs

To Serve youll

Complimenlary appetizers

Monday-Friday. 4:30-6:30 PM
LU'^'CH • COCKTAIS* BO SCREEN SATELUTE TV

2830 ¥\nishire Blvd. Santa Monica
828-8404

CELEBI^TION

• v'l

Rise to
new heights.

SLT^ddus Cornucopia

Corned Becffy^abbage/wtatoes

and the Irfameus faddtj Stevn

Take control of a helicopter. Feel the lift and power as
you head for the clouds.

Qualify for and complete the Army Reserves Warrant
Officer Flight Training program, and we can take you to

new heights. Vou must meet some special physical and '

mental requirements, have a high school diploma and be
at least 18 but not older than 28 at enlistment.

If you qualify you'll complete Basic Trainmg and Pre-

Flight Training before you start Flight School. Once you
earn your wings as a Warrant Officer pilot, you'll return to

your local Army Reserve unit. There you'll train at least

one weekend a month and two weeks a year for at least

60 months.

Make the commitment, pass the tests and you could
be on your way to new heights. To find out how you can
qualify call:

1-800-USA-ARMY

HAUVOIiCANKr

ARMY RESERVE

Bruins to swim aii-out in Austin
By Tom Orewyler
and Linda Peters

Contributors

NCAAs are here!

On the heels of a third-place finish at the

Pac- 10 Championships, the UCLA women's
swim team heads into Austin, Texas for the

1990 NCAA Championships, hoping to better

its No. 7 national ranking.

The Bruins (7-2), finished tied for sixth in

last year's championships, and have qualified

eight swimmers and one diver for the

competition which lasts today through Satur-

day.

Leading the way for the blue and gold will be
Kristin Stoudt, the Pac-10 50- and 100-meiei
freestyle champion, who has qualified for four

individual events but will have to eliminate one
to abide by NCAA rules. She will also be
entered in five relays: the 200, 400, and 800
freestyle, and the 200 and 400 medley relay

teams. After beating the NCAA qualifying

time by almost a full second (54.72), Stoudt has
high hopes for the 100 butterfly, despite

placing second in the event at Pac- 10s.

Another Bruin sprinter, Jeanne Gibbons, is

participating in the 100 and 200 free, as well as

the 200 and 400 medley relays, and the 200,

400. and 800 free relays. At Pac- 10s, Gibbons
placed second in the 200 free, and swam on the

first-place 400 free relay squad.

Sheryl Smith, who owns school records in

the 500 and 100 freestyle as well as the 200
butterfly, qualified for three events: the 500
and 1650 freestyle, and the 200 fly. She'll also

participate in the 800 free relay, in last year's

NCAAs, Smith managed to place eighth in

both the 200 fly and 500 free.

Bruin breaststrokers Christy Richardson and
Melissa Skinner are both qualified for the 100
and 200 breast events. Richardson is also a
member of the 200 and 400 medley relays, and
the 200. 400, and 800 free relay teams. Only a
freshman, Richardson placed third in the Pac-

10s in the 1(X) breast, and seta school record for

the same event.

Backsu-oker Becky Shelton qualified for the

2(X) back, an event in which she placed eighth

at the U.S. Long Course Nationals last summer.
She'll also swim in the 400 individual medley.

Melissa Hemdon and Susan Pou^epka are

participating in the relay events. Hemdon is a

member of the 200 and 400 medley relay

teams, as well as the 200, 400, and 800 free

relays. Pou-epka is participating in the 200 and
400 medley relays. i

^
Sending the maximum 17 swimmers and

two divers to Texas. No. 1 ranked Stanford is

expecte4 to repeat as national champions. The
Cardinal (8-0). is led by none other than Janet

Evans, the Olympic golden girl who has
already set numerous world records. And she's

only a freshman.

After rough weather, it's

smooth sailing for UCLA
By Rodger Low
Staff Writer

Having flnished the roughest

part of its schedule with a good
deal of success, the UCLA men's
volleyball team has a chance, now.
to shift its concentrltion away
from its sport and toward the

classrooms.

This is because the No.2-ranked
Bruins* last two matches before

finals are against UC Irvine and
San Diego State—two of the

WlVA's not-so-dominant teams.

Last night, head coach Al Scates

look his team down the 10 freeway

to Irvine to face an Anteater team
who is more known for its fans

making *Top Ten" signs than

playing volleyball.

Given that, it is to no one's

surprise that UCLA was well on its

way to its fourth consecutive

victory. Although results were not

in at press time, neither the team
nor Scates expected much from the

Anteaters—4-10 on the season.

(1-10 in league play.

Tomorrow night, UCLA and
company (16-2 as of Tuesday. 10-

2 in WIVA matches) will travel

south to take on SDSU. one of the

WIVA's improving teams.

, After finishing close to the

bottom of the league standings a

year ago. the Aztecs have
improved to 10-8 this year (3-6 in

the WIVA), three games back of

Long Beach for the third and final

playoff spot within the division.

Scates is not taking this team
lightly, however, because he
knows with the winter quarter

hitting flnals week, his team may
not be fully concentrating on
volleyball.

"At the moment, the team is not

playing at the intensity level that I

would like, but that is to be

expected given the point in the

season we're at right now."
Including its win over Stanford

two weeks ago. UCLA has been

using a rotating lineup of sorts,

with whoever may be holding the

hot hand.

Currently, that means setter

Albert Hanneman—who has been

setting with the first unit since the

second game of the Stanford

match- K)utside hitters Mark Ted-

See VOLLEYBALL, page 55

LIABILITY INSaRANCE!
Regardless of Your Driving Record

!FAutc>$
if Motorcycles
GT ScootersW SaHsd^ State Law
GJT Phckiist Qtiotes

tiffi P^lfci^l^^CE AGENCY
:.„>:»»:„„..lMft^^Bift(ica pivd. #3

<21S) 473-1121

lessons
in

economics:

I

25%
OPT

Our Best Selling

Contact Lenses

You don't need

to be an

Economics Major

to know
a Super Deal!

DAILY WEAR
\rzryoo
(^ I REQ 49

Softm&M B'

Bauacti tf Lomb Sofapin
Cooparthin

EXTENDED WEAR

49
• SoftlllAM II

'^'^
• Ajn«nc&n Hydron Z«ro 4

REO 00 • DuTMoft III

Tashion' EYEGLASSES
•Price includes your
choice of a fir&me ft*om

our Fashion' Collection

with preaonpuon lenaee

There la never an extra

charge for plaauc. photo-

trmy, overeize or tinted

leneea
*8IN0IJE VISION Non-Cat*ract Lenaes

$39
Visit FOR BTB8 OPTICAL COMSANT.
It mightbe the most Important lessonyou learn today.

xoR Eves
KMping ValuM in Sight

Pricing Does Not Include Eye Exams

®
L08 ANOtLIS-1927 Westwood Blvd

1 '.) Bikt So o« Santa Mdnica

(313) 474^32
TAI«ZANA-lt724 Ventura Blvd

3 BiKs West of ncseda

(SID TOfr'AOM

PASAOCNA-foottxM Rosemead Canter

3019 E Foothill Blvd

(1I)381-S41S

TORRANCE-Meedow Parte Piaia

iV8i3 HawitHxna Blvd

(213) 371-0342

IT'S ALWAYS SUMMER
WITH HANSEN'S
30 ^'oafTasting fresh
fruit juices and juice

blends. Alwavs 100^/

natural and healthful
Hansen's. Available
right here on
campus.

.»>«-
1 Y SiNCf ^wf^

FRESH JUICES
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AT THIS PRia IT SOUNDS
100 G

Believe if Al & Ed's brings you this

fop-of-the-line Kenwood CD ployer

Qt rock-bottom price. Just like we've

been bringing audiophiles the best

auto sound systems for 35 years.

With top-notch stereo installation at

every Al & Ed's, and soles advisors

who know their product inside and out,

people hove come to know us as the

mobile electronics specialist. Whether

It's for sound, security or cellular

phones, Al & Ed's knows all. And

that's the honest truth.

• • I 10 BE TRUE.

KENWOOD AM/FIM CD PLAYER PULIOUT
FIRST TIME EVER AT AN INCREDIBLE PRICE!
With outomofK boding, 3

" CD single copobility, optimum servo control,

direct track access, double oversamplmg, triple beom loser, rondom shuffle

ploy, trock scon, PIL synthesized tuner, 30 sfotion presets, seek ond

manual tuning, 2 color illummotion, outomotic memory entry, locol/distont

switch, ond lots more id.",* v
.

'
. , •

REG. $749

*399
47% Off

100 WAH AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
A i«il powiethousf leotuiirtq ?4 sloltoti pieseis (lulwnotH iiiusk srtiMit

pf 5 <,(,Q4

p«eanip outputs Oolby NR ou(o -everse. tuimtmy hqii 4 m]\ Indoi" ^^AA
sepofole basviieWr lOnitoK. liquid (lysiol mol'i tjmiion d(>()iov wiiti ^,wm
quoit/ kxli stotions and iiipie «' <'.'

MCfALlMI

4IS0ff

SOMYAM/EM PUllOUT aSSEHE RECEIVER
« 1(|I l(Kk Pll Oucrt/ Syittifsis lunpt, i8IV 6AM pi(r*t lu'tmq witti ^{Q 0)0

.i*( ifiWp bos> ond Utbk (oirtiols, MS iiutpui with fodei loiitiol. negotwe ^1^W
I' 'iiuH' ' Mii'mi displov -.lidt' ,M)i mill llifll ihftv,i>. if;.

)«%Off

>lUrOfMOEfUl
UR AURiM WITH
TWO REMOTE
TRANSMIHERS AND
UFETIME WARRANTY
reolutes 2 UHF lemote

(onifol mini fionsmittets to ^

oim/disoim system. Willed

lifetime iMrroflTy, digitolly SAii
emoded ffoduiotior with thousonds of t9VA
digitol CMte (ombmotiofis, totolly keyless |WW
opetolion, fjoshmg lEO ond mote

St12
aRAURM

lY THE MAKERS
OF DERRINGER

All imp(((oblr sMunty sfvinn thui ipoiuirs

utito rtwi peisonoMy (oded tions

rmtiw • iMnoM ptM inIwc

' SnoMifMra wois noMfkon

(ii(\iitty • fwf yeoi ifwiionly
^274

DEFY AUTO THEFT AT THE

PUSH OF A BUnON
Indusfty exdusive 2 button

ullio rfiin tronynittei, field

prsgtommable ond tepto

giommoble, fiigh powered *

bridged output siien, eosy mounting

9HJftef6uofd • gloss b»eok detwtw,

selective StidttefGuotd * /sensor inhibit

octive or possrve aiming ond more

m SS39

<398
MSTALUi

AlAEiTsAiiloscNind
THE SPECIAUSTS IN MOBILE ELEGRONICS.^ WEST L.A. MARINA DEL REY

2301 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 2518 Lincoln Blvd.
(213) 478-0091 (213) 821-9988

^^^^OPEN 9AM to 6PM MON-SAT

THE NEWEST RESTAURANT/NIGHTCLUB
IN THE SOUTH BAY

Surf City Bar & Grill

& K-Surf 103.1 FM

Welcomes you to a

ST. PATRICK'S PARTY
March 16 & 17, 1990 • 8PM-2AM

LADIES HOT LEGS

MENS HOT CHEST
Contest Saturday 1 1 :OOPIVI

OVER $500 In cashi & prizes

$1.00 WELL DRINKS & DRAFT BEER

FIRST 100 PEOPLE RECEIVE (1)

FREE BEER
• WEAR GREEN • PAY NO COVER •
K-Surf 103.1 will broadcast live Fri. from 8PM-11PM

1501 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Manhattan Beach
Directions & General Information (213) 515-3444

• ONLY 20 MINUTES FROM UCLA •

WE ARE HOSTING THE LARGEST
ST. PATTY'S PARTY EVER!
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Trevor Wilson
,

Trevor Wilson has made
some big shots in his career

at UCLA, but maybe none
was bigger than his 12-fooi jumper
against Arizona State this Saturday

in the Pac-lC post-season tourna-

ment He hit the shot with 27

seconds left to play to give the

Bruins a 79-78 victory over the

Sun Devils in the tournament

semifmals.

The basket, a difficult running

jump shot which Wilson released

from behind the plane of the

backboard, hit nothing but net, and
saved the game for the Bruins,

who, after leading by 20 points in

the second half, fell behind by one
point with under a minute to play.

Wilson also made two clutch

free throws with a little over a

minute to play to give the Bruins a

seemingly comfortable three-point

lead, but a four-point play by
Arizona State set (he stage for his

winning shot

Wilson saved his best overall

game for last, as he had a monstr-

ous tournament final against

Arizona, though the Bruins lost

94-78. The senior forward had 28

points, and ripped down a career-

high 17 retx)unds, including an

impressive 11 on the offensive

end.

It was an end to a busy week for

Wilson, one which saw him make
the All Pac-10 team for the third

straight season, making him only

the si)(th Bruin to accomplish that

feat. He was also the only UCLA
player to make the All-Tourna-

ment team.

Kennedy Cosgrove

.^

1
UCLA Spofts IttfoTWMrtion

Trevor Wilson

Basketball Forward Senior

Hit game winning shot against

Arizona State in tournament

semifinal.

Scored 28 points and had 1

7

rebounds versus Arizona.

Made the AH-Toumament team.

Made the Att-Pacific-1 team for a

third straight year.

UCLA Sports Infofmatior)

Tracie Millett

Tfack & Field Junior

Won shotput at NCAA Indoor

Championship.

Her throw of 51 '1
1
" was a personal

and school record.

UCLA's first national champion this

year.

Finished third in the discus throw

twice at IMCAAs.

Tracie Millett

Tracie Millett was a one-

woman team at the NCAA
Indoor Championships

over the weekend at Indianapolis.

Milieu, the only Bruin to attend

the Championships, won the shot

put with a throw of 51 feet, 11

inches, setting a personal best in

the process, and fmished 12th in

the team standings all by herself.

That's great for Tracie and great

for this team,** said head coach Bob
Kersee. "You can't do any better

than a national title and a school

record.*'

Millett was only seeded numl)er

six going into the meet, because

UCLA competes mostly outdoors

and she hasn*t really made a name '

for herself on the indoor circuit

Last year, Millett advanced to

the NCAA meet in all three weight

events—shot put, discus, and
javelin—and fmished third in the

discus.
—

As a freshman, she also placed

third in the discus.

Her goal this year is io win all

three weight events at the NCAA
Outdoor Championships, and she

has already qualified in the discus

and shot put leaving only tlie

javelin for her to master.

But she knows it won*t be easy.

**My biggest goal is to win all

three events, which will be hard to

reach because they*re all so diffe-

rent**

Because Millett has 1992
Olympic aspirations, she may
redshirt next season so she can

U^in and compete with the Bruins

right up until the Olympic ttials.

Kennedy Cosgrove
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TACOS AL CARBON

^

Try our

0^5^ freshly charbroiled

^Q\ taste treats!

r-'-^r :'•:-' - t-:

with this coupon
Buy 1 Get 1 Free

Buy any menu item and get

another item of eoual or lesser

value absolutely FREE!
1 coupon per person. Exp. 3/31/90

Not valid with any other offer

I
Dine In-Take Out Only

FREE with every order:

Chips and Salsa from our Fresh Salsa Bar

13647 VICTORY BLVD. in VAN NUYS

(818) 9011477

^
16330 VENTURA BLVD. 'n ENCINO

(818) 986-0700

14533 VENTURA BLVD. in SHERMAN OAKS

(818) 907-1978

9084 TAMPA AVE. in NORTHRIDGE

(818) 772-7111

18715 VENTURA BLVD. in TARZANA

(818)3434200

11106 W. OLYMPIC BLVD at SEPULVEDA

(213) 473-6322

8510 W 3rd STREET al LA CIENEGA

(213)JS57-1002

11819 WILSHIRE'BLVD. at GRANVILLE

(213) 479-5005

7982 SUNSET BLVD. al LAUREL

(213) 650-6666

4250 LINCOLN BLVD. in MARINA DEL REY

(213) 827-8993

DB

21514 VICTORY BLVD in WOODLAND HLLS

(818)346-9144

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

SPRING TIME
SPERRY «TIME!

."«»#]

^ '")

»/

^.0^-^

•:;»*•«.

"NEW" The Authentic Original
Updated colors in premium, brushed and tumbled leather

uppers. Handsewn moccasin construction and fully functional

rawhide laces. LA's largest selection of styles and colors for both
men and women! (Receive a free pair of Beach Thongs with any
"Sperry" purchase!)

10938 Weyburn Avenue, Vyestwood CA, 824-1090
^tn^mmmi^ imrm

sft'f^
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Another no-no for UCLA frosh hurl^

STEPHANIE SPEARS

Maria Rodrlquez

By Garo Hovannisian

Contributor

Things can get mighty cold up at Sunset Field,

especially when the late afternoon winds whip up and
you're standing around.

That was precisely what the Bruin outfield was
doing yesterday against the University of Hawaii, as

none of them fielded a single ball in a no-hit

performance by freshman pitcher Heather Compton,
resulting in a 3-0 UCLA win.

The Bruin bats were sluggish as they often are,

with only one hit through the first three innings. But
UCLA got rolling somewhat in the fourth frame, as

freshman Kristy Howard singled and advanced on an
error. With freshman Lisa Fernandez and junior

Kerry Dienelt also joining Howard on base, the

Hawaii pitcher then walked Bruin Kelly Inouye,

bringing in the Bruins' first run.

. UCLA added two insurance runs in the next

inning, as both Fernandez and junior Missy Phillips

belled RBI doubles. In all, Fernandez paced the

Bruins with two hits and a run, while Howard added a

single, a walk and two runs.

The Bruins then faced the Warriors for the second

game of the twinbill, but results were not available at

press lime.

UCLA will open up Pac- 10 competition on March
26th at home against Oregon State, and will follow

that matchup the next day with a game against

Oregon. The Bruins are looking to capture ihdir

third-consecutive national championship, and
seventh since 1975.

Sunset Field is located along DeNeve Drive near

the Sunset Recreation Center. All home games start

at 1 p.m., and admission is free.
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Roulier hits

J, UCLA sees
OT in NCAA
first round
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By Scott Brown
Staff Writer V i

FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. —
3500 Arkansas Lady'Back fans

stood in stunned silence, as Bruin

Rachelle Roulier' s 35-fbot, three-

point jumper swished through the

bottom of the net to send UCLA
into overtime tied at 75, in their

first-round NCAA Tournament
game.

Unfortunately for UCLA, the

same crowd pulled itself together

moments later to rally their Hogs
to a 90-80 victory, last night
Down by three points (after

losing an earlier 14-point, second-
half lead) with 16 seconds to play,

sophomore standout Rehema Ste-

phens stepped up to the freethrow

line to try and close the gap with a

one-and-onc shot.

After Stephens* second shot

dropped through the hoop, the

Bruins fouled Lady'Back guard
Christi Willson to send her to the

line.

Although Willson fired both her
shots through the net, a quick
Bruin in-tK)unds pass found an
open Stephens, and she in turn

found Roulier at half court. The
Bruin guard took three quick
dribbles, and pulled up to fire

—

and hit her target.

With 1 second on the clock, the

Lady 'Backs were unable to get a
shot off to try for the win.

In overtime, the Razorback
press that had hampered the Bruins

throughout the second half
clamped down and eventually

wore out the Bruins.

The first half, however, was a
different story.

Playing as close to a perfect half

as they have all season, the Bruins

successfully shut down Southwest
Conference Player of the Year
Delmonica DeHomey (22 poinis/7

rebounds/8 blocks), allowing her

only six points in the first half.

STEPHANIE SPEARS

Heather Compton

Athletes of the Weelr-i
For the last time this quarter, Daily Bruin

Sports has chosen its athletes of the week. One
has been outstanding all quarter and the other is

just starting what should be a spectacular year. So

take a study break, put down those notes and see

who*s who in UCLA sports this week.

See page 63

Gymsters flip
UCLA men's and women's gymnastics teams

will both be competing in their respective Pac- 10

Championship meets in the coming weeks:
Check out the men's preview for their battle in

the desert and the women's preview for their

showdown in Strawberry Canyon.

See page 57 & 60

That's some racket
There's nothing like a little college tennis

action to relieve the stress of finals. Beginning

today with the men's match at USC, the Bruin

men and women embarked on a tennis rally that

will span the two weeks. Tal^c a break from the

books and hit the courts.

See page 58
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